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Preface

Hlllllall iV/o/em/ar Celler;es has been revised and updated in the light of the discoveries following the Human Genome
Project. As we enter the post genome era, we still believe that this book provides a bridge between elementary textbooks
and the research literature, so that people with relatively little background in the subject can appreciate and read the
latest research.

Human molecular genetics is a large subject. We have tried to make it more digestible by organizing the text into
clearly demarcated color-coded sections, using statement headings, and identifYing important new terms by bold
typef.lce.

The first section (Chapters 1-7) covers basic material on DNA structure and function, chromosomes, cells and
development, pedigree analysis and the basic techniques used in the laboratory. Parr Two (Chapters 8-12) discusses the
various genome sequencing projects and the insights they provide into the organization, expression, variation and
evolution of our genome. In Parr Three (Chapters 13-18) the focus is on mapping, identifying and diagnosing the
genetic causes of mendelian and complex diseases and cancer. Finally, Parr Four (Chapters 19-21) looks at the wider
horizons of functional genomics, proteomics, bioinformatics, animal models and therapy.

We provide an extensive glossary, and three additional special glossaries within Chapters 5,6 and 12. There are also
two indices: a main one (marked by a yellow flash on the page border) and a disease index (marked by a red flash).

The 4 years since publication of the second edition of Hllillall Mo/cmlar Cellcr;es have been an eventful time. The draft
human genome sequence appeared in 2001 and the 'finished' version in 2003. Readers f.lmiliar with the previous
edition will notice many changes. There are new chapters on cells and development and on functional genomics. The
sections on complex diseases have been completely rewritten and reorganized, as has the chapter on Genome Projects.
Among many smaller changes are a new section on molecular phylogenetics (Chapter 12) and the introduction of ethics
boxes to discuss some of the implications of the new knowledge. Additionally, virtually every page has been revised and
updated to take account of the stunning developments of the past 4 years. The welcome move to full color production
has meant a total revision of all the figures, with many completely new ones. As before, the figures (except for some
taken from other publications) will be available for downloading fi'om the publisher's website.

Some things have not changed. Our aim remains to explain the principles, and not to provide large numbers of facts.
The f.,CtS are readily available, primarily through the internet, and we provide the necessary references. Scientific
etiquette demands that in research-level reviews one uses references to credit the people who made the original
discoveries. Here, however, the bibliographies at the end of each chapter have a more educational purpose; we often cite
reviews rather than the first paper on a subject, and we have tried to choose references fi'Om easily accessible journals. We
hope people who find no reference to their seminal paper will understand. Above all, as in previous editions, we try to
convey the feel of fast-moving research, and hope that readers will end up sharing our excitement and enthusiasm for
the continuing voyage of discovery into our genome.

As always, we are grateful to the many people who have commented on the previous edition, even if we have not
always been able to incorporate their suggestions. For the present edition, we have appreciated advice and comments on
chapters from many colleagues, notably Gavin Cuthbert, Ian Hampson, Mike Jackson, Ralf Kist, Chris Mathew, Heiko
Peters, Nalin Thakker, Andy Wallace and John Wolstenholme. Richard Twyman deserves special thanks for substantial
assistance with chapters 3, 19 and 20. It has been a pleasure to work with Jonathan R.ay, Fran Kingston and the team at
Garland Science/BIOS Scientific Publishers, and with Touchmedia who developed the full color illustrations. Lastly, we
thank our long suffering families, especially Meryl, Alex,James and Gilly, and secretaries Anne, Kate, Leanne and
Margaret for their support and for putting up with what has been at times quite a stressful time for all concerned.

Tom Strachan and Andrew R.ead
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SI/pp/e/l/elllar)' /l/aterials available for Professors illdl/de

The Art of Human Molecular Genetics 3

A CD-ROM containing all the figures from the book for presentation purposes. The figures are available in JPEG and
PowerPoint format and are free to those lecturers who adopt the text. Also available for purchase.

Garland Science Classwire H'

We are pleased ro offer Garland Science Classwire ™ to adopters of Human Molecular Generics 3, the website that
allows you to:

~ Access teaching resources provided by Garland Science

~ Creare a customized website for your course in minutes

•. Cotlll11unicare with your students online

~ Build a continually expanding library of teaching resources
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Before we start -
Intelligent use of the Internet

Today's students and researchers do nOt need to be told to use the Internet. However, there are a few points particularly
relevant to readers of this book that we would like to point out right at the start.

In this book we try to cover the principles of human molecular genetics. but we have not tried to list many facts.
When we give facts, they are primarily there to illustrate principles. But principles without facts are rather sterile, and we
expect you to look up £1Cts,as necessary, primarily from the Internet. The genome projects, and aU the associated
research into human genetics, have produced a veritable tidal wave of data. Intelligent and discriminating use of the
Internet is a key skill for any scientist, but perhaps especially for geneticists and students of genetics.

We have just run a Google search for "genetics" It produced 3630000 hits. Some of those sites are key resources,
many are secondary, some are deliberately misleading and inaccurate. During the course of the book we recommend a
number of sites for particular topics. We suggest the following core sites; we have chosen them because they are reliable,
stable (nOt likely to change during the life of this book) and provide well-curated links to many Other sites. With these as
starting points, you should be able to evolve your own list of useful sites and proht sensibly from the astonishing riches
that are out there on the Internet.

~ General starting points for genetic data: htt :!/www.ncbi.n]m.nih. ov; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/services/

~ For genome data: wwwensembl.org; http://genome.cse.ucsc.edu

~ For information on proteins: http://ca.expasy.or~/;

~ For information on any lllendelian phenotype: http://\v\Vwncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim/

~ Access to biornedicalliterature: http://wwwncbi.nlm.nih.govlentrez/

http:///www.ncbi.n]m.nih.
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/services/
http://genome.cse.ucsc.edu
http://vVwncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim/
http://wwwncbi.nlm.nih.govlentrez/










~ CHAPTER ONE I D A STRUCTURE AND GENE EXPRESSIO

1.1 Building blocks and chemical bonds in
DNA, RNA and polypeptides

Molecular genetics is primarily concerned with the inter-
relationship between the information macromolecules DNA
(deoxyribollllcleic acid) and RNA (ribollllcleic acid) and how
these molecules are used to synthesize po/Jlpeptides, the basic
component of all proteins. In some viruses R A is the hered-
itary material, bur in all ceUs genetic information is swred in
DNA molecules. Selected regions of the cellular DNA mole-
cules serve as templates for synthesizing R.NA molecules. The
great majoriry of the R A molecules are in turn used to
specify the synthesis of polypeptides, either directly or bv
assisting at different stages in gene expression. As the vast
majority of gene expression is dedicated to polypeptide
synthesis, proteins represent rhe major fUllctional end-point of
DNA and account for the majority of the dry weight ofa cell.
The term protei" W3O:; derived from the Greek proteios.
111L'dlling 'of rhl.' firq rank" and reflects the important roles of
proteins in diverse cellular functions, acting as enzymes,

. .. .
receptors, storage prorcms, transport protcllls, transcnptlon
factors, signaling molecules, hormones, and so 011.

1.1.1 DNA. RNA and polypeptides are large polymers
defined by a linear sequence of simple repeating
units

In eukaryotes individual DNA molecules arc found in the
chromosomes of the nucleus. in mitochondria, and also in the

chloroplasts of plant cells. They are large polymers, with a
linear backbone of alternating sugar and phosphate residues.
The sugar in DNA molecules is deoxJlribose, a S-carbon sugar,
and successive sugar residues are linked by covalent phospho-
diester bonds. Covalently attached to carbon atom number I '
(one prime) of each sugar residue is a nitrogenous base. Four
types of base are found: adenine (A), cytosine (C),gllanille (G)
and thymi/Ie (T) and they consisr of heterocyclic rings of
carbon and nitrogen atoms. They can be divided into tWO
classes:

~ purines (A and G) have t\\"o interlocked heterocyclic
rmgs;

~ pyrimidines (C and T) have one such ring.

A sugar with an attached base is caLled a nucleoside. A nucle-
oside with a phosphate group attached at carbon atom 5' or 3'
constitutes a nucleotide which ;s the basic repeat WI;r of a D.\"A
srralld (Figllres 1.1 and 1.2). The composition of RNA mole-
cules is similar to that of D A molecules, but differs in that
they contain ribose sugar residues in place of deoxyribose and
IIracil (U) instead of thymine (FIgures 1.1 and 1.2) .

Proteins are composed of one or more polypeptide mole-
cules which may be modified by the addition of various
carbohydrate side chains or other chemical groups. Like D A
and R A, polypeptide molecules are polymers consisting of a
linear sequence of repeating units, in this case amino acids.
The latter consist of a positively charged amino group and
a negatively charged carboxylic acid (carboxyl) group
connected by a central carbon atom to which is attached an

BASE NUCLEOSIDE I NUCLEOTIDE I
( = base + sugar) ( = nucleoside + phosphate)

RIBOS~ I , f ,
MONO- 01- TAl·

DEOXYRIBOSE PHOSPHATE PHOSPHATE PHOSPHATE

IPUflNESI

[ Adenosine AMP (Adenylate) ADP ATP
Aderine

Deoxyadenosine dAMP dATPdADP

[ Guanosine GMP (Guanylate) GDP GTP
Guanine

Deoxyguanosine dGMP dGDP dGTP

I~I

Cytosn! [ Cytidine CMP (CytidyIate) COP CTP
Deoxycytidine dCMP dCDP dCTP

Thymine [ Thymidine [Th1P] (Thymidylale) [TOP] [TTP]

Deoxythymidine dTMP dTDP dTTP

Uracil [ Uridine UMP (Uridylate) UDP lJTP
Deoxyuridine dUMP dUDP dUTP

Figure 1.1: Common beses found in nucleic acids with corresponding nucleosides and nucleotides.

Note: (1) nucleotides with a single monophosphate are often described with names where the suffix -ine of the base is replaced by the
suffix -ylate, as in adenyl ate, guanylate etc. (2) Brackets surrounding TMP. TOP and TTP indicate that they are not normally found.
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Guanine (G)

o
II CH

3/C''-5/ 3
HN C

I II
C CH-:7,,, / ,o NH,

Adenine (A)

NH,
I

3,f'C
4
,S

N CH
I IIC CH-:7'" /,o NH,

Cytosine (C) Thymine (T) Uracil (U)

o
II

O-P-O
I I
0- CH, 0

5'1/ ~
C H H C,·
'1\1 1/1
H C-C H

3'1 ,-~._
OH :5~~;

NH,
I;'C"-5

N CH
31 II,
C CH

-:7,,- N/o ,
o 0 0
IIy II P Iia

-O-P-O-P-O-P~O
I I I I
o 0 0- ~H, 0

51/ ~
C H H c.
"1\1 1/1'
H C-C H3'1 ,n_

'H'OH 'u_:

Adenosine Adenosine 5'-monophosphate
(AMP)

2'-Deoxyeytidine 5'-triphosphate
(dCTP)

Figure 1.2:Structure of bases, nucleosides and nueleotides.

The bold lines at the bottom of the sugar rings are meant to indicate that the plane of the ring is set at an angle of 90° with respect to the
plane of the corresponding base [i.e. if the plane of a base is represented as lying on the surface of the page, carbon atoms 2' and 3' (three
primel of the sugar can be viewed as projecting upwards out of the page and the oxygen atom as projecting down below the surface of the
page]. Note: the numbering in deoxyribose and ribose sugars is confined to the five carbon atoms, numbered l' to 5', but the numbering of
the bases includes both carbon and nitrogen atoms which occur within the heterocyclic rings. The highlighted hydroxyl and hydrogen
atoms connected to carbon 2' indicate the essential difference between the ribose and deoxyribose sugar residues. Phosphate groups are
denoted sequentially as a, [3,"yetc., according to proximity to the sugar ring Isee dCTPstructurel.
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identifying side duill. The 20 different amino acid:-. Gill bt:
grouped into diffL'n:nt classes depending 011 the nature ofrhcir
side chains (,.(~"'l' /.3). Classification is based as (olio\\'<:

~ basic amino acids carry a '\idL' chain with a !ll't positin.'
charge: an amino (NH1) group or histidine ring in rhe side
chain acquires a H + ion :"It physiological pH:

• acidic amino acids carry a side chain with a !lct negative
charge: a Glrboxyl group ill the side cluin lost'~ .1 H+ iOIl at
physiological pl-l to form COO-:

• uncharged polar amino acid;;; .1ft: t."kctrically Ileutral bur
carry sick chains with polar l'knrical groups. which ;:1f(.'

distinguished by having fracrion:t1 ekerrieal charges
(denored as 0+ or 0-). For example. rhe hydrogen aronl in
both the h)'drox)" group (-01-1) and the su/fll)'dr)'1 group
(-51-1) has a f"lerional posiriw charge while the
oxygen/sulfur atoms have a fractional negatin .. chargc.
leading to the following designations: (-Oil-- _1-18+) and
(_51l--_1-18+):

~ nonpolar neutral alllino acids arc hydrophobic (watcr-
repelling). They oftcll intcract with one another :l11dwith
other hydrophobic groups.

Polypeptides are fOfllll'd by :1condl'I1s3tion n:actiol1 betwc'en
the amino group of onc :11l1inoacid :1l1dthc carboxyl group of
the nexr to form a rfpea/i,,<~backbolle (-NH-CHR-CO-).
where the R side chains differ from om: amino :1cid (0 another
(see Fij!llrc 1.21).

1.1.2 Covalent bonds confer stability; weaker
noncovalent bonds facilitate intermolecular
associations and stabilize structure

The stability of the nucleic acid and protcin polymcrs i~
primarily dependent on the strong covalent bonds that
COllnect the constituent atoms of their linear backbones. J n
addition to covalent bonds, a number of weak noncovalent

Table 1.1: Weak non-covalent bonding

bonds (see ~J(1h1{' 1.1) are import:lI1t ill interactiolls between
these molecules and bct"wl'ell groups within ,I \illgle Ilucleic
acid or protein molecule. l)'pically, ~lIch Iloncov.llellt bonds
arc.:.'weaker dUll cO\'alellt hands by a f;letor of Illore thall 1(l.
Unlike covaknt bonds. whose strength is determined ollly by
the particlIbr :ltOIllS involvcd, the strength of nOllcov,dellt
bonds is also crucially dependent on their aqlll'olls ellviroll-
ment. The structure of water is P,lrtiCllbrly cOlllplex. with ;l
rapidly challging Iletwork of IlollCOvalcllt bonding ocnlrring
between the indi\'idllal H2() molecules. Tht' predomill.lIlt
force ill this structure i\ thl' hydrogen bond. ,1\\T;lk elecrro-
~t.Itic bond fOfllll'd betwl'l'll .1 p.lni.llly po'\itin' hydrogen
a({)m and a p.utially negative atolll which. ill the case of water
molecules. i'\ all oxygen :Itom.

C:lurged Illolecules are highly \oluhk ill w.Iter. Ut'CllIse
of the pho'\phatc chargl''\ pn......ent ill their compol1ent
Iludt·otidl''\. both DNA and R A arc neg.llin:ly charged
(P(l/Ydl1i(lI1.')' Depending on their .1mino arid compo~ition.
protcin~ Illay c,lrry :1Ilet poo;itin' charge (basic proteins) or
J net ncg;ltivc charge (acidic proteins). The hydrogen
bonding potenti.11 of watcr molecules IllCJn'\ th.It mokculcs
with polar group' (including DNA. RNA and proteim) (.]/1

form Illultiple ilHeracriol1\ with the w;Her molecule" IeJding
to their solubilizJtiol1.Thu,. en'n electrically nt'utral protein'\
arl' of tell rl'adily soluhle if they cOl1t:1in all appreciable
Ilulllber of charged or neutral pobr ,Imino .Kid .•. In cOl1tr:1~r.
llIelllbrane-bound proteins Jre oftcll c1l.lf.H.:terizl,d by :1 high
COIHenl" of hydrophobic amino acids which are thermo-
dynamically nlOf'e stable in the hydrophobic ell\'ironment of
a lipid lllembr~lr1l·.

Unlike cO\'aklH bOlld~ which require cOllsickrabk cnlTgy
illplH to breJk thelll, nonco\'alent bonds are cOllstantly being
made and brokell at phy ...iologica! temper.Iture\. As .1 re\lllr.
the)' re.ldily permit ft'll('rsibf(' (frclllS;CfIf) I//(llcm/dr ;lItcrt1rt;OI1.',

which are e'\\elltial for biologic.11 function. III the ca:-.e of
Iluch ..ic acid'\ Jlld proteill~. they playa whok \'ariety of key
role'\. ensuring f.lithfu! replication of I) A. tran-;cription of

Type of bond

HydlOgen

Ionic

Van derWaals'

HydlOphobic fo/ces

Nature of bond

Hyd/ogen bonds form when a hydrogen a/om is sandwiched between two electron-att/acting atoms, usually oxygen or
nit/ogen atoms. See Box 1.1 for examples oftheir importance in nucleic acid and protein Slructure and function

Ionic interactions occur between charged groups. They can be very strong in crystals but in an aqueous environmen~ the
charged groups are shielded by H20 molecules and othe/ ions in solution and so are quite weak. Nevertheless, they can be
very important in biological function, as in the case of en2yme-substrate recognition

Any two atoms which are very close to each other show a weak attractive bonding interaction due to their fluctuating
electrical cha/ges {van derWaals' attractionl until they get extremely close, when they repel each other very strongly (van
der Waals'repulsion). Although individually very weak, van der Waals' attractions can become important when there is a
very good fit between the surfaces of two macromolecules

Water is a polar molecule. When hydrophobic molecules 0/ chemical groups are placed in an aqueous environment they
become forced together in order to minimi2e their disruptive effects on the complex network of hydrogen bonding between
water molecules. Hydrophobic groups which are forced together in this way are said to be held together by hydrophobic
bonds, even although the basis of their attraction is due to a common repulsion by water molecules
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CHARGED POLAR

I I I I I
R CH, CH, ~9H, CH,

I I I I
C 9H, yCH, CH, CH,

0'" , I I IO' C ~CH, CH, .,.C,
Aspartic acid

.,. , I I0 O'
CCH2 NH N CH= aspartate
I. I I I.(Asp) Glutamic acid

= glutamate NH, + q-C '-. HC= NH
(Glu) H,N NH,

Lysine Arginine Histidine
(Lys) (Arg) (His)

ACIDIC BASIC

GENERAL
STRUCTURE H 0

I II
H N-C-C-OH, I

R

Asparagine Glutamine
(As") (Gin)

AMIDE GROUPS

CH,

CH,

HYDROXYL
GROUPS

I
CH,

I
SH

Cysteine (Cys)

SULFHYDRYL
GROUP

I
CH,
I

"yC,
HC CH

I II
HC CH

~/
C
I

OH

Tyrosine (Tyr) ,

I I
CH, CH-CH,
I I

OH OH

Serine Threonine
(Ser) (Thr)

NH,

UNCHARGED POLAR

R = CH,

C.,.
o

NONPOlAR H 0
I I I II

CH, CH HN- C-C-OH
I I I I I / , I I

R H CH3 CH CH CH, CH, CH, CH,
/ , / ,

I " /CH, CH3 CH3 CH, CH, CH,

Glycine Alanine Valine Leucine Isoleucine Proline
(Gly) (Ala) (Val) (Leu) (lie) (Pro)

I I
CH, 9H, II CH,CH, .,.C, CH
I

.,., I
S HC CH HC C-C

Methionine I I II I II II
(Met) CH, HC CH HC

/C"
C~ / ~ /

CH CH NH

Phenylalanine Tryptophan
(Phe) (Trp)

Figure 1.3: Structures of the 20 major amino acids.

Amino acids in a subclass (e.g. the acidic amino acids) are chemically very similar. Highlighted groups are polar chemical groups. The
convention of numbering carbon atoms is to designate the central carbon atom as Of and subsequent carbons of linear side chains as 13, 'Y,
8 etc. (see the example of the lysine side chain attopl. Although, in general, polar amino acids are hydrophilic and nonpolar amino acids
are hydrophobic. glycine (which has a very small side chain) and cysteine (whose sulfhydryl group is not so polar as a hydroxyl group)
occupy intermediate positions on the hydrophilic-l1ydrophobic scale. Note: proline is unusual in that the side chain connects the nitrogen
atom of the NH, group as well as the central carbon atom.
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5,1
CH2 0 Base

4,1/ """I,
C H H C
1\1 III
HC-CH

3'1 12'
o H

1

O=p-O-
I
o
I

5'
CH2 0 Base
4,1/ """I"
C H H C
1\1 III
HC-CH

3', 12'

o H
I

Figure 1,4:A 3'-5' phosphodiester bond,

RNA, codon-:lIlricodoll recognition. Although individually
weak. the combincd action of IlUlllerous noncovalcnr bonds
can make large cOIl(ribll(ioll~ to the stability of the strllctun,'

(confonnation) of rhl'sl.'Illokcules and so c.m be crucially
important for specifyillg the shape of a macromolecule (Sl'L'

Pigllrc I. 7B for the example of how illtralllo]ecubr hydrogen
bonding provides mnch of rhe shap" of a transfer RNA
molecule).

1.2 DNA structure and replication

1.2.1 The structure of DNA is an antiparallel double
helix

As mentioned above, the linear backbone of a D A molecule
and of an R A molecule consists of alternating sligar residut.'ll
and phosphate groups. In each case, the bond linking an indi-
vidual sugar residue to the neighboring sugar residues is :1
3',5' -phospho diester bond. This mea", that a pltospltate
,f!.rollp liuRs carboll atom 3' of a sl~f!.ar to rarbc)1l atolll 5' (~rthe l1e~f!.h-

boriu,f!. sligar (F({!.lIre J .-/).
Whereas the RNA molecules within a cdl normally exi<:;t

as single molecules, the structun: ofD A is a double helix in
which two DNA molecules (DNA strallds) arc held together
by weak hydrogen bonds to form a DNA dllplex. Hydrogen
bonding occurs between laterally opposed bases. base pairs
(bp). of the two strands of the DNA duplex according to
Watson-Crick rules: A specifically billds to T "lid C specifically
In·wls to G (J-7(f!,lIre 1.5). As :1 result. the b:1st.'compo<:;ition of
DNA from difTerem cellular sources is not random: tltl' (1/11011111c~radcn/llc eql/als that ~.rrl1}1111/1I£', alld rlu' a1JlOIl1Jf (~r[}lto.'\;1H' l'ql/als
tlt,1I '!fg//flIti//e.The base compmition of DNA CJn therefore be
specified unambiguollsly by quoting itll %GC (= %JG + %e)
composition. For example. if a sOllrce of cellular DNA i<:;
quoted as being 42% CC. the b:lse composition can be
inferred to be: G, 21%; C, 2 t%l;A, 2cyX\: T,2(-YYrl.

DNA can adopt different types of helical "ructure.

A-DN~~nd ~~gtt~~a~s~o~~ i~
whicll the helix spirals in a clockwise direction as it moves
away from the observer).They have respectively II and 10 bp
per turn. Z-DNA is a left-handed helix which has 12 bp per
turn. Under physiological conditions. most of the DNA ill a
bacterial or eukaryotic genome is of the B-DNA forlll. Here
each helical strand has a pitclr (the distance occupied by a

H
7 I O· 0-

B ~N
HrC""'- \5 6/N-H 0 4 s/CH,

C-C C-C
N ,f ~ 0- O· / ~ 6/ 9~" /~ H-~" JH

N=CH C-N

SUGAR 3 2 0/2 1 "'-

SUGAR

A T
Key:

Hydrogen bond

Figure 1.5:A-T base pairs have two connecting hydrogen bonds; G-C base pairs have three.

Fractional positive charges on hydrogen atoms and fractional negative charges on oxygen and nitrogen aloms are denoled by S' and 0-
respectively.
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1:Y)J1d Cc (."" C', ~h\ 6 J, - \ -r,'... ((NI't- ",
• {r~ /L

RNA transcripts and various small nuclear RNA molecules
(Section 1.4.11. In addition, codon-anticodon recognition
involves hydrogen bonding between two RNA molecules:
mRNA and tRNA (Section 1.5.1 and Figure 1.211). Hydrogen
bonding between RNA molecules involves G-V base pairs as
well as A-V and C-G base pairing (see Table 1.6);

Intramolecular hydrogen bonding in nucleic acids. This is
important in providing secondary structure in both DNA and in
RNA molecules, as in the case of formation of hairpins in DNA
and the complex arms of tRNA (see Section 1.2.1and Figure 1.71.
In the latter case, note that base-pairing includes G-V base pairs
as well as A-V and G-C base pairs.

Intramolecular hydrogen bonding in proteins. Some
fundamental units of protein secondary structure, such as the
a-helix, the f)-pleated sheet and the f)-turn are largely defined
by intra chain hydrogen bonding ISection 1.5.5and Figure 1.24).

Intermolecular hydrogen bonding in nucleic acids

This is important in permitting the formation of double-stranded
nucleic acids as follows:
~ Double-stranded DNA. The stability of the double helix is

maintained by hydrogen bonding between A- T and C-G base
pairs (Section 1.2.1and Figure 1.5);

~ DNA-RNA duplexes. These form naturally during RNA
transcription and hydrogen bonding underpins the following
types of base pairs: A-U; C-G and also A-T (bonding of A in the
RNA strand with T in the DNA strandl. See Section 1.3.3 and
Figure 1.12;

~ Double-stranded RNA.The genomes of some viruses consist
of RNA-RNA duplexes, but in addition transient RNA-RNA
duplexes form in all cells during RNA processing and gene
expression. RNA splicing requires recognition of exon-intron
boundaries following hydrogen bonding between the unspliced

~I CHAPTER ONE I
,\\-\--f' ('vv\.( 'e:. (u f', J / H
I \\t {(..••..\\Ac.l-c cu.l, (

loop (Figllrf I. 7A: see also F(Qllrf 9.6 for the example of
microRNAs which originate by cleavage from "airpill RNA
precursors). Such structural constraints, which are additional
to those imposed by the primary structure, contribute (0 the
secondary structure of the molecule. Certain RNA mole-
cules, such as transfer RNA (tl'l..NA), show particularly high
degrees of secondary structure (F(gllrc I. 7B).

Note: in the case of hydrogen bonding in RNA-I'l..NA
duplexes and also in intramolecular hydrogen bonding within
an RNA molecule, G-U base pairs are orcasiollally.follild ill
addilioll loA-U and C-C base pairs (Figllrc 1.7B).This form of
base pairing is not particularly stable, but does not significantly
disrupt the RNA-I'l..NA helix.

1.2.2 DNA replication is semi-conservative and
synthesis of DNA strands is semi-discontinuous

During the process of DNA sYlllhesis (DNA replication),
the [Wo DNA strands of each chromosome arc unwound by a
helicase and each DNA strand directs the synthesis of a
complementary DNA strand. Two daughter DNA duplexes
are formed, each of which is identical to the parent molecule
(Figure J .8).As each daughter DNA duplex contains o1le srralld

.(1'011Irhe parrill lIlo/ewle alld vile Ilcwly s}'l/rhe:;ized DiVA stralld,

the replication process is described as semi-conservative.
The enzyme DNA polymerase catalyzes the synthesis of new
DNA strands using the four deoxynucleoside triphosphates
(dATP, dCTP, dGTI~ dTTP) as nucleotide precursors.

DNA replication is initiated at specific points, which have
been termed origins of replication. Starting from slIch an
origin, the initiation of DNA replication results in a V-shaped
replication fork, where the parental DNA duplex bifurcates
(splits) into two daughter DNA duplexes. The two strands of
the parental DNA duplex are antiparallel, but act individually
as templates for the synthesis of a complementary antiparallel
daughter strand. It follows that the two daughter strands must

run in opposite directions (i.e. the direction of chain growth
must be 5'-~3' for one daughter strand, the leading strand,
but 3'-~5' for the other d:ll1ghter strand, the lagging strand;
Flg"re 1.9).

The reactions catalyzed by DNA polymerases involve
addition of" dNMP residue to the free 3' hydroxyl group of
the growing DNA chain (the dNMP residue is provided by a
dNTP precursor - the two distal 13 and "y phosphate residues
are cleaved and the resulting pyrophosphate group is
discJrded). This requirement introduces an as)'II/11Ictr)' into the
DNA replication process: only the leading strand will have a
free 3' hydroxyl group at the point of bifurcation. This will
permit sequential addition of nucleotides and continuous
elongation in the same direction in which the replication fork
llloves.

The .5' ~3' direction of synthesis of the lagging strand is in
the opposite direCTion to that in which the replication fork
moves. As a result, synthesis has to be accomplished in steps,
generating a progressive series of small, rypically 100-1000
nucleotides long, fragments (Okazaki fragments). As only
the leading strand is synthesized continuously, the synthesis of
DNA strands is said to be semi-discontinuous. Each
fragment of the lagging strand is synthesized in the 5'-3'
direction, which will be in the opposite direction to that in
which the replication fork moves. Successively synthesized
fragments are covalently joined at their ends using the enzyme
DNA ligase. As a result, the lagging strand grows in the
direction in which the replication fork moves.

1.2.3 The DNA replication machinery in mammalian
cells is complex

As in the case of ribosomes, the DNA replication machinery is
highly conserved and is basically similar from Escherichia coli to
man1nulian cells. with a variety of key different protein types
(Box 1.2). However, the complexity is greater in mammalian
cells, both in terms of numbers of different DNA polymerases,



single turn of the helix) of 3.-\ nm. As the phosphodiester
bonds link carbon atoms number Y and number .5' of
Sllco:ssivc sugar residues. one end of each DNA strand, the 50-
called 5' end, will have a terminal sligar residue in which
carbon JWIll Ilumber 5' is not linked to a neighboring sligar
residue (Figllre 1.6). The other end is defined as the 3' end
because of J similar absence of phosphodiesrer bonding at
carbon atol11 number 3' of the: rerIllinal sligar residue. The twO
strands of a DNA duplex are said to be antiparallel because
they ~lIways :lssociatc (anneal) in such a way that the 5' )3'
direction of one DNA strand is the opposite to that of its
partner (I'!Rllrf I. 6).

Generic information is encoded by the linear sequence of
bases in the DNA strands (the primary structure).
Consequently. two DNA strands of a DNA duplex are said to
have c01l1plementary sequences (or to exhibit base
complementarity) and the sequence of bases of one DNA
strand can readily be inferred if the DNA sequence of its
complementary srr;lI1d is alreJdy known. It is usual, therefore,
to describe a DNA sequence by writing the sequence of bases

1.2 I DNA STRUCTURE AND REPLICATION ~

of one strand only, and in the 5'-)03' direction. This is the
direction of synthesis of new DNA molecules during DNA
replication, and also of transcription when RNA mokcules
are synthesized using DNA as a template (see below).
However, when describing the sequence of a DNA region
encompassing two neighboring bases (really a dinucleotide)
on one DNA strand, it is llsual to insert a 'p' to denote a
connecting phosphodiester bond e.g. CpG means that a
cytidine is covalently linked to a neighboring gU~lI1osine 011 rhe
sallie Df\/A srra/ld, while a CG base pair means a cytosine on
one DNA str~md is hydrogen-bonded to a guanine 0/1 Ihe
rOJ//plc/J/cllfar)' srra1ld (see FiXlire 1.6)].

Intermolecular hydrogcn bonding also permits
RNA-DNA duplexes and double-stranded RNA formation
which are important requirements for gelle expression (see
Box 1. J). In addition, hydrogen bonding can occur between
bases within a single DNA or RNA nlOkcllk. Sequcnces
having closely positioned complcmentary illlJated repeats arc
pralle to forming hairpin structures or loops which arc stabi-
lized by hydrogen bonding between bases at the neck of the

(A) (B)

5'end °
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3'end
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Figure 1.6: The structure of DNA is a double-stranded, anti parallel helix.

(A) Antiparallel nature of the two DNA strands. The two strands are anti parallel because they have opposite directions for linking of 3'
carbon atom to 5' carbon atom. The structure shown is a double-stranded trinucleotide whose sequence can be represented as: 5'
pCpGpT-OH 3' IONA strand on left) / 5' pApCpG-OH 3' IONA strand on right) (where p ; phosphodiester bond and -OH = terminal OH
group at 3' end). This is normally abbreviated by deleting the 'p' and'OH' symbols and giving the sequence on one strand only (e.g. the
sequence could equally well be represented as 5' CGT 3' or 5' ACG 3'). (8) The double helical structure of DNA. The two strands are
wound round each other to form a plectonemic coil. The pitch of each helix represents the distance occupied by a single turn and in the B-
DNA structure Isee text) accommodates 10 nucleotides.
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Figure 1.7:Intramolecular hydrogen bonding in DNA and RNA.

(A) Formation of a double-stranded hairpin loop within a single DNA strand. The highlighted sequences in the DNA strand above represent
inverted repeat sequences which can hydrogen bond to form a hairpin structure Ibelowl. (B) Transfer RNA (tRNA) has extensive secondary
structure. The example shown is a human tRNAGlugene. Minor nucleosides are: D, 5, 6-dihydrouridine; '1', pseudouridine (5-ribosyl uracill;
m5C, 5-methylcytidine; m'A, l-methyladenosine. The cloverleaf structure is stabilized by extensive intramolecular hydrogen bonding, mostly
byWatson-Crick G-C and A-U base pairs, but also with the occasional G-U base pair. Four arms are recognized: the acceptor arm is the
one to which an amino acid can be attached lat the 3' end); the T'I'e arm is defined by this trinucleotide; the D arm is named because it
contains dihydrouridine residues; and the anticodon arm contains the anticodon trinucleotide in the center of the loop. The secondary
structure of tRNAs is virtually'invariant: there are always seven base pairs in the stem of the acceptor arm, five in the T'I'C arm, five in the
anticodon arm, and three or four in the D arm.

and numbers of constituent proteins and protein subunits.
Most DNA polymcrases in mammalian cells use an individual
DNA strand as a template for synthesizing a complementary
DNA strand and so are DNA-directed DNA pol)'merases.
Unlike I,-NA polymerases, DNA polymerases absollfrely

5'
Original +

Parental
DNA

5' 3'
New Original

Daughter
strand

3'
Original

5' 3'
Original New

Daughter
strand

require the 3' -hydroxyl end of a base-paired primer strand as a
substrate for chain extension. Therefore, a previously synthe-
sized RNA primer (which is synthesized by a primase) is
required to provide the free 3-0H group that DNA poly-
IlH;rascs need to start DNA synthesis.

There arc more than 20 different types of DNA polymerase
in mammalian cells (Friedberg fr al., 2000; 2002), which can
be conveniently grouped into three major classes (see TaVIe
1.2):

~ classical (high fidelitJ') DNA-directed DNA pol)'merases.
Gfchese, two are involved in standard chromosomal DNA
replication, being specific for synthesizing DNA from the
leading strand or lagging strand (DNA polymerases 1\ and
" respectively), two are dedicated to DNA repair ([3 and E)

Figure 1.8:DNA replication is semi-conservative.

The parental DNA duplex consists of two complementary, antiparallel DNA strands
which unwind and then individually act as templates for the synthesis of new
complementary, antiparallel DNA strands. Each of the daughter DNA duplexes
contains one original parental DNA strand and one new DNA strand, forming a DNA
duplex which is structurally identical to the parental DNA duplex. Note;this figure
shows the result of DNA duplication but not the way the process works (for which,
see Figure 1.9).
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Figure 1.9: Asymmetry of strand synthesis during DNA replication.

The helicase unwinds the DNA duplex to allow the individual strands to be replicated. As replication proceeds, the 5'~3' direction of
synthesis of the leading strand is the same as that in which the replication fork is moving, and so synthesis can be continuous. The
synthesis of the lagging strand, however, is in the direction opposite to that of movement of the replication fork. It needs to be synthesized
in pieces 10kazaki fragments), first A, then 8, then Cwhich are subsequently sealed by the enzyme DNA ligase to form a continuous DNA
strand. Note: the synthesis of these fragments is initiated using an RNA primer. In eukaryotic cells, the leading and lagging strands are
synthesized, respectively, by DNA polymerases Sand" (see Table 1.2).

Jnd 011t.' is elL-clicHed to replicating and repairing I11lrO-

chondri,l DNA ('Y):

~ error-prolle DNA-directed DNA polymerases. A wide
vJriery o( difTerent DNA pO]Ylllcrases have been identified
with very low fidelity of DNA replic,tion (e.g. the error
rote for DNA polymerosc L (iota) is 20000 times that for
DNA polymerose E) Some are known to be very highly
expressed jn illllllllllC system cells, and this obscrv:1tion plus

their low fidelity of DNA replication suggests involvement
in hYPlTlTllltation in 13 and T lymphocytes (see Section
10.0);

~ RNA-directed DNA polymerases. Some DNA polymerases
synthesize DNA by using an R.NA tl·mpbte. and so have
been described as reverse trallscri]Jtases (see Sections 1.2.4
and 1.3.1). They include an activity present ill the enzyme
te/omerase which is responsible for n.:plicHing the ends of

Box t .2; Major classes,of proteins used in the DNA replication machinery,
/, '-~'" . '"

Topoisomerases start the process of DNA unwinding by nicking
Ibreaking) a single DNA strand. As a result, the tension holding
the helix in its coiled and supercoiled form is released.
Helicases accomplish unwinding of the original double strand,
once supercoiling has been eliminated by a topoisomerase.
DNA polymerases synthesize new DNA strands. DNA
polymerases are complex aggregates of several different protein
subunits, olten including DNA proof-reading and nuclease
activities so any wrongly incorporated bases can be identified
and a local stretch of DNA containing the error can be cut away
and then repaired. In cells, DNA typically replicates by new DNA
synthesis from an existing DNA strand template, using DNA-
directed DNA polymerases, and a wide variety of such DNA
polymerases exist in mammalian cells. In more specialized
situations, DNA can be synthesized in cells from RNA templates
using RNA-directed DNA polymerases lalso called reverse
transcriptasesl as in the case of synthesizing the ends of a

linear chromosome using the reverse transcriptase of the
enzyme telomerase.

Primases. DNA polymerases find it difficult to start synthesizing
de novo from a bare single-stranded template. Instead, a primer
is required with a 3' OH group onto which the polymerase can
attach a dNTP. Primases attach a small RNA primer to the single-
stranded DNA to act as a substitute 3' OH for DNA polymerase
to begin synthesizing from. This RNA primer is eventually
removed by a ribonuclease and the gap is filled in using a DNA
polymerase, then sealed using a DNA ligase.

Ligases catalyze the formation of a phosphodiester bond given
an unattached but adjacent 3' OH and 5' phosphate.

Single-stranded binding proteins are important to maintain the
stability of the replication fork. Single-stranded DNA is very
labile, or unstable, so these proteins bind to it while it remains
single stranded and keep it from being degraded.
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Table 1.2: Major classes of mammalian DNA polymerase

(Al High fidelity (classical) DNA-directed DNA polymerases.

DNA polymerase class

" ~ 'Y 8 E

Location Nuclear Nuclear Mitochondrial Nuclear Nuclear
General DNA replication Synthesis and mtDNA replication Synthesis of leading

priming of lagging strand
strand

3'--1' 51 exonuclease8 No No Yes Yes Yes

DNA repair function By base excision mtDNA repair By nucleotide and By nucleotide and
base excision base excision

'Serves as a proof-reading activity.

(8) low fidelity (error-prone) DNA-directed DNA polymerases.

DNA polymerase ~ (zetal

DNA polymerase TJ letal

DNA polymerase, (iotal

DNA polymerase Il.lmu)

Expressed in mutating Band T cells; involved in hypermutation?

Mutates A and T nucleotides during hypermutation?

Very low fidelity of replication; thought to be involved in hypermutation

Highly expressed in Band T cells; thoughtto be involved in hypermutation

(e) RNA-directed DNA polymerases (reverse transcriptases).

The expression of genetic information in 311 cells IS very
largely a one-way system: DNA specificli the synthesis of
RNA and then RNA specifies the synthesis or polypeptides
(which subsequently form proteins). UeCJU"ie of its univer-
sality. the DNA >RNA >polypeptide (protein) flow of
genetic information has been deKribed J'" the central
dogma of molecular biology. Two "iucces"iivl' "itl'pS are
essential in all cellular organisms:

1.3 RNA transcription and gene expression

1.3.1 The flow of genetic information in cells is almost
exclusively one way: DNA >RNA >protein

.i,

'J' f" r'
\ I.',, .

" , r;
DNA viruses which generally reolicare in the nucleus. R.NA'~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~
viruses Llsually replicate in the cytopbsm. Among some
import-am exceptiC>ilSW this"geneTJ'l rlll~ are a group of
RNA viru>;cs known as retroviruses. Retroviruses are
UI1USUJ) RNA viruses in that they replicate in the nucleus
and also in that the RNA replicates viJ a DNA inrcrme-
diJtc, using a reverse franscr;ptase, an RNA-directed DNA
polymerase which. like RNA polymerases. has relatively
high replication error rates. Following conversion of RNA
into complementary DNA (cDNA), the retroviral cDNA
integrates into host chromosomal DNA (set' Section
21.5.3).

Replicates DNA at the ends of linear chromosomes

Occasionally converts mRNA and other RNA into cDNA which can integrate elsewhere
into genome

linear chromosollles (Section 2.2.5) plus reverse transcrip-
Uses encoded by some highly repetitive DNA and
el1dogellous retrovirus cbsses.

Telomerase reverse transcriptase (Terti

L1NE-l/endogenous retrovirus reverse transcriptase

1.2.4 Viral genomes are frequently maintained by RNA
replication rather than DNA replication

DNA i~ the heredit:uy material in all present-day cells and we
arc accustomed to thinking of genomes as the collective terlll
for the hereditary DNA molecules of an organism or cell.
Despite the ubiquity of DNA as the cellular hereditary
materia\. many different classes of present-day viruses have an
RNA genome. RNA molecules can under 0 self-replicJtion,
but the 2' 01 .{!rollp 011 rhe ri ose resi lies ~ RJ.\TA I~CS ~

~;;'I?ef;(~/7"r;;r,;;di;;;;J?i(/ ;;,;;;aiJe.~
eoxyri Jose resIdues carry only hy rogen atoms Jt the 2'

position alld so DNA is much more suited than RNA to
being a stable carrier of genetic information. RNA replication
is also error-prone with normal RNA replication error rJtes
being about 10000 times as high as that encountered during
DNA replication.

Viruses have developed many different strategies to infect
and subvert cells, and their genomes show extraordinary
diversity (see Iilble 1.3; r:(~lIrc 1.10).As a result or their high
mutJtional load. viral RNA genomes are generally quite
snull but have the advantage of rapid mutation rates. Unlike
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Figure 1.10:The extraordinary variety of viral genomes.

(A) Strandedness and topology of viralgenomes. In the case of single-stranded viral genomes, the RNA used to make protein products may
have the same sense as the genome which is therefore a positive-strand genome (+) or be the opposite sense (antisensel 01 the genome,
which is described as a negative-strand genome (-I. Some single-stranded (+1RNA viruses go through a DNA intermediate (retrovirusesl
and some double-stranded DNA viruses such as hepatitis B go through a replicative RNA form. (B) Segmented and multipartite viral
genomes. Segmented genomes have a variety of different nucleic acid molecules specifying monocistronic mRNAs, as in the case of
influenza viruses which have eight different negative single-strand RNA molecules. Multipartite genomes are a subset of segmented
genomes where each of the different molecules is packaged into a separate virus particle.
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Figure 1.11: Gene expression in an animal cell.

Note: Ii) very occasionally a small proportion of nuclear RNA molecules can be converted naturally to cDNA by virally encoded and cellular
reverse transcriptases, and thereafter integrate into chromosomal DNA at diverse locations; liil the mitochondrion synthesizes its own
rRNA and tRNA and a few proteins which are involved in the oxidative phosphorylation IDx.phosph.) system. However, the proteins of
mitochondrial ribosomes and the majority of the proteins in the mitochondrial oxidative phosphoryiation system and other mitochondrial
proteins are encoded by nuclear genes and translated on cytoplasmic ribosomes, before being imported into mitochondria.

I. transcription. This uses 0 DNA-directed RNA poly-
merase and occurs in the nucleus of eukaryotic cells and, to
a limited extent, in mitochondria and chloroplasts, the only
other organelles which hJve a genetic capacity in addition
to the nucleus (see F(~l"e 1.11);

2. translation. This occurs 111 ribosomes, large
RN A-protein c0l11plexes which are found in the cyto-
plasm and also in mitochondria and chloroplasts. The ItNA
molecules which specify polypeptide ore known os
messenger RNA (mRNA).

The expression of genetic infornurion follows a colinearity
principle: the IiI/ear seq"el1c(' ofnucleotides in DNA is decoded
in groups of three nucleotides at a tilne (base triplets) to give a
lit/ear sequel/ce of nucleotides in RNA which can be decoded
in turn in groups of threc nucleotides (codotls) to give a iiI/ear
seqlle/1ce of amino acids in the polypeptide product.

R.ecently it hos become c1eor thar eubryoric cells,
including mammalian cells, contain nonviral chromosomal
DNA sequences which encode cellular rcverse transcriptases,

such as mcmbers of the llul11malian LINE-l repetitive
DNA [,mily (see Section 9.5.2). Became some nonviral RNA
sequences are known to act as templates for cellular
DNA synthesis, the principle of unidirectionol flow of genetic
information in cells is no longer strictly valid.

1.3.2 Only a small fraction of the ONA in complex
organisms is expressed to give a protein or RNA
product

Only 0 snull proportion of oil the DNA in cells is ever tron-
scribed. According to their needs, different cells transcribe
different segments of rhe DNA (transcription units) which
are discrete units, spaced irregularly along the DNA sequence.
RNA polymerases use transcription units as templates to
synthesize initially equivalent sized ltNA nlolecules (primary
transcripts) which are then modified to generate mature
expression products. However, the great majority of the
cellular DNA is never transcribed in any cell. Moreover, only
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Table 1.3: Different classes of genome (see Figure 1.10 for examples of viral genome organization)

Single circular
molecule

Single linear molecule

Multiple linear
molecules

Multiple circular
molecules

Mixed linear and
circular

DNA
Double-stranded
(ds)

Many bacteria and archaea;
mitochondria; chloroplasts;
some viruses

A very few bacteria e.g.
Borrelia; some viruses

Eukaryotic nuclei; some
segmented ds DNA viruses

Some bacteria; some
bipartite and tripartite viruses

A very few bacteria e.g.
Agrobacterium tumefaciens

Single-stranded
(ss)

Some viruses

Some viruses

Some segmented ss
DNA viruses

RNA
Double-stranded
(ds)

A few viruses

Some segmented ds
RNAviruses

Single-stranded
(ss)

A very few viruses

Some viruses

Some segmented ss
RNAviruses

3 porrion orrh~ RNA Illade by transcription is rr:lI1sbrt.'d into
polypeptide. This is because:

~ jO/Ill' transcriptioll IlIIif.' SpecU)1 lIollcodil/g Rl\A: the RNA
product docs not encode polypeptides like IllRNA but has
;1 different function. In addition to the wdl-established
ribosomal RNA (r1<'NA) and transfer RNA (tKNA) we
::tn: !lOW aware of;1 wide variety of noncoding RNAs of
diverse fUllctions (Section 9.2);

~ the primary {rallsa/pl (!f lre/Ilseriprioll I/IIiT5 spcclf)'ill,e IIIRl\iA is
_5I//~ie(( ro R.'\IA process/I/.\? As a result, much of the initi:d
RNA sequence is discarded to give a much smaller mRNA
(Section IA. I):

~ Ol/t)' a (('//frat parr C?f rhe l1Iarure 111 Rl\~A is rWl/stared; sections of
vJriable length at each end of the mRNA remain untrans-
bted (Section 1.5.1).

In :ulill1alcd],;;,DNA i" found in both the nucleus and the mito-
chondria. The mitochondria have, however, only a vcry small
frJction ofthL' totJ) cellular DNA and a very limited number of
genes (see Section 9.1.2): the vast mejoriry of the DNA of a cell
is lacJtcd in the chromosomes of the nucleus.

The fraction of coding DNA in the genollles of complex
L'ukaryotes is rather small.This is partly a result of the nOllcoding
nature of much of the sequence within genes. Another reason
is that a considerable fraction of the genome of complex
L'ukaryotes contains repeated sequences which 3re nonfunc-
tional or which are not transcribed into RNA. The former
include defective copies of nmctional genes (pseudogetles and
ge"efragmenfs). and highly repetitive noncoding DNA.

1.3.3 During transcription genetic information in some
DNA segments (genes) specifies RNA

RNA "Yllthe"is i" accomplished using an RNA polymera"c
ellzYllle. with DNA as a tempbte and ATP. CTP. CTP and
UTP JS RNA precursors. The RNA is synthesized JS 3 single

strJnd. with tht.' direction of "ynthesis being 5' )3'. Chain
elongation occurs by adding the Jppropriate ribonuclt'oside
monophosphate residue (AMI~ CMI~ GMP or UMI') to the
fret' 3' hydroxyl group at the 3' end o( the growing RNA
chain. Such nucleotides are derived by splitting a pyrophos-
plutt' rt'sidut' (PI\) frolll the appropriate ribonuckosidc
triphospllJte (rNTP) precursors.This means that the Ilucleotide
at tht' extreme 5' end (the initiator uucleotide) !l'ill d!lliT/rtllll all
others ill the (haill b)' carryill,\! a 5' ,ripllOsplul!c ,{!rOilp.

Normally, only one of the two DNA strands acts as a
template for RNA synthesis. During tr:lmcriptioll. double-
stranded DNA is unwound and the DNA strand which will
act as a template for RNA synthcsis for III" a transiellt double-
stranded RNA-DNA hl'brid with the growing RNA chain.
As the RNA transcript is complementary to this template
strand. the transcript has the same 5' )3' din,'etlan and base
sequence (except that U replaces T) a" thc oppo"ite. nOlltclll-
plate strand of the double helix. For thi" l"I.:a"onthe nOlltclll-
plate strand is often called the sense strand. and the template
strand is often called the antisense strand (FieJ/'" 1./2). In
doculllcllting gene sequences it is customary to show only the
UNA sequence of the sense strJnd. Oricntation of sequences
relative to a gene sequence normally rcfers to thc sense strand.
For example, the 5' end of a gene refers to sequt'nces at the
5' end of the se/lse strand, and upstream or downstream
sequences refer to sequences which flank the gene at the 5'
or 3' ends, respectively, with reference to the St'l/iC strand.

In eukaryotic cells, three different RNA polymerase mole-
cules Jre required to synthesize the different classes of RNA
(7ilhle /.4). The vast majority of cellular genes encode
polypeptides and arc transcribed by RNA polymerase II.
Increasing importance. however, is being paid to genes which
encode RNA as their mature product: fUllctional RNA mole-
cule" are now known to playa wide variety of role". and
catalytic (unctions have been ascribed to ''0 III L' of them (see
Section l).2.3).
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Figure 1.12: RNA is transcribed as a single strand which is complementary in base sequence to one strand (template strand) of a gene.

Various transcription factors (TF) are required to bind to a promoter sequence in the immediate vicinity of a gene 111,in order to
subsequently position and guide the RNA polymerase that will transcribe the gene 121.Chain synthesis is initiated with a nucleoside
triphosphate and chain elongation occurs by successive addition of nucleoside monophosphate residues provided by rNTPs to the 3' OH.
This means that the 5' end will have a triphosphate group, which may subsequently undergo modification le.g. by capping; see Section
1.4.2) and the 3' end will have a free hydroxyl group. Note: the sequence of the RNAwili normally be identical to the sense strand of the
gene Iexcept U replaces TI and complementary in sequence to the template strand.

1.3.4 Cis-acting regulatory elements and trans-acting
transcription factors are required in eukaryotic
gene expression

Eukaryoric RNA polymerase's cannot initiate transcription by
thL'IllSL']\'L'S. In"iread. combinations of short sequence elelllt.'llts

in the immediate vicinity of a gene act as recognition signals
for transcription factors to bind to the DNA in order to
guide and activate the polymerase. A major group of "iuch
short St'quence elements is often clustered upstream of thL'
coding sequence of a gene, where they collectively constitute
the promoter. After a number of general transcription f.1crors
bind to the promoter region, an RNA polymerase binds to

rilL' transcription f.1ctor complex and is activated to initiate the
"Yllthcsis of RNA frol11 a unique location. The transcription
factors arc said ro be trans-acting, because they arc synthc-
"ized by remotely located genes and are required to II/(t(rafe ro
their sites of action. In contrast, the prol1loter delllents are said
to be cis-acting because their function is limited to the DNA
duplex on which they reside (JaUle 1.S). Major functional
groupings of cis-acting elements include:

• pr01TIoters. Common cis-acting eh:'I1ll'nts include:

the TATA box, often TATAAA or a variant and usually
found at a position about 25 bp upstream (-25) from
the transcriptional start site (F(~II,.e 1.13). It is typically
found in genes which are actively transcribed by RNA

Table 1.4: The three classes of eukaryotic RNA polymerase

Class Genes transcribed Comments

II

III

2BSrRNA: 1BS rRNA; 5.BS rRNA

All genes that encode polypeptides: most snRNA genes

5S rRNA:tRNA genes; U6snRNA; 7SL RNA;7SK RNA;
7SM RNA: SiRNA

Localized in the nucleolus. A single primary transcript 145SrRNAI is cleaved to
give the three rRNA classes listed

Polymerase II transcripts are unique in being subject to capping and
polyadenylation

The promoter for some genes transcribed by RNA polymerase III
le.g. 5S rRNA, tRNA, 7SL RNA) is internal to the gene (see Figure 1.13)and for
others le.g. 7SK RNA) is located upstream
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Table 1.5: Examples of cis-acting elements recognized by ubiquitous transcription factors

Cis element

GC box

TATA box

CAAT box

TRE ITPA response elementl

DNA sequence is identical to,
or a variant of

GGGCGG

TATAAA

CCAAT

GTGAGTIAICIA

Associated trans-acting
factors

Spl

TFIID

Many, e.g. C/EBP, CTF/NFl

AP-1 family, e.g. JUN/FOS

Comments

Spl factor is ubiquitous

TFIIA binds to the TFIID-TATA box
complex to stabilize it

Large family of trans-acting
factors

Large family of trans-acting
factors

CRE(cAMP response element) GTGACGTIAlC)AIAIGI CREB/ATF family, e.g. ATF-1 Genes activated in response to
cAMP

polymerase II but in a rc.\rricred St'nsc, that is at a specific
stage in the cell cycle (e.g. histones) or in specific cell
types (e.g. j3-globin). Mutation at the TATA element
does not prevent initiation of transcription, bur does
C;lUSt: the srarrpoinr of transcription to be dispbccd
fi'olll the normal position;

the GC box, a vari:lJJ{ of tht.' consensus sequence
GGGCGG, foulld ill a \';lricty of gl'IlL'~. nUIlY lacking
;1 TATA box 35 ill thL' ca<.;L' of hOI/.\'c·kccpil/g .i!Cl/C.'

(Section 1.3.5). Alrhough rill' C;C box sequence is
asymmetrical it 3ppear'\ to function ill either orien-
tation (J-'ig"/'f J. 13):

-100 -90 -80 -70 -80 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 +1
~-globin I I I I I I I I I I I

-1000 -900 -800 -700 -800 -500 -400 -300 -200 -100 +1

Glucocorticoid I I I I I I I I I 5 I

receptor < > < » < » > » >

-150 -140 -130 -120 -110 -100 -90 -80 -70 -80 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 +1
Histone H2B I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Oct Oct

+1 +10 +20 +30 +40 +50 +60 +70 +80
tRNA I

~
I I I I _ I I

~.~

Key:

TATA box and CAAT box Oct Octamer

>and< GC box +1 Transcriptional start site

Figure 1.13: Eukaryotic promoters consist of a collection of conserved short sequence elements located at relatively constant distances
from the transcription start site.

Alternative orientations for GC and CAAT box elements are indicated by chevron orientation: > means normal orientation; < means reverse
orientation. The glucocorticoid receptor gene is unusual in possessing 13 upstream GC boxes 110 in the normal orientation; three in the
reverse orientation). The tRNA genes are transcribed by RNA polymerase III and have an internal bipartite promoter comprising element A
lusually within the nucleotides numbered +8 to + 19 according to the standard tRNA nucleotide numbering system) and element B lusually
between nucleotides +52 and +621. Specific transcription factors bind to these elements and then guide RNA polymerase III to start
transcribing at + 1.



the CAAT box, oftcn located at position -80. It is
usually the strongest determinant of pronloter effi-
ciency. Like the GC box, it appears to be able to
function in either orientation (F({!//re 1,13).

In addition to the above, more specific recognition elements
are known to be recognized by tissue-restricted transcription
factors (see 'fable '10.3).

~ enhancers comprise groups of cis-acting short sequence
elements, which can enhance the transcriptional activity of
specific eukaryotic genes. However, unlike promoter
elements whose positions relative to the transcriptional
initiation site are relatively constant (Figllre 1.13),
enhancers are located a variable, and often considerable,
distance from the transcriptional starr site, and their
function is independent of their orientation ..I!l~ ~p£.e<::
to bind enc re ulator roteins and, subseauently: the ....
DNA between the promoter and enhancer loops out,
allow1l1g t e proteins bound to the en lancer t~e~ct

~~~I ~I---.-....._.-....---r:--~-.... -....-....---------Wit 1 t le transcrIE!!0n actors DOUnGto tl1e proll10ter, or
~ RNA Doly;;e~s?" --- --- -- --- -- --~ --~-- --

~..--..... ..••••• -.....--....... ..•••• -...0

~ silencers are regulatory elements which have similar
properties to enhancers but illlll'bit the transcriptional
activity of specific genes.

1.3.5 Tissue-specific gene expression involves
selective activation of specific genes

The DNA content of a specific type of eukaryotic cell, a
myocyte for example, is virtually identical to that of a
lymphocyte, liver cell or any other type of nucleated cell fi'om
the same organism. What makes the different cell types
different is that only a proportioll of the genes in anyone cell
art' significantly expressed and tIle cmalog (if expressed <-{!ClIes llaries
betlPcclI df/ferc//l {cll types. In some cells, particubrly brain cells,
a large number of different genes an: ~xpressed; in many other
cell types, a large fraction of th~ genes is transcriptionally
inactive.

Clearly, the genes tlut are expressed are the ones which define
the functions of th~ cell. Some of the functions are general ceU
functions "nd are specified by so-co11ed housekeeping genes
(e.g. gen~s ~ncoding hisrones, ribosomal proteins etc.). Other
functions Illay be largely restricted to particular tissues or cell
types (tissue-specific gene expression). Note, however, that
~ven in the case of genes which show considerable tissue speci-
ficity in expr~ssion, some gene transcripts may be represented at
very low levels ill all cell types.

The distinction b~tween transcriptionally active and
inactive regions of DNA in a c~lI is retlected in the structure
of the associated chromatin:

~ trallscriptio"all)' illactil'e chromati" generally adopts a
highly condensed COnfOrTllation and is often associated
with regions of the g~nolllc which undergo bte replication
during S phase of the cell cycle. It is associated with tight
binding by the histone HI molecule;

~ trallscriptionall}' active chromati" adopts a more open
conformation and is often replicated early in S phase. It is
marked by relatively weak binding by histone HI mole-

cules and extensive acetylation of the four types of nucleo-
somal histones (i.e. histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4; see
Section 10.2.1).

Additionally, the promoter regions of vertebrate genes are
genera c aracterize by a sence of metl ated c tosines (see
below). Transcription factors can displace nucleosomes, and so
the open conformation of transcriptionally active chromatin
can be distinguished experimentally because it also affords
access to nucleases: at very low concentrations, the enzyme
deoxyribonuclease I (DNasel) will digest long regions of nucle-
osome-free DNA. Although the regulatory regions may
contain several sequence-specific binding proteins, the open
chromatin structure is marked by the presence of DNase 1-
hypersellsitive sites (see Section 10.5.2).

1.4 RNA processing

The RNA transcript of most eukaryotic genes undergoes a
series of processing reactions. Often this involves renloval of
unwanted internal segments and rejoining of the renuining
segments (RNA splicing). Additionally, in the case of RNA
polymerase II transcripts, a specialized nucleotide linkage
(7-lIIethylguauosine triphosphate) is added to the 5' end of the
primary transcript (capping), and adenylate (AMP) residues
are sequentially added to the 3' end of mRNA to form a
poly(A) tail (polyadenJ'latioll).

1.4.1 RNA splicing removes nonessential RNA
sequences from the primary transcript

The linear sequence of a transcription unit dictates the
synthesis of a correspondingly linear expression product,
either a polypeptide Ot a mature noncoding R.NA. However,
for most vertebrate genes, only a small portion of the sequence
of the gene is interpreted to give the final product. Instead, in
the great majoriry of polypeptide-encoding genes and many
of the genes specifYing noncoding RNA, the genetic infor-
mation comes in segments (exons) separated by intervening
sequences which do not contribute genetic information that
will be used to synthesize the final product (introns).

The initial transcription ~vent involves the production of an
RNA sequence complementary to the entire length of the
gene, the so-called primar)' trallscript. In the case of genes
containing multiple exons, the primary transcript contains
sequences complemencuy to both tht, exons and introns
within the gene. Thereafter, however, th~ RNA transcript
undergoes RNA splicing, a series of processing reactions
whereby the intronic RNA segments are snipped out and
discarded and the exonic RNA segments are joined end-to-
end (spliced) to give a shorter RNA product (Figure 1.14).
RNA splicing requires the llucleotide sequences at the
exon/intron boundaries (splice junctions) to be recognized.
In the vast majority of cases introns starr with GT (or CU at the
RNA leve0 ond end with AG (the GT -AG rule; see Fig"re
1.15). Although the conserved GT (GU) and AG dinucleo-
tides are crucially important for splicing, they are not by
themselves sufficient to signal the presence of an intron.
Comparisons of documented sequences have revealed that
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sequences ill1l1lt'diatt'ly adjacent to tht' GT and AG di-
lluckoridt's also show a considerable degree of conservation
(F~\!l/r(' 1. /5). A third cOIl"l'rved illtronic sequence that is
known [Q be functionally important in splicing is the so-called
branch site !l'hich i.\ w"II11lly '(l(ilfed per)' close (0 the cnd (~f
(he illrrOII. at most -to ll11clL'oridt.'s before the terminal AG
dinucleotide (r:~l!lIrc /./ ..r). In addition. some other exonic and
inrronic sequences have positIve cffc:crs (splice enhancer
sequences) or 11t'g;1ti\'t' effects (splice sUeurer sequences) on
splicing and Illutations in stich sequences can be pathogenic
(Section 11.-1.3).

The splicing mechanism involves the following sequence:

~ cleav:lgc at rhe 5' splicl.:jullction:

~ nucleophilic ,ttJck by the terrnin,1 G nucleotide of the
splice dOllar site :1t the inv:1riant A of the branch site to
forlll a lariat-sluped structure:

~ cleavage at the 3' splice jUliction, leading to release of the
itltronic RNA ,s, lari,t. and splicing of the exonic RNA
segments (F!~lfn' I. /6A).

The above reactions arc n1t:.'di:1tedby :1 large RNA-protein
complex. the spliceosolne. which consists of five types of
snRNA (~n,"ll !luck,r RNA) and more th,n 50 proteins (see
Staley ,nd Guthrie, 1998: Hostings ,nd KraineJ", 200]). E,ch
of the snRNA molecules is :1ttached to specific proteins to
form snRNP particles and the specificity of the splicing

reaction is est,blished by RNA-RNA base pairing between
the RNA tconscript ,nd snl,-NA molecules. There ore two
types of spliceosome:

~ the major (GU-AG) spliceosome processes classic,1
GT -AG introlls,11l the cast' of the \':1st Ilujority ofintrons
in genes encoding polypeptides. the five snRNA species
ore : U I. U2. U-I. US ,nd U6 snRNA. The 5' terminus of
the UI snRNA has a sequence UACUUAC \yhich bose
pairs with the splice donor cons,'nsus (~AAGUA).After
the U I snRNP Ius bound. U2 snRNA recognizes the
branch site by :1similar base-pairing reaction and, subse~
quenrly, intt.TJctiol1 between U I SIlRNP and U2 snRNP
brings the t\Vo splice junctions close together. Thereafter
a l1lulti-snRNP particle. cont3ining U4, US and U6
snRNAs, assocines with the U I-U2 snRNP complex
(Fi,~lfrc I. 16B);

~ the minor (AU-AC) spliceosome. This processes a rare
class of introlls, known as AT -AC introns because the
conserved 5' GT and 3' AG dinucleotides are repbced by
AT and AC respectively. In this case U II ,nd Ul2 snRNA
replace U I and U2 (see Tam and Steitz. ]997).

The splicl'osollle is t.·llvisJged to act in a processive manner:
once a 5' splice site is recognized, it scans the RNA sequence
until it meets the next 3' splice site (which would be signaled
JS J t:ngl't by the branch sitl.: consensus sequence located just

I· Transcription unit

Promoter Exon 1 Intron 1 Exon 2 Intron 2 Exon 3

Gene ~ GT- - - - - - - - - -AG 1~_~_lGT- - -AG

Transcription

Primary RNA
transcript
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GU· ·AG

Cleavage at ~

Discard .--j GU AG 1

E1 E2

IGU.... AG 1-- Discard

E3

Mature RNA

-, -,\ , I I, \ / , .-
\ \ Spli9ing ,/ I '

\ , I /
\ \ I f /
\ \ f I /
\ \ / / ,/
\ \ I 1/
\ \ / / / I

\ \ f 1/

\ \ f "

\ E1 \ " E2 ES· I, V

Figure 1.14:RNAsplicing involves endonucleolytic cleavage and removal of intronic RNAsegments and splicing of exonic RNA
segments.
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Figure 1.15: Consensus sequences atthe DNA level lor the splice donor, splice acceptor and branch sites in introns 01 complex
eukaryotes.

Highlighted nucleotides are almost invariant (note: rare AT-AC introns also exist where the conserved splice donor dinucleotide GT is
replaced by AT and where the conserved splice acceptor dinucleotide AG is replaced by AC; see text). Other nucleotides represent the
majori nucleotid ound at this particular position, or equivalence between two nucleotides such as between C and T in the

l/plypyrimidine tract djacent to the 3' end of the intron. Preferred motifs for the splice donor, branch site and splice acceptor in individual
species (including human, Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans and Saccharomyces cerevisiae) are listed by Um and Burge
(2001). Some other exonic and intronic sequences are known to regulate splicing including splice enhancer and splice silencer sequences
(see Berget et al., 19951.See also Fairbrother et al.120021for consensus sequences for exonic splicing enhancer sequences.
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Figure 1.16: Mechanism 01 RNA splicing (GU-AG introns).

(A) Mechanism. See Figure 1.15for consensus sequences of splice donor, splice acceptor and branch site. The nucleophilic attack involves
the 2' -hydroxyl group attached to the conserved A at the branch site and the G of the conserved GU at the start of the intron and results in a
new covaient bond linking these two nucleotides to give a branched structure lIariat).
(B) Role of snRNPs. Small nuciear ribonucleoprotein particles {snRNPsl are part of the spliceosome. U1 snRNA has a terminal sequence
complementary to the splice donor consensus and binds to it by RNA-RNA base pairing. After the U1 snRNP has bound, U2 snRNA
recognizes the branch site by a similar base-pairing reaction. Interaction between the splice donor and splice acceptor junctions is
stabilized by subsequent binding of a pre-formed multi-snRNP particle, containing U4, U5 and U6 snRNAs, with the U5 snRNP able to bind
simultaneously to both splice donor and splice acceptor.

J u,
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to facilitate RNA splicin~:

• to protect the transcript frol11 51 ~3' l'xonuclease attack
(decapped mRNA mokcuks are rapidly degraded);

to play an important role in the attachment of the ~OS
subunit of the cytoplasmic ribosomes to the Il1.R.NA (see
below).

• to facilitate transport from the nuclcus to the cytoplasm;

~
~

Polyadenylation

TrallScription by both RNA polymerase I and II I is known to
stop after the enzyme recognizes a ~pecific transcription
termination site. However, identifying possible termination
sites for transcription by RNA polymerase II is difficult
because the 3' ends of mRNA molecules are determined
by a post-transcriptional cle:lV:1ge reactiol1. The sequence
AAUAAA (or sometimes the AUUAAA variant) is a major
poladenylation signal sequence sign::tling 3' cle3v3ge for
the vast m;uority of polymerase II tr3nscripts (tmllsaipts frolll
histolle gcnc.' ilJ/d .,"RJ\iA gellc.' arc lIo(ab!c c.wcptioll.'). Cleavage
occurs at a specific site !oc3tcd 15-30 l1uckotides downstream
of the AAUAAA ekment (Fi~"rc /./8).

Capping
This occurs shortly after transcription. In the case of primary
transcripts which will bt' processed to give mRNA, a methyl-
ated nucleo,ide, 7-methylguanosine (m7G) is linked to the
first 5' Ilucleotidt: of the RNA transcript by a speciJl 5'-:;'
phosphodiester bOlld. As thi, bond effectively bridges the 5'
carbon of the 1lJ7C; residue to the 5' carbon of the first
nucleotide, the 51 l'nd is said to be blocked or capped (Fi.\?/IfC
"/.17). Transcripts of the snRNA genes are also capped. but
their caps may undergo additional modification. The cap has
been envisaged to have sevc:ral possible functions:

before it). Howevn. the order in which illtronic sequences are
removed and their flanking cxonic sequences spliced is not
governed by their linear ordt'r in the RNA transcript; instead,
the conformation of the RNA is thought to influence the
accessibility of 5' splice sitt's.

In addition to RNA 'plicing. RNA polymerase II transcripts
are subject to two addirion::d RNA processing events:

1.4,2 Specialized nucleotides are added to the 5' and 3'
ends of most RNA polymerase II transcripts

(J

o
I

5'C~20 Pu

4· 1·

3 2'

o OH

~
o

:,bo~IHI'
o OH,,,

<D Loss of V-phosphate

@Addition of GMP

@ Methylation of nitrogen atom 7 of added
G and of carbon 2' of ribose of adjacent
nucleotide (and of its neighbor in
vertebrates)

4'

5'- 5'
triphosphate

linkage

o
I

CH3

4'

Figure t.t7: The 5' end of eukaryotic mRNA molecules is protected by a specialized nucleotide (capping).

After the original gamma phosphate of the terminal 5' nucleotide is removed, a new GMP residue is provided by a GTP precursor which
forms a specialized 5'-5' triphosphate linkage with what was the terminal 5' nucleotide. Subsequent reactions lead to methylation of
nitrogen atom 7 of the terminal G, and, in vertebrates, of the 2' carbon atom of the ribose of each of the two adjacent nucleotides. N, any
nucleotide; Pu, purine.
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Figure 1.18:The 3' end of most eukaryotic mRNA molecules is polyadenylated.

The end of transcription of RNA polymerase II transcripts is signaled by a 3' cleavage in the transcribed RNA. In most mRNA species, this is
achieved by an upstream AAUAAA signal in concert with, as yet, unidentified downstream signals. Cleavage occurs normally about 15--30
nucleotides downstream of the AAUAAA element and AMP residues are subsequently added by polylAI polymerase to form a polylA} tail.
Histone mRNA undergoes a different 3' cleavage reaction Isee textl.

The primary transcript may cOlltinue for hundreds or
thousands of nucleotides past the cleavage point until tCTlni-

nation occurs at one of several later sites. 9nce cleavage has
occurred downstream of the AAUAAA elemer\!, aQill!.L200
adenylate (i.e. AMP) residues are sequentially added in
mammalian cells by the enzyme poly(A) polymerase to form a
poly(A) tail. The poly(A) tail has been envisaged to haw
several possible functions:

~ to facilitate transport of the mRNA molecules to the
cytoplasm;

~ to stabilize at least some of the mRNA molecules in the
cytoplasm [shortening of poly(A) tracts is associated with
mRNA degradation, but some mRNA species (e.g. actin
mRNA) remain stable with little or no poly(A)J;

~ to facilitJte translation by permitting enhanced recognition
of the mRNA by the ribosomal machinery.

In the case of histone genes, which are unique in producing
mRNA dut does not become polyadenylated, termination
of transcription also involves 3' cleavage of the primary
transcript.This reaction is dependent on secondary structure
in the RNA transcript, including a conserved upstream
hairpin sequence and a shon downstream sequence which
base-pairs with a shon sequence at the 5' end of the U7
snRNA.

1.5 Translation, post-translational
processing and protein structure

1.5.1 During translation mRNA is decoded on ribosomes
to specify the synthesis of polypeptides

Following post-transcriptional processing, mRNA tran-
scribed from genes in nuclear DNA nligrates to the cyto-
plasm. Here it engages with ribosomes and other components
to direct the synthesis of specific polypeptides. The mito-
chondria also have ribosomes and a limited capacity for
protein synthesis (see Section 9.1.2).

Only the central segment of a typical eukaryotic mRNA
molecule is translated to specifY the synthesis of a polypeptide.
The tlanking sequences, 5' and 3' untranslated regions (5'
UTR; 3' UTR) , are transcribed from the 5' and 3' ternlinal
exol1S and, like the 5' cap and 3' poly(A) tail, assist in binding
and stabilizing the mRNA 011 the ribosOlnes where trans-
lation of the central segment occurs (Figllre 1.19).

Ribosomes are large RNA-protein complexes cOlllposed
of two subunits. In eukaryotes, cytoplasmic ribosomes have a
large 60S subunit and a smaller 405 subunit (S vailles are a
measure of how fast large molecular structures will sediment
in the ultracentrifuge and are governed by both molecular
mass and shape). The 60S subunit contains three types of
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Figure 1.19: Expression of the human ~-globin gene.

Exons 1 and 3 each contain noncoding sequences (shaded barsl at their extremities, which are transcribed and are present at the 5' and 3'
ends of the j3-globin mRNA, but are not translated to specify polypeptide synthesis. Such 5' and 3' untranslated regions (5' UTR and 3'
UTR), however, are thought to be important in ensuring high efficiency of translation Isee text). The stop codon UAA represents the first
three nucleotides of the 3' untranslated region. Note that the initial translation product has 147 amino acids, butthat the N-terminal
methionine is removed by post-translational processing to generate the mature j3-globin polypeptide. The first two bases of the codon
specifying Arg30 are encoded by exon 1 and the third base is encoded by exon 2 (i.e. intron 1 separates the second and third bases of the
codon, an example of a phase 2 intron; see Box 12.2.The second intron separates codons 104 and 105 and is an example of a phase 0
intron; see Box 12.2, and also Figure 1.23 for an example of a phase I intron.

rRNA molecule: 2H5 rRNA, 5.85 rRNA and 55 rRNA, and
about 50 ribosoillal proteins.The 40S subunit contains a single
185 rRNA and over 30 ribosomal proteins. Ribosomes
provide a structural framework for polypeptide synthesis in
ll'ltirh the n:VA WIII/W/lfIIfS arc predomilwtltly responsible for rill'

~~/~oncms:trC
thought to~;:;ha;c;-t~~rhe rRNA molecules, and
a surprising number of them do not appear [0 be csscnti~ll for
ribosome {unction.

The assembly of a new polypeptide from its constituent
amino ;'lCids is governed by a triplet genetic code.
Successive groups of three nucleotides (codons) in the linear
IllRNA sequence arc decoded sequentially in order to specify
individual amino acids. The decoding process is mediated by a
collection of rRNA molecules, to each of which a specific
amino acid has been covalently bound (at the free 3' hydroxyl
group of the tRNA: see Fie/lre '/.20) by a specific Jmino acyl
rRNA synthCGISl'.

DitTen.:1HtRNA molecules bind different amino acids. Each
tl~NA 1t.IStl specific trinucleotide sequence, called the anti-

codon, at a crucially important site located in the center of
one arm of the tRNA (F(Q/lrc I. 7B). This site provides the
nccessary specificity to interpret the genetic code: for an
amino acid to be inserted in the growing polypcptide chain,
the relevant codon of the mRNA molecule must be recog-
nized via base pairing with a suitJbly complemcntary anti-
codon of the appropriate tRNA molecule (F(Q/lY('1.20).

Onc model of translation envisages that the 40S ribosomal
subunit initially recognizes the 5' cap vi:l the participation of
proteins that specifically bind to the Clp. It thell SClIlSalong
thc IllltNA until it encounters the initiation codon, which is
:llIllOSt always AUG, specifying methionine (a few cases are
known where ACG, cue or cue arc used instcad). Usually,
though not always, the first AUG ellCOl/lHCted will be the
initiation codon. However, the AUG is recognized efficiently
as an initiation codon only when it is cmbedded in a suitable
initiation codon recognition sequence, the optimal being the
sequence: GCCPIICCAUGG. The most important determi-
nants in this sequence are the G following the AUG codon.
and the purine (Pu), preferably A. preceding it by three
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Figure 1.20:The genetic code is deciphered by codon-anticodon recognition.

The sequence of nucleotides in the mRNA sequence is interpreted from a translational start point (normally marked by the sequence AUGI
and continues in the 5'~3' direction until a stop codon is reached in that reading frame. Each codon in the mRNA is recognized by the
complementary anticodon sequence of a tRNA molecule to which a specific amino acid is covalently bonded to the adenosine at the 3' end
(see insert).

nucleotides (Kozak, 1996). Subsequently, successive amino
acids afC: incorporated inro the growing polypeptide chain by
a condensation reaction: the amino group of the incoming
amino acid rcans with the carbo:\."ylgroup of the last amino
acid to be incorporated, resulting in a peptide bond between
successive residues (FigHre f.2/).This is catalyzed by a peptidyl
transferase activity which resides in the RNA component of
the large ribosomal subunit.

1,5.2 The genetic code is degenerate and not quite a
universal code

Tht: gcnl'ric code is a three-letter code.There are four possible.:
bases to choose frolll at c3ch of the three base positions in a
codon. There are, therefore, (4)3 = 64 possible codons, but
there are ollly 20 Illajor types of amino acid. As a result, the
genetic code is a degenerate code: each amino acid is specified
on average by about three ditTerent codons, although some
amino acids, for example leucine and serine are specified by :lS

many as six codons while others are much more poorly repn.'-
sented (F(~J"(, 1.22).

Although there art' 64 codons, the corresponding nUlllbcr
of tRNA Illolt:cuks with different anticodons is less:just over
30 types of cytopbsmic t1~NA and only 22 types of mito-
chondrial tRNA. The interpretation of all 64 codons on both
cytopla~1llic :1110 mitochondrial ribosomes is possible because

the normal bast' pairing rules are relaxed when it comes to
codon-anticodon recognition.The wobble hypothesis states
that pairing of codon and anticodon follows the normal A-U
and G-C rules fot the first two base positions in a codon, but
that exceptional 'wobbles' occur at the third position alld that
G-U base pairs Call also be "sed (see Table 1.6).

H 0
I II

H,N-C-C-OH

~,L H 0e I II
H,N-C-C-OH

I
R2

H 0 H 0
I II I II

H,N- C- C- N- C- C- OH
I I I
R1 H R2

Peptide bond

Figure 1.21: Polypeptides are synthesized by peptide bond
formation between successive amino acids.
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Table 1.6: Codon-anticodon pairing admits relaxed

base-pairing (wobbles) at the third base position of

codons

*1 = Inosine, a post-translationally modified form of adenine. See
Box 9.4for more details of inosine and codon-anticodon recognition
of cytoplasmic tRNA.

Base recognized at 3'
end of mRNA codon

AorG

U only

G only

eorUG lor 11*

A

C

Base at5' end oftRNA
anticodon

U

AAA} CAA} Gin GAA} UAA} STOPAAG Lys CAG GAG Glu UAG

AAC} Asn CAC} His GAC} UAC}
AAU CAU GAU Asp UAU Tyr

ACA} CCA} GCA} UCA}ACG Thr CCG Pro
GCG UCG

ACC CCC GCC Ala UCC Ser

ACU CCU GCU UCU
{STOP (N)

AGA HArg (N)
CGA} GGA}

UGA Trp (M)
AGG STOP (M) CGG Arg GGG UGG Trp

AGC} CGC GGC Gly UGC}
AGU Ser CGU GGU UGU Cys

{lie (N)
AUA Met(M)

CUA} GUA}
UUA}

AUG Met CUG GUG UUG Leu

AUC}
CUC Leu GUC Val UUC}

AUU lie CUU GUU UUU Phe

Figure 1.22:The nuclear and mitochondrial genetic codes are
similar but not identical.

The four codons (shown in red) are interpreted differently in the
nucleus and mitochondria of mammalian cells, with the
mitochondrial interpretation given in green. Thus, the
mitochondrial code has four stop codons instead of three (UAA,
UAG, AGA, AGG), two Trp codons instead of one (UGA, UGG),
four Arg codons instead of six ICGA, CGC,CGG,CGU),two Met
codons instead of one (AUA, AUGI and two lie codons instead
of three (AUC, AUUI. Notes: 111the degeneracy of the genetic
code most often involves the t~ird'base of the cod~

ome Imes any ase may e su stltuted (G'G" - g ycme,
CCN = proline, etc., where N is any basel. In other cases, any
purine (Pu) or any pyrimidine IPy) will do (AAPu = lysine,
AAPy = asparagine etc.I.12) signals in some mRNAs can lead
to alternative interpretations of stop codons, such that UGA can
specify a 21stamino acid, se/enocyste;ne, and UAG can specify
glutamine or a nnd amino acid, pyrrolys;ne IAtkins and
Gesteland,2002).

It is llsual to describe the generic code as a IItli"ersal code.
meaning that rhL' saml' codl: i, lIsed throughollt alllifl' (orllls.
This is not strictly trut' bl'call"l' of a]tl'fllJrivl' interpretation of
codons due to:

natively interpreted as glutamine' (,,;ee Atkins and
Gesteland.2002).

The backbone of tht" primary transbtioll product will
therefore have at one end a methionine wirh ;1 freL' amino
group (the N-terminal end) and at rhe other end all amino
acid with a free carboxyl group (the C-terl11inal end). Norc
that although codons are translated in a specific translational
reading frame, overlapping genes are occasiOlully found in
eukJryotes, in which ditTnellt trallslational reading ti'Jllles ;lIT
used (see J.1:t,zllre 9.3 for;lll example).

The predomil1;lnt stcp in the control of trans!Jtion is
ribosome binding. In Jdditioll to the :')' cap, thc 51 UTR
(often < 200 bp) and 3' UTI<. (u,ually wry Illuch longer than
the 5' UTR.) both play critical roles in mRNA recruitment
for rranslation. Several C;s-Jcting: delllcllts dut are involved ill
this process have been characterized and. ill Jdditioll, a few
tfalls-acting factors which bind to these clemellts have been
identified. It is possible dut the 5' :lIld 3' UTR scqllL'nCe~
illteract to enhance translation. The .1' UTR ha, a key rok ill
trJllslational regulation and signals for controlling tr;lllsbtioll,
mRNA stability and localization haw all bL'en found in thi,
region (sccWickens ct al., lY97:sec also Section 10.2.6).

•. e"o/utionar)' dj"er~elJcl' oj orgauelle .!!enetic codes.
Mitochondria and chloroplasts also luve pratt'in synrhcsi<.;
capaciril's. albeit lilllitL'd. During evolutioll. rhl'"e org;lIldk<;

have adoptnl -;liglnly difl(.·n:'1lt genetic (cdt's to that u<;l'd ill

thl' ca<;•...· of nuclear gelles. Thus. for eX3mple. rran<;brioll of
Illl(:kar-ellcoded ll1RNA col1tinlle~ llIail a termination
codon is t.'llcolllltcrt"d. which is OIlL' of thrce po<;sibil-
itie,,; - VAA, VAG, VGA whik in l1laIllJIl,di:l.Il mito-
chondria there are four po>sibilitie, - UAA. UAG. AGA
andAGG:see Fi~/I"(, 1.22;

~ cotlte.'(t-dependent redefinition oj codons. Signals ill ";Ollie
llIRNAs. illcluding J fcw typc~ of Iluckar-cllcodl'd
IllRNA, lead to rcddinitioll of somc codons. For cxample,
ill a wide varicty of ccll~ (including hUIll~H1 cells), SOllle
Iluclcar-t"ncoded IllRNAs CJn altcrnatively interpret UGA
as a 21 'I amino acid, sdetlocystei"e, and UAG call bl: alter-

1.5.3 Post-translational modifications include chemical
modifications of some amino acids and
polypeptide cleavage

Primary rransbrion prodllct~ ofrcll undergo a variety of modi-
ficarion reactions, invoking the addition of chemical group,,;
which arc artJched covalcndy to the polypeptide chain Jt the
translation:J! and post-translational levels. This can involve
~il11pk chcmical modification (hydroxylation. pho~phoryl-
ation. ete.) of the side chains of single J1llino ;lcid~ or till'
:ldditiOIl of ditTerent types of carbohydrate or lipid group'" (set'
Table I. 7).

Protein modification by addition of carbohydrate groups

Glycoproteins contain oligosaccharidcs which ;lrc cova-
lently attached to the side chains of certain ;lJ1lino :lCids. Fcw
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proteins in the cytosol are ,-I(/y(osylated. that is have attached
carbohydrate, and those that arc carry a single sligar residue.
.\--acerylglucosamillc. covalently linked to a serine or threo-
nine residue. Uy contrast. those proteins that are sc:crcrcd
frol11 cells or exported to lysosomes, rhe Go\gi apparatus or
the plasma membrane are glycosylated. Oligosaccharide
components of glycoproteins are largely preformed and added
ell hlor to polypeptides. Two major types of glycosylation are
recognized:

~ N-glycosylation: involves, in most cases, initial transfer of
a CDIlllllon oligosaccharick sequence to the side chain
NH2 group or an asparagine residue within the endo-
plasmic reticulum (ER; see Table I. 7). Subsequent
trimllling of n:sidut's and replacement with difTcrL'nr
mOllosaccharides occlirs in the Golgi apparatus;

~ O-glycosylation: see Table 1.7.

Proteoglycans arc protein, with attached ,\tIYC(lS(/llIiIIOJ!IY((/l/s

which lIsually cont:lin disaccharide repeating units containing
glllcO~a11lillc or galacros:ll11ine. The most wcll-charanL'rized
protL'oglycJIl'\ arc componcnts of the extracellular m:Hrix.

Protein modification by addition of lipid groups
Some proteins, notably Illembrane proteins. are modified by
the addition of fatty acyl or prenyl groups which typically
serve ::IS membrane anchors. Examples of fatty acyl groups
include the myristoyl group which is a C I.lipid that is found
JttJchcd to a glycine n:siduc at the extreme N terminus, and
t'llables rhe modified protcin (0 interact with a IlH.'lllbranc
receptor or the lipid bilayer of the membrane. Anorhn fatty

Table 1.7: Major types of modification of polypeptides

27

acyl group which serves as a membrane anchor is the Cl6

palmitoyl group, which becomes attached to the S atom of
cysteine residues.

Prell)'1 groups typically become attached to cysteine
n:siducs close to the C terminus, and include farnesyl (CIS)
groups and geranylgeranyl (C20) groups. Many proteins
that participate in signal transduction and protein targeting
C0I1(3111either a farnesyl or J. gcr~lI1ylger;:l11yl unit at their C
terminlls.

Anchoring of a protein (0 the outer layer of the plasma
Ill\:mbranc lIses a different meciunisl1l: the attachment of a
glycosylphosphatidyl inositol (GPI) group. This complex
glycolipid group contains a fatty acyl group that serves as the
11l1'Illbrane :1I1chor which is linked slIccc'ssively to a glyccro-
phosphate unit. an oligosaccharide unit and finally through a
phosphol'thanolamine unit to the C terminus of the protl:in.
The entire protein except for the GPI anchor is located in the
t:xtr:1cdlular space.

Post-translational cleavage

The primary translation product may also undergo inrerllal
ck'avagl' to gt:llcrare a smaller mature product. Occasiol1:llly
rht.' initiating methionine is cle;:lVed from the primary trans-
lation product. as during the synthesis of r3-globin (F(el/rc
1.19). More substantial polypeptide cleavage is observed in
thL' case of the maturation of many proteills, including plasma
proteins, polypeptide hormones, nL'uropeptioes, growth
f:lctors. ete. As described in the next SL'ctioll, cleavable sign;.!
sequences are often used to tag proteins th;tt arc destined to be

Type of modification
(group added)

Phosphorylation IPO.-!

Methylation ICH3)

Hydroxylation IOH!

1Acetylation ICH3CO!

Carboxylation ICOOH!

'1 Acetylation ICH3CO)

N-glycosylation Icomplex
carbohydrate!

O-glycosylation (complex
carbohydrate!

GPllglycolipid)

Myristoylation IC" fatty acyl group)

Palmitoylation IC'6fatty acyl group)

Farnesylation ICls prenyl group)

Target amino acids

Tyrosine, serine, threonine

lysine

Proline, lysine, aspartic acid

lysine

Glutamate

lysine

Asparagine, usually in the sequence:
Asn-X-(Ser(Thrl

Serine, threonine, hydroxylysine

Aspartate at C terminus

Glycine at N terminus Isee text!

Cysteine to form S-palmitoyllink

Cysteine at C terminus Isee text!

Comments

Achieved by specific kinases. May be reversed by phosphatases

Achieved by methylases and undone by demethylases

Hydroxyproline and hydroxylysine are particularly common in
collagens

Achieved by an acetylase and undone by deacetylase

Achieved by 'V-carboxylase

Achieved by an acetylase and undone by deacetylase

Takes place initially in the endoplasmic reticulum; X is any amino acid
other than proline

Takes place in the Golgi apparatus; less common than
N-glycosylation

Serves to anchor protein to auterlayer of plasma membrane

Serves as membrane anchor

Serves as membrane anchor

Serves as membrane anchor

Geranylgeranylation IC20prenyl group) Cysteine at Cterminus Isee text! Serves as membrane anchor
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sent to a specific location. Additionally, in some cases, a single
mRNA molecule may specify more than one functional
polypeptide chain as a result of proteolytic cleavage of a large
precursor polypeptide (Figl/re 1.23).

1.5.4 Protein secretion and intracellular export is
controlled by specific localization signals or by
chemical modifications

Proteins synthesized on mitochondrial ribosomes are
required to fUllction within the mitochondria. However, the
numerous protcins that are synthesized 011 cytoplasmic ribo-
somes havt' diverse fUllctions which may require them to be
secreted from the cdl where they were synthesized (as with

hormones and other intt'rcellular signaling molecules) or to
be exported to specific intracellular compartments, such
as the nucleus (histones. DNA and RNA polymerases.
transcription factors, RNA-processing proteins, etc.). the
mitochondrion (mitochondrial ribosomal proteins. many
respiratory chain components. etc.). peroxisomes. and so on.
To do this, a specific localization signal needs to be
embedded in the structure of the polypeptide so that it can
be sent to the correct addn:ss. Usually. the localization signal
takes the form of a shorr peptide sequence. Often, but not
always. this constitutes a so-called signal sequence (or
leader sequence) which is removed from the protein by a
specialized signal peptidase once the sorting process has
been achieved.

MG G

Exon 3

110 *

86
Asn I Proinsulin

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

110 :
Asnl@

Intron 2

GT

65 ~ 66
Argl Gly

UTR

30 ~31
Leu I Glu

Exon 2

1
I Phe

24

Alai

24 ~ 25
Alai Phe

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

: 1
@IMet

AG

Leader seq.1 Met

Intron 1

mRNA

Preproinsulin

Gene

1 35
I Glu Algi
Connecting peptide

30 1 21
l-P-h-e--Leu--I + I Gly Asn I

Insulin B chain Insulin A chain

Key:
C=:J Untranslated

region

~ Cleavage site

Figure 1.23: Insulin synthesis involves multiple post-translational cleavages 01polypeptide precursors.

The lirst intron interrupts the 5' untranslated region; the second intron interrupts base positions 1 and 2 of codon 63 and is classified as a
phase I intron (see Box 12.2,and also Figure I. 1910r other intron phases). The primary translation product, preproinsulin. has a leader
sequence of 24 amino acids which is required for the protein to cross the cell membrane, and is discarded thereafter. The proinsulin
precursor contains a central segment, the connecting peptide, which is thought to be important in maintaining the conformation of the A
and B chain segments so that they can form disulfide bridges (see Figure 1.25).
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Signals for export to the ER and extracellular space
In the case of secreted proteins the signal peptide comprises
the first 20 or so amino acids at the N-tcfminal end and Jlways
includes a substantial number ofhyclrophobic amino acids (see
h,ble 'I. 8).The signal sequence is guided to the EI~ by a signal
recognition particle (SRP), an RNA-protein complex
consisting of a small cytoplasmic I~NA species, 7SL RNA,
and six specific proteins. The SRP complex binds both the
growing polypeptide chain and the ribosome and directs thelll
to an SRJ> receptor protein on the cytosolic side surface of the
rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) membrane. Thereafter a
polypeptide can pass into the lumen of the Ell.., destined for
export from the cell, unless there are additional hydrophobic
segments which stop the transfer process, as in the else of
transmclnbrane proteins.

Other signals
Like the ER '\ignal. JIl N-terminal signal sequence is n.:quircd
to traverse the mitochondrial membranes, and is subsequently
c1e~lved. Typicdly, a mitochondrial signal peptide has, ill
addition to mallY hydrophobic al11ino acids, several positively
charged amino acids, usually spaced at intervals of about four
amino acids. This structure is thought to form an alllpj,ipatj,ic
cx-j,rlix, J helical structure with charged amino acids on one
surf.1ce and hydrophobic amino acids on another (see below
and P(~lIrc L24A).

Nuclear localization signals can be located JUSt abollt
anywhere within the polypeptide seguence and typiGdly
consist of J stretch of four to eight positively charged Jlllino
acids, together with neighboring proline residues. Often,
however, the signal is bipartite, and the positively c113rged
amino acids are found in two blocks of two to four residues,
separated by about 10 amino acids (see Table '1.8). Nott' that
some nuclear prott:ins lack any Iluclear localization sequences
themselves but are transported into the nucleus with assistance
from other nuclear proteins which do have appropriate signals.

Lysosomal proteins are targeted to the lysosome by the
addition of a lllannOSt' fi-phosphate residue which is added in
the cis-colllpartment of the Golgi apparatus and is recognized
by a recepror protein in the trans-compartment of the Golgi.

Table 1.8: Examples of protein localization sequences

1.5.5 Protein structure is highly varied and not easily
predicted from the amino acid sequence

Proteins are composed of one or mon.' polypeptides, each of
which can be subject to post-trans!ationalmodification.They
Gin interact with specific co-factors (for example, divalent
cations such as Ca2+, Fe2+, Cu2+, Zn2+ or small molecules
which 3rc required for functional enzyme activity, e.g.
NAD+) or ligands (any molecule which a protein specifi-
cally binds), each of which can be powerful influences on the
conformation of the protein. At kast four different levels of
structural organization have been distinguished for proteins
(see'lid}le f.9).

Within a single polypeptide chain, there is ample scope for
hydrogen bonding between different residues; irrespective of
the side chains. the oxygen of a peptide bond's carbonyl (CO)
group can hydrogen bond to the hydrogen of the NH group
of :Inotht'r peptide bond. Fundamcntal structural units
defined by hydrogen bonding between closely neighboring
:Imino Jcid residues of a single polypeptide include:

~ the a-helix. This involves formation of:l rigid cylinder.
The structure is dominated by hydrogen bonding
bctween the carbonyl oxygen of a peptide bond with the
hydrogen atom of the amino nitrogen of a pc.:ptide bond
located fOllr amino acids away (see Figllre 1.24). Note
dut the DNA-binding donlJins of transcription factors
arc usually a-helical (see Section IO.2A). An amphi-
pathic a-helix has charged residues 011 one surface ;:l11d

hydrophobic ones on another (P(~IIYI' f.24). Identical a-
helices with a repeating arrangement of nonpolar side
chains can coil rOllnd each other to form J particular
stable structure called a coiled coil. Long rod-like coiled
coils are found in many fibrolls proteins, sllch as the cx-
keratin fibers of skin, hair Jnd nails or fibrinogen of the
blood clot;

~ the J3-pleated sheet. This features hydrogen bond
formation between opposed peptide bonds in parallel
(often really anriparallel) segments of the same
polypeptide chain (see Figllre 1.2~). J3-plcated sheets form
the core of most, but not all globular prott'ills;

Destination of protein

Endoplasmic reticulum
and secretion from cell

Mitochondria

Nucleus

Lysosome

Location and fonn of signal

N-terminal peptide of 20 or so amino
acids; very hydrophobic

N-terminal peptide; ,,·helix with
positively charged residues on one face
and hydrophobic ones on the other

Internal sequence of amino acids;
often a string of basic amino acids
plus pralines; may be bipartite

Addition of mannose 6-phosphate
residues

Examples

Human insulin - 24 amino acid, highly hydrophobic signal peptide:
N-Met-Ala-Leu·Trp-Met-Arg-Leu-Leu-Pro-Leu-Leu-Ala-Leu-Leu-Ala-Leu-Trp-
Gly-Pro-Asp·Pro-Ala -Ala-Ala

Human mitochondrial aldehyde dehydrogenase
N-terminal17 amino acids:
N-M et -Leu-Arg-Ala -Ala-Ala-Arg-Phe·G Iy-Pro-Arg -Leu-GIy-Arg-Arg- Leu-Leu

SV40 T antigen - continuous: Pro-Pro-Lys-lys-lys-Arg-lys-Val
p53 - bipartite: lys·Arg-Ala-Leu-Pro-Asn-Asn- Thr-Ser-Ser-Ser-
Pro-Gln- Pro-lys-lys-lys
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Canvary enormously in length from a small peptide to thousands of amino acids long

CommentDefinitionlevel

The linear sequence of amino acids in
a polypeptide

Secondary The path that a polypeptide backbone follows May vary locally e.g. as a-helix or l3-pleatedsheet

Table 1.9: Levels of protein structure

Primary

Tertiary The overall three dimensional structure Canvary enormously e.g.globular, rod-like, tube, coil, sheet etc.
of a polypeptide

Quaternary The overall structure of a multimeric Qftenstabilized by disulfide bridges and by binding to ligands etc.
protein I = a combination of protein subunits)
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Phe Met Leu
®Arg Ala

Ala Leu

"'Arg Gly

Leu

Figure 1.24:Regions of secondary structure in polypeptides are often dominated by intrachain hydrogen bonding.

(A) Structure of en a-helix. Left: only the backbone of the polypeptide is shown for clarity. The carbonyllCOI oxygen of each peptide bond
is hydrogen bonded to the hydrogen on the peptide bond amide group INH) of the fourth amino acid away, so that the helix has 3.6amino
acids per turn. Note: for clarification purposes some bonds have been omitted. The side chains of each amino acid are located on the
outside of the helix and there is almost no free space within the helix. Right: charged amino acids and hydrophobic amino acids are located
on different surfaces in an amphipathic a-helix. The sequence shown is that for the 17-amino acid long signal peptide sequence for the
mitochondrial aldehyde dehydrogenase Isee Tab/e 1.8).(B) Structure of a (3-p/eated sheet. Note:that hydrogen bonding occurs between
the COoxygen and NH hydrogen atoms of peptide bonds on adjacent parallel segments of the polypeptide backbone. The example shows a
case of bonding between antiparallel segments of the polypeptide backbone lantiparallel Ii-sheet) and enforced abrupt change of
direction between antiparallel segments is olten accomplished using J3-turnsIsee text). Arrows mark the direction from N terminus to C
terminus. Note: parallel J3-pleatedsheets with the adjacent segments running in the same direction are also commonly found.
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A chain

B chain
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Figure 1.25: Intrachain and interchain disulfide bridges in human insulin,

The disulfide bridges (-S-S-I are formed by a condensation reaction between opposed sulfhydryll-SHI groups of cysteine residues 6 and
11 of the A chain or between indicated residues of the different chains.

~ the J3-turn. Hydrogen bonding between the peptide bond
CO group of amino acid TL'sidue 11 of a polypeptide with the
peptide bond NH group of residue 11+3 results ill :l hairpin
turn. By permitting the polypeptide to reverse direction
abruptly, compact globular shapes can be achieved. p-TlIrns
arc so named because they also oftell COllllect :lIltiparallel
strands in J3-pleated sheets (see Fixl/rc 1.24B).

Mon.' complex structural J1lori(<;consisting of combinations of
the above structural l11oduk's constitute protein donlains;
compact regions of a protein formed by folding back of the
primary structure so t11Jt cleml'llts of secondary structure call
bl' stacked next to each arhLT. Such domains often represent
functional units involved in binding other Illok·cules. In

additioll, covaknt disulfide bridges are often formed
between the sulfhydryl (-SH) groups of pairs of cysteine
residues occurring within the same polypeptide chain or on
difTerent polypeptide chains (see r:(~lIr(' /.25).

Clearly, the tertiary or quaternary structure of proteins is
deterlllilH:d by the primary amino acid sequence. However
although secondary structure 11l0tif'i such as a-helices,
J3-pleated sheets and J3-turns can be predicted by analyzing
the primary sequt'nce, the overall thret..'-dimensional structure
cannot, at present, be accurately predictcd. In addition to the
strucrurJI complexity of simple polypeptides, many proteins
arc organized as complex aggregates of multiple polypeptide
subunits.

Further reading

Alberts B, Johnson A, Lewis J. Raft M, Roberts K, Walter P
(20011 Molecular Biology of the Celf, 4th Edn. Garland
Publishing, New York.

Bell Sp. Dutta A (2002) DNA replication in eukaryotlc cells. Annu.
Rev. Biochem. 71, 307-331.

Big Picture Book of Viruses at: htto://www.viroloov.net/
Bio Viroloov IBVHomePaoe,html

Braden C, Tooze J (1999) Introduction to Protem Structure, 2nd
Edn. Garland Science, New York.

Brow DA (2002) Allosteric cascade of spliceosome activation.
Annu. Rev Genet. 36, 333-360

Carradine CR, Drew HR (19971 Understanding DNA. The
molecule and how it works. Academic Press, London.

Lodish H, Baltimore 0, Berk A, Zipursky L, Matsudaira p.
Darnell J (1995) Molecular Celf Biology, 3rd Edn. Scientific
American Books, New York.
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2C

Total of 92
chromosomesU divided into two
daughter cells,

,,,
,,

46
chromosomes
(condensed)

4C

46 chromosomes (extended),
two DNA double helices /""

per chromosome / ~

constitution 46,XX or 46.XY (F(~I/rc 2.2). The other cells of
thc body, apart from thc germ-linc, are knowll as somatic
cells. Human somatic cells are usually diploid but some cells
lack::t nucleus and any chromosomes and are said to be I",/li-
p/oid. and others are /lal/lrally polyp/oid as a result of multiple
rounds of 0 A replication without cdl division (see Section
3.1.4).

Figure 2.1: Human chromosomal DNA content during the cell
cycle.

Interphase comprises Gl + S + G2.Chromosomes contain one
DNA double helix from anaphase of mitosis right through until
the DNA has duplicated in S phase. Fromthis stage until the
end of metaphase of mitosis, the chromosome consists of two
chromatids each containing a DNA duplex, making two double
helices per chromosome. The DNA content of a diploid cell
before S phase is 2C(twice the DNA content of a haploid cell),
while between S phase and mitosis it is 4C.

2.2 Structure and function of
chromosomes

46 chromosomes (extended),
one DNA double helix

per chromosome

DNA
synthesis

Chromosomes as seen under the microscope and illustrated in
textbooks are rather misleading becallse thc)' represent 3n
1It1"s/lalstate which occurs brit;.t7y in the cell cycle. during a part
of the M phase as cells prepare to undergo cell division
(metaphase). Metaphase chromosomes and prometa-
phase chromosomes are in a /ll:l!hly ({)l1dellSed stare and have
an 11I1/1."lIal tlI1o-chrol/latid stnt((lIre because at thi" stage the 1) A

2. t Ploidy and the cell cycle

DNA functions in a contexL Human D A is structured into
chromosomes and chromosomes function within cells which
are derived by cell di"ision from other cells. The process of cell
division ili. of course. a small component of the cell cycle, rhe
process in which chromosomes and (heir constituent DNA
molecules need {Q make perfect copies of themselves and then
segregate into daughter cells. This needs to be very carefully
orchestrated so that the daughter cells receive the correct set
of choll1osomcs. In the usual form of eelJ division, mitosis,
each daughter cell h" the same number and types of chro-
mosome as the parent cell. In addition, a specialized form of
cell division, meiosis, occurs in certain cells of the testis ;md
ovary and gives rise respectively to sperm and egg cells.

The number of diffcrcm chromosomes in any nucleated cell.
the chrolnosolne set. and the associated D A content are
designated nand C respectively. For humans n = 23 and
C = approximately 3.5 pg (3.5 x 10-12 g). Cells may differ
in the I1lllllber of copies they havl: of the chromosome set (the
ploidy). Sperm and t'gg cells carry a single chromosome set
and are liaid to be haploid (n chromosomes; 0 A coment,
C). MOlit human cells, howt'\-er. carry two copies of the
chromoliome set and are diploid (2n chromosomes: DNA
content = 2C). AlmoSt all mammals are diploid (the red

.~~1£b~r~ ili an lIIlllSUa exception - see Gallarc 0 ct al.,
1999), bllt all~e are many examples of
species that are normally haploid, tetraploid (4n) or poly-
ploid (> 4n). Triploidy (3n) is less common became
triploids have problems with meiosis (see below).

The diploid cells of our body are all derived ultimately from
a single diploid cell. the Z)'gote. by repeated rounds of mitotic
cell division. Each roulld call be sUIllmarized as one turn of
the cell cycle (F(~/lf(' 2. 1).This comprises a short stage of cell
division. the M phase (mitosis: see Fig/lre 2.7) and a long
intervening interphase. Interphase can be divided into
S phase (D A ,ynthesis), G 1 phase (gap berween M phase
and 5 phase) and G2 phase (gap between 5 phase and M
phase). From anaphase of mitosis right through until D A
duplication in 5 phase, a chromosome of a diploid cell
contains a single DNA double helix and the total DNA
content is 2C. G I is the normal state of a cell, and the long-
term end-state of non-dividing cells. Cells enter 5 phase only
if they are committed to mitosis; nondividin cells remain ill a
modified G I sta e, sometimes caIJed the GO phase. he cel
cycle diagram can give the impression that all the interesting
action happens in Sand M phases ~ but this is an illusioll. A
cell spends most of its life in GO or G 1 phase, and that is where
the genome does most of its work.

A subset of the diploid body cells constitute the germ-
line (see F(~/lre 2.9). These give rise to specialized diploid
cells in the ovary and testis that can divide by meiosis to
produce haploid gametes (sperm and egg). In humans
(n = 23) each gamett' contains 22 autosomes (nonliex chro-
mosomcs) pluli onL' liex chromosome. In eggs thc liCX chro-
mosomc is always an X; in sperm it may be an X or a Y. Aftcr
fertilizatioll the zygote is diploid (2n) with the chromosome
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TRANSLATION, POST-TRANSLATIONAL PROCESSING AND PROTEIN STRUCTURE1.5

proteins in the cytosol are ,-I(/y(osylated. that is have attached
carbohydrate, and those that arc carry a single sligar residue.
.\--acerylglucosamillc. covalently linked to a serine or threo-
nine residue. Uy contrast. those proteins that are sc:crcrcd
frol11 cells or exported to lysosomes, rhe Go\gi apparatus or
the plasma membrane are glycosylated. Oligosaccharide
components of glycoproteins are largely preformed and added
ell hlor to polypeptides. Two major types of glycosylation are
recognized:

~ N-glycosylation: involves, in most cases, initial transfer of
a CDIlllllon oligosaccharick sequence to the side chain
NH2 group or an asparagine residue within the endo-
plasmic reticulum (ER; see Table I. 7). Subsequent
trimllling of n:sidut's and replacement with difTcrL'nr
mOllosaccharides occlirs in the Golgi apparatus;

~ O-glycosylation: see Table 1.7.

Proteoglycans arc protein, with attached ,\tIYC(lS(/llIiIIOJ!IY((/l/s

which lIsually cont:lin disaccharide repeating units containing
glllcO~a11lillc or galacros:ll11ine. The most wcll-charanL'rized
protL'oglycJIl'\ arc componcnts of the extracellular m:Hrix.

Protein modification by addition of lipid groups
Some proteins, notably Illembrane proteins. are modified by
the addition of fatty acyl or prenyl groups which typically
serve ::IS membrane anchors. Examples of fatty acyl groups
include the myristoyl group which is a C I.lipid that is found
JttJchcd to a glycine n:siduc at the extreme N terminus, and
t'llables rhe modified protcin (0 interact with a IlH.'lllbranc
receptor or the lipid bilayer of the membrane. Anorhn fatty

Table 1.7: Major types of modification of polypeptides

27

acyl group which serves as a membrane anchor is the Cl6

palmitoyl group, which becomes attached to the S atom of
cysteine residues.

Prell)'1 groups typically become attached to cysteine
n:siducs close to the C terminus, and include farnesyl (CIS)
groups and geranylgeranyl (C20) groups. Many proteins
that participate in signal transduction and protein targeting
C0I1(3111either a farnesyl or J. gcr~lI1ylger;:l11yl unit at their C
terminlls.

Anchoring of a protein (0 the outer layer of the plasma
Ill\:mbranc lIses a different meciunisl1l: the attachment of a
glycosylphosphatidyl inositol (GPI) group. This complex
glycolipid group contains a fatty acyl group that serves as the
11l1'Illbrane :1I1chor which is linked slIccc'ssively to a glyccro-
phosphate unit. an oligosaccharide unit and finally through a
phosphol'thanolamine unit to the C terminus of the protl:in.
The entire protein except for the GPI anchor is located in the
t:xtr:1cdlular space.

Post-translational cleavage

The primary translation product may also undergo inrerllal
ck'avagl' to gt:llcrare a smaller mature product. Occasiol1:llly
rht.' initiating methionine is cle;:lVed from the primary trans-
lation product. as during the synthesis of r3-globin (F(el/rc
1.19). More substantial polypeptide cleavage is observed in
thL' case of the maturation of many proteills, including plasma
proteins, polypeptide hormones, nL'uropeptioes, growth
f:lctors. ete. As described in the next SL'ctioll, cleavable sign;.!
sequences are often used to tag proteins th;tt arc destined to be

Type of modification
(group added)

Phosphorylation IPO.-!

Methylation ICH3)

Hydroxylation IOH!

1Acetylation ICH3CO!

Carboxylation ICOOH!

'1 Acetylation ICH3CO)

N-glycosylation Icomplex
carbohydrate!

O-glycosylation (complex
carbohydrate!

GPllglycolipid)

Myristoylation IC" fatty acyl group)

Palmitoylation IC'6fatty acyl group)

Farnesylation ICls prenyl group)

Target amino acids

Tyrosine, serine, threonine

lysine

Proline, lysine, aspartic acid

lysine

Glutamate

lysine

Asparagine, usually in the sequence:
Asn-X-(Ser(Thrl

Serine, threonine, hydroxylysine

Aspartate at C terminus

Glycine at N terminus Isee text!

Cysteine to form S-palmitoyllink

Cysteine at C terminus Isee text!

Comments

Achieved by specific kinases. May be reversed by phosphatases

Achieved by methylases and undone by demethylases

Hydroxyproline and hydroxylysine are particularly common in
collagens

Achieved by an acetylase and undone by deacetylase

Achieved by 'V-carboxylase

Achieved by an acetylase and undone by deacetylase

Takes place initially in the endoplasmic reticulum; X is any amino acid
other than proline

Takes place in the Golgi apparatus; less common than
N-glycosylation

Serves to anchor protein to auterlayer of plasma membrane

Serves as membrane anchor

Serves as membrane anchor

Serves as membrane anchor

Geranylgeranylation IC20prenyl group) Cysteine at Cterminus Isee text! Serves as membrane anchor
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2C

Total of 92
chromosomesU divided into two
daughter cells,

,,,
,,

46
chromosomes
(condensed)

4C

46 chromosomes (extended),
two DNA double helices /""

per chromosome / ~

constitution 46,XX or 46.XY (F(~I/rc 2.2). The other cells of
thc body, apart from thc germ-linc, are knowll as somatic
cells. Human somatic cells are usually diploid but some cells
lack::t nucleus and any chromosomes and are said to be I",/li-
p/oid. and others are /lal/lrally polyp/oid as a result of multiple
rounds of 0 A replication without cdl division (see Section
3.1.4).

Figure 2.1: Human chromosomal DNA content during the cell
cycle.

Interphase comprises Gl + S + G2.Chromosomes contain one
DNA double helix from anaphase of mitosis right through until
the DNA has duplicated in S phase. Fromthis stage until the
end of metaphase of mitosis, the chromosome consists of two
chromatids each containing a DNA duplex, making two double
helices per chromosome. The DNA content of a diploid cell
before S phase is 2C(twice the DNA content of a haploid cell),
while between S phase and mitosis it is 4C.

2.2 Structure and function of
chromosomes

46 chromosomes (extended),
one DNA double helix

per chromosome

DNA
synthesis

Chromosomes as seen under the microscope and illustrated in
textbooks are rather misleading becallse thc)' represent 3n
1It1"s/lalstate which occurs brit;.t7y in the cell cycle. during a part
of the M phase as cells prepare to undergo cell division
(metaphase). Metaphase chromosomes and prometa-
phase chromosomes are in a /ll:l!hly ({)l1dellSed stare and have
an 11I1/1."lIal tlI1o-chrol/latid stnt((lIre because at thi" stage the 1) A

2. t Ploidy and the cell cycle

DNA functions in a contexL Human D A is structured into
chromosomes and chromosomes function within cells which
are derived by cell di"ision from other cells. The process of cell
division ili. of course. a small component of the cell cycle, rhe
process in which chromosomes and (heir constituent DNA
molecules need {Q make perfect copies of themselves and then
segregate into daughter cells. This needs to be very carefully
orchestrated so that the daughter cells receive the correct set
of choll1osomcs. In the usual form of eelJ division, mitosis,
each daughter cell h" the same number and types of chro-
mosome as the parent cell. In addition, a specialized form of
cell division, meiosis, occurs in certain cells of the testis ;md
ovary and gives rise respectively to sperm and egg cells.

The number of diffcrcm chromosomes in any nucleated cell.
the chrolnosolne set. and the associated D A content are
designated nand C respectively. For humans n = 23 and
C = approximately 3.5 pg (3.5 x 10-12 g). Cells may differ
in the I1lllllber of copies they havl: of the chromosome set (the
ploidy). Sperm and t'gg cells carry a single chromosome set
and are liaid to be haploid (n chromosomes; 0 A coment,
C). MOlit human cells, howt'\-er. carry two copies of the
chromoliome set and are diploid (2n chromosomes: DNA
content = 2C). AlmoSt all mammals are diploid (the red

.~~1£b~r~ ili an lIIlllSUa exception - see Gallarc 0 ct al.,
1999), bllt all~e are many examples of
species that are normally haploid, tetraploid (4n) or poly-
ploid (> 4n). Triploidy (3n) is less common became
triploids have problems with meiosis (see below).

The diploid cells of our body are all derived ultimately from
a single diploid cell. the Z)'gote. by repeated rounds of mitotic
cell division. Each roulld call be sUIllmarized as one turn of
the cell cycle (F(~/lf(' 2. 1).This comprises a short stage of cell
division. the M phase (mitosis: see Fig/lre 2.7) and a long
intervening interphase. Interphase can be divided into
S phase (D A ,ynthesis), G 1 phase (gap berween M phase
and 5 phase) and G2 phase (gap between 5 phase and M
phase). From anaphase of mitosis right through until D A
duplication in 5 phase, a chromosome of a diploid cell
contains a single DNA double helix and the total DNA
content is 2C. G I is the normal state of a cell, and the long-
term end-state of non-dividing cells. Cells enter 5 phase only
if they are committed to mitosis; nondividin cells remain ill a
modified G I sta e, sometimes caIJed the GO phase. he cel
cycle diagram can give the impression that all the interesting
action happens in Sand M phases ~ but this is an illusioll. A
cell spends most of its life in GO or G 1 phase, and that is where
the genome does most of its work.

A subset of the diploid body cells constitute the germ-
line (see F(~/lre 2.9). These give rise to specialized diploid
cells in the ovary and testis that can divide by meiosis to
produce haploid gametes (sperm and egg). In humans
(n = 23) each gamett' contains 22 autosomes (nonliex chro-
mosomcs) pluli onL' liex chromosome. In eggs thc liCX chro-
mosomc is always an X; in sperm it may be an X or a Y. Aftcr
fertilizatioll the zygote is diploid (2n) with the chromosome
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Box 2.1: The mitotic spindle and its components.

The mitotic spindle Isee Figure below) is formed from
microtubules (polymers made from a repeating heterodimer of n-
tubulin and IHubulin) and microtubule-associated proteins. Each
of the two soindle Doles is defined by a centrosome, the major
microtubule organizing center. The centrosome seeds the
outward growth of oolar microtubule fibers, with a H end at the
centrosome end and the distal growing end defined as the (+) end.

Each centrosome is composed of a fibrous matrix Iconsisting of
about 50 copies of a '1-tubulin ring complex in which is
embedded a pair of centrioles (see panel A in figure belowl.
Centrioles are short cylindrical structures composed of
microtubules and associated proteins, and the two centrioles of
the pair are always arranged at right angles to each other,
forming an L shape Isee panel A of the figure). At a certain point
in the Gl stage the two centrioles in a pair separate and during
S phase a daughter centriole begins to grow at the base of each
mother centriole and at right angles to it until fully formed by G2.
The two centriole pairs remain close together in a single

centrosomal complex until the beginning of M phase when the
complex splits in two and the two halves begin to separate. Each
centrosome now develops its own radial array of microtubules
lasteli and begin to migrate to opposite ends of the cell where
they will form the spindle poles Isee panel C in figurel.

Three different forms of microtubule fiber are found in the
spindle (see panel C in Figure belowl:

~ polar fibers extend from the two poles of the spindle towards
the equator. They develop at prophase while the nuclear
membrane is still intact. Note:for the sake of clarity only a pair
of such overlapping fibers is shown;

~ kinetochore fibers do not develop until prometaphase. These
fibers attach to the kinetochore, a large multiprotein
structure attached to the centromere of each chromatid
(panel 81 and extend in the direction of the spindle poles;

~ astral fibers form around each centrosome and extend to the
periphery.

(A)
Centrosome

+ matrix

+

+

+
o = y-tubulin ring complexes

(B)

Kinetochore

+ mi~Ules

+ {

Centromere
(e)

}
Metaphase
plate

Astral
microtubules

(A) Centrosome structure: (B) kinetochore-centromere association; Ie) mitotic spindle structure.

nor becol1le attached ro the mitotic spindle (see Box 2. J and
r:~l!.lIr('2. 7). and so fail to be included in rhe nuclei of either of
the daughter cells.

During late prophase of mitosis, a pair oflarge l11ultiprorein
cOl11pkxcs known as killetocllOres, forms at CJch centrolllere,
ol1e att:lched to each sister chromatid. Microtubules attach to
t":lch kinetochore. linking the centromere of a chromosome
and the two spindle poles (see Box 2."1 and Figure 2.7). At
anaphase. the kinetochore microtllbules pull the two sister
chromatids toward opposite poles of the spindle (Figlfre 2.7).
Kinetochores playa central role in this process, by controlling
assembly and disassembly of the attached microtubuks and.
through the presenCi..' of motor molecules. by ultimJtely
driving chronlOsonH.' movement.

Spt.'cific DNA sequences presulllJbly specify the structure
:lIld function of centromeres. In silllpk eukaryotcs. the
sequcnces that specify centromere function are very short.
For cxample, in the yeast S(/cc//(mJ/II}'(cs (crcvi.,·i(/c thc
centromere clement (CEN) is about 110 bp long, consisting
of two highly conserved nanking elements of9 bp and II bp
and a central AT-rich segment of JbOlIt 80-YO bp (SL'l.' Figurc
2.5). The centromeres of such cells Jre interc!ullgt.'ablc -
a CEN fragment derived from one yeast chro111osome
Cln repbce the centromere of another with no Jpparellt
consequence.

In Illalllmals, the DNA of individual ccntrOllleres consists
of hundreds of kilobases of rcpctitiw DNA. some c1Ho-
Illosome-specific Jnd sOllle nonspecific. A J11ajor component



I Autonomous replicating sequence I
Contains an 11-bp core consensus that is AT-rich, plus some
imperfect copies of this sequence spanning an approximately

SO-bp region of DNA

TGATTTCCGAA
ACTAAAGGCTT

III

e.g.

80-90 bp
>90% (A+T)

II

S· TGTGTGGGTGTGGTGTGTGTGG 3'
3· ACACACCCACACCACACACACC S·

Tandem repeats based on the general formula

(TG),-3 TG2-:1C2-3A(CA)'-3

Telomere
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Figure 2.5: The functional elements of a yeast chromosome.

Figure 2.4: Individual chromosomes occupy distinct
chromosome territories in the interphase nucleus.

The picture shows an example of chromosome painting (see
Section 2.4.3)with two chromosome paints. one specific for
HSA18 (= human chromosome 18- green signal. peripheral
locationl and one for HSA19 (= human chromosome 19- red
signal. internal nuclear location) within an interphase nucleus.
The nucleus appears blue as a result of counterstaining with
DAPI. a fluorescent DNA-binding dye. Image kindly provided by
Dr. Wendy Bickmore. MRC Human Genetics Unit. Edinburgh.

I I 1,1,
.•..•..I _

Imperfect
copies

I-
I

Core consensus ::

ATTTAT(AlG)TTTA
TAAATA(T/C)AAAT

ofhuTllan Cl.'lltrolllcric J) A is a-satellite DNA. a complex
family of tandemly repeated DNA ba,ed on a 171 bp
monOTllcr - set: Section 9.-+.1 for;] fuller description of
hUlllan ceJltrolllcric ,equences). A variety of different
proteins are known to as'iociate with human centromere'i,
including CE P-13 which bind, directly to c<-sarellite DNA
(see 7aMe 2. I). Surpri,ingly. given rhat rhe chromosome
segregation l113chil1cry I" highly conserved across
cukaryotcs. centromeric DNA and associated proteins are
evolving rJpidly :l.nd havl' l'VL'1l been considered to be

respon'iiible ror the n:produni\T isolation of emerging
specie, (HenikotT el <11.. 20n I).

2.2.4 Chromosomes as functioning organelles: origins
of replication

The D A in Illusr diploid cells normally replicares only once
per cdl cycle. The initiation of replication is controlled by cis-
~lCring 'iieqllcncc'i that lie close [0 rhe pOiJHS at which D A
synrhesi'ii is initiated. Probably these are sites at which rraflS-

acting proteins bind. Eukaryotic origins of replication have

Table 2.1: Major hu.man centromere proteins

Name Location Features

CENP-A

CENP-8

Outer kinetochore plate A centromere-specific histone H3-variant; essential for life being required to target CENP-Cto
kinetochore

Centromeric heterochromatin 8inds a 17bp sequence found in a-satellite monomers (CENP-8 box); needed for centromeric
heterochromatin structure?

CENP-C

CENP-G

Inner kinetochore plate Essential for proper centromere/kinetochore function

Inner kinetochore plate 8inds to a subset of a-satellite family sequences

Note:CENP-E (in the fibrous corona), CENP-F(outer kinetochore platel proteins and the INCENPproteins {centric heterochromatinl are transiently
associated with the centromere. See Craig et 81. (1999)for further details.
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been most comprehensively studied in yeast, when:~ the
presence of a putative replic1tion origin can be tested by a
genetic assay.To test the ability of a random fragmt"nt of yeast
DNA to promote autonomous replication, it is incorporatcd
into J bacterial plasmid together with a yeast gent' that is
essential for growth of yeast cells. This construct is used to
transform a mutant yeast that lacks the essential gene. The
transformed cells can only form colonies if the plasmid (;m

replicate in yeast cells. However, the bacterial replication of
origin in the plasmid does not function in yeasr. The few
plasm ids that transform at high efficiency must therefore
possess a sequence within the inserted yeast fragment that
confers the ability to replicate extrachromosomally at high
efficiency, a so-calJed autonomously replicating sequence
(ARS) element.

ARS clements are thought to derive from authentic origins
of replication and. in sOllle cases, this has been confirmed by
mapping a specific ARS elelllcllt to a specific chromosomal
location and demonstrating dut DNA replication is indeed
initiated at this location. Yeast ArtS elements extend for only
about 50 bp and consist of all AT-rich region which contains
a conserved core consensus and some imperfect copies of this
sequence (Figl/re 2.5). In addition, the AR.S elements contain a
binding site for a transcription factor and a Illultiprotein
complex is known to bind to the origin.

The origins of replication of mammalian DNA have been
much less well defined because of the absence of a genetic
Jssay. Some initiation sites have been studied, but such studies
have not been able to identify a unique origin of replication.
This has led to speculation that replication can be initiated at
multiple sites over regions tens of kilo bases long (see Gilbert,
2001). Mammalian artificial chromosomes seem to work
without specific ARS sequences being provided.

2.2.5 Chromosomes as functioning organelles: the
telomeres

Telomere structure, function and evolution

Telomeres are specialized structures, comprising DNA and
protein, which cap the ends of eukatyotic chromosomes.They
have several likely functions:

~ -!!!ailltaillillg structural illtegrity. If a telomere is lost, the
resulting chromosome end is unstable. It has a tendency
either to fuse with the ends of other broken chromosomes,
to be involved in recombination events or to be degraded.
Telomere-binding proteins recognize the overhanging 3'
end of a telomere (see below) and can protect the terminal
DNA ill vitro and maybe i1l vivo;

ensuring complete DNA replication (see section on telo-
merase below);

~ clrromosome positioning. Telomeres help to establish the
three-dimensional architecture of the nucleus and / or
chromosome pairing. In some cells, chromosome ends

",l appear to be lcthered to the nuclear envelope, suggesting
that telomeres can help position chromosomes.

Eukaryotic telomeres consist of moderately long arrays of
tandem repeats of a simple sequence which isTG-rich on one

of the DNA strands and CA-rich on the complementary
strand. In humans (and other anilluls) the repeating sequence
is the h,'xanucleotlde GC he A G n array 0

'?~lS abollr 3-20 kb, beyond
which (proceeding in the centromere direction) are about
100-300 kb of telomere-associated repeats before any unique

.. /
sequenct'lsencollntered. r",)~\ J~,c~~U#('" ~•...

Unlike celltromeres, the sequcnce of telomeres has been
highly conserved in evolution - thl' simple sequence repeat
is very silllibr in telomeres from different species, for
exalllple,TTGGGG in Paralllccilllll,TAGGG in ~rr}'pt1l1()SOI"a,

TTTAGGG in Ambidopsis, and TTAGGG in Homo sapiclI:\'
(Note: ill some species, howevt'r, tht're is some flexibility in
the precise repeating unit as in the case of the yeast S. rcrc-
vi:,;t1c; see Figllre 2.Jl. In addition, there is considerable
conservJtion in the types of te1omen:-binding proteins (see
Blackburn. 200 I). The telomne-associated repeats are.
however, not conserved in eukaryotes Jnd their function IS

unknown.

Telomerase and the end-replication problem

During DNA replication, the lagging strand is synthesized in
pieces because it must grow in J dirl'crion opposite to that of
the 5' "3' direction of DNA synthesis. A sllccession of'back-
stitching' syntheses are required to produce a series of DNA
fragments whose ends are then sealed by DNA ligase (see
Figl/re 1.9 and sectiollS 1.2.2; 1.2.3). Unlike RNA poly-
merases, DNA polymerases "bsoll/tely require a free 3' -OH
group from;) double-stranded nucleic acid from which to
extend synthesis. This is achieved by employing an RNA
polymerase to synthesize a complementary RNA primer to
prime synthesis of each of the DNA fragments used to make
the lagging strand. In these cases the RNA primer requires the
presence of some DNA ahead of the sequence which is to be
copied, to serve as its template. However, at the extreme end of
a linear DNA molecule, there can never be such a template,
and a different mechanism is required to solve the problem of
replicating the ends of a linear DNA molecule.

The end-replication problem has been solved by
extending the synthesis of the leading strand using a
specialized form of reverse tral1scriptase (RNA-dependent
DNA polymerase) provided by a specialized RNA-protein
enzyme known as telomerase. Telomerase carries within its
RNA component a short sequence near its 5' end, CUAA
CCCUAAC, with an intern;ll hexanucleotide sequence
(bold type) which is the antisense sequence of the human
telomere repeat sequence (TTAGGG).This sequence will act
as a template to prime extended DNA synthesis oftelomeric
DNA sequences on the leading strand. Further extension of
the leading strand provides the necessary template for DNA
polymerase ex to complete synthesis of the lagging strand
(Fij?lIre 2.6).This mechanism leaves the telomere itself with a
protruding 3' end which provides a single-stranded DNA
target for binding by telomere-specific proteins sllch as
human TRF2. However, the actual nature of the telomere
sequence may not be important. The telomere length is
known to be highly variable and is subject to genetic control
(see Section 17.5.1).

.../
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2,2,6 Heterochromatin and euchromatin

forlll. Examples include mammalian X-chrolllosome inac-
tivation (Section 10.5.h) or sex chromosollle silencing
during male meiosis. n the latter case both thl' X :1Ild thc
Y chromosome are inJctivJted during Illal ~ meiosis (for J
period of about 15 days in human They become
condensed to form the XY body and are segregatcd into a
special nuclear compartment.

III euchromatin, G bands sho\V some of the propertics of
hcterochromatin, but to a lessn ckgrce (G bands arc thl' d:uk
chromosome bands resulting frolll positive st:lining with the
Gielllsa dye; the pale Giemsa ncgative bands are referred to as
R bands - see Section 2.4.1). G band chrOlllatin ill IlH.,t:1plusl'
chromosomes is more condensed thall R band chromatin, :1I1d
G h:lI1ds are relatively poor in gl'ncs. The subset of R bands
tlut :lre revealed byT-banding have:1 p:lrticlIlarly high density
of genes. Section 1.3.5 discusses tilL' difTerellt structures of
chrom:nin in transcriptionally activl' :lIld inactivc chromo-
sOlllal rl'gions.

2.3 Mitosis and meiosis are the two types
of cell division

2,3,1 Mitosis is the normal form of cell division

As J person develops fi·olll an embryo, through fcms and infant
to an adult, cell divisions arc needed to gener:ltl' the large
!lumbers of cells required. Additionally. I11JI1Ycells have :1

limited life spall, so there is a cOIltinuolls requirement to
geneTJte nt'w cells in the adulr.All these cell divisions OCClIrby
mitosis. Mitosis is the nornul prOCl'S:>iof cell division, frol11
cleavage of the zygote to death of the persall. III the lifetime of
a human there may be something like 1017 mitotic divisions
(Section i i ,2, I),

The M phase of the cell cycle (F(~III'l'2.1) collsists of the
v:lriotls stages of nuclear division (prophase. prollletaphase.
I1ll't3phase. anaphase and telophase of mitosis). and cell
division (cytokinesis), which ovcrbps the final stages of
mitosis (Figl/re 2. 7). In preparation for cl'il divisioll. the previ-
ously highly extended chromosollles contract and condense
so that. by metaphase of mitosis, rhey are readily visible
under the microscope. Even though tht' DNA was replicated
sOllle time previously, it is only :It prollll'taplust.' that indi-
vidual chromosomes CJn be st:l'n to COlliprist' t\Vo sister
chromatids, attached at the centrOllll'rt'.

The interaction between the differcnt spindit' fibers (see
Box 2.1) pulls the chromosollles towards the center, and by
Illet:lphase each chromosollle is :lligned all tilt' equJtoriJI
plane (nletaphase plate). Note: during mitosis each chro-
1Il0some in the diploid set bduvcs illdt:pcndcnrly and paren/a!
(/l1d I/lafcma! 1/(H1lOlogs do 110/ (/s.wrillfC 11( ,,/I. At anaphasl' the
Ct'ntrollleres divide leading to physical separ:ltion of what
wert' previously sister chrolllJtids, and tht' pull by the spindle
fibers t'l1sures that the separated sister chroll1:1tids go to
opposite poles (FigHres 2.7 and 2'{)). The DNA of the two
sister chromatids is identical. bJrring any errors ill DNA rcpli-
cation. Thus the effect of mitosis is to gent'rate daughter cells
that contain precisely the SJme set of DNA scquellcc.:s.

Telomerase

DNA
synthesis

Enzyme
translocation

DNA
synthesis

5'--- TTAGGGTTAGGGTTAG
3'--AATCCC 5'

5'-- TTAGGGTTAGGGTTAG

5'-- TTAGGGTTAG
3'--AACCCC 5'

5'---TTAGGGTTAG
3'---AATCCC 5'

Figure 2,6: Telomerase extends the TG-rich strand of telomeres
by DNA synthesis using an internal RNA template,

Note: newly synthesized hexanucleotides are shown in shading
and the elongation mechanism is dependent on the RNA
template containing an almost perfect tandem repeat as
shown by underlining in the following sequence:
5' Q.!Ml;CCUAAC 3',

In thL' ilHcrpluse !luck-us most of the chromatin exists in ::Ill

extended start'. dispersed through the nucleus and staining
diffusely (euchromatin). However, some chromatin remains
highly condensed throughout rhe cdl cycle and forms dark-
staining n.'gions (heterochromatin). Genes locatl.."d ill

clichrolllatin 111:1)' or lllJY not be expressed, depending on rhe
cell type ~lI1dits llll'tJbolic requirements, but genes dut arc
located within heterochromatin, either I1Jturally or ;"ISthe
result of a chrolllosolllJI reJrrangement, Jre very unlikely to
be t'xpressed.Thnl' are two cbsses ofhcterochromatin:

~ constitutive heterochromatin is always inactive :lI1d
condensed. It consists largely of repetitive ONA and is
found in and arollnd the centromeres of chromosomes and
ill certain othn regions (see Figllre 2. /5 for location of
constitutive hl'tcrochrolllatin on human chromosomcs and
TillJ!c 9.2 for cstimated alllounts of ON A involvcd);

~ facultative heterochromatin can exist in either a gl'llet-
jCJlly Jctivt' (decondensed) or Jil inactive (condenscd)
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Anaphase
.Each centromere splits
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.Cytoplasm division completed

to give two daughter cells

Figure 2.7: Cell division by mitosis: an outline.

I,

2.3.2 Meiosis is a specialized form of cell division
giving rise to sperm and egg cells

Primordial germ cells migrate into the enlbryonic gonad and
engage in repeated rounds of mitosis to form oogonia in
females and spermatogonia in males (Note: this involves
many more mitoses in males than in females - see Box
J 1.4 - which Illay be a significant factor in explaining sex
differences in mutation rate). Further growth and differ-
entiation produces primary oocytes in the ovary and
primary spermatocytes in the testis. These specialized
diploid cells can undergo meiosis (F(gure 2.9).

Meiosis involves two sllccessive cell divisions but only one
round of DNA replication. so the products ate haploid. In
males. the produC{ is four spermJwzoa; in females. however,

there is as}",u1Jetric cell division because the cytoplasm divides
unequally at each stage: the products of meiosis I (the first
meiotic division) are a large secondary oocyte and a small
celi (polar body), During meiosis 11 (the second meiotic
division) the secondary oocyte then gives rise to the large
matllte egg celi and a second polar body.

There are two crucial differences betwl:en mitosis and
meiosis (Table 2,2):

~ the products of mitosis are diploid; the products of meiosis
are haploid;

• rill: products of mitosis are genetically identical, the
products of meiosis are genetically different. tl

Mitosis involves a single turn of the cell cycle (F(<?/Irl' 2./).The
DNA is replicJted in S phase and the t\\"o copies arl: divided
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Figure 2.8: A cell biologist's view 01 Figure 2.7.

The images are 01 Hela cells. and were obtained using deconvolution microscopy. The DNA is stained with DAPI (false colored redl. and
the microtubules are stained with a l3·tubulin antibody lIaise colored greenl. Image provided by William Earnshaw. University of Edinburgh.
Reprinted from Pollard and Earnshaw (2002) Cell Biology, with permission from Elsevier.

Table 2.2: Mitosis and meiosis compared

Relationship between daughter cells Genetically identical

location

Products

DNA replication and cell division

Extent of prophase

Pairing of homologs

Recombination

Mitosis

All tissues

Diploid somatic cells

Normally one round of replication
per cell division

Short 1- 30 min in human cells)

None

Rare and abnormal

Meiosis

Only in testis and ovary

Haploid sperm and egg cells

Only one round of replication but two cell divisions

Meiosis I is long and complex; can take years to complete

Yes lin meiosis II

Normally at least once in each chromosome arm

Different Irecombination and independent assortment of homologsl
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Figure 2.9: Development 01the germ-line.

The germ-line develops by repeated mitotic division 01diploid cells, culminating in production of primary oocyles and primary spermatocyles.
These diploid cells can undergo meiosis. Meiosis involves two cell divisions but only one round of DNA replication, so the products are
haploid. In humans, primary oocyles enter meiosis I during letallile but then arrest at the prophase stage right through to puberty or later.
During this time, the primary oocyles complete their growth phase, acquiring an outer jelly coat, cortical granules, ribosomes, mRNA,yolk,
and so on. After puberty, one oocyle a month completes meiosis. Sperm are produced continuously lrom puberty onwards.

exacrly equally betwl'ell the dauglltl.:r n~lls ill M plust'. Meiosis
is also pn:Cl'ckd by Dill' round of! )NA synthesis, but then there
are two ccll divi,IOIlS witham intcrvening DNA synthesis, so
that thL' products cnd lip haploid. The.: second division of
meiosis is idelltical to IlIItosis, bur the first division has
illl ortallt difllTl'llCl'S whose purpose is to generate genetic
diversity betwL'L'1l thl' daughtcr cells. This is done by two
1l1L'challislllS: illdepl'llckll( aSSortllll'llt of paternal and maternal
hOlllolo~rs: ,met recombination.

Independent assortment of paternal and maternal
homologs

During meiosi:>. I the IIl,Hernal and patt'r1ul hOlllologs of each
chromosolllt' pair form a bivalent by pairing together
(synapsis: see n:\!//1'C 2. II). E.H.:h chromosollle consists of tWO
'lister chron1;ltid~ follo\\'ing DNA replication, "0 that the
bivaklH is a four-stranded strucrun: at the metaphase plate.
Spindle fiber" then pull ant' complete chrolllo>;ome (two
chromatids) to l'ither pole. However. tor l'Jch of the 23
homologou'l p,lir~, the choice of which homolog enters \vhich

daughter cell is independl'llt. This allows i2J or Jbollt
B.4 x 10() possible cOllihinatiolls of parentJI chromosomes to
be produced by Olle person (F~\!lfn'2. /0).

Recombination

During prophase of meiosis I the synapsed hOlllologs \vithin
L';lch bivak'nt L'xclungc '1L'gllll..'tlt'l in a random way. At the
zygotL'ne suge. each pair of hOlllOlogs begins to form J

synaptonemal cotnplex consisting of the two chromo-
SOIll~t'\ in close ~lpposition. 'Ieparated by a long linear protein
COIT~ Completion of thi~ complex Ill.Irk>; the stJrt of the
pachytene stage, which j'l \dll'll recombination (crossing-
over or crossover) occur Cro'\~over involves physicJl
breakage of the double helix ill one patt.·flul and one
mJternal chromatid, .IlId joining of maternal and paternJI
t'nds. Ovt'rall. the combination of recombinJtion bct\\'t'en
homolog:'1 in proplu'ie I plu~ independent aSSOrtment of
homologs at ,lIuph:l'\L' I ensures dut ,1 single individual can
produce :Ill almost unlimited llllmbtT ot' genetically different
g:l111 L'tl'S.
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Figure 2.10:Meiosis: independent assortment of maternal and paternal homologs at meiosis I produces the first level of genetic
diversity.

There are 223 or 8.4million different ways of picking one chromosome from each of the 23 pairs in a diploid cell. Gametes A-E show just five
of the possible combinations of maternal and paternal chromosomes. This diagram ignores recombination, which introduces a second level
of genetic diversity by ensuring that each individual chromosome passed on is a mixture of maternal and paternal sequences.

The mechanism aLlowing alignment of the h0l1101ogs is not
und~rstood. However, it is thought that such close apposition
is required for recombination. Recombination nodules,
very large ll1ultiprotein assemblies located at intervals 011 the
synaptonclllal complex, arc thought to mediate the recombi-
nation events. The two homologs can be seen to be physically
connected at specific points. Each slich connection is
described as a chiasma (plural chiasmata) and marks a
crossover point. There are an average of 55 chiasmata per cell
in hUllIan male meiosis, and luaybe 50% morc in female
ll1l'iosis __The genetic consequences of crossing over arc
considcrl'd ill Chapter 13.

In Jdditioll to their role in recoI11binati0'1-chiaslllata arc
thought to bt' t'ssl'lHial for correct chrom S91ne segregation a;
ll1ei~ I. By holding the mJternal and paternal homologs of
each chromosome pair togt'ther on the spindle until anaphase
I (J~~\!II"(,S2. 11 Jnd 2.12). they have a role that is analogous to
th:]( of the Cl'ntrol11cres in mitosis and in meiosis II. There is
gt:'llt,tic t'\'idcrlce thJt children with incorrect numbers of
cl1rOIl}(hOllle'\ arc of tell the product of gametes whlTl' a
biv:llelH !:Icked crossovers.

Meiosis II appears identical to mitosis, except dut there
arc ollly 23 chromosomes instead of 46. Each chromosollle
co 11 si:-;t:-;of two chromatids, and these are separated ill
anaphase 11.HowL'ver. there is olle difference. The sister duo-
lllatids of a mitotic chromosome are identical, being copies of
each other. but the two chromatids of a chromosome ill
meiosis II may be genetically different as a result of croSSOvers
ill meiosis I (Fi~II"f2. /2).

2.3.3 X-V pairing and the pseudoautosomal regions

III fl'mJIc lllL'iosi<.;.each chromosome has J fully homologous
parrllL'r, alld thL' twO X chromosomes synapse and cross over
ju<.;tlike :lJlYother pair ofhol1l01ogs.ln male meiosis there is J

problem. The human X and Y sex chromosomes are very
different from one another. Nevertheless, they do pair in
prophase I in males, thus ensuring that at Jnaphase I each
daughter cell receives one sex chromosome, either the X or
the Y.The ....rairing of the X and Y chromosomes is end-to-
end rather than along the whole length, and it is made possible
by a 2.6 mega base (Mb) tegion of homology between the

~ chromosomes at the tips of their short anns. Pairing is
sustained by an obligatory crossover in this region. Genes in
the pairing segment have some interesting properties:

~ they are present as homologous copies on the X and Y
chromosomes;

~ they are not subject to X-inactivation (as expected since
each sex has two copies);

~ because of the crossing over. alleles at these loci do not
show the normal X-linked or Y-linkt'd patterns of inheri~
tance, but segregate like autosomal allelL's.

lJecause of this behavior, this region is knowll as the Inajor
pseudoautosomal region. A second smaller pst'udoJuto-
somal region of 320 kb is located at the tips of the long arms
of both chromosomes, but pairing and crossing over in this
minor pseudoautosomal region is not an oblig:nory feature of
nulL meiosis.",

2.4 Studying human chromosomes
2.4.1 Mitotic chromosomes can be seen in any dividing

cell, but meiotic chromosomes are hard to study in
humans

Obtaining and preparing human cells for chromosome
analysis
Chromosomes are normally viewed in dividing cells, and
obtaining dividing cells directly from thL' human body is
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Figure 2.11: Meiosis: the five stages 0 ro hase in meiosis

Two representative pairs of homologs are shown. There are two crossovers in the chromosome 1 bivalent and one in the chromosome 17
bivalent. For the sake of clarity, the two crossovers on chromosome 1 involve the same two chromatids. In reality the number of crossovers
is likely to be higher, and multiple crossovers may involve three or even all four chromatids in a bivalent, as shown in Figure 13.2.
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difficult. l30ne marrow is J possible source - but it is Illuch
easier all rOlllld co take an accessible source or nondividing
cells and culture thelll ill the laboratory. The most cOllllllonly
lIsed human cell sourct,;s for cytogenetic Jnzliyses are blood
cells and skin fibroblasts. Most people do nor mind giving a
few millilitres of blood. and the T lymphocytes in blood can
be easily induced to divide by treatment with lecrins sllch as
phytohemagglutinin. Skin fibroblasts are cultured frolll skin
biopsies. In addition, prenatal diagnosis routinely involves
chromosome analyses on fetal cells shed into the <lmniotic
fluid or on chorionic villi.

Although chromosomes were described accurately ill some
organisms as early a"ithe IB80s, for many dt'cades all attempts
to prepare spreads of human chromosomes produced a tangle
that defied analysis.The key to getting analyzable spreads was a
nt.'w technique. growing cells in liquid suspension ;lI1dtreating
them with hypotonic saline to make them swell. Thi"i :lilowed
the first good quality preparations to be made in 19SO. White
ct.'lls from blood are put into a rich culture mediul1l iJccd with
phytohemagglutinin and zlilowcd to grow for 4H-72 hours, by
which time they should be dividing freely. Nevertheless.
because M phase occupies only a small part of the cdl cyde.
few cells will be actually dividing at anyone time.

The Inlitotic index (proportion of cells in mitosis) is
increased by treating the cultun; widl a spindleolsruptmg
agent such as co/amid. Cells reach M phase of the cycle, but
are unable to leave it, and so cells acculllulate in metaphase
of mitosis. Often it is prefer:lblc to study prometaphase
chromosomes, which arc less contracted and so show
more detail. Cell cultures can bc s)'l/rhrotlized by temporarily
preventing thcm from cycling. Oftcn this is achieved by
adding excess thymidine (to provoke a reduction in dCTP,
causing DNA synthesis to slow down so that cells remain
in S-ph<lse). When the thymidine effect is removed, the
cells progress through the cycle synchronously. By trial
and error, a time after release can be determined when a
good proportion of cells are in thc desired prometaphase
stage.

Meiosis can only be studied in (('srim/ar or (JI!ari(/// samples.
Female meiosis is especially difficult, as it is active only in fetal
ovaries. whereas male meiosis can be studied in a rcsticuiJr
biopsy from any post-pubertal male who is willing to give
onc. ThL' results of meiosis can be studied by analyzing chro-
mosomes from sperm, although the 1l1ethodology for this is

/}, cU111bersome. Meiotic analysis is used for some investigations
J' of 111:11einfertility.
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Figure 2.12: Meiosis: from metaphase Ito the gametes.

The figure follows on from Figure2. II. (AI Frommetaphase to cell division in meiosis /. The figure shows one possible segregation pattern
of the two bivalents. (81 Meiosis II.Although the two sister chromatids of each chromosome will segregate to different daughter cells. the
different chromosomes behave independently and so many combinations are possible, as shown.

Karyotyping and chromosome banding
Until the 19705 chromosol11t:s wc.:rc.:identified 011 the basis of
their size ;,lnd the position of tht: centrOll1eres. This allowed
chromosomes to be classified into groups Crable 2.3) bLH Ilot

unambiguously identified. ThL' introduction of bal/dil1g
Icrlllliqllcs (Box 2.2) finally allowed each chromosome to be
idclltified, as well as permitting Illort:' accurate definition of
translocation breakpoints, subchrollloSOnl;ll deletions, and so
Oil. UJllding resolution CJ.J1 be incrc;,lst.,d by using more
elongated chromosomes. for eX:l1llplc chromosomes frolll
proI11etaphase or earlier. rather than Illetaphase. Typical high-
resolurion banding procedures for human chromosomes can
resolve a total of -lOa. 550 or 850 bands (F(~lIrcs 2. 13 alld 2. J-I).

The chromosome constitution is described by a karyotype
t1ut states the total number of chromosomes and the sex chro-
mosome constitution. The normal k:.nyotypes for human
females and males are -l6,XX and -l6,XY respectively. When
there is a chromosomal abnormality the karyotype also
describes the type of abnormality and the chromosome bands
or sub-bands affected. See Bo,y 2.3 for details of chro-
Inosome nomenclature.

Chromosomes are displayed as a karyograln (see F(ellrr
2. l~: often looselv termed karyotype). Karyograms used to be

pn:p;Hcd by cutting up a photograph of the spread and
I1lJtching up homologous chromosollles: nowadays a
computer with an image analysis progralllllle is used.

As detailed in Box 2.2, chromosome banding entails
submitting chromosomes to denatllr:ltion and/or enzymatic
digestion, followed by incorporation of a DNA-specific dye,
causing human and other mitotic chrolllosolllt:S to stain as a
sni<.·s orJight and dark bands (F~ellr('s 2. /3. 2. 14; see Craig and
l3icklllore. 1993). Banding pattCfns art: intt:resting (as well as
being uSt'ful to cytogeneticists) because they provide evidence
of some sort of structure over 1-10 Mb regions. The banding
patterns correlate with other properties. l"tegions that stain as
dark G bands replicate late in S phase of the celJ cycle and
cont:1in more condensed chromatin. while R bands (= light
G bands) generally replicate early in S phase. and have less
condensed chromatin. Genes are mostly conct:ntrated in the
R bands. while the later replicating, more condensed G-band
DNA is less active transcriptionally. There ;)rl' ;)Iso ditTerences
in the types of dispersed repe:1t elements fOllnd in G ::lI1dR
bands (Sections 9.5.2,9.5.3).

l3ands similar to G bands can be produced by staining with
qllillacri"e. which preferenrially binds to AT-rich DNA. while
the R-banding pattern can be elicited using clrrOtllOtll)1citJ.
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Figure 2.13: Different chromosome banding resolutions can resolve bands, sub-bands and sub-sub-bands.

Chromosome 4 (with accompanying ideogram 1is shown at increasing levels of resolution approximating to IAI400, (B) 550 and Ie) 850
bands per haploid set. Note the subdivision of bands into sub-bands as the resolution increases. Adapted from Cross and Wolstenholme
(2001). In Human Cytogenetics: Constitutional Analysis, 3rd Edn (ed. O. E.Rooney). Reproduced by permission of Oxford University Press.
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Figure 2.14. G-banded prometaphase karyogram of mitotic chromosomes from lymphocytes of a normal male at between 550 and 850
bands per haploid set.

Compare with the idealized ideograms in Figure 2.15.Overall lengths of metaphase chromosomes range between 2 and 10 fLm;the DNA of
the cell, if stretched out, would be about 2 m long. Reproduced from Cross and Wolstenholme (20011.In Human Cytogenetics: Constitutional
Analysis, 3rd Edn led. O. E. Rooney). Reproduced by permission of Oxford University Press.
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Table 2.3: Human chromosome groups

Group Chromosomes Description

A 1-3 Largest; 1 and 3 are metacentric but2 is submetacentric

B 4,5 Large; submetacentric with two arms very different in size

C 6-12,X Medium size; submetacentric

0 13-15 Medium size; acrocentric with satellites

E 16-18 Small; 16 is metacentric but 17 and 18 are submetacentric

F 19,20 Small; meta centric

G 21,22, Y Small; acrocentric, with satellites on 21 and 22 but not on the Y

Autosomes are numbered from largestto smallest, except that chromosome 21 is smallerthan chromosome 22.

C)

G-banding - the chromosomes are subjected to controlled
digestion with trypsin before staining with !!.iemsa, a DNA-
binding chemical dye. Positively staining dark bands are known
as G bands. Pale bands are G negative.

D-banding - the chromosomes are stained with a fluorescent
dye which binds preferentially to AT-rich DNA, such as
Quinacrine, DAPI 14',6-diamidino-2-phenylindolel or Hoechst
33258, and viewed by UV fluorescence. Fluorescing bands are
called Q bands and mark the same chromosomal segments as G
bands.

R-banding - is essentially the reverse of the G-banding pattern.
The chromosomes are heat-denatured in saline before being
stained with Giemsa. The heat treatment denatures AT-rich DNA,

which prefercIHially binds GC-rich DNA. Alrhough rhe AT
COil tent of human G band DNA is only a few per cent higher
than R band DNA. the G bands are locally GC-poor (that is,
individual G band, cOllsistt:ntly have lower (!flGe dUll their
immediate flanking sequences: Niimura and Gojobori, 2002).
Sairoh and Lacmmli (1<)<)-1) suggesred rhar the difference
ckpends on difT(;.'ft.'nces 111 the scaffold-loop structure.

~Illatin loops are rhougl1t [Q attach~he chroillosome
scaffold at sRecial scaffold attachment regions (SARs).
According to the Sairoh and Laemnlli model. G-ballds have
smaller loops and a tighter arrangemeIH of SARs along the
scaffold. This means more SARs per unit length of DNA in G
bands than in R. bands, leading to stronger staining with AT-
<;c!ective stains like Gielllsa.

2.4.2 Molecular cytogenetics; chromosome FISH

Scwdard chromosome ill situ hybridization involves
hybridizing a labeled DNA probe to denarurcd chromosomal
DNA present in an air-dried microscope slide preparation of
l1let~lphase chromosomes. In the past, probes were labeled
with radioisotopes which often gave high noise: signal cltios.

and R bands are Q negative. The same pattern can be produced
by binding GC-specific dyes such as chromomycin A3,
olivomycin or mithramycin.

T-banding - identifies a subset of the R bands which are
especially concentrated at the telomeres. The T bands are the
most intensely staining of the R bands and are visualized by
using either a particularly severe heat treatment of the
chromosomes prior to staining with Giemsa, or a combination of
dyes and fluorochromes.

C-banding - is thought to demonstrate "onstitutive hetero-
chromatin, mainly at the centromeres. The chromosomes are
typically exposed to denaturation with a saturated solution of
barium hydroxide, prior to Giemsa staining.

but the dcveloplllcl1t of chroillosome FISH (fluorescence
ill sitll hybridization) (see Trask, 1<)<)1: van Ommen c1 al ..
1 (95) offcrcd significantly increased sensitivity and resolution
(see Fi~lIrc 2. /6 for rhe basic method). Here the DNA probe is
either labded directly by incorporation of a tluorcsccnt-
labeled nuckotides precursor. or indirectly by incorporation
of a nucleotide cOlltaining a reportcr 11Iolcmlc (such as biotin or
digoxigenin) which after incorpor:Hion into the DNA is thell
bound by a fluorescently labeled a/Tillity I/lolcm/e (see Section
6.1.2). To increase the intensity of the hybridization signal,
large DNA probes are ofren preferred. ifavailable.

FISH has the advantage of providing rapid results which
can be scored conveniently by eye using a./1J1orescellce micro-
scope ((or the basic principles underlying fluorescence
microscopy.st'e F(v,llre 6.5). Convcntional chromosome FISH
uses meraphase spreads (metaphase FISH), and posirive
hybridization signals often show a<; double spots, corre-
sponding to probe hybridized to both sister chromatids
(F(~lIre 2. /711). Using sophisricated image processing
equipmcnt and reponer-binding Illolecules carrying
different fluorophores, it is possible to Illap and order several
DNA clol1es "iilllultaneously.
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The International System for Human Cytogenetic
Nomenclature lISCN) is fixed by the Standing Committee on
Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature (see Further reading I. The
basic terminology for banded chromosomes was decided at a
meeting in Paris in 1971, and is often referred to as the Paris
nomenclature.

Short arm locations are labeled p (petitl and long arms
q Iqueuel. Each chromosome arm is divided into regions labeled
p1, p2, p3 etc., and ql, q2, q3, etc., counting outwards from the
centromere. Regions are delimited by specific landmarks, which
are consistent and distinct morphological features, such as the
ends of the chromosome arms, the centromere and certain
bands. Regions are divided into bands labeled pl1Ione-one, not

The maximum resolution of metaphase FISH is several
Illegabases. The use of the morc extended promcc1phase chro-
mosomes can permit 1Mb resolution but, because of problems
with chromatin folding. two differentially labeled probe signals
may appear to be sidc-by-sidc, unless they are separatcd by
distances greater than 2 Mb. Rccenrly, however. new variations
have been developed, such as fiber FISH which involves arti-
ficial stretching of DNA or chromatin fibers. permitting very
high resolution (see I-Ieisbnen cl al., 1996). FISI-I on chromo-
SOllles fi'o1l1inrerpl13se lluclei (interphase FISH; see F(I!I/re
2./78) can also provide high resolution analyses because the
chromosomes are naturally very extended compared to
metaphase or prometaphase chromosomes.

2.4.3 Chromosome painting, molecular karyotyping and
comparative genome hybridization

Standard chromosome painting
A special application ofl:ISI-I has been the Lise ofl)NA probl's
where the starting DNA is composed of a brge collection of
diffL'rent DNA fi'agmellts from a single type of' chrolllOsome.
Such probes call be prepared by combining all human DNA
in"erts in a CIIYl)/I/tl.\·{lIlIC-Spct[jic 0.\'.--1 library ('\el' Section R.3.2).
Alternatively, hUlllan-<;pt'citic ti',lgmcnts call be ;lIliplifled from
human IIItlllOChrOIllOSOl//alll}'brid celLi (a type of hUl1un-rodcnt
hybrid cell in which there is a full set of rodcnt chr01l10<;0llles
plus J single type of hUIIUIl chromosome (sl'e Box 8. ..J for
dL't:lilsof how the hybrid cells are made; the hUlllan <;cquences
can be amplified selcct/Pel)' hy ."'1I//-peR, a PCR Illethod using
primers derived from the Alu repeat sequenct' which is not
found in rodeJlt genOIllt..''\:'\eL'Box 5. 1).

The resulting hybridization signal represents the
combined contributions of multiple labt'kd DNA clones
dt'riving from man)' different loci spanning a whole chro-
Illosome, a cIJromosoml' paint, ;lI1d so causes whole chromo-
somes to fluoresce (chr0l110S0me painting; see Ricd ('( at ..
1998 and F(~"•.c 2./6 for the basis of the method). J'(~I"'C 2.4
shows an exampk of chromosome pJinring in interphase
Iluclei, but most chromosollle painting is c::lrricd out on
metaphase chromosollles. An important application is in

eleven!), p12, p13 etc., sub-bands labeled p11.1, p11.2 etc. and
sub-sub-bands for example p11.21, p11.22, in each case counting
outwards from the centromere IFigures 2.13,2.151.

Relative distance from the centromere is described by the words
proximal and distal. Thus, proximal Xq means the segment of
the long arm of the X that is closest to the centromere, while
distal 2p means the portion of the short arm of chromosome 2
that is most distant from the centromere, and therefore closest to
the telomere. Other common terms are as below.

When comparing human chromosomes with that of another
species, the convention is to use the first letter of the genus
name and the first two letters of the species name le.g. HSA18
means human - Homo sapiens) chromosome 18.

defining de ilOilO rearrangements and marker chromosomes
ill clinical and cancer cytogenetics (see F(e//re 2.18 for an
example). It is particularly helpful in cancer cytogenetics
where tumor chromosome preparations are often of poor
quality.

Molecular karyotyping and multiplex FISH (M-F1SHI

Chromosome painting was initially limited by the relatively
small number of differently colored fluorescent dyes
({7//OroptlOJ"l's) olle could USe to distinguish different chromo-
somes. To increase the number of different targets that can be
detected, combinatorial labeling (labeling individual probes
with Illore than one type of fluorophore) and ratio labeling
(differellt ratios of the differellt fiuorophores) have been used
(see Lichter. 1997). The mixed colors are nOt detected by
standard tluorescence microscopy using appropriate filtt-'rs.
IIlsrcad, :llltomatt'd digital image analysis is preferred by which
v:lriolls combinations of fluorophores are assigned artificial
p.,·t'//dt'(olor.\'.

The ;Ibove approaches h;lVe recently permitted all 2..J.
different human chromosomes to be visualized sillluitalle-
o",lv. ,\ form of molecular karyotyping. The general
method is known as multiplcx FISH (M-FlSH) and uses
digital imagc" acquired separately for each of five diffl.'n:nr
fluorophores using a CeD (charge coupled ekvice) CUller;],
Thl..' il113gcs are analyzed by a '\0 ftwJ.n: package which
generJtes a composite image ill which each chromosome is
givt:n a different pSflldorolor depL'nding on the fluorophorL'
composition. Methods such as these arc particularly applicable
to analyzing tumor samples whcre complex chromosolllL'
rearrallgcIIlL'lItS are particularly frequL'nt (see Figure 17.10 for
an example).

Comparative genome hybridization ICGH)
A further extt:nsion of chromosome painting is comparative
genomc hybridization (CCI-I). CCH involves simultaneous
painting of chrolllosomes ill two different colors using as
probes total DNA fi'om two ITlated sources, which an:
expected to show differenCes involving gain or loss ofsubchro-
mosolllal regions or L'\'en whole chrolllosomes. A COllllllon
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Figure 2.15:Banding pattern of human chromosomes.

This is a compilation of the best banding patterns that might be seen on each chromosome, and not a picture of how chromosomes appear
in anyone cell under the microscope. Chromosomes are numbered in order of size, except that 21 is actually smaller than 22.Arrays of
repeated ribosomal DNA genes on the short arms olthe acrocentric chromosomes 13,14,15,21 and 22 olten appear as thin stalks carrying
knobs of chromatin Isatellitesl. Constitutional heterochromatin occurs at centromeres, on much of the Y chromosome long arm, at
secondary constrictions on 1q, 9q and 16q,and on the short arms of the acrocentric chromosomes.
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Figure 2.16: Basis of the chromosome FISH and chromosome painting methods.

Note: for simplicity the end result is shown for metaphase chromosomes only. See Figure 2. 77Aand 2.778 for examples of metaphase FISH
and interphase FISH respectively, and Figures 2. 78and 2.4 for examples of chromosome painting on metaphase and interphase
chromosomes respectively.

applicHion is ill ~1I131yzing tumor samples (or evid •..·llce of
rcgioll'\ of the gL'1l01lll' which l13ve been amplified. or where
theft: has been '\ubchrollloSOlllJI loss. These 3re idelltified by
cOlllpJring the r;l[ios of the two color sign31s chromosome by
chromosome (see F:~l?lIr(' 17.3 for all example).

2.5 Chromosome abnormalities

Chromosome abnormalities might be defined as changes
rL'sulting in a visible alteration of the chromosollles. Ho\\'
much can be seen depends on the technique lIsed. The
s11lallest loss or g3in of 111:1tt'rial visible by traditional methods
011 standard cytogenetic preparations is about 4 Mb of DNA.
However, FISH allows Illuch smaller changes to bt.' set.'n; the
ckvelopment of molecular cytogenetics Ius removed any
clear dividing line between changes described as chromo-
somal abnormalities and changes thought of as molecular or
DNA defects. An alternative definition of a chromosomal
abnormality is an abllorl11:1lity produced by specifically chro-
mosomal mechanisms. Most chromosomal aberrations are
produced by misrepair of brokcll chromosomes. by improper
recombination or by lllaisegregatioll of chromosollles during

....
1l1ltoSlS or meiOSIS.

2.5.1 Types of chromosomal abnormality

Chromosomal abnormalities can be cla",sified into two rypes
according to the extent of their occurrence in cells of the

body~normality is.£rese..Q;~f
the bod. Where this occurs, the aGnorillafity Illust have been
present very early in developlllt.'lIt. Illost likely the result of an
abnormal sperm or egg, or maybe abnormal fertilization or an
abnormal event in the very early t:mbryo. A somatic (or
ac uired) abnormali IS resellt in only certain cel~
tissues of an individual.As a result, an individual with a somatic
abnormality is a mosaic (F(i!lIre -t. 10), containing cells with
two difTen:llt chromosome constitutions, with both cell types
deriving frol11 the same zygote.

Chromosomal abnormalities, whether constitutional or
somatic. mostly fall into two categories: numerical and struc-
tural abnormalities (see Box 2.4). Occasionally, abnormalities
have bt't'n identified in which chromosomes have the correct
number and structure. but represent unequal contributions
fro111 the twO parents (Section 2.5.4). Perhaps unexpectedly,
correct parental origin matters.

(

d
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Figure 2.17:Two-color metaphase and interphase FISHto detect BCR-ABL rearrangement in chronic myeloid leukemia.

Most cases of chronic myeloid leukemia result from a t(9;221reciprocal translocation generating gene fusion between the ABL oncogene at
9q34 and the BCAgene at 22ql1 (see Figure 17.4for details). Hybridization with labeled probes for ABL (red signall and BCA(green signal) is
shown to metaphase chromosomes from a CML patient (on left and with areas within dashed circles expanded in the middle panels), and to
interphase chromosomes from the same patient(right panel I. The normal ABL and BCA genes give standard red and green signals
respectively (note: metaphase signals from the two sister chromatids are visible at least in the case of the ABL gene). The white arrows
show characteristic signals for the BCA-ABL fusion gene on the two translocation chromosomes [der(9) and der(22)]. These can be
identified because of the very close positioning of the red and green signals, with overlapping red and green signals appearing
orange-yellow. Image provided by Fiona Harding, Institute of Human Genetics, Newcastle Upon Tyne.

Figure 2.18; Chromosome painting can be used to define
chromosome rearrangements.

in this case an abnormal X chromosome, with extra
chromosomal material present on the short arm, identified by
karyotyping a peripheral blood sample, was investigated using
whole chromosome X paint (red) and whole chromosome 4
paint (greenl. This image confirms that the additional material
present on the short arm of the abnormal X chromosome
originated from chromosome 4. The background stain for the
chromosomes is the blue OAPI stain. Image provided by Gareth
Breese, Institute of Human Genetics, Newcastle Upon Tyne.

2,5,2 Numerical chromosomal abnormalities involve
gain or loss of complete chromosomes

Three clas<.;l.''' of numerical ch1'ol11050111:11 :lbnorl1la!ities GlIl be
distinguished: polyploidy, aneuploidy and Illixoploidy.

Polyploidy
One to thrce percent of recognized human pregnancies arc
triploid. The Illost usual ClllSL' is two sperm fertilizing a
sillgk egg (dispermy); SOlllctilllc.:S the cause is a diploid
gamete (F/:I!/lrl' 2. f 9). Triploids vcry <;L'ldolllsurvive to tcrlll,
and rhl' condition is not cOlllp:ltibk with life. Tetraploidy is
mllch r:1rcr .1Ild :1Iw3\'5 lethal. It is u''Ll:lllv due (0 failurc ro..
complerc rhe firsr zygoric divi"ioll: rhe DNA has replic.ucd
ro gi\'c ,I conrclJ( of ..fe. bur cell di\'j,ioll Ius nor tht'll ukcll
pLI(c ,I' Ilormal. Although constituriollal polyploidy i,; rarc
,1Ild kthal. all normal people h:lVt:.',;ollle polyploid (ells
(Section -'.I.~).

Aneuploidy
Euploidy mcan" having (olllpletf chrolllosollle sets (n, 2n, 311
crc.), Aneuploidy is the oppositc: one or Illore individu,11
chromosollle,; is prt'senr in JI1 extra copy or is missing from ,\
t:.'uploid liCf. Trisomy means h,l\'ing dUCl' copies of a
particular chromosome in an orherwise diploid cell. for
eX"llIpk tri,olllY 21 (~7.XX+21 or ~7.XY.+21) in Down
syndrollle. Monosomy is the corresponding lack of a
chrolllosome, for example 1ll01l0S0lllY X (..J.5.X) ill Turncr
syndrolllc. Cancer cells oftCIl show exrn.'llle aneuploidy,
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DNA duplication

(DlQbut no cell diViSionG)(endomitosisl

I Tetraploidy I ==---+
--- ®if> @

(A)

I Triploidy I
with l1lultiple chromosomal abnormalitic:s (see Figllrf
17. 10).Aneuploid cells arise through t\Vo main mechanisms:

~ nondisjunction: failure of paired chromosollles to
separate (disjoin) in anaphase of meiosis I, or f.,ilurc of sister
chromatids to disjoin at either meiosis II or at mitosis.
Nondis'lIl1Crioll in meiosis roduces Jmetcs with 22 or 2..J.
chromosomes, which after fertilization b a normal rJnlt:~rt'

make a trisomic or monosomic z ore. Nondis'unction in
mitosis roduces a mosaic.~

~ anaphase lag: f.1ilufC of:t chromosome or chromatid to be
incorporJtcd into one of the daughter nuclei following cell

, division, as J result of delayed movement (lagging) during
~lI1apl1Jsl'.Chromosomes that do not enter a daughter cdl
nucleus arc lost.

Mixoploidy (mosaicism and chimerism) Figure 2.19: Origins of triploidy and tetraploidy.

Mixoploidy means having two or more genetic~lIy difft'relH
cell lilll'Jgcs within one individual. The generically clifferem
cell populations em arise frol11the same zygote (nlosaicism),
or morc cucly they can originJte from different zygott:s
(chimerism). See Section -\.3.6 and Figllre 4./0 for a fuller
explanation. Abnormalities that would be lethal ill constitu-
tional form 1113)' be compatible with life in mosaics.

Aneuploidy mosaics are common. For example, l1loSJicislll
resulting in a proportion of normal cells and a proportion of
::l.Ilcuploid (e.g: trisomic) cells can be ascribed to nondis-
junction 9f Cl:folllosome lag occurring in ont' of the mitotic
divisions of the early embryo (any monosomic cells that 3rt:
formed usually die out).

Polyploidy mosaics (e.g. human diploid I triploid mosaics)
are occasionally found. As gain or loss of a haploid set of chro-
mosomes by mitotic nondisjunction is most unlikely, hllnun
diploid I triploid mosaics most probably arise by fusion of the
second polar body with one of the cleavage nuclei of a normal
diploid zygote.

Clinical consequences of numerical abnormalities

H:lVing the wrong number of chrolllosomL's has serious,
usually lethal, consequences (Tahle 2. ~). Even though the
extra chromosome 2] in a man with Down syndrome is a
pLTfectly normal chromosome, inheritcd from a normal
parcllt, its presence causes multiple congenital abnormalities.
Autosolllall11onosomies have cven more catastrophic conse-
qllCrlCt.'S than trisomies. Thcse abnormalities must be the
consequence of an imbalance in the levels of gene products
cncodcd on different chromosomes. Normal development
and function depend on innumerable interactions between
gl'r1Cproducts, including many that are encoded on different
chrol1losolllcs. Altering the relative numbers of chromo-
somes will affect these interactions.

Having the wrong number of sex chromosomcs has f:1r
fewer ill effects than having the wrong number of any
autosome. 47,XXX and 47,XYY people often function

Box 2.4: Nomenclature of chromosome abnormalities.

Numericalabnonnalffie~

Triploidy 69,XXX, 69,XXY, 69,XVY
Trisomy e.g, 47,XX,+21 a
Monosomy e.g. 45,X
Mosaicism e.g. 47,XXXI 46,XX

Structural abnormalities:

Deletion e.g. 46,XY,deI14)(p16.3Ib; 46,XX,deI15)(q13q33Ib

Inversion e.g. 46,XY,inv(11 )(pl1 p15)
Duplication e.g. 46,XX,dupll )(q22q251
Insertion e.g. 46,XX,ins(2)(p13q21q31)c
Ring e.g. 46,XY,r(7)(p22q36)
Marker e.g. 47,XX,+mard
Translocation, reciprocal e.g. 46,XX,1(2;6)(q35;p21.3I'
Translocation, Robertsonian e.g.45,XY,der114;21 )(ql0;ql0If

(gives rise to one derivative 46,XX,derI14;21)(ql0;qlOl,+219

chromosome I

Noles:
'Gain of a chromosome is indicated by +; loss of a chromosome by-.
bTerminal deletion Ibreakpoint at 4p16.31 and interstitial deletion
15ql3-q33l.
CA rearrangement of one copy of chromosome 2 by insertion of segment
2q21-q31 into a breakpoint at 2p13.
dKaryotype of a cell that contains a marker chromosome Ian extra
unidentified chromosome).
'A balanced reciprocal translocation with breakpoints in 2q35 and
6p21.3.
fA balanced carrier of a 14;21 Robertsonian translocation. q10 is not
really a chromosome band, but indicates the centromere; der means
derivative chromosome lused when one chromosome from a
translocation is presentl.
'Translocation Down syndrome; a patient with one normai chromosome
14, a Robertsonian translocation 14;21 chromosome and two normal
copies of chromosome 21.
This is a short nomenclature; a more complicated nomenclature is
defined by the ISCN that allows complete description of any
chromosome abnormality - see Further reading.
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with ill the 1l0fl1l31r~lIlgL';47,XXY Illell have relatively minor
problems compared to people with allY aurosomal trisomy,
and even Illollosomy. ill -l5.X women, Ius remarkably few
major cOllsequL'llcL's. In [lCt. since 1101'11131pcopk can have
either ont.' or t\\'o X chromosollles. Jnd either no or Olle Y,
there must be 'peciallllL'challisllls that ::dlo\\" normal function
with variable IHlIllbcrs of sex chrolllosomcs.ln the case of the
Y chromosollle. this is bt"GlllSe it carries very few genes,
whose only imponant fUllction is to determine male sex. For
the human X ChrollloSOIlIt.'. the special mammalian mech-
anism of X-chromosome i"act;l'atioll (Section I0.5.6) controls
the level of X-encoded gene products independently of the
number of X chrolllo>;Ol1lL'Spresent ill the cell.

Autosol1ul 11101l0S0111Yis invariably lethal at the earliest
stage of embryonic lifc. On cvery chroll1osome there are
probably J few gent's where reducing the level of gene
product to 50% is incompatible with development. Also, while
such a reduction is not obviously pathogenic for most
genes (Section 16.4.2), it l1l:ty h:tve minor effects, and the
combination of hundreds or thousands of these minor effects
could be enough to disrupt normal development of the
embryo. Trisomies make J smaller change than monosomies in
relative levels of gene products. and their effects are somewhat
less. Trisomic embryos sun'ive longer dun monosomic ones.

and trisomies 13. IX and 21 are compatible with survival until
birth. Interestingly, these three chromosomes seem to be
relatively poor in genes (Section tJ.1A).

It is not so obvious why triploidy is lethal in humans and
other animals. With three copies of every autosome. the
dosage of autosomal genes is b:tbnced and should not cause
problems. Triploids 3rt' al\\'ay" sterile because triplets of chro-
mosomes cannot pair Jnd "egregate correctly in meiosis, but
many triploid plants an;.' in ;:111other respects healthy and
vigorous. The lethality in animals is probJbly explained by
imbalance betwt:en products encoded on the X chromosome
and autosOllles, (or which X-chromosome inactivation is
ul1abk to compensatL'.

2.5.3 Structural chromosomal abnormalities result from
misrepair of chromosome breaks or from
malfunction of the recombination system

Chromosome breaks OCClIr either ;\s ~lresult of damage to
DNA (by radiation or chemic:1Is. for eXJlllpk') or as part of the
mechanism of recombination. In the G2 phase of the cell
cycle (FI:~lIrl' 2. I) chromosolllcs consist o( t\VO chromatids.
Breaks occlIrring Jt this stagc art: nunifest as chrotnatid
breaks. affecting: only Ollt' of the two sister chromatids. Breaks

Table 2.4: Consequences of numerical chromosomal abnormalities.

Polyploidy

Triploidy (69,XXX. XXY or XYV)

Aneuploidy (autosomes)

Nullisomy (missing a pair of homologs)

Monosomy lone chromosome missing 1

Trisomy lone extra chromosomel

Aneuploidy (sex chromosomes)

Additional sex chromosomes

Lacking a sex chromosome

1-3% of all conceptions; almost never live born; do not survive

Pre-implantation lethal

Embryonic lethal

Usually lethal at embryonic or fetal stages. but trisomy 13 {Patau syndromel and trisomy 18 IEdwards
syndromel may survive to term and trisomy 211Down syndromel may survive to age 40 or longer

(47. XXX; 47, XXY; 47, XYV) present relatively minor problems, with normal lifespan

45,X; Turner syndrome. About 99% of cases abort spontaneously; survivors are of normal
intelligence but infertile and show minor physical signs. 45,y; not viable

Table 2.5: Structural abnormalities resulting from misrepair of chromosome breaks or recombination between non-
homologous chromosomes.

One break

Two breaks

Three breaks

One chromosome involved

Terminal deletion Ihealed by adding telomere)

Interstitial deletion; Inversion;

Ring chromosome (Figure 2.20

Duplication or deletion by unequal
sister-chromatid exchange IFigure 11.71

Various rearrangements, e.g. inversion with
deletion, intra chromosomal insertion

Two chromosomes involved

Reciprocal translocation (Figure 2.21)

Robertsonian translocation IFigure 2.21)

Duplication or deletion by unequal recombination IFigure 11.71

Interchromosomal insertion (direct or inverted)
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occurring in G 1 phase, if not repaired before S phase, appear
bn:r as chromosome breaks, affecting both chromatids. Cells
have enzyme systems that recognize, and if possible repair,
broken chromosome ends. Repairs call involve either joining
two broken ends together, or adding a tclolllt.:fc to a broken
end. Cell cycle checkpoint mechanisms (Section 18.7.3)
normally"prevent cells with unrepaircd chromosome breaks
from entering mitosis; if the damage cannot be repaired. the
cell commits suicide (apoptosis).

Structural abnormalities arise when breaks are repaired
incorrectly. Provided there are no frec broken ends, it is possible
to pass through the cell cycle checkpoints. Sometimes,
therefore, the wrong broken ends get joined together. Any
resulting acentric chromosome (lacking a centromere) or
diccntric chromosome (possessing two centromeres) will
not segregate stably in mitosis, and will eventually be lost.
However, chromosomes with a single centromere can be stably
propabTJtcd through successive rounds of mitosis, even if they
are structurally abnormal. Meiotic recombination between
mispaired chromosomes is a C0I111110ncause of translocations,
especially in spermatogenesis. Table 2.5 summarizes the main
stable structural abnormalities.

An additional rare class ofstructural abnormality not shown
in Table 2.5 is isochromosomcs. These arc symmetrical
chromosomes consisting of either two long arms or two short
;nllls of a particular chromosome. They arc believed to arise
from an abnormal U-typc exchange between sister chro-
matids just next to the centromere of a chromosomc. I-Iuman
isochromosomes are rare except for i(Xq) and i(21 q) which is
an occasional causc of Down syndromc.Figure 2.20: Possible stable results of two breaks on a single

chromosome.

2 breaks in same amn 2 breaks in different amns

a a ..-
b b
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d d
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Paracentric Interstitial Pericentric Ring
inversion deletion inversion chromosome

ROBERTSON IAN
TRANSLOCATION

RECIPROCAL
TRANSLOCATION

Satellites

Exchange in
proximal
short arms

Dicentric + acentric
chromosomes.
Not stable in mitosis

Stable reciprocal
translocation

Stable Robertsonian
translocation

Figure 2.21: Origins of translocations.

Dicentric and acentric chromosomes are not stable through mitosis. Robertsonian translocations are produced by exchanges between the
proximal short arms of the acrocentric chromosomes 13, 14, 15,21 and 22 (arrays of repeated ribosomal DNA genes on the short arms of
the acrocentric chromosomes 13, 14, 15,21 and 22 often appear as thin stalks carrying knobs of chromatined - satellites). In a Robertsonian
translocation both centromeres are present, but they function as one and the chromosome is stable. The small acentric fragment is lost, but
this has no pathological consequences because it contains only repeated rDNA sequences, which are also present on the other
acrocentric chromosomes.
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Figure 2.22: Results of meiosis in a carrier of a balanced reciprocal translocation.

Other modes of segregation are also possible, for example 3 : 1 segregation. The relative frequency of each possible gamete is not readily
predicted. The risk of a carrier having a child with each of the possible outcomes depends on its frequency in the gametes and also on the
likelihood of a conceptus with that abnormality developing to term. See the book by Gardner and Sutherland (Further reading) for
discussion.

Structural chromosomal abnormalities are balanced if there
15 no net brain or loss of chrolllosomal material, and unbal-
anced ifrhere is net gain or loss. In general, balanced abnormal-
ities (inversions, bJlanced translocations) have 110 eflecr on the
phenotype, although (hac arc important exceptions to this:

~ a chromosome break may disrupt an important gene;

~ the break Illay affect expression of a gene even though it
does not disrupt the coding sequence. It I1UY separate J

gene from a control element, or it may put the gent: in
an inappropriate chromatin environmcnt, for t:xample
translocating a normally active gene into hcterochromatin;

~ balanced X-autosome translocations cause problems with
X-inactivation (r.:~lIre 14.10).

Roberrsonian translocations are sometimes called centric
fusions, but this is misleading because in fact the breaks are in
the proximal shon arms. Tht: translocation chromosome is
really dicentric, but bt:cause the two centromcres 3rc vt:ry
close together they function as one, and the chromosome
segregates regularly. The distal parts of the twO short Jrms are
lost as an accIHric fragment. Short arms of acrocentric chro-
mosomes contain only arrays of repeated ribosomal RNA
genes, and the loss of twO shan arms has no phenotypic effect.
Because there is no phL'rlotypic effect, Rohertsonian trans-

locations are regarded as balanced, even though in Elct sOllle
material has been lost.

Unbalanced abnormalities can arise direcdy, through
deletion or, rarely, duplication, or indirectly by malsegregation
of chromosomcs during meiosis in a carrier of a balanced
abnormality. Carriers of balanced structural abnormalities can
run into trouble during meiosis, if the structures of homol-
ogous pairs of chromosomcs do not correspond:

., a carrier of a balanced reciprocal translocation call produce
gametes that after fertilization give rise to an entirely
normal child, a phenotypically normal balanced carrier,
or various unbalanced karyotypes that always combine
monosomy for part of one of thc chromosomes with
trisomy for part of the other (see Figllre 2.22). It is not
possible to make general statements about the relative
frequencies of these outcomcs. The size of any unbalanced
segments depends on the position of the breakpoints. If the
unbalanced segments are large, the fetus will probably abort
spontaneously; an imbalance for smaller segments may
result in live born abnormal babies;

., a carrier of a balanced Roberrsoniall translocation can
produce gametes that after fertilization give rise to an
entirely normal child, a phenotypically normal balanced
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Possibilities for meiosis

Gametes

Fertilization by a normal gamete

I Normall I (Trisomy 14) 1 I (Monosomy 14)11 (Monosomy 21 >11 Trisomy 211

Figure 2.23: Results of meiosis in a carrier of a Robertsonian translocation.

Carriers are asymptomatic but often produce unbalanced gametes that can result in a monosomic or trisomic zygote. The bracketed
monosomic and trisomic zygotes in this example would not develop to term.

carrier, or a conceptus with full trisomy or full monosomy
for one of the chromosomes involved (Figure 2.23);

• J carrier of a pericenrric inversion may produce unbal-
anced offspring because when the inverted and nOI1-

inverted homologs pair they form a loop so that matching
segments pair along the whole length of the chromosomes.
If a crossover occurs within the loop, the result is a chro-
mosome carrying an unbalanced deletion and duplication.
Paracentric chromosome inversions form similar loops,
but any crossover within the loop generates an acentric or
dicentric chromosome, which is unlikely to survive. For
dct<1ilsof meiosis in carriers of inversions, see the book by
Gardner and Sutherland (Further reading) or any other
cytogenetics text.

2.5.4 Apparently normal chromosomal complements
may be pathogenic if they have the wrong
parental origin

The rare abnormalities described below demonstrate that it is
not enough to have the correct number and structure of chro-
mOSOJ11t:s;they must also have the correct parental origin.
4h,XX conceptuses in which both genomes originate from the

same parent (uniparental diploidy) never develop correctly.
For some individual chromosomes, having both homologs
derived from the same parent (uniparental disomy) also
causes abnormality. A small number of genes are imprinted
with their parental origin (Section 10.5.4) and are expressed
differently according to the origin. It is assumed that the abnor-
malities of uniparental disomy and uniparental diploidy are
caused by abnormal expression of such imprinted genes.

Uniparental diploidy is seen in hydatidiform moles,
abnormal conceptuses with a 46,XX karyotype of exclu-
sively paternal origin. Molar pregnancies show widespread
hyperplasia of the trophoblast but no fetal parts, and have a
significant risk of transformation into choriocarcinoma.
Genetic marker studies show that most moles are
homozygous at all loci, indicating th t they atise by chromo-
some doubling from a single sperm. varian teratomas are
the result of maternal uniparental diploidy. These rare benign
tumors of the ovary consist of disorganized en1bryonic
tissues, without extra-embryonic membranes. They arise by
activation of an unovulated oocyte.

Uniparental disomy (UPD), affecting a single pair of
homologs, goes undiagnosed if the result is not abnormal,
but is detected for chromosomes for which it produces
characteristic syndromes (see Box 16.6). UPD can involve

\.'(1 l, n r ~
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isodisomy. where both hOlllOlogs arc identical, or
Ireterodisomy, \\,here rhey an' derived from both homologs
in one parl.'llt.Thc lIsual ClllSC io;; thought to be fri.'ol1l)' rcswc:

a conceptus that j,;;, tri,;;,olllic and would otherwise die. occa-
sionally lose'\ om: chromosome by mitotic nondisjunction
or anaphase lag fr0111a totipotent cell. The euploid progeny
of this cell form the embryo. while all the aneuploid eells
die. If each of the three copies has an equal chance of being
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Figure 3.1: Classification of unicellular and multicellular
organisms.

Note: protists include single-celled organisms that have been
classified as animals Iprotozoa), plants Iprotophytal and fungi
le.g. yeasts), but many protists are not classified into one of
these groups

bacteria) and the archaea (a rarher poorly understood group
of organisms that superficially resemble bacteria and so were
formerly termed archaebacteria). All prokaryotic organisms
are unicellular. Bacteria are found in many envir0111nents and
some are pathogenic to humans. Archaea are often found in
extreme enviromnents such as hot acid springs, but sonle
species are found in more convivial locations along with
eubacteria (e.g. in the guts of cows). The rypical prokaryote
genome is conventionally regarded as a single, circular chro-
mosome containing less than 10 Mb of DNA. However, this
view has been challenged recently as more prokaryote species
have been characterized in derail and very diverse genome
structures have been discovered. For example, prokaryotes
have been identified that possess multiple circular or linear
chromosonles, mixtures of circular and linear chromosomes,
and enomes ~o 30 Mb in size (e.g. Bacilhls I/Iegareriuli'i)."

Eukaryote cells are tbought to have first appeared about
1.5 billion years ago. They have a much more complex organ-
ization than their prokaryote counterparts, with internal
men1branes and membrane-bound organelles including a
nucleus (see Box 3.1). There is only one kingdom of
eukaryotic organisms - the eukarya - but this includes both
unicellular species (e.g. yeast, protists, algae) and multicellular
species (notably animals and plants). In all known eukaryotic
organisn1s, the genome comprises two or more linear chro-
tnosomes that are contained within the nucleus. Each chro-
mosome is a single, very long DNA molecule packaged in an
elaborate and highly organized l1unner with histones and
other proteins.The number and DNA content oftbe cbromo-

3.1 The structure and diversity of cells
3.1.1 Prokaryotes and eukaryotes represent the

fundamental division of cellular life tonns

Cells can be classified into broad taxonomic groups according
to differences in their internal organization and l1ujor func-
tional distinctions arising frolll early evolutionary divergence
(see Figure 3.1). The major division of organisms into
prokaryotes and eukaryotes is founded on fundamental differ-
ences in cell architecture (Figure 3.2).

Prokaryote cells have a simple internal organization,
notably lacking organelles and intracellular compartments.
There is no defined nucleus. Tbe chromosomal DNA, which
does not appear to be highly organized, exists as a nucleo-
protein complex known as the nucleoid. Under the electron
microscope prokaryotic cells appear relatively featureless.
However, prokaryotes are far from prinutive, since they have
been through many more generations of evolution than
ourselves. They comprise two kingdoms of life: bacteria
(formerly calJed eJ.bacteria to distinguish them from archae-

~l CHAPTER THREE ICELLS AND DEVEWPMENT

With the exception of viruses, aIJ life consists of cells - aqueous,
membrane-bound compartments that interact with each other
and the environment. Every cell arises either by the division or
fusion of existing cells. Ultimately, tbere must be an unbroken
chain of cells leading back to the first successful primordial ceIJ
tbat lived maybe 3.5 billion years ago. How tbat cell formed is
an interesting question.

Some cells arc independent unicellular organisms. Such
organisI11s must perform all the activities that arc necessary to
sustain life, and must also be capable of reproduction.
Therefore they are extremely sensitive to changes in theif
environment, they typically have very short Lifecycles and are
thus suited to rapid proliferation. As a result, they can adapt
quickly [Q changes around them - mutants that are more able
to survive in a particular environment can flourish quickly.
This has led to an enormous range of single-celled organisms
which have evolved to fit different, sometimes extreme,
environmental niches. However, the complexity of these
organisms is always limited.

Multicellular organisms have comparatively greater longeviry
and changes in phenorype are correspondingly slow. Their
success has been based on the partitioning of different functions
into different cell types and the resulting availability of
numetous forms of ceIJ-cell interaction provides huge potential
for functional complexiry. Some unicellular organisms, such as
the slime mold Dicryosielilll/l discoideul/I, have a multicellular
stage in their life cycle but exist predominantly as single cells.ln
contrast, animals and plants are multicellular throughout their
vegetative existence, witb specialized germ cells set aside to
facilitate reproduction. MulticelJuJar organisms can vary enor-
mously in size, form and cell number, but in eacb case life
begins with a single cell. The process of development, from
single cell to mature organism, involves 111any rounds of cell
division during which the cells must become increasingly
specialized and organized in precise patterns. Their behavior
and inreractions with each other during development mold the
overall morphology of the organism.
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Eukaryote 0 o Prokaryote

Figure 3.2: Prokaryotic and eukaryotic cell anatomy.

The eukaryotic cell shown in this figure is a generic animal cell. Examples of individual cell types are described in Box 3.6.

somes varies greatly between species, and although there is a
tendency for the genome size to parallel the complexity of the
organism, there arc notable exceptions (see Section 3.1.-1-).In
addition to the major organelles. the soluble portions of both
the cytoplasm and the nucleoplasm are highly organized. In
the nucleus. a variety of subnuclear struC[un:s have been
identified which are arranged in the context of tht' nuclear
matrix (see Box 3. 1).Within the cytoplasm. there is a compli-
cated network of different classes of protein filaml'llts. collec-
ti\'ely called the cytoskeleton. which determines cell shape
;1I1dcell movement and which provides a fral11t:work for intra-
cellular transport (see Box 3.2).

3.1.2 Cell size and shape can vary enormously, but rates
of diffusion fix some upper limits

There are many factors that affect cell size (Su and O'Farrel,
1998: Saucedo and Edgar, 2002). Cells depend on diffusion to
coordinate their I11ctabolic activities, their inn,'-racrions with
the environment and their interactions with other cells. As
they grow larger, the surface-to-volume ratio decreases. It is
thought that the simple intl'rnal structure of prokaryotic cells
limits their nuxil11ul11 size - typically bacterial cells an: I j..L111
in diameter. The complex internal membranes and compart-
mentalization of eukaryotic cells may be importalH in
allowing them to grow larger. Nt'vertheless. Illetabolically

active internal regions are seldom more th:11115-25 j..L11lfrom
the cell surface and this limits the cell size to approximately
50 f11ll.Indeed, the average diameter of cells in a Illulticellular
organism lies within the r:l1lge of 10-30 j..L111.Some
specialized cells CJn grow much brger than this. Neurons, for
example, Gill reach lip to I 111in length, although this reOects
the projection of long and very thin axons ,",vhilethe cell body
remains well within the parJmeters discussed above. EgbJ'Sare
also very large cells. Malllmalian eggs arc about 100 j..Llllin
dial11l.'ter but tht' t'ggs of other animals, which store nutrit'llrs
required for development. can be l11uch larger. The largt'st
knowll cdl is the ostrich egg. which can be up to 20 cm in
length and has the volume of approximately 24 chicken egf,rs.

3.1.3 In multicellular organisms, there is a fundamental
distinction between somatic cells and the germ
line

In l11ulticdlular organisms. vegetative and reproductive fUllc-
tions 3rc separated. A specialized poPUlatiOll of germ cells is
set aside to carry out reproductive functions while the rok of
the remaining somatic cells is to provide J vessel in which
these: reproductive cdls Jre carried Jnd a means to achieve
reproduction (Wylie. 2000). In evolutiollJry terms, animals
can be thought of as incubators and facilitators for the sperm
and eggs that allow the species to reproduce. In plants and
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Box 3.1: Intracellular organization of animal cells.

The diversity of organelles demonstrates the complexity of
eukaryotic cells, but due to functional specialization the same
organelles are not necessarily present in all cell types. Some
human cells show extreme variations (e.g. mature red blood
cells lack a nucleus and there are no organelles at all in
terminally differentiated keratinocytes). In other cases,
particular organelles are present in very few cell types and are
required for specific functions. For example, epithelial cells
lining the respiratory tract contain cilia to move particulate
contaminants out of the lungs, while mature sperm are the only
human cells to possess flagella. Most cells, however, contain a
'standard package' of organelles whose functions are discussed
below.

NUCLEUS: the repository of the genetic material

The nucleus contains the vast majority (typically 99.5%) of the
DNA of an animal cell, in the form of linear chromosomes. It
is surrounded by a nuclear envelope. composed of two
membranes separated by a narrow space and continuous with
the endoplasmic reticulum Isee below). The remainder of the cell
is known as the cytoplasm and consists of various organelles.
membranes and an aqueous compartment known as the
cytosol. Communication between the nucleus and the
cytoplasm occurs via nuclear pores. openings in the nuclear
envelope which are surrounded by nuclear pore complexes.
The latter are protein complexes which act as specific
transporters of macromolecules between the nucleus and
cytoplasm.

Within the nucleus. the chromosomes are arranged in a highly
ordered way. This reflects the existence of a complex
substructure known as the nuclear matrix, a network of
proteins and RNA to which the chromosomes are attached via
DNA sequences known as matrix attachment regions (MARs).
There are other discernible structures within the nucleus which
suggest an intricate organization of different biochemical
processes. The nucleolus is a discrete region where ribosomal
RNA (rRNAI is synthesized and processed. The genes for rRNA,
which are found predominantly as clusters on the short arms of
chromosomes 13, 14, 15,21 and 22 in human cells, are located in
this organelle. The high RNA content gives the nucleolus its
dense appearance in electron micrographs. Other nuclear
bodies have been identified but are less well·characterized. For
example, Cajal bodies (otherwise known as coiled bodies
or gems) are thought to be sites of synthesis of small nuclear
ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) particles and may also be involved
in gene regulation. A number of transcription factors and cell
cycle regulatory proteins have been shown to be located at foci
within the nucleus, often associated with particular genetic loci.
This suggests that chromatin is recruited to transcription
factories at particular nuclear sites in contrast to the traditional
view that transcription factors diffuse freely around the nucleus.
One particularly interesting example is the PML body. which
appears as a ring and is composed predominantly of the
premyelocytic leukemia (PML) protein. In patients with acute
premyelocytic leukemia. a translocation involving the PML gene

and another gene encoding a retinoic acid receptor generates
a fusion protein that cannot form PML bodies in the normal
way. Treatment with retinoic acid restores the ability of the
cell to form PML bodies presumably by allowing the protein
to become correctly localized. and also leads to cancer
remission. Other nuclear bodies appear to be involved
in processes downstream from transcription. These include
perichromatin fibrils (sites of nascent RNA accumulation).
cleavage bodies (sites of polyadenylation and cleavage) and
speckles or interchromatin granule clusters (involved in RNA
splicing).

MITOCHONDRIA: the power-houses of aerobic eukaryotic
cells

A conspicuous feature in the cytoplasm of most eukaryotic cells,
mitochondria are the organelles which are devoted to
generating power. The mitochondrial respiratory chain is a
series of five membrane-bound protein complexes, including
various quinones. cytochromes and iron-sulfur proteins. These
complexes are collectively responsible for oxidative
phosphorylation, a reaction in which organic nutrients are
oxidized by molecular oxygen and the resulting chemical energy
is used to generate ATP.By subsequently diffusing to all parts of
the cell the ATP can donate its stored energy (by hydrolysis of
ATP to AOP) and the released energy is used to drive numerous
cellular functions.

Although variable in size, mitochondria typically have a diameter
of about 111m, similar to that of bacterial cells. Mitochondria
have two membranes: a comparatively smooth outer membrane
and a complex inner mitochondrial membrane which has a
very large surface area because of numerous infoldings
(cristae). The inner compartment. the mitochondrial matrix, is a
very concentrated aqueous solution of many enzymes and
chemical intermediates involved in energy metabolism.

Mitochondria (and the chloroplasts of plants cells) are the only
other eukaryotic organelles which contain DNA. In addition. they
have their own ribosomes which are distinct from the ribosomes
found in the cytosol. The mitochondrial ribosomes are used to
translate mRNA transcribed from mitochondrial DNA. This and
other evidence suggests that mitochondria are the descendants
of aerobic bacteria that lived symbiotically with the precursors
of eukaryotic cells (Section 12.2.1). However, the mitochondrial
DNA can specify only a very few of the mitochondrial functions
and most mitochondrial proteins are encoded by genes in the
nucleus. In the latter case. the mRNA is translated on ribosomes
in the cytosol and the resulting proteins are then imported into
mitochondria.

ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM: a major site of protein and lipid
synthesis

The endoplasmic reticulum consists of flattened. single
membrane vesicles whose inner compartments, the cisternae.
are interconnected to form channels throughout the cytoplasm.
It is physically and functionally divided into two components. The
rough endoplasmic reticulum is so-called because the surface
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Box 3.1: {continued}

is studded with ribosomes which are larger than those found in
the mitochondria, whereas the smooth endoplasmic reticulum
lacks any adhering ribosomes. Proteins synthesized by the
ribosomes which adhere to the rough endoplasmic reticulum
cross the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum and appear in
the intracisternal space. From here, they are transported to the
periphery of the cell where they will be incorporated into the
plasma membrane, retrieved to the endoplasmic reticulum or
secreted from the cell altogether. Many human proteins are
glycosylated (have sugar residues added to theml and this
process begins in the endoplasmic reticulum.

GOLGI APPARATUS: the machinery for secretion

The Golgi complex consists of flattened, single membrane
vesicles which are often stacked. The primary functions of the
Golgi apparatus are in the secretion of cell products, such as
proteins, to the exterior and in helping to form the plasma
membrane and the membranes of Iysosomes. Small vesicles
arise peripherally by a pinching-off process and in some of these
vesicles secretory products are concentrated (secretory
vacuoles). Glycoproteins arriving from the endoplasmic
reticulum are further modified in the Golgi complex.

PEROXISOMES (MICROBODIES): specialists in dangerous
chemistry

Peroxisomes (microbodies) are small single-membrane
vesicles containing a variety of enzymes that use molecular
oxygen to oxidize their substrates and generate hydrogen
peroxide. The hydrogen peroxide is used by a major peroxisomal
enzyme, catalase, to oxidize a wide range of compounds.
Reactive oxygen species like peroxide and the superoxide
radical are highly toxic to cells and must be carefully contained.

LYSOSOMES: intracellular digestive organs

Lysosomes are small vesicles, delineated by a single membrane,
which contain hydrolytic enzymes such as ribonuclease and
phosphatase. Lysosomes function in the digestion of materials
brought into the cell by phagocytosis or pinocytosis, and help in
the degradation of cell components following cell death.

PLASMA MEMBRANE (CELL MEMBRANE): guarded frontier
of the cell

The plasma membrane is composed of a phospholipid bilayer in
which the hydrophobic lipid groups are located in the interior.
They are sandwiched by hydrophilic phosphate groups which on
both sides are in contact with a polar aqueous environment, the
exterior of the cell and the cytoplasm. As well as providing a
generally protective barrier, the plasma membrane has a variety
of important roles:

~ it is selectively permeable, regulating transport of a variety of
ions and small molecules into and out of the cell. It contains
active transport systems for various ions such as Nat, Kt and

Cazt, and for various nutrients such as glucose and amino
acids, as well as a number of important enzymes;

~ it contains a variety of integral membrane proteins or proteins
anchored to one face of the membrane which play important
roles in cell-cell signaling.

CYTOSOL: a highly concentrated and structured aqueous
solution

The cytosol, the aqueous component of the cytoplasm, makes
up about half the volume of the cell and is the site of major
metabolic activity including most protein synthesis and
intermediary metabolism. As well as containing soluble
components, the cytosol is very highly organized by a series of
protein filaments, collectively called the cytoskeleton, which
playa major role in cell movement, cell shape and intracellular
transport (see Box 3.2).

CILIA and FLAGELLA: movers and shakers

Cilia and flagella are structures that extend from the plasma
membrane and are used to facilitate movement. Cilia are small
structures that beat backwards and forwards, or rotate.
Unicellular organisms often achieve motility by the coordinated
beating of thousands of cilia, but these structures are also
present on fixed cells in animals where they are used to move
streams of liquid. In humans, cilia are found on epithelial cells
lining the respiratory tract (where they propel mucus and any
particulate matter contained therein away from the lungsl and
oviduct (where they provide a current to move the egg towards
the uterus). Cilia are also present on a tiny embryonic structure
called the node (see Section 3.7.5) where their rotation causes
the peri nodal fluid to move to one side of the embryo. This
process is believed to be important in the specification of the
embryo's left-right axis (Box 3.7). Flagella are larger structures
that move in a whip-like fashion. Many unicellular organisms
achieve motility with flagella, but unlike cilia there are generally
only one or two flagella per cell. The only human cells to possess
flagella are sperm, which use these organelles as a means of
propulsion. Both cilia and flagella are composed of bundles of
microtubule filaments, with a characteristic '9 + 2' (nine
outer doublet microtubules surrounding two singlet
microtubules in the center) or a '9 + 0' structure. These
structures are attached to basal bodies under the plasma
membrane, which arise by repeated duplication of centrioles
during cell differentiation (see Box 2./1. Movement is produced
by the sliding of the outer doublet microtubules over each other,
which is controlled by the motor protein dyne in. In humans,
dynein deficiencies result in immotile cilia syndrome, which is
characterized by recurrent respiratory infections, laterality
defects and also results in infertility due to the failure
of eggs to reach the uterus and the inability of sperm to whip
their tails.
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Box 3.2: The cytoskeleton: the key to cell movement and cell shape and a major framework for intracellular
transport.

The cytoskeleton of eukaryotic cells is an internal scaffold of
protein filaments which provides stability, generates the forces
required for movement and changes in cell shape, facilitates
the intracellular transport of organelles and also allows
communication between the cell and its environment. There are
three types of cytoskeletal filament: actin microfilaments,
microtubules (made of tubulin) and intermediate filaments (made
from a variety of different proteins, some of which are cell type
specific). Actins and tubulins have been highly conserved during
evolution. Microfilaments and microtubules are very dynamic
structures and they are also polarized because of asymmetry
during polymerization of the actin and tubulin subunits from
which they are constructed. Thus, the polymers grow by
attachment of new subunits at both ends but at different rates,
resulting in a fast-growing end known as the plus (+) end and a
slow·growing end known as the minus H end. Specific classes
of motor proteins can bind to the polarized filaments and move
steadily along them in one direction, powered by ATP hydrolysis.

Actin filaments (also known as microfilaments) can be
arranged into parallel bundles or net-like lattices. They provide
mechanical support in the form of stress fibers, allow controlled
changes to cell shape (e.g. apical constrictions, constrictions
during cell division), and facilitate cell movement by forming
structures such as filopodia and lamellipodia (extensions to the
cell that allow itto crawl along surfaces). Actin filaments are the
basis of special structures such as microvilli, adhesion plaques
and the acrosomal process of the sperm head. They consist of
two-stranded helical polymers of the protein actin and have a
diameter of about 7-8 nm. They interact with members of the
myosin superfamily of motor proteins. In muscle cells the
actin-myosin interaction forms contractile units which provide

primirin' animals. ordinary somatic cd I,; can gi\'c rise to
germ cell, throughout rhe life of the organism. Howe\"er. in
most of rhl' animal •.• we understand in detail - inst'ns.
nemJrodl.'" Jl1d n.'rtcbrarcs - the germ cells an: lIet aside

vcry carly in dcvclopment as a dedicated germ line and
rl'prl'Sl'l1t the '\uk ~Ullrce of gametes. ThL' ge'fm cd I, Jre tht..'
ollly CL'II~ ill the body that are capablc.: of llll'iosi.;;, alld 3no-'
thl'n.'fon: rht.' only cell, that can give rise to haploid de.'scc:n-
dants that call take part in fertilization. The germ line cells in
1ll,1I11lllalo;originate frol11 prinlordial germ cells (PGCs)
which ill the.' case of hUl11ans :1risc during the second wee.'k
of de.'ve.'lopmellt.

3.1.4 In multicellular organisms, no two cells carry
exactly the same DNA sequence

As describt."d ill Se.'ction 2.1 the: reference DNA content of
cell<. the C vallie. i< prm'ided by the haploid chromosollle ,et
(11). as ill Spl'rlll and e:gg cells. This \'alue \'aries widdy for
different org,lIli~Ill'" ,lIld the.' lack of a direct rl'btioll~hip
bt,twet'll the.' \·;due.' of C Jnd the.' biological complexity i:-.
known ,IS tht.' C value paradox. For example. whik most
mammals ha\'e: 3 h3ploid gl"nOllle size in the range of about

muscle cells with their contractile power. In nonmuscle cells,
actins also have a more general cellular role, e.g. allowing
membranes to invaginate, as in endocytosis.

Microtubules are long hollow cylinders about 25-30 nm in
diameter and are much more rigid than actin filaments. They are
constructed by assembling a series of polymers based on
alternating a-tubulin and ~-tubulin residues. Associated with
microtubules are members of two superfamilies of motor
protein, dyneins and kinesins, which are responsible for
moving particular cargos along the microtubule tracks in the
cell. This is how mitochondria, Golgi stacks and secretory
vesicles, for example, reach their appropriate locations within
the cell. The dyne ins and kinesins move along microtubules in
opposite directions.

Typically, the minus ends of individual microtubules in animal
cells converge at a microtubule-organizing centre (MTOC),
located in a portion of the cytoplasm adjacent to the nucleus.
A single, well-defined center of this type, known as the
centrosome is found in most animal cells. During cell division,
microtubules form the mitotic spindle and microtubule
filaments attach to a protein assembly (the kinetochore) located
at the centromeres of the duplicated chromosomes and ensure
that the chromosomes are moved in an ordered way into the two
daughter cells (Box 2.1). Microtubules also form the core of cilia
and flagella, which are discussed in Box 3.1.

Intermediate filaments are 7-11 nm in diameter and have a
mainly structural role. They are not polarized and have no
associated motor proteins. The neurofilaments (specific to
neural cells) and keratins (specific to epithelial cells) are
intermediate filament proteins.

2500-3500 Mb of 0 A it is somewhat surprising to find that
thl" haploid () A content of a human cell i..•only 1()Ill) of
that of 3n onion. -J.% of that of some lilit,....,lIlet remark,)bly
only 0.5% of that of the single-celled t'ukaryotc.: AII/(lcbcl dub;"
(see Tilb/c 3. / and the datab,l~e of genoille '\izl's :It
Imp:1 I \V\V\V.cbs.dtu.dkl da", basesl DOGS).

Within a '\ingk individual there is also cOll~ider,lhk v;lri,Hion
ill DNA content as a result of differl'lKt'" ill tht' Ilumber of
copic.:sof the: chromosome set (ploidy). Although 1lI0st hUllIan
~oll1atic cell~ are: diploid, there are e:xce:ptioll'\. As discllssed in
Box J. I. some tt"nllinally difrerenti;Jted ce:II",'uch as rl.'d blood
cell ..•.keratinocytt"s and platelt,ts. have no lIucki and are
described as nulliploid. Other cell, are polyploid as a result of
DNA replication without cell divisioJl (endolnitosis). 01' 3S3

result of cell fusion. For t'X3I11pk. rhl.' ploidy of hep:uocytt''\
Idngt"S from 2 n to 8 n. that of cardiolll)'ocytt'o; (ht'art I llliliclt'
Ct.'lIs) from -J. n to 8 11. and that of tht' giaIlt ll1t'gakaryocytc..'1jof
tht' bOlle marrow ITom 16 n to 6-ln. Tht" latter cells indi\'id-
ually gin' rise to thousand, of Ilulliploid pbtt'kt cdl.:; (F/:I!//rf
3.3). Polyploidy as :I result of cell fusion result, in "Olllt' Ilatu-

rally occurring cdls (e.g.llllllicle fibl..'r~) h;lVing 1ll111tiplt·diploid
nuclei. forming a syncytium (Figlfre .1.3).
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3.1.5 Cells from multicellular organisms can be studied
in situ or in culture

Table 3.1: The C-value paradox: genome size is not
simply related to organism complexity

Number of
genes

Genomesize

Unicellular

Escherichia coli 4.2Mb 4300

Saccharomyces cerevisiae 13Mb 6300

Amoeba dubia 670000 Mb ?

Multicellular

Caenorhabditis elegans 95Mb ca. 20000

Drosophila me/anogaster 165Mb ca. 13000

Allium cepa (onion) 15000Mb ?

Mus musculus 3000Mb ca. 30000

Homo sapiens 3300Mb ca. 30 000

Organism

Ilizatioll of onc embryo by cd I., derived from another
(F(qllrc ~. 10). At a ,uperficial b·el. sllch differences also
exist where an indiyidual has received a graft, transplant or
trallsfusioll.

Single celled organism, can often be studied by culturing
them on a mcdiulll that is representative of their normal
environment. In the case of multicellular organisms. the envi-
ronment of an indi"idu:11 cell may be difficult to reproduce.
Therefore, cells from a multicellular organism can be studied
either in the natural context of the entire organism or in an
artificial environment outside it. Several different approaches
call bc used.

~ Analysis ill silll (as part of the original animal). For the
simplest animals. stich as Caell<H'halJditis ('legalis, it is possible
to study indi"idual cells in whole living specimens by

As J result of inherited differences in the DNA sequence
(mutations) the DNA of cells from different organisms can
differ very considerably. The extent of the sequence differ-
ences is largely proportional to the evolutionary distance
separating the [WO organisms.Thus. the DNA of J hUI11;]!1 cell
is very closely related in sequence to that of:1 chimp:1I1zee cell
(98-99%) but increasingly morc divergent compan:d to cells
of a mouse, frog and fruit fly, respectively. DNA from eeUs of
different individuals of the same species also shows muta-
tional differences. There is approximately one change in every
1000 nucleorides wht'!1 comparing the DNA frol11 two unre-
lated humans. There are also differences in the DNA
sequence of cells frolll a single individual. Such differences
can arise in thn:e ways.

~ Programmed differellces ill specialized cells. Examples
include sperm cells which bear an X or a Y chromosome
and so carry different sets of sex chromosome DNA. and
lllJ[lJre Band T lymphocytes \Yhich undergo (l'll-.~p('{~llc
0."1'"1 r{'(lfraIlJ!CmelIfS leading to cell-to-cell difTt;'rences in
the types of antibody or T-cell receptor product·d.

~ Ralldommllialioll alld illslalli/il)' Of DNA. The DNA of all
cells is constantly subject to environmental damage,
chemical degradation and rcpair. and this impacts on the
accuracy of DNA replication. The small but significant
error rate means that new mutations arise in the DNA
sequence at every round of cell division. During devel-
opment, each cell therefore builds up a unique profile of
mutations and 110 (lI'O cells of the salllc il/dilJid,wl rllill halJ{'

precisely the sallie D:V.4 sequel1ce. Most of these mutations
have no phenotypic effect at all. and even mutations
occurring in essential genes have little impact on the
organism as a whole when they occur in isolated cells
(unless they cause that cell to proliferate; see Chapter 17).
Only if a deleterious mutation occurs in the germ line. ill
stem cells or in somatic cells early in development, are the
effects likely to be seen at the phenotypic level.

~ Chimerism aud colonizatiou. Very occasionally. all indi-
vidual may be represented by t\Yo or more clones of cells
with very different DNA sequences. reflecting fusion of
fraternal t\Yin embryos early in development, or colo-

(Al (B)

Blood vessel (blood sinus)

Platelets bud off
from megakaryocyte
process

~
~ • ~Fusion~--~

Myoblasts Muscle fiber cell

]1

Figure 3.3; Some cells form by fragmentation or fusion of other cells.

Platelets are formed by budding from a giant megakaryocyte. They have no nucleus. Muscle cells are formed by fusion of large numbers of
myoblast cells.
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microscopy. The use of grL'en fluorescenr protein as a vital
marker (Box 20.4) allow'\ ;11 siw studies to be carried out ill

living specimens of larger animals as long as the tissue
under investigation is optically rr;lI1s!ucenr.The embryos of
many animals (e.g. Drosoplli/a, zebrafish. mice) are
rr:lI1s!uccllt at early stages. For opaque specimens, it may be
Ilt.:'cessary to prepare tissue sc.:ctiolls aftt.'r treatment.

• As a (issue explant. Many studies in developmental biology
;1rc f:lcilirated by investigating rhl' behavior of particular
tissue L'xplanrs in isolation or in combination. This is used
to test rhe dTt'cr of particular developmental molecules or
to study the illdllail'c etTects of olle cell population on
"nother (see Section 3.-1.2).

• As primar)' cells. A tissue expbnt can be dissociated,
allOWing individual cells to separate Jild grow individ-
ually in culture. This is not ::.Jways a straiglHfonvard
appro:lch, sillce sonte cell types can be very difficult to
grow Jnd the effort required to m:lintJin primary cells
can be considerable.

~ As a stable ceillille.A stable cell line is often easv to grow in
culture and so can be expanded easily and shipped to
researchers throughout the world. Since the cells can be
charJcterized for various diagnostic featllres, researchers
can be confident that the results they obtain from a
particular cell line can be referenced against or integrated
with those of others working elsewhere on the same cell
line.

There Jre many advantages to the study of tissue explants or
cultured primary cells but they are difficult to handle and
represent a nonpermanent resource. This is because most
anim"1 cells in culture will go through a certain nlllnber of
divisions and then reach senescence, where they stop
dividing and withdraw frol11 the cell cycle, entering a
quiescent state known as Go (Campisi, 1996). The number of
rounds of division depends on the cell type. the species and the
age of the source organism. For example, fetal human fibro-
blasts will divide approximately 60 times in culture, while
fibroblasts taken from an adult human will undergo about half
this number of divisions. There appears to be some rela-
tionship between the division potential and the longevity of
the species. For example, the number of divisions achieved by
human fetal fibroblasts (about 60 divisions, maximum lifespan
120 years) lies between the number achieved by fetal mouse
fibroblasts (about 15 divisions, maximum lifespan 3 years) and
fetal fibroblasts from the giant Galapagos tortoise (about 125
divisions, maximum lifespan 175 years).

The limitations of primary cells can be overcome by estab-
lishing a permanent cell line, which will divide in culture
indefinitely. Many cell lines liave been established from tumor
explants, which have already lost certain growth restrictions.
For example, the widely used HeLa eel/liue was derived from
a ccrvical tumor removed from a patient called Henrietta
Lacks ill 1 CJ35. The problem with cdllincs from tumor tissues
is that thcy often have very different karyotypes compared to
thl..'origin:l! source tissue, resulting in phenotypic differences
that become more pronounced with increasing passage
number. Cell lines can also be obtained from primary cells by

persuading: them to undergo growth transformation
(itTInlortalization) in culture. This process. which is anal-
OgOllS to the loss of growth restrictions seen in tumors, can
OCCllr spontaneollsly due to acquired llllltJtions, or em be
induced by irradiation, chelllical nlutJgens or transforming
viruses. More recently, cell lines have bt'l'n established by
trJllsfection of primary cells with particular DNA sequences
that arc oncogenic. ThotlsJncls of ccll lineS, representing
difTercnt hU11lJn and anilllJI tissues, arl..' maintained in cell
banks ';llch as the American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC). the European Collection of Cd I Culture, (ECACC)
and the Il1terbb Cell Line Collection (ICLC) (,ee Tahle 3.2:
Stacey and Doyle. 20(0).

All important application of Ct'lIline'\ i" till' maintenance of
renewable gcnctic resources from pJrticubr human patiellts.
This is rcquired for a number of procedures, from quality
control in tissue typing laboratories to linkage an~llysis and
marker-bJsed mapping. In this case, the phcnotype of the cdl
is unimportJnt but the genotype IllUSt be accurately
conserved. One of the most straightforward W:lYsto achieve
this is to make lytnphoblastoid cell lines by transformation
with Epstein-Barr virus (E13V), which rl'lllJins episomal
(llollintegrated) and therefore does not altcr the t'ndogenous
gcnome. Human n lymphocytes l1:1vea rl'ceptor for EUV and
once infected, they can become i11lmortalized with J high rate
of succcss to produce a cell line which CJIl bc propagated
indefinitely in culture (or cryopreserved for future needs).

3,2 Cell interactions

3.2.1 Communication between cells involves the
perception of signaling molecules by specific
receptors

The survival and reproduction of individual cells in a multi-
cellular organism is subordinate to the survival and repro-
duction of the organism as a whole. Somatic cells must
cooperate with each other for the benefit of the organism. For
this reason, cells within a multicellular organism Ileed to
coml11unicate in order to coordinate and regulate physio-
logical and biochemical functions. Cell coml11unication is
based on the production of signaling tTIolecules by one
population of cells and their recognition by receptors
generally found on the surface of the responding cells (Table
3.J).Animal cells positively bristle with receptors for signaling
molecules, and these receptors are connected to internal
signal transduction pathways which allow the regulation
of transcription factor activity, ultimately altering patterns of
gene expression (see Twyman 2001 for an overview).

Signaling between cells can take place over different ranges.
Most people are familiar with the cOllcept of endocrine
signaling, where J hormolle released frolll all endocrine
gland in one part of the body re:1Chesa distant population of
target cells by traveling through thl..'blood stream. Endocrine
signaling is important for the IlUilHellallcl' of homeostasis and
also plays J major role in later developl11t'lH. when the vascular
system has been established. In early deyclopml'l1t. howt'vlT,
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AlCC code

lymphoid colilino.

CCL213

CAL1432

TIB152

CAL1942
Myoloid colilino.

CCL24ll

TIB202
Kidnoy colilino.

CAL1573

CAL2190

liver colilino.

HB8064

HTB52
Ovorian colilino.

HTB75

CAL1572

Cell line

DAUDI

NAMALWA

JURKAT E61

SUP-Tl

HL-60

THP

293
HK-2

Hep3B

SK-HEP-l

Caov-3

PA-l

Origins and applications

B-celiline, derived from Burkitt's lymphoma, used in cancer studies

B-celiline, derived from Burkitt's lymphoma, used to manufacture interferons

T-cell line, derived from acute lymphoblastic leukemia, produces large amounts of interleukin-2
T-cell line, derived from T-Iymphoblastic leukemia, supports HIVreplication

Derived from promyelocytic leukemia cells, used to study differentiation in the myeloid lineage

Derived from acute monocytic leukemia, used to study macrophage activation and maturation

Adenovirus transformed fetal kidney cells, used to study adenovirus

Proximal tubular cell line transformed with E6/E7 genes from human papillomavirus,

used as model system for proximal tubule studies

Produces many plasma proteins

Derived from liver adenocarcinoma, induces tumors in nude mice

From ovarian adenocarcinoma, produces mutant p53, used in cytokine and cancer studies

From ovarian teratoma, used in developmental studies and drug testing

the IllOst important ~ignals travel over shorr distances.
Paracrine signaling involves the release of a signJling
molecule from one population of cells, and the diffusion of
that molecule over;) shorr distance CO the responding cells.
Juxtracrine signaling is based on the interaction of neigh-
boring ccllli. and gt'llerally refleers the fact that rhl' 'iignal
produced by one cell remains tethered to the plasma
Illl...·mbranl·. Ccll, also respond to molecules pn ..'senr in their
Illlllh ...diatl' t'tWironlllelH. the extracellular nlatrix (Sl'ction
3.1.4)

3.2.2 Activated receptors initiate signal transduction
pathways that may involve enzyme cascades or
second messengers, and result in the activation
or inhibition of transcription factors

Once the receptor for a particular signaling protein ha'\ been
activated. a chain of eventS is unleashed that eventually
results in a change to the pattern of gene activity ill the
n:sponding cdl. The number and nature oflinks in the chain
depends 011 thl' particular signaling Illokcule involved.
Steroid and thyroid hormones and the developmental regu-
lator rl'tinoic acid are able to diffuse through th(;' plasma
111embrane. so their rl'ceptors an: located inside the cell.
Onct: bound to their ligands, these receptors act directly as
trall'\cription factors to modulate the expression of down-
stn:al11 gt:ne'i. Therefore, steroid-like molecules utilize a
singlt:-step signal tr<lIlsduction pathway (Tsai and O'Malley,
1'1'14).

Most other signaling molecules remain outside the cdl
and bind to transmembrane receptors. Ligand binding to
the l'xtracellular domain of the receptor causes a conforma-
tional change in thl' internal domain which generally stimu-
lates a latcnt enzyme actiyity. in the case of receptor kinast's.
this conformational change acri\·att''i a kill<l\l' ,lctivity which
is either intcgral to the receptor or integral to <1protein that
i~ 3"i\ociatt:d with the receptor. Thi"i fir"it c.llIWS tht' rt'ceptor
to phosphorylate itself and then allow, it to pho'phorylate
<llld hl'ncl' activate other proteins ill\ick the ccll. Tht'st' target
proteins are themselves often kinast''i, which then phospho-
ryLttt' proteins funher dowllstream. En:ntually. this cascade
of kinase activity reaches a transcription facror. which is acti-
vated or inhibited as appropriate rcsulting in a change in
gl'lll' expression. III SOme cases, this signaling cascade is shorr
(e.g. the cytokine-regulared JAK-STAT pathway: Pellegrini
.1IId Dusanter-Follrt, 1997; HOli £'1 al., 2002; J-:igurc 3.-1)
whereas in others there are man)' stepli (e.g. the growth
factor-regulated MAP kinase pathway: Robinson and Cobb,
1'11)7; F(~I/"c J.-'l.

For G-protein coupled receptor~. signal transduction i"i
achie\'t~d by the acti"ation of second l1lessellgt'f"i (sl11allmole-
cub such a' cAMP. calcium or lipid,). Ligand binding callses
the guanidine nucleotide binding protein (G prole;,,) asso-
ciated ",ith the receptor to exchange GDI' for GTI'. which
causes it to dissociate into ex and ~"Y units. Each ofthl'lie units
call then interact with downstream proteins to regulate
second ml'\"it:'nger levels (Bourne. )l)l)7). Depending on the
particular type of G-protein present. ligand binding may
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Table 3.3: Important classes of signaling molecules and their receptors

SECRETEDSIGNALS
Various (peptides, proteins, small
organic molecules, physical
stimuli)

Growth factors, ephrins

Cytokines

Transforming growth
factor-13 family

Hedgehog family

Wntfamily

Steroid hormones, retinoids

IMMOBILIZED SIGNALS
Delta/Serrate family

Receptor

G-protein coupled receptor
Single polypeptide. The central hydrophobic region
forms a seven-pass transmembrane domain, the
N-terminal domain binds the ligand, the internal
C-terminal domain is associated with a guanidine
nucleotide-binding protein

Receptor tyrosine kinase
Dimeric; N-terminalligand-binding domain, internal
kinase domain, spans membrane once

Receptors with associated tyrosine kinase activity
Oligomeric; N-terminalligand-binding domain,
internal domain associated with Janus kinase
(JAK)

Receptors with associated serine/threonine
kinase activity

Oligomeric; N-terminalligand-binding domain,
internal domain associated with SMAD proteins

Patched

Frizzled

Nuclear receptors
Dimeric; reside in cytoplasm or nucleus, converted
to transcription factors in association with ligand

Notch

Examples

Receptors for adrenaline (epinephrine), serotonin,
glucagon, follicle-stimulating hormone, histamine,
opioids and neurokinins. Also olfaction receptors,
taste receptors and the visual receptor
rhodopsin

Receptors for insulin, fibroblast growth factors,
epidermal growth factor, ephrins

Receptors for growth hormone, prolactin,
erythropoietin, colony stimulating factors,
interleukins, interferons

Receptors for TGF-13proteins, bone morphogenetic
proteins, Nodal, glial-derived neurotrophic factor

Receptors for Sonic hedgehog and Indian hedgehog
in mammalian development

Receptors for Wntfamily proteins in mammalian
development

Receptors for steroid hormones, thyroid hormones,
vitamin D, retinoic acid

Delta and Serrate in neural development

Ligand

0) Figure 3.4: Cytokine receptors are dimeric or oligomeric, with
each polypeptide spanning the membrane once.

The receptors possess no intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity, but
they are constitutively associated with cytoplasmic tyrosine
kinases of the Janus family (Janus kinases, JAKsl. Ligand
binding causes the receptors to dimerize. This results in
reciprocal autotransphosphorylation of the associated JAKs,
which become active and phosphorylate the receptor itself. The
receptor is then able to recruit inactive transcription factors
called STATs (signal transducers and activators of transcription)
that bind to phosphotyrosine residues through their SH2
domains. The STATs are then phosphorylated by the JAKs,
allowing them to dimerize and translocate to the nucleus,
where they activate downstream genes. Redrawn from Twyman
(2001) Instant Notes in Developmental Biology, published by
BIOS Scientific Publishers.
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'----/
Receptor

molecules

Figure 3.5: Growth factors act as ligands for receptor tyrosine kinases.

Ligand binding stimulates receptor dimerization and activates the cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase activity intrinsic to the receptor. The receptor
can phosphorylate not only other proteins but also itself (autotransphosphorylation) resulting in the recruitment of proteins that bind
specifically to phosphotyrosine residues, including enzymes that modulate the activity of Ras. Activated Ras recruits Raf to the membrane
where its kinase activity is stimulated. Raf then activates MEK, which in turn activates MAP kinase. Both MEK and MAP kinase activate
latent transcription factors therefore changing patterns of gene expression in the nucleus. Redrawn from Twyman (2001) Instant Notes
Developmental Biology, published by BIOS Scientific Publishers.

Table 3.4: Cell junctions

Adherens junctions

Desmosomes

Focal contacts

Hemidesmosomes

Gap junctions

Tight junctions

Anchoring junctions in which the actin filaments of the cytoskeleton are connected to cadherins at the cell surface,
therefore linking neighboring cells into a continuous adhesion belt

Anchoring junctions in which the intermediate filaments of the cytoskeleton are connected to cadherins at the cell surface

Anchoring junctions in which the actin filaments of the cytoskeleton are connected to integrins althe cell surface,
providing punctate attachment sites to the extracellular matrix

Anchoring junctions in which the intermediate filaments of the cytoskeleton are connected to integrins at the cell surface,
used to connect epithelial cells to the basal lamina

These are pores that connect the cytosol of adjacent cells. They are formed by six identical connexin proteins that form a
channel in each membrane. The attachment of connexin complexes on adjacent cells creates the gap junction

Interconnected transmembrane proteins that seal epithelial cells into a continuous sheet Depending on the density of the
proteins in the junction, the barrier may be completely impermeable or selectively permeable to molecules of a particular size
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stimulate.' or inhibit the enzyme .ldCI1)'latt' cycla'it'. fl''\ulring in
a change in the lewis of intracellular cAMP (Hous!..y and
Milligan. 1997). Other G proteins "imulate the production of
lipids such as illositol-I.-1.5-trisphmphate and diacylglvcerol
(Speigd II "I.. 1996). or the rdease of calcium ions (Clapham.
1995). In (Urn, the second 1111'ssl'ngcrs activate downstream
protcin killaSL'\ slIch .1'"cAMP-dcpl'l1dL-'IH protein kinase A
and ca1ciurll-ck'pcndl'llt protein kinase C. which go 011 to
phosphorybtL' and therefore change the Jcriviry of pJnicular
transcription f:u.·(ors.

Then: j, L'xtL'llsivl' cross-talk bl'tWL'CJ1 the <;ignaling
pathways disclIs,cd 3bo\"l~.For c"sample. both protein kinase
A and protcin kin.l'l' C inte-ran with thl' MAP kinase
pathway. receptor ryro,illt.· kinJses Gill srillluLItl' the JAK-
STAT pathway and influence rhe Ieveh of ~l'cond
messengers, :lnd cytukille receptors can influence Ra'i
acrivity. The re\pon'ie given by a p;uticular cdl depend'i on
the sum of all 'iignals arriving .If its 'illrface and is dependent
011 the parriclilar rt.'ceptor'\ ,lIld 'iignaling component'; that
are pn:senr.

3.2.3 The organization of cells to form tissues requires
cell adhesion

Cells become organizt..'d iIHO ti'islI('s through the l'xpres'iion of
adhesion molecules (Cunningham. IYY5;Gllmbiner, 10<)6).
Essentially, adhe<;ion Illoltxllies work in the same way as 3ny
other receptor-ligand interacrion, although in this C3<;e: the
receptor and li~,"andarc attached to the surf.,ces of adjacent cells
and there may bt' hundreds of thousands of such molecules per
cell, to ensure the binding is very strong. Ce:lls may stick togetht'r
directly, through the expn:ssioll of complementary adhesion
molecules on their surf:1ces,and/or they may form associations
with the extracellular matrix. During dcvelopment, changes in
the expression of adhesion molecules allow cells to make and
break connections with each otht'r, which t:1cilitates migration
either individually or as sheets, resulting in large-scale rearrange-
ments (McNeil. 2000: Irvine and Rauskolb, 2(01). In the
mature organi'im, adhesion interactions between cells are
generalJy strenhrthened by the formation of specialized contact
regions. known as cell junctions (Steinberg and McNutt,
1999: Perez-Moreno 1'1 "I .. 2003: Iilble 3 . .f).

Th\:re an: four l1l:ljor cb<;se:s of cell adhesion molecule
(Humphries and Newham. 199H: Hynes. 20(2).

~ Cadherins. These are calcium-dependcnt transmembrane
adhesion proteins that recognize and bind to identical
cadherins on the ",rface of other cells. The process of
binding to identical molecules is known as homophilic
binding. About 30 different cadhcrins arc prest'nt in
mammals, the most important of which are E-ccldhrr;11

(re"rined mainly to epithelial cells) and X-cad"er;"
(expressed predominantly in the nervous system).

~ Ig-CAMs. Thest.' arc calcium-independellt tran$IllCIll-
bran\: adhesion Illokcuks that have structural silllibrity to
the illlmullogiobulin (Ig) f.1mily.For example, the 1I('lIral cell
"dltc.'hm IIwlcculr (.YeA.\I) i, expressed in the nervous
sy<;tl,,'llland in rhe dc\'(;,loping <;oTllitt~'.

~ Integrins. Thl''ie are calcium-depcndent ;1dhe,ioll mole-
cules that llsually mediate cell-matrix interaction, (SL·t.'
below). but certain leukocyte integrins :In.' :l1soinvolved ill

cell-cell adhesion.

~ Selectins. These molecules are expressed by endotheli.ll
cells during an inflammatory re<;ponst:'.They recognize
carbohydrate residues on the slIrf:1ce of neutfophils Jlld

guide thc,t' cells to sites ofinfhmlllatioll.

3.2.4 The extracellular matrix provides a scaffold for
all tissues in the body and is also an important
source of signals that control cell behavior

The: spaces bet\yeen the cells of tht..'body arc nOt empty. Tht.'
extracellular space is filled with a thrt'l'-dilllt'I1sional array of
protein fiberl embedded in a gel of complex carbohydrates
called glyeosaminoglycans. This material. the extra-
cellular material (ECM). is \'ariable in compolition.
depending 011what materials the local cells 'ieCfL'tc illto their
il1lmediate environment. Cells also influence rhe structure of
the ECM by secreting modi!)'ing enzymes. such as protease's.
and this can influence cell beha\'ior (Streuli. 1999). In turn.
the ECM provides a structural scaffold that plays an l'''l<;;t'nri,11
role in the maintenance of tissue illtegriry, and also guide"!
cell behavior during devclopment by interacting with
membrane-spanning receptors (Giancorri and Ruosbhti,
1999; Bokel and Brown, 2002).

The components of the ECM can be divided into several
groups (see Table3.5):

~ sfrl/(tllral prorei115:, such as collagens and elastins;

~ adhesioll profeit/s, such as laminins and fibrollectins;

~ profeogl}'ralls, which comprise a core protein associated with
various glycosaminoglycans. Proteoglycans differ frolll
glycoproteins in that sugar residues in the former n:pn.:"scl1t
up ro 95% of the total weight of the molecule;

~ the free glycosaminoglycan, IIynll/rol/ir arid.

The structural and adhesion proteins of the ECM playa
major role in determining its function. For exam pit'.
collagen-rich tissues are \'ery strong (e.g. tendons) while
elastin-rich tissues are \-ery srretchy (c.g. blood vessels). The
ECM proteins interact with cells "i:l transmcmbrane
receprors called integrins. These bind to ECM proteins on
the outside of the cell and to acrin microfilament'i on rht'
inside \-ia bridging proteins such as talin and a-actinin. Such
interactions allo\\' cells to l11o,'e by contracting :lctin filament'i
against the fixed structure of the ECM. It has also been shown
that integrins activate intcrnal signaling pathways, which
suggests that the ECM can influence gene expression inside
the cell and therefore modi!), cell beha\'ior in response to
specific ECM components. An important example of the role
of tht' ECM in cell behavior is the maintcll,lIlce of cell
polarity by the basal lamina (see Dustin, 2002 for more
examples). In the intestinal epithelium, the presenc\;' of thl'
bas:l1 lamina ,Oil one face of the cell IIl0Ilola)'t'r is responsible
for the establishment and maintenance of ,I flat basal SUrf.,C<'



Table 3.5: Molecular components of the extracellular matrix
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Component

Collagens

Fibronectin

laminins

Entact;n

Elastin

Tenascin

Vitronectin

Proteoglycans

Hyaluronic acid

Distribution

Many tissues

Many tissues

Epithelial tissues

Epithelial tissues

Many tissues, but abundant in
blood vessels, skin and other
structures that stretch and
deform.

Embryo, adult nervous system

Blood and othertissues

Many tissues

Many tissues

Structure!function

The collagens are large trimeric glycoproteins. There are several chemically distinct
forms of collagen which vary in abundance in different tissues. The most abundant forms
are collagens I, II and III, which tend to form fibrils stabilized by cross-links between lysine
residues. They provide structural support, and influence cell differentiation and migration
through interactions with integrins. Conversely, collagen IV forms lattices rather than fibrils
and is an important component of the basal lamina. It interacts with cells indirectly, through
association with laminin

Fibronectin is a dimeric glycoprotein whose major function is to facilitate cell-matrix
adhesion. Fibronectins have collagen- and heparin-binding domains, which help to organize
the ECM. The fibronectins interact with cells via integrins and influence cell shape,
movement and differentiation

laminins are trimeric proteins comprising A, B1 and B2 subunits. They interact with collagen
IV to form the basal lamina, and their major function is to facilitate the adhesion of cells to
the basal lamina by interacting with integrins and other cell surface molecules. There are
many tissue-specific forms of each laminin subunit

Associated stoichiometrically with laminin, and contains sequences that may allow
interactions with cell surface integrins

Elastin is a non-glycosylated protein that forms networks and sheets by cross-linking. The
protein has a natural elastic recoil and provides tissues with the ability to regain shape after
deformation

Tenascin is a hexameric glycoprotein that plays an important role in the control of cell
migration. It has an adhesive effect on some cells and a repellent effect on others depending
on the receptors displayed on the cell surface

This protein is generally associated with fibronectin, although not as widely distributed, and
interacts with particular classes of integrins to facilitate cell-matrix adhesion

Very diverse family of molecules comprising a core protein, such as decorin or syndecan,
associated with one or more glycosaminoglycans (e.g. chondroitin sulfate, dermatan sulfate,
heparin, heparan sulfate). Often adopt higher order structure in the ECM. These molecules
mediate cell adhesion, and can also bind growth factors and other bioactive molecules

The only glycosaminoglycan that is nonsulfated and not covalently attached to a protein to
form a proteoglycan. Facilitates cell migration particularly during development and tissue
repair

adjacent to the connective tissue and an apical surface charac-
terized by a brush border.

The proteoglycan and glycosaminoglycan component of the
ECM serves a number offullcrions. First, the molecules are very
soluble, forming hydrated gels that act as cllshions [Q protect
tissues against compression. Where the proreoglycan content of
the ECM is particularly high. the tissue is highly resistant to
compression (e.g. cartilage). Prorcoglycans call form complex
superstructures in which individual proteoglycJI1 molecules are
arranged around a hyaluronic acid backbone, These complexes
can act as biological resen'oirs by storing active molecules such
as growth factors. Indeed, proteoglycans may be essential for the
diffusion of certain signaling molecules, For examph:, both the
Hedgehog and Wingless signaling pathways are inhibited in the
Drosophila mutant sl/,,!arless, which is unable to 'lynthcsize
proteoglycans correctly (see Selleck, 2000). Finally, proteo-
glycans also help to mediatc cell-matrix adhc.:sioll. This is
achieved by binding to n'lI 'lllT{ace enzymes knowll a'l glyco-

syltransferases, whose function is to add sugar residues to
carbohydrate groups. In the absence of free sugar, the carbohy-
drate chain is held by the enzyme. When sugar is available. the
reaction is completed and the carbohydrate chain is released.
Such cycles of adhesion and release may be particularly
important in the control of cell migration.

3_3 An overview of development
The term development as applied to animals refers to the
process by which a single cell gives rise to a marurt'
organism. It i, often convenient to di\"ide animal dc\'cl-
opment into .1Il embryonic stage, during which all the
major organ systems are cstablishcd, and a post-elnbryonic
stage that (in the case of mammals) consists predominantly of
growth and rdincllIcnt. Developmclltal biologists tend to
COIlCt'lnrate 011 the embryonic stagc because this is where
the 1110st exciting and dramatic cn'nt, occur. but this does
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nOt diminish the importance of post-embryonic dt"vel-
Opl1lL'llt. Once the basic body plan is established. it i'i not
clear \\"ht'11 dn"e10pl11ent stops. In humans_ then: is a
continuum of post-embryonic growth and consolicbtion
which is punctuated by binh and carries 011 for tip to two
decades afterwards. with some organs reaching 11l:Hurity
before others. It can be argued that human developmellt
ccast's when the individual becomes sexually marurc, bur
many tiSSllt:S need to be n:plcnishcd throughollt life (e.g.
skin. blood. intestinal epithelium) and in slich cases devel-
opmcllt ncver really stops at all. only reacht's 3n equilibrium.
Some 'lcil..'llri'i(s e"cl1 regard aging as a parr of devdopment.
since it fl'pfl')L'Tlts a nawral pan of the,,"lift: cycle.

Devdopment is a gradual process. The fertilized egg
initially give~ rise to a simple embryo with rdativL'ly crude
feature~. As dl.'vdopment proceeds, tht: numbt:r of ((.,,11 types
increJsL's and tht' organization of those cells becomes more
intricate. Compkxity is achieved progressively. At the
molt'cubr It.'vel, development incorporates sevl.'ral difTt"rent
proceSSt"S that affect the behavior of cells. Thesl.' proct:sst:s are
inter-rebtl'c1 :lnd C:ln occur separately or in cOl1lbill~ltiol1 in
difTerent pans of the embryo (Twyman, 200 I):

~ cell proliferation, b,' repeated cell division, which leads
to al1 increase in cell number. In tht: m3Wre organism" this
is balanced by cell loss;

~ growth, by the synthesis of macromolecules. which leads
to an increase in overall size and biomass;

~ differentiation. the process by which cells become struc-
turally and functionally specialized;

~ pattern formation. rhe process by which cells become
organized. firs< (0 form rhe fundamenral body plan of rhe
organism and then the detailed structures of different
organs and tissues:

~ morphogenesis, or changes in overall form. Several
underlying mechanisms may be involved in morpho-
genesis. including differenrial cell proliferarion, selective
cell-cell adhesion or cell-matrix adhesion. changes in cell
shape and size. the selective use of programmed cell death
and control o\'er the SYlllll1ctry and plane of cdl di\'ision.

All of the abO\'e processes are conrrolled by genes. "'hich
specify where and when panicular proteins an,' synthesized in
the embryo and therefore how the diffen..'nt celJs behave.
While there arc minor differences in DNA sequence among
the cells in a multicellular organism" most cdls at least contain
the same genes. Therefore, for cells to di\'ersify in the de\'el-
oping embryo, there must be dUTerl'l/fia/,t!.£'IIl' ('.\JJfCSS;(lfI. Gene
t'xpression is controlled by transcription factors, so devel-
opIlll'nt ultil1l~ltely depends on which tr;1llscription facrors an:'
activc in each cell (see. for t'xample, Kuo ('I a/., 1992). As
discu~scd in Section 3.2.2, thc activity of transcription f.lctOrS
can be regulated by signaling bctwecn cells. Unraveling the
"ign:tling pJthways and regulatory progrJms th3t control
dcvelopmcnt is a l11:tjor gOJl of biomcdical research. In this
clupter we will focus on vertcbrate alld particularly
mammalian deyelopment. Our knowledge of early /lIImall

de\·t.'!opmcnt is fragl11t'ntary because.: access to samples for
study j'\ of tell restricred for ethical or practical reasOIlS. As a

result. much of the a,'ailable information is deri\'ed from
animal models of development (,eo Box 3.3).

3.4 The specialization of cells during
development

3.4.1 Cell specialization involves an irreversible series
of hierarchical decisions

Development can be likened to :1 stream running clown the
side of a mountain, with individual cells reprt:sented by 1eavt"s
flowing with rhe water U:':<!lIfC J. 6). The course of rhe watt'r
may branch Illany rimes before it f1:aches the bottom, but a leaf
can only follow one path. A, it approaches a branch point. the
leaf must commit to olle path or tht' other. Once that dt'cisioll
is made, the k:tf ClIlnot go back and choose a differclH path,
The decision is irreversible.

After fertilization, the fir'\t few cell di\'ision~ which rhe
mammalian zygote undergoes 3re syml11t'rric:11. giving
daughter cells with the ~allle developmental potential (or
potency). The zygote :lJld its immediate descend:lIlts are
ullspecialized and :1re s:1id to be totipotent, because c3ch
cell retains the capacity to difTerenriate into all possible cell,
of the organism, including the cxtra-embryonic membrane ••.
This is analogous to a leaf at the beginning of its mountain
journey. As development proceeds cells becomt" mon,'
specialized, and at the samt' time thl'y become more rcstr;r!cd
in their capacity to gt"nerate different types of descendent
cells. The cells are forced to make decisions and choose
alternative paths.

The first decision in the manunalian embryo is the choice
between ;Illler re/lll/ass and !fop/lOb/els!. The former becolllt:'s the
embryo proper and the amnion while the latter becomes the
chorion and tbe embryonic portion oftbe placenta. Cells of the
inner cell mass art' pluripotent, i.e. they can gi\'e rise to all of
the cells of the embryo. and therefore of a whole animal. but
they are 110 longer capable of giving rise to the t'xtra-embryollic
structures derived fi'olll the trophoblast. At any time up until this
point, the potency of the embryonic cells is demonstrated by
tbe ability of the embryo to form twins (Box 3.-/).

Cells that ha"e branched into the inner cell mass lineage
are then faced with three choices. They can chose one of thl'
three fundamental ct"lI rypl"S of the embryo; the ectoderm,
mesodenn or endoderm. Each of these germ layers call
subsequently give rise to a specific and limited range of cdl
types but none of them i~ able to produce an entirt.' l'Inbryo.
The,' ate said to be multi potent. Additionally. once cell,
are committed to one germ layer, they gt'nerally cannot
produce cl,ll type~ characteristic of the others, although
recent evidenct' has suggested that stem cells might show
more developml.'l1ral plasticity than once assumed (st'e
Section 3.4.6). Cells ill the ectoderm lineage. for t'xampk,
can give rise to epidermis, neural tissue or neural crest celk
but r1lt"y C31lnOt normally gi\'e rise to kidney cell~ (which
derive from the Illc..'soderm lineage) or liver cells (which
deriye from the endoderm lineage) (Box 3.5). EVt'lltlially, at
the bottom of the mOllnt3in, progenitor cells arise which
can gi\'e ri~e to only a singlt' type of differentiated cell. Tht"st"
are described as unipotent.
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Box 3.3: Animal models of development.

Research on development has focused on a relatively small
number of model organisms, which are considered to be
representative of the major taxonomic divisions of multicellular
life. Some of these organisms were initially chosen for the ease
with which they could be obtained and bred in captivity, while
others were chosen because of specific experimental
advantages they offered. The study of these organisms has
shown that developmental genes, and indeed whole regulatory
pathways, are very highly conserved. They have been
instrumental in the identification and characterization of human
genes involved in development. The importance of these species
as experimental models is now reflected by their precedence
among the genome projects that have been completed or are in
progress (Box 8.81.

INVERTEBRATES

The major invertebrate models are the fruit fly (Drosophila
melanogaster) and the nematode (Caenorhabditis elegansl. Both
these organisms are genetically amenable, and therefore
suitable for large scale mutation screening, genetic analysis and
genetic manipulation. The embryos of both species (as well as
adult worms) are transparent and amenable to surgical
manipulation. Drosophila was the first animal model to be
studied in detail atthe molecular level and many ofthe molecular
mechanisms underpinning early embryonic development were
established in this species. Drosophila also provides particularly
useful models of neurogenesis and eye development.
Caenorhabditis is remarkable for its stereotyped developmental
program characterized by an almost invariant cell lineage and
the availability of a complete wiring diagram of the nervous
system. Lineage mutants provide a useful means to study cell
memory in development. The nematode vulva is a well-
established model of organogenesis. Other invertebrate models
include mollusks, ascidians (tunicates) and annelids.

Histology textbooks recognize..' over 200 ditTc:rcllt rypl''\
of cell in the human body. encompassing a wide varict)' of
functions (see Box J.6). SOI11e..' have..' a fUllcrioll which is
limited to an organ "ystt.'m (e.g. hepatocyte. cardiol1lyocytc)
while others may have: morl' gt'neral (ullctions e.g:. fibro-
blasts. Some mature. spccializc:d cells do not divide and arc:
said to be lermirrall)/ differe"tiattd. Other cdls divide
;)nively and act as preCllrSOr'i of rcrmin:llly differentiated
cells. These types of cell are often distinguished by the suffix
-blast. as in osteoblasts. chondroblasts. myoblosts ete. In
some cases. the precursor cells :lfC also capable of under-
going self-renewal. and {hest' are known as stein cells
(Section 3.4.3).

3.4.2 The choice between alternative fates may depend
on lineage or position

A question often asked by developmental biologist> is whether
the fate of a cell (the range of cell types it call produce)

VERTEBRATES

Vertebrate model organisms serve as representative models of
human development, both at the anatomic and molecular levels.
The domestic chicken (Gallus gallus! and the African clawed
frog (Xenopus laevis) are favored because both species produce
robust embryos that develop outside the body and can be easily
manipulated. However, these species are of linle use for genetic
analysis. In the case of X. laevis, this is primarily due to the long
generation interval and the tetraploid genome, which makes
genetic analysis difficult. There has been interest more recently
in a related species, X. tropicalis, which produces smaller
embryos but has a shorter generation interval and is diploid. The
mouse (Mus musculus) is advantageous both in terms of its
genetic amenability, its suitability for genetic manipulation
(particularly gene targeting, which allows specific genes to be
inactivated; see Chapter 201, and its closeness to humans.
However, because the embryo must develop internally, surgical
manipulation is difficult to carry out. The zebrafish (Danio reirol
combines genetic amenability with accessibility and therefore
represents perhaps the most versatile of the vertebrate model
organisms.

All vertebrate embryos pass through similar stages of
development, including cleavage of a large egg, gastrulation,
neurulation, somitogenesis and the formation of limb buds. They
reach a phylotypic stage where the body plan of all
vertebrates is much the same. Despite these similarities there
are also major differences among the five vertebrate classes,
predominantly in the cleavage and gastrulation stages,
reflecting the alternative nutritional strategies. This is
explained in more detail in Section 3.7.2. There are also
differences in the methods used to specify the primary
embryonic axes (Section 3.5.11, and in other developmental
processes, such as sex-determination (Box 3.111.

Figure 3.6: Developmental pathways can be thought of as
branching streams running down the side of a mountain.
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Box 3.4: Twinning in human embryos.. ''1, ::1
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Approximately one in every 200 human pregnancies gives rise to
twins. These are of two distinct types: fraternal (dizygotic) and
identical (monozygotic). Fraternal twins result from the
independent fertilization of two eggs and are no more closely
related than any other siblings. Although developing in the same
womb, the embryos have separate and independent sets of
extra-embryonic membranes. Identical twins arise from the
same fertilization event, and are produced by the division of the
embryo while the cells are still totipotent or pluripotent. Early
divisions, occurring during or prior to the morula stage, result
in separate blastocysts which give rise to embryos shrouded
by independent sets of extra-embryonic membranes. This

depends on its lineage (i.e. the cells from which it is deri\'l'd)
or its position (i.e. tht' cellll with which it is in cOl1rJcr).ln thL'
l'.lr1y dt'\'elopment of vertebr:ltl' l'mbryo"" the position of J cdl
appears ro be the most illlport:lJ1t determinant of cell f.1tt'.Cdl
fares are often specified by signals frol11 nearby cells. a prOCl'SS

tefmed induction. The fornl.ltion of the neural plate in the
.\('//(JPl/S (,:mbr)'o provides a well-characrerized example
(H.lr1and. 2000: UailllCf er "I.. 2001; F(~lm'J. 7).

The: neural plate arises frolll the surface ectoderm along
the dOf,al midline of the embryo while ectoderm all either
side of the midline gives rise to epidermis. Initially, however,
all thl' surface ectoderm is 1I1lcomnlirted or naive - that is, it
is C0l11petent to give rise to either epidermis or neur:ll pbte.
The sign:ll for neural induction comes from the Irotochord,:l

mesodermal structure ..' rUllning along the craniocaudal axis of
the embryo. EctodL"rm cells abo\'e the notochord receive
signals that promott.' nL'ural dcvelopment, whik thL'
surrounding ectoderm docs nor. However, if the notochord
i~rCllloved. thell all tht' ectoderm forms epidermis. Simibrly.
if all t'xtra pit'cl;.' of notochord is grafted under velltral or
I.tteralectockrm (which \\"ould normally form epidermis), it
form ... nl'ural platl' tissue illstead. Ectoderm remo\'ed from
thl' pn .....lImpti\·e nl'llral plate region of the embryo and
gr.lfted d'iicwhere will form epidermis. while ectoderm
rellloved frol11 the ventral side of the embryo and graftt'd
:\bove the notochord will form neur::t! pbtl'. It is t11LTl'fort.·
cll'ar th,lt thc fatt.· of the cctoderm epidermal or
neural - dept'nds on the position of the cells not thL'ir lineJge.
and is initially n'l'crs;b!c. At this stage cell fate is s;lid to bt."
specified. which mcans it can still be altered by changing the.:
t."nvirollllh:nt of the ccll. After a certain amount of timl' h:l~
dap'iicd, tht' fatc of the L'ctoderm becomes fixed :lnd Gill no
10llger be altered by graftillg. At this stage. the cells are said to hL'
determined. dut is irn:versibly committed to their f:ltt.".
Determination gl'llt."rally means that the cell has initi:ltt."d ,1

Illolecubr process th:lt inevitably leads to differenti.ltion. III
some cast· ...thi'ii is because a new transcription f.:lctOr is synthe-
SIZed and that tr.IIl'iicriptioll factor cannOt be inani\·atcd. III
other ca ...e .... tht."rl' may be modifications to tht' chromatin.
which lock the pattern of gene expression in place. There may
;}Iso bc a lo'ii'iiof competence for induction. For example.
c.'noderm cdls which are committed to becoming epidcrmi ....

represents about one-third of identical twins. In the remaining
two-thirds, twinning occurs at the blastocyst stage, and this
involves the division of the inner cell mass. The nature of the
twinning reflects the exact stage at which the division occurs
and how complete the division is. In most cases, the division
occurs before day 9 of gestation, which is when the amnion is
formed. Such twins share a common chorionic cavity but are
surrounded by individual amnions. In a very small proportion of
births, the division occurs after day 9 and the developing
embryos are enclosed within a common amnion. Either through
incomplete separation or subsequent fusion, these twins are
occasionally conjoined.

may ...top synthesizing the rcceptor th,lt rC'iiponds to the signal
t."1ll<Hl.ltillgfrom the notochord.

Tht're are fewcr examples of cell f.1te ...pecitied by lilll.'age in
vertcbrate embryos. but Olle explicit C3~e j, thL' behavior of
stelll cells. which we discuss below.

3.4.3 Stem cells are self-renewing progenitor cells

Even when an organism is fully growll. SOI1le.'cells. notably
blood cells, epithelial cells in the ,kin .Illd intestine. and Spl'rlll
cells. need to be continuously manufactured. These are
produced from self-renewing precursor cdl~. or stenl cells.
Stelll cclls can proliferate by normal S)'IIIII/cfr;ctll relf d;I';S;OII,

geJ}t."rating two similar daughter cdk As requirt."d. tht'y Gill
:11...0 undergo aSYlIlmetr;c celf dil,;s;(H/: ont." ddughtt."r cell has the
same type of properties as the parcllt StCIll Ct'll. but the other
daughter cell has altered properties and becollle, committed
to producing a lineage of difrerelltiated cell ....The f.1tC of the
committed d::lUghter cell is not influenced by it~ position. or
by sign3ls from other cells. The dt'cision is ;l/u;l/sir to the 'iitelll
cell lineage. This type of nOllcondition;ll (autonomous) \;Pt'C-
ific:ltion of cell fates result ...frolll the aWlllmt.'tric di'itriblltioll
of rcgulatory molecules at cell di\·i'iion. In thL' Lhl..' of ncur.11
stem cells. for example, there is a'iiYIllIllt'tric distribution of
the proteins Notch-I (concentrat,'d at the apical pole) and
Numb (concentrated at the bas31 pole). Division in the pl:lI1c
of the epithelial 'iiUrfaCL'causcs dlC.'SC dcterminant\; to be
di~triblltt'd equally. but a division at right ,l1lglt·s to the
l;.'pithdial ...urface causes them to be ...cgn:g:,ltl'd in the
daughtl'r cells, which therefore develop difTl'relltly (Killl and
Schagat, 1990: Figme J.8).

A llseful example of stem cell lint'ages COIllL" frolll blood
cells. A single cell type. the hematopoetic stem cell
(HSC). can give rise to all blood cells (Morrison. 1'1 ,Ii ..

1995). This was dramatically \'erified by irr:ldi.1ting mice to
Cll"'urt' destruction of the bone marrow thell grafting
purified HSC cells from J different ,train of mice
whereupon the incoming cells were able to difTerenriatt' and
rL'-populate the blood. HSCs are llluitiporellt but the cell
lillcJges to which they giH' ri~e becollle incre.'asingly
'iipecialized, ultimately producing all of the terminally differ-
entiated blood cells (Figllre 3.9).
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journey down the mountain according to the analogy in section
3.4.1. Almost all cells derive from one of the three primary germ
layers, the major exception being the primordial germ cells,
which separate from the somatic lineage prior to gastrulation.
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I II .1
Middle ear", Tonsil ar
eustachian tube recesses"

Primitive thymus\ III IV .•.

\.. Postbranchlal
I bodies
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t
Allantois· ~

Liver

Pancreas"

Digestive tube""

Mesonephros,
efferent ducts

Extraembryonic mesoderm I:
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Urinary bladder·
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kidney tubules"

Appendicular +-- Buds to ~ M t mes
skeleton appendages yo 0

Muscles of ~ Skeletal muscles I
appendages of trunk ~

Connective tissue +-- Dermatomes
layers of skin

• Indicates origin of epithelial parts only

Every type of human cell can be traced back through the
developmental hierarchy to the fertilized egg. The chart below
shows the developmental decisions that need to be made in
order for the egg to give rise to each of these cell types, the

Box 3.5: Where our tissues come from - the developmental hierarchy in mammals.

3.4 I THE SPECIALIZATION OF CELLS DURlNG DEVELOPMENT ~---------------------

Adapted from Carlson (1981) Patten's Foundation of Embryology. McGraw Hill.
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Over 200 types of cells are described in histology textbooks.
Here we illustrate the variety of size and form among some
common cell types.
Ovum and Sperm (see Figure 3.12 for characteristics, and Box
11.4for how they are generated from primordial germ cells).

Lymphocyte (Figure 3.9) ~ small round cell, 6-8 11mdiameter.
Very little cytoplasm. Typically 5000 per 111blood.

Erythrocyte (Figure 3.9) - flat biconcave disk 7.2 11mdiameter.
Erythrocytes have no nucleus, mitochondria or ribosomes.
Metabolism is entirely by glycolysis. Lifespan 120 days. Typically
5 million per 111blood.
Megakaryocyte IFigures 3.3 and 3.9) - large bone marrow cell
35-150 11m diameter. Irregular lobulated nucleus containing
8-32 genomes, formed by endomitosis. Megakaryocytes
fragment to form thousands of platelets.

Platelet IFigures 3.3 and 3.9) - 3-5 11m fragment of highly
structured cytoplasm without nucleus. Lifespan 8 days. Typically
200 000 per 111blood.
Macrophage (Figure 3.9) - variable shape cell, wanders using
pseudopodia. Specialized for engulfing particles by
phagocytosis, contains many Iysosomes to digest particles.
Many macrophages fuse around large foreign bodies, forming
giant tissue cells.

Epithelial cell - strongly adhesive cells that pack together to
form epithelia with tight junctions (desmosomesl between cells.
Some epithelial cells are specialized for ion transport,
absorption or secretion.
Fibroblast - unspecialized cell of connective tissue capable of
differentiating into cartilage, bone, fat and smooth muscle cells.

Hepatocyte - polyhedral cell 20-30 11m diameter, sometimes
multinucleate. Rich in mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum;
contains Iysosomes; may contain lipid droplets.

Muscle fiber cell (Figure 3.31 - multinucleated cell made by
fusion of myoblasts. 10-100 11m diameter, may be several em
long. Nuclei lie around periphery; most of interior is occupied by
1-2 fLm myofibrils, with many mitochondria in between.

Neuron - highly variable size and shape. Cell body 4-150 11m;
usually many dendrites and one axon. One cell may have over
100 000 connections with other neurons. Axons of spinal cells
innervating the feet are 1 m long.

Melanocyte (Figure 3.9) - epithelial cell with long branched
processes that lie between keratinocytes and pass packages of
pigment Imelanosomesl into them. Typically 1500 per mm2 of skin
Iregardless of skin color).
Keratinocyte - mature keratinocytes are scale-like structures
full of keratin and devoid of nucleus or any organelles.

t

v
'\S)D

Neutral PlateNeutral PlateEpidermis

Figure 3.7: Grafting experiments in Xenopus show when ectoderm cells become committed to epidermal and neural cell fates.

On the left, ventrallVI ectoderm (green) gives rise to epidermis whereas dorsal (01 ectoderm (redl gives rise to the neural plate. On the
right, if the ventral ectoderm is grafted onto the dorsal side of the embryo, it is respecified and is able to form the neural plate. This shows
that the fate of the ectoderm is dependent on signals emanating from other cells in the vicinity of the neural plate, i.e. the cells of the axial
mesoderm.
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Figure 3.8: Cell fate in the descendants of neural stem cells depends on the plane of cell division, reflecting the asymmetric distribution
of membrane-spanning proteins such as Notch and intracellular determinants such as Numb.

Symmetrical divisions occur in the plane of the neuroepithelium and result in the even distribution of Notch (green circlesl and Numb (red
trianglesl between daughter cells. Asymmetrical divisions perpendicular to the neuroepithelium result in the formation of an apical
neuronal progenitor and a basal replacement stem cell.

3.4.4 A variety of tissue stem cells are known to exist
but much remains to be learned about them

A fisSllf S(('III (dl (also sometimes described as a sonlatic
stein cell) is an undiffen.:ntiared cell found among rhe
ditTerelltiared cells in a tissue or organ (Verfaile, 2002). Being
a stem cell, it C;U) renew itself and differentiate [0 yield the
major specializt:d cdl types of the tissue or organ. Typicdly,
there is a vt.'ry small Ilumber of sllch cells in each tissue and
although their precise origins are mostly unknown, they :HC

thought to reside in specific areas of each tissue. In some
cases they may remain qllicsrcllf (nondividing) for many yc;us
ulltil :lcrivated by dist'Jse or injury, but in other cases where
then: i"ia need to replenish cells on a frequent basis (e.g. to
replace epithdi::'ll cells of the skin and intestine) they arc
regularly active.

Thl.: fir<.;tadult stem cells were found in the IY6()s whell
bunl.: marrow was found to contain at least two types of
"itelll cell: !Jl'llJa!OpO;l'f;r nelll rells which form all of the blood

types and hone /lIarroll' stroll/al rells, a mixed population which
generatcs bone, cartilage, fat and fibrous connective tissue.
Since thcn, some surprising discoveries have been made and
brain stl.:m cells have been reported to generate all three of
thc major brain cel1 types: neurons (nerve cells) and the non-
ncuronal astrocytes and oligodendrocytes.

A v:triety of adult tissues has now been rt.'ported to col1tain
stClll cells (see Table 3.6), and some progress hJS been nude in
identifying spccific 10cJtions for somc tissuc stem ct.'lls.Gne of
the major difficulties in using tissue stem cclls on an experi-
mental basis has been that for the most part, they can remain in
culture without differentiating for short period<.; only (unlike
embryonic stem cells - see next section) and their difTt.'renti-
::'Itionpotential is much morc limited th:1I1th~lt of embryonic
stem cells. However, recent evidence ha<;suggested that some
adult stem cells may be more plastic in their devdoplllt'lHal
potential th:lI1previously thoughr.This will be explored in the
following section.
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Figure 3.9: Commitment and differentiation in the blood cell lineage.

Table 3.6: Examples of adult stem cells

Stem cell type Location Differentiation into

Hematopoietic stem cells
Bone marrow mesenchymal

stem cells (stromal cells)

Neural stem cells
Intestinal epithelial stem cells

Epidermal stem cells
Follicular stem cells

Bone marrow
Bone marrow

Brain
In deep crypts in the lining of the
digestive tract
Basal layer of epidermis
Base of hair follicles

All blood cells (see Figure 3.9)
Osteocytes (bone cells). chondrocytes (cartilage cellsl, adipocytes
(fat cells) plus other kinds of connective tissue cells such as those in

tendons
Neurons (nerve cells). astrocytes, oligodendrocytes
Absorptive cells, goblet cells, Paneth cells, enteroendocrine cells

Keratinocytes
Hair follicle and epidermal cells

3.4.5 Embryonic stem (ES) cells have the potential to

form any tissue

Cells fi'OIll very early stages of developmellt are comparatively
undifferentiated. As their 11:l1lll' suggests, embryonic stem
(ES) cells are derived fi'olll embryo,. In the early 1980s a
.;;;ignific:1l1t brt':lkthrough \\'as lllade when slIcce'\sful culturing

of cells frol11 the inner cell mass of 1ll01lSl' bbstocysrs \VJS

achieved (Evans and Kaufman, 1981: Martin, 1981). ES cdls
:11'(' pluripotent and were soon shown to be able [0 givc rise to
hC:1lthy ;Jdult mice after being injccted into bias to cysts frolll a
diffcrcnt mouse strain which were thell transferred into the
oviduct of a foster mother (the applicatiolls of this process are
discussed in Chaprer 20) .
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Mouse ES cells were cultured by transferring cells from
the inner cell mass into a dish containing culture l11edium
and coated on its inner surface with a layer of feeder cells.
The inner cell mass (ICM) cells can grow and divide while
attached to the sticky surface of the feeder cells which, as
their name suggests, also release nutrients into the mt'diul11.
After the ICM cells proliferate they are gelltly removed and
subCIIllllred by re-plating into several fresh culture dishes.
After 6 months or so of repeated subculturing, the original
30 or so cells of the ICM can yield millions of ES cells. ES
cells that have proliferated in cell culture for 6 or more
months without differentiating, and which are pluripotent
and appear genetically normal, are referred to 3S an
embryonic stem (E5) cell line.

To test whether ES cells are likely to be pluripotellt various
experimental approaches can be followed, some leading to the
production of desired types of differentiation product.

• Spontaneous differentiation. Normally the ES cells are
grown under certain conditions which keep them in an
undifferentiated state. Altering the culture conditions can
allow the cells to adhere to each other to form cell clumps
known as embryoid bodies, after which the cells begin to
differentiate spontaneously to form cells of different types.
but in a rather unpredictable f:1shion.

• Directed differClltiation. The cells are manipulated (by
changing the chemical composition of the culturc medium
etc.) so they will differelltiate to form spfcific desired cell
types.

~ Teratoma formation. The cells are injected into an
immunosuppressed mouse to test for the formation of a
particular type of benign tumor known as a teratoma.
Naturally occurring and experimentally induced teratolll;1s
typically contain a mixture of many ditTerentiated or parrly
differentiated cell types - an indication that the ES cells arc
capable of differelltiating illto multiple cell types.

Note that although ES cells are termed stem cells, they are
unlike tissue stem cells in that they do not divide asymmetri-
cally to produce a replacement stem cell and a daughter cell
ready for diffetentiation. ES cells divide 5)'l/l/l/elricall)' and all
the daughter cells have the same potential to differentiate,
depending on the experimental circllmstances.

Man: recently, the sllccessful culture of human ES cells Ius
been reported (Thomson e( al., 1998). Human ES cells arc
derived frolll elllbryos th3t develop froIll eggs fertilized ill lJirro

in all ill pirro fertilizarioll (IVF) clinic. The IVF proccdurt> is
intended to hl'lp cOllpks who luve difficulty in conceiving
children, and normally n:sults in an excess of fertilized ('ggs
which may then be donated for research purposes. The
embryos fi-olll which the ES cells are derived arc typically
5-day-old or so blastocysts, hollow microscopic balls
conGlining about 100 cells, of which about 30 constitute the
cells of the ICM. The successful culturing of human ES cells
was In important and exciting breakthrough because it raised
the possibility of new ther3peutic approaches and new
avenue'" of research into cell differentiation. Disorder, 3nd
severt' injuries. where the pathogenesis results frolll loss of
body cells. could be treated by ceU replacement strategies,

and since ES cells can in principle be progral11llled to ditleren-
ti:.ue into cells of a specific type. expectations have been high
(Chapter 21).

An alternative strategy is the isolation of prinlordial germ
cells, the cells of the gonadal ridge which will normally
develop illto mature gametes (see figure in Box 11.4). These
can be cultured ill virro and give rise to pluripotent
embryonic germ (EG) cells, which behave in a very similar
fashion to ES cells. Human EG cells, derived from the
primordial germ cells or embryos and fetuses from 5 to 10
weeks old, were first cultured by Shamblorr f( al. (1998). See
also Donovan and Gearhart, 200 I.

3.4.6 The differentiation potential of tissue stem cells is
controversial

In recell[ years there has been reassessment of the differenti-
ation potential of tissue stem cells with several reports in the
late 1990s that certain adult tissue stem cells appear to be
pluripotent. The apparent ability of adult stem cells to differ-
entiate into multiple rather different cell types is called trans-
differentiation or plasticiry. R.eported examples include:

~ hematopoietic stem cells differentiating into the three
major types of brain cell (neurons, oligodendroeytes and
astroeytes), skeletal muscle cells, cardiac muscle cells and
hepatocytes (e.g. Petetsen f( al., 1999);

• brain cells differentiating into blood and skeletal muscle
cells or vice versa (e.g. Shih el al., 2002; Clarke e( al., 2000;
Bjornson e( al., 1999);

~ bone marrow stromal cells differentiating into cardiac
muscle cells and skeletal muscle cells (Orlic e( al., 2001).

The l'xcitemcnt that greeted these reports largdy reflectcd the
potential for stem ceU therapy. In principle. any damaged
tissul' or organ might be renewed or even replaced lIsing the
IllOSt accl'ssible stem cells, and these cells could even bt:'
manipulated in advance (see Weissman, 2000; Daley, 2002). For
eX~lI11ple,a patient's hematopoietic stem cells. which are easy
to access. could be reprogrammed to produce brain cells
replacing those lost in ncurodegenerative diseast' or spinal
cord injuries. However, doubts have been raised 3botlt the
potential to exploit transdifferation therapeutically (see
Medvinsky and Smith, 2003). See also Chapter 21 for general
practical and ethical issues concerning using human stem cells.

3.5 Pattern formation in development

While diflcn.::nti3tioll givt::srisc to cells with specialized struc-
tures and functions, this does not constitute 3n organism unless
tilt.' cells an: organized in a lIseful way.Without organization, we
might end lip as an amorphous blob of heterogeneous tissue,
with randomly distributed liver cells, neurons Jnd skin cells
unable {Q form recognizable tissues and orbr.l.1ls.While there are
Illany mlllor differences between individuals. allmel11bers of the
same spt'cies tend to conform to the sallie basic body plan
(Wolpert, 1996). In humans, and \'errebrates ill gcnerJI, the
body phn shows superficial bilateral ';;YI1llllctrywith respect to
the cr:lniocJudal axis, whik the Qthl'J' major axis (the
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dorsoventral 3xis) runs frolll back to belly. Inside the body.
certain org:llls an: placed asymmetrically, defining a left-right
axis. The org:uls Jnd tissues of the body 3re distributed in
essentially the same way in relation (Q these axes in every indi-
vidual, and this pattern emerges very early in development.
Later. defined patterns emerge within particular organs.
A good example is rhe formation of five fingers on each hand
and five toes on cJeh root. More detailed patterns are
generated by the arrangement of cells within tissues. During
development, such patterns emerge gradually. with an initially
crude embryo being progressively refined like a picture
coming into sharp focus. In this section we discuss how
partl'f11 formation in the developing embryo is initiated, and
the molecular mechanisms involved.

3.5.1 Emergence of the body plan is dependent on axis
specification and polarization

Development begins with a single cell. which must
somehow become polarized in order to produce an embryo
with 0 heod olld tail. 0 b3ck olld front, and left and right sides.
Inmany animals. the differentiation of the egg during game-
togenesis involves the deposition of particular molecules at
different intracellular sites. and these give the egg polarity.
When the fertilized egg divides, these determinants arc
segreg3ted into different doughter cells and the embryo thus
becomes polarized. In other animals, the symmetry of the
egg is broken by an external cue from the environment. In
chickens, for example, the craniocaudal axis of the embryo is
ddlned by gravity as the egg rotates on its way down the
oviduct. In frogs, both mechanisms are used: there is pre-
existing asymmt'try ill the egg defined by the distribution of
maternal gene products. while the site of sperm elltry
provides another positional coordinate. I n mammals tht;.'
symIlletry-breaking Illechanism is unclear but probably also
involves the sperm entry site (Box 3.7).

3.5.2 Homeotic mutations reveal the molecular basis of
positional identity

Large scale Illlltagenesis screens in Drosophila. carried out in thc
1<)805, produced a sllullnumber ofilies in which one body part
developed with the likelll'ss of another (a homeotic transfor-
Illation). All l'XJl11ple is the mutant AlltCllllapcdia. in \-vhich
legs, inste:1d ofantl'llllae.grow out oftbe head.Wlut this reve:ll,
about patterll formation is that the positional identity of;l
cell. that is the information that tells each cell where it is ill the
embryo and therefore how to behave in order to generate a
regionallY-:1ppropriate structure, is controlled by gcncs. These
genes an' known as hOlneotic genes.

Subsequcnt Illolecular analysis of the Drosophila hOllleotic
mut:lIlts revealed two clusters of very simibr genes (F~'.!IIrI·
J. to), each t'ncoding a transcription factor containing a
conserved DNA-binding domain namcd the homeodomain.
Remarkably. the genes were expressed ill overlapping
pattcrns along the ht'Jd-to-tail axis of the fly. dividing
the body into discrett' zoncs. The particular combination
of gelle" expressed in each zone appeared to establish a
code that gave each cell along the axis a specific positional

identity (see Mor3to. 1993; Lawrence and Mor3t3. 199~). l3y
manipulating the codes either by mutating one or more
of the genes. or deliberately o\'erexpressing them. it
was possible to generatc flies with specific body part trans-
formations.

Very similar clusters of homeobox gt;.'nes (Hox genes) are
found in mammals. Humans, Jnd mice. have four unlinked
clusters of Hox genes which are expressed in overlapping
patterns along the craniocaudal axis in a strikingly similar
monner to that of flies (KrumI3uf. 199~; Lumsden ond
Kruml3uf, 1996; Burke, 2000; Figure 3. 10). Furthermore, the
general mechanism of Hox gene activity appears to be
conserved, since knockout mutations and deliberate over-
t'xpn:ssion studies have achieved body part transformations
involving mouse vertebrae. For example, targeted disruption
of the Ho.\'e8 gene produced mice with an extra pair of ribs
due to the transformation of the first lumbar vertebra into
the 13th thoracic vertebra (Le Mouellic et a/.. 1992).

Two of thc Hox gene clusters, H(lxA and HoxD, are also
expressed in overlapping patterns along the limbs. Mouse
knockout and overexpression mutants for the,c genes ha\'e
specific rearrangements of the limb segments. For example.
mice with targeted disruptions of the Hoxa II ;:lIlcl Hoxd II
gene' lock 0 radius and ult" (D3vis el ,II .. 1995). Natural!\-
occurring mutations in the human HO.'\D 13 gene :In:' asso-
ciatt'd with J spectrulll of hand defects, including polysyn-
doctyly (Monouvricr-Hanu et al .. 1999).

3.5.3 Pattern formation often depends on signal
gradients

Axis speciflc;1tion and polarization are important early evcnts
in developmcnt because cells in ditTerent parts of the embryo
IllUSt behave ditTerently. ultinutely in terlllS of the gene
products they synthesize, if they are to generate the appro-
priote body plan.A cell con only behave oppropriotely if it con
tell where it is in relation to other cells. This, ill turn. rt'quires
a reference frame\vork. The major axe" of the clllbryo pro\'ide
J reference that allows the position of allY cell to be absolutely
and unambiguously defined.

How do cells become aware of their po<;ition along an axis
and therefore behave accordingly? This question i" plTtint;.'llt
because fUllctionaUy equivalent cells Jt difft'fellt po<;itiol1s Jre
oftcn required to produce differellt <aructures. Examples
include the formation of different fingers from the S<lllle cell
types in the developing lund, and the formation of different
vertebral' (some with ribs and some without) ti'om the same
cell types in the somitcs.

In many developmental systems, the n.'gionJlIy-specific
bellJvior of cells has been shown to dl'pend on a signal
gradicnt. which has different effects 011 equivalent t:lrget cells
:It different concentrations. Signaling IllOIeCUles tlut work in
tllis way are known as Inorphogens. In vertebrate l'lllbryos.
the lluin craniocaudal axis of the body. as Wl,ll as thl' alltero-
posterior :lI1d proximodistal axes of the limb,. are p;ltterned
u,ing this nlechanism (Wolpert. 1996; Ng Cll1/ .. 1t)(yt)).

III the developing limbs (see Scl1\\';lhe (" al .. 1<)9H;
Niswander. 20(3). there is a particular ,Ub"l't o( cell, :It the
po~terior margin of each limb bud c.dkd the zone of
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polarizing activity (ZPA) which is the source of a
morphogen gradient (F(QI/re 3.11). Cells nearest the ZPA
form the smallest, most posterior digit of the hand or foot.
while those furthest away form the thumb or great toe. The
organizing ability of the ZPA can easily be demonstrated if a
donor ZPA is grafted onto the anterior margin of a limb bud
which already has its own ZPA. In this experiment, the limb
becomes symmetrical, with posterior digits at both extrem-
ities. The morphogen in the developing limb appears to be
the signaling protein Sonic hedgehog (Shh), although it is
thought that tht: protein acts indirectly, since it is unable to
diffuse more than a few cell widths away from its source.
A bead soaked in Shh protein will substitute functionally for
a ZPA,:1" will a bead soaked in retinoie acid, which is known
to induce Shh gene expression. At the heart of the ZPA, ,11
five of the discol HoxD genes (Hoxd9-Hoxd 13) arc expressed.
However, as the strength of rhe signal diminishes, the HoxD
genes are switched off one by one, until at tht.' rhumb-
forming ,nterior margin of the limb bud, only 1-loxd9
re111;:lins switched 011. In this way, signal gradients that specify
the major embryonic axes are linked [0 rhe homeotic gent's
that cOlurol regional cell behavior.

As di<;cussed above, Hox genes are expressed not ollly in dll'

limbs but also along the major craniocaudal axis of the
embryo. In this caSt', the source of the morphogen gradient
that guides Hox gene.:expression is thought to be the elllbr)'tm;r

IlOde, and the morphogen itself is thought to be retinoic acid.
The node se.:crctes increasingly abundant amounts of retinoic
acid as it regre.:sses, such that posterior cells are expose.:d to
larger amounts of the chemical than anterior cells, resulting in
the progressive activation of more Hox gene.:s in the postcrior
regions of the embryo.

3.6 Morphogenesis

Cell division, with progressive parrern formation and cell
differentiation, would eventually yield an embryo with
org,nized cell types, but that embryo would be , static b,1I
of cdls. Real embryos are dynamic structun:s, with cells and
tissues undergoing constant interactions and rearrangements
to gcnerate structures and shapes. Cells form sheets, tubes,
loose reticular masses and dense clumps. Cells migrate either
individually or ell masse. III some cases, such behavior is in
response to the developmental program but in other cases,
these processes drive development, bringing groups of cells
together that would otherwise never come into contact.
Several different mechanisms underlit' morphogenesis,
which are summarized in Table 3.7 ;l11ddiscussed in more
decoil below (Hogan, 1999; Mathis and Nicobs, 2002; Peifer
,nd McEwan, 2002; Lubarsky and Krasnow, 2003).

3,6,1 Morphogenesis can be driven by changes in cell
shape and size

Orchestrated ch,nges in cell sh'pe can be brought about by
reorganization of the cytoskeleton, and this can have a major
imp:1ct on the structllre of whole tissues. One of the landm:1rk
evellts in vertebrate development, the formation of the neur;:tl
tube, is driven in parr by changes in cell shape. Apical constric-
tions brought about by the local contraction of micr 0 filaments
Gluse some of the columnar cells of the neural plate to
become wedge-shaped, allowing them to act as hinges. In
combination with increased proliferation at the margins of the
neural plate, this provides sufficient force for the entire neural
plate to roll up into a tube (Schoenwolf ,nd Smith, 1990).

Table 3.7: Morphogenetic processes in development and examples from model developmental systems

Process

Differential rates of cell proliferation

Alternative positioning andlor orientation
of mitotic spindle

Change of cell size

Change of cell shape

Cell fusion

Cell death

Gain of cell-cell adhesion

Loss of cell-cell adhesion

Cell-matrix interaction

Loss of cell-matrix adhesion

Examples

Selective outgrowth of vertebrate limb buds by proliferation of cells in the progress zone.

Different embryonic cleavage patterns in animals. Stereotyped cell divisions in nematodes.

Cell expansion as adipocytes accumulate lipid droplets

Change from columnar to wedge-shaped cells during neural tube closure in birds and mammals

Formation o!trophoblast and myotubes in mammals

Separation of digits in vertebrate limb bud. Selection of functional synapses in the mammalian nervous
system

Condensation of cartilage mesenchyme in vertebrate limb bud

Delamination of cells from epiblast during gastrulation in mammals

Migration of neural crest cells and germ cells. Axon migration

Delamination of cells from basal layer of the epidermis

Reproduced from Twyman 12001j/nstant Notes in Developmental Biology. © 2001 BIDS Scientific Publishers.
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THE DORSOVENTRAL AXIS

The first overt sign of asymmetry in the mammalian embryo is the
segregation of the inner cell mass (ICM) to one side of
the blastocyst (lu et al., 2001; Zernicka-Goetz, 2002). This defines
the embryonic-abembryonic axis, with the ICM representing the
embryonic pole. The embryonic face of the ICM is exposed to and
in contact with the trophoblast while the abembryonic face is
open to the blastocele. This difference in environment is sufficient
to specify the first two distinct cell layers in the ICM - primitive
ectoderm at the embryonic pole and primitive endoderm at the
abembryonic pole. This in turn defines the dorsoventral axis of the
embryo. It is not clear how the ICM becomes positioned
asymmetrically in the blastocyst in the first place, but it is
interesting to note that when the site of sperm entry is tracked
using fluorescent beads, it is consistently localized to trophoblast
cells at the embryonic-abembryonic border.

THE CRANIOCAUOAL AXIS

The position of sperm entry may also play an important role in
defining the craniocaudal axis of the mammalian embryo, but it
is still unclear how that axis becomes polarized (Beddington and
Robertson, 1999; lu et al., 20011.Fertilization induces the second
meiotic division, and the second polar body is generally extruded
opposite the sperm entry site. This defines the animal-vegetal
axis of the zygote, with the polar body at the animal pole. The
subsequent cleavage divisions take place in the context of the
animal-vegetal axis resulting in a blastocyst that shows bilateral
symmetry aligned with the former animal-vegetal axis of the
zygote. The axis of bilateral symmetry in the blastocyst predicts
the alignment of the primitive streak, but not its orientation. The
decision as to which end should form the head and which end
should form the tail rests with a region of extra-embryonic tissue
called the anterior visceral endoderm (AVE). In mice, this is

initially located at the tip of the egg cylinder. This rotates
towards the future cranial pole of the craniocaudal axis just
before gastrulation, and the embryonic node is established at the
opposite extreme of the epiblast.

LEFT-RIGHT AXIS
The first overt sign of left-right asymmetry in the mammalian
embryo is the looping of the heart tube. However, molecular
asymmetry exists much earlier than this (Capdevila et al., 20001.
In the mammalian embryo a major determination step occurs
during gastrulation when rotation of cilia at the embryonic node
results in a unidirectional flow of perinodal fluid that is required
to specify the left-right axis. Although the mechanism is unclear
ITabin and Vogan, 2003), the result is the activation of genes
encoding the signaling molecules Nodal and lefty-2 specifically
on the left hand side of the embryo. These initiate signaling
pathways that activate left-hand-specific transcription factors
le.g. Pitx21 and inhibit right-hand-specific transcription factors.
On the right hand side of the embryo, where lefty-2 and Nodal
are absent, Pitx2 is not activated. Other proteins, such as lefty-
1, are expressed in the midline of the embryo, and establish a
barrier that prevents the leaking of signals from one side of the
embryo to the other. Mutations in the human LEFTA. LEFTB and
NOOAL genes are associated with a range of axis malformations
including left-right reversal (situs inversus, situs ambiguous)
and mirror image symmetry (isomerism I. These malformations
sometimes affect the whole body and sometimes only affect
individual organs (heterotaxis). Mutations that affect subunits of
the motor protein dynein, which is required for the unidirectional
rotation of cilia, are also associated with laterality defects.
Interestingly, these often occur along with recurrent respiratory
infections and infertility, reflecting the immotility of cilia in other
parts of the body (Box 3.1).

Overview of early axis formation in the mouse embryo from fertilization to the mid-streak stage (see facing page).

The animal pole of the animal-vegetal axis in the mouse embryo is defined as the point at which the second polar body is extruded just after
fertilization. The embryonic-abembryonic axis in the blastocyst is orthogonal to the animal-vegetal axis and is defined by the location of the
ICM, with the embryonic pole on the side of the blastocyst containing the ICM and the abembryonic pole on the side with the blastocele cavity.
The P-D axis in the egg cylinder stage embryo is formed with the proximal pole located at the ectoplacental cone, and the distal pole at the
bottom of the cup-shaped embryo. Before gastrulation, the P-D axis rotates 90° and is converted into the A-P axis. From Lu er al. (20011Curr.
Opin. Genet. Dev. II, 384-392. With permission from Elsevier.

Silllibr bl'hayior within any flat sheet of cells will tend to
GlllSt' that "ihcet to invaginate.

3.6.2 Major morphogenetic changes in the embryo
result from differential cell affinity

Selective cell-cell adhesion ::lIldcell-l1urrix adhesion were
described in Section 3.2.3 ~lIld3.2.4 as mechanisms used to
organize cells into tissues ;:lI1d maintain tissue boundaries. In
development. regubting the synthesis of particular cell
adhesion molecules allows cells to make and break contacts
with each other and undergo very dynamic reorganization.
Gastrulation. which is described in Section 3.7.5. is perhaps

the Illost dramatic example of a morphogelletic process. The
"illglL' sheet of epiblast turns in 011 itself and i<;com"erted into
the three fundamental germ byer" of thl' elllbryo. a process
driven by a combination of change" in cell "hape. selective cell
proliferation and difference" in cell ;tfTiIlity. Various different
processes can result from altering the :1dhesive properties of
cells (McNeil, 2000; Irvine and R.auskolb. 200 I).

~ Migration. The movement of all individual cell with
respect to other cells in the embryo. SOIllL' cells, notably the
neur;:1i crest and germ cells. undergo extensive migration
during development and populate parts of the embryo that
are very distant from their origillallocations.
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Figure 3.10: Compatison of the Drosophila and mouse HOM-CIHox gene complexes and their expression domains along the
anteroposterior axis of the embryo.

Redrawn from Twyman 12001) Instant Notes in Developmental Biology, published by BIOS Scientific Publishers.
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Figure 3.11: Grafting a second zone of polarizing activity to the anterior margin of the chick limb bud results in mirror image duplication
ofthe digits

(AIA signal gradient established by Sonic hedgehog expression in the zone of polarizing activity IZPA)generates a nested overlapping
pattern of HoxD gene expression patterns in the developing limb bud, leading to the specification of five digits. (B)ZPAgrafts establish an
opposite gradient and result in a mirror image reversal of digit fates. The effect can be mimicked by beads coated in retinoic acid IRA)or
sonic hedgehog protein IShhl. Redrawn from Twyman 12001) Instant Notes in Developmental Biology, published by BIOSScientific
Publishers.

~ Ingression.The movement ora cell from the surf..1ce of an
embryo inw its interior.

~ Egression. The movement of a cell from the illtc:rior of an
embryo (0 the external slIrf:1ce.

~ Delamination.The: mQVl:mc:nt of cells out of all epithelial
sheet. often to convert a single layer of cells into multiple
layers. This is one of the major processes that underlie
gastrulation in mammalian embryos. Cells call also delam-
inate from a basement membrane, as occurs ill the devel-
opment of the skin.

~ Intercalation. The merging of cells from multiple cell
layers inro a single epithelial sheet.

~ Condensation. ThL" conversion of loosely packed
mesenchyme cells into an epithelial structure. Sometimes
called a mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition.

~ Dispersal. The conversion of an epithelial strucWrc into
loose mesenchyme cells. An epithelial-to-mesenchymal
tranSl[Ion.

~ Epiboly.The spreading of a sheet of cells.

~ Involution. The inward turning of an expanding sheet of
cells so that the cells spread over the inside surface of the
sheet and create a st::cond layer.

3.6.3 Cell proliferation and programmed cell death
(apoptosis) are important morphogenetic mechanisms

After an initial period of cleavage where all cells divide at
much the same rate, cells in difTerent pans of the embryo
begin to divide at different rates. This can be llsed to generate
new structures. For example, rapid cell division in selected
regions of the lateral plate mesoderm gives rise to limb buds,
while adjacent regions, dividing more slowly, do not form
such structures. The plane of cell division is also important.
For example, divisions perpendicuiJr to the plane of an
epithelial sheet will cause that sheet to expand by the incor-
poration or new cells. However. divisions in the same plane
as the shcl:t \vill gener:lte additional byers. If the cells are
asymlllt'trical. as is the case for the neural stcm cells discussed
in Section 3.4.3, then the plane.: of cdl division can intluencc
the types of daughter cells that arc produced. Furthermore, if
the cleavage plane is not medial, cells of different sizes can be
generated. This occurs in female gametogenesis, when
meiotic division produces a massive egg containing most of
the cytoplasm and vestigial polar bodies that are essentially
w3ste vessels for the unwanted haploid chromosome set.
Contrast this with male gametogenesis, where meiosis
produces four equivalent spermatids (see figure in Box "1/.4).

Programmed cell death (apoptosis) is another
important morphogenctic mechanism, as it allows gaps to be
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introduced into the body plan (Vaux and Korsmeyer, 1999).
The gaps between OUT fingers and toes an: created by the
death of inter digital cells in the hand and foot plates beginning
at about 45 days gestation. In the mJI11I113Ii:lIl11erVOlIs system,
apoptosis is used [0 prune otlr the neurons with nonpro-
ductive connections, allowing the IKuronal circuitry to be
progressively refined. R.emarkably, up to 50% of neurons are
disposed of in this manner, and in the retina this can approach
80%.

3.7 Early human development: fertilization
to gastrulation

3.7.1 Fertilization activates the egg and brings together
the nuclei of sperm and egg to form a unique
individual

Fertilization is the process whereby two sex ceUs (gametes)
fuse together to create a new individual with genetic poten-
tials derived from, but different to, both parents (Wassarman,
1999). The male gamete, the sperm cell, is a small cell with a
greatly reduced cytoplasm and a haploid nucleus. The nucleus
is highly condensed and transcriptionally inactive because the
normal histones are replaced by a special class of packaging
proteins known as protamines. At the posterior end is a long

flagellum which beats to provide propulsion and at the
antt:rior end is the acrosomal vesicle. containing digestive
enzymes (see Figure 3. 12).

The female gamete, the egg cell (or ovum), is a large cell
which contains material necessary for the beginning of
growth and development (see Figure 3.12). The cytoplasm is
extremely well endowed with very large numbers of mito-
chondria and ribosomes, and largt: ;lmounts of DNA and
RNA polymerase. There are also considt:rabk amounts of
prort:ills. RNAs. protecrive chemicals :lIld morphogenetic
facrors. In many species. including birds. repriles. fish,
amphibians and insecrs, the egg contains J brgt: or moderate
amounr of yolk, a collection of nutrienrs which is required to
nouri~h rhe developing embryo before it em feed independ-
ently. Although mammalian embryos have a yolk sac. yolk is
not required in mammalian eggs because rhe embryo is nour-
ished by the placental blood supply.

Outside rhe plasma membrane is the lJitellille ellvelope,
which in n1Jml11als is a separate and thick cxrracclllllar matrix
known as the zona pellucida. In mammals, roo. the egg is
surrounded by a layer of cells known as cUl11ulus cells which
serve to nurture the egg prior rooand just after. ovulation.

Human sperm cells have ro migrate \'ery considerable
disrances and out of the 280 million or so ejaculated into the
vagina only about 200 reach the required pan of the oviduct
where fertilization takes place. Fertilization begins with

(A)

Plasma
membrane

Cortical
granule

Zona pellicuda
(B) Head

5~m
.t\--Acrosomal vesicle

Nucleus

]
Midpiece
5~m

Mitochondrion

Plasma membrane

Flagellum

Figure 3.12: The specialized sex cells.

(A) The ovum (egg). The mammalian ovum is a large cell, 120 fJ.min diameter, surrounded by an extracellular envelope, the lona pellucida,
to which the sperm must first bind and which contains three glycoproteins, ZP-1, ZP-2 and ZP-3, that polymerize to form a gel. The first polar
body (not shown here), the product of meiosis I, lies under the zona within the perivitelline space. At ovulation, oocytes are in metaphase II.
Meiosis II is not completed until after fertilization. Fertilization triggers secretion of cortical granules which effectively inhibit further sperm
from passing through the zona pellucida. (8) The sperm. This cell is much smaller than the ovum with a 5 fJ.m head containing highly
compacted DNA, a 5 fJ.m cylindrical body, the midpiece, with many mitochondria, and a 50 fJ.mtail. At the front, the acrosome contains
enzymes that help the sperm to make a hole in the zona pellucid a, allowing it to access and fertilize the egg. Semen typically contains
100 million sperm per ml. From Alberts et al. (2002) Molecular Biology of the Cell, 4th Edn., p. 1147. Copyright © 2002, Garland Science.
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attachment of a sperm to the zona pellucida followed by
release of enzymes from the acrosomal vesicle, which cause
local digestion of the zona. The head of the sperm then fuses
with the plasma membrane of the oocyte and the sperm
nucleus passes into the cytoplasm. Within the oocyte, the
haploid sets of sperm and egg chromosomes are initially
separated from each other and constitute respectively the
male and female pronuclei. They subsequently fuse to form
a diploid nucleus. The fertilized oocyte is known as the
zygote.

3.7.2 Cleavage partitions the zygote into many smaller
cells

Cleavage is the developmental stage in which the zygote
divides to form a number of smaller cells called blastomeres.
The nature of the early cleavage divisions varies widely among
different animal species, and in many insects (including
Drosophila), the process does not even involve cell division
(instead, the zygote nucleus undergoes a series of divisions in a
common cytoplasm to generate a large, flattened multinu-
cleated cell, the sJ"'C}'lial blasroderm). With some exceptions,
the result of cleavage is usually a ball of cells, often surrounding
a fluid-filled cavity called the blastocele.

In most invertebrates, the ball of cells resulting frol11
c1cavagt: is called a blastula, but in vertebrates the termi-
nology varies. 111amphibians and man1111als, the tcrlll morula
is used to describe the initial, loosely packed, ball of cells
which results from early cleavage, and thereafter when rhe
fluid-filled blastocele forms, the ball of cells is known as a

blastula in amphibians, but a blastocyst in mammals (see
Figllre 3.13). The situation is different in birds, fish, and
reptiles, where the egg contains a lot of yolk which inhibits
cell division. Here the cleavage is restricted to a flattened
blastodisc at the periphery of the cell.

For many species (but 1I0t mammals - see below), cleavage
divisions are rapid because there are no intervening Gland
G2 gap phases in the cell cycle between DNA replication and
mitosis. In such cases there is no net growth of the embryo.
and so as the cell number increases, the cell size decreases.
Where this happens, the genome inherited from the zygote
(the zygotic genome) is trallscriptiollally illacrive dllrillg cleavage,
and so cleavage is heavily dependent on maternally inherited
gene products distributed in the egg cytoplasm. The maternal
gene products regulate the cell cycle and determine the rate of
cleavage, and the cleavage divisions are syncIJrollOus.This type
of regulation is often referred to as maternal genome regu-
lation and the maternal gene products are often referred to as
maternal determinants.

Mammalian cleavage is exceptional in several ways:

~ early activation of the zygotic genome - as early as
the two-cell stage in some species. As a result, the cleavage
divisions are controlled by the zygotic genome rather than
by maternally inherited gene products, and they are slow
divisions (because the cell cycles include the G I and G2
gap phases), and asynchronous;

~ rotational cleavage - the first cleavage plane is vertical, but
in the second round of cell division, one of the cells cleaves
vertically and the other horizontally - see F(~lIre 3. 13);

-- --
Egg Rotational

cleavage

Tight
junction ---------I

)

•

4-cell stage

Trophectoderm

/ leM,
_______ Blastocoel,

Morula Compacted
morula

Blastocyst

Figure 3.13: Early development of the mammalian embryo, from fertilization to the formation of the blastocyst.

Redrawn from Twyman (2001) Instant Notes Deve/opmenta/Biology, published by BIOS Scientific Publishers.
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~ compaction - the loosely associJted blastomeres of the
eight-cdl t:ll1bryo flatten Jgainsr t'Jch other (Q maximize
their contacts and form a tightly packed morula (llole:
compaction doc:s OCCllrill many nOllm3111l1lalianembryos.
including SCIIOPIf:,. but compaction in mammals is strik-
ingly oven). Compaction has the etTect of introducing a
degree of cell polarily. l3efore compaction the blastomeres
are rounded cells with uniformly distributed microvilli.
and the cell adhesion molecule E-cadherin is found
wherever the cells afC in contact with each other. After
compaction. the situation is rather different: the lnicrovilli
become restricted to the apical s//ifacc, while E-cadherin
becomes distributed ovc:r the basolateral swfaces. Now the
cells form tis'a jlfller/oll ..; with their neighbors and the
cyroskeleral elements are reorganized to form an apical
valid (see TaVie 3.4).

At about the 16-cell morula stage in mammals, it becomes
possible to discriminate between twO types of cell: external
polarized cells and internal nonpolar cells. As the population
of nonpolar cells increases, the cells begin to communicate
with each other through gap junctions. The distinction
between the twO types of cells is a fundamental one as will be
explained in the next section.

3.7.3 Only a small percentage of the cells in the early
mammalian embryo gives rise to the mature
organism

In many animal models of development, the organism is
formed from cells which have descended from all the cells of
the early elllbryo. Mallllll:tls are rather difTerent, however, and
only a smallminoriry of the cells of the early embryo give rise
to the organism proper. This is so because much of early
mammalian develop1l1l'llt is cOllcerned with establishing
tissues which an as a life support but which mostly do not
contribute to the final organism, na1l1ely the extra-
embryonic membranes and the placenta (see Box 3.8).

The twO types of cells which can be distinguished by about
the 16-cell stage ill mJllllllals. have differellt fates. The outer
pol:1rized cells comprise the trophoblast (or trophecto-
denn) that will go on to form one of the four extra-
embryonic membranes, the chorion, which provides the
embryonic portion of thl' placenta. The inncr nonpolar cells
comprise the en1bryoblast. As the blastocde forms (at about
the 32-cl'lI St:lgl' in humans) the inner nonpolar cells
congregatl' :U Olll' end of the blasrocele to form an off-center
inner cell mass (ICM). The cells of the leM will give rise
to all tht' cells of the org:lIlism plus the other three extr3-
t'mbryonic ml'lllbr:lIll''' (Box J. 8).

3.7.4 Implantation

Aftl'r "OllIe timl' (day 5 of hUlllan dl'velopment), the blastocyst
Iratclus: all 1'IlZYIllt'is released which bores J. hole through the
zOlla pdlucidJ. and thl' bbstocyst squeezes out. Tht' blastocyst is
now free to illterJ.ct din.:ctly with the uterine endometriulll.
Very SOOI1after arriving in the uterus (dJ.Y6 of hUlllan devel-

opment), the bbstocyst J.([achl's tightly to the uterine
epithelium (implantation).Trophoblast cells proliferate rapidly
and differentiate into :m inner byer of cytotrophoblast and an
outer multinucleated cell layer, the syncytiotrophoblast
which starts to invade the connectivl' tissue of the uterus.

Even before implantation occurs. cdls of the ICM begin to
ditTerentiate into distinct external and internal layers. The
external cell layer is the epiblast (or primitive ectoderm).
Epiblast cells will give rise to ectoderm. endoderm and
mesoderm (and hl'llce all of the tissues of the embryo). and, in
addition. to the amnion, yolk sac and J.l1antois. The internal
cell layer. the hypoblast (or primitive endoderm) gives rise
to the extraembryollic mesoderm that lines the primary yolk
sac and the blastocele.

A fluid-filled caviry. the amniotic cavity, forms within the
inner cell mass. enclosed by the amllioll.The embryo, derived
from part of the inner cell mass, no\..\' consists of distinct
epiblast and hypoblast layers (and is known as the bilaminar
germ disc). It is located between twO fluid-filled cavities, the
amniotic cavity on one side and the }lolk sac on the other
(Fig"re 3. I~).

3.7.5 Gastrulation is a dynamic process whereby cells
of the epiblast give rise to the three germ layers

As Le\\"is Wolpert has famously rcmarked 'It is not birth.
marriage or death. but gastrubtion. which is truly the
important event in your life'. Gastrulation takes place during
the third week of human development and is the first major
morphogenetic process in dt'\·elopml'nt. During gastrulation.
the orientation of tht' body is bid dowll. and the embryo is
convened illto a structure of tluet' germ byers: ectoderm.
endoderm and mesodenn, all {~r1/lI1;cl1 arc dail'cd .ft·OIll tl1e

epiblast. The three germ layers arc the progl'nitors of all the
tissues ofthl.' orgallism (Box 3.5).

In mammals. birds and reptiles. the major structure charac-
terizing ga'\trubtioll i'\ a linear one, the primitive streak.
This appears at :lbout d:1Y 15 in human development, as a
faint groovl' along the IOllgitlldillallllidline of the now oval-
shaped bibmillar germ disc ()ver rhe course of the next day
the primiti"e groo"e becomes dl'epl'r and elongates to
occupy abollt lulf the length of the embryo. 13y day 16 a
deep depression (the primith'l' pit). surrounded by a slight
mOllnd of l'pibbst (the primiti"e node) is evident at the end
of the groove. Ill'ar the centt'r of the germ disc (see F(~//rc
3.14).

Thl' proCt.:ss of g3srru!ation is an extrl'll/cly dYI1{/lIlir one.
involving vl'ry r:lpid cdl 1ll0Vl'lllt'lltS (Narasirnl13 and Leptin.
20()(): Myers,., (/1., 2()()2).At day 16 in human development the
t'pibbst cell" Ill'ar the primitive streak begin to pro!iferatt:.
flatten and lose their cOllllections with Olle another. These
nattelled cells develop p"l'udopodia which allow thelll to
migrate through the priIllitin' "tJT:lk into rhl' space between
the epiblast and the In-pobla" (T'i~lIrc J. H). Some of the
ingressing epiblast Cl'lls invadl' thl' hypobla'it and displace its
c<:'ils. leading eventu:llly to complete replacement of the
hypoblast by a new layer of celk the defillitiye endodenn.
Starting on day 16. some of the epibla'ir cells migrating
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Box 3.8: Extra-embrvonic membranes and the placenta.

Early mammalian development is primarily concerned with the
formation of tissues which by and large* do not contribute to the
final organism. They are the four extra-embryonic membranes
(yolk sac, amnion, chorion and allantois) and the placenta,
derived from a combination of embryonic tissue (the chorionl
and maternal tissue. As well as protecting the embryo (and later
the fetusl, these life support systems are required to provide for
its nutrition, respiration, and excretion.

(*The exceptions are: the dorsal part of the yolk sac, which is
incorporated into the embryo as the precursor of the primitive
gut, and the allantois which is represented in the adult as a
fibrous cord, a residue of the umbilical cord.)

YOLK SAC. The most primitive of the four extra-embryonic
membranes, the yolk sac is found in all amniotes and also in
sharks, bony fishes and some amphibians. In bird embryos the
yolk sac surrounds a nutritive yolk mass (the yellow part of
the egg, consisting mostly of phospholipids). In many mammals
!including humans and mice) the yolk sac does not contain any
yolk. The yolk sac is generally important because:
~ the primordial germ cells, which originate from the epiblast,

migrate to the yolk sac prior to their colonization of the
gonadal ridge;

~ it is the source of the first blood cells of the conceptus and
most of the first blood vessels (some of which extend
themselves into the developing embryol.

The yolk sac originates from splanchnic (visceraillateral plate
mesoderm and endoderm.
AMNION. The amnion is found not just in amniotes (mammals,
birds, reptiles) but also in primitive form in some bony fishes and
in some amphibians. It is the innermost of the extra-embryonic
membranes, remaining attached to and immediately surrounding
the embryo. It contains amniotic fluid which bathes the embryo,
thereby preventing the embryo from drying out during
development, helping the embryo to float (and so reducing the
effects of gravity on the body) and acting as a hydraulic cushion
to protect the embryo from mechanical jolting etc). The amnion
derives from ectoderm and somatic lateral plate mesoderm.
CHORION. Like the amnion, the chorion is found in amniotes
and also in primitive form in some bony fishes and amphibians.

through the primitive stn:ak diverge into the space betweell
the cpibbst and the naSCent definitive endoderm to form a
third byeI', the intraetnbryonic mesoderm. When the
il1trJembryonic mesoderm and definitive endoderm have
fOfmed, the residual epiblast is now described JS the
ectoderm :.lIld the new three-layered structure is referred to
as the trilaminar germ disc (Fig'IYe 3.14).

The ingressing mesoderm cells migrate in different direc-
tions. sOllle latcrally and cranially, while others are deposited
on the midline. The cells that migrate through thc primitive
pit and come (0 rcst on the midline form two structures:

~ the prechordal plate, a compact mass of mesoderm
cranial to the primitive pit. The prechordal plate will

It too derives from ectoderm and somatic lateral plate
mesoderm. In the embryos of birds, such as the chick, the
chorion is pressed against the shell membrane but in
mammalian embryos it is composed of trophoblast cells, which
produce the enzymes that erode the lining of the uterus, helping
the embryo to implant into the uterine wall. The chorion is also
a source of hormones (chorionic gonadotropinl that influence
the uterus as well as other systems. In all these cases, the
chorion serves as a surface for respiratory exchange. In
placental mammals, the chorion provides the fetal component
of the placenta (see belowl.

ALLANTOIS. The most evolutionarily recent of the extra-
embryonic membranes, the allantois is only found in amniotes
(which possibly should be renamed as allanto;sotes). It acts as a
waste (urine) storage system in birds, reptiles and indeed in most
amniotes but not in placental mammals. The allantois derives
from an outward bulging of the floor of the hindgut and so is
composed of endoderm and splanchnic lateral plate mesoderm.
Although prominent in some mammals, in others (including
humans) it is vestigialldoes not now have any functionl except
that its blood vessels give rise to the umbilical cord.
PLACENTA. The placenta is a feature only found in placental
mammals, and is derived partly from the conceptus and partly
from the uterine wall. It develops after implantation, when the
embryo induces a response in the neighboring maternal
endometrium changing it to become a nutrient-packed highly
vascular tissue called the decidua. During the second and third
weeks of development, the trophoblast tissue becomes
vacuolated and these vacuoles connect to nearby maternal
capillaries, rapidly filling with blood. As the chorion forms, it
projects outgrowths known as chorionic villi into the vacuoles,
bringing the maternal and embryonic blood supplies into close
contact. At the end of three weeks, the chorion has differentiated
fully and contains a vascular system that is connected to the
embryo. Exchange of nutrients and waste products occurs over
the chorionic villi. Initially, the embryo is completely surrounded
by the decidua, but as it grows and expands into the uterus, the
overlying decidual tissue (decidua capsularisl thins out and then
disintegrates. The mature placenta is derived completely from
the underlying decidua basalis.

induce important cranial midline structures such as the
brain;

~ the notochordal process, a hollow tube which sprouts
from the primitive pit and grows in length as cells prolifcr-
Jting in the region of the primitive node add on to its
proximal end, and as the primitive streak regresses. By day
20 of human development the notochordal process is
completely formed, but then transforms from a hollow
tube to a solid rod, the notochord. The notochord will
later induce formation of components of the nervous
system (see next section).

The ingressing mesoderm cells which migrate laterally
condense iura rod- and sheet-like structures on either side
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Figure 3.14:Gastrulation in humans and other primates involves the reorganization 01a flat bilaminar germ disc to lorm a trilaminar
embryo through the programmed delamination 01cells Irom the epiblast.

(A-C) While the outcome of gastrulation is similar in all mammals, there may be major differences in the details of morphogenesis,
particularly in the way extra-embryonic structures are formed and used. Gastrulation in the mouse is shown on the right as a comparison.
In this species, the flat germ disc is replaced by a cup-shaped egg cylinder, and the cells move 'out' of the primitive streak onto the surface
ofthe embryo rather than into it. The future anteroposterior axis is wrapped around the base of the cup. (D) After 14-15 days of human
development, ingressing mesodermal cells invade the hypoblast and displace its cells, leading to formation of the embryonic endoderm.
On day 16some of the ingressing epiblast cells diverge into the space between the epiblast and the nascent endoderm to form embryonic
mesoderm. Note that whereas the epiblast gives rise to all three germ layers (ectoderm, endoderm and mesodermj, the hypoblast gives
rise to the extraembryonic endoderm that lines the yolk sac. Human embryos redrawn from Larsen (2002) Human Embryology3rd Edn,with
permission from Elsevier. Mouse embryos redrawn from Twyman (2001jlnstant Notes Developmental Biology, Published by BIOS Scientific
Publishers.
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Figure 3.15: Migration paths and fates of the mesoderm cells which ingress during gastrulation.

(A) Early mesoderm migration. Epiblast cells ingressing through the primitive node migrate cranially to form the prechordal plate, a
compact mass of mesoderm just cranial to the primitive node and the notochordal process, a dense midline tube which will later form a
solid rod, the notochord. Epiblast cells ingressing through the primitive groove migrate to form the lateral mesoderm flanking the midline.
(B) Early differentation of lateral mesoderm. The mesoderm immediately flanking the notochordal process forms cylindrical condensations,
the paraxial mesoderm. The neighboring, less pronounced cylindrical condensations are the intermediate mesoderm. The rest of the lateral
mesoderm forms a flattened sheet, the lateral plate mesoderm. (e) Differentiation of lateral plate mesoderm (LPM). Vacuoles form in the
lPM which splits into two layers, a ventral layer, the splanchnopleuric mesoderm, gives rise to the mesothelial covering of the visceral
organs and the dorsal somatopleuric mesoderm which gives rise to the inner lining of the body walls and to most of the dermis. (D)
Somitomere formation. The paraxial mesoderm forms a series of rounded whorl-like structures, somitomeres. Except for somitomeres 1-7
(see text), somitomeres will give rise to somites, blocks of segmental mesoderm which establish the segmental organization of the body. In
this diagram of a 21 day human embryo six central somitomeres have already differentiated into somites. Adapted from larsen (2002)with
permission from Churchililivingstone Publishers.
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of the notochord. Then:' are three ll1~in structures (see F(~lIrc
3./5).

~ The paraxial mesoderm (PM), 0 poiI' of cylindriClI
condensations lying i11lIllcdi.1tc.:'!y Jdjact.'1lt to and flanking
the notochord. The PM first develops into a series of
whorl-like structures known as s0l11itomeres which
fOfm in a crani:lI-caudal sequt'llct.' through the third :lnd
fourth weeks of human devdoplllt'I1t. The first seven
eremin! S011litOl1llTt'S will eventually go 011 to form the
striated Illuscles of the face. jaw and (I1ro:lt. but rhe other
somiromeres develop further into discn:tl' Mocks of
segmental mesoderm knowll as somites (set' F(\.?lIrc

3. 15). Cervical, thoracic, lumbar and sacral somites will
establish the segmental organizotion of the body by
giving rise (0 Illost of the axial skeleton (including the
vertebral column). tht' voluntary Illuscles, and part of tht'
dermis of the skin.

~ The intermediate mesoderm (1M), a pair of less
pronounced cylindrical condensations, just bter::d to tht'
paraxial mesoderm. The 1M will dt'velop into the urinary
system and parts of the genital system.

~ The lateral plate mesoderm (LPM), the remainder of the
lateral mesoderm. forming a flattened sheet. Starting on day
17 of human development. the LPM splits into two layers:

"'.~~~<;>"1"';'>'V""·~r""" , ~,,,"/,~,,,,,,]>,)~",~ •.•••>-.;-~,.•• ~,, • "'~.v!."",,, .
Box 3.9: Sex determination: genes and the envi.ronmimt in development. •

. " ...
Humans, like all mammals, are sexually dimorphic, i.e. there
are separate male and female sexes. The decision between male
and female development is made at conception, when the sperm
delivers either an X chromosome or a Y chromosome to the
egg, which always contains an X chromosome (Schafer and
Goodfellow, 19961.The only exceptions to this general rule occur
when errors in meiosis produce gametes with missing or extra
sex chromosomes, resulting in individuals with sex-
chromosome aneuploidies (Section 2.5.2). Although the sex of
the human embryo is established at conception, sexual
differentiation does not begin to occur until the embryo is about
5 weeks old. There are two forms of sexual differentiation, one
involving primary sexual characteristics (the development of
the gonad and the choice between sperm and egg developmentl
and one involving secondary sex characteristics (the sex-
specific structures of the urogenital system and the external
genitalia). Primary sex characteristics are dependent on the
genotype of the embryo whereas secondary sex characteristics
are dependent on signals from the environment, mediated by
hormonal signaling.

Male development depends on the presence or absence ofthe Y
chromosome, which contains a critical male-determining gene
called SRY (sex-determining region of the Y chromosome). SRY
encodes a transcription factor that activates downstream genes
required for testis development. The testis then produces sex
hormones which are required for the development of male
secondary sex characteristics. For a long time, it was thought
that female gonad development was a 'default state' and that the
SRY gene was sufficient to switch the indifferent embryonic
gonad from female to male differentiation. This was supported by
several lines of evidence - rare XX males often have a small
fragment of the Y chromosome, including SRY. translocated onto
the tip of one of their X chromosomes, and genetically female
mice transgenic for the mouse Sry gene develop as males.
However, more recent studies suggest that genes on the X
chromosome and autosomes are involved in the positive
regulation of ovarian development. The overexpression of such
genes, which include DAX and WNT4A, can feminize XY
individuals even if they possess a functional SRY gene.

Early gamete development appears to be controlled more by the
environment than the genotype of the germ cells. Female

primordial germ cells (PGCs) introduced into the testis will begin
to differentiate into sperm, and male PGCs introduced into the
ovary will begin to differentiate into oocytes. This may reflect the
regulation of the cell cycle, since PGCs entering the testis arrest
prior to meiosis while those entering the ovary commence
meiosis immediately. Therefore, PGCs of either sex that colonize
somatic tissue outside the gonad begin to differentiate into
oocytes since there is no signal to arrest the cell cycle. In all of
these unusual situations, however, functional gametes are not
produced. Differentiation aborts at a relatively late stage,
presumably because the genotype of the germ cells themselves
also plays a critical role in gamete development.

Unlike the situation with primary sex characteristics, it appears
that female secondary sex characteristics are the default state.
One of the genes regulated by SRY is NR5A1, which encodes
another transcription factor called steroidogenic factor 1
(SF1). This activates genes required for the production of male
sex hormones, including HSD1783 (encoding hydroxysteroid-
17-~-dehydrogenase 3, which is required for testosterone
synthesis) and AMH (the gene encoding anti-Mullerian
hormone). Both hormones play important roles in the
differentiation of the male urogenital system. AMH, for
example, causes the Mullerian ducts (which become the
fallopian tubes and uterus in femalesl to break down.
Mutations inhibiting the production, distribution, elimination or
perception of such hormones produce feminized XY individuals.
For example, androgen insensitivity syndrome results from
defects in the testosterone receptor, which prevent the body
responding to the hormone even if it is produced at normal
levels. XY individuals with this disease appear outwardly as
normal females, but due to the effects of SRY and AMH they
possess undescended testes instead of ovaries, and they lack
a uterus and fallopian tubes. Mutations that lead to the
overproduction of male sex hormones in females have the
opposite effect, i.e. virilization of XX individuals. Occasionally,
this occurs in developing male/female fraternal twins, when
the female twin is exposed to male hormones from her brother.
The CYP19 enzyme converts androgens to estrogens so
mutations that increase its activity can result in the
feminization of males while those decreasing or abolishing its
activity can lead to the virilization of females.
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the splanchnopleuric mesoderm, the layer adjacent (0 the
endoderm, gives rise [0 the mesothelial covering of the
visceral organs:
the somatopleuric mesoderm, the layer adjacent to the
ectoderm, gives risc to rhe inner lining of the body wal!.
part of the limbs and most of the dermis of the skin.

3.8 Neural development

As described above, gastrulation results in a remarkable set of
changes in the embryo converting it frol11 a two-layered
structure to a thret'-byered one. The development of the
embryo is now programmed towards organizing tissues into
the precursors of the many organs and systems contained in
the Jdult. We foclis 011 the early development ofehe Ilt'fVOliS

system as an eXJmple of organogenesis because it shows how
the processes of differentiation, pattern formation and
morphogellesis an..' exquisitely coordinated.

3.8.1 The nervous system develops after the ectoderm
is induced to differentiate by the underlying
mesoderm

The development of the nervous system marks the onset of
organogenesis, and begins at the end of the third week
of human deve1opmenr.The initiating event is the induction
of the overlying ectoderm by the axial mesoderm (Wilson
and Edlund, 2001). Within the axial mesoderm, cells of the
prechordal plate and the cranial portion of the notochordal
plate transmit signals to overlying ectoderm cells causing
them to differentiate into a thick plate of neuroepithelial
cells (neurectoderm). The tesulting neural plate appears
at day 18 of human development but gtoWS rapidly and
changes proportions over the next 2 days (Figllre 3. '/6).

At the start of the fourth week, a process known as
neurulation results in conversion of the neural plate into a
neural tube, the precursor of the brain and spinal cord. The
neural plate begins to crease ventrally along its midline to
form a depression called the neural groove. This is thought to
develop in response to inductive signals from the closely
apposed notochord. Thick neural folds rotate around the
neural groove and meet dorsally, initially at a mid-point
along the craniocaudal axis (Figllre 3. '/6A). Closure of the
neural tube proceeds in a zipper-like fashion and bidirec-
tionally. Where closure is incomplete, there is an anterior
neuropore ;:lI1da posterior neuropore. Occasionally, there is a
partial failure of neural tube closure resulting in conditions
such as spina bifida.

During neurulation, a specific population of cells arising
along the lateral margins of the neural folds detaches from
the nellral plate and migrates to many specific locations
within the body. This highly versarile group of cells, termed
the neural crest, gives rise to part of the peripheral nervous
system, melanocytes, somc bone and muscle, the retina and
other structures (Garcia-Castro and Bonner-Fraser, '1999;
Knecht and Bonner-Fraser. 2002; Box 3·Jl·

3.8.2 Pattern formation in the neural tube involves the
coordinated expression of genes along two axes

As soon as the neural plate is formed, threL' Luge cranial
vesicles (the futllre brain) become visible as wt.·ll as a narrower
caudal section that will forlll the spin~d cord. This cranio-
caudal polarity reflects the n:\!;o/lal spuU,rit}' (~rllcl/ral illdl/nit111,
that is the signals coming from the ~lxial Illl.:',oderlll contJin
positional information which cause the ovcrlying ectoderm
to forlll Ileural tissue specific for differellt parts of the Jxis.
The precise nature of the signal in allliliotes is lIot understood
(Stern. 2(1112). In XCIIOpI/S, there is a well-established 1l1Odeiill
which Ileural development is prevented by IIlclllbers of the
bonc 1Il0rphogenetic protein (13MP) family of signaling
proteins and neural induction is initi:ned by 13MJ> antago-
nists. However, the mechanism in birds and llla1lllllals appears
to be more complex and is an area of active rcse:lrch. It seellls
lih'ly that a general neuralizing signal is released from the
mesoderm which induces the formation of neural plate that
is anterior in character. This IllUSt be 'posteriorized' by
anotht'r signal that originates in the caudal region of the
embryo. Further molecules, secreted spC:'citicJlly by the
anterior mesoderm, are required to forlll the head.

Whatever the underlying mechanislll, the signals activate
different sets of transcription factors along the axis, and these
confer positional identities on the cells and regulate their
behavior. In the forebrain and midbr:lin, transcription facrors
ofthl:: Ernx and Otx families are exprcssed. In the hindbrain
and spinal cord, positional identities arc controlled by the Hox
genes. In the hindbrain it appears that the positional values of
ceJls are fixed at the neural plate stage and dut migrating
neural crest cells with this positional information impose
positional identities on the surrounding tissUl::s.Conversely,
positional identity in the spinal cord is imposed by signals
from the surrounding paraxial mesoderm. This can be shown
by transplanting cells to different pans of the axis. Cranial
neural crest cells behave according to their lineage when
moved to a new position, that is they do the same things as
they would in their original position. Trunk crest cells, on the
other hand, behave according to their Ilew position - they do
the same things as their neighbors.

The developing nervous system is a good model of pattern
formation and differentiation, since various cell types
(different classes of neurons and glial arise along rhe
dorsoventral axis. This process is cOllo-olled by a hierarchy of
genetic regulators (Lumsden and Krumlauf. 1996;Tanabe and
Jesse!, 1996; Eislen 1999; Figl/re 3. '/6B, q.

Dorsoventral polarity is generated by opposing sets of signals
originating from the notochord alld the adjacent cctoderm.
The notochord secretes the signaling molecule Sonic
hedgehog, which has velltralizing activity, whilc the ectoderm
secretes several members of the transforming growth factor
(TGF)-j3 supenfamily. including BMP4. 13MP7 alld a protein
appropriately I1an1ed Dorsalin. As the neural plate begins to
fold, these same signals begin to be expressed
in the extreme ventral and dor-;al regions of the neural
tube itself - the floor plate and roof plate respectively. The
opposing signals have opposite etTect, on the activation of
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various hOI11t:odomain class transcription factors. As shown
in F((!//re 3.168, this divides the neural tube into discrete
dorsoventral lones, or transcription factor d0l113ins, which later
become the n:gional centers of different classes of neurons. For
example, the zone defined by thc expression of Nkx6. / alone
becomes the region populated by mOtor neurons, which arc
resident.s of the ventral third of the nellral tube.

3.8.3 Neuronal differentiation involves the
combinatorial activity of transcription factors

Neurons do not arise uniformly in the neural ectoderm but
arc restricted [0 specific regions demarcated by the
expression of proneural genes such as I1CIlYOJ!CI1;/I, 1\1ASH1
and MATH { (Figllre 3.16Q, which encode transcription
factors of the bH LH family. Proneural gene expression

confers on cells the ability to form neuroblasts. but not all
proneural cells can adopt this fate. 1nstead. there is compe-
tition between the cells involving the expression of neuro-
genic genes such as Norell and Delro. The successful cells
fOfm neufoblasts and inhibit the surrounding cells from
doing the same. Therefore. neuroblasts arise in a precise
spacing pattern. This pattern forming process is termed
lateral inhibition. The neurons then begin to differentiate
according to their position with respect to the dorsoventral
and craniocaudal ;lXCS of the nervous system, which is
defined by the combination of transcription factors as
discussed in the previous section (Panchision and McKay,
2002). Further diversification is controlled by refinements in
the expression patterns of these transcription t:1ctors. For
example, all motor neurons initially express two transcription
facrors of the L1M homeodomain family: Islet-I and Islet-2.

Table 3.8:A selection of human developmental genes that have been associated with specific disease phenotypes.
Several major classes of gene products are considered: signaling proteins, receptors, transcription factors, structural
proteins and enzymes.

Gene Product and normal function Associated disorder

Secreted signaling proteins

SHH

EDN3

GHI

LfFrB

Receptors

FGFR3

fDNRB

KIT

Sonic hedgehog
Signaling protein responsible for patterning
the neural tube, somites, gut and limb buds

Endothelin 3, a peptide hormone that
regulates vasoconstriction, required during
development for the differentiation of
neural crest derivatives

Growth hormone 1, a polypeptide hormone
expressed in the pituitary gland that is
responsible for regulating growth

Lefty2, a Nodal-related signaling protein
expressed specifically on the left-hand side
of the early embryo, helps to establish
left-right asymmetry

A receptor for fibroblast growth factors,
expressed particularly strongly in cartilage
and nervous system. Has a major role in
bone development

Endothelin B receptor, found on neural
crest cells and required for their
differentiation into melanocytes and enteric
ganglia in the gut

KITis a receptor tyrosine kinase, so called
because it was originally found as an
oncogene in a feline sarcoma virus. The
receptor is widely expressed but has
particularly important roles in the
development of the blood cell lineage,
melanocytes and germ cells

Holoprosencephaly, a disorder in which the developing forebrain fails to separate
into left and right hemispheres. In severe cases there is a single brain ventricle and
cyclopia. In very mild cases, the disease may manifest as a single central incisor

Hirschsprung disease, a disorder of neural crest differentiation in which the enteric
ganglia are not formed, causes megacolon Ichronic constipation and intestinal
obstruction Idue to absence of peristaltic movements

Pituitary dwarfism, a form of dwarfism that can be treated by administration of
purified or recombinant growth hormone during childhood

Laterality defects - situs inversus, isomerism, or heterotaxis, due to the failure of
left-right axis specification

Achondroplasia, the most common form of short-limb dwarfism
Crouzon syndrome and craniosynostosis, severe craniofacial abnormalities

Hirschsprung disease Isee EDN3, above)

Piebaldism, characterized by congenital patches of white skin and hair due to the
failure of melanocyte proliferation
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Table 3.8: continued

Transcription factors

Associated disorder

Laron dwarfism, a form of dwarfism where the serum levels of growth hormone are
normal and which is unresponsive to growth hormone therapy. Also known as
growth hormone insensitivity syndrome

Eye defects ranging from the mild ectopia pupillae (off-center pupilsl to aniridia
(partial or complete absence olthe iris, in combination with malformations ofthe
lens and anterior chamber, and corneal degeneration)

Holt-Dram syndrome, a disorder of the upper limbs which also affects heart
development

Polysyndactyly (extra fused digits) caused by the mis-specification of cell types and
the consequent formation of abnormal bone structures in the distal regions of the
limb

Product and normal function

Growth hormone receptor, transduces
signals from growth hormone Isee abovel

Transcription factor involved in panern
formation. Confers positional information
along the craniocaudal axis and in limb
development

Transcription factor with multiple roles in
eye development

Transcription factor expressed specifically
in the forelimb region of the developing
embryo, has an important role in establishing
limb identity (arm vs leg developmentl

HOX073

GHR

PAX6

T8X5

Gene

SRY Transcription factor expressed in gonadal
ridge of male embryos, and required to
initiate male sexual differentiation.
Found on the y-chromosome

Male sex reversal (outward female appearance in XY individualsl often associated
with complete gonadal dysgenesis

Structura' proteins

COL6A1

ELN

LAMA3

Alpha subunit of collagen VI, major
component of microfibrils in the
extracellular matrix that provide structural
rigidity to tissues.

Elastin, a protein of the extracellular
matrix that allows tissues to return to their
original shape after deformation

Alpha 3 subunit of laminin 5, a component
of the basal membrane of the skin which
plays an important role in keratinocyte
differentiation

Bethlem myopathy, involving the contraction of joints (particularly the elbows and
ankles!. is due to the lack of collagen VI microfibrils. Dverexpression may contribute
to the heart defects in Down syndrome.

Cutis laxa, loose and baggy skin resulting from permanent deformation can be
caused by abnormal and malfunctioning elastin
Aortic stenosis, caused by the deformation olthe aorta

Junctional epidermolysis bullosa gravis, a skin blistering disorder where the basal
cells detach from the basement membrane

USH2A Extracellular matrix protein required for
eye and inner ear development

Type II Usher's syndrome, characterized by severe deafness from birth and the onset
of retinitis pigmentosa in late teens

Enzymes

WRN

CYP7787

HS07783

EXT7

A helicase probably involved in the repair
of double-stranded DNA breaks

Steroid ll-beta-hydroxylase, required for
the synthesis of aldosterone la hormone that
acts on the kidneys and regulates mineral
and water balance)

17 beta-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase,
required for the synthesis of testosterone

G1ycosyltransferase required for the
synthesis of a heparan sulfate, an
important constituent of the extracellular
matrix

Werner syndrome, a disease of premature aging

Congenital adrenal hyperplasia, involving rapid childhood growth but premature
termination of bone elongation resulting in short adult stature

Male pseudohermaphroditism, where boys are born with unambiguous external
female appearance, but virilize during puberty

Hereditary multiple exostoses, a disorder in which cartilaginous lumps develop near
the ends of the bones particularly in the limbs but occasionally also in the ribs and
shoulders
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Later. only thOSt' motor neurons projecting their axons [0 the
\'cl1rrallimb muscles t'xprcss tht.·"I..' L1M transcription fanors
and no others. CUfOIlS t'xprc'i,illg Isi-I. Isl-2 and a third
transcription fanor. Lim-3. project their axons to the axial
muscles of the body wall. Nl'lIron'i l.'xpn:.''ising 151-2:and Lilll-
I project their axons to dOf,>al limb mllscles. while (110'OL'
expressing 151-1 alol1t.' project their axolls to sympathetic
ganglia (P(~I/re J./6q. The transcription f.lcto" determine
the panicular combinations of receptor, L'xpn.''''ied on rhe
axon growth cones and therefore detcrmine rhe ft'o;;pOllse of
growing ax:ons to different physical .md chl"mica! cues
(chemoattracranrs ere.) (Tes\ier-Lavigllt' and Goodmanli,
1996). Oncc the first Jxons rC:1ch t111:irt:1rgctli, funht'r aXonli
can find their way by growing :1long cxi~ting axon paths - cl
process tCflned .rase/wlll[/Oll.

3.9 Conservation of developmental
pathways

3.9.1 Many human diseases are caused by the failure
of normal developmental processes

Thc most dramatic human di~t.'a"'cliilwolvc litriking morpho-
logical abnormalitics that arc duc to disruptionli of thc
general processes of differcntiation, pattern formation and

morphogenesis. An example is holoprosencephaly. a failure in
the normal process of forebrain de\·elopment. which in its
lit'Vercst form giyes rise to individuals with a single eye
(cyclopia) and no nose. As is the casc for other human
di<;ca>;c<;,the phenotype can be influenced by both genetic and
enyironmental factors. III some cases, it is clear that specific
mutations have caused this defect, for example mutations in
the SH H gene which encodes the signaling protein Sonic
hedgehog. Otherwise. the abnormality can be traced to an
cm'irollmenral cause. such as limited cholesterol intake in the
maternal diet. The relati\'e roles of genes and tht' environment
on a de\"t'lopmental process are clearly illulitrated by sC.\"-

dC[Crlll/Har/OII, which is discussed in Box 3.9.
While some developmental abnormalities can be traced

to the use of drugs (chemical>; that arc known to have
r('r(Jt(I.l!ellic effects include alcohol. ccrtain antibiotics,
thalidomide, retinoic acid and illegal drugs such as cocaine
~lI1dheroin). many are the result of mutations in specific
gent.'s, As stated at the beginning of this chapter, some of the
most important developmental genes art' regulatory in
nature, encod~ng either transcription factors or components
of signaling pathways. Genes encoding structural compo-
nents of the cell or extracellular matrix, and even metabolic
enzymes, also play an important role in development and
reveal important disease phenotypes. Some example>; are
presented in Table J. 8.

Vertebrates Drosophila

-Inhibitor Xolioid/BMPl Tolloid

"-- Chordin SOGScavanger

__ Activator BMP7 Screw

Ligand BMP4 DPP

Ligand

Receptor

SH2/SH3 adaptor

G-protein

GTPase activator and
nucleotide exchanger

Humans

EGF

EGFR

GRB2

Ras

GAP/GNRP

Drosophila Caenorhabditis

BOSS L1N-3

Sevenless LET-23

Drk SEM-5

Rasl LET-SO

Gapl/S0S Gap-l

Figure 3.17:Evolutionary conservation of developmental pathways.

(AI The BMP4/Chordin pathway that underlies neural induction in Drosophila and vertebrates. (8) The growth factor signaling pathway.
which has diverse roles in vertebrates. flies and worms.
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3.9.2 Developmental processes are highly conserved at
both the single gene level and the level of
complete pathways

Where genes have beell shown [0 cause den~lopl11ental
diseases, there is often J remarkable degree of evolutionary
conservation among animals. Thi'i conservation applies not
only to the genes, but also to tht' entire pathways ill which
they arc involved (Pires-daSih-a and Sommer. 2003: F(~lIrc
3.17).

Consen'L'd I1lolt.·cubr pathways an: oftL'1l lIsed for similar
processes ill \'L'ry di\jcanrly rdatL'd spL'cies. For example. as
stated bridly abon.', neural indunion in Xell('pll.~ embryos
involves a bartle bctween thl' opposing dTt:crs of UMP4.
which favors ventral and lateral f~lrt's,;lI1d dors31izillg (neural-
izing) f.,ctors such ." Chordin. Noggin and Follistatin. The
Dr,'sopl1i[<l orrholo!,,, of13MP~ and Chordin are proteins called
Decapenraplcgic (Dpp) .md Shorr gastrulation (Sog) tespec-
ri\"dy. Remarkably, the\L' proteins play out equivalent roles in
the formation of the Dn,sl'pl/il" Ilervous system. IndL'ed the
relatiollship got's further. The 3ctivity of Dpp in Drt>.';(lphi[a is
enhanced by the protein Tolloid (Tol) which degrades Sog. In
XC''''P"S, the role ofTol is played by its orrholog Xolloid (Xol),
and in zebrafish thc cqui\'Jlcllt III 01n: u It, is 13M P I. Both
Xolloid and 13MPI d<'grade Chordin. There is also a cross-
phylulll pairing of XCI/OP"S LlM 1>7Jnd tht" Dros(lphilcl prott'in
Scrt'\\', acce'lsory prott"ins thJt ,He nL'ces'l:lry for UMP4/Dpp
3ctivity,

In other cases, thl' S3me dcvdoplllL'Ilt:11 pathway is llsed
for very diflcrL'l1t purposes in differellt specie'\, III mammals,
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4.1 Monogenic versus multifactorial
inheritance

The simplest genetic characters are those whose presence or
absence depends on the genotype at a single locus. That is
not to say that the character itself is programmed by only one
pair of genes: expression of any human character is likely to
require a large number of genes and environmental factors.
However, sometimes a particular genotype at one loclIs is both
necessary and sufficient for the characrcr to be expressed.
given the nannal human genetic and environmental back-
ground. Such characters are called Mendelian. Mendelian
characters can be recognized by the characrcrisric pedigree
patterns rhey give (Section 4.2). Over 6000 Mendelian char-
acters arc known in man. As described in the 'Before we starr
- intelligent use oCthe Internet', the essential starring point for
acquiring information on any such character, whether patho-
logical or nonpathological. is the OMIM database
(ww\v.ncbi.nlm.nih. go\·/Omim/).

Most human characters are governed by genes at more than
olle locus. The further away a character is from the primary
gene action, rhe less likely is it to show a simple Mendelian
pedigree pattern. 0 A sequence variants are \'irtually always
cleanly Mendelian - which is their major attraction as genetic
markers (Section 13.2). Protein variants (electrophoretic
mobility or enzyme activity) are usually Mendelian but can
depend on more than one locus because of post-translational
modificarion (Section 1.5.3). The failure or malfunction of a
developmental pathway that results in a birth defect is likely to
involve a complex balance of factors. Thus the common birth
defects (cleft palare, spina bifida, congenital heart disease erc.)
are rarely Mendelian. Behavioral trairs like IQ test
performance or schizophrenia are still less likely to be
Mendelian - but rhey may still be genetically determined to a
greater or lesser extent.

Non-Mendelian characters may depend on two, three or
many genetic loci, with greater or smaller contributions from
environmental factors. We use multifactorial here as a
catch-all term covering all these possibilities. More specifi-
cally. the genetic determination may ill\'olve a small number
of loci (oligogenic) or many loci each of individually small
effect (polygenic): or there may be a single major locm with
a polygenic background. For dichotomous characters
(characters that you either have or don't have, like extra
fingers) the underlying loci are envisaged as susceptibility

genes, while for quantitative or continuous characters
(height. weight etc.) they are seen as quantitative trait loci
(QTLs). Any of these characters may tend to run in families.
but the pedigree patterns are not Mendelian and do not
admit of simple analysis.

4.2 Mendelian pedigree patterns

4.2.1 Dominance and recessiveness are properties of
characters. not genes

A character is dominant if it is manifest in the
heterozygote and recessive If not Note that dOlllln31lce
and recessiveness are properties of characters, not genes. Thus

~ickle cell anemia is recessive because only HbS homozy-
gotes manifest it, but sickling trait, which is the phenotype
of HbS heterozygotes. is dominant. Most human dominJnt
syndromes are known only in heterozygotes. Sometimes
homozygotes have been described. born from matings of
twO heterozygous affected people, and often the homozy-
gates are much more severely affected. Examples are achon-
droplasia (short-limbed dwarfism. M IM 100800) and Type I
Waardenburg syndrome (deafness with pigmentary abnor-
maliries: MIM 193500). ewrtheless we describe achon-
droplasia and Waardenburg syndrome as dominanr because
these terms describe phenotypes seen in heterozygotes. In
experimental organisms, where this uncertainty does not
exist, geneticists tend to use the term semi-dominant
when the heterozygote has an intermediate phenotype.
reserving 'dominant' for conditions where the homozygote
is indistinguishable from the heterozygote - Huntington
disease (adult-onset progressive neurological deterioration.
MIM 143100) for example. The question of dominance
has been well revie\wd by Wilkie (199-1). Males are
hemizygous for loci on the X and Y chromosomes, where
they have only a single copy of each gene. 10 the question of
dominance or recessiveness does nOt arise in males for X- or
V-linked choracters.

4.2.2 There are five basic Mendelian pedigree patterns

F(~IIfl' -to I ~hows the symbols used for pedigree drawing and
Bvx -t. I summarizes the main f.,ctors of each pattern.
Mendelian characters Illay be determined by loci on an
autOSOlne or on the X orY sex chromosomes. Autosomal

o
o
o

Male

Female

Sex unknown

00
••00

Unaffected

Affected

Carrier (optional)
~00

Consanguineous
marriage (optional)
Twins
Dead

Figure 4.1: Mein symbols used in pedigrees.

Generations are usually labeled in Roman numerals, and individuals within each generation in Arabic numerals; 111·7or 1117is the seventh
person from the left (unless explicitly numbered otherwise) in generation III.An arrow can be used to indicate the proband or propositus
(female: proposita) through whom the familywas ascertained.
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(A)

II

(0)

II

III

(A) Autosomal dominant; (BI autosomal recessive; (CI X-linked recessive; (0) X-linked dominant; (E)Y-linked. The risk for the individuals
marked with a query are (All in 2; (Bll in 4; (Cll in 2 males or 1 in 4 of all offspring; (0) negligibly low for males, 100%for females. See
Section 4.3 and Figure 4.5for complications to these basic patterns.

characters in both sexes, and X-linked characters in females,
can be dominant or recessive. Nobody has two genetically
different Y chromosomes (in the fJrC XYY males, the [Wo Y
chromosomes are duplicates). Thlls there are five archetypal
Mendelian pedigree patterns (F(~"re 4.2). Special considera-
tions apply to X- and V-linked conditions as described below,

so that ill practice the important Mendelian pedigree patterns
are autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive and X-linked
(doll1inant or n:cl'ssive).These basic patterns are subject to
various complications discussed in Section ...1-.3 (below). and
illustrated in Figure 4.5.
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Autosomal dominant inheritance (Figure 4.2A):

an affected person usually has at least one affected parent Ifor
exceptions see Figure 4.4);

affects either sex;

transmitted by either sex;

a child of an affected x unaffected mating has a 50% chance of
being affected (this assumes the affected person is
heterozygous, which is usually true for rare conditions).

Autosomal recessive inheritance (Figure 4.28):

affected people are usually born to unaffected parents;

parents of affected people are usually asymptomatic carriers;

there is an increased incidence of parental consanguinity;

affects either sex;

after the birth of an affected child, each subsequent child has a
25% chance of being affected lassuming both parents are
phenotypically normal carriersl.
X-linked recessive inheritance (Figure 4.2C):

affects mainly males;

affected males are usually born to unaffected parents; the
mother is normally an asymptomatic carrier and may have
affected male relatives;

, \ X-inactivation (Iyonizationl blurs the distinction between
-' dominant and recessive X-linked conditions.

Carriers Of'fl.'Cc'illivl:· X-linked conditions often 11I:tl1if~'st some
'iigns of the condition. whilt..· compared to 3fTcctl'd males,
heterozygO[l>'i for 'dominant' X-linked condition.:; arc lIsually
Illore mildly and vari3bly aH~.'ctt.'d.This is a con.:;cqUL'llce of
X-inactivation. A, ch:<;cribcd ill Section 10.5.6. mamillais
compensatt' for the ullequal Ilumbers of X ChrOIllO'iOllleS in
males and fl'lllak''i by pcrmalll ..'lltly inacri\'atin£ all X chrolllo-
,ames except Olll' in each somatic cell. XV malL's keep their
'iingle X active. whil'it XX female, inactivate one X (chosen at
r~lI1doJll) in l';:Ich cell. In:l.ctiv;ltioll takes place carly in
l'mbryonic jifl:, and once a cdl ha~ chosen which X to inac-
tiv:l.tl',that choicl' is tr:l.llsmirrl'd c10llally to all its daughter cell".

A female hl'terozygou" for all X-linked condition
(dominant or rl'cl'"si\'c), is ,J /11(1.'"";( (s('e Section -t.J.o). Each
cdl expn:'ssl"Sl'ithl'r thc normal or tilt" abnormal :1l1ck,but nor
borh. Where rhe phenorype depcnds on a circubting product.
J< in helllophiliJ (fJilllr<' of blood to clot. MIM 306700.
306900). rherl' i" :1n an'raging ctTect betweetl rhc normal
.lJ1d abnorm.ll cdls. Fcma!t.· C:lrril'fS have an inrtTlllediate
phenotype .. 1Ild art.' ll'iUal1yc1inic:llly unaffecred but biochem-
icaUy abnorlll.l1. Where the phenotype is a localized property
of indi\'idll,ll cd I", ao;;in hypohidroric ectodermal dysplasia
(missing "W.lt gbl1(k Jbnormal teeth and hair: MIM 305100)
female carrier.;; .;;how parches of normal and abnormal rissue.
Occasiolul tnanifesting heterozygotes an.' see II for X-
linked rl'ce""ive conditions. These wOlllcn Illay be quite
,everely .lffccted because by bad luck mosr cclls ill some
crirical ti;;;;ul' h~ln' inacti\'ared thl' nornul X.

females may be affected if the father is affected and the
mother is a carrier, or occasionally as a result of nonrandom
X-inactivation (Section 4.2.21;

there is no male-to-male transmission in the pedigree Ibut
matings of an affected male and carrier female can give the
appearance of male to male transmission, see Figure 4.56).

X-linked dominant inheritance (Figure 4.20):

affects either sex, but more females than males;

females are often more mildly and more variably affected than
males;

the child of an affected female, regardless of its sex, has a 50%
chance of being affected;

for an affected male, all his daughters but none of his sons are
affected.

V-linked inheritance (Figure 4.2£):

affects only males.

affected males always have an affected father {unless there is a
new mutationl.

all sons of an affected man are affected.

The Y chromosome carries relatively few genes

() kno\\'n human character. apart frolll 1ll.1leness itself, givl'''
the <tereotypical V-linked pedigree of F(~lIr<,~.2E (claims for
'porcupine 111':11'and 'hairy ears' art' dubioll'i, '\cc MIM 14660()
and 425500 re'pecrivl"ly). Since norm:ll ft'lllales lack all
V-linked genc'i, any ;;uch gene" l11u;;t code eitht'r for
nOl1l""L'lHial characrcrs or for mall'- ..•pccitlc fUllctions. SOlllt"
gl'lll') l'xisr as functional copies on both tht' Y and the X: rhey
might prO\'e an exception to rhis argumcnt. bur rhey would nor
givt:.';1 cbssical V-linked pcdigree parrern. Intt'f"titial deletions
of ~l' an important cause of m:lk infcrtility, but of course
inferrile males will not produce pedigrees like F(~lIrc ~.2E.
Jobling and Tyler-Smith (2000) and Skaletsky <,(al. (2003)
;;Ullllllarize the gnH' contcnt of the Y chromosoTllc and it"
po,,;;ible ilwolvl'lllt:nt in di'iease.

Genes located in the Xp-Yp pairing region show
pseudoautosomal inheritance

A;; Illcntioned in Section 2.3.3, rhl' di,r.l] 2.0 Mb of Xp and
Yp arc homologolls Jnd are subject to crossing over in
Illciosi<;.Thus the few gl'I1CSin rhe;;l' regions segregafl' 1I1a
'pseudoautoS0l11al' and not a sex-linked pattern.

4.2.3 The mode of inheritance can rarely be defined
unambiguously in a single pedigree

Givcll tht, limited sizt' ofhulllan f:.lll1ilit";;.it is rarely possible to
be completely certain of tht: modt:-' of inhl"rit~lnce of a char-
:lC(f".'rsimply by inspecting:l single pedigree. In experimcntal
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animals one would set up a test cross and check for a 1 : 2 or
I : 4 r,tio. In hum,n pedigrees the proportion of ,ffected
children is not a very reliable indicator. Mostly this is because
the numbers are too small, but in addition, the way in which
the family was ascertained can bias the ratio of affected to
unaffected children. For recessive conditions, the proportion
of affected children often seems to be greater dun 1 in 4. This
is because families are normally ascertained when they have an
affected child; families where both parents are carriers but, by
good fortune, nobody is affected are systeillatically missed.
These biases of ascertainment, and the ways of correcting
them, are discussed in Section 15.2. I.

For many of the rarer conditions, the stated mode of in her-
itance is no more than an informed guess. Assigning modes of
inheritance is important, because that is tht: basis of the risk
estimates used in genetic counseling. However, it is important
to recogllizl: that the modes of inheritance are often working
hypotheses r'ther than established f,ct. OM IMuses,n asterisk
to denote cntries with relatively well-established modes of
inheritancc. Only when a cloned copy of the gene is available
can the inheritance be defined with certainty.

4.2.4 One gene-one enzyme does not imply one
gene-one syndrome

Pedigree patterns provide the essential l"ntry point into
human genetics, but they arc only a starting point for defining
genes. It would be a seriolls error to imagine that the 6000 or
so known Mendelian ch,r,cters define 6000 DNA coding
sequences. This would be all unjustified extension of the one
gene-one enzyme hypothesis of Beadle alld Tatuill. I:l,ck
in the 1<J-lOsthis hypothesis allowed a major leap forward in
understanding how genes dctermine phenotypes. Since then
it has been extended: some genes encode nOlltrans]atcd
RNAs, some proteins are not enzymes, and mallY proteins
contain several separately encoded polypeptide chains. But
even with these extensions, Ueadle and T:ltum's hypothesis
cannot be used to imply a one-to-one correspondence
between entries in the OMIM cJtalogue and DNA tran-
scription units.

The genes of classical gt.'netics ;lrC abstract entities. Any
ch,r,eter tlut is determined ,t , single chromosolllalloc,tion
will segregate ill a Mendelian pattcrn - but the determinant
may not be a gene in the mokcular geneticist's sense of tht,
word. Fascio-scapulo-humerall11uscular dystrophy (severe but
nonJethal weakness of certain muscle groups; MIM 158900) is
caused by Slmll deletions of sequences at -lq35 - bur nobody.
at the time of \\'riting, has nlJnaged to find a relevant protein-
coding sequence at that location, despite intensive searching
and sequencing. The 'gene' for Charcot-Marie- Tooth disease
type IA (motor ,nd sensory neurop,thy: MIM 118220)
turned Otlt to be a 1.5 Mb tandem duplication on c1Ho-
Illosome 17p 11.2 (Section 16.5.2). These ex,mples ate
unusual - most OMIM entries prob,bly do describe the
consequences of Illutations affecting a single transcription
tlnit. However, there is still no one-to-one correspondence
between phenotypes and tr:lI1scription units because of three
types of heterogeneity:

~~ enei!t is where the same clinical phenotype
can ft"sult from mutations at anyone of several different loci;

~ ~ eneit is where many different mutations
within J given gene call be seen in different patients with a
certain genetic condition (explored more fully in Chapter
16). M,ny diseases show both locus ,nd allelic hetero-
geneity:

~ clinical hetero eneity is used here to describe the situ-
ation whell mutations in the same genc produce two or
more difTt:rent diseases. Section 16.6 gives eX;:lInples.

Locus heterogeneity is common in syndromes that result
from failure of a complex pathway

Hearing loss provides good eX:ll1lples of loclls heterogeneity.
When two people with autosomal recessivl' profound
congenital hearing loss marry, ;'IS they often do, the children
most often have normal hearing (F~'I?I/rc 4.3). It is easy to see
that mallY difTL'rent genes would be needcd to construct so
exquisite a machine as the cochlear hair cell, and a defect in
any of thost: genes could lead to deafness. The children have
normal ht::tring whenever the parents carry Jnutarions in

AaBB AaBB AABb AABb

II

aaBB AAbb

III

AaBb AaBb AaBb AaBb AaBb AaBb

Figure 4.3: Complementation: parents with autosomal recessive profound heating loss often have children with notmal hearing.

116and 117are offspring of unaffected but consanguineous parents. and each has affected sibs. making it likely that each has autosomal
recessive hearing loss. All their children are unaffected, showing that 116and 117have nonallelic mutations.



In ft.'al life various complications often disguise a basic
mendelian pattern. F~i(/lr(' .J.5 shows a number of com mOil
cOlllplications.

Q\l(.lS, cr''''''\U'I-r
II

4.3.1 Common recessive conditions can give a pseudo-
dominant pedigree pattern

With dominant conditions. nonpenetrance is a frequent
complication. The penetrance of a charactt"r. for a given

If a character is comlllon ill the population. there is a high
chance that it may be brought into the pedigrce independ-
ently by (\vo or lllore people. A common recessive character
like blood group 0 J1uy bt: seen ill sllccessive generations
becallsc of rcpt.'ated nlJrriages of group 0 people with
hetcrozygotes. This produccs :J pattern resembling dominant
inheritance (F(l!lIn' .J.5A). Thus tht: classic pedigree patterns
are best seen with rare charactcrs.

4.3.2 Failure of a dominant condition to manifest is
called nonpenetrance

4.3 Complications to the basic Mendelian
pedigree patterns

evidence; however, paternally-derived mitochondrial variants
have almost never been detccted in children). Thus a mito-
chondrially inhcrited condition can affect both sexes, but is
passed on only by offccrcd mothers (Figure 4. -I). giving 0

recognizable pedigree pattcrn. ~
Cells contain many mitochondri,d genomt.'s. In so IIIt'

patients with a mitochondrial diseasc, t.:very mitochondrial
genome corries the causorive mutorion (homoplasmy), but
in other cast.'s J mixed population of nornu1 :Jnd mutant
genomcs is secn within t.'ach cell (hcteropla<';IllY),~~
~c1ear g,:netic mosaicislll, which l1lust Jrisc postzygoti-
coli, (Section 4.3.6), mitochondriol hetetoplasmy con 'be
tran_slllitted fromheteroplasnlic mothcr to heteroplasmic child.
In such cases thl' proportion of Jbllormal Illitochondri:ll
genolllcs can vary remarkably betwcen the mother and child.
suggesting that a surprisingly smallllllmber of Illaternalmito-
cholldrial DNA Illolecules give rise to all the mitochondrial
DNA of the child (see Section 11.4.2). The complicorcd
molecular pathology of mitochondrial diseascs is discussed in
Section 10.0.0.
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Allelic series are a cause of clinical heterogeneity

Sometimes several apparcntly distinct human phenotY'Pes turn
out to be all caused by differcnt allelic Illutations at the same
locus. ThL difference Illay be DilL of degree: l1lutations th;H
p:lrtially inactivate thc dysrrophin genL producc l3eckcr
Illuscular dystrophy. while lllutations that completely inac-
tivatc the same gene produce the similar but Illort;" severe
Duehenne muscular dystrophy (lethal muscle wasting: MIM
3102(0). Other timcs the difference is qualitative: inactivation
of the androgen rect.'ptor gent" caLlses androgen inscnsitivity
(46.XY embryos develop as females: MIM 3137(0). but
expansion ofa run ofglutJmine codons within thc S;1mLgene
causes a very diffcrcilt disease. spinobulbar muscular atrophy
or Kennedy disease (MIM 313200). These and other
genotype-phenotypc correbtiolls are discussed in lllore depth
in Chapter 16.

4.2.5 Mitochondrial inheritance gives a recognizable
matrilineal pedigree pattern

different genes. This is an example of complementation
(Box -1.2). Such locus heterogeneity is only to be expected in
conditions like dt'Jfncss, blindness or menta] ret:udarion,
where a r:lther general pathway has failed; but even with
more specific pathologies, multiple loci are very frequent. A
striking example is Usher syndrome, an Jutosomal recessive
combination of ht.·arillg loss and progressive blindness
(n:rinitis piglllentosa). which GlIl be caused by mutations at 10
or more unlinked loci (HereditJry Hearing Loss Homepage.
ww\V.ui:uc.be/dnalab/hhh/). OMIM has separate entries for
known examples OrJOClIS heterogeneity (ddincd by linkage or
mutation analysis). but there must be many undetected
eXJlllplcs still contained within single entrics.

III addition to the lllutations ill genes carrit.'d on the nuclear
chrorllosollles, Illitochondri:d mutations are a significant
C1USC of human genetic disease (st:e the MITOMAP
database for details: www.lllitolllap.oq;).~

~ectioll l). I .2) is small but highl)'.. mutable
COIll ared to nuclear DNA, probably because mitochondri;ll
~e2lication is more crror-prone and the Illlillber of
IT licatiolls is much higher. Mitocholldrially cncoded
diseases have two t1llllsual features, matrilineal inheritance
and frequcllt heteroplasnlY.

Inheritance is matrilineal. bccausc sperm do not contributc
mitochondria to the zygote (this assertion rests on limited

Parental cross ala, x a2a2 aaBB x AAbb

Offspring a,a2 AaBb
Phenotype mutant wild-type

Animals homozygous for the two characters are crossed and
the phenotype of the offspring observed. If both animals carry

one locus two loci mutations at the same locus the progeny will not have a wild-
type allele. and so will be phenotypically abnormal. If there are
two different loci the progeny are heterozygous for each of the
two recessive characters, and therefore phenotypically normal.
Very occasionally alleles at the same locus can complement
each other (interallelic complementationl.
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even fash-
expanding

mutation affecting a cell of J person who already carries
one mutation in a tumor suppressor gene (Chapter 17).
Depending 011 the disease, the penetrance may become 100%
if the person lives long enough, or there may be people who
carry the gene but who will Ilever develop symptoms no
matter how long they live. Age-of-onset curves such as Figllre
-1.7 are important tools in gen •...tic counseling. because they
enable the geneticist to estimate the chance that an at-risk but
asymptomatic person will subsequently develop the disease.

l"telated to nonpenetrance i<; the variable expression
frequently "let'n in dominant cOllditions. F({!/frc ..J.5e shows an
example {i-oma family with WJJrdenburg syndrome:. Different
family melllbers show different fCJrures of the syndrome. The
cause is the SanlL'as with nonpclll'trance: other gt'J1t's,environ-
mental factors or pure chann' ha\'l' some influence: on devel-
opmcnt of the sYll1ptoJl1s.~ce and variable
ex ressioll are typicaIJy problems with dom1l1Jnt. rather than
recessive, cllJracrers. Partly this refleers the difficulty of
sporring nonpenctrant cases in a typical recessive pedigree.
However. as J general rule, recessive conditions are less
variable dun dOlllinant ones, probably because the phenotype
ofa heterozygote involves a b:lbnce bctwet'n the l,ffects of the
t\\'o alleles. so that the OlltCOllll' is likely to be more "lensitive to
outside influc;"llce than the phellotype of a homozygote.
However, both l1onpenetrJnct: ;\lld variJble expression are
occasionally seen ill recessivL' conditions.

These complicJtions art: much more conspicuous in
humans than in plants or other aninlJls. LJbor:ltory animals
:lIld crop pblH<;are tJr more gCl1l,tically uniform t1un humans.
What wc ,ce in hunull genctics is typicJI of J wild popu-
btion. Nt:vt:rth •...lcss. mousc gcneticists Jre familiar with the
way exprcs<;ioll of a Illutant CJn change when it is bred onto a
different gcnetic background - In important considcration
when studying mouse models of human disease<;.

Anticipation describes the teJldency of SOll1e variable
dominant conditions to bccome more severe (or have eJrlier
onset) in succes<;ive generations. Until recently, most geneti-

j~'cists were skeptical that thi<;ever really happened.The problem
is that true anticipation is very easily lllimickcd by randolll
variations in severity. A family cOllles to clinicJI attention
when a severely affected child is born. Investigating the
history, the geneticist notes that one of the parents is affected.
bur only mildly. This looks like anticipation, but may actually
be just a bias of ascertainment. Had the parent becn severely
affected, he or she would most likely never hJve become a
parem; had rhe child been mildly aflected, the family would
not have cOllle to notice. Given the lack of any plausible
mechanism for Jnticipation. Jnd the statistical problems of
demonstrating it in the faCt' of these biJses, most geneticists
were unwilling to consider Jnticipation seriously - until
molecubr developments obliged them to do so.

Anticipation suddenly became respectable,
ionable, with the discovery of unstable

Anticipation is a special type of variable expression

4.3.3 Many conditions show variable expression

Age-related penetrance in late-onset diseases

A particularly important CJse of reduced penetrance IS seen
with late-onset diseases. Genetic conditions are not necessarily
congenital (present at birth). The genotype is fixed at
conception, but the phenotype may nOt manifest ulltil adult
life. In such cases the pelletrance is Jge-rebted. Huntington
disease (progressive neurodegeneration: M 1M I ..D I00) is a
well-knowlI example (F(I.!/Irt, ..J.7). Delayed onset might be
caused by slow accul1lulatio'll of:1 noxious substJnce. by slow
tissue death or by inability to repJir some form of environ-
mental damage. Hereditary cancers are Glllsed by a second

III

V

IV

Figure 4.4: Pedigree of a mitochondrial disease.

A typical pedigree pattern, showing mitochondrially-determined
hearing loss Ifamily reported by Prezant et al., 19931.Note the
incomplete penetrance.

II

genotype, is defined as the probability that a persoll who hJ'\
the genotype will manifest the character. Uy definition. J
dominant charJcter is manife<;t in a heterozygou<; person. and
so should show 100% penetrance. Neverthelcs<;. l1uny human
characters. while generally showing dOl11irullt inheritJnce.
occasionJlly skip a generation. III F(I.!/f/"(' 4.58. 112 has In
affected parent and an afTected child. and almost certainly
carric<; thl' Illutant gene. but is phenotypicJlly normal. This
would b•...elL-scribedas J CJSl'of nonpenetrance.

There i<;no mystery about nonpenetrance - indeed. lOO(1('1
penetrJnce is the more surprising phenomenon. Very of tell
the presence or Jbsence of J charJcter depends, ill the main
and in normal circut11stJnces, on the genotype at one locu:-;.
but 3n unu<;ual genetic backgroulld, a particular lifestyle or
nuybe just c1uI1ce meJI1S that the occasional p•...rson may f;lil
to t11Jnifest the character. Nonpen •...trance is J major pitfall in
genetic counseling. It would be an unwise couJlselor who.
knowing the condition in F(I.!//rc 4.5B was c10lllirlJnt Jncl
seeing 1117 WJSfree of signs, told her that she Iud no risk of
having affected children. OIlC of the jobs of gcnetic counselors
is to kno\\' the usual degree of pcnetrance of cach dominant
syndrollle:.

Frc'quclltly. uf course. J charactcr depends 011 IllJny fJctors
and does not show a Ml".;lldeli:lll pedigree parrt'rn even if
entirely gelletic.There is;l colltilluum of c1uracters from fully
penetrallt Mendcliall to lllultifJctorial (r-·(I.!IIYC ..J.6). with
increasing influence of other genetic loci and/or the en\'iroll-
ment. No logical break separates imperfectly penetrant
Mendelian from lllultifactorial characters; it is a question of
which is the most useful description to Jpply.
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Figure 4.5: Complications to the basic Mendelian patterns.

(A) A common recessive, such as blood group 0, can give the appearance of a dominant pattern. (81 Autosomal dominant inheritance with
nonpenetrance in "2. (C)Autosomal dominant inheritance with variable expression: in this family with Waardenburg syndrome, shading of
first quadrant; hearing loss; second quadrant; different colored eyes; third quadrant; white forelock; fourth quadrant; premature
graying of hair. (0) Genetic imprinting: in this family autosomal dominant glomus tumors manifest only when the gene is inherited from the
father (family reported by Heutink et al., 1992). (E) Genetic imprinting: in this family autosomal dominant Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome
manifests only when the gene is inherited from the mother (family reported by Viljoen and Ramesar, 19921. IF)X-linked dominant incontinentia
pigmenti. Affected males abort spontaneously (small squaresl. (G)An X-linked recessive pedigree where inbreeding gives an affected
female and apparent male-to-male transmission. (HI A new autosomal dominant mutation, mimicking an autosomal or X-linked recessive

trinucleotide repeat ..• ill Fragile-X syndrome (nlt:."ntal
retardation with v:lrious physical signs; MIM 30(550), and
I;lter in myotonic dystrophy (a very variable Illulti-system
disease with Ch3r:1C(L'ristic muscular dysfunction; MIM
160900) and Huntington disease. Severity or age of onset of
these diseases correlates with the repeat length, and the
repeat length tends to grow as the gene is transmitted down

thL' gellerations (see Section 16.6.4). These conditions show
(rllt: anticipation. No\\' once agJin wt.' see claims for antici-
pation being made for many diseases, and it is important to
bear ill mind that the old objection about bias of ascer-
taillmcllt remains valid. To be credible, a claim of anticipation
rcquires careful statistical backing, not just clinical
Impn ..·sslon.
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4.3.5 Male lethality may complicate X-linked pedigrees
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Figure 4.7: Age of onset curve for Huntington disease.

Curve A: probability that an individual carrying the disease
gene will have developed symptoms by a given age. Curve S:
risk that a healthy child of an affected parent carries the
disease gene at a given age. From Harper (20011.Practical
Genetic Counselling, 5th edition, Hodder Arnold. Reproduced
by permission of Hodder Arnold.

4.3.6 New mutations often complicate pedigree
interpretation, and can lead to mosaicism

Many cases of severe dominJnt or X-linked genetic disease are
the result of fresh mutations. striking without warning in a
f.ll11ily with no previous history of the disease. A fully pene-
trant It,thal domin::lI1t would necessarily always occur by fresh
l11utJtion, and the parents would never be affected - :In
l'xJl11pk' is thanatophoric dysplasia (severe shortening of long
bones and abnormal fusion of cranial sutures: MIM 1876(0).
For a nonlethal but severe dominant condition a similar
argument applies, but to a lesser degree. If the disease prevents
most JlTected people from reproducing, but if nevertheless
fresh caSt'S of the disease keep occurring, many or most of
these must be caused by new Illutations. Serious X-linked
recessives also show a significant proportion of fresh muta-
tions, because the gene is exposed to natufal selection
whenever it is in a male. Autosomal recessive pedigrees, on the
other hand, afe not significantly affeC[t,d - a mutant allele can
propagate for many generations in asymptomatic carriers, and
we can safely assume that the parents of all affected child arc
both carriers.

On thl: assumption that, avc.-raged over time, new mutations
exactly repbcc the disease gt'nes lost through natural
selection, their frequency in the population depends Oil a
simple relationship (described in Section 4.5.2) between the
rate at which natural selection is removing disadvantageous

Environmental

Multifactorial

Multifactorial with single

major locus

Single gene

;\
Mendelian

Figure 4.6: The spectrum of human characters.

Few characters are purely Mendelian, purely polygenic or purely
environmental. Most depend on some mix of major and minor
genetic determinants, together with environmental influences.
The mix of factors determining any given character could be
represented by a point located somewhere within the triangle.

4.3.4 For imprinted genes, expression depends on
parental origin

For some X-linked dominant conditions, absence of the
normal allele is lethal before birth. Thus afTectt'd males an: not
born, and we see a condition that affects only females, who
pass it on to half their daughters but none of their sons (F({!//rc
-I.5F).There may be a history of miscarriages, but families are
rarely big enough to prove that the number of SOilS is only half
the number of daughters. An example is incontint'ntia
piglllellti (linear skin defects following defined pJtterns
knowll as Blaschko's lines, often accompanied by neurological
or skeletal problems; M IM 3083\ 0).

Certain human characters an: autosolllal dominant, :1fTecr
both sexes and arc rrall"illlirted by parents of either sex, bur
manifest only when inherited from a parent of 011e particular
sex. For example there arc families with autosomal dominant
glomlls [Ulllors that are expressed only in men or wOlllen who
inherit the gene frolll their father (F~'(I/r(' ..f.. 50), while
Ueckwirh-Wiedcmanll syndrome (exol11phalos. macroglossia,
overgrowth; M 1M 130(50) is sometimes dominant but
expressed Dilly ill childn:1l who inherit it frolll their mother
(P('(/Ire 4.51:). Thl:sl: palTntal sex effects are evidence of
itnprinting, a poorly understood phenomenon whereby
cntain genes are somehow marked ('imprinted') with their
parental origin. The mallY questions that surround the mech-
anism and evolutionary purpose of imprinting are discu,;sed in
Section 10.5.4 and a particularly striking clinical example is
described in Box /6.6.

Polygenic
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Figure 4.8: A new mutation in X-linked recessive Duchenne
muscular dystrophy.

The three grandpa rental X chromosomes were distinguished
using genetic markers, and are shown in blue, pink and brown
(ignoring recombinationl. III, has the grandpaternal X, which
has acquired a mutation at some point in the pedigree. There
are four possible points at which this could have happened:

if III, carries a new mutation, the recurrence risk for all family
members is very low;

if II, is a germinal mosaic, there is a significant risk Ibut hard to
quantify) for her future children, but not for her sisters;

if II, was the result of a single mutant sperm, she has the
standard recurrence risk for X-linked recessives, but her sisters
are free of risk;

if I, was a germinal mosaic all the sisters have a significant risk,
which is hard to quantify.

Mokcubr studies can be a grl'at help in these cases.
Sometimes it is pos'\ible to demonstrate directly that a normal
father is producing a proportion of lllut3nt sperm. Dirt'C{
testing of the germ linc is not possible in women, but other
accessible tissues such as fibroblasts or hair roots can be
examined for evidence of mosaicislll. A negative result 011

somatic tissues does not rule out germ-line mosaicism, but 3
positive result. ill conjunction with all atTected child. proves it
(FiX/irc ~. 9).

III

II

genes Jnd the r~lte at which ncw Illutation is cfe;:Hing them.
The general1l1ec!uJlislllS that affect the population frequency
of alleles are discussed ill Chapter Il, Box / / .2.

When a norl11a] couple \vieh 110 relevant fal11i1y history
have a child with severe :lbnorillaliries (Figure 4.5H). deciding
the mode of inheritance Jnd recurrence risk can be very
difficult; the problem might be autosomal recessive. autosomal
dominant ,"vith a Ilt'W lllutation. X-linked n:ct.:s'\ivc (if the
child is male) or Ilongt:nc:tic. A further complication is intro-
duced by germillallllosaicislll (sl'e below).

Mosaics have two (or more) genetically different cell
lines

We have seen that in seriolls autosomal domil1;1J1r Jnd
X-linked diseases. \vhefe affected people hJve few or 110

children. the disease genes arc maintained in the population by
recurrent mutation. A COIlIIlIOIl assumption is that all l'lHirely
normal person produces a single mutant gam!.:.'tl'. HO\\'l'vt'r,
this is not necessarily what happens. Unless there is sOlllething
speci31 3bout the Illutational process, such t1ut it C3n happen
only during gal1lt:togt:Jlesis, Illutations may arise ~lt any timt:
during POStzygotic life. POS[Z gotic mutations produce
1110saics with twO (or man ...·) genetically distinct cell lines. -~ ....•.. ""'" ~ ........••.

Mosaicislll can affect somatic and/or germ lin!.:.' tissues.
Postzygotic lllut3tions are not merely frequent. they are
illevit3ble. Human mutation rates are rypically 10-7 per gene
per cdl generatioll, and our bodies contain perhaps IOu cells.
It follows that cvery OIlC of us must be a mosaic for innu-
Illcrablc genetic disl'3ses. Indeed, as Professor John Edwards
mcmorably remarked, 3 normal man may well producc the
whole of the OMIM catalogue in every ejaculate. This should
C1U"C no anxiety. If a cell in your finger 1l1Lltates to the
HUlHington disease gcnotype, or a cell in your car picks up a
cy"tic fibrosis mutation. there arc absolutely no conscquences
for you or your family. Only if 3 somatic mutation n:sults ill the
emergence of a substamial clone of mutant cells is there a risk
[0 the whole organislll.This can happen in two ways:

~ tht: mutation causes abnormal proliferation of a cell that
would normally replicate slowly or not at all, thus gellt:r-
ating a clone of mutant cells. This is how cancer happens,
and this whole topic is discussed in detail in Chapter 17.

~ the mutation occurs in an early embryo. afTt'cting J cell
which is the progt:.·nitor of a significant fraction of the
whole organism. In that case the mosaic individual may
show clinical signs of dist'ase.

Mutations occurring in a parent's genn line C311C3USt de 110VO

inherited disease in a child. An e~rly germ-line mllt~tion C3n
produce a person who harbors a large clone of lTlutallt germ-
line cells (germinal - or gonadal - mosaicism). As a
result, a normal couple with no previous t:ll1lily history may
produce more than one child with the samc serious
dominant disease. The pedigree mimics recessive inheritance.
Evt:n if the correct mode of inheritance is realized. it is very
difficult to calculatt:.' a recurrence risk to use in counseling /
the parents (van der Meulen ff al., 1995). Usually an empiric J'r
risk (Section 4"'+"'+) is quoted. F':v,lIre 4.8 shows an cX31llpic of
the uncertainty that lllos3icislll introduces into counscling, in
this case in an X-linked dise3se.

Chimeras contain cells from two separate zygotes in a
single organism

Mosaics start life as a single fertilized egg. Chimeras on the
other lund arc the result of fusion of two zygotes to forlll ;I
single embryo ~he reverse of twinning), or alternatively of

JiIDited colonization of one twin by cells fi-om a nonidentical
co-twill (Fig/lre 4. JO). Chimerism is proved by the presence in
pooled tissue samples of too man)' parent3l alleles at several
loci (if just one locus were involved. one would suspect
mosaicism for a single mutation). Blood-grouping centers
occasionally discover chimeras 31l10ng 110rmal donors, and
some intcrsex patients turn out to be XX/XV chimeras.
Strain cl aJ. (1998), for example, describe a 46,XY /46,XX boy
who was the result of twO embryos :lJlIalgamating after an ill

vitro fertilization in which three l'lllbryos were transferred to
the mother.
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Figure 4.9: Germline and somatic mosaicism in a dominant disease.

Individuals 11-2and 111-2suffer from familial adenomatous polyposis, a dominantly inherited form of colorectal cancer that maps to
chromosome 51MIM 175100, see Section 17.5.31.The parents of 11-2are unaffected. Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (see Section
18.3.21demonstrated a mutation, W593X, in exon 14 of the APe gene in 111-2(seen as the upper bands in track 1 of the gel!. For 11-2the gel
shows the mutant bands, but only very weakly, showing that the blood of this person is mosaic for the mutation. The mutation is absent in
111-4,even though studies with linked markers (color-coded chromosomes - see Section 18.51showed that he inherited the high-risk (blue)
chromosome from his mother. Clinical examination (colonoscopy) confirmed that 111-4was free of the disease. 11-2must be a germline as
well as a somatic mosaic for the mutation. Example and gel courtesy of Professor Bert Bakker, Leiden.

4.4 Genetics of multifactorial characters:
the polygenic threshold theory

4.4.1 Some history
By the time Mendel's work was rediscovered in 1900, a rival
school of genetics was well established in the UK and else-
where. Francis Galton. the remarkable and eccentric cOllsin of
Charles Darwin, devoted !TIuch of his vast talent to system-
atizing the study of hum:m variation. Starting with an anicle
on .Hereditary la/ellt alld Character' published rhe same year.
1865, as Mendel's paper (and expanded in 1869 to a book.
Hereditary Gel/ills), hl.: spent many years investigating family
resemblances. Galton was devoted to qu:mrifying observa-
tions and applying statistical analysis. His Anthropometric
Laboratory, established in London in 1884, recorded from his
subjects (who paid him threepence for the privilege) their
weight, si{{ing and standing height, arm span, breathing
capacity, strength of pull and of squeeze, force of blow, reacrion
time, keenness of sight and hearing, color discrimination and
judgements of length. In one of the first applications of
st~Hisrics he compared physical a{{ributes of parents and
children, and established the degree of correlation between
relatives. By 1900 he had established a large body of

knowledge about the inheritance of slich attributes. and a
tradition (biometrics) of their investigation.

When Mendel's work was rediscovcred, a controversy arose.
Biometricians accepted that Mcnddian genes tnight explain a
few rare abnormalities or curious quirks, but they pointed out
that Illost of the characters likely to bc important in evolution
(body size. build, strength, skill in catching prey or finding food)
were continuous or quantitative characters and not
amenabk to Mendelian analysis. We all have these characters.
only to diffcrcnt degrees, so YOll cannot define their inheritance
by drawing pedigrees and marking in the people who have
them. Mendelian analysis requires dichototnous characters
that you either have or don't have. A controversy, heated at
times, ran on between mendelians and biometricians unti!
1918. That year saw a seminal paper by R.A. Fisher demon-
strating that characters governed by :\ brge number of inde-
pendent Mendelian factors (polygenic characters) would
display precisely the continuous nature. quantitative variation
and f:lmily correlations described by the biometricians. Later
Falconer extended this model to cover dichotomous characrCfs.
Fisher's and Falconer's analyses created a unified theoretical basis
for hUllun genetics.The following sections set out their ideas, in
a llonlllathematical form. A more rigorous treatment call be
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Figure 4.10: Mosaics and chimeras.

Mosaics have two or more genetically different cell lines derived from a single zygote. The genetic change indicated may be a gene
mutation, a numerical or structural chromosomal change, or in the special case of Iyonization, X-inactivation. A chimera is derived from two
zygotes, which are usually both normal but genetically distinct.

fOlilld in ~II1Y textbook of qU:lIltit:trivc genetics, for example
Falconer and Mackay, 1996 (see Further reading).

4.4.2 Polygenic theory of quantitative traits

AllY variable character that depends on the additive action of a
large number of indiyidu~lily small independent causes will
show a Normal (Gaussian) distribution in the population.
F(~/lrc 4. / / gives a highly simplified illustration of this. We
suppose rhe character depcnds all alkles at a single loclls, then
at two loci, then at three. As Illorl.' loci are included we see two
consequences:

~ the simple one-to-one relationship between genotype and
phenotype disappears. Except for the extreme phenotypes.
it is nor possible to infer the genotype from the phenotype:

., as the number of loci increases, the distribution look>;
increasingly like J GJussian curW'. Addition of J little envi-
ronl11cnul vJriation would smooth out the thn.'c-Iocu~
di ••tribution into a good Gaussian curve.

A more sophisticated trcatmcnt, allowing dominancc and
varying gene frequencies, kads to the same conclusions. Since
relatives share genes, their phenotypes are correlated, and
Fisher's 1918 paper predicted the size of the correlation for
different relarionships.

A l11uch llliSlilldL'fstood feature, both ofbiolTll'rric data and
of polygenic theory, is regression to the mean. Imagine, for
rhe sake of exampk only, tint variation in IQ were entirely
genetiGdly derermined. Fi,r<lIrc 4.12 shows how in our
simplified rwo-locus model. for each class of morhers, rhe
average IQ of rheir children is half \yay berween rhe 1110rhcr's
value and the populatiolllllcall.This is regression ro rhe mean ~
bur its implications art.' ofrell Illi ••illterprered (see 80S ..J.3), Note
however a hidden Jssumptioll in this simple model: thar rhere is
rJlldom mating. For each class of mothers, the :weragc IQ of
their husbands is 3ssurlled to be lOO.Thus the average IQ of the
children is the mid-parental IQ, as COlTlmon sense would
suggest. In the real world, highly intelligent womell tend to
marry men of above average inteUigence (assortative mating)
and we would not expt.'e[ regression half way to the population
mean, even ifIQ wen: a purely generic characrcr .

A second assumption of our simplified model is that there is
no dominance: each persoll's phenotypc is the <.;till 1 of the
contribution of each allele at each relevant 10cu~. If we allow
dominance, the etTce[ of SOrlle of a parent's genes will be
masked by dominant :1lkles and invisible in their phenotype,
but they can still be passed on and can affect the child's
phenotype. Given dominance, the expectation for the child is
110 longer the mid-parL'nt;]] value. Our best guess about the
likely phenotypic effeCt of the masked recessive alleles is
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Figure 4.11:Successive approximations to a Gaussian distribution.

The charts show the distribution in the population of a hypothetical character that has a mean value of 100 units. The character is
determined by the additive (co-dominant) effects of alleles. Each upper case allele adds 5 units to the value, and each lower case allele
subtracts 5 units. All allele frequencies are 0.5. (A) The character is determined by a single locus; (8) two loci; (el three loci: addition of a
minor amount of 'random' (environmental or polygenic I variation produces the Gaussian curve (0).

obtained by looking at tht' rest of the population. Therefore,
the child's expected phenotype will be displaced frolll the
mid-parental value towards th~ population mean. How far it
will be displaced depends on how important dominance is in
determining the phenorYPl'.

The heritability is the proportion of variance due to
additive genetic effects

Gaussian curves are specified by only two parameters, the
mean and the variance (or the standard deviation, which is the
square root of the v:uiance).Variances have the lIseful property
of being additive when they 3rc due to independent causes
(Box ~. ~). Thlls the overall variance of the phellotype VI' is
the sum of the variallces due to the individual causes of vari-
ation - the environmental variance VE and the genetic
variance Vc. Vc. can in turn be broken down to a varianct.' I/A

due to simply additivc genctic effects and an extra term VI)

due to dominance t'fTects. The heritability (112) of a trait is the
proportion of the total variance that is genetic, that is V(;I Vp.
For animal breeders interested in breeding cows with higher
milk yields, this is an important measure of how f.lr a breeding
program call create a herd in which the average animal

resembles today's best. Strictly, Vel VI' is the broad heritability.
Dominancc variance cannot be fixed by breeding, so tht:
st:lt:ction response is determined by the narrow hnitability,
VAl VI'_ Heritabilities of human traits 3re often estimated :IS

part of segregatioll analysis (see Sectioll 15.2 and Table 15.4).
However. it should be borne in mind t1ut for many human
behavioral traits, the simple partitioning of v:lriance into envi-
ronmental and genetic components is not applicable. We give
our children both their genes Jl1d their environmcnt. Gcnetic
disadvantage and social disadvantage tend to go together, so
genctic and t:nvironmental factors arc often correlatcd. If
genetic and environmental factors are llot independent. Vp

does not equal Vc + VE; there are additional interaction vari-
ances. A proliferation of variances can rapidly reduce the
explanatory power of the models, and in general this has been
a difficult Jrc;} in which to \'lork.

Tht: term 'heritability' is often misunderstood. Heritability
is quite different from the mode of inheritance. The mode of
inheritJllcl' (Jutosomal dominant, polygenic. ete.) is a fixed
property of a trait, but heritabiliry is 110t. 'Heritability of IQ' is
shorthand for 'heritability of variations ill IQ'. Contrast the
two questions:
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Figure 4.12:Regression to the mean.

The same character as in Figure 4.118: mean 100,determined by co-dominant alleles A, a, Band b at two loci, all gene frequencies; 0.5.
Top: distribution in a series of mothers. Middle: distributions in children of each class of mothers, assuming random mating. Bottom:
summed distribution in the children. Note that: (al the distribution in the children is the same as the distribution in the mothers; (bl for each
class of mothers, the mean for their children is halfway between the mothers' value and the population mean (100);and (cl for each class of
children (bottom!. the mean for their mothers is half way between the children's value and the population mean.

(11 After a few generations everybody will be exactly the same.

121 If a character shows regression to the mean, it must be
genetic.

Figure 4.12 shows that the first of these beliefs is wrong. In a
simple genetic model:

the overall distribution is the same in each generation;

regression works both ways: for each class of children, the
average for their mothers is half way between the children's
value and the population mean. This may sound paradoxical but
it can be confirmed by inspecting, for example, the right-hand
column of the bottom histogram in Figure 4.12 (children of 10

120). One-quarter of their mothers have IQ 120, half 110 and
one-quarter 100, making an average of 110.

Regarding the second of these beliefs, regression to the mean is
not a genetic mechanism but a purely statistical phenomenon.
Whether the determinants of 10 are genetic, environmental or any
mix of the two, if we take an exceptional group of mothers (for
example, those with an IQ of 120),then these mothers must have
had an exceptional set of determinants. If we take a second group
who share half those determinants Itheir children, their sibs or
either of their parents), the average phenotype in this second
group will deviate from the population mean by half as much.
Genetics provides the figure of one half, but not the principle of
regression.
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Box 4.4: Partitioning of variance.

Variance of phenotype IVp) = Genetic variance (VG) +
Environmental variance IVEl
VG = variance due to additive genetic effects (VA) + variance
due to dominant effects (Vo)

~ to Il'hal extent is IQgl'l/cfir?This is a meaningles'\ qll~stion;

~ HO!l' /1/lId, '~frll(' d{[fcrcllcci i1l lQ hCfll'(,C/J pl'Op/c i/1 a
partimlar COII/lfr)' at a parti(l/Iar lillIe arc callsed hy rhcir,{!c/lctic

d{{(cn'l/ccs, a/ld "(lll' IlIlICft by (heir d[ffCYl>'lf ('lllIirOIlIIICIIl_'- Illld
hfe hisrories?This is a 11le~lIlillgflil question,evell if difficult
to Jnswer.

In different social circlllll<;;tJIlCCS, the heritJbiliry of IQ will
ditTer. The more equal a ,ocicry is, the higher the heritability
of IQ should be. If everybody has equal opportunities. a
Illltliber of the ellvirOlllllentJI differences between people
have been removed. Therefore more of the remaining differ-
ences III IQ will be due to the genetic differences between
people.

4.4.3 Polygenic theory of discontinuous characters

Most of the c1assic::i1 'polygenic' continuously variable
characters like height or weight are of little interest to medical
geneticists (although we discuss obesity: see Section l5.6.R).
Much more interesting are the innumerable diseases and
malformJtions that tend to run in families. but that
do not show Mendelian pedigree patterns. A major conceptual

Figure 4.t3: Multifactorial determination of a disease or
malformation.

The angels and devils can represent any combination of genetic
and environmental factors. Adding an extra devil or removing
an angel can tip the balance, without that particular factor
being the cause of the disease. Courtesy of Professor R.S.w.
Smithells.

Vp = VA + Vo + VE
Heritability (broad) = VG / Vp

Heritability (narrow) = VA / Vp

tool in non-Mendelian genetics was provided by Falconer's
extension of polygenic theory to dichotomous or discon-
tinuous characters (those you either luve or do Hot have).

Falconer postulated an underlying continuously variable
susceptibility. YOll mayor may nOt l1:1ve a cleft palate, but
every embryo has a certain susceptibility to cleft palate. The
susceptibility may be low or high: it is polygenic and follows a
Gaussian distribution in the population. Together with the
polygenic susceptibility, Falconer postulated the existence of a
threshold. Embryos whose susceptibility exceeds a critical
threshold value develop cleft palate; those whose susceptibility
is below the threshold, even if only just below, avoid cleft
palate. Stripped of mathematical subtlety, the model can be
represented as in F~elfre 4.13. The threshold can be imagined
as the neutral point of the balance. Changing the balance of
factors tips the phenotype one way or the other.

For cleft palate, a polygenic threshold model seems intu-
itively reasonable (Fraser. 19RO). All embryos start with a cleft
palate. During early developml'nt the palatal shelves must
become horizontal and fust' together. They mllst do this
within a specific developmental window of time. Many
differellt gcnL,tic and cnvironmelltal factors influencc
clllbryonic dcvelopment. so it seelllS reasollable that sllscepti-
bility should be polygenic. Whether the palatal shelves me,·t
and fust' with ample time to sparc, or whether they only JUSt
manage to fuse in time, is lInimportant - if they fusc thcn a
normal palate forms, and if they do not fuse then a cleft palate
results. Thus there is a natural threshold superimposed on a
continuously variable process.

Falconer's threshold theory helps cxplain how recurrence
risks vary ill f..1Illilies.Afli:cted pcople must have an unfortunate
combination of high-susceptibility alleles. Their relatives who
share genes with them will also, on aVl'fage. have a raised suscep-
tibility. thc divcrgcnce fium the population mean depending all
the proportion of shared genes. Thus polygenic threshold char-
actL'rS tcnd to rUIl in families (F~I!If"(, -1.14). Parents who luve
had sevL'ral ;dfectcd children nul' just luve been unlucky, but 011

average they will have marc high-risk ;l1leles thall parents with
only one affected child. The threshold is fixed. but the average
sllsceptibility, and hence the rccurrencc risk, rises with an
increasing number ofpreviolls afTcctL'd children.

Many supposed threshold conditiollS have different inci-
dences in the two sexes. This implies sex-specific thresholds.
Congenital pyloric stenosis. for example, io; five times more
common ill boys than girls. ThL' thrL'shold must be higher for
girls than boys, therefore relatives of an affected girl have a
higher average susceptibility than relatives of an afTected boy
(F/:I!//re 4. 15). The recurrence risk is correspondingly higher,
although in each case a baby's risk of being affected is five
times higher if it is a boy (1ablc 4./).
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If a non-Mendelian dichotomous character affects
predominantly males, this is accommodated in multifactorial
threshold theory by postulating a lower threshold for males than
females. It follows that recurrence risks are higher for relatives
of affected females, but the majority of those recurrent cases
will be male. See Table 4.1 for an example of data fitting this
interpretation.

__ Distribution of liability in the
sibs of affected girls

Figure 4.15: A polygenic character with sex-specific
thresholds.

High
liability

"Average liability
among sibs of
affected people

Average liability
in general
population

Figure 4.14: Falconer's polygenic threshold model for
dichotomous non-Mendelian characters.

Liability to the condition is polygenic and normally distributed
Igreen curvel. People whose liability is above a certain
threshold value (the balance point in Figure 4.11) are affected.
Their sibs Ililac curve) have a higher average liability than the
population mean and a greater proportion of them have
liability exceeding the threshold. Therefore the condition tends
to run in families.

4.4.4 Counseling in non-Mendelian conditions uses
empiric risks

Distribution of liability in
the general population

Distribution of liability in the Threshold
sibs of affected people +-unaffected" f- affected __

Low
liability

In generic counseling for non-Mcl1cklian conditions. risks are
not derived frolll polygenic theory: they are empiric risks
obtained dUOllgh popubriol1 survey' slich as those in Table
-1.1). This is fundamelltally different frolll Mendelian condi-
tiolls. where the I ill 2. I in ...1-,and so on. risks come from
tht:ory. The dl't.'cr of {amily history is also quite different. If a
coupil: 3n: both carr ins of cystic fibrosis. the risk of their next
child being af1i:ctcd is I ill ·L This remains true regardkss how
l1uny afli.:cted or normal childn:n they h3ve alre3dy produced
(sul1lIlled lip in the tag 'chance Ius no memory'). !fthey have
had J baby with Ilt'ural rube defect, thl.' reCurrence risk is about

I in ~5 ill the UK - but if they h3VL'31•.e3dy h3d rwo 3!fecred
bJbies. the recurn:nce risk is Jbout I in 12 (perllJps sUlllmed lip
by 'ro him that hath shall be given'). It is not that having a
second afTected baby Ius caused their recurrence risk to
increase, but it has elubkd us to recognize thelll as a couple
who always Iud beell at panicubrly high risk. A cynic would
say it involves rhe coullsclor being wise after the event - but the
pracrise accords with our uncll.'rstanding based on threshold
theory. as well as with epidcmiological data. and it represents
the best we can ofl't.:r ill all imperfect stJtt' ofknowledgl'.

Table 4.1: Recurrence risks for pyloric stenosis.

Relatives of Sons Daughters Brothers

Male proband 191296 7/274 5/230
16.42%1 (2.55%) 12.17%1

Female proband 14/61 7162 111101
122.95%) (11.48%) 110.89%)

Sisters

51242
(2.07%)

9/101
(891%)

More boys than girls are affected, butlhe recurrence risk is higherforrelatives of an affected girl. Data fit a polygenic threshold model with sex-
specific thresholds 1Figure 4.15). Data from Fuhrmann and Vogel (1976).
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4.5 Factors affecting gene frequencies

4.5.1 There can be a simple relation between gene
frequencies and genotype frequencies

A thought experiment: picking genes from the gene pool

Over a whole population there may be many different alleles
at a particular locus, although each individual person has just
two alleles, which may be identical or ditTen.:nt. We can
imagine a gene pool, consisting of all alleles at the II locus in
the population. The gene frequency of allele A] is the
proportion of all II alleles in the gene pool which are A].
Consider two alleles. A] and A2 at the II locus. Let their gene
frequencies be p and q respectively (p and q are each between
() and I). Let us perform 0 thought experiment:

~ pick an allele at random from the gene pool. There is a
chance p that it is A 1 and a chance q that it is A'2:

~ pick a second allele ot random. Again the challce of picking
A I is p and the chance of picking A2 is q (we assume the
gene pool is sufficiently large that removing the first allele
has not significantly changed the gene frequencies in the
remaining pool). It follows that:

the chance that both alleles were A] is p2:

the chance that both alleles were A2 is q2:

the chance that the first allele was A] and the second A2
is pq.The chance that the first was A2 and the second A]
is qp. Overall, the chance of picking one A I and one A2
allele is 2pq.

The Hardy-Weinberg distribution

If we pick a person at random from the population, this is
equivalent to picking two genes at random from the gene
pool.The chance the person is A]A] is p2, the chance they are
A] A2 is 2pq, and the chance they are A2A2 is q2 This simple
relationship between gene frequencies and genotype
frequencies (the Hardy-Weinberg distribution, see Box
4.5) holds whenever a person's two genes are drawn inde-
pendently and at random from the gene pool. A] and A2 may
be the only alleles at the locus (in which case p + q ; 1) or
there may be other alleles and other genotypes (p + q < I). For
X-linked loci males. being hemizygous (only one allele) are A]
or A2 with frequencies p and q respectively, while females can
beA]A], A]A2 orA2A2 (see Box 4.5).

Limitations of the Hardy-Weinberg distribution

These simple calculations break dowll if the underlying
assuIllption, that a person's two genes are picked independently
fi'ol11 the gem; pool, is violated. In panicular, there is a problem
if then.: has not been random mating. Assortative mating can
take scvL'ral forms. but the IllOst generally important is
inbreeding. If you marry a relative you are marrying
somebody whose genes resemble YOllr own. This increases the
likelihood of your children being homozygous and decreases
the likelihood that they will be heterozygous. Rare recessive
conditions arc strongly associated with parental consanguinity,
alld Hardy-Weinberg calculations that ignore this will overes-
timate the carrier frequency in the population at large.

Use of the Hardy-Weinberg distribution in genetic
counseling

Gene frequencies or genotype frequencies are essential inputs
into n13ny forms of genetic analysis, such as linkage analysis
(Section 13.3) and segregation analysis (Section 15.2), and
they have a particular importance in calculating genetic risks.
Box 4.6 gives examples.

4.5.2 Genotype frequencies can be used (with
caution) to calculate mutation rates

Mutant genes are being created by fresh mutation and being
removed by nawral selection (Box 11.2). For a given level of
selection we can calculate the mutation rate that would be
required to replace the genes lost by selection. If we assume
that there is an equilibrium in the population between the
rates of loss and of replacement, the calculation tells us the
present mutation rate. We can define the coefficient of
selection (s) as the relative chance of reproductive failure of a
genotype due to selection (the fittest type in the population
has s ; 0, a genetic lethal has s ; I).

~ For an autosomal recessive condition, a proportion q2
of the population is affected. The loss of disease genes each
generation is sq2.This is balanced by mutation at the rate of
fJ.( I - q2) where fJ. is the mutation rate per gene per gener-
ation. At equilibrium sq2 ; fJ.(1 - q2), or approximately (if
q is small) fJ. = sq2

•. For a rare autosomal dominant condition homozygotes
are excessively rare. Heterozygotes occur with frequency
2pq (frequency of disease gene; pl. Only half the genes

Box 4.5: Hardv-Weinberg equilibrium genotype frequencies for allele frequencies p (A,) and q (A2).

Autosomal locus X-linked locus:':-";'=..;;...;.;:..:..;;.:....-_-=---:------
Males Females

Genotype A]AI AIA1 A1A1 A, A1 AlAI A,A1 A1A1
Frequency p1 2pq q1 P q p1 2pq q1

Note that these genotype frequencies will be seen whether or not AI and A1 are the only alleles at the locus.
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Box 4.6: The Hardy-Weinberg distribution can be used (with caution) to calculate carrier frequencies and
simple risks for counseling.

Females

A,A, AlA2
p2 2pq

(the parent's carrier risk) x Ithe new spouse's carrier riskl x 1/4

= 1 x 1/50 x 1/4

= 1/200
This assumes there is no family history of the same disease in
the new spouse's family.

X-linked red-green color blindness affects 1 in 12 British
males. What proportion of females will be carriers and what
proportion will be affected?

Males

Genotypes: A, A2

Frequencies: p q = 1/12

q = 1/12, therefore p = 11/12

2pq = 2 x 1/12 x 11/12 = 22/144
q2 = 1 in 144.Thus this single-locus model predicts that 15% of
females will be carriers and 0.7% will be affected.

An autosomal recessive condition affects 1 newborn in 10000.
What is the expected frequency of carriers?

Phenotypes: Unaffected Affected

Genotypes: AA Aa aa

Frequencies: p2 2pq q2 = 1/10000

q2 is 10-4,and therefore q = 10-2or 1/100.

1 in 100 genes at the A locus are a, 99/100 are A.

The carrier frequency, 2pq, is 2 x 99/100 x 1/100,very nearly 1 in
50. This assumes that the frequency of the condition has not
been raised by inbreeding.

If a parent of a child affected by the above condition
remarries, what is the risk of producing an affected child in
the new marriage?

To produce an affected child, both parents must be carriers, and
the risk is then 1 in 4. Thus the overall risk is:

fJ. = Fil-f)
fJ. = Jo>Fll-f)
fJ. = 1/3Fll-f)

Autosomal recessive condition* fJ. = sq2 or
Autosomal dominant condition fJ. = sp or
X-linked recessive condition fJ. = sq/3 or

fJ. = mutation rate per gene per generation
p,q = gene frequencies
s = coefficient of selection
f = biological fitness = l-s
F = frequency of condition in the population

*This formula gives a seriously wrong estimate of the mutation rate if there is heterozygote advantage, see Box 4.8.

lost through their reproductive failure are the disease allele,
so the rate of gene loss is '"ery nearly sp. Again this is
balanced by a fate of new mutation of J1.q2. which is
approximately f.l if q is almost I. Thus f.l = sp.

~ For an X-linked recessive disease the rate of gene loss
through atTected males is sq. This is balanced by a 111utation
rate 3j...l, since all X chromosomes in the population are
J\"ailab!e for Illutation, but only the one-third of X chro-
mosomes v.:hich are in males afe exposed to selection. Thus
f.l = sq/3_

These results are summarized in Box -1.7. Estimates derived
using them can be compared with the general expeccation,
fi-om scudies in many organisll1s, that mutacion rates are typi-
cally 10-5-10-7 per gene per generation.

4.5.3 Heterozygote advantage can be much more
important than recurrent mutation for determining
the frequency of a recessive disease

The formula J..L = sq2 gives an unexpeceedly high mutation
rate for some autosomal recessive conditions. Consider cystic

fibrosis (CF). for example. Until very recently. \'irtually nobody
with CF lived long enough to reproduce. therefore s = I. CF
"frects about one birth in 2000 in the UK.Thus q2 = 1/2000.
"nd the formula gives f.l = 5 x 10-4. This would be a strik-
ingly high mutation rate for any gene - but there is evidence
that new CF mut3tions 3re ill face very rare. This foLlows from
the uneven ethnic distribution of CF and the existence of
strong linkage disequilibrium (Section 13.5.2).

The missing factor is heterozygote advantage. CF
carriers have, or had in the past, some reproductive advantage
over normal homozygotes. There has been deb;ue over what
this advantage might be. The CF gene encodes a membrane
chloride channel. which is required by 5al///O//cl/a rYl'hi for it to
enter epithelial cells, so maybe heterozygotes ;ue relatively
n.:sistant to typhoid fever (Pier ef al .. 1998). Whatever the cause
of the heterozygote advJntJge. ifs1 and 52 an: the coefficients of
selection against the AA and 3a genotypes n:spectively, then an
equilibrium is established (ignoring recurrent Illutation) when
the ratio of the gene frequencies of A and 3. plq, is S2/s1. Box
4.8 illustrates the cl1cubtion for cystic fibrosis, and shows that a
heterozygote advantage too sl11311to obst.'rve in population
surveys can have a major etTecr on gene frequencies.
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Box 4.8: Selection in favor of heterozygotes for CF.

It is worth remembering that the medically important
Mendelian diseases are those that Jre both COIll111on

and serious. They HUlst all luve some or other special trick
to remain COllllllon in the (:le•...of sekcriol1. The trick may
bt: 311 exceptionally high I111Hation rate (Duchennt: 1ll1lS-

cuhr dystrophy), or propagation of uonpathological
prL'J1111tJrions (Fragile X), or onset of symptoms after
rcproductive age (Huntington disease) - but for COm111011

seriolls recessive conditions it is Illost often heterozygote
:ldvantJge.

q2 is 5 x 10-4, therefore q = 0.022 and p = 1-q = 0.978

p/q = 0.978 / 0.022 = 43.72 = S2/ s,

If S2 = 1 (affected homozygotes never reproducel, s, = 0.023

The present CFgene frequency will be maintained, even without
fresh mutations, if Aa heterozygotes have on average 2.3% more
surviving children than AA homozygotes.

aa
q2 = 1/2000

AffectedUnaffected

AA Aa

p2 2pq

For CF, the disease frequency in the UK is about one in 2000
births.

Phenotypes:

Genotypes:

Frequencies:

Further reading

Falconer OS, Mackay TFC (1996) Introduction CO Ouantitative
Genetics. Longman, Harlow.

Forrest OW (1974) Francis Galcon: The Life and Work of a Viccorian
Genius. Elek, London.
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5.1 The importance of DNA cloning

The fundamentals of current D A technology are very
largely based on twO quite different approaches to studying
specific DNA sequences within a complex J) A population
(see F(ellre 5. I):

~ DNA cloning. The desired DNA sequence or fragment
mUSt be selectilJe/y amplU;ed to produce large numbers of
identical copies. resulting in purification of the desired
product. Thereafter. its Stfu([ure and function can be
comprehensively studied;

~ molecular hybridization. The fragment of interest is not
amplified or purified in any way; in'\tcad, it is specifically
deferrcd \virhin a complex mixture of many different
sequences.

Uefore J) A cloning, our knowledge of DNA was extremely
limited. DNA cloning technol06,), changed all that and revo-
lutionized the srudy of genetic'i. To undcPirand why that was,
olle should appreciate the tremcndous ,izl:' ;lIld complexity of
DNA sequences (compared to, 53Y. protein sequences).
Individual nuclear D A molecules cont~lin hundreds of
l11illiotl~ of tlucleotides. When D A i~ isolated from cells
using standard methods, these huge molccull's are fragmented
by shear forces. generating complex mixtures of still very large
D A fragments (typically 50-100 kb long).

Given the complexity of the DNA isolated from the cells of
a typical cuk:1ryote,or even prokaryote, the challenge was how
to analyze it. What was nceded was some mcthod of fraction-

ating the D A so that different subpopulations of DNA
sequences could be purified. For many eukaryotcs. one early
approach had been to separate different populations of DNA
sequence by centrifugation. Ultr,lcelHrifugation in equi-
librium density gradients (e.g. in C,C1 density gradients) typi-
cally fractionates the DNA from a eubryotic cell into a major
band (the bulk DNA) and several minor bands. The buoyant
densities of the minor DNA bands are different frol11 that
of the bulk D A (and from each other) because they are
composed of tandemly rcpetiti\'c satellite DNA sequences
whose base composition is signific.mtly different to that of the
bulk D A. The satellite D A sequence, were found to be
involved ill specific aspects of chromosome structure and
functioll. Although valuable alld inten:sting, the purified
satellite DNAs were a minor compollent of thl' gt'nome and
did Ilot contain genes. IVlrl11 O:\'A clOllill.'! (~ffi'rl'd was a ~fle"era/
IIlft/wd for jJl/r[fyillg alld sllfdyill,,! all)' D.\'A -'(''If/fIler.

DNA cloning requires selectivl' :lInplification of a specific
DNA component (the target DNA) occurring within a large
complex starting DNA population. which may be the total
genomic DNA within a particu!;" tissue (or edl type). or
complemerttary DNA (cDNA) prep,lred fi'om tht' rota I RNA
of a particular tic;sue.Amplification ic;achieved using a D A
polymerase and can be carried out i/1 "im). or within cells.

In vitro DNA cloning

Here the desired target DNA is SL'lcctl'd lIsing oligonucleotide
primers which will bind specificilly to thi, sequence. Once
the 'icqucnce-spccific primers an: bOllnd to the target, a heat-

Complex DNA population,
e.g. total genomic DNA,

total cDNA from tissue, etc.

Specific amplification
(DNA cloning)

I
I I

Cell-based Polymerase-
mediated in vitro DNADNA cloning cloning (PCR)

I I
1. Suitable host cell 1. Thermostable
2. Replicon DNA polymerase

3. Means of attaching 2. Sequence information
foreign DNA to enabling synthesis
replicon and of specific
transferring oligonucleotide
to host cell primers

General approaches for
studying specific
DNA sequences

Methods

Essential
requirements

Specific
detection

Molecular hybridization

1. Labeled DNA
or RNA probe

2, Means of detecting
fragments to
which probe
binds

Figure 5.1: General approaches for studying specific DNAsequences in complex DNApopulations.
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stable DNA polymerase can generate additional copies of the
target sequence. The new DNA copies of the target in turn
serve as templates to make more copies still ill a elwin reaction
which has been namt'd the polymerase chain reaction
(PCR).

Cell-based DNA cloning
The target DNA molecules are attached to a single type of
replicon molecule (one which is capable of illdepclldCIII DNA
replication within a suitable host cell) and tr:lnsfcrn.:d into
suitable host cells. The hybrid target-replicon molecules typi-
CJlly undergo many rounds of DNA replication (DNA all1pli-

fica/ioll), after which the amplified target DNA molecules can
be separated from other contents of the cells and also from the
replicon molecules. n,c key 10 (ell-based D!\A rfollill.~ is that
when the different target-replicon molecules are transferred
into cells (traniformation), each cell rypi((/lly takes lip Old)' cmc
type C!.f target D!\TA -replicoll 1II01(>(l/le,alld so all the descelldal/ts qf
Ihe (ell wfllaifl exaoly the sallle type of targel lIlolem{es (DNA
c1ones).13y growing up large numbers of cells starting fi'Olll an
isolated cell colony it is possible to prepare pure populatiollS of
the desired target DNA.

5.2 peR: basic features and applications

peR has revolutionized molecular genetics by permitting rapid
cloning and analysis of DNA. Since the first reports ckscribing
this new technology in the mid 1980s there hJve been
numcrous applications in both basic and clinical rcscJrch.

5.2.1 Principles of basic PCR and reverse transcriptase
(RT) PCR

Choice of starting nucleic acid
UsuaIJy, PCR is designed to permit selcctilJf aJ1lplificatioll of a
specific target DNA scquence(s) within J heterogeneous
collection of DNA sequences. Often the stJrting DNA is total
genomic DNA from a particular tissue or cultured cells, in
which case the target DNA is rypically a tiny fraction of the
stJrting DNA. For example, if the intention is to amplify thc
1.6 kb j3-globin gene from human DNA (haploid genome
size = 3300 Mb), the target: starting DNA ratio IS

1.6 kb : 3300 Mb or I 2000000. Many pCR reactions
involve amplificJtion of cven smaller targets, such :1S single
exons which averJgc 140 bp, and so represt'nt Icss thJn
0.000005% of a starting popubtion of human genomic DNA.

In the case of coding DNA target sequences, the starting
DNA may often be total cDNA prepared by isolating RNA
from a suitable tissue or cell linc and then convening it into
DNA using the enzyme Reverse transcriptase (RT-PCR).
Depending on the extcnt to which the target sequence is
expressed as transcripts in the original RNA population there
11laybe significant enrichment of the targct scquence (when
compared to its representation in genomic DNA). However,
under optimal conditions RT -PCR can sometimes bt' used to
amplify target sequences from tissues where therc is only a
basal transcription level.

Choice of primers
To permit selective amplificJtion, SOl11e prior DNA sequence
inform~tion from the target sequences is required. The infor-
IllJtion is lIsed to design two oligonucleotide primers
(amplimers), optimally about 18-25 nucleotides long, which
are specific for sequences flanking rhe target sequence (that is,
their base sequences are represented perfectly in the sequences
flanking the target sequence).

For most peR reactions, the goal is [0 amplify J single
DNA segue-nee and so it is important to reduce the chJl1ce of
the primers binding to other 10Gltions in the DNA than the
desired Diles. It is important. rhcn.:fore. to avoid repetitive
DNA sequences and a variety of other considerations need to
be f.lcrored iIHo primer design:

~ base w/lIposirio/l.The GC content should be between 40 and
()()'X) with :Ill even distribution of all four nucleotides;

• lI/elriJ/,,! telllperatl/re (Till; see Section 6.2.1 for definition).
The calculated Tm values for two primers used together
should not differ by> 5°C Jnd the T", of the JmplificJtion
product should not differ from those of the primers by
> IQoC~_

• 3' tall/il/al sequences. The 3' sequence of one primer should
not be complementary in sequence to any region of the
other primer in the same reaction. Note: correct base
matching at the 3' end of the primer is critical and can be
exploited to ensure that even a specific allele can be
Jmplified but not others, providing the basis of aflele-
specific PCR (see Box 5. I);

• sc!l:colllpit/J/i'llfary sequences. Inverted repeats or any sdf-
cOl1lpklllent::try sequences> 3 bp in length are to be
ayoided.

Primt'r design is aided by various commercial software
progra11lSand by frecware programs such as those compiled at
hnp: / /www.hg-mp.mrc.ac.uk/Genomc Wcb/nucprimer.html.

Cyclical nature and exponential amplification
PCR consists ofa series of cycles ofthrcc successive reactions:

~ della/llra/ioll, typically set to be at about 93-95°C for
human genomic DNA;

• primer annealing at temperatures usually from about 50°C
to 7()OC depending on tht' meltill,,! temperatllre of thc
expectcd duplex ~fltem erature is t icall~

~ bc about SOC below the cJlcu]ated melting tt'lllper-

~
~ DNA sl'"/ltesis, typically at about 70-75°C. The DNA

polymcrasc used is heat-st:lble (it needs to elongate efli-
ciently at 70-75°C and should not be adversely affected by
the dcnatur:1tion steps). In tht' presence of a suitably heat-
stable DNA polvmerase and DNA precursors (the four
deoxynuckoside triphospllJtes. dATI'. dCTP, dGTI' and
dTTP), the primers initiate the synthcsis of new DNA
str~lI1dswhich are complementary to the individu:1l DNA
strands of the target DNA scgmcnt.

The orit:lltatioll of the pril11tTs is deliberately chosen so that
the dirt'ctioll of new strand synrhesis occurring frol11 onc

http:///www.hg-mp.mrc.ac.uk/Genomc
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~ Allele-specific PCR. Designed to amplify a DNA sequence
while excluding the possibility of amplifying other alleles.
Based on the requirement for precise base matching
between the 3' end of a PCR primer and the target DNA. See
Figure 5.4.

~ Alu-PCR. A PCR method carried out using a primer specific
for the Alu repeat, a sequence which occurs about once
every 3 kb in human DNA. When neighboring Alu repeats are
orientated in opposite directions, a single type of Alu primer
can amplify the intervening sequence (e.g. primers A or B in
Figure A opposite I.

~ Anchored PCR. Uses a sequence-specific primer and a
universal primer for amplifying sequences adjacent to a
known sequence. The universal primer recognizes and binds
to a common sequence that is artificially added to all of the
different DNA molecules in the starting population e.g. by
covalently attaching a double-stranded oligonucleotide
linker*.

~ Differential display-PCR. A form of RT-PCR for comparing
mRNA populations expressed from two related sources of
cells in order to pick out differentially expressed genes (see
Figure 7.16).

~ DDP-PCR (degenerate oligonucleotide-primed PCR).
Uses partially degenerate oligonucleotide primers Isets
of oligonucleotide sequences that have been synthesized
in parallel to have the same base at certain nucleotide
positions, while differing at other positions) to amplify a
variety of related target DNAs.

~ Hot-start PCR. A way of increasing the specificity of a PCR
reaction. Mixing of all PCR reagents prior to an initial heat
denaturation step allows more opportunity for nonspecific
binding of primer sequences. To reduce this possibility, one or
more components of the PCR are physically separated until
the first denaturation step.

~ Inverse PCR. Another way of accessing DNA that is
immediately adjacent to a known sequence (cf. anchored
PCR). In this case, the starting DNA population is digested
with a restriction nuclease, diluted to low DNA concentration
and then treated with DNA ligase to encourage formation of
circular DNA molecules by intramolecular ligation. The PCR
primers are positioned so as to bind to a known DNA
sequence and then initiate new DNA synthesis in a direction
leading away from the known sequence and towards the
unknown adjacent sequence, leading to amplification of the
unknown sequence. See Figure 8 opposite (X and Yare
uncharacterized sequences flanking a known sequencel.

~ Island-rescue PCR. A specialized method for amplifying
sequences at CpG islands.

~ Linker-primed PCR (ligation adaptor PCR). A form of
indiscriminate amplification. A complex starting DNA is
digested with a restriction nuclease to produce multiple
types of fragment with the same type of overhanging end.

A double-stranded oligonucleotide linkeI'" of known
sequence and with similar overhanging ends is ligated to the
fragments. PCR is then conducted using primers which are
specific for the linker sequences to amplify all fragments of
the DNA source flanked by linker molecules.

~ Nested primer PCR. A way of increasing the specificity of a
PCRreaction. The products of an initial amplification reaction
are diluted and used as the starting DNA source for a second
reaction in which a different set of primers is used,
corresponding to sequences located close, but internal, to
those used in the first reaction.

~ Quantitative PCR. See Real-time PCR.

~ RACE-PCR. A form of anchor-primed peR (see abovel for
rapid llmplification of !<DNA ~nds (see Figure 7.121.

~ Real-time PCR. A form of quantitative PCR using a
fluorescence-detecting thermocycler machine to amplify
specific nucleic acid sequences and simultaneously measure
their concentrations. There are two major research
applications: Ii) to quantify gene expression land to confirm
differential expression of genes detected by microarray
hybridization analyses); and Iii) to screen for mutations and
single nucleotide polymorphisms. In analytical labs it is also
used to measure the abundance of DNA or RNA sequences
in clinical and industrial samples.

~ RT-PCR (reverse transcriptase PCR). PCR where the
starting population is mRNA and an initial reverse
transcriptase step to produce cDNA is required.

~ Touch-down PCR. A way of increasing the specificity of a
PCR reaction. Most thermal cyclers can be programmed to
perform runs in which the annealing temparature is lowered
incrementally during the PCR cycling from an initial value
above the expected Tm to a value below the Tm. By keeping
the stringency of hybridization initially very high, the
formation of spurious products is discouraged, allowing the
expected sequence to predominate.

~ Whole genome PCR. Indiscriminate PCR by using
comprehensively degenerate primers or by attaching
oligonucleotide linkers to a complex DNA population then
using linker-specific oligonucleotide primers to amplify all
sequences.

•Note: a double-stranded oligonucleotide linker (adaptor) is
constructed by designing two oligonucleotides to be
complementary in sequence. The two oligonucleotides are
chemically synthesized in separate reactions and once purified,
they are allowed to base pair to each other to form the desired
double-stranded sequence. Oligonucleotide linkers are ligated
(linked) to a DNA sequence to permit: (i) PCR using an
oligonucleotide specific for the linker; or Iii) addition of desirable
features e.g. restriction sites to help cloning (see Figure 5.10).
Complex polylinkers containing several restriction sites are
routinely inserted into cloning vectors Isee Section 5.3.5).
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(A)Alu-PCR

(8) Inverse PCR

primer is rO\v;lrds the other primer binding sit~. As a result,
the ncwly synthesized strands CJIl in (Urll serve as templates
for new DNA synthesis, causing a eI/(/iJl read/oil with all expo-
Ilcntial increase in product (F({!//rc 5.2).

The requirement for a heat-stable enzyme drove
researchers to isolate DNA polYIIlt:rast:s from Illicroorganisllls
whose nJtlIral habitat is hot springs. An carll' Jnd wjdely used
example was Tag polymerase tlue is obtained from T11cmllls

clqllariws and is thermostable lip to 94°C. with an optimum
working temperature nf80°C. However,Taq polymerase lacks
an associated 3' )5' exonuclt"Jst.' activity ro provide a proof-
readi1lg !rllle/ioll and so copying errors (incorporation of the
wrong base) can be frequent compared to that occurring
within ct:lls. A~ a result, alternative enzYllles with a 3'-»5'
~ofreacling exonuclease activity, such as Pfu polymerase
frol11 Pyroror(l/s jllrioslls, are now widely used (Cline et al.,
I~')(,).

5.2.2 peR has two major limitations: short sizes and
low yields of products

A clear disadv:lI1tage of PCR as a DNA cloning method is the
"izc range of the amplification products. Unlike cell-based
DNA cloning where the upper size limit of cloned DNA
sequences can approach 2 Mb, reported PCR products are
typically in the 0-5 kb size range, often at the lower end of
this scale. Although small segments of DNA can usually be
aIllplified easily by PCR, it becomes increasingly morc
difficult to obtain efficient amplification as the desired product
length increases. Long-range peR protocols have been
developed, however, leading to products which are tens of
kilobases in length, such as a 42 kb product from the bacrcrio-

phage >- (see Cheng ff al., 1994), The modified conditions
of tell involve a mix of two types of heat-stable polYlllerases in
an effort to provide optimal levels of DNA polynlerase and
3' ~5' t:xollllclease activity which serve" a" :l pro(~fr('adill<e.
lI/echal/islII.

The :llllOunt of material that call be clolled in a single PCR
reaction is ;1lso a lin1itation, and it i" timc-consuming and
l'xpcnsivc to repeat the same peR rcaction Illany times to
achieve large quantities of the desired DNA. In 3ddition, the
PCR product may not be in a suitable (orm dut will permit
some subsequent studies. As a rcsult. it is often convenient to
clone thc PCR product in a cdl-bJsed cloning system in
order to obtJin Luge qUJlltitil's of the desired DNA and to
pennit a vJriL'ty of analyses,

Various plasmid cloning systems are used to propagate
PCR-cloned DNA in bacterial cells. Once cloned, the insert
can be cut out using suitable restriction Ilucleases and trans-
ferred into orhcr pbsmids which may have specialized uses in
permitting expression to give In RNA product, or to provide
large qUJntities of a protein. Se\'era] thermostable polymerases

~ill& 1E.s-P01~1erase ~lTminJI deo~nusk0tidyl
transferJse activiry which selectively modifies peR-generated

~ents by adding a single nuck-otide, generJlly Jdenine to
the 3' ends of ilmplified DNA fi·agments.
~The resllitin'g'overhangs can make it difficult to clone PCR
products and a variety of JpproJches Jre c01111110n1y used to
facilirJte cloning, including the usc of vectors \'lith over-
IlJl1gingT residues in their clolling site polylinker (r:~e.lIre5.3),
and the use of'polishing' enzymes sllch JS T 4 polymerase or
Pfu polymerase which can remove the overhanging single
Ilucleotide-s. Alternatively, peR primers can be modified by
designing In approxill1ately 10 Ilucleotide extension
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Figure 5.2: peR is an in vitro method for amplifying DNA sequences using defined oligonucleotide primers.

After identifying a sequence to be amplified (the target sequencel, oligonucleotide primers are designed to be complementary to DNA
sequences located on opposite DNA strands and fianking the target sequence. peR consists of cycles of denaturation, annealing of
primers and then DNA synthesis in which the primers are incorporated into the newly synthesized DNA strands. The first cycle will result in
two new DNAstrands (N)whose 5' ends are fixed by the position of the oligonucleotide primer but whose 3' ends are variable (indicated
by dotted lines I. After the second cycle, the four new strands consist of two products with variable 3' ends, just as in the first cycle, but
now two strands of fixed length (with both 5' and 3'ends) defined by the primer sequences. After the third cycle, six of the eight new
strands are of the desired fixed length and after 30 cycles or so there is a massive increase (amplification) of this type of product.
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containing a suitable restriction sire at their 5' end. The
llucll.'otidl' c.:'xtt'l1sion does not base-pair [0 target DNA
during amplification bur afterwards the amplified product can
be digested with the;' appropriate restriction enzyme: to
generate o,·erhanging cnds for cloning into a suitable vector
(see Section 5.5.3).

5.2.3 General applications of peR

Bc..'causl' of its simplicity, peR is a popular technique with a
wide range of applications which depend 011 essentially three
major advantages of the method:

~ it is very rapid and L'asy to perform;

~ it is very sells/tille, enabling amplification fr0111 minutt'
amOllnts of target DNA - even the DNA from a single cell
(Li CI <II •• 1988). Various applications h.H·e been found in
diagnosis. in genetic linkage analysis (including single-
sperm typing) and in forensic science (trace tissues left by
an individual - slIch as a single hair or discarded skin
cells - can be PCR-typed using highly polymorphic
DNA markers to identify the individual of origin):

~ it is vl'ry mbllsl, and it is often possible to amplify DNA
1"'.' from tissues or cells which are badly degraded. or

cmbedded in some medium that makes it difficult to isobtt.'
D A by the standard methods. Short sequences can be
amplified from small amounts of degraded DNA extracted

from decomposed tissues at archaeological/historical sites.
and successful PCR amplification is possibk from
formalin-fixt.'d tissue samples (\\-ith important ad\-antages
to molecubr pathology and. in some cases. genetic linkage
studies).

The many applications of PCR and the need to optimize effi-
ciency and specificity haw prompted a wide variety of PCR
approaches (Box 5.1). Because of the crucial importance of
primer specificity. various modifications arc often used to
reduce the chances of nonspecific primer binding (as, for
example by using hot-start peR. nested primers, touch-down
PCl<'; see Box 5.1).

The crucial dependence of correct base pairing at the
extreme 3' end of bound primers has allowed methods to be
de"eloped which permit distinction between alleles that
differ at just a single nucleotide (allele-specific PCR). In
the popular ARMS (a"'plificatioll refractory "'"tatio"
s)'stem) method. primers are designed with their 3' end
nucleotides designed to base-pair with the variable
nuclcotid~ which distinguishes the two alleles. and with the
remaining primer sequence designed to be complementary
to the sequence immediately adjacent to the variable
Ilucleotide. Under suitable experimental conditions amplifi-
cation will not take place where the 3' end nucleotide is not
perfectly base-paired thereby distinguishing the two alleles
(F(~lIr(' 5.-1).

5'------------3'
3'---------5'

Tenninal deoxynucleotidyl
transferase activity of
thermostable polymerase

5' ----------A3'
3'A--------- 5'

peR product with
A overhang

T-A cloning

I · f!l-~·..· ·..1.....•.•.•.••A-- ..••.....•..•

Treatment with
'polishing' enzyme

5'--------3'
3'--------5'

Blunt-end
cloning

Figure 5.3: Cloning of PCR ptoducts in bacterial cells.

peR products frequently have an overhanging adenosine at their 3' ends (see textl. The T-A cloning system has a polylinker system with
complementary thymine overhangs to facilitate cloning. An alternative is to trim back the adenine overhangs using a suitable 'polishing'
enzyme, which leaves the fragment blunt-ended.
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Conserved region

1 5 10 15M \\' ,••••••••••••••• A •••••••••••••••••••••• Allele 1

••••••••••••••• C ••••••••••••••••••••• Allele 2

Design allele-specific
primers (nucleotides 1-17)

1 5 10 15:3>
5' I··············· -A 3' Allele 1-specific (ASP1) primer

15 1015:5>5' I •••••••••••••••• C 3' Allele 2-specific primer (ASP2)

PCR with ASP1 or ASP2
+ conserved primer (CON)

I Allele 1 DNA I

5'
No amplification••••••••••••••••T3'

5'-----«-_-~-~-~-~_-_-_-_-_:-_-__--_--_--_-_--_--_--_--_--_--_--_--_-_--_--_--_-__--_--_--_-_--_--_--_--_--_--_--_~__~..~~ -5-'---- 3'

3' •••••••••••••• "!iT-==================== 5'
but

ASP2 ~

I Allele 2 DNA ~

5'----------.C .«-----------------------------------~~====o
CON

3'

3'

ASP2
•••-.- •••••••••••••-••••••••••~'<=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=u=-=-=-=-=-=-=u=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=u=-=-=-=-=-=-=u=+======o5'

3'

but

ASP1 ~
•••••••••••••••• G<===N=0=a=m=p=li=fi=c=at=io=n===============o5'

Figure 5.4: Allele-specific peR using the ARMS system is dependent on perfect base-pairing of the 3' end nucleotide of primers.

The allele-specific oligonucleotide primers ASPl and ASP2 are designed to be identical to the sequence of the two alleles over a region
preceding the position of the variant nucleotide, up to and terminating in the variant nucleotide itself. ASP1 will bind perfectly to the
complementary strand of the allele 1 sequence, permitting amplification with the conserved primer. However, the 3' -terminal C of the ASP2
primer mismatches with the T of the allele 1 sequence, making amplification impossible. Similarly ASP2 can bind perfectly to allele 2 and
initiate amplification, unlike ASP1.

5.2.4 Some peR reactions are designed to permit
multiple amplification products and to amplify
previously uncharacterized sequences

The standard PCR/RT -PCR reactions are based on the need
for very specific primer binding in order to allow sr!aripl'
amplification of a dl.''iircd k"oIl'I/ target sequence. Sometime".
however, it is desir:lblc to design peR reactions to amplify
DNA sequences for which there is only limited or no prior
'iiequence informJtion.

Amplifying new members of a DNA family by DOp-peR

Prcviously uncharacterized D A 'iil'qul·ncl'<;cm <;olllctillll'Sbe
cloncd ming peR if they an: ml'l11bcr\ of.l gl'nl' or repetiti\"{'
DNA f.1.ll1ilyat least one of who<;c I11l'I11bl'r<iihas prc\·iollsly
bl'l'n charactc:rized. For example. IllJny nl'''· mcmbers of the
mammalian IfilII gene £:1.l11il)"wt.'rl' j"olatcd for tilt' first tiIll(:'
Jftcr noting that the products of the fir~t fcw 1(1111 gt'nes had
very ~imilar amino acid sequences within a p.lrricular conserved
domain. This allowed rhe design of primcr\ for this sequence
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ba,ed on degellerate oligollucleotides, with in each case a mix of
different oligonucleotides representing variolls permutations of
amll10 acids. De,~ellerate oligollucleotide primed PCR
(DOP-PCR) can allow a vari,'ry of diflerent but closely related
genes. including novd gent's. (Q bl' amplified at the same time
and then fnctionated and purified by cell-b.lsed D A cloning.

cr::- Indiscriminate amplification
..yc),fIc.Y If the source oro A is precioll~ and in very limiting quantities,

it is possible to use PCR to amplifY all of the DNA hy cova-
lently attaching dOllbl"-stmlld,,d linker oligonucleotides to the
t'xrremities of all of tht.' I) A St'quences in the .,rarting popu-
lation. The linker oligonucleotides are prepared by individually
'iYllthesizing [WO oligodeoxyribol1uc1eotide ..• which ,Ht'
de'iigned to be complementary in sequcnce ~1I1d to be able to
b<l:-,c-pJirto form a double-'iu<llldcd DNA sequcnce with an
overhanging end. The D A to be amplified is digested with a
restriction nuclease which produces similar on'rhanging ends
so that the linkers can be covalemly attached 0igated). Linker-
specific primers can permit Jmplification oftargcr DNA 1Il0le-
niles with linkers at both ends. As a result, all or the DNA
o;l'qucnces in a starting ~l'qUl'IlCl' can be Jmplifil'd sillllllt:Hlt'-
ollsly, permitting whole gfllome ampliflcatioll in rhe C:ISl'of
genomic DNA. An Jltt'rnatin" approach is [0 Ul:il'compn.'hc"n-
~i\'(:ly degenl'rare oligonuclt-otides as pri1111'r•• ~o rhar tht"
prill1er~ can bind to very many binding sites.

Using a known sequence to amplify a neighbouring
uncharacterized DNA sequence
Variou"i ingenious l11odific.ltions have been de~iglled to
progress from a knowll ~tartiIlg J) A sequence to an ullchar-
:lctcrized neighboring l:icqul..'nCL"both in genomic DNA and
in cDNA. Exalllple..; illcluck auclJored PCR, illverse PCR,
RACE-PCR (Box 5. I).

5.3 Principles of cell-based DNA cloning
5,3,1 An overview of cell-based DNA cloning

Cell-based DNA c1oninf; W.I< first developed in the early
1970s. It was made pmsible by the disco\'Cry of type II

restriction endonucleases. bacteri:tl enzymes \\'hich arc
capable of cleaving D A at all locations which comain a
slllal1.spfClIir recognition sequcnce, u'\ually 4-8 bp long. These
t'IlZYlllt''\ 110rma11y serve to prorcct bacteria fro111invading
bacteriophages by selectively cleaving the foreign D A (see
Bt).\" 5.2 and the next section). The big advantage tht.'y ofTert'd
to molecular geneticists w:t~ :t way of cutting D A into
ddined fr:tglllt.'nr'i that could be joined easily to other similarly
cut DNA fr:lglllenrs.

The e"ence or cell-based DNA cloning is to use
restriction Iluckases to cut DNA Illolecules in a starting
lJ A popul.ltion (the target DNA) into pieces of
mall:tgc:tble ~ize, then attach tht'lll to a replicon (all)'
sequence capable of independent J) A replication) and
transfer thl' resulting hybrid molecules (recombinant
DNA) inro a suitable host cdl which is then allowed to
prolifl'ratt." by cell di\·i~iol1. Bl.'C.llI~t' the replicon can
replicate inside the cells (often to high copy numbers). so
docs rhe attacht"d target I) A, rcsulting in a form of re//-
I)(ued D1\';.I IIl/1p/{(ir(llioll.

There are four L's'iential steps in cell-based DNA cloning
(see F(~II'"5.5):
~ construction of recombinant D A molecules.

Suitably sized DNA fraf;ment' arc typically produced by
cutting with a rel:itriction nucka1;c followed by covaknt
attach1l1ellt (ligation) or the target DNA fragments to a
sillgk' rypc of replico" mokculL'. The construction of
recombinant DNA is f.,cilit:ut:"dby ensuring that the target
DNA Jlld rL'plicon mokcuks ,Ire cut with rL'strinion
l1uclea'ie" which produce the SJl1le types of end before
joining: till' tugct DNA frJgments to replicon molecules
lIsing the enzyml' DNA IigJse:

• transforn1ation. The recolllbil1JIH I) A molecules are
transferred into host cells (often bacterial or yeast cells) in
which tht.' chosen replicon can undL'rgo DNA replication
independently or the host cell chromosome(s). Replicon,
lIsed in cell cloning are oftl'n refl'lTcd ro JS vector mole-
cules becausc they help to transport the passenger targcr
molecules inro cells and then aid their replication within
the cell,:

,- -" ~U"7."'~l:~'~~~~ - ",," ~ ~. ,~" ••..",., "r..,... '" 7"'" "
Box 5.2: Restriction endonucleases and m'odification-:;-restriction syste,m~, ':" .. : : .

'_"",,"''''t ' " ~ "" .

Bacteriophages that are liberated from a bacterium of a
particular strain can infect other bacteria of the same strain but
not those of a different strain. This is because the phage DNA
has the same modification pattern as the DNA of bacterial
strains it can infect; the phage is 'restricted' to that strain of
bacteria. The restriction is not an absolute one: some phages
can escape restriction and can acquire the modification pattern
of the new host.
The basis of modification-restriction systems is now known to
involve two types of enzyme activity:
~ a sequence-specific DNA methylase activity provides the

basis of the modification pattern;

~ a sequence-specific restriction endonuclease activity
underpins the restriction phenomenon: it cleaves phage DNA
whose methylation pattern is different from that of the host
cell DNA.

The bacterial strain possesses a DNA methylase activity with the
same sequence specificity as the corresponding restriction
nuclease activity. As a result, cellular restriction endonucleases
will not cleave the appropriately methylated host cell DNA
but may cleave incoming phage DNA, if not methylated
appropriately.
Note: some plasmids and bacteriophages possess genes for
modification and restriction systems, and can confer this
specificity on a host cell.
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~ selective propagation of cell clones involves two stages.
Initially the transformed cells are plated out by spreading on
an Jgar SUr£lce in order to encourage the growth of well-
separated (ell c%lI;es. The cells in a single cell colony are all
identical (since they descended from a single cell) and are
described JS cell clones. Subsequemly, i1ldividual (olollies can
be picked from a pbte and the cells are allowed to undergo a
second stage of growth in liquid culture:

~ isolation of recombinant DNA clones by harvesting
expanded cdl cultllres and sekcrively isolating the recom-
binant DNA.

5.3,2 Restriction endonucleases enable the target DNA
to be cut into manageable pieces which can be
joined to similarly cut vector molecules

Type II restriction nucleases
The recognition sequences for the vast majority of type II
restriction cndollucleases 3rc normally palindromes (the
sequence of bases is the same 011 both strands when read in
rhe 5' ~3' din.:ctioIl, as a result of a twofold axis of
symmetry). Depending on the location of the cleavage sites
produced by a restriction nuclease the resulting restriction
fragments may have:

~ blunt ends (the cleavage points occur exactly on the axis
of symmetry):

~ overhanging ends (the cleavage points do not f.,ll on the
symmetry :lxis, so that the resulting restriction fragments
possess so-called 5' o"erllallgs or]' o"er/lallgs (see Table 5./).
Note: the two overhanging ends of t'ach fragment are

complementary in base sequence, and will have a tendency
to associate with each other (or with any other sinlilarly
complementary overhang) by forming bJse pairs. As a result
of t/Zeir telldellry to stirk f() ot/Zer cuds (!( the same type. over-
hanging ends of rhis rype are often described as sticky ends.

Type II restriction nucleases offered two great advantages for
DNA cloning and DNA analysis:

~ a defil/ed set of startillg DNA fmglllel/rs. When D A is
isolated from tissues and cultured cells the unpackaging of
the huge DNA molecules and inevitable physical shearing
n:sults in heterogeneous populations of DNA fi'aglllents of
randomly different kngths. Using restriction endollu-
cleases it was possible to convert this hugdy heterogeneous
population of broken DNA fragments into sets of
restrictioll fmgllletlts of drfilled /Cllxtl,s;

~ a wa)' of artificiall)' recolllbill;I/g DNA 1II0leCIIles.
Restriction frJgments with the same types of "ticky t'nd
can be easily joined together using a DNA ligase. To
construct a recombinant DNA, therefore. one could cut
the replican ("ector) molecnlc and the target DNA with
the "ame type of restriction nllcle.:ase. or with restriction
nucleases producing the same rypes of sticky end.

The termini of restriction fragments which hav!.' the same
type.:of ovnhanging ends can Jssociate in a variety of different
ways. either illtml1lolecularly (cyclization). or between mole-
cules to form linear concatemers or circular compound
molecules. Intermolecular reactions occur most readily at high
DNA concentrations. At very low DNA concentrations.
however, individual termini on diffen:llt lllolecuies have less
opportunity of making contact with each other, and

Table 5,1: Examples of commonly used restriction endonucleases (see also Table 6,3 for rare-cutters),

5' A A T T C-------------G 3'
3' G-------------CT T A A 5'

5' C T-------------A G 3'
3' G A-------------T C 5'

Restriction fragment with
the following ends

Enzyme Source Sequence cut;
N =A, C, Gorl

Producing blunl ends !
Alu/ Arthrobacter luleus A G C T

T C G A
Producing 5' overhangs f
feoRI Escherichia coli R factor t A A T T C

C T T AI' G
Producing

C !APsrl Providencia stuartii C T G G
G A C G T C

Recognising non-palindromic sequence f
3'

5' G-------------C
C ------------G 5'

3 '

Mnl/ Moraxella nonliquefaciens C C T C N N N N N N!N 5' ---------C C T C N N N N N N N 3'
G G A G N N N N N fN N 3' N---------G GAG N N N N N N 5'

Recognising bipartite recognition sequence
N~BsIXI C CAN N N NT G G 5' N T G G----C CAN N N N N 3'

GGTf N N N N N A C C 3' N N N N N A C C----G G T N

Nole: names are normally derived from the first letter of the genus and the firstIWo letters of the species name, e.g. PsII is Ihe first restriclion
nuclease 10 have been isolated from Provideacia stuart!;' - see http://rebase.neb.com/rebase/rebase.htmlforthe REBASEdatabase of restriction
nucleases.

http://rebase.neb.com/rebase/rebase.htmlforthe
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~
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~

1 2 OR
~ (Coligation)

Recombinant
DNA

(Cotransfonmation)

Transformants

~
Chromosomal

DNA
Host cells

OR--------

+

+

1 OR
~ (1-QR)

2 OR
~ (2-QR)

3 OR
~ (3-QR)

~~
2

/""en.
/""en. 3

~~
etc.

Complex DNA
population (target)

(B)

(A)

Plating out
on nutrient agar

(C)
Primary

amplification -..
/-~

/""---" --..
~l-QR :::~_•. ---..~-

~-OR

~1-0R

~1-0R

~1-0R

Pick colony and allow further
growlh in liquid culture

Secondary
amplification

etc.
Colony of

identical cell clones

(0)

~l-QR ~l-QR

~l-QR ~l-QR

Purify recombinant
DNA

1 OR
~

1 OR
~

1 OR
~

1 OR
~

Recombinant
DNA clones

Figure 5.5: The four essential steps of cell-based DNA cloning.

(A) Formation of recombinant DNA. Note that, in addition to simple vector-target ligation products, co-ligation events may occur whereby
two unrelated target DNA sequences may be ligated in a single product (e.g. sequences 1 plus 2 in the bottom example). OR, origin of
replication. (B) Transformation. This is a key step in DNA cloning because cells normally take up only one foreign DNA molecule. Notethat
occasionally, however, co-transformation events are observed, such as the illustrated cell at bottom which has been transformed by
two different DNA molecules la recombinant molecule containing sequence 1 and a recombinant molecule containing sequence 31.
(e) Amplification to produce numerous cell clones. This is another key step. After plating out the transformed cells, individual
clone colonies can be separated on a dish and then individually picked into a secondary amplification step to ensure clone homogeneity.
(D) Isolation of recombinant DNA clones.
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intramolecular cyclizarioll is favored. Generally, ligation
reactions are designed [0 promote the formation of recom-
binant DNA (by ligating target DNA to veCtor DNA).
although vector cyclization. vector-vector concatemers and
target D A-target D A ligation are also possible (see Figure
5.6). To achieve rhis, the yenor molecules are often treated
so as to prevent or minimize their ability to undergo
cyclizatioll.

Simple vectors for cloning in bacterial cells

During cell-based DNA cloning target DNA fragments
must be able to replicate inside cells. As they lack a functional
origin of replication, they need to be aetached [0 a replicon
(vector) which can replicate within the host cell, independ-
ently of the host cell chromosomes. The vector may have an
origin of replication that originates from either a nJwral
extrachromosomal rcplicon or, in some cases, a chromosomal
replicoll (as in the case of yeast artificial chromosomes, see
Section 5.4.4).

The most frequently used host cells are modified bacterial
or fungal host cells. Bacterial cell hosts are particularly

widely used because of their capacity for rapid cell division.
They have a single circular double-stranded chromosome
with a single origin of replication. Replication of the host
chromosome subsequently triggers cell division so that each
of the two resulting daughter cells contains a single chro-
mosome like their parent cell (i.e. the copy number is main-
tained at one copy per cell). However, the replication of
extrachromosomal replicons is not constrained in this way:
many such replicons go through several cycles of replication
during the cell cycle and can reach high copy numbers. As a
result, large amounts of target I) A can be produced by
being co-replicated with a replicon. There: arc [wo general
classes of extra chromosomal replicon:

~ plasmids - small circular double-stranded DNA mole-
cules which individually contain very few genes. Tht::ir
existence is intracellular, being vertically distributed to
daughter cells following host cell division, but can be trans-
ferred horizontally to neighboring cells during bacterial
conjugation events. Natural examples include plasmids
which carry the sex [,ctor (F) and those which carry drug-
resistance genes;

Target DNA
cut with Mbol

Mbol

Vector DNA with
single BamHI site

BamHI

Q
BamHI

)GATC

<

)GATC

<

2

)

CTAG(

>
CTAG(

)GATC

<
)

CTAG<

Target-target
e.g. intermolecular;
concatemers

Vector-target Vector only
e.g. intramolecular;
cyclization

1
)GATC

<

2
)GATC

CTAG <

)

CTAG <

Recombinant DNA

Figure 5.6: Cohesive termini can associate intramolecularly and intermolecularly.

Note: only some of the possible outcomes are shown. For example, vector molecules may also form intermolecular concatemers, multimers
can undergo cyclization and co-ligation events can involve two different target sequences being included with a vector molecule in the
same recombinant DNA molecule Isee Figure 5.5A). The tendency towards cyclization of individual molecules is more pronounced when
the DNA is at low concentration and the chances of collision between different molecules with complementary sticky ends is reduced.
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~ bacteriophages - viruses which infect bacterial cells.
DNA-containing bacteriophages often have genomes
containing double-stranded DNA which may be circular
or linear. Unlike plasmids, they can exist extracellularly.The
mature virus parricle (virion) has its genome encased in ;]
protein coat so as to facilitate adsorption and entry into a
new host cell. .

5.3.3 Introducing recombinant DNA into recipient cells
provides a method for fractionating a complex
starting DNA population

The plasma membrane of cells is selectively penneable and
does not normally admit large molecules such as long DNA
fragments. However, cells can be treated in certain ways (e.g.
by exposure to certain high ionic strength salts, short electric
shocks, etc.) so that the permeability properties of the plasma
membranes are altered. As a result, a fraction of the cells
become competent, meaning that they are capable of taking
up foreign DNA fi-om the extracellular environment.

Only a small percentage of the cells will take up the foreign
DNA (DNA transformation). Howe!'er, tllOse t"at do take lip

foreigll DNA, will ofiell take lip 0111)'a sil/glc II/olewle (which can,
however, subsequently replicate many times within a cell).
This is the basis of the eritical fractionation step in cell-based
DNA cloning: the population of transformed cells can be
thought of as a sorting office in which the complex mixture of
DNA fragments is sorted by depositing individual DNA
molecules into individual recipient cells (Figllre 5.7).

l3ecause circular DNA (even nicked circular DNA) trans-
forms much more efficiently than linear DNA, most of the
cell transformants will contain cyclized products rather than
linear recombinant DNA concatemers and, if an effort has
been made to suppress vector cyclization (e.g. by dephospho-
rylation), most of the transformants will contain recombinant
DNA. Note, however, that cotransformation events (rhe
occurrence of more than one type of introduced DNA
molecule within a cell clone, see Figure 5.58) nuy be compar-
atively (01111110nin some cloning systel11s.

The transformed cells are allowed to multiply. In the case of
cloning using plasmid vectors and a bacterial cell host, a
solution containing the transformed cells is sin1ply spread over
the surf.1ce of nutrient agar in a petri dish (plating out). This
usuaUy results in the formation of bacterial colonies which
consist of cell clones (identic;]1 progeny of a single ancestral
cell). Picking an individual colony into a tube for subsequent
growth in liquid culture permits a secondary expansion in the
number of cells which can be scaled up to provide very large
yields of cell clones, all identical to an ancestral single cell
(F(~lIre 5.7). If the original cell contained a single type of
foreign DNA fragment attached to a replicon, then so will the
descendants, resulting in a huge amplification in the amount
of the specific foreign fragment. Expanded cultures repre-
sl:nting cell clones derived from a single cell can then be
processed to reCOver the recombinant DNA.

To recover recombinant DNA selectively from lysed cells,
physical differences between host cell DNA and recombinant
DNA arc exploited. In the case of bacterial cells, the double-

stranded bacterial chromosome is circular like any plasmids
containing introduced foreign DNA but very much larger in
size. As J. rcsult, it is prone to nicking and shearing during cell
lysis Jnd subsequent DNA extraction, generating linear DNA
fragments with fi'ee ends. After subjecting the isolated DNA to
a denaturation step, for example by alkaline treatment, the
linearized host cell DNA readily denatures, but the strands of
co!'alelltly closed cirCIIlar (CCC) plasmid DNA are unable to
separate, and when allowed to renature, the two strands reasso-
ciate to form native superhelical molecules or so-called
supercoiled DNA (Figl/re 5.8). The denatured host cell
DNA precipitates out of solution, leaving behind the CCC
plasmid DNA.

If required, further purification is possible by eqllilibrilllll
dellsity gradiellt eClltriJ"gatiol (isopYCllie eClltriJllgatioll): the
partially purified DNA is centrifuged to equilibrium in a
solution of cesium chloride containing ethidium bromide
(EtBr). EtBr binds DNA by illterealatillg between the base
pairs, thereby causing the DNA helix to unwind. Unlike chro-
mosomal DNA, a CCC plasmid DNA has no free ends and
can only unwind to a lin1ited extent, which limits the Jmount
of EtBr it can bind. EtBr-DNA complexes are denser when
they contain less EtBr, so CCC plasmid DNA will band at a
lower position in the cesium chloride gradient than either
chromosomal DNA or plasmid circles that are open, enabling
separation of the recombinant DNA from host cell DNA.The
resulting recombinant DNA molecules will nonnally be iden-
tical to each other (representing a single target DNA
fragment) and are referred to as DNA clones.

5.3.4 DNA libraries are a comprehensive set of DNA
clones representing a complex starting DNA
population

The first attempts at cloning human DNA fragments in
bacterial cells concentrated on target sequences which were
highly abundant in a particular starting DNA population. For
example, nucleated human cells contain much the same set of
DNA sequences, but the mRNA populations can be quite
different. Although the mR.NA population in each cell is
complex, some ceLlsare particularly devoted to synthesizing a
specific type of protein and so they have a few predominant
mRNA species (e.g. much of the mR.NA made in erythrocytes
consists of tx- and j3-globin mH.NA). The enzyme reverse
transcriptase (RT; RNA-dependent DNA polymerase) can
be used to nuke a cDNA copy that is complementary in base
sequence to the mRNA. Hence, cDNA from erythrocytes is
greatly enriched in globin eDNA, facilitating its isolation.

Modern DNA cloning approaches offer the possibility of
making comprehensive collecrions of DNA clones (DNA
libraries) from extremely complex starting DNA populations
(such as total human genomic DNA). This approach enables
DNA sequcnces which arc very ra[e in the starting population
to be represented in a library of DNA clones, whence they can
be isolated individually by selecting a suitable host cell colony
and amplifying it. Two basic varieties of this method have
popularly been undertaken, depending on the nature of the
starring DNA: genomic DNA libraries and cDNA libraries.
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Figure 5.7: DNA cloning in bacteria' cells.

The example illustrates cloning of genomic DNA but could equally be applied to cloning cDNA.



Newly constructed libraries arc said to be Jltramplified,
although this is a misleading (eflll bCC:llISl' the initially trallS-

formed cell, have been amplified to form ,eparated cell
colonies. Often, cell colony (ormation is allowed to procct"d
on top of membranes that afC overlaid on [0 the surface of
nutrient agar in sterile culwn: dishes. Copies of the library
can then be made by replica platitlg on to a similar sized
membrane prior (0 overlaying all [Q a nutrient agar slIrElce

and colony growth, More recently, individually picked cell
colonies have been spotted in gridded arrays on to suitable
membranes or ilHo rhl' wells of microrircr dishes where they
can be stored for long periods at -70°C in the presence of a
cell-stabilizing medium ,uch a, glycerol.

For I11ulriplt: distribution, amplified libraries are required.
The cells frol11 representative primary filters are washed ofr
into cell culture' medium. diluted and stabilized by the
presence of gIYCt.TOI. or some alternative stabilizing agellt.
Individual aliquors can then bt' plated our at a later stage (0

regenerate the library. This additional amplification ~tc:p.
however. I11:JYn:sulr in disronioll of tht' original represen-
tation of cdl clone" because during the amplification stage
there may lx differL'l1tial rates of growth of ditTerent colonie",

135

cDNA libraries
As gene expre ••,ion can vary in different cclls and at difrl'rt ..'nt
stage< of development. the starring material for making cDNA
librarie"i is usually to(al RI A frolll a specific tissue or specific
de\'L'iopmental stage of embryogellesis. As the \'ast majority of
mRNA i, polyadenylated. poly(At mil.. A i, ,elected by
specific binding to a cOlnplement:lry oligo(dT) or poly(U)
sequence connected to a ,olid Scplurose or ceIJulose matrix.
The isolated poly(A)+ mil.. A C.111 then be com'erred, u,ing
reverse trall'\criptase. to a doubh.·-'\tranded cDNA copy. To
assi'\t cloning. double-stranded oligonucleotide /jukers
(adaptors) which contain suitable rc'\trictioll sites 3re ligated to
each end ofth" cDNA (F(~"rc 5. 10).

sequcncc will occur abou( e\'ery 2HO bp 011 avt'rage ill hUl1lan
genomic DNA. and '0 there will be few DNA ,equence,
which lack a recogni(ioll Ili(e for (his enzyme. Complete
digestion of the <tarring D A "'ith ,l/b,,1 would produce very
sma)) fragl11t'n(,. Instead, partial restriction digestion is
carried ou( (low enzyme concelHr:uioll, shor( (imc of incu-
bation, ctc.), :llld "iOcleavage will occur at only a small number
of the potell(i:ll restriction sites.

Partial rL'lltriction digestion not ollly produces desirably large
fragmc.."lllll tar cloning, bm import.llltly. it alllQ allowll rc",d(J1II

0.\'.--1 .frd.,!lllC/lltlfijlll. Thus. for a Spt'cific Ilequcnce location, (he
panern of clluing will be difTen:nt on different copies of the
samL' starting DNA sequence (F':I.?/IIY' 5.9). Such randolll frag-
lllellt:ltion ensun.'s that the libr;lry will contain :lS Illuch n,"pre-
sentation as possible of the starring DNA. Additionally. it h.1Sthe
ad\'antagt' that i( produCt·s {hlllcS wilh jwerlappill,1,? iIl5l'rIS. A, a
resuh. af(er charanerization of the illllt,·rt of one clone. anempts
can be made to access cloncll fTom thl' same general region by
idcntif)ring those with insert, Ilhowing some sillliJarities to that
of the original clone (see B"x 8,:»,

The com Icxity ~umber of inde£end~
of a genomic DNA libraI' can be defined in termS of
~~ uivale~G-ID. A genome equivalent of I ,:1 1l0-
called o"e~old library, is obtained when the number of inde-
pendent clollt', = genome size/a\'erage insert Ilizt'. For
~xal11ph:·. for a human genomic DNA library widl an ::In'rage
insert size of 40 kb, I GE ; 3000 Mb/40 kb ; 75 000
independent clones. A library such as this which ha, 300 000
c1one"i is sOllletimes termed a fourfold library because it has
-+ GE. Because of sampling variation, however. (he number of
GEs must be considerably greater than I to have a high
chance of including any particular Ilcquence within that
library. Consequently, a(tcmptll arc 110rmally made to prepare
complex (> 4 G E) libraries.

PRI~CIPLES OF CELL-BASED DNA CLO ING5.3

Supercoiled
DNA

Relaxed
eee DNA

Figure 5.8: Covalently closed circular (CCe) DNA and DNA
supercoiling.

The eee DNA is shown on lell in schematic form (no attempt is
made to show the double helical structure), Unless one of the
two DNA strands becomes nicked, the twisting of the double
helix cannot be relaxed and the tension induced causes
spontaneous formation of a supercoiled structure shown on the
right Nicking of either DNA strand, however, relieves the tension
by permitting rotation at the free end.

Genomic DNA libraries
In the ca'\c of complex eukaryote •••, "lIch as mammals. all
nucleated cdl" have l.''isentially the same I) A ron[t.'IH. and it
is often conn'nit'llt to prepare a genomic library frolll ea,ily
accessible cellll, Iluch a, whi(e blood cells. The s(ardng I1l~HL'ri:11
is genomic DNA which has been fragmented in SOI1lL'way.
llsually by digesting with a restric(ion endonuclease.:.

Typically. the genomic DNA i, digested with a 4-bp cutter.
,uch as .\lIwl which recognizes the sequence GATC. This

5.3.5 Recombinant screening is often achieved by
insertional inactivation of a marker gene

An (',semial requirement for cell-balled D A cloning IlY'\tl'IllS
is a method of Jct(.·nil1g cd III containing the appropriate
vector lllo1ccuk. and within this group the subset containing
recombinant DNA. CClu'rali;::n/ sc/"c('Ilill/l!. for recombinants is
useful for scre(,'ning DNA librarie •••IllJde from DNA popula-
tions which have not been "'0 wl·1I c1uracterized. Increa •••il1gly.
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~ 2 3 ~ 4

5 ~ 6 ~ 7
Identical
chromosomal

8 ~ 9 ~ 10 L~ DNA sequences
'randomly

1U 13 ~ 14 ~ 15 cleaved'

Ligate to vector
and proceed as in

Figure 5.7
etc.

3

6

2

Nucleated
cells

(i) Cell lysis
(ii) DNA extraction
(iii) Partial digestion with

restriction nuclease

Figure 5.9: Making a genomic DNA library.

All nucleated cells of an individual will have the same genomic DNA content so that any easily accessible cells (e.g. white blood cells) can
be used as source material. Because DNA is extracted from numerous cells with identical DNA molecules, the isolated DNA will contain
large numbers of identical DNA sequences. However, partial digestion with a restriction endonuclease will cleave the DNA at only a small
subset of the available restriction sites, and the pattern will differ between individual molecules, resulting in almost random cleavage. This
will generate a series of restriction fragments which, if they derive from the same locus, may share some common DNA sequence (e.g.
fragmentS partially overlaps fragments 2 and 3, as shown, and also fragments 9 and 10, and 13 and 14).

however. dir{'(fcd SerCCl/ill.,! is carried Ollt to res! specific(/llyfor the
preSl'tlCe (!l SO/Ill' /JrCIJ;OIlSly J.wOlfJll sequence or 011(' thaI is closely
related Ic) a kIlOlP1/ sequel/re.

Screening for cells transformed by vector molecules
Identification of cells containing the vec[Qr molecule rcquin:s
engineering or selection of the vector molecule to contain J

suitable marker gene whose expression provides a means of
identifying cells containing jr. T\yo popularly used marker
genc 'iystC1l1'i are based on:

~ antibiotic resistance genes. The host cdl strain that is
used is chosen to be one that is sensitive to a parricular
antibiotic. often ampicillin. tetracyclinc or chloram-
phenicol. The corrcsponding \-ector has been enginL'ercd
to contain a gene which confers resistance to the antibiotic.
Aftcr transformation. cello;;are plated on agar containing thL'
antibiotic to resclle cclls transformed by the vector;

~ j3-galactosidase gene complementation. The hmt
cell is a mutant which contains a fragment of the
p-galactosidase genL' but cannot make any functional
p-gaberosidasc_ The \'eeror is engineered to contain a
difltTent fr;'lgmL'llt of thL' p-galactosidase genc. After tr:1115-
fonl1;'1tion.,{tflloiol/a! (Olllp!CJIICIIf(/thm occurs: thc host cell
;'Illd vecror-cnco(kd ~-galactosidase fragmcllts ;'Irc :Iblc to
combinc '\0 :lS to produce an aeriye enzymc, FUllctional ~-
g:lbcroo;;icl,lo;;c:lcriviry is assayed by conversion of a colorless
sub""te. Xgal (5-broI110. -I-chloro. 3-indolyl j3-IJ-gaiJc-
topyrano\idc). to a blue product.

Generalized recombinant screening
GL'lIcr.tlized o;;cret'll<ijfor recombinant D A usually rcly on
insertional inactivation: the \'eeror is designed to contain

SOIllCmarker gene which confers o;;OlllCphenotype th::ttem bc
casily Korecl and contains within it unique n:stricrion sites to
enable foreign D A to be insertcd into the marker gene.
thl'reby inactivating it and changing thc phcnotype, To
achicve this. it is usual to modif)' tht.' markcr gcnc by inserting
within it a IIIl1lliple c/o/dug sile polylinker," double-stranded
oligonucleotide designed to contJin recognition Sl'qucnces
for specific restriction Ilucleases (pre-existing rco;;rriction sites
for these enzymes will be deleted from the..'\'cctor if necessary
to ensure the presence of unique cloning sitcs),

13eCJuse the polylinker is both ,hort (ca. 30 bp) and cl

multiple of three nuc\eotidt:s in length (maintaining tht:
reading frame of the marker gene) it do eo;;not atTe..'ctexpression
of the marker gene, Howcyef. whcll J foreign DNA fragl11t.'nt
is tht:n cloned into the polylinker, the marke..·rgent.' will now
han' a large insertion \\-hich will in3cti\"atc it, Popularly used
o;;y<;;tcltlsinclude:

~ ~-galactosidase-based screens. In the case Of;1 marker
J3-galacrosidase gene, insertional inactivation results in
colorko;;s cells in the prescllce of Xgal, while..- ccllo;;
cont3ining nonrecombinant veetor are blue:

~ suppressor tRNA-based screens. Suppressor tRNA
gcnes are mutant tRNA genes Glrrying all altt:re..'danticodon
sequcnce that is complellll'ntary to one of the..'normJI termi-
nation codons: UAA (ocllre), UAG (amber) or UGA (opal).
III reo;;ponseto the re1e\"anrstop codon the suppressor tR A
inserrs an amino acid (see Box 5 ..1).The host cell typically
carries a defective marker gCllc dc~iglled to luvc a prcmaturc
<;;topcodon. resulting in a phcnotype that can bc e..'asily
"cored. If the yector carrico;;a mitable sllpprcso;;ortR A gcnc
to suppress the markt'r gCllc Illutation, thc wild-type
phenotype ",ill be restored. Cloning of foreign D A into
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Cells from
specific organ,

tissue or
developmental

stage (e.g.
fetal brain cells)

(i) Cell lysis
(ii) RNA extraction
(iii) Oligo (dT) cellulose

column chromatography

Reverse transcriptase

5' AAAAAA3'3' ~TTTTTT 5' mRNNcDNA heteroduplex

RNase H orOW

3'
~ TTTTTT 5' Single-stranded

cDNA

DNA polymerase + S 1 nuclease

5' ~AAAAAA 3' Double-stranded
3' ~ TTTTTT 5' cDNA

ligate oligonucleotide linkers containing
EcoRI recognition sequence

AAAAAA NNNGAATTCNNNN
TTTTTT NNNCITAAGNNNN

EcoRI

c::=--l~AAAAAA n
~ TTTTTTL--==:J

Ligate to vector
and proceed as in

Figure 5.5

Figure 5.10: Making a cDNA library.

The reverse transcriptase step often uses an oligo(dT) primer to prime synthesis of the cDNA strand. More recently, mixtures of random
oligonucleotide primers have been used instead to provide a more normal representation of sequences. RNase H will specifically digest
RNA that is bound to DNA in an RNA-DNA hybrid. The 3' end of the resulting single-stranded cDNA has a tendency to loop back to form a
short hairpin. This can be used to prime second-strand synthesis by DNA polymerase and the resulting short loop connecting the two
strands can then be cleaved by the $1 nuclease which specifically cleaves regions of DNA that are single stranded.

the suppressor tRNA gene results in insertional inactivation.
restoring the mutant phenotype.

Directed recombinant screening by hybridization and
peR
DNA library screening is usually carried out directiollally
by testing cells for the presence of a previously characterized
DNA sequence, or of one that is related to a known DNA
sequence. For example, a DNA library wirh very large clone
inserts could be screened to retrieve a very large recombinant
clone for functional analyses, or a DNA library frolll a poorly
studied species could be screened for sequences related to a
well known human gene. This can be achieved by DNA
hybridizarion-based screening or by PCR.:

~ hybridizatioll-based screellillg. A specific DNA clolle of
interest is labeled in some WJY then used as a hybridization
probe to identify cdl colonies containing the sequence of
interest (see Section 0.4.1);

~ PCR.-based screening. Once a DNA sequence is known
it is usually possible ro design a specific peR assa)' to test
for its prcscnce. The sequence is then said to have been
'ageed (since it can always be recognized by the specific
peR assay). If the sequence occurs at a unique .'life

(location) within the genome of interest, then that site is
said to be a sequence tagged site (STS; see Box 5.4).
Sequence tagged sites have been very useful in providing
rough physical Illaps of genomes (see Section 8.3.2) but
the saIlle principle can be used in library screening. In
this case thousands of individual cell clones are stored and
recombinant DNA isolated from each one of them is
individually deposited into rhe wells of Illultiple
microtitre dishes. Pools of clones from different groups of
wells - arranged in different hierarchies - can be tested
for the presence of a specific STS ro identify a well which
contains the desired DNA, and thereafter the original cell
clone (see Figllre 5. II).
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Mutating a glutamine tANA to give an=====""",

Mutating a glutamine tRNA to give arGlilli1i1I1 ••
Amber

5'UAG 3'
__ 3'AUC5'

-I
(C-.A) tANAG1U*

(amber
suppressor)

Ochre
5'UAA 3'

-- 3'AUU5'-I
(C-.A) tANAG'U*

(ochre
suppressor)

Glu
5'GAG 3'
3'CUC 5'-,

tANAGlu

Glu
5'GAA 3'
3'CUU 5'
-I
tANAGlu

Anticodon,
tANA

Codon

Anticodon

1
tANA

Codon

Box 5.3: Nonsense suppressor mutations.

Base changes in the anticodon of a tRNA may enable it to insert
an amino acid in response to a stop codon. Glutamate has two
codons, GAG and GAA, which are recognized by two different
tRNA molecules. The tRNAGlu at top carries a CUC anticodon
which recognizes the glutamate codon GAG. Mutation of the
tRNA gene can produce a mutant tRNAGlu which has a C-+A
change at the 3' base in the anticodon. This mutant tRNA can
now recognize the amber stop codon UAG and by inserting a
glutamate it suppresses the amber stop signal. The bottom
example illustrates a similar (C-+Al mutation applied to the 3'
base at the anticodon of the other tRNAGluthis time generating a
mutant tRNA which can suppress the effect of an ochre stop
codon.

- . ~ ,
Box 5A: The importance of sequence tagged sites (5T5s) •.

/ .
Sequence tagged sites are important mapping tools simply
because the presence of that sequence can very conveniently
be assayed by PCR. Most STSs are nonpolymorphic and in
genomes that have been sequenced the unique
subchromosomallocation for each STS is known precisely. An
example of how an STS is developed from a DNA sequence is
shown below.

In a complex genome such as the human genome, the chances
of a 16-nucleotide-long primer binding by chance to a related but
different sequence other than the intended target is not
insignificant. However, the chances of both primers binding to
unintended related sequences which just happen to be both in
close proximity and also in a suitable orientation is normally very
low. The specificity of the reaction can be assayed simply by
size-fractionating the amplification products on an agarose gel.
If there is a single strong PCR product of the expected
approximate size (141 bp in the above example), there is an
excellent chance that the assay is specific for the intended
target sequence, thus defining the STS.

1 40
5'CCCAGCGGGCCCGCGGCGCAGGGGCCCGGCGGGGCCCTGG

PAIMEAA
41 5'CAGTGAGCATCAGATA .u. 3' 80
GGCCGCCCGGCAGTGAGCATCAGATACAGAACCTAGACGA

~ 1m
ACCTAGGACCAGTACCTACAAGGTACTCTAGATGATCTAT

121 160
ACTGAGGATCCTATTCAGATCCTAGGTACCACACTGATTA

161 200
AGGATACTAGCTATACGGACATGGG.AIIACACCCCCGGGG 3'••••••••••••••••

""uu 3'TGCCTGTACCGTAATG 5'
PAIMEAS

5.4 Cloning systems for amplifying
different sized fragments

Cell-based D A cloning has been used widely as a tool for
producing quantities of pure DNA for physical characteri-
zation and function:ll studies ofilldividual genes, gene clusters
or other DNA sequences of imerest. However, the size of

different 0 A sequences of interest can vary enormously
(e.g. human gene sizes are known to vary between 0.1 kb and
2 Mb). The first cell-based cloning systems to be developed
could clone only rather small DNA fragmellts. Recemly,
however. there have bec:n rapid developlllC:llrs in cloning
systems [hat pennir cloning of very brge DNA fragmcnrs (sce
Tab/I' 5.2).
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One of eight
row pools
(this pool has
A1-A12
for nine plates)

~oneofnine5/ ~Iate pools
(I.e. all YACs
on one plate)

(B) Secondary screening
Three-dimensional screening is
achieved by analysis of DNAs prepared
for plate, row and column pools

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Mixture of 864 YAC DNAs = 1 master pool

(Al Primary screening
PCR screening strategy for the ICI-YAC library.The 35000
clones are individually grown in 360 microtiter dishes.
Cultures from nine dishes (864 YACs) are combined and
used to make one master pool DNA sample for screening

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

DNA sample analyzed by PCR
One of 12 column pools
(this pool has A 1-H1 for nine plates)

DNA samples analyzed by PCR

i
-+1 5 12 20 -+ ABC D E F G H I

- + 21 33 40 -+ABCDEFGH

-+1 5 12

Figure 5.11: peR-based library screening.

The example illustrates screening of a human VAC library. Approximately 35 000 individual clones were individually deposited into the 96
wells of 360 microtiter dishes. To facilitate screening, a total of 40 master pools were generated by combining all 864 clones in sets of
nine microtiter dishes Iplates A-I). Modified from Jones et al.11994) Genomics, 24, pp. 266-275 with permission from Academic Press
Inc. (A) Primary screening involves PCR assay of the 40 master pools. In this example, three master pools were positive when
referenced against positive (+) and negative H controls: pools 5, 12,33. (B) Secondary screening identifies single VACs by assaying
different subsets of the 864 VACs in a positive master pool, in this case master pool 12. Three-dimensional screening of each of nine
plate pools lof 96 VACs each!, eight row pools (of 106VACs each!, 12 column pools lof 72 VACs each) and identified a positive VAC in
plate 12G Itop panel!, row E Imiddle panel), column 5 (bottom panell. The example here involved screening for VACs containing an
anonymous X chromosome sequence. From Jones et al. (1994) Genomics 2411),266-275, with permission from Elsevier. Photos were
kindly provided by Dr Sandie Herrell, University of Newcastle upon Tyne.

5.4.1 Standard plasmid vectors provide a simple way of
cloning small DNAfragments in bacterial (and
simple eukaryoticl cells

In order to acbpt Ju(ur:ll plasmid molecules 3S cloning veccors.
severallllodi(ieatiolls arc normally nude:
~ insertion of all alltibiotic resistance gene (to l'llJbk'

screening for the presence of the venor - Sl'l' 5L'([IOll

5.3.5);

• insertion of a marker gene comaining within it a multiple
clouing site pol,/linker ([0 enable screening for recombinants
- Section 5.3.5).

As an example. the plasmid vector pue It) cont;lills a
polylinker with unique cloning sites for Illultiple restrictioll
Ilucle;lst's and an ampicillin resistance gene to permit identifi-
cation of transformed cells (F~I!J/r('5./2). III additioll,sl'kction
for recombinants is achieved by insertional inactivation of a
compollent of the l3-gabctosidase gene, a compkmentary
portion of this gene being provided by using a specially
1l1OclifiedEscherichia rofi host cell.
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Table 5.2: Sizes of inserted DNA commonly obtained

with different cloning vectors.

5.42 lambda and cosmid vectors provide an efficient
means of cloning moderately large DNAfragments
in bacterial cells

protein coat and has evolved a highly efficient mechanism of
inrecting E. (oli cells.

After the A virion attaches ro the bacterial cell, the coat
prorein is discarded and the A DNA is injecred into the cell.
At the extreme termini of the "- DNA are overhanging 5'
ends which are 12 nuc1eotides long and complementary in
base sequence. Because these large 5' overhangs can base-
pair, they are effectively sticky ends, similar to, but morc
cohesive than, rhe small sticky ends generated by somc
restriction nucleases (see Section 5.3.2). Such cohesivc
properties are recognized in the name given to this sequence
- the cos sequence. Once inside the bacrerial cell, the cos
sequences base-pair, and sealing or nicks by cellular ligases
results in the rormation of a double-stranded circular DNA.
Therearter the A DNA can enter two alternative pathways
(Figllre 5. 13):

~ the lytic cycle. The A DNA replicates, initially bidirec-
tionally, and subsequently by a rolling citcle model which
generates linear multimers of the unit length. Coat proteins
are synthesized and the "- multimers are snipped at the cos
sites to generate unit lengths of"- genome which are
packaged within the protein coats. Some or the A gene
products lyse the host cell, allowing the virions to escape
and inrect new cells;

~ the lysogenic state. The A genome possesses a genc aft

which has a homolog in the E. coli chromosomc.
Apposition of the t\vo aft genes can result in recombination
between the A and E. coli genomes and subsequent inte-
gration or the A DNA within the E. coli chromosome. In
this state, the A DNA is described as a provirus and the
host cell as a lysogen because, although the A DNA can

Size of insert

0-5 kb

0-10 kb

~23 kb

30-44 kb

70-100 kb

130-150 kb

up to 300 kb

0.2-2.0 Mb

Standard high copy number plasmid vectors

Bacteriophage A insertion vectors

Bacteriophage Areplacement vectors

Cosmid vectors

Bacteriophage P1

PAC(P1 artificial chromosome) vectors

BAC (bacterial artificial chromosomel vectors

YAC(yeast artificial chromosome) vectors

Cloning vector

The major disJdval1ragc of plasmid vectors is that theif
capacity for accepting large DNA fragments is severely
limited: most inserts Jrc a few kilo bases in length and inscns
larger than 5-10 kb are very rare. Additionally, standard
methods of rfzmsformation of bacterial cells with plasmid
vectors arc relatively inefficient. To address these difficulties,
attention was focused at an early stage 011 the possibility of
using bacteriophage lambda as a cloning vector. The wild-
type ~ virus particle (virion) contains a genome of close to
50 kb or linear double-stranded DNA packaged within a

Polylinker MCS
400 420 440 460

Sad Smal Xbal Pstl HindUI

agtgaattCGAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCTCTAGAGTCGACCTGCAGGCATGCAAGCTTGGcgtaaicatggtcat-- --- ---
EcoRI Kpnl BamHI SaIl Sphl

pUC19
2686 bp on

Figure 5.12: Map of plasmid vector pUC19.

The origin of replication (oril was derived originally from a ColE1-like plasmid, pMB1. The ampicillin resistance gene (ApR) permits selection
for cells containing the vector molecule. A portion of the lacZ gene is included and is expressed to give an amino-terminal fragment of
l3-galactosidase. This is complemented by a mutant lacZ gene in the host cell: the products of the vector and host cell/acZ sequences,
although individually inactive, can associate to form a functional product. The 54-bp polylinker multiple cloning site (capital letters) is inserted
into the vector lacZ !lower case letters) component in such a way as to preserve the reading frame and functional expression. However,
cloning of an insert into the multiple cloning site (MCSI will cause insertional inactivation, and absence of l3-galactosidase activity.
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E. coli
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4. Host cell lysis

1. DNA replication
(initially bidirectional
then rolling circle)

2. Synthesis of
coat proteins

3. Packaging of
unit length" DNA
into coat proteins

Protein coat

Figure 5.13: Phage ~ can enter both lytic and lysogenic pathways.

remain stably illlegrated for long periods, it has the capacity
for excision frolll the host chromosome and entry into the
lytic cycle (Figllre 5.13). Genes required for lysogenic
function are located in a central segment of the A genome
(Figllre 5. I ~).

The decision ro entcr the lytic cycle or the lysogcnic stare is
controlled by (wo regularory genes, rI and eyo. These two genes
arc Illllwally antagonistic: in rhe lytic state the.: crt) protein
dominates, leading to n:'pressioll of d, whereas in the lysogenic
SCHe rhe rI repressor dominates and suppresses transcription of
other A gent'S including rro. In normally growing host cells,
the lysogenic state is LlVored and the X. genome replicates
along with the host chromosomal DNA. Damage to host cells
favors a transition to the lytic cycle, enabling tht" virus to
c:scapc: the damaged cdl and infect new cells.

III order to design suitable doning vectors based all x.. it was
necessary to design a systelll whereby foreign DNA could be
attached to the X. replicoll ill /Jilro and for the resultant reCOIll-
binant DNA to be able to transform E. (oli cells :It high effi-
ciency. The latter requirclllellt was achieved by c1evl'loping an

ill vitro packaging system which mimicked the way in
which wild-type 'A DNA is packaged in a protein coat.
resulting in high infection efficiency (Figllre 5. 15).

Several major types of cloning vector that have been
developed by modifying phage 'A. or utilizing the size
selection imposed by cas sequences, are described in the
following ,('ctions.

~ Replacement A ,'ectors. Only DNA molecules from 37 to
52 kb in length can be stably packaged into the 'A particle.
The centr:ll segment of the A genome contains genes that arc
required for the lysogenic cycle but :lre not essential for lytic
ftlnction. As a restllt. it can be reilloved and replaced by a
foreign DNA ITagment. Using this strategy, it is possible to
clolle foreign DNA up ro 23 kb in kngth, and such vectors
are norm:llly lIsed for making genomic DNA Libraries;

~ ins('rt;oll A 'Jectors. Lambda vectors used for making cDNA
libr:lric:s do not require a large insert capacity (Illost
cDNAs :Ire < 5 kb long). J)t-'sign ofillsertion vectors often
involves lllodification of the A genome to permit inser-
tional cloning into the rI gene:
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Figure 5.14: Map 01the" genome. showing positions 01genes (vertical bars).

In" replacement vectors, the nonessential region is removed by restriction endonuclease digestion, leaving a left" arm and a right" arm.
A foreign DNA fragment can be ligated to the two arms in place of the original 'stuller' fragment, providing maximal insert sizes of over 20 kb.

Induced A lysogen
E. coli BHB2690

Dam :::} no protein D

• A tails
• pre-heads with protein E
• assembly proteins

But DNA packaging blocked
since no protein D

recombinant DNA
spaced by - 40-50 kb

Induced A lysogen
E. coli BHB2688

Eam :::} no protein E

• A tails
• protein D
• assembly proteins

But no pre-heads
since no protein E

Lyse and mix in presence of
flanked by cos sequences
(see e.g. Figure 5.16)

- 40 kb of recombinant DNA --n} A head

W}Ataii

Figure 5.15: In vitro DNA packaging in a phage" protein coat can be performed using a mixed lysate 01two mutated" Iysogens.

Normal in vivo packaging of" DNA involves first making pre-heads, structures composed of the major capsid protein encoded by gene E.
A unit length of" DNA is inserted in the pre-head, the unit length being prepared by cleavage at neighboring cos sites. A minor capsid
protein D is then inserted in the pre-heads to complete head maturation, and the products of other genes serve as assembly proteins,
ensuring joining of the completed tails to the completed heads. A defect in producing protein E, resulting from an amber mutation
introduced into gene E(pm), prevents pre-heads being formed by BHB2688. An amber mutation in gene 0 (Dam) prevents maturation of the
pre-heads, with enclosed DNA, into complete heads. The components of the BHB2688jBHB2690 mixed lysate, however, complement each
other's deficiency and provide all the products for correct packaging.

~ cosmid "cctors contain CDS sequences inserted into a small
plasmid vector. Large (-30-44 kb) foreign DNA frag-
ments can be clolled using stich vectors in an ill vitro pack-
aging reaction becllIsl' the total size of the cosmid vector is
often about 8 kb (Figure 5. 16).

5.4.3 Large DNA fragments can be cloned in bacterial
cells using vectors based on bacteriophage P1
and F factor plasmids

Bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) vectors

Many vectors used for DNA cloning in bacterial cells are
based 011 high to medium copy number replicons. The high

copy number results in a high yield of DNA: each cell in
which a vector molecule is propagated will have several to
many copies of the vector molecule. An important disad-
vantage is that such vectors often show structural instability of
inserts, resulting in deletion or rearrangelllt:nt of portions of
the cloned DNA. Such instability is particularly common in
the G1Seof DNA inserts of eukaryotic origin where repetitive
sequences occur frequently. As a result, it is difficult to clone
and maintain intact large DNA in bacterial cells.

In order to overC01l1t: this limitation, attention has recently
been focused on vectors based on low copy number replicons,
sllch as the E. coli fertility plasmid, the F-factor. This plasmid
contains two genes, parA and parB, which maintain the copy
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Figure 5.16: Ligation to cleaved cosmid vector molecules can produce vector-target concatemers. resulting in a large exogenous DNA
fragment flanked by cos sequences.

IllIl11beroftht' F-facror at 1-2 per E. coli celJ.Vectors based 011
tht' F-facror system are able to accept large foreign DNA fra~-
I11Cllrs(> 300 kb). The fesulting recombinants Gm be trans-
ferred with considerable efficiency into bacterial cells using
electroporation (3 method of exposing cells (Q high volt3ges
in order to rebx the selective permeability of their plasl11a
membranes). However, because the resulting bacterial arti-
ficial chromosomes (BACs) contain a low copy nllmber
replicon, only low yields of recombinant DNA call be
recovered fi'om the host cells.

Bacteriophage P1 vectors and P1 artificial chromosomes
(PACs)
Certain bacteriophages have relatively large genomes. thereby
affording the potential for developing vectors that can aCC0111-
modate large foreign DNA fragments. One such is bacterio-
phage PI which, like phage A, packages its genome in a
protein coat; 110--115 kb oflinear DNA is packaged in the PI
protein coat. PI cloning vectors have therefore been designed
in which components of P 1 are included in a circular plasmid.

The PI plasmid vector can be cleaved to generate two
vector arms to which up to 100 kb of foreign DNA call be
ligated and packag~d into a PI protein coat ill Ilifro. The
recombinant P 1 phag~ can be Jllowed to adsorb to a suitable
host. following which the recombinant P1 DNA is injected
into th~ cell, circularizes and can be amplified (Sternb~rg.
1<)92). All improvemcnt on the size range of inserts acc~pt~d
by thl' basic PI clolling system has been the use ofbacterio-
phage T4 ill Ililft' packaging systems with Pl vectors which
enables the recovery of inserts up to -122 kb in size. More
recently. fi.:Jtun.:s of the PI and F-factor systems have been
combined to product.' cloning systems (Iollannou CI al ..
1<)<)4).

5.4.4 Yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) enable
cloning of mega base fragments

Thl' Illost popularly llsed system for cloning very large DNA
fraglll~nt" involves the construction of yeast artificial chro-
mosolnes (YACs; "eL'Schlessinger, 1990).Certain l'ukaryotic

sequences. notably those \vith repeated sequence org:1I1iza-
tions. are difficult, or impossible, to propagate in bacterial cells
which do not have such types of DNA organization, but
would be anticipated to be tolerated in yeast cells which are
eukaryotic cl'ils. However, the main advantage offered by
YACs has been the ability to clone vcry large DNA fragments.
Such a development proceeded from the realization that the
greJt bulk of the DNA in J chromosome is not required for
normal chromosome function. As detailed in Figl/re 2.5, the
essentiJI functional components of yeast chromosomes are
threefold:

~ centromeres are required for disjunction of sister chron1Jtids
in mitosis and of homologous chromosomes at the first
meiotic division;

~ telomeres arc required for complete replication of linear
molecules and for protection of the ends of the chro-
mosome frolll nuclease attack;

~ autollomOIiS replicating sequence elements are required for
autonomous replication of the chromosomal DNA and are
thought to act as specific replication origins.

In L'ach case, the DNA segment necessary for functional
activity ill lJ;lJO ill yeast is limited to at most a few hundred base
pairs of DNA (Fi~lI,.e 2"5). As a result, it became possible to
el1visJgc J novel cloning system based on the use of rhrolllo-
sOll/al replirolls (autonomous replicating sequence elements) as
:11l alternative to extrachromosomal rt.'plicolls (those found in
pbsmids ;llld bactcriophages) and involving the construction
of ;lll arr[//rial (hrolllosome.

To make J YAC, it is simply necessJry to combine four short
sequellccs t1ut can function in yeast ceUs: two tdol11l'rcs, one
ccntromerc and one ARS element. together with a suitably
sized foreign DNA fragment to give a linear DNA molecule
ill which the telomere sequences are correctly positioned at
the termini (F(~lIre 5.17). The ft.'stilting construct CJnnot be
transfected directly into yeast cells. Instead, yeast cells have to
be treated in such a way as to relllove the extcrnal cell walls.
The resulting yeJst spheroplasts can accept exogenous frag-
ments but are osmotically unstable and nccd to be embedded
in agar. The overall transformation dlicicncy is very low and
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Figure 5.17:Making VACs.

Vector DNA sequences include: CEN4,centromere sequence; TEL,telomere sequences; ARS1, autonomous replicating sequence; Amp,
gene conferring ampicillin resistance; ori, origin of replication for propagation in an E. coli host. The vector is used with a specialized yeast
host cell, AB1380,which is red colored because it carries an ochre mutation in a gene, ade-2, involved in adenine metabolism, resulting in
accumulation of a red pigment. However, the vector carries the SUP4 gene, a suppressor tRNA gene Isee Box 5.3) which overcomes the
effect of the ade-20chre mutation and restores wild-type activity, resulting in colorless colonies. The host cells are also designed to have
recessive trpl and ura3 alleles which can be complemented by the corresponding TRPI and URA3 alleles in the vector, providing a
selection system for identifying cells containing the VACvector. Cloning of a foreign DNA fragment into the SUP4 gene causes insertional
inactivation of the suppressor gene function, restoring the mutant (red color! phenotype.

the yield of cloned DNA is low (abollt one copy per cell).
Nevertheless. the capacity to clone large exogenous DNA
fragments (lip to 2 Mb) has made YACs a vital tool in physical
mapping (see Section 8.3.2).

5.5 Cloning systems for producing single-
stranded and mutagenized DNA

Single-stranded DNA clones afC useful for several applications
including DNA sequencing (because the sequences obtained
are clearer and easier to read) and site-directed muta-
genesis (where a specific site in a cloned DNA needs to be
Jltcred in a precise, pre-determined way). Site-directed muta-
genesis can be designed to create specific nucleotide substitu-
tions, deletions, and so on which can help identify key amino
acid residues or other functionally important sequences if a
functionzll assay is already available for the DNA sequence of
intcrest.

5.5.1 Single-stranded DNA for use in DNA sequencing
is obtained using M13 or phagemid vectors or bV
linear peR amplification

Single-stranded recombinant DNA clones arc usually used for
DNA sequencing as templates using vectors based on certain
bacteriophages \vhich naturally adopt a single-stranded DNA
form at some stage in their life cycle. Because the vector
sequence is already known, it is convenient to use a single
vector-specific sequencing primcr which is complementary
to a sequence in the vector adjacent to the cloning site.

M13 vectors
M 13 is afilamelltolls bacteriophage which can infect certain
E. coli strains. Its 6A-kb circular single-stranded genome is
enclosed in a protein coat, forming a long filamentous
structure. After adsorption to the bacterium, the M 13 genome
ellters the bacterial cell, and is converted to a double-stranded
form, the replicatil'eJorm (RF) which serves as a template for
making numerous copies of the genome. After a certain time.
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Figure 5.18:Producing single-stranded recombinant DNA using M13 and phagemid vectors.

(A) MI3 vectors. M13 vectors are replicative forms (RF)of M13 derivatives containing a nonfunctional component of the lacZ
l3-galactosidase system which can be complemented in function by the presence of a complementary lacZ component in the E. coli JM
series. The double-stranded M13 recombinant DNA enters the normal cycle of DNA replication to generate numerous copies of the
genome, prior to a switch to production of single-stranded DNA 1+ strand only). Mature recombinant phage exit from the cell without lysis.
(8) Phagemid vectors. The pBluescript series of plasmid vectors contain two origins of replication: a normal one from ColE 1 and a second
from phage f1 which, in the presence of a filamentous phage genome, will specify production of single-stranded DNA. Superinfection of
transformed cells with M13 phage results in two types of phage-like particles released from the cells: the original superinfecting phage and
the plasmid recombinants within a phage protein coal. Sequencing primers specific for the phagemid vector are used to obtain
unambiguous sequences.
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a phage-encoded product switches DNA synthesis towards
production of single strands which migrate to the cell
membrane. Here they are enclosed in a protein coat, and
hundreds of mature phage particles are extruded from the
infected cell without cell lysis. M 13 vectors are based on the
RF with a multiple cloning site for accepting foreign inserts of
limited size. The latter can be transfected into suitable strains
of E. coli. After a certain period, phage particles are harvested
and stripped of their protein coats ro release single-stranded
recombinant DNA for direct use as templates in DNA
sequencing reactions (Fig"re 5. / 8A).

Phagemid vectors
A small segment of the genome of a filamentous bacterio-
phage, such as M 13 (or the rebted filamentous phages fd or
f1) can be inserted into a plasmid to form a hybrid vector
known as a phagemid. The selected phage sequences
contain all the cis-acting elements required for DNA repli-
cation and assembly into phage particles. They permit
successful cloning of insem several kilobases long (unlike M 13
vectors in which slIch inserts rend [Q be unstable). Following
transformation of a suitable E. coli strain with a recombinant
phagemid, the bacterial cells are s"peri"fecred with a fila-
mentous helper phage, such as f1, which is required ro
provide the coat protein. Phage particles secreted fi'OITIthe
superinfected cells will be a mixture of helper phage and
recombinant phagemids (Fig"re 5. 18B). The mixed single-
stranded DNA population can be used directly for DNA
sequencing because the primer for initiating DNA strand
synthesis is designed to bind specifically to a sequence of the
phagemid vector adjacent to the cloning site. Commonly used
phagemid vectors include the pEMBL series of plasmids and
the pBluescript family (see FIJi"r" 5. 18B).

Linear peR amplification

A form of PCR-based sequencing known as cycle sequel/cil/g
(Box 7. J) uses a modified PCR reaction to generate single-
stranded templates for sequencing. This is achieved by using
only a single primer so that a single-stranded product JCClI-

lllulares but in a linear fashion rather than the exponential
amplification seen in normal PCR.

5.5.2 Oligonucleotide mismatch mutagenesis can
create a predetermined single nucleotide change
in any cloned gene

Many ill lJiln1 assays of gene fUllction aim to gain infornutiol1
on the importance of individual amino acids in the encoded
polypeptide. This may be relevant when attempting to assess
whether a particular Inissense mutation found in a known
disease gene is pathogenic, or just generally in trying to
evaluate the contribution of a specific 3mino acid to the
biological function of a protein.

A popular general approach involves cloning the gent' or
cDNA into In M 13 or phagemid vector to recover single-
stranded recombin~lI1t DNA (see previous section). A muta-
genic oligonucleotide primer is then designed whose
sequence is perfectly complementary to the gene sequence in
the region to be mutJted except for a single ditTerence: ar rhe

illfellded IIlllfarioll sire it bears a base tllat is colI/plel/telltar)' to rhe

desired I1Il1t(lI/t III1c1eo,ide rarher ,hall the original. The mutagenic
oligonucleotide is then allowed to prime new DNA synthesis
to create a complementary full-length sequence containing
the desired mutation. The newly formed helCl"odllplex is used to
transform cells, and the desired mutant genes can be identified
by screening for the mutation (see Fig"re 5. 19).

Other small-scale mutations can also be introduced in
addition to single nucleotide substitutions. For example, it is
possible to introduce a three-nucleotide deletion that will
result in removal of a single amino acid from the encoded
polypeptide, or an insertion that adds a new amino acid.
Provided the mutagenic oligonucleotide is long enough, it
will be able to bind specifically to the gene template even if
there is a considerable central mismatch. Still larger mutations
can be introduced by using cassette mutagenesis in which
case a specific region of the original sequence of the original
gene is deleted and replaced by oligonucleotide cassettes
(Bedwell e1 al., 1989).

5.5.3 peR-based mutagenesis includes coupling of
desired sequences or chemical groups to a target
sequence and site-specific mutagenesis

Site-directed mutagenesis by PCR has become increasingly
popular and various strategies have been devised to enable base
substitutions, deletions and insertions (see below and Newton
and Graham, 1997). In addition to producing specific predeter-
mined mutations in a target DNA, a form of mutagenesis
known as 5' add-on mutagenesis permits addition of a desired
sequence or chemical group in much the same way as can be
achieved using ligation of oligonucleotide linkers.

5' add-on mutagenesis is a commonly used practice in
which a new sequence or chemical group is added to the 5' end
of a PCR product by designing primers which have the desired
specific sequence for the 3' part of the primer while the 5' part
of the primer contains the novel sequence or a sequence with
an attached chemical group. The extra 5' sequence does /101

participate in the first annealing step of the PCR reaction (only
the 3' part of the primer is specific for the target sequence), but
it subsequently becomes incorporated into the amplified
product, thereby generating a recombinant product (F({!/IH'
5.20A). Various popular alternatives for the extra 5' sequence
include: (i) a suitable restriction site, which Illay f.lcilit;1tesubse-
quent cell-based DNA cloning; (ii) a fUllctional component,
for example a promoter sequence for driving expression; (iii) a
modified nucleotide containing a reporter group or labeled
group, such as a biotinylated nucleotide or fluorophore.

Mismatched primer mutagenesis. The primer is
designed to be only parti:dly complementary to the target site
but in such a way that it will still bind specifically to the target.
Inevitably this means that the mutation is introduced close
to the extreme end of the peR product. As illustrated in F~e..
18.8, this approach may be exploited to introduce all artificial
diagnostic restriction site that pennits screening for a known
mutation. Mutations can also be introduced at any point within
J chosen sequence using mismatched primers. Two mutagenic
reactions 3rt' designed in which the twO separate PCR products
have partially overlapping sequences containing the 111utation.
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Figure 5.19:Oligonucleotide mismatch mutagenesis can create a desired point mutation at a unique predetermined site within a cloned
DNA molecule.

The figure illustrates only one of many different methods of cell-based oligonucleotide mismatch mutagenesis. The example illustrates the
use of a mutagenic oligonucleotide to direct a single nucleotide substitution in a gene. The gene is cloned into M13 in order to generate a
single-stranded recombinant DNA. An oligonucleotide primer is designed to be complementary in sequence to a portion of the gene
sequence encompassing the nucleotide to be mutated (AI and containing the desired noncomplementary base at that position (C, not TI.
Despite the internal mismatch, annealing of the mutagenic primer is possible, and second-strand synthesis can be extended by DNA
polymerase and the gap sealed by DNA ligase. The resulting heteroduplex can be transformed into E. coli, whereupon two populations of
recombinants can be recovered: wild-type and mutant homoduplexes. The laller can be identified by molecular hybridization Iby using the
mutagenic primer as an allele-specific oligonucleotide probe; see Figure 6.11)or by PCR-based allele-specific amplification methods Isee
Figure 5.4).

The denatured products are combined to generate a larger
product with the mutation in a 1110re central location (Higuchi,
1990; see F(~"re5.20B).

5.6 Cloning systems designed to express
genes

The cloning systt'l11s described in Section 5.4 aft' lIsed when
the aim is simply to amplifY the introduced DNA to obtain
sutTicient qU:lI1tities for a variety of subsequent strucrural and
functional swdiL's. Howt'\·er. in the case of gene sequences.
there :1ft' many circumstances where instead o(jusr amplifying
and propagating the cloned DNA. it is desirable to be able to
express rhe gent' in some "'JY (expression cloning). In each
case JppropriJt(' expression signals need ro be provided by the
cloning systel1l. Expression cloning can be conducted using
PCI,--based systems. but is usually catried out using cell-based
cloning systems. A wide variety of cloning systems em be
uSt;.'d,depending on:

~ type of expression product. For some purposes, it may
be sufficient to be able to obtain an RNA product.
Examples include generation of antisense RNA probes
(riboprobes - see F(\?/IYl' 6.3) for use in tissue ill sifll

hybridization studies. or generation of antisense RNA for
inhibiting or dt;.·stroying expression of specific genes. either
in functional studies or for therapeutic purposes (Sections
20.2.6 and 21.7.5). In many cJ.ses. howevt;.'r, a protein
product is desired:

~ type of environtnent. Sometimes. it may be suflicient to
exprcss the product ill 'Jitro. Often, however. it Illay be

desirable to be able to express the product in a particular
cellular system which may be a highly defined prokaryotic
or eukaryotic cell line;

~ purpose of expression system. The expression system
may be designed simply for investigating expression. In
many cases. however, the purpose may be ro retrieve large
quantities of an expression product, as in the need to
generate large quantities of a specific protein to assist subse-
quent crystallography studies or attempts to raise specific
antibodies against the protein.

Many different expression cloning vectors have been designL'd
to be used in different host cell systems. ranging from bacterial
cells to mammalian cells, with specific vectors being engi-
neered to be lIseful in specific host cdl types.

5,6.1 large amounts of protein can be produced by
expression cloning in bacterial cells

Cloning of eukaryotic cDNA in an expression vector is oftL'll
required to produce medically relevant compounds or
proteins for basic follow-up research studit;.'s. for L'xample
structural studies. Usually in these cases, the cDNA is simply
designed to provide the genetic information specifying the
protcin sL'quence and the expression sign::l1s arc providL'd
L'xtt.'rnally by stitching suitJbly strong promoters. regubtory
L'lclllcnts. and so on into the expression vector. As the
L'xprL'ssion system is bJsed on recombinant DNA Jnd also
quitL' oftcn involves bringing into existence artificial fusion
proteins or proteins modified by adding certain peptide tJgs
to them. the resulting proteins are sometimL's described as
reconlbinant proteins.
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Figure 5.20:peR mutagenesis.

(AI 5' add-on mutagenesis. Primers can be modified at the 5' end to introduce, for example, a labeled group (e.g. Figure7.111.a sequence
containing a suitable restriction site or a phage promoter to drive gene expression. (B) Site-specific mutagenesis. The mutagenesis shown
can result in an amplified product with a specific pre-determined mutation located in a central segment. peR reactions A and Bare
envisaged as amplifying overlapping segments of DNA containing an introduced mutation (by deliberate base mismatching using a mutant
primer: 1M or 2M). After the two products are combined, denatured and allowed to reanneal, the DNA polymerase can extend the 3' end of
heteroduplexes with recessed 3' ends. Thereafter, a full-length product with the introduced mutation in a central segment can be amplified
by using the outer primers 1 and 2 only.

Bacterial cells have the advantage that they grow rapidly
and can be expanded easily in culture [0 very large culture
volumes and the \vell-swdied E. coli has been a favorite host
cell for expression of heterologous (foreign) proteins (Baneyx,
1Y9Y). A wide variety of proteins can be expressed lIsing
expression systems based on bacteriophage T7 RNA poly-
merase, which is capable of producing complete transcripts
frolll almost any coding sequence.

As the production of very large amounts of a he(crol<~eolls
protein can be dctrimental, and even roxic, [Q host celJ growth,
it is advantageolls to havl: the expression controlled by an
inducible promoter. As E. wli RNA polymerase does not
rccognizl: the T7 promoter, DNA cloned in the vector will
remain largl:ly unexpressed in the absence ofT7 RNA poly-
IllcraSl:.Thl: !lormal host RNA polymerase wiB not rccognize
till: T7 promoter but for cloning purposes a strain is used which
ha, all inducible T7 RNA polymerase within the bacterial
chromosomc. For example, when using the pET vector cloning
systems (F!~lIr(' 5.2IA), the host is modified to contain a T7
RNA polYlllera~c regulated by a lac promoter and so GlI1be

induced when desired using the lac inducer isopropyl-thio-r3-
D-galactopyranoside (IPTG). As a result, tra",fonlled cells can
be selected and grown up in large quantitil:<; without
cxpression; thereafter, IPTG can be added to induce cxprl:ssion
and the ceUs can be harvested shorrly aftcrwarck

Although bacteria have many advantagl'~ for heterologous
protein expression, there are various tYPl:Soflilllitation:

~ post-translational processing. The absl:l1cl' of normal
glycosylation or phosphorylation p:ltterns for cl:rt:lin
l:ukaryotic proteins produced in bacterial cells mcans that
the proteins become unstable, or show limited or no
biological activity;

• protein length. Many eukaryotic proteins. "otably sOllle
mammalian proteins, are very Illuch larger than bacterial
proteins and cannot easily be synthesized in E. roli;

~ protein folding and solubility_ Often. overc'pre»ioll
kads to the production of inclusion bodies - insoluble
aggregatl:s of misfolded protein. The inclusion bodies can
l'asily be purified, but the expressed protein Gm usu::dly
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Figure 5.21: Examples of bacterial expression vectors.

(A) pET-3bacterial expression vectors. High-level expression is
possible using the bacteriophage T7 promoter. The vector also
contains a sequence encoding the T7 gene IOleader peptide
and a T7 gene 1Oterminator (T7 ter). Cloning is possible in either
the Ndel orthe BamH1 cloning site. lithe latter, a fusion protein
is made containing 13 N-terminal amino acids from Tlgene 10
with the T7leader sequence ensuring high-level translation.
Expression is induced by adding IPTG which induces
expression of a T7 RNA polymerase gene located within the
modified bacterial chromosome. RBS, Ribosome binding site.
(8) pGEX-4Tgene fusion vectors. The multiple cloning site is
located so that a fusion protein is produced following
transcription from the tac promoter, comprising an N-terminal
component of GST and a C-terminal component of the desired
protein. Commencing at the fcoRI the multiple cloning sites for
pGEX-4T-l, -2 and -3 are arranged so that all three amino acid
reading frames are possible. The GST-fusion protein can be
purified easily on a glutathione affinity purification column such
as glutathione sepharose 4B, and the desired protein can be
cleaved at the thrombin cleavage site.

Thrombin

ILeu Val Pro Arg I Gly Ser I Pro Glu Phe Pro Gly Arg Leu Glu Arg Pro His Arg Asp
CTG GTT CCG CGT, GGA TCC, CCG, GAA TT1C,CCG G,G~ CGA IC,TC GAp ICGG CCG C,AT CGT GAC TGA

BamH I EcoR I Sma I Sail Xho I Not I Stop codons

pGEX-4T-2

Thrombin

ILeu Val Pro Arg I Gly Ser I Pro Gly lie Pro Gly Ser Thr Arg Ala Ala Ala Ser
CTG GTT CCG CGT,GGA TCC,CCA GPA ATTiC,CC GG,G1TCG A?~ CGA ,G9G GCC GCA,TCG TGA

BamH I EcoR I Sma I Sal I Xho I Not I Slop codon

pGEX-4T-3

Thrombin

ILeu Val Pro Arg I Gly Ser I Pro Asn Ser Arg Val Asp Ser Ser Gly Arg ILe Val Thr Asp
CTG GTT CCG CGT,GGA TCC,CC,G AAT TIC,C CGG,G~C GAp,TCG App GGC CGC ,ATC GTG ACT GAC TGA

BamH I EcoR I Sma I Sal I Xho I Noll Stop codons
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only be solubilized using strongly denawring conditions
and;] major problem is then how (0 achieve efficient
folding ill l/ino.

Efforts to increase yield and solubility have often involved the
production of fusion proteins where the desired protein is
coupled to an endogenolls protein, for example, maltose-
binding protein, thioredoxin, ubiquirin, and so on. It is also
C0l111110npractice for protein expression vectors to be
modified so that an affinity tag is added, assisting purification
of the recombinant by a.filllil)' r/1roJ/l(l{ojtraphy. Two favorite
systems are:

~ GST-gil/tatiriolle affillitl" Glutathione-S-transferase (GST)
is a small protein with a very high affinity for its substrate
glutathione. A GST-fnsion protein can be generated (see
Figure 5.2 {B) and purified by selective binding to a
column containing glutathione.

~ poll'lristidille-llickel iOIl affillitl'. The side chains of certain
amino acids such as histidine have a very high affinity for
some metal ions. The expression vectors in this case usually
lead to coupling of an affinity tag of six consecutive
histidine residues (see Figllre 5.23). The side chains of the
(His)" tag bind selectively and strongly to nickel ions
assisting purification by affinity chromatography using a
nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid matrix.

Expression libraries
Plasmid vectors are often used in expression cloning because
they are easy to work with, and if the object is to express a
specific gene of interest they are the tools of choice. However,
sometimes the object is to produce a large number of different
recombinants as a resource for expression, an expression
library. In such cases, it is often advantageous to use Illodlfied
bacteriophage A vectors because large numbers of recombi-
nants can be screened comparatively easily.

Expression libraries are typically constructed by cloning
cDNA fi'om a tissue of interest using a A vector sLlch as Agtll or
I\ZA p. Filters containing individual phage-infected bacterial
colonies can be screened by exposure to antibody. Positively
reacting bacteria Can then be propagated to isolate the cDNA
clone, and the isolated cDNA c10nc can, in turn, be used to
screen a genomic library to identify the cognate gene.

5.6.2 Phage display is a form of expression cloning in
which proteins are expressed on bacterial cell
surfaces

Phage display is a form of expression cloning of foreign
genes using phage (see C1ackson and Wells, 1994). Genetic
engineering techniqucs an: used to insert foreign DNA frag-
ments into a suitable plug<: coat protein gene. The modified
gene can then be expressed as a fllsion protein which is in cor-
por~lted into the virion and displayed on the surface of the
phagc which, however, r<:tains infectivity (fusion phage). If
an antibody is available for a specific protein, phage displaying
that protein can be selected by preferential binding to the
antibody: affinity purification of virions bearing a target
determinant CJn b<: achieved frolll a lOR_fold excess of phage

not bearing the determinant, using even minute quantities of
the relevant antibody.

Initially, phage display involved the use of filamentous
phages such as fd, f1 , M 13, where the foreign gene was incor-
pOl'ated into a gene specifying a minor coat protein such as the
gene III protein (see F/:<!./Ire 5.22). Several useful applications
have been devised:

~ antibody engineering. Phage display is proving a powerful
alternativc source of constructing Jntibodi<:s, including
humaniz<:d antibodies, bypassing illllllunization and even
hybridonll technology (see Winter ('I a/., 1994);

~ gelleral proteill ellgilleerillg. Phage display is a powerful
adjunct to random mutagenesis programs as a way of
selecting for desired variants froIn a library of mutants;

~ studying protein-protein interactions. This involves a
library-based method that can be used to identify proteins
that interact with a given protein. In the same way that
antibodies can be used in affinity screening, a desired
protein (or any other molecule to which a protein can
bind) is used as the selective agent. The protein can select
fusion phage that display any other proteins that signifi-
cantly bind to it.

5.6.3 Eukaryotic gene expression is carried out with
greater fidelity in eukaryotic cell lines

The biological properties of many eukaryotic proteins synthe-
sized in bacteria may not be very representative of the native
molecules because of lack of normal post-translational
processing and incorrect or inefficient protein folding. While
bacterial expression systems have the great advantage of
very high level protein expression, the disadvantages have
prompted the alternative use of eukaryotic cell hosts for
recombinant protein expression, including insect and
mammalian cells. In addition to hosting protein expression
mammalian cells 3re also often used as a way of screening the
effects of i/l /Jitro manipulations on trallscriptiollal {/lId post-
trallscriptioJ/al cO/llrol sequel/ces.

When using animal cell lines as host cells, consid<:ration has
to be given to how the foreign DNA should be transported
into the host cells (see Box 5.5 am/Table 5.3) and the duration
of the expression. In the btter case, two types of expression
system are possible:

~ transient expression. The DNA carried by the
expression vector is intended to rem3in as an illdfjJcl/delll
genetic element within the transfecwd cdls, ~l so-called
episome, rather than int<:gratc into the chromosomL's of
the host cell. Expression of the transgene (any gene which
has been introduced into animal or plant cells) reaches a
maximalIevel about 2-3 days following transfection of the
expression vector into the Illallllluliall cell line but there-
aftcr cxpression diminishes rapidly due to cell death or loss
of the expression construct;

~ stable expression. The DNA carried by the expression
vector is designed to ill((~<!.rateinto the host cell chromo-
somes. This can take over a month to establish but once
established, expression products should be found in all cells
provided the transgene is capable of being expressed.
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Figure 5.22: Phage display.

Foreign cDNA is cloned into phage vectors in order to express foreign proteins on the phage surface. Here the DNA is inserted into gene 111
of phage f1 (or M13, fd), which encodes a minor phage coat protein. The cioning site is located at the region specifying the extreme
N·terminal sequence of the gene III protein. A phage expression library is produced fallowing transfection of E. coli, phage assembly,
extrusion from the cells and phage harvesting Isee also Figure 5.18). Recombinants with in·frame inserts may often be expressed to give a
fusion protein in which the N-terminal component consists of a foreign protein sequence. An antibody specific for one of the foreign
proteins can bind specifically to the phage which displays the sequence, leading to its purification. Such affinity purification permits
identification of cDNA sequences encoding an uncharacterized protein of interest (see Parmley and Smith, 1988).

Transient high-level protein expression in insect cells
using baculovirus

Baculol'irus gene expressiotl is J popular mL'thod for producing
brge qll~l11titics of recombinant proteins in insect host cells,
the protein yields being higher than ill mammalian expression
systl'llls. while the costs are lower. In most cases, post-
transbrional processing of l'ukJ.ryotic proteins expressed in
insL'ct cells is similar to rhe protein processing which occurs ill
J1131ll1llJlian cells, and expression of Vt.:ry large proteins is
puo;;,ih1e.As J result. the proteins produced ill insect cells luve
comparable biological activities and imlllunological reactiv-
ities to proteins expressed in mammalian ct.'lIs.

ThL' baculovirus u"ually used for protein expression is
AlIf(~l!r(/pl/(/ w/if<m/ica nuclear polyhc:drosio;; virus (AcMNPV)
which Gill be propagated ill cc:rtain insect cell lines.
The viral polyhedron protein is trans<..:ribcdat high rates and
although essential for viral propagation in its normal habit~lt, it
is not needed in culture. As a result, its coding sequence can
be replaced by that for a foreign protein. The cloning vector
is designed to express the heterologous protein from the
powerful polyhedrin promoter resulting in expression level"
accounting for over 30% of the total cell prott·in.

Transient expression in mammalian cells

Expressing mammalian proteins in mammalian cells has the
obviolls advantage that correct protein folding and post-
translational modification is not an isslle and it is possible [Q

~lIl;\lyzc downstream sign::ds and cellular effects. Stable
expression systcllls in malllll13lian <..:clls(typically based on
chromosome-integrated plasmid sequcllccS) have delivered
kilograms of complex proteins in industrial-selic bioreactors
but typically have requircd brgc investmcnts in time. resources
and equipment. As an altcrnativc. Lugc-scale transient
expression systems have been developcd for producing recom-
binant proteins in manunalian cells (Wurlll and Oernard. 1999).

In addition to delivering protein exprt'ssion, some
mammalian cell lines have found major applications in
screcning: the effects of ill IlilY() manipulations upon tran-
scriptional and post-transcriptional (Ollfro/ scqucl/ces.

A good exomple is provided by COS cells, stabie iines of
African green monkey kidney cells which were derived
(rom the SV40-permissive simian ccll-line. CV-l. When
CV-I cells ;Jrt. infected with SV40. the nOl'mai SV40 iytic
cyek enSlll'S. However. Gluzlllan (19H I) was able to
tran"forlll CV-l cells after a o;;Cglllt'lltof the SV 40 genome
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A variety of methods can be used to transfer genes into human
and animal cells, but can be grouped into two classes:

~ transduction. This describes virus-mediated gene transfer.
Certain animal DNA and RNA viruses naturally infect human
and mammalian cells. Modifications of these viruses enable·
their use as vectors to transfer exogenous genes into suitable
target cells at high efficiency. They offer both transient
expression systems offering high copy number expression, as
in the case of adenovirus vectors, and stable expression
systems such as those based on retroviruses, a class of RNA
virus whose natural life cycle involves making cDNA copies
which integrate into host cell chromosomes (see Table 5.31.

~ transfection. This describes nonviral mediated gene transfer.
Note thatthe term transfection is analogous to the process of
transformation in bacteria. The latter term was not applied to
the process of transferring genes into animal cells because
of its association with an altered phenotype and unrestrained
growth (see belowl. Transgenes can be transferred by
different means:

• using nonreplicating plasmid vectors
• using plasmid vectors with viral replicons. Dften an

SV40 replicon is used (as with CDS cells; see Section
5.6.3), or Epstein-Barr virus (human host cellsl or bovine
papilloma virus (mouse host cells I.

~ Various transfection methods are available, including the use of:

• calcium phosphate. The calcium phosphate and DNA
form co-precipitates on the surface of the target cells. The
high concentration of the DNA on the plasma membrane
may increase the efficiency of transfection.

• liposomes (artificial lipid vesicles) to which the DNA
binds. Liposomes can form spontaneously in aqueous

(A) Liposome structure

lipid

~
lipid bilayer

(C) DNA transfer

solution following artificial mixing of phospholipid
molecules. The liposomes can fuse with the plasma
membrane and so permit access to the cell interior (see
Figure below);

• electroporation. A popular method whereby an electric
shock is used to cause temporary membrane
depolarization in the target cells, thereby assisting
passage of large DNA molecules.

Whether by transduction or transfection, genes which have
been transferred into animal (or plantl cells are known as
transgenes. Transgenes can have different fates as follows:

episomal transgenes. Transgenes which do not integrate
into host cell chromosomes may be maintained in the
nucleus in an extrachromosomal state (episome). If the
transgene is linked to a vector with an origin of replication
that functions in the host cell, it can be amplified,
sometimes to quite high copy number. If the transgene is
not coupled to such an origin of replication, it persists for
just a short time before it is diluted (as the host cells
dividel and degraded;

• integrated transgenes. In some cases, the transgenes
can integrate into the chromosomes of the host cell and
be stably inherited. This state is often described as stable
transformation (note: the strict usage of the term
transformation signifies that the phenotype of the cell is
altered so that the cell acquires unrestrained growth
characteristicsl and the resulting cell is described as a
cel/line. Integration is a very inefficient process, and so
the rare stably transformed cells must be isolated from the
background of nontransformed cells by selection for some
marker (see text).

(B) Anionic and cationic liposomes- :0··::8: ~
Anionic +0+liposomes- - Cationic + + + + +

liposomes + + +

Transfer

Target cell

Fusion

Nucleus

Phospholipids



Table 5.3: Common viral vector systems for expression in mammalian ceUs
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Vector system besed on Host range and location

Insert size up to 8 kb only; high level expression; high
titres of recombinant virus

Other commants

Insert size up to 4.5kb only; requires adenovirus for
packaging; stable expression

Used primarily for transgene overexpression

Insert size up to 150kb; recombinant viruses are made
replication-deficient by deletion of one of the relevant
viral genes

Usedto study gene regulation and for high level
transgene expression

Replicates best in mouse cells; used to study gene
regulation and for high level transgene expression

Insert size limited to max. of 8.5kb; low titres of
recombinant virus; stable expression

Variable host range but some have broad mammalian
host range; integrates as cDNA copy into host chromosomes

Broad mammalian host range; can integrate but is episomal
in presence of SV41lorigin of replication plus large T antigen

Broad mammalian host range; lytic

Retained as a nuclear episome in rodent (BPV)or human
and monkey (HPVI

Broad mammalian host range; can integrate

Broad mammalian host range; generally nuclear episomal

Broad mammalian host range; wild type virus integrates
into specific site in human chromosome 19

Retained as a nuclear episome in human, monkey and dog,
but not generally in rodent

Broad mammalian host range; lytic

Vaccinia

Retrovirus

Adeno·associated virus

SV41l

Papilloma

Polyoma

Adenovirus

Herpes simplex

Epstein-Barr

containing a mutant origin of replication integrated into the
chromosomes of CV-l .

The ensuing cas cells (CV I with defective Qrigin of.sV 40)
col/still/tively (stably) express the SV40-encoded large T
antigen, the only viral protein which is required for activating

the SV40 origin of replication. By expressing the large SV40 T
antigen in a stable way, cas cells permit al/Y introduced
circular DNA with a functional SV40 origin of replication to
replicate independently of the host cell chromosomes, with no
clear size limitation. When transient expression vectors are

Imycepitopel16xHiSII Term I

Figure 5.23: A mammalian expression vector, pcDNAJ.l/myc-
HIS.

The Invitrogen pcDNA series of plasmid expression vectors
offer high level constitutive expression in mammalian cells.
Cloned cDNA inserts can be transcribed from the strong
cytomegalovirus (PCMV) promoter (which ensures high level
expressionl with a bovine growth hormone polyadenylation
sequence element (BGHpA) enabling generation of a defined 3'
end to the mRNA produced from the insert. A neo gene marker
(regulated by a SV41lpromoter/enhancer and poly A sequence)
permits selection by growth in G418.The polylinker a!top
contains a multiple cloning site, followed by sequences
specifying six consecutive histidine residues (6xHis; which
facilitates recombinant protein purification), a myc epitope tag
(which allows antibody screening of the recombinant protein
using an antibody specific for this sequence) and finally
translation termination signals. Components for propagation in
E. coli are indicated in yellow including a permissive origin of
replication from plasmid ColEl (pUCori), an ampicillin-
resistance gene IAmpl and an f1 origin providing an option for
producing single-stranded recombinants (Section 5.5.1).
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transfected into cas cells, pennanenr cell lines do not result
because massive vector replication makes the cells inviable. Even
though only a low proportion of cells are successfully trans-
fected, the amplification of the introduced DNA to high copy
numbers in those ceLIscompensates for the low take-liP rate.

Stable expression in mammalian cells
Transgenes can stably integrate into host chromosomal DNA
but the process is very inefficient and so the rare stably
transformed cells must be isolated from the background of
nOl1rransformed cells by seleerion for SOllle marker. Two broad
approaches have been used:

~ jll1Icliollal complemelllotioll of 1111110111lias I cells. The host
cells are genetically deficient in some way but the original
function can be restored by an endogellolls marker. The
rransgene and the marker can be transferred as separate
molecules by a process known as co-transformation. An
example is the use of cells which are genetically deficient in
thymidine kinase (Tk-) and a Tk gene marker. TK is
required to convert thynudine into thyn1idine l11onophos-
phate (TMP) but TMP can also be synthesized by enzy-
matic conversion from dUMP. The drug aminopterin
blocks the dUMP-->TMP reaction and so in the presence
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Nucleic acid hybridization is a fundamental tool in molecular
genetics which takes advantage of the ability of individual
single-stranded nucleic acid molecules to form double-
stranded molecules (that is, to hybridize to each other). For
this to happen, the interacting single-stranded molecules must
have a sufficiently high degree of base complementarity.
Standard nucleic acid hybridization assays involve using a
labeled nucleic acid probe to identify related DNA or RNA
molecules (that is, ones with a significantly high degree of
sequence sinulariry) within a complex mixture of unlabeled
nucleic acid molecules, the target nucleic acid (note: la/gel has
a rather different usage in DNA cloning when it typically
refers to specific DNA fragments which one intends to
amplify by cloning).

6.1 Preparation of nucleic acid probes
In standard nucleic acid hybridization assays the probe IS

labeled in some way Nucleic acid probes may be made as
single-stranded or double-stranded molecules (see FIgure 6.1),
but the workillg probe IIl1lst be ill the form of sillgle strallds.

Conventional DNA probes are isolated by cell-based
DNA cloning or via PCR. In both cases probes are usually
double-stranded to begin with. DNA cloned within cells may
range in size from 0.1 kb to hundreds of kilo bases, but DNA
cloned by PCR is usually less than 1 kb in length. The probes
are usually labeled by incorporating labeled dNTPs during an
in vitro DNA synthesis reaction.

RNA probes derive from single-stranded RNA molecules
typically a few hundred bp to several kilobases long. They can

conveniently be generated from DNA which has been cloned
in a specialized plasI11id vector containing a phage promoter
sequence ill1l1lediately adjacent to the multiple cloning site.
An R.NA synthesis reaction is performed using the relevant
phage R.NA polymerase and the four rNTPs, at least one of
which is labeled. Specific labeled RNA transcripts can then be
generated from the cloned insert.

Oligonucleotide probes are single-stranded and very short
(typically 15-50 nucleorides long). They are made by chemical
synthesis (unlike other probes which originate from DNA
cloning). Mononucleotides are added, one at a time, to a starting
1110nonucleotide,conventionaUy the 3' end nucleotide, which is
initially bound to a solid support. Generally, oligonucleotide
probes are designed with a specific sequence chosen in response
to prior information about the target DNA. Sometimes,
however, degenerate oligonucleotides are used as probes,
involving labeling of a collecrion of related oligonucleotides
which are synthesized in parallel, having been designed to be
identical at certain nucleotide positions but different at others.
Oligonucleotide probes are often labeled by incorporatinl;-". 32p

atom or other labeled grou at the 5' end.

6.1.1 Nucleic acids can conveniently be labeled in vitro
by incorporation of modified nucleotides

DNA and R.NA can be labeled ill vivo, by supplying labeled
deoxynucleotides to tissue culture cells, bur this procedure is
oflilnited general use. A much lnore versatile method involves
ill vitro labeling: the purified DNA, RNA or oligonucleotide
is labeled ill vitro by using a suitable enzyme to incorporate

Type

Origin

Characteristics
of starting

material

Labeling

Hybridization I
probes I

DNA I RNA I Oligonucleotide

I
. Cell-based DNA Transcription from

cloning or PCR insert DNAcloned Chemical synthesis
in suitable vectors

Normally double-stranded; Single-stranded Single-stranded;
0.1 kb to hundreds of kb for usually up to a usually

conventional DNAclones, 0.1 few thousand 15-50 nt long
kb to > 20 kb for PCR products nucleotides long

Usually by DNApolymerase- 'Run-off' transcription End labeling (e.g.
based DNAstrand synthesis from cloned DNA by polynucleotide

(see Figure 6.2) (see Figure 6.3) kinase; see Figure 6.4)

Figure 6.1: Origin and characteristics of nucleic acid hybridization probes.
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labeled nucleotides. Two major types of procedure have been
widely used:

~ strand synthesis labeling - the standard labeling
method, in which DNA or RNA polymerase is used to
nuke labeled DNA or RNA copies ofa starting DNA.The
ill llitro DNA or RNA synthesis reaction requires that at
least one of the four nucleotide precursors carries a labeled
group. Labeling of DNA is normally done by one of three
methods: nick":'translation; random primedlabeling or
PCR-mediated labeling. LJbeling of RNA is achieved
using an ill pirro transcription system;

~ end-labeling - a more specialized procedure in which a
labeled group is added to one or a few tenninal nucleotides
only. End labeling is useful for labeling single-stranded
oligonucleotides (see below) and in restriction mapping.
Inevitably, because only one or a very few labeled groups
are incorporated, the specific activity of the labeled
nucleic acid (the amount of label incorporated divided by
the total mass) is much less than that for probes in which
there has been incorporation of multiple labeled
nucleotides along the length of the molecule.

Labeling DNA by nick translation

The nick-translation procedure involves introducing single-
strand breaks (llicks) in the DNA, leaving exposed 3' hydroxyl
termini and 5' phosphate termini. The nicking can be
achieved by adding a suitable endonuclease such as pancreatic
DNase I.The exposed nick can then serve as a start point for
introducing new nucleotides at the 3' hydrox')rl side of the
nick using the DNA polymerase activity of E. coli DNA poly-
merase I at the same time as existing nucleotides are removed
frolll the other side of the nick by the 5'----+3' exonuclease
activity of the same enzyme. As a result, the nick will be
moved progressively along the DNA ('translated') in the
5'-"3' direction (see Figure 6.2A).lfthe reaction is carried out
at a relatively low temperature (about 15°C), the reaction
proceeds no further than one complete renewal of the existing
nucleotide sequence. Although there is no net DNA synthesis
at these tempera{Ures, the synthesis reaction allows the incor-
poration of labeled nucleotides in place of the previously
existing unlabeled ones.

h O\~i) \clbe.L\~'l
Random primed DNA labeling;?' J
The random primed DNA labeling method (sometimes
known as oligolabeling; see Feinberg andVogelstein, 1983) is
based on hybridization of a mixture of all possible hexa-
nucleotides: the starting DNA is denatured and then cooled
slovvly so that the individual hexanucleotidcs Cln bind to
suitably complementary sequences within the DNA strands.
Synthesis of new complementary DNA strands is primed by
the bOllnd hexanucleotides and is catalyzed by the Klenow
subunit of E. coli DNA polymerase I (which contains the
polymerase activity in the absence of an associated 5' •.3'
exonuclease activity). DNA synthesis occurs in the presence
of the four dNTPs, at least one of which has a labeled group
(see Figllre 6.2B).This method produces labeled DNAs of high

specific activity. Because all sequence combinations are repre- 7
sented in the hexanucleotide_l)lixture, binding of primer to
template DNA occurs in a random manner, and labeling is
uniform across the length of the DNA.

DNA labeling by peR

The standard PCR. reaction can be modified to include one or
more labeled nucleotide precursors which become incorpo-
rated into the peR product throughout its length.

RNA labeling

RNA probes (riboprobes) can be obtained by ill vitro tran-
scription of insert DNA cloned in a suitable plasmid vector
with a phage promoter. For example, the plasmid vector
pSP64 contains the bacteriophage SP6 promoter sequence
immediately adjacent to a multiple cloning site. The SP6
RNA polymerase can then be used to initiate transcription

fr01ll a spec!f1c start poillt in the SP6 promoter sequence, tran-
scribing through any DNA sequence that has been inserted
into the multiple cloning site. By using a mix ofNTPs, at least
one of which is labeled, high specific activiry radiolabeled
transcripts can be generated (Figllre 6.3). Bacteriophage T3
and T7 promoter/RNA polymerase systems are also used
cOllllllonly for generating riboprobes. Labeled sense and anti-
sense rihoprobes can be generated from any gene cloned in
such vectors (the gene can be cloned in either of the two
orientations) and are widely used in tissue ill siru

hybridizat~~11~ection 6.3.,..4).o.("~\' ,-r:. ....0) >,} ~~~ .J '- ':lc\r-..C\"")Q~~
--:~\j))O'? l'U))/J} / "r '--/1'-' ~?1

End-labelinQ~, ,.';,. J .) " ;(,; , ' W r' / \ lv",,> S <rVi /JC0 /(4 JV-(j /' )Yl /..., S. __/'
Single-stran ed oligonucleotides are usually labeled using
polynucleotide kinase (kinase end-labeling). Typically, the
label is provided in the form of a 32p at the ')I-phosphate
position ofATP and the polynucleotide catalyses an exchange
reaction with the 5' -terminal phosphates (see Figllre 6.4A).
Larger DNA fragments can also be end-labeled, but often by
alternative methods, including:

~ fill-in end-labeling (Figllre 6.4B) - the DNA is treated
I with a suitable restriction enzyme that generates an over-

-.\ _ lunging 5' end and a polymerase activity is used to add
( ,," labeled complementary nucleotides to 'fill in' the recessed

<i
,'" ends. This is usually achieved using the KlellolV SIIbllllit of

\ E. (oli DNA polymerase I (see above). As required, the
labeled fragments can be cleaved internally with another
restriction nuclease co produce two fragments labeled at
one end eJch which can be size fractionated;

primer-mediated 5' end-labeling - a simple PCR
method in which a primer is used with a labeled group
attached to its 5' end. As PCR proceeds the primer wlth
its 5' end-label is incorporated into the peR product.

6.1.2 Nucleic acids can be labeled by isotopic and
nonisotopic methods

Isotopic labeling and detection

Traditionally, nucleic acids have been labeled by incorporating
nucleotides contJining radioisotopes. Such radiolabeled
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Figure 6.2: DNA labeling by in vitro DNA strand synthesis.

(A) Nick translation. Pancreatic DNase I introduces single-stranded nicks by cleaving internal phosphodiester bonds (p), generating a 5'
phosphate group and a 3' hydroxyl terminus. Addition of the multisubunit enzyme E. coli DNA polymerase I contributes two enzyme
activities: (i) a 5'-'3' exonuclease attacks the exposed 5' termini of a nick and sequentially removes nucleotides in the 5'-3' direction; liil a
DNA polymerase adds new nucleotides to the exposed 3' hydroxyl group, continuing in the 5'-'3' direction, thereby replacing nucleotides
removed by the exonuclease and causing lateral displacement (translationl of the nick. (B) Random primed labeling. The Klenow subunit of
E. coli DNA polymerase I can synthesize new radiolabeled DNA strands using as a template separated strands of DNA, and random
hexanucleotide primers.

probes contain Iluclcotides with a radioisotope (often 32p, 33p,
3SS or 3H), which can be detected specifically in solution or,
much morc commonly, \vithin a solid specimen (autoradio-
graphy; see Box 6.1).

The intensity of all auto radiographic signal is dependent on
the intensity of the radiation enlitted by the rJdioisotope, and
the time of exposure. which may often be long (lor more
days, or even weeks in some applications). 32p has been used

widely in nucleic acid hybridization assJYs because it emits
high-energy ~-particles which afford a high degree of sensi-
tivity of detection. It has the disadvantage, however, that it is
relatively unstable (see Table 6. '/).

The high energy of32p ~-parricles emission can be a disad-
vaI1tag under circumstances when fine physical resolution is
required to interpret autoradiographic images unambiguously.
As a result, radionuclides which emit less energetic J3-particles
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Figure 6.3: Riboprobes (RNA probes) are generated by run-oil transcription from cloned DNA inserts in specialized plasmid vectors.

The plasmid vector pSP64 contains a promoter sequence for phage SP6 RNA polymerase linked to the multiple cloning site (MCS) in
addition to an origin of replication lori) and ampicillin resistance gene lamp). Alter cloning a suitable DNA fragment in one of the 11 unique
restriction sites of the MCS, the purified recombinant DNA is linearized by cutting with a restriction enzyme at a unique restriction site just
distal to the insert DNA IPvu II in this example). Therealter labeled insert-specific RNA transcripts can be generated using SP6 RNA
polymerase and a cocktail of NTPs, at least one of which is labeled IUTP in this case).

Box 6.1: Principles of autoradiography.

Autoradiography is a procedure for localizing and recording a
radiolabeled compound within a solid sample, which involves the
production of an image in a photographic emulsion. In molecular
genetic applications, the solid sample olten consists of size-
fractionated DNA or protein samples that are embedded within a
dried gel, fixed to the surface of a dried nylon membrane or
nitrocellulose filter, or located within fixed chromatin or tissue
samples mounted on a glass slide. The photographic emulsions
consist of silver halide crystals in suspension in a clear
gelatinous phase. Following passage through the emulsion of a
J3-particle or a "f-ray emitted by a radionuclide, the Ag+ ions are
converted to Ag atoms. The resulting latent image can then be
converted to a visible image once the image is developed, an
amplification process in which entire silver halide crystals are
reduced to give metallic silver. The fixing process results in
removal of any unexposed silver halide crystals, giving an
autoradiographic image which provides a two·dimensional
representation of the distribution of the radiolabel in the original
sample.

Direct autoradiography involves placing the sample in intimate
contact with an X·ray film, a plastic sheet with a coating of
photographic emulsion; the radioactive emissions from the
sample produce dark areas on the developed film. This method is
best suited to detection of weak to medium strength J3-emitting
radionuclides (e.g. 3H.35S, etc.). However, it is not suited to high-
energy J3-particles (e.g. from 32p):such emissions pass through
the film, resulting in the wasting of the majority of the energy.
Indirect autoradiography is a modification in which the emitted
energy is converted to light by a suitable chemicallscintillator
or fluor). Dne popular approach uses intensifying screens,
sheets of a solid inorganic scintillator which are placed behind
the film in the case of samples emitting high-energy radiation,
such as 32p. Those emissions which pass through the
photographic emulsion are absorbed by the screen and
converted to light. By effectively superimposing a photographic
emission upon the direct auto radiographic emission, the image
is intensified.
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Figure 6.4: End-labeling 01 nucleic acids.

(A) Kinase end-labeling of oligonucleotides. The 5' -terminal phosphate of the oligonucleotide is replaced in an exchange reaction by the
32P-labeled -y-phosphate of 1-y-32P1ATP.The same procedure can be used to label the two 5' termini of double-stranded DNA. (8) Fill-in end-
labeling. The DNA of interest is cleaved with a suitable restriction nuclease to generate 5' overhangs. The overhangs act as a primer for
Klenow DNA polymerase to incorporate labeled nucleotides complementary to the overhang. Fragments labeled at one end only can be
generated by internal cleavage with a suitable restriction enzyme to generate two differently si2ed fragments which can easily be si2e-
fractionated.

Table 6.1: Cbaracteristics of radioisotopes commonly used for labeling DNA and RNA probes.

Radioisotope Hall-life Decay type Energy 01 emission

3H ~ 12.4 years 13- ~ 0.019 MeV

32p 14.3 days 13- 1.710 MeV

33p 25.5 days 13- 0.248 MeV

3SS 87.4 days 13- 0.167 MeV
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Nucleic acid hybridization is a fundamental techniqu(;' in
molecular genetics. A glossary of relevant terms is provided in
Box 6.3 to assist readers who may be unfamiliar with the
terminology.

~ digoxigenin is a plant steroid (obtained from D(~it(/fis
plants) to which a specific antibody has been raised. The
digoxigenin-specific antibody permits detection of nucleic
acid molecules which have incorporated Ilucleorides
containing the digoxigcllin reporter group (see Fij!lIre 6.7).

A variety of different marker groups or molecules can be
conjugated to Jffinity molecules Stich as srreprJvidin or the
digoxigcnin-specific antibody. They include various fluoro-
phores (Box 6.2), or enzymes such as alkaline phosphatase and
peroxidase which can permit detection via colorimetric assays
or chemicallullunescence assays etc.

6.2 Principles of nucleic acid hybridization

6.2.1 Nucleic acid hybridization is a method for
identifying closely related molecules within two
nucleic acid populations

Definition and rationale
The usual purpose of nucleic acid hybridization is to gain
some information about an ill/peifeer!)! II/lderstood and typically
complex population of nucleic acids (the target). This is
achieved by using a Imoll!ll population of nucleic acid mole-
cules as a probe in order to identify closely related nucleic
acids within the target.

The specij/city of the interaction between probe and target
comes fi-Oll1base complemeutar;ty, because both populations
are treated in such a way as to ensure that all the nucleic acids
sequences present are sillgle st/'llllded. Thus, if either the probe
or the target is initially double-stranded, the individual strands
must be separated (dellalllred), generally by heating or by
alkaline rreatment. After mixing single strands of probe with
single strands of target, strands with complementary base
sequences are allowed to reassociate ( = reatltleal ) to form
double-stranded nucleic acids. When this happens two types
of product are formed:

~ homoduplexes - complementary strands within the
probe, or within the target reanneal to regenerate double-
stranded molecules origillally f",,,,d in the probe or target
populations;

~ heteroduplexes - a single-stranded nucleic acid within
the probe base-pairs with a complementary strand in the
target population. The double-stranded nucleic acid
formed here is a uell' combination of nucleic acid strands.
Heteroduplexes define the IISiflll/1C5S of a nucleic acid
hybridization assay because the whole point of the
hybridization assay is to use the known probe to idenrify
related nucleic acid fragments in the target (F(?lIrc 6.8).

Prob~ often homogeneous nucleic acid populations (e.g. a
~~cific~o~ DNA or chemically ~nthesi~ed oli~
Jl,\!<i!;otide) and are usually labeled and in solution. ,By

}I

1./"',1/"'-

have been preferred in certain procedures, for c:xJmple 35Sand
3'~n the case of DNA sequencing :lIld tissue ill siw
hybridization and 3H for chrolllosorllt: ;/1 siw hybridiz;ltion.
JSS and .up havt,' l11odt:ratt: half-lives. JH has a very long half-
life but is disadvantaged because of the comparatively low
energy of the ~-particlcs which it emits, necessitating very
long exposure times.

.12P-labeled and ,uP-labeled nucleotides used i1l DNA
strand synthesis labeling reactions havt' the radioisotope at
the a-phoslihate position, because the 13- and ')I-phosphates
from dNTP precursors art: not incorporatL'd into the
growll1g DNA chain. Kinase-mediatcd cnd-bbcling,
however. uses [')I-.12PIATP (Fi.~"rc 6.~1I). In the case of
J5S-Iabeled Ilucleotides which arc incorporated during the
synthesis of DNA or RNA strands, thc NTP or dNTP
carries a .155 isotope in place of the 0- of the a-phosphate
group . .1H-labeled nucleotides carry the radioisotope at
several positions. Specific dctcction of molecules carrying a
radioisotope i<;most oftcn performed by autoradiography
(see Box 6. I).

Nonisotopic labeling and detection

Nonisotopic labeling systems involve the use of nonra-
dioactive probes and are finding widespread applications in a
variety of different areas (Kricka, 1992). Two major types of
nonradioactive labeling are conducted:

~ direct nonisotopic labeling - a nucleotide containing
an attached labeled group is incorporated. Often such
systems involve incorporation of modified nuclcotidcs
containing~~ore..1.....a chemical ~whic~
fluoresce when exposed to light of a certain wavelength
(see F(~lIre 6.5 and Box 6.2) .•

~ indirect nonisotopic labeling usually features chemical
coupling of a modified reporter molecule to a
nucleotide precursor. After incorporation into DNA, the
reporter groups can be specifically bound by an affinity
molecule, a protein or other ligand which has a very high
affinity for the reporter group. Conjugated to the affinity
molecule is a marker molecule or group which can be
detected in a suitable assay (Fig"re 6.6).The reporter mole-
cules on modified nucleotides need to protrude sufficiently
far from the nucleic acid backbone so as ro facilitate their
detection by the affinity molecule and so a long carbon
atom spacer is requin:d to separatt' the nuclcotide from the
reporter group.

Two indirect non isotopic labeling systems are widely used:

~ the biotin-streptavidin system utilizes the extremely
high affinity of two Iigands: bioti" (a naturally occurring
vitamin) which acts as the reporter, and the bacterial
protein streptav;dilJ, which is the affinity molecule. Biotin
and streptavidin bind together extremely tightly with an
affiniry constant of 10-]4, one of the strongest knowll in
biology. Biotinylated probes can be made ea,ily by
including a suitable biotinylated nucleotide in tht.' labeling
reaction (see Fi~/lI,('6.7).
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Figure 6.5: Fluorescence microscopy and structure of common f1uorophores.

(A) Structure of fluorophores. The example on top shows fluorescein-dUTP. The fluorescein group is linked to the 5' carbon atom 01 the
uridine by a spacer group so that when the modified nucleotide is incorporated into DNA, the fluorescein group is readily accessible.
Below is the structure of rhodamine from which a variety of fluorophores has been derived. (B) Fluorescence microscopy. The excitation
filter is a color barrier filter which in this example is selected to let through only blue light. The transmitted blue light is of an appropriate
wavelength to be reflected by the dichroic Ibeam-splitting) mirror onto the labeled sample which then fluoresces and emits light of a longer
wavelength, green light in this case. The longer wavelength of the emitted green light means that it passes straight through the dichroic
mirror. The light subsequently passes through a second color barrier filter which blocks unwanted fluorescent signals leaving the desired
green fluorescence emission to pass through to the eyepiece of the microscope. A second beam-splitting device can also permit the light
to be recorded in a CCD camera.
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Figure 6.6: General principles of indirect non isotopic labeling,

The protein recognizing the reporter group is often a specific antibody, as in the digoxigenin system, or any other ligand that has a very high
affinity for a specific group, such as streptavidin in the case of using biotin as the reporter (see Figure 6.7). The marker can be detected in
various ways. If it carries a specific fluorescent dye, it can be detected in a fluorimetric assay. A~ernatively, it can be an enzyme such as
alkaline phosphatase which can be coupled to an enzyme assay, yielding a product that can be measured colorimetrically.

contrast, (;lrgct Ilucleic acid populations an: typically unla-
beled complex populations and arc lI~lIal1y bound to ;l solid
"lIpport. Howc\"er, some important hybridiz.ltioll .l<;'iays u<;c.:
unlabdcd probe,; bound (0 a soljd support which .Ift." lIsed to
ilHerrogare labded (,Irgl't n A population,; in solutioll.

Melting temperature and hybridization stringency

Denaturation of double-'tranded probe DNA i, generally
achieved by hc-ating a solution of the labeled DNA (0 a
tcmpc-rature that is high enough to break the hydrogen bondo;;
holding the two complemelltary DNA stf.lJld'i together, Th(.'
energy rc-quired to \eparate two perfectly cOlllpkmclHary
DNA strands is depcndent on a number off3nor'l,not:lbly:

~ strand len.f!tIJ - long hOll1odupkxes cOllt;lin a I.trge Illllllbn
of hydrogen bonds and rt'quire Illore: energy to <;eparatc
them; because the labeling proc(.'dure typically rc'lulcs in

shorr DNA probes. this efreCt is negligible above all
original (i.e. prior to labeling) length ofSOO bp:

., base composilioll - GC base pairs have Olle: morc hydrogen
bond than AT base pair'i. Strands with a high % GC
composition arc thus more difficult to sc..·p3r:Ht' thall tho ...e
with a lo\v % GC comp0'lition:

~ chemical elJvirotllnelJt - the presence of monovalent cHions
(e.g. Na-t- ions) stabilizes the dupk'x, whn(.'J'l 'lOI11(.''\trongly
pobr molecule, such a, formomid_ (H-CO- HJ+) .lI1d
urea (H-"N+ -CO-NI-IJ -t-)act as chemical dl'l1lltllfallf.';: they
destabilizt' th(.' duplex by disrupting the hydro~t'Jl bond.:;
between base: pair.:;.

A lI\(.'fulmeasliTe of the stability of a Ilucleic acid dupkx i:-.tht'
t11elting temperature (Till). This is the teillper:ltur(.' corre-
..•puneling to the Inid-point in the observed transition from
doubk-strandl.'d form to single-str.lIldcd form. COll\'ellicntly,
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Fluorescence labeling of nucleic acids was developed in the
1980s and has proved to be extremely valuable in many different
applications including chromosome in situ hybridization, tissue
in situ hybridization and automated DNA sequencing. The
fluorescent labels can be used in direct labeling of nucleic acids
by incorporating a modified nucleotide (often 2' deoxyuridine
5' triphosphatel containing an appropriate fluorophore, a
chemical group which fluoresces when exposed to a specific
wavelength of ligh. opular fluorophores used in direct labeling
include: fluorescein, a pale green fluorescent dye; rhodamine,
a red fluorescl2.t dye; and amino methyl coumarin, a blue
fluorescent dye (see Figure 6.5AI. Alternatively, indirect labeling
systems can be used whereby modified nucleotides containing a
reporter group (such as biotin or digoxigenin) are incorporated
into the nucleic acid (see Figure 6.6) and then the reporter group
is specifically bound by an affinity molecule (such as streptavidin
or a digoxigenin-specific antibody) to which is attached a
fluorophore e.g. amino methylcoumarin acetic acid (AMCAI.
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) or other fluorescein
derivatives, and tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC) or
other rhodamine derivatives.
Detection of the fluorophore in direct or indirect labeling systems
is accomplished by passing a beam of light from a suitable light
source (e.g. a mercury vapor lamp in fluorescence microscopy,

this transition can be followed by measuring the optical
density (00) of the DNA. The bases of the nucleic acids
absorb 260 nm ultraviolet (UV) light strongly. However::. t~
adsor tion by double-stranded D A is considerably less than
l!J.as of the free nucleo~des. This difference, the so-called-

~y-pochromic effect, is due [0 interactions between the
t::lectron sysrcnls of adjacent bases, arising frolll rhe way in
which adjacent bases are stacked in parallel in a double helix.
If duplex DNA is gradually heated. therefore, there wiJl be an
increase in the light absorbed at 260 nm (the 00260) towards
the value characteristic of the free bases. The temperature at
which there is a mid-point in the optical cknsiry shift is then
taken as the T", (see Fi~lIre 6.9).

For mammalian genomcs, with J base composition of about
40% Ge, the DNA denatures with a T.1I of about 87°C under
approximately physiological conditions. The T,,, of perfect
hybrids formed by D A, RNA or oligonucleotide probes can
be determined according to the formulae in Iable 6.2. Often,
hybridization conditions arc chosen so as to promote
hctcrodup1cx forlllJtion and the hyhridizjtion temperature is
often as much as 25°C below the TllllfHowever, after the
hybridization and re.;l1loval of excess probe, hybridization
washes may be conducted under more stringent conditions so
as to disrupt all duplexes other than those between very
closely related sequences.

Probe-target hctcrodu lexes are most stable thermo-
dynamically whcn the region of duplex (ormation c~ns

crfect base matching.:.Mismatches between the two strands of
a heteroduplex reduce the ~1I: for ~rm,al D A probes:e~h~ ~

an argon laser in automated DNA sequencing) through an
appropriate color filter (excitation filter! designed to transmit
light at the desired excitation wavelength. In fluorescence
microscopy systems this light is reflected onto the fluorescently
labeled sample on a microscope slide using a dichroic mirror,
one which reflects light of certain wavelengths while allowing
light of other wavelengths to pass straight through. The light then
excites the f1uorophore to fluoresce and as it does so, it emits
light at a slightly longer wavelength, the emission wavelength.
The light emitted by the fluorophore passes back up and straight
through the dichroic mirror, through an appropriate barrier filter
and is then transmitted into the eye piece of the microscope, and
can also be captured using a suitable CCD (charged coupled
device) camera. Maximum emission and excitation wavelengths
for common fluorophores are as indicated below:

Fluorophore Color Excitation max. Emission max.
(nm) (nm)

AMCA Blue 399 446
Fluorescein Green 494 523
CY3 Red 552 565
Rhodamine Red 555 580
Texas Red Red 590 615

1~ of nllsmatching reduces the TilL by__approximate1y loe.
Although probe-target heteroduplexes are usually not as
stable as reannealed probe hOllloduplexes, a considerable
degree of mismatching can be tolel.ltcd if the overall region of
base complementarity is long (> 100 bp:see Fi~lfre 6./0).

Increasing the concentration of NJCI and reducing the
temperature re.;duces the hybridization stringency, and
enh:lI1ces the stability of mismatched heteroduplexes. This
means that comparatively diverged members of a l11ultigene
f.1lllily or other repetitive D A f.1lllily can be identified by
hybridization using a specific family member as a probe.
Additionally. a gene sequence frolll one species can be used as
a probe to idelltify hornologs in other comparatively diverged
species. provided the sequence is reasonably conserved during
evolution.

Conditions can also be chosen ro maximize hybridization
stringency (e.g. lowering the concentration of aCI and
increasing the temperature). so as to encourage dissociation
(denaturation) of mismatched heteroduplexes.lfthe region of
base.;complementarity is small, as with oligonuckotide probes
(typically 15-20 nucleotides) hybridization conditiollS can be
chosen such that a singlc mismatch renders a heteroduplex
unstable (see Section 6.3. I).

6.2.2 The kinetics of DNA reassociation are defined by
the product of DNA concentration and time (Cot)

When double-stranded DNA is denatured (by heat, for
example) and the complementary single strands are allowed to
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RNA molecule. but the target nucleic ocid is typically herero-
-'<CHeOI/S. comprising for example genomic DNA or total
cellular RNA.ln the latter cose the concentrotion of any one
sequence may be very low, thereby causing the ratc of reasso-
ciation to be o;;low. For c.;xamplc. if a SOllthern blot uses a
cloned l3-globin gene os 0 probe to identify complementary
sequences in human genomic DNA, the latter will be present
in very low concentration (the ~-globin gene is an example
of a single copy sequence and in this case represents only
0.00005% of human genomic DNA). It is therefore necessory
to use several microgram<; of target 0 A to drive the
reaction. By contrast, certain other sequences are highly
repeated in genomic D A (see Chapter 9). and this greatly
elevated DNA concentration results in a comparatively rapid
reassociation time.

l3ecouse the amount of target nucleic acid bound by 0

probe depends on the copy number of the recognized
sequence. hybridization <;ignal intensity is proportional to
the copy number of the recognized sequence: single copy
genes give weak hybridization signals, highly repetitive
DNA sequences gi,·e very strong signals. Ifa particular probe
is heterogeneolls and contains a low copy sequence of
interest (sllch as a specific gene). mixed with a highly

Figure 6.7:Structure of digoxigenin- and biotin-modified nucleotides.

Note that the digoxigenin and biotin groups in these examples are linked to the 5' carbon atom of the uridine of dUTP by spacer groups
consisting respectively of a total of 11carbon atoms (digoxigenin-l1-UTPI or 16carbon atoms (biotin-16-dUTP).The digoxigenin and biotin
groups are reporter groups-. after incorporation into a nucleic acid they are bound by specific ligands containing an attached marker such
as a f1uorophore.

rcossociotc to form double-stronded DNA, the speed ot
which the complementary strands reassociate will depend on
the storting concentration of the 0 A. If there is a high
concentration of the complementary D A sequences, the
time token for anyone single-<tronded 0 A molecule to
find 0 complementary strond and form a duplex will be

I reduced. Reassociation kinetics is the term used to
measure t e sE.,ce at \V lich complemenrar sin lc-srran ed
molecu es are able to find eoch other ond form du lexes.
=major par-;mcters~startingconcentration
(Co) of the specific DNA sequence in moJes of nucleotides
per liter and rhe reaction time (1) in seconds. Since the rate of
reassociation is proportional [0 CQ and to l, the Col value
(often loosely referred to as the cot value) is a useful
measure. The Cot value will also vary depending on the
temperature of reassociation and the concentration of
monovalent cations. As a result. it is usual to use fixed
reference values: a reassociation temperawre of 65°C and an
[Na+J concentration of 0.3 M Nael.

Most hybridization assays use an excess of target nucki<;
acid over probe in order [0 encol1ra~probe-target
formation. T.his is 0;;0 because the probe is usually homogellous.
often con~io;;[il1gof a single type of cloned DNA molecule or
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)

Allele-specific oligonucleotide (ASO) hybridization. Uses
short ca. 20 nucleotide-long oligonucleotide probes specific for
individual alleles under stringent hybridization conditions where
a single base mismatch precludes successful hybridization. See
Figure 6.7/.

Anneal. If two single-stranded nucleic acids share sufficient
base complementarity they will form a double-stranded DNA
duplex. To anneal means to allow hydrogen bonds to form
between two single strands and so has the opposite meaning to
that of denature.

Base complementarity. The degree to which the sequences of
two single-stranded nucleic acids can form a DNA duplex by
Watson-Crick base pairing (Section 1.2.1).

Competition hybridization (= suppression hybridization).
Hybridization reaction in which a probe which contains some
repetitive DNA sequences undergoes a prehybridization step to
block access to repetitive sequences in the probe. The probe is
first denatured and allowed to reassociate in the presence of an
unlabeled DNA population that has been enriched in repetitive
DNA: as a result the repetitive elements within the probe are
effectively removed by annealing to complementary repetitive
DNA sequences, leaving available only the nonrepetitive
sequences.

Denature. To separate the individual strands of a double-
stranded DNA duplex by breaking the hydrogen bonds between
them (by heating them or by treating them with a chemical
denaturant, such as formamidel.

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). Any in situ
hybridization reaction in which nucleic acids are labeled by
attaching chemical groups which can fluoresce under certain
wavelengths.

Heteroduplex. A double-stranded DNA formed when two
single-stranded sequences with partial base complementarity
are allowed to anneal. Heteroduplexes can arise in different
ways:

~ allelic heteroduplexes. Denaturing then cooling a single
diploid DNA sample, or a mix of DNA samples from different
individuals will allow complementary strands from two alleles
which differ slightly in DNA sequence to form almost
perfectly matched duplexes;

~ paralogous heteroduplexes. Denaturing then cooling a
single DNA sample from a complex eukaryotic cell can also
give rise to reassociation between nonallelic related DNA
sequences such as closely related different members of a
gene family or of a noncoding repetitive DNA family;

~ interspecific heteroduplexes. Denatured DNA samples
from species with reasonably closely related genes, e.g.
humans and mice, are mixed and single strands allowed to
reanneal.

Homoduplex. A double-stranded DNA formed when two single-
stranded sequences with perfect base complementarity are
allowed to anneal.

Hybridization assay. A test reaction in which a known nucleic
acid (the probe) is used to search for related sequences in a
heterogeneous collection of DNA sequences Ithe targetl. In a
standard hybridization assay the probe is labeled and usually in
solution while the target is unlabeled and usually bound to a solid
support; in reverse hybridization the opposite is true.

In situ hybridization. A hybridization reaction in which a probe
is hybridized to nucleic acids from cells or chromosomes which
have been mounted on a glass slide, e.g. denatured DNA from
metaphase chromosomes Ichromosome in situ hybridizatiorr.
Section 2.4.21 or RNA prepared from sectioned tissue (tissue in
situ hybridizationl. See Section 6.3.4.

Melting temperature (1m). A measure of the stability of a
nucleic acid duplex, it is the temperature corresponding to the
mid-point in the observed transition from double-stranded to
single-stranded forms. Conveniently, this transition can be
followed by measuring the optical density of the DNA at a
wavelength of 260 nm. See Figure 6.9.

Probe. A known nucleic acid population used to query a complex
heterogeneous nucleic acid population in a hybridization assay.
May originally be double stranded but to work as a probe has to
be denatured to give single strands. Usually the probe is labeled
and in solution, but see reverse hybridization assays.

Reassociate. To re-anneal after a prior denaturation step.

Reassociation kinetics. The rates at which complementary
DNA strands reassociate. Highly repetitive DNA strands
reassociate rapidly; single copy sequences reassociate slowly.

Reverse h bridization assay. An assa in which the tar et is
labele and usual y in solution wile the ro e IS unlabe e and
usuall bound to a solid su ort. Exam les include reverse dot-
blot assa sand microarra h bridization.

Subtraction hybridization. A hybridization-based method of
identifying nucleic acid sequences known to be present in one
population (the plus populationl but absent in another closely
related population (the minus populationl. Hybridization is
designed to have the (-I population in vast excess and so act as
the driver DNA, ensuring that all related sequences in the (+1
population are removed as heteroduplexes, leaving the desired
sequences that are found only in the (+) population.

Target. A complex heterogeneous nucleic acid population which
is queried in a hybridization assay by a known, often
homogeneous, nucleic acid. Usually unlabeled and bound to a
solid support but in reverse hybridization assays targets are
labeled and in solution.
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Figure 6.8: A nucleic acid hybridization assay requires the fonnation of heteroduplexes between labeled single-stranded nucleic acid
probes and complementary sequences within a target nucleic acid.

The probe is envisaged to be strongly related in sequence to a central segment of one of the many types of nucleic acid molecule in the
target. Mixing of denatured probe and denatured target will result in reannealed probe-probe homoduplexes Ibottom right) and
target-target homoduplexes (bottom leftl but also in heteroduplexes formed between probe DNA and any target DNA molecules that are
significantly related in sequence Ibottom center). If a method is available for removing the probe DNA that is not bound to target DNA, the
heteroduplexes can easily be identified by methods that can detect the label.

Figure 6.9: Denaturation of DNA results in an increase in
optical density.

DDss and DDDSindicate the optical density of single-stranded
and double-stranded DNA respectively. The difference between
them represents the hypochromic effect (see textl.

lil
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abulld:ll1t repetitive DNA sequellce, the weak hybridization
signal obtained with low copy sequence will be completely
masked by the strong signal from the repetitive DNA. This
effect can. however. be overcome by competitioll
lIybridizatioll (see Box 6.3) .

6.2.3 A wide variety of nucleic acid hybridization
assays can be used

Early experiments in nucleic acid hybridization lItilized
sll[lIthm hybridizmiou. ilwoh-ing mixing of aqueous solutions of
probL' and target nucleic acids. How(.~\'cr. the "cry low concen-
tration of single copy sequences in complex genomcs meant
that reassociation times WCfe inc\'itably slow. One widely used
way of increasing the reassociation speed is to artificially
increast' the overall DNA concentration in aqueous solution
by abstracting water molecules (e.g. by adding high concen-
trations of polyelllylwe glycol).

An alternative to solution hybridization which facilitated
detection of reassociated molecules involved immobilizing the
target DNA on a solid supporr. such as a membrane made of
nitrocellulose or nylon, to both of which single-stranded
DNA binds readily. Attachment oflabded probe to the immo-
bilized target D A can then be followed by removing the



Table 6.2: Equations for calculating Ton·
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'Dr for other monovalent cation, but only accurate in the 0.01-0.4 M range.
bDnly accurate for 30-75% GC.
cL = length of duplex in base pairs.
doligo = oligonucleotide:', = eflective length of primer = 2 x Ino. of G + C, + Ino. of A + T).

Note: for each 1%formamide, the Tm is reduced by about 0.6·C, while the presence of 6 M urea reduces the Tm by about 30·C.

2(/,)

22 + 1.4611,'

81.5 + 16.6(1oglO(Na+]'1+ 0.411%GCb)- 500/Lc

79.8 + 18.5!loglOINa+]') + 0.581%GCb)+ l1.81%GCb)2- 820/Lc

DNA-DNA

DNA-RNA or RNA-RNA

oligo-DNA or oligo-RNAd:

For< 20nucleotides

For 20-35 nucleotides

Hybrids

solution contJilling unbollnd probe DNA, extt'llsive \-'lashing
oftbe l11e111br~lI1l'and drying ill prep:lratioll for detection.

This is the basis of rhe sralldard Ilucleic acid hybridization
assays currently in lIse. Man: n:cciltly. however. reverse
hybridization assays ]1;lVL' also bL'colllL' popular. III these
casL'S, the probe popubrion is 1IlllabL'kd and fixed to the
solid support, while the GlrgL't nucleic ;lcid is bbL'kd and
present ill aqueolls solution. NotL'. thL'refore, that the
distinction between prabl;.' :l1ld (:1rgL't is not bast:d primarily

on \vhich is the labeled population and which is the
unlabeled population. Instead, the important considn;ltioll
is that the target DNA should be the eomplex. imperli>rll)'
IflldersTood population which the probl.' (whose mokcubr
identity is known) attempts to query. Depending 011

the future and form of the probe and target, J very wide
variety of nucleic acid hybridization assays can be devised

(Box 6.4).

Oligonucleotide
probe

6.3 Nucleic acid hybridization assays using
cloned DNA probes to screen uncloned
nucleic acid populations

Figure 6.10: Nucleic acid hybridization can identity target
sequences considerably diverged from a conventional nucleic
acid probe, or identical to an oligonucleotide probe.
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sequences of
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mouse genes)
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Unstable at
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Numerolls applications in molecular genetics involve tJking
an individual DNA clone and using it as a hybridization probe
to screen for the presence of rebted sequences within J

complex target of uncloned DNA or RNA. Sometimes the
assay is restricted to simply checking for the presence or
:lbsence of sequences related to the probe. In other cases.
lIseful information can be obtained regarding the sizt' of the
complementary sequences. their subchromosol1ulloc3tiol1 or
their locations within specific tissues or groups of cells.

6.3.1 Dot-blot hybridization. a rapid screening method,
often employs allele-specific oligonucleotide
probes

The general procedure of dot-blotting involves raking an
aqueous solution of target DNA, for example wtal human
genomic DNA. and simply spotting it on to a nitrocellulose or
nylon membrane then allowing it to dry. The variant tech-
nique of slot-blotting involves pipeting the DNA through
an individual slor in a suitable template. In both methods the
target DNA sequences are denatured, either by previously
exposing to heat, or by exposure of the filter containing
them to alkali. The denatured target DNA sequences now



Box 6.4: Standard and reverse nucleic acid hybridization assays.

6.3 I NUCLEIC ACID HYBRJDlZATION ASSAYS USING CLONED DNA PROBES I~

STANDARD ASSAYS

Dot blot (Figure 6.11)

Southern blot (Figure 6.12 for
method; Figures 7.9, 18.12B, 18.12C
for examples)

Northern blot (Figure 6.13)

Chromosome in situ hybridization
(e.g. Figures 2.16-2.18.14.12.)
Tissue in situ hybridization
(Figure 6.15)

Colony blot (Figure 6.16)

Plaque lift

Gridded clone hybridization assay
(Figure 6.17)

REVERSEASSAYS
Reverse dot blot

DNA microarray or microarray of
presynthesized oligonucleotides
(Figure 6.19)

Oligonucleotide microarray
(Figures 17.181

Labeled probe in solution

Any labeled DNA or RNA but often
an oligonucleotide

Any

Any

Usually a labeled genomic clone

Usually a labeled antisense
riboprobe or oligonucleotide

Any

Any

Any

Labeled target in solution
Complex DNA

Complex DNA

Complex DNA

Unlabeled target bound to solid support

Complex DNA or RNA population; not size-fractionated,
but spotted directly onto membrane

Often complex genomic DNA (but may be individual DNA
clones); digested with restriction nuclease and size
fractionated, then transferred to membrane

Complex RNA population (e.g. total cellular RNA or poly
At RNA) which has been size-fractionated, then
transferred to membrane

DNA within chromosomes (often metaphasel of lysed
cells on a microscope slide
RNA within cells of fixed tissue sections on a microscope
slide

Cell colonies separated after plating out on agar then
transferred to membrane

Phage-infected bacterial colonies separated after plating
out on agar and transferred to membrane
Clones robotically spotted onto membrane in geometric
arrays

Unlabeled probes bound to solid support
Oligonucleotides spotted onto membrane

DNA clones or oligonucleotides robotically spotted onto
microscope slide

Oligonucleotides synthesized on glass

imillobilized on the membrane are exposed to a solution
containing single-stranded labeled probe sequences (the
label is often 321' to optimize detection).After allowing suffi-
cient time for probe-target hereroduplex formation, the
probe solution is decanted, and the membrane is washed to
relllove excess probe that may have become nonspecifically
bound to the filter. It is then dried and exposed to JIl Juto-
radiographic film.

A lIseful application of dot-blotting involves distin-
guishing between alleles that differ by even a single
nuckotidl: substitution. To do this allele-specific oligo-
nucleotide (ASO) probes are constructed frolll sequences
spanning thl: variant nucleotide site. ASO probes arc
typically 15-20 nucleotides long and are normally used
under hybridization conditions at which the DNA duplex
between probe and target is stable o11ly if there is p('~f('(/ basc
complclllclltarity betwec/l thcm: a single mismatch between
probe and target sequence is sufficient to render the short
heteroduplex unstable (Fi,~lIrc 6.10). Typically, this involves
designing the oligonucleotides so that the single nucleotide
difference between alleles occurs in a central segment of
the oligonucleotide sequence, thereby maximizing the

thermodynamic instability of a mism3tched duplex.
Such discrimination can be employed for J variety of
research and diagnostic purposes. Although ASOs can be
used in conventional Southern blot hybridization (see
below), it is more convenient to use them in dot-blot aSS3YS
(see Fi,~lIr(' 6. ., l).

Another method of ASO dot blotting uses a reverse
dot blotting approach. This means that the oligonucleotide
probes are not labeled and are fixed on a filter or membrane
whereas the target DNA is labeled and provided in solution.
Positive binding of labeled target DNA to a specific oligonu-
cleotide on the membrane is tJken to mean that
the target has that specific sequence. This Jpproach, and related
DNA microJrray methods, have many diagnostic applications.

6.3.2 Southern and Northern blot hybridizations detect
nucleic acids that have been size-fractionated by
gel electrophoresis

Southern blot hybridization

In this procedure, the target DNA is digested with one or
more restriction endonucleases whose recognition sequences
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Normal Heterozygote Sickle cell homozygote

pApA pApS pSpS

~ • • ......

blot

Hybridization

I~A_ASol 5' TG ACT CCT ~G GAG AAG TC 3'

Synthesize ASO

4 Glu 10
CAC CTG ACT CCT GAG GAG AAG TCT GCC--------3'

Sickle-cell mutation

10
CAC CTG ACT CCT GIG GAG AAG TCT GCC --- - - - -- 3'

Val

Synthesize ASO

I ~S -ASO I 5' TG ACT CCT GIG GAG AAG TC

Hybridization

3'

o
Heterozygote Sickle cell homozygote

Figure 6.11: Allele-specific oligonucleotide lASC) dot-blot hybridization can identify individuals with the sickle cell mutation.

The schematic dot blot at the top shows the result of probing with an ASQ specific for the normal p-globin allele IpA-ASQ; shown
immediately belowl. The results are positive (filled circle) for normal individuals and for heterozygotes but negative for sickle cell
homozygotes Idashed, unfilled circle}. The dot blot at the bottom shows the result of probing with an ASQ specific for the sickle cell j3-globin
allele lj3s-ASQ; shown immediately above), and in this case the results are positive for the sickle cell homozygotes and heterozygotes but
negative for normal individuals. The j3A-ASQ and j3s-ASQ were designed to be 19 nucleotides long in this case chosen from codons 3to 9 of
respectively the sense j3Aand j3s globin gene sequences surrounding the sickle cell mutation site. The latter is a single nucleotide
substitution (A- TI at codon 6 in the j3-globin gene, resulting in a GAG (Glu}-GIG IVal1substitution (see middle sequences).

:HC oftl'1l 4-0 bp in kngrh. geller~tiIlg fr::lgmenrs dut 3fL"

several hundred or tholls:lllds of bast' p:tirs in length. Thl'
restriction fragmL'nts are size-frJcriollatL'd by :lg;lfO~c.: gel elec-
trophoresis, dt.'natured and tr:lI1sferred to ;1 llirrocL'ilu]osl' or
nylon Illembrane for hybridization (FI:~lIrc 6.12). During rhL'
eknrophort.·sis DNA fj-Jglllenrs. which are l1L'g:uivelych3rged
because of the phosplutl' groups. ;m,' repelled fi'olll thl' rlL'garivl'
electrode towards the posirivL" c1l'crrotk, and sit' e through the
porous gel. Smaller DNA fra!;lllL'nrs move f:.lster.For fraglllt.'Jlts
between 0.1 a1l0}O kb IOllg, the migration speed dt:pL'nds on
fragmt"nt lengtll':1:JlIt scarcdy at all 011 tht: base composition.
Thus, fragments in this size range JrL' fractionated by siZt' in J
cOl1ventiOinJ Jgarose gel dL'ctrophorL'sis system.

An importJnt Jpplicltion ofSouthl'rn blot hybridization in
mammalian genetics is to lISL'a probL' to idL'ntify related
sequences which may belong to the salllc gCI/OIIIC (otht'r

members of J family of evolutionarily related genes or DNA
sequences) or to other gel1ollle.\ (e.g. In orrl/(l/Cl/(oIlS gene. that is a
direct equivalent of the gene used as a probe), Once a ne\\'ly
isolated probe is demonstrated to be n:btL'd to other unchar-
actL'rized sequences, attempts can then be lll:ldc to j,obte the
other members of the family by scn.'ening ~l.!CIIOllli( 0.,\' ..-1
libraries (Section 5.3.4). AdditiOllJlly. screening Gill also be
conducted on genomic DNA sJlllples from different species (a
zoo blot) to identify sequences consern~d betwt'en ditTerenr
species (see F~e.llre 7.9). Because coding sequences art"
compJrJtivdy highly conserved. this is olle \\'ay of identifying
coding DNA.

Northern blot hybridization
Northern blot hybridization is a vari:l1lt of Southern blotting
ill which the target nucleic acid is undigested RNA instead of
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Figure 6.12: Southern blot hybridization detects target DNA fragments that have been size-fractionated by gel electrophoresis.

DNA.A principal use orrhis method is [0 obtain inforlnJrion
on rhe expression patterns of specific genes. Onc(,' a gelle h:ls
been cloned. it can be used as a probe and hybridizl'd :lgaill'\t a
Northern blot containing, in difTerenr lanes, samples of RNA
isolated from J variety of difTl.:rellt {issues (set: F~I.?I/r(' 6. I J).Thc
data obtJincd call provide information all the range of cell
types ill which the gene is expressed, and the rciativL' abull-
dance of transcripts. Additionally, by revealing transcripts of
c1itTen:'nt sizes, it n1JY provide evidence for difTerent isoforllls
(e.g. rcsulting from alternative promoters, splice sites,
polyadcllybtion sitcs ctc.).

6.3.3 Pulsed field gel electrophoresis extends Southern
hybridization to include detection of very large
DNAmolecules

Standard :Igarosc gel electrophoresis can resolve DNA frag-
Illellt~ ill a limited sizc range, from 100 bp to about 30 kb :IS a
result ofa :lic!Ji/J.I! l!.tll'((: the DNA molecules pass through pOrL"S
ill tht' agarose gel and slllall Illolecuks arc able to migratc

lIlore quickly through the pores. Above a certain size of DNA
fragment, however, the sieving etTect is no longer eflective alld
the resolution of DNA fragments above 40 kb is extremely
limited. Because many mammalian gencs and OthCT fUllctional
"icqul'nce units are very large, an alternative electrophorcsis
mL'thod is required for separating very large;: fragments of
DNA.

Pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) is a more
reccnt modification of agarose gel electrophorcsis which can
resolve DNA fragments in a size rangc frolll about 20 kb to
sl'vera] Mb in length. Thc very brgc DNA molecules
containcd ill mammalian chromosomes - typically hundreds
of Mb in length - cannot be size-separ:ltcd by this method
but specialized restriction nucleases are kllown to cleave
vertebrate DNA rather infrequently producing large
rcstriction fi'agmcnts which can be sizL' separ:ltcd by PFGE.
These ellzymes. sometimes known a"i rare-clltter restriction
fudouucleases often recognize GC-rich rccognition sequences
which contain ont' or morL.' CpG dinllckotidL.'s. 13t'CllI"iC the
CpG dinllclt"otide occurs at low frL.'quenciL.'''i in vcrtebrate
DNA. human DNA and other vertebratc I)NAs havc
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end of an agarose gel contained within a PFGE apparatus. As
in conventional gel electrophoresis the negatively charged
DNA is repelled frol11 the negative electrode and migrates in
the electric field. However, during a PFGE run, the re/ative
oriel/tatioll oj rhe gel alld the elewic field is periodically alrcred, typi-
cally by settill!!. a swirelr to deliwr bri~f' pllises of'porver, alrernatively
aClivatill.~ trvo dlfferelltly oriellted fields (FIXllre 6. '/4). Variants of
the technique use a single electric field but with periodic
reversals of the polariry (field illversioll gel electrophoresis), or
periodic rotation of the gel or electrodes.

In cOlllmon to each of the variant methods is the principle
of a disco/ltillllOlIS electric fie/d so that the DNA molecules are
intermittently forced to change their conformation and
direction of migration during their passage through the gel.
The time taken for a DNA molecule to alter its conformation
and re-orient itself in the direction of the new electric field is
strictly size dependent; as a result, DNA fragments up to
several Mb in size can be fractionated efficiently, including
intact DNA from whole yeast chromosomes (Schwartz and
Cantor, 1984).
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Figure 6.13: Northern blot hybridization is used to evaluate the
gross expression patterns of a gene.

Northern blotting involves size-fractionation of samples of total
RNA [or purified poly(AI' mRNA], transfer to a membrane and
hybridization with a suitable labeled nucleic acid probe. The
example shows the use of a labeled cDNA probe from the FMRI
(fragile-X mental retardation syndrome) gene. Highest levels are
detected in the brain and testis (4.4 kbl. with decreasing
expression in the placenta. lung and kidney respectively.
Multiple smaller transcripts are present in the heart.
Reproduced from Hinds et al. (19931 with permission from
Nature Publishing Group.

comparatively few recognition sequences for restriction
enzymes which cut at sequences containing CpGs (Table 6.3).

Conventionally prepared genomic DNA is not suitable for
PFGE, because [h~ procedures involved in lysing the cells and
purifying the DNA result in shear forces causing considerable
fragmentation of the DNA. Instead, the DNA is isolated in
sllch a way as to minimize artificial breakage of the large
molecules, and then is digested with appropriate rare-cutter
restriction endollucleases. To prepare high molecular weight
DNA, samples of cells, for example white blood cells, are
mixed with molten agarose and then transferred inro wells in
a block-former and allowed to cool. As a resulr, rhe cells
become entrapped in solid agarose blocks (Figllre 6. '/4). The
agarose blocks are removed and incubated with hydrolytic
enzymes which diffuse through the small pores in the agarose
and digest cellular components, but leave the high molecular
weight chromosomal DNA virtually intact. Individual blocks
containing purified high molecular weight DNA can then be
incubated in a buffer containing a rare-cutter restriction
endonuclease.

To size-separate the large restriction fragments contained
within the agarose blocks, the blocks are placed in wells at one

6.3.4 In in situ hybridization probes are hybridized to
denatured DNA of a chromosome preparation or
RNA of a tissue seclion fixed on a glass slide

Chromosome in situ hybridization

A simple procedure (or mapping genes and other DNA
sequences is ro hybridize a suitable labeled DNA probe against
chromosomal DNA that has been denatured ill sitll.To do this,
an air-dried microscope slide chromosome preparation is
nlade (often metaphase or prometaphase chromosomes fi·olll
peripheral blood Iymphocyres or Iymphoblasroid cell lines).

~1 ribonuclease (RNase) and proteinase K
results in partially purified chromosomal DNA, which is
denatured by exposure to formJmide. The denatured DNA is
then available for ill sif/l hybridizJtion with an added solution
containing a labeled nucleic Jcid probe, overlaid with a
coverslip. Depending on the particular technique that is used,
chromosome banding of the chromosomes can be arranged
either before or after rhe hybridizariol~. As a result, rhe
signal obtained after removal of excess probe can be correlated
with the chromosome band pattern in order to identify a map
location for rhe DNA sequences recognized by the probe.
Chromosome in situ hybridization has been revolutionized by
the use ofjlllorescellce ill sitll hybridizatioll (FISH) techniques
(see Section 2.4.2).

Tissue in situ hybridization

[n rhis procedure, a labeled probe is hybridized against RNA
in tissue sections (Wilkinson, 1998). Tissue sections are made
from either paraffin-embedded or frozen tissue using a cryostat,
and then mounted on to glass slides. A hybridization mix
including rhe probe is applied to the section on the slide and
covered with a glass coverslip. Typically, the hybridization mix
has (ormamide at a concentration of 50% in order to reduce
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Table 6.3: Examples of'rare-cutter' restriction endonucleases

Enzyme Source Sequence cut; CG = CpG; N = A, C, G or T Average expected fragment size
(kb) in human DNA"

Smal Serratia marcescens CCCGGG 78

BssHll Bacillus stearothermophilus GCGCGC 390

Sac II Streptomyces lividans CCGCGG 390

Sfil Streptomyces fimbriatus GGCCNNNNNGGCC 400

Notl Norcadia otitidis-caviarum GCGGCCGC 9766

'Assumin9 40% G + C,and a CpGIrequency 20% olthat expected.
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Figure 6.14: Fractionation 01 high molecular weight DNA from blood cells by pulsed field gel electrophoresis.

(he hybridization temperature and minimize evaporation
problellls.

Although double-stranded cl)NAs have been ll'\ed as
probes, single-stranded COlllp/l'II/l'lIrar)' /~l\rA probes (ribo-
probes) are preferred: the sensitivity of initially sing1l'-
stranded probes IS gL'llerJlly higher thall dut of
doubk-stranded probes, presumably because a proportion of
the dellJtured double-stranded probe renatures to form
probe hOllloduplexes. c1,-NA riboprobes that are cOlllple-
mentary to the mRNA of a gene are known as antisense

~boprobes and can be obtained by cloning a gelle in the

reverse orientation in a suitable vt'ctor such as pSP64 (F(I!//rf
6.3). In such cases, the phage polymerase will synthesizt'
labeled transcripts from the opposite DNA strand to that
which is normally transcribed ill "i"o. Useful cOl1tro)s for such
reactions include sense rib"probcs which should not hybridize
to mRNA except in rare occurrences where both DNA
,tr::lIlds of a gene are transcribed.

Labeling of probes is performed using either selected
radioisotopes, notably 355, or by nonisotopic labeling. In the
former case. the hybridized probe is visllJlizt"d using allto-
radiographic procedures. The loc;tlizarion of the silver grains

\ \ -I -->'-- l1 ' L- \ I
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is often visualized using only dark-field microscopy (direct
light is not allowed to reach the objective; instead, the illumi-
nating rays of light are directed from the side so that only
scattered light enters the microscopic lenses and the signal
appears as an illuminated object against a black background).
However bright-field microscopy (where the image is
obtained by direct transmission of light through the sample)
provides better signal detection (see Figllre 6.15).
Fluorescence labeling is a popular non isotopic labeling
approach and detection is accomplished by fluorescence
microscopy (see Box 6.2, Figure 6.)l.

6.4 Hybridization assays using cloned
target DNA and microarrays

Some of the technologies described in the preceding section
(e.g. Southern blot-hybridization and dot-blot hybridization)
are also used to study cloned DNA as well as uncloned DNA.
The techniques described in the next two sections, however,
are dedicated to analyzing cloned DNA. In addition, the very
recently developed and very powerful microarray tech-
nologies are described in a third section.

6.4.1 Colony blot and plaque lift hybridization are
methods for screening separated bacterial
colonies or plaques

As described in Section 5.3.5 colonies of bacteria or other
suitable host cells which contain recombinant DNA call

generally be selected or identified by the ability of the insert to
inactivate a l1urker vector gene (e.g. l3-galactosidase, or an
antibiotic-resistance gene). However, if the desired reconl-
binant DNA contains a DNA sequence that is closely related
to an available nucleic acid probe, it can be specifically
detected by hybridization. In the case of bacterial cells used to
propagate plasmid recombinants, the cell colonies are allowed
to grow on an agar surface and then transferred by surface
contact to a nitrocellulose or nylon membrane, a process
known as colony blotting (see Fic~lIr(' 6./G).Alternatively the
cell mixture is spread out on a nitrocellulose or nylon
membrane pbced on top of a nutrient agar surface, and
colonies are allowed to form directly on top of the membrane.
In either approach, the membrane is then exposed to alkali to
denature the DNA prior to hybridizing with a labeled nucleic
acid probe.

After hybridization, the probe solution is removed, and the
filtl:r is washed extensively, dried and sublllitted to autoradio-
graphy using X-ray film. The position of strong radioactive
signals is related back to a master plate containing the original
pattern of colonies, in order to identity colonies containing
DNA related to the probe. These can then be individually
picked and amplified in culture prior to DNA extraction and
purification of the recombinant DNA.

A similar process is possible when using phage vectors. The
plaques which are formed following lysis ofbaeterial cells by
phage will contain residual phage particles. A nitrocellulose or
nylon membrane is placed all top of the agar plate in the sanK
way as above, and when removed frolll the plate will

Figure 6.t5: Tissue in situ hybridization provides high resolution gene expression patterns.

The example shows the pattern of hybridization produced using a 35S-labeled j3-myosinheavy chain antisense riboprobe against a
transverse section of tissue from a 13-day embryonic mouse. The dark areas represent strong labeling, notably in the ventricles of the
heart. Kindlysupplied by Dr David Wilson, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK.
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Figure 6.16: Colony blot hybridization involves replicating colonies on to a durable membrane prior to hybridization with a labeled
nucleic acid probe.

This method is popularly used to identify colonies containing recombinant DNA, should a suitable labeled probe be available.

constitute a faithful copy of the phage matcrial in the plaques.
a so called plaque-lift. Subsequent processing of the filter is
identical to the scheme ill F(eure 6. 16.

6.4.2 Gridded high density arrays of transformed cell
clones or DNA clones has greally increased the
efficiency of DNA library screening

by pipeting from clones arranged in microtitre dishes into
pre-determined linear co-ordinates on a membrane. The
resulting high-density clone filters permitted rapid and
efficient library screening (see Fig",.e 6. /7) and could be
copied and distributed to numerous laboratories throughout
the world.

Once it became possible: to creatt: complex DNA libraries,
morc efficient methods of clone screening were n:quin:d.
Rather than simply plate our cdl colonies on a cell culture
dish and rfan,,(cr thelll to J mCl11bralll: in standard colony
blotting. it was pn:fcrablc to pick individual colonies and
transfer them onto large Illembrant's in the format of a IJigJr-
dellsity gridded array.

The process of generating arrays was enormously
simplified by the application of robotic gridding devices
which could perform the necessary spotting autolllatically

6.4.3 DNA microarray technology has enormously
extended the power of nucleic acid hybridization

R.ecently developed DNA microarrays have provided a
scale-up in hybridization assay technology because of their
huge capacity for mini;:nurization and automation (Schena
et al., 1998). Although reminiscent of the filter-based arrays,
microarray construction involves quite different procedures.
The surfaces involved have typically been chemically-treated
glass microscope slides rather than porolls membranes,
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Figure 6.17: Gridded clone hybridization filters have facilitated
physical mapping of the human genome.

The figure illustrates an autoradiograph of a membrane
containing human YAC clones li.e. total DNA from individual
yeast clones containing human YACsl. The membrane contains
a total of 17 664 clones which had been gridded in arrays of a
unit grid of 6 x 6 clones. The hybridization signals include weak
signals from all clones by using a 35S-labeled probe of total
yeast DNA plus strongly hybridizing signals obtained with a
32P-labeled unique sex chromosome probe IOXYS646). Original
photo from Dr Mark Ross, Sanger Centre, Cambridge.
Reproduced from Ross and Stanton 11995) In: Current Protocols
in Human Genetics, Vol. 1, this material is used by permission of
Wiley-Liss, Inc., a subsidiary of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

although Illort' recently thefe Ius been a move toward, Illorc

porous substrates such as nirrocl'llulollc-coarcd gbslI slIrf.lccs ill
all effon to bind more DNA ~lIldincrease sensitivity.Thefe are
two quire distinct types of microJITay rt'chnolob1)' according
to differences in how the Ilucleic acid sampk's art.' gcnerated
and ddivercd ro the ll1iCrO~lITJYS:

~ microarrays of pre-synthesized nucleic acids. Here
the Ilucleic acid, pn:<;;cllr ill rhe Illicroarrays have previously
been 'YllthL'<;;ized (ofrell they consist of collections of
difTcfL'IH DNA clones but the)' could in principle be
collections ot" pIT\'iou<;ly syntht.'sized oligonucleotides).
The construcrion of the Illicroarray in this case Illeans dut
individual DNA clones or oligonucleotides an..' spottt'd at
individual locations on the surfact' of a microscope "Iidt',
specifled by precise x,y co-ordinates in a miniarurizL'd grid
(F(I!/Irc 6.18/-1). The high precision in ddivt'ring the
samples requires quite sophisticated robotic conGlet
printing devices but detailed instructions for making this
type of dt'vice have bccn posted at
http:// cll1!:1l1.stall(ord.edu/pbrowll/ll1\:uick/;

~ microarrays of oligonucleotides synthesized ill sill/.

This approach has been pioneered by the A((Yll1etrix
company and typically involves a combination of photo-
lithography technology frolll the semi-conductor
industry with the chemistry of oligonucleotide synthesis.
In this case, many thousands of different oligonuckotides
are as.icmblcd ill siw on the surface of a glass slide. in J
series of sequential synthesis steps involving adding one
Ilucleotide at a time. The process requires cO\'alent
coupling of mononucleotides to a linker molecule which
terminates with a photolabile protecring group (F({!/Irc
6./8B).

A photomask is used to determine which positions react
with light: an opening in the photomask at a particular
position will admit light from an external light source.
destroying the photolabik protecting groups. A chemical
coupling reaction is then used to add a particular type of
nucleotide to the new deprotected site. and tht' process is
repeated using a different mask, but those positions hidden
by the ll1ask will be protected froll1 the light. In this way.
:,pccU/c oligonucleotide sequences can be constructed at pre-
determined locations depending on the arrangement of
hoks cuts ill the photolithograph used (or that synthesis step.
The similarity with the production of silicon chips has led to
the popular use of the term DNA chip for Illicroarrays ot"
this type. Because of the complex technology required to
produce thelll, DNA chips need to be purchased (rom
speci:dist companies.

As in the case of reverse dot-blotting (Section 6.3.1), the
DNA microarrJY technologies opl...'ratl...'on a rCPLTSC Ilucleic
acid hybridization approach. The probe is the set o( unlabeled
nucleic acids fixed to the microarr;lY. Although cOlllpll...'x,thl...'
probe is the Jmol/J1I quantity Jnd it is used to query the target

which although consisting of labeled nucleic acids in solution,
is de-rived from sources abour which il!!ClfIllafioll is desired.

Once a microarray has been constructed or bought. and a
source of nucleic acid to be investigated 113S been isolated, the
hybridization reaction can be carried out. The tJrget is labeled
with afllloropllOre, and allowed to come into contact with thl'
microarray, enabling probe-target heteroduplexes to for III,
after which hybridization washes minimize nonspecifically
bound label. Most microarray hybridizations use twO fluoro-
phares. Llsually C)'3 (green channel excitation) and Cy5 (rcd
channel excitation).

Following hybridization, bound fluorl...'scent label is
detected using a high resolution laser scallller and the
scanning process involves acquiring an image for both fluo-
rophores to build a ratio image. Thl' final hybridization
pattern is obtained by analyzing the sign31emitted frolll each
spot on the array using digital imaging software which
converts the signal into one of a palette of colors according to
its intensity (F(l!lIrc 6. 19).

Although the technology for establishing DNA Illicroarrays
was only developed very recently, already then: have- been
numerous important applications and their impact Oil future
biomedical research and diagnostic approaches is eXpl'ctl"d to
be profound. Principal applicatiolls include:
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Figure 6,18:Construction of DNA and oligonucleotide microarrays.

(A) Robotic spotting for construction of DNA microarrays. Left: a microarray robot. with a table configuration which contains 160slides
with four microtitre plates, two wash stations and the dryer. Right: a laser scanner showing the optical table, power supplies for the lasers
and photomultiplier tube cooling, the Ludi stage and lenses (see Cheung et al., 1999for more details). The microspotting of samples by
robots can be performed by physical contact between spotting pins and the solid surface lof a microscope slideIor by an ink-jetting
approach as is used in standard printing (the sample is loaded into a miniature nozzle equipped with a piezoelectric fitting and an electric
current is used to expel a precise amount of liquid from the jet onto the substrate). Images kindly supplied by Aida Massimi, Raju
Kucherlapati, and Geoffrey Childs at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine. Reprinted from Cheung et al. (1999)Nature Genet. 21 (Suppl.),
15-19, with permission from Nature Publishing Group. (BI Construction of an oligonucleotide microarray by combining photolithography
and in situ synthesis of oligonucleotides. Oligonucleotides are synthesized in situ in sequential steps starting from a 3' mononucleotide
which is anchored to the surface of a glass wafer. The photolithography entails modifying the glass wafer with photolabile protecting
groups which can be eliminated when exposed to light and the use of carefully constructed photomasks which allow light to pass through
onto carefully selected spatial co-ordinates. For those areas of the wafer which receive light passing through the photomask, the removal
of the photolabile protective groups permits a new synthesis step. In this example thymidine is shown being coupled together with a
protective photolabile group.
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~ expression screening.The foclis of most current 111icroarray-
based studies is the monitoring of RNA expression levels
(Granjeaud ef al., 1999), which can be done by using either
cDNA clone rnicroarrays (Flgllre 6.19) or gene-specific
oligonucleotide microarrays (usually constructed by ill sifll

oligonucleotide synthesis; see Flgllre 17.18 and 19.6, and
Section 19.3.3);

~ DNA lJarjatioll screening. Oligonucleotide microarrays
are required for this general purpose and several applica-

Further reading

Molecular Probes. Handbook of Fluorescent Probes and
Research Products at htto://www.rnolecularorobes.com/
handbook/

Sambrook J, Russell D (20011 Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory
Manual, 3rd Edn. Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold
Spring Harbor, NY.

Schena M (19991 Microarrays. A Practical Approach. Oxford
University Press, Oxford.

Figure 6.19: Gene expression profiling by hybridization to a
cDNA clone microarray,

A 1.0-cm2 DNA microarray containing 1046cDNA clones from a
whole human blood cell cDNA library was hybridized with a
fluorescent labeled cDNA probe prepared by reverse
transcription from human bone marrow mRNA. Confocal laser
scans of the fluorescence label are represented in a
pseudo color rainbow scale to indicate rough quantification of
expression levels: background levels being violet, then
progressing through indigo, blue-green, yellow, orange to red,
the most abundant expression. The parallel format of the array
allows precise comparisons and differential expression
measurements. Image kindly provided by Dr. Mark Schena,
Stanford. Reproduced from Strachan et al. (1997) Nature
Genetics 16, 126-132, with permission from Nature Publishing
Group.

[ions have been devised. The re-sequencing of the
human mitochondrial genome by using DNA
111icroarray was a successful test of the power of this tech-
nology for assessing large-scale sequence variation in
individuals (see Figllre 7.4). There is also huge potential
for assaying for 111utations in known disease genes. In
addition, there have been vigorolls efforts to identify and
catalog human single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
markers.

Schena M (20021 Microarray analysis. John Wiley and Sons, New
York.

Various authors (19991The Chipping Forecast. Nature Genet. 21
ISuppl.), 1-60

Various authors (2002) The Chipping Forecast II. Nature Genet
32 (Suppl.), 465-552.

http://htto://www.rnolecularorobes.com/
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7.1 Sequencing and genotyping DNA

Individuals within a species carry genetic differences, many
of which can have important consequences. Thus, while it
has been clearly pivotal to commit so much effort to
genome projects we will continue to be interested in
mapping and sequencing the DNA of individuals within a
species, notably our own species, and in typing DNA vari-
ation (genotyping).

While traditional methods of large-scale physical mapping
and sequencing will of course be useful for obtaining new
genome sequences, they will increasingly be overtaken by
more powerful, fully automated methods of establishing DNA
structure, directly or in scanning for genetic variation.
Oligonucleotide-based microarray hybridization can, for
example, permit re-seqllencing of the DNA of individuals once
a reference sequence has been established.

7.1.1 Standard DNA sequencing involves enzymatic
DNA synthesis using base-specific
dideoxvnucleotide chain terminators

Chemical methods for DNA sequencing (Maxam and Gilbert,
1980) continue to have some applications (e.g. sequencing of
oligonucleotides; see Section 7.2.4). The vast majority of
current DNA sequencing, however, uses an enzymatic method
first developed by Fred Sanger, winning him a second Nobel
prize (the first was for developing protein sequencing). In the
dideoxy sequencing method the DNA is provided in a single-
stranded form (see Box 7.1) and acts as a template for making a
new complementary DNA strand in vitro using a suitable DNA
polymerase. There are four parallel reactions, each containing
the four dNTPs, plus a small proportion of one of the four anal-
ogous dideoxynuc1eotides (ddNTPs) which wiII serve as a
base-specific chain terminator. I

Box 7.1: Producing single-stranded DNA sequencing templates.

Single-stranded templates for DNA sequencing can be
provided by:
~ producing single-stranded recombinant DNA using

specialized cloning vectors such as M13 or phagemids, a
widely used approach - see Section 5.5.1 and Figure 5.18.
Here synthesis of the complementary DNA is primed by a
universal sequencing primer that is complementary to the
vector sequence flanking the cloning site and so can be used
to prime new strand synthesis from any single-stranded
recombinant produced using that vector Isee Figure at
bottom left);

~ cycle sequencing (also called linear amplification
sequencing). Like the standard PCR reaction, cycle
sequencing uses a thermostable DNA polymerase and a
temperature cycling format of denaturation, annealing and
DNA synthesis. The difference is that cycle sequencing
employs only one primer and includes a ddNTP chain
terminator in the reaction. The use of only a single primer
means that unlike the exponential increase in product during
standard PCR reactions, the product accumulates linearly
(see Figure at bottom right).

5' 3'
3'1 15'

Insert Heat-denature and
anneal single primer

5' 3'~
"0>-u 5'M3'

'" 3' I 15'~
> DNA synthesis in presence"(/) of four dNTPs plus one

ddNTP* and thermostable
DNA polymerase

•• *•• *Vector •• *•• *•• *

A universal sequencing primer can be used to sequence many
different template DNAs.

Cycle sequencing involves linear amplification using a single
primer to initiate DNA synthesis.

, / J/ / . _
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The ddNTPs are closely related to the normal dNTPs; they
r~nly in that Ihey lack a hydraxyl grollp al Ihe 39 wrboll
~tiol1 as well (/5 rhe 29 car/JOII (Fi{!llrc 7.1). A dideoxYllu-_ c

deotide can be incorporated into the growing DNA chain by
forming a phosphodicsrcr bond between its 59 carbon Jtem
Jnd the 3Y carbon of the previously incorporated nucleotide.
However, since ddNTPs lack a 39 hydroxyl group, any
ddNTp that is incorporated into a growing DNA chain
cannot participate in phosphodiesrcr bonding at its 39 carbon
atom, thereby causing Jbrupr termination of chain synthesis.

By ensuring rh:lt onc of the fouf dNTPs or the primer is
labeled with a distinctive radioisotope group or fluorophore,
the growing DNA strand becomes labeled. Uy setting the
concentration of the ddNTP to be very Illllch lower than r1ut
of its normal dNTP analog. there will be cOl1lpetition
between a specific ddNTP l1lokculc and an excess of anal-
ogolls dNTP molecules for inclusion ill the.: growing DNA
chain - if a dNTP is include.:d, chain e.:xtellsioll cOlHinue.:s,but
occasionally a ddNTP will be.: illcorporate.:d, causing chain
tenninatioll. Each rt.'action is there.:fore a parrial rca(r;o/I because.:
chain tcrmination will occur ral/domly at one.: of the possibk
choiccs for a specific type.:of base.:ill all)' 0/1(' 01\'/1 srrm/(I.

Uccause the DNA in a DNA sequencing reaction is
normally a popular/Oil of identical molecules, each ont' of the
four base-specific reactions will gL'ncrate a (olle(rhm of labeled
DNA fragments. The synthesized DNA frogmenrs in each of
the four reactions will cover a range of different sizes. Thcy
have a common 59 end bllr variable 39 ellds (the 59 end is
defined by the sequencing primer; the 39 ends are vari"b1e
because the insertion of the selected ddNTP occurs randolllly
at one of the many different positions t1ut will ~lccept that
specific base (see F(~lIre 7.2).
~ Fragments that ditTer in size by even a singk nucleotide
can be size-fractionated on a deuatHrillg polyacrylamide gel

Key:

® Phosphate
group

Figure 7.1:Structure of a dideoxynucleotide, 2',3' dideoxy CTP
(ddCTP).

Note: the hydroxyl group attached to carbon 3' in normal
nucleotides is replaced by a hydrogen atom Ishown by
shading).

7.1 I SEQUENCING AND GENOTYPING DNA ~

(a gel which contains a high concentration of a denaturing
agent - such as 8M urea - which ensures that migrating
DNA remains single stranded) n former times DNA
sequencing reactions used radioiSOtope labeling such as 355 or
.131' and after exposing the dried sequencing gel to an X-ray
film, the sequence was read manually by following successive
bands on the Jutoradiograph. This cumbersome approach has
been overtaken by automated DNA sequencing methods.

7.1.2 Automated DNA sequencing and microarray-
based re-sequencing

Automated DNA sequencing
Automated DNA sequencing uses jluorescence labeliu
the DNA is labeled by incorporating a primer or dNTp
which carries a jluoropIJore (a chemical group capable of
fluorescing - see Section 6.1.2). The LIse of different tluo-
rophorcs in the four base-specific [eactions means that, unlike
conventional DNA sequencing, all four reactions can be
loaded into a single lane. During electrophoresis, a monitor
detects and records the fluorescence signal as the DNA passes
through a fixed point in the gel (Figllre 7.311). This allows an
output in the form of intensity profiles for each of the ditTcr-
enrly colored fluorophores while simultaneously storing the
information electronically (F(gllre 7.3B).lfthe DNA sequenee
is known to be coding sequence, the output can immediately
be translatcd in different reading frames to infer a polypeptide
sequence.

While electrophoresis in slab acrylamide gels is used in
many automated DNA sequencers, high throughput DNA
sl'quencing often now uses capillary sequencers where
DNA samples migrate through very thin long glass capillary
tubes which have been filled with gel (see Meldrum, 2000).
By avoiding the need to cast large gels, a higher degree of
automation can be achieved.

Re-sequencing using microarray hybridization

Once sequences have been established, it is possible in prin-
ciple to use them as reference sequences to help design
oligonucleotides for hybridizariou-based DNA sequeudug.
This involves synthesizing oligonucleotides ;11 sitll on a glass
surface to act as a probe for hybridizing to the test DNA to
be sequenced (see Section 6.4.3 for the principle of oligo-
nucleotide microarrays). Re-sequencing by microarray
hybridization can be done in a highly automatcd way with
a throughput far exceeding that of automated DNA
sequencing. A test case has involved re-sequencing of the
16.5 kb mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) (Chee el al., 1966;
see F(~llre 7.4). but very large-scale sequencing by microarray
hybridization poses formidable technical challenges.

7,1.3 Basic genotyping of restriction site
polymorphisms and variable number of tandem
repeat polymorph isms

There arc two basic types of polymorphism which arc
amcnable to genoryping using simple methods: restriction site
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Figure 7.2: Dideoxy DNA sequencing relies on random incorporation of base-specific chain terminators during in vitro DNA synthesis.

The sequencing primer binds specifically to a region 3' of the desired DNA sequence and primes synthesis of a complementary DNA strand
in the indicated direction. Four parallel base-specific reactions are carried out, each with all four dNTPs and with one ddNTP. Competition
for incorporation into the growing DNA chain between a ddNTP and its normal dNTP analog results in a population of fragments of different
lengths. The fragments will have a common 5' end (defined by the sequencing primerl but variable 3' ends, depending on where a
dideoxynucleotide (shown with a filled circle above) has been inserted. For example. in the A-specific reaction chain, extension occurs
until a ddA nucleotide (shown as A with a filled red circle above) is incorporated. This will lead to a population of DNA fragments of
lengths n + 2, n + 5, n + 13, n + 16 nucleotides, etc., which if size fractionated as shown on the right will produce the following sequence
from n = 1 to n + 20. GATGATGGCCTGAGCATTCG,which is the reverse complement of the sequence shown at top left.
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ATTCACACTTGAGTAACTCGCTATCCATTTCTTCCAATGTCTCTTCAGCCATCATGTCTTCTATCTCTGTGTCGGA

Figure 7.3:Automated DNAsequencing using fluorescent primers.

(A)Principles of automated DNA sequencing. Allfour reaction products are loaded into single lanes of the electrophoresis gel or single gel
capillaries. Four separate fluorescent dyes are used as labels for the base·specific reactions (the label can be incorporated by being
attached to a base-specific ddNTP,or by being attached to the primer and having four sets of primers corresponding to the four reactions).
During the electrophoresis run, a laser beam is focused at a specific constant position on the gel. As the individual DNAfragments migrate
past this position, the laser causes the dyes to fluoresce. Maximum fluorescence occurs at different wavelengths for the four dyes, the
information is recorded electronically and the interpreted sequence is stored in a computer database. (B) Example of DNA sequence
output. This shows a typical output of sequence data as a succession of dye-specific (and therefore base-specific) intensity profiles. The
example illustrated shows a cDNAsequence from the recently identified human polyhomeotic gene, PHC31Tonkinet al., 2002).Data
provided by Dr.EmmaTonkin,Institute of Human Genetics, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK.

polymorph isms (RSPs) and variable number of tandem repeat
(VNTR) polymorphisms. Various derivative polymorph isms
are described in Box 7.2.

Genotyping RSPs

method to type an RSP: primers are designed from sequences
flanking rhe polymorphic restriction site and the amplified
product is cut with the appropriate restriction enzyme and
size-fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 7.6).

Single nucleotide polymorph isms (SN Ps) are often used as
markers in studying susceptibility to C0l111TIon disease, and a
variety of automated high thrOl'ghpllt genotypil/g methods have
been devised to detect rhem (see Box 18.2).A subset ofSNPs
~ a loss or gain of a restriction site restriction site 01):::-
morphisms or RSPs) and rhey are often tyIJed on a small
scale using simple genotyping merhods.
-[-n- the past RSPs would be typed by Southern
hybridization using a nearby probe to detect the altered
restriction fragment, and when this type of assay was used,
RSPs were described as restriction fragment length
polymorphisms (RFLPs: see Figure 7.5A for the general
principle). Now, however, it is simpler to use a PCR-based

Genotyping VNTR polymorph isms
Microsatellite polymorphism is a type ofVNTR. where the
array size and the size of the tanden1 repeats are short (see Box
7.2 for alternative names), and so it is convenient to carry out
typing by PCR. Primers are designed from sequences known
to flank a specific microsatellite loclls, permitting peR ampli-
fication of alleles whose sizes differ by integral repeat units
(Figure 7.7). The PCR products can then be size-fractionated
by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The PCR normally
includes a radioactive or fluorescent nucleotide preCllrsor
which becomes incorporated into the small PCR products
and facilitates their detection. To ensure adequate size frac-
tionation of alleles, the PCR. products are denatured prior to
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Figure 7.4; Re-sequencing of the mitochondrial genome by single chip-oligonucleotide microanay hybridization.

(AI An image of the array hybridized to 16.6kb of mitochondrial target RNA (L strand) plus a map of the mtDNA genome. (B) A portion of the
hybridization pattern magnified. (e) The ability of the array to detect and read single-base differences in a 16.6-kbsample is illustrated. Two
different target sequences were hybridized in parallel to different chips. The hybridization patterns are compared for four different positions
in the sequence. The top pa,nelof each pair shows the hybridization of a reference sequence and the lower panel shows the pattern
generated by a sample from a patient with Leber's hereditary optic neuropathy. Three known pathogenic mutations, at nucleotides 3460,
4216,and 13 708, are clearly detected. For comparison, the fourth panel in the set shows a region around position 11 778that is identical in
the two samples. Reprinted with permission from Chee et a/.(19961 Science 274,61lH314,American Association for the Advancement of
Science.

electrophoresis. An example of the LIse of a (CA)"
111icrosatellite is shown in F(ll./Ire 7.8.

Minisatellite VNTR polymorph isms are often typed by
Southern hybridization. DNA is digested with a restriction
enzyme(s) known to cut at sites closely flanking the relevant
VNTR sequence. This produces a restriction fragment
containing the VNTR plus neighboring unique sequence
DNA. A probe from the latter sequence can detect length
variation as an RFLP (see F(~J/rc 7.5B).

7.2 Identifying genes in cloned DNA and
establishing their structure

IdentifYing genes within cloned DNA relies on assaying for
gene-specific properties. Two Illajor featuresjJennit the DNA
of genes to be distinguished frolll DNA that does not have a
codi~g function: (i) high overall evolutionary r01/SCrllar;OIl. and

~S;OII to give RNA transCljpts. III the vast majority of
-Z;ses the RNA transcripts ulld~o splicing and are transbted
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Box 7.2: Common classes of DNA polymorphism which are amenable to simple genotyping methods.

Some derivative subclasses of the above classes of
polymorphism are:

~ RSP (restriction site polymorphism). An RSP is a subset of
SNPs where the change in nucleotide causes either loss or
gain of a restriction site. This can be typed by peR or
alternatively by Southern hybridization, in which case the
polymorphism can also be described as an RFLP(see below);

~ RFLP (restriction fragment length polymorphism).
A polymorphism which causes a change in the length of a
restriction fragment and is typed by Southern hybridization. It
can arise in two ways:

• as a result of an RSP (see abovel;

~ SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism). An SNP is a • as a result of length variation of a restriction fragment
polymorphism arising by change of a single nucleotide. containing a moderately long VNTR array of tandem
Generally assayed by DNA sequencing (Sections 7.1.1; 7.1.21, repeats. The flanking restriction sites are not changed,
or by primer extension assays IBox 18.21; but the length between them can expand or contract

depending on the number of repeat units.~ VNTR(variable number of tandem repeats) polymorphism.
A polymorphism which arises because of instability In an ~ microsatellite VNTR [also called short tandem repeat
array of tandem repeats causing the number of repeat Units /J j polymorphism (STRP) or simple sequence repeat
to change. This is a general term which Includes .~, polymorphism (SSRP)].A type of VNTR where the array IS

microsatellite VNTR polymorphism and mlnlsatellite VNTRs ,f"'" small (usually less than 100 bpi and the repeat unit IS small,
(see below), but is often used loosely to mean the, \.of usually 1-4 nucleotldes long - see also Section 9.4.3,
ministatellite class. n..Sj.!~ minisatel/ite VNTR(confusingly, often shortened to VNTR).

""J,I Here the array size is moderately long and the repeat unit is
< 'JJIJ -,Q' often from 9 to 65 bp long - see also Section 9.4.2.
". $,(\, "

to give polypeptides (and so are distinguished by having long
Opetl reading frames - ORFs). In addition, vertebmte genes
are often associated with ~G islands (see Box 9.3. These
features have permitted a variety of different methods for
identifYing genes in cloned vertebrate DNA (Monaco, 1~~4).

Routine methods for gene identification

Once genomic DNA clones were available, genes have tradi-
tionally been defined by using simple methods as a first resort.
To test for evidence of expression, standard approaches
include screening cDNA libraries (Section 5.3.5); carrying
out RT -PCR (Section 5.2.1); and hybridizing test probes
against Northern blots (F((!lIrc 6.13). Later 011, expression
assays are usually extended to ;/1 sitll hybridization assays
against RNA in tissue sections (Figllre 6.15). The alternative
approach of looking for evolutionary conservation used to
rely heavily on zoo blots to identify sequences that have been
strongly conserved across a range of species (see Figllre 7.9).
More recently, homology searching of sequence databases has
been an important way of identlfying genes: if a test sequence
is closely related to some other coding sequence there is a
good chance that it is also a coding sequence (see Bax 7.3).

In addition to the routine gene identification n1ethods, two
more specialized procedures have been used: exon trapping
(an artificial RNA splicing assay) Jnd cDNA selection.

],2.1 Exon trapping identifies expressed sequences by
using an artificial RNA splicing assay

RNA splicing involves fusion of exonic sequences at the
RNA level and excision of intronic sequences. Spliceosomes
are able to accomplish this ill lJillo by recognizing certain
sequences at exon-intron boundaries: a splice donor sequence
at the junction between an exon and its downstream (3')
intron, and a splice acceptor sequence at the junction between
an exon and its upstream (5') intron (see Figure 1.lJl. A
cosmid or other suitable genon1ic DNA clone containing an
internal exon flanked by intronic sequences will therefore
contain functional splice donor and acceptor sequences.

Exons can be identified in cloned genomic DNA by
subcloning the DNA into a suitable expression vector and
transfecting into an appropriate eukaryotic cell line in which
the insert DNA is transcribed into RNA and the RNA tran-
script undergoes RNA splicing. Such techniques are known as
exon trapping (often called exon amplification if J PCR
reaction is used to recover the exons from a cDNA copy of the
spliced RNA). For example, in the method of Church er al.
(1994), the DNA is subcloned into a plasmid expression
vector pSPL3 (Figllre 7. lOA) which contains an artificial
minigene that can be expressed in a suitable host cell. The
111inigene consists of: a segment of the simian virus 40 (SV40)



The cDNA selection method entails hybridizing a complex
cloned DNA, such as the insert of a YAC, to a complex
mixture of cDNAs, such as the inserts from all cDNA clones
in a cDNA library (Lovett, 1994). The principle underlying
the technique is that cog/late cDNAs corresponding to genes
found within the YAC will bind preferentially to the YAC
DNA; several rounds of hybridization should lead to a huge
enrichment of the desired cDNA sequences, enabling tht.:
idcntification of the corresponding genes. Considerable
blocking of repetitive DNA sequences is required.

Early approaches used immobilized YACs, but more
modern approaches have used a solution hybridization
reaction and biotin-streptavidin capture mcthods (see Figure
7.11). Like all expression-based systems, the method depends
on appropriate levels of gene expression (the cognate cDNAs
should not be too rare in the starting population).
Additionally, gcnes containing very short exons !lIaYbe missed
because the heteroduplexes formed with cognate eDNAs may
not be sufficiently stable. Another problem is that cDNAs may
bind to pseudogenes which show a high degree of homology
to the cognate functional genes.

that contain an SV40 origin of replication to replicate inde-
pendently of the cellular DNA. Transcription from the SV40
promoter results in an RNA transcript which normally splices
to include the two exons of the minigene.lfthe DNA cloned
into the intervening intron contains a functional exon,
however, the foreign exons can be spliced to the exons present
in the vector's tninigene. After 111aking a cDNA copy using
reverse transcriptase, peR reactions using primers specific for
vector exon sequences should distinguish between normal
splicing and splicing involving exons in the insert DNA (see
Fig"re 7. lOB).

7,2.2 cDNA selection identifies expressed sequences in
genomic clones by heteroduplex formation
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Alleles

(A)

Alleles:

Genotypes:

(B)

Allele sizes: x + y + (n x repeats) where n is variable

Assay: (as in A above)
7.2.3 Achieving full-length cDNA sequences:

overlapping clone sets, and RACE-PCR
amplification

Figure 7.5: Typing an RFLP by a hybridization based-assay.

(A) Typing an RSP-type RFLP.This is the usual type of RFLPand
is caused by a minor alteration to the DNA sequence causing
loss (or gainl of a restriction site. This type of polymorphism is
more easily typed by a PCR assay - see Figure 7.6.(8) Typing a
VNTR-type RFLP.A hybridization assay is only used if the
expansion and contraction of the VNTR involves significant
length changes. Dtherwise. a PCR-type assay is used instead.

genome which contains an origin of replication plus a
powerful promoter sequence; two splicing-competent exons
separated by an inrron which contains a multiple cloning site;'
and an SV40 polyadenylation site.

The recombinant DNA is transfected into COS cells
which, as explained in Section 5.6.3, aUow any circular DNA

An early priority in defining genc structure is to obtain ajidl-
length cDNA sequence and defint.: translational initiation and
termination sites and polyadenylation site(s).

Defining overlapping clone sets

To obtain a full length cDNA sequence, an initial approach
has been to screen a variety of different cDNA libraries and
then map the extent of overlap between the inserts of
positive clones (by sequencing or by PCI<'/hybridization-
based mapping). As a result, a series of overlapping cDNA
clones can be established, a cDNA clone contig (for an
exa!l1ple, see the contig for the cystic fibrosis cDNA in
Riordan et al., 1989). Full or selected clone sequencing will
define a consensus sequence which may provide a full-
length cDNA sequence.
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(2) Cut PCR product with restriction enzyme R

(1) Amplify

(3) Size-fractionate by gel electrophoresis
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Figure 7.6:Restriction site polymorphisms can easily be typed by peR as an alternative to laborious RFLPassays.

Alleles 1 and 2 are distinguished by a polymorphism which alters the nucleotide sequence of a specific restriction site for restriction
nuclease R.Allele 1 possesses the site, but allele 2 has an altered nucleotide(s) X,X' and so lacks it. PCRprimers can be designed simply
from sequences flanking the restriction site to produce a short product. Digestion of the PCRproduct with enzyme Rand size·fractionation
can result in simple typing for the two alleles.

RACE-PCR to extend short cDNAs
R.T-PCR can help define transcripts but a variant of
RT -PCR which is particularly effective in extending short
cDNA sequences to achieve a full length cDNA is ti,e RACE
(rapid amplification of cDNA ends) technique (Frohman
el aI., 1988). RACE-PCR. is an anchor PCR modification of
RT-peR. Its rationale is to 3111plify sequences between a
smgle previously characterized region in the mRNA (cDNA)
and an anchor sequence that is coupled to the 5' or the 3' end.
A primer is designed fr0111 the known internal sequence and
the second primer is selected frol11 the relevant anchor
sequence (see Figure 7.12).

7.2.4 Mapping transcription start sites and defining
exon-intron boundaries

Important regulatory sequences are often located close to
transcription start sites. Although 5' RACE-PCR can permit
rescue of sequences corresponding to the 5' end of an mRNA

('c.;,:) ","
(and therefore, the transcriptional start site)~
methods are referentially used to define the transcriptional
start site: nuclease S rotection and primer extension.
Exon 1ntron structure can be determll1ed y re erencll1g t le
cDNA sequence against sequences of cognate genomic DNA
clones. Subsequently, attempts may be made to complete gene
characterization at the genomic level by sequencing of
promoter regions, .5' and 3' flanking sequences and intron
sequences.

Nuclease $1 protection

The endonuclease S1 is an enzyme from the mold Aspergillus
or)',,"e which cleaves single-stranded RNA and DNA but not
double-stranded molecules. In order ro map the transcription
~art site for a gene, a genOJnic DNA clone suspected of
containing the start site is required. The DNA clone is then
digested with a suitable restriction endonuclease to generate a
fragment that is expected to contain the transcription start
site. As shown in Figure 7. 13A, hybridization to the cognate
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A B

Alleles

1 = 112 {

2 = 10a{

3 = 102 {
40 bp

P2-
P2-I

P1-
P1-

CD Use PCR primers P1, P2 to amplify alleles in genomic DNA samples
40 bp

P1-
P2-

@ Denature PCR products and size-fractionate by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

@ Autoradiography

Figure 7.7: peR is used to type short tandem repeat polymorphisms (STRPs).

The example illustrates typing of a microsatellite marker, in this case a (CAI/(TGI dinucleotide repeat polymorphism which has three alleles
as a result of variation in the number of the (CA)/(TGI repeats. On the autoradiograph each allele is represented by a major upper band and
two minor 'shadow bands'lsee Figure 7.81.Individuals A and B have genotypes (in bracketsl as follows: A 11,3); B 12,2).

mR.NA and SI nuclease digestion defines the distance of the
transcription start site from the unlabeled end of the
restriction fragment. If more precise localization is required,
the labeled DNA fragment in the heteroduplex can be
sequenced by a chemical method of DNA sequencing (see
Maxam and Gilbert, 1980). Note that, in much the same
way, nuclease S 1 mapping can also be used to map
other boundaries between coding and noncoding DNA slIch
as exon-intron boundaries (see below) and the 3' end of a
transcript.

Primer extension
The method is very similar to that for nuclease 51 protection.
In this case, the chosen restriction fragment must be shorter
than the mR.NA and the overhang is filled in lISing reverse
transcriptase (Figl/re 7. 13B). As with nuclease 51 mapping, a
more accurate location for the transcription initiation site is
possible by using the chemical sequencing method of Maxam
and Gilbert (1980) to sequence the labeled DNA strand.

Determining exon-intron organization

Not all human genes have introns (see Table 9.5), but when
present they are often large when compared to exons. The
presence of introns can usually be inferred from comparative
mapping of cognate genomic and cDNA clones. Once the full
cDNA sequence has been established, sequencing primers can
be designed as required from various segments of the cDNA

"and used in cycle DNA sequencing with denatured genomic
clones as the DNA sequencing templates (see Box 7.1). The
sequences obtained should cross an exon-intron boundary,
unless the exon is very large, in which case additional
sequencing primers may be required. Of course, when a
genOille has been sequenced, all that is required is to cross-
reference cDNA clones against the available genomic
sequence.

7.3 Studying gene expression

7.3.1 Principles of expression screening

Expression screening can be done at ditTerent levels and using
a variety of different technologies. The target is either R.NA
transcripts or proteins. Protein expression is norn1Jlly tracked
by using highly specific antibodies, but RNA transcripts can
be followed by several different types of approach. Usually
these involve molecular hybridization with a specific antisense
nucleic acid probe or S0111evariant of RT -peR. However,
some alternative, ingenious 111ethods have been devised such
as SAGE (serial allalysis of gelle expressioll) which tracks large
numbers of individual transcripts by following representative
short sequence tags (see Section 19.3.2). Important param-
eters in gene expression are the source of the material under
study, the expression resolution and the throughput (see Figure
7.14).
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Figure 7.8: Example of typing for a CA repeat.

The example illustrated shows typing of members of a large
family with the (CA)!(TG) marker o 17SBOO. Arrows to the left
mark the top (main) band seen in different alleles 1-7. Notethat
individual alleles show a strong upper band followed by two
lower 'shadow bands', one of intermediate intensity
immediately underneath the strong upper band, and one that is
very faint and is located immediately below the first shadow
band. For the indicated individuals, the genotypes (in brackets)
are as follows: 1 (3,6); 2 (1,5); 3 (3,5); 4 (2,5); 5 (3,6); 6 (2,5); 7 (3,5);
8 (3,6); 9 (3,5); 10 (5,7); 11 (3,3); 12 (2,41; 13 (3,3); 14 (3,6); 15 (3,3);
16 (3,4). Note also that in the latter case, the middle band is
particularly intense because it contains both the main band for
allele 4 plus the major shadow band for allele 3. Slipped strand
mispairing (see Section 11.3.11 is thought to be the major
mechanism responsible for producing shadow bands at tandem
dinucleotide repeats (Hauge and litt, 1993).

Gene expression resolution

Some methods are designed simply to track the gross
expression of a gene in RNA extracts or protein extracts. Such
low resolllf;oll expression patterns are llsually attempted as a
first-pass approach. In addition to being able to sample
expression in different tissues, they may provide useful infor-
mation on product size and on possible isoforn1s. In contrast,
illgh resoilltioll expression can be obtained using methods
which track expression patterns within a ceU, or within groups

Source of material under study

The material studied can vary widely. Frequently, crude
R A/cD A or protein extracts are ptepared, but in othet
cases expression is sampled in tissue sections or even whole
embryos which have been fixed in Stich a way as to preserve
the original ill //il/o morphology. Expression can also be studied
in live cells in tissue culture (but always there is the question of
how representative they are in relation to the same type of
cells ill vivo). In living experimental organisl1lS where the
tissues are optically transparent gene expression can be tracked
with the aid of fluorescent tags.

New laser capture lnicrodissection methods entail
using lasers to microdissect tissue to produce pure cell popula-
tions from sources sllch as tissue biopsies and stained tissue,
and even single cells (see Schutze and Lahr, 1998; Simone
el of., 1998). Such developments will allow a variety of gene
expression analyses to be focused on single cells, or on homo-
geneolls cell populations which will be more representative of
the ;/1 'JilJO se1te than cel.llines.
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Figure 7.9: Zooblot hybridization identifies evolutionarily conserved sequences.

Some genes show extraordinary conservation across species; some others less so, including the one illustrated here. The human SHDX
gene is located in the major pseudoautosomal region althe tip of XplYp (Figure 12.151. It is a locus for some short stature syndromes which
are characterized by skeletal abnormalities, and may be an important contributor to Turner syndrome. Although conserved in a variety of
different mammals, rodents lack it (see right panel, lanes on leftl, as a result of gene deletion in the evolutionary past, presumably at an
early stage in the lineage leading to rodents. The recent sequencing of the mouse genome confirmed the absence of a SHDXhomolog. The
related autosomal SHDX2gene is much more highly conserved (left panel). Reproduced from Clement-Jones et af. (2000) Human Molec.
Genet. 9, 696, with permission from Oxford University Press.
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Using powerful computer programs, a test (query! sequence can
be used to search sequence databases to find significantly
related sequences (subject sequences); the query and subject
sequences are then aligned to maximize the degree of sequence
similarity (sequence homology). Popularly used programs are
the different BLAST and FASTA programs (see Ginsburg, 1994
and Table below).

Program Compares
FASTA A nucleotide sequence against a nucleotide

sequence database, or an amino acid sequence
against a protein sequence database

TFASTA An amino acid sequence against a nucleotide
sequence database translated in all six reading
frames

BLASTN A nucleotide sequence against a nucleotide
sequence database

BLASTX A nucleotide sequence translated in all six reading
frames against a protein sequence database

EST BLAST A cDNA/EST sequence against cDNA/EST
sequence databases

BLASTP An amino acid sequence against a protein
sequence database

TBLASTN An amino acid sequence against a nucleotide
sequence database translated in all six reading
frames

GATATTATCACTGGAGCCTGGCAGGAGCT
*** **** *********** ******* OR

Note: as the design of comparable programs such as FASTA and
BLASTN is different, they may give different results (see Ginsburg,
1994). All of the above programs are accessible through the
Internet from various centers, such as the US National Center for
Biotechnology Information (http://wvvw.ncbLnih.gov/1 and the
European Bioinformatics Institute (httpJ/wvvw.ebLac.uk/l.

Programs such as BLAST and FASTA use algorithms to identify
optimal sequence alignments and typically display the output as
a series of pair-wise comparisons between the test sequence
(query sequencel and each related sequence which the
program identifies in the database (subject sequences).

Different approaches can be taken to calculate the optimal
sequence alignments. For example, in nucleotide sequence
alignments the algorithm devised by Needleman and Wunsch
(1970) seeks to maximize the number of matched nucleotides. In
contrast, other programs such as that of Waterman et al. (1976)
the object is to minimize the number of mismatches. Pair-wise
comparisons of sequence alignments are comparatively simple
when the test sequences are very closely matched and have
similar, preferably identical, lengths. When the two sequences
that are being matched are significantly different from each
other, and especially when there are clear differences in length
due to deletions/insertions, considerable effort may be
necessary to calculate the optimal alignment (see panel
immediately below).

GATATTATCACTGGAGCCTGGCAGGAGCT
*** **** ********** * *******

GATTTTATGACTGGAGCCTGA-AGGAGCT GATTTTATGACTGGAGCCT-GAAGGAGCT
The difficulty in sequence alignments. Here the two nucleotide sequences are clearly related but at the sequence GGC shown at top,
there is uncertainty as to the best alignment with the corresponding sequence GA in the bottom sequence.

If the nucleotide sequence under investigation is a coding
sequence, then nucleotide sequence alignments can be aided by
parallel amino acid sequence alignments using the assumed
translational reading frame for the coding sequence. This is so
because there are 20 different amino acids but only four different
nucleotides. Pair-wise alignments of amino acid sequences may
also be aided by taking into account the chemical subclasses of
amino acids. Conservative substitutions are nucleotide
changes which result in an amino acid change but where the
new amino acid is chemically relatedto the replaced amino acid
and typically belongs to the same subclass (Box 11.3). As a
result, algorithms used to compare amino acid sequences

typically use a scoring matrix in which pairs of scores are
arranged in a 20 x 20 matrix where higher scores are accorded
to identical amino acids and to ones which are of similar
character (e.g. isoleucine and leucine) and lower scores are
given to amino acids that are of different character (e.g.
isoleucine and aspartate; see Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992). The
typical output gives two overall results for percent sequence
relatedness, often termed % sequence identity (matching of
identical residues only) and % sequence similarity (matching of
both identical residues and ones that are chemically related; see
panel below).

Score = 52.8 bits (125), Expect - ge-08
Identities = 39/120 (32%), positives = 57/120 (47%), Gaps = 9/120 (7%)

Query: 1

Sbjct: 548
Query: 61

Sbjct: 602

AKLLIKBDSNIGIPDVEGKIPLHWAANBKDPSAVHTVRCILDAAPTESLLNWQDYEGRTP 60
A+LL++HD++ G PLH A +H + + V+ +L + W Y TP
AELLLEHDAHPNAAGKNGLTPLHVAVHHNN---LDIVKLLLPRGGSPHSPAWNGY---TP 601
LHFAVADGNLTVVDVLTSY-ESCNITSYDNLFRTPLHWAALLGHAQIVHLLLERNKSGTI 119
LB A + v L Y S N S + TPLB AA GB ++V LLL + +G +
LHlAAKQNQIEVARSLLQYGGSANAESVQGV--TPLHLAAQEGHTEMVALLLSKQANGNL 659

Sequence identity and sequence similarity. The BLASTP output here resulted from querying the Swiss·prot protein database with a query sequence of amino
acids 165-283 of the newly identified inversin protein. The subject sequence shown here is a mouse erythrocyte ankyrin sequence. The program considers not just
sequence identity (39 of the 120 positions, or 32%, have identical residues in the two sequences; shown as red lettersl. but also sequence similarity {here
indicated as 'positives' 1 whereby an additional IS positions have chemicaliy similar amino acids (shown as +1.

http://wvvw.ncbLnih.gov/1
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5. Amplify in PCR reaction using primers specific for exons in vector

Figure 7.10: bon trapping using the pSPLJ vector.

(A) ThepSPL3plasmid vector. This shuttle vector can be propagated in E. co/ilusing the ori origin of replication and selection for ampicillin
resistancel and also in monkey cas cells lusing the functional SV40 origin of replicationllChurch et a/., 1994).The pSPL3 vector contains a
minigene lin black): transcription occurs from the SV40 promoter and the RNA undergoes splicing under control of the host cell's RNA
splicing machinery, resulting in fusion of the two vector exon sequences. (B) Splicing patterns. The normal splicing pattern which is seen
when only the vector exons are present is indicated by splicing pattern I. If a genomic DNA fragment cloned into pSPL3 contains an exon
with functional splice donor (SO) and splice acceptor (SAI sequences, a different splicing pattern (Ila + lib) may occur. The two splicing
patterns can be distinguished atthe cDNA level by using various vector-specific PCR primers, and size-fractionation on gels can lead to
recovery of the amplified exon from genomic DNA.

of cells and tissues which are spatially organized in a 1ll:l11ner

representative of the normal il/ vivo organization.

Gene expression throughput

Some methods are designed to obtain expression data for only
one or a very small number of genes at a time (low throughpllt
expression). Other methods can simultaneously track the
expression of many genes at a time, Jnd in some cases where a
genome project has identified all the genes in 3n organism it
has been possible to conduct wlrole genome expression
screellillg (see Section 19.3).

throughput type of low resolution expression analysis,
allowing simultaneous sampling of R..NA transcripts from
thousands of genes at a time.

Northern blot hybridization

This approach affords low resolution expression patterns by
hybridizing a gene or cDNA probe to total RNA or poly(A)+
R..NA extracts prepared from different tissues or cell li.nes.
Because the R..NA is size-fractionated on a gel, it is possible to
estimate the size of transcripts. The presence of multiple
hybridization bands in one lane may indicate the presence of
differently sized isoforms (see Figllre 6.13).

7.3.2 Hybridization-based gene expression analyses:
from single gene analyses to whole genome
expression screening

Traditional hybridization-based expression screening has been
low throughput, focused on JI13lyzing R..NA transcripts from
one or only a few genes at a time, but the resolution can vary
from low to high. Recently, however, microarray-based gene
expression analyses have ushered in a new very high

Tissue in situ hybridization

High resolution spatial expression patterns of R..NA in tissues
and groups of cells are normally obtained by tissue in situ
hybridization. Usually, tissues are frozen or embedded in
wax then cut using a microtome to give very thin sections
(e.g. 5 microns thick) which are mounted on a microscope
shde. Hybridization of a suitable gene-specific probe to the
tissue on the slide can then give detailed expression images
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Figure 7.11: cDNA selection using magnetic bead capture.

The method relies on heteroduplex formation between single strands of a single genomic DNA clone Inumbered 1) and of a complex cDNA
population, such as the inserts of a cDNA library Inumbered 1,2,3, etc.). The genomic DNA strands are labeled with a biotin group
(attached to PCR primers which are incorporated during amplificationl. The hybridization reaction will favor heteroduplex formation
involving those cDNA clones cognate with the genomic DNA clone. In this example, genomic DNA clone 1 and cDNA clone 1 are envisaged
to be cognate, i.e. contain common sequences, allowing opposite sense strands to bond together, giving a heteroduplex. Hybridization
products with a biotin group lincluding genomic DNA-cDNA heteroduplexes) will bind to streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads and can
be removed from other reaction components by a magnet. The separated beads can then be treated to elute the biotin-containing
molecules and, by using PCR primers specific for the vector sequences flanking the eDNA, the bound cDNA can be amplified. This
population is submitted to further hybridization cycles to enrich for the desired cDNA.
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Figure 7.12: RACE-PCR can facilitate the isolation of 5' and 3' end sequences from cDNA.

A preliminary step in RACE-PCR involves the introduction of a specific end sequence by a form of 5' -add-on mutagenesis (see Section
5.5.3). (A) 3' RACE-PCR. A starting antisense primer is used with a specific 5' extension sequence (anchor sequence, often> 15
nucleotides long) which becomes incorporated into the cDNA transcript at the reverse transcriptase step. An internal sense primer is then
used to generate a short second strand ending in a sequence complementary to the original anchor sequence. Thereafter, peR is initiated
using the internal sense primer and an anchor sequence primer. (815' RACE-peR. Here an internal antisense primer is used to prime
synthesis from a mRNA template (red) of a partial first cDNA strand (black). A polyldA) is added to the 3' end of the cDNA using terminal
transferase. Second-strand synthesis is primed using a sense primer with a specific extension lanchor) sequence. This strand is used as a
template for a further synthesis step using the internal primer in order to produce a complementary copy of the anchor sequence. PCRcan
then be accomplished using internal and anchor sequence primers.
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Figure 7.13:The transcriptional initiation site can be mapped by nuclease 51 protection or primer extension assays.

(A) Nuclease 51 protection assay. A restriction fragment from the 5' end of a cloned gene is suspected of containing the transcription
initiation site. It is end-labeled at the 5' ends, then denatured and mixed with total RNA from cells in which the relevant gene is thought to
be expressed. The cognate mRNA can hybridize to the antisense DNA strand to form an RNA-DNA heteroduplex. Subsequent treatment
with nuclease Sl results in progressive cleavage of the overhanging 3' DNA sequence until the point at which the DNA is hybridized to the
5' end of the mRNA. Size-fractionation on a denaturing electrophoresis gel can identify the size difference between the original DNA and
the DNA after nuclease Sl treatment. (B) Primer extension assay. Here, the restriction fragment suspected of containing the
transcriptional initiation site is deliberately chosen to be small. Hybridization with a cognate mRNA will leave the mRNA with an
overhanging 5' end. The DNA can serve as a primer for reverse transcriptase (RT)to extend its 3' end until the 5' end of the mRNA is
reached. The size increase after reverse transcriptase treatment ItRTI compared with before treatment I-RTj maps the transcription
initiation site. More precise mapping is possible in both methods by sequencing the DNA following treatment with Sl or RT.

fl'pn.'Sl'nt:ltivc of rhl' distribution of the RNA in rhl' tissue of
origin (see FI:\!lIrC 6. 15). Often, the tissues used include
t..'mbryonic tissllt's which have rhe advantage th3t their
llliniJ(url' sizl' permits expression screening of Illany tissues in
;1sillgle sectioll.

Whole mount in situ hybridization

All extension of tissue ill sif/{ hybridization is to study
expression ill J llIllOll' ci//bryo. Whole tnount ill sit"
hybridiz3tioll i:;; ;1 popular method for rrackin ' ex n.:ssiol2-
during develoPlllent in whole embryos froml11odcl vertebrate
or :l11isl11s.Because of the ethical and prJcticti difficulties il~
clrrying out equivalent human gene JnalysL's, there has becll
consideT:lbk reliance on extrapolating from an:llyses cJrried
Ollt on mOll,;e embryos (see F({!/Ire 7.15). The relatively high
J1110Ullt of tis,;ue 3vJilabie means the method is a relatively
,;ellsitivc Dill' and automation of the technique has enhanced

its popularity.

Single cell gene expression profiling

Using suitably labeled probes specific RNA sequences C3n be
trJcked within sillj!/c (elli to identify sites of RNA procl'"sing.
tr;:lIlsport and cytoplasmic 10calizJtion. Uy using quantit3tive
fluoresCt.'I"lCc ill situ hybridization (FISH) and digit;ll imaging
microscopy, it has even been possibk to visualize sillg/(' R,\'A
tWl/scripts ill -"ifll (Femino ct (/1., I(98). A further refillelllent uses
cOrllbitlatiol1s of different types of oligOllllckotidL' probe Iabded
at Illultiple sites with one of a variety of spcctrally distinct tluo-
rophorL's. This Ius allowed tr;:l11scripts fralll multipk genes to be
tracked sillluitaneously (Levsky ('{ 01.. 2111(2).

Large-scale expression screening using microarrays

Cellt' expression screens have beell trallsforlllL,d by the
capacity to prepare high dellsity oligollucleotides or (DNA
clollt' m;croarrays 011 glass surfaces ("1..'1..' Secrioll ().-t.3 for the
general procedures). In the case of "OIIlL' gL'1l0111C"which lu\'t~
been cOlllpletely sequenced. ir affords the possibility of whole
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RESOLUTION THROUGHPUT EXAMPLES

RNA High Low Tissue in situ hybridization
Cellular in situ hybridization

Low Low Northern blot hybridization
RNA dot blot hybridization
RT-PCR
Ribonuclease protection assay

Low High DNA microarray hybridization
Differential display
Serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE)

PROTEIN High Low Immunocytochemistry
Immunofluorescence microscopy

Low Low Immunoblotting (western blotting)

Low High 2-D gel electrophoresis
Mass spectrometry

Figure 7.14:Expression mapping can be conducted at different levels.

Throughput refers to the number of genes/proteins that can be studied at a time.

genome expression screening whereby the expression of
every single gene in an organism can be monitored simultane-
ously (see Section 19.3).

7.3.3 PCR-based gene expression analyses: RT-PCR
and mRNA differential display

As described in Section 5.2, the great advantages of PCR are
its speed, sensitivity Jnd simpljcity. Although it is not so suited
to providing spatial patterns of expression (in the way that
tissue i1/ siw hybridizJtion, for example, does), it can provide
rapid, gross patterns of expression which llUY be valuable.

Conventional RT-PCR
Reverse transcriptase-PCR (RT -PCR; see Section 5.2.1 for
the basic principle) can provide rough quantification of the
expression of a particular gene (useful in the case of cell types
or tissues that are not easy [Q access in great quantity, e.g. early
sG'lge pre-implantation human embryos; see Daniels er a/.,
1995). The extreme sensitivity of PCR means that RT -PCR
can also be used to study expression in single cells. In addition,
RT -PCR can be useful for identifYing and studying different
isolarllls of an RNA transcript. For example. different mRNA
isoforms may be produced by alternative splicing and can be
identified when exon-specific primers identify extra amplifi-
cation products in 3ddition to the expected products (for an
example, see Pykett <I 01.• 1994).

mRNA differential display
By using parlially d(:~ellemte PCR primers (primers where the
choice of base at some positions is deliberately flexible), it is

possible to devise modified forms of RT -PCR. which can
track the expression of many genes simultaneously. One such
technique is mRNA differential display. It uses a lIlodified
oligo(dT) primer which at its 3' end has a different single
nucleotide (that is, A, C or G bill lIot 1) or a different
dinucleotide (e.g. CA).As a result, it will bind to the poly(A)
tail of a SlIbsel of IIlRNAs (Liang el al., 1993). For example, if
the oligonucleotideTTTTTTTTTTTCA (~ T11CA) is used
as a prilner, it will preferentially prime cDNA synthesis from
those ml<'NAs where the dinucleotide TG precedes the poly
(A) tail.

The upstream primer is usually an arbitrary short sequence
(ofren 10 nucleotides long) but, because of mismatching.
especially at the 59 end, it can bind to many 1110resites than
expected for a decamer). The resulting amplification patterns
are deliberately designed to produce a complex ladder of
bands when size-fractionated in a long polyacrylamide gel
(F(~lIre 7. /6).

Unlike DNA l11icroarray screens, mRNA differential
display is a way of simultaneously monitoring the
expression of multiple genes where the identities of the
genes being tracked have Hot previollsl)' beell established.
Instead of screening the expression of known genes,
therefore, it is simply an expression scanning method. its
main use has been in co/JJ/larat;lJe gene expressioll studies to
identify how gene expression altt:rs when two sources are
compared (e.g. the comparison of two types of cells at
different physiological or developmental stages). This can
allow identification of a small subset of genes whose
expression patterns are different bet\vecn the cell types.
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Figure 7.15:Whole mount in situ hybridization.

The example shows Pax9 expression in an E9.5(9.5 embryonic
day = 9.5 days post coitum) mouse embryo. Expression is
evident in the craniofacial region (CF;in what will develop into
nasal mesenchyme I. pharyngeal pouches (PPI, somites (S) and
tail bud (T). Image kindly provided by Dr. Heiko Peters, Institute
of Human Genetics, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK.

7.3.4 Protein expression screens typically use highly
specific antibodies

Because of tht'ir exquisite di\'t'r'\iry and st"llsiti,'iry in detecting
proteins. antibodies haH' IlUllllTOUS applications in research.
and their therapeutic potcnri:-d is considerable (see Section
21.3.4). Traditionally. antibodit's haw been isolated by illllllu-
nizing animals. but increasingly genetically L'ngillt'ered JlHi-
bodies are being llsed {'\Cl' BllX 7. -I). Antibodies have been lISt'd

to detect proteins by ditTerellt Illt'thods. and different labeling
systems can bt' lIsed.

Antibody labeling and detection systems
Antibodies can be labckd in different ways and. as with
nucleic acid labeling :1I1d dctl'ctioll. alHibodies can be- used in
either dirl'C( or indirect dctection systt·ms. III dire(/ detection
methods. the purified antibody i~labe-kd appropriatdy with a
reponer molecule (l'.g. nuore~cein. rhodamine. biotin l'tc.: Sl'l'
also Section 6.1.2) and then lIsed directly to bind thl' targl't
protein. In indirect detectioll ~y~tellls. the primary antibody i~
lIsed as an ill{ertllediatl' molecule and is not linked dirl'ctly to
a labeled group.

Once- bound to its targl't, the primary antibody is ill turn
bound by a secondary n...·agclJt which i~ conjugated to a

reporter group. A C0l11111011secondary reJ.gent i~ protein A.
a protein foulld in the cell wall of Staph)'/(l(l((Hs allrl'IIS. For
unknowll reasons protein A bind~ strongly to ~itc~ in the
sl'cond and third constant regions of the Fc portion of Ig
heavy chain). Alternatively one can use a secondary alltibod)1
(an antibody raised against a primary antibody).

Typical reporter groups may be a fluorochrome (Section
6.1.2). an enzyme (e.g. horseradish peroxidase. alkaline
phosphatase. b-galacrosid"e etc.) or colloidal gold. Dirt'ct
detection systems have the disad\'amage that a large variety of
primary anribodies may need to be cOltiugated to reportl'r
molecules. whereas the indirect systt,.'I11';offer thl' use of readily
available commercial affiniry-purifil'd secondary amibodies.
Labeling-detection systt'l11Sfor USe with specitic Illethods of
tracking protein expression are outlined in 7ilb/l' 7. /.

Immunoblotting (Western blottingl

This method is designed to sur\'l'Y gros~ protein expres~ioll
using cell extracts \\'hich are fractionJ.tcd :1ccording to ~ize.
Usually this is achieved by one-dimensional SDS-PAGE. a
form of polyacrylamide gel electrophore<.;is ill which the
mixture of extracted proteins is first dissolved in a solution of
sodiu1l1 dodecyl sulfate (SDS). an anionic detergem that
disrupts nearly aU noncovalent interactions in native proteins.
Mercaptoethanol or dithiothreitol is also added to reduce
disulfide bonds. Following electrophoresis. the fractionated
proteins can be visualized by staining with ~ suit~ble dye (e.g.
Cooll1~ssie blue) or a silver stain.

1;'IO-dimetlsiollal PAGE gels may also be used: the first
dimension involves isoelectric fOC/lsi//g. that is sep:lT;ltion
according to charge in a pH gradient, and the st.'cond
dimension. at right angles to the first. im'olvt"s size-fraction-
ation by SDS-PAGE (see Stryer. 1995). In this case the frac-
tionated proteins are transferred ('blotted') to a sheet of
nitrocdlulose and then exposed to a spe-cific antibody (set.'
F(~I/rc 7. /7).

Immunocyto chemistry (immu nohistoc hemistry l

This te-chnique is conct'rncd with studying the on:"rall
e-xpression pattern at the protl'in level. within a tissue or othl'r
Illulticellular structure. It can tht'n'fore be n:."garded as tht'
protein equivalent of the tissue ;1/ siw hybridization Illethods
used to screen RNA expression. As in the latter case. tissue,; arl'
typically either frozen or embedded in wax and then cut into
n'T)' thin sections \\'ith a microtome before being mounted on
a slide. A suitably specific ami bod,' is allowed to bind to the
protl'in in the tissue section and can produce l'xpression data
that can be rd:1tcd to histological staining of neighboring
tissue sections (F(!lIre 7./8).

Immunofluorescence microscopy
This method is used when ill\'l'stigating the sllb(e/hd,,,
"'(tJ(i(l1/ for a protein of interest. A ,;uitable fluorescent dye.
sllch as fluorescein or rhodamine. i~ coupled to the desired
antibody, enabling the relevant proteill to be localizcd
within the cell by using fluorescence microscopy (see hl!.lI/"(,

6.58).
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Figure 7.16: mRNA differential display is a modified RT-PCR method for multiplex gene expression scanning.

(A) Schematic representation. Total RNA from two or more cell types is reverse transcribed using a modified oligo (dT) primer (in this
example, 11111111111 G or TllG for short, which should prime cDNA synthesis preferentially from mRNA sequences where a C precedes
the poly (AI tail. Amplification is carried out using an arbitrary primer and products are size-fractionated on a polyacrylamide gel.
Differences in amplification bands between the RNA sources that are being compared (A and B) indicates differential expression. (B) An
applicatiolT. identifying genes differentially expressed at different stages of mouse heart development (embryonic days 10, 11, 12 and 16).
Three sets of reaction conditions were used, using primers T11A, Tl1 C and T11G respectively. The figure shows a section of the gel
where several bands can be seen to change in intensity at the different developmental stages. A particularly prominent change
(shown by the arrow) turned out to be j3-globin. The photograph was kindly provided by Andy Curtis and David Wilson, University of
Newcastle upon Tyne, UK.
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mAb
Anti-FLAGMl
9El0
T7.TagAb
HSV.TagAb
NClj34
12CA5

c

Location
N, Cterminal
N, Cterminal
N terminal
Cterminal
Cterminal
N, Cterminal

protein X

Clone cDNA into MCS
(multiple cloning site)
and express

Origin
Synthetic FLAG
Humanc-Myc
T7 gene 10
HSVprotein 0
SubstanceP
influenzaHA1

~-gal

JacZ

Fusion proteins are often designed as immunogens for raising
antibodies.

Fusion protein

a single B lymphocyte).

Because B cells have a limited life span in culture, it is
preferable to establish an immortal cell line: antibody-producing
cells are fused with cells derived from an immortal B-cell tumor.
From the resulting heterogeneous mixture of hybrid cells, those
hybrids that have both the ability to make a particular antibody
and the ability to multiply indefinitely in culture are selected.
Such hybridomas are propagated as individual clones, each of
which can provide a permanent and stable source of a single
type of monoclonal antibody (mAb).

The above methods of raising antibodies are not always
guaranteed to produce suitably specific antibodies. An
alternative approach for tracking the subcellular expression of a
protein of interest is to use a previously obtained antibody to
track it as a result of binding to an artificially coupled epitope
(epitope tagging). In this procedure a recombinant DNA
construct is generated by coupling a sequence that encodes an
epitope for which a previously obtained antibody is available, to
the coding sequence of the protein of interest in much the same
way as in the Figure except that in this case the vector system is
designed to be expressed in mammalian cells or other cells in
which it is intended to investigate expression. Expression of this
construct in the desired cells can be monitored by using the
antibody specific for the epitope tag to track the protein.
Commonly used epitope tags are shown below.

N

Sequenceof tag
OYKOOOOK
EQKLlSEEDL
MASMTGGQQMG
QPELAPEDPEO
RPKPQQFFGLM
YPYOVPOYA
Flag,HSV,HerpesSimplexVirus.

TRADITIONAL METHODS OF OBTAINING ANTIBODIES
Antibodies to human gene products have traditionally been
obtained by repeatedly injecting suitable animals (e.g. rodents,
rabbits, goats, etc.) with a suitable immunogen. Two types of
immunogen are commonly used:

~ synthetic peptides. The amino acid sequence (as inferred
from the known cDNA sequencel is inspected and a synthetic
peptide loften 20-50 amino acids long I is designed. The idea
is that, when conjugated to a suitable molecule le.g. keyhole
limpet hemocyanin), the peptide will adopt a conformation
that resembles that of the corresponding segment of the
native polypeptide. This approach is relatively simple, but
success in generating suitably specific antibodies is far from
assured and difficult to predict.

~ fusion proteins. An alternative approach is to insert a
suitable cDNA sequence into a modified bacterial gene
contained within an appropriate expression cloning vector.
The rationale is that a hybrid mRNA will be produced which
will be translated to give a fusion protein with an N-terminal
region derived from the bacterial gene and the remainder
derived from the inserted gene (see Figure). The N-terminal
bacterial sequence is often designed to be quite short, but
may nevertheless confer some advantages. For example it
can provide a signal sequence to ensure secretion of the
fusion protein into the extracellular medium, thereby
simplifying its purification, and it may protect the foreign
protein from being degraded within the bacterium. Because
the fusion protein contains most or all of the desired
polypeptide sequence, the probability of raising specific
antibodies may be reasonably high.

The plasmid vector shown here has an origin of replication (ori)
and an ampicillin resistance gene lampR) which is designed for
growth in E. coli. The multiple cloning site (MCSI is located
immediately adjacent to a lacZ gene which can encode
13-galactosidase with transcription occurring from the lacZ
promoter IPI"I in the direction shown by the arrow. A cDNA
sequence from a gene of interest Igene XI is cloned in a suitable
orientation into the MCS. Expression from the lacZ promoter
will result in a 13-galactosidase-X fusion protein which can be
produced in large quantities and used as an immunogen in orderto
provoke the production of antibodies to protein X. A popular
alternative is to use GST fusion proteins, where glutathione-S-
transferase is coupled to the protein of interest and the fusion
protein can be purified easily by affinity chromatography using
glutathione-agarose columns.
If the animal's immune system has responded, specific
antibodies should be secreted into the serum. The antibody-rich
serum (antiserum I which is collected contains a heterogeneous
mixture of antibodies, each produced by a different B
lymphocyte [because immunoglobulin gene rearrangements are
cell-specific as well as cell type IB-Iymphocyte]-specific, see
Section 10.6]. The different antibodies recognize different parts
lepitopes) of the immunogen (polyclonal antisera). A
homogeneous preparation of antibodies can be prepared,
however, by propagating a clone of cells (originally derived from
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GENETICAllY ENGINEERED ANTIBODIES

Antibodies generated by the above classical approaches
originate from animals. Once the various immunoglobulin
genes had been cloned, however, DNA cutting and ligation
technology could be used to generate new antibodies
including both partially humanized antibodies and fully
human antibodies Isee Section 21.3.41. For example,
transgenic mice have been engineered to contain human
immmunogiobulin loci permitting the in vivo production of fully
human antibodies.

Novel approaches can bypass the need for hybridoma
technology, and immunization altogether. The powerful phage
display technology permits the construction of a virtually
limitless repertoire of human antibodies with specificities
against both foreign and self-antigens (see Winter et al., 19941.
The essence of this method is that the gene segments encoding
antibody heavy and light chain variable sequences are cloned
and expressed on the surface of a filamentous bacteriophage,
and rare phage are selected from a complex population by
binding to an antigen of interest Isee Section 19.4.6for a fuller
explanationl.

Table 7.1: Antibody labeling-detection for tracking protein expression

label

lodine-125

Enzyme

Biotin

Fluorochrome

(A)

Dystrophin
(blot)

Myosin
(gel)

Detection method

X-ray film

Chromogenicsubstrate detected by eye

Avidin or streptavidln coupled to various labels

Fluorescencemicroscopy 1Figure 6.5BI

2 C 3 4 5 C 6 7 8

Application

Immunoblotling

Immunoblotling; Immunocytochemistry

Immunoblotllng; Immunocytochemistry

Immunocytochemistry; Immunofluorescence microscopy

(B)

Dystrophin
(blot)

Myosin
(gel)

2 C 3 4 5 C 6 7 8
Figure 7.17: Immunoblotling (Western blotting) detects
proteins that have been size-fractionated on an
electrophoresis gel.

Immunoblotting involves detection of polypeptides after size-
fractionation in a polyacrylamide gel and transfer ('blotting'l to a
membrane. This example illustrates its application in detecting
dystrophin using two antibodies. The Dy4/6D3antibody is
specific for the rod domain and was generated by using a
fusion protein immunogen Isee Box 7.4). The Dy6/C5antibody is
specific for the C-terminal region and was generated by using a
synthetic peptide immunogen. Reproduced from Nicholson et
al.119931 with permission from the BMJ Publishing Group. The
photograph was kindly provided by Louise Anderson (formerly
Nicholsonl, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK.
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Ultrastructural studies

Higher r~soll1(ion still of the illtracdlular localization of a
gene procluC[ or other molccuk is possibk using electron
microscopy. The antibody is typically Iabcled with an e1ectron-
dense particle, slich as colloidal gold sphnes.

7.3.5 Autofluorescent protein tags provided a powerful
way of tracking subcellular localization of
proteins

Green fluorescent protein (GFP) is a 238-alllino acid
protein originally identified ill the jellyfish Al'q/loria Ilicroria.
Similar proteins afC expressed ill many jellyfish and Jppear to
bt' responsible for the greell light that they emit. being stim-
ulated by energy obtained following oxidation of luciferin
or another photoprotein (See Tsien, 1\1\18).When the GFP
gene \Vas cloned and transfecred into target cells in culture,
expression ofGFP in heterologous cells was also marked by
emission of the green fluorescellt lighLThis means that GFP
is an aJlloflJloresce,,1 protei,,: by irsdfir can act as a functional
fluorophore. It GlIl therefore serve as a unique reponer since
it dot's flOt require other agents stich as antibodies, cofactors,
enzyme substrates. and so on.As:I result. GFP can readily be
followed by conventional and confocal fluorescence
microscopy. and has became a popubr tool for tracking gene
expression in animals (see Section 20.3. I).

Figure 7.18:Immunocytochemistry.

In this example, IHubulin expression was screened in a
transverse section of the brain of a 12.5·embryonic day mouse.
The antibody detection system used identifies expression
ultimately as a brown color reaction based on horseradish
peroxidase/3,3' diaminobenzidine. The underlying histology was
revealed by counterstaining with Toluidine blue. Abbreviations:
LV,lateral ventricle; D, diencephalon; P,pons. Figure kindly
provided by Steve Lisgo, Institute of Human Genetics, University
of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK.

Figure 7.19:Tagging with the green fluorescent protein
provides a powerful way oltracking protein expression.

This example shows a live transiently transfected HeLa cell
expressing a GFP-tagged Batten disease protein. CLN3was
cloned into the GFPexpression vector, pEGFP·Nl, so that a
fusion protein consisting of the Batten disease protein with a
GFPsequence coupled to its Cterminus la GFP tag) was
produced. This cell is an example of a small proportion of HeLa
cells expressing CLN3p/GFPin a vesicular punctate pattern
distributed throughout the cytoplasm. These and other analyses
indicate that the Batten disease protein is a Golgi integral
membrane protein. Reproduced from Kremmidiotis
et al.119991Hum. Mol. Genet. 8, 523-531,with permission from
Dxford University Press.

The most successful and popular applications have llsed
GFP :IS a tag in a fusion protein \\'hert' it is coupled to the
protcin whose t'xpression is to be tracked. In such cases, rhe
principal aim is to investigan: the subcellubr localization of
the protein under investigation. CFP itsdf is Ilot specifically
localizt'd within cells: in Illost cell tYPl'S the fluorescence of
G FJ.> 3ppe:ns to be homogcncollsly spread all over the
ll11cku~. cytoplasm and distal cell processes. Gcnetic engi-
!lccring call be used to produce Vt'ctors contJining a GFP
coding 'lcquellce into which a coding ~l'qllence for all
ll!lchar:lCterizl'd protein, X. can bc clolled. The resulting
CFP-X fusion construct call be trall'lfected into suitable
target cdh ~uch as cultured mammalian cells and expression
of the GFP~X fusion protein call be monitored to track the
"'llhcelllliar locatioll of the protcin. Sec F(lfllrc 7.9 for an
exampk of tracking expression of the protcin produced by
CLN3. the gene associated with Bartcll dist:Jse. a neuro-
dcgt:llcrative disease of childhood.
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8.1 The ground-breaking importance of
genome projects

8.1.1 Genome projects prepared the way for systematic
studies of the Universe within

Af(Cr many centuries of investigation we have built up :111
:lpproxilllJte understanding of at least the more accessible
pans of Ollr external Universe. The scale is impressive, Jl1d
some concepts an.' certainly olltside OUf 110rmal experience
(sllch :15 the 13 dil1lc.:nsiolls which arc now thought to exist!).
However. there is ;:.150 J brgdy unexplored Universe lIIiThill liS,

and it too is of impressive selic (the complexity of the human
brain is a lIseful example: about 10] 1 neurons and sOlllcwhen:
in the region of 1015 interconnections).

Until recently, exploratory voyages into OUf illtcrn:ll
universt: have been Illodest and limited in scale. The appli-
cation of microscopy to the study of cells and subcdlubr
strucrun.'s provided one major route into this intcrnal world,
to be followed by pioneering advances in biochcmistry and
then molecular and cellular biology. Now, at the start of a ncw
millenniulll, we are poised to move from these initial investi-
gations OlltO an altogether higher plane. Now it will be
possible to conduct a serious and systematic exploration of
our intcrll:ll univer"e.

The catalyst which paved the way fot this new phase of
discovery wo< the Human Genome Project (HGP), a
truly international endeavor. Officially inaugurated in I YYO,
it was biology's first 'big project', with a projected time-span
of 15 years. The H G P and other genome projects sought for
the first time to know the precise chemical instructions
which define living organisms, the complete genome
sequences (gelloll/e means the total set of di[ferCl/f DNA
molecules - see the genomics glossary in Box 8. I). For mallY
scientists, this was biology's equivalent of the periodic table:
all matter can be reduced to a periodic table of CleIl/CIlIS, but at
a higher level. every lis'ing thing can be reduced to a periodic
table of genes.

The goals of the Human Genome Project (HGP)

The major rmiOl/{/lt o( the HGP was to acquire fundamental
information concerning our genetic make-up which would
further our basic scientific undt.'rstanding of human genetics
and of the role of v3rious genes in health and disease. Since the
small (1(>.5 kb) human mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
sequence had been published in 1981 (see Section 9.1.2), the
primary goal of the HGP was to sequence the vastly larger (ca.
3000 Mb) nuclear genollle. As a first step towards achieving
this. there was a need (or high resolution human genetic maps
which could then be used as a sca[fold (framework) for
cOllstructing high resolution physical maps, culmin~ltillg ill the
ultimate physical map, the complete sequence of the IHllllan
genome.

In addition to the primary goal of mapping and sequencing
the human nuclear genome. the HGP envisaged at its outset a
series of ancillary projects:

~ del!elopll/ellt oj appropriate teclurologies alld tools. This
would include developments in genetic and physical

mapping approaches, in DNA sequencing technol06'Y, in
database design :.1I1d construction, in informatics for
sequence analysis and so on;

~ genome projects for Jive model orJlatJisms: the bacterium
E. coli, the yeast Saccharomyccs (('Yellisial', the roundworm
Cal'1lOrltabdiris plegall5, the fi'uit fly Drosophila Illclal/{~<!a5(l'r,

:1I1d the mouse. Here, the object was two-fold: to provide
Illuch-needed information for these model organisms; 3nd
to provide test-cases for implemcnting and refining the
various technologies and tools which would be needed for
the HGP;

~ etlrical, legal aud societal ill/plicatiolls (ELSI). A significant
(r:lCtion of the total expenditure was devoted to this
important. but easy to overlook, component.

Uy 2003 the sequencing goztls for both the human genome
and the five initial model organism genomes had been
achieved, and the sequences were avaibblc through tht'
internet. During the course of the HGP, other genome
projects were initiated for a wide variety of other model
organisms and by May 2003 the genome sequences of ]40
other organisms had been dctermined (see Section 8A).
Additional ancillary studies have been concerned with the
extent of seql/cllce llariarioll within the human genome.

8.1.2 The medical and scientific benefits of the genome
projects are expected to be enormous

For many human biologists and geneticists, the HGP W3S an
exciting, historic mission. A major justification was the Jntici-
pated medical benefits (see Collins and McKusick, 2001;
Subramanian ef 01., 2001; van Ommen, 2(02). For inherited
disorders where a major single gene is caus3tivc, compre-
hensive prenatal/presymptomatic diagnosis of disorders will bc
possible in individuals judged to be at risk of carrying a disease
gene. Additionally, information on gene structure will be used
to explore how individual genes fUllction and how they are
regulated. Such information will provide sorely Ilt.'eded expla-
n:Hion" (or biological processes in humans. It would also be
expected to provide a framework for developillg new therapies
for diseases, and to extend the current therapeutic approaches.
Wide-scale application o( mutation Kreelling would be
expected to usher in a radical change ill the approach to
Illedical care. moving mort.' frol11 olle of treating advanced
di'\ease to one of prevcl/(;llg disease, based 011 tht.' idcntification of
individual risk (personalized mediciue).

Exciting though such possibilities art." howt'ver, there may
be ullL'xpected difficulties in underst3nding precisely and
cOlllpn:hensively how some genes fUllction and ;Ire regubted
(cautionary precedents are the slow progrc"s ill predicting
protcin structure frol11 the amino acid sequcnce. and thc lack
of understanding of the precise ways in which the regulation
of globin gene expression is coordinatcd. decades after the
relevant sequences have been obtaillt."d).ln addition. the single
gene disorders which should be the c:lsit.·st target" for devel-
oping novel therapies are very rare; the 1ll0q COllllllon
disorders are mulrif..1ctorial and pre"ent cOIl"ickrabk chal-
lenges. So although the data collected ill the H umall Genome
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Box 8. t: A genomics glossary.

centiMorgan (eM). A unit of distance in a genetic map (see
below). In the human genome IcM corresponds roughly to a
physical map distance of 1 Mb.

centiRay (cR). A unit of map distance in a radiation hybrid map
(see below).

Clone. DNA clones are populations of identical DNA molecules
which have been purified by cell-based cloning methods
(Section 5.3.1) or by PCR(Section 5.2.11.
Contig. A series of DNA clones which have been shown to
contain insert DNA molecules that derive from neighboring and
overlapping regions of a chromosome - see Box 8.5.

DNA marker. A general term for a DNA sequence which has
been, or can be, placed on a genetic map (in the case of
polymorphic markers - see belowl or on a physical map (in the
case of all markers).

CpG island. Short stretch of GC-rich DNA, often < 1 kb,
containing frequent unmethylated CpG dinucleotides. CpG
islands tend to mark the 5' ends of genes - see Box 9.3.

DNA library. A collection of DNA clones which is meant to
collectively represent a starting population of DNA. For a
genomic DNA library, the starting DNA is the total DNA from a
given cell population Iwhich shows little variation between
different cell types). In the case of a cDNA library, the starting
DNA is cDNA prepared using reverse transcriptase from single-
stranded RNA from a specific tissue (with very considerable
variation in the cDNA of differenttissuesl. See Sections 5.3.4 and
5.3.5 for how libraries are made and screened.

EST (expressed sequence tag). An expressed STS (sequence
tagged site; see belowl obtained by randomly selecting a cDNA
clone for sequencing and designing specific primers for
specifically PCR amplifying the corresponding fragment from
genomic DNA.

Genetic map. A map which relies on tracing the inheritance of
phenotypes and/or polymorphic markers, through generations.
Polymorphic loci are positioned relative to one another on the
basis of the frequency with which they recombine during
meiosis. The unit of distance is 1 centiMorgan (1 cM) which
denotes a 1% chance of recombination.

Genome. The collective name for the different DNA molecules
found in the cells of a particular species. In humans, the genome
comprises 25 different DNA molecules: a single type of
mitochondrial DNA and 24 different nuclear DNA molecules (see
Section 9.1.1). Because the amount of DNA in the nucleus is so
large, however, the term genome is often loosely used to mean
the set of nuclear DNA molecules (more accurately termed the
nuclear genome; mitochondrial DNA is often described as the
mitochondrial genome).

Hybrid cell mapping. Human DNA markers can be assigned to
a specific chromosomal or subchromosomallocation by using
panels of different hybrid cells containing a full complement of
chromosomes from a rodent species (hamster or mouse) and a
variable subset of human chromosomes, or of fragments of
human chromosomes broken by exposure to X-rays (radiation
hybrids; see Box 8.4).

Microsatellite marker. A type of DNA marker which is
commonly used, largely because markers of this type can be
very polymorphic. See Figures 7.7 and 7.8.

Physical map. A map which provides information on the linear
structure of DNA molecules. The most detailed physical map is
the nucleotide sequence.

Polymorphic markers. Polymorphic (genetic) markers are DNA
sequences which show variation between individuals and which
are used in constructing genetic maps by following how alleles
segregate in large families. Markers may be located within
coding sequences or other gene components but are mostly
located in noncoding DNA. Commonly used markers are
microsatellites and SNPs, although in the past RFLPs were
used and even protein polymorphisms.

Radiation hybrid (RH) map. A genome map in which STSs are
positioned relative to one another according to the frequency
with which they are separated by radiation-induced
chromosome breaks. The frequency is assayed by analyzing a
panel of hybrid cell (human-hamsterl lines which contain
different patterns of human chromosome fragments initially
generated by exposure to X-rays. The unit of map distance is
1 centiRay (1 cR). denoting a 1% chance of a break occurring
between two loci.

RFLP (restriction fragment length polymorphism). A type of
DNA marker used widely in the past but rather infrequently in
modern times because they are often not very polymorphic and
are not so easy to type. See Section 7.1.3.

SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism). SNPs provide a type of
DNA marker which is increasingly being used. They occur very
frequently in DNA and can be typed very easily by automated
methods, allowing very large numbers of samples to be analyzed
at a time. See Section 7.1.3 and Box 18.2for how SNPs are typed.

STS (sequence tagged site). Any short (usually < 500 bpi
sequence which is uniquely represented in a genome and for
which primers have been designed enabling specific PCR
amplification of that sequence (see Box 5.4). STSs were often
designed by randomly sequencing the ends of genomic clones
and so were often non polymorphic, but a subset of STSs are
known to be polymorphic, including microsatellite markers
(see above).
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Project will inevitably be of medical value, some of the IllO';;(

imporrant medical appliGuiolls may take some considerable
timt' to be developed.

As wt' move into the post-genome era huge international
efforts are foclIsing on how the human genome sequence can
specif)' a person,and how the DNA of or her organ isillS is related
(0 us and to their biologies. The sequence information obtained
by studying rhe structure of genomes (conventional genomics)
is paving the way for other brge-scale approaches to invesrigan;
tht: fUllction of genolllt's (functional ge"omics) and how
dif1ert'llt genol11es relate to each other (comparatilJc gellomics).
These topics an: covered ill Chapter 19 and Section 12.3.

8.2 Background and organization of the
Human Genome Project

8.2.1 DNA polymorph isms and new DNA cloning
technologies paved the way for sequencing our
genome

Since the mid 19505 we hJVt' had J. very rough physical map of
tht.' human genome - J cytogenetic map based on distin-
guishing the chromosomes by size and shape. To progress
towards wry detailed physical maps needed new approaches. A
major problem was that the initial goal of obtaining J hUJ1l:lI1
generic map - which could act as a scaffold for building
detailed physical maps - seemed impossible. Instt:Jd, human
geneticists W;}rClll:d enviously as classical geuef;c maps \VLTC
constructed decades ago for Drosophila and mOLlse, and thell
continllollsly refilled.

Cbssical gClletic maps art' based 011 gelles. They arc
constructed by crossing different mutants in'" order to
dctl'fllline whether the two gene loci are linked or not. A
classical human genetic map could never be achieved,
howevt.'r. because the fn:quency of mating between two indi-
viduals suffering from different genetic disorders is vanishingly
small. Without a genetic map to provide anchor points. it was
ditlicult to imagine how dt,tailed physical maps of all the
chromosomes could be Illadt:.

A turning point was the growing realization in the !atc
11)70s that Illuch - indeed. the great majority - of the
sequence variation in our genome occurred olltside (?fy'l'lIes.
a1ld (o/lld be (b·.~ay('d. The variation that had been studied up
until thel1 was foclI<;ed Oil protein polymorphisllls. Only a few
prott:in markers could be studied because coding DNA is a
very SI1l:1l1fraction (2%) of the genol1le and not so prolle ro
variation (because it is functionally important and so highly
conscrved during evolution). By contrast, the vast majority of
the> 9R%, of our DNA which is Iloncoding is not well
conserved and is vcry susceptible to changes in DNA
st'qt1el1ce.

In rhe Iare IY7()s methods became available to JSS:lY 01\'.11
pariarioll for rhe first tillle (by screening for restr;ct;ollfragment
leI/gIll l'()!)"I/()rl'"islIIs. or RFLPs - Box 8./). At last. the idea
of con<;tructing a comprehensive. nonclassical hUlllJll gelletic
lll:1p became a po.;;.;;ibility (13otstein ef al., 1980). From no\\' 011
humall gellctici"its \\'ould build increasingly dctaikd genetic
linkage Illap"i u.;;ing: DNA lll:1rkers which were randomly "iC:lt-

ten:d throughout Ollr genome. 13y testing to sel' if spl'ciflc
alleles from two or more markers segregated togl'thl'r in
family studies. the DNA markers could be allocated to a
particular linkage group. Individual linkage groups could in
turn be assigned to specific chromOSOIllL'S by physical
mapping of one or more of thL' constiruellt Ilurkers (e.g. by
bbeling a marker and hybridizing it to :1 metapha.;;t' chro-
mosome preparation - see F(\.?IIYc.\ 2. 16 and 2. 17 - or by
using panels of II)'brid ((!//~' - see section H.3.2).

Another important requiremcnt was the dl'vl'loplllellt of
powerful DNA cloning technologies which allowed the
assembly of clones containing large pieces of DNA (large
iusert DNA libraries). The inserts of the clones had bl'l'1l
gellerated by randOlnly fragmenting the genollle but they
could be tested ro see which p:1rticubr DNA nurkers they
cont:lillcd and whether they shared markns with inserts ill
othn clonl's. If they did. the clones often had (),,('r1appiJ~{! insert
DNA"i. and it became possible to produce ordered maps of
DNA clones according to overlap betweell the DNA inserts.
so calkd cloue cout;gs.

8.2.2 The Human Genome Project was mainly
conducted in large genome centers with high-
throughput sequencing capacity

Organization of the Human Genome Project
While the U.S. Human Genome Project providl'd the initial
momentulll to the publicly funded HUlllan CeJlollll' Project,
several other countries quickly dl'velopt:c1 their OWll Human
Cl'1l01lle Projects. Centers in the U I< ;l1ld France wen: quick
to Illake their mark. and more recently considerable contribu-
tions wcre made by centers in some othn countril's. 1l0t:1bly
Japan Jnd Germany. In order to co-ordil1:1te the different
national efforts. the Human Genonle Organization
(HUGO) was established in 1988 with a remit of facilitating
exchange of research resources. l'llCouraging public debatl'

Figure 8.1: Large-scale DNA sequencing at the WeUcome Trust
Sanger Institute.

The Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute at Hinxton. UK has been the
single biggest contributor to the publicly lunded Human Genome
Project. Data can be accessed at http://www.sanaer.ac.uk

http://www.sanaer.ac.uk
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Figure 8.2: Major scientific strategies and approaches used in the Human Genome Project.

The major scientific thrust of the Human Genome Project began with the isolation of human genomic and cDNA clones (by cell-based
cloning or PeR-based cloning). These were then used to construct high resolution genetic and physical maps prior to obtaining the ultimate
physical map, the complete nucleotide sequence of the 3000-Mb nuclear genome. Inevitably, the project interacted with research on
mapping and identifying human disease genes. In addition, ancillary projects included studying genetic variation (the Human Genome
Diversity Project - Section 8.3.7), genome projects for model organisms (Section 8.4) and research on ethical, legal and social implications.
The data produced were channeled into mapping and sequence databases permitting rapid electronic access and data analysis. EST,
expressed sequence tag; STS, sequence tagged site.

Jnd Jdvisillg 011the implications of human genome research
(McKusick. 19R9).

BccllIsl' of the Luge scale involved, much of the technology
required to Sl'quL'nct.' the human genome WJS concentrated in
a few very brgc.: genome centers with industriJl scde
sequellcing capacitiL's (Figure 8. I). Autol11Jted fluorescence
labeling-based DNA sequencing became the norm :md the
adwnt of capillary-based DNA sequeudug (Scction 7.1.2)
provided a Illuch ncedcd boost to high-throughput
sequt'llcillg. For the publicly funded HGP, 1110S[ of the
sequence was contributed by five large centers. the Wdlcol1lc
Trust Sangcr Institute in the UK and four centers in the USA
located at: The Whitehead Illstitute/Massachussetts Institute
of Technology ill Massachusetts, Washington University. thc
DoE Joint Genome Institute and 13aylor Collegc of Medic inc .
Interacting with these and some other large centcrs wa~ a

world-wide network of small Iaboratorics mostly attcmpting
to map and identify disease genes and typically focusing on
vcry spccific subchromosonul regions (see FI:i?lIrC 8.2).

COllllllunication between the network of gCll011le centns
Jnd interJcting laboratories was - and cOlltinucs to be -
vcry brgely based on electronic cOl1lmullication. The need to
managc and store the huge Jlllount of scqut.'ncing data that
w:ts being produced quickly k~d to the developmellt of brge
electronic databases which, at least for the publicly funded
Ill:lpping Jnd sequencing efforts, an:' frecly accc~siblc through
the internet. Analyses can then be conducted ti'ol1l rClllote
computer terminJls throughout the world. Depending on the
••ourcc of input data. two types of datab:lse were relevant:

'-1J)-
~ ((,ll1ml l(J)ositorics for storing glol)(llly produ(cd //Iappil1,i!. alld

.\cql/Cl/((, dtlfa. Universal DNA and protein sequence data-
bases were established decadt's beron: the onset of the
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gCJlOllle projL'ct~ but specialized spccicS-SPN!f/( I1upping
databases WL'n:" established more recently. sllch as the
Genome database (GOB) a mapping database aillll'd
specifically at sroring III/IIJaII mapping data (llore: there is J

specific lIolllcllclarun: for naming DNA segments Jnd
genes ill different species - see Funher Reading and see
Box 8.2 for the hUI11311nOlllenclature);

~ d(/f{/ha.\·n'.fl>r s{oril/x/o(ally produccd data. In order to improve
their own efficiency. the big genome mapping Jnd
sLquL'llcing cclHns have stored data product;.·d in their own
bboratoril:s ill dedicated databases. Unlike data input, d:lta
access is freely available through the Web from publicly
funded gellol1le centers.

8.3 How the human genome was mapped
and sequenced

Tilt.' offici:ll H1I1llJn Cellon1\: Project \Vas 1l1C:lIlt to havt.' been
a 15 year projecr spanning 1990-2005, but progres" \va" f.l"tn
thall expected. Genetic maps were developed ahead of the
original scht'duk and the final stage of large-scale DNA
sequt'ncing was facilitated by developments ill automated
fluorescence-based DNA sequencing, and by ,Idded
momentuIll n'sulting from competition with :1 private
comp:lIlY, Ct'lera. Uy 2003, an essentially finished sequellce

was available to all through thL' internet. See Btl.\" 8.3 for a
til1lL'lillL' of "ollle of the major milestones.

8.3.1 The first useful human genetic maps were based
on microsatellite markers

The realization in the early I {)H(h that a comprehensive
human genetic map was now attainable sparked serious drorts
to construct one. The first such map was reported ill IYH7 and
WJS based nlostly on restrictioll j"ragmcIl' length pol)'mor-
pi/isms (RFLPs). Despite this heroic "cl1ievelllcllt, the RFLI'
map had serious limitations: the average spacing bctwcell the
markers was considerable, Jnd morc significantly RFLP
markers are not very informative markers (ol1ly two :llkles)
and arc not so easy to type.

Thereafter. attention switched to making maps with
microsatcllite markers which have the advJlltJge of being
highly informative. easy to type :llld dispnsed throughout the
gellOIllL' (see Section 'J . ..J..3 Jild Figure., 7.7 :lIld 7.8). Within
Jnother 5 years researcher,; Jt the CL'llethon laboratory ill
FrJnce reported the first l11icrosatellite-b:l'~ed lillk:lge IllJp of
the human genome (Weissellbach ('{ ill .. I <)<)2). and :2 years
later an international consortiulll published a further
improved map, mostly based 011 Illicrosatdlite" \\·ith :l high
111Jrker density. Jpproximately 011(..'1ll:1rkn every celltiMorgJll
(eM) (Murray 1'1al., 199-1).

OXYS44Y

o12F3S1

OXF3S2

FRAI6A

The nomenclature used is decided by the HUGO nomenclature committee. Genes and pseudogenes are allocated symbols of usually
two to six characters: Pseudogene sequences are indicated by a P following the relevant gene symbol. For anonymous ONA sequences,
the convention is to use 0 1= ONA) followed by 1-22, X or Y to denote the chromosomal location, then S for a unique segment, Z for a
chromosome-specific repetitive ONA family or F for a multilocus DNA family, and finally a serial number, The letter E following the
number for an anonymous DNA sequence indicates that the sequence is known to be expressed.

Symbol Interpretation

eRY81 Gene for crystallin 13 polypeptide 1

GAPO Gene for glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

GAPOLl GAPD-like gene 7, functional status unknown

GAPOP1 GAPD pseudogene 1

AKI Gene for adenylate kinase, locus 1
AK2 Gene for adenylate kinase, locus 2

PGKI*2 Second allele at PGKllocus

83P42 Breakpoint number 42 on chromosome 3

OYS29 Unique DNA segment, number 29 on the Y chromosome

03S2550£ Unique DNA segment number 2550 on chromosome 3, known to be expressed

011Z3 Chromosome 11-specific repetitive DNA family number 3
OXYS6X DNA segment found on the X chromosome, with a known homolog on the Y chromosome, and representing the 6th XY

homolog pair to be classified
DNA segment found on the V chromosome, with a known homolog on the X chromosome, 44th XV homolog pair

DNA segment on chromosome 12, first member of multilocus family 3

DNA segment on chromosome X, second member of multilocus family 3

Fragile site A on chromosome 16



Box 8.3: Major milestones in mapping and sequencing the human genome.
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1956: The first physical map of the human genome is determined
-light microscopy of stained tissue reveals that our cells contain
46 chromosomes, with a total of 24 different types of
chromosome.

1977: Fred Sanger and colleagues in Cambridge, UK publish the
dideoxy DNA sequencing method, which is still the basis of
current DNA sequencing technology more than a quarter of a
century later.

1980: Botstein et al. (19801propose that a human genetic map
can be constructed using a set of random DNA markers (RFLPs).

1981: Fred Sanger and colleagues publish the complete
sequence of human mitochondrial DNA (see Section 9.1.2).

1984: Workshop in Alta, Utah partially sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy (DoE) to evaluate methods of mutation
detection and characterization and project future technologies.
A principal conclusion is that an enormously large, complex and
expensive sequencing program is required to permit high
efficiency mutation detection.

1987: The U.S. Department of Energy Report on a Human
Genome Initiative envisages three major objectives: generation
of refined physical maps of human chromosomes; development
of support technologies and facilities for human genome
research; and expansion of communication networks and of
computational and database capacities.

1988: The U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIHI sets up an
Office of Human Genome Research (later re-named the National
Center for Human Genome Research) to co-ordinate NIH
genome activities in co-operation with other U.S. organizations.
The Human Genome Organization (HUGO) is established in the
same year to co-ordinate international efforts and has a remit of
facilitating exchange of research resources, encouraging public

The high resolution human genetic map published in 1994
met the first major scientific goal of the Human Genome
Project and now permitted an important sc,,!ffold for devel-
oping detailed physical maps of all the chr01110somes. From
now on the major focus of the HGP would be on developing
and refining physical maps leading to the ultimate physied
map, the complete DNA sequence of each chromosome (see
section 8.3.2). However, genetic mapping of the human
genome has continued, in two tnajor ways:

~ rt;.{inemelJ( oj microsatellite maps. Currently, the Illost
detailed map is the one constructed by thc deCODE
genetics group in Iceland. It involved typing 5136
microsatellire markers in 146 f.:llllilies, with a total of 1257
meiotic events (Kong et al., 2002).

~ devel0p//letlt of sillgle III1c1eotide polY//Iorphis//I (SNP)
//laps (Section 8.3.7)

debate and advising on the implications of human genome
research (McKusick, 1989).

1990: Official launch of the Human Genome Project (HGP)
following implementation of a $3 billion 15-year project in the
U.S.

1991: The Genome Database (GOB). a repository for human DNA
mapping data, is established.

1992: Jean Weissenbach and colleagues at the GenEithon
laboratory, France publish the first comprehensive human
genetic linkage map based on microsatellite markers
(Weissenbach et al., 1992).

1993: Daniel Cohen and colleagues at the Genethon laboratory,
France publish a first generation physical map of the human
genome, based on large insert DNA clones (Cohen et al., 1993).

1995: Eric Lander and colleagues at the Whitehead Institute/
Massachusetts Institute of Technology publish the first detailed
physical map of the human genome, based on sequence tagged
sites (Hudson et al., 1995).

1998: GeneMap '98, the first reasonably comprehensive map of
gene-based markers, is published by an international consortium
led by researchers at the Sanger Centre, UK (Deloukas et aI.,
1998).

1999: An international consortium led by researchers at the
Sanger Centre, UK publishes the first complete sequence of a
human chromosome, chromosome 22 (Dunham et al., 19991.

2001: Publication of rough working drafts of the sequence of the
human genome (comprising roughly 90% of the total sequencel
by an international consortium of publicly funded researchers
and by a private company, Celera (International Human Gene
Sequencing Consortium, 2001; Venter et al., 2001).

2003: Completion of the sequence of the human genome.

8.3.2 The first high resolution physical maps of the
human genome were based on clone contigs and
STS landmarks

General approaches in physical mapping ofthe human
genome

Although different types of marker were used in constructing
the different human genetic maps, there was a (011111I011 I/nder-
Iyillg prillciple - the markers \vere typed in members of J

variety of l11ultigencration families, Jnd the data were fed into
a computer to check for markers with co-segreg;][ing alleles.
Physical mapping is different because many different types of
map are possible (see Table 8. I). The first physical map of the
human genome was based on chromosome banding and was
obtained more than 40 years ago (see Figure 2.14 for a modern
example of a chromosome banding map).



Table 8.1: Different types of physical map can be used to map the human nuclear genome.
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Type of map

Cytogenetic

Chromosome breakpoint maps

Restriction map

Clone contig map

STS Isequence-tagged site) map

ESTlexpressed sequence tagl
map

DNAsequence map

Examples/methodology

Chromosome banding maps

Somatic cell hybrid panels containing human
chromosome fragments derived from natural.
translocation or deletion chromosomes

Monochromosomal radiation hybrid IRHImaps

Whole genome RHmaps

Rare·cutter restriction maps, e.g. Notl maps

Overlapping YACclones

Overlapping cosmid clones

Requires prior sequence information from ordered
clones so that STSs can be ordered

Requires cDNA sequencing then mapping cONAs
back to other physical maps

Complete nucleotide sequence of chromosomal DNA

Resolution

An average band has several Mb of DNA

Distance between adjacent chromosomal breakpoints
on a chromosome is usually several Mb

Distance between breakpoints is often many Mb

Resolution can be as high as 0.5 Mb

Several hundred kb for rare-cutter restriction maps

Average YACinsert has several hundred kb of DNA

Average cosmid insert is 40 kb

Less than 1 kb possible. but standard STS maps have
resolutions in tens of kb

Average resolution in the human nuclear genome is
-90 kb

1 bp

Although the resolution is coarse, cytogenetic maps have
provided a very llseful general framework for ordering human
DNA sequences by ill silll hybridization and defined cytoge-
netic breakpoints have enabled addirionalmapping tools. Long
range restriction maps have been generated, too, by using rarc-
CIIttillg restrictioll Ill/denses, for eXJl11ple to produce a 1\1'otl
restriction map of21q (Ichikawa er 01., 1993). However, in the
context of the HGP, the first high resolution physical map of
the human genome was made possible by making libraries of
gCllomic DNA clones using cell-based DNA cloning (see
Section 5.3.4 for the general principle). Once available, the
libraries could be screened (0 identify individual clones which
could then be grouped into sets <if clo/les with inserts origi/latill,(!,

from the same cll/'OIllOSOIIICa/ld .wbclln)J/lOsomal regio/l. Eventually,
it would be possible to organize the clones into groups which
sp;lI1ned large subchrolllosomal regions and eventually whole
chromosomes .

To prepare libr:lries of gl'nomic DNA clones it was usual to
start with a permanent (lYlllphoblastoid) cell line to provide a
continuously renewable 'SOurce-of a hOmogeneous cell popu-
lation. After isolating genomic DNA from the cell line by
standard methods, the DNA is cut with a restriction nuclease
and cloned into a suitable vector to prepare the genomic
DNA library of choice. Early attempts usually used lambda
and cosn1id vectors to generate libraries with inserts in the
15-40 kb range (Section 5.4.2). Clone inserts could be
screened (initiJl1y by hybridization with a previously isolated
small cDNA clone, but more recently by PCR.) and then
readily n1Jpped to a subchrolllosomal region by chromosome
i/t sit/t Irybridizatio/t (see FigJ/res 2.16,2. /7; /tote: mapping of
the much shorter cDNA clones by hybridizing thelll to
metaphase chromosomes was technically much more difficult
than mapping large genomic clones, and WJS not generally
:"tempted).

In the early human genomic DNA libraries the vast
majority of the clones were both aI/OIl)'mOl/S (because the
identity of their insert DNA was not known) and III/mapped.
Gradually Illore and more different cDNA clones were char-
acterized, enabling the corresponding (cognate) genomic
DNA clones to be identified and then mapped to subchro-
mosomal regions (cDNA clones were easier to characterize
because they had short inserts which could be sequenced
relatively quickly, and the libraries were less complex, with
particular types of clone often predominating because of
differential gene expression, e.g. globin transcripts in blood
samples).

To aid mapping of human genomic DNA clones, additional
approaches were developed. They included:

~ enriclring tire starring DNA. Instead of using whole
genome DNA, individual chromosomes were purified by
.flow cJ'tometrJ' using thc same principles as used to frac-
tionatc cells in a FACS cell sorter. By collecting sufficicnt
numbers of a particular type of chromosome, chro-
mosome-specific DNA libraries \vere generated (Davies ef

at., 1981). Additional clrromosome microdissection proce-
dures enabled DNA libraries to be made from DNA
isolated from a specific sllbchromosomal region (Llldecke
el at., 1989);

~ hybrid cdlmappitrg. After sequencing J short bit at the cnd
of a genomic clone, a peR assay could be devised for this
specific sequence and then lIsed to rype a panel of hybrid
cells \vhich were designed to lack certain human chromo-
somes or subchromosomal regions (see Box 8.4);

~ genetic linkage to a DNA fragment which had previously
been placed on the physical map using one of the various
mapping techniques described above.
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Principle of somatic cell hybrids.

IStable somatic cell hybrid I

o
Fusion, e.g.
with PEG

Single nucleus
but unstable

I Heterokaryon I

I Mouse or hamster cell1

y
CJ

~

:?T

o
I Human celli

Random loss
of human
chromosomes

Only a few ~ Complete set
human ~ of rodent

chromosomes chromosomes

pieces of the broken human chromosomes will integrate, and so
different hybrids will have different fractions of the human
genome integrated into the recipient rodent chromosome set.
A radiation hybrid (RH) map can be constructed by typing a
panel of hybrids with a set of human DNA markers. Because the
individual hybrids have different but overlapping subsets of the
human genome, the different markers will be present in some
hybrids but absent in others. Although the pattern of fragment
integration is mostly random, individual markers will give related
typing patterns if they are located as close neighbors on a
particular chromosome. The principle of a radiation hybrid map
is reminiscent of meiotic linkage analysis (Chapter 13): the
nearer together two DNA sequences are on a chromosome, the
lower the probability that they will be separated by the chance
occurrence of a breakpoint between them. The fre uenc of

hr os m breakag~..!l~~~.!] ..!~~I!!~.l~r.~.S~.!LJ~.~n~
~ous to the recombination frequency in meiotic

..Jllijl.R!!ul 0 varie~o markers are never 'Separated)
to 1.0 (the two markers are always broken apart).

As in meiotic mapping, 0 underestimates the distance between
markers that are far apart on the same chromosome, in this case
because a cell can take up two markers on separate fragments.
A more accurate estimate is provided by an RH mapping
function. 0 = -In (l--B1. which is analogous to the Haldane
mapping function used in meiotic linkage analysis (Section /3.7).

Box 8.4: Hybrid cell mapping.

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF SOMATIC CElL HYBRIOS
Under certain experimental conditions, cultured cells from
different species can be induced to fuse together, generating
somatic cell hybrids. For human mapping purposes, hybrid
cells are typically constructed by fusing human cells with rodent
(mouse or hamster) cells. The initial fusion products are
described as heterokaryons because the cells contain both a
human nucleus and a rodent nucleus. Eventually, heterokaryons
proceed to mitosis, and the two nuclear envelopes dissolve.
Thereafter, the human and rodent chromosomes are brought
together in a single nucleus. Such hybrid cells are unstable. For
unknown reasons, most human chromosomes fail to replicate in
subsequent rounds of cell division, and are lost. This gives rise
eventually to a variety of more or less stable hybrid cell lines,
each with the full set of rodent chromosomes plus a few types of
human chromosome (see Figure, upper panel). The loss of the
human chromosomes occurs essentially at random, but can be
controlled by selection.

Panels of hybrid cells with different subsets of human
chromosomes can be used to map a human gene or DNA
sequence to a specific human chromosome. It is most efficient,
however, to use panels of monochromosomal hybrids (cells
containing just a single type of human chromosome), collectively
representing all 24 types of human chromosome (Cuthbert et al.,
19951. To make a monochromosomal hybrid, donor human cells
are exposed to colcemid, causing the chromosome set to
become partitioned into discrete subnuclear packets
(micronuclei!. Subsequent centrifugation can result in the
formation of microcefls, consisting of a single micronucleus
with a thin rim of cytoplasm, surrounded by an intact plasma
membrane. The microcells are fused with recipient rodent cells
(microcell fusion) to generate hybrids, some with a single
human chromosome (see, for example, Warburton et al., 19901.
RADIATION HYBRIDS
A human gene or DNA sequence can also be mapped to a
subchromosomallocation using panels of radiation hybrids,
hybrid cells which contain fragments of human chromosomes
integrated within a full set of rodent chromosomes. The human
chromosome fragments are generated by subjecting donor cells
to a lethal dose of radiation causing chromosome breaks (the
average fragment size is a function of the radiation dose). After
irradiation the donor cells are fused with recipient rodent cells
and a selection system is used to pick out recipient cells that
have taken up some of the donor chromosome fragments (see
Walter et al., 1994).

Previously, panels of monochromosomal radiation hybrids
were used where the donor cell line was a monochromosomal
hybrid: in this case fragments from the single type of human
chromosome plus fragments from the broken rodent
chromosomes would integrate into the rodent chromosome set
of the recipient cell (Cox et al., 1990). They have been
superseded by panels of whole-genome radiation hybrids
where the donor is an irradiated normal human diploid cell
(Walter et al. 1994). For anyone hybrid, only a proportion of the
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o is measured in centiRays (cR). 0 is dependent on the dosage
of radiation, so it is referenced against the number of rads. For
example, a distance of 1 CRBOOO between two markers represents
a 1% frequency of breakage between them alter exposure to
8000 rad of X-rays.
Two radiation hybrid panels have been particularly important in
the human genome project. The Genebridge 4 panel consists of
93 human-hamster radiation hybrids with an average human
fragment size of 25 Mb and a 32% retention of any particular
human sequence in each hybrid. Laboratories can map any

unknown STS by scoring the 93 Genebridge hybrids and
comparing the pattern with patterns of previously mapped
markers held on a central server (Figure, lower paneil. A second
human-hamster panel, the Stanford G3 panel, was made using a
higher dose of radiation, so that the average human fragment size
is smaller. The 83 hybrids in G3 average 16% retention of the
human genome, with an average fragment size of 2.4 Mb. Thus G3
can be used for finer mapping. The impressive results of large-
scale use of these panels can be accessed at
htto:www.ncbi.nlm.nih.oov/oenemao98/(Deloukas et al., 1998).

Hybrid cells
(TK+)

Fuse with T" hamster
cells

Cells with fragmented
chromosomes

Lethal dose of
radiationNormal human

fibroblasts

IRH mapping in peripheral lab I
I STS to be mapped I

j
Select 100-200 different
hybrids (each retaining
25-30% of human genome
in small fragments)

A-;-z-;-;-;-;-;-y-~--
• I ~:~~r~~~~:"r1 .• ((----- _-;;:.;::;.:;;Z~-=--:-:-------------- '

peR amplify STS
in each hybrid

~--------~------------------------------------------------ C------------------------------------
t

Match
pattern

Mouse chromosomes containing
integrated human DNA fragments (.) j Hybridize with

known mapped
STSs

Location

Radiation hybrid mapping.

A YAC-based physical map of the human genome

At the official beginning of the Human Genome Project ill

1S)YO,the avaibblc genomic DNA libraries cont:lincd illsnts
up to 40 kb in length (cosmid clones), which were
3JlOnymolls ill the vast lllajority of cases, and also very brgdy
ulln13ppt.'d. Ut'CJllSe of the very large size of thL' 11l1ll1an

gL'1l0IlH', J. cosmid library w1th ::In average inscrt size of about
-W kb would nccd to h:lve several hundreds of thousands of
difTert"nt clones to ensure J high probability that approaching
100% of the genome WJS n:presented in the library. Screening
these complex librJries to isobte individual clones and organ-
izing the c10ncs into relatcd sets were daunting tasks.

To reduce the problem of screening huge numbers of
clones and to mJke it eJsier to organize them into related se.:ts.

cloning systems offering very large insert sizes wcre Jttractive.
Novclmcthods were developed to Jchievl" this ;lil1lby Illaking
(/rr~fici(/I eukaryotic chrol11osol11cs. The.: ChrolllOSOIllC systclll
was based on linear yeast chrol1losoll\CS whcrc it Iud been
knowll that only very sillall sequences wcrc indispens:lble for
chromosome function. By purifying these sequcllces JJld tilt')}

combining them with Iargt" human DNA fragllll..'l1ts it \Vas
possible to make hybrid molecules containing mcgabas('-sized
human inserts but which still bd1J\'cd as chromosomes in
yeast cells, so~called yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs)
- see Section 5..!..! for the details.

YAC IibrJrics with an average in~ert size of. say, I Mb
would require ca. 12 000-15 000 c10lles ollly to be reasollably
representative of the human genome. alld would have the

http://htto:www.ncbi.nlm.nih.oov/oenemao98/Deloukas
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advantage of enabling large genes (plus gene clusters or other
functional segments) to be contained in a single clone. Taking
this approach, Daniel Cohen and colleagues at the CEPH lab
in Paris constructed a YAC-based map of the human genome,
the first reasonably detailed high resolution physical map
(Cohen el al., 1993). An updated YAC map covering perhaps
75% of the human genome and consisting of225 contigs with
an average size of 10Mb was subsequently published by the
same group (Chumakov el al., 1995).

--Jl>.The underlying principle in YAC maps (and all other
clone-based physical maps), is to order Ihe c10lles in the library
on the basis _of the subchromosomal region of origin for the
insert DNAffhe map is built by defining sets of clones where
the insert DNA derives from a (0111111011suuchroJJJoso11lal rfRiol1
and where the insert DNA of anyone clone overlaps the insert
DNA of some other clones in the clone set. This means that
the relevant subchromosomal region is represented by a linear
artay of partially overlapping clones without leaving any gaps.
Such a COIII(<lUOUS set of cloned DNA sequences is called a
clone contig (see Box 8.S).

A high resolution STS (sequence tagged site) map of the
human genome

The accuracy of clone contig maps is crucially dcpendent on
the extent to which the clone insert DNA is a truc represen-
tation of the original genomic sequence. Although the human
YAC map was an impressive achievement, therc wcre consid-
erable areas of the genome not represented in the map and
there was a major inherent limitation: the insert DNAs were
often not faithful representations of the genomic DNA. The
large YAC inserts are prone to rearrangements (including loss
of internal sequences) and there was a substantial problem
with c/rimerism (where a single trzlI1sformed cell contains two
or more pieces ofhu11lan DNA from noncontiguous portions
of the genome, often from different chromosomes, as a result
of co-/(earhm or {()-trall~rorlllatioll - see respectively Figure 5.5A
and F(el/re 5.5B).

To insure against possible problems due to infidelity of clone
inserts, HGP physical mapping strategies had also emphasized
the need to develop maps based on sequence tagged sites
(STSs - see Box 5. 4).13y having a sufficiently high density of
STS landmarks, the problem of insert instability in YAC
libraries could be side-stepped: the large number of STSs
would mean that the physical coverage of any problem region
could rapidly be restored by STS typing of other kinds of
clones (SACs, P1, PACs, etc.). Taking this approach, Eric
Lander and colleagues at the Whitehead Institute of
Biomedical Research and Massachusetts Institute of
Technology reported the landmark achievement of a human
STS map with over 15 000 STSs and an average spacing of just
less than 200 kb (Hudson et 01., 1995).

The human STS nup was an integrated physical map in
which STSs had been used to type: (a) a panel of human
radiation hybrid ce/ls (see Box 8.4); and (b) the CEPH YAC
library. The STS markers were of two types, nonpolymorphic
and polymorphic. NOllpolYl/lorphic STS markers included STSs
derived by sequencing genomic clones at random and then
developing PCR primers from non repetitive regions, and

STSs selected from cDNA sequences (using primers corre-
sponding to sequences not separated by an intron), so-called
expressed sequence lags or ESTs - see Section 8.3.4.
PolYlllorphic STS markers mostly consisted of microsatellite
markers, the majority of which had been used by the
Genethon team in human genetic mapping.

The STS map published by Hudson er al. (1995) provided
an extensive physical framework for the human genOlne, and
because it contained over 2400 ESTs it also provided an
embryonic hI/man gelle map. From now on the focus of the
human genome project would move in two directions:
creating high resolution gene (transcript) maps; and using
the existing STS map to provide a framework for
constructing clone contigs using uacterial arl~ficial chromosome
rlolles (BACs).

8.3.3 The final stage of the Human Genome Project was
crucially dependent on BAC/PAC clone contigs

Sequencing strategies

Because YAC inserts are often not f:lithful representations of
the original starting DNA, second generation clone contig
maps of the human genome were required to provide the
cloned human DNA that would be sequenced. BAes and Pi
artificial chromosomes (PACs) were selected as the
cloning systems becausc although their insert sizes
(100-250 kb) are much smaller than those ofYACs this disad-
vantagc is more than outweighcd by the greater insert fidelity
(see Section 5.4.3). A variety of different human BAC, and to
a lesser extent PAC libraries, were therefore used as the
physical template for sequencing.

The sequencing strategy used in the publicly funded
Human Genome Project was based on hierarchical shotgun
sequencing (in contrast Celera used a whole gel/ome shotgun
sequencing strategy; see Figl/re 8.3). Shotgun sequencing
means that a starting DNA is randomly cleaved into small
fragments, typically by sonication followed by end-repair, and
the resulting fragments are cloned into a vector from \vhich
single-stranded recombinant DNA can be prepared with ease
and used directly in sequcncing - see Box 7.1). In the hierar-
chical shotgun sequencing approach, the DNA 'which is
submitted for shotgun sequencing is the purified inserts of
individual SAC clones which have been placed accurately on
a physical map; by contrast, whole genome shotgun
sequencing involves shotgun sequencing directly from the
isolated genomic DNA (Figl/re 8.3).

The basis of the sequencing methodology used in human
genome sequencing was the dideoxysequencing method
which Fred Sanger and colleagues had developed a quarter of
a century ago. Although the underlying method had not
changed, various improvements in efficiency were introduced
by automating various aspects of sequence generation and
data analysis. The development of fluorescence labeling-based
automated DNA sequencers and subs~quently capillary
seql/el/cers (see Section 7.1.2) enabled much higher sequencing
throughputs. Various dedicated computer programs helped
with sequence interpretation and assembly, notably PHRED
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Box 8.5: Physical mapping by building clone contigs.

The construction of genomic DNA libraries involves carefully
controlled partial restriction digestion of the DNA to be cloned.
The enzyme typically used to produce restriction fragments from
the starting DNA is Mbol which recognizes a 4-bp recognition
sequence (J.GATCI and would be expected to cut DNA once
every 300 bp or so, on average. Instead by exposing the starting
DNA to very low concentrations of enzyme and for short periods
of time, only a very small number of the total restriction sites
available will be cut. For example, when making BAC libraries,
the desired cloning fragment size is about 200 kb, and for this to
be achieved less than 1% of the Mbol sites available for
cleavage should be cut.
The starting DNA is usually obtained from millions of diploid cells
and so each of the original 23 types of human DNA molecule
(corresponding to the 23 different types of chromosomel will be
represented by millions of identical copies of the original pair of

chromosomal DNA molecules. However, when submitted to
partial restriction digestion, the DNA molecules are cleaved
randomly. Thus for anyone subchromosomal region, the million
or so relevant molecules will show different patterns of
restriction site cleavage Isee Figure, top paneli.
As a result of the partial restriction digestion, nonidentical
fragments are generated which possess overlapping
sequences derived from the same subchromosomal region.
Although the individual fragments will be cloned into different
host cells, it is possible to identify clones with overlapping
inserts by screening for similarities between the inserts of
different clones, and ultimately define a set of cfones with
overlapping inserts such that alf the original DNA sequence on
the chromosomal region is represented, without gaps, within
the inserts of this group of clones, a so-called clone canrig
Isee figure, middle panel).

I Starting DNA: a popUlation of DNA molecules I
I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I II II I I ------
I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I II II I I ------
I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I II II I I ------
I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I II II I I ------

I I I I I I I I I I II II

t Partial cutting (here = once every
15 sites on average)

Overlapping fragments

Upper panel. Generating overlapping DNA fragments by partial restriction cutting.

Clone in different cells

2-
3-

4-
5

9
8-

7-
6-

10-
11~_

13

17-
16-18

15-
14-

19-
20-

21

Middle panel. A clone contig - a series of clones with partially overlapping DNA inserts.

TGF MAD 327 ANX 2115 2113 291 2111 2109 2112 145 EGR ACTA3 2116 2114 90 HKZ 286
Ci IV H10

705e7 -+---< )---{ ) ( ) 967b10
634dl • ()---{) 432012 ()---{) •

929h7 • • 973e8 • •
68296 ( )

772h3 ()---{)
79214

850q4 • ( )

74715 ()---{)
94192 ------< ) ( )

763h10 ( ) • • ( ) ( )

Lower panel: Example of an STS contig on chromosome 2.

Markers at top include STSsfrom genes (TGFCi,MAD etc.1as well as anonymous markers (02S327,02S2115,etc. which are abbreviated here by
removing the prefix 02SI. Clones are YACsand brackets indicate absence of expected STSmost likely as a result of internal YAC
rearrangements.
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Box 8.5: (continued)

Clones with overlapping inserts can be identified in different
ways. In the case of the human YAC map ISection 8.3.21
overlapping clones were identified by clone-clone
hybridization (using a probe developed from one YAC to
hybridize against the other YAC clones) or by clone
fingerprinting (comparing clones to see if they share
characteristic patterns of spacing of particular repetitive

(;malyzes TJW sequence traces and provides a quality srore 3t

cach base position to indicJte the degree of confidence that
the assigned base call is correct), and PHRAP (assembles raw
sequences into sequence cOl1tigs by scanning for overlapping
sequences shared by two or more independent shotgull
clones).

The problem with repetitive DNA
Assembling the individual clone sequences to idt'l1tify
overlaps (and hence reconstruct the sequence of the
genome) IS crucially dependent on an important
assumption: th3t the overlapping sequences are IIII;qllel)' repre-

Sfllfl'd within the genome. However, a very large fraction (ca.
50%) of the human genome is composed of repetitive DNA

sequences or restriction sitesl. More recently, STS-content
mapping has been the preferred approach, as demonstrated in
the STS map reported by Hudson et al. (1995). Here all clones are
typed for the presence of each of a panel of sequence tagged
site markers, and then segregated into sets according to
whether the clones contain two or more specific STS markers in
common (see Figure, bottom panel).

(Section 9.4 and 9.5). Classes of highly repetitive inter-
spersed DNA classes, for example L1NE-l and Alu repeats
were well known and so were avoided whcrevt:r possible
when seeking evidence for significant overbps between the
sequences of clones.

Despite the above precautions, areas du{ were very rich in
knowll repetitive sequences would prove problematic, while
another concern was previously unidentified low copy IIllmber

repeats (a very real concern since it was subsequently found
that a sizeable fraction of the genome.: has undergone
S(~{!lIlct1tal duplication, with sequences spanning tens of kilo-
bases and sometimes hundreds of kilo bases present in two or
lIlorc regions of the genome -see Section 12.2.5).Ar least in
the publicly funded HGP, the hierarchical shotgun cloning

(A) Hierarchical shotgun (B) Whole-genome shotgun

Genome

.a.
Contig of large insert clones

1 1 1 1 Random fragmentation

Sequencing and
assembly

Anchoring

Genome assembly

Figure 8.3: Different shotgun sequencing strategies for sequencing the human genome.

(A) Hierarchical shotgun sequencing. Human genomic DNA is fragmented by partial restriction digestion and the resulting large restriction
fragments are cloned into BAC vectors to generate a BAC library. BAC clones are organized into large contigs by typing all clones with STS
markers to identify clones with overlapping inserts. The inserts of selected BAC clones are shotgun cloned and sequenced. The sequenced
fragments of a BAC are then assembled to give the BAC sequence and the full BAC sequences are integrated to remove overlaps.
(B) Whole genome shotgun sequencing. Here isolated genomic DNA is submitted directly to shotgun cloning and sequencing, and the
sequenced pieces are assembled into large contigs spanning megabases. Adapted from Waterston et al. (2002)Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA
99, p. 3713, with permission from the National Academy of Sciences, USA.
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Box 8.6: Co-operation, comP!lt~t~onHa.nd contro~e!'5Y .in the g~nome projects. -.' "':' •. '
...••,).,••.,.,!;,~._"" ~ .o.;"~,-t "".~~'",':"'''''Ji ' ,

strategy facilitated sequence assembly, whereas the whole
genome shotgull cloning srLHegy llsed by the private
company eelera made immense demands on computing
power, and critics have argued tlut this strategy if IIsed ill

isolafiOlI was bound to fail bCC.lllSt' of the complexity and
high repeat COil tent in the human genome (see
Box 8.6).

Cooperation versus competition in publicly funded genome
projects
Because of their scale the genome projects are major
undertakings. In many cases, there have been laudable
examples of co·operation: sharing of resources between
different centers and labs, and agreed subdivision of different
project tasks etc. The yeast genome project was an excellent
example, involving highly organized co-operation between
different European centers which subsequently extended into
co·operation on functional analyses. In other cases, tensions
have been evident as a result of fierce competition between
different laboratories and wasteful duplication of effort, as in the
E. coli genome project. Here a competitive race between
American and Japanese groups developed, leading to a very
close finish: the American lab deposited its sequence in
GenBank 1 week before the Japanese group.

Tensions between the public and private sectors: gene
patenting
The different priorities of the public and private sectors have
provided various points of tension in genome projects. An early
area of dispute concerned gene patents. This issue first
appeared in 1991 when the U.S. NIH applied for patents for more
than 7000 fragments of human brain cONA clones whose
sequences had been established as part of an EST mapping
exercise led by Dr. Craig Venter. This attempt met with
widespread opposition from the scientific community, especially
since nothing was known about the functions of the expressed
sequences. Under pressure, the U.S. Patents Office rejected the
applications. An important new question - who owns the
human genome? - had been raised for the first time (see
Thomas et al., 1996), and the idea of commercial monopoly of
what is quite simply our genetic heritage appeared alarming and
offensive to many people.
Dr. Venter subsequently left NIH to set up a new commercially
backed institute, the Institute of Genome Research and, adopting
a factory-style approach to EST sequencing, quickly compiled
the world's largest human gene databank. In April 1994 the drug
company SmithKline Beecham invested £80 million for an
exclusive stake in Venter's database and announced to
scientists that they could have access to it only if they agreed to
concede first rights to any patentable discovery. Again the
prospect of a corporation trying to monopolize control of a large
part of the expressed human genome alarmed the scientific
community. Many felt that a case could be made for patenting,
after identifying the function of a gene, but not before.

8.3.4 The first high density human gene maps were
based on EST markers

At the outset of the HGP there was much debate over
whether to go for an all-ollt assault (indiscriminate
sequencing of all three billion bases). or whether to foclIs
initially just on the very small fraction which represented

Thousands of patents have been awarded for human DNA
sequences where the sequence has been associated with some
functional feature Isee Thomas et a/., 1996) but in October 1998
the U.S. patent office awarded the first patent for an EST
sequence Ito Incyte Pharmaceuticals). As described by
Knoppers (1999), the issue of patentability of the human genome
continues to be problematic.

Tensions between the public and private sectors: genome
sequencing
Privately-funded genome sequencing has also been
controversial. The Celera human and mouse genome
sequencing efforts were established in aggressive competition
with the longer-established publicly funded projects. Celera
audaciously claimed in 1999 that that their whole genome
shotgun strategy(see Text and Figure 8.3) could produce a draft
human genome sequence in 2 years, rapidly overtaking the
slower clone-by-clone mapping and sequencing strategy of the
publicly funded HGP.
As it happened, the HGP and Celera reports announcing the
achievement of draft human genome sequences were published
simultaneously (International Human Genome Sequencing
Consortium, 2001; Venter et al., 20011. However, this was never an
equal race because at all stages Celera declined to make their
data readily and freely available lexternal access to their data
was denied and even when completed required expensive
subscription charges, and remains restricted). By stunning
contrast, the publicly funded laboratories had committed
themselves to making new sequence data immediately and
widely available (posting updates every 24 hours on the Internetl.

Celera, like everyone else, had continuous and unfettered
access to the DNA sequence data coming out of the publicly
funded HGP, and unashamedly captured huge blocks of the
publicly available human genome sequence data, re-processed
it, and fed the resulting data into its own compilation. As a result,
the Celera sequencing effort extensively parasitized on the
publicly generated data. Given that the Celera strategy relied on
the more difficult whole genome shotgun strategy, there has
been huge skepticism as to whether the human genome
sequence reported by Venter et a/. (2001) had been in any way a
vindication of the whole genome shotgun strategy. Instead,
Waterston et al. 120021 have provided data indicating that the
Celera sequence reported by Venter et al. 120011 was not an
independent sequence of the human genome at all (since so
much of the Celera sequence data had resulted from capturing
and re-packaging large quantities of the HGP sequence).
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coding DNA sequence. by far the most interesting and
medically relevant part. Supporters of whole genome
sequencing eventually WOIl the argument by emphasizing thJt
finding all genes could be difficult (some genes may be very
restricted in expression) and that some l1oncoding DNA is
functionally important, for example in the case of regulatory
elements and sequences important for chromosome fUllction.
However, in the early years of the project, competing
commercial interests made gene-finding a priority.

An initial approach involved large-scale sequencing of short
sequences at the 3' untranslated regions (UTRs) of cDNA
clones which had been selected at random from a variety of
human cDNA libraries (Adams ct a/ .• 1991). These short
sequences were described as expressed sequence tags
(ESTs) because. just as for the more general sequence tagged
sites, the sequence permitted a specific PCR assay to be
designed for the expressed sequence (genomic sequences
specifying 3' UTR sequences are less commonly separated by
inr[ons thall is coding DNA and so peR primers from a 3'
UTR EST can often amplity the specific sequence in a gel/olllie

DIVA sample). Later on, sequencing was extended to 5' ends of
cDNA clones and sequences were eventually obtained from
the ends of hundreds of thousands of human cDNA clones.

After large numbers of human ESTs had been obtained (by
both privately and publicly funded research groups), the next
task was to start placing them on physical maps of the human
genome. This involved typing YAC contigs for the presence of
individual ESTs, or screening panels of human-hamster radi-
atioll hybrids (see Section 8.3.2, and also Box 8.4 for the prin-
ciple of radiation hybrids). A rough chromosomal distriblltion
of human genes had previously been obtained by
hybridization studies (FigJ/re 8.4), bllt placing large numbers of
ESTs on physical maps was the first systematic approach to
constructing a human gene map.

The mapping data was integrated relative to the human
genetic map and then cross-referenced to cytogenetic band
maps of the chromosomes. In order to define a 1l01lredlliidallf

gellc set, attempts were then made {Q integrate mapping infor-
mation on the different ESTs, as in the case of the UniGene
system (http://www.J/cbi./III11. /Iih.govIUJ/iGeJ/e/). The first
reasonably comprehensive human gene maps were reported
by Schuler et al. (1996) and Deloukas el al. (1998). In the
latter case, map positions for what was estimated (incorrectly)
to be 30 000 human genes were reported and at the rime this
was rhought to represent somewhat less than half of the total
human gene catalog. However, sequencing of the human
genome provided an unexpected surprise (see next section).

8.3.5 The draft human genome sequence suggested
30000-35000 human genes. but getting a precise
total is difficult

Before the human genome had been sequenced, predictions
for the total number of human genes (which were based all

extrapolation from a variety of limited datasets) were mostly
in the range of 60 000-100 000 genes. After the draft
sequences were reported in 200 I, the revised estimate was
surprising low, perhaps only about 30000-35 000 genes.

Figure 8.4: An early map of genome-wide human gene
distribution.

Most human genes are associated with CpG islands (see Box
9.31.A purified human CpGisland fraction was labeled with a
Texas red stain and hybridized to human metaphase
chromosomes (Craig and Bickmore, 19941. Late replicating
chromosomal regions (mostly transcriptionally inactive!, are
shown in green [as a result of incorporation of fluorescein
isothocyanate (FITCI-Iabeled bromodeoxyuridine (BrdUIJ. Yellow
regions (overlap of red and green signals!, denote late·
replicating regions rich in genes (or strictly, CpGislands). Early
replicating gene· poor regions of the genome are invisible (since
there is no counterstain), as are centromeres (where the anti·
BrdU cannot get access). High gene density (shown by the red
color from the labeled CpG island fraction) is found on certain
chromosomes (e.g. chromosome 221while others le.g.
chromosomes 4.18, X, Y) are gene·poor. Adapted from Craig
and Bickmore 119941 Nature Genet. 7, 376-381, Fig. 1, with
permission from Nature Publishing Group.

With scarcely 50% more genes than in C. elegalls, a 1-mm
long worm with only 959 somatic cells, another blow had
been delivered to hun1a11 pride, perhaps even more surprising
than the long-established C-,'alne paradox (cellular DNA
content is not always related to functional complexity; some
types of ameba have vastly more DNA per cell than we do -
see Table 3. 1).

Difficulties in establishing the precise number of human
genes

Even by 2003, after essentially all of the human genome had
been sequenced, the number of human genes is still not
known with confidence, although tnore recent estimates
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(Ensembl build 29) suggest a total close to 30 000 or perhaps
even below 30 000 (see human-mouse comparisons in the
paper by the Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2002).
To understand the difficulty in estimating the precise gene
number, it is instructive to consider how genes are defined. As
detailed in Section 7.2, there arc only two essential gene-
specific criteria: transcription into RNA and evidence of
evolutionarily conserved sequences. To identify all genes
experimentally on the grounds of either criterion is, however,
very difficult at the practical level, because:

~ although searching for associated transcript sequences is
often rewarding (see Camargo et al., 2002), genes that are
expressed at low levels and/ or at unusual cellular locations
and stages of development may not be well represented in
available cDNA libraries;

~ genes encoding untranslated RNAs may be difficult to
identity in the absence of a sizeable open reading frame.

As a result of the above, genes are often nussed using experi-
nlental methods alone, and when the draft human genome
sequences were published, experimental support existed for
perhaps only 11 000 genes; the others were predicted by
computer (ill silico analyses). Computer-based programs which
are used to identity genes (see Zhang, 2002) compare a test
sequence against other known gene sequences (homology
screening) and seek to identify exons (exon prediction programs):

~ homology searches agaillst sequellce databases. For any test
sequence, the nucleotide sequence can be matched agalnst
all nucleotide sequences in available databases, and possible
translated polypeptide sequences can be matched against all
known protein sequences (see "fable 8.2 and Box 7.3). As
more and more sequences pour into the sequence databases,
this is becoming a particularly effective way of identitying
sequences which have been highly conserved during
evolution, which is indicative of conserved function;

~ exoll prediaiotJ programs. Some programs lIse only infor-
mation about the input sequcnce such as the popular
GENSCAN program (see Llurge and Karlin, 1997). Others
rely heavily on confirmatory hOlllology-based screening.
As yet, howevcr, even the best such programs, such as
GENSCAN have been only moderately successful in iden-
tifying exons when tested against genes whose exon org;Jn-
izations had previously beell established. Cross-species
comparisons luve providcd another important way of
identifying cxom., becausc unlike most genome sequences
exons tend to be evolutionarily well conserved (see e.g.
Batzoglou ef a/., 2000);

~ illtegrated gelle-fiudillg software packages. Various
softwarc packages have been produced which use general
sequence homology-based database searching programs
together with programs designed to identify gcne-
associated motifs and exolls. Usually the output is
in a graphical format. Popular packages are NIX
(http://www.hgmp.mrc.ac.uk/Registered/Webapp/ nix/;
see Figure 8.6 for an output using this software package) and
the GetJotator program (see http://v,,\vw.fruitf]y.or~/-nomi/
g-enotator/ genotator-paper. html).

Notwithstanding the value of computer-based gene and exon
predictions, problems continue with estimating human gene
nunlber, involving both over- and underprediction.
OVCI'predictioll can occur, for example, when clusters of what
appeared to be separate genes turn out to be different parts of
a single very large gene, or a result of artifactllal eDNAs
[because of the way that cDNA libraries are constructed,some
apparent unspliced cDNAs are artifacts due to priming of
complementary strands by oligo(dA) tracts in genomic DNA].
Ullderpredicrioll can occur because of the difficulty in finding
genes with very snuB exons and restricted expression, and in
finding and confirnling genes encoding untranslated RNA.

Table 8.2: Major electronic databases which serve as repositories of nucleotide or protein sequences.

Database type

NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE

PROTEIN SEQUENCE

Database

GenBank

EMBL

OOBJ

SWISS-
P!lOT

TREMBL

PIR

Location
Maintained by the US National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) at the US National Institutes of Health (NIH)

Maintained by the European Bioinformatics Institute IEBI) at
Hinxton, near Cambridge, UK

Maintained by the National Institute of Genetics, Japan at
Mishima, Shizuoka

Protein sequences with high quality annotation. Maintained
collaboratively by the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics, Geneva
and the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) at Hinxton, UK

Translations of coding sequences from the EMBL database
which have not yet been deposited in Swiss-Prot

Maintained collaboratively by the US National Biomedical
Research Foundation (NBRF), Georgetown; the Japan
International Protein Information Database in Japan (JIPIO) and
the Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS).
Available at numerous locations world-wide

URL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov

http://www.ebi.ac.uk

http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/

http://ca.expasy.org/sprot
http://www.ebi.a c.uk/swissprot!

http://www.ebi.a c.uk/lre mbl/
http://ca.expasy.org/sprot

http://pir.georgetown.edu/
http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/
http://mips.gsf.de/
http://www.hgmp.mrc.a c.uk/

http://www.hgmp.mrc.ac.uk/Registered/Webapp/
http://v,,vw.fruitf]y.or~/-nomi/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
http://www.ebi.ac.uk
http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/
http://ca.expasy.org/sprot
http://ca.expasy.org/sprot
http://pir.georgetown.edu/
http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/
http://mips.gsf.de/
http://www.hgmp.mrc.a
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Figure 8.5: Graphical interfaces at the Ensembl genome browser allow ready navigation through individual chromosomes in assembled
genome sequences.

The Ensembl genome browser Ihtto:/Iwww.ensembl.oral was develaped aut af a callabaration between the Wellcome Trust Sanger
Institute and the European Biainfarmatics Institute, and allaws brawsing by chromasome far a number af assembled genome sequences,
including human and mouse. After human chramasame 3 had been initially selected, a subchromosomal region spanning the
3q26.33-3q27.1 barder was selected by clicking an a chromosome ideogram (shown by the red open box in the tap paneO.The selected
regian is shawn in the middle panel in expanded form, defined as the l-Mb regian from 179.03 Mb ta 180.03 Mb. The red apen bax in the
middle panel is a 100-kb segment (179.48 Mb to 179.58 Mbl and is shown in expanded view in the lower panel, illustrating gene. exan, RNA,
protein structure etc.
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8.3.6 The final stages of the Human Genome Project:
gene annotation and gene ontology

As humJIl genolllL' sequencing n:ached the fillal phase.
strenuous effons wcrt' devoted to developing new software
which would permit the huge amounts of human genomL'
information to be searchl'd ill J sY'\tt.'lllaric and user-friendly
\VJY. The clever design of genome browsers sllch as
Ellselllbi (developed our of a collaboration berween the
Wcllcolllc Trust Sanger Insriw[c Jlld the European
BioinfofmJtic,> Insriwte) provides grJphical interfaces to
ponrJY gCllome inforl1l;:nion for individl1~d chromosomes and
subchro1l1osolllal regions. Users can quickly navigate the
sequence of a selected human chromosome moving from
large sC:1lc to nucleotide scak. identifYing genes, and associated
exons, RNAs. Jnd proteins. Central to the nJvig:ltion Jre
click-over tools which enable a myriad of connections to
other databases and prograllls (including direct links to other
assembled genome sequences, notably the mouse genome),
allowing users to follow through on requested information
(see http://www.enscmbl.or~/ and Fig/lre 8.5). As more and
more information is developed regarding genes and other
functional units, more informative and precise gene anno-

tation will be available in frequent, periodical updates of tht'

genollle browsers.
Another major development Jus been in gene ontology.

where systematic and hierarchical vocabularies are being
developed to define gene function. The Gene Ontology
(GO) Consortium has involved collaboration betwcen
researchers studying human and other genome's to develop a
conlmon system of defining gene function which can Jpply to
all organisllls (rhe Gene Onrology Consortiulll. 2000: 200 I:
see also http://\V\Vw.~eneontoJol:y.or!J/). The use of a
comlllon vocabulary will allow seJrching across Illultiple
proteins and species for common charJcteristics. The Gene
Ontology Consortium has developed three ,eparate
ontologies - biological process, (elll/lar (OlllpOJ/l'l/t and lIlolc(lflar

fi/l/aioll - to describe gene products and these :tllow for the
annotation of molecular characteristics Jcross specie~. Each
vocabulary is structured as directed acyclic graphs, whcrein
:1I1Y term may have more than one parent as well as zcro, Olle,
or more children. This makes attempts to dcscribe biology
Illllch richer than would be possible with a hierarchical grJph.
Currently the GO vocabulary consists of Illore rhall II 000
terms, which will, in time, all have strict definitions for thl'ir

llsage.

Eponine
GRAIL/PrOM

••• ••• ••• •••TSSW/ProMotor
GENSCAN/ProM
FGenes/ProM • I I .1Fex
Hexon • I •
MZEF • I •GeneMark • I II 1 •
GRAIL • I I II •
Genefinder • •
FGene • I
GENSCAN • I I I •
FGenes • I I I .1
HMMGene • I I • I
BLAST/treMbl • I III II •
BLAST/swissprot • II •I 111111I1

1111 11111111 I
I1111111111111 II

Il
GENSCAN/pol~a •••FGenes/pol~a
GRAIL/pol~a I I I II 1III
BLAST/ecoli
BLAST/vector

I • •• I •• • • , I • • • IRepeatMasker
tRNAscan-SE

Sequence

Figure 8.6: Gene finding by computer-based analysis of genomic sequences.

This example shows NIX analysis (see text) of a PAC sequence from a region of chromosome 12q24.1 encompassing the Darier's disease
locus. The nucleotide size of the region is illustrated by the bar at the bottom. Analyses include the use of programs to scan for gene-
associated motifs such as promoter sequences (green inverted triangles at top), and polyadenylation sites (ochre-colored inverted
triangles) and various exon prediction programs (GRAIL. GENSCAN etc.). Significant homologies to other sequences at the nucleotide level
and at the protein level are indicated by the boxes for the various BLAST programs. Data provided by Dr. Victor Ruiz-Perez and Simon
Carter. University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK.
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8.3.7 Analyses of human genome sequence variation
are important for anthropological and medical
research

At the outset, the Human Genome Project was conceived as a
project to obtain the nucleotide sequence of a collection of
cloned human DNA fragments collectively amounting to one
or a very few haploid ge:nomes. What it did not consider was
tht.' genetic diversity of humans. Information on human
genetic c1ive:rsityhJS subsequently been considered cksirJbk
in differcnt contcxts:

~ a/lIJrropoJogy. The information should be of help in anthro-
pologic:d Jnd historical re:search in tracking human origins,
prehistoric population nlOvel1H:lltsand social structure;

~ forensic analysis. The accuracy of DNA-based tests which
are c3rril'd out to identify people or confirm close
biological relationships (DNA profili/lg) is dependellt. ill
pJrt. on knowing how the diagnostic DNA markers vary
from one population to the next;

~ medical research. Common diseases are I/III/tlJ(Jrtor;al. and it
can be frustratingly difficult to identify the underlyillg
genes (see Chapter 15). A huge efTon has recently beell
devoted to identifying genetic variants which can explain
diffe:rcncl's between human populations with respeCt to
increascd susceptibility to particular diseases, or indei..'d
comparative resist:lIlce to certJin diseases.

The Human Genome Diversity Project

The idea of a global effort to study human genome si..'qUt'nct.'
diversity, the Human Genome Diversity Project
(HGDP), was proposed by Cavalli-Sforza €I af. (1991). The
emphasis was predominantly focused on the need to collect
DNA samples from a large number of ethnic groups.
However, although supported by HUGO this project has
been ill considerable difficulties (see Greely, 2001). From the
outset it has been dogged by a conspicuous lack offundillg.As
long as tht.' primary aim of this project was simply to find
markers for ethnic groups and to trace the origins of hUlllan
migr:Hions and 3ncestral lineages, the case for Iargi..' scak
funding was not so persuJsive.

The HDGP has also been beset by colltroversy. In some
CJSCS,researchers I13V(' visited isolated human populations on
the: margins of survival, obtained samples quickly without
taking tillle to e:xpbin their significance and then kft with
little or no subse:qucnt communication. While proponents
refer to the Ilee:d to s:1fi..'guardour cultural heritage, critics have
witht.'Tingly used terllls such 3S helicoptcr ,r:clIetics to refe:r to thc
insensitive quickly-in. quickly-out approach of tell used to
obtain samples.

Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) maps
While highly polymorphic microsatellite markers are
distributed throughout the genome. they are not particularly
amenable to autolllJtcd typing and occur only once every
30 kb or so. SillgJe /lIIe/eotide polymorph isms (SNPs) are Ilot
very polymorphic (typically oilly two alleles), bm they call be

typed very easily by automation. and they occur vt:ry
frequelltly in the genome. on average about once every
kilobase in the hUlllan genome (see Sections 7.1.3 and Box
18.2 for how they are ryped).As a result. human SNP maps
have found important applications in constructing even
higher resolution genetic maps which werc required for inves-
tigating chromosomal regions expected to contain COllllllon
disease genes.

Tht.' Illterllational SNP Consortium Ltd was inaugurated in
ISlSlY as a not-for-profit partnership between the Wdlcome
Trust and Jbout a dozen privJte, mostly pharl11ace:utical,
cOlllpallie:s. Within 2 years it had delivered a hUlllan SNP map
with a total of 1.42 million SNPs, equating to about one SNP
e:ve:ry two kilobases (International SNP map working group,
2()()1). Now strcnuous etTorts are being applied to Illap gcncs
for COllllllon disease using high density SNJ> maps ~lIldmuch
COlllllllTcial interest is also being devott'd to applications in
l'lrarmacogellomics.

8.3.8 Without proper safeguards. the Human Genome
Project could lead to discrimination against
carriers of disease genes and to a resurgence of
eugenics

AllY nlJjor scientific advance carries with it the fear of
L'xploit:1tion.The HGP is no exception, and perceived bl~ncfits
of the project can also have a downside. When 'vveknow all the
human genes and Call detect large numbers or disease-asso-
ciated nlutatiolls, there will be enormous benefit in targeting
prevention of disease to those individuals who can be shown
to carry disease genes. However. the same information could
also be used to discriminate against such individuJls. For
example. there is widespread anxiety that insurance companies
could insist 011 large-scale genetic screening tests for the
presence or genes that confer susceptibility to common
disorders such as diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancers and
various Illelltal disorders. Perfectly healthy individuals who
happl'll to be identified as carrying such disease-associated
alleles n13Ythen be refused life or medical insurance. CIeJrly
such discrimination is practiced on a small scaIt- at the
mOlllent; what is alarm.ing to many is the prospect of discrim-
ination Jg:1inst J very large percentage of the individuals in
our society. It is also important to prese:rvc peoplc's right not
to know. A fundamental ethical principle in all genctic coun-
sl..'ling and genetic testing is that gene:tic information should
bc ge:neratl..'d only in response to an explicit request from a
fully informed adult patient.

Another troublesome area is the question of biological
dete:rlllinislll and whether comprehensive knowledge of
human ge:nt:scould foster a revival of (,1~(!(,llics,the application of
selective bre:e:ding or other genetic techniques to 'improve'
human qualitit:s (Garver and GJrver, 1994). In the past,negative
eugenic llIovements in some countries (including the USA
and Germany) discriminated against individuals who were
adjudged to be inferior ill some way. notably by forcing them to
bl..'sterilizt.'d. The possibility also exists of a preoccupation with
..'tenetic enhancement to positively select for hi..'rirabk qualities
that are judged to be desirable (see Ethics Box 3 in Chapter 21).
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In recognition of the abovl: problems, the U.S. Human
Genome Project has devoted considerable resources to support
ethical, legal and social impact (ELSI) research projects
(see e.g. http://www.nhgti.nih.gov/ELSI).

8.4 Genome projects for model organisms

Mapping the human genome was not the only scientific foclIs
of the Human Genome Project: right :It the outset. the value
of sequencing gell011le~ of five. key model organisms was
clearly recognized, and since then. the list has become quite a
subsrJl1tiJI one. It encompasses a wide variety of single-celled
lnicrobi;:d organisms as well as various multicellular model
organisms, with many being: particularly suited to genetic
analysis. In part. the sequencing of smaller genomes was also
considered as a pilot for large-scale sequencing of the human
genome. By May 2003 the genomes of over 140 otganisms
had been completcd (or v.:ry nearly so: see http://wir.inte-
t:ratedgenomics.com/GO LD/;
http://www2.ebi.ac.l1k/genomes/).

8.4.1 There is a huge diversity of prokaryotic genome
projects

The diversity of prokaryotic genome sequencing projects

A variety of prokaryotic models have long been established
(see Box 8.7). Prokaryotic genomes are typically small (often
only one or a few mcgabases) they are particularly amenable
to comparatively rapid sequencing. resulting in the rapid
development of many ptokaryotic genome projects. By
May 2003 the genomes of a total of 122 different prokaryotes
(16 archaea and 106 bacteria) had been sequenced. and those
of another 342 (23 archaeal, 319 bacterial) were in progress
(see also Doolittle, 2002).

The first prokaryotic genome to be completed (in 1995)
was the 1.83-Mb Haemoplzillls illflllellzae genome. This was a
landmark: the first time that the genome of a frce-living
organism had been sequenced (see Tang el a/ .. 1997).
Subsequently. a variety of other Jirsrs were achieved: the
genome of the smallest mHO/lOll/OilS sc(f-replicari1l.f!. elltity

(Mycoplasma genitali"", in I9(5), the first archaeal genom\:
(Metl,allococcJls jalJlfllschii in 1996). and then the important
achievement of the complete sequence of the -+.6-Mb E. coli
genome (see Pennisi, 1997).

The list of prokaryotic organisms whose genollles have
been sequenced reveals difTen:nt prioriti.:~. (tl sOllle cases, the
driving force was to understand evolutionary relationships
between different organisms, JS in the.: case.:of the archaeal
ge.:nomes (set" Olsen and Wo.:se, 1997) and ill the case of
l\Jycoplas111a<-l!cllitalil/l1/ it was to understand what constitutes a
lIIinimal <-I!ellome. this being the.: smallest known cellular
genome (which is now knowll to have only 470 genes). In
other cases. as in E. coli and Bacil/lls SlIblilis. the priority was
simply to further ba~ic research on popular experimental
organisms. For many researchers, the big prize hJS been
E. coli, the most-inte.:nsively studied bacterium. Surprisingly,
given the huge amount of prior investigation. almost 40%

of the initially identified 4288 genes had no known function
and became the subjeCt of intensive investigation. For
many other organisms. however. the primary motivation for
genome sequencing has been thc:ir medical rdevance.

Disease-related prokaryotic genome projects

In some Clses prokaryotes were selected for ge.:nome
sequcncing because of their known associaric>Ils with chronic
diseases (see Danesh ('I a/., 1997). Ot because they were
known to be callsali"e agflllS of di'ease (see -fable 8.3). In
addition to h:1Ving a mon: compktL' understanding of these
organisnls, the new inform3tion call be expected to lead to
more sensitive diagnostic tools alld new targets for est3b-
lishing drugs/vaccines.

8.4.2 The S. cerevisiae genome project was the first of
many successful protist genome projects

Protists are single-celled ellkar)'ote.:~, a term which encol11-
asses unicellular anim:tls (protozoa), unicellular fungi, and

unicellular lants. A variety of protist genome projects have
been undertaken, in some cases motivated by the need to
understand basic model organisms: in other ca~e~as a means of
combating disease caused by pathogcnic protozoa.

The Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome project

The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a unicellular
fungus and has long been a favorite eukaryotic model
organism. partly because it is so amenable to genetic analyses
(Box 8.7). Its 16 chromosomes were sequenced by Elltopean
and American consortia and the complctc sequence was
teported by Goffeau et ,,/. (1996). This tepresented another
mikstone in biology: the first completc scquence for a
eukaryotic cell. The data indicate that yeast genes are closely
cluste.:re.:d.bcing spaced on averagc once every 2 kb. Of the
6340 genes. about 7% specify untransbted RNA. Although
one of the most intensely studied organiSlTls. 60% of its genes
had no experimentally determined function when the
sequence was first reported. However. a sizeable fraction of
yeast genes could be shown to have an identifiable mammalian
homolog and so in only about 25% of yeast gcnes was thcre no
clue wlutsoeve.:r to their function (13otstein er al .. 1997). The
successful conclusion of this project has now opened up large-
scale functional analyses (see Chapter 19).

The Schizosaccharomyces pombe genome project

The fission yeast is anothn unicellular fungus which has long
been a f.lvoritc model organism (seL' Box 8.7). The cOl11ple.:te
13.8-Mb sequence was published by Wood cr a/. (2002) aud
n:vL';:lIeda [otal of 4B24 protcin-encoding genes. The data
show considerable differences between the S. (l'rl'visiac and
S. jJo11lbc genomes. including hundr(.~ds of genes prcsent in
S. pambe but apparently absent in S. cere"isial' ~md vice v.:rsa,
differcnces in the number of introns (4700 in S. palllbc

compared to only 275 in S. (l'/"('IJ;S;ac) and in transposable
eleJ1lents (very few in S. pOll/be when refe.:rcnced against
S. c('fl'visiae) e.:tc.

http://www.nhgti.nih.gov/ELSI.
http://wir.inte�
http://www2.ebi.ac.l1k/genomes/.
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Box N.7:Model unicellular organisms.
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A variety of unicellular organisms are particularly suited to
genetic and biochemical analyses and offer important
advantages of extremely rapid generation times, easy large·
scale culture etc. Although very distantly related to us in
evolutionary terms, they are advantageous to study for a variety
of scientific and medical reasons. Benefits for human geneticists
and medical researchers include new insights into a wide variety
of research areas, some with clear medical applications,
including:

~ gene function and cellular processes: a variety of crucially
important core cellular activities have been extraordinarily
conserved during evolution. We can gain insights into how
diverse mammalian genes function and the nature of crucial
cellular processes such as ribosome biogenesis, cell cycle
control, membrane transport, polymerase function etc. by
studying equivalent genes and processes in unicellular
organisms;

~ pathogenesis: many single·celled organisms are known to
cause disease, and over the years medicine has often
struggled to find appropriate effective drugs or other
treatments. By determining the complete genomes of these
pathogenic organisms and studying the exact molecular
basis of how disease is caused, new insights could be
expected in how to deal with pathogenic microorganisms;

~ evolution: sequence analysis provides the most useful way
of understanding how organisms are related to each other.
Thus, while rRNA sequence analysis provided the
breakthrough that was to establish the fundamental division
into the three major kingdoms of life: archae a, bacteria, and
eukaryotes (Box 12.4),full comparison of genome sequences
will undoubtedly provide additional important insights. See
also Figure 12.22.

BACTERIA
A variety of normally nonpathogenic bacteria have long been
favorite model organisms, notably the rod·shaped Escherichia
coli, which lives in the gut of humans and other vertebrates (in a
symbiotic relationship: their contribution is to synthesize vitamin
K and B·complex vitamins which we gratefully absorb I. Because
of intensive studies over decades we have built up more
knowledge of E. coli than of any other type of cell and most of
our understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of life,
including DNA replication, transcription, protein synthesis etc.
has come from studies of this organism.
In addition, of course, a variety of pathogenic bacteria are
responsible for diseases of varying severity. Among these are
strains of E. coli causing human infections including meningitis,
septicemia, urinary tract infections, and intestinal infections. An
important example is E. coli 0157:H7 which as a result of
acquiring a particular bacteriophage sequence in the past, has
been genetically modified to produce a toxin. In some cases the
toxin results in heavy bleeding which can be fatal in young
children or in the elderly; in other cases kidney failure can result.
A variety of genome projects have been launched in a bid to

obtain the complete sequences of pathogenic micro· organisms
(see Table 8.3).

ARCHAEA

Archaea are prokaryotes which superficially resemble bacteria
in form but which diverged from bacteria at a very early stage in
evolution. They were initially found in unusual, often extreme
environments - at very high temperatures in hot springs and
near rift vents in the deep sea, in waters of extreme pH or
salinity, in oxygen-deficient muds of marshes, in petroleum
deposits deep underground, and at the bottom of oceans. Now,
however, they are known to inhabit more familiar environments
such as soils and lakes and have been found thriving inside the
digestive tracts of cows, termites, and marine life where they
produce methane.

The metabolic and energy conversion systems of archaea
resemble those of bacteria but the systems used to handle and
process genetic information (DNA replication, transcription,
translationl are more closely aligned to those of eukaryotes than
to their bacterial counterparts. Archaea are not known to be
associated with disease, and the major interest in studying their
genomes is based on their position as a quite separate kingdom
from other life forms, and the resulting interest in knowing more
about how they evolved to be so different.

YEASTS (UNICELLULAR FUNGI)

Yeasts are single-celled fungi, and so are eukaryotes. Common
on plant leaves and flowers, soil and salt water, they are also
found on the skin surface and in the intestinal tracts of warm-
blooded animals, where they may live symbiotically or as
parasites. They typically replicate by budding rather than binary
fission: the cytoplasm and dividing nucleus from the parent cell
is initially a continuum with the bud, or daughter yeast, before a
new cell wall is deposited to separate the two.

Yeasts have been valuable model organisms because a variety of
key molecules are known to have been strongly conserved from
yeasts to mammals. Importantly, the human versions of a number
of yeast cell cycle and DNA repair genes have been found to be
directly involved in human cell division. Malfunctions can lead to
cancer or birth defects. The normal activity of these genes is most
easily studied in the yeast cells, which are readily manipulated in
the laboratory. This provides important insights into their
mechanisms in humans, which helps direct experiments in more
complicated cell types. Studying the control of cell division in
yeast is thus very relevant to human health and understanding
many clinical disorders. Usually yeasts are not associated with
disease, but some pathogenic yeasts - in particular Candida
species - constitute a common health problem.

~ Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a budding yeast which has
long been of importance in baking and brewing. Because it is
simple and easy to grow, it has been a favorite subject of
basic research and one of the most extensively studied of
eukaryotes. Partly because of a high frequency of
nonhomologous recombination, it has been very amenable to
genetic analyses. It has been used as a model to dissect

continued on next page
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various aspects of cell biology, including cell cycle control,
protein trafficking and transcriptional regulation.

~ Schizosaccharomyces pombe is a fission yeast and has a
rapid generation time (2-4 hours). It has only more recently
been extensively studied, primarily as a model of cell cycle
control (there is a distinct G2 phase to the cycle) and
differentiation. It is only distantly related to S. cerevisiae, and
in some aspects of chromosome structure and RNA
processing it is more closely related to higher eukaryotes
than is S. cerevisiae.

~ Candida albicans is naturally present in the mouth of healthy
people but can cause irritating, sometimes debilitating
infections in individuals whose immune system is not as
active as normal, causing vaginal and oral thrush, diaper rash
etc.

PROTOZOA (UNICELLULAR ANIMALS)

Protozoa are a large group of unicellular animals
(nonphotosynthetic!, including: amebae, flagellates and
ciliates (which move by the aid of pseudopodia, flagella and
cilia respectively), and other organisms with complex life-cycles.
They are of interest to biomedical researchers as models of
various facets of cell and developmental biology, and also
because many are parasites associated with disease. The latter
may be hosts for pathogenic bacteria (causing diseases such as
Legionnaire's disease, salmonellosis, tuberculosis etc.), or cause
disease directly, as in the case of:

~ Entamoeba histolytica: a parasitic ameba causing severe
gastrointestinal disease;

~ Trypanosomes: parasitic flagellates causing the tropical
fever known as sleeping sickness;

~ Giardia: a parasitic flagellate causing severe diarrhea;

~ Plasmodium causing malaria;

~ Toxoplasma: causing gastrointestinal disease and damage
to internal organs.

As models of cell and developmental biology, most interest has
been focused on Dictyostelium discoideum, a so-called social

The Plasmodium falciparum genome project

The report by Gardner CI al. (2002) of sequencing of the
P. fa/ripanllll genome \Vas another landmark: the first time that
a genome' of a cukaryoric parasite had been sequenced. P flllci-
paY/lIIl is the deadliest of the malaria p:lrasites and the simulta-
neous reponing of the complete genome of its host, the
mosquito rluophclrs <-(!lIl11biac (see Section H.4.4) offers a Ilew

dimcnsion in the battle against malaria. an often lethal
condition which kills I milJion people each year, mostly in
sub-Saharan Africa.

Other protist genome projects

The other protist gellome projccrs include genome projects
for various other pathogenic protozoa involved in human

ameba: although growth as separate, independent cells is
typical, the cells can interact to form multicellular structures
when challenged by adverse conditions such as starvation. Up to
100 000 cells signal to each other by releasing the
chemoattractant cAMP and aggregate together by chemotaxis
to form a mound that is surrounded by an extracellular matrix.
This mechanism for generating a multicellular organism differs
radically from the early steps of metazoan embryogenesis.
However, subsequent processes depend on cell-cell
communication in both Dictyostelium and metazoans. The
organism is uniquely suited for studies of cytokinesis, motility,
phagocytosis, chemotaxis, signal transduction, and aspects of
development such as cell sorting, pattern formation, and cell-
type determination. Many of these cellular behaviors and
biochemical mechanisms are either absent or less accessible in
other model organisms.

Ciliates have not been as extensively investigated as the other
protozoan classes. The one which has received most attention
has been Tetrahymena, a freshwater organism that commonly
inhabits streams, lakes and ponds, and a genome project for
Tetrahymena thermophila is under active consideration (see
Turkewitz et al. (2002). Tetrahymena has large cells (40-50 I-Lm
along the anterior-posterior axis) and like other ciliates, the
cells have a striking variety of highly complex and specialized
cell structures. As is typical of ciliates, the nuclear apparatus
of Tetrahymena is composed of two structurally and
functionally differentiated types of nuclei, a phenomenon
known as nuclear dimorphism. The micronucleus is the
germline, i.e. the store of genetic information for the sexual
progeny. It is diploid and contains five pairs of chromosomes.
The macronucleus (MAC) is the somatic nucleus, i.e. the
nucleus is actively expressed during vegetative multiplication
and no known MAC DNA is transmitted to the sexual progeny.
Tetrahymena is a well-established model for cellular and
developmental biology, with major interest revolving round cell
motility, developmentally programmed DNA rearrangements,
regulated secretion, phagocytosis and telomere maintenance
and function.

parasitic infections. III most cases the genome sizes are
substantial, typically in the 30-90 Mb range (see Table 8.3). In
addition. genome projects have been developed for other
organisms that have been well-studied Jnd :m;.'amenable to
biochemic-digenetic analyses. including the molds Aspergillus
lIidJllallS and Neurospora aassa.

8.4.3 The Caenorhabditis elegans genome project was
the first animal genome project to be completed

The Caenorhabditis elegans genome project

Although J simple organism, only :lbollt I llllll long, C. c1egalls
had bct:n regarded as an important modd of development and
\Va" also lIseful for modeling other processes relevant to
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Table 8.3: Germ wars: examples of genome projects for pathogenic microorganisms (see Further Reading for
internet sources)

Organism

Bacteria
Bacillus anthracis
Bordetella pertussis
Borrelia burgdorferi
Chlamydia pneumoniae
Chlamydia trachoma tis
Clostridium difficile
Helicobacter pylori
Mycobacterium leprae
Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Rickettsia prowazekii
Salmonella typhi
Treponema pallidum
Vibrio cholerae
Yersinia pestis

Protozoa
Leishmania major
Plasmodium falciparum
Trypanosoma brucei
Trypanosoma cruz;

'Organized as 11 pairs.

Genomesize (no. of chromosomes)

4.5 Mblll
3.88 Mb 11)
0.95 Mb (1)
1.0 Mblll
1.7 Mb 111
4.4 Mbl11
1.67 Mb{lI
2.8 Mb{l)
4.4 Mb(1)
1.1 Mb{lI
4.5 Mb{lI
1.1 Mb(11
2.5 Mb(1}
4.38 Mb 111

33.6 Mb 1361
23 Mb(141
54 Mb {221'
87 Mb (>42)

Associated disease

Anthrax
Whooping cough
Lime disease
Respiratory disease; coronary heart disease
Trachoma, a major cause of blindness
Antibiotic-associated diarrhea; pseudomembranous colitis
Peptic ulcers
Leprosy
Tuberculosis
Typhus
Typhoid fever
Syphilis
Cholera
Plague

leishmaniasis
Malaria
African trypanosomiasis Isleeping sicknessJ
American trypanosomiasis IChagas disease I

human cells (see Box 8.8). Because of its large genome size
(nearly 100 Mb), the C. ele,eallS genome project was also
vicwt.:d as the major pilot model for large-scale sequencing of
the human genome. The slIccessful genome project was
carriecl out by the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute and
Washington University School of Medicine (c. e":ealls
Sequencing Consortiull1. I <)99). It \Vas another landmark
achievement, providing for the first time, the generic instruc-
tions (or a lllultin.'lIular ~mimal (metazoan}.

The C. l'h~(!alls genome project initially reported a total of
close to 19 000 polypeptide-encoding genes and over 1000
genes encoding untrans!arcd RNA molecules, giving an
average sp3cillg of ont:' gene every .5 kb. A surprisingly high
number of the genes appear to OCClIr as part of operolls

where individual genes arc rr::lJ1scribed as parr of large Illulri-
genic RNA transcripts. At the time of the initial reporr,
comparison with publ1shed sequences frolll elscwhen:
revealed dut 3bOlIt DIlt: in three of the recently identified
C. r1e,t,fal/s genes showed similarities to previously known
genes, and 12 000 of thc polypeptide-encoding genes were
of unknown fUllction, most being predicted genes without
experimental confirmation.

For the reported 19000 polypeptide-encoding genes.
supporting experimental evidence was available in only a Jitde
over 9000 cases; the remaining close to 10 000 predicted
genes wefe identified solely by computer-based analyst:s of the
sequence. Subsequent analyses {Q test these genes for evidence
of corresponding RNA transcripts suggested dut at least 80%
of tht: cOlllputcr-prcdicced genes were authentic, kading
Reboul CI al. (200 I) to conclude that there are at least 17 300
gencs in C. ch:l.?alis. Now large-scale efTons are being madc to

investig;He specific gene function and large-scale chemical
mlltJgenesis programs are seeking to produce large numbers
of l11ut;lI1tphenotypes.

8.4.4 Metazoan genome projects are mostly focusing on
models of development and disease

The success of the C. elegal1s sequencing projecc ushered in a
new and confidenr era. To add to the few longer-standing
anilll:ll genome projcccs (e.g. D. 11Ielallogastcr). a plethora of
ncw projects were developed with different motivations:

~ b:lsic research - for example the desire {Q fully underscand
valuable models of development;

~ cOllllllerci:l1 - for example genome projcccs for farm
:mimals;

~ mcdical - for example to understand disease models and
the p:lthogenesis caused by parasitic nem:ltodes or borne by
disease vectors such :IS mosquitoes, the cJrriers of malaria.

The D. melanogaster genome project
This was initiJlly conducted largely as a colbboration bctween
the University of California at Berkeley laboratory and a
consortiul11 of European labor:ltories, but subsequently with
major participation by a private company, Cdera. The
sequcnce reportcd by Adams ('{ al. (2000) was nOt the
complete sequence, of the 165-Mb genomc, but tlut of nearly
all of the approximately 120-Mb euchromatic portion in
which tht' vast Illajority of thc gent's Wt'ft' known {Q reside.
The release 3.0 version issued in August/Septcmber 2002 has
climinated most of the gaps in the euchromatic sequence
(http://w\vw.fruitflv.org/seQuence/ index.html).

http://wvw.fruitflv.org/seQuence/


~ lineage studies. The transparency of C. e/egans means every
cell can be seen and followed during development. As a
result, and because of the invariance of the cell lineage, the
exact lineage of every cell in C. e/egans is known-
information which is unknown in all other multicellular
organisms;

~ nervous system. There is a complete wiring diagram of the
nervous system: all 302 neurons and the connections
between them are known. C. e/egans also possesses genes
for most of the known molecular components of vertebrate
brains. While many scientists believe that the human brain is
so complex that we can never hope to fully understand it,
understanding the simple nervous system of C. e/egans will
provide enormous insights and knowing all the C. e/egans
genes will be important in understanding its nervous system;

~ aging. This is readily studied since the worm develops from
one cell into the fully grown form within 3 days and survives
for only 2 weeks. Numerous mutations have been identified in
C. e/egans which result in major extensions of life span, with
some mutants living more than five times as long as wild-type
worms;

~ apoptosis. Genes involved in apoptosis Iprogrammed cell
death) are often highly conserved and the pattern of
apoptosis is well understood in C. e/egans development
(a total of 1090cells develop initially in the hermaphrodite but
131 cells are programmed to die during developmentl.

OROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER

The fruit fly is so-called because of its penchant for rotting fruit.
It has a short life cycle, is particularly amenable to sophisticated
genetic analyses, and has been studied extensively over many
decades. During this time a large number of mutants have been

A wide range of multicellular animal models have been used
for understanding basic processes of developmental and cell
biology, for understanding gene function, and as disease models.
They range from invertebrate worms and flies to different
species of fish, frogs, birds and mammals. See Hedges (2002)
and see Figures 12.23and 12.24for phylogenics.

CAENORHABOITIS ELEGANS (ROUNOWORM)

C. e/egans is a nematode or roundworm (as opposed to
flatworms and segmented worms). Roundworms outnumber all
other complex creatures on the planet and are found almost
everywhere in the temperate world, flourishing in soil. They may
be free living (such as C. e/egans) or parasitic. Roundworms
infect a billion humans, spread diseases including river
blindness and elephantiasis, and devour crops.

C. e/egans is 1 mm long. There are two sexes: male IXDI; and
hermaphrodite IXX), a modified female. The hermaphrodite is the
predominant sex. By producing both sperm and eggs it can self-
fertilize, resulting in homozygosity for alleles. The male develops
through occasional loss of one of the two hermaphrodite
X chromosomes, and hermaphrodites will mate preferentially
with males, as available. The cell lineage is invariant, and there
are precisely 959 somatic cells in the adult hermaphrodite and
1031 in the adult male.

C. e/egans is an important model of development, can be
cultured easily in the lab (on agar plates feeding on bacteria, or
in liquid culture) and is very amenable to genetic analyses. In the
latter case, in addition to the standard methods of knocking out
gene function at the DNA level, transient inactivation of
expression can be achieved for specific genes by RNA
interference (RNAi) technology. In this approach an
investigator injects double-stranded RNA for the gene of interest
into the oocyte. The double-stranded RNA inactivates
expression of the homologous gene and resulting mutant
phenotypes can be examined for clues to gene function (see
Section 20.2.6).

Several features make C. e/egans a good model organism for
developmental biology and related studies:

~ expression studies. Because C. e/egans is transparent
throughout its life cycle, the green fluorescent protein gene
(GFP; see Box 20.4) can be linked to a C. e/egans gene
and used to find out where the gene is expressed in the
worm;
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systematically analyzed and a vast amount of information has
been built up concerning gene function Isee Perrimon, 1998 for
a summary of new advances in studying gene function!. A
variety of features and approaches have assisted genetic
mapping and functional analyses:

• polytene chromosomes, These are interphase chromosomes
2 mm long found in the salivary gland cells in the larval stages,
They are distinctive because they are produced by repeated
replication without separation into daughter nuclei, resulting
in a set of 1024 copies of the normally single DNA duplex,
arranged side-by-side like drinking straws in a box, Because
of this parallel DNA amplification, polytene chromosomes are
unique among interphase chromosomes in being visible under
the light microscope, As a result of their extended
conformation, they allow precise localization Itens of
kilo bases) of chromosome breakpoints and precise
localization of DNA clones by in situ hybridization;

• the P-element. This Drosophila transposable element permits
several types of experimental manipulation, including
mutagenesis (see Spradling etal" 1995)and transgenesislsee
Section 20,2,2), Unequal recombination between adjacent P
element inserts can also produce precise deletions:

• spatially and temporally restricted expression of transgenes
is possible using the GAL4-UAS system of conditional gene
expression, Large-scale mutagenesis screens are possible
and RNAi technologylsee above) has recently been used to
transiently inactivate specific genes, In many cases
(perhaps two-thirds of the 12 000 Drosophila genes) loss of
function does not result in a mutant phenotype, but
transgene misexpression often gives clues to gene function
by producing dominant/dominant negative phenotypes, Dne
generation screens for suppressors/enhancers of dominant
mutant phenotypes can identify interacting genes, The yeast
flp-frt recombinase system can be used to induce mitotic
clones and so form homozygous patches permitting
observation of phenotypes of lethal recessive mutations at
late stages of development. Mitotic recombination can also
be used in a one-generation screen to score mutant
phenotypes in clones and recover lethal mutations that
affect late development.

Although Drosophila is an invertebrate, and the number of
Drosophila genes is perhaps only half of the number of human
genes, there are nevertheless some remarkable similarities
between human and Drosophila genes, Much of the difference in
gene number is due to gene duplication events resulting in larger
gene families in humans and a large proportion of Drosophila
genes have human homologs, including genes underlying many
genetic disorders and cancer genes, The level of homology has
permitted successful electronic screening to identify human
cDNAs corresponding to mutant Drosophila genes (Banfi et ai"
1996),Many of the highly conserved genes play important roles in
early development which is comparatively well understood in
Drosophila and many of the relevant pa1hways in early
development and in some other crucial cellular processes are
essentially conserved from Drosophila 10 mammals, As a result,
Drosophila can be used as a model system of exploring gene

function and interacting partners of genes which have direct
relevance to human systems,

FISHES
Different fishes have been used as models, notably the zebrafish
which is an excellent model of development and an increasingly
important disease model, the pufferfish because of its very
compact genome, and more recently, Medaka, another
important model of development. Comparative genomic
approaches in these three species permit an important window
on vertebrate genome evolution,

• Zebrafish (Brachydanio rerio)

The zebrafish is a small freshwater fish 1hat originated in
rivers in India and is now common as an aquarium fish
throughout the world, It has a short generation time and
large numbers of eggs are produced at each mating, It is a
principal model of vertebrate development: fertilization is
external so that all aspects of development are accessible,
and the embryo is transparent, facilitating identification of
developmental mutants, Genes that are important in
vertebrate development are often very highly conserved and
so human developmental control genes normally have easily
identifiable orthologs in zebrafish, Large scale mutagenesis
screens have produced a large number of valuable
developmental mutants and some of these have been used
to model human disorders (see Box 20,6), RNA interference
technology Isee above) is also being used to inactivate
specific genes,

• The pufferfish e,g, Takifugu rubripes rubripes Isee below)
and Tetraodon nigroviridis Isee next page),

The value has mostly been in comparative genomics (see
Section 12,3), The pufferfish has an extremely compact
genome with much the same number of genes as mammals

continued on next page



XENOPUS (AFRICAN CLAWED FROG)
This African frog gets its name (Xenopus = strange footl from
the sharp claws on the toes of its large, strong, webbed hind
feet. It has long been a favorite model of embryonic
development and cell biology: all developmental stages are
accessible and the comparatively large size of the eggs and
very early embryos facilitates micromanipulation, including
microinjections (of mRNA, antibodies and antisense
oligonucleotides). cell grafting and labeling experiments.
Powerful methods for generating transgenic embryos were
developed in the mid 1990s (see Beck and Slack, 20011 and
impressive mutagenesis screens are being planned for
X. tropicalis.

self-developing systems. Because the chick embryo develops
outside the body, it is accessible at all stages in development. In
addition to being obtained easily, the chick embryo has the
advantage of being large, and relatively translucent, allowing
delicate microsurgical manipulations to be performed easily. As
such, it offers an excellent system in which molecular studies
can be combined with classical embryology (see Brown et al.,
20031.
Popular experimental manipulations of chick embryos include:
surgical manipulations and tissue grafting; retrovirus-mediated
gene transfer; electroporation of developing embryos; and
embryo culture. In addition, the chick offers a unique system for
the study of cellular processes: the DT40 cell line. Chicken
0140 cells continue to diversify their immunoglobulin genes and
uniquely among available vertebrate cell lines, OT40 cells can
carry out homologous recombination at a rate approaching that
of illegitimate recombination. As a result, targeted gene deletion
and mutation analyses can be carried out in the cultured cell
line with relative convenience. Rapid advances are being made
in chicken transgenics, embryonic stem (ESI cell technology
and cryopreservation of sperm, blastodisc cells, primordial
germ cells and ES cells. These newer technologies will permit
the creation of chick-based systems for modeling human
disease.

~ Medaka
The medaka (Oryzias latipes) is a small egg-laying
freshwater fish predominantly found in Japan. It is an
increasingly important model of development which is
distantly related to zebrafish (the two separated from a
common ancestor perhaps more than 110 million years ago).
Like the zebrafish it is well-suited to genetic and
embryological analyses with a short generation time (2-3
monthsl, inbred strains, genetic maps, transgenesis,
enhancer trapping and availability of stem cells (Wittbrodt et
al., 2002). The phenotypes recovered from developmental
screens in medaka and in zebrafish indicate a
nonoverlapping spectrum of embryonic-lethal phenotypes.

THE CHICK
The chick has several advantages as a model of development.
Like mammals, birds are amniotes (the embryo has amniotic
membranes) and their development closely resembles that of
mammals. However, while a mammalian embryo depends on the
mother for its nutrition (with exchange occurring across the
placenta), avian embryos do not have a placenta and so are

compressed into a genome only about one-seventh of the size
of the human or mouse genomes. Conservation of exons and
important regulatory sequences aids identification of human
equivalents by comparative mapping (see Clark, 1999).

Box 8.8: Model multicellular animals for understanding development, disease and gene function (continued)
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The model organism considered most relevant to the Human
Genome Project (see Meisler, 19961.It is the mammalian species
with the most highly developed genetics and it is an extensively
used model of mammalian development. Its small size and short
generation time have allowed large-scale mutagenesis
programs and extensive genetic crosses, and various features
aid in mapping genes and phenotypes (see Box 14.2). Because
of the comparatively high level of sequence conservation
between human and mouse coding sequences, almost all
human genes have an easily identifiable mouse homolog. Large
chromosomal segments are conserved between mouse and
man (Figures 14.7, 14.81and so if a region of the mouse genome
is mapped to high resolution, the information can be used to
make predictions about the orthologous region of the human
genome land vice versa). This is particularly relevant to medical
research because orthologous mouse and human mutants often
show similar phenotypes so that positional cloning of a disease
gene in one species may have considerable relevance to the
other species ISection 14.3.5).The ability to construct mice with
predetermined genetic modifications to the germline (by
transgenic technology and gene targeting in embryonic stem
cells) has been a powerful tool in studying gene expression and
function and in creating mouse models of human disease. See
Chapter 20 for details.

THE RAT

Rats, being considerably larger than mice, have for many years
been the mammal of choice for physiological, neurological,
pharmacological and biochemical analysis. They may also
provide genetic model systems for complex human vascular
and neurological disorders, such as hypertension and epilepsy
Ifor various reasons, there are no mouse models for such
diseases). Genetic analysis in laboratory rats, however, is much
less advanced than in mice, partly because of the relatively high
cost of rat breeding programs and the current difficulty in
modifying the rat germline by gene targeting. Recently,
however, high resolution genetic and physical maps have been
constructed, and the genome sequence is now available.

Photo from Amaya et al. (19981Trends Genet. 14,253-255,
©Elsevier.

THE MOUSE

• Xenopus laevis (pictured on left, above)
X. leavis has a longish generation time of 1-2 years, and can
be induced to produce 300-1000 eggs at a time which are
large (1-1.3 mml. It has been an important model for
establishing the mechanisms for early fate decisions,
patterning of the basic body plan and organogenesis.
Contributions in cell biology and biochemistry include
seminal work on chromosome replication, chromatin and
nuclear assembly, cell cycle components, cytoskeletal
elements, and signaling pathways. X. laevis has an
allotetraploid genome la very significant number of genes
are duplicated as a result of a genome duplication event
occurring maybe 30 million years ago, although many of the
originally duplicated genes have since been lostl and a
major disadvantage is that it has not been so easy to carry
out genetic analyses .

• Xenopus tropicalis (pictured on right, above)

The smaller X. tropicalis has a comparatively short
generation time 1< 5 months), and can be induced to
produce 1000-3000 eggs at a time, albeit smaller than those
of X. laevis. It is evolutionarily closely related to X. laevis but
has a diploid genome and is more amenable to genetic
analyses.
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The initial repoft of d1C Drosoplll'Ja genome sequence
reported 13 601 polypeptide-encoding genes, with a gene
density of about one per 9 kb. The low gene number was a
surprise when referenced against the initially reported 19 000
polypeptide-encoding genes of C. fh~~a1l.~,a simpler organism
with perhaps about only 10% of the number of cells of
D. I1If1al1o<~as(er. In order to relate D. J1Ielal/(~{!aster [0 1110re

distantly related Drosophila species orhLT genome projects have
recenrly been initiated. notably the D. pselldoobswTt1 project.

The Anopheles gambiae genome project
AI/oplteles ,eal/lviae is the mosquito which spreads the deadly
malaria parasite, Plaslllodil/11l falc;pan/lII. With funding mainly
provided by the U.S. NIH-NIAID and the French Ministry of
Research, the Anopheles ~eaf1lbi{/e gt::1l01llCwas sequenced by a
collaboration between Celer;l Genomics, the French national
sequencing center Genoscope, and the Institute for Genome
Research (TIGR), in association with several university
research groups (Holt et a/., 2002). Its sequence was reported
simultaneously with that of Plas11lodiwllfalripam1/l (see Section
R.-L2), offering a new dimension in combating malaria.

The mouse (Mus musculus) genome project
l3ecause of vJrious features the Illouse provides the model
genome which is most relevant to the Human Genome Project
(see Box 8.8), Jnd was expected to have essentially the same
number of genes. The publicly funded mouse genome
sequencing effort began in 1999 and had initially planned to
deliver a draft sequence by 2005. However, when the private
company Celera then announced its intention to sequence the
mouse genome in 2 years, conct'rted attempts were made to
accelerate the public sequencing effort. Towards that end, the
Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium (MGSC) was
formed by the U.S. National Institutes of Health and the U.K.'s
Wellcome Trust in association with thn'e private companies
(GlaxoSmithKline, Merck Genome Research Institute and
AflYmetrix, Inc.). The MGSC sequencing effort was delegated
ro three of the major cellters involved in the human genome
project: the Wellcome Trust Sanger Instirute, the Whitehead
Institute/MIT and Baylor College of Medicine.

In April 200 I Celer::t ::tnnounced that their rival mouse
st.'qut.'l1cing project Iud ddivered :1 sixfold coverage of the
lllouse genOll11~,involving sequl'nces from three mouse strains:
129X 1ISv]. DI3A/2j and AI]. The Celera seqUt'nce data were
not fredy available; instead. access was restricted to those
prepared to pJ.Yexpensive subscription fet.'s. In May 2002. the
MSCC announced that they Iud complett.'d a sevenfold
coverage of the C57UL/6J mOllse genome which was <)6%
complete J.nd released it 011the- internet illlmedi:1tt'ly. before
publishing :J. conventional jourlul article ill Dect'mber 2002
(MOllSI..'Cellollle Sequencing Consortiulll, 2(02).

Anllotated versions of the mouse gt.'nome sequence data
became available as a result of the Ensembl project, a collabo-
ration between the European Bioinforll1Jtics Institute and the
Wdlcolllt'Trust Sanger Institute (http://\Vww.cnsembl.org/
Mus Illusculus). and through thl' UnivL'J"sity of California at
Sallta Cruz (http://~eI101l1L·.ucsc.L'du/q;i-bill/hgGateway?
db=1ll1ll2). The data frolll the initial draft sequence suggested

that the mouse had much the S:1I11e!lumber of genes as in
hUI11:l1lS(ca. 30000 or somewhat fewer than 30000 - see
Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortiulll. 2()()2), but with
sOllie interesting differences (see Sectioll 12.4.1). As well as
providing important data on the mouse genes and the
structure of the mOUSe genome, the data have also been
valuable in defining sequence variation Jnd in colllparari/Je
.l.!cl/om;rs. Comparison with the human genome sequence, for
example, has been very helpful in defining highly conserved
sequt'llce-s (not just coding DNA but :1lsoregulatory and other
st'quences and in understanding genome evolution (Section
12.3.2).

Other metazoan genome projects (see Table 8.4)
• Bird genome projects. The frollt rUlHllT is the chick because

of its il11portance as a model of development (Box 8.8).

~ Fish gel/ollie projects. 13y the end of 2002, most of the
gt.'nomic sequence had been obtained for two species of
p"ffeifish, a model of a compact vertebrate genome, and
the zel,rafislr, a model of development and an increasingly
important model of disease and gene (unction (see Table
8.~ and Box 8.8).

~ Frog genollle projects. As detailed ill Box 8.8, Xenopus is all
cxcellem model of development and a commitment has
bt'CIl made to sequence the genom •...of Xellopus lropiralis,
which is 1110regenetically tractable than the more popu-
i:Jrly studied Xef/Opu:l laclJis.

~ Fly genollle projects. In addition to Drosophila and
mosquito projects (Section 8.4.4), ::t genome project has
31so been initiated for the hOlle)' bee which is of interest
becllIse of: (I) its powerful soci:!1 instincts and unique
behavioral traits (useful to l1e-urobiologists); (2) its relevance
to human health (the potentially serious consequences of
bee stings, and as a mode-! for Jntibiotic resistance,
illllllUllity, allergic reaction, etc.); (3) its importance to the
.1griculrural community as a pollinator.

~ Worm gellome projects. In addition to projects for free lil/i1lg
Ilematodes (the completed C. cl(I.!t1IIS pn~if({ - Section
H.4.3 - and the more recellt project to scqucllce a distantly
febted spL'cies, C. br(l!.l!sac - see Section 12.3.2), a major
collaborative project Ius bt'cll dt'vl'lopl'd between the
Wellconle Trust S~1I1gerInstitute :lIld the Universities of
Washington and Edinburgh to St"tlllt'IlCl'Illllldn:ds of thou-
sands of ESTs fr0111about 20 spl.'cil.'sof parasitic nematodes.
Tht'Y include Ascaris IlIlIIbr;()idfS which is the IllOSt
COllllllon nematode parasite of hUlllans, infecting an esti-
mated 1.47 billion individu:ds (p:Hholoh'Y can result from
pneumonia caused by the worm's migration through the
lungs, blocking of the gastrointcstill:ll tract or the bile or
pancreatic duct - see http://Ilt'm:ltodc.net).

~ Mallw",liall genome projects. Projects l1:1vCrecently been
initi:ltcd to sequence the genollles of

the clrimpallzee, our closl.'st relative. The interest in
sequencing the genome of the chimpanzee arises from
its evolutionJrily very close rl'lationship ro hununs.The
information may pro\-ide \'altlablc in.:;ights into human

http://Vww.cnsembl.org/
http://Ilt'm:ltodc.net.
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diseases where counterparts in chimpanzees are rare or
appear to be because there are a number of medical
conditions that affect humans but not chimpanzees (e.g.
HIV progression to AIDS, Pla'"lOdillll Ialcipal'l/l1l-
induced malaria) - see Cyranoski (2002) and Olson and
Varki, (2003);

the rat, a valuable model for cardiovascular, psycho-
logical and physiological research. A draft genome
sequence was announced by Baylor College of
Medicine and deposited in GenBank in November
2002. The sequence covers 90% of the genome
(2560 Mb of the estimated total of 2800 Mb; see
http://www.hgsc.bcm.tmc.edu/proiects/rat/) ;

the corv, sheep and pig - valuable f:1nnyard animals;

the dog, a valuable disease model (dogs suffer many of
the same diseases as hum3ns). The dog is 31so important
model for the genetics of behavior, and is used exten-
sively in pharmaceutical research.

~ Simple marine alJimal genome projects.

The sea urchin has been an important model system for
Illany years in the study of basic biology, particularly in

developmt:ntal biology. It is a dC/lfCfosfOJllf and so is
comparatively closely related to vertebrates and humans
(see F(~lIre 12.2]). There is a large body of infonnation
about gene expression, and the sea urchin is J useful
model for learning how pathways of genes and proteins
regulate growth and development. A genome project has
recently been initiated for Sfr(ll~{!)'lo((,lIfro'lIs pllrpl/raflls.

Asddians (also called t,,,,irates, and comlllonly known
as sea squirts) are a group of marine animals that spend
mOSt of their lives attached to docks, rocks or the
undersides of boats. Belonging to the phylum
urochordata, they are actually more closely related to
vertebrates than to most other invertebrate animals.
Ciol/a illfcsrillalis has the snlJllest genome of any exper-
imentally manipulatable chordate, and provides a good
system for exploring: the evolutionary origins of the
chordate lineage. A draft sequence of the C. illfesfillalis
genome was reported by Dehal rr al. (2002). The
I 17-M b genome has 16 000 or so genes and compar-
ative genomics analyses with sequenced vertebrate
genornes is providing important information on the
evolution of chordates and vertebrates.

Table 8.4: Important metazoan (multicellular animal) genome projects (see Further reading for electronic reference
sources)

Animal class Species (common name) Genomesize Co-ordinating center"

US DOE JDint GenDme Institute

Washington University

WellcDme Trust Sanger Institute
International Fugu Genome Consortium
GenoscDpe, Paris

US DoE Joint Genome Institute

BaylDr College of Medicine
TIGR (The Institute fDr Genome Researchl
InternatiDnal (but principally Celera & GenoscDpel
Celera/Drosophila Genome Center/HDward Hughes
Medical Institute
BaylDr College of Medicine

Baylor College Df Medicine
Whitehead/MIT
Mouse genome sequencing consortium/Celera
Whitehead/MIT and Washington University
Baylor CDllege of Medicine

Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute/Washington University
Washington University

Baylor College of Medicine (likely)

200 Mb

1200 Mb

1900 Mb
400 Mb
350 Mb

1700 Mb

270 Mb
780 Mb
278 Mb
165 Mb

Ciona intestinalis Isea squirtl

Gallus gallus (chickl

Brachydanio rerio(zebrafishl
Fugu rubripeslpufferfish)
Tetraodon nigroviridis Ipufferfish)

Xenopus tropicalis

Apis mellifera (honey bee I
Aedes aegypti lyellDw fever mDsquitol
Anopheles gambiae Imalaria mosquitol
DrDsDphiia melanogasterlfruitfly; euchrom. regiDnl

Mammals

Drosophila pseudoobscura leuchrom.regionl 125 Mb

Bas taurus Icow) 3000 Mb
Canis familiaris Idog) 2800 Mb
Mus musculus(mousel 2500 Mb
Pan troglodytes (common chimp) 3500 Mb
Rattus notvegicus (ratl 3100 Mb

Caenorhabditis elegans 100 Mb
Caenorhabditis briggsae 80 Mb

Sea urchins Strongylocentrotus purpuratus 800 Mb

aWeb addresses for the major sequencing centers involved are as follows:

Baylor College of Medicine Genome Sequencing Center htto://hosc.bcm.tmc.edu/
Celera httD:I/www.celera.com/
DoE Joint Genome Institute httD://www.ioi.doe.oov/
Genoscope htto:/lwww.aenoscooe.cnsJr/
TIGR (The Institute for Genome Research) httD:I/www.tior.oro/
Washington University Genome Sequencing Center htto://oenome.wustl edu/
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute htto:/lwww.sanoer.ac.uk/
Whitehead Institute/MIT Center for Genome Research httD://www-oenDme.wi.mit.edu/

Roundworms

Frogs

Insects

Ascidians

Birds

Fish

http://www.hgsc.bcm.tmc.edu/proiects/rat/
http://httD:I/www.celera.com/
http://httD://www.ioi.doe.oov/
http://htto:/lwww.aenoscooe.cnsJr/
http://htto:/lwww.sanoer.ac.uk/
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Further reading

Borsani G, Ballabio A, Banfi S (1998) A practical guide to orient
yourself in the labyrinth of genome databases. Hum. Mol.
Genet. 7,1641-1648.

Database issue of NucleicAcid Research (2003) Nucl. Acid Res.
31,1-516

Hedges SB (2002) The origin and evolution of model organisms.
Nature Rev. Genet. 3, 838-849.

Human Genome Nature Issue (15 February 2001!. Nature 409,
813-958 (papers are available electronically at the Nature
Genome Gateway at htto://www.nature.com/aenomics/
human/).

Human Genome Science Issue 116 February 2001). Science 291,
1177-1351 (papers are available electronically at bnQJL
wwwsciencemaa.ora/content/vol291/issue5507/indexshtml)

Mouse Genome Nature Issue 15 December 20021. Nature
420, 509-590 (papers are available electronically at
hno :/Iwww.natufe.com/nsture/mouseaenomelindex.html) .

User's Guide to the Human Genome. Nature Genetics
Supplement, September 2002 (available electronically
through the Nature Genome Gateway at htto:llwww.nature.
com/aenomics/!.

Wilkie T (1993) Perilous Knowledge: the Human Genome Project
and its Implications. Faber and Faber, New York.

Electronic information on the Gene Ontology Consortium at
htto:llwww.aeneontoloav.oral

Electronic information on the Human Genome Project (and
related projects) can be found at many locations. Useful web
sites include the following sites'
• the U.S. National Human Genome Research Institute

(NGHRI) at htto:llwww.nhari.nih.aov/

• the U.S. National Center for Biotechno/ogv Information
(NCB/) at htto:llwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.aov/

• the Genome Web maintained at the UK Human Genome
Mapping Resource Centre at
htto:llwww.hamo.mrc aC.uk/GenomeWebl

• The Nature Genome Gateway at
htto :llwww.nature.com/aenomicsl
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9.1 General organization of the human
genome

~ 9.1.1 An overview of the human genome

The human genome is the term used to describe the total
generic information (DNA content) in human cells. It really
comprises two genomcs: a complex nllclear genome with about
30 000 genes, and a very simple mitochondrial genome with
37 genes (F(~I/rc 9. n.The nuclear genome provides the grcat
bulk of essetltial genetic information, 1110S[of which specifies
polypeptide synthesis on cytoplasmic ribosolllcs~

Mitochondria possess their own ribosomes and rhe very
few polypeptide-encoding genes in the mitochondrial
genome produce mRNAs which arc translated on the mito-
chondrial ribosomes. However, the mitochondrial genome
specifics only a very small portion of the specific mitochon-
drial functions; the bulk of the mitochondrial ~o~ptides arc
encoded b nus~s-;;;-d are~lesi~d 011cyto~

~oso~ing imported into the mitochondria.
Human-mouse comparisons have showll that less than 5%

of the genome is strongly conserved, including the 1.5%
devoted to coding DNA and a somewhat higher percentage
including conserved sequences within untrans!ared
sequences, regulatory elements and so on (Mouse Genome
Sequencing Consortium, 2002; Dermitzakis cf at .. 2002).The
majority of the coding DNA is used to make mRNA and

.b.s:lKC polypeptides b).lt a significant minority (at least 5% and_
probably close to 10%) of hUlllan genes specifies noncoding

1.5% -3%

(= lllHranslated) RNA-LRNAgeues).A variety of nove! RNA
gent'S have recently been identified, forcing a reassessment of
RNA function.

The coding sequences frequently belong to families of
related sequences (DNA sequeuee families) which may be
org:1I1ized into clusters 011 one or more chrolllosomes or be
dispersed. Such duplicated sequences have arisen by various
gelff duplication mechanisms which have occurred during
evolution. Sequencing of the genollle provided the first
genome-wide assessment of duplication, and revealed a very
significant amount of primJtt'-specific segme"tal duplication
(very closely related blocks of <.;eqUl'llCeSare found on
ditTerent chromosomes or in different regions of a single chro-
mosome as a result of very recellt duplications - Section
12.2.5 and Fig"re 12.13; see Bailey ('f at .. 2(02).

The mechanisms giving rise to duplicated gcnes also give
rise to nonfunctional gene-related sequcllces, including
pselldogenes and gelle ,{rag",eu!s (Section \I.3.G). There are
IllllllCrOUSdefective copies of RNA genes sClttcred through
the gellomt.', and for some polypeptide-encoding gcnes, roo,
;-lallY related pscudogenes are also found: JJl~~o-C~e
finished chromosome 21 and 22 sequences predicts a tot~.
about 20 000 pseudogenes in the genome (Harrison cf al ..

~Collins cf al .• 2003).
As in other complex genomcs. a very large component of

the human genome is made up of Ilollcodillg DNA.A sizeable
component is organized in WlldclI/ head-to-tail ( ~ ~ ~-~)
repeats, but the majority consists of interspersed repeats which
have originated fr0111RNA transcripts by retrotrauspositioll

Nuclear genome
(24 linear double-stranded DNA
molecules - 3200 Mb; -30000
genes)

_ Highly conserved (coding)
D Highly conserved (other)

D Transposon-based repeats
D Heterochromatin
D Other non-conserved

Mitochondrial genome
(1 circular double-stranded
DNA 16.6 kb; 37 genes)

Figure 9.1; Organization 01 the human genome.

The dot in the middle represents the relative size of the mitochondrial genome using the same scale as for the nuclear genome. Note also
the profound difference between the two genomes in the extent of highly conserved DNA Icoding sequence, regulatory sequence etc.1 and
the fraction of highly repetitive noncoding DNA.
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(cellular n:versc traI1scriptases call copy RNA transcripts [Q

make 1l;)[Ura] cDNA which call integrate elsewhere in dlC

genome).

9.1.2 The mitochondrial genome consists of a small
circular DNA duplex which is densely packed
with genetic information

General structure and inheritance of the mitochondrial
genome
The human mitochondrial genome is defined by a single type
of circular double-stranded DNA whose complete Iluckotidc
sequence has been established (Anderson el al., 1981; see also
the Miromap mitochondrial genome database at http:/ /
www.mitolllap.org/). It is 16569 bp in length and is 44%
(G + C).The two DNA strands have significantly different base
compositlOi1S: the heary(H) strand is rich in gUJnincs, the'----~t (L) strand is rich in cytosines. Although the mitochon-
drialONA IS principally double strand:y small section shows

a triple-DNA strand structure due to the repctit' t' synthesis of
a short segment of heavy strand DNA. 75 DN see Figllre 9.2.
and Clayton (1992) for a general review of transcription and
replication of animal mitochondrial DNAs]. Human cells typi-
cally contain thousands of copies of the double-stranded mito-
chondrial DNA molecule, but the number can vary
considerably in different cell types (see Box 9. I).

During zygote formation, a sperm cell contributes its
nuclear genome, but not its mitochondrial genome, to the egg
cell. Consequently, the mitochondrial genome of the zygote
is usually determined exclusively by that originally found in
the unfertilized egg. The mitochondrial genome is therefore
mafcmally iI/hailed: males and females both inherit their mito-
chondria from their mother but males do not transmit their
mitochondria to subsequent generations. Thus mitochon-
drially encoded genes or DNA variants give the pedigree
pattern shown in Figure 4.4. Durin mitotic cell division, the
mitochondrial DNA molecules of the dividing cell segregate
in :l purely random way to the two daughter cells.

NDS

~
O~PHi===;),,,

D-Ioop \
~\
~\Phe

--- -, etc.
".:oio..

ND2

Trp

Key:

••• 0H. 0L origin and direction
of synthesis of heavy and
light strands

¢ PH.PLorigin and direction
of transcription of heavy
and light strands

D rRNAgenes

tRNA genes

D Genes encoding
protems

Figure 9.2:The human mitochondrial genome.

~ The D loop has a triple-stranded structure owing to duplicate synthesis of a stretch of heavy (H)strand. Transcription of the heavy strand
originates from two closely spaced promoters in the 0 loop region (grouped for the sake of clarity as PHI. Transcription from the PH
promoters runs clockwise round the circle; but anticlockwise from the light strand promoter Pl. In both cases. the large primary transcripts
are cleaved to generate RNAsfor individual genes. Th enes alilack introns and are closely clustered with one case of overlapping
genes: the ATPase 8 gene par1lyoverlaps the ATPase 6 g;;;e(See Figure 9:3l:"Otherpolypeptide-encoding genes specify seven NAOH
dehydrogenase subunits IN04L and NO/-N06); three cytochrome c oxidase subunits (COI-C03) and cytochrome b ICYBI.

\

http://www.mitolllap.org/.
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Textbooks often state that the cells of an organism show little
variation in their DNA content, and this is undoubtedly true when
referenced against RNA or protein content. Nevertheless, there
can be appreciable differences in both mtDNA and nuclear DNA
content in different cell types.

~ Mitochondrial genome copy number variatIOn. Certain
cells (e.g. terminally differentiated skin cells) lack any
mitochondria and so have no mtDNA. The mtDNA copy
number in other somatic cells varies but typically is in the
1000-10000 range (e.g. lymphocytes have about 1000
mtDNA molecules). The gametes are unusual: sperm cells
have a few hundred copies of mtDNA and oocytes have
perhaps 100 000 copies, accounting for over 30% of the
oocyte DNA.

~ Nuclear genome copy number variation. Nucleated
(diploid) cells show little variation in DNA content, but

\..
'iV'-,- The hUI11311 l11irochondri:t1 genome contains 37 gelle", For 28

of rhe gt.'nes the hC:lvy str:lI1d is thL' SL'Il~ str:llld; for the other
nine, the light strand is the sellSe.: str;l1ldV~\,l/r(' 9.2). Grrhe 37
genes, a total of24 specify J Jl1:ltllre RNA product: 22 mito-
chondrial tRNA molecules J.nd two mitochondrial rRNA
molecules, a 235 rRNA (a component of tilL' large subunit of
mitochondrial ribosomes) and J 1()S rRNA (;1 compollellt

of the slllall subunit of the Illirochondri:ll ribosomes). The
remaining 13 genes encode polypeptides which arc synthe-
sized on mitochondrial ribosolllt.'s.
~ch of the 13 pol, eptide's encoded by the mitochondrial

~lollle is a subunit of one of tht.' mitochondri;ll respiratorJ'
comelexes) the llluitichain enzymes of oxidatil,c phosphoryl-
ation which are engaged ill the production of ATP. There is,
however, a total of about 100 difTerent polypeptide subunits in
the mitochondria] oxicbtivt.' phosphorylation system, and so
the vast majority :J.re encoded by lluckJr genes (see Box 9.2).
All other mitochondrial protein" are encoded by the llucle:J.r
genollle and :Ire tran'\lated 011 cytopla'\mic ribosomes before
being imported into the mitochondria (811X 9.2: ~I:I!.//"C' J. f f).

The mitochondrial genetic code

The mitochondrial gl'lletic cock is uSt'd to decode the heavy
Jnd light c1uin tr.IIl"<'Tipt'\ to give :l total of oll]Y 13 poly-
petides. This very "1ll:J.1IfUllctiona] load has allowed the mito-
chondrial genetic cock to dr[/t ti·olll tht' 'universal' genetic
code (which i, reclincd lor lluclcJr gCllt'S because oftht.' need
to comcrvl' the functions of3() ()()() or so gt.'nes).Thl'rl' :J.rl' (-,0
mitochondrial Sl'IlSl' codons, aile fewer t1un in the nuclear

-'generic code, Jlld four stop codoll". Two of the four "top
codons, UAA and UAG, also serve as stop codons in the
llucleJr genetic code, but the other two Jre ACA Jlld ACe

_which specify arginine in tht.' nucle;lr gt'netic code (see F(r.!,/fYl'
1.22). UGA encodes tryptoplWl rathLT than sLTving as a stop

codon and AUA specifies methionine not isokucine.

differential ploidy means for some cells there are
substantial differences in DNA content: nulliploidy- cells
have no DNA at all, as in the case of many types of
terminally differentiated cells e.g. erythrocytes (which
lack a nucleus) and terminally differentiated skin cells
(which lack organelles); haploidy - there is half the DNA
content of diploid cells in egg and sperm cells; polyploidy
- some cells naturally have many copies of the normal
chromosome set as a result of endomitiotic replication
(where cells undergo several rounds of DNA duplication
but without any cell division; e.g. regenerating cells of the
liver and other tissues are naturally tetraploid, and the
giant megakaryocytes of the bone marrow can contain up
to 16 times the amount of DNA in diploid cellsl, or as a
result of syncytial cell fusion (e.g. muscle fiber cells form
by fusion of multiple cells producing single cells with
multiple nuclei - see Figure 3.3').

The mitochondrial genome encodes all the rR.NA :J.nd
tRNA molecules it needs for synthesizing proteins but relics
on nucle:J.r-cncoded genes to provide all otht.'r COlllpOllt.'lltS
(sllch as the protein components of mitochondrial ribosollles.
amino Jey] tR.NA synthctases etc.). As there are only 22
different types of human 11litochonclri:ll tRNA, individual
tRNA molecules need to be able to interpret several difli.Tl'llt
codons. This is possible because of third base wobble in codon
interpretation. Eight of the 22 tRNA molecules have ;Jllti-
codons which arc each able to recognize families of fOllr
cedans dUkrillg olily at the third base, and 1-1- recognize p:lirs of
codons \vhich are identical Jt the first twO bJSL' positions :llH.i
share either a purine or a pyrimidine Jt the third base.
lktwt'ell them, therefore, the 22 mitochondrial tRNA Illoll'-
cukscan recognize a total of6(Jcodons 1(8 x~) + (I~ x 2)1·

In addition to their ditTerences in genetic capacity and
difTercllt genetic codes. the lllitochondriJ] alld Iluclear
gCllOllle'\ differ in many other aspects oftht.'ir organization :J.nd
expression (7ahle 9. I).

Coding and noncoding DNA

Unlike its nuclear coul1tcrpJrt. the hUlllan lllitochondriJI
genome is extremely compdct: JpproxilllJtely Y3'% of the
DNA sequence represents coding sequt.']lCc.AIl 37 mitochon-
drial genes lack introns and they are tightly packed (011 aVL'f:lgt'
one per 0.45 kb). The coding '\equellcl''' of SOIllL' gelles
(notably those encoding the sixth and eighth subunit'\ of tht'
lllitochondriJl ATPase) show "Ollle ovnbp (J.'(\.?/fr('.', 9.2 ;lnd
9.3) and. in Illost other cases. the coding sequences of Ileigh-
boring genes are contiguous or separated by O]l\,' or two
noncoding bases. Some genes even lack terlllin:ltioll coelom:
to overcome this deficiency, UAA codons have to be intro-
duced at lite post-transcriptionallelfel (Andc'rson cr Ill.. 1981: "'ee
legend to F(I!.//rc 9.3).

~ Tht' only significant region lacking JIlY knowil codillg
DNA is the displacement (D) loop region. This is the
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Box 9.2: The limited autonomy of the mitochondrial genome.

Mitochondrial component

Components of oxidative phosphorylation system

I NADH dehydrogenase

II Succinate CoU reductase

III Cytochrome /r-e1 complex

IV Cytochrome e oxidase complex

V ATP synthase complex

Components of protein synthesis apparatus

rRNA components
tRNA components

Ribosomal proteins

Other mitochondrial proteins

Encoded by mitochondrial genome

13 subunits

7 subunits

o subunits

1 subunit

3 subunits

2 subunits

24
2 rRNAs

22 tRNAs

None

None

Encoded by nuclear genome

> 80 subunits

> 41 subunits

4 subunits

10 subunits

10 subunits

14 subunits

ca. 80
None

None

ca.80

All (e.g. mitochondrial DNA and RNA
polymerases plus numerous other
enzymes. structural and transport
proteins etc.)

Table 9.1: The human nuclear and mitochondrial genomes

Nuclear genome Mitochondrial genome

Size

No. of different DNA molecules

Total no. of DNA molecules per cell

Associated protein

No. of genes

Genedensity

Repetitive DNA

Transcription

Introns

% of coding DNA

Codon usage

Recombination

Inheritance

3200 Mb

23(in XX cellsl or 241inXV cellsl; all linear

46 in diploid cells. but varies according to ploidy

Several classes of histone and nonhistone protein

- 30 000-35 000

- 1/100 kb

Over 50%of genome. see Figure 9.1

The great bulk of genes are transcribed individually
Imonocistronie transcription units)

Found in most genes

- 1.5%

See Figure 1.22

At least once for each pair of homologs at meiosis

Mendelian for sequences on X and autosomes;
paternal for sequences on Y

16.6 kb

One circular DNA molecule

Often several thousands Ibut variable - see
Box 9. 11

Largely free of protein

37

1{0.45kb

Very little

Co-transcription of multiple genes from both
the heavy and the light strands Ipo/yeistronic
transcription unitsl

Absent

- 93%

See Figure 1.22

Not evident

Exclusively maternal

region ill which a tripk-stranded DNA structure is generated
bv duplicate 'ynthesis of a short p!.>ee of the H-strand DNA.
known as 7S DNA (sl'e F(~If"(,9.1f:The replication of both thl'
Hand L "irr:lI1ds i"i unidirectional and starts at specific origin,;.
In the former C:lSC, the origin is in the 0 loop and only ;;tfter
about two-thirds of the daughter H strand has been synthe-
sized (by using the L strand as a template :lI1d dispbcing the

old H strand) does tht' origin for L strand rt'plicltion become
expo'\cd. Thereafter, replication of the L strand proceeds in
the oppo'\ite direction, using the H strand as a template
(Figllre 9.2). The D loop also contains the predominant
prollloter for transcription of both the H Jlld L strands. Unlike
transcription of Iluclear genes, in which individual genes are
Jllllost always transcribed separately using individual



Figure 9.3: The genes for mitochondrial ATPase subunits 6 and 8 are partially overlapping and translated in different reading frames.

Note: the overlapping genes share a common sense strand, the H strand. Coding sequence co-ordinates are as follows: ATPase subunit 8,
8366-8569; ATPase subunit 6, 8527-9204. The C terminus of the ATPase 6 subunit gene is defined by the post-transcriptional introduction of
a UAA codon: following transcription the RNA is cleaved after position 9206 and polyadenylated, resulting in a UAA codon where the first
two nucleotides are derived ultimately from the TA at positions 9205-9206 and the third nucleotide is the first A of the poly(AI tail. Other
human genes are known to be overlapping but are often transcribed from opposite strands.
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promoters, rr:lI1scriprioll of the mitochondrial DNA starts
from the promoters ill the D loop region and continues. ill

opposing direcriolls for the two different strands, round the
circle ro gcnerate brgc Illultigenic transcripts (see F({!llrl' 9.2).
The mature RNAs arc subsequently generated by cleavage of
the Illultigcnic transcripts.

9.1.3 The nuclear genome consists of 24 different DNA
molecules corresponding to the 24 different
human chromosomes

Size and structure of human chromosomes
The Ilucleus ora human cell typicJl1y contains more dUll 9Y%
of the cdlular DNA (except for some speciJhzed cells.notJbly
the oocyte - see Box 9. I). The nuclear genome is distributcd
between 24 difTerellt types of lineJr double-strJnded DNA
molecule, t':lch of which has histones and other nonhistone
protcins bound to it. constituting a chromosome. The 24
differellt chromosomes (22 types of autosome and t\\'o sex
chromosolllcs, X and Y) can easily be differentiated by chro-
mosolllc banding tcchniques (Fig/fre 2. J 5), and have bcell
cbssificd into groups largely according to size and. to some
extent, ccntrOlllcrc po"ition (Table 2.3).

Thc DNA sdccted for sequencing in the Human GcnolllL'
Projcct was Ilot the total nuclear genome, but the euchromatic
portiot., comprising clost" to 3000 Mb.There is also ovcr 200 kb
of C01lstituti"e heterochromatin, permanently condensed and
tr:lllscriptionally inactive regions, giving a to(;:11genoJ1le size of
thc order of 3200 Mb. The average size of a human chro-
1l10S0llle is therefore about 1-1-0Mb but with considerable size
variation between chromosomes, and variable aillounts of
cOllstirutive heterochromatin (Table 9.2). Th~l~tl;: ~I~p~
a roximatclv 3 Mb seO"mellts at cach Ct:: ltr n er' us Jar!;!..:..
~oll.!R.911eI1tson st'vera} chromosomes, includina: the shorr anllS

---Ofthe ;Zrocentric chromosome~ 13. 14, 15~ I, and2~ I~Jlg
'Jrnl of the Y ch;on~o~me~nd I;-;'ireg~ns oftl~ I~I~ arlllS of
chromosomes 1,9. --and T6 (c~resp-ondi~ -ro-:e7;;'ldary dl/"(~

.~~
l//o.'OI//e (ol/stricri()J~s -see Tablt 9.2 and Figllre 2. J 5 for a graphic:11
view).

Base composition in the human nuclear genome
The drJ.ft human genome sequences (International Hlllll:1Il
Genome Sequencing Consortium, 1001 ;Ventt'r ('( al.. 100 I)
suggcst a genome-wide average of 41% GC for the euchro-
mJtic componenr.The base composition does, however. vary
cOllsiderJ.bly between chrolllosollles frolll 3H% GC for chro-
mosomes -I-and 13 up to -1-9%for chrolllOsollle 1Y. It also
vJries considerably along the kngths of chrolllosollles. For
example, the average GC content on chromosome 17q is
50% for the distJl 10.3 Mb but drops to 3H% for the Jdj:lcent
3.Sl Mb. There are regions of less than 300 kb with evell
widlT swings in GC content, for example, frolll 33.1% to
5\1.3%.

There is a clear correlation between GC cOIIlPosition and
the extent of Giemsa staining during chromosollll' bJnding.
For t:xJmple, 98% of large-insert clon •..·s Illapping to the
dJrkest G-bJnds Jre in 200-kb regions of low GC content
(;lVerage 37%). whereas more than BUX) of donl's mapping to
tht' lightest G-bands are in regioll'; of high GC contellt
(Jverage 45%). Analysis of the data dOt'S 11Ot.however, support
the existence of strict isocllOres. which have been defined as
cOlllPositionally homogenous large-scale regions and cbs-
sified into five or so groups 011 tht.' basis of differing l%GC
composition (International Humall GenolllL' SequL'ncing
Consortiulll,2(01).

The proportion of sOl11ecombinations of Illlckotides call
v:lry considerably. Like other vertebrate Iluclc:lr gellollles, for
eX:lI11ple, tht.' human nuclear genol1lc has a cOllspicuous
shortage of the dinucleotide CpG (that is.lleighboring cytosine
and guanine residues on the same DNA strand ill the 5' .31

direction; p denotes phosphodiester bond). Taking
the overall averJge figure of 41% GC the individual base
fi'equencies are C = G = O.205,alld so rhe l'x}J('(fcdfrcql/cl1c}' for
the' dinucleotide epG is (0.205)~ = 0.042. However. the
{lb~jer!ledCpGfreqllel/cy is approximately one-fifth of this. Despite
tht.' general CpG depletion. certain ,;mall rcgiolls of transcrip-
tionally active DNA have the expt.·cted epG dcnsity Jnd,signif-
iCJntly. are unmethybted (CpG islands; "t:e lJox 9.3).
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Table 9.2: DNA content of human chromosomes

Chromosome Total amount Amount of Chromosome Total amount of Amount of
ofDNA(Mbl heterochromatin (Mb) DNA(Mb) heterochromatin (Mb)

279 30 13 118 16

2 251 3 14 107 16

3 221 3 15 100 17

4 197 3 16 104 15

5 198 3 17 88 3

6 176 3 18 86 3

7 163 3 19 72 3

8 148 3 20 66 3

9 140 22 21 45 11

10 143 3 22 48 13

11 148 3 X 163 3

12 142 3 Y 51 27

Data abstracted from the International Human Genome Sequence Consortium 120011.Using these figures the size of the total human genome is
3289 Mb, butthis figure land the total amounts for individual chromosomes) is known to include some artefactual duplication and a more realistic
value may be - 3200 Mb.

9.1.4 The human genome contains about 30000-35 000
unevenly distributed genes but precise numbers
are uncertain

Human gene number
The total number of genes in the human g~l1ome is now
thought to be in the 30000-35 000 range. As all but 37 of
these genes are located in the nuclear genome, this gives a
rough estimate of ca. 1400 genes per chromosome on average.
The great majority of the genes are polypeptide-encoding but
a significant minority (at least 5%, and probably about 10%)
specify untranslated R.NA molecules (Section 9.2).

The International Human Genome Sequencing
Consortium (2001) and Venter et al. (2001) had estimated
respectively 30 000-40 000 genes and 26 000-38 000 genes,
but favored predictions nearer the IOlller ends of these ranges.
Such estimates were much lower than previolls ones based on
incomplete data sets (see Section 8.3.5), but there remains
considerable uncertainty about tht= precise gene number.
There arc general difficulties in identifying genes in the first
place. When the draft genome sequences were publi"ihcd in
200 I. about II 000 or so genes could be identified with
confidence: many thousands of others were predicted by
computer-based analyses of the sequence. Computn-based
prediction of polypeptide-encoding genes has been very
helpful, but is not always so fl'liable (false positives and inac-
curacy in identifying genuine exons - see Zhang, 20(2).
Computer-based prediction of RNA genes is particularly
poor. see Section 8.3.5.

The comparatively low number of human genes was a
surprise. After aU, the very simple, 1 n1m long roundworm,
CaCl/orJlabdiris elega"s (which consists of only 959 somatic cells
and which has a genome only 1/30 of the size of the human
genome), had previously been shown to contain 19 099
polypeptide-encoding genes and over 1000 R.N A genes
(c. elega"s sequencing consortium, 1998). Genome
complexity might not always parallel biological complexity
(Drosophila "rela"ogaster has substantially fewer genes than the
simpler C. elegmrs), but sequenced invertebrate genomes (e.g.
insects, roundworm, sea squirt) are tending to show of the
order of 14 00(}-20 000 genes while the vertebrates (human,
mouse, pufferfish etc.) have tended towards a figure of about
30 00(}-35 000 (see 7abJe 12.4). The unexpected low gene
number has also been rationalized both on the basis of the
very large increase in transcriptional complexity one might
expect as gene number moves from, say, 20 000 to 30 000
(Claverie, 200 I), and because of additional complexiry one
can expect because of the increased frequency of alternative
splicing in complex genomes (Maniatis and Tasic, 2002; see
Section 10.3.2).

Human gene distribution

Human genes are not evenly distributed on the chromosomes.
The constitutive heterochromatin regions are devoid of genes
but even within the euchromatic portion of the genome gene
density can vary substantially between chrolllosolllJI regions
;:lI1d also between whole chromosomes. The first generalized
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DNA
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5'-TpG-3'

3'-GpC-5'
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5'-CpG-3'
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5-methylcytosine

Deamination

(A) Cytosine
NH,

I
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Methylation
at 5' carbon

o
II

/C"
HN C -CH3

I II
;C, CH

o NH/

Thymine
(formsmismatchwithG;

inefficiently recognized by
DNArepairsystem)

(A) The cytosine in CpG dinuc/eotides is a target for methylation at
the 5 carbon giving 5-methy/cytosine.

The latter spontaneously deaminates to give thymine IIIwhich is
inefficiently recognized by the DNA repair system and so tends to
persist (deamination of unmethlyated cytosine, however, gives
uracil which is recognized by the DNA repair systeml. (BI The
vertebrate CpGdinucleotide is gradually being replaced by TpGand
CpA.

50% GC) and extend over hundreds of nucleotides, often
marking the 5' ends of genes. When the draft human genome
sequence is filtered to remove high copy number repetitive
noncoding DNA sequences, about 30 000 CpG islands could
be identified Iinternational Human Genome Sequencing
Consortium, 20011.

DNA methylation is likely to have different biological roles. For
some species, such as the yeast S. cerevisiae and the
roundworm C. elegans, it does not appear to occur at all; in many
others it plays important roles. In bacteria DNA methylation is
largely restricted to a proportion of adenine and cytosine
residues and appears to act as a host defense mechanism: host
cell restriction endonucleases recognize and cleave invading
(unmethylated) phage DNA at specific recognition sequences but
the same sequences in host DNA are specifically methylated and
so are protected from cleavage (see Box 5.21.

Where it occurs in metazoans (multicellular animalsl DNA
methylation often involves methylation of a proportion of cytosine
residues, giving 5-methylcytosine (cm). In D. melanogaster the
amount of DNA methylation is very low and most of the 5-
methyl cytosine is found in CpT dinucleotides (cmpT). In other
animals the dinucleotide CpG is a common target for cytosine
methylation by specific cytosine methyltransferases, forming cmpG
(see Figure, panel A). The genomes of most invertebrates - other
than Drosophila - have moderately high levels of cmpG which is
concentrated in large domains of methylated DNA separated by
similarly large domains of unmethylated DNA (mosaic
methy/ationl.
Vertebrates have the highest levels of 5-methylcytosine in the
animal kingdom and here the methylation is dispersedthroughout
the genome. The DNA methylation is known to have important
consequences for gene expression and allows particular gene
expression patterns to be stably transmitted to daughter cells
(Section 10.4.21.It has also been suggested to provide a form of
host-defense against transposons (Section 10.4.31. Although
methylation is dispersed throughout vertebrate genomes, only a

~ si e 's e had a ou 3', i uan
o I cm t i m N~

where N = any nucleotidel.
5-meth Ie osine is chemicall unstable and is ron
deamination resultin in th min -see Figure, panel A. The
other bases are also prone to deamination (e.g. unmethylated
cytosine is prone to deamination to give uracil). Over
evolutionarily long periods of time the number of CpG
dinucleotides in vertebrate DNA has gradually fallen because of
the slow but steady conversion of CpG to TpG (and to CpA on the
complementary strand). Although the overall frequency of CpG
in the vertebrate genome is low, there are small stretches of
unmethylated DNA which are characterized by having the
normal, expected CpG frequency. Such islands of normal CpG
density (CpG islands) are comparatively GC-rich (typically over
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9.2.1 A total of about 1200 human genes encode rRNA
or tRNA and are mostly organized into large gene
clusters

D snoRNA
_ snRNA

_miRNA
DrRNA
DtRNA

Antisense
-250 RNA

-200 -175

Figure 9.4: Human RNA genes according to class.

The best estimate (as of mid 2003) is a total of over 3000human
RNA genes distributed between the different classes shown.
Note: (il for operational reasons (see text) the draft human
genome sequences excluded the rRNA gene clusters and given
numbers are estimated from other data; (iil because of the
difficulty in identifying RNA genes (see Section 8.3.5)the
number of some categories of small RNA, such as the miRNAs
may be considerable under-estimates; (iii) the predicted number
of antisense RNA genes is based on data from Collins et al.
(20031and is supported from equivalent analyses in mouse Iby
the FANTOM Consortium and the RIKEN Genome Exploration
Research Group Phase I & II Team (2002)).

Ribosomal RNA (rRNAl genes
There are approximately 700-800 human rl1..NA genes,
mostly organized in tandemly repeated clusters, and many
related pseudogenes. Homogeneous multigene f.1milies that
occur in tandem arrays are under-represented in the draft
human genome sequence (owing to the selection of
restriction enzymes used in constructing the BAC libraries
and the decision to delay the sequencing of BACs with low
complexity fingerprints indicative of tandemly repeated
DNA). As a result, the precise number of rRNA genes could
llot be inferred frol11the draft human genome sequences.

In addition to the 16S and 23S mitochondrial rRNA mole-
cules, thcre arc four types of cytoplasmic d~NA, three asso-
ciated with the large ribosome subunit (28S, 5.8S and 5S
rRNAs). and one with the small ribosome subunit (18S
rRNA). Of these, the 28S, 5.8S and 18S rRNAs are encoded
by a sillgle trallscriptioll IIl1it (see F(?/Ire 10.2) which is
organized into five clusters, each with 30-40 tandem repeats,
located on the shorr anus ofhul1lJn chromosomes 13,14,15,
21. and 22.

Thc 55 rDNA genes also occur ill tandem arrays, the largest
of which is on chromosome 1q41-42, close to the telomere.
There arc 200--300 true 55 genes in these arrays but there
appcar to be many dispersed pseudogencs. The major rationale

insight into whole genome gene distribution was obtained
after hybridizing purified CpG island fractions of the genome
to metaphase chromosomes. On this basis, it was concluded
that gene density Illust be high in subtelomeric regions, and
that some chromosomes (e.g. 19 and 22) are gene-rich while
others (e.g. X, 18) arc gene-poor (Figure 8.4). The predictions
of differential CpG island densiry and differential gene density
were subsequently confirmed when draft sequences enCOm-
passing about 90% of the genome were reported
(International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium,
2001).

The difference in %GC between Giemsa pale and dark
bands also reflects differential gene densities because GC-rich
chromosomes (e.g. chromosome 19) and regions (e.g. pale G
bands) arc also comparatively rich in genes. For example. the
gene-rich human leukocyte antigen (HLA) complex (ISO
genes in a span of 4 Mb) is located within the pale 6p21.3
band, while a full 2.4 Mb of DNA which appears to be
devoted almost exclusively to a single mammoth gene, the
dystrophin gene, lies within a dark G band.

9.2 Organization, distribution and function
of human RNA genes

Although the great majority of human genes encode polypep-
tides (Section 9.3), a significant minority specifY noncoding
(= un translated) RNA molecules as their end product and so
are described as RNA genes (Eddy, 2001; Huttenhofer el al.,
2002; Storz, 2002; see also the noncoding 11..NA database at
http://biobases.ibch.poznan.pllncRNA/). The mitochon-
drial genome is exceptional in that 65% (24/37) of the genes
specifY mature I1..NA molecules but even in the case of the
nuclear genome there are probably abour 3000 11..NAgenes,
accounting for close to 10% of the total gene number (Figllre
94).

It is likely that current estimates ofRNA gene number are
conservative (because of the difficulry in identifYing RNA
genes in sequenced DNA; see Section 8.3.5). Comprehensive
analyses of mouse transcripts (Section 9.2.3), and microarray-
based analyses of hUlllJl1 chromosome 21 and 22 transcripts
(Kapranov el al., 2002) have been interpreted to suggest many
more transcripts than expected from the predicted gelle
counts. In addition to the RNA genes there are many rcbred
pseudogene/gene fragments, especially in the ease of RNA
genes transcribed by 11..NApolymerase III.

In cOlTlmon with other cellular genomcs most of the
known RNA genes arc devoted to making molecules which
assist in the general process of gene expression (P~ellre 9.4).
Some, notably the rRNA and tRNA families, are involved in
mRNA trallSlation. Many other RNA f.1milies are involved in
R1VA l1ulfl/rathm. involving both deava,l(e and base-spccff/c IlIod(fi-
(IIli,," of other RNA molecules (m11..NA, rRNA, t11..NA and
other RNA species). In addition,a substantial number of other
RNA genes, belonging to different RNA classes have more
recently been identified. Many have, or arc expected to h:lvl',
important regulatory roles, eillphasizing the very considerable
functional diversiry of RNA molecules (Table 9.3; Section
9.2.3).

http://biobases.ibch.poznan.pllncRNA/.
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Table 9.3: Functional diversity of human RNA

Component of small mitochondrial ribosomal subunit IFigure 9.2}
Component of large mitochondrial ribosomal subunit (Figure 9.2)
Components of large cytoplasmic ribosomal subunit (Figure 10.2)
Component of small cytoplasmic ribosomal subunit (Figure 10.2)

Binding to codons in mitochondrial mRNA (Figure 9.21
Binding to codons in cytoplasmic mRNA IFigure 9.4)

Components of major spliceosome
Component of both major and minor spliceosomes
Components of minor spliceosome
Histone mRNA transcriptional termination

FunctionExamples

16S rRNA
23S rRNA
28S, 5.8S. and 5S rRNAs
18S rRNA

22 types of mitochondrialtRNA
49 types of cytoplasmic tRNA

Many, including:
Ul. U2, U4 and U6 snRNAs
U5 snRNA
U4acat, U6acat, U11, and U12 snRNAs
U7 snRNA

Class of RNA

Transfer RNA (tRNA)

Small nuclear RNA (snRNA)
(involved in RNA splicing 1

Ribosomal RNA (rRNA)

Small nucleolar RNA (snoRNAI
!involved in RNA modification
and processing)

Over 100 different types:
ca. 80 C/D box snoRNAs
ca. 15 H/ACA snoRNAs
U3 and U8 snoRNAs

Site-specific methylation of the 2' OH group of rRNA
Site-specific rRNA modification by formation of pseudouridine.
rRNA processing

(8) OTHER RNA CLASSES Isee also the Noncoding RNAs Database at htto·//biobases.ibch ooznan.ol/ncRNAII

MicroRNA

X-chromosome inactivation
associated

At least 200 classes likely

XISTRNA
TSIXRNA

Very small (-22 ntds) regulatory RNA molecules (Section 9.2.31

See Section 10.5.6
See Section 10.5.6

Imprinting-associated

Nervous system-specific

Antisense RNA

Others

Many e.g. H19RNA

e.g. BC200 RNA

Probably 1500 Dr so types

Telomerase RNA
PCA3RNA
PCGEMIRNA
SRAIRNA
TTY2RNA
7SK RNA
7SLRNA

See Figure 10.24 for some examples

e.g. to HOXA 11, MSXI etc. (see Figure 10.24/

Component oftelomerase ISection 2.2.51
Prostate cancer antigen-3
Highly over-expressed in prostate cancer
Specific co-activator of several steroid receptors
Testis-specific family
Negative transcriptional regulator of RNA polymerase II elongation
Component of signal recognition particle for transporting proteins

for the repetition of cytoplasmic rRNA genes is based all

gene dosage: by l13ving a comparatively large number of thc"st'
genes. the cdl Cll1 satisfy the huge demand for cytoplasmic
ribosomes needed for protein synthesis.

Transfer RNA (tRNA) genes

In addition co the 22 mitochondrial tRNA genes, the draft
human genome sequence published in 2001 revealed, a [Otal
of 497 nud"!.r gynes encoding cytoplasmic tRNA lllokcuk,
and 324 tl"NA-derived J!.!!.tativs-p~nes. Humans
therefore. ;lppear to l1;lve fewer genes specifying cytoplasmic
tRNA than the worm (584). but more than the fly (284). In
metazoans rRNA gene number is not so related to organismal
complexity. but fJther to "pecia] demands for rRNA abun-
dance in certain ri'\slIl's or stages of embryonic development
(the frog Xe1l0pllS lal'I'is. for example, has large coeytes which

IllUst each be loaded with as llluch as 40 ng oftll..NA; the high
tl~NA demand is met by having thousands oftRNA genes).

The 497 cyto£!asmic tRNA genes can be grouped into 49
f.llllilics Jccording [0 their anticodon specificities. Although
the universal genetic code provides 61 ditTerent sense codons
which need to be recognized by 3nticodons in d1...NA lllOIe-

clIks, I/Jobh/c at the third base position of ceeIens 1llL':lIlS tl~Jt
when the third base position in a codon is J pyrimidine (U or
C). a singl\: anticodon can base pair with thL' two altL'rIlJtivL'
codons. The choice of anticodon to intL'rprL't altt:rllativL'
hUlllan codons follows general rules (or t:ukaryotic cyto-
plasmic tRNA (Box 9.4). On this basis aile would predict a
total of 46 different classes of human tRNA bllt despite the
generality o( third base wobble, thrL'l' pairs o( sllch
codons - AU(U/C). UA(U/C). AA(U/C) - appear to be
servl,d by two Jnticodons each, and there are thert:(orL' an
e:\:tr3 three tRNA classes (see r,:{!JlYt 9.5).Thl'fL' i" only a very
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..
Box 9.4: Anticodon specificity of eukaryotic cytoplasmic tRNAs.

As in the case of interpreting mitochondrial codons (Section
9.1.2) third base wobble means that there is no 1 : 1
correspondence between codons in cytoplasmic mRNA and the
tRNA anticodons which recognize them. In this case alternative
codons which differ in having a C or aU atthe third base position
can be recognized by a single anticodon. The decoding rules for
cytoplasmic mRNA codons are:

~ codons in 'two-codon boxes' (codons ending with UtC which
encode a different amino acid from those ending with AlGI.
Here the UtC wobble position is typically decoded by a G at
the 5' base position in the tRNA anticodon. Thus, there is no
tRNA with an AAA anticodon to match the UUll codon for
Phe, but the G.AA anticodon can recognize both UU!.! and
UUC codons in the mRNA (see Figure 9.5);

~ nonglycine codons in 'four-codon boxes'(codons where U, C,
A and G in the wobble position all encode the same amino
acid, but not glycine). Here the utC wobble position is
decoded by an inosine (I) at the 5' position in the anticodon
(inosine is produced by post-transcriptional modification of
an adenine: the amino group at carbon 6 of adenosine is
replaced by a C=O carbonyl group). For example, the GUll

rough correlation of human tRNA gene number with 3mino
acid frequency ("Iable 9.4).

Although the tRNA genes appear to be dispersed
throughout the human genome (they are found on all chro-
Illosomes except chromosome 22 and the Y chromosome),
'there is striking clustering. More than half of them (280 out of
497) reside on eitht:r chromosome 6 (which contains 140
tRNA genes - including almost all the different types of
tRNA gene - in a region of only 4 Mb at 6p2), or on chro-
mosome 1 (where many of the Asn and G]u tRNA genes are
loosely clustered). 1n addition, many of the other tRNA genes
are clustered, for example 18 of the 30 Cys tRNAs are found
in a O.5-Mb stretch of chromosome 7.

9.2.2 Small nuclear RNA and small nucleolar RNA are
encoded by mostly dispersed, moderately large
gene families

In addition to rRNA and tRNA two other major RNA
classes 3re involved in assisting general gene expression: sn1:111
nuclear RNA (snRNA) and small nucleolar RNA
(snoRNA).They arc encoded by families of close to 100 genes
(S1iRNA) or somewhat exceeding 100 genes (snoRNA)
which, although dispersed, do show some clustering of
SUbf..l111ilics.

Small nuclear RNA (snRNAI genes

The heterogeneous collection of small nuclear RNA
(snRNA) molecules include many which are uridine-rich
and are named Jccordingly, for example U3 snRNA means
the third uridinc-rich small nuclear RNA [0 be classified.
Several arc spliceosoJnal RNAs, required for functioning of

and GUC codons of the four-codon valine box are decoded by
a tRNA with an anticodon of AAC, which is no doubt modified
to lAC. In addition to base pairing with C and U, inosine can
also base pair with A (and so the lAC anticodon can
recognize each of GUll, GUC, GUA). To avoid possible
translational misreading, tRNAs with inosine at the 5' base of
the anticodon cannot be utilized in two-codon boxes;

~ glycine codons. GGU and GGC codons are decoded by a !iCC
anticodon, rather than the expected ICC anticodon.

Only 16 anticodons are required to decode the 32 codons ending
in a pyrimidine. The minimum set of anticodons is therefore 61
(the number of different sense codonsl minus 16 = 45. However,
in addition a specialized tRNA carries an anticodon to the codon
UGA (which normally functions as a stop codon). Under
conditions of high selenium, this tRNA will decode UGA in only a
very small number of cases to insert the 21st amino acid,
selenocysteine, in a select group of 'selenoproteins (all of
which have redox activities; in mammals thioredoxin reductase
and glutathione peroxidase are among the most widely found
selenoproteins).

the major and minor spliceosomes (see Table 9.3) and are
encoded by a family of over 80 genes. More than 70 of these
genes specify snRNAs used in the major spliceosome, They
include 44 identified genes specifying U6 snRNA and 16
specifying U I snRNA.

There is some evidence for clustering particularly in the
case of the U I and U2 snRNA families. but because of the
way 13ACs were selected for obtaining the draft genome
sequence (see above) there is under-representation in the draft
sequence. The U2 RNA genes were previously known to be
located at the RNU2 locus, a tandem array of nearly identical
6.I-kb units at 17q21-q22 which is highly variable in the
number of repeat units (frol11 six to more than 30 repeats).The
U I RNA genes are clustered with about 30 copies at the
RNU 1 locus at Ip36. 1, but this cluster is thought to be loose
and irregularly organized. There are a large number of related
nonfunctional sequences (pscudogcncs, gene fragments ere):
for examp]e 1135 U6 snRNA-related sequences were iden-
tified in the draft sequence (International HUI11::lIl Genollle

Seqllt:ncing Consortium, 2001).

Small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) genes

A large f;1111ilyof small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) arc
mostly employed in the nucleolus to direct or gllide site-
specific base modifications in rRNA (Smith and Steitz, 1997;
Filipowicz, 2000), but are also known to carry out base modi-
fications on orher stable RNAs including U6 snRNA. There
are two subf..1I11ilics. C/D box snoRNAs are mostly involved
in guiding sire-specific 2' -O-ribose methylations (there are
105-] 07 varieties of this methybrion in rRNA). HI ACA
snoRNAs are mostly involved in guiding sire-specific
pSl'//dol/ridylat;olls (where uridine is isomerized to give

, ) \ t K tJA- I. 1· . 'J I,
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Phe [
UUU ~ AAAO ,.{ ucu 7 AGA10 [ UAU ~ AUA1 [ UGU ~ ACAO

Tyr Cys
uuc GAA14 UCC GGAO UAC GUA11 UGC GCA 30

Leu [
UUA - UAA8 UCA - UGA5 stop - UAA UUAO stop - UGA - UCA O'

UUG - CAA6 UCG - CGA4 stop - UAG- CUAO Trp - UGG - CCA 7

CGU 7 ACG9

CGC GCG 0

CGA - UCG 7

CGG - CCG5

[
CAU \ AUG 0

His ..:"
CAC GUG12

CAA - UUG 11
Gin [

CAG - CUG21

ccu 7 AGG 11

CCC GGG 0

CCA - UGG 10

CCG - CGG4

~[CUU 7 AAG13

CUC GAG 0

CUA - UAG2

CUG - CAG6
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Met - AUG - CAU 17

[
AGU \ ACU 0

Ser ..:"
AGC GCU 7

lie
[

AUU

AUC

AUA

7 AAU 13

GAU 1

- UAU5

ACU 7 AGU8

ACC GGU 0

ACA - UGU 10
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[
AAU \
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UUU16
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[

AGA
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GUA - UAC5

GUG - CAC19

GCU 7 AGC 25

GCC GGC 0

GCA - UGC 10

GCG - CGC5

[
GAU \ AUCO

Asp ..:"
GAC GUC 10

[
GAA - UUC14

Glu
GAG - CUC 8

GGU ~ ACCO

GGC GCC11

GGA UCC 5

GGG - CCC8

Figure 9.5: Numbers 01 human tRNA genes classilied according to anticodon.

The codons are connected by lines to the lunmodilied) anticodons on the right. Joined lines in a V shape link alternative codons ending in a
U or C which can be decoded by a single anticodon because 01third base wobble. The number next to each anticodon is the number 01
human genes encoding tRNAs with that anticodon. Thus, for example, at the top left it can be seen that the UUU phenylalanine codon is not
decoded by an AAA anticodon as there are no tRNA genes carrying such an anticodon. The shaded adenines are almost certainly modified
as inosines Isee Box 9.4). Note: (i) despite the provision of third base wobble, single genes appear to encode tRNAs with anticodons which
might not have been expected to be needed IAUA, AUU and GAUl; liilthe asterisk next to the anticodon UCA signifies that there is an
unusualtRNA carrying this anticodon which can occasionally interpret a small subset of UGA codons as selenocysteine instead of
stop-see Box 9.41. Modified from International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 120011 Nature 409,860-921 with permission from
the Nature Publishing Group.

pseudouridi"e. th •...Illost COIllIllOIl modified base; 95 different
pscudouridybriolls 3re required for r1:tNA).

Single: sIloRNAs specify 01lL'. or:lt l1lo'\r {WO '\uch modifi-
cations. SnoRNA genes 3re oftcn fOllnd within the illtrons
of orhe;g;;;t·s :lI1d although Illost ,noR N A genes appear [0

l.' single-copy Jllci dispersed,soIlle large clusters arc kno\vll,
Including t\Vo which are fOlllld within the large
SNURF-SiVRf>lV tr"nscription unit on 15q. The htter
gl'IlL'S :l1T pa[er~lally imprinted and expressed in the brain,
and hJv •... been considL'red to play Jil importJnr role in
PrJder-Wilii syndrome (seL' F(l!,lfft' 10.2..J and references
rhL'ITin).

9.2.3 MicroRNAs and other novel regulatory RNAs are
challenging preconceptions on the extent of RNA
function

Tt.'xtbooks generally emplusize rhe illlport:lllCL' of" proreins as
end poinrs of gent' expression lx-elliSI..' of the widt.' variety in
thL'ir fUllctions and their importJIlCl' ill rL'gulating gene
exprL'ssion. RNA molecules have generally bL'en seen JS less
importallt (the Cclera draft genOIllL' SL'qUL'llce paper byVenrer
('I 111.,2001 did not present allY analyses all human RNA
gL'Ilt.'s!). In recenr years, however. a variety of discoveries are
forcing a radicJI re-appraisal ofRNA Illlletion.The realization
ill 11)82 that some RNA 1l1olt.'cuks could have a cJtJlyric



Table 9.4: Distribution of human cytoplasmic tRNA gene families genes according to amino acid specified
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Amino acid Frequency* Number 01
corresponding tRNA genes

Alanine 7.06% 40

Arginine 5.69% 30

Aspartate 4.78% 10

Asparagine 3.58% 34

Cysteine 2.25% 30

Glutamine 4.63% 32

Glutamate 6.93% 22

Glycine 6.62% 24

Histidine 2.56% 12

Isoleucine 4.43% 19

leucine 9.95% 35

* human proteome-wide average frequency

fUllction (and so function as a ribozyme) has led to idclltifl-
cation of catalytic functions in several other types of RNA.
They include both rRNA (recent X-ray crystallography data
indicate that peptide bond formation is catalyzed by rRNA.
1/01 protein- Nissen 1'/ al .. 2000) and also snRNA (Valadkhan
and Manley. 200 I).

A variety of other key R.NA molecules have been well-
,tudicd including thl' telomerase RNA (set' Section 2.2.5) and
the SRP RNA (also called 7SL RNA) of the ~ig"al [ccog-
";1;011 Jl.article (the ribonucleoprotein complex which recog-
nizes the siglul sequence on proteins destined for expon,
affording the proteins passage across the cell membrane). Mort.'
recently, an exciting variety of novel human RNA molecules
have been identified with known or expected regulatory
roles. This is a continuing process but the most comprehensive
analysis of Illammaliall transcripts so far (frolll the 1ll0USl:
genome) suggests that a very significant percentage of tfJn-
scripts will be Ilollcodillg RNAs (FANTOM COllSortium and
the RIKEN Genome Exploration Research Group Phase I &
II Team, 2002)

MicroRNAs: novel small regulatory RNA molecules
MicroRNAs (IniRNAs) art.' very small (approximatdy 22-
Ilucleotides long) RNA molecules which C:I1l fUllction a.•
antisense regubtors of other gellcs (Alllbros, 2()() 1;

Gottesman, 2(02). They derive from larger, - 70-nuckotide-
long precursors containillg an iI/pared reperll which pennits
double-strandcd !lairpill RIVA (ormation. Such hairpin
precursor RNAs are cleaved by a typc of ribolluclease II I
(specific for double-stranded RNA) known as dicer'. The
first such sequences to be described in animals, the lin-4 and
let-7 RNAs, were identified as s//Ial/ te//lporal RNA
(SIRNA) by genetic analyses in C. CIi:~'III-'. Uoth lin-4 and
let-7 RNAs arc developmentally regulated and also control

Amino acid Frequency* Number 01
corresponding tRNA genes

Lysine 5.65% 38

Methionine 2.23% 17

Phenylalanine 3.75% 14

Proline 6.10% 25

Selenocysteine <0.01% 1

Serine 8.00% 26

Threonine 5.31% 25

Tryptophan 1.30% 7

Tyrosine 2.76% 12

Valine 6.12% 44

various developlllcntal programs thcmselvcs._ They act as
alltisense regulators by binding to compll:l1ll'ntary seguences
ill the 3' UTR of mRNA from target gelles, inhibiting
translation and so repressing the synthesis of the target gelle
proteins (Figllrc 9.6/1). Other miR.NAs. for example in
pbnts. have also bet.'n shown to be developIllt.'lltal regulators,
and this finding plus the strong evolutionary conservation of
miRNA has led to the expectation of similar functions for
mammalian IlliRNAs.

Various approaches have been takcn to iclelltify mammalian
miRNAs (see GOtteslllan, 2002 for a sunn11ary), resulting in
thl' recent identification of novel miRNAs in both humans
and mice (Lagos-Quintana 1'1 a/., 2001.2002: Mourelaros
1'1 al., 2(02). Uy the time of writing (mid 2003). 200 or so
hUlllan miRNA gcncs havl: been estin13ted. Although
displ:rsed on many chromosomes there is evidence for some
clustering, notably :\ cluster of at least seven rniRNA genes
within a O.8-kb region all chromosome IJ (Mourelatos er aI.,
2(l()2). On the expectation tlut 11la11l1ll::di:11111liRNAs luve
illlportJnt regulatory functions active effort~ are currently
being made to identify t;lrgct genes.

'Note:this type of ribonuclease activity is thought to form part of a
conserved genetic surveillance system that can degrade a specific
mRNA in response to the presence of double-stranded RNA
corresponding to the specific mRNA. It can be utilized in certain
experimental analyses, known as RNA interferenceIRNA/]to
specifically inactivate target genes within cells by cleaving long double-
stranded RNA produced from artificially introduced transgenes to give
ca. 22-nucleotide-long antisense RNA molecules Iknown as siRNA =
shott interfering RNA). The siRNA molecules can base-pair with mRNA
from the endogenous gene which corresponds to the introduced
transgene, thereby specifically inhibiting expression Isee Section
20.2.61
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Figure 9.6: MicroRNAs are very short (21-22 nucleotides) RNAs which can function as antisense regulators.

(A) miRNA precursor structure. The C. elegans lin-4 and let-7 stRNAs belong to the miRNA class, showing significant similarity to
mammalian miRNAs such as the human mir-26a miRNA. Mature microRNA ImiRNAI sequences (shaded) are derived from a precursor with
inverted repeats Iwhich form a hairpin RNA by intramolecular hydrogen bonding I. Cleavage of the hairpin RNA is carried out by a type of
RNase III nuclease known as dicer. Sometimes two different miRNAs are derived from the same precursor. (8) Antisense regulation by
Iin-4 and let-7 RNAs. mRNA from target genes regulated by the lin-4and let-7 RNAs have regions in their 3' UTRs which show very
significant complementarity to these miRNAs. Base pairing is usually not perfect as shown in the case of predicted base-pairing between
the let-7 RNA and its two target sequences in the lin-413' UTRsequence. From Banerjee and Slack 12002)Bioessays 24, 11!l-129, reprinted
with permission of Wiley-Liss, Inc., a subsidiary of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Genes encoding moderate- to large-sized regulatory
RNA molecules

All increasing number of genes specify 111oderatc- to brge-
sized noncoding RNAs with known or expected regubrory
functions (many but lIot all can be likened to 'Ilollcoding
mRNA' molecules because they are transcribed by RNA
polymerase II and undergo capping and polyadenylarionb).

They include genes which specifY 78K RNA, J I1cg;uivL' tran-
scriptional regularor of RNA polymerase II elongation (Yang
ct "I.. 2001); SRAl (~teroid receptor !1eti,'ator) RNA, which
serves as a specific co-activator of several steroid receptors

(Ll11Z Cf al.. ]<)<)<);:l.Ild XIST, which is ceJltral to X-clmJ/1l0Soll/(,

;lIarr;lJar;OII (Section IO.S.h).
Several lllodcr:He [0 large-sized regulatory antisense

RNAs an,' ;11'\0 known, including the TSIX antisense tran-
script which regulates X/ST. J variety of Jlltist.'llst.' transcripts
which rL'gubtL' imprinted genes (Section 10.5.5; see hf!.//rc

10.24 (or SOIllC examples), and a brge Ilumber of other Jllfi-

'Note: byway of comparisonthe 28S,18Sand 5.8SRNAsare transcribed
by RNApolymeraseI; 55 rRNA.tRNA,snoRNAand miRNAare transcribed
by RNApolymeraseIII; snRNAsare a surprising mix:someare transcribed
by RNApolymeraseIII, and someby RNApolymerase III.
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sense transcripts (Lehner ef (/1.,2002). Although the total
number of such antisense transcripts in the human genome is
not accurately known, a recent re-evaluation of the genes on
human chromosome 22 has identified 16 possible antisense
I,-NA genes suggesting that there may be about 1500 or so
antisense RNA genes in the human genorne (Collins er aI.,
2003). In support of this estimate several hundred mouse anti-
sense RNAs have been predicted, using the most conservative
estimates, from a very comprehensive study by the FANTOM
Consortium and the RI KEN Genome Exploration Research
Group Phase I & II Team (2002).

9.3 Organization, distribution and function
of human polypeptide-encoding genes

9.3.1 Human genes show enormous variation in size
and internal organization

Size diversity

Genes in simple organisms such as bacteria are comparatively
similar in size, and usually very short. In complex organisms
variation in gene size is considerable, notably in the human

genome (Figure 9. 7).The enormous size ofsomc human genes
means that transcription can be time consuming, taking about
16 hours for the 2.4-Mb dystrophin gene (Tennyson el al.,
I995).Although there is a direct correlation between gene and
product sizes, there are some striking anomalies. For example,
apolipoprotein B has 4563 amino acids and is encoded by a
45-kb gene but the largest protein encoded by the giant 2.4-
Mb dystrophin gene has only 3685 amino acids.

Diversity in exon-intron organization

A very small 111inority of human genes lack introns (see Table
9.5), and are generally small in size. For those that do possess
introns, there is an inverse correlation between gene size and
fraction of coding DNA (Figllre 9.7). This does not arise
because 1 it I ~ n s are smaller than those in small

enes: the average eXOll size in human genes is less than 200 bp
and, although very large exollS are known (see Box 9.5), exon
size is comparatively independent of gene length (Table 9.6).
Instead, there is huge variation in intron lengths, and lar e
gent:s tend to have very large introns (the collagen type 7 and---....--..... ..-.......:~--......--....~...-......
ticin genes are rather remarkable exceptions - see Table 9.6).
Transcription of long incrons is, however, costly in time and
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Figure 9.7: Human genes vary enormously in size and exon content.

Exon content is shown as a percentage of the lengths of indicated genes. Note the generaliy inverse relationship between gene length and
percentage of exon content. Asterisks emphasize that the lengths given for the indicated Ig heavy chain and light chain loci correspond to
the germline organizations.llg and T-cell receptor genes have unique organizations, requiring cell·specific somatic rearrangements in
order to be expressed in B or T lymphocytes respectively - see Section 10.6.1CFTR,cystic fibrosis transmembrane regulator; HPRT,
hypoxanthine phospho ribosyl transferase; NFl, neurofibromatosis type 1.
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Table 9.5: Examples of human genes with uninterrupted coding sequences

For more detailed lists, see htto·llexooc01.uni-muenster.de/exoath/frames.htm

AI/37 mitochondrial genes

Many HNA genes(especially genes encoding small RNAs, e.g. mostlRNA genes, but also some large RNAs e.g. XISTRNAI

Hetrogenes (see Table 9.11)

Interferons

Histone genes

Many ribonuclease genes

Heat shock protein genes

Many G protein coupled receptors

Some genes with HMG boxes (e.g. SHY,many SOX genes)

Various neurotransmitterreceptor and hormone receptor genes, e.g. dopamine 01 and 05 receptors, 5-HT'B serotonin receptor, angiotensin II type 1
receptor, formyl peptide receptor, bradykinin 82 receptor, a2 adrenergic receptor

eller!:,')' Jnd IlJrur:l1 SL'lcuioll f.lvors shon inti-OilS in highly
expressed genes (Casrillo-Davis ,,( (/1 .• 2002).

Diversity in repetitive DNA content

Genes often have repetitive DNA cOlllponc.:Ilts within
llollcoding ilHrOIlS and flanking sequences, but in :lddition
repetitive DNA sequellces 3rt' (ound to ditTt:'fCllt l'xtcllrs ill
coding DNA. TllldclIl rept:titioll of m;crosatell;'e sequences
(short sequcnce JIlotif..:;- see Section Y.4.3) is coml1lon ;lIld

may simply feflect statistically expected fj-equl'llcics (or certain
base compositions. Tandl'l1l repetition of seqUt'l1ces encoding
known or assumcd protein domaills is :1lso quite C0111mOIl, :1nd
may bc functionally :1dvalltageous in some cases by providing
a more avaibblc biologic:11 target. In sOme cases, the sequence
homology betwecn thl' repl'ats call be very high; in other cases
ir may be [Jrher low (see -';11,1" 9. 7).

9.3.2 Functionally similar genes are occasionally
clustered in the human genome, but are more
often dispersed over different chromosomes

As seen in Section 9.2. some families of RNA gt'nes 3re clus-
tered. III the case of polypeptidc-l'ncoding gene families,
genes encoding identical products or olles which arc very
closely I"(·bted ill scqw.'llce :Irc oftcn foulld in one or more
clustt'rs which Ill:1Y bl' dispersed 011 several chromosollles.
However. somc f.1lllilics of functiollal gcnes encoding
products which have conserved (()I1IPOI/(,llT.\ ollly (doll13ins.
signific:1nt motifs l'tc.) :11"(.'of tell dispersed in the genoml'.
Genes cllcoding fUllctionally rdated products which do not
show a very significlIlt sequence homology are typically
dispersed.

Functionally identical genes
A very few hum:1n polypepti(ks arc kllown to be encoded by
two or more ir!cl/fir(/! gellc copics. Oftcll, these arc encoded by
recently duplicHed gCllcs in a gene cluster, for example thl'
duplic:1ted o-globin gCllcs. In addition, very occasionally
some gcncs on d!lk/"{,//I rlIYOIIIl):)W/H'Seucodt' identical polypep-
tides. EX:1mpks include:

~ !ristO/If gem's. The NHGRI histone sequence datab:1se lists a
toul of 86 difTerent histone sequences distributcd over 1()
difTerent chromosomcs, albeit with two large clustL'fs 011 op
(http://lJ"enorne.nhgri. nih .g-ov Ih istonesl Chrlll:1p.shtllll)
but some subfamily members are identic-Ii :llrhough
encoded by genes on difTerent chromosomes;

~ IIviql/itill ,{!ClICS.The 76 amino acid IIbiquitill is :1 highly
conserved protein which plays a Illajor role in proteill
degradation and cellular stn:ss responsc. Human ubiquitin
genes are found at difTcrent loci distributed 011 scveral
chromosomes. Some are found as a series of tandem fulI-
length coding sequence rcpt..'ats which undergo co-
transcription (Po!YrlstfOl/ir trallsaiplio/I III/its). Others ;HL'
monomers (but fused to ribosonul prott..'in genes,
constituting virisfyonir trallsaiptiol/ lI/1irs) - scc Nt..'i ff al..
2000; Section 9.3.3.

Functionally similar genes

A large fraction of human genes art' mcmber, of gt'nc families
where individual genes are closely re/mcr! bl/l litH ir!clH;ra/ ill
sequence. In many such cases the genes are clustered :1nd have
arisen by tandem gene duplication, as in the elSC of tht'
difTt'rent members of each of the a-globin and r3-globill gt'Ill'

clusters (see F({!//rc 9. J 1). Genes which cncode clearly relatcd
products but which are located on difTerellt chromosomcs ;lrc
generally less related. as in the case of the a-globin 31ld
r3-globin genes. However, in the case of the I-lOX hOlllcobo:\
gene family, which consists of clusters of approximJtel:: 1()
genes on each of four chromosomes. individual genes Oil

difTerent chromosomes Illay be more related to L':1ch otller
than they are to members of the same gt.'IlL' clllstL'r (ql,f/lI"l"
/2.9). In addition to the above, genes encoding closely rebtcd
tissue-specific isoforms, or subcellular compartmcnt-specific
isozymes are often located 011 different chromosomes (sct'
Table 9.8).

Functionally related genes
Somt..' genes encode products which may not be so c10scly
related in sequence, but are clearly functionally rebted. The
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~ ..
Box 9.5: Human genome and human gene statistics.

Genome size

Nuclear genome

Afftochondrialgenome

Euchromatic component

Constitutive heterochromatin

Highly conserved fraction

CodingONA

Other (regulatory etc.)

Segmentally duplicated DNA

Noncoding repetitive DNA

Transposon-based repeats

Gene number

Nuclear genome

Afftochondrialgenome

Per chromosome

Polypeptide-encoding genes

RNAgenes

Pseudogenes

Gene density

Gene size (genomic extent)

Intergenic distance

CpG island number

Exon number

Largest number

Smallest number
Exon size

Largest exons

Smallest exons

Intron size

Largest introns

Smallest introns

mRNA size

5' UTR

3' UTR

Noncoding RNA size

Polypeptide size

Largest polypeptide

Smallest polypeptides

- 3200 Mb
- 3200 Mb

16.6 kb

- 2900-3000 M b

> 200 Mb (Table 9.2; Figure 2.15)

> 100 Mb (>3%1

- 50 Mb (-1.5%)

-100 Mb (3%)

>150 Mb 1>5%)

> 50% of genome

- 1400 Mb 1- 43%; see Table 9.15)
- 30 000-35 000

- 30 000-35 000 ISection 9.1.31.

37 (Section 9.1.2),

Average of - 1400; but depends on chromosome length and type (see Figure 8.4);
- 60 per band in a 550-band chromosome preparation

- 30 000 but considerable uncertainty

- 3000, but some uncertainty (see Figure 9.4)
-20 000

- 1/100 kb in nuclear genome; 1/0.45 kb in mitochondrial genome

Average = 27 kb, but enormous variation (see Figure 9.7).

Average = ca. 75 kb in nuclear genome.

- 30 000 (in genome sequence filtered to remove non coding repeats)

Average = 9. Generally correlated with gene length, but wide variation.

363 Onthe titin gene)
1 (that is, no introns - Table 9.5)

Average = 122 bp for internal exons with comparatively little length variation, but
3' exons can be considerably longer (Zhang, 1998).

Many kb long, e.g. exon 26 of the apoB gene (APOB) is 7.6 kb

< 10 bp
Enormous variation; strong direct correlation with gene size (see Table 9.6):

Hundreds of kb e.g. intron 8 of the human WWOX gene is - 800 kb.
Tens of bp

Average of about 2.6 kb, but considerable variation Ititin mRNA is > 115 kb long!)
Average of about 0.2-0.3 kb

Average of about 0.77 kb but likely to be an underestimate because of under-
reporting of long 3' UTRs

Highly variable; from - 21-22 nucleotides (microRNA) to many kb e.g. XISTI17 kbl
Average of about 500-550 amino acids

Titin: 38 138 codons in titin gene (but significant length variation)
Tens of amino acids e.g. various small hormones etc.
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Table 9.6: Average sizes of exons and introns in human genes

Gene product Size of gene (kb) Number of exons Average size of exon (bp) Average size of intron (bp)

tRNAtyr 0.1 2 50 20

Insulin 1.4 3 155 480

~-Globin 1.6 3 150 490

Class I HLA 3.5 8 187 260

Serum albumin 18 14 137 1100

Type VII collagen 31 118 77 190

Complement C3 41 29 122 900

Phenylalanine hydroxylase 90 26 96 3500

Factor VIII 186 26 375 7100

CFTR (cystic fibrosisl 250 27 227 9100

Titin 283 363 315 466

Dystrophin 2400 79 180 30 770

Table 9.7: Examples oflarge-scale intragenic repetitive coding DNA

Gene product Size of encoded repeat No. of Nucleotide sequence homology between copies
in amino acids copies

Involucrin 10 59 High homology for central 39 repeats

Apolipoprotein?lal 114 = kringle 4-like repeat' 37 High homology; 24 of the repeats are identical in sequence

Plasminogen - 75-80 5 Low homology but conserved protein domains Ikringles'j

Collagen 18 57 Low homology but conserved amino acid motifs based on
IGly-X-YI6

Serum albumin 195 3 Low homology

Proline-rich protein genes 1&--21 5 Low homology

Tropomyosin ,,-chain 42 7 Low homology

Immunoglobulin .-chain, C region 108 4 Low homology

Dystrophin 109 24 Low homology

'A kringle is a cysteine-rich sequence that contains three internal disulfide bridges and forms a prellel-shaped structure.

products may be subunits of the S31llC protein or macromole-
cular structure, components of the same metabolic or devel-
opmental pJthway. or may be required to specifically bind [Q

each other as in the case of ligallds Jnd their relevant
nxeptors. IJ1 almost all such cases, the genes are not c1ustcred
Jlld are ",ually foulld 011 different chromosomes (see TaVie9.8
for SOllle examples).

9.3.3 Overlapping genes, genes-within-genes and
polycistronic transcription units are occasionally
found in the human genome

Bidirectional gene organization and partially overlapping
genes
Simple genomes have high gene densities (roughly one per
0.5 kb. 1 kb, and 2 kb for the gl'Il0lllCS of human mito-

choJldria, E. (oli, and S. (C/"f'IJis;t1c rcspectivdy) and often show
exalllpies o( partially overlapping gelle". DifTerent reading
frallles Illay be llsed, sometime>; (rom a COllllllon sense strand
(see }--:':l.?lIrc 9.3).The genes of compk,x organisllls are Illuch less
clustt'n:,d (only one gene pn 100 kb In the human nuclear
genome) and overlapping gelies are not so common.

,,\ Occasion::tlly, however. \'ery clos1..'ly lleighborlng genes ;In..'

found. sOllle with their 5' end"i separatl'd by J (ew hUl1dn.'d
(' '- nllckotides and transcribed (rom opposite strands. Such a

';bidirectional gene organizatiou is oftcn (ound in the case of
DNA rcpair genes, {or examplt:...•and IllJY providc (or common
reguhtion of the gene pair (Adachi alld Lic'bn, 2002).

Partially ofJer}appitrg geues in the complex nuclear
genOI11l'Sof mammals are rare ;lIld. where thl'y do occur. the
overlapping gencs are llsually tr:lIlscribed (rom the two
different DNA strands. Strong gene clustering occurs il~.GC-



Table 9.8: Distribution of genes encoding functionally related products
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Geneswhich encode Organization

Clustering of pancreatic and salivary amylase genes 11p21); nonsynteny of a·actin
genes expressed in skeletal 11p) and cardiac 115q) muscle

Cytoplasmic (c) and mitochondrial (m) isozymes for various enzymes e.g. aldehyde
dehydrogenase Ic)·9q and aldehyde dehydrogenase {m)-12q; thymidine kinase {c)-l1q
and thymidine kinase Im)-16q

Examples

Usually nonsyntenic

Often clustered but may also be The two a·globin genes on 11p IFigure 9.11); genes encoding rRNA (Figure 10.2);
on different chromosomes some histone subfamilies (see htto: lIoenome.nhori.nih.oov/histones/chrmao.shtml)

Sometimes clustered;
sometimes non·syntenic

The same product

Isozymes in different
cellular compartments

Tissue-specific protein
isoforms or isozymes

Enzymes in same
metabolic pathway

Subunits of the
same protein

Usually nonsyntenic

Usually nonsyntenic

Genes encoding enzymes in steroidogenesis: steroid ll-hydroxylase-8q; steroid
17-hydroxylase-10q; steroid 21-hydroxylase-6p

a-globin-16p and l3-globin-ll p; ferritin heavy chain-llq and ferritin light
chain-22q

Interacting components
of signaling pathway

Ligand plus
associated receptor

Usually nonsyntenic

Usually nonsyntenic

JAKl-l p; STATl-2q

Insulin-llp and insulin receptor-19p; interferon 13-9p; interferon 13receptor-21q

rich subchrOlllOSOlllal regions Jnd regions of particubrly high
gene density often show sOllle examples of ovcrlaB1?!ng genes.
For example, the cbss II I region of tht' H LA complex :lr

6p21.3 Ius an average gene density of about one gCllc per
15 kb. ~l11d is known to cOllt:lin several eX:llllple •• of over-
lapping gene, (F(~/"e 9.8;1).

Genes-within-genes

The small nucleolar RNA (slloRNA) genes are unllsual in
that the II/ajori/)l of thelll Jre located within other gClle••, oftL'1l

ones which t'llcode a ribo'iolllL'-as"ioci:lted protein or ,1
nucleolar protein. Pos"ibly thi •• arrangement has bt'l'll main-
tained to permit co-ordin,He production of proteill ,lIld R A
components of the ribosome (Tycowski •.I <1/ .• 1<)')3). In
addition to the snoR A gt:nL's some other gellL's, illcluclil1~
several polypcptidc-t:ncoding genes, are 10c<Ht:d within the
il1trol1s of Iargcr gCI1e"i. Illustr:ltivt' cxamples arc: the .\'F I
(neurofibromatosis typc I) g(,'IH' (three "l11all internal gell(,'\
transcribed from the opposite strand - ,ee I'(~"r •. 9.813): the F8
(blood clotting factor VIII) gene (two illternal gene, (ran-
scribt:d in oppo ••it(,"dircction, - ,ee F(v."rf 11.20) <lIld thL' RB I
(retinoblastoma <;u'iiCeptibility) gelle (one imernal gel1e tran-
scribed from the oppo ••itt' ••tr;md - "iee F(v.lI/'e 9. 19).

st;lrtS fro111 one gene and continues though a neighboring
downstream gene to give;} precursor protein which is c1e;}ved
to give different proteins.

The A and 13chains of insulin can be considered to derive
frolll;} bicistronic transcriptiol1unit (r:({!/lre 1.13). but they arc
intimately related runctionally. SOllletimes, howt'ver.
bicistronic transcription units generatl.' function;llly distinct
proteins. The L'BA52 and UBA80 genes. for example,
gencrate ubiquitin and a ribosolll;ll protein. S27a or L40.
respectivdy. Other ubiquitin genes are organized as tandelll
rull coding sequence repcats which form polycistronic trall-
"icriptioll units (Sl.'l.' Nei et (If .. 20(0). There are no introns in
ubiquitin gent's but in other bicistronic trall"icription units
"plicin~ is n:'quired to link transcripts or eXOIlS rrom olle gene
onto (ho<\' of a dO\\'nstream gene. The S,,"L'RF-S.\'RP,,"
tr.lIl ••cription unit provides an example or two polypeptides
encoded by different exons (Gray ('I <II., 1999) but is also
L'mployed to make ulltranslated rtNA transcripts which are
p,lternall,· imprinted - see Figllr •. IO.2~).

9.3.4 Polypeptide-encoding gene families can be
classified according to the degree and extent of
sequence relatedness in family members

Polycistronic transcription units

Polycistronic (= ll1ultigellic) tran"icription unit •• are coml11OI1
in the Silllpk genomes ofbactt.'ria and are al ••o quitt' ffL'qUt"ntly
found in C. dl:V.tIlIS. ThL' "iimple human mitochondri.ll gL'IlOIllL'
(Section Y. 1.2) and till.: major rRNA geIlt: c1u,tcr" (F(v.llrl'
10.1) provide two major eX:\lllplL''' of polycistronic tran-
scription ul1its in the human genolllL'. In addition. "OIllL' Lire
exampks afe known of polypeptide-ellcoding bicistronic
transcription units in the Iluckar genOllle: tr;lIlscription

A large percentage of aCtively expressed human genes.
encoding: both noncoding RNA and polypeptidl'\. ,lft:
Illt'mbl.'r"i of D A sequence falnilies which show a high
degrt't.· or sequt.'llcc "iimilarity. Howen:,r. the extent of
st'qul'nce sharing and thl.' organiz,Hion of family membt.'r"
em vary widely. Many family mL'mbers may be nonfunc-
tionJ.1 (pSCl/d(~{!l'IICS ;}nd,v.l'l1cfraglllr'lIfs - SL't' below) and rapidly
acculllulate sequence difference"i. k3ding: [0 1ll3rk<."d
<;(""()Ut.'I1Cl.'divergence.
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5'

•••• 3'

Exon 27(6) Exon 26••• Intron
26

Sense strand 5' •of NFl gene
Antisense 3' • • •
strand of +- +- +-NFl gene

OGMP EV/28 EV/2A
>------1 >-------i >------1

2.2 kb 10 kb 4 kb

Figure 9.8: Overlapping genes and genes within genes.

(AI Overlapping genes. Genes in the class III region of the HLA complex are tightly packed and overlapping in some cases. (BI Genes
within genes. Intron 26 of the gene for neurofibromatosis type IINFll contains three internal two-exon genes each transcribed from the
opposing strand to that used to transcribe the NFl gene. Genes are: OGMp, oligodendrocyte myelin glycoprotein; EV/2A and EV/2B, human
homologs of murine genes thought to be involved in leukemogenesis, and located at ltcotropic J1iralintegration sites.

Classical gene families
Mt..'l11bers of classicJ1 gene families exhibit J high degree of
se~lIcnce homology over most of the gene length or, at lCJs[,
the coding DNA component. EXJl1lpk's include histone gent'
falllilies (histones are strongly conserved and subfamily
members Jrc virtually identical), ;'lI1cl rhe a-globin and
~-globin gene families (members of an individual family show
J high dq;ree ofsequcncc simibriry).

Gene families encoding products with large, highly
conserved domains
In some gClle families there is partIcularly pronounced
h01110106'Ywithin specific strongly cOlls~rv~d regions of th~
gent's: rhe corresponding sequence simibrity between the
rl'lllailiing portion of the coding sequence in the different
gl'llCS IlIay be quire low. Oftt.'11 such families cncode tran-
scription factors that play important roll's in early devd-
opJ11ellt. and the conserved sequence ellcod~s a protein
dOlllain which is r~qllired to bind specifically to the DNA of
sl'kcted target genes (see 7i,b!f 9,9).

Gene families encoding products with short conserved
amino acid motifs
The members of SOllle gt.'ne f.1ll1ilil'smay not be very obvi-
ously relatl'd at the DNA Sl'qUl'IlCt' level, but nevertheless
encode gene products that arl' char:lcterizl'd by a COJ11mon
gencral fUl1ction and the presel1ce of very short conserved

sequence motifs. such as the DEAD box, rhe sequence
Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp (DEAD in the one-letter amino acid
code). or the WD repeat (tryptophan-aspartate) - see F(gl/rc

9.9.

Gene superfamilies
Ml'lllbers of a gene superfalnily ;\rc lI111chmore distantly
rebtcd in l'volutionary terms th;lll r11O~1'in a classical or
cons~rved domain/motif gent' fllllily, Thcy cllcode products
that arc fUllctionally rebted ill a J!/'III'Yid SCIlSC,and show only
vcry we:lk sequence homology over :\ brgl' seg[~, without
very sig-nificant conserved :1mino ;Icid motifs, Inste:1d~ there
Ill:1Ybl' sOllle evidence for gl'lleral COli1111011.'·//'l/(1/Iral fearures.
and J gcner:11 rdated function, IIlustrativc l'xalllpks In::

~ thl' ;mmlltloglobulitl sIIpt'ifamU)1 (F(I.!III"t· 9. fO) - a "ery
1.Jrgl' family encompassing imlllullogiobulin (Ig) genes,
T-ct'll rl'cL'pror genes, H LA gellcs, .1Ild I1lJny others. The
gl'lll'S 1'llcodl' products ,,'hich arl' cOIl"idcr,lbly diverged at
rhl' sequcnce kvel but which (unction ill thL' imillune
~YStcllland cOIltain Ig-like dOlllains:

~ the )!Iob;" 511peifamUy - J sllull f.11llilywhich includes not
oll]y till' Illembers of the O'-globil1 alld l3-globill gene
fllllilil's (Figure 9.11) which function ill oxygen transport
and .;torage in blood. but ;t1so equiv:llcllt genes which
l'llcodc Illuscle and brJin globills. Illyoglobin and neuro-
globin, rl'spectively (see F(\.?/frc 12. -4).



Table 9.9:Examples of human genes with sequence motifs which encode highly conserved domains
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Gene family Number of genes

Homeoboxgenes 38 HOX genes Isee Figure 12.91plus
214orphan homeoboxgenes

PAXgenes 9

SOX genes 18

T8Xgenes 18

Forkheaddomain genes 49

PDUdomain genes 24

(A) DEAD box

Sequence motif/ domain

Homeobox specifies a homeodomain 01 ca. 60amino acids. A wide variety 01
different subclasses have been delined

Peired box encodes a peired domain 01 - 128amino acids; PAX genes olten
have in addition a type 01 homeodomainknown as a paired-type homeodomain

SHY-like HMG box which encodes a domain 01ca. 69amino acids

T-Boxwhich encodes a domain 01 ca. 170amino acids

The forkheed domein is - 110amino acids long

The POU domain is.- 150amino acids long

22-42 19-29 17-29 17-23 19-51 115-192 20-25

NH2---1 AXXGXGKT f------1 PTRELA ~ ARGXD H HRIGR f-COOH

(B)

WD repeat
6-94 23-41

- m~@B].-------j~) n = 4-16

~---.~----
Core

Figure 9.9; Some gene families are defined by functionally related gene products bearing very short conserved amino acid motifs.

(A) Motifs in the DEAD box family. This gene family encodes products implicated in cellular processes involving alteration of RNA
secondary structure, such as translation initiation and splicing. Eight very highly conserved amino acid motils are evident, including the
DEAD box (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp). Numbers relerto frequently lound size ranges for intervening amino acid sequences (see Schmid and
Linder, 1992).X = any amino acid. See inside front cover for the one-letter amino acid code. (B) WD repeat family. This gene family encodes
products that are involved in a variety of regulatory functions, such as regulation of cell division, transcription, transmembrane signaling,
mRNA modification, etc. The gene products are characterized by 4-16 tandem WD repeats consisting of about 44-60 amino acids each
containing a core sequence of fixed length beginning with a GH IGly-Hisl dipeptide and terminating in the dipeptide WD ITrp-Aspl
preceded by a variable length sequence Isee Smith at al., 19991.

~ the G protein-coupled receptor supeifamil)' - J vcry brgt'
and diverse family of receptors due Illediate ligalld-
induced signaling betwccn rhl' l'xrracellubr and intra-
cellular envirOlllllellt" V1:1ilHl'r:lCtioll with intracellular G
proteins. They share a COllllllon '\trucrure of "("·L'll a-helix
trzlIlsmembrZlIll' segmellt ••, but typically h:lvl' low « ...•(YX))
sequcnce similarity to each other.

9.3.5 Genes in human gene families may be organized
into small clusters, widely dispersed Ot both

Human gCIlt' (;llllilies may be classifit'd into thost.' "howing
evidencc of clost' gCllc clustering, and those that are dispersed
over severJI ditTert.'nt chromosomal locations. This cbssifi-
cation is somcwhat arbitrary. howcver, since SOllle gene
f:ll1lilies consist of multiple gent.' clusters at ditTerc:nt chromo-
somal locations (see 7;'b/c 9.10). and oth",s such as the
histone gcne f.lmily (http://\lenoml'.l1h~'Ti.llih'b:ov/histoncs/

chrnup. sluml) may be dominated by one or two large clusters
but also have several dispersed orphall gelles.

Gene families organized in a single cluster
0'nes in an individual gSpc cluster are thou~u to arise by
talldem gelle d!U!li.cation events (F(i!//Yc 12.3). Different organ-
izations Jre evident:

~ (ti//(/ell/ ,i!CIIC t>rgalli~ariofl. The Tene~ are highlY relatt'd to
each otht'r in terms_ of both scqu_cllce and function,
althou yh certain f:llllilv members Illay be nonfunctional.
There an:" very few examples for polypeptide-cncoding
gencs (the polyubiquitin gcnes arc: one striking example).
but several RNA gene families (rRNA. U2 snRNA) show
this organization;

~ rlose rlusterill,l,!. The genes are not quite tJndemly rt·peatt.'d;
instead, tht')' are closely clustered, and may be regulatcd by
a sinok low ..•COI/(ro/ f!giGn - sce the example of the 0'- Jnd
r3-globin gene clusters in F(i!II/"c 9. 11. The individual genl's
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Figure 9.10: Members of the Ig superfamily are surface proteins with similar types of domain structure.

A few examples of the very large Ig superfamily are illustrated. Many members are dimers consisting of extracellular variable domains (V)
located at the N-terminal ends and constant (C) domains, located at the C-terminal (membrane-proximal I ends. The light chain of class I
HLA antigens, 132-microglobulin, has a single constant domain and does not span the membrane. It associates with the transmembrane
heavy chain which has two variable and one constant domain, giving an overall structure similar to that of the class II HLA antigens.

Growth hormone cluster 17q23
hGH-N CS-L CS-A hGH-V CS-B

Albumin cluster 4q12 ------i~__ ~!------iC==)_----C===}--------I=======Jf--

o

ALB

20

AFP

40 60

ALF

80 100 120 140

GC/DBP

160 180

Figure 9.11: Examples of human clustered gene families.

Genes in a cluster are closely related in sequence and typically transcribed from the same strand. The functional status of the a-globin and
CS-L genes is uncer1ain. The scales at top (globin and growth hormone clustersl and bottom (albumin cluster) are in kilo bases.
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Table 9.10: Examples of clustered and interspersed multigene families

Copy no. Organization

Many

Many

Chromosome
location (s)

Xp22; 4q22-q23
Many
Many
Many; mostly
pericentromeric
Many

17q22-24
16p13.3
6p21.3

Organized in four clusters on 2p, 7,12,17 (see Figure /2.9)
Modest-sized clusters at a few locations; two large clusters on
chromosome 6
About 25 large clusters scattered throughout the genome

Clustered within 67 kb; one conventional pseudogene
Clustered over - 50 kb Isee Figure 9./1)
Clustered over 2 Mb (see Figure 9./2)

One intron-containing gene and one testis-expressed retrogene
Three functional genes and two pseudogenes on five different chromosomes
All nine are functional genes
One functional gene at 17q; others are defective non-processed
DNA copies (Figure 9./31
One functional gene on chromosome 11; most are processed pseudogenes

Family

Olfactory receptor gene family > 900

IBIINTERSPERSED GENE FAMILIES
Pyruvate dehydrogenase 2
Aldolase 5
PAX 9
NF/ (Neurofibromatosis type II > 12

(A) CLUSTERED GENE FAMILIES
Single cluster gene fami/ies
Growth hormone gene cluster 5
ex-Globin gene cluster 7
Class I HLA heavy chain genes - 20

Multiple cluster gene fami/ies
HOXgenes 38
Histone gene family 61

Ferritin heavy chain > 15

usually show a high degree of sequence and functional
identity [0 each other, but lTlany family members 111ay be
psel/dogel/es (Section 9.3.6);~

~ co IIlpOIllul cll/stcrs. In other clustered gene familit:s,
however, the h sical relarionshi between genes in ~
cluster may be less close and a cluster of related genes may
also contain within it ~nes that are unrelated in sequence
and~ction. constituting a compound gene cluster. For
example, the H LA complex on 6p21.3 is dominated by
families of genes which encode class I and II HLA
antigens and various serUIll complement factors, but indi-
vidual f:ll11ilymembers may be separated by functionally
unrelated genes slich as members of the steroid 21-
hydroxylase gene family, ete.

Gene families organized in multiple gene clusters
Some gene families arc organized in multiple clusters.
Occasionally, the c1L1Stersmay be closely related on the same
chromosome as a result of recent duplication, for example the
inverted clusters containing the 51\11\'f and SNfJ\l2 genes asso-
ciated with spinal muscular atrophy (see Frugier ct al., 2002).
More often, however, they arc distributed over two or more
chrol11osomal locations. Different organizations are evident.
Some families show comparatively high similarity between
genes on different clusters; some less SQ. An outstanding
example is the -!!.lfa[{orJI recepror gelle fami/}' which encodes a
diverse repertoire of receptors allowing us to discriminate
thousands of different odors. The> 900 members of this
family are organized in large clusters at more than 25 different
chromosomal locations, representing all chromosomes other
than chromosome 20 and the Y chromosome (Glusman ct al.,
2001).

Se uence homolo IS enerall greater within a cluster
than between clusters (compare, for example, l11embers of the
a-globin cluster on Hip, with those of the i3-g10bin cluster on
11p - see Figure '12.4), but occasionally because of strong
functional selection genes in different clusters may be more
related to each other than those in a single cluster, as in the
case of HOX genes (Flgllre 12.9).

Dispersed gene families
Members of some families are dispersed at two or more
different chromosomal locations. The genes at the different
locations are usually quite divergent in scquence unless gene
duplication occurred relatively recently, or there has been
considerable selection pressure to maintain sequence conser-
vation. Family members may have originated from:

~ d[{ji>rel/l ,{!enOIllCS. The original mitochondrial genome
may have derived from an aerobic bacterium with subse-
quent transfer of many of the original bacterial genes to
the nuclear genome. As a result, the nuclear genome
contJins duplicated genes, encoding c}'toplaslI/-spec[fic and
1I1irochol/drial-spa!'{ic isoforms for certain enzymes and
other key metabolic products (see Table 9.8 for some
examples).

~ aJ/ciem ,{!el/C ~eel/ollle dllplicalioll eVC/HS. Families of this type
typically contain only a few mcmbers, as in the case of the
PAX gene f.lmily, and appear to have evolved by a combi-
nation of gene dllPllcation and/or genome duplication
cvents over a long period of evolutionary time. Usually all
or many of the f:ll11ilymembers are functional, and signif-
icant sequence homology betv.,reen the gene products may
be restricted to crucially important domains e.g the paired
domain of PAX gene products.
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~ by retrotrallspos;t;oll Clients. Some gene families have
expanded comparatively recently in evolutionary terms by
a process whereby R A transcribed from olle or a small
number of fUllctional genes is convened by cellular reverse
rranscripr;]se into Ifatllral cDI\:A which then becomes inte-
grated elsewhere in the chromosomes. Most such copies
are nonfunctional but some gene f:111lilies have a functional
inrron-conraining gene and a functionJI processed gene
copy (see next section).

9.3.6 Pseudo genes, truncated gene copies and gene
fragments are commonly found in multigene
families

Families of polypeptide-encoding genes (and RNA genes) are
frequently characterized by defe(live (opies (pseudogenes) of
essenrially all the sequence of a functional gene (or at least its
coding sequence), or of portions of it, e.g. tr""caled copies
lacking the 5' or 3' ends or ilJterllalfragmellts, in some cases a
single exon. A large variety of different classes are found. The
following examples an.: meant [Q be illustrative of the types of
defective gene copies found in different rypes of gene f:1mily.

Nonprocessed pseudogenes in a gene cluster.

Individual gene clusters often have defective gent.' copies
which have been copied ar rhe lefle! ~f gel/om;( Di\"A by tandem
gene duplicatioll. The copies can contain sequence corre-
sponding to exons, intl-ons and promoter regions of the fUl1c-

tional genes (nonprocessed pseudogenes), but are usually
recognized to be defective by the presence of inappropriate
termination codons in sequences corresponding to exons.
Classical examples are found in the lX-globin and l3-globin
clusters (see Fig/lre 9. II).

Truncated genes and internal gene fragments in a gene
cluster

The class I HLA gene family at 6p21.3 is a classical example of
a gene cluster which is characterized by nonprocessed
pseudogenes, truncated gene copies and gene fragments.
Although the number of class I HLA genes can vary 011

different chromosome os. comprehensive analysis of one of
these identified 17 family members clustered over about
2 M b, comprising: six expressed genes. four conventional (ull-
length pseudogenes, five truncated gene copies, and two small
internal gene fragments (Geraghty ('1 aJ., 1992; see F((!/lrc
9. /2). The family would have originated by tandem gelle
duplications and the fragmented gene copies arose by II/leq/lol
crossover or l/f1elJ.:wJsiSler cl1rolllmid ex(I1a1~(!e(Sccrion 11.3.2).

Nonprocessed pseudogenes in a dispersed gene family

Two illustrative examples are sequences related to the .'\;F J
(neurofibromatosis type I) and the PKD / (adult polycystic
kidney disease) genes. These genes are located respectively at
17q 11.2, close to the centromere (pcriccllfromeric), and at
16p 13.3, close to the telomere (S/lhle/olller;(). ~rice.u;;

~ions are tYE..icallycomposed of sequences which
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Figure 9.12: Clustered gene families often contain nonprocessed pseudogenes and truncated genes or gene fragments: example of the
class I HLA gene family.

(A) Structure of a class I HLA heavy chain mRNA. The full-length mRNA contains a polypeptide-encoding sequence; blocks represent
different domains as follows: L, leader sequence; 0<t, lX2,lX3,extracellular domains; TM, transmembrane sequence; CY,cytoplasmic tail); and
a 3' -untranslated sequence (3' oUTS). The three extracellular domains lXl-<>3are each encoded essentially by a single exon. The very small
5' oUTS is not shown. (B) The class I HLA heavy chain gene cluster. The cluster is located at6p21.3 and comprises about20 genes. They
include six expressed genes (blue), four full-length non processed pseudogenes ('It), and a variety of partial gene copies (small, open red
boxesl. Some of the latter are truncated at the 5' end (e.g. the one next to HLA-B), some are truncated at the 3' end (e.g. the one next to
HLA-F) and some contain single exons (e.g. the one nextto HLA-E).



Processed pseudogenes in a dispersed polypeptide-
encoding gene family
Interspersed gene families often have defective gene copies
which contain sequences corresponding to the exons of a
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have been copied recently during evolution and which are functional gent' (but not the illtrolls) and they lIsually contain
~d on several chrOillosol11CS. Subrelomeric regions are at olle end an oligo(dA)/(dT) sequence. Such processed~
also comparatively unstable and prone to duplication (Eichler. pseudogenes haw been copied ar rlt,. cO;\,1I Irlle! by reo"o-
200 I; Mefford and Trask, 2002). They make a substantial transposition (see also Section 9.5. I). Cellular reverse tran-
contribution to the primate-specific segmclJtal duplicQtioll scriptases transcribe mRNA into I/{/l/Iml cDNA which can
which accounts for over 150 Mb of the human genollle, then integr~lte into chromosomal DNA (F(t!.IlYl' 9. 14) most
although the instability effect seems to be partly chromosollle likely with the assistance of dlC LINE 1 transposition
specific (see Bailey et al., 2002; Section 12.2.5). machinery (see Section 9.5.2). Processed pseudogenes can be

In the case of the NFl gene at least II non processed /'Cquite prolific. For example, there are 79 proreins in cyto-
pseudogene/genc fragment copies (containing sequences· ~~'" pbsmic ribosomes and a family oryS ribosomal protein genes
resembling NFl introns as well as exons) are distributed owr (16 are duplicated) but a staggering 2090 processed pseudo-
seven different chromosomes, nine being located at periccn- genes orthis type have been identified in the nuclear genome
tromeric regions (R.egnier Cf al., 1997; see F(~lfre 9.13). The (Zhang. 2(02).
PKO I gene has -16 exollS spanning 50 kb.A truncated 5' gene Processed pseudogenes are typically not expressed ~
copy comprising approximately 70% of the gene (exol1S I ro ~y lack a promoter se~lence) but some examples are known
34 plus intervening introns) has been f..lirhfully replicated at of expre:,scd proa'ssfd !l.l'1/('S. Here the natural cDNA has intc-
least three times and inserted into a more proximal location grated into J chromosol1ul DNA site which happens, by
at 16p 13. I (the European Polycysric Kidney Disease chance, to be adjacenr to a promoter which can drive
Consortium, 1994). l'xpression of the processed gene copy. Selection pressure may

ensure continued expression of the processed gene copy
which is then considered a retrogene. A variety of intTon!css
rc[ragencs arc known to have testis-specific expression
parrcrns and often they are autosomal homologs of an intron-
containing X-linked gene (see Table 9. '11). The selection

NF1 gene 17qll.2; 60 exons

lOb

18pll.2
21pll<>qll

27b

***********

1617+~12qll

13 27b

---tt+++tttttH-
15pll.2 (2x)

2q12-q13
14pll<>qll
22pll<>qll

39-41

-Ht
llp14.3

Figure 9.13: Dispersed non processed pseudogenes originating from the pericentromeric NFl (neurofibromatosis type I) gene.

Exons are represented as thin vertical boxes. For convenience, the introns in the NFl gene are represented as having equal lengths.
Although the NFl gene has 60 exons, the exon numbering goes from lto 49 with some neighboring exons assigned the same number, but
distinguishing letters le.g. exons lOa, lOb, and lOci. Highly homologous pseudogene copies of the NFl gene are found at eight or more other
genome locations, mostly in pericentromeric regions. In each case, the pseudogene comprises a copy of a portion of the full-length gene
only, with some exons and intervening introns. Rearrangements of the pseudogenes are apparent. Some have caused deletion of exons and
introns (shown byasterisksl. One has involved an inversioQ so that an exon-39 copy is inverted compared to neighboring exon copies. Data
kindly provided by Or. Nick Thomas and Dr. Meena Upadhyaya, University of Wales College of Medicine.
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P E1 E2 E3• I I I I I I--

• Transcription and
RNA processing

E1 E2 E3
5' DDD AAAA·····An 3' mRNA

~
Reverse
transcriptase

E1 E2 E3
3' DDDTTTT ..Tn 5' cDNA

5'
3'

\AAAAAN ---3'n

TTTTTN' n '-- 5'o (., Integration in
chromosomal DNA

Second strand
synthesis and
DNA repair

Figure 9.14:Processed pseudogenes and retrogenes originate by reverse transcription lrom RNA transcripts.

The reverse transcriptase function could be provided by L1NE-1repeats. The model for integration shown in the figure is only one of several
possibilities. Here integration is envisaged at staggered breaks lindicated by curly arrows) in A-rich sequences, but could be assisted by
the L1NEl endonuclease ISection 9.5.21.If the A-rich sequence is included in a 5' overhang, it could form a hybrid with the distal end of the
polylT) of the cDNA, facilitating second-strand synthesis. Because of the staggered breaks during integration, the inserted sequence will
be flanked by short direct repeats Iboxed sequencesl. El-E3 represent exons. P = promoter. Transposed copies do not carry a promoter
and so normally they will not be expressed and will acquire deleterious mutations (processed pseudogenesl. However, some processed
copies of polypeptide-encoding genes are functionallretrogenes), having integrated at a location adjacent to a functional promoter and
having been subject to selection pressure to conserve function I Table 9.//1.

Table 9_11: Examples of human intronless retrogenes and their parental intton-containing homologs

Ifor more information, see htto:/Iexooc01.uni-muenster.de/exoath/frames.html

0,

Retrogene Intron-conlaining homolog

GK2at4q13 GKI atXp21.3

PDHA2 at 4q22-q23 PDHA I at Xp22

PGK2 at 6p12.3 PGKatXq13

TAFIL at 9p13.3 TAF/ atXq13.1

MYCLI at 1p34.2 MYCL2 at Xq22-q23

GLUDI at 10q23.3 GLUD2 at Xq25

SNAILILI at 2q33-q37 SNAILI at 20q13

pressure here nul' be the requirelllellt for expression during
male meiosis when autosomal gent's arc transcriptionally

o active but when bOTh the X Jnd the Y chromosoilles :HL'
siknced. being condensed to form heterochromatin.
However, some functional n..'trogL'llt's an: copies of 11011

X-linked genes, such as a copy of the S,\'AILI developlllelltal
regulatOr (Locascio ct al., 2002).

Processed pseudogenes in an RNA-encoding gene
family
Although the sizt.' of some interspersed polypeptide-ell coding
gene families testifies to thl.' success of rctrotr:lJ1spositioll as a

Product

Glycerol kinase

Pyruvatedehydrogenase

Phosphoglycerate kinase

TATAbox binding protein associated factor, 250kDA

Homologof v-myc oncogene

Glutamatedehydrogenase

Snail-related developmental regulator

1111'c1UlliSlll for gCllerating processed gCIlt.' copies. the rcally
sllccessful (in tl'rl11S of high copy Illllllbn) rl'trotranspositions
Iuvt.' bt.'t'n perform cd fi-om RNA polYl1lcra"c II I tr:lIlscripts.
For t.·xampk. the AI" repeat t":ullily (Sl'C Section Y.5.3) i"
cOllsidcred to havl' ariscll a'\ proo.'sst'd pscudogt.'lles copicd
frolll the gc'nt' encoding SRI' RNA (also calit'd 7SL RNA).:I
component of thc s~l!,l/a' r('coSHilioll !Jimirlc. Gt.'nl'S slich as thi".
which are trallscribed by RNA polYIllt.'r:lst.' III. oftcn comain
:111 iJl/fYl/a! prOIllOffr (F(I!,/frc !O . ..J) which facilitJ.tl's the
expression of newly tr:lIlsposed copies in pt.Tlllissive regions of
thl' gellolllc.
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9.3.7 Human proteome classification has begun but the
precise functions of many human proteins remain
uncertain

The sequencing of the human genome has provided valuable
information on the predicted set of human proteins, the
human proteome. For !luny genes, protein functions had
previously been assigned. but analysis of the large number of
novel genes has pern1itted extension of the previous classifica-
tions. Various databases are dedicated to recording sequence
features which are shared by multiple proteins and are
indicative of common or related functions (although not all
proteins can be assigned to the available categories because
sOIne proteins do not appear to share sequence with others).
Commonly used databases include the InterPro database
maintained by the European Bioinformatics Institute and the
Pfam database maintained at the Wellcome Trust Sanger
Instinlte (see Further reading). Categories include:

~ protein families (on the basis of general functional simi-
lariry) - see Table 9. 12);

~ protein domains - see Table 9. 13. The huge number of zinc
fingers testifies to their importance in a wide variety of
DNA-protein interactions;

~ proteill repeats - the most coml11on are the G-protein beta
WD-40 repeat (-400 protein matches) and the ankyrin
repeat (> 260 protein matches).

Functional classification has also begun, and the Gene
Ontology (GO) consort;"III has defined functional classifi-
cation categories according to which cellular cOinponent the
protein operates in, its molecular function and the overall
biological process to which it contributes (Section ~.3.6). Of
course, this is an ongoing process: the functions of many
human genes remain to be determined, using various

approaches. An initial classification of human proteins
according to molecular function and biological process is
illustrated in Flgllre 9.15.

9.4 Tandemly repeated noncoding DNA

Highly repeated non coding human DNA often occurs in
arrays (or blocks) of tandem repeats of a sequence which may
be a simple one (1-10 nucleotides). or a moderately complex
one (tens to hundreds of nucleotides). Individual arrays can
occur at a few or many different chromosomal locations.
According to the arra)' size three major subclasses can be
defined: satellite DNA, lllillisarellite DNA and lllicrosatellite
DNA (Table 9. '14). Satellite DNA is transcriptionally inactive
as is the vast majoriry of minisatellite DNA, but in the case of
microsatellite DNA a significant percentage (albeit a very
small one) is located in coding DNA.

9.4.1 Satellite DNA consists of very long arrays of
tandem repeats and can be separated from bulk
DNA by density gradient centrifugation

Human satellite DNA is comprised of very large arrays of
~r:s:: ea ed D ,I::,. The repeat unit may be a simple

sequence (only a few nucleotides long) or a moderately
complex sequence (Table 9. '/4; see Singer. 1982). Satellite
DNA makes up most of the heterochromatic regions of the
genome, and is notably found in the vicinity of the
centromeres (pericentromeric heterochromatin). When the
repeat unit is very short, the base composition of the repeat
units, and so the overall base composition of satellite DNA,
may diverge substantially fr0111 that of the total genomic
DNA. As a result, three human satellite DNAs. satellites I. II
and Ill, have been able to be separated from the bulk DNA by

Table 9.12: The top 15 protein families in the human proteome

Data obtained in January 2003 from the InterPro database maintained by the European Bioinformatic Institute at htto: IIwww.ebi.ac.ukloroteome/l.

InterPro reference

IPR000276

IPR000719

IPR001909

IPR001806

IPR005821

IPR000387

IPR001254

IPR000379

IPR007114

IPR001993

IPR001664

IPR001128

Protein family name

Rhodopsin-like G protein· coupled receptor

Protein kinase

KRAB box IKruppel-associated box)

Ras GTPase superfamily

Ion transport protein

Tyrosine specific protein phosphatase and dual specificity protein phosphatase

Serine protease, trypsin family

Esterase/lipase/thioesterase, active site

Major facilitator superfamily (MFS)

Mitochondrial substrate carrier

Intermediate filament protein

Cytochrome P450

Proteins matched

826

688

314

192

149

139

128

112

100

86

85

84

http://IIwww.ebi.ac.ukloroteome/l.
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Table 9.13: The top 15 protein domains in the human
proteome

Data obtained in January 2003 from the InterPro database at
htto'//www ebi ac ukloroteomel

InterPro Name of protein domain Total number
reference in proteome

IPR007087 Zinc finger, C2H2 type 28654

IPR002126 Cadherin 4131

IPR006209 Epidermal growth factor 3107
IEGFI·like domain

IPR003006 Immunoglobulin/major 2387
histocompatibility complex

IPR002048 Calcium-binding EF-hand 1885

IPROO1452 SH3 domain 1815

IPR003961 Fibronectin, type III 1812

IPROO0504 RNA-binding region RNP-1 1783
(RNA recognition motifl

IPROO1356 Homeobox 1435

IPR002965 Proline-rich extensin 1229

IPROO1478 POZ/OHR/GLGF domain 1143

IPROO1841 Zinc finger, RING 1132

IPROO1849 PJekstrin-like 1061

IPROO0210 BTB/POZ domain 494

IPR005225 Small GTP-binding protein domain 189

blloyalH dellSit)' ,(!radiem {cIHrUi/~i!a(icm. Each satellite class
includes a number of different tandemly repeated DNA
sequence families (sarcllirc -'1I~f(/l/Iilies). some of which 3n:
shared between different classes. Satellites II and II J mosth-
contain simple scquenct: n:pcJts bur higher order structure is
also evident.

Alphoid DNA and centromeric heterochromatin
Other types of satellite DNA sequence cannot easily be
resolved by density grJdienr centrifugation. They were first
identified by digestion of genomic DNA with a restriction
endonuclease which typically has a single recognition sitt: in
the basic repeat lillie. In addition to the basic repeat unit size
(monomer), such enzymes will produce a characteristic
pattern of multimers of the unit length because of occasional
random loss of the restriction site in some of the repeats
(Singer. 1982). Alpha satellite (or alphoid DNA) consists
of tandem repeats of a 171-bp repeat unit and makes up the
bulk of the centromeric heterochromatin. High sequence
divergence between individu;ll members of the alphoid
DNA family meJIlS thJt there ;lIT specific subfamilies for
each of the human chromosomes (Choo et al., 1991).

The precise function of sJtellite DNA remJlns ullclear (sI;.·c
Csink and Henikoff. 1998: Henikoff l't al., 2(01). The
centromeric DNA ofhuJll:l1l chromosomes largely consists of
variom f.'1l1ilies of satellite DNA (see F,:£lIrc 9.16). Of rhese.
only the a-satellite is knowil to bc present on all chromo-
someS, and its repeat units oftt'n contain a binding: site for a
specific centromere protein, CENP-B. Cloned a-satellite
arrays have been "hown to secd de HOPt) centromeres in human
cclls, indicating that a-satdlite plays an imponant role ill
centromerc function (Crillll's and Cook, 1998).

(B)
60

50

'"g> 40
C
'" 30t!
'"Il. 20

Figure 9.15: A classification of human and mouse proteins based on their molecular functions and the biological processes they are
involved in.

Gene ontology (GOI terms have been grouped into approximately a dozen categories falling within the larger ontologies of (A) molecular
function and (B) biological process. Blue bars: mouse proteins; red bars: human proteins. Modified from the Mouse Genome Sequencing
Consortium (2002) Nature 420,520-562 with permission from Nature Publishing Group.



Table 9.14: Major classes oftandemly repeated human DNA
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Size of repeat unit (bp) Major chromosomallocation{s); transcriptional status

Dispersed throughout all chromosomes; some small arrays of very simple sequence

All chromosomes, often neartelomeres

Alltelomeres

At or close to telomeres of all chromosomes; vast majority nottranscribed

Most, possibly all, chromosomes

Notably the centromeric heterochromatin of 1, 9,13,14,15,21,22 and Y

Especially at centromeres; not transcribed

Centromeric heterochromatin of all chromosomes

Centromeric heterochromatin of most chromosomes and other heterochromatic
regions

Salellile DNA (arrays often within 5-171
100kb to several Mb size range

a lalphoid DNA) 171

I3ISau3A family) 68

Satellite 1 (AT-rich) 25-48

Satellites 2 and 3 5

Minisalellile DNA larrays often 9-64
within the 0.1-20 kb range)

Telomeric family 6

Hypervariable family 9-64

Microsalellile DNA 1= simple 12
sequence repeals, SSR)
(arrays typically < 100bpi

Class

Figure 9.16: Satellite DNA organization at centromeres.

The locations of different classes of satellite DNA are shown for
chromosome 9 and for chromosome 21 lone of the five
autosomal acrocentric chromosomes). The illustration in this
case is redrawn from Tyler-Smith and Willard 119931Curf. Opin.
Genet. Oev. 3, 390-397, with permission from Elsevier.

hybridize simultaneously to nlllltiple nlinisatellite DNA loci on
all chromosomes, resulting in a complex individual-specific
hybridization pattern (see Section 18.7.1).

Another major family of minisatellite DNA sequences is
found at the termini of chromosomes, the teJomeres. The
principal constituent of a human chromosome's telomeric
DNA is 3-20 kb of tandem hexanucleotide repeat units,
especially TTAGGG, which are added by a specialized
enzyme, fe/Oil/erase. By acting as buffers to protect the ends of
the
chromosomes from degradation and loss and by providing a
mechanism for replicating the ends of the linear DNA of
chromosomes, these simple repeats are directly responsible for
telomere function (Fig"re 2.6; Section 2.2.5).

21

0- ~satellite
~}rDNA

_l3satellite
- Satellites 2 and 3
>--Alphoid satellite

} Alphoid satellite
-13 satellite
} Satellites 2 and 3

plus satellite 1
and other repeats

9

{

Minisatellite DNA comprises a collection of moderately
sized arrays of tandemly repeated DNA sequences which arc
dispersed over considerable portions of the nuclear genome
Crable 9.14). Like satellite DNA sequences. they are not
normally transcribed (but see below).

Hypervariable minisatellite DNA sequences are
highly polymorphic and are organized in over 1000 arrays
(from 0.1 to 20 kb long) of short tandem repeats Oeffreys,
1987).The repeat units in different hypervariable arrays vary
considerably in size, but share a common core sequence,
GGGCAGGAXG (where X ~ any nucleotide), which is
similar in size and in G content to the chi sequence, a signal
for generalized recombination in E. coli. While many of the
arrays are found near the telomeres, several hypervariable
tninisatellite DNA sequences occur at other chromosomal
locations. Although the great majority of hypervariable
minisatellite DNA sequences are not transcribed, some rare
cases are known to be expressed (e.g. the MUCI locus -
Swallow et al., 1987).

The significance of hYl,ervariable minisatellite DNA is not
clear, although it has been reported ro be a 'hotsl'9t' for homol-
o ous recombination in human cells (Wahls et al.,--19-9Q).
Nevertheless it has found many applications. Various indivldual
loci have been characterized and used as genetic markers,
although the preferential localization in subtelomeric regions
has linuted their use for genome-wide linkage studies. A major
application has been in DiVA jillgerprill1illg, in which a single
DNA probe which contains the common core sequence can

9.4.2 Minisatellite DNA is composed of moderately
sized arrays of tandem repeats and is often
located at or close to telomeres
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9.4.3 Microsatellite DNA consists of short arrays of
simple tandem repeats and is dispersed
throughout the human genome

Microsatellite DNA, also called simple sequence repeats
(SSR). arc small arrJ)'s of (3lldenl repeats of a simple sequence
(usually less than I() bp).They are interspersed throughout the
genome. accounting for over nO Mb (2% of the genome). and
are thought ro I1Jve Jrisen Illosrly by replicaTioll slippage (F(t(lIrc
1/.5). Arrays of dinucleotide repeats an: the Illost COlllmon

type. accounting for :lbou( 0.5%1 of the gellollle. CA/TG
repeats arc very C0l11111011(1 per 3h kb). :lIld an: ofn:n highly
polymorphic (F(elfrc.' 7.7, 7.8). AT/TA (I per 50 kb) and
AG/CT (I per 125 kb) repeats are also quite common but
CG/GC repeats are very rare (1 per 10Mb), because the CpG
dinucleotide is prone to l11ethylation and subsequent dl'-
3minarion (Section 9.1.3).

Ofrhe 11101l0llUcleoridt' ft.'peats. rUlls of A ;:\I1d ofT an:' very
COIllIllOIl (see F(I.?//rc 9.19 (or illtragcnic examples); runs of G
and of C are very much rarer, Individual classes of trinucleo-
tide and tetranuc!Lotide tandem rept'ats are comparatively
rare, but arc often highly polymorphic and increasingly have
been investigated to develop highly polymorphic markers. See
Tables 14 and 15 of thc Intcrnational HUlllan Genome
Sequencing ConsortiullI (200]) for furthcr inforillation,

The significancc of lllicros;ltcllite DNA is not knowll.
AJternating purine-pyrimidine rcpcats, sllch as tandem repeats
of the dinucleotide pair CA/TG. are capable of adopting all
altered DNA confornution, ?:"-DNA, ill Ilirro, but there is little
evidence that they do so in the cdl. Although Illicrosatellite
DNA has generally been identified in intergenic DNA or
within the inrrons of genes, a few examples h;1Vebeen recorded
within the coding sequences of genes and are often mutJtion
hotspots because they are prone to replication slippage (see
Figllrc 11.14 for some examples) and in some limited cases to
unstable expansion (Sections 11.5.2 and 16.6.4).

9.5 Interspersed repetitive noncoding DNA

9.5,1 Transposon·derived repeats make up > 40% of the
human genome and mostly arose through RNA
intermediates

Almost all of the interspersed repetitive non coding DNA III
the human genome is derived from transposable elements
(also called transposons).mobile DNA sequences which can
migrate to different regions of the genome (Smit, 1996; Prak
and Kazazian, 2(00). Close to 45% of the genome can be
recognized as belonging to this class (International Human
Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001; Li el al., 20(1), but
much of the remaining 'unique' DNA must also be derived
from ancient transposon copies that have diverged tOO far to
be recognized as sllch. Often dismissed as junk DNA in the
past, there is increasing evidence that such transposons may be
valuable to mammalian cells (see Dennis, 2002).

In humans and othcr mammals there are four major classes
of transposon, but only a tiny minority are actively trJns-
posing. They can bc organized into twO groups according to
the method oftrJnsposition:

~ retrotransposons (also abbreviated to retroposons).
Here the copying mechanism uses rcl'(,/,s(, fra/lscriprasc to
make cDNA copies of RNA transcripts, resembling the
way in which processed pseudogenes and n::trogenes 3re
generated (Section 9.3.6). Replica/ille (or copy) /rallspo-
sitioll ensures that a copy is nude of an existing st,;quence
after \yhich the copy migrates and inserts elscwherc in the
genome. Three man11nalian transposon classcs £:.111 into this
group: long interspersed nuclear elements (LINES); short
interspersed nuclear elements (SINES) Jnd retro\'irus-Iike
elements containing long terminal repeats:

~ DNA transposons. Members of this fOllrth class o(tral1s-
poson migrate by conserIJative transposition. There is no
copying of the sequence: instead, thc scqlll:nce is excised
Jlld then re-inserted elsewhere in the genolllc (a 'cut and
paste'mechanism).

According to their ability to transpose independently or not.
transposable elements can be atIfOIlOIllOlb' or Il011i1/lfoIlOlllt)//'\

(F(~lfre 9. 17). Of the four classes of transposable element.
LINES and SINES predominate and are described in more
dctail in Sections 9.3.2 and 9,5.3 respcctively. The other two
classes are briefly described here.

Human LTRtransposons
LTR transposons include autonOIllOUs and nonautollolllOllS
retrovirus-like elements which are flankcd by lon.~ terminal
(direct) repcats (LTRs) containing necessary transcriptional
regulatory elements. The aWonOIIIOII.i members JIT known as
endogcnous retyoviral sequences (or ERV), Jnd they contain
gag and pol genes, which encode a protease, reverse tran-
scriptase, RNAse Hand integrase. There are three major
classes of human ERV (HERV) accounting for a total of about
4.6% of the buman genome (Ti/Vle 9. 15). Very many are
defective and transposition has been extremely rare during the
last several million years. The very small HERV-K group,
however, shows conservation of intact retroviral genes (Lower
ef aI., 1996), and some members of the HERV-K 10 subfamily
have undergone transposition comparatively recently during
evolution .. \"OllatIfOIIOIIIOItS retroviral elements lack the pol gene
and often also the J!ag gene (the internal sequence having been
lost by homologous recombination between the flanking
LTRs). The MaLR family of such elements account for almost
4% or so of the genome (Table 9. 15).

Human DNA transposon fossils
DNA transposons have terminal illllerfcd repeats and encode a
transposase which regulates transposition. They account for
close to 3% of the human genome and can be grouped into
different classes which can be subdivided into many families
\\·ith independent origins (see Smit, 1996 and the RepBast.'
database of repeat sequences at http://\v"\vw.~irinsr.org/).There
are twO major human families,MERl and MER2 pillS a variety
of less frequent families (Table 9.15). Virtually all the resident
human DNA transposon sequences are no longer active and so
are frallSpOSOIl fossils. DNA transposons tend to have shoTt life
spans within a species, unlike some of the other transposable
elements such as LINES (Section 9.5.2). Quite a few functional
human genes, however, appear to havt' originated from DNA

http://v"vw.~irinsr.org/.There
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Figure 9.17: Mammalian transposon families.

Only a small proportion of members of any of the above families may be capable of transposing; many have lost such capacity by acquiring
inactivating mutations and many are short truncated copies. See Figures 9.18 and 9.19for the typical structures of some human
transposable elements. Modified from International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium (20011Nature 409.860-921 with permission
from the Nature Publishing Group.

Table 9.15: Major classes and families of interspersed repetitive DNA in the human genome (excluding theY
chromosome)

Class

SINE

LINE

lTR elements

DNA transposon

Family No. of copies Fraction of genome (Dfo)

Alufamily - 1 200 000 10.7

MIR - 450 000 2.5

MIR3 - 85 000 0.4

L1NE-l family - 600 000 17.3

L1NE-2family - 370 000 3.3

L1NE-3family - 44 000 0.3

ERVfamilies - 240 000 4.7

MalR - 285 000 3.8

MER-l (CharlieI - 213 000 1.4

MER-2lliggerl - 68 000 1.0

Others - 60 000 0.4

Data from International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium. 2001;Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2002.
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genome. After translation, the L1NEI FtNA assembles with its
own encoded proteins and moves to the nucleus. The endo-
nuclt.'ase cuts a DNA duplex on one strand leaving a free 3'
OH group which serves as a primer for reverse transcription
from the 3' end of the LINE FtNA. The endonuclease's
preferred cleavage site is TTTT tA; hence the preference for
integrating into AT-rich regions. AT-rich DNA is poor in
genes and so their tendency to integrate into AT-rich DNA
means that LINES impose a lower mutational burden, making
it easier for their host to accommodate them.

During integr:ltion, the reVerse transcription often fails to
proceed to the 5' end, resulting in truncated. nonfunctional
insertions. Accordingly, most LIN E-derived repeats arc short,
with an average size of900 bp for all LINE I copies, and only
about one in 100 copies are fulllength.The L1NElmachinery
is responsible for most of the reverse transcription in the
genome, allowing retrotransposition of the nonautonOI11OUS
SINEs and the creation of processed pseudogenes and retro-
genes (Esllault er al., 2000; Section ~.3.6). Of the 6000 or so
full-length LIN E 1 sequellces, about 60-100 are still capable of
transposing, :l1ld occ:l:-iionally cause disease by disrupting gene
function following insertion into an important conserved
sequence (Section 11.5.6).

Short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs) are abour
100-400 bp long and have been very successful in colonizing
mammalian genollles. re'\ulting in a variety of high copy
number families. Some human SINES are primate specific

9.5.3 Alu repeats occur more than once every 3 kb in
the human genome and may be subject to positive
selection

transposons, notably genes encoding the RAG I and FtAG2
recombinases and the m3jor Cl'ntro111crc-binding protein
CENPB (see also Jurka and Kapitonov, 1999; Smit, 1999;
International HlIl11~m Genome Sequencing Consortium,
2001).

9.5.2 Some human lINE1 elements are actively
transposing and enable transposition of SINES,
processed pseudogenes and retrogenes

} ,

Long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) have been
very sliccessful tr;lIlsposablc clements and they have a long

'-'evolutionary history. As autonomous trans osable elements,J ......,--r---
they can encode the neceSSJry products to ensure retfotrans-

Il position, including the essential reverse trancriptase. Human
(. LINES consist of three distantly related f.lmilies: LINE! (LI),

. \ L1NE2 and L1NE3, collectively comprising about 20% of the
i genome (Table 9. IS). They are primarily located in euchro-

"0 ~ matic regions and are located preferentially in the dark AT-
S-v . rich G bands (Giclllsa positivt·) of metaphase chromosomes
" <:l..,' , (Korenberg and Ftykowski, 1988). Of the three humal~

V ' '- families, LINE I (or L I) is the only family wliich is still actively
~osil1g, and it is predominant, making up about 17% of
the genome. It is the most important human transposable
elelllent and is also found in other mammals, including mice
(Ostertag and Kazazian, 200 I).

The full-length L1NEl (Ll) element is about 6.1 kb long
and encodes two proteins: an RNA-binding protein; and a
protein with both endonuclease and reverse transcriptase
activities (F((!//re 9. /8A). Unusually_an ;,Hemal prOI}IO~

located within the 5' UTR and so copies of full-length tran;
scripts carry with thelll their own promoter which can be
used following integration in a permissive region of the

5'UTR ORF1 ORF2 3'UTR

(A) I L1NE-1element I =-1 AAAAAA·1':=TTTTTT·

!
p40 Reverse transcriptase

and endonuclease

160
5' 130 .......• 3'

(B) -+ J J ,
I Aludimer I =:II I~::::I AAAAAAIr=TTTTTT·· ..

--".-
32

Figure 9.18:The human L1NEland Alu repeat elements.

(AI The LINE' element. The 6.1 kb L1NEI(LlI element has two open reading frames: a 1-kb DRF1which encodes an RNA-bindingprotein
and a 4-kb DRF2which specifies a protein with both endonuclease and reverse transcriptase activities. An internal promoter lies within a
region of untranslated DNApreceding DRF1(conventionally called the 5' -UTRIwhile at the other end there is an IAlr/llln sequence, often
described as the 3' poly(AItail. The L1NE1endonuclease cuts (tl one strand of a DNAduplex, preferably within the sequence TIn tA and
the reverse transcriptase uses the released 3' -DHend to prime cDNAsynthesis. New insertion sites are flanked by a small target site
duplication of 7-20 bp. (81 The Alu repeat. The consensus standard Alu dimer is shown with two similar repeats terminating in an (Aln/(Tln
like sequence. They have different sizes because of the insertion of a 32-bp element within the larger repeat. Alu monomers also exist in the
human genome, as do various truncated copies of both monomers and dimers.
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such as the AJu family; others 3rt:: not restricted to primates,
being also found in marsupials Jnd monotrcmcs, and they have
been described as MIR (mammalian-wide interspersed
repeat) families (Table 9. "15). SINES do not encode any
proteins and are not autonomous. LINES and SINES share
sequences at their 3' end and SINES have been shown to be
mobilized by neighboring partner LINES (Kajikawa and
Okada, 2002). By parasitizing on the LINE element transpo-
sition machinery, SINES can attain very high copy numbers.

Mammalian SINES have originated from copies oftRNA
(in many cases), or from SRP(7SL) RNA, as in the case of
both the A1u repeat (Ullu andTschudi, 1984) and the mouse
B"I repeat (see Section 12.4.1). Genes encoding tRNA and
SRP R.NA are transcribed by RNA polymerase III and are
unusual in that they have illlemal proll/oters (Figllre 10.4).
However, the internal polymerase III promoter carried by Alu
repeats is not sufficient for active transcription ill !Jivo and
appropriate flanking sequences arc required for its activation.
Following integration, therefore, a newly transposed Alu copy
wilJ become inactive unless it fortuitously lands in a region
which t:nables the promoter to be active.

The Alu repeat is the most abundant sequence in the
human genome, occurring on :lVCrJge more than once

every 3 kb (International Human Genome Sequencing
Consortium, 2001; Li et aI., 2001). There is a series of Alu
subfamilies of different evolutionary ages with only about
5000 copies having integrated into the genome in the past 5
million or so years since divergence of humans and African
apes (see Batzer and Deininger, 2002). The fulJ-Iength Alu
repeat is about 280 bp long and consists of two tandem
repeats, each approximately 120 bp in length followed by a
short sequence which is rich in A residues on one strand and T
residues on the complementary strand. However, there is
asymmetry between the tandetTI repeats: one repeat contains
an internal 32-bp sequence lacking in the other (Figure
9.188). Monomers, containing only one of the two tandem
repeats, and various truncated versions of dimers and
monomers are also common, giving a genome-wide average
of230 bp

Alu repeats have a relatively high GC content and, although
dispersed mainly throughout the euchromatic regions of
the genome, are preferentially located in the GC-rich and
gene-rich R chromosome bauds, in striking contrast to the
preferential location of LINES in AT-rich DNA (Korenberg
and Rykowski, 1988). When located within genes, however,
they are, like L1NEI elements, confined to introns and the

2

RBI 5' 3'
Exons 3' - 5'

U16
+-

5' ~I HtttH II I I ~ I I I I 3'
Alu
repeats

3' II I I i II I I I H I~ 5'

5' I II ~ • • 3'L1NE-1
repeats 3'

~ I I 5'

(A).,I(T}n 5' I I II 3'
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3' +---t-il I I 11t-~111 11)11I II I II 5'
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Figure 9.19:Location of Alu, L1NE-land (A)'/(T)nrepeats within the human retinoblastoma susceptibility gene. RBI.

The 72-kb intron 17 contains a G protein-coupled receptor gene, U16,which is actively transcribed in the opposite direction to the RBI
gene. The top line 15'-3') of each pair shows the repeat elements orientated in the RBI sense direction; the bottom line 13'-5') shows
them in the antisense orientation. There are 46 Alu repeats and 17 L1NE-1elements Isome closely clustered shown by divergent lines), all
located within introns. Onlytwo of the L1NE-!elements approach the full6.1 kb length. The IAln/(T)nsequences (n = 12or greater)
indicated are only those located outside the interspersed repeats. No examples were found for (C),/IG)n for n = 12or greater. Redrawn
from Toguchida el al.11993)Genomics 17,535-543 with permission from Elsevier.
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unrransbred regions (F/:i.?1/1'l' 9.19). Despite the tendellcy to be
located in GC-rich DNA. /lfll'ly tm/lsposi/l,e Alu repeats show a
preference for AT-rich DNA resembling that of LINEs. but
progressively older AlLIs show a progressively stronger biJS
towards GC-rich DNA (International Human Genome
Sequencing Consortium, 200 I).

The bi:ls ill rhe overall distribution of Alus towards GC-rich
(and. 3ccordingly. gc.:ne-rich) regions Illllst result frolll strong
sekcrion prl'SSUH', It suggests that Alu repeats are Ilot just
genomt' p3rasitl's. but :ll"e nuking a useful contribution to cells
cOIlGlinillg thclll. SOllle All! sequences are known to be actively
transcribed and IllJ)' luve bn'n recruited to a llseful function.

Further reading

Human Genome Nature Issue 115 February 2001). Nature 409,
813-958 Ipapers are available electronically via the Nature
Genome Gateway at htto://www.nature.com/aenomicsl
bJ.!mQof)

Human Genome Science Issue 116 February 2001). Science
291, 1177-1351 (papers are available electronically at
htlO ://www.scie ncemaa. ora/content/voI291 /i ssue550 7/1 ndex
.shtml)

InterPro proteome analysis database at htto://wwwebi.ac.uk/
oroteome/

MITOMAP human mitochondrial genome database at
hno://www.mitomao.ora
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10.1 An overview of gene expression in
human cells

The control mechanisms llsed to regulate human gene
expression may be Illore complex than those in 10WI.:f

eubryotes but many of the same basic principles apply.
Mammals are particularly complex multicellular organisms
and so it is perhaps ullsurprisillg that some of the mechanisms
controlling mammalian gene expression are not used in
bacteria or in some other eukaryores. Expression is restricted
spatially and temporally (Box 10.1). Although simplistic, it is
convenient (0 consider three broad levels at which gene
regulation can operate:

~ transcriptioual regulatiolt of gene expression. Primary
(omral of gene regulation in eukaryores occurs at the level
of initiation of transcription, through the core promoter of
a gene, and at rhe level of recruitment and processiviry of

the relevant RNA polymerase. Gene expression is initi~ted
by binding of transcription factors to the promoter. Basal
transcription levels can be modulated by binding of protein
f:,ctors to other regulatory regions in nearby flanking or
intronic sequences;

~ post-trallscriptiollal regulatioll of gelle expressioll. This
includes mechanisms operating at the level of RNA
processing, mRNA transport, translation, mRNA stability,
protein processing, protein targeting, protein stability and so
OIl. At the level of RNA processing, di()erent mechanisms
such as RNA splicing (which is really a co-tral/scriptiol/al
lIlechanislll) enable a gene to generate a variety of different
gene products (isofor",s). Translation rcgulotion often
involves recognition of regulatory sequences in untranslated
regions by traIlS-acting protein factors;

~ epige"etic mechanisms and loug ra"ge control of geue
expression. Genetic factors depend 011 changes in DNA

Box HI. I: Spatial and temporal restriction of gene expression in mammalian cells.
, , ,

,j!
, v

Q' ,~
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~A.!!Al RESTRICTION OF GENE EXPRESSION
Housekeeping genes need to be expressed in essentially all
types of nucleated cells because they encode a key product that
is required to fulfill a general function in all cells, e.g. protein
synthesis, energy production, etc. Many eukaryotic genes,
however, show much more restricted tissue-specific gene
expression patterns. Spatial restriction of gene expression can
occur at different levels:

~ multiple organ/tissue pattern. In some cases, a gene may
be performing a similar type of role in different organ
systems. A variety of genes which playa crucial role in early
development may be involved in regulating target genes in
several different organ systems e.g. the sonic hedgehog gene
is expressed in various parts of the developing nervous
system, in developing limbs, and elsewhere. In other cases a
gene can encode different variants (isoformsl in different
tissues by using tissue-specific promoters or tissue-specific
alternative splicing. In some cases these may have different
functions ISection 10.3.2);

~ specific tissue, cell lineage or cell type. Some genes have
a function which is appropriate for a particular cell type or
cell lineage, as in the case of the i3-globin gene which is
expressed in erythroid cells;

~ individual cells. Some specialized genes produce different
products in individual cells belonging to the same cell type.
For example, the different 8 lymphocytes in a person express
different (eel/-specific) antibody molecules, the different
T cells produce different T cell receptors, and individual
olfactory neurons produce different olfactory receptors.
Note: there may also be variation in expression between
different cells of the same type in a tissue as a result of
randomized monoal/elic expression (as in the case of
X-chromosome inactivation-Section 10.5.61;

~ intracellular distribution. The proteins of different genes
are transported to different intracellular lor extracellularl
locations. In some cases, different isoforms of the same
protein may be sent to different intracellular locations
ISection 10.3.2). In addition, gene control mechanisms are
required to send mRNA for some genes to different
intracellular locations (Section 10.2.61.

TEMPORAL RESTRICTION OF GENE EXPRESSION
~ Cell cycle stage. In addition to general large-scale gene

silencing as the chromosomes condense at mitosis, some
genes are only expressed at specific times in the cell cycle.
For example, many histone genes are expressed only atthe S
IDNA synthesis) phase, and the expression of various cell
cycle regulators is programmed to occur at specific cell
cycle stages.

~ Developmental stage. At the very earliest stages of
development transcription does not occur; instead cells rely
on previously synthesized RNA. Later in development some
genes may be expressed transiently at specific stages. Some
gene families contain members that are expressed at
different developmental stages as in the case of globin genes
(Figures 10.22, 10.23).

~ Differentiation stage. As cells differentiate, their genomes
are modified resulting in altered gene expression patterns.
In some terminally differentiated cells, transcription does
not occur. The genome modifications that result in the
progression to a nucleated adult somatic cell used to be
thought to be irreversible until the birth of Dolly, the cloned
sheep ISection 20.2.21.

~ Inducible expression. Some genes are activated in
response to environmental cues or extracellular signaling
from other cells ISection 10.2.5). Such gene expression is
easily reversed if the inducing factor is removed.
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sequence. Additional changes that are heritable (from cell
to daughter cell, or from parent to child) bllf rhar do trOr
depend 011 challges ill gCIlO/'llC seqllcl/cc 3rc described as
epigenetic. DNA methylation is one of a very few
epigenetic mechanisms known to operate in mammalian
cells, where it plays a very important part in gene regu-
lation (Bird, 2002). In addition to acting as a general
method of maintaining repression of transcription, it also
is crucially involved in 111echanisms operating on some
genes to ensure that only one of the two parentally
inherited alleles is normally expressed (monoallelic
expression), even although the nucleotide sequence of
the nonexpressed allele may be identical to that of the
expressed allele. Epigenetic mechanisms often result in
the perpetuation of altered chromatin conformation over
long distances.

Table 10.1 provides an overview of the different types of
mcchanis111 known to be involved in regulating expression of
human genes.

10.2 Control of gene expression by binding
of trans-acting protein factors to cis-
acting regulatory sequences in DNA
and RNA

Much of the control of gene expression (whether it occurs at
the level of transcription initiation, RNA processing, trans-
lation, RNA transport etc.) involves the binding of protein
factors to regulatory nucleic acid sequences. The latter can be
DNA sequences found in the vicinity of the gene or even
within it, or can be transcript sequences at the level of
precursor RNA or mRNA. As the protein factors engaged in
regulating gene expression are themselves encoded by
distantly located genes, the}' are required ro lIligrare ro rheir sire of
acri01l, and so 3re called trails-acting [lctors. In contrast, regu-
latory sequences to which they bind are typically cis-acting
because they are on the sallie DNA or RNA molecule as the
gene or RNA transcript that is being regulated.

Table 10.1: Overview of the regulation of gene expression in human cells

Selective expression mechanism

Transcriptional
Histone modification, chromatin remodeling ',,-
Binding of tissue-specific transcription factors to cis·acting elements of
a single gene
Direct binding of hormones, growth factors or intermediates to response
elements in inducible transcription elements
Use of alternative promoters in a single gene

Post-transcriptional
Alternative splicing
Alternative polyadenylation
Tissue-specific RNAediting
Translational control mechanisms

Epigenetic mechanismsllong-range control by chtomatin structure

Allelic exclusion

Long range control by chromatin structure

Cell position-dependent short-range signaling

Examples

See Section 10.2.1
See Table 10.3

cAMP response elements, steroid hormone response elements etc.
(see Table 10.4; Figure 10.101

See Figure 10.14for dystrophin gene; Figure 10.20for Dnmtl gene

Section 10.3.2; Figures 10.15 and 10.16

Section 10.3.2; Figure 10.15f

Section 10.3.3; Figure 10.17

Section 10.2.6; Figure 10.13; Figure 9.6.

DNArearrangements in Band T lymphocytes which prOduce cell-
specific immunoglobulins and T-cell receptors (Section 10.6.1)
Inactivation by the X/STgene product of many genes on the one X
chromosome on which it is expressed in female cells ISection 10.5.6)
Random allelic exclusion by unknown mechanisms e.g. IL·2, IL·4,
PAX5 etc.ISection 10.5.3; Box 10.4)

Imprinting of certain genes ISections 10.5.4, 10.5.5)
Competition for enhancers or silencers le.g. in globin expression; see
Section 10.5.2. and Section 10.5.51
Position effects ISection 10.5.11
Section 10.4.1
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Control by DNA-protein binding

In cllkaryotic cells a major gene expression control point is
at the level of transcription Illiliarion. Chromatin is a highly
organized and densely packed structure which does not easily
afford access to RNA polymcrases and so chromatin remod-
eling enzymes are required to alter the folding and basic
structure of chromatin, making it a more open and active
structure that will enable transcription to take place. Three
different types of RNA polymerase are known to transcribe
different classes of genes (see Table J. 4), and in each case are
large enzymes, consisting of 8-14 subunits.

The RNA polymerases transcribe genes following binding
of proteins (transcription factors) to specific regulatory DNA
sequences within the gene or in its vicinity. The transcription
factors may be of two kinds:

~ general trallScriprioll factors are required (or transcription of
most promoters for a specific RNA polymerase class (that
is, the general transcription f:lctors are mostly unique co a
polymerase class although at least one f.lctor, the TATA
box-binding protein is com111on to all three polymerase
classes). In the case of polypeptide-encoding genes, for
example, a particular polymerase, RNA polymerase II,
works in concert with associated general transcription
factors to produce a basal level of transcription;

• specialized trallscription ]actors can modulate basal expression
levels and include tissue-specific trallscriptioll factors and
factors which are concerned with the transcription of
specific gene sets. Proteins which bind to specific DNA
sequences and cause stimulation of transcription are
known as activators (or trans-activators).Those with an
antagonistic effect of silencing transcriptional activity are
known as repressors.

In addition to transcription factors which can activate or
repress gene expression following DNA binding, a wide
variety of regulatory proteins affect gene expression but do I/or

billd ro DNA irself, bw rarlrer to tire trallscriptioll factors tlrelllseives.
Such proteins are known as coactivators or corepressors
(depending on whether they bind to transcriptional activators
or repressors - see Lemon and Tjian, 2000).

Control by RNA-protein binding

In addition to transcription factors, RNA-binding proteins
are used to regulate gene expression. The most well-studied
examples involve binding to regulatory sequences in the
untranslated sequences of mRNA, permitting translational
control of gene expression. In addition, specific RNA-protein
binding interactions are expected to be involved in the control
of gene expression at the level of differential R.NA processing
too, as in the case of binding of 51'- and HnR.NP proteins to
pre-mRNA in order to modulate the choice of eXOllS in
splicing. The latter mechanisms are considered separately in
Section 10.3 in order to illustrate the tremendous complexity
of expression mechanisms that can be used to decode single
genes, and the significance of the huge llu1l1bers of isoforms
that can be produced as a result.

10,2,1 Histone modification and chromatin remodeling
facilitate access to chromatin by DNA-binding
factors

Transcriptionally inactive DNA is organized in a condensed
chrollutin structure where there is J tight association between
the core histones and the DNA.The dense packing ofnucleo-
somes can deny access to a variety of different proteins which
are required to interact v.lith DNA, including not just proteins
involved in gene expression, but also factors required for DNA
replication, DNA repair and so forth. Local chromatin
structure can be reversibly changed from a condensed to a
more accessible conformation by histone modification and
chromatin remodeling.

Histone modification

Histones are organized in nucleosomes in such a way that
their tails (notably the N-terminal ends) protrude from the
histone octamer. The exposed N-terminal tails of the four
core histones are very highly conserved in sequence, and
perform crucial functions in regulating chromatin structure.
Histones H3 and H4 in particular are \vel! known to contain
certain amino acids which are subject to modification (see
Goll and Bester, 2002 and Figllre JO. '/). The overall resulting
pauern of histone residue modifications in specific regions of
the chromatin has been suggested to form a histone code
which dictates a particular biological outcome (see Berger,
2002;Tutl1er,2002).

Histone acetylation is the most \vell investigated of the
h~one modificati~~1Z"~~ i~r~de methyla~pho~

horylation and ubiquitinylation).Yarious "isto"e acetylt;;;;;;::'
ferases (HAT~ ~ to"?atalyze the addition of acetyl
(CH3CO-) groups to the E-NH3+ amino group on the side
chains of up to 13 of the 30 lysine residues at the exposed N-
terminal tails of a histone octamer. HATs function as
transcriPtiol!al co-acrillarors. In part, this may be due to the loss of
positive charges when the charged lysine side chains are
modified, resulting in reduced affinity bet\,veen histones and
DNA. The modified histones are also targets for chromatin
remodeling machines (see below). The net effect is that RNA
EQ.lymcraie and transcription factor~ it easi~ ~~ce.ss the
RrQPloter region. Histo"e deacetylases (HDACs) have the
opposite effect of removing acetyl groups, and promoting
transcriptional repression. HDACs are thOUg)lt to be recruited
as part of a corepressor complex ill respollse 10 DiVA 11Icthylarioll
(Section 10.4.3; see Figllre JO.2'/). ~

Histone methylation is carried out by different classes of
methyltransferases targeting certain arginine and certain lysine
residues in histones. Histone arginine methylation is known to
be involved in trans~iptional activation but his~

~t"TOn ~n be a sign.al for t~~i~~':;~? a~ in
methylation of H3K9 (histone 3, Iysme at pOSItion 9) which
may be induced following deacetylation of the same residue
(Section 10.4.2; see Figllre JO.2'/).

Chromatin remodeling
ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes use
ATP hydrolysis to change temporarily the structure of
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Figure 10.1: Histone H3 and H4 modifications.

Modifications of N-terminal residues of histones 3 and 41which are part of the exposed tails when in the histone octamer) are shown. Note
that H3K9(the lysine residue at position number 9 of histone H3) can be acetylated and also methylated. Acetylation is associated with
transcriptionally active chromatin but if the region of chromatin is methylated at CpG,proteins which bind to CpG can recruit histone
deacetylases which will lead to removal of the acetyl residues, and the H3K9residue then becomes methylated by a histone
methyltransferase bound to the CpG-binding proteins. The methylated H3K9 residue is then a target for binding by proteins which induce
chromatin to condense (see Figure 10.21).

nucleosomes (see Narlikar ct a/., 2002). By remodeling
chromatin, various proteins may be afforded more ready access
to DNA. Even after the remodeling complex has dissociated
from the DNA, the I1ucleosomes can remain for some time in
a remodeled state in which the DNA-histone contacts have
been loosened. In some cases, the remodeling can involve
;:altered positioning of the l1ucleosomes, causing them to slide
along the DNA. As a result of nucleosome sliding, sequences
previously wrapped round histone cctamers become Illorc

accessible. In addition, some remodeling complexes can
restore the transcriptionally inactive state.

Chromatin remodeling complexes come in different vari-
eties, each containing multiple (typically> 10) subunits. In
addition to carrying ATPase domains, they exhibit other
domains which interact with modified histones, permilfill)!

collccrtcd actioll hew/cclI 'Iistolle l/Iodificatiol1 and chrolllatill r(,lIIod-

clil(~. They include the bromodomains of the 5WI/5NF
f..1mily,which are known to interact with acetylated lysine
residues in histones, and the chromodomains of the Mi-2
family which interact with methylated Iysines (see Bt:rger,
2002: Narlikar c( "/ •• 2002).

10.2.2 Ubiquitous transcription factors are required for
transcription by RNA polymerases I and III

RNA polymerases I and III in eukaryoric cells are dedicated
to transcribing genes to give RNA molecules (rRNA. tRNA
ere.) which assist in exprcssion of the polypeptide-encoding

genes.The transcribed genes are housekeeping genes as r1"tNA
and tRNA are required in essentially all cells to assist in
protein synthesis. As a result, ubiquitous transcription f..1ctOrs
are required to assist RNA polymerases I and III.

Transcription by RNA polymerase I
~Ayolymerasc I is confined to the nucleolus and' dt~
to Q'anscripti9l1 of the 185,5.85 and 285 rR[\!6 ~s. The
bttt'r are consecutively organized on a cOlllmon 13-kb poly-
cistronic transcription ,,,,it (see F({!/lrc JO.2).A c01~ound unit
of the l3-kb transcription unit and an adiacent 27-kb
non transcribed spaur is tandem]y repeated about 30-40 times
on rhe shorr arms of each of the five human acrocentric chro-
mOSOl11es,at the nllcleolar organizer regions. The resultin five

~ers of rRNA enes each ab0;!.L 1.5 Mb long. 3rc ref~
to as ribosomal DNA or rDNA.----.... --- '" -./Initiation of transcription 0 the 285,5.85 and 185 rRNA
genes follows binding of two transcription factors to a core
promoter clement at the transcription initiation site and an
upstream control element located over 100 l1ucleotides
upstream. One of the transcriprl0n f..1ctOrs,UBF (llpstream
bindingjactor). is a hOT11odimcr and its identical subunits may
bind first to thc core promoter elcment and upstream camrol
element. bringing them together so that they can be bound by
the second factor. SL 1 (selectillil)' factor I: known in mouse as
TIF-I Ll; see Figure /0.3). The bound transcription factors
subsequently recruit RNA polymerase I to form an initiation
complex.
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rDNA transcription unit
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Figure 10.2:The major human rRNAspecies are synthesized by cleavage from a common 13-kb transcription unit which is part of a 4O-kb
tandemly repeated unit.

Small arrows indicated by letters A-D signify positions of endonuclease cleavage of RNAprecursors. Cleavage of the 41S precursor at B
generates two products: 20S + 32S. Followingcleavage of the 32S precursor at D,and excision of the small 5.8S rRNA,hydrogen bonding
takes places between the 5.8S rRNAand a complementary central segment of the 28S rRNA.The approximately 6 kb of RNAsequence
originating from the external and internal transcribed spacer units lETS, ITS1and ITS21are degraded in the nucleus. S is the sedimentation
coefficient, a measure of size.

The pril11:lry transcript expressed frol11 the single 13-kb
transcription unit is a ~5S precursor rRNA which undergoes
a variety of cleavage reactions Jnd base-specific modifications
(carried out by a large number of different types of sl/Ial/
""e/eo/ar RNA) to generate the mature 2H5, 5.85 and 185
rRNA species (see !'i~//", 10.2). Thus, these genes differ from
the vast majority of nuclear genes. which arc transcribed indi-
vidually.lnstead. rDNA transcription resembles mtDNA tran-
scription (St,.,ctioll <).1.2: F(e,J/re 9.2): both result in Illultigenic
transcripts which yield functionally rebred products. This
unusual liSt' of polygenic primary fral/scripts is no different ill
principle, however, from the way in which a single prim3ry
trall.~/ati()1I prodllrt is occasionally cleaved {Q generate two or
more functiollally related polypeptides (see thL' example of
human insulin in F~I!/fre 1.23).

Transcription by RNA polymerase III
RNA polymerase III is also involved in tr:l1lscription ot- a
variL'ty of housekeeping genes, encoding various small stable
RNA molecules such as 55 r1'tNA, tRNA molecules, 75L
RNA and some of the snRNA molecules needed for RNA
splicing. These gent"s are charJcterized by promoters that lie
I/Iit/'i/l the coding sequence of the gene, rather than upstream
of it. A bipartite promoter is found in tRNA genes.
consisting of two well conserved sequences, the A box and
the B box. but the promoter of the 55 rRNA gene consists of
a single element. the C box. In each case, transcriptioll by
RNA polymerase III is thought to proceed by binding of
ubiquitous trJnscription factors to the promoter elements.

followed by subsequent binding of other Cletors and finally
recruitment of the polymerase (F!~II,.e 10.~).

10,2.3 Transcription by RNA polymerase II requires
complex sets of cis-acting regulatory sequences
and tissue-specific transcription factors

RNA polymerase II is responsible for tr31lscribing :111 gcnes
which encode polypeptides and also cl'rt3in species of snRNA
gene. RNA polvmerase II (like RNA polymer.l<es 1and III) is
dt"pendl'nt on auxiliary general transcription factors, and
St"vl"r:ll:lrt."known which can be complex in 'tructurc. For
example. TFIID consists of the TATA box-binding
protein, TBP (which is also found in as<;ociatioll \\'ith RNA
polYlllerases I and III) plus various IBP-ilS\ociated [.1ctors, or
TAF proteins (see also Table 10.2). The complex of poly-
Il1er3SeJnd general transcription f..1ctorsis known as the basal
transcription apparatus and is :111 that is n..'quir~d to ill;l;ate

transcription. Genes 3re constitutively ~xpressl'd at a
minimum rate determined by the rO/'f j)/WI/(Jlcr (see below)
unless the rate of transcription is incr~asL"clor switcht."d offby
additional positive or neg3tiv~ r~gulatory elcl1l~l1ts (which
Illay be loclted some distance away or bi' ;lIlr;lIs;r (OII/POI/CIHS t~r
thc prolllote/' rcsieHI itself).

Some of the gcnes encoding polypeptides art" ht1/b-d'?ffl'i/l,\!

,I!CI/C,'_ but unlike the genes tr31l<;cribcd by RNA polymcrase>; I
and 111.a large percentage of gene' tr;lI\scribed b\' RNA poly-
merase II show tissue-restricted or tissue-specific t."xprc>;sion
patterns_ Since the DNA in dit1"(.'r(.'lltllucleated cells of an
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Figure 10.3: Initiation of transcription by RNA polymerase I.

One possible model envisages initial binding of the two identical
subunits of the upstream binding factor to the upstream control
element and the core promoter element. This forces these two
sequences to come into close proximity, enabling their
subsequent binding by the selectivity factor 1 15L1; four
subunitsl. The stabilized structure permits binding of other
factors (not shownl and subsequently RNA polymerase I.

individual is essentially identical, the identity of a cell,
whether it be a hepatocyte or a T lymphocyte for instance, is
very largely defined by the proteins made by the cell.
In addition to general ubiquitolls transcription factors,
therefore, tissue-specific or tissue-restricted transcription
factors regulate the expression of many genes which encode
polypeptides, by recognizing and binding specific cis-acting
sequence elements.

Partly because of the large size of mammalian nuclear
genomes and also because of the general need for more
sophisticated control systems imposed by having very large
numbers of interacting genes, control elements in cukaryoric
cells are quite elaborate. Often, regulation of expression of
individual human genes is controlled by several sets of cis-
acting regulatory elements. While the individual regulatory
elements may be composed of multiple short sequence
elements (typically 4-8 nucleotides long) distributed over a
few hundred base pairs, the different classes of regulatory

Figure 10.4: tRNA and 55 rRNA genes have promoters located
within the coding sequence.

(A) Positions of promoter elements in tRNA and 55 rRNA genes.
The promoter elements A and B in the tRNA genes are located
in the sequences specifying the 0 loop and the T$CG loops
respectively (see tRNA structure in Figure 1.78). (8) Initiation of
transcription of a tRNA gene. Binding of the TFIIiC transcription
factor to the promoter elements permits subsequent binding of
the trimeric TFIlIB factor to the sequence immediately upstream
of the transcription start site. In response to binding of the
TFIlIB factor, RNA polymerase III binds and initiates
transcription. In the case of the 55 rRNA genes, a similar
mechanism occurs but in this case an additional transcription
factor, TFIIIA, is required to bind to the C box, and the bound
TFIIiA factor permits subsequent binding of TFIIiB followed by
recruitment ofTFIliC and RNA polymerase III as in the case of
tRNA genes.

element which modulate the expression of a single gene may
be located at considerable distances. A variety of different
types of cis-acting elements can be recognized, including
promoters, enhancers, silencers, boundary elements (insu-
lators) and response elements (see Box 10.2 and Figllres 10.5,
10.6).

Tissue specificity and developmental stage specificity of
gene expression are often conferred by enhancer and silencer
sequences and a variety of cis-acting sequences have been
identified which are specifically recognized by tissue-



Table 10.2: Subunit composition of eukaryotic RNA polymerase II and associated general transcription factors
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2

2

3

9

12 Catalyzes RNA synthesis

12 Recognizes the core promoter and supplies a scaffold upon which the rest of the general
transcriptional machinery can assemble. Consists olthe TATA-binding protein (TBP) and several TBP-
associated factors (TAFs)

Number of subunits Functions

Binds TBP, selects start site and recruits polymerase II

Stablizes binding of TFIIB and TBP

Binds polymerase II and TFIIB

Recruits TFIIH which contains a helicase and a protein kinase

Unwinds DNA at promoter; phosphorylates the C-terminal domain of polymerase II, resulting in a
conformational change. The activated polymerase disengages from the general transcription factors
and acquires new proteins to help it transcribe over long distances without dissociating from the DNA

Note: the nomenclature for general transcription factors uses the common prefix TF (transcription factorl followed by a Roman numeral for the
associated RNA polymerase.

TFIIF

TFIIH

TFIID

TFIIA

Polymerase II

TFIIE

TFIIB

Factor

specific transcription factors. For example, specific
expression ill erythroid cells is often signaled by olle of two
sequences: TGACTCAG (or Its reverse complement
CTGAGTCA; both are recognized by the erythroid-specilic
tr~lIlscriptioll factor NF-E2); or the Sl'qUCIlCl.:
IA/TIGATAIA/G1 (or its reverse complement, both bei"g
recognized by the GATA series of transcription f.lcrors. See
F(~II,.r10.7 for e"""ples, and Table 10.3 for other tissue-
specific cis-acting ckmcllts).

In addition to actively promoting tissue-specific tran-
scription. some cis-acting silencer elements confer tissue or
developmental stJgt' specificity by blockillg expressio/1 ill all hllr
the desired rissllc. For eXJmple. the neural restrictive silencer
element (NR.SE) represses expression of several genes in all
tissues other than neural tissues (Schoenherr er al., 1996).
A transcription factor that binds to the N R.SE and which is
variously called NR.SF (neural restrictive silencer factor) or
REST (Ili-I silencing transcription f.1Ctor) is ubiquitously
expressed in non-l1t'urJl tissue Jnd neuronal precursors during
early development but subsequently it is specifically 1/01

expressed 111 more 111atlln: (postlllitotic) neurons.
NR.SF/R.EST appears to be able to recruit a co-repressor, co-
REST, which Jppears to serve to recruit molecular nuchinery
which CJn induce transcriptional silencing across chrolllo-
sOlllal regions containing nt'uronally expressed genes (Lunyak
or al., 2002).

10.2.4 Transcription factors contain conserved
structural motifs that permit DNA binding

Transcription factors recognize and bind a shorr nucleotide
sequence, usually as a result of extensive cOlllplement3rit)'
between the surf.:lce of the protein and surface feJtun.:s of tht'
double helix in the region of binding. Nthough the il/dipidl/al
inter3ctions bt'(ween the amino acids and nucleotides 3re weak
(uSUJlly hydrogen bonds. ionic bonds and hydrophobic interac-

tions). the region of DNA-protein binding i~ typically clurac-
terizt"d by abollt 20 Stich contJ({s. which roll('(til'cly ensure tlut
the binding is strong 3nd specific. In human and other
eukaryotic transcription f..lctors, two distillct functions call
of tell be idelltified and located in different parts ot-the protein:

~ ;lll activation domain activates tr:lIlscriptioll of thl' target
gClles once the transcription f:lctar h;lS bound to it.
Activation domains are thought to stilllulate tr;\Ilscriptioll by
interacting \\lith basal transcription fJctors so .1S to assist the
formation of the transcription complex on the promoter.
Although not so well studied as DNA-binding domains.
some are known to be rich ill aspartate and glutamate
residues (tJridir aCfil'tJfioll domaill.'): others art' rich in proline or
glutamate:

~ a DNA-binding domain permits specific binding of the
tr:lllscription factor to its target gent's. Several conserved
structurallllotifs ha\'t' been identified which are C0l11111011
to l11allYdine-rent transcription bctors with quite different
spc:cificities, including the leucine zipper. helix-Ioop-
hclix. helix-rurn~helix. and zinc finger motif" which arc
described below> Each of the motif" uses o:-hdicl's (or
occasionally l3-sheets; see F(~I/,.r 1.2.J) to bind to the
major groove of DNA. Clearly, although the motifs in
general provide the basis for DNA binding, the precise
collection of sequence elements in the DNA-binding
domain will provide the basis for the required sequence-
spt'cific recognition. Most transcription f3ctors bind to
DNA as hOlllodilllers, with the DNA-binding region of the
protein llsually distinct fi'om the regioll responsible for
forming dimers.

The leucine zipper motif
The leucine zipper is a helical stretch oLllllino .Kids rich ill
leucine residues (typically occurring once evny Sl.">l.'11amino
:lcid residues. i.e. once every two rurns ofthc hclix - SL'C ni.?/lrf



Box 10.2: Classes of cis-acting sequence elements involved in regulating transcription of polypeptide-encoding genes.
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PROMOTERS are combinations of short sequence elements
(usually located in the immediate upstream region of the gene -
olten within 200 bp of the transcription start sitel which serve to
initiate transcription, They can be subdivided into different
components.

~ The core promoter directs the basal transcription complex to
initiate transcription of the gene. In the absence of additional
re ulato elements it ermits constitutive ex ression of the

ene but at ve low (basal levels, Core promoter elements
are typically located very close to the transcription initiation
site, at about nucleotide positions -45 to +40 Isee Butler and
Kadonaga, 2002). As illustrated in Figure 10.5, they include:
the TATA box located at position ca. -25, surrounded by GC-
rich sequences and recognized by the TATA-binding protein
subunit of TFIID); the BRE sequence located immediately
upstream of the TATA element at around -35 and recognized
by the TFIIB component; the Inr (initiator) sequence located
at the start site of transcription and bound by TFIID; the OPE
or Qownstream f!romoter f/ement, located at about
position +30 relative to transcription and recognized by TFIID.

~ The proximal promoter region is the sequence located
immediately upstream of the core promoter, usually from -50
to -200 bp (promoter elements found further upstream would
be said to map to the distal promoter regionl. Additional non-
core promoter elements are typically located in the proximal
promoter region (although they can be found in the core
promoter region too). They include: GC boxes (also called
Spl boxes, the consensus sequence is GGGCGGwhich is
olten found in multiple copies within 100 bp of the
transcription initiation site, and is bound by the ubiquitous
Spl transcription factor); CCAAT boxes typically located at
-ll.gsition 75 CCAAT boxes are recognized by CTF I!;CAAT-
binding Iranscription factor; also known as NF-I for Nuclear
factor II and by CBF (!;CAAT box·ftinding factor; also known
as NF-y for Nuclear factor Y). Note that CCAAT and GC boxes
serve to modulate the basal transcription of the core
promoter and operate as enhancer sequences Isee next
sectionl, while silencer elements (see below) may also be
integral components of the promoter.

ENHANCERS are positive transcriptional control elements which
are particularly prevalent in the cells of complex eukaryotes such
as mammals but which are absent or very poorly represented in
simple eukaryotes such as yeast (see Martin, 20011. They serve to
increase the basal level of transcription which is initiated through
the core promoter elements. Their functions, unlike those of the
core promoter, are independent of both their orientation and, to
some extent, their distance from the genes they regulate.
Enhancer elements can be distantly located from the genes they
re ulate (e.g. the ~-globin locus control region - Igure 0.23.
Enhancers olten contain within a span of only 20D-300 bp,
several elements recognized by ubiquitous transcription factors
plus several recognized by tissue-specific transcription factors
(Figure 10.7). In addition, some enhancer elements may be
integral components of promoters, as in the case of the CCAAT
and GC boxes Isee above).

SILENCERS serve to reduce transcription levels. Although less
well-studied, two classes have been distinguished: classical
silencers (also called silencer elementsl are position-
independent elements that direct an active transcriptional
repression mechanism; negative regulatory elements are
position-dependent elements that result in a passive repression
mechanism (see Dgbourne and Antalis, 1998).Where studied in
human genes, silencer elements have been reported in various
positions: close to the promoter, some distance upstream and
also within introns. However, the evidence for such sequences
olten relies on in vitro DNA-binding studies and their
significance in vivo is still uncertain.
BOUNDARY ELEMENTS (INSULATORS) are regions of DNA, olten
spanning from 0.5 kb to 3 kb, which function to block (or insulate)
the spreading of the influence of agents that have a positive effect
on transcription (enhancers) or a negative one Isilencers, hetero-
chromatin-like repressive effects). See Bell et al. (20011.

RESPONSE ELEMENTS modulate transcription in response to
e ernal timuli. They are usually located a short

distance upstream of the promoter elements (olten within 1 kb of
the transcription start site). A variety of such elements respond
to specific hormones le.g, retinoic acid or steroid hormones such
as glucocorticoidsl or to intracellular second messengers such
as cyclic AMP (see Section 10.2.5and Table 10.41.

compatibility of the hydrophobic surfaces of the two
different monomers. Such hctcrodimer formation provides
all important combinatorial control mechanism in gene
regulation.

'10.8), which readily forms a climer. Each monomer unit
consists of an all/phipathic (X·helix (hydrophobic side groups of
the constituent amino acids face one way; polar groups face
the other way, see Figllre 1.24).The two a-helices of the indi-
vidualmonomcrs join together over a shorr distance to form
a wiled-wil (see Section 1.5.5) with the predominant interac- The helix-loop-helix motif
[ions occurring berween opposed hydrophobic amino acids The helix-loop-helix (HLH) motif is related to the
of the individualmol1omcrs. Oeyond this region the two {X- leucine zipper and should be distinguished frol11 the
helices separate, so that the overall dimer is a V-shaped hclix-Il/YII-helix (HTH) motif described in the next section. It
structure. The climer is thought to grip the double helix consists of two a-helices, one short and one long, connected
ll1uch like a clothes peg grips a clothes line (see F(~II"f 10.9). by a flexible loop. Unlike the shon turn in the HTH motif,
In addition to fOfming hOl11odimcrs, leucine zipper proteins the loop in the HlH motif is flexible enough to permit
can occasionally fOfm heterodimers depending on the folding back so that the two helices can pack against each

rv H 1'10)'; r- _),.) ~"B;:s. (_ s5) (l) II y- ("'\(,10"""<\..5"'7_ (-"LL: +l-\ )1(" •• ,1\, f\ I
rjvyy (. f\J"'<'~«"" \-" 'Y>b'<R-(~\p~V\.,) (+3<:0)
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CCA CGCCTATAAA CCANTCC
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Figure 10.5: Conserved locations in complex eukaryotes for regulatory promoter elements bound by ubiquitous transcription factors.

Note:the core promoter of individual genes need not contain all elements. For example, many promoters lack a TATAbox and use instead
the functionally analogous initiator (lNR) element. GCboxes are usually found in promoters too but their locations are more variable (see
Figure 10.6and Figure 1.13for some examplesl. BRE,TFII!! recognition glement; OPE,!lownstream Qromoter glement. Adapted from Butler
and Kadonga (2002) Genes Dev. 16, 2583-2592 with permission from Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press.

SP1 POX1 OCT1 USF POX1 POX1 PUR1 TBP

-350 -300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 +1

Figure 10.6:The human insulin gene promoter contains a variety of sequence elements recognized by ubiquitous and tissue-specific
transcription factors.

Arrows indicate binding of transcription factors (top row) to regulatory sequence elements (boxed) present upstream of the human insulin
gene. Ubiquitous or widely expressed transcription factors are shown in black; those shown in red are specific for pancreatic beta cells.
The POXI transcription factor binds to four sequence motifs of the form C(CfTlTAATGwhich are present in the insulin promoter (AI, A2, A3,
A5). Abbreviations: CRE,cAMP response element; NRE,negative regulatory element.

Table 10.3: Examples of cis-acli"g sequences recognized by tissue-restricted and tissue-specific transcription factors

Consensus binding sequence Transcription factor Expression pattern

INf)GATA(A/G) GATA-l,-2, etc. Erythroid cells

TGACTCAG NF-E2 Erythroid cells

GTTAATNATTAAC(: PEelement) HNF-l Liver,kidney,stomach, intestine, spleen

T(G/AITTTG(C!TJ HNF-5 Liver

ATGCAAAT POU2F2(OTF-2) Lymphoidcells

GCCTGCAGGC Kerl Keratinocytes

IC!TJTAAAAATAAIC!TJ3 MBF-l Myocytes

(C!TJTAINf)AAATA(A/G) MEF-2 Myocytes

CAACTGAC MyoD Myoblasts + myotubes

C/A)A(C/A)AG TeF-1 Tcells
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TCGACCCTCTGGAAOCTATCAGGGACCACAGTCAGCCAGGCAAGCACATC
+- GATA-1

TGCCCAAGCCAAGGGTGGAGGCATGCAGCTGTGGGGGTCTGTGAAAACAC
+-CACC box

GATA-1~ NF-E2'"
TTGAGGGAGCAGATAACTGGGCCAACCATGACTCAGTGCTTCTGGAGGCC

AACAGGACTGCTGAGTCATCCTGTGGGGGTGGAGGTGGGACAAGGGAAAG
+- NF-E2 +- CACC box

GATA-1~
GGGTGAATGGTACTGCTGATTACAACCTCTGGTGCTGCCTCCCCCTCCTG

+-CACC box

TITATCTGAGAGGGAAGGCCATGCCCAAAGTGTTCACAGCCAGGCTTCAG
+-GATA-1

Figure 10.7:The H5-4O a-globin regulatory site contains many
recognition elements for ery1hroid-specific transcription
factors.

Note that the HS·40 site appears to be a locus control region
for the a-globin gene cluster (Section 10.5.21.

other, that is the two helices lie in planes that are parallel to
each other, in contrast to the two helices in the HTH motif
(Figllre 10.8). The HLH motif mediates both DNA binding
and protein dimeI' formation (see Figure 10.9) and it permits
occasional heterodimer formation. In the latter case,
however, heterodimers form between a full-length HLH
protein and a truncated H LH protein which lacks the full
length of the a-helix necessary to bind to the DNA. The
resulting heterodimer is unable to bind DNA tightly. As a
result, HLH heterodimers are thought to act as a control
mechanism. by enabling illactilJariOlI of specific gene regu-
latory proteins.

The helix-turn-helix motif

The HTH motif is a COIllmon motif found in homeoboxes,
and a number of other transcription factors. It consists of two
short a-helices separated by a short amino acid sequence
which induces a turn, so that the t\vo a-helices are orientated
differently (i.e. the two helices do not lie in the same plane,
unlike those in the HLH motif; Figllre 10.8). The structure is
very similar to the DNA-binding motif of several bacterio-
phage regulatory proteins such as the A cro protein whose
binding to DNA has been intensively studied by X-ray
crystallography. In the case of both the A cro protein and
eukaryotic HTH motifs, it is thought that while the HTH
motifin general mediates DNA binding, the more C-terminal

helix acts as a specific recognition helix because it fits into
the major groove of the DNA (F(gllre 10.9), controlling the
precise DNA sequence which is recognized.

The zinc finger motif

The zinc finger motif involves binding of a zinc ion by
four conserved amino acids so as to form a loop (finger). a
structure which is often tandemly repeated. Although several
different forms exist. common forms involve binding of a
Zn2+ ion by two conserved cysteine residues and two
conserved histidine residues, or by four conserved cysteine
residues. The resulting structure may then consist of an
a-helix and a l3-sheet held together by co-ordination with
the Zn2+ ion, or of two a-helices. In either case, the primary
contact with the DNA is made by an a-helix binding to the
major groove. The so-called C2H2 (Cysz/Hisz) zinc finger
typically comprises about 23 amino acids with neighboring
fingers separated by a stretch of about seven or eight amino
acids (Flgllre 10.8).

10.2.5 A variety of mechanisms permit transcriptional
regulation of gene expression in response to
external stimuli

In cukaryotic cells gene expression can be altered in a senli-
pernunent way as cells differentiate, or in a temporary. easily
reversible way in response to extracellular signals (inducible
gene expression). Environmental cues such as the extra-
cellular concentrations of certain ions and small nutrient
molecules, temperature shock and so on can result in
dramatic alteration of gene expression patterns in cells
exposed to changes in these paranleters. In complex multi-
cellular animals there are also fundamental requirements for
cells to communicate with each other and different modes of
cell signaling are possible (Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2). In some
cases, alteration of gene expression is conducted at the trans-
lational level which can otTer certain advantages. In other
cases, gene expression is altered by modulating transcription.

Transcriptional regulation in response to cell signaling can
take different fornls. bllt tire end-point is always tire same: a previ-
ously inactive transcription factor is specifically activated and
then subsequently binds to specific regulatory sequences
located in the promoters of target genes, thereby modulating
their transcription. In the case of transcription regulated by
signaling molecules or their intermediaries, such regulatory
sequences are often referred to as response elements (see
Table 10.4).

Ligand-inducible transcription factors

Small hydrophobic hormones and morphogens such as steroid
hormones. thyroxine and retinoic acid are able to diffuse
through the plasma membrane of the target cell and to bind
intracellular receptors in the cytoplasm or nucleus. These
receptors (often called /rormolle Iluclear receptors) are inducible
transcription £,ctors: following binding of the homologous
ligand, the receptor protein associates with a specific DNA
response element located in the promoter regions of perhaps
50-100 target genes and activates their transcription.
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EJ

eOOH

EJ
Loop

Leucine
zipper
a-helix

Figure 10.8: Structural motifs commonly found in transcription factors and DNA-binding proteins.

Abbreviations: HTH, helix-turn-helix; HLH, helix-loop-helix. Note that the leucine zipper monomer is amphipathic [I.e. has hydrophobic
residues lIeucinesl consistently on one face of the helix, see Figure 1.24].Two such helices can align with their hydrophobic faces in
opposition to form a coiled-coil structure.

Recognition
helix

I HLH dimer I

Figure 10.9: Binding of conserved structural motifs in transcription factors to the double helix.

Note: the individual monomers of the helix-loop-helix (HLHI dimer and the leucine zipper dimer are colored differently to permit distinction,
but may be identical (homodimers). HLH heterodimers and leucine zipper heterodimers may provide a higher level of regulation (see text).

Although thyroxine Jnd retinoie acid arc structurally and
biosynrhctically unrelated [0 the steroid hormones, their
receptors belong [0 a C0l111110n Iluclear receptor <;upcrfamily.
Two conserved domains characterize the family: a cemrally
located DNA-bi"di"g domai" of about 68 amino acids, and
an approximately 240 amino acid Iigaud-biudi'lg domai"
located close to the C terminus (Figllre 10.10). The DNA-
binding domain cOl1t:lins zinc fingers and binds as a climer

with each monolllcr recognizing Olle of two hexJllucicotidl's
in the response element. The two hcxallllckotides are either
inverted repeats or direct repeats which are typically sepJrJted
by three or five nucleotide, (F(~lIr(' 10./0). III the absence of
the ligand, the receptor is inactivatcd by direct repression of
the DNA-binding domain fUllction by the: lig~lI1d-binding
domain, or by binding to an inhibitory protcin, as in thc casc
of the glucocorticoid receptor (F(~II,.e 10. II).
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Table 10.4: Examples of response elements in inducible gene expression

Consensus Response Element (R.E.) Response to Protein factor which recognizes R.E.

(T/GIiT/AICGTCA cAMP CREB(also called ATFI

CCIAITIIAITIiAITIIAITIiAITIIAIT)GG Serum growth factor Serum response factor

TTNCNNNAAA Interferon·gamma Stat·'

TGCGCCCGCC Heavymetals Mep·'

TGAGTCAG Phorbol esters AP'

CTNGAATNTTCTAGA Heatshock HSP70,etc.

Note: see also hormone response elements in Figure 10.10.

Activation of transcription factors by signal transduction

Unlike lipid-soluble hormones or morphogens, hydrophilic
signaling molecules such as polypeptide hormones, cannot
diffuse through the plasma membrane. Instead, they bind to a
specific receptor on the cell surface. After binding of the
ligand molecule, the receptor undergoes a conformational
change and becomes activated in such a way that it passes on
the signal via other molecules within the cell (sig/lal t"/lS-
d/lctio/l - see Section 3.2.1).

Many cell surface receptors have a kinase activity or can
activate intracellular kinases (see Table 3.3), and signal trans-
duction pathways are often characterized by complex regu-
latory interplay between ki/lasfs and pllOspl/atasfs which can
activate or repress illlermediates by phosphorylation/ dephos-
phorylation. In many cases, the phosphorylation or dephos-

phorylation induces an altered conformation. In the case of
activation of a signaling molecule. the altered conformation
often means that a signaling factor is no longer inhibited by
some repressor sequence present in an inhibitory protein to
which it is bound, or in J domain or sequence motif \vithin its
own structure.

In terms of transcriptional activation, two general mecha-
nisms pennit rapid transmission of signals from cell-surface
receptors to the nucleus, both involving profeiu phosphorylatioll:
protein kinases are activated and then translocated from the
cytoplasm to the nucleus where they phosphorylate target
transcription factors; inactive transcription f:,ctors stored in
the cytoplasm are activated by phosphorylation and trans-
located into the nucleus. The following two sections provide
examples to illustrate the above two mechanisms (see also
Karin and Hunter, 1995).

(A)

1
GRI

Key

• DNA-binding domain
• Ligand-binding domain

STEROID RECEPTOR

1
ER I

1

RAR I

1
VDR

777

553
I

432
I

408

427

(B) RESPONSE ELEMENT

Figure 10.10:Steroid receptors and the respective response elements.

(A) Structure of members of the nucleer receptor superfamily. Numbers refer to protein size in amino acids. ER,estrogen receptor;
GR.gluocorticoid receptor; PR,progesterone receptor; RAR, retinoic acid receptor; TR, thyroxine receptor; VDR, vitamin D receptor.
(81 Response elements. Note: (ilthatthe response elements are often perfect inverted hexanucleotide repeats, but that the response
elements for retinoic acid and vitamin D3are imperfect direct hexanucleotide repeats; Iii) the hexanucleotides all have the general
sequence AGNNCA with the central two nucleotides (shown by shading I conferring specificity and belonging to one ofthree classes: GT,
ACorAA.
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.\·F-KB is a transcription factor which is involvcd in a vJricty
ofaspt.·cts of the immune responsc.ln its inactive state. NF-KB
is rctained in the cytoplasm where it is cOlllplexed with an
inhibitory subunit, lKB, However. the lattcr call be targeted
for degradation following phosphorylation. The consequent
destruction of IKI3 permits .\·F-KB to tr:lIlslocate to the
nucleus and activ:He its various target genes. IKB phosphory-
btion is achieved by a kinase cascJde aftl'r tuillor necrosis
f.,ctor (TNF) binds to a specific cell surf.,ce TNF receptor.
causing activation of TN F receptor associ:ltcd factor 2
(TR.A F2 - see Fig/lre 10. 12B)

Activation of NF-KB via tumor necrosis factor signaling

C protl'ill-(Ollpled r('(epror class. Binding of rhl' hormone to the
receptor promotes the interaction of the receptor with a G
protein which consists of three subunit'i. 0.. r3 and y Following:
this imeracrion the ex subunit of the G protein is Jcrivated.
causing it to dissociate and stimulate adcnylate cycbse,

The increase in intracellular cAMP product'd by activated
adenylatt' cyclase can then activate the transcription of specific
target sequences that contain a rA.\,IP rcspoll.,'c e!e/llc/If or Clli.
This fUllction of cAMP is mediatcd by the enzyme protein
killasf A. Cyclic AMP binds to protcin kin:1sc and activates it
by permitting release of the two catalytically :lctive subunits
which then enter the nucleus and phosphorylatc :1 spccific
transcription factor, CREB (eR.E-binding protein). Activated
CREB then activates transcription of genes with the cAM P
response element (Fix/lre 10.12A).

Target gene activation

Figure 10.11: Transcriptional regulation by glucocorticoids.

The glucocorticoid receptor is normally inactivated by being
bound to an inhibitor protein. Hsp90. Binding of glucocorticoids
to the glucocorticoid receptor releases Hsp90, the receptor
dimerizes and then activates selected genes which have a
glucocorticoid response element in their promoter (see Figure
10.10).

Hormonal signaling through the cyclic AMP pathway

Cyclic AMP is an important second messenger (see Table
10.J) which acts in response (0 :1variety of hormones and other
signaling molecules. It is synthesized frmIl ATP by a mcmbranl'
bound enzyme. Jdcnylare cyclase. Hormones which activate
Jdenylare cycbse bind to a celJ 5Ur£lce receptor which is of the

10.2.6 Translational control of gene expression can
involve recognition of UTR regulatory sequences
by RNA-binding proteins

Protein synthesis is the major ultimate step of gene expression
and an important control point for regulzttiol1. A complex
series of proteins is involved in translation initiation in
eukaryates and different pathways far initiating translation
haw been uncovered (see Dever. 2002). The choice of the
initiJting AUG (methionine) codon is J key one but for somc
genes alternative choices are made for the SClrt codon in a
mRNA, yielding isaforms which vary in their N-terminal
sequence - sce the example of the Wilms tulllor gl'llC. r I'T I in
Figllre IO.16A. The significJnct:" ofthl'sl' i:-;otorlllS is llot well
Jppreciated.

Table 10.5: Examples of secondary messengers in cell signaling

Secondary messenger Characteristics

Cyclic AMP IcAMP)

Cyclic GMP IcGMP)

Phospholipids/Ca't

Produced from ATP by adenylate cyclase. Effects are usually mediated through protein kinase A. See example
of activation of CREB factor IFigure IO.I2A)

Produced from GTP by guanylate cyclase. Best-characterized role is in visual reception in the vertebrate eye

Activated downstream of G protein-coupled receptors and protein tyrosine kinases. Hydrolysis of
phosphatidylinositoI4,5-bis-phosphate IPIP,) yields diacylglycerol and inositoll,4,5-trisphosphate liP,) which
activate protein kinase C and mobilize Ca" from intracellular stores
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G protein

10.2

Activation of target genes

Figure 10.12:Selected target genes can be actively expressed in response to extracellular stimuli by signal transduction from activated
cell surface receptors.

(A) Activation of a protein kinase and translocation to the nucleus: hormonal signaling through the cyclic AMP-protein kinase A signal
transduction pathway. Binding of hormone to a specific cell surface receptor promotes the interaction of the receptor with a G protein. The
activated G protein ex subunit dissociates from the receptor and stimulates the membrane-bound adenylate cyclase to synthesize cAMP.
The latter binds to the regulatory subunits of protein kinase A, enabling release of the catalytic subunits lcl which migrate to the nucleus
and activate the transcription factor CREB(CRE-binding protein) by phosphorylation. Activated CREBbinds to cAMP response elements in
the promoters of target genes. (B) Activation of a cytoplasmic transcription factor (NF-KB)and translocation to the nucleus. Binding of
TNF causes a change in its membrane receptor, allowing it to recruit a number of intracellular signaling proteins. They in turn recruit and
activate IKKK, a kinase which phosphorylates IKB, the IKB kinase. IKB is normally bound to NFKB but the addition of phosphate groups to
IKB marks it for ubiquitinylation and degradation. The released NFKB has an exposed nuclear localization sequence which now allows it to
migrate to the nucleus where it activates a set of target genes.

An increasing number of eukaryotic Jnd mammalian
IllRNA species have also been shown to cOl1tJin regubrory
sequenct:s ill rhLir lllltr:l11sbred sequences, Illost frequently
at the 3' end (see Wickens fl a/., 1997). Several eukaryotic
Jnd IllJIlHlUlial1 RNA-binding proteins have also been
identified and shown to bind to specific regubtory
sequences pn:sent in untr~lI1slated sequences, thereby
providing the basis for translational control of gene
expression (Siollli and Dreyfuss, 1997).A variety of different
RNA-binding dOlnains have been identified and thcy
include elements which have previously been associated
with DNA-binding properties of transcription factors such
as Z1I1C fingers and hOllleodomains (Siomi and Dreyfuss.
1997).

RNA trafficking

Thc interaction between cis-acting regulatory elements in
RNA :lI1d rmllS·acting RNA-binding proteins can be envisaged
to :lltcr RNA structure in various ways: facilitating or hindering
intcractions with other tmlls-acting f.1ctors; altering higher order
RNA strucwre; bringing together initially n:mote R.NA
sequenccs: or providing localization or targcting signals for
transport of RNA molecules to specific intracellular locations
(RNA trafficking). Numerous cukaryotic ~md mJ.llIlllali:m
mRNAs arc known to be transported as ribonucleoprotcin
(RN P) particles to specific locations within some types of cells,
notably of the Ilt.'rvous system (see Hazelrigg. 1<)<)8). For
example, tau mRNA is localized to the proximal portions of
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axons rather than to dendrites, where many mR.NA molecules
3TC located in macure neurons, and myelin basic protein
mRNA is transported with the: aid ofkinesin to the processes of
oligodendrocytes.

RN A trafficking may provide a more efficient way to
localize proteins than simply transporting them: a sin!;1e
mRNA can give rise to many difTert.:nt protein molecules,
assuming that it can engage with ribosomes. Different
sequential steps have been envisaged: initial translational
repression, transport within the cdl, localization (to rhe
specific subcellular destination) and then localization-
dependent translation. Recently, key regulatory sequences
which art: required for various steps in this process have
been identified in the ul1rranslarcd sequl:l1ces, prcdominandy
the 3' UTR of many mRNA species (see Wickens
cl al., 20(2).

Translational control of gene expression in response to
external stimuli

Tr~lIlslational control of gelle expression can permit a more
rapid rL"SpOnSeto altered environlllental stillluli than the alter-
native of activating transcription. Iron metabolism provides
two useful eXJmpks. IncreJ\ed iron Ie"els stimulate the
,ynthe'\i'i of the iron-binding: protein. ferritin. without any
corrt"sponding increase in the Jmount of ferritin mR A.
COIl\'er'icly. decreased iron len.'ls stimuLltt,' tht.' production
of trall'\ft.'rrin receptor ("J'FU.) without allY dTect on the
production of transferrin receptor I11I1..NA.The 5'-UTR or

both ferritin heavy chain I11RNA and light chain mRNA
contain a single iron-response elelnent (lRE). a specific cis-
acting regulatory sequence which forms a hairpin structure.
Sc:veral stich IRE sequences are also found in the 3' UTR of
the transferrin receptor mIl.. A (see Klausner C1 al., 1993).
Regulation is exerted by binding of IREs by a specific IRE-
binding protein which is :lctivJrcd at low iron levels (see F({!l/rl'
10. fJ).

Translational control of gene expression during early
development

Gent." exprt."ssion during oocyte maturation .1I1dthe earliest
embryonic stages is regulated at the le\'d of translation. not
transcription (see De Moor and Richter. 2110I). Followin!;
fertilization of a human oocyte, no mRNA i'i made initially
until the four to eight cdl r;;;tagcwhen zygotic transcriptiou is
activated, that is, transcription of tht." genes present in the
zygote. Uefore this time, cell fUllctioll'\ are 'ipecified by
mater"al mRNA that was previollsly synthesized during
oogcllesls.

Extrapolation from studies ill model organisms would
'iuggc<.,tthat a variety of mRNA'i ;1I"l'\torcd in oocytes in an
iJl.lcri\"l~form. characrcrizt:'d by 11.I"ing ,hon oligo(A) tails.
Such mRNA'i ""ere pre\"iollsly ~ubjl'ct to dt....ldenylation and
tht..' rt..·\ul[ing 'ihorr oligo(A) tail 1llt....I1l'i th,u (hey cannOt be
transJ.ltcd. Sub\equenrly. at ferriliz.uioJl or I.uer in ck"d-
0plllt..'n£. the ~ton:d inactive IllRNA spccil'~ (.1Il bc .1t'(iV3tcd
by cytoplasillic polyadel1ylation. n..'storing: the normal size
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Figure 10.13: The IRE-binding protein regulates the production of ferritin heavy chain and transferrin receptor by binding to iron-
response elements (IREs) in the 5' - or 3' -untranslated regions.

(A) Structure of the IRE in the 5' -UTR of the ferritin heavy chain. (B) Binding of the IRE-binding protein to ferritin and transferrin receptor
mRNAs has contrasting effects on protein synthesis.
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poly(A) tail. The same type of poly(A) polymerase activity is
used as in standard polyadenylation of newly formed mRNA
(which occurs in the nucleus), but in addition to the
AAUAAA signal, the mRNA needs to have a uridine-rich
upstream cylOplasmic polyadellylarioll demelll (see Wahle and
Kuhn, 1997).

Two other mechanisms which regulate translation of some
mRNAs during development are translational masking
(whereby RNA-binding proteins can recognize and bind
specific sequences in the 3' UTRs of the mR As, thereby
repressing translation - see Gray and Wickens, 1998) and anti-
sense regulation. In the laner case, some I1l_R ..NAs are known
to be regulated by a complementary RNA sequence, as in the
case of microRNAs, very small R.NAs which have been shown
in some cases to regulate genes during development by binding
to complementary sequences in their 3' UTRs (see Fig,,,e 9.6
and Bannetjee and Slack, 2002; Pasquinelli and Ruvkun. 2002).

10.3 Alternative transcription and
processing of individual genes

In addition [0 the camral that is exened in selecting specific
/<!cues (or their transcripts) for activation or repression. control
mechanisms can also select between specific altematillc
transcripts of a single gene. Differential promoter lIsage or
differential RNA processing events can result in a large
number of different isoforms and these and other mechanisms
have challenged the classical definition of a gene.

10.3.1 The use of alternative promoters can generate
tissue-specific isoforms

Several individual mammalian genes arc known to have two
or more alternative promoters, which can result in alter-
native expression products (isoJorms) with different properties

(see Ayoubi and van de Ven, 1996). Often the individual
promoters drive transcription fr0111 alrernarive versions of a
first exon which is then spliced in each case COa (Dlnmon set
of downstream exons. In addition, however, some alternative
promoters are located in more distal portions of a gene (alter-
Ilatil,e i"terlJal promoters) and drive expression of truncated
products, as in the case of some promoters in the dysrrophin
gene (see below). The isoforms can provide:

~ tissue-specificity (a frequent occurrence because different
promoters can contain different regulatory elements; see
the example of the human dystrophin gene below);

~ developmental stage specificity (e.g. the insulin-like growth
factor II gene);

~ differential subcellular localization (e.g. soluble and
membrane-bound isoforms);

~ differential functional capacity (as in the case of the proges-
tcrone receptor);

~ sex-specific gene tegulation (see the case of the DII/II/l

Illethyltransferase gene (Section 10.4.2; Figllre '10.20)).

One of the most celebrated examples of ditTerential promoter
usage in humans concerns the giant dystrophin gene which
comprises a total of more than 79 exons distributed over about
2.4 Mb of DNA in Xp21. At least seven different alternative
promoters can be used. Three of the alternative promoters are
located near the conventional start site and comprise a brain
cOITex-specific promoter, a muscle-specific promoter located
100 kb downstrcJm, and J promoter which is lIscd in Purkinjc
ceLis of the cerebellulll and located a further Ino kb down-
stream (see F(!lIre 10.1-1). Usage of these promoters n:sulrs in
large isoforms with a Illolecular weight of -127 kDa (referred to
as Dp-127 where Dp = Qystrophin I!rotein and often given a
suffix to indicate tissue specificity, for example Dp427m. to
indicate the illuscle specific isoforrn). The three Dp-127
isoforl1ls differ in their extreme N-terminal amino acid
sequence as a result of using three different alternatives for exoll

C M P R CNS S G
r+ r+ r+ r7 r+ r+ ,r+

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

C1 M1 P1 2 5 10 1520 R130 40 CNS1 45 50 55 S1 60 G1 70 79

III 11111111111111 11111II11 III
, ,

111111111111111I I I III 111111

~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Dp427 Dp260 Dp140 Dp116 Dp71

Figure 10.14: At least seven distinct promoters can be used to generate tissue· and cell type-specific expression of the dystrophin gene.

The positions of the seven alternative promoters are illustrated at the top: C, cortical; M, muscle; P, Purkinje; R, retinal (+ brain + cardiac
muscle); CNS, central nervous system (+ kidney); S, Schwann cell; G, generallalmost ubiquitously expressed, but undetectable in fully
differentiated skeletal muscle). The approximate positions of the exons are illustrated below. Note: each promoter uses its own first exon
lin red: C1, M1, Pl, R1, CNS1, Sl and G1) together with downstream exons lin blue I. The internal promoters are located immediately
upstream of indicated exons as follows: R, exon 30; CNS, exon 45; S, exon 56; G, exon 63. The full-length C-, M- and P-dystrophins are about
427 kDa (Dp4271. The four internal promoters R, CNS, Sand G generate progressively smaller isoforms: Dp260, Dp140, Dp116, and Dp71.
Alternative splicing is known to occur, notably atthe 3' end; for more information, see hllo:/Iwww.dmd.nl/isoforms.html.

http://hllo:/Iwww.dmd.nl/isoforms.html.
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1. In addition to the alternative promoters encoding thL'

cOI1\"1;'J1rional large i'ioforms. at least fOllr other altern3rivt'
internal promoters can be llsed. generating smaller i'ioforms
(Fi~//rr 10.1-1).

10.3.2 Human genes are prone to alternative splicing
and alternative polyadenylation

The.: use of alrern3rivc promoters typically involves lIsing altcr-
native exollS at rhe beginning of transcription, bur other
mechanisms, notably alternative splicing contribute [0 widl'-
scale usage of alternative exons. Unexpectedly low numbers of
genes in some comparatively complex org~lI1isl11s (Drosophila
and hU1ll:lI1s have n:spectively JbOllt 0.7 x and 1.5 x the
number of gene, as in a simple I-mill-long worl11, C. c1c,-1!all.:i)
has sugge'ted that biological complexity could be very
dependent on alternative expression of genes (Maniatis and
Tasic. 2002: Robert< and Smith. 2002).

(A) Retained intron

(6) Competing 5' splice sites

(C) Competing 3' splice sites

(0) Multiple promotors

Alternative splicing: prevalence and patterns

At ka<t 50% (and quite possibh- a much higher percentage) of
human gene~ undergo alternative splicing. whereby different
exon combinations are represented in transcript~ from the ~alllL'
gene during RNA processing. For many gt,'ne~ IlUI11t,'rous
isoforl11scan in principle be generated at the RNA level. but it
is often not clear how many of the possible alternative tran-
script< are biologically important (although ,ome clearly are
important - see below).Various c1assl'~of alternative splicing can
occur, resulting in alternati\'e combinations of (oding CXOIIS and
of m",codillg eXOIIS, and in eX01l le1lgth varia1lts which share some
cOl11mon sequence (see Figllre 10.15).There are ~everal conse-
quences for polypeptide-encoding genes:

~ diJTerellt proteill isofo'lIIs. This call be brought about by
alternative combinations of coding exons or variant coding
exons resulting in amino acid differences. Sometillle~
proteins can be produced which lack a whole functionally

(E) Multiple poly(A) sites

(F) Cassette exons

(G) Mutually exclusive exons

Figute 10.15:Types of alternative splicing event.

Internal cassette exons IFI can be included or omitted (skipped) independently of other exons (exon skipping) while mutually exclusive
exons IG) occur in arrays of two or more exons, only one of which can be selected at a time for inclusion in the mature RNA. Illustrative
examples of some of these events are as follows: cassette exons, exon 5 of the WTI gene IFigure 10.16A);exon length variants due to
competing 5' splice sites (81, variants of exon 9 in the WTI gene (Figure 10.16A);mutually exclusive exons, variants for exons 4, 6, 9 or 17 of
the Dscam gene (Figure 10.168).The choice of alternative promoters also introduces alternative 5' exons (see Figure 10.14).Adapted from
Roberts and Smith (2002) Curr. Opin. Chern. BioI. 6. 37f>.-383with permission from Elsevier. Note that in addition to alternative splicing,
occasional examples of trans-splicing have also been found in the human genome. Whereas alternative splicing brings together
sequences transcribed from different combinations of exons within a single transcription unit on a single DNA strand, trans·splicing brings
together sequences transcribed from exons belonging to different transcription units on different DNA strands (see Finta and
Zaphiropoulos, 2002; Maniatis and Tasic, 20021.
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important domain or an important localization signal, with
important functional consequences (see Box 10.3):

~ diJferell' JlIJlra"slated sequences. Alternative combinations
of noncoding exons and variant nOllcoding exons result in
different 5' or 3' un translated sequences, and sOl1ldimcs
different polyadenylation sites (see F(~lIre 10. bl.The func-
tional significance: of differing untrans)ated sequences
is often not clear. but for some genes it is a striking
phenomenon - e.g. growth hormone receptor mRNA
exhibits at least eight different 5' UTR sequences as a
result of alternative splicing {Pekhletsky (I af.. 19lJ2).

Alternative splicing can result in large numbers of potential
isoforms, including up to a staggering 38016 protein
isoforms for the Drosophila Dscalll gelle (Schmucker (I al.,
2000"ee F(~lIre 10. 16B). Some of these alternatives have been
shown [Q be developmentally and tissue-specifically regulated.
In some well-studied genes, alternative splice forllls have been
shown to be extraordinarily well conserved, such as the + KTS
and -KTS isoforms of the Wilms tumor HIT J gene (FI~~lIrc
10. 'IGA; Box /0.3) which have been conserved in distantly
related organisms such as the pufTerfish.

Alternative splicing: regulation

The best understood model system for understanding the regu-
lation of splicing is dle sex determination pathway in Drosophila
which also controls gene dosage. Alternative splicing is used in
each branch of this pathway to control the expression of tran-
scriptional regulators or chromatin-associated proteins that
influence transcription. and both positive and negative control
of splicing is evident (see Lopez, 1998). In mammalian celh
candidate splice regulators are the SRfallli/y ofRNA-binding
proteins lwhich have a distinctive C-terminal domain rich in
serine (S)-arginine (R) dipeptides] and some HnRNP (hetero-
geneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle) proteins. These
proteins are known to promote various steps in asscmbly of
IIpliceosomes and they are also known to bind to splicing
enhancer sequences, regulatory sequences which can

enhance splice site recognition (see L3lcncowe 2000; C3ceres
and Kornblihtt, 2002: Fairbrother (I al. 2(02).

Alternative polyadenylation

The llsage of alternative polyadenylation signals is also quite
COlllmon in humJn mRNA. and different types of alter-
native polyadenylation have been identified (see Edwards-
Gilben ff a!., 1997). In many genes two or more
polyadenylation signals arc found in the 3' UTI<. and the
alternatively polyadenylated transcripts can show tissue speci-
ficiry; in other cases, alternative polyadt.'nylation signals may be
brought into play following alternative splicing.

10.3.3 RNA editing is a rare form of processing
whereby base-specific changes are introduced
into RNA

RNA editing is a form of post-transcriptional processing
which can involve enzyme-mediated insenion or deletion of
nuckotides or substitution of single nuc1eotides ar the Rf\'A
Ifllet. Insertion or deletion R.NA editing appears to be a
peculiar property of gene expression in mitochondria of
kinctoplastid protozoa (stich as trypanosomes) and slime
molds. Substitution RNA editing is frequently employed
in some systems, slich as the mitochondria and chloroplasts of
vascular plants where individual ml:tNAs may undergo
multiple C ·U or U-·C editing events.

In mammals there is no evidencl' for insertion or deletion
RNA editing. but substitution editing has been observed in a
limited number of genes (see Gerber and Keller, 20(1). The
R A editing which is known to occur mostly involves delllll-

;l1at;<l1/ (removal of amino groups) from very select cytosinc or
adenine residues (catalyzed by a family of RNA-dcpendellt
deamillases), but rraJ/sa/ll;IIa/;01l (modification by acquisition of
an Jmino group) can also occur,as in the case ofU----)C editing
in the Wilms tumor gene (see Fig",,' 10. 16A). The twO classes
of dcamination-based RNA editing known arc:

~}P ~ ~~,,,;:.~.,..,.>.,.- '~~~"2!\~''N.'''''.\Z'<'''-;..M'':''~'-'''~~';l~;'\'-'' .,' •. {

~ Box t 0.3: Alternative splicing can ,alter the funct!onal properties of a protein' / ." .')
4' '.;? \ ,F",.o;,-"",.,'7'!:& "c,·.' ...: 1~0.>V ~ ,,~~ / ~ }

The following, far from exhaustive, list is merely meant to
illustrate some ways in which the biological properties of a
protein can be altered as a result of alternative splicing. See
Lopez 119981and Graveley (2001) for further information.

• Tissue-specific isofonns e.g. tropomyosin and calcitonin
isoforms (the latter includes thyroid-expressed calcitonin and
the neural calcitonin gene-related peptide).

• Membrane-bound and soluble isoforms. Protein
localization can be regulated by generating soluble forms of
numerous membrane receptors e.g. class I and II HLA,
IgM, CD8, growth hormone receptor, IL-4, IL-5, IL-7, IL,
erythropoietin, G-CSF, G-MCSF, L1F (leukemia inhibitory
factor), and the FAS apoptosis-signaling receptor.

• Alternative intracellular localization. A useful example is
provided by the WT1Wilms tumor gene which specifies a

protein with four zinc fingers at its Cterminal and has up to 24
different isoforms. Differential splicing can lead to inclusion
or omission of a sequence specifying three amino acids, KTS
which governs nuclear localization (see Figure 10.16A).

• Altered function. The +KTS and -KTS isoforms of the WT1
gene product also differ in their ability to bind to specific DNA
sequences in target genes. The former are thought to have a
role in binding splicing factors; the latter may have a more
general role in binding domains that harbor general
transcription factors. Other examples include: transcription
factor isoforms (which activate/repress transcription
depending on the nature of the domains that are included or
excluded from the protein product - see Lopez, 1998); and
apoptosis-promoting and apoptosis-inducing isoforms of
various genes, such as the Ich-l (easpase 21gene.
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~ c ~U editing. Thi.:; occurs in a very few gt'Ill''' only.
notably the hUIll:m Jpolipoprotein gene .rl POB whefe it
has bCl'11 well 'itudicd. In the Ih"er the A POB gent' encode,
a 14.I-kb mRNA trall'cript and a 4536 amino acid
product, apo131 00. However. in the intestine J specific
cyrosilll..' dealllinasl', APOBEC 1, converts a single cytosine
at nucleotide ()()oo to uridine, thereby gencrating J

premature stop codon. The truncated (7 kb) mRNA
encode.:; a product. apoB-4-8. identical ill sequence to rhe
first 2152 amino acids ofapoBIOO (F(~lIre IO./7).The </(/;-

I/miclll-;lId//(cd t!cdl1lillaSe (A/D), an enzyme involved in
imlllullogiobulin DNA recombination and 11Iutation,
shows considerable similarity to APOBEC I but appears to
dCJl11inatc dcoxycytidincs (Section 1a.h);

~ A -I editing. This is carried out by members of thl·
ADA R }lIl1i/y of dt:Jmin:lst''\ (!!dcl1osillt' geamillast" .!!cring:
on R A) on mR A encoding some ligand-gated ion
cl1annt"ls including glutJmate receptors and related
proteins. An adenosine is deaminated to give inosine (I). a
bast' not norll131ly present in mRNA (the amino group J.t
carbon fi of adenosine is replaced by a C=O carbonyl
group). Ino'\ine behaves like guanosine: it base-pairs prefer-
entially with cytosint: and when present in a codon i'iltl.l.ns-
Iated during prott:in synthesis as ifit were G. In the case of
the ghltalll,J(e recepror 13 gene. for example, R A L'diting
replaces a CAG (glutamine) codon by CIG which i. trans-
hued J.s if it were eGG,giving arginine.This type of editing

(A)WTl

CUG AUG AUG

which brinb'"Sabout a Gin )Arg is ofren refL'fred to J.SQ/R
editing (after the single letter code: for rhe rwo amino acids
im·olwd).

Although its full significance.:.'remain.;; uncertain. R A editing
i.;;important for survi\"al in mammal.;; (tor example. knockouts
of individual mouse ADAR gene.;; can give severe pheno-
rypL''i). Perhaps ir arose in evolution ro correct llli<;tJkcs madc
at rhe genome level, bur ir CJn 31'i0 providc a form of regll-
btion of expression and additional way'i of crcaring protL'in
divLT'iiry.

lOA Differential gene expression: origins
through asymmetry and perpetuation
through epigenetic mechanisms such
as DNA methylation

Thc concept of tissue specificity of hUIll.lIl gellc cxprc"l;;ion is
long establishL'd. What is Illllch less clear is how "Iuch pattL'rns
ger laid down initially. Since the DNA COl1telltof all l1uck.ltcd
cells ill 3n org31lisIll is virtually idelltical. genctic Illcchanisms
cantlot explain ho\\" differelHial gcne expn..'s;;ion first develops
in cells. To explain this. C. H. Waddington im·oked epigenetic
mechanisnlS of gene control during dt.'TdopmL'Ilt. Gcnetic
mechanisl11s explain heritable states (charactt'rs) which re;;ult
frolll changes in D A sequence (mutation;;), but epigent"tic
ml.:chanisms describe heritable ;;tates 11'11;(11do /lot dcpc/ld 011
D!\'A SCqIfClICl'. In recent times, a v:lric[y or cpigl.:nt:[ic llleCh3-

U ZF ZF ZF ZF
1 2 3 4

(B) Dscam

Exon 4
19domain
12 variants

Exon 6
19domain

48 variants

Exon 9
19domain

33 variants

Exon 17
TM domain
2 variants

Figure 10.16: Functional differences and massive potential complexity due to alternative splicing in respectively the WTl Wilms tumor
gene and the Drosophila Dscam gene.

(A) WTl splicing. Twenty-four isoforms are possible because of a combination of alternative usage of three different initiation codons in
exon 1, a U-C RNA editing substitution in exon 6, and two alternative splicing events: variable omission (skipping I of exon 5 and also length
variation for exon 9 (due to competing 5' splice sites for intron 9). The exon 9 variation results in inclusion or omission of a KTS peptide. The
+KTS isoforms are specifically localized to spliceosomal sites in the nucleus and are thought to have a role in binding splicing factors while
the -KTS isoforms are more generally distributed in the nucleoplasm and may have a more general role in binding domains that harbor
general transcription factors (Larsson et a/., 1995). (8) Dscam splicing. A total of 38016 (12 x 48 x 33 x 21 possible isoforms can be
generated by selecting from mutually exclusive variants for each of exons 4, 6, and 9 which encode immunoglobulin-like domains and for
exon 17 which encodes a transmembrane region (see Schmucker et al., 20001. Adapted from Roberts and Smith (20021 Curr Opin. Chern.
8iol. 6, 375--383 with permission from Elsevier Science.
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Exon 26
3'

INTESTINE

Translation

RNAediting

5'~AAAA ...A" 3'

6666
5'~AAAA ...A" 3'

ApoB 5'
gene

6666
5'~AAAA ...A,,3'

LIVER

21522153
I

ApoBl00

4536
ICOOH

2152
ICOOH -- Protein

ApoB48

Figure 10.17:Tissue-specific RNA editing during processing of the human apolipoprotein B gene (APOB).

In the liver codon 21531CAA)at nucleotide positions 666~668 of the APOB mRNA specifies glutamine. In the intestine, however, C~U
RNA editing at position 6666causes replacement of the CAA codon by a stop codon, !!AA, resulting in a shorter product, ApoB48.

nisms have been identified to operJtc in the cells of verte-
brates, including ones which can perpetuate particular states
of gene expression in somatic celllillcages.

10.4.1 Seleclive gene expression in cells of
mammalian embryos mosllikely develops in
response 10 short range cell-cell signaling
evenls

In order to t:xplain subsc.::qucnr tissuc-, cell- and dcvclop-
IllcIHal stage-specific patterns of expression, some mechanism
is required to set up an asymmetry or axis in the fcrtilized egg
cell or in very early development. In Drosopllila, the egg is
inherently asymmetrical because of tr~U1sfer of gene products
from asymmetrically sited nurse cells. The cmbryo develops
initially as a multinucleate sYlfrytil/1II (effectively one big cell)
and regionalization depends Oil the response of individual
nuclei to long-range gradients of regulatory molecules. In
mammals. however, the egg cell is relatively sI11all and early
embryonic development creates an apparently symmetrical
aggregate of individual cells. Nevertheless. development
becomes asymlnetric.

The generation of asymmetry in mammalian cclls could
derive ti'OI11early positional clues. Some aspects of early devel-
opment are inherenrly asymmetrical including the point of
entry of the sperm during fl~rtilization, the attachment of the
embryo to the uterine wall during implantation and the
location of cells with respcct to their neighbors. As the
embryo develops inro a ball of cells, and later on as more
complex structures dcvelop, individual cells will vary in the

nllmber of cell neighbors available. Direct cell-cell signaling
or short range intercellular signaling events call provide a
means of identifying cell position, and triggering differential
gene expression. For example. if an intercellular signaling
molecule has a range of, say, one cell diameter, then the cells at
the outside of the blasl/da (Section 3.7.2; F(Rllre 3.13) will
receive different signals from those surrollnded by neighbors
on all sides, and the different positional cues may be translated
into differential gene expression. As particular cell systems
develop during, for example, organogenesis (mostly aCCOIll-
plished between the 4th and 9th embryonic weeks). particular
cdl type growth or differentiation factors may then induce the
expression of developmental stage- and/or tissuc-specific
transcription factors.

10.4.2 DNA methylation is an important epigenelic
factor in perpetualing gene repression in
vertebrate cells

Once differential expression patterns have been set up.
epigenetic mechanisms can ensure that they are stably
inherited when cells divide, providing a form of cell
melTIOry which is transtnitted through cell lineages. The
epigenetic mechanisms can ensure stable inhcritance of a
transcriptionally activated state ('open' chromJtin confor-
mJtion) for some target genes or genome regions. or alterlla-
tively c:m orgJnize the chronlatin of some genome regions to
Jdopt a highly condensed, transcriptionally inactive form. At
least two Jnd possibly three different epigenetic mechanisms
3rc now considered to operate in animal developmcnt:
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Figure 10.18: CpG methylation is perpetuated by a requirement
for the specific methyl transferase 10 recognize a
hemimethylated largel sequence.

The sequence CpG has dyad symmetry. Following methylation
of a hemi-methylaled target Imethylated on one strand only!.
the two methylated strands will separate at DNA duplication
and act as templates for the synthesis of two unmethylated
daughter strands. The resulting daughter duplexes will now
provide new hemi-methylated targets for continuing the same
pattern of methylation.

Reprogramming in germ cells
The pri",ordial c~crrrr(e/ls of the embryo (the cells f1'om which
the ga1l1etl's will ultimately derive) stJrt off with highly
mcthybted DNA. but thcn progrcssive delllcthybtioll occurs
during development. By the timc the prilllordiJI gertn cclls
have entcred the gonads thc dClllethybtion is brgL'ly completc
alld will be finalized shortly aftt'rwJrds. Howl'vcr. aftlT
gonJdJI differentiation, and as tht..' gerlll cclls begin to dcvelop,
de 1101'0 methybtion occurs. This Icads to substantial Illl'thy-
btion of the DNA of lllalllIllJlian sperIll :l11d q.!;g cells. Tht..'
SPt.'rJll genome is mort..' heavily mcthybtt'd dUll thc egg's
gCllome. ~lI1d scx-sI)('(!/i( dfffi'r(',w'.' ill lllethylation p:1ttL'rns are
evidcllt. notably at imprinted loci (sce Mertcllcit ct aI., 1998
for rcfcrl'llces).

Reprogramming in the early embryo
The gCIlollle of the fcrtilized oocytt' is .1Il aggregJtc of thc
sperm Jnd cgg genolllcs and ';;0 it <lJld tht:.' \·ny carly l'mbryo
3rc substantially Illethybted with nlcthybtioll di(fncllccs at
p:Hernal and I11aternal allelcs of lllallY gcncs. LHer all, Jt the
morula Jild early blastula stagcs in tllc prt'-implalltatiol1
embryo. gellome-wide demctlJ}'larioll occurs. LJfL'J" .;;till. at thL'
plT-gastrllbtion stage, widespreJd dl' "01'0 metIJ),latioll is
carricd out. However, the cxtent of this lllcthybtioll varies ill
different celilillt'ages: somatic cdllineaJ!('s :Ire hcavily Illl,thy-
Iatl'd; tropIJoblast-derived li"ea.I?cs (giving rise to the pbcellta.
yolk S:lC ere.) Jrc underlllethybted; ear/)1 primordial germ cells
:lIT spared; their genomic DNA rcnlains vcry largely
ullJlll'thylated until after gonadal diffcrclltiatioll (as dcscribed
above).

The contribution of the different Illl'thyltransfnasL's to de
//(11'(1 Illcthylation is still unresolved. ThL' J)/III/t]a .me! D/lJllr3b
IIll"llIyl1ulI/4c'mscs Jre strong candidates hut are [Jot by them-
selves .;;ufTicient. Instead. it appeJr'; likely that they illtcrJct
with I)nmtl methyltransferJse. Thl' DIlIIIt 1 gellt:.' is highly
cxpressed in male germ cells. Ill:ltllre oocytes and in the t'arly
cmbryo. and expression is subjt'ct ro ';;L'x-spL'cific regulation JS

Glrget sequence but unlike bacterial methybsl's. they show a
strong prt'fen.'nce for recognizing a hCl/li-l/Icrh)'/(/(cd DNA
tJrgt't (one that is already methylated on ont' strand only).Thc
.;;cqllcnct' CpG shows dyad -')/II1/IlcrY)' and so, following DNA
replication, the newly synthesized DNA strJllds will receive
the saml' CpG methylation p:1tterll as thl' p:lrl'lltJI DNA
(F~I.?I/r(' IO.IB).Asa reslllt.thc CpG lllcthybtioll pattl'rn can be
stably transmitted (0 daughter cells. The pcrpetu;ltioll of J pre-
existing nlt:thylatioll pattern is sometimcs knowil as 111ainte-
nance methylation and is cJrried out ill Illanlln:di:lll cells by
the DIlIII! IlIIcfhylrraJ/4l'rasc.

Thl' pJttl'rn of 5-mt,thylcytosinl' distribution ill the
genoIllc of diffc.:n:ntiated somJtic cells varies according to ccll
tYPl' but lllJintenance methylation ensures that Illethylation
patterns in individllJI somatic ccll lineagcs arc <jllitc .;;table.
During carly development, however. thcrL' arc drJlllatic
changcs in methybtion, constituting a form of epigenetic
reprogramming (see Il..azin and Kafri. 1<)<)4: Reik cr al ..
21)(11: Li. 2(02). There are two major types of epigenetic
rt'programming during development (SCl' }-"~I.?lfn' 10.19).

CpG>-n.

G~ <

>

<

• DNA methylation - ;Ill epigenetic mechanism in which
chrolllJtin is org::anized into closed, transcriptionally

inactiw states (see below):

~ Polyconlb-trithorax gene regulation. The Polycolllb
group of repressors ~lI1d the rrithorax group of aCri\';HOrS

maintain the correct expression of several key de\'clop-
1llt'IHal regulators (including the homeoric genC's) by
changing the structure of chromatin, either into a 'closed'
(rranscripriollJlly repressed) or 'open' (rranscripriol1;tlly
Jcrivl') cOllfOrl1l3rions - see Mahmoudi and Verrijzer,
2111(1).

• histone modification - a likely third cpigelll.:tic 1l1t:ch-

allislll which Illay be responsible for perpetuating
expn ....ssion statL'S :l( specific genomic locations (Turner,
2002; see Section 10.2.1).

DNA Illethylation is now recognized as an illlportant cpi-
genetic Illechanism which interacts with histone Illodification
(see Section 10.--1.3) to permit the stable transmission from a
diploid Cl~1Ito daughter cells of chromatin states which repress
gcnc cxpression (see L3ird. 2002). However, the prl'cist.'
fUllction of DNA methylation in ellkaryotl:'s is still imperfectly
understood Jlld clearly shows species differenccs (see Box
9.3). Vertebrate cy(Osine mc.:thyltransferases recognizc a CpG
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Figure 10.19:Changes in DNAmethylation during mammalian development.

Developmental stages for gametogenesis and early embryo development are expanded for clarity; those for later development are
contracted, as indicated by double slashes. Note the very rapid changes in DNAmethylation during: (il gametogenesis - de novo
methylation gives rise to substantially methylated genomes in the sperm and egg (albeit with differences in both the overall level of
methylation and the pattern of methylation in these genomes- see textl; and in (ii)the early embryo where a wave of genome-wide
demethylation occurs at the preimplantation stage (morula and early blastula), and is succeeded shortly afterwards by large-scale de novo
methylation beginning at the pre-gastrulation stage. The latter is particularly pronounced in somatic lineages, and to a lesser extent in
trophoblast lineages giving rise to placenta and yolk sac, but does not occur in the primordial germ cells (the cells of the embryo which will
eventually give rise to sperm and egg cells.

a result of using oocyte-specific and spermatocyte-specific
promoters (see FigHre 10.20)

10.4.3 Animal DNA methylation may provide defense
against transposons as well as regulating gene
expression

Although not all eukaryotes appear to be subject to DNA
methylation, its function in animal cells does appear to be
critically important, and targeted knock-ollt of the cytosine
methyltransferase gene in mice results in embryonic lethality.
The precise function of DNA methylation in animal
cells, however, remains unclear. Current views have focused
in particular on two aspects of animal cells: the genome size
(animals have comparatively large genomes with large
numbers of genes, and also large numbers of highly repetitive
DNA families belonging to the transposon class); and
Ihe //Jode of develop//JClII (especially the variation in
terms of life-span and rate of cell turnover). Two quite
contrasting views regarding the primary function of DNA
methylation in animal cells have been the subject of much
controversy: the lias/ defense model and the gene regl/lation
model.

Host defense as a primary function for DNA methylation

Like the restriction-modification function of DNA methyl-
ation in bacteria (see Box 5.2), the host defense model
envisages that the primary function of DNA methylation in
anilnal cells is to confer a form of genome protection, but in
this case checking the spread of transposons (Yoder el aI.,
1997). About 45% of the DNA sequence in the human
genome can be classified as belonging to transposon families
and a small fraction of these sequences in the human genome
and other genomes is known to be actively transposing
(Section 9.5). Transposon f:llllilies in the human and other
genon1es are known to be heavily methylated (about 90% of
the 5-methylcytosines are thought to be located in retro-
transposon families) and so DNA methylation has been
viewed as a mechanism for repressing sllch transposition,
which ifleft unchecked could be expected to be damaging to
cells. However, recently obtained data from an invertebrate
chordate, Ciolla illtcstillalis, appear to be inconsistent with
the genome defense model: multiple copies of an apparently
active retrotransposon and a large fraction of highly repeated
SINEs were predominantly unmethylated, while genes,
by contrast, appeared to be methylated (Simmen el al.,
1999).
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Figure 10.20:Sex-specific promoters regulate the Onmtl
methyl transferase gene.

The Onmtl methyltransferase gene appears to be the
predominant maintenance DNA methyltransferase in mouse
cells and may be the major de novo methyltransferase too. It is
highly expressed in male germ cells. mature oocytes and in the
early embryo. There are five exons but with a variable choice
between three different possibilities for exon 1 as a result of
using alternative promoters (much like the alternative promoter
choices for the different p427dystrophin isoforms - see Figure
10.141. They are: exon 1~ (used in ~matic cells); exon 1l!
lused in oocytesl; and exon 1m! (used in ~ermatocytesl. The
oocyte-specific exon is associated with the production of very
large amounts of active Dmnt1 methyltransferase, which is
truncated at the N terminus and sequestered in the cytoplasm
during the later stages of growth. The spermatocyte-specific
exon interferes with translation and prevents production of
Dmntl during the crossing over stage of male meiosis. See
Mertineit et a/. (19981.

Gene regulation as the primary function for DNA
methylation
DNA methylation ill vt.Ttcbrates has been viewcd as a mech-
anism for silencing transcription :md lIlay cOllstitutt.: a default
position. DNA sequcncl.::s which :lIT tr:1J1scriprionally acrivl'
require ro bL' 1I11111crhybrcd (;It kJsr at the promoter regions).
While DNA methylation in invl'rrebr:ltl's may SLTVl'{Q rcpn:ss
rr:lI1SpOSOIlSand otht'r repcJtl'd sequence f.1Il1ilics, it may have
acquired a special role ill verrebratl's as a mechanism for regu-
bting t.:xprcssioll of endogenoLls gent's and reducing transcrip-
rional noise (by silencillg of J brge fi-acrion of genes whose
Jcriviry is not n:quired in a cell).

The coullter argulllenr is thar rhe mt'rhybtion sr:lrus of the
S' regions of rissue-specific genes canllot be correbred wirh
exprcssion ill ditTercnr tis'\lIc'\. alld rhat thc role of mcthybrion
in gene expression is ill specialized biological fllJ1C{ioll~
resulring (rolll Illechanisms (e.g. imprinring erc.) which use
alle/c-spcciflc gene expression (W,lsh ,nd 13estor. 1999).
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DNA methylation and gene expression
The DNA of transcriprionally acrive and inactive chromarin
ditTers in a number of fearures including the degree of
comp,ction and the extent of its methylation (see Table 10.6) .
While methylation of CpG islands downstream of promoters
does not block continued transcription through these regions
Oones, 1999), there is no doubt that methylated promoter
regions are correlated wirh transcriptional silencing. In
addition. the extent of histone acet}l/alion is an important
f,ctor (see also Section 10.2. I). Specific histone acetyltr,ns-
ferases add acetyl groups to lysine residues close to the N
terminus of histone proteins, inducing a more open chromatin
conformation; histone deacerylation promotes repression of
gene expreSSIOn.

The processes of DNA methylation and histone modifi-
cation are linked (see Li, 2002). R.epression at methylated
CpG sequences in promoter regions appears to be mediated
by proteins which specifically bind to methylated CpG.
Two of these proteins have been identified, MeCP I ,nd
MeCP2 (methylated .epG-binding I2roteins I ,nd 2), ,nd
rhe latter has been shown to be essential for embryonic
development and to function as a transcriptional repressor.
MeCP2 silences gene expression partly by recruiting
HDAC activity. resulting in chromatin remodeling.
R.emoval of the acetyl group from H3K9 (histone 3,Iysine 9
residue) is followed by MeCP2-aided methylation of H3K9
and the resulting histone mt'thybtion is a signal for
recruiting proteins such as HP I which cause the chrollutin
to become condensed (see Fuks cr al., 2002 and references
therein ,nd F(~lIrc /0.21).

10.5 long range control of gene
expression and imprinting

10.5,1 Chromatin structure may exert long-range
control over gene expression

Unlike bacterial genes, eukaryotic gellt's are usually itulil'idllillly
trallscribed. Promoters and rcbred upstream dClllellts typically
control expression of a single gelle with a transcription sun
poillt located within 1 kb of the control l..'k'IllL'Ilt. SOIllL' ris-
acting ekmems. ho\\"ever. exert IOllg-mllgc (tl//frol over a Illllch
larger chromosomal region and there is increasing l'vidt'llce for
co-ordinare regulation of gene clusters.

Table 10.6: Features associated with transcriptionally active and inactive chromatin

Feature

Chromatin structure

ONAmethylation

Histoneacetylation

Transcriptionally active chromatin

Open,extended conformation

Relativelyunmethylated, especially
at promoter regions

Acetylated histones

Transcriptionally inactive chromatin

Highly condensed conformation; particularly apparent in heterochromatin
(both facultative heterochromatin and constitutive heterochromatinl

Methylated, including at promoter regions

Oeacetylated histones
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Inactive
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HPl etc.
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Sin 3/Histone methyl
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Figure 10.21:DNAmethylation may mediate transcriptional repression by histone deacetylation and histone H3K9methylation.

CpGdinucleotides are targets for DNAmethylation and, in turn, methylated CpGs are targets for specific binding by proteins such as
MeCP2. MeCP2 acts as a transcriptional repressor and recruits a corepressor complex consisting of the transcription factor repressor
mSin3Aand histone deacetylases. MeCP2 can also bind histone methyltransferase so that when H3K9(the lysine at position 9 in the
histone 3 protein) is deacetylated it then becomes methylated. The methylated H3K9is a target for heterochromatinizing proteins such as
HPI which cause the chromatin to become condensed and transcriptionally inactive Isee Fuks at al., 20031.

Studic:s WhCfC gClles art.' re-posirioned elsewhere in the
genome: 11Jvl' also sllggesH.'d that chromosomes 3rc organized
into fUllcrion::tl domains of gene expression (chrOl11atin
dOlnains), possibly as J result of liisTolle lIlodificatiol/s (see
Sl'ctioll 10.2.1). For eXJmple, when genes are translocated to
11t;W chromosomal rc:gions (either as a result of SpOI1tJIlCOlIS

Chr01110501111:brcakagL' events, or in trJllsgenesis experi-
ments). abcrr:l11t gC:llc expression may often OCCllr. even
although the l'lltire gene and the required control sequences
in its immediatc fhnking sequences are preserved intact.
Neighboring chromosome domains are envisaged to be sepa-
rated by insulators (also called boundary elements) which
an as barriers ro the effects of distal enhancers and silencers
(see Uell f( al., 200 I).

Competition for enhancers or silencers

Sometimes long-range control of gene expression appears ro
depend on competition between clustered genes for an
enhancer. This appears to be a feature of globin gene
expression as described in Section 10.5.2.

I'rader-Willi and Angelman syndromes (see Box 16.6)
bring togcther position effects. imprinting and DNA methyl-
ation. A cis-acting sequence analogous ro the globin loclls
control region has been identified which governs parent-
specific Illethylation and gene expression of a megabase sized
chrolllosomal region at 15q 11.

X inactivation

X chromosome inactivation in mal11l11als appears to be
initiated by a single gene. XIST. which is uniquely expressed
on the inactivated X chromosome (Section 10.5.6). This
t'ffect is not understood but must be mediated by some sort
oflong-range chromatin structural change.This is so because
a diffusible XIST-mediated agent would not be able to affect
just the X chromosome on which the X/ST gene is
expressed.

10,5,2 Expression of individual genes in gene clusters
may be co-ordinated by a common locus control
region

Heterochromatin-induced position effects

Studit.'s of chrolllosolll~ll reJ.rrJ.ngements in Drosophila l13ve
shown that proximity to centromeres, telol11eres or hetero-
chromatic blocks may suppress gene expression, presumably
by altering tht.' structure of a large chromatin domain
(heterochromatin-induced position effects). Similar
types of posiritm c;ffca in man have not been well-characterized,
but evidcnce oflong-range effects controlling gene expression
over large chromosomal domains has emerged from studies
of dist'ast.'-associated chromosome breakpoints ill humans.
Examples art' chromosolllt' breakpoints causing aniridia and
campomelic dsypbsia but located several hundn:d kiloba"es
from the affected disease loci, P,.JX6 and SOX9 (see Kkinjall
and v;'ln Heyningcn, 1998).

Some human gene clusters show evidence of co-ordinated
exprcssion of the individual genes in the cluster. For example.
individual genes ill the a-globin, l3-g1obin ;lI1dthe four I-lOX
gene clusters are activated sequentially in a temporal sequt'rlce
that rorresptJ/Jds lpilll Iheir Ii'lcar order 01/ the rlIYOJ/WSOIIIC.III the
case of globin genes, stage-specific expn:ssion correlates with
alternative locations of hemoglobin production during devel-
opment. Thus, early in embryonic dcvel0Pl11Cllt, helllOglobins
are made in an extraembryonic membrane. the yolk sar. but in
the fetus the liver becomes the major site of ~ynthe~is beforL'
giving way to the bOlle marrow in adult. Thi" developmcntal
progressioll is accompanied by switching 011:lIld ofT gene.;; in
C:1ch of the two major globin c1ustL'rs, gcncrating slightly
diffcrent forms of hemoglobin (helTIoglobin switching;
n~lIrc 10.22).



Figure 10.22:Human hemoglobin switching occurs at two
distinct developmental stages.
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The expression of the genes in the globin gene clusters (and
in some other gene clusters) has been proposed to be co-
ordinJtcd by a locus control region (LCR) which is located
some distance upstream of the gene cluster. LCRs afC

dOl1lil1~lIltcontrol regions defined by their ability in transge1/ic
assays: the LCn... is coupled to a tcst gene or gene cluster then
transfecred and allowed to integrace into another genome.
When this happens the LeR can direct high-level expression
of the linked genes at all sites of integration examined (and at
moderately constant levels per gene copy). By contrast, when
enhancers afC linked to genes and studied in the same kind of
way, the linked gene can show very variable expression
depending on the integration site, and so the enhancer is
subject to negative posirioll effee/s. As a result, LCRs resemble
enhancers in being able to activate transcription, but they also
have a dOl1li,wlll effect in being abk to over-ride negative
control signals at the integration site.

The high level expression driven by an LeI<. at an ecropic sile
(:1I1Ysite different to its normal location in the genome) appears
to result fi'olll two separable activities: the establishment of an
'open' active chromatin domain and direct gene activation.The
open conformation of transcriptionally anive chromatin
domains makes them more accessible to cleavage by the
enzyme DNase l. Consistent with this relationship, the human
r3-globin LCR has been consickred to comprise short
sequences at five major DNase I-hypersensitive sites which
are found in erythroid cell DNA (hllr 1101 ill Di\'AJrolll cel/sll'''ic''
do I/ot S~ellifi(allt/y express ,If/obi" grl/l's). Thc DNase I-hypersen-
sitive sites Jre clustered ovcr a 10-kb region located about
S(}-60 kb upstream of the i3-globill gelle, while the a-globin
LCR has been located at all erythroid-specific DNase-hyper-
sensitive site, HS--+O, 10cJted 00 kb upstream of the a-globin
gene (Fi:~lIre 10.23A).

The DNA sequence Jt sllch DNase I hypersensitive sites
resemblcs enluncer sequenccs in contJining a collection of

10.5.3 Some human genes show selective expression
of only one of the two parental alleles

binding sites for both ubiquitous and tissue-specific tran-
scription factors (see F(~lIrf 10.7).

Otht.'r DNase I hypersensitive sites arc 10cJted at the
prollloters of the globin genes, but show ckvclopmental stage
specificity. For example, in fetal liver, thc promoters orthe two
'Y gelles. the i3 and 1) genes, are lllarked by DNase I hyper-
sell,itive sites but, in adult bone marrow, the two "I genes are
no longcr transcriptionally active and their promoters no
longer reveal DNase I hypersensitive sites. Developmental
stage-specific switching in globin gene expression is then
thought to be accomplished by cOlllpetition between the
globin genes for interaction with thcir re'\pective LCR and
stage-specific aerivation of gcne-specitic '\ilellcer elements.
For example, transcription of rhe E-globin gene (HBE I) is
preferentially stimulated by the ncighboring LCR at the
embryonic stage. In the ferus, however, E-g]obin expression is
suppressed following activation of a silcnct.:r :l.nd "I-globin
expression becomes dominant (r:i:~I1/'l' 10. 23B).

Without the respective LCRs, globin gent' expression is
negligible but the precise nature of the control mechanism is
not clc:1r1y understood. Early models envis:l.ged looping out
of the intervening DNA to bring LCR elements into direct
physic;]1 contact with specific promoters of tht' downsrream
genes in order to activate them, but simple LCR-promoter
interactions now appear unlikely (13l1lger and Groudine,
1999). More surprisingly, while the human l3-globin LCR
can induce chromatin opening at ectopic locations, it
dOL'Snot appear to be able to do this when at its original
location in the r3-globin cluster, where it may behave just
like a simple enhancer of transcription (see Bulger et al.,
2002). This, plus the recent appreciation of significant
species differences, means that this field is a nuid one and
the interested reader is advised to consult the most recent
literature.

X-linked genes in females and all autosomal genes are bial/elie
because both father and mother normally contribute one
allele each. In males possessing one X chromosome and oneY
chromosome, the great majority of sex-linked genes are
lIIol/oa//che: Illost of the many genes on the X do not have a
functional homolog on the Y chromosome; and some of the
few gt.'nes on the Y chromosome are known to be V-specific,
such as SRY, the major male sex-determining locus (however.
;] few cases are known whcre functional gene homologues are
foulld on the X andY chromosomcs - Section 12.2.8).

We are :1ccusromed to assllming that both the paternal and
maternal alleles of biallelic gelle'\ are exprcssed. unless one or
both copies have received mutations which affect expression.
Clearly thc expression can be tissuc and cell type specific, but
usu:llly there is no illtrim;c differellct.' between the function;t!
capacities of the two alleles. However, ill hllnlJns Jnd other
111aJ1lJ1l3Is,several biallelic gelles are knowll where the
expression of one parental allele, either the patcrnal or the
Illaterllal allele but not both, is 1/0J'///(,[/)' repressed in sOlTlecells
(constituting a form of allelic exclusion). In such cells the
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Figure 10.23: Gene expression in the n- and l3-globin gene clusters can be controlled by common locus control regions.

(AI Organization of the human n- and (3-globin gene clusters. The locus control regions ILCRs) consist of one or more erythroid-specific
DNase I-hypersensitive sites IHS-40, etc.llocated upstream of the cluster. Arrows mark the direction of transcription of expressed genes.
The functional status of the a-globin gene is uncertain: it is expressed, but a-globin is not incorporated into any hemoglobin molecule.
(B) Proposed regulation of gene expression by the {3-globin LCR.The strong red arrows indicate a powerful enhancer effect by the LCRon
the indicated genes, resulting in a high expression level; dotted red arrows indicate correspondingly weak effects. There has been some
controversy regarding this model- see text.

relevant gene is said to exhibit functional hemizygosity:
only Dill..' half of the maximu1l1 gent.' product is normally
obtaint:d fl/Cll (/ltl/()I~~h tlu' 5('qllfl/(£,.') (~rbodl parcHtal al/eles arc
pcrfi'((ly colls/stcm ll'irh 1101'1//(1/ ,\!CIIC expressioll al/d II/a)' (,I'fli be
idcllt;col. In some cases the allelic t'xc1usion may bl: a property
of select cell" or tiSSllL'S while in other cc.-lIs of the saml' indi-
vidual both alleles may be expressed normally.

Althongh initially considered a rarity, monoallelic
expression of bi;llk'lic genes has been dClllonstf;ltcd fOf ;l
gfowing: numbef of hUlllaIl gencs. A variety of diffefcnt
expn:ssion Illt"chJllislllS C;lll bL' involved ;lnd two bfoad classes
of lllt"chanislll afe involved (St'C Chess, 1998; Ohlsson ('I al.,
1998):

~ allelic exc/usiou accordillg 10 pareUI of origill (imprilllillg).
III some cases. the choice of which of thl' twO inhL'rited
copies is expresst"d is IlOt ral/dol/l. This 1lll';lnS dut for some
gelles the allele whose expression is n.'pressed is always the
paternally inherited allele; in others it is alway" th\.' matef-
nally inhlTited alkk (Senion 10.5.4):

~ allelic exc/usioll illdependeul of pare'" of origill. Here rhe
deci"ion as to which of the two alleles is reprcssed is

initially made randomly, but afterwards that pattern of
;Illelic exclusion is transmitted stably to d::ll1ghtcr cclls
following cell division. A variety of different mechanisms
may be involved (Box 10.4).

10,5.4 Genomic imprinting involves differences in the
expression of alleles according to parent of
origin

Various observations in lllaIlllllal"i have "ugg:ested that tilL'
Illaternal and paternal genomcs in an individual arc not equiv-
alent (Box }U,S). III addition to gcnctic differcllccs between
the DNA of the sperm genolllc and the oocytc genome, there
arc also epigelletic differenccs, A majof diffcfence is in both
the toral amount of DNA nH..'thylation (the "pefm genome i"
more extensively methylated dUll the oocyte genome) and
till" pattern or DNA methylation in specific DNA sequence
classes. For example. LINE 1 seqllellces arc highly methyhtL'd
ill sperm cells bur only partially Illcthylated ill the oocyte (St'e
IClzin Jnd Kafri, I <)94;Yoder ('I ill .. 1<)<)7).At q)llle individual
gellt' loci. too, thert' are major ditlerences bL't\\'CCIl the l'xt\.'nr
of Illcthybtion of paterllal and maternal allele", FOf eXJ1l1plL'.
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Box 10.4: Mechanisms resulting in monoallelic expression from biallelic genes in human cells .• t~'«.
~. ~-,-,-, w: ,~~-:..•••....&_ ~;N~ '.

A. Allelic exclusion according to parent of origin

Genomic imprinting A small number of genes (see Further Reading for details of the Imprinted Gene
Catalogue). Cellular locations depend on where an individual gene is expressed
but note that some imprinted genes show monoallelic expression in some cell
types but biallelic expression in others (Table 10.7)

8. Randomallelic exclusion (independent of parent of origin)

Mechanism

Allelic exclusion due to X-inactivation

Allelic exclusion following programmed
DNA rearrangement

Allelic exclusion by unknown mechanism

Examples of relevant genes and cellular location of monoallelic expression

Confined to certain X-linked genes in females only. Expression of the allele from
the noninactivated X chromosome only in cells in which genes are expressed
(Section 10.5.61

Immunoglobulin gene expression in B lymphocytes; T cell receptor gene
expression in T lymphocytes (Section 10.6.31

Olfactory receptor genes in neurons; NK cell receptor genes; certain interleukin
genes(lL2, IL4); XIST(in cells of the early female embryo); PAX5(in mature B
cells and early progenitors)

In addition to the obvious X!Y sex chromosome difference, non-
equivalence between paternally and maternally inherited
autosomes and X chromosomes is indicated from the
observations listed below.
EXPERIMENTALLYINDUCED UNIPARENTAL DlPLDIDY IN MICE

The male pronucleus of a fertilized mouse oocyte can be removed
and replaced by a second female pronucleus to generate a
gynogenote (sometimes called a parthenogenote; all 38
chromosomes are of maternal origin). If, instead, the female
pronucleus were to be replaced by a second male pronucleus an
androgenote is formed. Despite having normal diploid
chromosomes, such embryos fail to develop and die prior to mid-
gestation. Gynogenotes show severe deficiencies in extra-
embryonic structures but a relatively normal embryo; in contrast,
in androgenotes the embryo is more severely affected than the
extraembryonic structures (see Bestor, 1998for references).
NATURALLY OCCURRING UNIPARENTAL DIPLOIDY IN
HUMANS (see also Section 2.5.4)
Human uniparental conceptuses are not uncommon.
Androgenetic conceptuses develop as hydatidiform moles
which consist of masses of hydropic chorionic villi and other
placental structures, but lack embryonic tissues. Gynogenetic
conceptuses give rise to dermoid cysts which develop into
ovarian teratomas, consisting of a mass of well-differentiated
but highly disorganized adult tissues, often including bone, tooth,
cartilage, skin, and other tissues but usually lacking any
extraembryonic structures.
Triploid abortuses may be considered to represent a combination
of a diploid genome inherited from one parent and a normal
haploid genome from the other. The phenotype is different
depending on which parent contributes the diploid genome.

UNIPARENTAL DISOMY (see also Section 2.5.4)

Some conceptuses have a normal 46,XX or 46,XY karyotype but
may have inherited two copies of the same chromosome from
just one of the two parents. This may result in abnormal
phenotypes which are different according to parental origin of
the relevant chromosome. For example, 46,XX or 46,XY
individuals who inherit both copies of chromosome 15from their
father develop Angelman syndrome; if both copies of
chromosome 15 are maternally inherited, Prader-Willi syndrome
results (see Box /6.61.

SUBCHROMOSOMAL MUTATIONS CAUSING DIFFERENTIAL
ABNORMAL PHENOTYPES ACCORDING TO PARENT OF
ORIGIN
~ Deletion of certain chromosomal regions produces a

different phenotype when on the maternal or paternal
chromosome. The best example is deletion of 15q12,which on
the paternal chromosome produces Prader-Willi syndrome
and on the maternal chromosome produces Angelman
syndrome (see Box 16.6).

~ Certain human characters are autosomal dominant but
manifest only when inherited from one parent. In some
families glomus tumors are inherited as an autosomal
dominant character, but expressed only in people who inherit
the gene from their father. Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome
(MIM 130650) is sometimes dominant but expressed only by
people who inherit it from their mother. Example pedigrees
are shown in Figures 4.50, 4.5 £

~ Allele loss in many cancers (Chapter 171 preferentially
involves the paternal allele.
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the patemal "Ilek of the }-}19gene is heavily methylated: the
materllal alh'k is underlllcthybted.

As suggested by the observations in Box 10.5, ditTerences
betwecn the paternal :lIld matt'rnal genornes kad to differ-
ences in expression between paternal and materna] alleles.
Genomic imprinting (also called gall/etic or pareillal
impri1ltill,i.!) in maml11als dt:scribes the situation where there i"
nonequivalence in expression of alleles at certain gene loci,
depelldent 011 the parent of origin (Reik et "I.. 200 I: Sielltcis
and Barlow, 20(2). In ,,11 (or at least some) of the tissues where
the gene is expressed, the expression of eitlKr the pJterllally
inherited allele or the maternally inherited :llIde. is consis-
tently repressed. resulting ill 1ll011oallelic t:xpression. The SJl11e
pattern of monoallelic expre<.;sioncan be f.lithfully transmitted
to daughter cells following: cell division. However, as the
nucleotide sequence of the allele whose t'xpression is
repressed may be perfectly consistent with gt'ne expression
(and Illay eYen be identical to that of the exprt'ssed allele), this
is an epigent:tic phenomenon, not a genetic one.

Prevalence and evolution of imprinting

Most hUllun genes are not subject to imprinting, otherwise
we would not see so many simple Menddian characters.
Systematic surveys have bet'll made to identify imprinted
chromosomal regions in the mouse. Unlike in humans. all the
mouse chromosomes are acrocentric and Robertsonian
translocations can permit crosses to be set up which produce
offspring having both copies of one particular chromosome
derived from a single parent (uniparental disom)', UPD -
Section 2.5 ...(.).These reveal that UPD for some chromosomes
has no phenotypic etTect: for others it produces abnormal
phenotypes. The abnormal phenorypes are sometimes
complementary for differcnt parental origins, for example
overgro\vth is often seen in maternal U PO and growth retar-
dation ill paternal UPD. For some chromosoilles, UPD is
lethal.

Furtht:r dissection at the chromosomal and genetic level
shows t1ut imprinting is a property of a limited llumber of
individuJI gent's or small chromosomal regions. Currently. a
total of about 60 genes are knowll to be imprinted in humans
and mice, including genes which specify polypeptides and also
genes encoding functional noncoding RNA (see Tycko and
Morrison, 2(02). The known physiological functions of
such genes can show considerable variation, but suggestive
evidence indicates a considerable number of genes controlJing
growth and Ilt'urobehavioral traits. Two major clusters of
irnprintt:d genes are known ill the hUlllan genome: a 1-Mb
region at II p 15.5 (encompassing the 13eckwith-Wiedcmann
syndrome region) containing at least eight imprinted genes
(see Maher and Reik, 2000); and a 2.2-Mb cluster at 15q 11-
q 13 regioll (encompassing the Prader-Willi and Angelman
syndrolllt: regions) Jnd containing more than I() imprinted
genes (Meguro <'I "I., 2001; n~lIre "/0.24).

The great majority of known imprinted genes are auto-
somal. However, the XIS"/" gt:llt: which has a major role in
establishing X chromosome inactivation (see next section)
may be considered an eXJlllplt: of an imprinted X-linked gene
since expression of the maternally inherited allele is preferen-

tially repressed ill rrophobbsr. An imprintcd X-lillked gene
which afTt:ctscognitive funcrion has also been stlggl'~ted from
differential bellJvior parrerns in Turner syndrOlne. Cirls with
Turner syndrome lack a Y chromosome but luve only one
X chromosome. If the X chromosollle is inherited from the
mother, socially disruptive behavior is COlllmon, but if
inherited frolll the.:'father, the girl shows beluvior closer to
normal (Skuse ('( "I .. 1997).

Imprinting is kllown to occur in seed plants, some insects
and Illallllll:t1S. No major imprinting effect, as judged by
phenotype, has been observed in some 1Il0del organisms such
as Drosopllila, C. degalls and the zebrafish. ~llthough the
potential for imprinting may exist in Drosophila. Mammals are
unusual ill the way in which embryos are totally dependcnt on
flow of nutrients from the maternal pbcenta. As many
imprinted genes are involved ill regulating fet;]l growth, one
expbnation envisages parental genome conflict: the
paternal genome propagates itself best by creating an embryo
which aggressively n:moves l1utrients from the mother; the
matenul genome suppresses this to protecr tht: mother and
spare some resources for future offspring. As seen in cases of
llniparent:li diploidy (see Box IV.S), paternal genes arc prefer-
entially expressed in the trophoblast and extra-t:mbryonic
membranes, while maternal genes are preft:n:ntially expressed
in the embryo.

10,5,5 The mechanism of genomic imprinting is unclear
but a key component appears to be DNA
methylation

To confirm imprinting of a gene it is necessary to identify an
individual who is heterozygous for a sequence variant present
in the mature lllRNA; mRNA from different tissues can then
be checked for monoallelic or biallelic expression, and the
origin of each allele determined by typing the parents. For
sOllIe genes, this type of analysis has shown that imprinting is
confined to only certain tisslles or to certain stages of devel-
opment (see 7(,blc 10. I).Thus. imprinting allows an extra level
of control of gene expression, but it is not possible to compress
its functioning into a simpit' uniform story.

Imprinted gent~s are usually found to be organized as gene
clusters. harboring imprint control eletnents, ri..;-acting
regulatory elements which act over long distanct'<';.Within a
single such cluster it is llsllal to find some genes which show
preferential pate-nul expression in close proximity to other
genes which show prefercntialll1:lternal expression (see Figure
10.24 for eX3I11ples). Major imprint control elements have
been foulld to be restricted to slllali DNA regions known
as imprinting centers. In the case of the Prader-Willi
syndrome (I'WS)/ Angelman syndrome (AS) region at 15q 11-
q 13 an imprinting center has becll defined upstream of, and
extending into. the 5' end of the Sl\TURF-SiVRPl\1 gene. It has
two imprint control elements: the PWS-SRO elel11l'llt at the
promoter and 5' end of Sl\iURJ-'-SiYRP1V which is respon-
sible for establishing and maintaining the paternal imprint: and
the AS-SRO element located "bout 35 kb upstream of
S,\"L;RF-Si\iRP.\", which is responsibk for the maternal
imprint (see Perk f( al., 20(2).
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Figure 10.24:The Prader-Willi syndrome/Angelman syndrome-associated imprinted gene cluster at 15q11-q13.

Arrows show direction of transcription. Imprinted polypeptide-encoding genes include UBE3A and ATP10C, which are preferentially
expressed from maternal chromosome 15 and MKRN3, NON, and MAGEL2, preferentially expressed from paternal chromosome 15.
In addition, the complex SNURF/SNRPNtranscription unit I> 148 exons; and extending more than 460 kb to overlap the UBE3A gene and
possibly the ATP10C genel is imprinted. It encodes two proteins Ithe SNURF protein; encoded by exons 1-3 and the SNRPN spliceosomal
protein encoded by exons 4-101 plus some RNA transcripts Inot shown here, but known in the literature as IPW, PAR5, UBE3AS etc.) and
may regulate the UBE3A and ATP10Cgenes as an antisense RNA regulator. In addition to this complexity a total of 79 snoRNA sequences
are located within the introns of the SNURF/SNRPNtranscription unit, comprising one copy each of HBIf-436, HBIf-13, HBIf-4371a likely
pseudogene), two identical but separated copies of HBIf-438, 27 copies of HBIf-85 and 47 copies of HBIf-52 Ish own as large vertical lines
compared to the small vertical lines for the SNURF/SNRPN exons - see Runte et al., 2001). Almost all of these copies lexcept HBIf-43li are
paternally expressed, especially in brain, and they may have a direct role in Prader-Willi syndrome IGallagher et al., 2002). Ie, imprinting
center. Adapted from Runte et al. (2001) Hum. Mol. Genet. 10 1231:2687-2700, by permission of Oxford University Press.

J mprintcd gent' clusters lIsually also contain gent's speci-
fying ulHr::lllsbtcd I:tNAs WhOSl' expression often corn:Lltcs
with repression of nearby polypeptide-encoding: gClles. The
PWS-AS cluster provides Illany eXJmples but other l'x:lll1plcs
3re knowll such as the H 19 gent' in 11 p 15.5. The fUllctions
of imprinted RNA genes ill proximity to imprinted
polypeptide-ellcoding gent's, although by and large t1llkno\\"rl.

Jft' o..:pectt.'d to bc rcgulatory ones. and clin.'(( evidencc i'\
avaibbk in Jt least Olle case: the IllOUSC /Iir gcnt' has bccn
shown to regulate the illlprinted [giLl' (insulin growth (.l(tor I J

reeeptor gene - see Rougeulle and f-Ieard, 2002: Slcutels
cr "I.. 2(02).

The above observations <;ugge'\t tlut '101llC mechanism ll11l'~t
be able to distinguish bCt\\'Cl'l1 Illatcrll.d\'y .md paternally

Table 10.7:Examples of tissue and developmental stage regulation of imprinted genes in mammals

Gene

IGF2(insulin-like growth factor 21

PEGI/MEST

UBE3A lubiquitin protein ligase 31

KvLDT1lpotassium channell

WTllWilms tumor genel

Repressed allele Differences in expression patterns

Maternal Imprinted in many tissues but biallelic expression in brain, adult liver,
chondrocytes etc.

Maternal Imprinted in fetal tissue but biallelically expressed in adult blood

Paternal Imprinted exclusively in brain; biallelically expressed in other tissues

Paternal Imprinted in several tissues but biallelically expressed in heart

Paternal Frequently imprinted in cells of placenta and brain but biallelic expression in
kidney
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inherited allek,: as chromosomes pass through the Iluk and
female gerllliincs rhey must acquire sOllle ill/prillt to sign:tl a
difference betwc:en paternal and IllJrcnul alleks in rhl' devt."]-
oping organism. A key component, at l•...ast in maintaining the
imprinted status. is allele-specific DNA methylation: all
imprinted gt'J1t·s art:' characrerizt:d by CG-rich regions of
differential methylation, and thL' imprinting of several
imprinted genes has been shown to be.: disrupted in lIlutant
mice deficient in the DI/11lf 1 cyrosilll" Illt'thylrransferase gene
which is the major maintenance.:.' Il1crhybse.

Intriguingly, Dill1/( J is known to have sex-specific CXOIl'\

(Sectioll 10.4.2; F(~lIre 10.20). In oocytes this results ill all
oocyte-specific N-tcfminal truncated protein product which
conceivably could specificJlIy methylate the 1ll3tern:d :llleles
of gent's such as the insulin-like growth factor II receptor.The
spcrl11Jtocyte-specific exon of 0,1/111 I interferes with trallS-
btion of OHlllr I mRNA, and it is Ics<; clear how p:ltnn:d-
specific patterns of methylation could bt' acquired. During
development, the imprint would be expected to bc stably
inherited at least for many rounds of DNA duplication (but
see below). Clearly, there must also be a mechJnism for erasing
the imprints during the gerrn line, as required when, for
example, a l11an passes on an allele which he had inherited
from his mother (see Figllre 10.25). Demethylation occurring
in the early embryo leaving the primordial germ cells essell-
tially unmcthylared (see F(~lIre 10.19), is a way in which this
could be achieved.

10.5.6 X chromosome inactivation in mammals involves
very long range cis-acting repression of gene
expression

Nature of X chromosome inactivation
X chroll1osome inactivation is a process that occurs ill all
1113111111als,resulting in sclcctivt' inactiv;uion of aUell's on one
of the two X chromosomes ill females (Lyoll, 1'1'1'1). It
provides a ll1cchanisnl of dosage compensation which
overcomes sex differences ill tht' t'xpt~cted ratio of autosomal
(A) gene dosage to X chromosolllL' gent' dosage. Males with a
single X chromosome have Dill' allele only for X-linked genes
and so are (ollsrifllliollally hClJJi':)~{!(l/lS for X-linked genes. Theft'
is therefore a sex difference in the ratio of A : X gene dosage
(2 : I ill males but I I in ft.'males). The dosage ratios are
important bCCJUSl' the products of X-lii1ked gcnes Ill'ed to
intnact with the products of autosomal genes in a varil:ty of
important Illt'tabolic and devdopmental pathways, and there
is tight regulation of the amounts of product for key dosage-
sellsiti,'e gelles.

To counteract the sex diffl:rl:nce in A : X gene dOSJgc, 3
compensatory Jdjustl11ent is made in the cells of most fel11ale
1113111111als:one of the two parental X chromosonll:s is inacti-
vated. X inactivation involves modification of chro111atin
structure, r('sulting in a condellsed, heterochromJtinized
structurt" the Barr bod}' (which can be seen to lie along the
inside of the nuclear envelope in female cells). Most genes

IGametes I ISomatic cells I I Gametes I

+

®

Male

Female

Spermatogenesis

1. Erase old imprint
2. Establish new

sex-specific imprint

Oogenesis ©
®

Figure to.25: Genomic (gametic) imprinting requires erasure of the imprint in the germ line.

The diagram illustrates the fate of a chromosome carrying two genes, A and B, which are subject to imprinting: A is imprinted in the female
germline, B is imprinted in the male germline, as indicated by asterisks. As a result, in diploid somatic cells A is imprinted when present on
a maternally inherited chromosome and B is imprinted when present on a paternally inherited chromosome. An individual chromosome may
pass through the male and female germlines in successive generations: a man may transmit a chromosome inherited from his mother and a
woman can transmit a chromosome inherited from her father, as indicated by the gametes in the right panel. As a result, there must be a
mechanism whereby the old imprint is erased from the germline prior to establishing a new sex-specific imprint.
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on the inactivated X chromosome aft:.' subject to some
1lll'c1ul1isl11which CJUSt's them to becolllt: transcriptionally
inactive. By inactiv3ting olle of the two parental X chromo-
SOllles, therefore. female lllJ 111111als becollll: Jiwctiollally
hemiz)'gous for Illost X-linked genes. Not ;111gellt's 011 the
inacti\'ared X chromosome :uc il1:1ctivared; the few which
l'scape X-inactivation include those where rhnc is a fUllc-

tional homolog all rhe Y chrol11osome, and sOllle gene" where
gent' dosage docs not Sl'l'JIl ro be important (see S('(lio1/ 12.2.8
for examples of genes rh:1t escape X-inactivation).

Timing of X chromosome inactivation

At vcry early stages ill development both X chrolllO"olllt.'S are
acrivc.:.but X inactivation is initiated as cells begin ro ditl-"l:ren-
ti:1te from totipotent or pluripotent lineages, occurring at the
bte blastula stage in mice, and Illost likely also in hUIl1JIF,.In
each cell that will gi\'e ri"e to the female fetus, one of the two
part'J"¥":11X chromosome" is selected for inactivation. but the
decision to il1:1ctivatc the patLTn:1lly inherited X chromosome
(XP) or the materJl:1l X (Xlll

) is usually random, Jnd so paries
./i·o/II (cll to cell [IIOfe: trophoblast cells and marsupiallllallll11Jls
art.' ditTnt"nt: the XP chrolllosol11e is preferentially iJl:1ctivated.
all eX:1lllple of tisstle-relltrictcd imprinting, and in indi"iduJls
with :1n X::1utosollle trJlllllocatioil. the outCOl1le is that the
normal X chromosomc ill consistently inactivatt.'dj. The X
ill:1ctivation pattern needs to bt.' t"rased frolll gt'l1t'ration to
geller:ltion and, perhaps JS p:1rr of this mechanism, the X chro-
lllosome is known to bl' inactivated tr:lI1siently during gJI1lt'-
togenesis in both males :1nd fel1uks.

Once a progenitor cell ill the early embryo has cOlllmitted
to inactivating the XP or tht' Xlll chromosolTlc. thc inacti-
v:1tion pattern shO\\'ll clonal inheritance: all cell cksct.'nd:l1lts
within the resulting cell lineage carry the samt' X inJcth'ation
pattern as the progenitor cell (see F(~II/'c 10.26.A).Thi, lIleans
th:lt all/ell/ale 11111I1IIIIal.• ,Ire lIIo ..;airs, comprising mixtures of cell
lines in which the pJtL'rn:ll X is inactivated and cell lint'S
where the ll1JternJlly inhcritcd X is inactivated. This is graph-
ically illustrated by the Illosaic coat color pattern of the cl.lico
cat (F(QII/'c 10.26B).

Mechanism of X chromosome inactivation
The process of X chromosome inactivation is complex, and
distinct 1l101ecubr Illcclulli"llls are invoh-cd in initiJ.tion of
inJ.ctivJtion and mainten:lIlce of the inactivation (see Avner
and Heard. 200 I, llrockdorfT. 2(02). Two illlporram (i.Hlrtill~

elelllt'nts hJ.vt' been ddllled genetically:

~ tllc X-inactivation center (Xic), controls the initiation
and propagation of X-inactivation. The prescnce of Sic is
c:;;"elltial for X inactivation: an X chromosollle which
carries .'<.ic CJ.1llIndngo inactivation but onl:' which lacks it
cannot. .'\ic is also important for chromosome 'col/lltill,{!·. In
rare individuals with an abnorl1ul number of X (hrol11o-
'Ollles (45.X; 47,XXX; 47.XXY etc). a singk X chro-
mosome remains activt: 110matter how many are present.
Uy contrast. ill triploid individuals either one or two
X chromosomes rClllain active and in tetraploids two X
chromosollles remain active, Some kind of COllllfill.{! lIlC'ch-

IlliiSIIl ensures that onl' X chromosome rClluillS active for

every two sets of Jl1toSOl11es.. \i( function is dependent on a
XIST, a gene specifying J functional 110llcoding RNA
(see below) but while X1ST (XiSf) is essential for illifiarill,{!

X chrolllo"ome inactivation. it is not requircd for
lIIail/rail/illg the inactivation state:

~ the X-controlling element (Xcc). which afTects the
choice of which X chromollolllt.' remains active and \\'hich
is inactivated. Skewing of X inactivation (frolll the non11:11
SO : SO of inactive to active Xs) call occur in fen1Jles who
arc heterozygous for Xc(' alleles (an X chromosollle with :1
strong X(C allele is more likely to be ;lctive dun one with :1
weak .\rc allele). Xce is distinct fi·om Sir and X/SF and
l1l:1pStclolllt.Tic to them. but thl' 1lI0lecular basis remains
unckar.

After the X inactivatioll center \\'a" mapped to human Xq I3.
analyses of this region ullcovered In extraordinJry gene:
XIST (called Xis! in rodems). S/SF ,hO\,·s monoallelic
expression and is uniquely expn.'"scd froln the inactive X
chrolllosomt.'. Its primary transcript llndl'1'goes splicing and
polyadcnylation to generate ;\ 17-kb Inature nOllcoding
RNA. It appears to be the primary ,ign,d for spreading the
tralll\Criptionally inJctive state along thl' X chromosome fi'olll
which it is synthesized. and someho\\' ci..;-lilllited spreading of
this RNA product acts so as to CO:lt thl' inactivated X c1no-
1ll0S0mL'ovn very long distance's, Thl' RNA ill then thought
to rccruit '.;omL'protein factors which org:lllize the chrolllJtill
into J. closcd transcriptionally illactiye conformation
(13rockdorn~ 2(02).

Another extraordinary gene, TSIX (called TsiX in rodellts)
has J transcription unit overlapping all of the -'1ST gene, but
on the antisense strand. This parrller gelle is expressed in
ulldifTen:.'ntiJted embryonic stl'lll (l'lI, and early embryos, and
has been proposed to control -'1ST cxprcssion in ci.'; at the
onsct of X inactivation ("il'e A\'ller and Heard, 10tH:
UrockdorfT.2U(2).

10.6 The unique organization and
expression of Ig and TeR genes

As shown ill F:~I.!I/rc 9.10. immulloglohulins (Igs) and T cell
receptor, (TCRs) are hctcrodimCf.';, There are three Ig genes ill
hUIlt:ln cd Is:Olle, lCH. specifics thl' he:l\'y chain and t\YO,ICI..:
and lGL cncode respecth'ely thc altcrnatiye kappa (K) :lnd
lambda (A) light chains. The four hUlllan TCR. genes encode
respcctively thL' four different varietie" afTeR c1uin: Cl :1nd r3
which for III tht.' COllllllon Clr3 hetcrodilller plus 'Y and 0 which
form the rarer 'YO heterodilller.

The organization :lI1d expression of these seven genes is in
many \\'ays quite ditTerent fi'olll that of' otht'r genes. This is ,0

because e:1ch person need, to produce a huge number (of the
ordn of about 2.5 x 107 difTerellt \'aril,ties) of IS"S and TCR ...
l11J.lluf:1ctllrL,dby BandT lymphocytes re'ipectivdyThese cdb
:Ire the Ilujor agents of the adaptive i",,,,u"f system and the)'
need to recognize a myriad of foreigll ;lIltigells and so be
cap:lble of 1l1oullting a defense ;lg;lill'\t ,1 large number of-
differellt pathogens. An individual 13 or T cell is, however,
Jnonospecific: it produce'S a single type of Ig or TeR
hett'l'odillllT I/lirh a II/Iiqlfe (/11f~l.!ell-"i/ldil/.I.! ..;ifC, and so is ..;puiflc
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Figure 10.26;X chromosome inactivation in mammals.

(A) The process of X inactivation. In the early XX female zygote.
both X chromosomes are active but around the late blastocyst
stage a choice is made randomly in each cell to inactivate
either the paternal or the maternal X. The choice that a cell
makes is preserved in all its descendants. An adult XX female
has clonal populations of cells with the paternal or maternal X
inactivated. The inactive X is reactivated in oocytes some time
before meiosis. During spermatogenesis both the X and Y
chromosomes are transiently inactivated. Adapted from Migeon
119941Trends Genet. 10, 230-235, with permission from Elsevier
Trends Journals. (8) The calico (tortoiseshell and white) cat.
This cat {which is always femalel has an X chromosome with a
gene for black coat color and another X chromosome with a
gene specifying orange coat color. Differently colored coat
patches result because of clonal X-inactivation. The white coat
patches are due to a separate gene

tor a p(/rrimlar :lIltigCll. It is the jJapllJaf;OI/ of differellt 13 alld T
cells in allY 011•... individu::1i dut t.'llablt·s the syllthcsis of so
many difTCfL'llt types of these molecules. 13y providing ;1 largL'
repertoire of Igs and TCRs. the possibilities for being able to
recognize and bind very many different types of torl.'ign
;J.lHigen are greJtly incrcascd.

The Ig and TCR genes ill Illost cd Is an: inactive but
extraordinary shuming of these gClles OCClIr'\ in Band T cl'1I'\
respectively in ordt.T ro activate thelll. When this h3ppt'lls.new
coding combinarions arc cre3red enabling a single individual
ro produce an t'xrraordinary variety of Igs and TCRs. Four
major DNA shuming l11t'chanisl1ls are known ro apply ill

vt'nebrarL's:
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~ VDJ or 11 recombillatioll, a widespread mechallism. The
variable regions of both the 110" and TCRs are specified by
two or rhn.'l' types of gent: "cglllcnr, always J. V (variable
region) :llld aJ Gaining n:gion) gene segmenr.J.lld in sOllle
cases also a D (diversity region) gt:ne segment. In germline
DNA, cJeh of these gene SCglllCllts is present ill Illultiple
copies (see "Jilble 10.8 and Section 10.0.1). However, the
DNA of mature B cells and T cells undergoes cell-specific
DNA n:col11bin~ltion so as to bring together a specific
combination of a V, 0 and J segment. or of a V and J
segment, crc:Hing respectively a VDJ exon or :\ VJ exon
(see sectioll I (J.(l. I);

~ somatic hypermlllatioll, a major mechallism ill h"malls and
mice. AddiriollJI Ig diversity results when point Illutations
are introduced into the V regioll of VJ and VDJ exons
due ro error-prolle D.\-A repair;

~ gellt couversiolJ, a major mecha"ism in rabbirs and
chickens. Ig diversity CJn ~llso result when stretches of
nucleotidc sequence arc copied from upstrealll V
pselldogellf (,/fV) segments into the sequence of V gene
segments in VJ and VDJ exons;

~ dass-swirch recombination, a widespread mechanism. The
constant n:gion of Igs is specified by transcription units
consisting of several exons. In the case of Ig heavy chains,
several different transcription units specify the different
classes of heavy chain, such as Cf.L (lgM), Co (IgD), C-y
(lgG) ete. During maturation of 13 cells intrachromatid
recombination within the heavy chain gene brings specific
types of constant region transcription unit in proximity to
the VDJ exon (Section 10.0.2).

Very recently, it has been shown thJt the somatic hypermu-
tation, gene conversion and cbss-switch recombination events
(which can all occur in a single species. although sOllle mech-
anisms are particularly prevalent in particular species) are aU

COil trolled by a single gcne which encodes activation-
induced deoxycytidine deaminase (A ID: see Petersl'n-
Mahrt el 01.. 2(02).

10.6.1 DNA rearrangements in Band T cells generate
cell-specific exons encoding Ig and TCR
variable regions

The genes which encode the three Ig chaim (olle heavy chain
and two types of light chain) and the four TCR chains (a. 13.
'Y. Jnd &) are located 011 different chromosollles and show ;111

extr:wrdinary org:lIlizatioll. In each else the vJriablc rcgion i,
specified by two or three different gene segments which arc
present in nUlllerous different copies thJt 3re seqw;'nti3Ily
repeatt'd in germ-line DNA (see "JilMe IO.S and FiQl/re 10.27).
The gene segments cOlllpri,e:

~ V (variable region) gene segnlents. V gelle segment,
encode most of tile variable region:

~ J (joining region) gene segments. J gene segments
encode the joi"i"J! regioll, a small parr at the C-terminal
end of the variable region;

~ 0 (diversity region) gene segments_ D gene segmelm
encode a small diversit)' regiotl tIear the C-terminal end:>.of
the variable region or Ig heavy chaillS. TCR13 chains alld
TCRo chains.

The unique arrangement of gene :>.eglllL'llt" in thL' Ig and TeR
gcne clusters refleers the very unusual WJY in which Band T
lymphocytes undergo somatic recombin:ltiolls to activt/tc
previously nonfullctional Ig or TCR gCllc" and then exprc",
functional products frolll them. They do this by bringing
together specific combinations of V + D + J gene seglllent,
(in the case of the genes encoding the Ig heJvy chain, TCR13
and TCRO) or of V + J gene segmellts (in the case of the
other four genes). Once Jssembled, the V + J or V + D + J

Table to,!!: Human Ig and TCR genes

Number of V, D, J gene segments

Gene Location V D J Number of C transcription units

IGH 14q32.3 123--129' 27 9 11

IGK 2p12 76 0 5

IGL 22q11 70-71' 0 7-11' 7-11'

TRA 14ql1.2 49l+51b 0 61

TRB 7q34 64-67' 2 14 2

TRG 7p15-p14 12-15' 0 5 2

TRO 14ql1.2 1 !+5Ib 3 4

Note:numbers include nonlunctional !pseudogene) sequences-osee Figure 10.2710r an example lrom the IGH gene.

'Number varies on different haplotypes. bFive V gene segments are shared between the neighboring TRA and TRO genes. For pictorial
representations see under individual gene names in various databases such as the Atlas of Genetics and Cytogenetics in Oncology and
Haematology at www.infobioaen.frlservi ces/chromca ncer/G enes/Geneliste.html

http://www.infobioaen.frlservi


Figure 10.27: Multiple gene segments in the IGH Ig heavy chain gene at 14q32.

The gene spans 1250 kb of 14q32.3 from telomeric end (left) to centromeric end Iright). There are 123-129 VHgene segments (depending on
the haplotype), of which the majority are known to be nonfunctional pseudogene segments, 27 DHgene segments, nine JH gene segments,
and 11 C transcription units leach 01which contains several exons). For further details, see httD:llwww.infobiooen.frlservicesl
chrom can c e riG enesll a H ID40.html
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units bl'ilJve as fifl/ctiol/aJ (',\"OIlS (see below). For each of the
SeVell genes, the (//0;((' (!f II'llirll (~rrhe l1Iall)' (;;' (0) or J gelll!

:';C:I.?IIICIlIS is broll)!/it together I/{/ries from IYlllphocyte to 1)llIlplwcyre
alld 50 the newly created VJ exons and VDJ exons an: rel/-
sp('rilir (see F(l!'lre 10.28). As a result, individual 13 and T cells
produce different Igs Jnd TCRs. In a sense, thncforc, every
individual is a mosaic with respect co the organization of the
Ig and TCR. genes in 13 and T lymphocytes, alld Cllell idclI1iral
twillS will divcY.cee ,{!CIlClically.

Ollce a VDJ orVJ exoll has been assembled, a fUllctiollallg
orTCR gene has beell created. Now the newVDJ orVJ exon
will provide the first ex on for this gene and the downstream
exons are provided by the exons in the neighboring C tran-
scription 1Illir.ln the ca"c ofthl' Ig heavy chain gene there are
several different functional C transcription units with diflerent
biological properties. Initially, however, splicing involves the
VDJ exon and the exons of the neighboring CfJ. and Co tran-
scription units, and alternative splicing can result in /J- or 0
c1uin synthesis which become incorporated into IgM :lI1d

IgD immunoglobulins (r:i~II"(, 10.28). As the 13 cell marures,
however, subsequent sOI1l:1tic recombinations result in joining
of the previously assembled VDJ exon to difTerent C tran-
""cription units to produce "Y. 0:, or E heavy chains to be incor-
porated into IgG, IgA, or IgE (the heavy chain class switch ~
<L'l' text: Figllre 10.29).

ThL' genetic mechanisms leading to the production of fUl1c-

rionalVJ JndVDJ exons of tell involve large scale dcktions of the
sequellces separating the selected gene segments (illost likely by
intrachromatid recombinJtion, in much the saille way as in
rl:1(II1"£' 10.298) and in SOl1lt;'C;\SC:Sinversions of the illtc:rvc:nillg
'\eqllencc:. Consnved recombination signal sequences flank
th(.' 3' ends of c:achV andJ segment and both tht' 5' and 3' ends
of each D gene segment. They enable joining of V to J. or )) to
J followed by V to DJ. but lleVl'rV to VOl' D to D ete.

The recombination C:Vent" arc directed by a V(D)J reC0111-

binase. J complex which contains two lymphocyte-specific
proteins RAG 1 Jild RAG2, as well as enzymes dut help repJir
damaged DNA ill all our cells. RAG 1 and RAG2 make
dOllble-strJnded breaks Jt the recombination signal sequences,
and the breaks are rt'paired by stitching together appropriate V.

I) andJ gene sc:glllents while excluding intc:rvening sequC:l1ces.
Although site-specific recombination is normally precise, the
recombination that occurs at Ig andTCR genes in BandT cells
respectively is deliberately not precise. Instead, a variable
number ofnucleotides is often lost from the c:nds of the recom-
bining gene segments and one or more randomly chost'n
nucleotides may also be inserted, creating junctional diversi-
fication. This increases the diversity of variable region coding
sequences enormously.

10,6,2 Heavy chain class switching involves joining of
a single VOJ exon 10 alternative conslant region
lranscriplion unils

Although a 13 cdl produces only one type of Ig molecule, the
rlass (or isotype) of the heavy chain can change during devel-
opment: within a single lineage de:sce:ndants of an original cdl
can produce an Ig with the same: antigcn-binding site as
before but using a different class of heavy chain (class
switching or isotype switching). Such switching involves
difTerential joining of the same VDJ exon that was brought
together by two successive somatic recombinations (see Figlfre
10.28) to altcrnative constant region trJnscription units.

Class switching involves an intrachrolllatid recombination
which results in joining of a VDJ exon to a more distal
constant re:gioll transcription unit (VDj-C joining). It
involves the following progression:

~ (i) illitial s)'lIthesis oj IgM 011/)' I,)' illllllatllre .wipe B cells.
This occurs early in 13 cell development because RNA
splicing brings together sequence transcribed from theVDJ
exol1 and the c:xons of the neighboring CJ.l transcription
lIllit (F(~lIrc 10.29.4);

~ (ii) later sJ,"thesis oj both IgM and 1,l!D b)' lIIalllre lIai,'e B
cells. Later in L3 cell development but at a stage when the 13
cells are still immunologically naive (dut is. they have
not yet been exposed to forc:igll ;lIltigcn), a partial class
switch occurs and the 13 cells !lOW make IgD as Wt'll as
IgM.This occurs because now additional. alternative RNA
splicing call also bring together se:quellce transcribed from

http://httD:llwww.infobiooen.frlservicesl
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I Heavy chain I
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Figure 10.28: Cell-specific VDJ recombination as a prelude to making an Ig heavy chain.

Two sequential somatic recombinations produce first O-J joining, then a mature VOJ exon.ln this particular example, the second out of 129
different V segments (V2)is fused to the third 0 region segment (03) and the second J region segmentlJ2) to produce a functional V203J2exon
butthe choice is cell-specific so that a neighboring B lymphocyte may have a functional V'29017J,exon for example. Once the VOJ exon has
assembled the gene can be transcribed using the VOJ exon as the first exon, with the subsequent exons provided by the nearest C
transcription units. To begin with, the Cfl. and Co transcription units are nearest and the first types of Ig heavy chain made are the fl. chain and
then fl. plus 0, the heavy chains characteristic of IgM and IgO respectively. As the B cell matures, however, subsequent somatic
recombinations result in joining of the previously assembled VOJ exon to different Ctranscription units (heavy chain class switch, see text
and Figure 10.29).

the VDJ c'XOI1 Jnd the eXQIlS of tht: neighboring Co tran-
scription unit (Figure IO.29A). Most of the IgM and IgD
production is devoted to Illaking membralle bOllnd
receptors but t'xposure to foreign antigen will trigger
secretion of soluble IgM antibody in a wC;1k primary
immune response:

~ (iii) syntllesis of IgG, IgE or IgA by malllre B eells. After
exposure ro foreign antigens, U cells develop processes for
refining the affinity of Ig binding (affinity maturation)
so that they call respond Illore effectively to foreign ;lI1tigen
on a future occasion (when they \\I"illbe able to secrete
large amounts of soluble ami body with a very high :1ffinity
for the fOJ"l.'ignantigen in a powerful secondary inltnUne
response). Affinity maturation is aided by somatic hyper~
mutation/gene conversion t.'vellts :1nd so on. In the mature
B cell cbss switching now occurs by a different mech-
anism and involves a r•...combination ev•...nt •...nabling
joining at the DNA level of the salllcVDJ exon to either a
C-y, C€ or Ca tr:lI1scription unir.The mechanism invokes
deletion of the intervening seqUL'nce by intrachromatid
recol1lbin:ltion (F~{!l/rL' IO.29H).The Ig molecu!t-s s•...creted
by IllJtlJIT 13 cells C:1nbind to ditTerent cell types which
have speci31ized receprors for the t3il portion (Fc) of the
soluble antibody. Such Fc receptors can selectively bind
different types of Ig:

IgG - in addition to activating the cotllplement
system IgG can be specifically bound by Fc receptors on
lIIacroplwges and IIfII/rophils, powerful phagocytic cells:

IgA - a type of Fc J"l'ccptor uniqu •...to s•...cretory epithelia
transports IgA antibodies so that th •...y constitute the prin-
cip:ll ;]ntibody class ill secretions, including saliva, tcars.
milk and r•...spiratory and int •...stinal St'cft.:,tions:

IgE - Fc rece-prors on mast cells alld lJasoplJils bind IgE
\\'ith very high aflinity. The bound IgE molecules then
function as passively acquired :lIltigen receptors.
Subsequent binding of antigen will trigger the mast cell
or basophil to secrt'te a variety of cytokines and
histamine. In addition. mast cells will "l'cretc f.lcrors
which artract and activate eosiuophils which also luve
Fc receptors that bind IgE molecule" and \\'hich can kill
various types of p.lr.lsitcs.

10.6.3 The monospecificity of Igs and TCRs is due to
allelic and lighl chain exclusion

Tht're Jre three functiolnl Ig genes ill hUIll:1n ct'lls (lGH
encoding [he heavy chaill. and tWO gCllt'S. IGt.: and ICL
which ellcode the fllllCtionally interchangL':lhk K and'" light
cl1:lins), :lIld because thcse occur on both llIaternal and
paternal hOll1ologs, six genes are potclltially avaibbk tor
1l1:1king Ig chains. However, an illnipid'llil B cell is tnono-
specific: it produces only one type of Ig molecule with a
singk typc ofhe:1vy chain :1nd a single type oflight chaill.This
i~so tor two reasons:

~ allelic exclusion. A light chain or a heavy chain Gn1 be
synthesized frolll a 1l1:\[erllal chrOIllOSOIlll' or a patern:Ii
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Figure 10.29: Ig heavy chain class switching is mediated by intrachromatid recombination.

(A) Early (partial) swilch 10IgO. The initial heavy chain class is IgM because RNA splicing brings together sequences transcribed from the
VOJ exon and the exons of the neighboring C!-, transcription unit. As naive B cells mature, however, alternative RNA splicing brings
together sequences from the VOJ exon and exons of the CStranscription unit, leading to the additional production of IgO. (8) Lale swilch to
IgA. IgG and IgE. Here class switching occurs by intrachromatid recombination, where the same VOJ exon is brought close to the initially
more distal constant region transcription units: a Cll, C-ylas illustrated here} or C. transcription unit. The new VOJ-C combination is
expressed to give IgA, IgG or IgE.

chrOlllOSOl1ll.: in any QIlt.: 13 cell, but I/or fro/II borl, parCIII(t!

h()II/(J/(~l!s.As a result. there is morroalle/ic expression at the
heavy chain gene loclis ill 13 cells. This phenomenon also
applies to TeR gene c1ustns:

~ light chain exclusion. A light chain synthesized ill a
single 13 cell may be ;l K duin, or a A chain, but llcvt.:r

both. As a result of this n:quiremenr plus that of allelic
exclusion, then.' is Illolloalldic expression at one of tht.:
two fUllctional light chain gellt.: clusters 1I1/d 1/(J cxpressi<m
at rh(' other.

The decision of which of rht.: two heavy chain alleles to LIse

to lllJke ,I heavy chain and which of the fOllr possible light

c1uin genes should be used to IllJke a light chain appears to
be rJlldoJ11. Most likely, in each U-cell precursor, productive
DNA rearrangL'rncnts arc attempted at all six Ig gcncs but
the chances of productive arrangements in Illore than one
lighr chain gcnc or more thJn ant' heavy c1uin gClle may nor
be high.AddiriOlully, however, there Jppears to be some kind
of IIegativefeedl,ack reglliation: J functional rearrangement Jt
one of the heavy chain ~dlcks suppresses rearrangcmcnts
occurring ill the other JlIdc. ~lI1da fUl1ctiOlul reJrrangemellt
Jt Jny aile of the four gene'" cJpJble of ellcoding a light
chain suppresses rearrangelllel1t" occurring ill the other
three.
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~I CHAPTER ELEVEN I INSTABILITY OF THE HUMAN GENOME: MUTATION AND DNA REPAIR

11.1 An overview of mutation,
polymorphism, and DNA repair

As in other genomcs, the DNA of the human genome is not a
static entity. Instead, it is subject to a variety of different types
of heritable change (mutation). Large-scale chromosome
abnormalities involve loss or gain of chromosomes, or
breakage and rejoining of chromatids (see Section 2.5).
Smaller scale mutations GIll be grouped into different
tllutation cbsses according to the effect on the DNA sequence
as follows:

~ base substitutions - involve replacement of usually a
single base; in farc cases several clustered bases may be
replaced simultaneously as a result of a form of gene
conversion (Section 11.3.3);

~ deletions - one or more l1ucleotides arc eliminated frol11 a
sequence;

• insertions - one or more nucleotides are inserted into a
sequence.

Mutations can also be CJtcgorized on the basis of whether
they involve a single DNA sequence (simple IIIlIfati0f15 -

Section 11.2) or whether they involve exchaJ/ges between two
allelic or nonallelic sequences (Section 11.3). The three
mutatlon classes listed above can each arise by simple muta-
tions or by sequence exchanges.

New mutations arise in single individuals, either in somatic
cells or in the germ line (Section 3.1.3). If a germline mutation
does not seriously impair an individual's ability to have
offspring who can transmit the n1utation, it can spread to
other members of a (sexual) population. Allelic sequence
variation has traditionallv been described as a DNA polymor-
phism if more than one variant (aLlele) at a locus occurs in a
human popubtion with ~l frequency greater than 0.01
(a ftequency that is higher than could be maintained simply by
recurring mutation). There is, however, a variety of different
types of polymorphism ranging from single nucleotide
changes to very large scale changes (Box 11. I)

For human genomic DNA the mean heterozygosity
(also termed average III1c1eotide diversity) is of the order of
0.08%: approximately lout of 1250 bases differs on average
between allelic sequences. This figure was initially estimated
by averaging data from a limited number of single locus
sequencing studies (see Przeworski et af., 2000).
Heterozygosity values do vary widely for different loci and
cetrain genes are exceptionally polymorphic, notably some
HLA genes (see Figllre 12.29), but analysis of the recently
available global human single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) datasets has confirmed the 0.08% mean heterozygosity
value (lteich et al., 2002). Because, however, mutation rates are
comparatively low, the vast majority of the differences
between allelic sequences within an individual are inherited,
rather than resulting from de IIOVO 111utations.

Mutations are the raw fuel that drives evolution, but they
can also be pathogenic (Sections 11.4,11.5). They can be the
direct cause of a phenotypic abnormality or they call result in
increased susceptibility to disease. The usually low level of
mutation may therefore be viewed as a balance between

permitting occasional evolutionary novelty at the expense of
causing diseasc or death in a proportion of the members of a

speCies.
Mutations oftcn arise as copying errors during DNA repli-

cation. Although the fidelity of DNA replication ill Ilivo is
normaLly extremely high, misincorporation OCClirs at a low
frequency. dependent on the relative free energies of correctly
and incorrectly paired bases. Very minor changes in helix
geometry can stabilize G-T base pairs (with two hydrogen
bonds; 1I0ie rfrefreqllelll O(ClIneilCe of G-U base pairill,~ ill RSA,
see Figure 1. 7B).To reduce the error rate ofmisincorporation
many DNA polymerases contain an integral 3'-~5/ exo-
nuclease which can serve as a proofreading acti"it)' (see Table
1.2). When an incorrect base is inserted during DNA

synthesis, DNA synthesis does not proceed. Instead, the 3'-5'
exonuclease Jctivity removes olle nucleotide at a rime from
the 3' hydroxyl terminus ulltil a correctly base-paired
terminus is obtained, enabling DNA synthesis to proceed
again. Even then, however. the size of the human genome
makes huge demands on the fidelity of any DNA polymerase:
a sequence of six billion nucleotidt's needs to be replicated
accurately every single time a hUJ1ul1 cell divides.

DNA is also subject to significant spontaneolls chemical
attack in the cdl and to damage caused by exposure [Q natural
ionizing radiation and to reactive metabolitl:s. In order to
minilnize the mutation rate, therefore, it is nL'cessary to have
effective DNA repair systems which identify and correct
many abnormalities in the DNA sequence (Section 11.6). In
addition, errors that arise in the mRNA sequence during gene
expression are subject to RNA sJlrlJeillarrce mechanisms
which ensure removal of mRNAs which have inappropriate
termination codom (Section 11.4.4).

11.2 Simple mutations

11.2.1 Mutations due to errors in DNA replication and
repair are frequent

Mutations can be induced in Ollr DNA by exposure to a
variety ofl11utagens occurring in Ollr external environment or
to mutagens generated in the intracellular enviroll IIIell t.In the
case of radiation-induced mutation, for example. Dubrova et
01. (1996, 2002) reported that the normal ger111line mutation
rate for hypervariable minisatellite loci \\·as doubled as a
consequence of heavy exposure to the radioactive t:l11out frol11
the Chernobyl accident. However, under norl1lJl circum-
stances by far the greatest source of mutations is from
elldogolO1I5 II/lltalioll, including spontaneous errors in DNA
replication and repair.

During an average human lifetime in the order of 1017 cell
divisions can be estimated to take place: about 2 X 10'· divi-
sions are required to generate the approximately 1014 ceUs in
the adult, and additional mitoses are required to permit cell
renewal in the case of certain cell types, notably epithelial cells
(see Cairns, 1975). As each cell division requires the incorpo-
ration of6 X 109 new nucleotides, error-free DNA replication
in an average lifetime would require a DNA replication repair
process whose accuracy was great enough that the correct
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Box 11.1: Classes of genetic p~lymorphis~ a~d sequ;nce variaii~~.. - ~", ., , ",' -. ,

Differences in individual phenotypes are largely due to genetic
variation and a variety of different types of genetic
polymorphisms and large-scale sequence variation are known.
Ultimately, however, the effect on the phenotype is expressed at
the protein or RNA levels. Changes in polypeptide-encoding DNA
can lead to amino acid changes causing protein
polymorphisms. In addition to DNA and protein polymorph isms
which have been studied for many years are poorly understood
quantitative differences in expression at the transcript level.
Allelic human gene expression variation may be caused by
changes in regulatory DNA, including sequences which regulate
transcription and splicing. This type of sequence variation may
often underlie the susceptibility to common diseases but
quantitative methods to explore allelic variation in human gene
expression have only very recently been developed (Yan et al.,
20021.Common classes of DNA polymorphism and large-scale
sequence variation are described below.

Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)

As the name suggests, this involves a single nucleotide. For most
SNPs a single nucleotide is substituted by a different nucleotide
Inucleotide substitutionl, but the term also encompasses
changes involving nucleotide insertions or deletions Isimple
indel polymorphisms). Typically, SNPs have only two alleles.
Some SNPs cause changes in restriction sites Irestriction site
polymorphism; Section 7.1.3). Since coding DNA accounts for
only about 1.5% of the human genome, most SNPs are found in
noncoding DNA, such as within introns and intergenic
sequences. However, the chromosomal location of SNPs is far
from uniform: large chromosomal regions with very few SNPs
are often found adjacent to large regions containing many SNPs
(see Section 11.2,61.For typing of SNPs, see Section 7.1.3.

Simple variable number of tandem repeat (VNTR)
polymorphism

VNTR polymorphism traditionally describes alleles at loci
containing tandemly repeated runs of a simple sequence. It
encompasses two classes: microsatellites = SSR Isimple
sequence repeat, polymorphism where the simple sequence is
from one to several nucleotides long and the array length ranges
from less than 10to over 100nucleotides; and minisatellite DNA
polymorphism which involves arrays often spanning hundreds
of nucleotides and consisting of tandem repeats of a sequence
of between 9 and several tens of nucleotides long. VNTR loci
often have multiple alleles and some hypervariable minisatellites
show extraordinary variation le.g. the MS32 locus has a
heterozygosity value of 0.975).

Both types of polymorphism are very rarely found in polypeptide-
encoding DNA. Exceptions include very rare nonframeshifting
SSR polymorphisms and the very occasional expressed
minisatellite polymorphism e.g. the MUC110cus at 1q21 is known
to encode a highly polymorphic glycoprotein found in several
epithelial tissues and body fluids as a result of extensive
variation in minisatellite-encoded repeats (Swallow et al., 1987).
In addition, some of these polymorphisms may be located very
close to genes and can affect their expression. A notable
example is the INS VNTR, a polymorphic minisatellite located

596 bp upstream of the insulin gene translation initiation site and
consisting of a variable number of tandem repeats based on the
consensus sequence ACAGGGGTGTGGGG. Different alleles
appear to confer differential susceptibility to type I diabetes,
probably because of differential effects on the expression of the
insulin gene ISection 15.6.4).

Transposon repeat polymorphism

Close to 45% of the human genome is composed of transposon-
based repeats ISection 9.5.1). The vast majority are no longer
active, but some L1NE1,Alu and LTR-based transposons are still
actively transposing. As a result of evolutionarily recent
transpositions some loci are polymorphic. For example, many
members of the Yb9, Yc1 and Yc2 Alu subfamilies have inserted in
the human genome so recently that about a one-third of the
analyzed elements are polymorphic for the presence/absence of
the Alu repeat in diverse human populations IRoy-Engel et a/.,
2001).

Large-scale VNTR polymorphism

Large-scale tandem repeats are prone to copy number variation
as a result of unequal crossover or unequal sister chromatid
exchanges resulting in a type of large-scale VNTR polymorphism.
Examples include ex-satellite repeats at centromeres and various
tandemly repeated RNA genes such as rRNA genes and the
U2 snRNAs at the RNU2 locus at 17q21-il22 Ifrom 6 to over 30
repeats of nearly identical 6.1-kb unitsl. Some polypeptide-
encoding gene clusters include large tandem repeats which
are prone to this type of polymorphism e.g. the 21-hydroxylase/
complement C4 cluster ISection 11.5.3).

Inversion polymorphism

The sequencing of the euchromatic portion of the human genome
revealed many examples of low to moderate copy number
sequences with very high 1>95%1sequence homology between
the related sequences. For some low copy number repeats, very
high sequence homology extends over tens to hundreds of kb as a
result of evolutionarily recent (primate-specific 1 segmental
duplication-see Section 12.2.5.Such sequences can predispose
to unequal recombination causing translocations and large-scale
deletions, duplications and inversions. Although the deletions and
some duplications are often associated with disease and typically
extend over mega base (but sub-cytogenetic) intervals, large-
scale inversion polymorph isms may also occur which do not
directly contribute to disease (Section 11.5.51.

Chromosomal polymorph isms and large scale sequence
variants

Some polymorphisms involve very large changes to noncoding
DNA such that alleles can be distinguished by traditional
cytogenetic analyses. C-banding (which identifies hetero-
chromatin; see Box 2.21 often reveals size variation for specific
blocks of heterochromatin as in the case of chromosomes 9, 16
and the Y.A large peri centromeric inversion on chromosome 9 is
frequently found in the normal population. Occasional inversions
with breakpoints apparently outside heterochromatin sequences
can also be quite common in the normal population.



nucleoridt.' W;)'i insertt'd on the growing DNA strand, on each
of about 6 x 1016 occasioll'i.

Such , lewl of D A replicJtion fidelity is impossible to
sustoin: illdeed. the obserwd r.dehty of replication of DNA
PoIYIlH.:r:l'il'''' j, very Illuch le'\s thall this and ullcorrected repli-
cation error:-. occur with a frequency ofahout 10-9_10-]] pef
incorporated Ilucleotide (see Cooper cf al., 2(00). As the
coding DNA of an average human gene j, about 1.65 kb.
coding f) A mutations will occlIr spotlr,lIh..'ously with all

J\'erJge fr<'<luL'llc)' of about 1.65 x 10-6-1.65 x IO-~ per gene
per cdl divi,iOll. Thus. durillg: the approxill1.ltl'ly 1()16 mitoses
undergollL' ill all an.'rage human lifetime, l',lch gene wiU be a
locus for .thoU{ 1()x_1 O]lllllurariolls (but for :IllY OIlL' gcne, only
a tiny minority of cdl" will carry a mutation). In many cases, a
delererioll'i genL' J1lutation in ,1 somatic cdl will bt.: inconst:.'-
quential: tht' mutation may CllI'il.' lethality for that 'iingle cell,
bur will not have conse:qucncl.'S for other cells. Howcver, in
some caSt'S, the Illutation may le,ld to an inappropriate contin-
uation of cdl di\'ision, cau'iing cancer (see haptcr 17),
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Tran"itioll<" may be favored OVl'r transversions in coding
DNA becau5lc the)' llsually rcsult in a more consen'ed
poh-peptidt' ,equence (st'e bt·lo\\'). In both coding and
Iloncoding verrt.:bratl" I) A thl.' l'XCl'SS of tr.lIl"itiolllj over
transversiolls i" at least partly due to the cOlllp;lrativdy high
frequency of C )T transitions. resulting frolll instability or
cyto,inc residue,; occurring in the epG dinucleotide. In slich
dillllckotides the cytosine j" of tell Illethylatcd at the carbon
atom 5 and 5-lllethylcytOljiIl1'\ ;lrl' 'u,ceptible to SPOIlt.lIll.'OU';
dt'Jrninatioll to gi\'e thymine (Box 9.3). Presumably as a result
of thi'\, the epG dinucleotide i..; .1 hotspot f()f Illutation in
vertebrate gl.'1l01ll1'S: its mutation r;Hl' i, about X.S times higher
than t1"t of the "verage dilluclt'otide (,ee Coopn ('I "I .. 20(0)
and epG )TpG transitions arl' the Illost COllll11011 type of
pathogenic poim mutations. Other f.1ctors f:l\'orillg tr:lIlsitiollS
O\'er trJnsver"ions an: likely to include difli.:rl.'nriaI repair of
mispair<;"d b:l"t's by the ,equl.'Ilce-dependcnt proofreading
activities of thl' fl.-levant DNA polymerases.

11.2.2 The frequency of individual base substitutions is
nonrandom according to substitution class

Figure 11.1: Transversions are theoretically expected to be
twice as frequent as transitions.

Red atrows, ttansversions; black arrows, ttansitions.

1lX1l

l3ase substitution'i are among the most common mutations
and can be grouped imo two c1a'iscs, Transitions are substitu-
tions of a pyrimidine by a pyrimidine (C+-+T), or of a purine
by a purine (A +-+G). Transversions are substitutions of a
pyrimidine by a purine or of a purine by a pyrimidine. When
one basc is substituted by another, there are always two
possible choices for transversion. but only one choice for a
transition (see F({!lIrc II. I). One might. therefore, expect
trans\'ersions to be twice as frequclH as transitions.

Becausc thc substiwtion of alleles in a population takes
thousands or t.:vell millions of years to complctt', nucleotide
substitutions cannot bt.: observt:d directly. Instc;1d, they are
always infnrcd from p<lirwise comparison'\ of DNA molecules
that share J cOlllmon origin, such as orrholog; in different
species. Whcn this is done, the transition rate in mammalian
genomes is found (Q bc uncxpcctedly higher than tranlj\'ersioll
rates. For ex,mple, Colli", and Jukes (1994) compared 337 pair,
of human and rodent orrholob~ and found that the transitioll
rate exccl'dcd the transversioll rate by a ratio of 1.4 : I for
substitution, which did llOt lead to an a\tt'n:d 3mino acid, and
by a ratio of more thall 2: : 1 for thos<;" th3t did rCljult in an
amino acid change,

11.2.3 The frequency and spectrum of mutations in
coding DNA differs from that in noncoding DNA

Man)' mutation, arc generated l's<;entially randomly in the
o A of individuals. As a result. coding DNA .lIld noncodillg
D A Jee about equally susceptible to mut,nioll. Cle,r1y.
ho\\'e\·er. the major conse:qUl.'llce<; of mutation arc largely
restricted to the approximatedy 1.5% of the DNA in the
human genome which is knowll to be coding DNA and to
the other 3% or so of highly cOIl"erved sequences (including
regulatory sequences etc.). Mutations that occur within
coding D A can be grouped inro two classes:

~ synonymous (silent) mutations do 110t ch,llge the
seguenct' of the gene product. This applil" 0111)' to
polypeptide-cncoding DNA. A synonYJllOu" mutation
causes J codon change but does not result ill ;111altered
amino acid ht.:cJuse of the d~{!cl/cm()' of the gellt'tic codt.'.
f\lote: some l1Iutations which appear to be silcnr Illay not be
becallse tht'Y affect splicing (by acti\'ating a cryptic splice sitt'
or by altering an exonic 'plic<;" enhancer sequell(l' - Section
11.4.3);

~ nonsynonymous tnutations change the '1equencl' of the
gent' product, which m3Y be a polypeptidl.' or functional
Iloncoding (:;;; llntran'lbteu) RNA.

True silent Illutations in mammalian genomt:.';; ,1rt.' thought to
be dTecti\'dy neutral nlutations (conferring no ad\'Jnrage
or disadvantage to the organism in whose genollle they arise).
In contrast. llonsYllollymous Illutations can be grouped into
thrcc classes: those: having a deleterious effcct; those with no
effect: and thost' with a belleficial dlccr (e.g. improved gcne
functioll or gene-gene intt'fanion). Most I1l'\\' nons)'n-
onymous mutations are Iikdy to Ild\'e a deletcrious dTcct on
gene expression and so c,m rl''ili!t in disl'J'\l.' or Icthality.
Ho\\·e\·er. the populatiol1 frequency of this typc o(mlltatiol1 is
very much reduced becau'\e of uatural selection (set' Box
11.2).The over3111llutation ratc in coding DNA i, Illuch less
th,n th" in llol1codil1g DNA. tht'rt'fore. ,l1d codillg DNA
sequences (and important rcgulatory sequence~ t'te.) show a
relatively high degree of t.:\'olutiOllJry cOllservatioll.
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Random sampling of gametes in small populations can lead to
considerable changes in allele frequencies.

Modified from Bodmer and Cavalli-Sforza 11976) Genetics,
Evolution and Man.

sampling would still occur because heterozygotes can produce
two types of gamete bearing different alleles but the two
gametes passed to the next generation may by chance carry the
same allele,

Genetic drill has little effect in large populations, This is so
because although only a small fraction of the total gametes is
transmitted, enough gametes are transmitted so that they are by
and large statistically representative of all the gametes in the
population, However, when population sizes are small (e,g, as a
result of geographical isolation) the number of gametes that are
transmitted to the next generation will be proportionately smaller
and random genetic drill can cause considerable changes in
allele frequencies (see Figure), In the absence of new mutation
and other factors affecting allele frequency, such as selection,
alleles subject to random genetic drill will eventually reach

Individuals within a population differ from each other. mostly as
a result of inherited genetic variation, The frequency of any
mutant allele in a population is dependent on a number of
factors. including natural selection, random genetic drill and
sequence exchanges between nonallelic sequences,
NATURAL SELECTION
Natural selection is the process whereby some of the inherited
genetic variation will result in differences between individuals
regarding their ability to survive and reproduce successfully,
The differential reproduction is due to differences between
individuals in their capacity to engage in reproduction (affected
by parameters such as mortality, health and mating success!
and to produce healthy offspring (differences in fertility,
fecundity and viability of the offspring), The fitness of an
organism is a measure of the individual's ability to survive and to
reproduce successfully, In the simplest models, the fitness of an
individual is considered to be determined solely by its genetic
make-up, and all loci are imagined to contribute independently
to the fitness of an individual, so that each locus can be treated
separately, As a result. one can also talk about the fitness of a
genotype,

The great majority of new nonsynonymous mutations in coding
ONA reduce the fitness of their carriers, They are therefore
selected against and removed from the population (negative or
purifying selection!, Occasionally, a new mutation may be as fit
as the best allele in the population; such a mutation is selectively
neutral, Very rarely, a new mutation confers a selective
advantage and increases the fitness of its carrier, Such a
mutation will be subjected to positive lor advantageous!
selection, which would be expected to foster its spread through
a population, If we consider a locus with two alleles that have
different fitnesses, the heterozygote may have a fitness
intermediate between the two types of homozygote, The mode of
selection in this case is codominant and the selection will be
directional, resulting in an increase of the advantageous allele,
In some cases, however, a new mutation may not be
advantageous in homozygotes, but only in heterozygotes
(heterozygote advantage), This situation, in which the
heterozygote has a higher fitness than both the mutant
homozygote and the normal homozygote, is a form of balancing
selection known as overdominant selection (see the example of
cystic fibrosis in Box 4,8),
RANOOM GENETIC ORIFT
Changes in allele frequency can occur simply by chance
Irandom genetic drift), Even if all the individuals in a population
had exactly the same fitness so that natural selection could not
operate, allele frequencies would nevertheless change because
of random sampling of gametes, Sampling occurs because only
a small proportion of the available gametes in any generation is
ever passed on to the next generation Inot all individuals in a
population will reproduce because of circumstances or choice),
Even if there were to be no excess of gametes Iso that every
single individual contributes two gametes to the next generation!
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repeats. Simply as a result of the sequence exchanges between
different repeats, one type of repeat can increase in population
frequency (see Figure 11.8 for an illustration of the general
principle). In such cases, where multiple loci produce essentially
identical products, all the genes can effectively be considered as
the equivalent of alleles, although not in the Mendelian sense
(which normally allows a maximum of two alleles in a diploid
cell). The frequency of a specific repeat ('allele" can therefore
be determined in part by the frequency with which it engages in
sequence exchanges.

~ CHAPTER ELEVE

fixation (the point at which the allele frequency in the population
is 0 or 100%).

INTERLOCUS SEQUENCE EXCHANGE

Individual genes in some gene families encode essentially the
same product, but there may be sequence exchanges occurring
between the different gene copies. For example, human 5.8S
rRNA, 18S rRNA and 28S rRNA are encoded by tandemly
repeated transcription units (see Figure 10.2) and are
particularly prone to sequence exchanges between the different

Selection pressilre (the constraints imposed by natural
selection) rL'ducL'~ both the o\'t~rall frequ(.·ncy of surviving
mutations in coding DNA and the Spt'ctrulll of Illutations
seen. For example. deletions/insertions of one or 1\1'\·Cf.ll

Ilucleotidc:s an.: frequL'llt in nOllcoding DNA but arc cOlllipic-
L10llslyabsent frolll coding DNA.This is so because oftcil lillch
Illutations will caust' ;] shift ill the trallslational reading frame
(frameshift mutation), introducing a premarurc termi-
nation codon and (;lulling 10sI\ of gene expression. En:n if
insertions/deletions do not Gluse a frameshift mutation. they
can often affect gene function. for example. as a n:sult of
removing a key coding sequence. Imtead, coding DNA i,
marked by a cOIllP:lratively high fn:qllcncy of nonrandom
base substitution occlirring at \ocltions which lead to minillul
effects 011 gene expn:'ssion (see next section).

11,2.4 The location of base substitutions in coding DNA
is nonrandom

Nucleotide sub"titutions occurring in noncoding DNA
usually h:lvC 110 net effect on gene expression. Exceptioll'i
include son11.:·changl's in promoter elements or sOllle other
DNA sequl'nce that reglilatl's gene expression, or which is
required for splicing (F((!lIrr I. I.:). Substitutions occurring in
coding)) A seqUl'llCl'S which 'pl'cify polypeptides "how a
very nOllr~lIldom pattern of substitutions because of tilt: Tll'ed
to cOllserVe polypeptide seqUl'l1ce :l.I1dbiological function. In
principle, basl' suh<;titutions can be grollPt.·d into three cla'iSl'S,
depending on their dfcct on coding potential (see Box 11.3).

The diffl'rcnt cb""l'S of base substitution listed in fj(lX 11.3
show differential teIldl'Ilcies to be IOG1tcd at the first. second
or third basl' positions of codons. Uecause of the design of th..:
genetic codl', ditTl'rl'nt degr..:..:s of degeneracy c1uracteriz..:
different sites. B:lse positions in amino ~lCid-specifyillg codons
can be grouped into three cbss..:~:

., nondcgcllcrate sitcs are base positions where all three
possibk substitutions are 1l0nsynollYllloUS. They include
the fir'\t base position of all but eight codons. the second
base position of all codons and the third base pmition of
two codons,AUG Jnd UGG (see F(~lIrf 11.2).Taking into
account rhe observed codon frequencies in hun131l genes.
they comprisc about 05% of the base positions in human
codons. Thc base '\ubstitutioll rate at nondcgcner:ltl' sitcs i'i

very low, consistent with a strong conscrvarive "election
pressure to avoid amino acid ch::mges (see below):

~ fourfold degenerate sites .Ire ba,e positions in which JI1
thret.' possible substitution~ :lr..:\)'nonymous and are foulld
at the third base posirion of \l'veral codons (sl'e r:~\!/lf('

11.2). They comprise abour I(J%) of the base position~ in
human codons.The substitution ratc ar fourfold sitl's is very
similar to that within introns and p~eudogel1es, consistent
with the a'\'\umption tlut synonymous substitutions arc
sekcti"dy nelilral (Section) ) .2.5):

., twofold degeneratc sites arc base positions in which one
of thl' three possible subsritlltioll'\ is synonymous. Th..:)' are
often found at the third base posirions of codons, bur al'io at
rhe first base position in eight codons (see F~i.?II"(, 11.2).
They comprise about 1<)% of the base positions in human
codons. As l'xpecred. the sulhtitution rate for twofold
dcgenerate sires is interm..:di.lt..:: only one out of thc threc
poS'\ible substitutions, a tral1,ition, maintains the '\,IIllC
amino acid. The other two po\\iblc substitutions arc trans-
version" which, bec<lust' of the way ill which the gcnctic
codc has evolved, are often COIl'iervativc substitutiolls. For
exalllple. at the third baSt' positioll of the glutamatc codon
GAA. an A ·C transition is silent. while the two tran)\'l'r-
sions (A ·C: A ~T) result ill rl'pLtn'nh'nt by a closely
simibr Jmino acid. a.-:;parrate.

The design of thc genctic cod..: and the degree to which olle
amino acid is ftll1ctioll~dly 'Iilllibr to another affect the relative
a",;lIo add ",utab;J;aes. Certain :llllino Jcids nlay play key
roles which cannot bc substitutt.'d l'Jsily by orlll'rs. For
example, cy\teille is often im'oh-ed in disulfide bonding which
can playa crucially important rok in establishing thc confor-
mation ofa polypeptide (see F~\!llr(' 1.25).As no othl'[ ,lInino
acid has a '1ide chain with a sulf11ydryl group. there is "trong
selection pressure to conserve cystcille residuc'i at Iluny loca-
tions, and cy"teine is alllong the k'ast mutablc of the alllino
acids (Table 11./). III contrast, cert.lin other ,llllino ;lCid, 'uch
as serine and threoninc ha\'e \'ery similar 'iide chains. and
substitutions :1£ both the first bJlil' position of (odons
(ACX-'.\.lCX: where X = all'" Iluckotidc) ,1Ild ,econd ba,e
position'i (A,CPy ·A~Py: where fly = pyrimidint.") can rl'sult
in serine...' ~threonine substirutioll'l. Presulllably as a result.
serine and threonine are among rhl' Illost Illurable of tht'
amino .Icids (7;,li/(' II. I).



Box 11.3: Classes of single base substitution in polypeptide-encoding DNA.
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From time to time a single nucleotide substitution within a coding
exon alters RNA splicing, causing defective gene expression.
This may happen in various ways: by activating a cryptic splice
site within an exon (Figure 11.12);by affecting nucleotides in the
splice donor and acceptor sequences immediately adjacent to
the conserved GT and AG signals (Figure 1.15); or by altering
internal sequences which regulate splicing, notably exonic
splice enhancers (Section 11.4.31. Other single base
substitutions can be classified into synonymous (silent)
substitutions, or nonsynonymous substitutions where a codon is
mutated to cause a change of amino acid sequence.

SYNONYMOUS (SILENT) SUBSTITUTIONS

The substitution results in a new codon but specifying the same
amino acid. They are the most frequently observed change in
coding DNA (because they are almost always neutral mutations
and are not subject to selection pressure I. Silent substitutions
mostly occur at the third base position of a codon because third
base wobble means that the altered codon often specifies the
same amino acid as before. Occasionally, however, substitution
at the first base position is involved, as in the case of some
leucine codons (.c.UA~!.!UA, .c.UG~!.!UGI and some arginine
ones (AGA~.c.GA, AGG~.c.GGI.
NONSENSE MUTATIONS

These represent a form of nonsynonymous substitution where a
codon specifying an amino acid is replaced by a stop codon.
Because such mutations are almost always associated with a
dramatic reduction in gene function, selection pressure ensures
that they are normally rare. The average human polypeptide is
specified by about 500---550 codons, a size which would be

Physicochemical distances between pairs of amino acids.

expected to harbor over 20 termination codons, if there were no
functional constraints.

MISSENSE MUTATIONS

These are non synonymous substitutions where the altered
codon specifies a different amino acid. They can be classified
into two subgroups:

~ conservative substitutions result in replacement of an
amino acid by another that is chemically similar to it. Often,
the effect of such substitutions on protein function is minimal
because the side chain of the new amino acid may be
functionally similar to that of the amino acid it replaces (see
footnote belowl. To minimize the effect of nucleotide
substitution, the genetic code appears to have evolved so
that codons specifying related amino acids are themselves
related. For example, the Asp (GAC, GATI and Glu (GAA, GAGI
codon pairs ensure that third base wobble in a GAX codon
(where X is any nucleotide) has a minimal effect. However,
some first codon position changes can also be conservative,
e.g. .c.UX(Leu}~liUX (Val);

~ nonconservative substitutions result in replacement of one
amino acid by another with a dissimilar side chain (see table
below). Sometimes a charge difference is introduced; other
changes may involve replacement of polar side chains by
nonpolar ones and vice versa. Base substitutions at the first
and second codon positions can often result in
nonconservative substitutions, e.g. .c.GX (Argl-.jiGX (Glyl,
C.c.X(Prol, C!.!X (Leu) or CAX (Gin/His), etc (where X = any
nucleotidel.

A'll Leu Pro Th, A], Val Gly lie Phe Ty, Cys His Gill Asn Lys Asp Gill Me' T,p

110 145 74 58 99 124 56 142 155 144 IIZ 89 68 46 121 65 80 135 177 50<
102 103 7] 112 96 125 97 97 77 ]80 29 43 86 26 96 54 9] 101 A'll98 92 96 32 138 5 22 36 ]98 99 ] 13 153 107 172 138 15 61 Leu

38 27 68 42 95 114 ] 10 ]69 77 76 91 103 lOR 93 87 147 Pro
58 69 59 89 ]03 92 ]49 47 42 65 78 85 65 8] 128 Th,

64 60 94 113 112 ]95 86 91 III 106 126 107 84 148 Ala
109 29 50 55 192 84 96 133 97 152 121 21 88 Val

135 153 147 159 98 87 80 127 94 98 127 184 Gly
21 33 198 94 109 149 102 168 134 10 6] lie

22 205 10 116 ]58 102 177 140 28 40 Phe
194 83 99 ]43 85 160 122 36 37 Tyr

174 154 ]39 202 ]54 ]70 196 215 Cys
24 68 32 8] 40 87 liS His

46 53 61 29 10] 130 GIn
94 23 42 ]42 174 Asn

101 56 95 1]0 Lys
45 160 18] Asp

]26 152 Glu
67 Me<

Quantifying the degree of similarity between two amino acids is based on properties such as polarity. molecular volume and chemical composition, with
large numbers signifying greater dissimilarity. In the table above from Grantham 11974) the most similar pairs are: Leu,,"lIe (51, Met,,"lIe 1101.and
Met,,"Leu (15); the most dissimilar pairs are Cys,,"Trp 12151.Cys,,"Phe 12051.and Cys,,"Lys 12021.
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UUU Phe 17.1 UCU Ser 14.7 UAU Tyr 12.1 UGU Cys 10.1
UUC Phe 20.4 UCC Ser 17.5 UAC Tyr 15.5 UGC Cys 12.4
UUA Leu 7.3 UCA Ser 11.9 (UAA STOP) (UGA STOP)

UUG Leu 12.7 UCG Ser 4.5 (UAG STOP) UGG Trp 13.0

CUU Leu 12.9 CCU Pro 17.3 CAU His 10.6 CGU Arg 4.7
CUC Leu 19.5 CCC Pro 20.0 CAC His 15.0 CGC Arg 10.8
CUA Leu 7.0 CCA Pro 16.7 CAA Gin 11.9 CGA Arg 6.3
CUG Leu 40.1 CCG Pro 7.0 CAG Gin 34.4 CGG Arg 11.8

AUU lie 15.8 ACU Thr 12.9 AAU Asn 16.7 AGU Ser 12.0
AUC lie 21.3 ACC Thr 19.1 AAC Asn 19.3 AGC Ser 19.4
AUA lie 7.2 ACA Thr 14.9 AAA Lys 24.0 AGA Arg 11.7
AUG Met 22.3 ACG Thr 6.2 AAG Lys 32.5 AGG Arg 11.6

GUU Val 10.9 GCU Ala 18.6 GAU Asp 22.1 GGU Gly 10.8
GUC Val 14.6 GCC Ala 28.4 GAC Asp 25.7 GGC Gly 22.6
GUA Val 7.0 GCA Ala 16.0 GAA Glu 29.0 GGA Gly 16.4
GUG Val 28.7 GCG Ala 7.6 GAG Glu 40.3 GGG Gly 16.4

Key

N Nondegenerate site
N Two-fold degenerate site
N Four-fold degenerate site

Figure 11.2: Codon frequencies in human genes and locations of nondegenerate. twofold and fourfold degenerate sites.

Observed codon frequencies are given as values out of 1000 (e.g. UUU ; 17.1/1000 or 0.0171). They were derived from the Codon Usage
database Ihtto://www.kazusa.or.io/codon/l and involved sampling of 21 930 294 codons from GenSank Release 131.0 (15 August 20021. Note:
although eight of the 61 first base positions are twofold degenerate, about 96% of all possible substitutions at the first base position are
nonsynonymous. 01 the substitutions at the second base position, 100% are nonsynonymous and at the third base position. about 33%.

11.2.5 Substitution rates vary considerably between
different genes and between different gene
components

The neutral substitution rate
The recent avaibbility of draft sequcllcL'S for thl.' human and
mOllse gl.'llomt's has en:lbled genome-wide Jnalyses of
sequence divngel1ce and substirurion rates (Mollst: Genome
Sequencing Consortiulll, 20(2). As a refercllce point the
neutral substitution ratl' was t:stimJred fi'olll alignments of
nonfunctional DNA.This \v;15 achieved by idL'lltifying ancestral

Tabfe 11.1: Relative amino acid mutability

IAla ; 100; data from Collins and Jukes, 1994)

Thr 116 Asp 84
Ser 114 Lys 77
His 107 Glu 76
Asn 107 Pro 67
Met 102 Leu 58
Ala 100 Gly 57
Gin 99 Phe 55
Val 98 Tyr 53
Arg 94 Trp 31

lie 92 Cys 29

repeat st..'qUl.'IlCt."s (Iloncoding trall'\posoll-base-d repe:ns \\'hieh
were judged to have inserred infO the gellomic DNA of the
COl1l1ll0nancestor and becollle fixL'd before tht' divlTgcnce of
humans ~llld mice. A total of loS Mb of :lnct.'stral repeat
sequences could bt.' identified (orrho]ogous sequences wt'n:
determined by aliglllllt.'nt of adjacellt Ilonn:petitive DNA).

The over:1I1sequence idemity (or anet'stral n:pe:H sequences
was estimated ;I, n6.7%. Tht' sequt.'nce idelltit)' at fourfold
degent'rate sites (see previous section). anothn set of poten-
tially functionless sequences. was 67(X •. These relllarkab]y
similar values have led to estilllJtes of 0.46-0.47 "ubstitutions
per site for the neutral sub<;titution rare (Mollse Genome
Sequencing Consortiu11l, 2()()2). Taking into account differ-
ences ill Illutation fate in rhe ]illeages leading to modern
humans and mice (Section 11.2'(»), this has bt'l'll estimated to
reflcct a llL'utr::1Isubstitution rate of about :2 x 10-') per site
pcr year in the hUI11Jnlineag •....

The substitution rate in different gene components
Comparisons of over 14 UOO pair" of orrhologous human and
mouse gelle scquences hJVL' a]<;oemphasized differences in
substitution rate within difTnL'llt gcne components (Mouse
Genome Sequcncing Consortiulll. 2()()2; see J:/:\!//H' J 1.3 (or
3 visU31 repres •...nt3tion b3sL,d 011 a subsct of the data). A'\
expected coding regions are the Illost cOIl<;erved (R5%
sequencc ickntity, or 0.1 6S "t1b'\titutiolls per Illleleoride sire)
but intron sequences arL' llll1ch less conserved (68.0%

http://Ihtto://www.kazusa.or.io/codon/l
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Figure 11.3:Variation in human-mouse sequence conservation across a typical gene.

The rate of nucleotide substitution varies in different components of a gene, as revealed by alignment of over 3000human RefSeq mRNAs
and upstream/downstream genomic sequences against orthologous mouse sequences. Adapted from the Mouse Genome Sequence
Consortium (20021Nature 420,520-562, Figure 25Awith permission from Nature Publishing Group.

'lcquence identity which is close to the overall 69.1%
sl'quence identity for genome-wide sequence cOlllpari'lon'ii).
The 1I1ltransiated rt'gions show intermediate COTl'icn'ation
(5' UTR, 75.9%: 3' UTR. 74.7%) as do the flanking 200 bp
upstream (promoter region - 73.9%) and do\\'nstream 200 bp
(70.9%).

The substitution rate in different genes and domains

Different genes are conserved (Q different extents. Generally.
rhe substitution rate at synonyn1ous sites j" relatively
consern~d but the nOl1synonymous substitution rate can \'ary
markedly. If \\'e use Ks to denote the number of sub<till1tions
per synonymous site and KA to represent the Ilumber of
'il1bsritutions per nOl1synonymous site, genes which :lre subject
to IlcgaIive (pllr!Iyill}!) sl'!ecriol1 will have K.4 < < Ks, Genes
liubjecr to positive selection for amino acid repbcel11ent can
al<;;oshow K.4 < Ks because the positive selection may be
operating in only a few crucially important sites and is offset
by purifYing selection at a large number of other sites. When
over 12 000 orthologous human and mOUSt' gene pairs were
examined by the Mouse Gcnome Seqlll.:ncing Consortiulll
(2002) the median value of K.4/Kswas found to be 0.115,

At one extreme are protcins whose sequences are extremely
highly conserved bCGllI<;;ethey are required for crucial cdl
fUllctionli, specifying proteins such as actins, calmodulin,
histones, ribosomal proteins, ubiquitin and so on, For
example, the ubiquitin protcins of humans, mouse and
Drosophila show 100%1 sequt.'nce identity, and comparison with
the yeast ubiquitin reveals Y6,1 % sequence identity, Thcs<:.'
genes arc nOt especially prott:ctcd from mutation. because the
rate of synonYl11ous codon substitution is typical of that for
many protein-encoding genes, Instead, what di<;;tinguishes
them is the extremely low rate of nonsynon)'lllous codon
liubstitution comparcd with other genes (see TaMe 11.2 for
sOllle examples).

The genes which show the highest rates of nOllsynonymous
codon substitution include many which are implic.ltt,"d ill

mammalian defense and iml11une rl'sponse sYStelllS (TiJble
11.2), as do six out of thc cight COIllmon protein domains
associated with the highest K,;/J.:s values (Mouse Genome
Sequencing Consortium. 2002 - Table 13). The high K.4/K;
ratio in thest' cases indicates that they are either under reduced
purifying selection, increased positive selection or both.
Incre1.sed positive selection could reflect a competitive
struggle between a mammalian host and its pathogens where
each is under strong pressure to respond to inno\'ations in the
other genome, The same six om of eight domains with the
highest K.;/J..:~ \'alues are found in secreted proteins and
secreted domains have considerably higher K.; / Ks ratios than
nuclear and cytoplasmic domains (Tahle '/1.3). Catalytic
domains set'm to have comparatively low KA/Ks ratios,

11.2.6 The substitution rate can vary in different
chromosomal regions and in different lineages

Substitution rate and heterozygosity in different
chromosomal regions

For various reasons the substitlltion rate in the mitochondri:ll
genome is much higher than in the nuclear genome DNA
(Section 11.4.2). blll the latter sho\\'s very considerable
regional variation. The draft human and mouse genomt.'
sequcnccs offcred an ideal opportunity ro assess this. Using
aligned ancl'stral repcat sequences (see pre\'ious section) and
aligned fourfold degcnc:rate <;itt's the Mouse Genome
Sequencing Consortiul11 (2002) c.lIculated the app"rent
neutr.ll substitution ratt' for about 25()() o\-erlapping 5-Mb
windows across the human genomt'o Regional \'ariation was
eyident when tht.' an~rage rates on different chromoliomes
were compared, The substitution ratt' is lowest on the X chro-
mosome and there are significant differences between the
autosomcs (F~{!lIr(' 11. -IA), Since the X chromosome spends
two-thirds of its time in females the low substitution rate may
rdkct differt.'nces in the nUlllber of germ cell divisions in
male. and females (Box II.~)
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Table 11.2: Rates of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions in mammalian protein-coding genes

Gene

Actin a

Ribosomal protein S14

Ribosomal protein S17

Aldolase A

HPRT

Insulin

a-Globin

J3-Globin

Albumin

19 VH
Growth hormone

Ig K

Interferon-J31

Interferon--y

Number of codons compared

376

150

134

363

217

51
141

146

590

100

189

106
159

136

Nonsynonymous rate Ix 109)

0.01

0.02

0.06

0.09

0.12

0.20

0.56
0.78

0.92

1.10

1.34

2.03

2.38

3.06

Synonymous rate (x 109)

2.92

2.16

2.69

2.78

1.57

3.03

4.38

2.58

5.16

4.76

3.79

5.56

5.33

5.50

Data from human-rodent comparisons extracted from Table 4.1 of Grauer and Li (20001.

Subchromosomal variation in the subsriwtion rare (and also
in the rates of deletion ;md insertions) is also vcry evident. as in
the case of human chromosome 22 (Figure II.~B).ln part this
n..:flcccsthe base composition: the substitution fate does seem to
be higher in regions of extremely high or extremely low G + C
content but the relationship is complex. Using the deCode
Generics high resolmion recombination map of the human
genome (Kong Cl al .. 2(02) as a reference. a correlation was also
found between the subsri[U[ion rate and the recombination rate
and also single nucleotide polymorphism SN P density (see
P~f!.lfre 11.4q. While the average heterozygosity ill the hun1an
genome is of the order of lout of 1250 bases (Reich ef al.,
20(2). SNP dellsity call vary enormously in different pans of
the genome and \\'hell a\uaged across \\'indo\\'s of 200 kb. the

ratc'\ of heterozygo'\ity ~ho\\' up to a IO-fold variation
(InternationalS P Map Working Group. 2(01).At a finer rt'SO-
lution sizeable regions of the human genome spanning over
ten'\ of thousands ofbasc pairs appear to have intrinisic:111yhigh
and low rates of sequence variation. For these regions only a
"mall proportion (up to 25%) of the "ariation appears to be duc
to the 10caJ mutation ratt;': the biggest contributor is shared
genealogical histor\' (Reich ef <1/ •• 2002).

Human versus mouse substitution rates

The draft hUl1lJl1 and Illouse sequences have al~o permitted
analysis of how substitutioll rates can vary in differcnt lineages.
Since synonymous sub'\titlltions han' been con~idl'red to be
dTecti\'e1y neutral frol11 the point of ,-il'w of sdecri"e

Table 11,3: Sequence conservation and substitution rates for orthoIogous genes and domain-encoding DNA in
humans and mice

Orthologous region Amino acid identity 1%) KA Ks KAI/<s

Full length protein 78.5 0.071 0.602 0.115

Domain-containing protein regions 93.5 0.032 0.601 0.061

Domain-free protein regions 71.1 0.090 0.586 0.155

All predicted domains 95.1 0.024 0.627 0.062

Catalytic domains 96.6 0.015 0.578 0.033

Non-catalytic domains 94.9 0.026 0.635 0.068

Nuclear domains 98.6 0.008 0.655 0.05ll

Secreted domains 88.9 0.058 0.694 0.091

Cytoplasmic domains 96.7 0.015 0.587 0.041

K", Nonsynonymous substitution rate; Ks. synonymous substitution rate. Data abstracted from Table 12 of the Mouse Genome Sequencing
Consortium (20021 Nature 420, 520-562, with permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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Figure 11.4:Variation in substitution rates between human chromosomes and subchromosomal regions.

Variation in the estimated number of substitutions per site within fourfold degenerate sites (blue; 40) and in ancestral repeat sites (red; tAR)
is shown for different human chromosomes (AI, and along human chromosome 22 (BI. Dashed lines in (A) indicate genome-wide averages
(note the conspicuously high number of substitutions in fourfold degenerate sites in human chromosome 19but low substitution rates on
the X chromosomel (el. Correlation of the substitution rate in ancestral repeats (tAR)across chromosome 22 with SNP density and
recombination rate. Adapted from the Mouse Genome Sequence Consortium (20021Nature 420, 52()-562,Figures 29A and 30A with
permission from Nature Publishing Group.

constraints, the concept of a constant molecular clock
(whereby;] given gene or gene product ulldt:'rgoL's a constant
ratc of I110kcubr evolution) was suggested OVt,'[ 30 years ago.
Since then, however, vJrious lint'S of evidellcc l13vc argued
against a constant l110lecubr clock (see Ayala, 1l)l)l): and Tahfe
1/.2 which shows app;ucnt differences in the rate of
synonymous codon substitutions as well as ill rhe case of
Ilonsynonymous codon substirutions).

To assess the rdative ratcs of nucleotide substitutions in two
lineages leading to prcscnt-day species A and U, Illany studies
have uSt'd a relative rate test with a distantly related
reference "peciL's C (knowll to luve branched ofT earlier ill
t.'volution. before the A-13 "plit). Pairwise comparisons of
orrhologs in A and C, and ill Band C arc used to cliculate the
K value, the frequency ofsynonYlllOus substitutions. The K"lc
:lI1d J..:BC values thc'n provide a Illeasun: of the rebrive rates of
mutation in the lineages leading to spt:cit:s A anel to species 13.

Tests of this typc have suggested that mutation ratt: in lineages
leading to the primates is lower than rhat in rodent lineages,
and lower still in tht' lineage leading to modern day humans
(e.g. Wli and Li, 1<)R5; Li and T:lnimllra, 1<)87). Howevt:r, morc
recent studies (e.g. Kumar Jnd Subr~lI1unian, 20(2) have chal-
lenged this vit:w, often on tht' basis of perceived inaccuracies
in Inammalian phylogeny.

To look for possible differences in mutation ratc'S in the
human :lnd I1lOUSe lineages, the MOllse Genome St.'qucncing
Consortiul1l (2002) investigated the divergence of 1H sub-
f.ll1lilies of human and mouse ancestral repeats which were
aCtive shortly bt.'fore hUIl1:l11-1ll0U"L' divergence. Thousands of
ubiquirously distributed copie, fi.lT each of the subLll1lilies
Wt'rt' compJred within each gello]l1L' to J'\Sess divergence from
a COllSeJ1SU'>sequL'nce, Jnd so regional \'Jri;ltion in substitution
ratcs could bc minimized. As call be seen in the rL'presentJtive
cxampks in Table 11 . .f the least diverged ancL',tra] repeats in
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Since Haldane first observed that most mutations resulting in
hemophilia were generated in the male germ line, human
mutations have been often assumed to be preferentially
inherited through the paternal line, leading to the concept of
male-driven evolution (see Li ef al., 20021. Two major
approaches have been taken to estimate the relative mutation
rates in the male and female germ lines: molecular evolutionary
methods and direct observation of disease-causing mutations.

Molecular evolutionary methods

Usually this involves comparing homologous X-linked and Y-
linked genes with orthologs in another species to estimate the
rate of synonymous mutations for the X chromosome gene (Ksx)
and the Y chromosome gene (Ksrl. Unlike autosomes, the sex
chromosomes spend different amounts of time in the two sexes.
Y chromosome sequences located outside the pseudo-
autosomal region spend all their time in males; X chromosome
sequences spend on average two-thirds of their time in females
and one-third of their time in males (females have two X
chromosomes; males have one). If a is used to represent the
ratio of the male mutation rate to the female mutation rate, this
is equivalent to setting the male mutation rate at a relative to a
female mutation rate of 1. For most Y chromosome sequences,
the mutation rate is therefore a. For X chromosome sequences
it is 213 x 1 (the female mutation ratel plus 1/3 x a (the male
mutation ratel = 213 + a/3. Therefore the observed Ksx/Ksy
ratio = (213 + a/31/a and so can be used to estimate a. This
often results in estimates of about 4-6 for a in comparisons
involving primates (see Li ef al., 2002, Makova and Li, 2002)
although some studies have given values closer to 2, a value not
so different from equivalent comparisons in rodents where there
are less germ cell divisions. Possibly, therefore, mutations are
not so heavily dependent on replication errors as was previously
thought.

Direct observation of disease-causing mutations

Clearly, the mutations assessed in this case are a special
subset. Samples are analyzed from a patient with a de novo
mutation and the two parents (the parent who passed on the
faulty chromosome is typically identified by typing for markers
closely flanking the disease gene). In most cases the mutation
will have been transmitted through the germ line, but if only a
blood sample is typed, the mutations may include some post-
zygotic mutations (not present in sperm or egg but arising
following formation of the zygote).

The available data point to a generally large bias in favor of
paternal mutations, at least in the case of simple point mutations
(see Crow, 2000; Li et al., 2002 and Table 11.5).The most striking
sex biases in mutation rates are unusual, however, in that they

involve gain-of-function mutations in genes (FGFR2,FGFR3and
RET) which encode proteins belonging to the same protein
family. In addition, some types of mutation do not show such
paternal bias. For example, the great majority of de novo large-
scale deletions in the dystrophin gene appear to arise in
oogenesis (Grimm ef al., 1994; see also belowl and large
deletions encompassing the neurofibromin gene often occur in
oogenesis (Lopez Correa et al., 2000).
Sex differences in mutation rates may be due to different factors
(see Hurst and Ellegren, 1998; Li et al., 20021. In the case of
premeiotic mutations (inherited mutations which occur in one
of the germ cell divisions preceding meiosisl a major
contributory factor is likely to be the large sex difference in the
number of human germ cell divisions. In females, the number of
cell divisions from zygote to fertilized oocyte is constant
because all of the oocytes have been formed by the fifth month
of development and only two further cell divisions are required
to produce the zygote (see Figure, panel A). The number of
successive female cell divisions from zygote to mature egg is
thought to be about 24, which is close to the 30-31 estimated
male cell divisions required from zygote to stem spermatogonia
at puberty. Six subsequent cell divisions are required for
spermatogenesis but thereafter the spermatogenesis cycle
occurs approximately every 16 days or 23 cycles per year
(Figure, panel B). As illustrated in the Figure, the number of cell
divisions required to produce sperm is age dependent. By
puberty male germ cells will have undergone 30 mitotic divisions
and sperm can be produced following a further six divisions.
Thereafter sperm can continuously be produced because the
stem cells undergo one division every 16days (= 23 divisions per
year). So if puberty occurs at, say 15years, the number of germ
cell divisions required to produce sperm in a man aged n
years = 36 + [23 x (n-151], or about 265 divisions for a 25 year
old man and about 840 divisions for a 50 year old man.

Errors in DNA replication/repair during germ cell divisions can
be expected to provide the great majority of simple point
mutations, and so one might then expect that the male mutation
rate would be substantially greater than that of the female, and
that a paternal age effect would be notable (see e.g. Crow,
2000). However, some more complex classes of inherited
mutations may be more disposed to occur at meiosis (meiotic
mutations) rather than at the many germ cell divisions
preceding meiosis. For example, large deletions may often arise
by unequal crossover at meiosis (Section 11.3.21.In the case of
large-scale deletions in X-linked genes such as dystrophin
which do not have a Y chromosome homolog, a significant bias
towards meiotic mutation would mean that most deletions
would arise in oogenesis.
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The sex difference in germ cell divisions.

(AI Human oogenesis occurs only during fetal life and ceases by the time of birth. The total number of cell divisions is thought to be around 24.
(81 Human spermatogenesis continues through adult life and sperm cells originate from self-renewing stem cells via spermatogonia. The
number of germ cell divisions is therefore very age dependent. Modified from Vogel and Motulsky 119961 Human Genetics. Problems and
Approaches, 3rd Edn,with permission from Springer Verlag. © 1996, Springer-Verlag.
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Table 11.4: Ancestral repeats have diverged more rapidly in the mouse lineage than in the human lineage

Mouse Human

Subfamily Class of Divergence Substitution Divergence Substitution Adjusted
substitution rate rate rate rate ratio

LlMA6 L1NE1 0.28 0.35 0.16 0.184 1.98

LlMA7 L1NEI 0.28 0.35 0.16 0.181 1.96

LlMA8 L1NEI 0.27 0.34 0.15 0.172 1.96

LlMA9 L1NEI 0.28 0.35 0.18 0.201 1.86

MlT1A MalR 0.31 0.39 0.21 0.242 1.73

MlT1AO MalR 0.30 0.38 0.19 0.219 1.80

MlT1Al MalR 0.29 0.37 0.19 0.214 1.78

MER20 DNA 0.29 0.37 0.19 0.222 1.76

MER33 DNA 0.27 0.33 0.18 0.211 1.63

ligger6a DNA 0.29 0.37 0.18 0.211 1.85

Abstracted lrom the Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium 12002)Nature 420,520-562. Data are shown lor a representative 10 out 01 18
subfamilies of ancestral repeats from Table 6 of the Nature paper.

the hUlllan subfamilies show about I h% divergence from J

consensus sequence (or about 0.17 substitutions per site)
whercJs repeats in c;lch oCthe mouse subf.1milies have diverged
by at least 26-27% (:lbout 0.34 substitutions per sirc).As"iuming
that human-mouse divergellce took place about 75 Myr
(million years) ago the :l\:cragc substitution rates would have
bCL'1l 2.2 x 10-'-) in the human lineage and ·L5 x 10-') in the
lllOllse lineage. These figure" :m: the {lJJcmgc rates e\'er since

hUI1lJIl-1ll01lSe divergence ~lIld the current substitution r:ltL'
per Yl':lr ill the mouse genome is thought to be much higher
(see MOllse Gellome Sequt:ncing Consortium, 2002). The
same comp:uisolls also allowed :111C"itilll3re of the ratt' of
OCCUITCllCL'of small « so bp) inscrtions ~lI1d deletiolls. Uoth
species shoWL'd a net loss of Iluck'otides (the r~ltios of deleted
ba"e~ : inserted bases Wl'Te ill thL' 2 : I to 3 : 1 range). but (ill'
ovnaliloss was at kas( nvicL' ,IS high ill mouse.

Table 11.5: A bias towards paternally inherited mutations causing human disease

Disease Gene Number of paternal Number of maternal Ratio of paternal!
mutations mutations maternal mutations (<xl

X-linked dominant

Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease PLP 4 1 4

Ren syndrome MECP2 27 2 13.5

Autosomal dominant

Achondroplasia FGFR3 40 0 lnf.

Apert syndrome FGFR2 57 0 lnt.

Crouzon and Pfeiffer syndromes FGFR2 22 0 lnl.

Denys-Drash syndrome WTl 2 0 Int.

Hirschsprung disease RET 0 3 0

Multiple endocrine neoplasia 2A RET 10 0 Int.

Multiple endocrine neoplasia 28 RET 25 0 lnl.

Neurofibromatosis type 2 NF2 13 10 1.3

Van Hippel-Lindau disease VHL 4 3 1.3

Total 204 19 10

Data abstracted from Liet al.12002) Curr. Opin. Genet. Dev. t2, 650-656 with permission lrom Elsevier.



GENETIC MECHANISMS WHICH RESULT IN SEQUENCE EXCHANGES BETWEEN REPEATS11.3

11.3 Genetic mechanisms which result in
sequence exchanges between repeats

In addition to very frequl:llt simple mutations, there arc St'veral
Illutation classes which involve _"cqI/CI1CC cxchtlll,l!(' bctwL'L'1l

Jllelic or nonallelic sequL'llces. often involving repeJted
sequences. For example. (:lndL'lllIy repetitive DNA is prollL' to
dcktion/inserrion polymorphism whereby differellt alleles
vary in the number of intcgral copies of rhe tandelll repeaL
Such "ariable ",,,uber laudelll repeat (VNTR) polYlllorpl.islIIs
call occur in the cast" of n:pL';JtL'd units that :Ire vcry short
(micros3rellires); intl.:rlllL'diatL' (Illinisatellitt.'s) or large.
Different genetic lllt'challi'iIlIS can accollnt for VNTR poly-
morphism depcnding 011 rhe '1izt' ofehe repeating unit (see the
following two seC{ioll~). In addition, interspersed repeats call
also predispose to dt'1etions/duplications by a \·arit.,ty of
different genetic mechanisms. These are discussed particularly
in the context of disease mutations and are therefore presented
in Section 11.4.

11.3.1 Replication slippage can cause VNTR
polymorphism at short tandem repeats
(microsatellitesl

Germline mutation rates at microsateUite loci vary but In:
oftcn in the range of 10-3 to 10-4 per locus per generation (see
Ellegren, 2000). Novel length alleles at (CA)/(TG) micro-
satellites and at tctranucleotide marker loci are known to be
formed without exchange of flanking markers. This means
that they are not generated by unequal crossover (see below),
Instead, as new lll11tant alleles have been observed to differ by
a single repeat unit from the originating parental allele, the
most likely mechanism to explain length variation is a form of
exchange of sequence information which commences by
slipped strand mispairi"g. This occurs when the normal
pairing between the two complementary strands of a double
helix is altered by staggering of the repeats on the two strands.
leading to incorrect pairing of repeats. Although slipped strand
mispairing can be envisaged to occur in nonreplicating DNA,
replicating DNA may offer 1110reopportunity for slippage and
hence the mechanism is often also called replication
slippage or polymerase slippage (see Figllrl' 11.5). In
addition to mispairing between tandem repeats, slippagt.' repli-
cation has been envisaged to generate large deletions and
duplications by mispairing between 1I0IlCOIIU:<:/lOIiS repeafS 3nd
has been suggested to be a major mechanism for DNA
sequence and genollle evolution (Levinson and Gutlnan,
1987: see also Dover, I995).The pathogenic potential of short
tandem repeats is considerable (Sections 11.5.1, 11.5.2).

11.3.2 Large units of tandemly repeated DNA are prone
to insertion/deletion as a result of unequal
crossover or unequal sister chromatid
exchanges

Homologous recolnbination describes rt'colllbin:ltioll
(crosso,'er) occlirring at meiosis or, rarely, mitosis bt,twccn
identical or very similar DNA sequences, and usually involves
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breakagt' of nonsister chromatids of a pair of homoJogs alld
rejoining of the fragments to gelleratc new recombinant
str~l11ds.Sister chromatid exchange i'\ .Ill analogous type of
sequenct' exchangc involving brcakage of individual sister
chronlJtids and rl~oining fragments that initially were 011
difTerent chrolllatids of the same chromosoille. Uoth homol-
ogou'\ recombination and sister chromatid exchange norn1Jlly
involve eql/al exchanges - cleavage and rejoining of the chro-
matids occurs at the same position 011 each chromatid. As a
result, the excl1Jnges occur betwccn allelic sequences and at
corn:sponding positions within alkks, In the case of intra-
genic equ;:d crossover between two allt'les, a new allele can
result which is a fusion gene (or hybrid gene), comprising a
terminal fragment from 011eallele and the remaining sequence
of the second allele (F(~lIre 11.6). However. equal sister chro-
matid exchanges cannot normally produce genetic variation
because sister chromatids have identical DNA sequences,

Unequal crossover (UEC) is a form of "ollalle/ic /iolllol-
ogol/s flYOlllhil/(u;oll in which tht' crossover takes place between
nonallelic sequcnces on IIOIIS;S!£'/' (hrtllllarids of a pair of
hOlllologs (P(~llrc ll.7). Often the sequences at which
crossover takc'\ place show very considerable sequence
homology which presumably stabilizes mispairing of the
chromosomes, The analogous exchange between sister dlro-
lIIt1tids is called unequal sister chromatid exchange
(UESCE: see ['(Qllre 11.7).

Both UEC and UESCE occur predominantly in regions of
the genome where there arc tandem repcats of a moderate to
large sized sequence with high homology between the repeats
(e.g. in rDNA clusters, complex satellite DNA etc.). In such
cases, the very high degree of sequence homology between
the different repeats can facilitatt' abnormal p3iring of non-
allelic rt'peats 011 nonsister chromatids or sister chromatids -
the chromatids mispair with one chromatid out of register
with the other by an integral number of repeat units, If chro-
mosome breakage and rejoining occurs while the chromatids
are mispaired in this way, there will be a reciprocal sequence
exchange causing insertion on ont' chromatid, and an equal
sized deletion on the other (which may be pathogenic). Such
exchanges Gill also lead to cOllcerted evolutioll by causing a
particular '\cquence variant to spread through an array of
tandem rt'peats, resulting in homogenization of the repeat
units (see F(Qllre 11.1f).

While UEC and UESCE are particularly common in
tande1l11y repeated DNA, they can :1Iso be initiated by
mispairing bctween repeats which arc separated by a consid-
erable :l1110unt of intervening sequence. For exam pIt',
Illispairing of nonallelic Alu repcats or other interspersed
repe:lt'\ can occasionJlly OCClirand (In calise the formation of
a tandclllly duplicated 10CLIsfrom all originally single-copy
locus (FiQllrl' 11.9).

11.3.3 Gene conversion events may be relatively
frequent in tandemly repetitive DNA

Gene conversion describes a lIol/rcciprocal tr:lllsfer of sequence
inform:ltioll between a pair of nOllallelic DNA sequcllccs
(i1l(er/(1(//s .~(,I1C ({)jJl'crsi(lll) or allelic scqucnccs (illfcrallclic .iff/IC
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Figure 11.5:Slipped strand mispairing during DNA replication can cause insertions or deletions.

Short tandem repeats are thought to be particularly prone to slipped strand mispairing 1= mispairing of the complementary DNA strands of
a single DNA double helix). The examples show how slipped strand mispairing can occur during replication, with the lower strand
representing a parental DNA strand and the upper strand representing the newly synthesized complementary strand. In such cases,
slippage involves a region of nonpairing (shown as a bubble Icontaining one or more repeats of the newly synthesized strand (backward
slippagel or of the parental strand (forward slippage). causing, respectively, an insertion or a deletion on the newly synthesized strand.
Note: it is conceivable that slipped strand mispairing can also cause insertions/deletions in nonreplicating DNA. In such cases, two regions
of nonpairing are required, one containing repeats from one DNA strand and the other containing repeats from the complementary strand
(see Levinson and Gutman, 1987).A mismatch repair enzyme might then introduce an insertion or deletion by 'correcting' the non-pairing.

(Oll/!n.-joll). One of tht: pair of interacting scqllcnc~<;, the:
donor, remains unchanged. The other DNA sequence:, rhe
acceptor, is changed by having some or all of its sequence
replaced by a sequence copied fr0111 the donor sequL'llcL'

(F(el/I'f '/'1.10). The sequence exclunge is therefore a direc-
tional Olle; the accepwr sequence is modified by the dOllor
sequence. but not the other way round.

One possible mechanism for gene conn:'rsion envisages
formation of a hercroduplcx between a DNA strand frolll the
donor gene and a complementary strand from till' Jcceptor
gene, Following hetL'roduplex (ormatioll. conversion of all
acceptor gene segment 111:1Yoccur by Inismatch repair -
DNA repair enzymes recognize' rhat the two srr:lI1ds of the
heterodllplex are not perfectly matched and 'colTect' tht'
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11.4 Pathogenic mutations

Deleterious mutations typically 3fTe'ctgelle expre",.•ioll. either
by :lltcring a coding sequence direcrly or by altnillg imragcllic

Figure 11.7:Unequal crossover and unequal sister chromatid
exchange cause insertions and deletions.

The examples illustrate unequal pairing of chromatids within a
tandemly repeated array. Unequal crossover involves unequal
pairing of nonsister chromatids followed by chromatid breakage
and rejoining. Unequal sister chromatid exchange involves
unequal pairing of sister chromatids followed by chromatid
breakage and rejoining. For the sake of simplicity, the
breakages of the chromatids are shown to occur between
repeats, but of course breaks can occur within repeats. Note:
both types of exchange are reciprocal- one of the participating
chromatids loses some DNA, while the other gains some.
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aliquot is calibrated to contain a few. perhaps 100. input
molecules Ueffreys et al., 1994).

The PCR products recovered from individual pools are
ryped to identify any new mutations that result in a novel
allele whose length is sufficiently different as to be distin-
guishable (,'om the progenitor allele. Analyses of the patterns
of gcrllllint' Illutation at three such loci have f:·tiled to identif)!
exchanges of flanking !lurkers and havt' showll that IllOSt
1l11ltatiollSoccurring at these loci arc polar. involving the pref-
erential gain of a few repeats at one end of a tandelll repeat
J1TJY. There is a bias towards gain of repeats ;l1ld evidence W:iS

obtained for nonreciprocal seqlll.:nce exchange between
alleles. suggesting interallelic gene cOllversion OdTrcy" ('f al ..
1994). Evidence for interlocus gent' conversion IUI\ also been
obtained in human genes. notably the steroid 2 I-hydroxylase
gene (see Section 11.5.3).

FU~

Figure 11.6:Homologous equal crossover can result in fusion
genes.

The example shows how intragenic equal crossover occurring
between alleles on nonsister chromatids can generate novel
fusion genes composed of adjacent segments from the two
alleles. Note that similar exchanges between genes on sister
chromatids do not result in genetic novelty because the gene
sequences on the interacting sister chromatids would be
expected to be identical.

DNA sequence of the acceptor strand to make it perfectly
complementary in the converted region to the sequence of
the donor gene strand (see Figure 11.10).

Gene conversion has been well-described in fungi where
;:111fOllr products of meiosis can be recovered and studied
(tetrad analysili). In humans and mammals it is not possible (0
do rhili, Gene cOllvt:.'fllion cannOt be demonstrated unambigu-
ollsly in higher org:lI1isms because it can never be distin-
guished frolll doubiL' crossover events. for example (although
double crOIiSQVL'rs occurring in very close proximity would
normally be expected [0 be extremely unlikely). Neverthelcs'\.
there are nUlllerous inst~l.J1cesin mammalian genomes where
an allele ~1tolle locus shows J pattern of mutations which
strongly resembles those found in alleles at another locus of
the same species, suggesting gene conversion-like excl1:ll1ges
between loci.

Although ,il11pk comparisons of two sequences llUY be
suggestive. the evidence for gene conversion is Illost
compelling whell a new mutant allele can be compared
direcrly with its progenitor sequence. Certain highly mutablt·
loci lend thelllselves to this type of analysis. In particular. SOllle
hypervariable Illinisatdlite loci have high germline mutatioll
rates (of tell I% or morL' pCI' gamete) and individual n':peJts
of tell ,how nucleotide differences so that repeat subclasses can
be recognized. C •..'rmline mutations can be studil·d bv
detecting and characterizing mutant minis:nellite alleles i;l
indiyidual gamete.;;, To do this. PCR analYsis has been
cOl1ductl'd 011 multiple dilute aliquots of DNA isolated froll}
the <;pl'l"1llof.m individual (small pool peR). where each
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Figure 11.9:Tandem gene duplication can result from unequal
crossover or unequal sister chromatid exchange, facilitated
by short interspersed repeats.

The double arrow at the bottom indicates the extent of the
tandem gene duplication of a segment containing gene A and
flanking sequences. Original mispairing of chromatids could be
facilitated by a high degree of sequence homology between
nonallelic short repeats (R1, Rll. Note that the same mechanism
can result in large scale deletions (see Figure /6.31.
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Figure 11.8: Unequal crossover in a tandem repeat array can
result in sequence homogenization.

Note that the initial spread of the novel sequence variant to the
same position in the chromosomes of other members of a
sexual population can result by random genetic drift Isee Box
11.21. Once the mutation has achieved a reasonable population
frequency lIeft panel) it can spread to other positions within the
array Iright panel). This can occur by successive gain of mutant
repeats as a result of unequal crossover lor unequal sister
chromatid exchangesl and occasional loss of normal repeats.
Eventually the mutant repeat can replace the original repeat
sequence at all positions within the array, leading to sequence
homogenization for the mutant repeat. Such sequence
homogenization is thought to result in species-specific
concerted evolution for repetitive DNA sequences. UEC,
unequal crossove~

or extragcnic SCl)lICllCL'S which are important for gene
expression (set' T(1hle /6. I (or different ways in which gcne
l'xpn:ssion can be altered by mutation). ThL' great majority of
recorded pathogcnic JIlutations have been idl'lltifil'd in coding
sequence (mostly non"ynonYIllOllS substitutions. nonsense
lllutJtions :lI1d fralllt ..·<.;hiftinginsntions/delt'tiolls). UeCllISl' of
it .•• rebtively high IlIlHability, the CpG dinucleotide is oftcn
loc:ltcd :It hotspots t<)[ pathogcnic IlllH3tion in coding DNA
('\IT Cooper ('( al., 2t)l)()). Other hotspots include t:IJldelll
n:pe:lt<; within coding DNA (see below). Of the Ilollcoding
imragenic mutations, splicl' site mutations :llld Illut:ltions in
conscrvt'd e1eIllcIlts of the untral1sbtcd sequellccs are
importJnt. Extr:lgcllic Iloncoding sequencc mutations include
lllut;ltions in the prolilotcr and other control elemcnts.

The mutation rate for I/I'//{((/I 1IIIIIilriollS (those which :lrl'
nt'ither dctrirnental nor advJlltageous for the organism
carrying them) is easy to estimatt: by first deriving the rate of
change of some presllmed !lcutral <;equence (Section 1'1.2.5).
The deleterious mutation rate. by contrast, has been
more difficult to measure alld !l0 convincing estimate
existed for any vertebrate ulltil a "tudy reported by Eyre-
Walker and Keightley (1999). They inwstigated amino acid
changes in 46 proteins occurring in the 11l1lnanancestrallinc
after its divergence from the chimpanzce. If all nOllsYIl-
onYlllolis substitutions were ncutral. 231 nL'W substitutions
would have been expected in their samplc of 46 genes (givcll
an avcrage neutral mutation rate of 0.0056 nonsynonymou<;
substitutions per nllcleotidt' and a total of 41 471
nuckotides investigated). InsteJd. only 143 llolls)'non)'mou'\
substitutions were observed: thl.' rl.'maillillg 88 such substitu-
tions that would haye been cxpl.'ctl'<.l Wl.'re inferred to have
bet'n removed by natural <;election because they had been
dektt.'rious.

Eyre- Walkn and Keightky (1999) estimated a deleterious
rate of 1.6 Illutations pCI' persoll pCI' generation Oil the
assumptioll of60 000 human gelles. Recalculating on the basis
of the morc n:.'cent estimatt.' of 30 OO() gelles with In JVcr:lgl'
coding st:'quellce of 1.6 kb give" .1 lklcterious ratt:' of :lbout
0.84 out of2.2 coding DNA lllutatiom per person pCI'gener-
ation. Coding DNA accounts for Ie,:,,>thall 1.5% of the human
genollle and on the basis of all c'\tilll:lted :lVefJge mutation r.ne
of about 2.5 x 1a-x mutatiolls per lIucleotide sitt', the to[;\1
numbn of mutations occurring in our diploid gL'1l0Illl' has
been calculated to be about 175 per gelleration (N:lChlll:11l
and Crowl'll. 2000).
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Figure IUD: Gene conversion involves nonreciprocal sequence exchanges.

(AI Interal/etic gene conversion. Note the nonreciprocal nature of the sequence exchange - the donor sequence is not altered but the
acceptor sequence is altered by incorporating sequence copied from the donor sequence. (B) Interlocus gene conversion. This is
facilitated by a high degree of sequence homology between nonallelic sequences. as in the case of tandem repeats. Ie) Mismatch repair of
a heteroduplex. This is one of several possible models to explain gene conversion. The model envisages invasion by one strand of the
donor sequence to form a heteroduplex with the complementary strand of the acceptor sequence, thereby displacing the other strand of
the acceptor. Mismatch repair enzymes recognize the mispaired bases in the heteroduplex and 'correct' the mismatches so that the
acceptor sequence is 'converted' to be perfectly complementary in sequence to the donor strand. Subsequent replication of the acceptor
strand and sealing of nicks completes the conversion.

11.4.2 The mitochondrial genome is a hotspot for
pathogenic mutations

I3l:GlllSeof the vcry large <;izl..' of the humJn Iluclear gCIlOIlll'.
Illost mutJtions occur in nuclear DNA sequl'IlCL'S. 13y
comparison. the mitochondrial genome is a slluB target for
lIlutatioll (about 1/200 000 of the size of the Iluclear
genolllc). Unlike !lllcleJr genes, mitochondrial g•...nL's are
pn.'sclH ill thousands of copil's in each human <,;oIll:ltic cell.
Some cells. sllch as brain and muscle cells, l13vl' parricubrly
high oxidative phosphorylation requirements Jnd so Illore
mitochondria. The oocyte is exceptional. having about
100000 IlltDNA molecules, many Illore thall in somatic cells.

In normal individuals, - yS).S)%, of the llltDNA mo\ccuks
Jl'l.' identical (hOlTIOplasmy). However, if a new lllutJtion
arises and spreads in the IlltDNA popubtion. there will be two
significantly frequent I11tDNA genotypes (heteroplasmy).
Given that a lllutJtion in mitochondriJI DNA must arise on a
single mtDNA molecule, one might illtuitively expect that
thL' chancL's of a single llltDNA Illutation becoming fixed
would be very ]0\\· and the Illutatioll LHe correspondingly
low. 011 these grounds, one could anticipate that the
proportion of clinical diseasc due to pJthogcnic Illutation in
the mitochondrial genome should lx' extremely low. Instead,
the frequcncy of'mitochondri:ll disorders' is rather high
(Section I (l,(l.(l) and the mitochondrial genome can be
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cOllsidc.:red to be a Illutation hor'ipor. This is also tfue for
:Inilllaimitochondrial DNA in general where Illutations have
beell n:ported to be fixed at a rJtt' about I () til11l's greater than
in cquiv:lll'llt sequences in the Iluclear gcnome (Brown i'{ al.,
197<)).

There ;In.' sL'vcral explanations for the high pathogenic
impJcr and Illutability of IlltIJNA. Ninety-three percent of
the I1ltIJNA is coding DNA (but only 1.6% of nuclear DNA).
Rl'JcrivL' oxygen intermediates produced by the respiratory
chain ;lrl' thought [0 GIUSL'substantial oxidative damage to
I1ltDNA (which. unlike nuclear DNA. is not protected by
hiswllcs).The I1ltONA also has ro ullckrgo many more rounds
of replication than chrolllosol1lall)NA. Mitochondria lack an
adequate DNA-repair mechanism and although several well
characttTized Il1tDNA rt'pair systems arc now known, some
frcqucnt l1lutations cannot be repaired, including thyn1idine
dimers (Section 11.6).

Thc question of how nHDNA mutations become Jixed has
required the explanation of a developmental mtDNA
bottleneck. During oogenesis there is considerable fluctu-
ation in both the number of germ et.:.'l1s~lJld the number of
mitochondria per cell. Thus in the 3-Wt't'k female fetus there
:Ire of the ordcr of 50 primordial germ cells. each with about
10 mitochondria per cell but rapid expansion in cell number
subsequently occurs so that by the ninth week the fetus will
11JVC ovcr 113lfa million oogonia each with 200 mirochondriJ.
The botdcneck is thought to occur at a very early stage
betwt'en the primordial germ cdl stage and the oogonia stage
when a very snull number ofprilllordial germ cells migrate to
the gonad, and mutant IlltDNA molecules may become fixed
by random drift and possibly by selection (see e.g.Jenuth et al.,
1<)<)6; Chinnery et a/., 2000).

11.4.3 Most splicing mutations alter a conserved
sequence needed for normal splicing, but some
occur in sequences not normally required for
splicing

Many genes naturally undcrgo altcrn:1tivc forllls of RNA
splicing. In addition, mutations can somctimes produce an
aberr:lIlt form of RNA splicing which is pathogenic.
Sometimcs this results in the seqUt'nCt'S of whole exons being
excludt.'d from the mature RNA (('XOII skippillg; see below) or
rett'lltion of whole introlls. On othl'f occasions, the abnormal
splicing pattern lTIay exclude p;lrt of a normal exon or result
in new exonic sequenccs. Point Illutations which alter a
conserved sequence that is nOflllJlly required for RNA
splicing :Ire comparatively COllllllOll. Occasionally, however.
aberrant splicing of a gcnc call be Induced by Illutation of
other sequcnce elements which resemble :;plicc dot/or (= 5'
~plice site) or ,ip/iCf acceptor (= 3' splice site) sequences but
which arc not normally involved in splicing.

Mutations altering sequences that are important for
splicing
Conservcd sequenccs importallt for splicing include: the
es<.;cntially invariant GTand AC dil1ucleotides. located respec-
tively at the start (S') and end (3') of an intron; the immedi-

ately acljacellt inrronic and exonic scqucnces ,It the splicf dO/lOr

,1Ild sp/ic(' (1((('I)(or sequences. including the polypyril/lidil/c tract
which prccedes the end of an inn'on: and the splice bra//cl1 sire
(J:(l!lfn' 1./)). In addition, splicing is knowlI to be regulated
through SIJ/ic(' (,/ll1m/cer stqIlC/1(CS (positive regulation) and :;plirc
sill'l/(('f s('ql/CI/CCS (negative regubtioll) which occur within
both exoJls and introns.

Exonic splice enhancer (ESE) sequenccs arc discrete but
dcgellL'rate sequences of about h-R 1ll1(:kotidc<.; long which
arc known to bind splice regulatory protcin" (13lencowe. 20(J(J:
Scction IO.3.2).They are present in most ifnot JlI cxons (both
constitutivc and alternatively spliced) and a set of 10 ESE
motif,;; have reccntly been predicted for human exons, some
important for regulating splice dOllor or splice :lcceptor
recognition (Fairbrother f{ a/., 21l1(2). Exonic splice silencer
(ESS) sequences and other splice silencers arc Illuch less well
understood (Fairbrother and Chasin, 21l1l1l).

Mutations which alter sequences important for splicing
Illay have diiTerent consequences. as follows:

~ ;ntro" retention - due to complete tjilurc in splicing. This is
Illore likely when an inn'on is slllall :lI1d the neighboring
sequcnce lacks alternative legitimatt.' splicc sites or cryptic
splice sites (sequences which reselllblt.' the consensus splice
site ~equences but which are not normally used by the
splicing apparatus; see Fig"re II. 11...J). Splicing is required
for cfficient export of mRNA from illtron-containing
genes (Luo and Reed. 109tJ) alld so rdcIltion of intronic
sequence in mRNA usually me:1JlS that the mRNA is
retained in the nucleus to avoid con(;lct with the trans-
btioll machinery (iftransbted, thLTe would be a possibility
of inappropriate amino acids or J fr;l111L'"hift ill the transla-
tional reading frame);

~ ('XOIf skippillg - the splicing apparatu<.; uses an altemarilJc
kgitim3tc splice site. Mutation of ,1 splice donor sequencc
often results in skipping of the up<.;tream exon: mutation of
the splice acCt.'ptor often rcsults in skipping of tht' down-
stream exon (F(I!l/re 11.11/1). Note, however. tha[ other
outcomes are possible, too, including U~L' of alternative
t'xonic or intronic cryptic splicc sitcs (see below). and so
tht' outcome is not always e;l'\ily predictabk - e.g. see
Tabhara ct af. (2002). Whcn an C'OIl is skipped, various
outcomes are possible. If thc number of Iluclcotides in the
L'XOIl is not divisible by thrce. a fr:lJl1e'\hift will introduce a
prelllature termination codon. often resulting in ;1I1
unstable RNA trallScript aud no polypeptide. If exon
skipping does not cause a framcshifr. the absence of the
normally encoded amino ~lcids will often result in ,1
nonfunctional or abnormal polypL'ptidc depending on the
importance of these amino acids to protein function
,lnd/ or <.;tructun:.

Mutations of sequences not normally important for RNA
splicing

Cryptic (or /alf/Il) splice sites coincident,llly ITst'lllble the
scqucnces of Juthentic splice sites but art.' not normally used in
splicing, unless: (i) a mutation dircctly altl'rs the sequcnce so
dut the splicing 3pp3ratlls now recognizes it <lSa normal splice
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Iintron retention 1

1 + intron 1 + 2

~ --- ---
Isol IXI Isol

--- --- ~---
Isol §J IXI ISAI 3

--- --- -""~""A=;---3--

--------- ---
rsD1~----~§J_A__3__2

---- --- ---~~----~-§J

1 Normal splicing 1

1 Exon skipping 1 ------------c
=========I:s:o=i-- - --- - - -- IXJ:~:========:~

(B)

1 Activation of cryptic splice site 1

Activation of cryptic splice acceptor in intron 1

------ ------

rsD1~------~_A __3__

Extended exon 2
Activation of cryptic splice donor in exon 2

Figure 11.11: Splicing mutations arise by alteration of conserved splice signals or by activation of cryptic splice sites.

(A) Alteration of conserved splice signals. Mutation at splice donor or splice acceptor sequences Isee Figure 1.15 for consensus
sequences) can result in: (al intron retention where there is failure of splicing and an intervening intron sequence is not excised; (b) exon
skipping where the spliceosome brings together the splice donor and splice acceptor sites of non-neighboring exons. Note: a splice site
mutation may occasionally cause indirect activation of an alternative cryptic splice site (not normally used in splicing). in preference to
using another legitimate splice site - see e.g. Takahara et al., 2002). (B) Direct activation of cryptic splice sites. A mutation can directly
activate a cryptic splice site by changing its sequence so that it becomes more like the consensus splice donor or acceptor sequence. The
altered cryptic splice site can now be recognized and used by the spliceosome. See Figures 11.12and 1'.13for examples of activation of an
exonic and an intronic cryptic splice site, respectively.
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site (aireo (1ailJatiol/); (ii) J Illut:uion occurs in all JUdlt'lltlC

splice site, causing a splice dOllor or splice acceptor to be
faulty. in which case rhl' splicing apparJtl\s scans for other
possible :llrernarivl:s and selects ;1cryptic splice site (illdirar (1rfi-

/)(/ti{)J/; see the section 011 ('.\"011 skippillg il11ll1cdi:ucly above).
13L'ClUSt'individual splice dOllor and splice acceptor sequl'llces
often show some v3ri3rioll frolll the consensus sequences
,110\\'11 in P({?lIre 1. 15, cryptic splice sites occur frequently
within genes. If the altered IllRNA is translated. the use of:111
iIlII'tJII;C cryptic splice site will ilHroducl' ne\\' amino acids;
U"illg JIl (',\"ollie cryptic splirl..' site will result in a deletion of
coding DNA (F(gllrc J I. J J B).

Set.' Fi:~lfrcs 11.12 Jlld , I. I J respectively for worked
L'x~llIplt's of activation of J cryptic splice donor within an
l'XOII, and a cryptic splice :lecepror within an il1troll. The
(or mer is a cautionary rel1lilldn that apparently silent muta-
tiOlls may yet be pathogenic. Note that in some cases muta-
tions which occur within exolls bur nor at cryptic splice sitl'S
cm also induce skipping afrhae exon (see next section).

11.4.4 Mutations that introduce a premature
termination codon often result in unstable mRNA
but other outcomes are possible

Several different classes oflllutJtion CJI1 introduce a prt'IlI~HlIrL'
rerminJtioll codon (rhaill·(Cnllil/ariIIS lI/llt(/(iol1s). Nonsense
l1111tJrions produce a premature termination codon simply by
substituting a norn1J1 codon with a stop codon. Framt'shifrillg
insertions and dcktiolls usually also introduce a premature
terminJtion codon not too f:u downstream of the mutJtion
site. This IlJppens because thL'l"\: i" 110 selection pressure to
avoid stop codons in the other translational reading frame,; and
so. given established nucleotide fj-t:quencies, at least one stop

codon is usually encoulltt'red within a stretch of 100
nucleotides dowllstrcaln of the mutation site. A variety of
splice site lTIutJtions too ClIl introduce a premature termi-
1lation codon, for example by skipping of a single exon
c01ltaining a number of nllckotides that cannot be divided by
three. There are se\'cral possible consequences for gene
expression for cllJin-termiI1:lting mutations:

~ utlstable mRNA. This i" by f:lr the most frequent consL'-
quence. An mRNA c.lrrying a premature termination
codon at leJst 50 nucleotidt'" upstream of the bst splice
junction is usually rapidly degraded ;11 1);110 by a form of
R.\TA sl/rveil/allce known JS nonsense-mediated InRNA
.decay (NMD) - see Lykke-Andcrsell 1'1 "I. (2001);
Maquat (2002).This can avoid the potentially lethal conse-
quences of producing a trullcated polypeptide which could
interfere with vitJI cdl functions:

~ trll/lcated polypeptide. NMD ensures that truncated
polypeptides are a rart' outcome ill "illt). but it is dependent
on splicing. Accordingly. nonsense mutations ill onl' of the
5% or so of human gl'IlL'S which lack introns (Jilh/l' 9.Jl (;m

result in trunc:lted polypcptides. The effect of trunclted
polypeptides Imy be difficult to predict and \\"ill depend
among other things on the t:xtellt of the truIlcltioll. the
stability of the polypeptide product and its ability to
interfere with expression of 1l0rIlu] alleles;

~ exotl skippi"g. For a sllull subset of nonsense Illutations
potentially harlllful effects on gene exprt"s,ioll Illa)' be
mitigated by a process tt'rmed nonsense-,!!ssociated
altered ~plicing (NAS) - see Wang el ,,/. (20()2). Here' the
normal splicing pattern is altered. e.g. by CXOIl ,;kipping. so
that the stop codon is bypassed and a stable IIlRNA is
produced bcking tht: 1l1utation. The existcnn: of NAS has

Exon 16 /", Exon 17, ,r\\ Glu GIV Lvs GIV Lvs Thr Ser Pro Asp Lvs Gin Lvs Gin Ser Pro Gin /I~tron 16" Pro Gin Pro Glv Ser Ser Asp h
~ .. G~<;'~<£j~ ~GC AAAACAAGC CCT GATAAG CAAAAG CAG TCC CCA CAG !l!---~ CCA CAG CCT GGC AGC TCT GAT ..... \ j-J

, \lilli/
'! ~~IAG~TAAAGI::-New splice donor siteI"i'n\\\'

Exon 16:.ij. Intron 16 Exon 17I _

... GAG Gr~~aag ---------------------------,~~I CC ACA GCC TGG CAG CTC TGA .... ~:
Glu A: la Thr Ala Trp Gin Leu STOP

Figure 11.12: When a silent mutation is nol silent

This example shows a mutation that was identified in a LGMD2A limb girdle muscular dystrophy patient The mutation was found in the
calpain 3 gene, a known locus for this form of muscular dystrophy, but occurred at the third base position of a codon and appeared to be a
silent mutation. It would lead to replacement of one glycine codon (GGC) by another glycine codon (GGTI. However, the mutation is believed
nevertheless to be pathogenic. The substitution results in activation of a cryptic splice donor sequence IAGGGJ;AAAAGI within exon 16
resulting in aberrant splicing with the loss of coding sequence from exon 16 and the introduction of a frameshift. See Richard and
Beckmann 119951. Note: another possibility for pathogenic synonymous mutations are ones which cause their effect by mutating an exonic
splice enhancer sequence (Section 11.4.3).
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Exon 1 ~
----1 II gt +-- CCCTTCCCAQ.G

Cryptic
splice site

gt
Exon 3
II I-

.......\ \ \ I I 1/~ ~
----1 II gt ~CCCTTCCCAGG -----~-- / -

I I I I \ \ \ \ .

Cryptic splice
site activated

ag

Figure 11.13:Mutations can cause abnormal RNA splicing by activation 01cryptic splice sites.

Activation of a cryptic splice acceptor sequence located within an intron (compare Figure 1'.12which illustrates activation of a cryptic
splice donor site within an exon). A mutation can result in the alteration of a sequence which is not important for RNA splicing so as to
create a new, alternative splice site. In the example illustrated, the mutation is envisaged to change a single nucleotide in intron 1.The
nucleotide happens to occur within a cryptic splice site sequence that is closely related to the splice acceptor consensus sequence (see
Figure 1.15), but does not have the conserved AG dinucleotide. The mutation overcomes this difference, activating the cryptic splice site so
that it competes with the natural splice acceptor site. If it is used by the splicing apparatus, a novel exon, exon 2A. results, which contains
additional sequence which mayor may not result in a frameshilt.

been interpreted by some to mean that there must be some
nuclear translation ml'chanism which allows cadons to be
read before the mRNA is exported to the cytoplasm.
Ho\vever, an alternative explanation for Illost if not all.
cases of NAS is that the nonsense mutation alters all exo"ic
splice ellllallcer (see Section 11.4.3; and Maquat. 2002 for
alrl'Tnarive vit'WS on how NAS is activated).

11.5 The pathogenic potential of repeated
sequences

The human gt'nol11l' has a very high proportion of rept,titivl'
DNA sequences (Sections 9.5 and 9.6). which ore prone to
copy number variation and sequence exchallgl'~ ('fable / /.6).
A reducrion in repear number can ofren resulr in a parhogenic
delerion, bur expansion by sequence duplicarion can bt'
p;lrhogenic too (sce MazzJn:lla and Schlessillger. 100B).
Certain chromosomal regions, notably rhe subtdOilieric and
pericentronleric regions, harbor large tracts of duplicated I)NA
and instability of such n.:gions can predispose ro disease - SIX

Eichler. 1(98). Illterspersed rept'ats can also caus\,.' pathogenic
Illutations by a variety of different mechanisllls ('[i/blt- 11.6).

11.5.1 Slipped strand mispairing 01 short tandem
repeats predisposes to palhogenic delelions and
frameshifting insertions

Insertions and deletions ill coding DNA are rart' because rhey
usually illtroducc a tr;ll1sbtional fj"ameshift. HowevtT, occa-

sionally, a series of tandem repears of a small number of
l1ucleotidcs occurs by chance in the coding sequence for a
polypeptide. Such repeats. like microsatellite loci, are compar-
atively prone ro mutation by slipped strand mispairing. A" a
result, the copy number oftandt'l11 n:peats is liable to fluctuate.
introducing a deletion or an insl..'rtion of one or more repeat
units. If the mutation occurs in polypeptidt:-encoding DNA,a
resulting deletion will often havt: a profound effect on gL'I1L'
t:xpression. Frameshifting delt:tions will normally result in
abolition of gene expression and call bL' common.

Even if the deletion docs not produce a frameshift, dele-
tions of one or more amino acids can still be pathogenic
(Fi,~If"c Il./~). Small frameshifting insertions will also be
expectcd to Icad to loss of gene expression and often the
insertion is a randem repeat of sequcnces flanking it. However,
nonfr;lI11cshiftillg insertions would of tell nOt be expected to
be pathogcnic, unless the inscrtion occurs in a critically
important region, destabilizing: ;In esst:ntial structure or
impeding gene function ill some W:lY.

11.5.2 Unstable expansion of short tandem repeats can
cause a variety of diseases but the mutational
mechanism is not well understood

Certain shorr t;lIldem repeats within or in the ill1l11cdiatL'
vicinity of:1 gene: can expand to considerable lengths ;md
Jffccr gClle expression, causing disease. On occlsiollS a
lllode<.;t1y l'xp;lIlded repeat which causes disease IllJY be
perfectly stable ;llld be propagated without change in <.;ize
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Table 11.6: Repeated DNA sequences often contribute to pathogenesis

Type of repeated DNA

Tandem repeats

Very short repeats within genes

Moderate sized intragenic repeats

Type of mutation

Deletion

Frameshifting insertion

Triplet repeat expansion

Intra genic deletion

Partial ortotal gene deletion
UEC/UESCE' (Figure 11.71

Mechanism and examples

Slipped strand mispairing Isee Figure 11.5).Examples in
Figure 11.14

Slipped strand mispairing

Initially by slipped strand mispairing?; subsequent
large-scale expansion by unknown mechanism

UEC/UESCE'lsee Figure 11.7)

Examples in Figure 11.16

Large tandem repeats containing whole genes Alteration of gene sequence
Gene conversion IFigure 11.1111

Interspersed repeats

Short direct repeats Deletion

Interspersed repeat elements (e.g. Alu repeats) Deletion/duplication

Inverted repeats Inversion

Low copy number long repeats Large scale deletion/duplication

Examples in Figures 11.16 and 11.17

Slipped strand mispairing or intra chromatid
recombination?

UEC/UESCE' (see Section 11.5.41

Intra chromatid exchange. e.g. Factor VIII
(see Figure 11.20)

UEC/UESCE' Isee Table l1.7and Figure 11.191

Active transposable elements Intra genic insertion by retrotransposons Retrotransposition. For examples. see Section 11.5.6

, UEC-unequal crossover; UESCE-unequal sister chromatid exchange

through several gener:Hiolls. In other cases, howt.'vcr, the
expanded repeat is 1I1lSft1bll'. The discovery that human disease
call be caused by large-scale expansion of highly ullstable
trinucleotide repeats was quite unexpected (stuc!ie,; in other
organisms had not rt'vealed precedents for slich a
phenomenon), but the list of human examples is now cOl1sid-
nJble (see Table 16.6).

Although 64 possible trinucleotide sequences Jre possible,
when allowance IS made for cyclic perlllur:1tiolls
(CAG)" = (AGC)" = (GCA)" Jnd reading from either strJnd
[S'(CAG)" 011 one <trJnd = S'(CTG)" on the otherJ. there ore
only 10 different trinucleotide repeats at the level of gCllomic
DNA (Fi,<illre / I. /5). III Jdditioll to ullstabk, Ir/pler r"l'"al
l'xp:msion, the majority of disease alleles at the cysr;1rin B gellt..'

which calise progressive myoclonus epilepsy involve expan-
sions of J 12-llucleotide repcJt (C)4G(C)4GCG (Lalioti '" a/.,

J ()<)7).As detailed ill -'(II,'c /6.6. genes cOJltaining llllstabk
expanding shorr tandcm rcpeJts fall into twO major classes
according to the sizL' of the expansion and its location as
rollows:

~ modest (CAG)" expansions resulting itJ polygl"tam;ue
traCls. The CAG codon specifies glutJmJte. The stable.
nonpathogenic range is 10-30 n:pears: t1ll'\rabk pathogenic
alleles often hJve ill the rJllge of 40-200 repeJts. The
expanded polyglu[;lI11illL' tract causes the protein [0

Jggregate within certJin cells Jnd kill them:

•. I'er)' large IIoncoding repeat expansions. Various type.:; of
repeJt (e.g. CGG. CCG, CTG. GAA) found in Iloncodillg
sequellce (the promoter, or the un translated regions or
intronic sequences) undergo \'ery large expansions, Thl'
expansions inhibit cxpression of closely neighboring:
genes, causing loss of function. Stable, nonpathogcnic
Jlleles typicJlly hJve 5-50 repc:!ts: 1I1lstJble pJthogellic
alleles l1;]ve several hundred.;; or thous:lI1ds of copies (st'c
7;,blc 16.6). Note: some very brge expansions of short
Ilollcoding tandem repeats simply :lffect chrol11osol1lt'
strllcrllre, Glllsingfragile sites. but without causing disease
(presumably bt'callse no importallt gcne is located neJrby).
EXJl1lpies include FRAX F :!Ild FRA I('A (both due to
CCG expJnsion).

lllc<lch casc, rt'peats below a ccrt:lin threshold length are stabk
in mitosis and meiosis. but becotlll' extrcmely ullstable above
the thrt'shold length. The unstable repcat.;; are virtually never
transmitted unchanged from parcllt to child. Uoth expansions
and cOI1tracrions can occur. but there is a bias toward.;;
cXP:lIlSiOIl.The average size change often depends on the .;;cx
of the tran';;lllitting parent. as wt'li as the length of the n:pt.·:H.

The naturc of the expansion mechanism is still not cle:lrly
understood (see Djian. 1998: Sill den ('/ "I .. 2(02). Slipp"c1
strand l1lisp:Jiring (see Figure 11.5) Ius beL'1lconsidered to be ;l

likdy compollcllt of the exp:-lIlsion Illcchanism. givcll the
observJtion thJt interrupted repeJts JppeJr to be stJble :!nd
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141 142 143 144 145 35 36 37 38 39,-----, ,-, " ,-----, ,-----, r--l ,-----, ,-----, ,-----, ,-----,
GCC ATT TTT GGC CTT . TCA GAC ATA TAC CAA...6T .0. MT .0.(CFTR) (CFTR)

141 142 143 144 145 35 36 37 38 39,-----, II r---l r--l r--l r--l ,-----, , Ir----lr-
GCC ATT TT*G GCC TT.. TCA GAC AT**AC CAA ..

329 330 331 332 333 168 169 170 171 172,-----, II r--I r---l r---l r--l ,-----, ,-----, ,-----, ,-----,
6TTG

CCA CTT GTT GAC CGA MTAG GAA ATA GAT AGT CTT

(FIX) .0. (APC) ~
329 330 331 332 168 169 170 171,-----, '" , r--l r--l ,-----, , ,---

CCA CTT G**:MC CGA GAA ATA G** **T C TT....

114,-----,
6CTTAT GAT
(XPAC) 114,-----,

GAT

115 116 117 118 '19
II II r--l r--1 r--l

TCT TAT CTT ATG AAC.....

~
'15 116 117 118
11111 III

TCT TAT *** **G AA C.

16 17 18 19 20 21
r--l II r---l r--1 r--1 r--l
GGC AAG GTG AAC GTG AAC

6AAGGTG ~
(HBB) 16 17 18 19

r-I r--l r--l r--l
GGC *** *** AAC GTG AAC

Figure 11.14:Short tandem repeats are deletion/insertion hotspots.

The six deletions illustrated are examples 01 pathogenic deletions occurring at tandemly repeated units 01 Irom 1to 6 bp. The deletions 01
3 and 6 bp do not cause Irameshifts, and pathogenesis is thought to be due to removal alone or two amino acids that are critically
important lor polypeptide lunction. Note: in the case 01 the 6-bp deletion the original tandem repeat is not a perfect one. Genes (and
associated diseases) are: CFTR, cystic librosis transmembrane regulator; FIX, lactor IX (hemophilia B); APC, adenomatous polyposis coli;
XPAC, xeroderma pigmentosa complementation group C; H88, [I-globin ([I-thalassemia). Though not illustrated here, small insertions are
often tandem repeats 01 sequences flanking them.

Figure 11.15:The 10 possible trinucleotide repeats.

Both DNA strands are shown. All other trinculeotide repeats
are cyclic permutations of one or another 01 these Isee text).

a donor sequence in gene conversion events and introduce
deleterious mutations into the functional gene.

The classical example of pathogenesis due to gene-
pseudogene exchanges is steroid 21-hydroxylase deficiency.
where over Y5% of pathogenic mutations arise as a result of
sequence exchanges between tht: functional 21-hydro:'o.:ylase
gene. CYP21 B, and a very closely related pseudogene,
CYP2IA. The two genes occur on tandemly repeated DNA
segmellts approximately 30 kb long which also contain other
duplicated genes, notably the complement C4 genes, C4A

only homogeneolls repeats are unstable. For t:xJl11ple. In
spinocerebellar ataxia type I, 123/126 norlllal sized CAG
repeats were interrupted by one or two CAT triplets, while
30/30 expanded (CAG)/1 alleles contained no interruption
(Chung ct a/., 1993). l3ur why the changes in length are biased
towards expansion remains unclear. Understanding of unstable
repeat expansion is progressing rapidly; the rCJder is 3dvised to
consult a receIH review for Illore information.

11.5.3 Tandemly repeated and clustered gene families
may be prone to pathogenic unequal crossover
and gene conversion-like events

Many human and m:lmmali:lIl gene clusters COllt3in nonfullc-
tional p<.;eudogcnl's which m:lYbe closely rdated ro functional
gene membcr<.;. IntL'r1ocu<.; <.;equence exchanges between
p<.;eudogenes and tllllction:11 genes can result in disease by
removing or altering S011leor all of the sequence of a func-
tiollal gene. For eX~lIllple.ullequal crossover (or unequal sister
chromatid exchange) between :1 functional gene and ~l rebted
pSt'udogene Gill result ill deletion of the functiolul gene or
the formation of fusion genes containing a segment derived
from the pseudogent.'. AltL'J'llatively, the pseudogellL' CIIl act 3S

AAC/GTT
AAG/CTT
AAT/ATT

ACC/GGT
ACG/CGT
ACT/AGT

AGG/CCT
ATC/GAT

CAG/CTG
CCG/CGG
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_-30 kb_+---30 kb _

Breakage and
rejoining (1 or 2)

(1)

21-0H fusion gene (inactive)

C4A 21A

•.•• 21B*
Mutant 21-0H gene

containing inactivating
mutations from pseudogene

or (2)

21-0H gene deletion

Key:
•••. Inactivating mutations (see Figure 11.17)

Figure 11.16:Almost aUll-hydroxylase gene mutations are due to sequence exchange with a closely related pseudogene.

The duplicated complement C4 genes and steroid 21-hydroxylase genes are located on tandem 30-kb repeats which show about 97%
sequence identity. Both the C4A and C48 genes are expressed to give complement C4 products; the CYP218 gene 1218) encodes a
21-hydroxylase product, but the CYP21A (21AI gene is a pseudogene, About 25% of pathological mutations at the 21-hydroxylase locus
involve a 30-kb deletion resulting from unequal crossover (UECI or unequal sister chromatid exchange (UESCEj. The remaining mutations
are point mutations where small-scale gene conversion of the CYP218 gene occurs - a small segment of the CYP21A gene containing
deleterious mutations is copied and inserted into the CYP218 gene replacing a short segment of the original sequence (see Figure IT.IOC
for one possible mechanism). Possibly gene conversion events are, like UEC and UESCE, primed by unequal pairing of the tandem repeats
on sister or nonsister chromatids.

and C4B. Large pathogenic deletions uniformly result ill

removal of about 30 kb of DNA (corresponding to olle rcpL'ar

lIllit length) containing CYP21 B gene sequence (see F/:I.!/I/'l'

11.16). Nonpathogenic deletions of the samt· length an: ;:1Iso
foulld because sometimes rhe C..,lA + C)P21A n:pear unit is
ddeted (and so the fUllctional C)"P21 B gene is n.:tained). and
the C-l/21-0H gem's show a form of large-scak VNTR
polymorphism locus widl dif1crellt alleles cOlltaining 1,2,3 or
-l of the 30-kb lIllits (Collier c( aI., 19R9).

Virtually all of the 751X. of pathogt:nic point Illutations are
copied from deleterious lIlutatiolls ill the pseudogelle,
suggesting a gene conversion Illcchanism (see r:/:(!//H'S II. /6
;l11d //."/7). Analysis of olle such Illutation which arOSede 1/0/1(1

suggests that the conversion tract is a maxilllum of 390 bp

(Collier c( aI., 1993). Gelle conversion events arc ;llso fOllnd ill
the duplicated C4 gelles, both of which arc normally
expressed. A likely priming event for conversions ill the
C'tP2"/-C..J. gene cluster is ullcquJI pairing: of chroillatids so
that a CYP2IA-C~,.j lIllit pairs ,,'ith a C\P2113-C~B lIllit
(see Figllre II. 17).

11.5,4 Inlerspersed repeats often predispose to large
deletions and duplications

Short direct repeats
In several Glses. the elldpoints of deletiolls ;Irc llurked by very
short direct repeats. For eX;lI11ple,the breakpoillts in nUIllt'fOus
pathogenic deletions in IlltDNA occur at perfect or almost
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Normal 21-0H 21-0H pseudogene Mutant 21-0H
gene sequence sequence (CYP21A) gene sequence

(CYP21B)

Intron 2 CCCA!;:CTCC CCCAGCTCC CCCAGCTCC

Exon 3 G TC G( ......... )TC G( ......... )TC
(codons 110-112) Gly Asp Tyr Ser

Val

Exon 4 ATC AtC TGT ATC MC TGT ATC MC TGT
(codon 172) lie lie Cys lie Asn Cys

Exon 6 A'l;C G'IG GAG .A(tG MC GAG GAG MG AAC GAG GAG MG
(codons 235-238) lie Val Glu Met Asn Glu Glu Lys

Exon 7 CAC DTG CAC CAC TTG CAC CAC TTG CAC
(codon 281) His Val His His Leu His

Exon 8 CAC CAG GAG CTG TAG GAG CTG TAG GAG
(codon 318) His Gin Glu Leu STOP

Exon 8 CTG eGG CCC CTG TGG CCC CTG TGG CCC
(codon 356) Leu Arg Pro Leu Trp Pro

Figure 11.17: Pathogenic point mutations in the steroid 21-hydroxylase gene originate by copying sequences lrom the 21-hydroxylase
pseudogene.

The copying is IhoughllO involve a gene conversion-like mechanism Isee Figures 11.16and II.IOC).

perfect short direct fl'pC:ltS. Of these. the most cOlllmon is a
deletion of 4977 bp which has been found in Illultiple
parit:llts v.lith Kearns-S:lyn: syndrome, an encephalolllyopathy
characterized by external ophthalmoplegia, ptosis, ataxia and
cataracLThe deletion results in elinlinarion of the intervening
Sl'qLH:ncebetween two perfect 13-bp repeats and loss of the
sequence of one of the repeats (F~(!J/re 1 J. J 8). The mitochon-
drial genome is recombination deficielH and Shoffner ef al.

(1989) have postulated that such deletions arise by a repli-
c:lrion slippage mechanism, similar to that occurring ;It short
t;lndem repeats (F((!lIrc 11 .. '-). Partial duplications oftht-' mito-
chondrial genome arc ;tlso distinctive features of certain
diseases, notably Kl.:arns-Sayn: syndrome. The ends of the
duplicated sequences, likl.: those of the common deletions, are
often marked by short direct n:pe;lts, and the mechanisms of
duplication and deletion appear to be closely related (see
Poulton and Holt. 199-\).

The Alu repeat as a recombination hotspot
Some Iarge-scJle deletions and insertions may bl' generatl'd by
pairing of non~dlelic interspersed repeats. (ollowed by
breakage and rejoining o( chromatid fragments. For example,
the Alu repeat occurs approximately once every 3 kb and
Illispairing between such repeats has been suggested to be a
frl'qul'llt cause of deletions and duplications. Some large genes
have many internal Alu scqucnces in their inn'ons or ul1trans-
Jated sequences, making thl.:m liable to frequent internal dele-
tions and duplications. For example. the Alu repeat occurs
once every 1.5 kb in the 45-kb low density lipoprotein
rl'Cl.:ptor gene. A very high frequency of pathogl.:nic deletions
in this gene are likely to involve an Alu rcpl'at, usually Jt both
endpoints. and occasional pathogl'nic intr;lgenic duplic;ltions
also involve Alu repeats (see Hobbs e( a/.. 1990). Such observa-

tions have suggested a general role for Alu sequences in
promoting recombination and recombination-like events.
Initial gl.:nL' duplications in the evolution of clustered
Illultigene fJl11ilies may often have involved an unequal
crOSSOVl'revcnt between Alu repeats or other dispersed repet-
itive dements. It should be noted, however. that some Alu-
rich genes do not appear to be loci for frequent Alu-mediated
recombination.

Low copy number long repeats
The sequencing of the euchromatic porrion of the human
gcnoillc ITvl'Jkd Vl'ry many eXJl11ples of interspersed low
copy nUlllbl.:r sequences exhibiting very high sequcncl'
homology (often> 95% sequence identity) often extending
over tens to hundreds of kilo bases. Repeated sequences of this
typl' havl' typically undergone evolutionarily recent, pril11ate-
specific duplicJtions termed segmental duplication (Section
12.2.5). The very high sequence hOlllology over such long
regions predisposes to unequal rt'combinJtion between the
repeJts (also called dJlplicons). Whcn prcsent on different
chromosomes such closely 1'ebted repeats may possibly
prl'dlspose to trJnslocation. When present on the same ch1'o-
1110S0111l'thl'Y often predispose to unequJI (= nonallelic)
hOl11ologous recombination which CJn cause large-scale dele-
tiolls Jlld duplicJtlons.

Duplicon-mcdiatcd deletions, and to J lesser extent dupli-
cations. which extend over mcgaba,;c intervals are often
pathogenic (Stankiewicz and Lupski, 2002; see JaMe 11.7
and F({!lIrc 11.19), causing loss of gl'lle functioll or inappro-
priJtely high gene dosage (or do~age-sellsitive genes
contained within the intervals. Such rearrangements are
usually not resolved by stand;lrd cytogcnetic analyses and are
often c\assificd (from a rllrolllOso,"al point of view) JS
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Figure 11.18: Short direct repeats mark the endpoints of many pathogenic deletions in the mitochondrial genome.

Note: as mitochondria are recombination-deficient one likely mechanism to explain the deletions is slipped strand mispairing Isee texl).

lllicrodc1etions and Illicrodllplicarions. Because of the wide-
spread preyalence of segmental duplication in the hUI11J1l

genome, the contribution of duplicons (0 pathogenesis 1113)'

be very considerable (Stankiewicz and Lupski. 2002).

11.5.5 Pathogenic inversions can be produced by
intrachromatid recombination between inverted
repeats

Occasionally. clustt.'fL'd invnted repeats with a high degree of
sequence identity Illay be located \yithin or close to a gelle.
The high degree of sequence similarity between inverted
repe~ts may predispose to pairing of the repeats by a mech-

anislll that involves ~ chromatid bending back upon it,df.
Subsequent chromatid breakage at the l11i~paired repeat, and
rejoining can then result in an inver,iol1. in Illllch the ,amI..'
way as the natural mechanism used for the production of ,Ollle
imJlluiloglobulin K light chains.

The classic example of pathogenic inversions is a l11ut:ltioll
which accounts for more than ..J.O%, of C:lses of severe hL'1ll0-
philia A.lntl-on 22 of the factorVll1 gene. r:8. contains a epe:
isbnd fi'olll which two internal genes Jre tr::lI1scribed: F8A ill
tht' opposite direction to the host gene F8, and F8B in tht' same
direction as r:8 (see F(~lIrc f f .20). F8A belongs to a gene' f.,mih-
with twO other closely related 1llL'lllbL'rs located several hundred
kilobast's upstream of the F8 gellt' and transcribed in tht'

Table 11.7: Low copy number repeats can predispose to large-scale pathogenic deletions and duplications

Trait/syndrome Genels) Chromosome location Rearrangement type Size (kb) Ouplicon size lkb)

Male infertility IAZFa) DBY. USP9Y Yqll.2 Del 800 10

Male infertility IAZFc) RBMY.DAZ? Yqll.2 Del 3500 229

Williams Beuren syndrome ELN, GTF2/? 7qll.23 Del 1600 320

Prader-Willi syndrome ? 15q12pat Del 3500 500

Angelman syndrome UBE3A 15q12mat Del 3500 500

Smith Magenis syndrome 17p11.2 Del 3700 200

DiGeorgeNCF syndrome TBXI,? 22q11.2 Del 3000/1500 225-400

Peripheral neuropathy ICMT1AI PMP22 17p12 Dup 1400 24

Peripheral neuropathy IHNPPI PMP22 17p12 Del 1400 24

Abstracted from Stankiewicz and Lupski (20021.Curr. Opin. Genet. Oev. 12,312-319 with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 11.19: Complex structure of selected low-copy repeats (lCRs) associated with human disease

Note the complex structure 01 LCRsconsisting 01 both direct repeats {arrowheads in same directionl and inverted repeats (arrowheads in
opposite directions). Disease abbreviations are: NPHP1. lamilial juvenile nephronophthisis 1; WBS, Williams-Beuren syndrome: PWS/AS,
Prader-Willi syndrome/Angelman syndrome; SMS, Smith-Magenis syndrome; DGSNFCS, DiGeorge syndrome/velocardiofacial syndrome.
Reproduced Irom Stankiewicz and Lupski 120021 Trends Genet. 18, 74-82 with permission from Elsevier.

oppo~i(l' direction to F8,---I. As J result, the region bl.'twl'l'1l the
P8.rl gene and the other two members is sllsceptible to inver-
sions - the F8A gClle e111 pair with either of thL' other two
memb •...rs all the sallle chromatid, Jnd subsequent chromatid
brl.':tkage and rt:joinillg ill thl' regioll of the paired repcJts results
in 311 inversion which disrupts the [lcrorVIII gent' (Lakich ('( (II..

1993.5eo F(~J/rc //.20).
Sn'eral t'.'Glll1ph.'" of duplicoIl'\ <Irising though ~L'gmelltal

duplicJtion (Section 12.2.5) and other low to modl'rJtL' copy
number repeats also predispose to inversion" but the invL'rsions
are not directly pathogenic because the breakpoil1t~ do not
rL'sult in aberrant gene expression (unlike the eX:llllpk in the
FactorVIII gene). Instead large-scale ilwersioll pol}'tIIorpl,istlls
IlUY be generatcd :lS ill the case of duplicons at the
WilliaJlls-Ucuren IDem (Osborne cr al .. ZUU I) and highly
hOlllologous olfactory receptor repeats (Giglio ('I ill.. 2()()1).

11.5.6 DNA sequence transposition is nol uncommon
and can cause disease

A proportioll of Inoderately and highly repeated interspersed
elelllellts JIT capable of transposition vi:1 In RNA inter-
Illediate (Section Y.5). Defective gene expression due to DNA
transposition is comparatively rare and represents only a sillall
component of molecular pathology. However. several
eXJl11plt:.·s h:we been recorded of genl,tic deficiency due to
insertional inactivation by retrotran"posons. For example, in
oni..' study. hi..'mophilia A was found to ;Hi"e in two out of 140
unnJated patients as a result of a df ilOilO insertion of a LINE-I
(Kpn) repe:lt into an exon of the factor VIII gene. Other
instances are known of insertional inactivation by an actively
transposing Alu dement. Additionally. a !lumber of other
exalllpk" luve been recorded of p:nhogellesis due to inrra-
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Figure 11.20:Inversions disrupting the factor VIII gene result from intrachromatid recombination between inverted repeats.

Intron 22 of the factor VIII gene IFBI contains a CpGisland from which two internal genes are transcribed: FB8 in the same direction la
novel exon is spliced onto exons 23-26 of FB) and FBA gene which is transcribed from the opposite strand. FBA' and FBA** are sequences
very closely related to FBA but located about 500 kb upstream and transcribed from the opposite strand. The high degree of sequence
identity between the three members of the FBA gene family means that pairing of the FBA gene with one of the other two members on the
same chromatid can occur by looping back of the chromatid. Subsequent chromatid breakage and rejoining can result in an inversion of
the region between the FBA gene and the other paired family member, resulting in disruption of the factor VIII gene (see lakich el al., 1993).

genic insertion of 11l1ddined DNA sequences. Sl'l' Kazaziall
(1998) for referellces.

11.6 DNA repair
DNA in cells sufft.TS a wide r;lI1ge of dal1lage. partly in
response to extracl'lIular agcllts, but largely JS :1 result of
endogenous lllL'chanislIls, including SpolltallL'OlIs chemical
hydrolysis. intLlCL'llubr interaction with n.'JCri\'L' oxygen
groups and errors ill rl'plic<lrioll and recombill:ltion.

Extracellular agents causing DNA damage

• Ionizing radiation - galllma rays and X-rJY~ can CllI"e
single- or double-strand breaks in DNA.

~ Ultro,dolet light - t'spt'ci"lIy tht' UV-C rays (- 2(,1l nm)
that are absorbed strongly by DNA but Jlso IOllgL'r-wave-
length UV-U rays t1ut pcnctrates the OZOIlCshield. UV
GlUSeScros.i.lillkil/g between adjact'l1t thymines Oil a DNA
strand to form a "tabl •...chclllical dimer (F~l.?If"c Il.21q.

~ E,w;ronmental clJem;wls - includes hydrocarbon" (c.g.
"orne ofthc one<; foulld ill cigarette smoke). sOllle plant and
microbial products (e.g. the aflatoxins produc •...d ill moldy
peanuts) and chemicals used in cancer chelllotherapy.
Alkylatillg agellts can transfer JIl alkyl XYOl/fJ (an J.liphatic
hydrocarbon such as J Illethyl group) onto bascs zll1dcan
calise cross-linking betwcen bases 011 di((ercllt DNA
strands or within a strand.

Endogenous mechanisms causing DNA damage

~ Depllrillotioll (Figllre 1'.2L~). Approximatelv 51l11l)
ad•...ninc or gUJ.llint's are lost eVI;.'ryd;lYfrom each Ilucle;ltcd
hUlllan cell by spontaneous fission o(the base-sugar link.

~ Deomillotioll (Figllre 11.2/A).Abolit lOll cytosine, 'pOlm-
Ileously deamin3te per day ill c:lch Ilucleated human cell
to prodUCt' uracil (which pn.:fL'relltially base pairs with
adL'nille, causing the DNA replication llLlchinery to insert
an A whcn it encounters U on the tClllplate strand). Less
fn:qu •...ntly adenines spolltaneou<;ly deamin3te to give
hypoxallthille .

~ Reactive oxygen specie'S. Reactive oxygen species includc
the <;uperoxide Jnion, O::!~,which i~both an ion and a.frer
radical (a cluster of atoms OIlL' of which cOlltains an
1IllpairL'd electron in its outermost shL'1Iof elL'ctrons; this is
an extrcmely unstable configuration. and radicals quickly
react with other molecules or r:ldiC:lI..•to achieve the stable
contiguratioll offour pairs of dL'ctrolls in their outermost
<;hL'lI).Reacti"e oxygen 'Ipeci •....••call be formed by rhe
C'fTt'ctof ionizing radiation 011 SOIlICcdlular molecule'i but
al.;;;ooccur as an unavoidabk by-product of cellular n..'~pi-
rJ.rion (sol11e electrons pa>;sillg 'down' the respiLltory
chain are diverted from the main pJ.th and go directly to
reducl' oxygen lllolecuiL's to the sllperoxide :lnion). III thL'
cell rl':lctive oxygen speci •...s att;lck purine and pyrilllidillL'
rlngs.
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• Mistakes in DNA replicatioll, Incorrect J1ra(~frc(/diJ/.I.! results
ill incorporation of Illisllutched bases e.g. urJcil is often
incorrectly inscned instead of thymine into DNA.

• Mistakes iu repliClltiou or recombination calise strand
breaks ro be left in DNA.

All these lesions lllust be repJin:d if the cell is to survive. DNA
rl'p~lir seldom involves simply undoing the change dut caused
the damage (direct repair). Almost always a stretch of DNA
containing the damaged nuckotide(s) is excised and the gap
filled by resynthesis (excisioll repair). The illlportanCl:
of effective DNA repair systems is highlighted by the
approximately 130 human genes participating in DNA repair
(see Wood ef "I.. 200 I and supplement at http://www.cgal.
icneLuk/DNA I\.epair Genes.html#DR.) and by severe
diseases affecting people with deficient repair systel11s (see
below).

11.6.1 DNA repair usually involves cutting out and
resynthesizing a whole area of DNA surrounding
the damage

To cope with all these forms of damage, human cclls are
capable of at least five types of DNA repair (for reviews. see
the October 1995 issue of Trends ;11 Biochemical Scie/1c(,s; and
Lindahl and Wood, 1999).

Direct repair - reverses the DNA damage

Three genes have been implicated in this inFrequently used
Illcchanism. Of these, the most well characterized encodes the
Q6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase which is able to
remove methyl groups from guanines which have been incor-
rectly methylated. (Nole: in bacteria thymine dimers can be
removed in a photoreactivation reaction that depends on
visible light and an cllzyme, photolyase, but although
mammals possess enzymes related to photolyase, they use
them for a quite different purpose, to control their circadian
clock; Van der Horst cf aI., 1999.)

Base excision repair (BER) - uses glycosidase enzymes
to remove abnormal bases IFigure 1'.22AI

I3ER corrects much the commonest type of DNA damage (of
the order of20 000 altered bases in each nucleated cell in our
body each day). We have at least eight genes encoding different
DNA glycosylases, each responsible for identifying and
removing a specific kind orb"se damage (see Tilble If.8).After
base removal an endolluck'asc, AP endonuclease. and a
phosphodiesterase Cllt the sugar-phosphate backbone at the
position of the 1l1issillgbase and remove the sugar-phosphate
residue. The gap is filkd by resymhesis using a DNA poly-
Illcrao;;e,and the rcmJining nick is sealed by DNA ligase III.
Thl' S;lllle process is lIsed to repair spontaneous dcpurination.

Nucleotide excision repair (NER) - removes thymine
dimers and large chemical adducts (Figure 11.228)
NER differs from 13ER. in using different enzymes and eVl'!l
where there is only a single abnormal basl' to correct, its

nucll'otide is removed along with Illany other adjacellt
!lucleotides; that is, NER rl'movl'S a large 'patch' arollnd the
damage. /-:(l.!llrc /1.22 illustrates the process. DeFects in
!luck-otick l'xcision repair calise the autosomal recessive
clist'J.'il' xerodl'rma pigmentosulll (XP: Lamben et al., 1998).
Sl'vell cOlllpkmentation groups, XPA-XPG, have been
ddinl'd by cell fusion studies. XP patients are exceedingly
sensitive to UV light. Sun-exposed skill develops thousands of
freckles, many of which progress to skin cancer.

Post-replication repair (homologous recombination) is
required to correct double-strand breaks (Haber, 19991

The u'iual Illcchanism is a gene conversion-like process
(ratJlllbillatiollal Y(>pair). where a single strand from the
homologous chromosome invades the damaged DNA.
Alternatively, broken ends arc rejoined regardless of their
sequcnce, a desperate measun: that i'i likely to cause muta-
tions. The eukaryotic machinery for recombination repair is
less well defined than the excision repair systems. Human
genes involved in this pathway include ]\lBS (mutated in
Nijmegen breakage syndrome; see Section 13.5.2), BLM
(mutated in 13100m syndrome; MIM 210900) and the
BRCA2 and BRCA 1 breast cancer susceptibility genes
(Section 17.5.1).

Mismatch repair - corrects mismatched base pairs
caused by mistakes in DNA replication

Cells deficient in mismatch repair have mutation rates
100-1000 times higher than normal, with a particular
tendency to replication slippage in homopolymeric runs
(Fielfre II ..;) In humans the mechanisms involve at least five
ptoteins and defects cause hereditary non polyposis colon
cancer (Section 17.5.3 and Figlfre '17.12).

All these systems, except for direct repair, require exo- and
endonuclcases, hdicases, polymerases and Iigases, usually acting
in multiprotein complexes that have some components in
common. Sorting out the individual pathways has been greatly
aided by the very strong conservation of repair mechanisms
across the whole spectrum ofliFe. Not only the reaction mcch::l-
nisl11sbut ;1lso the protein structures and gene sequences are
often cOllsL'fved From E. coli to man. A downside of the conser-
vJtion is J confusing gene nomenclatllre, referring sometimes to
human diseases (XPA etc.), sometimes to yeast mutants (RAD
genes) and sometimes to mammalian cell complementation
systems (ERCC - excision repair cross-complementing): for
example -'<PO, ERCC2 and RADJ are the same gene in n13n,
mouse and yeast. Generally, eukaryotes have Illultiple systems
corresponding to each single system in E. coli, so thar. for
exalllplt" Ilucleotide excision repair requires six proteins ill
E. coli but at least 30 in mamnlJls.

11.6.2 DNA repair systems share components and
processes with the transcription and
recombination machinery

As well as sharing components with each other, many n:pair
systems share components with rhe machinery for
DNA replication, rranscriprion and rL'colllbinatioll. DNA

http://www.cgal.
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Figure 11.21: DNA damage by chemical modifications of nucleotides.

(A) Examples of depurination (above) and deamination (below). (B) How chemical modification causes a mutation. Here a uracil has been
produced by deamination of a cytosine residue. If not repaired, DNA replication will insert an adenine on the complementary strand, and so
the net effect is that of a C~ T transition. Repair is possible by the base excision repair pathway (Figure 11.21A).The net effect of a
depurination is a deletion of the single nucleotide whose base was removed. Ie) A thymidine dimer- covalent bonds (redllink carbons of
neighboring thymine bases. Thymidine dimers can be repaired by the nucleotide excision repair pathway (Figure 11.218).

Table 11.8: Human DNA glycosylases (see Wood et al., 2001)

Gene Enzyme Major altered base released

UNG

SMUG 1

MBD4

TOG

DGG1

MYH

NTHLT (NTH1)

MPG

Uracil N-glycosylase U

Single-strand selective monofunctional uracil DNA glycosylase U

Methyl-CpG binding domain protein 4 U orT opposite Gat CpGsequences

Thymine DNA glycosylase U,T or ethenoC opposite G

8-oxoguanine DNA·glycosylase 1 8·oxoG opposite C

MutY homolog A opposite 8-oxoG

nthendonuclease III-like 1 Ring-saturated orfragmented pyrimidines

N-methylpurine-DNA glycosylase 3-meA, ethenoA, hypoxanthine

po]ymerases and ligasl's art.' required for both DNA replication
:llld resynthesis after excision of a defect. The recombination
l11:1chillcry is involved in double-strand break repair. The link
with tnl1scriptioll is particubrly intriguing (Lehllullll, 1995).
The general (r:lllscription (;1C[OrTFIIH is a Illulriprotein

comple, that includes the Xl'l.l and XI'D proteins. TFIIH
exists ill two forms. One form is concerned \\lith general tran-
scription alld the other with repair. probably specific repair or
transcriptionally active DNA. This system is deficiellt ill t\Vo
rare diseases. Cocbyne syndrome' (CS: M 1M2] 6-l(0) and
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Figure 11.22: Base and nucleotide excision repair pathways.

Sugar-phosphate backbones are shown as vertical shaded boxes and hydrogen bonding by red lines.
(A) Base excision repair. Here a specific DNA glycosylase removes a uracil following deamination of a cytosine (Figure 11.21AI and the
residual sugar·phosphate moiety is then removed by the sequential action of AP endonuclease and a phosphodiesterase. DNA
polymerase inserts a deoxycytidine IdCMPI and DNA ligase seals the gap. (B) Nucleotide excision repair. Here a pyrimidine dimer is
recognized as a bulky lesion; a nuclease within a multienzyme complex makes cuts some distance away on either side of the strand
containing the mutation, and a helicase removes the intervening segment to leave a large gap (which in reality may be 20 nucleotides or
more rather than the small gap shown herel. The gap is repaired by sequential insertion of dNMP residues by DNA polymerase followed
by sealing by DNA ligase.

trichothiodystrophy (TTD: MIM 601675). Clinically. and in
cell biology. CS and TTD both overlap XP and in some cases
the sallle genes are responsib1e, but CS and TTD patiellts have
de\'elopmental defects that presumably reflect defecrive tran-
scription, and they do nor have the cancer SlIsct'pribility ofXP
patients.

11.6.3 Hypersensitivity to agents that damage DNA is
often the result of an impaired cellular response
to DNA damage, rather than defective DNA
repair

MallY human diseases that involve hypersensitivity to DNA-
d:lJllaging agents, or J high kvcl of cellubr DNA d:ul1:lge, Jre
not caused by defect:"> in the DNA repair systellls thclllselves.
but by <l defective ccllubr response to DNA dailiage. Norlll::d

cells react to DNA damage by stalling progress through the
cell cycle at a checkpoint until the dalllage has been repaired,
or triggering apoprosis if the damage is 1Illrepairable. Part of
the Illachinery for doing this involves the ATM protein. The
role of ATM is described in Section 17.5.1. Briefly, it senses
DNA d:ll""ge and relays the signal to the p53 protein, the
'guardian of the genome'. People with 110 functional ATM
have ataxia telangiectasia (MIM 20H900; Lalllbert er al. 1998).
Their cells :11"1•.' hypersensitive {Q radiation. and they have chro-
mosomal instability and a high risk of malignancy, but the
DNA repJir I1lJchinery itself is jmJct. Fanconi anemia (see
MIM 2270.50) is another hetefogL'Ilt:Olls group of diseases (at
least fivt.' complementation groups) that result in defective
responses ro DNA damage, without h:1Ving spt:cific defects in
DNA repair.

Further reading
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Li W-H (1997) Molecular Evolution. Sinauer Associates
Sunderland. MA.

Marnett LJ, Plastras JP (20011 Endogenous DNA damage and
mutation. Trends Genet. 17. 214-221

Nickoloff JA, Hoekstra MF leds) 119981 DNA Damage and
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Sci. 20, 381-440.
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Electronic resources and mutation databases

Codon Usage Database at htto:l/www.kazusa.or.io/codon/
Human Gene Mutation Database at htto:l/archive.uwcm.ac.uk/

uwcm/mo/homdO.html
Human DNA Repair Gene List at htto:l/www.coal.icnet.uk/

DNA Reoair Genes.html
HGV base (human genome variation database) at

htto:l/hovbase .cob. ki.se
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~ CHAPTER TWELVE I OUR PLACE IN THE TREE OF LIFE

Supporters of Theodosius Dobzhansky's view rhar "nothing
in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution" will
have been encouraged by the torrents of data flowing out of
the different genome projects. Sequence comparisons across
whole genomes are now the mainstay of a new discipline,
comparative getlomics. and they are beginning [0 provide
powerful new insights into OUf place in the tree oflife.

The evolutionary origins of the human genome (and all
genomes) are, of course, as old as life itself but the present
chapter is not intended as an o\'cr\'iew of molecular c\'o)u-
tionary genetic, per sr. Many fascinating areas arc nOt co\'cred
here. therefore. Stich as the early evolution of the genetic code
(e.g. Knight and Landweber, 2000) or the idea that R A used
(Q be the primary information molecule before being ,upcr-
seded by DNA (e.g. Joyce, 2002).

Instead. the present chapter is meant [0 focus on how
comparative analyses of present day genomes have shed light
on the e\'olutionary origin o(hul11an 0 A and human genes.
Much of the data is derived (rom comparisons ofmal11malian
and other animal genomes. although comparison with morc
distant genomes is occasionally used to explain certain joot-
prillts oj el/o/lltioll, as in the origin o( introns and mitochon-
drial D A. The comparative data allow insights into our
uniqueness when compared with mammalian models, notably
the mouse (an important model for understanding early
human development and also human disease) and primates,
our closest living relatives. A final section considers the recent
origins and relatedness of human populations.

12.1 Evolution of gene structure and
duplicated genes

Eukaryotic genes and proteins are typically larger and more
complex than those from simple organisms. The larger gene
sizes in eukaryotes is principally due to the presence of large
introns, and the average intron size often reflects genome (and
biological) complexity. Eukaryotic coding sequences are also
typically longer than those of prokaryotes as a result of differel1t
mechanisms. /lItrageuic dllP!icatiou allows coding sequence
lengths to expand and often to diversifY. /lItergeuic reco",bi"atioll
brings together different combination~ of protein don1ains
(discrete structural or functional modules).The near ubiquity of
introns in the gencs of complex gcnomes is thought to reflect
their importance in allowing coding sequences to be expanded
and modified during c\·olution.

12.1.1 Spliceosomal introns probably originated from
group II introns and first appeared in early
eukaryotic cells

Follo,,·ing the di,covery of split genes in 1977, the significance
of spliceosol11al introns (see Box /2. I) has been intensely
debated. The intron~ found in complex genomes are gencrally
large compared with those in other species and the intron
sequences arc nOt ~o well conserved. Nevertheless, introns
contain functiOllJlly important sequences involved in gene
regulation and the sequences of some shorr introns have been

considerably conserved in evolution. Highly exprcs~ed genes
often have very shorr introns (possibly becaust.' of sdt.'((ion for
rapid mRNA processing). Whate,·er function is proposed for
introns (e.g. permitting recombination to enable evolutionary
novelty as in Section 12.1.3), it cannot be a general one: a
small minority of genes ill complex organisms lack illtrons
(see Tilb/c 9.5).

The cvolution of spliceosomal introns has been a contro-
versial issue (see Logsdon. 1998; Lynch and Richardson,
2002). It is now largely accepted that spliceosomal introns did
not originate before eukaryotic cells appeared (none of the
hundreds of ~equcnced prokaryotic genomes harbors the
signature of current or past introns in protein-coding gcnes).
Instead. they most likely first appeared very early on in the
evolution of eukaryotic cells: the only potentially early
di\'erging eukaryotic group in which they have not becn
found are the parabasalids such a~ ~r;"idlOlIlollas which, howe\·er.
ha\'e some of the necessary splicing machinery.

Spliceosomal imrons probablY originated from self-splicing
group II introns which 3re proce~scd by similar mechanisms
(see Box /2. /; Lynch and Richardson. 2002). Spliceosomal
introns cannot carry out splicing by thcmselves, requiring five
separate snRNA molecules and many proteins. but group II
introns an: normally cohesin'. se!(-splir;'lg introns_ However.
some functional group II introns arc known to have frag-
mented into different components, somewhat reminiscent of
the dispersed spliceosomal processing system. Some group II
introns can also encode their own reverse transcriptase and act
as mobile clements. Spliceosoll1cs may have originated,
therefore, from a group II intron within an early organelle
(transfer of sequences from organelle DNA to nuclear D A is
well established; see Box 12. ~).The subsequent fragmentation
into different components may have taken place ovcr an
extended period.

Since they first appeared spliceosomal introns have periodi-
cally integrated into genes (and in some cases, been elimi-
nated) during evolution. Somc clearly have ancient origins.
For example, the positioning of the two major introns in the
the globin superfamily ha, been very well conscf\Td
suggesting that the t\\"o introns integrated into these positions
in an ancestral globin gene probably more than 800 MY r
(million years) ago (Figure /2. I). Exceptionally high conser-
vation ofintron positions can also be found in distantly relatcd
orrhologs. For cxample, the hUlllan Huntington's disease gene
has 67 exons spanning 170 kb. The equivalent gClle in
pufferfish (which di,·erged from humans o'·er 400 MY r ago) is
only 23 kb long. but also ha, 67 exollS with almmt pertect
conservation ofintron positions (Uaxendale et al., 19(5). SOllie
other spliceosolllal il1trons. however, appear to be of more
recent evolutionary origin. For eXJl1lple. intron location ill
1l11lllerou, individual gene falllilit.'~ (e.g. Jecins. myosins,
tubulins) arc not well conserved.

12.1.2 Complex genes can evolve by intragenic
duplication. often as a result of exon duplication

Like other cukaryotic gcnc~, human genl's oft(.'11 ~how
evidence of intragenic DNA duplication which can be
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Box 12.1: Intron groups. ,
Introns are heterogeneous entIties with different functional
capacities and notable structural differences. including
enormous length differences (unlike exons which appear to be
much more homogeneous in length; see Table 9.6). Depending
on the extent to which they rely on extrinsic factors to engage in
RNA splicing and on the nature of the splicing reaction, they can
be classified into different intron groups as follows.

~ Spliceosomal introns are the conventional introns of
eukaryotic cells. They are transcribed into RNA in the primary
transcript and are excised at the RNA level during RNA
processing by spliceosomes. Only a few short sequences
appear to be important for gene function [those at, or close to,
the splice junctions and at the branch site (Figure 1.15) plus
splice enhancers and silencers (Section 11.4.3)]. As a result,
spliceosomal introns can tolerate large insertions and can be
very long (sometimes over 1 Mb). Spliceosomal introns are
likely to have arisen comparatively recently in evolution, and
may have evolved from group II introns (see Section 12.1.1).By
tolerating the insertion of mobile elements, they facilitated
exon shuffling.

'\ubliranrjal. For example. man)' genes are known [0 encode
polypeprides whose sequences are completely or largely
composed of large repeats, with sequence homology between
the repeats being very high in some cases (see Table 9.7). 13y
repeating a previously designed domain larger polypeptides
can be constructed with a variety of evolutionary advantages.
The human ubiquitin-encoding genes, l:BB and eBe.
encode long l11ultimeric proteins consisting of tandem repeats
of a whole ubiquitill protein unit which are cleaved to
generate multiple ubiquitin copies (three in the case of eBB;
nine in the case of UBq.

Aside from the unuliual case of ubiquitin genes. intragcnic
duplication often in"oln~1i some form of exon duplication
so that a particular protein domain is duplicated (Figure /2.2).
About 10% of genl.'S in humans. Drosopl,ila 11Ie!allo.'!aster and
Cm'l1orhahdiris elega/1s ha"e duplicated exons (Letunic er Ill.,
2(02) and 1I{.'vl.'raladvantages can be envisaged:

~ structural extellsiolJ. Repeating domains may be particu-
larly advantageous in the CJIICof proteins that have a major
litrllctllral role.An illlll\trati\'c cxample is provided by the 41
cxonli of the COL 1/11 gene which cncode thl.' pan of
a I (I) coll.lgcn that forms a triple helix; each exon cncodcl\
csselltially all intcgral number of copies (one to thrce) of all
1H-alllillo acid lllotif which itself is composed of six
tJndClIl fl.'pcats of the <.;tructure Gly-X-Y wht.:rc X and Y
3re \'ari.lbk· 311lillO.Kidli:

~ diversity throu}!h domaill divergellce, In Illost Ca'ieli,intr;l-
genic dllplic.uion evcnts have been followed by sllb<.;t.U1tial
nuclc.:'otide "eqUl.'nce di,·ergl.'nce between the ditTcrellt
repcat unit<.;.Such divergl.'l1ct' presllmably pro\·idt.:<.;the
opportunity of acquiring differcnt, though related, fUllc-
tions. Sometimes the dcgree of sequence divcrgcnce
bet\\'t.'en the repe.u, i, I\uch that the repeated structun.;' may

~ Group I and II introns have significant secondary structure
and are self-splicing introns (they can catalyze their own
excision withoutthe need for a spliceosomel. They are found in
both bacteria and eukaryotes, but are very restricted in their
distribution, being found primarily in rRNA and tRNA genes
and in a few protein-coding genes found in some types of
mitochondria, chloroplasts and bacteriophages. Both groups
may also act as mobile elements, and mobile group II introns
encode a reverse transcriptase-like activity, which is strikingly
similar to that of L1NE-1elements. Group I and II introns differ
in the identity of conserved splicing signals and in the nature of
the splicing reaction (e.g. the group I introns are the only intron
class. which requires a free guanine nucleoside - see Bonen
and Vogel, 2001).

~ Archaeal introns have been found only in tRNA and rRNA
genes in archaea. They have no conserved internal structure
and, unlike group I and group II introns, are not self-splicing.
Although they require proteins for the splicing mechanism,
they do not, unlike spliceosomal introns. require trans-acting
RNA molecules for the splicing reaction.

not be ob\'ious at the sequence level as in the case of
immunoglobulin domains (Figure 9./0).

~ diversiry rl1rou.~/1alremarille spliciug (see e.g. Lerunic '" aI.,
2(02). One type of alternative splicing produces different
isoforllls by selecting one exon sequence from a group of
duplicated exons to be included in the spliced product. As
the lequences of the duplicated exons may sho\\' small
diffcrences this type of alternati"e splicing produces a series
of rebted isoforms. Many human genes undergo this type
of Iplicing but the Drosopl1ila D5(1I1II gene is the most cdc-
br,lted example (see FigHre 10./6).

Illtragenic exon duplication can be explained by a variety of
mechanisms including unequal crossO"er, or "I/equal sister cllro-
lIIotid C.wl1oHge (see Long. 20(1). In order to a"oid frameshifts
in tht' translational reading frame. duplication is confined to
sYUlmetrical exotls or symllletrical eXO/1,{!nJ//ps (Box 12.2).

12.1.3 Exon shuffling can bring together new
combinations of protein domains

Only a few thousand conserved protc:in domain~ afl.' known
throughout Nature but for metazoan specicli many proteins
contain domainll found in another protein (li l't al., 20(1).
Fibronectin. a brgc extracellular matrix protein, contains
Illultiple rcpeated domains encoded by individual cxons or
pairs of l.'xon<;and is a good examplt' of c1asliic.llexoll dupli-
catioll. Dill' of the rept'3tt'd dOlllJiIllj, now known .11itht'
fibronectin type I domain. \,:as subst'qut"nrly foulld ill ti"ul.'
plalllllinogcn .1cri\'3tOr. Likt' fibront'ctin. [issuc pl.t~millogen
.1cri"Jtor also cOIltains other domains. They indudl.' .m
epidermal growth factor (EGF)-likl.' domain c11.lracreri:-.ticof
thl.' EGF prt.'cursor.and [wo kringlc domains which have been
found in other polvpeptides such as prourokinase and pla<-
minogl'n ete. (F(\!//re 12.2).
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12.1.4 Gene duplication has played a crucially important
role in the evolution of multicellular organisms

1.5 kb 0.63 kb 1.8 kb
'f 'f 'f

11 30 671681071108 1511 Neuroglobin

environment) to quickly become t:.'stablished. In multicellular
animals, however, changes in importam genes can often be
harmful and usually there is stroIlg conservative se/uriol/
pre.'slIre to maintain the sequellcc of a gene. To propag:Hc
Illutations ill complex org;l11isms. therefore. there is a need for
gene duplication.

For each case of gene duplicJtion. OIlC of the' two gene copics
is surplus to rt:.'quirement and so can diverge rapidly (because of
the absence of selection pressurc to con'ierve fUllction). Even if
there is no probleJ11 with gene dosage cfTects. an additional gene
copy often acquires deleterious IllLlt;1tions and degenerates into
a nonfunctional pselldogeue, or is lost by DNA turnover
processes (which can happen over evolutionary timescale's
when a DNA sequence is IlOt important). In sOl11e cases.
however. the diverged gene copy lllutJtes to produce a func-
tional product with altered properties that may be selectivdy
advantagt:.'ous and conserved (Figl/re 12.3). Alterations in coding
sequences could take some timc to be established. bllt alter-
ations in regulatory sequences Illay quickly provide novel
expression characteristics. The resulting gene product could
become expressed in different tissues or Jt diflerent stages of
development and subsequently Jd3pt to the new environment
(see the exol11ple of globin genes - Section 12.1.5).

Duplicated genes are common in complex genomes and
they CJn arise quite rapidly on an evoilitiolury timescale: an
average genc undergoes dliplicJtion about oncc every
100 MYr (Lynch ond Conery. 2(00). They originate bv a
variety of different mechanisllls. Some Clllse limited duplica-
tions, often involving single genes and :Ire considered in
Sections 12.1.5 and 12.1.6. Others bring about large-scale and
whole genome duplications and are discussed in the co!ltext
of chromosome and genome evolution (Section 12.2). The
principal mechanisms arc described in Box 12.3.

12.1.5 The globin superfamily has evolved by a process
of gene duplications, gene conversions, and
gene loss/inactivation

Evolution of the five globin gene classes

Globins are porphyrin-containing: protl'ins that bind o:.•..ygen
reversibly and so arc important in the respiratory systel1l. They
foil into four functional cbsses (seL' 7ili,{c /2.1): the \\,,,11-
studied hl'llloglobin and myoglobin. and the more recently
identified neuroglobin and cytoglobins (sct.' Pesce et aI., 2(02).
Hemoglobins transport oxygen ill the blood and arc hetcro-
tetralllcrs consisting of twO identical globin chains encodcd by
members of the cr-,\!Iohill ,I.!CI/C JlI II i/)' Oil chromosome 16, ;1I1d
two cncoded by {3-glsohill gel1e Ji///lily members 011 dno-
lllosome II. Myoglobin is ellcoded by a gene on chromosollle
22. It is monomeric and found in l1luscle cells where it f3cili-
tates the diffusion of oxygen to the mitochondria. Thc Ilcuro-
globin gene on chromosome ] -.I- encodes a monomcr and is
expressed ill the brain where it may increase the availability of
oxygcn to the brain tissues (13urml'ster c( al., 2000). The
recently identified cytoglobin gene is ubiquitously expressed:
its function is unknown.

Sequt:rlcc homology betwet:.'n the globin polypeptides
suggest that this family has beell shaped by a series of gent:.'

Cytoglobin
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125~26 1:01901

5.7 kb
'f
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0.12 kb 0.89 kb

11
'f

104T105 1461 Gy-Globin30

0.12 kb 0.87 kb
'f 'f

11 30 1041105 1461 Ay-Globin

0.12 kb 0.85 kb

11
'f

104T1 05 1461 E-Globin30

5.8 kb 3.6 kb

11
'f

105T106 1531 Myoglobin31

Figure 12.1: Ancient intron insertion is suggested from
conservation of intron position in the globin superfamily.

Boxes represent the mature polypeptides. Numbers contained
within the boxes are the amino acid positions. Note the
generally strong conservation of intron positions suggesting
that an ancestral globin gene had two introns (shown in blue)
perhaps more than 800 Myr ago (see Figure /2.41. The
additional introns in the recently identified neuroglobin
sequence Iredl and cytoglobin sequences (purple 1 may have
been inserted some very considerable time ago. Note that the
expansion of the cytoglobin protein included an expansion of
the N-terminal region by about17 amino acids and the C-
terminal region by about 23 amino acids (see Pesce et a/., 20021.

Mutation is the 1110tor of evolution. In prokaryotes short
doubling times and brge populations allow mutations which
confer a survival Jdv:l1ltJge (in response to changes in the

Not infrequcnrly protein domains art.' t'llcoded by indi-
vidual sY11l1lIffri((/! ('.YO/IS or s)'II/lI/ftrical eXOf/ grol/PS (Bas 12.2).
Such observations '"ve suggested the possibility of exon
shuilling betweell gelles: exolls or exon groups ('neoding
whole domains arc copit:d and inserted i11m other genes (see
Parthy, 1999; K::h:S-;111:1111l ('1 al., 20(2). The mechanism of L'XOIl

shuilling most likely involvL's LINE element-assisted n:rro-
transposition (see Section 12.] .6).
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Coding potential
Key for exons:

Fibronectin Type III domain
found in many cell surface
receptors and other extracellular
matrix proteins

IFibronectin Type I domain

I

IKringle domain; 38 copies
in ApoA protein

IFibronectin Type II domain also
found in blood clotting factors

I Epidermal growth factor domain

D No known domain

Fibronectin

Prourokinase *

Epidermal growth ~
factor precursor ~

Tissue plasminogen ~
activator ---..-..-

Figure 12.2: Exon duplication and exon shuffling.

Conspicuous exon duplication is found in the human fibronectin (FNI) and epidermal growth factor (EGF) genes. The FNI gene has 12
copies of an exon encoding the fibronectin type I domain and 15 copies of a pair of exons, which together specify the fibronection type III
domain; the EGFgene has 9 copies of an exon specifying an EGFdomain. Exon shuffling has meanlthat exons encoding these domains are
found in many other genes such as those encoding tissue plasminogen activator and prourokinase. See Figure 12.7for a possible
mechanism for exon shuffling.

Box 12.2: Symmetrical exons and intron phases..

Not all exons contain coding DNA. Noncoding exons occur
because introns are sometimes located within untranslated
sequences, such as the 5'UTR and 3'UTR sequences of genes
encoding polypeptides. Introns, which split coding DNA into
different coding exons, allow diversification by exon duplication
and exon shuffling. Three intron phases can be distinguished
depending on the point of insertion within coding DNA (see
Figure); phase O(between the third base of a codon and the first
base of the next codon); phase 1 (between the first and second
bases of one codon); phase 2 (between the second and third
bases of a codon).

Coding exons can be classified according to the phases of the
introns flanking them. Symmetrical exons (with a total number
of nucleotides exactly divisible by three) will be flanked by
introns of the same phase and so may be classified as: 0·0, 1-1
or 2·2 according to the phase of the flanking introns.
Nonsymmetrical exons (where the number of nucleotides is
not exactly divisible by 3) can be classified as 0·" 0·2, '·0 etc.
Making a copy of an exon by exon duplication and exon shuffling
is often limited to symmetrical exons, or to groups of neighboring
nonsymmetrical exons which would not result in a frameshift if
duplicated or copied into another gene, e.g. neighboring D·' and
'-0 exons.

HBB
S'UTS

L ATG

1 29 30 31 104 IDS 146

Val Gly ~12 219 Leu Arg 10 01 Leu His 3' UTS
GTG--- GGC-AG gt .... ·ag G'CTG---AGG gl"'--ag CCC .... ·CAC TAA

Phase 2 Phase 0

INS

81
~

1 80 1 1 110 3' UTS

ATG ------ CAG ~lgt--agF~ --- AAC TAG

Phase 1

Examples of intron phases in the {J·globin and insulin genes.

Numbers above genes refer to codon/amino acid positions. HBB- human l3-globin gene. /NS- human insulin gene. Note: Exon2 of the 13,
globin gene would be classified as a nonsymmetrica/2·Q exon because it is flanked by introns of different phases, in this case a phase 2 intron
upstream and a phase Q intron downstream.
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Figure 12.3:Gene duplication can generate different functional gene varieties but often often results in formation of a pseudogene.

Duplication of gene A results in two equivalent gene copies. Selection pressure need be applied to only one gene copy (top) to maintain the
presence of the original functional gene product. The other copy (bottom), will continue to be expressed but, in the absence of selection
pressure to conserve its sequence, will accumulate mutations (red asterisksl relatively rapidly. It may acquire deleterious mutations and
become a nonfunctional pseudogene (.vAl which will eventually be eliminated from the genome. In some cases, however, the mutational
differences may lead to a different expression pattern or other property that is selectively advantageous (A2).

Table 12.1: Classes of globin and human globin genes

Protein Function Slructure Polypeptide(s) Gene(s) Gene location

Hemoglobin" 0, transport in blood. Heterotetramer Alpha-globin HBAI,HBA2 l6p13.3,a-globin cluster
IHb) Portland, Gower 1 Portland (ttY,) Zeta It) - globin HBZ 16p13.3,a-globin cluster

and Gower 2 are Gower 1(t,.,1
early embryonic forms. Gower 2(0,.,) Beta-globin HBB 11p15.5,j3-globincluster
At about8 weeks of HbF =fetal Hb (02'1') Gamma-globin HBG1,HBG2 11p15.5,j3-globincluster
gestation, the fetal liver HbA adult Hb(a,j3,) Delta-globin HBD 11p15.5,j3-globincluster
synthesi,es predominantly HbA2(a,8,) Epsilon(.) - globin HBEI 11p15.5,j3-globincluster
HbFand a little HbA.70%
of Hb in newborns is HbF,
but by the end of year
this has declined to 1%
as HbApredominates.
HbA2is a minority Hb in
children and accounts
for < 3% of the adu~ Hb

Myoglobin 0, transport and storage Monomer Myoglobin MB 22q13.1
in muscle

Neuroglobin Expressedpredominantly in Monomer Neuroglobin NGB 14q24
nervous systemwhere it
supplies oxygen; may
be multifunctional

Cytoglobin Expressedin almost all Monomer Cytoglobin eYGB 17q25.3
tissues; exact function
unknown

-Not8:The theta globin polypeptide synthesized by the Hea, gene in the a-globin cluster (see Figure 9.11) does not get incorporated into 8 Hb molecule and its function, if

any, is unknown.

duplication c\-ents. '\omt' ancient and some more recent.
Thus, globin polvpeptides from the different chromosomal
locations are gent.:rally distantly related to each other
suggesting ancient genc duplications (although the a-globin
and j3-globin familics are clearly more closely related to
each other than to myoglobin, neuroglobin or cytoglobin).

The degree of sequence homology between the difTen:nt
globins plus the observation of generally consen'ed intron
positions (Fi,g/lre /2.1) suggests that the four f.1milies origi-
n~ltcd (1'0111 a single ancestr~:d globin gene by a series o(
duplicJtions from around 800 MYr to 450 MYr ago (F(QIII'('

12.-1).
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Box 12.3: Gene duplication mechanisms and paralogy

Gene duplication in metazoan genomes means that homologous
genes lor homologs - genes with significant sequence identity
suggesting a close evolutionary relationship) can be one of two
types (see Figure), Orthologs are genes present in different
genomes which are directly related through descent from a
common ancestor. Paralogs are genes present in a single
genome as a result of gene duplication, A variety of different
mechanisms can result in gene duplication,

~ Tandem gene duplication, Single genes can undergo tandem
duplication as a result of unequal crossover events or unequal
sister chromatid exchanges (Figure 11,9), Clustered human
gene families typically originate by sequential tandem
duplications (e,g" the a·globin and ~-globin gene clusters -
see Section 12,1.51, The same mechanisms can give rise to
larger-scale duplications, involving segments containing
several genes, but very large-scale tandem duplications are
relatively rare, partly because of the higher likelihood of gene
dosage effects, etc.

~ Retrotransposition-mediated gene duplication
(= duplicative transposition), This is likely to be an important
contributor, Although it often results in intronless copies of an
intron-containing gene it can also sometimes result in copying of
intron sequences (Section 12,1,6),

~ Horizontal (= lateral) gene transfer, This means ancient
gene transfers between different genomes (Brown, 20031, The
International Human Gene Sequencing Consortium (20011
suggested that hundreds of human genes likely originated by
horizontal gene transfer from bacteria at some point in the
vertebrate lineage, Although this is now known to be incorrect
(see Box 12.4), at least some human nuclear genes appear to
have originated by ancient horizontal gene transfer following
the acquisition of a proto-mitochondrial genome ISection
12,211,

~ Segmental duplication, A significant proportion of the human
genome consists of closely related sequence blocks at
different genomic locations showing >90% sequence identity
over segments spanning from kilobase lengths to hundreds of
kilo bases, This type of duplication appears to have occurred
very recently during evolution, See Section 12,2,5,

~ Polyploidy, Whole-genome duplication has the attraction that it
immediately offers gene copies for mutation to work on without
incurring problems due to differences in gene dosage, The
genomes of several species have clearly undergone polyploidy
but the extent to which this has shaped the evolution of human
genes has been controversiallSection 12,2,31,

1--1 Globin f--I Ancestral gene

/ ~ Gene duplication

-1Myoglobin HCytOglObinf-

Paralogs

I Speciation

I I

enco en
~ S
"S+:;;
Ell!
a E
0_« 0

Human
--1Myoglobin HCyto9lobinf---

I

Mouse
---1 Myoglobin HCyt09lobinr-

I

Orthologs

Hom%gs, or/h%gs and para/ogs.

Myoglobinand cytoglobinare thought to haveoriginated from a gene duplication occurring about 500 MYr ago,See Figure 12.4for the relationships
with the other globin genes,

Thereafter, the J.l1cesrral (X- and ~-globin genes underwent
J series of additional duplicJtions, some occurring very
recently (see F(f?lIrc -r 2.4). For l'xJl11ple, the two human (X-

globin genes H BA / and H BA 2 encode identical products, and
the products of the two 'I-globin genes, HBG I and HBG2,
differ by a single amino acid, In other cases, the duplicated
genes within J cluster an: clearly more diverged in sequence,
presumably because the relevanr duplication evcnts occurred
some timc ago. Some duplications gave rise to conventional

pscudogenes. Maybe in the futurc aile each of the two human
a-globin genes and the two ""V-globingencs will degenerate
into pscudogenes.

Evolution of mammalian l3-globin gene clusters

Comparative sequence analyses of thc r3-globin gene clusters
in different mammals reveals sOIllL'what different gene organi-
zations. Different types of single gcne duplicJtion have
occurred in diffcrcnt lineages. Jnd there is also evidencc of gene
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Ancestral globin
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Figure 12.4:Evolution ofthe globin superfamily.

Globins encoded within a gene cluster show a greater degree of sequence identity than those encoded on the different chromosomes
(where values of sequence identity are significantly less than 30% except for comparisons between the a-globin and i3-globin gene
clusters). The a- and i3-globin gene clusters have later diversified by tandem gene duplications. Some of the duplications have been very
recent: the HBA 1and HBA2 genes encode identical a-globins; HBG1 and HBG2encode "I-globins that differ by a single amino acid.
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Figure 12.5:The l3-globin gene cluster illustrates the considerable differences in organization of orthologous mammalian gene families.

The large number of genes in the goat i3-globin cluster reflects a tandem triplication event. Open boxes denote pseudogenes. Redrawn
from Hardison and Miller (19931 Mol. Bioi. Evol. 10,73-102. © 1993, Oxford University Press.
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Figure 12.6: The evolution of the mammalian l3-globin gene cluster has involved frequent gene duplications, conversions and gene loss
or inactivation.

Note that, in addition to gene duplication and gene loss events, there are frequent examples where the sequence of one gene shows
evidence of having been copied from the sequence of another gene. This is loosely described as conversion in this figure, but may have
involved mechanisms other than gene conversion in some cases. For example, the conversion of 5 by 13in the lineage leading to rabbits
could have involved an unequal crossover event of the type that most likely resulted in the production of the tjlh3 gene in the mouse lineage.
Redrawn from Tagle et at. (1992) Genomics 13,741-760 with permission from Elsevier.

loss, gene fusion and ,f.?('IIC(ll/llersioll (nonreciprocal sequence
l'xclullges where a sequence copied frol11 a donor gene is lIsed
to replan' sOllle sequence of:111 acceptor gene - see F((!II1'c 11. 10
for thl' mechanism). For eXJmple, humans have one l3-globill
and olle E-globin gc.:nt: but [WO )I-globin genes; the mOllse has
two i3-globill genes, two E-like globin genes but only DilL'

)'-globin gcnt' (F~<!.I/r('/2.5). In the lineage leading to present
day goat' early loss of a 'I-globin gene was followed by large-
scah: triplicltioll (presumably as a re-sule of two successive
unequal rL'combinacion events, the first of which produced a
duplication). Cellc colllJer:~jiall appears co have been fn:quenc. For
exal11ple,conversion ofo-globin by [3-globin has been apparent
in both the hUl11anand goat lineages (Figlfre /2.6).

The abovt.' types of event can all be eXplaincd by simph:
sequence exchanges occurring in this cluster.

As marsupials such as the opossum have only two gencs ill
this cluster, a ~-globin genc and an E-globin gene. there is thL'
possibility that the current ~-globin gene cluster arosc from a

"iIlgh: globin gene which underwellt all initial duplication
gCllerating a proto ~-like globin gClle and a proto E-likc:
globin gene which then underwent additional duplications to
gCllcrate the five types of gene in this cluster (F/:{!/IfC 12.6).The
initial perfect sequence identity of t:l11delllly duplicated
sequellces makes them liable to further sequellCt..: exchanges
by unequal crossovcr (which can give rise to further gCIlt:

duplication, genc loss and fusion genes) and genL' conversion.
Evelltually, however, duplicated sequences will diverge unless
conservative selection pressure maintains the sc:quellce and so
although there is considerable sequence hOl1lology betweell
thL' individual 1.0 kb gene sequences, there is IIl1ICh kss
between the longer flanking sequences.

Evolution of differential globin gene expression

Tandem gene duplication normally means dut both thl'
regulatory sequences and coding sequences are duplicated.
Subsequellt sequence divcrgence in (is~acting regulatory
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regions 1110yleod to altered expression. both spotiolly (e.g. in
different tissues) and temporally (e.g. at differem stages in
de\·clopmel1t). This may be a very powcrful evolutionary
advantage of gene duplication. As the regulatory sequences are
often comprised of very small sequenn" dements, mutation
call quickly result in divergent expression. l3y then expressing
copies of essentially the same gene in different spatial or
tl'mporal compartments. it is pos<;ibJe (or the gene copies to
acquire different flll1nions: rhe different cll\'irOllmcllts will
pro\'ide differential selccrion pre,'\ure causing the coding
'iequence'i [0 di,-erge in an etTort to adapt oprimalJy to the
difTc:renr cl1\'ironmenrs.

The globin superfamily provides sOllle examples. Ancient
gcne duplicJtions of In Jncestr:ll globin gene generated copies
which underwent divergence in regulatory 'iequellCes, causing
thelll to bc expressed in different ti'isue'i (e.g. blood, muscle,
nervolls 'yqem). The gene copies JdJptt:'d to their environ-
ments. 1l'3ding to very considerable sequence divergence of
the product'i. forming respecti\'ely hemoglobin, myoglobin
and nellroglobin - L'ach still having J core function of binding
oxygen. Subscquent refinements in thL' globins I11Jking up
hemoglobin introduced diffcrent varieties of globin, which
became e:xpressed at particular den~'lopl11ental stages and
maybe became more: specialized. Maybc, for example. the E-.
~- olld "I-globin choins ore especiolly suited to binding oxygen
in the comparatively oxygen-poor cn\'ironment of early
developmcllt, whereas the 0:- and f3-globin chains may be the
preferred polypeptides in the L'nvironlllcllt of adult tissues.

12.1.6 Retrotransposition can permit exon shuffling
and is an important contributor to gene evolution

Retrot[O"'position. the process ",hereby 0 notu[01 cDNA copy
ili mJdc from an RNA transcript and thell in'icrted into a new
chrolllosol1l:J1 location, has been :J very powerful agent in
liClllptillg the human genome. Over 40% of the: hUTll3ngenome
consists of retrotransposon-derived repeats and a small
pl'rcentage of these repeats are ani\'ely rr;lnliposing (Section
9.S.I).Thl' rctrotran,position machinery h:llimade;ln important
contribution to genc e\'olutioll by making copies of exons and
shuflling tht'l11 from onc genome 10cJtion to another, and by
providing J l11cclunisl11for SOTllegcnt'S to bt' duplicltcd.

Exon shuffling by LINE-mediated transduction

LI E I (L1) elements belong to the nOIl-LTR. class of retro-
transposons and can transpose.:.'autonomously (Section 9.5.2).
Under experimental conditions, LI E 1 dements han' been
showll to insert into the introll of a gene. l11:Jke:J copy of a
dOWllSrreJI11t'XOIl and then to transpose this I;.'xon copy into
another gene: (MorJn ('( al., IYYlJ).This is possible bccJuse tht:
LI N E I retrorransposition machinery h:Js a wcak specificity for
itli own Y end. causing it to overlook the regulatory signals at
th:Jt cnd. After a LI EI e1elllt.'nt insertli into a gene, tran-
scription of the LIN E 1 repeot often bypasses its own weak
poly(A) sequence and uses insreod 0 dowll\tream poly(A)
sign:J1from thc host gene. In so doing it can make a copy of a
host exon which can be stitched into Jnothcr gene after
another retrotransposition event (LINE1-mediated 3'

Figure 12.7:Exon shuffling between genes can be mediated by
transposable elements.

The L1NE1(L11sequence family contains members that actively
transpose in the human genome. L1NE1elements have weak
poly(A) signals and so transcription can continue past such a
signal until another nearby poly(A) signal is reached, as in the
case of gene A at top. The resulting RNA copy can contain a
transcript not just of L1NEl sequences but also of a downstream
exon (in this case E3).The L1NEl reverse transcriptase complex
can then act on the extended poly(AI sequence to produce a
cDNA copy that contains both L1NE1and E3sequences.
Subsequent transposition into a new chromosomal location
may lead to insertion of exon 3 into a different gene (gene B).
See Moran et a/. (1999).

transduction: liec F(i!,//rl' 12.7). This meChJllislll lIlay
thl'rl'fore be the basis of the ('.YOII _,IIl!{l1il~l! th:Jt appears to hJ\'e
been imporrJl1t in gene t'\'olution (Sl'nion 12.1.3).

Gene duplication by retrotransposition

Rl'trotr:Jllspo'\itiol1 of gene sequt'ncc, ha'\ bel'll a C0l111110n
cvent ill the ,Iuping of complex genOJ11e,.Copying of a spliced
RNA frol11 an intron-colltJining gl'!1l' mean, dut intron-
con raining lieqllcllces are removed, Jl1d when the RNA that is
copicd is ,J mR A. the copied sequL'llce will bck any promoter
sequences. As a result, retrotr:ll1spoliition of copied Il1RNA
sequcllccs typically results in the formation ofili<lctive processed
pse"dogellfs (F~{!l/re9.1-1). Occasionally. howL'vl'r, sllch a cDNA
copy will integrJtc close to :J functioll:l] promoter and I11:lYbe
subjcct to selection presslire to 1ll,Iintain gene function,
becoming a retrogene. The cblisic eX:Jlllpk •• Jre autosol1lJl
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processed copies of X-linked genes which produce proteins
that are functionally required during spermatogenesis. During
spermatogenesis, the X and Y chromosomes condense to form
the transcriptionally inactive XY body, but an autosomal gene
copy can provide the necessary gene product. Retrogenes
derived from non-X-linked genes arc also known - see Section
9.3.6; Table 9. /1.

Until very recently, it was thought that gene duplication by
retrotransposition was limited to copying exonic sequcncl,;s
only. However, analyses of a chimeric new gene (Course;llIx
and Nahon, 200'1) have shown that intronic sequences can be
copied by an indirect route in certain situations. This is
possible when the antisense strand of an intron-col1taining
gene produces a mature RNA transcript containing sequence
complementary to the intron sequences of the gene tran-
scribed from the other strand. As antisense RNA transcripts
are now known to be quite frequent in the human genome
retrotransposed copies may sometimes lead to duplication of
intron-contailling genes.

12,2 Evolution of chromosomes and
genomes

12.2.1 The mitochondrial genome may have originated
following endocytosis of a prokaryotic cell by a
eukaryotic cell precursor

In addition to the nucleus, mitochondria have a genome, as do
the chloroplasts of plant cells.The organization and expression
of mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes shows considerable
similarities to that of prokaryotic cells (see below), suggesting
that eukaryotic cells originated after a eukaryotic cell
precursor (protoeukaryote) engulfed some type of prokaryotic
cell (the symbiollt). Such a process is thought to have
conferred a selective advantage for the resulting new cell and
has been termed endosymbiosis (Figure 12.8).

The endosymbiont hypothesis imagines that the genomc of
the engulfed prokaryotic cell gave rise to the present day
mitochondrial genome. Present day prokaryotic cells (bacteria
and archaea) typically contain one or a few mega bases of
DNA and contain several hundreds or thousands of genes, but
mitochondrial genomes are much smaller. For example, the
human mitochondrial genome is about 16 kb with only 37
genes, and the vast majority of mitochondrial proteins and
functions are specified by nuclear genes (see Section 9.1.2). It
is likely, therefore, that many of the genes originally present in
the engulfed cell were transferred to the genome of the host
cell by horizontal or lateral gelle trallifer (Doolittle, 1998).
Horizontal gene transfers n1JYhave been extensive during the
early stages of cellular evolution.

The identities of the cells involved in the endocytosis
giving rise to mitochondria has been the subject of some
debate. Initial hypotheses imagined that the host cell had some
cuk:lryotc characteristics, but more recent hypotheses have
considered an archaeal cell as the host. The hydrogen
hypothesis proposes that eukaryotes arose by engulfment of a
hydrogen-producing Cl-proteobacterium by an anaerobic,
hydrogen-dependent archaeal-like host. A variant, the
s)/Iltrophic hypothesis, suggests that the hydrogen-producing
symbiont was a o-proteobacterium.The archaeal-like host was
envisaged to have been strictly allfo/rop";c (able to synthesize
its organic compounds from simple molecules from the
environment, rather than rely as heterotrophs do on ingesting
organic compounds synthesized by other organisms).
Subsequently, however, to avoid pointless cycling of metabo-
lites in its cytoplasm the host lost its autotrophic pathway and
an irreversible heterotroph emerged containing ancestral
mitochondria bllt no longer dependent on hydrogen. More
efficient o::.....ygen-based respiration was then adopted by many
such organislns and aerobic nlitochondria evolved.

The hydrogen/syntrophic hypotheses were founded on
observations of certain eukaryotes that lack mitochondria:

Gene

transfer

Ancestral nuclear
genome in
proto-eu karyote

Ancestral
mitochondrial
genome in
prokaryotic cell

Figure 12.8;The human mitochondrial genome probably originated following endocytosis of a prokaryotic cell by a eukaryotic precursor
cell.

In this particular example, the endocytosing cell does not have a nucleus, but some models have imagined endocytosis by a
protoeukaryotic cell with a nucleus. Followingendocytosis, genes in the genome of the prokaryote are imagined to have been transferred
to the precursor of the nuclear genome, leaving a much reduced mitochondrial genome. See Doolittle 11998) for one possible mechanism of
gene transfer.
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Molecular phylogenetics (the classification of organisms
according to relatedness of proteins or nucleic acids) produced
a major shock in the late 1970s: rRNA analyses revealed that a
group of methane-producing bacteria were very different from
other bacteria, The archaebacteria - as they were first termed
- also seemed to have some unusual cellular features, and they
showed a close relationship to eukaryotes in many aspects of
information transfer IDNA replication, DNA repair, transcription,
translation, etc,), As a result, there was growing acceptance of
the need to replace the previous division of life into prokaryotes
and eukaryotes by an alternative division into three domains,

~ Bacteria - the commonly encountered prokaryotes, which
have traditionally been well-studied le,g, gram-negative and
gram-positive bacteria, cyanobacteria etc,),

~ Archaea - prokaryotes which resemble eukaryotes in their
information transfer processes, They have often been isolated
from extreme environments (e,g" hot springs, very high salt
concentration, extremes of pH etc,), but are also known to
occur in more usual habitats, including soils and lakes, and
they have been found thriving inside the digestive tracts of
cows, termites, and marine life where they produce methane,

~ Eukaryotes,
Df these, the bacteria were imagined to have diverged first from
the universal last common ancestor (see Figure), Mitochondria
and chloroplasts are thought to have originated by endocytosis
of certain prokaryotic cells by eukaryotic cell precursors, and
subsequent transfer of many of the genes in the endocytosed
genome to the host genome, a form of horizontal gene transfer
(HGT).

While HGT appears to have played a crucial role in genome
evolution in the past, several recent examples of naturally
occurring HGT are known, notably between different bacterial
species (e,g, plasmid and phage-mediated transfer of
pathogenic and antibiotic resistance genes), HGT between
eukaryotic genomes can also occur (e,g, between different
Drosophila species via DNA transposons), The International
Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 12001)also came to the
startling conclusion that some hundreds of human genes had
evolved by HGT from bacteria at some point in the vertebrate
lineage, The human genes had shown clear homologies to
bacterial genes without appearing to be found in some
invertebrate (0, melanogaster, C, elegans) genomes, The
conclusion is, however, now known to be incorrect because
extended phylogenetic analyses identified homologs in other
invertebrates, and so the human genes can be explained in
terms of descent through common ancestry - the absence of
homologs in some species can be explained by gene loss in
some lineages (see Brown, 2003 for references),

The Universal Tree of Life shown in this figure is far from being
universally accepted, and it has been called into question by
studies of various other protein sequence data sets, Inevitably,
phylogenetic classification is difficult if common horizontal gene
transfer has to be taken into account, since different gene sets
can give conflicting phylogenetic results, As a result, whole
genome approaches to tree construction are now being
applied, This field is a dynamic one and readers are advised to
consult recent reviews,

I Eukaryotes I

Bacteria I

I Archaea I
Euryarchaeota

Korarchaeota

Universal last
common ancestor

Fungi /-"7

_....h~:Microsporidia

.' Entamoeba

Apicomplexa (such as Piasmodium)

Euglena
Kinetoplasta (such as Trypanosoma)

Parabasalia (such as Trichomonas)

Metamonda (such as Giardia)

,,'
Mitochondrial loss

Key:
Putative origins of organelles

_ Chloroplasts

- Mitochondria

The universal tree of life based on rRNA phylogeny,

As well as being involved in formation of the mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes, horizontal gene transfer has been observed in other cases,
e.g, between spirochetes and archaea larrow al; low G+Cgram positive bacteria and archaea larrow b); and between thermophilic bacteria and
archaea larrow c), Reproduced from Brown 12(03) Nature Rev.Genet,4, 121-132 with permission from the Nature Publishing Group,
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Giardia, parabasalids such as Trichomonas, Entamoeba and a few
ciliates and fungi. The most accepted phylogenetic classifi-
cation places Giardia and Trir!lOllIollas as the organisms that
diverged earliest from the eukaryotic lineage (Box 12.4; Figl/re
12.22). The parabasalids, as well as some amitochondrial
ciliates and fungi, have specialized organelles called Irydrogello-
somes, which ferment pyruvate and produce hydrogen. The
hydrogenosome lacks any genome that might help trace its
origins; however, phylogenetic analysis of hydrogenosome-
targeted proteins indicates a possible shared evolutionary path
with mirochondria, and the hydrogenosome itself may be a
highly derived mitochondrion. The mirochondria-lacking
eukaryotes also possess bacterial-like metabolic enzymes (in
addition to other known bacterial-like genes). It is perhaps
significant, too. that whereas most eukaryotes use histones ro
compact their nuclear DNA, the only prokaryotes that have
histones and nucleosomes are the Euryarchaeota, the division
of the Archaea that includes the hydrogen-consuming
methanogens. See Brown (2003) for further details and addi-
tional hypotheses.

12.2.2 Reduced selection pressure caused the
mitochondrial genetic code to diverge

The human mitochondrial genetic code is slightly different
from the 'universal' genetic code used in cellular genomes and
plant mitochondrial genomes (Figl/re 1.22). Although iden-
tical to the genetic codes of other man1lllalian mirochondrial
genomes, it also shows some differences to the nonuniversal
genetic code in the mirochondria of other eukaryotes, such as
Drosophila and yeast cells.

The mitochondrial genetic code is believed to have
diverged as a result of reduced selection pressure. The genome
of the elldocytosed prokaryote genome, which gave rise to the
mitochondrial genome would originally have contained at
least several hundreds and possibly thousands of genes. Like all
large gcnomcs, it would have been subject to strong conscr-
vative selection pressure to maintain the universal genetic
code (slight alterations in the code could result in lack of gene
function).

Subsequently, genes were transferred froll1 the precursor
mitochondrial genome to the nuclear genome, possibly by
successive processes of organelle lysis, incorporation of the
DNA into the nuclear genome. loss of organelle copies and
fixation of gene loss by genetic drift (see Doolittle, 1998). As
the coding potential steadily diminished by gene trallsfer to
the Iluclc:argenolllC:, there would have been progressively less
selection pressure to conserve the original genetic code.

Eventually a severely depicted genome resulted (only 13
genes in the hUI11::lnmitochondrial genome encode polypc:p-
tides). 13ecause only a tiny number of polypeptides would be
involved, selection pressure to maintain the universal genetic
code would have bc:en relaxed and a certain degree of drift
from the normal codon interpretations could be tolerated
without provoking disastrolls consequences. It is also likely
that the codons that have been altered (see Figure 1.22) have
not been used extensively in locations where amino acid
substitutions would have been deleterious.

Of COUfse,the process of mitochondrial genome depletion
was a slow one that continued through metazoan evolution.
As a result, different organisms show differences in the genes
retained by the mitochondrial genome (and so the mitochon-
drial genetic code differs in some species). The mitochondrial
genomes of plants, however, retained comparatively many
genes and so no drift from the universal genetic code was
possible there.

12.2.3 The evolution of vertebrate genomes may have
involved whole genome duplication

Genome duplication resulting in polyploidy is an effective
way of increasing genome size and versatility. Gene copies are
simultaneously available for all genes, avoiding problems of
differential gene dosage. Several species are naturally polyploid
or are known to be degenerate polyploids, including the
majority of flowering plants, many fishes, the yeast
S(/({!t(/rom)'ces cerevisiae, Xel/opus laevis, and at least one
mammal, the tetraploid red viscacha rat (see Otto Jnd
Whitton, 2000; Wolfe, 200 I). Constitutional tetraploidy is rare
and lethal in humans, but humans and other diploid organisnls
have some naturally polyploid cells as a result of sequential
chromosome duplications by mitosis without intervening cell
division, or by cell fusions (Section 3.1.4).

Since several species have clearly undergone genome dupli-
cation, polyploidization events are clearly nOt rare.This obser-
vJtion plus comparisons of gene characteristics in vertebrates
and invertebrates has suggested the possibility that all verte-
brates have undergone at least one round of genome dupli-
cation during evolution. Following genome duplication, and a
transient tetraploid state, subsequent large-scale chromosome
rearrangements could have been expected to cause chro-
mosome divergence and restore diploidy. but now with twice
the Ilumber of chromosomes.

The relaxation of selection pressure on many of the gene
copies following genome duplication would result in the great
majority acquiring deleterious mutations and becoming
pseudogenes. Later on, because of the lack of any selection
pressure to conserve them, the defective gene copies could be
expected to be eliminated from the genome by various DNA
turnover mechanisms (see Lynch and Conery, 2000). Some
considerable time after a genome duplication event, therefore,
the evidence for previous genome-wide duplication could be
sparse; only the very few duplicated genes which retained
functional activity would be expected to be maintained.

Tht' initial proposals for ancient tetraploidization events
during vertebrate evolution envisaged two rounds of genome
duplication. the 2R hypothesis (see Wolfe. 2(01). Much of the
evidt.'nce to support the 2R hypothesis was based on the
observations dut crucially important gc:nc:sand genc clusters
ill invc:rtebrates such as Drosapllila. have 3-4 equivalents in
vl'rtc:brates.Important examples include the four classical No.\"

gene clusters (F((?/lre 12.9), the fOUf paraHox gene clusters
(human chromosomes 13q 13-14, Xq 13-q22, 4q 11-12, 5q31-
33) and the MHC clusters (on human chromosomes lq21-
q25, 6p21.3-p22.2, 9q33-q34, 19p 13. I-p 13.4 see
Abi-R.ached cf 111., 2002). In each of these cases there is a single
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Figure 12.9:The organization of Hox gene clusters in mammals and Amphioxus suggests the possibility of one or two rounds of ancestral
genome duplication.

Humans and other mammals have four clusters containing !l-11 classical Hox genes, but Amphioxus, the invertebrate considered to be
most closely related to vertebrates, has 14such genes. The linear order of the genes in a cluster is thought to dictate the temporal order in
which they are expressed during development and also their anterior limits of expression along the anterior-posterior axis Isee Figure
3.10). Shaded boxes indicate paralogous groups consisting of genes with very similar expression patterns and presumably similar
functions. Although the four classical mammalian Hox clusters show strong general conservation of gene order, the paralogy groups
indicate that there has presumably been gene loss from what might have been an ancestral cluster with 13or 14genes. A rearrangement in
the Drosophila lineage led to separation of the genes into two subclusters.

gene cluster in AmphioxlIs, the closest invertebrate relative of
the vertebrates.

Following rhe genome projects, it has become apparent that
vertebrates have around 30 000-35 000 genes. approximately
twice the gene number found in invertebrates rather than the
widely expected fourfold difference. A recent c0111prehensive
analysis of the draft human genome sequence by McLysaght
er at. (2002) has suggested that it has many more duplicated
genes than would be expected by chance. About 25% of
human gent's have clearly related para/o~\!s and comparisons
with orrhol0615 in D. /Ildall(~\!asrcr and C. elegalls indicate that
a burst of gene duplication activity took place about
330-600 MYr ago, consistent with at least one round of
whole genome duplication.

12.2.4 There have been numerous major chromosome
rearrangements during the evolution of
mammalian genomes

Large-scale chromosome rearrangements have been frequent
during mammalian genome evolution and chromosome
evolution can be uncoupled from phenotype evolution. A
classic example is provided by two species of mllntjac (a type

of small deer). The Chinese 1l1untjac and the Indian muntjac
(Figure 12.10) are so closely rebtc'd that they can mate and can
produce offspring, which, however. are not viable. The
Chinese muntjac has 46 chromosomes, but ;t-; a result of
various chromosome fusion events the Indiall nluntjac has
only 6 chromosomes in females and 7 in m:1ks.

While the above example is an extraordinary one, signi-
ficant chromosome rearrangements occur regularly during
mammalian evolution. Inversions appear to be particularly
frequent; translocations soml'wh:lt less so. Cenrromeres (which
are composed of rapidly evolving sequence) can change posi-
tions. When human chromosomcs 3re compared with those of
our nearest living relatives. the great apes, there arc very strong
similarities in chromosome banding parterns (Yunis and
Prakash, 1(82). The most fn:quent rearrangements have been
inversions (including both pericelltric and paracel1tric inver-
sions) and in addition there have been some translocations (see
Section 12.4.2 and see Figure, /2.27,12.28).

While it is simple to identify orthologous chromosomes in
very closely related species, chromosome comparisons
between more distantly related species generally shows that
only small segments of chromosomes are conserved.
Conservation of linear gene order (conservation of
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Figure 12.10:The Chinese and Indian muntjacs.

The Chinese muntjac (Muntiacus reevesi; left panel) and the Indian muntjac (Muntiacus muntjak; right panel) are very closely related but
have very different karyotypes (see text).

synteny) is therefore often limited to small chromosome
segments. To assess conservation of synteny, previolls
approaches ll1Jpped orthologous genes to chromosomes in
the two species but the genome projects have been able to
deliver more detailed conservation of synteny maps. See Figllre
12. t 1 for human-mouse conservJtion of synteny.

The 342 or so chromosome segments shared by humans
and mice mean that 011 average conservation of syntl'ny extends
to somewhat less than 10 Mb,and the sequences ofmosr indi-
vidual human and mOllse chromosomes have orthologs 011 J

variety of ditTerent chromosomes in the other species. The
X chromosome is a notable exception: the vast majority of

I!·;- ii: -I -=-1_11;; _III la .- == Iiilllil=-i ~li·.1i!
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 X

~~ .
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1920 21 22 X

Figure 12.11:Human-mouse conservation of synteny is generally limited to small chromosome segments.

Segments and blocks >300 kb in size with conserved synteny in human chromosomes are superimposed on the 20 mouse chromosomes
(top). Each color corresponds to a particular human chromosome. The 342segments are separated from each other by thin white lines
within the 217blocks of consistent color. The X chromosomes are represented as single, reciprocal syntenic blocks. and human
chromosomes 17and 20 correspond entirely to a portion of mouse chromosomes 11 and 2 (but with extensive rearrangements into at least
16segments in the former easel. Other chromosomes show evidence of much more extensive interchromosomal rearrangement. Figure
reproduced from the Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium (2002)Nature 420,520-562 with permission from the Nature Publishing Group.
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sequences 011 the human X chromosome have orthologs
all the mOllSI..' X chromosome (because IllJ1l111l31i:1I1

X-inacrivJtion has evolved to t:nSUfe an effective 2 : 1 gent'
dosJge ratio for autosomal: X-linked genes - see Section
12.2.H). EveIl in the case of the X chromosome, however.
rhl'TL' have been numerous inversions, scrambling gL'lll' order
bctWlTIl humans and mice, and analysis of the lengths alld
Ilumbers of const'rved syntcny segments 011 the :IlltoSQmeS fits
with a process of random chromosome breakage (MUllS!:

CC1101l1L' Sequencing Consortiul11, 2002).

12.2.5 Segmental duplication in primate lineages and
the evolutionary instability of peri centromeric
and subtelomeric sequences

()nc of the major surprises t11Jt came out of sequencing rhe
human genome was the extent of evolutionarily rcccnt

seglnental duplication, an important fortll of '\ubgenomic
duplicJtion which can lead to chrolllosome rearr:lI1gt'nH:'nt'\.
About 5%) of thc human genollle sequence is now thought to
be represented in interspersed duplicJted copies with> 90%1
sequence identity extending over segments from I kb up to
sewral hundreds ofkb in length (l3ailey ('I al .. 2002: Sal1lonte
and Eichler. 2002; see F(~lIr(' /2. /2). They include:

~ illtracl,romosomal d"plicatiolls which tcnd to occur ill
l'llchrOIll;]tic regions. When the sequence idelltity eXcl'eds
951% and extends over 10 kb or morl', these sequence
ell'lllellts often predispose to large-scale dclt,tions, duplicl-
(ions :lnd inversions many of which are ;lssociated with
disease (Sections 11.5.-1. 11.5.5);

~ iuterchromosomal duplicatiolls which tend to bl' !OC;Hl'd ill
pl'ricentromeric or subtelomeric regions. The duplications
may involve genes or portions of genes. which call give rise
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Figure 12.12;Examples of recent segmental duplications in the human genome.

(AI Segmental duplicarions on 22q. Horizontal lines represents successive 1 Mb sequences from centromeric end (top leftl to telomeric
end (bottom rightl. Black bars denote sequence gaps. Sequences involved in interchromosomal duplications (red) are mostly restricted to
the most centromeric and telomeric regions. Intrachromosomal duplications are shown in blue. Adapted from Eichler (20011 Trends Genel.
1t. 661~69 with permission from Elsevier. (B) Interchromosomal homologies for human chromosome 2 sequences. Chromosome 2 is
shown as a red horizontal bar in the middle. Eleven other chromosomes {green horizontal barsl contain segments which are highly
homologous to chromosome 2 sequences (linked by colored vertical lines). Reproduced from Venter et al. (2001 IScience 291.1304-1351
with permission from the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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to dispersed nonfunctional gene copies (Figllre 9. U),
chimeric transcripts, and possibly new genes. Primate
inrerchromosomal duplications appear to be a little less
frequent than intrachrol1losomal (Samol1te and Eichler,
2002).

Screening of the mouse genome for sequences closely related
to the segmentally duplicated human sequenccs typically
reveals single copy sequences. Human segmental duplications
therefore originated comparatively recently: segmental dupli-
cation events appear to have been ongoing in the primate
lineage for the last 40 MY r or so, with possibly the majoriry
occurring in the last 12 MYr (Samonte and Eichler, 2002).
Segmental duplication is not, however, primate-specific:
unrelated recent pericenrromcric duplications have occurred
in the mouse (Thomas er al., 2003). The mechanism for
segmental duplication is not well understood, but generally
results in mosaic structures combining sequence modules
from a different variety of chromosomal locations. Certain
regions of the genome, notably pericentromeric regions seem
to readily accept copies of sequences from other genome
regions and exchange them with other such regions (see
Figllre 12.13).

12.2.6 The human X and Y chromosomes exhibit
substantial regions of sequence homology,
including common pseudoautosomal regions

In mammals, pairs of homologous autosomal chromosomes
are structurally virtually identical (JlOlIlomorphic); chromosome
pairing at meiosis is presumed to be facilitated by rhe high
degree of sequence identiry between homologs, albeit by a
mechanism that is not understood. By contrast, the X and Y
chromosomes of humans and other mammalian species arc
heteromorphic. The human X chromosome is a submetacentric

chromosome which contains over 160 Mb of DNA, whereas
the Y is acrocentric and is much snlaller (containing about
50 Mb of DNA). The human X chromosome contains
numerous important genes; in marked contrast, the Y chro-
mosome has only about 50 genes (Table /2.2) and the bulk of
the Y is composed of genetically inert constitutive hetero-
chromatin. Note, however, that many of the genes in the non-
recombining portion of the Y chronlosome are involved in
spermatogenesis/sex determination (Table 12.2) and that the
X chromosome too appears to be enriched in sex- and
reproduction-related genes (e.g. Wang et al., 2001).

Despite being morphologically distinct, the X and Y chro-
mosomes show substantial regions of homology, including a
variery of Xp- Y q and Xq- Yp homologies, as well as Xp~ Yp
and Xq- Y q homologies. These homologies have allowed a
variery ofX-Y gene pairs to be identified (see Figllre 12.14).
The existence of such homologies suggests that the two c11ro-
mosonles have evolved from an ancestral homomorphic pair
of chromosomes. Clearly, the two chromosomes have subse-
quently undergone substantial divergence, and sequences that
are physically close on one chromosome may have very
widely spaced counterparts on the other. The X and Yare also
able to pair during male meiosis and so can exchange
sequences just as autosomal homologues do. However, the
meiotic exchanges are very Iinlited in extent, being confined
to small pseudoautosomal regions at the chromosome tips
(such sequences are therefore not X-linked orY-linked, hence
the term pselldoallroso/lla0. In humans there are t\VO pseudo-
autosomal regions).

~ The major pseudoautosomal region (PARt) extends
over 2.h Mb at the extreme tips of the short arms of the
X and Y and is known to contain at least 13 genes (Ried er
al., 1998; Gianfrancesco er al., 2001). It is the site of an
ovligafe rl"OssolJerduringmale meiosis which is thought to be

Donor loci

Acceptor locus }-

Figure 12.13:Model ofsegmental duplication.

Moderately long to large sequence copies (1-200 kb segments) originale by duplication of sequences from certain regions in the genome
IdonaI' loci) and transpose, integrating elsewhere in the genome (duplicative transposition). As shown, different donor sequences from
disparale regions can insert into common acceptor regions. The different duplicalive transposition evenls occur independently over time,
creating larger blocks of duplicaled sequence that are mosaic in structure. Portions of this mosaic structure can in turn be duplicated and
copied to other regions of the genome. Rearrangements (deletions and inversions) subsequently alter the structure of these regions.
Reproduced from Samonte and Eichler (20021Nature Rev. Genet.3, 65-72, wilh permission from the Nature Publishing Group.
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Table 12.2: Functional classification of human V-chromosome genes

Gene category Genes Known/putative Expression Multiple copies Has active X homolog
function(s) specificity onY? X homolog? inactivated in

female?

Pseudoautosomal Many" As diverse as Diverse No Yes Yes(except
autosomal genes SYBL " HSPRY3)

NRYclass 1 RPSRY,ZFY, Housekeeping Broad No Yes No
USP9Y,DBY,
UTY, TB4Y,
SMCY,EIFIAY

NRYclass 2 TTYI, TSPY Spermatogenesis Testis Yes No N/A
PRY, TTY2,
CDY,XKRY,
DAZ, BPY2

NRYclass3 SRY Male determination Testis No Yes Yes
RBMY Spermatogenesis Testis Yes Yes Yes
AMELY Tooth development Tooth bud No Yes Maybe
VCY Unknown Testis Yes Yes N/A
PCDHY Unknown Brain No Yes No

(NRY,non-recombining region olthe Y chromosome; N/A, not applicablel.
"At least 17,01which 13are in the major pseudoautosomal region (see Figure 12.151.

required for correct meiotic segregation. This very small
region is evolutionarily unstable (see below) and conrains
highly recombinogenic sequences (the sex-averaged
recombination frequency is 28% which, for a region of
only 2.6 Mb, is approximately 10 times the normal recolll-

bination frequency). The high figure is, of COllrse, mostly
due to the obligarory crossover in male meiosis resulting ill

a crossover frequency approaching 50%. The bound:!ry
between the major pscudoJutosolllal region and the sex-
specific region has been showll to map within the XC
blood group gene, with the 5RY male determinant gt'ne
occurring only about 5 kb frolll the PAR I boundary 011

the Y chromosome (F/:~/lr(' J 2. 15).

~ The minor pseudoautosomal region (PAR2) spallS
330 kb at the extreme tips of the long arms of the X andY
and contains only four genes (Ciccodicola ('I al., 2000;
Charchar ct al., 2003). Crossover betwcen thc X and Y in
this region is not so frequent as in PAR I, and is neither
necessary nor sufficient for successfullllalc: meiosis.

12.2.7 Human sex chromosomes evolved from
autosomes and diverged due to periodic regional
suppression of recombination

Distinct sex chromosomes have been independently
developed in Illany animals with disparate evolutionary
lineages, including not only mammals, but birds (where the
females are ZW, the heterogametiC sex, and the males Jre ZZ, the
hOlllogametic sex), and certain species offish, reptiles and insects.
In each case, it is thought that the different sex chromosomes
started ofTas virtually identical autosomes, except that one of
them happened to evolve a major sex-determining locus (the

SRI' locus in humans. 10Cited 5 kb f.·om the PAR I boundary
011 the V). Subsequent evolution resultc'.'d in the two chromo-
somes becoming increJsingly dissilllibr uiHiL ill Illany species.
one sex chromosome (the Y in Illamlllals, the W ill birds) was
n:duced to a small chro111osome. rich in repetitive sequences
but with only a very few ft1nction~tl gent's.There would appear
to be evolutionary pressure to :ldopt the str;ltegy of having
twO structurally and functionally different sex chromosomes.

The autosomal origins and plasticity of pseudoautosomal
regions
The pseudo3utosomal regions luve not been well-conserved
in evolution. There is no t'qui\'alent to PAR2 in mouse and
c\'cn in some primate,,;. and known mouse orrhologs ofPAR2
genes arc either autosomal or map close to the centroml'n: of
the X. There are also vn)' ,,;ignificant spt'cies difTerenct:s in
PAR 1.ln humans tht: PAR 1 bound3ry OCCllr~within the XC
gcne, which does not appc;1r to have an ortholog in nlOlI,,;e
(F/:\!//rc 12. 15).The equivalent mOllse pseudoJlltosomal rcgion
(PAR). only 0.7 Mb long and located at the tip of the la/lg ar/ll

of the X, shows very little sequence homology to human
PAR 1 (perry c{ al., 2(01). The mou,e PAR boundary lies
within tht.' ,\lid I gene (formerly Txy) , whose human ortholog
1\/101 is located more proxim::dly within the X chromosome-
specific region. The steroid sulfatase gene, 51S, is the only other
gene known to be located ill the mouse PAR but the hllm;1n
homolog is located about 3.5 Mb proximal to PAR 1 on the
X chromosome. Three of the human PAR] genes have
autosomal mouse orthologs and other human PAR'I
genes luve autosomJI orrhologs in some other mammals.
The PARI region has therefore been imagined to have
evolved by repeated addition of autosomal segments onto the
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Figure 12.14:The human X and Y chromosomes show several regions of homology indicative of a common evolutionary origin.

The pseudoautosomal regions at the tips of Xp and Vp are identicallsee e.g. Figure /2.151, as are those at the tips of Xq and Vq.The
remaining nonrecombining regions show several clearly homologous XV gene pairs plus the SOX3-SRYpair Iwhich have an HMG domain in
common). Numbers 1to 4 on the X chromosome correspond to different 'evolutionary strata'isee textl. Some of the V chromosome
homologs have degenerated into pseudogenes Isymbol terminates in a P e.g. ARSEp, ARSOPetc,). Reproduced from lahn and Page 11999)
Science 286,964-967, with permission from the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
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Figure 12.15:Organization and evolutionary instability of the major human pseudoautosomal region (PARI).

The 2.6 Mb PARl region is common to the tips of Xp (top leftl and Yp (bottom left; TEL= telomerel and contains at least 13genes. Adjacent
to PARl are the long sex-specific parts of the X and Y for which the genes immediately adjacent to PARl are shown to the right of the
boundary line. The PARl boundary occurs within the XG blood group gene on the X chromosome. On the Y chromosome, there is a
truncated XG gene homolog: the promoter and first few exons are present in the pseudoautosomal region, but thereafter there are
unrelated Y chromosome-specific sequences, e.g SRY, RPS4Y. Genes within PARl and in the neighboring sex-specific regions (which were
part of a former pseudoautosomal regionl have been poorly conserved during evolution, and mouse orthologs are often undetectable H or
highly diverged (div.l.

pseudoJutosomal region of one of the sex chromosomes, before
being recombined 011[0 the other sex chromosome (Graves
cr 111.,19'18).

PAR I and neighboring regions are thought to be compar-
atively unstable regions. Frequent DNA exchanges result in a
high incidence of gene fusions. cxon duplications and CXOII

.<I//If/hllg (see Ried el al.. 1998). Many of the PAR 1 genes and
genes in the nearby sex-specific regions (which were previ-
ollsly pscudoJutosomal regions - see below) do not appear to
have detectable orthologs in the mouse (by analysis of the
available mouse genome sequence or by hybridization assay).
Those that do have orthologs are of tell ulldergoing extremely
rapid sequence divergence as in the case of the major male
determinant, SRY, which is located only 5 kb from the PAR 1
boundary, and the steroid sulf.ltase gCllc. STS.

Autosomal origins for human Xp and evolutionary strata
on the X chromosome

Comparison of genes in distanrly rdatcd mammals indicates
that Illuch of the short arlll of the hUlllan X chromosome has
recently been acquired by X-autosomal translocation.
Mammals have been cb'\sificd into t\\"o subclasses
prototheria (rile monotrellll'S or egg-laying mammals) and
theria which in turn are subdivided into two subclasses:
111etatheria (marsupials) and eutheria, a group which
includes placental mammals. Many eutherian X-linked genes
Jrc found to be X-linked in l11:lrsupials. However, genes
Impping to a large part of human Xp (distal to Xp 11.3) have
orthologs on autosomes of both marsupiJls Jnd monotremes.
Because the prototherian divergence pre-dated the
metatherian-eutherian split (see F({!lIr(' 12.2-+). the simplest

expbnation is that at least one Iargc autosomal region \vas
translocated to the X chromosolllc carly in the eutherian
lineage.

Outside the shared PA R '1and PA R2 regions, there are stilJ
about 20 X- Y gene pairs which Jrc rdics of the extensive
sequence identity that once existe.:.'dbctwcen the allcestral X
aildY chromosomes. For the X-V pairs,lllost of the genes on
tht' X are located on Xp but the equivaknt sequences seem to
be foulld throughout the euchromatic portion of the Y (Figure
12.1-/). There is. however, a clear regiollJI difTcrence in the
St'qucilce divergence of the X-V pairs. By taking Ks (the
mean Ilumber of synonymous substitutions per synonymous
site - sce Section 11.2.5) as a measure of sequence divergence,
the X-V pairs can be grouped into four classes of sequence
divergence (and therefore of age) that correspond to linear
regions alollg the X chromosome (LlIlll and Pagc_ 1999; st.'e
T;,j,/c 12.3).

The data in Table 12.3 indicotc' that the ages of the X-Y
gent.' pairs decreases in stepwise.:.'f.lshion a'\ olle proceeds along
the !lonrecombining portion of the X. ti'olll the t.'nd of the
long arm (distal Xq) to the end ofthc' short .l1'Ill(distal Xp).At
lea"t fOllr clJtJ!wiollllr)' 5fraTa 3re evidcllt. corresponding to the
fOLirsets of genes in F(e.//re 12.1-+ ;lIld recombination between
the X and the Y has been thought to bc suppressed regionally,
beginning with stratum I at about 2-l0-320 MYr ago (shortly
after divergence of the lineages leading to mammals and birds
(see FiVllre 12.24 for phylogenetic information). Thereafter,
suppression of recombination spread in discrete steps up to
strata 2. then strata 3 and finally strata 4.The most likely way in
which recombination was suppressed would l1;1vebeen by
inversions (which are known to be :Ible to suppress recombi-
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Table 12.3: Homologous X- and Y-Iinked genes can be grouped into four categories of sequence divergence which
correspond to the location of the X-linked gene on the X chromosome (see Figure 12.14)

X-Y gene pair K. DNA divergence X-Y gene pair K. DNA divergence
(*-pseudogene) (%) (*-pseudogene) (%)

Group1 Group2
RPS4X/Y 0.97 18 UBE1X/Y 0.58 16
RBMX/Y 0.94 29 SMCX/Y 0.52 17
SOX3/SRY 1.25 28

Group3 Group4
TB4X/Y 0.29 7 GYG2/GYG2P' 0.11 7
EIF1AX;Y 0.32 9 ARSD/ARSOP' 0.09 7
ZFX/Y 0.23 7 ARSE/ARSEP' 0.05 4
OFFRx/y 0.33 11 PRKX/Y 0.07 5
DBX/Y 0.36 12 STS/STSP' 0.12 11
CASK/CASKP' 0.24 15 KALI/KALP' 0.07 6
UTX/Y 0.26 12 AMELXIY 0.07 7

nation over broad regions in mammals), and which appeared
to have occurred on the Y chromosome (e.g. a V-specific
inversion would explain why the PA R 1 boundary crosses a
gene that is intact on the X chromosome but disrupted on rhe
Y - see Figl/re 12.1Jl. A sequence of likely events to explain
how the sex chromosomes evolved is illustrated in Fi.\!lIre
12.16.

12.2.8 Sex chromosome differentiation results in
progressive Y chromosome degeneration and
X chromosome inactivation

The human Y chromosome could be on its way to
extinction but there is still a future for males!
The evolution of sex determination systems has been crucial
for rhe development of complex multicellular organisms
because of the genetic novelty afforded by recombin3tioll.After
a llujor sex-determining locus has been estJblished during
evolution it is essential to suppress recombination in the region
containing that locus (in order to maintain the sex differences).
Unlike the human X chromosome which can recombine
throughollt its ICllgth with a parmer X chromosome in fcmale
meiosis, the human Y chromosome has been viewed JS an
essentiatly asexual (non-recombining) chromosome.

Population genctics predicts dut a nonrecombining chro-
mosome should degenerate by a process known as Muller's
rachet. If the mutation rate is reasonably high the absence of
recombination meJns dut harmful mutations can grJdually
accumulate in genes on that chromosome over long evolu-
tionary time scales (there is no possibility of crossover to pick
up instead an allelic sequence bcking the harmful mutation).
Mutant alleles may drift to fixation as Y chromosomcs with
fcwer mutants Jre lost by chance. or they may 'hitchhike'
along with a favorable :lllele in a region protected from
recOlllbination.

Once mutations accumubte in the nonrecombining Y and
cause loss of gene function. there is no selective pressure to
retain the relevant DNA segment. DNA turnover mechanisms

will ensure that the chromosome gradually, but inexorably,
contracts by a series of deletions. As a result, the human Y
chromosome may be heading towards extinction. Maleness
will continue, however, by switching to an alternative sex
determination system. Most likely it will be conferred simply
by X : autosome gene dosage ratio, and XO individuals will
be male (as in the case of Drosophila).

The necessary development of X chromosome
inactivation
The evolution of the mammalian sex determination system is
also inextricably interwoven with the evolution of the
X-inactivation 1l1echanism for dosage compensation (Section
10.5.6; see Ellis. 1998). In response to large-scale destruction
ofY chromosome sequences, there would have been pressure
to increase gene expression on the X chromosome. However,
this would lead to excessive X chrolllosome gene expression
in fCI11Jleswhich could cause reduced fitness. As a result a
form of gcne dosage compensation evolved whereby a single
X chromosome was selected to be inactivated in female cells
(X-il,actil,ation).

The rationale for X chromosome inactivation is to act as a
dosagc compensation mechanism for those X chromosome
genes which do 11M have homologs on the Y chromosome.
However. J sl1lallminoriry of human X-linked genes do have

Jilllctiollal hOlllologs on the Y chromosome. Because these
genes will not show sex differences in gene dosage. they
would be expected to escape X-inactivation. All PAR 1 genes
tested escape X-inactivation. PAR2 genes afe different. The
two Illost tclol1leric genes. IL9R.. :tnd CXYoifl escape inacti-
vation. but the two proximal genes. SYBLI and HSPRYJ. are
both X-inactivated. The apparent discrepancy is due to a
compensatory V-inactivation mechanism for these genes:
when present on the Y chrol1losol1le. SYBLI and HSPRY3
are both methylated and not expressed.

In addition to the genes in the pSt:lIdoalltosolllal regions.
perhaps about one-fifth of the total genes on the X chro-
mosome escape inactivation (see CJrrcl ct at .. 1999). Escaping
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Figure 12.16:Human sex chromosome evolution.
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The figure shows the overall shrinkage of the Y chromosome and blockwise expansion of its nonrecombining region INRY!. probably as a
result of successive large-scale inversions. Evolutionarily new NRYgenes are placed in parentheses, and phylogenetic branches are
indicated by arrows. Green regions are freely recombining. Red regions are X-chromosome specific. Blue regions are Y-specific INRYI.The
yellow region represents PCDHWlprotocadherin XlVI-containing sequence that has translocated from the X to the NRYIsome other likely
translocations are omitted for simplicity). The diagram is not drawn to scale and centromeres are omitted, as their locations are uncertain
for many evolutionary stages. Abbreviations: PAR1,major pseudoautosomal region. Adapted from lahn et al.(20011 Nature Rev. Genet. 2,
207-216,with permission from the Nature Publishing Group.

genes tend to be concentrated in clusters mainly on Xp, and
manyofthcm appear to derive from recent autosomal additions
to the sex chromosomes. Genes which do not have a functional
homolog on the Y but yet escape inactivation may be ones
where 2 : 1 dosage differences are not a problem. Species differ-
ences for the nonpscudoautosomal expression patterns can also
occur. For example, the human nonpscudoaurosoma] genes
ZFX, RPS4X and UBE 1all escape inactivation. but the murine
homologs Zfx, Rps4 and Ubel X (which unlike the human
UBE I gene has a homolog on the Y) are all subject to X inacti-
vJtion. For those X-linked genes where gene dosage needs [Q

be tightly controlled, X-inactivation appears [Q have evolved as
an adaptation for the dec:l)' of a homologolls V-linked gene
Oegalian and Page, 1998).

12.3 Molecular phylogenetics and
comparative genomics

similarities between archaea and eukaryotes, whereas compar-
isons of proteins involved in cellular metabolism group
archaea with bacteria. When cfforts were made to get a
broader perspective, they relied on comparative genetic maps
(O'l3rien ct aI., 1999) or compar"tivc karyotyping. The
genome projects have of course changed all that. They have
allowcd us views frolll the all-embracing perspective of wholc
genomc sequences, and a new science has been born -
comparative genomics.

The sequenCl: information that has been streaming out of
genome projccts provides mllch Illore definitive and represen-
tative DNA profiles on which to infn phylogenies. By detn-
mining the sequences from a whok series of gCIlOIl1\:S

(Chapter 8) we arc gaining much mort' profound insights into
how genomes have been shaped during evolution. Of course,
the d:tra also hdp us to understand how current gen01l1es
relate to each other, and aid th<..·idt'ntification of important
conserved sequences.

Molecular phylogenetics dt:scribes the liSt' of 1111clt-ic acid
or protein comparisons in ordt:r to establish the t'volutionary
relationships between organisms or populations. This, of
course, complements cbssical phylogenetic approaches which
have been based on JIlJronlic-d and morphological features of
living organisms :lI1d inforlllJtion gleaned from the fossil
record.

Until recently whcn molecular evolutionary biologists
compared DNA sequenccs (or the inferred protein seqllt:nct"s)
they typically used sequences from at most a very few
genomic locations. Phylogenies based on very small sequence
datasets can, however, be misleading and give differing rcsults.
For example, comparisons of proteins involved in tran-
scription, translation, DNA replication and repair emphasize

12.3.1 Molecular phylogenetics uses sequence
alignments to construct evolutionary trees

To construct an evolutiOl1Jry trcc it is Ilecessary to compare
nucleic acid sequences (or occlsionally the inferred protein
sequt'llccs; Ilucleic acid sequences 3r\: more informative, but in
comparisons of very distantly rd3tcd gt'nt's protein sequences
have often been used). If two or Illore sequences show a suffi-
cient degree of similarity (sequellce homology) they can be
assumed to be derived from a COllllllon ancestral sequence.
Sequence :tliglll1lClltScan then be used to derive quantitative
scores describing the extent of rebtionship between the
sequences.
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nucleotide differences or amino acid replacements between
the t\Vo sequences, or the number of nucleotide (amino acid)
differences per nucleotide (amino acid) site (see Figllre 12. 18A
for an example).

Having calculated the matrix of pairwise differences, the
next step is to link the sequences according to the evolu-
tionJry distance between them. For example, in one JpproJch
the two members of pair of sequences which have the smallest
distance score are connected with a root in between them.
The mean of the distances from each member of this pair to a
third node is used for the next step of the distances matrix and
the process is repeated until ;:111 sequences have been placed in
the trce. This always results in a rooted tree but variant
methods such JS the neiglrbor relation method can create
unrooted trees. The critical assumption is of a constant
molecular clock (the mutation rate is constant in different
lineages) which may often not be correct (Section 11.2.6).
The neighbor joining method is a variant which does not
require that all lineages have diverged by equal amounts per
unit time. It is, therefore, especially suited for datasets
comprising lineages with largely varying rates of evolution
(see Figllre 12.31 for an example of a tree constructed by this
method).

Alternatives to matrix distance methods include maximum
parsimony and maximum likelihood methods. Maximum
parsimony methods seek to use the minimum number of
evolutionary steps. They consider all the possible evolutionary
trees that could explain the observed sequence relationships
but then select those that require the fewest changes.
Maximum likelihood methods create all possible trees and
then use statistics to evaluate which tree is likely. For a small
number of sequences this may be possible but for a large
number of sequences the number of generated trees becomes
so large that heurisrics (methods which produce an answer in a
computable length of time but for which the answer may not
be optimJI) arc used to select a subset of trees to create.

Assessing the accuracy of an evolutionary tree

Once an evolutionary tree has been derived, statistical methods
can be used to gain a measure of its reliability. A popular
method is bootstrapping, a form of Monte-Carlo simulation.
Typically, a subsample of the data is removed and replaced by a
randomly generated equivalent data set and the resulting
pselldoseqflellce is analyzed to see if the suggested evolutionary
pattern is still favored (F(~lIre 12.18B). The resampling
ralldomizes the data but if there is a clear relationship between
two sequences, randomization will not erase it. If on the other
hand a node connecting the two sequences in the original tree
is spurious, it may disappear upon randomization because the
randol'l'lizatioll process changes the freq/./ellcies of rhe iHdiIJidual sites.
Bootstrapping often involves re-sampling subsets of data 1000
times. The highest bootstrap value is often given as a percentage
so that a value of 100 means that the simulations fully suPPOrt
the original interpretation. Values of 95-100 indicate a high
level of confidence in a predicted node. Bootstrap values less
than 95 do not mean that the original grouping of sequences is
wrong, but that the available data do not provide convincing
support. See FiJi'lfe 12.31 for some examples.
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Figure 12.17:Unrooted and rooted evolutionary trees.

(A)An unrooted tree. The tree has five external nodes lA, B, C,
o and EI, which are linked by lines Ibranches) that intersect at
internal nodes. Such a tree specifies only the relationships
between the organisms under study, but does not define the
evolutionary path. (B)A rooted tree. From one particular internal
node, the rootlshown as Rin redl. there is a unique
evolutionary path that leads to any other node, such as the path
to 0 (dashed red line).

Constructing evolutionary trees

A variety of different approaches arc llsed for constructing
evolutionary trees, but many use a distance matrix method.
The first step calculates the evolutionary distance between
all pairs of sequences in the dataset and arranges them in a
table (matrix). This may be expressed as the number of

Comparing sequences of equal fixed length is usually
straightforward if there is a reasonably high sequence
homology. Often. however, the nucleic acid sequences that are
compared will have previously undergone deletions or inser-
tions, and so rigorous mathematical approaches to sequence
alignment are needed. Complementary algorithms have been
devised. The similarity approach of Needleman and
Wunsch (1970) seeks to maximize the number of matched
nucleotides; the distance approach of Waterman CI al.
(1976) aims to minimize the number of mismatches.
Computer programs Stich as Clustal carry out multiple
sequence alignments (Jeanmougin ct al., 1998).

Once the sequences have been aligned, evolutionary
trees can be constructed. They are most commonly repre-
sented as diagrams which use combinations oflines (brnllclles)
and nodes. The different organisms (sequences) which are
compared are located at external nodes but are connected via
branches to j"terior nodes (intersections between the
branches) which represent ancestral forms for two or more
organisms. A rooted tree (or c1adogram) infers the exis-
tence of a C0111111011 ancestor (represented as the trunk or roOf

of the tree) and indicates the directioll of the evolutionary
process (F(~lIre 12.17). The root of the tree may be deter-
Illined by comparing sequences against an out group sequence
(one which is clearly related in evolution but is distantly
related to the sequences under study).An unrooted tree does
not infer a common ancestor and shows only the evolutionary
relationships between the organisms. Note that the number of
possible rooted trees is usually much higher than the number
of unrooted trees.
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GTATTGGCCATATTCCTCCATCTTCCCGTA
GTATAGGCGATATACCTGCAACATCCCGTA

Figure 12.18:Constructing an evolutionary tree by the distance matrix method and verifying it by bootstrapping.

(A) Tree construction. Multiple sequence alignments are used to calculate the evolutionary distances between pairs of sequences.
Sequences 1 and 2 differ at 6/30 (= 0.201 nucleotide positions; 3 and 4 differ at 3/30 1= 0.10) positions. These and other pairwise difference
values are entered into a distance matrix and computer programs use the data to assess the sequence relationships and construct an
evolutionary tree. Distance matrix methods need to include statistical estimates of the amount of multiple substitutions that may have
occurred (a simple A-+ T substitution may actually have resulted by successive A C-+T substitution). (B) Bootstrap analysis. Fromthe
original dataset, a subset (here sites 17-301 is selected to be discarded, butthe remainder Isites 1-16) is retained. Original sites 17-30 are
replaced by an equally sized dataset of randomly chosen sites from the original 30 sites producing a new pseudosequenee alignment
where some of the original sites are repeated (2,9, 5,14,11 etc.) and some are absent (17, 21, 23 ete). The process is repeated a 1000 or so
times to generate 1000pseudosequence alignments and evolutionary trees are constructed in each case, and referenced against the
original to give a bootstrap value (see text).

12.3.2 New computer programs align large scale and
whole genome sequences, aiding evolutionary
analyses and identification of conserved
sequences

The sequence data flowing out of genome projects is. of
course. only the start of a long campaign to work Oll[ what
they mean. Because of the vast sizes of the datasets, new
computer programs have been needed to enable large-scale
and whole genome sequence alignments. The new programs
have been invaluable in assisting identification of wcll-
conserved sequences and in understanding evolutionary
relationships.

Large-scale comparative sequence analyses for
identifying conserved sequences

A principal challenge for genome projects is to identif)' RNA
genes. regulatory sequences and other functionally important
sequences that do not make prott'ins.Analysis of the sequence
of a complex genome (low percentJge of coding DNA) is not
easy because computer programs ClIlnot easily predict RNA
genes and regulatory sequences (polypeptide-encoding genes
are easier - there are long open reading frames and large
amounts of sequence data on genes and their expression
products to compare against). All alternative is to seek out
highly conserved sequences by comparing different genome
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Figure 12.19:VISTA sequence alignment ola 50 kb genomic sequence containing human KIF3and IL4gene sequences with orthologous
sequences in dog (0) and mouse (M).

Conserved sequences are shown relative to their positions in the human genome Ihorizontal axesI, and their percent identities 150%-100%)
are indicated on the vertical axes. The locations of coding exons Iblue rectangles: allop) and the 3'· UTRof KIF3(turquoise rectangle) are
shown above the profile. Horizontal arrows indicate the direction of transcription for each gene. Peaks of highly conserved sequences
include coding sequences (bluel and also noncoding (redl sequences of unknown function. Adapted from Oubchak et al.120001Genome
Res. 10,1304-1306 with permission from Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press.

IL-4KIF3

Mouse/Dog

Human/Dog

Human/Mouse

sequences over large intervals. Different computer programs,
such as VISTA (http://www-gsd.lbl.gov/vista) and
Pipmaker (http://bio.cse.psu.edu/pipmaker/) allow large-
scale sequence alignments and express the results in graphical
format (see F(~lIre 12.19 for an example).

As a result of comparative mammalian analyses (mostly
human-mouse) the amount of highly conserved sequence in
the human genome is 110W thought [0 be around 5%,ofwhich
only about 30% (-1.5% of the total genome) is thought to be
polypeptide-encoding DNA. Many of the analyses have
compared human and mouse sequences but some regulatory
sequences that afC involved in primate-specific gene
expression Illay require comparisons with a range of primate
sequences.

The genolllcs of Illodel organisms are also being compan,'d
with genome sequences of distantly related species of the same
genus. For example, the nematodes C. elegalls and C. br(~(!sac
diverged frolll a collllllon ancestor 100 MY r 3go and both
genome sequences can now be interrogated via ENSEMUL at
http://www.ensembl.orl1/). A Drosophila pselldoo/isrllra
genollle project (http://www.hgsc.bcm.tmc.edu/proiects/
drosophila/) will permit comparison with the D. IIIdal10gaster

genome sequence.

Whole mammalian genome sequence alignments

Complex genomes contain a high proportion of neutrally
evolving sequence. l3ccause of the lack of selection pressure,
such sequences diverge rapidJy. To gain greater insights into
genome evolution, computer programs need to be able to
align neutrally evolving sequence over at least a large
proportion of the genomes being compared. This has been
achieved for the human and mouse genomes using a modifi-
cation of the BLASTZ program (Schwattz et aI., 2003) and
whole human-mouse genome sequence aligtltllellts are availablc
together with illustrations of their usefulness at http://bio.cse.
pSll.edu/genome/hummus/ .

The whole genome alignments have shown that about 40%
of the human genome sequence aligns to that of the mouse,
3nd that the highly repetitivc DNA sequences can be p3rti-
tioned into two classes. Lineage-specific repeats were intro-

duced by transposition after divergence of humans and mice
from a common ancestor (within the last 80-100 MYr,
:lpproximately). Ancient co"serrJed repeats have been retained
from the COmmon ancestor and orrhologous human and
mOllSe repeats C3n be identified and aligned even although
they are > 80-100 MY r old. The data also reve31ed differ-
ences in the ratio of the two repeat c1:lsses.In humans 24.4%
of the genome (or about 53% of the interspersed repeats) are
lineage-specific but in mouse they account for 32.4% of the
genome, or close to 85% of the interspersed repeats (about
39% of the mouse genome).The ancestral repeats have largely
been replaced in the mouse genome and make lip only about
5% of the genome; in humans 22% of the genome is
composed of ancestral repeats. The difference reflects the
ditTerence in nucleotide substitution rates in the two gen0111es
(Section 11.2.6).

12.3.3 Gene number is generally proportional to
biological complexity

Genome sequencing has revealed some surprises, and at first
sight gene number might not seem to parallel biological
complexity as well as expected. Who would have predicted
dut we have only about 1.5 times the number of genes found
in :l I-111mlong nematode worm containing only about 1000
cells, or that this tiny worm appears to have thousands more
genes than the much more complex fruitfly? Nevertheless, if
we consider sequenced genomes there is a clear trend: verte-
brate genomes have roughly twice the number of genes
present in invertebrate genomes, which in turn have ITIany
more genes than unicellular organisms (Ta"'e 12.4).

Metazoan gene number generally increases according to
specialization but while gene duplication has provided a ITIajor
boost [0 developing complex metazoans, some species e.g.
D. melatlO.(!aster have a surprisingly low number of duplicated
genes. It is important to consider that genes can also be lost
from lineages during evolution.

As can be seen in Ta"'e 12.4, gene density decreases as one
moves from simple genomes to complex metazoan genomes.
This reflects the emergence of introns in early eukaryotes and

http://www-gsd.lbl.gov/vista
http://bio.cse.psu.edu/pipmaker/
http://www.hgsc.bcm.tmc.edu/proiects/
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Table 12.4: Gene number and density in simple and complex genomes

UNICELLULAR GENOMES MULTICELLULAR GENOMES

Genome Genome Gene Gene Genome Genome size Gene Gene

size number density (or number of number density

[range] Mb sequenced')

PROKARYOTfS
Bacterial 3.10Mb Average 1 per 1.09 kb Invertebrate
In = 97) [0.58-9.11 Mb] = 2840 Ascidian (C. intestinalis) 117 Mb* 16000 -1 per 7 kb

Nematode IC. elegansl 97Mb 19000 -1 per 5 kb

Archaeal 2.23 Mb Average 1 per 1.02 kb Fruitfly {D. melanDgastell 123 Mb* 14000 -lper9kb

In = 161 [1.66-5.75 Mbl = 2200 Mosquito (A. gambiae) 278 Mb 14000 -1 per 20 kb

UNICELLULAR fUKARYOTfS
Microsporidians Plant

E. cuniculi 2.9 Mb** 2000" 1 per 1.45 kb Thale cress (A. thaliana) 115 Mb* 25500 -1 per4.5 kb

Unicellularfungi
S. cerevisiae 14 Mb 6300 1 per 2.2 kb
S.pDmbe 14Mb 4800 1 per 2.9 kb

Vertebrate
Protozoans Putferfish IT. rubripesl 365 Mb 31000 -1 per 12kb

P.falciparum 23 Mb 5300 1 per 4.3 kb Mouse 1M. musculus) 2500 Mb* -30000? -1 per 80kb

P. Y.YDeli 23Mb 5900 1 per 3.9 kb Human 2900 Mb* -30000 -1 per100kb

* _ does not represent the full genome size because excludes highly repetitive tandem repeats which are difficult to clone and sequence, but the total gene number.

u_ small genome size and small gene number reflect the obligate intracellular status of microsporidians.

an increasing tendency towards accumulating repetitive DNA
within introns and integenic regions as genol1les become
mon: complex. Thus. for example, about 45% of the human
genome is composed of transposon-based repeats but the
corrcsponding value for mouse is 37% and the equivalent
values in D. l/Ic1mlO},!as(er and C. ch:ealls are considerably lower.

12.3.4 The extent of progressive protein specialization
is being revealed by proteome comparisons

When the genome sequences of extensively-studied model
organisms such as E. coli and the yeast S. cerellisiae were first
determined, it was surprising to find that a significant number
of genes were identified whose functions were unknown. In
the case of the draft human genome sequences close to one
halfhad no known function, an important rcminder that there
is a long way to go before we rcally begin to understand our
genome. Of the remainder, close to one half are involved in
signal transduction or nucleic acid binding (Fi.J.!llre 12.20) .

Comparisons of the proteins predicted from the human
genolllt" sequence against those predicted frolll sequenced
genomes of various modt.'1 organisms has provided some
insights into gene deployment during evolution (Figure 12.21
and Table 12.5). Approximately 20% of human proteins show
sequence homology to widely distributed proteins found in
both eukaryotes and prok:.uyotes. About 1% of the proteins
did not have J homolog in other animal genomes tested.
However, Jt that time there were very few database entries for
non-human prinutes and so the 1% or so may rurn out to be
pril11Jte-specific rather than human-specific (at most, only a

tiny number of human genes are expected to be humall-
specific).

The aVJibbility of complete genolllL's frolll different species
also allows a form of comparative proteolnics in which all
known or predicted protein sequences encoded by the
different genomes are interrog~lted for the prl'sence of specific
protein domains, motifs or other subsequence component.
The kading resource is InterPro (Intcgrated resource of
Prott:in Families, DOIllJins and Sites), JIl amalgam of various
protein st.'quence databases maint:1incd at the European
l3ioinforlllJtics Institute(http://www.cbi.ac.uk/interpro/) .
The InterPro data are provided ill various forms, including
lists cataloging the frequencies of sp<."cificprotein families,
prott.'in domains and protein repeats within the proteomes of
sequcnced gcnomes (see http://wwvl.L·bi.ac.uk/proteol1le/).

When the top 25 human InterPro entries (based on preva-
lence) are compared across differellt types of eukaryote
genomes, several categories arc abscnt IlOt just from the
unicellular yeast S. (erevisiae (11/25), but also from the plant
.4. (/ralial/a (6/25) and to a lesser extcnt from invertebrate
animals (3/25 from C. elc,eans and 2/25 from D. me!allogaster-
see Table 12.5). In part this depends on vertebrate special-
ization, such JS immune system genes. Olfactory receptor
genes are clearly important in mice and humans and
although there are no direct counterpJrts listed in the other
organisms, the top InterPro entry for C. e1egalls is the
nematode 7TM chemoreceptor which I11JYfUllction as an
olfJctory receptor. There are also major specit"s differences in
the frequency rankings of InterPro entries, even in the case
of humans and mice, as in the case of the prevalence of

http://Institutehttp://www.cbi.ac.uk/interpro/
http://wwvl.L�bi.ac.uk/proteol1le/.
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Nucleic acid enzyme (2308, 7.5%)

Molecular function unknown (12809, 41.7%)

Cell adhesion (577, 1.9%)
Miscellaneous (1318, 4.3%) Chaperone (159, 0.5%)

Viral protein (100, 0.3%) Cytoskeletal structural protein (876, 2.8%)
Extracellular matrix (437, 1.4%)

Immunogiobulin (264, 0.9%)
Ion channel (406, 1.3%)

Motor (376, 1.2%)
Structural protein of muscle (296, 1.0%)
Protooncogene (902, 2.9%)

Select calcium binding protein (34, 1.0%)
Intracellular transporter (350, 1.1%)

Transporter (533,1.7%)

Tranfer/camer protein (203, 0.7%)

Transcription factor (1850, 6.0%)

Hydrolase (1227, 4.0%)

Select regulatory molecule (988, 3.2%)

Transferase (610, 2.0%)
Synthase and synthetase (313, 1.0%)

Oxidoreductase (656, 2.1%)
Lyase (117, 0.4%)

Ligase (56, 0.2%)
Isomerase (163, 0.5%)

Receptor (1543, 5.0%)

Signaling molecule (376, 1.2%)

Kinase (868, 2.8%)

Panther categories

Figure 12.20:A preliminary functional classification of human polypeptide-encoding genes.

Known or predicted functions for 26 383 human polypeptide-encoding genes. Classification is according to the GO molecular function
categories as shown in the outer circle (Gene Ontology classification - see Section 8.3.61 or to Celera's Panther molecular function
categories (inner circle). Reproduced from Venter et al. (2001) Science 291,1304-1351, with permission from the American Association for
the Advancement of Science.

olfactory receptors, C2H2-type zinc fingers and KRAB
boxes (domains found in C2H2-type zinc finger proteins),
and rhodopsin-type G protein-coupled receptors (Table
12·:>l·

12.4 What makes us human?

H1/ere have we cOl1lefrolll? VVllal makes liS IlI/lIIall? Fundamental
questions slich as these are ones which will be best answered
ollce we have complete genomcs, gene lists and gene product
inventories for living things. Genome projects started to
deliver genome sequences in 1995 and the first 10-20 or so
years of the new millennium should see an explosion of
sequenced genomes, detailed gene annotations and compre-
hensive information on proteomes and RNA products.
Already, comparative analyses of the available data have begun
[0 give us a wealth of molecular detail on what nucleic acid
sequences and inferred proteins we share with other species
and how we differ from them.

Comparisons can of course be done at different levels and
humans can be placed in a variety of phylogenetic groups. In
an evolutionary series of progressively more specialized
groups we are eukaryotes, metazoans, bilaterians, coelomates,
deuteroston1es, chordates, craniates, vertebrates, gnathostomes,
Jmniotes, eutherian l11amn13ls, catarrhine primates, homi-
noids,and hominids ete. (see Figures 12.22-12.24 and see Box
12.5 for a glossary).

The universality of the genetic code, the huge evolutionary
conservation of key biochemical reactions and processes
essential for ceLlfunction, and the high degree of conservation
of some key developmental processes in metazoan ceLls- these
are features which emphasize the close relationship of humans
to species that are morphologically quite distinct and evolu-
tionarily distantly related. Of course there are differences [00.

The more complex metazoans tend to have ITIOrecomplex
genomes with more genes and protein domains, and ITIore
repetitive DNA. There may also significant differences
between different species in various characteristics associated
with gene expression. Examples include:
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12.4.1 What makes us different from mice?

General aspects of genome organization

important mammalian model (for its advantages, see Box 8.8),
and in some areas Wt" have been heavily reliant on extrapo-
lation from mouse studies (e.g. studying gene expression
during development). But of course the mouse is still a lIIodel
and we are increasingly aware of differences between humans
and mice. Most of the following observations have been
derived fi'om the Mouse ,Genome ,Sequencing ~onsortium
(2002), which is abbreviated to MGSC (2002) in cross-
references below.

The mouse euchromatic genome size is 2500 Mb, somewhat
smaller than the 2900 Mb size of the human euchromatic
genome. The difference is mostly due to the greater amount of
repetitive DNA (see below). As a result, intron sizes are about
16% shorter in mouse genes on average. Intergenic distances
are generally smaller but there is considerable regional vari-
ation. Exon sizes and coding DNA sizes (of the order of
500-550 codons on :lVerage) are very similar in humans and
mice as is the number of exons in orrhologous genes. The
overall (G + C) content of the mouse genome is 42%, slightly
higher than the 41% (G + C) content of the human genome.
Nevertheless, the human genome h:1s a significantly higher
fraction of very high (G + C) content DNA (MGSC, 2002;
Figure 7). and so there are man)' more CpG islands (-27 000
in repeat-free human DNA) than in mouse (15000). Regions
of conserved human-mouse synteny are on average about
10M b long (see F(~II"c 12. II).

Interspersed repeats
Much of the human-mouse diffcrence in genome size is due
to the higher amount of repetitive DNA in the human
genome: transposon-based repc:lts account for -45% of the
human genome but only -37% of the mOuse genome. The
amount of human LINE sequence slightly exceeds that of the
mOllSe LINE sequence. Although LINE sequences have been
inherited from the C0111l11onancestor of humans and mice,
therc I13Sbeen a higher turnover of LINE sequences in the
mouse gcnome.ln both genomes only the LINE I element has
been actively transposing but while the cle3f majoriry of the
current mouse LINE 1 sequences underwent transposition
following human-mouse divergence the majority of human
LINE 1 sequences were retaint'd from thc commoll ancestor.
LINE-I repeats are conserved in humans and mouse (and
throughout mamilla Is) largely bccause of conservative
selection pressure to maintain the sequcnce of the large ORF2
sequence which specifies the reverse rr;lI1scriptase.

Much of the human-mouse ditTt.:rence in interspersed
repeat content is due to the hight'r amount of SINE DNA ill
thc hUl11an genome. None of the SINE elements have been
inherited from a COllllllon ancestor (unlike LINE elements,
LTR elements and DNA transposons - see MGSC, 2002.
Tables 5 and 6). Whereas only a single SINE. the Alu repeat.
has been 3ctive in the hUl11an genome, four mouse SINE
families have developed. each relying on rhe L1NEl retro-
transposition machincry. Ofthest', the 132.ID and B4 repeats
derived as cDNA copies oftRNA genes but the 81 repeat.
like the Alu repeat. derived from 7SL RNA (Figllrc 12·2Jl·

Eukaryote and
prokaryote
21%

No animal
homology
1%

A recent commentary on the sequencing of the mouse
genome suggested that Man '5 best friend was no longer the
dog, but the mouse. Without question, the mouse is the most

figure 12.21:Taxonomic distribution of homologs of predicted
human and mouse proteins.

Many of our proteins are of ancient evolutionary origin and only
less than a quarter originated since vertebrates appeared. Note
that sequence databases are still filling up with new sequences
and there is expected to be a very small number of truly human-
specific genes. Adapted from the International Human Genome
Sequencing Consortium 120011 with permission from the Nature
Publishing Group.

~ operoni - transcription of eukaryotic genes tend to be inde-
pendently regulated unlike the co-ordinate control in
bacterial opeTans, but a large fraction of C. elegalls genes are
organized in opeTans which resemble bacterial operans
(but are operationally different);

• D.'\!A methylation (which is far frolll universal in metazoans
- see Box 9.3);

• ,i?ellOlIIic imprilltill,{! (an importJl1r feature of mammalian
gene expression but does not appear to occur in organisms
sllch as Drosophila, C. ('legalis ere;)

• vertebrare adaptatiolls e.g. associated with immune systems,
hormones etc.

• 1/I(/II111laljall adaptatiolls, c.g. gc:nes associated with the XV
sex dctermiJl:ltion system, X-chromosome inactivation,
p!Jcenr;}tioll ere.

Of course, we :lrc also diffcrent from other mammals and
from our evolutionarily cousins. the great apes. The recent
sequencing of thc mousc and rat genomes. and the ongoing
sequencing of the gc:nomes of chimpanzee (Olson and Varki,
2003) and other primates. will deliver important information
on their make up and how they differ from us.
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Matching Rank Matching Rank Matching Rank Matching Rank Matching Rank Matching Rank
proteins proteins proteins proteins proteins proteins

Table 12.5: Comparative occurrence in metazoans of selected protein families, domains and repeats.

N/A

10

N/A

N/A

N/A

54

113

S. cerevis/ae
(6202 proteins)

2

20

118

836 None

110 None

N/A None

1920 None

6

191

51

816

A. thaliana
(25936 proteins)

7

4

11

26

35

2 1047

N/A None

286

403

246

120

100

507

4

8

26

10

N/A None

86

205

360

160

144

263

O.melanogaster C.elegans
(13446 proteinsl (20377 proteins)

2 None

4

7

6

3

M.musculus
(20804 proteinsl

482

674

655

486

980

319

1375

4

2

3

6

7

826

946

883

804

687

477

472

H.sapiens
(28525 proteinsl

Ollactory receptor

SerinefThreonine protein
kinase

Protein femily,
domain or repeat

In-Iinger, C2H2 type

Immunoglobulin/major
histocompatibility complex

Rhodopsin-like GPCR
superfamily

Immunoglobulin-like

Protein kinase

G-protein beta WD-40 repeat 386

32 None

14 128

48 2

17 80

20 94

26 111

11 107

22 71

9 4

25 108

N/A None

13 134

1116 2

33 70

23 110

17 67

19 106

42 54

713

18 69

3

16

N/A
8

25
N/A

N/A
28

N/A

46

N/A

29

42

N/A

125

584

N/A

183

101

39

12

175 None

26

21

10 58

197 29

N/A None

N/A None

4 6

N/A None

16 17

N/A None

1075 25

38 19

N/A None

53 8

1075 2

267

466

186

360

13 34

18 299

64 4

27 114

46 31

67 None

17

16

19

14

161 None

30 95

78 4

N/A None.

65 509

N/A None

23 220

1161 None

166

173

202

160

90
28

150

192

5

15

21

7

35

35
9

12

79
79

147

132

188

121

101

166

10

13

8

12

18

16

19

15

243

222

286

234

188

191

185

216

119

220

91

189

162

145

238

157

249

146

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

15

17

18

19

20

20

22

23
24
25

367

357

342

331

327

324

314

314

298

286

280

259

259

254

232

223

212leucine-rich repeat

KRAB box

RNA-binding region RNP-l
(RNA recognition motill

Pleckstrin-like

Immunoglobulin subtype

Proline-rich extensin

Tyrosine protein kinase

Fibronectin, type III

Immunoglobulin V-type

In-finger, RING

EGF-like domain

Calcium-binding EF-hand

In-Iinger, C2H2 subtype

SH3 domain

Ankyrin

Immunoglobulin C-2 type

Homeobox

The number 01 different proteins under species names is based on non-redundant proteome sets of SWISS-PROT, TrEMBL and Ensembl entries. The
left column lists the top 25 human entries (according to the number 01 matching proteinsl in the InterPro database. Under species names are the
number 01 different matching proteins and the ranking order. Data obtained (March 20031lrom the European Bioinlormatics Institute via
htto: Ilwww.ebi.ac.ukloroteome.

http://Ilwww.ebi.ac.ukloroteome.
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Archaea

Bacteria

Euglena gracilis

Trichomonas

Leishmania major
Trypanosoma brucei
Trypanosoma cruz

Paramecuim tetraurelia
Terrahymenathermophila

Plasmodium falciparum

Examples

Giardia lamblia

Apicomplexa

Kinetoplastids

Taxa etc.

Metamonads

Ciliates

Parabasilids

Euglenids

I Eukaryotes I

I
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L3800

"~ IL:;~I '","0=""' I
L2000 I
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Alveolates

Algae and

plants

Red algae

Green algae

Plants Arabidopsis thaliana
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Myr Amoebozoans Entamoebidae Entamoeba histolytica

Dictyostelida Dictyostelium discoideum

Microsporidians

1500
Myr Fungi

Taphrinomycotina

Saccharomycotina

Sordiaromycetes

Eurotiomycetes

Schizosaccharomyces pombe

Saccharomyas cerevisiae
Candida albicans

Neurospora crassa

Aspergillus nidulans

Choanoflagellates

Metazoans (see Figure 12.23)

Figure 12.22:A simplified eukaryotic phylogeny.

Note:the choanoflagellates (or collar flagellates) are considered to be the closest living protist relatives of the sponges, the most primitive
metazoans Ithe choanoflagellates are almost identical in shape and function to the choanocytes, or collar cells, of spongesl.

The Bl and Alu repeats have, however, significantly diverged
In sequence.

Divergence in gene and protein sequence
About 80% of mouse proteins seem to have strict 1
onhologs in rhe human genome, with sequence identities
often falling in the 70-100% range. However, perhaps about
10% of onhologolls human and mouse proteins show more
extreme sequence divergence (Fig"re 12.26). Many of the
most rapidly evolving proteins are known [0 function in host
defense/immunity, e.g. MHC genes, or in reproductive
processes. R.apidly evolving reproductive proteins include:
transition protein 2 (68% amino acid sequence divergence
between humans and mice), zona pellucida glycoproteins 2
and 3 (43% and 33% divergence respectively), acrosin (38%
divergence), and sperm-specific protamines P15 and P2

(41% and 36% divergence respectively). Posilive (Danl'illiall)
selection (selection for anuno acid replacement to promote
diversity) has been identified for several of these kinds of
protein (see e.g. Swanson el al., 2001).

Divergence in gene number
The total nUlnbers of human and mouse genes remains to be
established but are expected to be broadly similar. Many
human and nl0use proteins, however, belong to gene fanlilies
that have undergone differential expansion in at least one of
the two genomes, resulting in the lack of a strict 1 1 rela-
tionship. Of course, when gene number varies in a gene
family, identitying true orthologs may be difficult, especially if
there is substantial sequence divergence. A long established
example is the major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
where orthologs cannot easily be identified among the
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Poriferans Sponges

Cnidarians Jellyfish, corals,
sea anemones

Platyhelminths Flatworms
Molluscs Octopus
Annelids Earthworms

Arthropods D. me/anogaster
Anopheles gambiae

Nematodes C. e/egans
C. briggsae

Hemichordates

Echinoderms Sea urchins,
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Vertebrates See Figure 12.24
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Figure 12.23:A simplified metazoan phylogeny.

Note: the fundamental protostome-deuterostome split which occurred about 1000MYrago means that C, e/egans and D. melanogaster are
more distantly relaled from humans than some other invertebrates such as the sea urchin Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, the tunicate
Ciona intestinafis, and the cephalochordate Amphioxus.

cbssical MHC loci (HLA in humans, H-2 in mouse) and
where there are considerable differences in the number of
nonclassical MHC loci.

An extreme case is the olfactory receptor gene £ll11ily. The
mouse has about 1200 fUllctional genes, morc than three times
the number of functional human genes (Young cf al., 2002),
resulting in differing degrees and repertoires of odorant
detection between mice and humans. An additional 25
mouse-specific gene clusters are known, 14 cOlltaining genes
involved in rodent reproduction (MGSC, 2002, Table 16) and
five containing genes involved in host defense and imlllunity.
As rodents and primates show some pronounced differences
in the physiology of reproduction reproductive traits may have
been responsible for powerful evolutionary pn:ssures and the
demand for innovation prompted differential gene family
c:xpanSIons.

Gene loss during evolution can also lead to differences in
gene number not only in clustered gene families but also in
the case of dispersed genes. Some human genes therefore do
not appear to have an ortholog in rodent lineages, notably
genes in the major pseudoautosomal region and the
neighboring sex chromosome-specific region (Fij!llre
/2.15). Mutation in some of these genes causes disease as

ill the pseudoautosomal SHOX gene (Leri- Weill syndrome;
Langer mesomelic dysplasia) and the Kallman syndrome
gene KAL 1 located on Xp (homologs have been identified
in C. ('legaliS and D. lIIelallogasrer, but equivalent genes appear
to have been deleted from rodent lineages).

Divergence in gene expression
Human-mouse differences in expression of orthologous
genes include many examples of differences in RNA
processing and the altefllJtive usage of promoters, differences
ill the pattern of X chromosome inactivation and differences
in imprinting. In addition, even when orthologous genes are
very highly conserved at the protein level the spatio-temporal
patterns of expression not infrequently show significant differ-
ences (Fougerousse ef al., 2000).

12.4.2 What makes us different from our nearest
relatives, the great apes?

NeJrly one and a half centuries ago Thomas Huxley correctly
identified the chimpanzee and the gorilla JS our closest rela-
tives. Ever since, evolutionJry geneticists have wrestled with
the trichotomy probleln: which of the two species is our
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Figure 12.24:A simplified vertebrate phylogeny.

Numbers at nodes show estimated divergence times in millions of years.

closest rcbtivc, or has there bcen '\iIl1llIt3JlCOllSdivergence of
the human,chimpanzee ;:mdgorilla lineages (tricf1(){tlIllY)? Most
nucleotide sequence data (e.g. Satta CI al., 2000) suPPOrt a
closer relationship bt.'rween humans and chimpanZCl.'li (which
includes Pall froJ!lad)'lfs, the common chimpanzee. and HlII

pmlisClls, the pigmy chimpanzee or bonoho). The Htl11l0-Pcl1l

clade (= grouping) is also supported by chromosome break-
point analyses which show that :l 0.1 Mb :llaosomal fragment
must have transposc.:d onto the Y chromosome in the ancestor
of humans. COllllllon chimpal1zce~ :md bonohos.

Divergence of rhe hUl11an-chimpanzet' and human-gorilla
lineages occurred about :;-6 MYr and -7 MYr ago respec-
tively leading to a variety of genetic differences (see Gagncux
and Varki, 2001; Olson and Varki. 2003). The divergence into
separate species (spec/at;oll) may initially have been driven by
small cytogenl,tic differences, e.g. invt:r~ions (which suppress
recombination in mammals) and/or mutations in key genes

regulating galllett' formation or rl'gubtion of carly cmbryonic
devl'!opillellt.

Genome organization

Classical cytogenetic comparison'i emphasize the very ~trong
conservarion of IIl)fll;Il<l;d (human + great ape) ChrOIllO\Ollle
banding pattern,; (Yunis and Prakash. 1982). Major ~tructural
diffl'rcncl''' appl:ar limitt'd. including a number of pericl'lltric
and paracl'lltric inversions, the rt'ccnt fusion of two chromo-
somes to forlll human chrolllo,;ome 2, and a reciprocal
rran'iloGltioll between the gorilla chromosollll''; which corre-
spond to human chromosollle,; :; and 17 (';1..'1..' F~S!.lIrc 12.27).
Ct'nrrolllcrc 'icquences 'ihow n.:ry rapid c\'olution and
although 3n a-satellite sequence i,;comtT\'ed ill all human and
great apt: chromosomes tht'rc i" \'l'f)' signitlcant scqut'nce
divergence Inost likely as a result of {O//ccr!cd <-'1'01111;0// of the
repc,Hs ill individual linc:lges. More recent multicolor FISH



Box 12.5: A glossary of common metazoan phylogenetic groups and terms.
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For more information, see the Tree of Life web page
(htto://tolweb.oro/tree/ohvlooenv.html) and other phylogenetic
sources under Further Reading. See Figures 12.22-12.24 for
simplified eukaryotic, metazoan and vertebrate phylogenies.
Amniotes - vertebrates which develop an amnion. Includes
reptiles, birds and mammals but not fishes and amphibians.
Anthropoids - hominoids (q.v.1plus monkeys.

Ascidians - sea squirts le.g. Ciona intestina/isl, a type of
tunicatelq.v.l.

Bilaterians - bilaterally symmetrical metazoans, including the
echinoderms, which have bilaterally symmetrical larvae. They
have three germ layers and so are now synonymous with
trip/ob/asts Iq.v.).

Catarrhine primates = hominoids (q.v.) plus old world
monkeys.

Cephalochordates (= branchiostomes = lancets) - chordates,
which do not have a skull or vertebral column (e.g. Amphioxus).
Chordates - animals which undergo an embryonic stage where
they possess a notochord, a dorsal tubular nerve cord and
pharyngeal gill pouches; includes urochordates Iq.v.l.
cepha/ochordates (q.v.) and craniates Iq.v.l.
Cnidarians 1=coelenteratesl- jellyfish, corals, sea anemones
(all radially symmetrical with two germ layersl.

Coelomates - organisms with a coelom, or fluid-filled internal
body cavity that is completely lined with mesoderm, as opposed
to acoelomates (e.g. flatworms) and pseudocoelomates (such as
nematodes which have a fluid-filled body cavity but the cavity is
not completely lined with mesoderm). ~ivided into two groups,
protostomes Iq.v.1and deuterostomes Iq.v.l.
Clade - a group of organisms including all the descendants of a
last common ancestor (= monophyletic taxonl.
Craniates - animals with skulls = vertebrates plus hagfish.
Oeuterostomes - from the Greek meaning second mouth =
chordates (q.v.) plus echinoderms (q.v.l. Animals in which the
blastopore (the opening of the primitive digestive cavity to the
exterior of the embryo) is located to the posterior of the embryo
and becomes the anus. Later on, the mouth opens opposite the
anus. Compare with protostomes Iq.v.l.
Oiploblasts - metazoans with two germ layers only: ectoderm
and endoderm = cnidarians (q.v.1+ ctenophora Icomb jellies).
They are radially symmetrical and so this group is often
classified as radiata (q.v.).

Echinoderms (e.g. sea urchin, starfish etc.1 are radially
symmetrical marine animals but because they have three germ
layers they are triplob/asts and so are classified as bilaterians
(q.v.).

Eutherian mammals - placental mammals, as opposed to
monotremes (q.v.) and metatherian mammals (q.v.l.

Gnathostomes - jawed vertebrates, accounting for the majority
of the vertebrates, but lampreys are jawless vertebrates.

Hagfish are closely related to vertebrates but are invertebrate
because the notochord does not get converted into a vertebral
column.

Hominids - humans and human-like ancestors.

Hominoids = humans plus great apes (common chimpanzee,
bonobo, gorilla, orang-utan) plus lesser apes (gibbonsl.Compare
anthropoids (q.v.)

Metatherian mammals (= marsupials).

Monotremes - egg-laying mammals.

New World monkeys (Platyrrhini) - monkeys that are limited to
tropical forest environments of southern Mexico, Central, and
South America.

Old World monkeys (Cercopithecidae) - monkeys found in a
wide variety of environments in South and East Asia, the Middle
East, and Africa.

Phylum - a group of species sharing a common body
organization.

Platyrrhine primates = New World monkeys Iq.v.).

Prototherian mammals (= monotremes q.v.l.

Protostomes - from the Greek meaning first mouth. Organisms
in which the mouth originates from the blastopore Ithe opening
of the primitive digestive cavity to the exterior of the embryo).
Later on, the anus will open opposite the mouth. Includes
molluscs, annelids and arthropods. Compare with
deuterostomes (q.v.l.

Radiata - radially symmetrical animals with two germ layers
only = dip/ob/asts (q.v.).

Taxon - a group of organisms recognized at any level of the
classification.

Teleost fish - a major grouping of bony fish (as opposed to fish
with a cartilaginous skeleton, such as sharks, skates and rays).
Characterized by a fully moveable upper jaw, rayed fins and a
swim bladder.

Triploblasts - metazoans with three germ layers; they are
bilaterally symmetrical and hence synonymous with bilaterians
(q.v).

Tunicates - sea squirts and salps (e.g. Ciona intestinalis, the sea
squirt).

Urochordates - chordates Iq.v.), which have a notochord
limited to the caudal region (= tunicatesl.
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Figure 12.25:The Alu and 81 repeats evolved Irom processed copies olthe 7SL RNA gene.

Extensive homology of the Alu repeat sequences to the ends of the 7SL RNA sequence suggests that a polyadenylated copy of the 7SL RNA
gene integrated elsewhere in the genome by a retrotransposition event (see Figure 9.14for the general type of mechanism). In some cases,
the integrated copies were able to produce RNA transcripts of their own. At a very early stage, an internal segment (between c and d) was
lost. Subsequently, a 32-bp central segment containing regions flanking the original deletion (c + d) was deleted to give a related repeat
unit. Fusion of the two types of unit resulted in the classical Alu dimeric repeat, with the left 15'1monomer lacking a 32-bp sequence and the
right (3') monomer containing the 32-bp sequence. Note that multiple copies of Alu monomers are also found in the human genome. In the
mouse, a similar process of copying from the 7SL RNA gene appears to have occurred with subsequent deletion of a large internal unit
Ibetween a and b), followed by tandem duplication of flanking regions la + bl.

comparative mapping studies (see Figure '12.28) have
confirmed the strong conservation of synteny. and allowed a
proposed ancestral karyotype for hominoids (Muller and
Wienberg,2001).

Sequence sJmp1inbTS suggest that about 95% of the chim-
panzee genome can be aligned directly with the corresponding
human sequences, and that in these aligned regions sequence
divergence averages 1.2%; the nonaligned 5% is due to
deletions/insertlons (see Olson and Varki. 2003 for references).
Despite the very high sequence identity (of non coding DNA as
well as coding DNA), some human-specific Alu subf.lmilies
(Sb 1, Sb2), and LTR retrotransposons can be recognized.

Gene differences
When orthologolls hU111:mand chimpanzee sequences arc
compared, the coding DNA typically shows 99% or more
sequence identity. In some cases, specific alleles of certain
human genes are more closely related to orthologs in chim-
panzees tha11 they arc to other human alleles. For example, at
the human HLA-DRI3 locus, the alleles HLA-ORB 1*0302
and /-/LA-ORB/*070'l are clearly closer ill sequence to
certain alleles of the onhologolls chimpanzee gene Parr-
ORB than they are to each other (Fi,~lIre /2.29). Such
observations arc consistent with a comparatively ancient

origin for such divergent alldes, predating man-chimpanzee
divergence.

Primate-specific genes arc known. including some of recent
evolutionary origin and sOllle which appear to have been
subject to positive selection for amino acid replacement
(Collrseaux and Nahan, 2001;Johl1son C{ al., 2001). Hliman-
specific genes are likely to be quite rare, although gene dupli-
cation and gene loss - notably in clustered gene f..1milies- will
result in gene number differences between humans and the
greJt apes. Currently, however, there is little evidence for func-
tional differences between human and chimpanzee genes: the
only known biochem.ical diffcrcnce is the global depletion in
humans of a specific sialic acid, .,\r_glycolylneuraminic acid
which is expressed (in a developmentally regulated and tisslle-
specific t-:1shion)in chimpanzees, bonobos and the other great
apes. The difTt.:rence is due to a frarneshifting deletion in the
CMP l\·-acetylneuraI11inic acid gene, which occurred in the
human lineage about 2 MYr Jgo,just before the onset of rapid
brain expansion (Chou el al., 2(02).

The forkhead domain gene FOXP2 is the first gene to be
implicated in the uniquely human characteristics of spet.·ch
and language. It has been very well conserved during
evolution and shows only three amino acid substitutions
between humans and mice. However, two of these substitu-
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12.5 Evolution of human populations

12.5.1 Genetic evidence has suggested a recent origin
of modern humans from African populations

When applied to modern populations DNA variation studies
have clearly suggested a recent origin of modern humans from
African populations (see Excoffier. 2002; Templeton, 2002),
and fits with the observed greater genetic diversity of African
populations (see next Section). An early proposal, the recent
African origin (RAO) model (also called the uniregional
hypothesis), suggested that our species evolved from a small
African population that had subsequently colonized the
whole world, supplanting forlller hominids about 100
000-150000 years or so ago (arollnd the time when anatom-
ically modern humans emerged - lice Figure J 2.30).

interpreting and predicting lillka,-{!c discquilibrium, with conse-
qucnccs for discase-association studies.

Until DNA analyses made their mark. the study of human
population evolution was dependent on archeological and
pakological studies. The hominid fossil record in Africa begins
about 4 MY r ago in the Early Pliocene (the geological epoch
from 5.3-1.8 MYr) with representatives of the genus
AllStmlopitlicws from Ethiopia and Tanzania. Homo erect liS arose
morc than J. million years ago in the Pleistocene (the epoch
spanning I.R and 0.8 MYr ago), giving rise to our own genus.
Some f.1Vorthe possibility that another species Hallla heide/ber-
geusl5; descended from Homo crcctllS and gave rise in turn to
Homo sapie115 and Homo tlealldertllllktlSis (see Stringer, 2002).
Anatolllically modern hunlans (Homo sapie115 sapiells) began to
appear 120 000-100 000 years ago and co-existed with
Neanderthals until the latter became extinct about 30 000
years ago.

DNA variation provides an alternative approach to recon-
structing the recent history of human populations. Different
DNA markers can be used. Mitochondrial DNA and non-
recombining Y chromosome sequences have been popular
because, unlike other markers. they are not prone to recombi-
nation and it is possible to follow lineages directly through the
maternal line (n"DNA) or paternal line (Y chromosome). Of
cour<;e. they are hardly representative of the gen0111e and so
autosomal and X-linked sequences have also been studied.

In addition to sampling DNA variation in different popula-
tions of modern humans, DNA can be recovered from bones
of archeological specimens. Although of short lengths, the
recovered DNA sequences can be amplified using peR and
analysed by sequencing or genotyping. The degtadation
process sets time linuts but with great care it is possible to
extract a/ldellt DNA from specimens up to about 50 000 or
more years old. DNA recovered from a 30 000-100 OOO-year-
old Neanderthal specimen had a clearly different mtDNA
sequence to that of modern humans: about 3 times the average
difference found between different humans, but about half the
average ditTerence between humans and chimpanzees (Krings
et al., 1997). The data, although necessarily limited, suggest
Neanderthals went extinct without contributing any n"DNA
to modern humans, and the lineages leading to Neanderthals
and modern humans appear to have diverged about 500 000
years or so ago.
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Figure 12.26:Human-rodent protein divergence.

A sample of 1880human-rodent orthologs (initiallyreported by
Makalowski and Boguski, Proe. Natl. Aead. Sei. USA 95,
9407-9412; 1998)is classified into groups according to the level
of amino acid sequence divergence between orthologs. The
most highly conserved proteins (e.g. calmodulin, ribosomal
proteins, histones etc.) are involved in critical cellular
processes. The most rapidly evolving proteins are involved in
host defense/immunity or reproduction (see text).

oo

Tht.; quest to know how human populations evolved goes
bt:yond simple curiosity about our past. It can also unearth
evidence for adaptation at the molecular level and can help in

dons are uniquely human (the great apes have the same amino
acid as in mouse), and have been suggested to be positively
selected during recent human evolution (Enard et al., 2002a).
Possibly, they could affect a person's ability to control orofacial
movements needed for speaking.

Two systelllatic approaches to identify the molecular basis of
our unique characteristics have recently been proposed. The
first compares human and primate gene expression on a
genomewide scale by microarray-based RNA profiling and
two-dimensional electrophoresis-based protein profiling. The
prelinlinary data show that species-specific expression patterns
are ptonounced in the case of the brain (Enard et al., 2002b).
The second approach is to screen the human genome
sequence for regions which have experienced strong selection
in the human line. Strong selection for a favorable new aLlele
can cause a selective slVeep (as the new mutant rises in
frequency, adjacent chromosomal regions are also swept to
fixation) resulting in regions of very low nucleotide diversity.
A variety of human genes have been identified in such regions
and are targets for identifying genetic differences between
modern humans and chimpanzees (Diller et al., 2002).
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Figure 12.27:Human chromosome banding patterns are very similar 10those of the great apes.

The ideograms are from 1000-band late prophase preparations from Human (H), chimpanzee Ie), gorilla (G) and orangoutan (01. Human
chromosome 2 arose by fusion of two primate chromosomes. Human chromosome 6 is extremely similar to its orthologs - the only readily
visible differences are additional telomeric heterochromatin on the short arm of the chimpanzee ortholog, and on both arms of the gorilla
ortholog. Orthologs of human chromosome 5 show significant differences. The chimp ortholog has undergone a pericentric inversion
(breakpoints corresponding to 5p13 and 5q131.and the gorilla ortholog has undergone a reciprocal translocation with a chromosome
corresponding to human chromosome 171.Reprinted with permission from Yunis and Prakash (19821Science 215. 1525--1530.© 1982,
American Association for the Advancement of Science.

The RAO model was based initially 011 esrimJtt's of
haplotype variation in human I11tDNA. Maternal transmission
of mtDNA and <lbsence of recombination means that coales-
cence analyses (Box '12.6) can be easily applied to estimate
the date of the C01111110nancestor who transmitted the DNA
sequence under study to all of the individuals sampled. Using
this type of approach, the mtDNA sequences of all modern
humans can be traced back to a single individual. the
'mitochondrial Ew'. The analyses show that this individual
existed about 100 00D-150 000 years ago (5000 to 7000 or so
generations) and the data firmly suggest that she lived in East

Africa (set' below). Of COllrse, rhe mitochondrial Eve was not
the only person living all the planet at that time: thefe wen:

perhaps about 10000 individuals living at that time bl/I III/like
Eve, their IIH DiVA seqlle1lces didl/ 'r get r/'al/slII/fled to rill' prcscl/t
h""la" pep"lar;,,,, (see Bo.\' 12.6).

The RAO model was controversial because Ollr immediate
precursor, HOII/o ('Ye{f/IS, is known to have dispersed out of
Afric:l mon.,' dun a million years ago. The model therefore
requires that ollly an African subset of HOl/lo crC{fl/S gave rise to
modern hUlllans. Although based initially on incorrect esti-
mates, the RAO model has been supported by more reliable
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Figure 12.28:Bar-coding of primate chromosomes as a way of revealing structural differences.

Cross-species color banding (Rx-FISH) profiles show alignment of orthologous primate chromosomes with human chromosomes 1-22 and
X. Chromosome sets (with numbering according to the human homologs) show from left to right human, chimpanzee, gorilla, orangoutan
and macaque. To improve comparisons, chromosomes 2p/2q, 7/21,14/15 and 20/22, which are single chromosomes in human or in the
macaque are shown together with the great ape homologs. This type of analysis has suggested a preliminary ancestral karyotype for
human and great apes. Reproduced from Muller and Wienberg (2002) Hum. Genet. 109,85-94 with permission from Springer-Verlag.

recent data. The mtDNA-based phylogeny shown in Fig/lre
12.31 provides an example of the general approach. The
crucial point is thar the deepesl brallches (the ones that diverged
earliest from the root, and therefore older in evolutionarily
terms) lead exclusively to variants found in the African popu-
lation strongly suggesting that the mitochondrial Eve lived in
Africa. The tree reconstruction methods (c.g the nearest
neighbor joining shown in Fi.'!/lre 12.31) allow statistical esti-
mates of the time taken for all the currently existing IlltDNA
sequences to coalesce in rhe single ancestral mtDNA
sequence.

An alternative multiregional evolution model has been
favored by some paleontologists. Here, modern humans are
envisaged to have emerged gradually and simultaneously
frol11 dispersed Homo crecllls populations on different conti-
nents. with significant gene flow between the different
groups. More recent statistical analyses of haplotype trees
have also argued against a simple RAG model. While
confirming the dominant role played by Africa in shaping
the modern gene pool, Templeton (2002) suggests that
humans expanded out of Africa more than once and
interbred on a regional basis (see Excoffier, 2002 for various
models).

12.5.2 Human genetic diversity is low and is mostly
due to variation within populations rather than
between them

Studies have consistently shown that genetic diversity in
humans is low compared to other species, including mice and
apes, suggesting that the human lineage underwent an evolu-
tionarily recent population bottleneck.The pattern of variation
is not uniform: non-African populations typically show a
subset ofche genetic variation found in African populations.

A striking example is the variJtion seen at the insulin
minisateUite, which has been associated with susceptibility
to diabetes and other phenotypes. A recent study of three
African populations plus three non-African populations iden-
tifted a total of 22 highly diverged lineages of related alleles.
No structural intermediates between these lineages could be
found in currently existing populations, suggesting 3

bottleneck within the ancestry of all humans (Stead and
Jeffreys, 2002). The difference between diversicy in the African
and non-AlTican popularions is unusually large: all 22 lineages
were identified in Africa but only three lineages were seen in
the non-African populations consistent with a COllllllon aut-
of-Aft-ica origin (Table 12.6).
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Figure 12.29:Some human alleles show greater sequence divergence than when individually compared with orthologous chimpanzee
genes.

From a total of 270amino acid positions. the HLA-oRB1*0302and HLA-oRB/*07o/ alleles show a total of 31 differences (13%).Comparison
of either allele with alleles at the orthologous chimpanzee locus (Patr-oRBI) identifies more closely related human-chimpanzee pairs, such
as HLA-oRB/*07o/ and Patr-oRB 1*0702 (only two amino acid differences out of 270).This suggests that some present-day HLA alleles pre-
date the human-chimpanzee split Redrawn from Klein et al. (1993).Scientific American 269,67!Hi80 with permission from Scientific
American Inc.
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Figure 12.30:The spreading of Homo sapiens out of East Africa as postulated by the Recent African Origin model (uniregional
hypothesisl.

Dates (in vears before the present) denote estimated dates of arrival of modern humans at indicated sites as supported bVpaleontological
and archeological records. Dates of migration out of Africa suggested bVgenetic studies supporting the Recent African Origin model vary
in the 50 000-200 000vear range. Figure adapted from Klein and Takahata (2002) Where do we Come From? The molecular evidence for
human descent with permission from Springer-Verlag, Berlin.
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Box 12.6: Coalescence analyses
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In evolutionary genetics coalescence is the opposite of
divergence. During the normal evolutionary direction, from past
to present, genes and DNA sequences diverge from a common
ancestral sequence. The point of coalescence analyses is to
start from presently existing genetic diversity at some locus and
attempt to work backwards though evolution. Of course, it is
much easier to work backwards if one follows only the maternal
line or the paternal line and so coalescence analyses are
comparatively straightforward for mtDNA (maternal line) and
nonrecombining Y chromosome sequences (paternal line)
because there is no confounding recombination.
After samples have been collected from varied populations
coalescence analysis seeks to establish the point when all the
different varieties of the modern DNA sequence found in the
collected samples coalesce into a single ancestral sequence
present in the most recent common ancestor IMRCA). Implicit
in the concept of coalescence is the inequality of descent: all
modern humans and their genes descend from ancestor
individuals containing ancestral genes, but not all people who
lived in the past had descendants. Different lineages can
therefore be connected to different MRCAs (see Figure).
Ultimately all the genetic variation present at a locus in modern
humans can be traced back to a single individual, such as the
mitochondrial Eve in the case of mtDNA.
It is important to appreciate that different loci will result in
coalescence in different MRCAs. The three billion or so human Y
chromosomes on the planet today coalesce into a single
y chromosome of a single individual who lived in the past, the 'y
chromosome Adam'. He may not have lived at the same time as
the mitochondrial Eve because the evolutionary path taken by
his Y chromosome was different (rom that taken by Eve's
mitochondrial DNA. Recombination presents problems for
coalescence analysis of autosomal sequences unless specific
loci are considered. Recombination does, however, tend to occur
in certain areas of the genome rather than others, and our
autosomal genome appears to be a mosaic of so-called
haplotype blocks (segments typically 5 kb-200 kb in length
where 3-7 variants account for most of the genetic variation
seen in modern humans - see Paabo, 2003). Haplotype blocks
tend to be shorter in African populations and so a species·wide
mean size for a haplotype block may be of the order of 10 kb or
so. Each of the autosomal haplotype blocks will have its own
evolutionary history and so thousands of other MRCAs will have
contributed to the genetic DNA of modern humans in addition to
mitochondrial Eve and the Y chromosome Adam.

D~spite tht: difTt:fCIlCl'S betweell populations Sl'cn in Ti-Iblc
/2.6, genetic studies have consistently shown that the great
majority of human genetic variation derives frolll diffcfl.'llces
w;,/';u populations rather than between them. The most
comprehensive such study has found that within-population
differences among individuals accounts for 93-95% of human
genetic variation whill: only 3-5% is accounted (or by differ-
ences between different major population groups (Rosenberg
et al., 20(2). While every individual person has a uniqul'
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Coalescence analyses seek to trace back gene or DNA sequence
lineagues until they coalesce in a single individual.

Different lineages of specific genes or DNA sequences in currently
existing populations (generation GO,bonom rowl can ultimately be
traced back to various recent common ancestors in previous
generations (G·lto G-17I.The earliest branching lineage is E,
which diverged eight generations ago (G·8;from lineages F-H). All
lineages coalesce in a most recent common ancestor (MRCA)
thirteen generations ago (G·13).All open circles represent cases
where the gene/DNA sequence under study has not been
transmined to the present generation.

biological history. our biological hiswries are so overlapping it
is quite misleading to divide people into biological categories.
The cO/lcept or 'race' as a discrete Cat~eory de{i/led by biology is
,herl{(orc ItIeaui" •..(!lcs.' because i, is IIOf possible to dl{fillc ,hose ca'e-
.earies biolo,eically.

The study by R.osenberg et al. (2002) WJS a new departure,
an effort to define the genetic structure of human popula-
tions wi,hou, IIsillg a priori itiforlllat;()// Oil ,he ,{?coJ,?raph;c ori~ill (if
,he ;/1(/iIJidllals sflld;ed. Without this information, five major
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Figure 12.31: mtDNA phylogenies have suggested a recent African origin for modern humans.

A neighbor·joining phylogeny based on essentially complete mtDNA genome sequences lexcluding the D-Ioopl from 53 individuals
(population origins given on the right), using the chimpanzee as an outgroup. The data was bootstrapped with 1000replicates Ibootstrap
values in red shown on nodes). Individuals of African descent are found below the central horizontal line; non-Africans are above. The node
marked with an asterisk refers to the most recent common ancestor of the youngest clade containing both African and non-African
individuals. This analysis suggested that modern humans arose from African populations perhaps about 50 000 years or so ago, somewhat
more recently than suggested by many other similar analyses. Figure reproduced from Ingman et at. (2000) Nature 408,708-713, with
permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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Table 12.6: Greater genetic diversity in African populations than in non-African populations at the insulin minisatellite

Non-African populations African populations
Lineage United Kingdom Kazakhstan Japan Ivory Coast Zimbabwe Kenya

I 71.6 85.0 94.9 19.2 18.8 15.5
IliA 23.0 11.3 4.2 5.8 1.4 7.1
1118 5.4 3.8 0.8 3.2 1.4 3.6
F 0.7
G 1.3 0.7
H 1.4 3.6
J 9.6 8.0 9.5
K 20.5 17.4 20.2
L 8.3 5.1 3.6
M 3.2 0.7 3.6
N 2.6 5.8
0 2.6
P 2.9 2.4
Q 1.9 5.8 9.5
S 4.5 .7 3.6
T .6 4.3 1.2
U 1.4
V 1.3 1.4 4.8
W 12.8 13.0 9.5
X 1.9 4.3 2.4
Y 0.6 3.6
Z 0.7

A high resolution system for analyzing the distributions of variant repeats at the INS VNTR locus identified 22 highly divergent lineages of related alleles. lineage
frequencies are expressed as a percentage. Only three of the lineages were found in the non·African populations {the symbol- denotes absence of alleles associated
with lineage).ln mark.ed contrast. all 22 types of lineage were found in Africa where the different populations showed much greater variability. The over-representation of
lineage I in non-Africans may be due to positive selection. Reproduced from Stead and Jeffreys (2002) Am. J. Hum. Genet. 71, 1273-1284, with permission from the
University of Chicago Press.

genetic clusters were identified which corresponded to five
major geographic regions: slIb-Saharan Africa; Saharan
Africa pillS Eurasia (= Europe + Middle East + Central!
SOllth Asia); East Asia; the Americas (Amerindians); and
Oceania. There is, therefore, a very good agreement between
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Electronic reference sources

Clusters of orthologous groups (phylogenetic classification
of proteins encoded in complete genomes) - see
htto://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.aov/COG/

Conservation of human·mouse synteny see
htto://www. ensembl.ora/Homo saoiens/svntenvview and
htto://www. ensembl.oro/Mus musculus/svntenwiew.
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13.1 Recombinants and nonrecombinants

In principle, genetic mapping in humans is exactly the san1e as
genetic mapping in any other sexually reproducing diploid
organism. The aim is to discover how often two loci are sepa-
rated by meiotic recombination. Consider a person who is
heterozygous at two loci (genotype AIAz BIB2)' Suppose the
alleles AI and BI in this person came from one parent, and A2
and B2 from the other. Any of that person's gametes that
carries one of these parental combinations (A IB I or A2B2) is
nonrecombinant for those [\-vo loci, whereas gametes that
carry AIB2 or A2BI are recombinant (Figure 13.1). The
proportion of gan1etes that are recombinant is the recombi-
nation fraction between the two loci A and B.

13.1.1 The recombination fraction is a measure of
genetic distance

If t'NO loci are on different chromosomes, they will segregate
independently. Considering spermatogenesis in individual !II
in Flgllre 13.1, at the end of meiosis I, whichever sperm
receives allele AI, there is a 50% chance that it will receive
allele B] and a 50% chance it will receive B2.Thus, on average,
50% of the gametes will be recombinant and 50% nonrecom-
binant. The recombination fraction is 0.5. If the loci are
syntenic, that is if they lie on the saIne chromosome, then
they might be expected always to segregate together, with no
recombinants. However, this simple expectation ignores
meiotic crossing-over. During prophase of meiosis I, pairs of
homologous chromosomes synapse and exchange seglnents
(Flgllre 2.11). Only two of the four chromatids are involved in
any particular crossover. A crossover that occurs between the
positions of the two loci will create two recombinant chro-

II

maticis carrying AIB2 and A2BI, and leave the two nonin-
volved chromatids nonrecombinant. Thus one crossover
generates 50% recombinants between loci flanking it.

Recombination will rarely separate loci that lie very close
together on a chromosome, because only a crossover located
precisely in the small space between the two loci will create
recombinants. Therefore sets of alleles on the same small chro-
mosomal segment tend to be transmitted as a block through a
pedigree. Such a block of alleles is known as a haplotype.
Haplorypes mark recognizable chromosomal segments that can
be tracked through pedigrees and through populations when
not broken up by recombination. Figllre 13.9 shows examples.

The further apart two loci are on a chromosome, the more
likely it is that a crossover will separate them. Thus the recom-
bination fraction is a measure of the distance between two
loci. Recombination fractions define genetic distance,
which is not the same as physical distance. Two loci that
show 1% recombination are defined as being I centimorgan
(cM) apart on a genetic map.

13.1.2 Recombination fractions do not exceed 0.5
however great the physical distance

A single recombination event produces two recOlnbinant and
two nonrecombinant chromatids. When loci are well sepa-
rated there may be more than one crossover between them.
Double crossovers can involve two, three or four chromatids,
but Figllre 13.2 shows that the overall effect, averaged over all
double crossovers, is to give 50% recombinants. Loci very far
apart on the same chromosome might be separated by rhree or
more crossovers. Again, the overall effect is to give 50%
recombinants. Recombination fractions never exceed 0.5,
however far apart the loci are.

A,A,
828,

A,A,
8,8,

III
A2A,
828,

NR

Figure 13.1: Recombinants and nonrecombinants.

Alleles at two loci (locus A, alleles A, and A2; locus B, alleles B] and B21are segregating in this family. Colored boxes mark combinations of
alleles that can be traced through the pedigree. In generation III we can distinguish people who received nonrecombinant IA,B] or A2B21 or
recombinant IA]B2 or A2B]) sperm from their father. Because individual 112 is hom02ygous at these two loci we cannot identify which
individuals in generation III developed from nonrecombinant or recombinant oocytes.
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Figure 13.2: Single and double recombinants.

Each crossover involves two of the four chromatids of the two synapsed homologous chromosomes. One chromosome carries alleles Al
and 81 at two loci, the other carries alleles A2 and 82. (A)A single crossover generates two recombinant and two nonrecombinant
chromatids (50% recombinantsl. (8) The three types of double crossover occur in random proportions, so the average effect of a double
crossover is to give 50% recombinants.

13.1.3 Mapping functions define the relationship
between recombination fraction and genetic
distance

fUllcrions exist that allow for varying degrees of interferenet'.
A widely used function for human mapping is Kosalllbi's
(IIJ/oioll:

Because recombination fractions never exceed 0.5, they are
not simply additive across J. genetic map. If a series of loci,
A, B, C, .. are located at 3-cM intervals on a map, locus M
may be 60 cM from locus A, bur the recombination ftaction
between A and M will not be 60%. The mathematical rela-
tionship between recombination fraction and genetic Illap

distance is described by the mapping function. If crossovers
occurred at random along a bivalent and had 110 influence on
one another, the appropriate mapping function would be
/-/al dallc~· flll/o ;011:

w = - Y, In (I - 26)
or
6 = Y, 11 - exp (- 2w) 1

where 1/1 is the map distance and e the recombination fraction;
as usual In means logarithm to the base e, and exp means 'c to
the power of'. However, we know that the presence of one
chiasma inhibits formation of a second chiasma ne:lrby. This
phenomenon is called interference. A variety of n1:lpping

w = Y. In 1(1+26) / (1-26)1
or
6 = Y, [exp (4w) -11/ [exp (4w) + II

A mapping function is needed in multipoint mapping (Sectioll
13.4) to convert the raw data on the recombination fraction
into" genetic map. Broman and Weber (2000) used a very
brge set oflinkage data to estimate the best mapping function
for hununs.They estimate that the probability of a true double
crossover between markers d cM apart is roughly
(0.0114 d - 0.0154)4 For d = 10 cM this works out at only
0.0 I%. The interested reader should consult Ott's book (see
Further Reading) for a fuller discussion of mapping functions.

13.1.4 Chiasma counts and total map length
Each crossover during meiosis produces two recombinant and
two nonrecombinant chromatids, giving 50% recombination
between flanking markers. One crossover therefore
COil tributes 50 cM to the overall genetic map length. lly
counting chiasmata under the microscope and multiplying
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the number pc:r cdl by 50, we can estimate the total map
length in eM. Male meiosis can be studied in testicular
biopsies: rhe average chiasma count is 50.6 per cdl (Hulrt'll
and Lind"ell, I\173: F(~lIrc 13.3A), giving a map length of
2530 cM. Female meiosis I in humans takes place at 16-24
weeks of fetal life and is very difficult to observe, but a new
technique h3S n':Cl:ntly nude chiasma COllnts possible (Tease cl

al.. 2(02). Fluorescellt antibodies are used to mark the loca-
tions of a protein, MLH 1, that is part of the recombination
nuchilll'ry (F':<?/IfC /3.38). Chiasl1utJ. are morc frcqul:l1r in
female meiosis (exemplifying Haldane's rule that the
heterogametic sex Ius the lower chiasma COUllt). The average
JlItosomal COllnt in ovaries frol11 one aborted female fcws was
70.3, giving a map length of 3515 eM. These cytologically
derived map lengths em be compared with the best estilllates
from genetic mapping of 2590 (male) and 428 I eM (female)
(Kong c( al., 20(2). Uniquely, the Y chromosome, outside the
pSCUdOJUfOSOlllal region (Section 2.3.3), has no genetic map
because it is not subject to synapsis and crossing over in
normalm(·iosis.

13.1.5 Physical vs. genetic maps: the distribution of
recombinants

Physical maps show the order of features along the chro-
mosome Jnd their distJnce in kilobases or megabases; genetic
maps show their order and the probability that they will be
separated by recombination. While the order of fe~ltures
should be the same on both maps, the distances will only
correspond if the probability of recombination per megabase
of DNA is constant for all chromosomal locations. In fact,
recombination probabilities vary considerably according to

sex ;:lI1dchromosomal location. Individu::ds mJY vary in the
Jverage number of crossovers per meiosis. Jnd if they do, thell
they will also have different genetic map lengths.

Now that we l1Jve the human genome sequt'nce.
microsatellite or SNP markers can be physically located in the
sequence database by searching for matches to the peR
primers used. Thus the distribution of recombination along a
chromosome can be estimated either directly under the
microscope (F(~lIrc 13.3) or by relating genetic map distances
[Q physical separations of markers. l30th methods show that
r(,(olllbil/aliol/ is //01 randolll. There is 1110re recombination
towards the telomeres of chromosomes in males, while
cCllCrollleric regions have recombinants in females but not in
males (see Fig/lre 13.4 and Kong c( al .. 2(02). As melltioned
above, interference affects the spacing of double recombinants.
As a rough rule of thumb, I cM = 1Mb. but there are
recombination 'deserts' up to .5 Mb in length with sex-
aver;:tged recombination less than 0.3 cM per Mb, Jnd recom-
bination 'jungles' with > 3 cM per M b. The mO"it extreme
deviation is shown by the pseudoalltosolllal region at the tip
of the shorr arms of the X and Y chromosomes (see Section
12.2.7). Males have an obligator)' crossover within this 2.A Mb
region, so that it is 50 cM long. Thus, (or this region in null'S
I Mb = 19 eM, whereas in females I Mb = 2.7 eM.

Rt'cent work also suggests that r('colllbillatio/1 i:. !loi/ral/dom at

(he DNA scqllC1/CC level. As described in Section 15.4.3. our
chromosomes seem to consist of conserved blocks, typically
20-50 kb long, separated by recombination hotspots. About
95(11') of all recombination occurs ill these 1-2-kb hotspots
(Fi~I"c 13.5; Jeffreys C( al., 2(01). Moreover, detailed exami-
nation ofa few such hotspots by A.J.Jeffi·eys has suggested that

Figure 13.3: Crossovers in male and female meiosis.

(AI Male meiosis: a spermatocyte at metaphase I. Note the end-to-end pairing of the X and Y chromosomes. Chiasmata mark the positions of
crossovers within each bivalent (arrows). (B) Female meiosis at pachytene. The bright dots of fluorescent MLHl antibody mark positions of
crossovers, Photographs courtesy of Professor Maj Hulten, Birmingham. From Hulten and Tease 12003) with permission of Nature Publishing
Group.
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Figure 13.4:The distribution 01recombinants is nonrandom and sex specilic.

Histograms illustrating the distributions 01chiasmata in spermatocytes (blue) and MLH110ci in oocytes (redl on chromosomes 13,18and 21.
Each chromosome pair is divided into 5% length intervals. These crossover distribution patterns are also displayed for each chromosome
as recombination maps. These maps highlight the different patterns of crossover numbers and distributions in male and female germ cells
and the consequent effect on the recombination map. From Hulten and Tease 12003)with permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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Figure 13.5:Recombination is concentrated in small hotspots.

DNA-level distribution of recombination in males in a region of the major histocompatibility complex. Ninety-five percent of all
recombination occurs at highly localized hotspots. Redrawn from Jeffreys et al. (2001) Nat. Genet 29, 217-222, with permission from Nature
Publishing Group.

recombination always initiates within 10 bp of the same
point. Tantalizingly. the D A sequence at these points does
not have any obvious special feature [0 explain this behavior.

13.2 Genetic markers
13.2.1 Mapping b an disease genes requires genetic

markers

Since most human geneticists are interested in diseases, we
would like a map to show the order and distance apart of all
disease genes. Scoring the recombination fraction between
pairs of diseases would be the obvious way to construct stich a
map - but disease-disease lllappillg is not possible in humans.
Genetic mapping. as we have seen (Figure /3.1) requires
double heterozygotes. People heterozygous for two different
diseases are extremely rare. Even if they can be found, they
will probably have no children. or be unsuitable for genetic
analysis in some other way. For this reason human genetic
mapping depends on markers. A I1Iarker is tHl}' polymorphic

i\llclldeli{l1l character th{lt r{lll be used (0 follol/l a rhrol/losomal St'.I!I1Il>t1f

throllxh a pedi/(ree. It helps if the marker can be scored easily and
cheaply using readily available material (blood cells rather than
a brain biopsy), but the crucial thing is that it should be suffi-
ciently polymorphic that a rJIldomly selected person has a
good dUllce ofbeillg heterozygous. Box 13.1 sunll11arizcs the
development of human genetic markers. from blood groups
through to the presellt generation of DNA microsatellites and
single nucleotide POIYll1orphisnls.

Diseasc-1I"lrkcr I1Il1ppiIlS, if it is not to be a purely blind
exercise, requires Im/lIl'work I1Iaps of markers. These are

generated by marker-marker mappillg. Although in theory
linkage can be detected betwcen loci 40 cM apart, the amount
of data required to do this is prohibitive. Ten meioses are suffi-
cicnt to givc evidence oflinkage if thnc are no recombinants,
but 85 meioses would be needed to give equally strong
evicic:nce of linkage if rhe recombination fraction was 0.3 (see
Bax 13.3 for a guide to these calculations). Obtaining enough
family material ro rest more than 20-30 meioses can be
seriously difficult for a rare disease. Thus mapping requires
markers spaced at intervals no greater than 10-20 cM across
the genollle. Given rhe genome lengths calcubted above, and
allowing for imperfect informativeness (see below), we need a
minimulll of several hundred markers. A major achievement
in the early stages of the Human Genome Project was to
generate upwards of I0 000 highly polymorphic micro,atellitc
nurkns and place them 011 framework maps (Urolll3n ct al.,
J YYX).These maps made possible the spectacular progress of
the 1l}YOs in mapping Mendeklll di ••e:l-;es.The newer diseasl>

associatio/l stlldies (Section 15.4) require very much denser
marker maps, and this need has been answcred by rhe devel-
opmcnt of scv(;.'ralmillion SNP markers.

13.2.2 Tbe heterozygosity or polymorphism infonnation
content easure bow infonnative a marker is

For linkage analysis we need informative meioses (see Box
/3.2). The examples in the box show th:lt a meiosis is nor
inforrl1~ltive with a given marker if the parellt is homozygous
for the marker, and also in half of the cases where borh parenrs
have the same heterozygous genotype. For IllOStpurposes the
mean heterozygosity of a marker (the chance that a



Box 13. I: The development of human genetic markers.

______________________________ 1_3_.2_1 GENETIC MARKERS I~

Type of marker

Blood groups
1910-1960

Electrophoretic mobility variants of
serum proteins
1960-1975

HLA tissue types
1970-

DNA RFLPs (Figures 7.5A, 7.6)
1975-

DNA VNTRs (minisatellites) (Figure 7.58)
1985-

DNA VNTRs (microsatellites) (Figure 7.7)
(di-, tri- and tetra-nucleotide repeats)
1989-

DNASNPs
(single nucleotide polymorph isms)

VNTA, variable number of tandem repeats.

No. of loci Features

- 20 May need fresh blood, rare antisera
Genotype cannot always be inferred from phenotype
because of dominance
No easy physical localization

- 30 May need fresh serum, specialized assays
No easy physical localization
Often limited polymorphism

1 (haplotype) One linked set
Highly informative
Can only test for linkage to 6p21.3

> 105 (potentially) Two allele markers, maximum heterozygosity 0.5
Initially required Southern blotting, now PCR
Easy physical localization

> 104(potentially) Many alleles, highly informative
Type by Southern blotting
Easy physical localization
Tend to cluster near ends of chromosomes

> 105 (potentially) Many alleles, highly informative
Can type by automated multiplex PCR
Easy physical localization
Distributed throughout genome

> 4 x 106 Less informative than microsatellites
Can be typed on a very large scale by automated equipment
without gel electrophoresis

randomly selected person will be heterozygous) is used as the
measure of informativeness. If there are Illarker alleles AI, A2,
A3 ... with gene frequencies PI, P2, P3 ...• then the proponion
of people who are heterozygous is I - (p]2 + pi + P32+ ...)
(Section 4.5.1). A more sophisticated but seldom used
mcasure, the polymorphism information content (PIC),
allows for cases in which someone is heterozygous but
uninformative, like pedigree B in Box '13.2.

13.2.3 DNA polymorphisms are the basis of all current
genetic markers

In the early 19805 DNA polymorphisms provided, for the
first time, a set of nurkers that was sufficiently numerous and
adequately spaced across the entire genome to allow a whole-
genome search for linkage. DNA l1urkers have the additional
advantage that they Gm all be typed by the same technique.
Moreover their chromosomal location can be determined
using radiation hybrid mapping (Box 8.4) or by searching the
human genome sequence for a match to the peR primer
used to score the marker. This allows DNA-based genetic
maps to be cross-referenced to physical maps, ;md avoids the

frustrating situation that arose when the long-sought cystic
fibrosis gene (CFTR) was first mapped. Linkage was estab-
lished to a protein polymorphism of the enzyme paraoxonase,
but the chromosomal location of the paraoxonase gene was
not known. The development of DNA markers allowed
human gene mapping to start in earnest.

Restriction fragment length polymorphisms IRFLPsl

The first generation of DNA markers were restriction
fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs). RFLPs were
initially typed by preparing Southern blots from restriction
digests of the test DNA, and hybridizing with radiolabeled
probes (see F(~II,.e 7.5). This technology required plenty of
time, money and DNA, and made a whole genome search a
heroic undertaking. Nowadays this is less of a problem because
RFLPs can usually be typed by peR. A sequence including
the variable restriction site is amplified, the product is incu-
b:lted with the appropriatt' restriction enzyme and then
run out on a gel to see if it has been cut (Figurc 7.6). A more
fundamental disadwl11tage is their 10111 i,![orllli1tilJcl1css. RFLPs
have only two alleles: the site is present or it is Jbsenr. The
maximum heterozygosity is O.S. Disease mapping using
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Box 13.2: Informative and uninformative meioses: '6~ d ~ "(:'~'

~ "\"' \J.<

A meiosis is informative for linkage when we can identify whether or not the gamete is recombinant. Consider the male meiosis which
produced the paternal contribution to the child in the four pedigrees below. The father has a dominant condition that he inherited along
with marker allele A,. He passes this condition to his daughter - but can we tell whether or not the sperm was recombinant between
the gene for the condition and the marker locus?

(A) This meiosis is uninformative: the marker alleles in the homozygous father cannot be distinguished. (8) This meiosis is uninformative:
the child could have inherited A1 from father and Az from mother, or vice versa. (e) This meiosis is informative and nonrecombinant: the
child inherited A1 from the father. (D) This meiosis is informative and recombinant: the child inherited Az from the father.

RFLPs is frustrating because all too often a key meiosis in a
family turns out to be uninformative.

Minisateliites
Minisatellite VNTR (variable number tandem repeat)
markers were a great improvement. The VNTRs (Section
7.1.3) have many alleles and high heterozygosity. Most
meioses arc informative. However, the technical problems of
SOllthern blotting and radioactive probes were still an
obstacle to easy mapping, and VNTRs are not evenly spread
across the genome.

Microsateliites

The advent of PCg .. finally made mapping relatively quick and
easy. Minisatellites are too long to amplity well, and so the
standard tools for PCR linkage analysis are microsateUites.
These are mostly (CA)II repeats. Tri- and tetra nucleotide
repeats Jrc gradually replacing dinucleotide repeats as the
markers of choice because they give cleaner results.
Dinucleotide repeat sequences aft' peculiarly prone to repli-
cation slippage during PCR amplification (Secrion 11.3.1) so
that each allele gives a Iinle ladder of 'stutter bands' on a gel,
making it hard to read (see F(ellrc 7.1!). Much effort has been
devoted to producing compatible sets of microsatellite markers
that can be amplified together in a multlplex PCR reaction to
give nonoverlapping aUele sizes, so that they can be run in the
same gel lane. With fluorescent labeling in several colors, it is
possible to score perhaps 10 markers on a sample in a single lane
of an automated gel.

Single nucleotide polymorph isms (SNPs)
After 10 years of developing more and more polymorphic
nurkers, it may seem perverse that the newest generation of
markers are two-allele single nucleotide polymorphisms.

They include the classic R.FLPs, but also polymorph isms that
do not happen to create or abolish a restriction site. The
advantage of SNPs is that they allow ultra-high throughput
genotyping and very high marker densities (Wang cr al.,
1998). Searches for disease susceptibility genes (Chapter 15)
require vast numbers of genotypes to be scored with very
closely spaced markers. There are not enough microsatellites
in the genome to give the required density of one marker per
10 kb or less. Moreover, lnicrosatellites are scored by gel elec-
trophoresis, and this limits throughput. An international
consortium of acadenlic and industrial partners has generJted
a public database of more than 4milJion SNPs (dbSNP,acces-
sible through the NCUI website), and methods have been
developed for scoring SNPs without gel electrophoresis on an
extremely large scale (Section 18.4.2).

13.3 Two-point mapping

13.3.1 Scoring recombinants in human pedigrees is not
always simple

Having collected fanlilies where a Mendelian disease is segre-
gating, and typed them with an informarlve marker, how do
we know when we l1Jve found linkage?There are two aspects
to this question:
1. How can we work out the recombination fraction?

2. What statistical test should we use to see if the recombi-
nation fraction is significantly different from 0.5, the value
expected on the null hypothesis of no linkage?

In some families the first question can be answered very
simply by counting recombinants and nonrecornbinants. The
family shown in Figure IJ. 1 is one example. There are two
recombinants in seven meioses and the recombination
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Figure 13.6:Recognizing recombinants.

Three versions of a family with an autosomal dominant disease, typed for a marker A. (A) All meioses are phase-known. We can identify
111,-1115 unambiguously as nonrecombinant and 1116 as recombinant. (8) The same family, but phase-unknown. The mother, II" could have
inherited either marker allele A, or A2with the disease; thus her phase is unknown. Either 111,-1115 are nonrecombinant and 1116 is
recombinant; or 111,-1115 are recombinant and 1116 is nonrecombinant. Ie) The same family after further tracing of relatives. 1117 and 1116 have
also inherited marker allele A, along with the disease from their father - but we cannot be sure whether their father's allele A, is identical
by descentto the allele A, in his sister II,. Maybe there are two copies of allele A, among the four grandparental marker alleles. The
likelihood of this depends on the gene frequency of allele A,. Thus although this pedigree contains linkage information, extracting it is
problematic.

fraction is 0.28. F~(!lfre /3.6A shows another eXJl11pl~.The
double heterozygote who is informative for linkage (indi-
vidual II, in both FI:~lIrf 13.1 and F~~I"c 13.6A), is phase-
known: we know which alleles were inherited from which
parent, ~lI1dso we can unambiguollsly score each meiosis as
recombinant or nonrecombinant. In F~(!J/r(' 1J. 6B, individual
II] is again doubly heterozygous. but this riJ11l.: phase-
unknown. Among her children. either there arc five 110n-

recombinants Jnd one recombinant. or else rhclT 3fe five
recombinants and one nonrecombinant. WI: can no longer
identify recombinants unambiguollsly, eVl'll if the first altcr-
native SL'emsmuch more likely dun the second. F({!//TC 1J. 6C
adds stillmon: complications - yet if this is a f;:lI11ilywith a rare
disease. no researcher would be willing to discard it. Some
method is needed to extract the linkage information from a
collection of such imperfect f..lmilies.

13.3.2 Computerized lod score analysis is Ihe best way
10 analyze complex pedigrees for linkage
between Mendelian characlers

In the pedigree shown in F(~lIrf 13.68 it is not possible to
idcntif).! recombinants unambiguously and count them. It is
possible, however. to calculate the overall likelihood of the

pedigree, on the alternative assumptions that the loci are
linked (recombination fraction = 6) or not linked (recombi-
nation fraction = a.S).The ratio of these two likelihoods gives
the odds of linkage, and the logarithm of the odds is the lad
score. Morton (1953) demonstrated that lad scores represent
the most efficient statistic for evaluating pedigrees for linkage,
;'lI1dderived formulae to give the lad score (as a function of 6)
for various standard pedigree structures. Bvx 1J.J shows how
this is done for simple structures. Geing a function of the
recombination fraction, lad scores arc calculated for a range of
e values. The most likely recombination fraction is the value
at which the lad score is maximum. In a set of familiL's, the
overall probabiliry oflinkage is the product of the probabilities
in each individual family, therefore lod scores (being loga-
rithms) can be added up across families.

Calculating the ful1lod score for the f.lmily in F(~lIrf 13.6C
is difficult. To calculate the likelihood that 1117and Ills are
recombinant or nonrecombinant, we must take likelihoods
calculated for each possible genotype of I" 12 and 113.
weighted by the probabiliry of that genorype. For I, and 12,the
genotype probabilities depend on both the gene frequencies
and the observed genotypes of 11,,1117 and 1118.Genorype
probabilities for 113are then calculated by simple Mendelian
rules. Human linkage analysis, except in the very simplest
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~ Given that the loci are truly linked, with recombination
fraction 8, the likelihood of a meiosis being recombinant is 8
and the likelihood of it being nonrecombinant is 1-8.

~ If the loci are in fact unlinked, the likelihood of a meiosis
being either recombinant or nonrecombinant is )1,.

Family A:
There are five nonrecombinants and one recombinant.

The overall likelihood, given linkage, is (1-8)5·8.

The likelihood, given no linkage, is 1)1,)6.

The likelihood ratio is (1-815.8/1)1,)6.

The lod score, Z, is the logarithm of the likelihood ratio.

8 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Z - infinity 0.577 0.623 0.509 0.299 0

cases, is entirely dependent 011 COlnpurer programs that
implement algorithms for handling these branching trees of
genotype probabilities, given the pedigree data and a table of
gene frequencies.

13.3.3 Lod scores of +3 and -2 are the criteria for
linkage and exclusion (for a single test)

The result of linkage analysis is a table of lod scores at various
recombination fractions, like the two tables in Box 13.3.
Positive lods give evidence in favor of linkage and negative lods
give evidence against linkage. Note that only recombination
fractions between 0 and 0.5 are meaninghll, and that all lod
scores an..zero at 0 = 0.5 (because they are then measuring rhe
ratio of two identical probabilities. and 10gIO (1) = 0). The
results can be plottcd to give curves like those in F(~I/l"f J 3.7.

Returning [0 the two questions posed at the start of this
section. wt.' no\\' ~ce that (he most likely recombinatio1l frarrioll i.'
rhe Olll' at IIJhirh Iht' lod score is highest. If there are no recombi-
nants, the lod score will be maximum at e = O. If there are
recombinants, Z will peak at the most likely recombination
fraction (0.1(,7 = 11(, for the family in F(~lIre 13.6A, but
harder to predict for F(~lIrc 13.6B).

The sc:cond question concerned the threshold of signifi-
cancl.'. Here the answer is at first sight surprising. Z = J. 0 is
Ilu' Ihrcshold .fi,r (lr(cpri//jf, linkage, with a 5% chance of error.
Linkage Clrl be rejected if Z < -2.0. Values of Z bt:twl.'cn -2
;lI1d+3 an: i!lconclusive. For most statistics p < 0.05 is uSl.'d as
the threshold of significance. but Z = 3.0 corresponds to
1000: 1 odds [log10(IOOO) = 3.01. The reason why such a
stringent threshold is chost.'n lies in the inherent improbability
that two loci. chosen at random, should be linked. With 22
pairs of JutoSOI11t."sto choose from, it is not likely they would
be located on the same chromosome (syntenic) and, even if
they were. loci Wt·lI separated on a chromosome are unlinked.
COllllllon St.·nse tells us that if something is inherently
improbable. we require strong evidence to convince us that it
is true. This common sense Gm be quantified ill a Bayesian

Family B:

II) is phase-unknown.

If she inherited A) with the disease, there are five
nonrecombinants and one recombinant.
If she inherited A2 with the disease, there are five recombinants
and one nonrecombinant.
The overalilikelihood is )I, [(1-eJ5·8/I)I,)6] + )I,[IHI·85/()I,)6J. This
allows for either possible phase, with equal prior probability.

The lod score, Z, is the logarithm of the likelihood ratio.

8 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Z - infinity 0.276 0.323 0.222 0.076 0
Family c:
At this point nonmasochists turn to the computer.

calculation (see Box 13. N which shows that 1000: I odds
in fact corresponds precisely to the conve!ltional I' = n.os
threshold of significance. The same logic suggests a threlihold
lod of 2.3 for establishing hnkage between an X-linked
character and an X-chromosome marker (prior probability of
linkage == 1/10).

Confidence intervals are hard to deduce :lnalytically, bllt a
widely accepted support interval extends to recombination
fractions at which the lod score is 1 unit below the peak vallie
(the' /od- 'I mle'). Thus, curve 2 in r(\f.llre 13.7 gives :!cccptabk
evidence of linkage (2) 3) with the Illost likely recolllbi-
nation fraction 0.23 and support interval 0.17-0.32. Thc
curve will be more sharply peaked the gre;1(t.'r the :l.11l011ntof
d:l.ta. but in gener:!l peaks arl.' quite broad. It is important to
remember that distances on hUlllall genetic l1laps :l.rt.'of tell
very imprecise estimates.

Neg:l.tive lod scores exclude linkage for the region where
Z < -2. Curve 3 on Figure 13.7 l.'xcludt.'s the dist'ase from
12 cM either side of the markcr.Whilc gelle mappers hope for
a positive lod score, exclusions arc not without valut'.They tell
us where the disease is not (exclusion mapping). This can
t'xclude a possible candidate gcnc. ;lIld if ellough of the
gellome is excluded, only a few possible locations llny rCIllJin.

13.3.4 For whole genome searches a genome-wide
threshold of significance must be used

III dist'ase studies, f..l1l1iliesJre typcd for lIlarker after marker
until positive lods are obtained. The appropriate threshold for
significance is a lod score such thJt there is oll]y a 0.05 chance
of a f.l]sl.'-positive result occurring (I//)'II'//('/'(' during a search of
the whole genome. As shown in Box I J . .J. a ]od score of J.O
corresponds to a significance of 0.05 at a single point. But if
50 llurkers have been lIsed, the chance of a spuriolls positive
result is greJtcr than if only one llIarker is used. A stringellt
procedure (Bonferroni correction) would Illu]tiply the I' value
by 50 before testing its significance. The thrl.''\hold lod score
for a study using 11 Illarkers would be 3 + 10g(Il). that is a lod
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Figure 13.7: Lad score curves.

Graphs of lad score against recombination fraction from a
hypothetical set of linkage experiments. Curve 1, evidence of
linkage (Z > 3) with no recombinants. Curve 2, evidence of
linkage (Z > 3) with the most likely recombination fraction being
0.23. Curve 3, linkage excluded (Z < -2) for recombination
fractions below 0.12; inconclusive for larger recombination
fractions. Curve 4, inconclusive at all recombination fractions.

gel/ome-wide sigll{jical/cc level of 0.05 has been I1lllch argued
over, but a widely accepted answer for Mendelian characters
is 3.3 (Lander and Schork, 1994). For non-Mendelian char-
acters see Section 15.3.4. In practice, lod scores below 5,
whether with one marker or many, should be regarded as
provisional.

13.4 Multipoint mapping is more efficient
than two-point mapping

13.4.1 Multipoint linkage can locate a disease locus on
a framework of markers

Linkage analysis can be more efficient if data for morc than
two loci arc analyzed simultaneously. i\4ulti/oclls a/wlysis is
particularly useful for establishing the chromosomal order of a
set of linked loci. Experimental geneticists have long used
tllrcc-poiJlt crosses for this purpose. The rarest recombinant class
is that which requires J double recombination. In Table 13.1,
the gene order A-C~B is immediately apparent. This
procedure is more efficient than estimating the recombination
fractions for intervals A-B, A-C and B-C separately in a
series of two-point crosses. Ideally, in any linkage analysis the
whole genome would be screened for linkage, and the full
dataset would be used to calculate the likelihood at each
location across the genome.

A second advantage of 111Ultilocus mapping in humans is
that it helps overcome problenls caused by the linlited infor-
mativeness of l1urkers. Some meioses in a fanlily ll1ight be
informative with marker A, and others uninformative for A
but informative with the nearby marker 13. Only simultaneous
linkage analysis of the disease with markers A and B extracts
the full information. This is less important for mapping using
highly informative nlicrosatellite markers rather than two-
allele RFLPs, but it resurfaces when SN Ps are used.

score of 4 for 10 markers, 5 for 100, and so on. However, this
is over stringent. Linkage data arc not independent: if one
location is excluded, then the prior probability thar rhe char-
acter IllJpS to another location is raised. The threshold for a

13.4.2 Marker framework maps: the CEPHfamilies

The power of multipoint mapping to order loci is particularly
useful for constructing lIlarker fralllework /Haps. However,

y,," ." 'x'" 0/1<.%6" ,

Box 13.4: Bayesian calculation of linkage thre·shold. '
" ;" ~

- 1

Loci are not linked
{recombination fraction = 0.51
49/50

1

Loci are linked
(recombination fraction = 81

20

1/50
1000

Prior probability

Conditional probability: 1000 ; 1 odds of linkage
(lad score Zl81 = 3.0)

Joint probability Iprior x conditional)

The likelihood that two loci should be linked (the prior probability of linkage) has been argued over. but estimates of about 1 in 50 are
widely accepted.

Hypothesis

Because of the low prior probability that two randomly chosen loci should be linked, evidence giving 1000 : 1 odds in favor of linkage
is required in order to give overall 20 : 1 odds in favor of linkage. This corresponds to the conventional p = 0.05 threshold of statistical
significance. The calculation is an example of the use of Bayes' formula to combine probabilities (see Box 18.4 and Figure 18.15). See
text for description of the lad score.
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Table 13.1: Gene ordering by three-point crosses

Class of Position of Number
offspring recombination (x)

ABC/abc Nonrecombinant 853

abc/abc

ABc/abc (A, B)-x-C 5

abC/abc

Abc/abc A-x-(B, c) 47

aBC/abc

AbC/abc B-x-iA, C) 95

aBc/abc

A cross has been set up between mice heterozygous at three linked
loci IABC/abel and triple homozygotes labe/abel. The rarest class
of offspring will be those whose production requires two
crossovers. Of the 1000 animals, 142195 + 47) are recombinant
between A and B, 52 (47 + 51between A and C, and 100 (95 + 51
between Band C. Only five animals are recombinant between A and
C but not between A and B, so these must have double crossovers,
A-x-C-x-B. Therefore the map order is A-C-B and the genetic
distances are approximately A-(5 cM)-C-i10 cM)-B.

ordering the loci in sllch maps is not a trivial problem. Thefe
Jrt" 11!/2 possible orders for /I markers, and current maps have
hundreds of markers per chromosome. Uefore the hUlllJll
genome sequence was completed. this was a serio LIS difficulty
for map l1ukt'rs. SOlllething more intelligcm than brute force
computing Iud (0 be lIsed to work out the correct order. Even
\yithollt large-scale sequence data. physical mapping infor-
mation was immensely helpful. Markers that can be typed by
PCR can be used as sequence-tagged sites (5T5: Box 15.~)
and physically localized. either by database searching or exper-
imentally using radiation hybrids (Box 8.4). The result is a
pll)'sically al/chored IIUlrkcr.(lW/lCi/lOrk.

Disease-marker mapping suffers from the J1l'cL'ssity of
lIsing whatever families can be found Wht:l"l: tht: disease of
interest is segregating. Such families will rarely have ide;))
structures. All roo often rhe Ilumber ofmcioscs is undesirably
small, and some afC phase-unknown. Marker-marker
mapping can avoid these probkms. Markers can be studied
in any family, so families can be chosen that have plenty of
children and ideal structures for linkage, like the fJl1lily in
F(I!,J/rc 13.1. Construction of marker framework maps I13S

benefited greatly fwm " collection of f"milies (the CEPH
families) assembled specific"lly for the purpose by the
Centre d'Etudc du Polymorphisme Humain (now the
Fondation Jean lJausset) in Paris. II11J1lortJlized cell lines
frolll every individual ensure a permanent supply of DNA,
and sample mix-ups and nonpaternity have long since b~~11
ruled out by typing with many markers. As In example. the
1998 CHLC (Cooperative Human Linkage Center) map is
based on the results of scoring eight CEPH families with
8325 l11icrosatellites, resulting in over 1 million gel1otyp~s
(Brormn ('1 al., 1998).

13.4.3 Multipoint disease-marker mapping

Fur diseasc-marker mapping thc starting point is the
fr;:lI11ework m.1p of m.1rkers.This is takclI as given, Jlld the .1im
is to 10c.1tl' the diseasc gClle ill olle of thL' illtt'rvals of the
ti·;]Jllcwork. Programs such as Li/lI.:llU/jJ (parr of the Linkage
package) or CC//cllll1ltcr (Section IJJ1.2) ClIl notch the discase
locus ;:lCross the Ill:lrker framework. c:llcllbtillg thc overall
likelihood of the pedigrct' datJ at each position. The result
(F({!//rc /3.8) is a curve oflod score :Jg::linst Illap location. This
Illethod is also useful for cxclusion mapping: if the curve stay"'
below a lod score of -2 across the rq~ioll. thcn the disease
locus is excluded from that region.

Thc apparently qU;lIltitativc Jl:lturc of q\?lIrf / J. 8 is brgely
spurious. Peak heights depend crucially on the precise gL'lll'tic
di,tJncL'1I between markcr" which arc usually only known
very roughly. Moreover IlOlle of the nupping functions
(Section 13.1.3) ill linkage programs even approxilllatt's to the
reJI complexitics of chiasma distribution (F~{!I/"c /3. -I).
Howc\"l:r. unless thc Ilurker Illap is radicJlly wrong. it relll.1in",
true r1ut the highest pcak marks the 1l1O,t likely locatioll.lfthe
!lurker framework is physically allchored. as dt'scribt'd above,
the stagc is thell set to search the DNA of the candidate
intervJI Jnd identify tht' diseast' gellt'.

13.5 Fine-mapping using extended
pedigrees and ancestral haplotypes

The rfs{J/IIf;O/1 of mapping depcnds Oil tht' 1ll1l11ber of meioses
- the more Illt'iose", that :lre analyzed, the grt'Jtt'r is the clunce
of J recombination evellt IlaITo\\'ing dowll the linked region.
Tht' small size of IllOSt human f;lIllilies sC\'erely limits the reso-
lution Jtt3inablc in family srudit.:s. Ho\\"c\·er. sOilletimes
extended fJmily structurt.:", CJIl be used for high-resolution
mapping. 111SOllle societit'", people arc very aware of their clall
Illembt'rship Jnd n1.1Y "t'e thl'm";l'lves as P:Ht of highly
extended families. Everl ill societies where people lilllit their
fJlllily feeling to close rebrive" ultill1:ltcly cverybody i",
related, 31ld sometimes olle C3n ide1ltify s/u1rl'd i11/(l'.'tral r/I/"{)-

IIIOSOIIH' .'£:\?/IICII1S Jlllong'unrebted' people.Auto",olllal recessive
diseases knd thel1lselves to such JI1Jlyscs, lll'Clll..;e a Illutated
allel~ call be trJllslllittl.:d for mJIlY genl'r:ltions: for most
domin3nt or X-linked diseases the {UrnOVl'r of II1UDllt Jilek's
is too fast to ;:.Jlow sharing over extended families (Section
-L5.2). Assuming one CJnnot idelltify cJrricrs of a recessive
disease being lllJppt.:d, the limit of mappillg is set by the
number of distJnrly fL'bred afTccted pcopll' who have
inherited tht' disease fro111 a COIllIllOIl Jllccstor.

13.5.1 Autozygosity mapping can map recessive
conditions efficiently in extended inbred families

Autozygosity is J term used to 1llt.::111hOlllozygosity for
markers idcnr;m/ by descellt, inherircd from :1 recellt COllllllon
ancestor. People with rare ren'ssive diseast's ill cOllsanguilll.:ous
f:llnilies art' likdy to be Jutozygous for Ill:lrkers linked to the
disease locus. Suppose th~ parents arc second cousins: tht'Y
would be expectt.·d to share 1/32 of all their gCllcs bccJuse of
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Figure 13.8: Multipoint mapping in man.

The horizontal axis is a framework map of markers and the vertical axis is the lad score from analysis of a family with Waardenburg
syndrome. The lad score is calculated for each possible location of the disease locus. Lad scores dip to strongly negative values near the
position of loci that show recombinants with the disease. The highest peak marks the most likely location; odds in favor of this location are
measured by the degree to which the highest peak overtops its rivals. Redrawn from Hughes et a/. (1994)Nat. Genet. 7, 509-512 with
permission from Nature Publishing Group.

their cOl11mon ancestry. Jnd a child would be autozygolls at
only 1/64 of all loci. If that child is homozygous for a
particular marker allele, this could be because of autozygosity,
or it could be because a second copy of the same allele has
entered the family independently. The rarer the allele is in the
population, the greater the likelihood that homozygosity
represents autozygosity. For an infinitely rare allele, a single
homozygous affected child born to second cousins generates a
lod score of loglo(64) = 1.8. If there are two other affected
sibs who are both also homozygous for the same rare allele, the
lod score is 3.0 (IoglO(64 x 4 x 4); the chance that a sib
would have inherited the same pair of parental haplotypes
even if they are unrelated to the disease is 1 in 4).

Thus quite small inbred families can generate significant lod
scores. Autozygosity mapping is an especially powerful tool if
families can be found with multiple people affected by the
same recessive condition in two or mOTe sibships linked by
inbreeding. Suitable families may be found in Middle Eastern
countries where inbreeding is common.The method has been
applied with great success to locating genes for autosomal
recessive hearing loss (Guilford et al., 1994; Figllre 13.9).
Extensive loclls heterogeneity (Figure 4.3) makes recessive
hearing loss impossible to analyze in collections of small
nuclear families.

A bold application of autozygosity in a Northern European
population enabled Houwen et al. (1994) to map the rare
recessive condition, benign recurrent intra-hepatic cholestasis,
using only four affected individuals (two sibs and two
supposedly unrelated people) from an isolated Dutch village.
Similar virtuoso applications of autozygosity have been
reported from Finland.The more remote the shared ancestor,
the smaller is the proportion of the genome that is shared by
virtue of that common ancestry, and therefore the greater the
significance of demonstrating that the patients share a segment

identical by descent. But at the same time, the remoter the
common ancestor, the more chances there are for a second
independent allele to enter the family from outside, and so the
less likely is it that homozygosity represents autozygosity,
either for the disease or for the markers. With remote
con1mon ancestry, as in the study ofHouwen et al., everything
depends on finding people with a very rare recessive
condition who are homozygous for a rare marker allele or
(more likely) haplotype. The power of Houwen's study seems
almost miraculous, but it is important to remen1bcr that this
methodology applies only to diseases and populations where
most affected people are descended from a con1mon ancestor
who was a cHrier.

13.5.2 Identifying shared ancestral segments allowed
high-resolution mapping of the loci for cystic
fibrosis and Nijmegen breakage syndrome

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is very rare in the non-European
countries where family structures are more likely to allow
autozygosiry mapping, and so mapping CF depended on rare
unfortunate nuclear families with more than one affected
child. Using these, CF was mapped to 7q31.2, but after all
available recombinants had been used, the candidate region
was still dauntingly large (this was in the late 1980s when posi-
tional cloning was work for heroes). Arguing that CF muta-
tions might be mostly very old (not only is there no selection
against heterozygotes, there is probably positive selection in
their favor, see Section 4.5.2), the researchers set out to
identify shared ancestral chromosomal segments on CF chro-
mosomes from 'unrelated' patients. Sharing would be indi-
cated by repeatedly finding the same haplotype of marker
alleles. The phenomenon is called linkage disequilibrium
(LD); see Section 15.4 for a fuller description. Table 13.2
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IV
025305 4 5 6 5 5 7 5 7 5 7 5 6
025310 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 3
025144 6 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 1 2 1 2
025171 7 5 2 1 2 7 5 3 5 3 5 3
AFMb346ye5 1 3 3 4 3 2 3 4 3 4 3 2
AFMa052yb5 4 6 5 6 6 3 6 5 6 5 6 2
025158 2 2 4 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
025174 3 3 4 5 5 6 5 3 5 3 5 6
025365 9 7 5 2 2 8 2 7 2 7 2 7
025170 5 6 2 6 6 2 8 5 8 5 8 2

V

025305 4 5 5 5 5 6 4 6 5 5 4 5 5 5 7 7 7 7 5 7 7 7 5 5 5 2 5 5 5 2 5 2 5 6 5 5 5 6 5 5
025310 2 2 1 2 11 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 11 1 2 1 2 1 3 11 11 11
025144 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 3 6 3 1 3 5 2 5 2 4 2 5 2 4 1 1 2 11 1 2 11 1 2 11 11 11
025171 5 1 5 1 5 2 5 2 5 1 7 1 5 1 7 3 7 3 2 3 7 3 2 5 5 2 5 5 5 2 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 5
AFMb346ye5 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 1 4 3 4 2 4 2 4 3 4 2 4 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3
AFMa052yb5 6 8 8 6 6 5 8 5 6 6 4 8 8 6 3 5 3 5 6 5 3 5 6 8 8 1 6 8 8 1 6 8 6 2 6 6 6 6 6 6
025158 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
025174 3 5 3 5 3 4 3 4 3 5 3 5 3 5 6 3 6 3 5 3 6 3 5 5 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 3 3 6 3 5 3 5 3 5
025365 7 2 7 2 7 5 7 5 7 2 9 2 7 2 8 7 8 7 2 7 8 7 2 2 2 3 2 7 2 3 2 7 7 7 7 2 7 2 7 2
025170 6 6 6 6 6 2 6 2 6 6 5 6 6 6 2 5 2 5 6 5 2 5 6 6 6 3 6 6 6 3 6 6 6 2 6 6 6 6 6 6

Figure 13.9:Autozygosity mapping.

A large multiply inbred family in which several members suffer from autosomal recessive profound congenital deafness (filled symbolsl. Color
marks a haplotype of markers from chromosome 2 that segregates with the deafness. Markers AFMa052yb5 and D2S158 are homozygous in
all affected people and no unaffected people. The deafness gene should lie somewhere between the two markers that flank these
(AFMb346ye5 and D2S17¢!. Redrawn from Chaib et al. (19961Hum. Molec. Genet. 5,155-158 with permission from Oxford University Press.

III

shows typied data for two markers from within the CF
candidate region. Non-CF chromosomes show J r;:mdolll
selection of haplotypcs, but CF chromosomes tend to carry
Xl, K2.The significance orchis is that LD is a very short-range
phenomenon (shared ancestral segments are short beclUse of

TaMe U.2:A1lelic association in cystic fibrosis

Marker alleles CFchromosomes Normal
chromosomes

X" K, 3 49

X" K2 147 19

X2, K, B 70

X2, K2 B 25

Data from typing forthe RFLP markers XV2.c (alleles Xl and X2) and KM19
(alleles Kl and K2) in 114 British families with a cystic fibrosis jCF) child.
Chromosomes carrying the CF disease mutation tend to carry allele Xl of
XV2.c and allele K2 of KM19. Data from Ivinson et al. (1989).

n:current recombination), and so it pointed researchers to the
exact location of the elusive CF gene.

A more recendy cloned gene, governing Nijmegen
brokage syndrome (NBS; MIM 2512(0). shows a 1110re
detailed application of the same principle. NBS is a very rare
autosomal recessive disease characterized by chromosome
breakage, growth retardation, microcephaly, immunodefi-
ciency Jnd a predisposition to callcer. The suspected cause is a
defect in DNA repair. Conventional linkage analysis in small
nuclear fanlilies located the IVBS locus to chromosome 8p21,
but after all recombinants were used the target region still
spanned 8 Mb between markers 08527/ and 085270. Fifty-
one apparently unrelated patients and their parents were then
typed for a series of microsatellite markers spaced across the
candidate region. This genetated 102 NBS haplotypes. Of
these, 7--1-looked like derivatives of a common ancestr;-t!
haplotype, probably of Slav otigin (F(~III'(, 13. '/0). The 1110St
highly conserved region encompassed markers 11 and 12 in
F(~lIl'e IJ. 10, which therefore marked the likely location of
the !YB5 gene. Subsequently a gene encoding a novel protein
was cloned fi'oll1 this location and shown to carry mutations in
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Figure 13.10:An ancestral haplotype in European patients with Nijmegen breakage syndrome.

Apparently unrelated NBS patients often seem to have inherited a chromosome segment at 8p21from a common ancestor. Haplotypes
were defined using 16markers, shown in chromosomal order across the top of the table. The pink color marks locations with alleles
identical to those of the inferred ancestral haplotype. Nonancestral alleles are coded yellow when they differ from the ancestral allele by
only 1 or 2 base pairs, and might have been derived from the ancestral allele by mutation; alleles coded gray differ substantially from the
ancestral allele, and are likely the result of recombination. Blanks mark loci where there are no data. Only at loci 11and 12are there no
recombinant Igrayl alleles, suggesting that the NBS gene maps to this position. Data of Varon et at. 1998.

N13S patients. As predicted, patients with rill.' COlllillon

haplotype al] have the same mutation, whik' those with inde-
pendent haplorypcs Iud independent Illutations (Varon CI al.,
1998).

LD is a central roo\ in •...fTorrs to identify susceptibility gCIlt's

for complex diseases. ;l11d j" disclissed in det:lil ill Section 15.4.

13.6 Standard lod score analysis is not
without problems

Standard lod score analysis is a trclllendously powcrfulllll'thod
for scanning the genome in 20-Mb segments to locate a
disease gene, but it call fUll into difficulties. These include:

~ vulnerability to errors;
~ computational limits on what pedigrees call be analyzed:
~ problems with locus heterogeneity:
~ limits on the ultimate resolution JchievJble:

~ the need to specify a precise genetic 1110del.detJiling the
mode of inheritance, gene frequencies and pent'trance of
each genotype.

13.6.1 Errors in genotyping and misdiagnoses can
generate spurious recombinants

With highly polymorphic mJrkers, C0l111110nerrors such as
misread gels, switched samples or nonpaternity will usually
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result in a child being given a genotype incompatible with
the parcnts. The linkage analysis program will srallullril slIch
errors have been corrcctl'd. Errors that introduce possible
but wrong genotypes arc more of a problem, especiJlly
misdiagnosis of sOl11cbody's disease status. Such crrors inflate
the length of genetic maps by introducing spurious recombi-
nants: if a child has been assigned the wrong parental allele,
it will appear to be a recombinant. MultilOCLls analysis Gill

help, bCC311St: spuriol/s recoil/hi/wilts appear as close double 1"('(0111-

bi/la/llS (Fi~I/l'C I], f f), As we saw in Section 13, I ,3, inter-
ference makes close double recombinants very unlikely.
When marker framework maps arc made, error-checking
routines tcst the extent to which the map can be shortcncd
by omitting any single test result (see Broman er al., 199H).
Results t1ut significantly lengthen the map (i.e. add n:com-
binants) are stlspecr.

Errors in the order of markers on marker framework nups
used to cause ht.'Jdaches (single recombinants could appear to
be double). bur this problem has receded as genetic maps arc
cross-checked agJinst physical sequence.

13.6.2 Computational difficulties limit the pedigrees
that can be analyzed

As we saw in Section 13.3.2, human linkage analysis depends
on computer programs that implement algorithms for
handling branching trees of genotype probabilities. given the
pedigree data and gene frequencies. Lipcd was the first
generally useful program, and J'vllillk (part of a package called
Linkage) used the same basic algorithm, the tJsrol/-S!cllJarf

(/~{!orithlll, but extended It to multipoint data. The
Elston-Stewart algorithm can lundlc arbitrarily large pedi-
gn:es, but the conlputing time incre:lses expollelltially with
increasing numbers of possible haplotypes (more alleles
and/or mote loci), This limits the ability of Mlink ro analyze
multipoint data. An alternative algorithm. the Lwdcr-Cr(,l'Il
(/~{!orirhlll. is able to handle any number ofloci (the computing
time increases linearly with the number of loci). but has
memory problems with large pedigrees. This algorithm is
implemented in the Gwe/llll1ler (Kruglyak Cf at., 1996) and
:\fer/ill programs (Abecasis cf at., 2(02), These programs are
particularly good for analyzing whole-genome searches of
modest sized pedigrees,

The general theory oflinkage analysis is l'xcellently covered
in the book by Ott (see Further reading). while the book by

Loci Genetic map

Marker 1

r 8, = 0·05Homologous
chromosomes Disease

,
of a phase- + •
known triple I 82 = 0·05
heterozygote

Marker 2
,

2 2

Gametes + D + D D + +

2 2 2 2

Type of gamete Nonrecombinant Marker-marker Apparent double
recombinants recombinants

Expected 1 - 8, - 82 8, + 82 < 8,82
frequency = 0,9 = 0,1 < 0,0025

Figure 13.11:Apparent double recombinants suggest errors in the data.

Because of interference (Section 13,1,3),the probability of a true double recombinant with markers 5 eM apart is small, well below
0,05 x 0.05 = 0,0025,Apparent double recombinants usually signal an error in typing the markers, a clinical misdiagnosis, or locus
heterogeneity such that the disease in this case does not map to locus D but elsewhere in the genome. Mutation in one of the genes or
germinal mosaicism are rarer causes,
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Terwilliger and Ort (see Further reading) is full of practical
advice indispensable to anybody undertaking human linkage
analysis.

13,6,3 Locus heterogeneity is always a pitfall in human
gene mapping

As We saw in Section 4.1.4, it is C0l111110nfor mutations in
several unlinkt'd genes to produce the same clinicJl
phenotype. Even a dominant condition with large families can
be h~lrd to l11:1pif there is locus heterogeneity wtthin the
collection of f.,milies studied. It took years of collaborative
work to show that tuberous sclerosis was caused by mutations
at either of two loci, TSC I (M 1M 191100) at 9q34 and TSC2
(MIM 191(92) at 16p 13.With recessive conditions, the diffi-
culty is multiplit.'d by the need to combine many small
families. ;1J1tozr(!osily lIlappillg (see Section 13.5.1) is the main
solution in such case~.

Gene/II/Ilfer or HOIlIt~1!.and related programs (see Ten,,·illiger
and Otto Further reading) can compare the likelihood of the
data on the altt'rnative assumptions of locus homogeneity (all
families map to the location under test) and heterogl'lleity (a
proportion cxof unlinked families). and give a maximulll like-
lihood estimate of cx.

13.6.4 Meiotic mapping has limited resolution

The resoll/tioll t!f /J/(/ppillg depends on the number of meioses
analyzed. Human families are quite linliting for this purposc -
for example, the CEPH family collection (Section 13.4.2) call
provide all average resolution of only about 3 Mb. aile
solutioll is to usc -"palll. Men may have too few children for
high-resolution mapping, but they produce cffcctively
unlimited IllIl11bers of sperm. Individual sperm can be scored

Further reading

Ott J 119991AnalYSIS of Human Genetic Linkage, 3rd Edn. Johns
Hopkins University Press. Baltimore, MD.
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A more accurate though less snappy title for this chapter
would be 'Identifying genetic determinants ofhul11an pheno-
types'. The approaches described are equally applicable to
identifying derermil1:lnts of diseases or of normal variations
'illch as red hair or fed-green color blindness. Nor would all
the determinams that might be identified necessarily be genes,
in the sense of protein-coding sequences. By definition they
must ha,·e an effect on the phenotype, but it might be through
some indirect effect 011 the level of expression of <l protein-
coding gene or the processing or stability of its mRNA.
Understanding why a given DNA sequence variant causes a
particular phenotype is the role of molecular pathology
(Chapter 16): here we will discuss how to identif)' the right
variant.

It is importam not to be misled by phrases like 'the gene for
cystic fibrosis','rhc gent: for diabetes', and so on. Many human
genes \vere first discovered through research on rhe diseases
caused by nlutJriOIl'i in them. and it may take years before
their normal function ili understood, hence the appeal of this
way of naming thclll. However, YOll wouldn't dl'scribc your
domestic fi-eezer as 'a machine for ruining frozen food'. Genes
do a job in cells; if the job ill not done, or dOlle wrong, the
result may be a disease ..

Few subjects have mo\-ed as fast as human disease gene
identification. l3efore 1980 very few human genes had been
idcntified as disease loci. The few early successes involved a
handful of diseases with a known biochemical basis where it
was possible to purify the gene product. In the I980s, advances
in recombinant DNA technology allowed a new approach,
sometimes given the rather meaningless label 'reverse
genetics'. The numb,,,:r of disease genes identified started to
increase, but these early successes were hard won, heroic
efforts. With the advent of PCR for linkage studies and
mutation screening, it all became much easicr. ow that the
human and othcr genome projects have made available a vast
range of resources. ability to identity a Mendelian disease gene
depends almost entirely on having suitable families.
Identifying the factors conferring susceptibility to common
complex diseases remains, however, exceedingly difficult.

14.1 Principles and strategies in
identifying disease genes

There are many different ways of arriving at the final ickntifi-
cation (Figllre 1~. I), bllt all paths converge on a colldidofC ,~clle.
One way or another. a candidate gene is identified: the
researcher then tests the hypothesis that this is the disease gene
by screening it for mutations in patients with the disease.

Candidate genes 11l:lYbe.: identified without reference to
their chromosomal location (Section 14.2) but more
comll1only, first a candidate chromosomal region is
pinpointed, and thcn candidate genes are identified from
within that region (Section 14.3). Now that we have a good
(though incomplete) catalog of aU the human genes, the task
of identifying Gllldid:ltes has become immeasurably easier,
though working through a long list of candidates seeking
mutations can still be very laborious.

Positional information reduces the list of possiblt· candi-
dates from all 30000 or so human genes to maybe 1a-30
genes in :l rfllldidfl(C regioll. This is important because however
hard onc tries to guess likely candidates, our ability to do so is
currently very limited. Over and over again, when a diseast:."
gene is finally identified. it remains a complete mystery why
mutations should cause that particular disease. Why should
loss of function of the FM Itl protein. invoked in tram-
porting RNA from Ilucleus to cytoplasm, cause mental retar-
dation and macro-orchidism (Fr:Jgile-X syndrome, M IM
30<J550), while certain mutations in the TATA binding
protein (see Section 1.3.4) cause SCA 17 spinocerebellar
ataxia (7aMe /6.6)'

14.2 Position-independent strategies for
identifying disease genes

Historically. the first disease genes wert:.'identified by position-
independent methods, simply beGllI~e no relevant mappint;
information existed and no techniqucs were available to
generate it. Under those circul1lstallcc~ the candidate must be
suggested by knowledge of the gene product: j3-globin for
sickle cell disease. phenylalanine hydroxylase for phcnd-
ketonuria. and so on. Still today. llrudic.:s coming from a
biochemic:l1 or cell biology direction 111:l)' identify protein
products of unknown genes. Soml' method is needed for
moving from protein to DNA.

14.2.1 Identifying a disease gene through knowing the
protein product

Modern protcomic techniques allow c.:vcnvery tiny quantities
of a protein to be identified or parrially ~equenced by mass
spectrometry (Mann ef 0/ .. 2001 and Section 19.4.2) and
chemicalmicrosequencing (l3anlett. 2(01). If the sequence of
the cD A encoding those amino acids could be worked out.
an oligonucleotide probe could be synthesized and used to
screen libraries to recover the cDNA. The problem is the
degeneracy of the genetic code - Illost amino acids can be
encoded by anyone of several codol1S. Th,' probe has to be a
degenerate oligonucleotide, a cocktail of all the possible
sequences. chosen to match a parr of the amino acid sequcnce.:
where thc number of possible permut:ltions is not hopelessly
large. As only ont.' of the oligonucleotides in the mix will
correspond to the authentic scquenn'. it is important to keep
the number of different oligonucleotides low so as to increast:."
the chance of idcmifying the correct target. Tryptophan and
methionine are very helpful here. a~ each has only a single
codon. Arginine. leucine and serine. with six codons each, arc
avoided as f.1ras possible.

Library screening can be tedious when a degt:.'ner:ltl.'
probl: is used. because the rl.·sult~ arc greatly influenced by
the hybridization conditions. A mon: rapid alternative is to
use partially degenerate oligonucleotides as PCR primers.
The number of possible perlllut:ltiollS can be reduced by
ligating the target cD A to a vector and Llsing one vector-
specific primer and one degenerate protein-specific primer.
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Figure 14.1: How to identify a human disease gene.

There is no single pathway to success, but the key step is to arrive at a plausible candidate gene, which can then be tested for mutations in
affected people. Note the interplay between clinical work, laboratory benchwork and computer analysis. Database searching is becoming
more and more crucial as information from genome projects accumulates.

However. good luck is required to obtain the desired peR
produce rather than no product or a mess of irrc:levant
product'i.

An altt:rn3tin:" routt", if the protein is available even in
minute.; quantities. is (0 raise an antibody to the protein and
use this to find the gene. I3ack in 1982 the mRNA encoding
phenylalanine hydroxylase was recovered by immulloprccipi-
rarion of polysol11l's that were synthesizing the protein in a cell

free system (Robson et oJ .. 1982). Nowadays a cDNA
expression library would be made by cloning pooled
cD A into an expression "ector (Section 5.6.1). Host cells
containing clones with the desired gent' should produce the
protein. or at least pans of the protein. and could be identified
by screening colony filters from the library with ;)n appro-
priate antibody. Everything here depends all the specificity of
tht' antibody. and the hope that the protein is not toxic to the
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host cell. Phage display (Section 5.6.2) would give an alter-
native approach.

142.2 Identifying the disease gene through an animal
model

Many human disease genes have been identified with the
help of animal models - but nearly always this has been after
checking positiollJl information. Maybe a mouse mutant
and a phenotypically similar human disease are mapped to
chromosomal locations that correspond (using the Oxford
Grid, see FiJ!.lIre I~.7). Then if the mouse gene is cloned, its
human homolog becomes a natural candidate. Alrernatively :1
dis~Jsl' gene may be identified in the mouse, and the'll the
human homolog isolated; this can be mapped by nuores-
(enee i/l Sil// hybridization (Section 2.4.2), and becomes a
candidJtc g(,'I1C for any relevant disease mapping [0 that
location. This is how the .\/ITF gene was identified as a cause
of Type 2 Waardenburg syndrome (MIM 19351lJ: Hughes
el ,11.,1994).

It is UllllSU:1i for a gt:I1C identified in an allil11Jlmodcl to be
tcsted direcrly in human patients without any pOllitional
confirmation that tht.'se arc appropriate patients to te'\t, but
one Stich case is SOX 10.This gene was identified by laboriou'\
positional cloning of the mouse DOl1liufltlt mC}.!(1rolall (Dam)

mutation. DOfll mice arc a long-studied model of human
Hirschsprung diseasc (Scction 15.6.2). Patients with a combi-
nation of Hirsch sprung disease, pigmentary abnormalities and
hcarin~ loss (Waardenburg syndrome type IV or WS4, MIM
277580) espccially resembled the mice. WS4 is very rart' and
normally occurs in f.1ll1ilies too small for mapping, so a panel
ofWS4 patients was tested for SOX"! 0 mutations without any
prior knowledge of where their disease might map. The
gamblc paid off whcn SOX 10 mutations were found, though
not in all of the patient' (Pingault el al., 1998).

14.2.3 Identification of a disease gene using position-
independent DNA sequence knowledge

Thi'\ 1110'\t u'\ually arises when the researcher is considt'ring
wh.lt di'\ca'\I..''\ might be caused by mutation'i ill a particular
known gCIlt..'. Position-independent candidates are also
generatcd by expression arr:lY experiments, in which I11RNA
sal11ples from p:ltients and controls arc compared to produce :1

list of genes whosc expression is altered in the disease.

An interesting application of position-independent
DNA sequence knowledge is the attempt to clone genes
containing novel expanded trinucleotide.' rcpt:ats. As shown
in Section 16.6.4, expanded trinucleotidc repeats calise
several inherited neurological disorders. O(ten these
disorders show anticipation - that is. the dist..'ase presents at
an earlier age and with increased se\·crity in successive
generations. If a disease under investigation shows any of
these featurcs, it may be worth screening DNA frol11 affected
patients for triplct repeat expansions. The Repeat Expal1siOlI
Delection method of Schalling el af. (1993) permits detection
of expanded repeats in un fractionated genomic DNA of
affected patients, and methods have been developed for
cloning any expanded repeats detectcd (Koob ('I <II., 1998).
This approach was used in a compktdy position-independent
way to identify a novel repeat expansion involved in a form of
spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA8) (Koob ('I "I .. 1999).

14.3 Positional cloning

III positional cloning, a di~case gene is idl..'ntified knowing
nothing except its approximate chromosomal location. The first
successful application wa'\ identification of the' gene for
X-linked chronic granulomatous disease (Royer-Pokora ('I <II ••

1'185). A major test-bed for positional cloning methods was
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD, MIM 31 02(0).Years o(
careful investigation of tht: pathological c113ngl..'s in affectt:d
llIuscie had failed to reveal the biochemical basis of DMD. In
thc early 19805, several groops colllpeted to clone the DMD
genc, using different approaches. The pioneering work of thest'
groups, overcoming formidable tcchnical diHiculties to clone
:Ill ullprecedented gene, was probably tht: Ilujor inspiration for
mo~t subsequent positional cloning efforts. Thi'\ work has been
wcll reviewcd by Worton and Thompson (1'188).

The successful conclusion of this work in !lJX6 marked rhe
start of a triumphant new el.l for human molecular gcnerin.
One after :lI1other. the genes underlying il11port3nt di'iordcr'\
such as cystic fibrosis. Huntington diseasl'. :tdult polycysric
kidlley disease. and f.1milial colorectal cancer \\"l'fe i'\obred. Thc
logic of positional cloning follows the scht.'IlH..' of nl!l/rl' 1-/.2.
However. before the current marker maps. dont's and sequcnce
werc avaibble. positional c10lling could be desperatdy hard
work. By 1995 only about 5U inherited djsl'.I"'t' gClle.., had beell
idcntificd by this approach. The frustrating lutun: of positional
c10lling W;IS Slimmed up by on(.' ft'searcht:r ill hl!.t/rc 1-/.3.

Obtain clones of
all the DNA
of the region

Identify all
tha genes
in the region

Prioritize them
for mutation
screening

Test candidate
genes for mutations
in affected people

Figure 14.2: The logic of positional cloning.

The figure illustrates the logical progression of positional cloning; however, until the current sequence data and high-resolution marker
maps were available, researchers tried all sorts of short-cuts to reduce the labor of pure positional cloning.
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Candidate region

Aunt Mabel is a
phenocopy.
Lose 3 months
and add 1 Mb
to your interval.

Too bad, wrong
gene: six more
genes to go. Add
another 6 months.

The gene

Figure 14.3:The difficult path from candidate region to gene.

One researcher's view of the frustrations of positional cloning. Courtesy of Or Richard Smith, University of Iowa.

Contig has
a hole in it.
Add another
3 months.

Nice try but
it's a benign
polymorphism.
65 more exons
to screen.

14.3.1 The first step is to define the candidate region as
tightly as possible

The difficulty of positional cloning depends very largely on
the size of the candidate region, so the first priority is to
narrow this down as far as possible. For Mendelian diseases.
this is mainly a function of the number of meioses available for
study. The limit of resolution is reached when the last
recombinant has been mapped between closely spaced
markers. This is decided by inspecting haplorypes rather than
by computer analysis (Figure /~.~). Using the rule of thumb
that 1 cM = I Mb (Section 13.1.5). a family collection wirh
100 informJtive meioses might localize a Mendelian disease to
;] candidate region of arollnd I Mh.

When single recombinants define the boundaries of the
candidate region, it is important (Q consider possible sources
of error (Section 13.6.1). Meticulous clinical diagnoses are
imperative. Key recombinants are more reliable jf they occur
in unambiguously affected people - an unaffected individual
might be a nonpencrrant gene carrier. Apparent double
recombinants are highly slispect. Sometimes, despite good
positive lod scores. there seem to be recombinants with every

marker tried. This is usually an indication that one of the
families in the study does not map to this region.Alrernatively,
perhaps the markers arc ordered incorrectly on the genetic
map.

For non-Mendelian phenotypes, linkage analysis is far less
precise and candidate.' regions arc typically 20 eM or nlore
(Chapter 15). That is much too big to search without further
c1uc\i, hence the emphasis all using linkage disequilibrium
to narrow the <;carch (Section 15.4). Even for Mendelian
diseases. linkage disequilibrium can be a very valuable tool for
fine mapping. as we saw for cystic fibrosis and Nijll1egen
breakage syndrome (Section 13.5.2).

14.3.2 A contig of clones must be established across
the candidate region

The tcchniqu(;.'s of contig construction were described in Box
8.5. In the early days, building the contig was a major effort.
Th~ paper describing identification of the cystic fibrosis gene
(Rom mens cl (/1., I (j8Y) Slll1l111:Hizesperhaps the most
impressive example from this early phase. Using hybridization
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II
1
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Figure 14.4: Defining the minimal candidate region by inspection of haplotypes.

The two pedigrees show a dominantly inherited skin disorder, Darier-White disease (MIM 124200),which had previously been mapped to
12q. The 12q marker haplotype that segregates with the disease is highlighted. Gray boxes mark inferred haplotypes in dead people. In
Pedigree A individual 11-6the recombination maps the disease gene distal to 012584; o125/05 is uninformative because '-1 was evidently
homozygous for allele 5 - compare the genotypes of 11-3and 11-7.The recombination shown in 111-1suggests the disease gene maps
proximal to 0/25/29, but this requires confirmation because the interpretation depends on the genotypes of 11-1and 11-2being inferred
correctly, and on 111-1not being a nonpenetrant gene carrier. The recombination in pedigree B individual 11-4provides the confirmation. The
combined data locate the Darier gene to the interval between 012584 and 0125129. Redrawn from Carter et al. (1994) Genomics 24,
378-382. © 1994with permission from Elsevier.

screening of libraries to identify successi"e o\'erlapping clones
("chromosome walking") was painfully slow with the
small-inserr phage and cosmid libraries then available, and was
sllppleJ1lt.'J1tl·dby the IlOWobsolete technique of chrol11osome
jumping (Poustka "I "I.. 1987). Nowadays ready-made colltigs
can be downloaded froIll rhe human genome sequenct'
database. although it i\; always necessary ro check these assem-
blies before relying on thelll.

14.3.3 A transcript map defines all genes within the
candidate region

J-lJving established :1 contig. the Ilext step is to catalog all the
genes within it. As our knowk'dge of the human genome
illlpron"", it becollle, illcreasingly likely that the cause of any
disl'ase lIndl'r inn.''ltib'3tion will be mutation in a known gcne.A
genome browser 'mch as Ensembl (http://w,vw.ensl'mbl.orll)
or the S:lIlt:ICrllz brow'll'!" (http://genol11t'.cSt'.ucsc.edu) is used
to display :lJld analyzc: ::111the definite :md possible genc:s in the
candidatc region (r~l!J/r(' J -l.5; 'iCl' 31'10 SL'ction 8.3.6 and
Wolfsberg C( III .. Further reading). Deeply impressive though
thc'ic di"iplay'l afC. it i'l important not to rely totally on them.
ThL'''ieextfc:mt'iy sophi'iticated tools need to be used as adjuncts
to thought, and not as replacements fOf thought. They must be
'L'pplemellted by first-halld in-depth personal study of the
region u"iing a mixrurl' of computcr and cxperimental work.
The paper by Reymolld c( III. (2002) illustrates the sorts of extra
:maIY'ii'ithat elll bc: dOlle.

Computer searches try to \\-ring more data from the data-
bases than the genome brow'ier programs can extract. Gene-
finding programs an: b;ld at finding small exons, exons with
ullusual splice sites or codoll bia'ie ••.or genes with unusually
10llg 5' or 3' untranslatl'd rcgions. Expressed sequence tags
(ESTs) that are made of spliced small exolls ma\' not get
matched to their genomic 'it'quellce. Further computer
anaIY'ii"ican focus on detecting homologies. Comparison of
human and mousc sequences may rt'\"eal additional conseryed
sequcllces, which would suggest 'lOIIIt' function. Weak
homologies to possible orrhologs or p:1ralogs Ill:1Ybe missed
by the searchL's lIsed for :111tom:Jtic genollle annotation. A
more directed, hypothe.;;is-drivl'11 .;;e.lrch Illay come up with
significant pointers ro gene functiol1.

ExperimeJ1t:11 work f{KU'ie'i 011 double-checking for
misrakes in sequcnce :l';;';;L'l1lbly,"iuch as wrongly ordered
subclones, or llli"it:1ke"iill gene .l'l'ielllbly. such as mis'iing or
spuriolls exons, split or COJlc~ltel1atedgt'lles, and so on. Primers
matching differellt p:1rr'lor the genomic sequence arc used to
check r11.ltproduct"i of the predicted size are produced. Failure
to amplify 'lugge'it'i Illi'l-a'i"iembly of the genomic sequence.
RT -PCR with primer.;; from different pl1tatin' l.'xons can test
wherher rhe predicted product CJn be amplified at all. and if
so, whether it contain\; thL' expected intL'rmediate exons.
Unsuspccrcd :1ltcfnJtive splicing: Of :1ddirional l.·xons may be
revealed. 5' -RACE (Section 7.2.3) can be med to try to
extL'nd gellL' sequcnces, especially if thlTe is no good starr

http://genol11t'.cSt'.ucsc.edu
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Figure 14.5: Using a genome browser to listthe genes in a candidate region.

This partial screendump from the Ensembl genome browser (www.ensembl.oral shows confirmed and predicted genes in a l,Mb region of
chromosome 6p21.1. Clicking on a gene displays information about the gene sequence, structure and homologies. See Section 8.3.6 for
more details of this system.

codon (an ATG in a Kozak consenSllS sequence - see Section
1.5.1) in the furthest upstream exon. Of COUfse, if nothing is
known about the expression pattern of the predicted gene,
failure to amplify may simply mean that the wrong tissue or
cDNA library has been tested. However, ifany of the putative
gene sequence is present in ESTs, there will be information
about which cDNA libraries the EST was isolated frol11.
Where adj:lCcnt genes are tr~lI1scribed in the same direction, all
RT -peR tcst can be done to see whether they might actually
both be part of the sal11egene.

In addition to these experimental checks on database anl1O-

tations, direct searches for transcripts can be Ilude. Thl'
general methods for identifying unknown transcribed
sequences from widlin a conrig of genomic clones have been
discllssed in detail in Scctioll 7.2,and are summarized briefly in
Box 14.1. Until very recenrly, there were no databases to
check, so these methods formed the first line of transcript
mapplllg.

Whenever cDNA libraries are to be screened. the qUt'stion
arises which libraries should be used. Often rhe pathology of
the disease under study suggests a particular investigation.
Thus when studying a neurol1luscubr disease it makes sense to
start by screening muscle cDNA libraries. However, the tissue
showing the pathology is not necessarily the Olle with the

strongest expression, so if one library f..1ilsit is ;:dways worth
screening others. Fetal brain is a popular choice because it has
a particularly high number of expressed sequences.

14.3.4 Genes from the candidate region must be
prioritized for mutation testing

From the list of genes that map to the candidate region, one
would look for a gene that shows appropriate expression
and/ or appropriate function. Alternatively or additionally,
as discussed below, one would look for homology to some
other hUlllan or nonhuman gene that is known to have appro-
priate expression or function, or to have mutants with related
phenotypes.

Appropriate expression pattern

A good candidate gene should have an expression pattern
consistent with the disease phenotype. Expression net'd not
be restricted to the affected tissue, because rht're are l11Jny
examples of widely expressed genes cau'iing a tissue-specific
discase (Section 16.7.1), but the candidate should at least be
t'xpressed at the time and in the plJce where the p:lthology is
seen. For example, neural tube defects arc likely to involve

llox 14,1: Transcript mapping: laboratory methods that supplement database analysis for identifying expressed
sequences within genomic clones,

Methods for transcript mapping are described in Section 1.2. In
summaty, these include:

~ cDNA library screening, using as probes genomic clones
from the candidate region;

~ cDNA selection, for ultra·sensitive detection of cDNAs
derived from the candidate region (Figure 1.11);

~ exon trapping, to find genomic sequences flanked by
functional splice signals (Figure ,. WI;

~ zoo blotting, to seek evolutionarily conserved sequences
(Figure 7.9)

~ CpG island identification, to seek the regions of under·
methylated DNA that often lie close to genes (Box 9.3).
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genes dut arc expressed during the third and fourth weeks of
human embryonic development, shordy before or during
neurulation. The expression of candidate genes can be
tested by RT -PCR, Northern blotting or Serial Analysis of
Gene Expression (SAGE, Section 19.3.2). Much of the
preliminary work can be done in databases (dbEST or the
SAGE database, both accessible through the NCBI homcpage
w\Vwncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) rather than in the laboratory. III si",
hybridization against mRNA in tissue sections (Section 6.3.4)
or immunohistochemistry using labeled antibodies provide
the most detailed picture of expression patterns. Studies are
usually done on mOllse tissues, especially for embryonic stages.
The C0l111110n assumption that humans and mice will show
similar expression patterns is not always justified, and
centralized resources of stJged human embryo senions have
been established to allow the equivalent analyses to be
performed where necessary on human embryos.

Appropriate function
When the function of a gene in the candidate region is
known, it may be obvious whether or not it is a good
candidate for the disease - rhodopsin and fibrillin (Section
14.6.4) provide examples. For novel genes, sequence analysis
will often provide clues to the function: transmembrane
domains, tyrosine kinJse motif.;;, and so 011 can be identified.
These may be sufficient to prioritize a gene as a candidate,
given the pathology of the disease. For example, ion transport
is known to be critical for functioning of the inner ear, so an
ion channel gene would be a natural candidate in positional
cloning of a deafilcss gene.

Candidate genes may also be suggested on the basis of a
close functional relationship to a gene known to be involved
in a similar disease. The genes could be related by encoding a
receptor and its ligand, or other interacting components in the
same metabolic or developmental pathway. For example,
some of the genes implicated in Hirschsprung dlsease were
identified using this logic, as described in Section 15.6.2.

Homology to a relevant paralogous (humanl gene

Sometimes a gene in the candidate region turns out to be a
close homolog of a known gene (a paralog in humans, or an
ortholog in other species). If mutations in the homologous
gene cause a related phenotype, the new gene becOlnes a
compelling candidate. For example, after fibrillin was identified
as the gene mutated in Marf.1n syndrome (Section 14.6.4), a
paralogous gene, FBN2, was mapped to 5q.A related condition,

congenital contractural arachnodactyly (CCA, MIM 121050)
mapped to the same region of Sq. FB!\12 mutations were soon
demonstrated in CCA patients (Putnam cl al., I~95).

Homology to a relevant orthologous (model organisml
gene
Over the past decade it has become increasingly clear how far
strllctural and functional homologies extend across even very
distantly related species. Virtually every mouse gene has an
exact human counterpart, and the saille is probably true of
other less well explored mammalian species. More surpris-
ingly, extensive homologies can be detected between hunlJn
genes and genes in zebraf1sh, Drosophila, the nematode worm
Cacllorhabdiris dcgal/5 and even yeast.A very powerful means of
prioritizing candidates frol11 among a set of human genes is
therefore to see what is known about hOlllologous genes in
these well-studied model organisms, as described in Section
19.2. Such data nlight include the pattern of expression and
the phenotype of mutants. Steinmetz ('I al. (2002) illustrate a
systematic screen of yeast mutants for potential human disease
genes. Mice arc especially useful for such investigations, and
their use is considered in more detail below.

Even lllore than gene sequences, pathways are often highly
conserved, so that knowledge of a developmental or control
p~lthway in Drosophila or yeast can be used to predict the likely
working of human pathways - although manlnuls often have
several parallel paths corresponding to a single path in lower
organisms. Dy contrast, mutant phenotypes are less likely to
correspond closely. A striking example is the wingless aprc/"Olls
mutant of Drosophila. A human gene, Lltx2, is able to
complement the deficient function of the mutant, so that
the flies grow normal wings (F(f!//re 14.6). We must have a
virtually identical developmental pathv./ay to Drosophila, but
clearly we use it for a different purpose. Br:lIlchio-oto-renal
syndrome (Section 14.6.3) provides another example.

14.3.5 The special relevance of mouse mutants

Human-mouse phenotypic homologies provide particularly
valuable clues towards identifYing human disease genes for
several reasons:

~ programs of systematic mutagenesis are generating very
large numbers of mouse mutants Oustice, 2000; Brown and
Balling, 200 I);

~ orthologolls gene mutations are more likely to produce
silnilar phenotypes in humans and mice than in humans

Figure 14.6: Humans have a gene for making flies grow wings,

The defect in apterous mutant flies (AI can be corrected either by the wild-type fly gene (81 or by the human LHX2 gene (e), From Rincon-
Limas etal. (1999) Proc. NatJAcad. Sci. USA 96, 2165-2170 with permission. © 1999 National Academy of Sciences, USA.



and flics or worms. Nevertheless. the similarities may not
be as close as one might wish (Section 20.-1.6);

~ mouse phenotypic information often translates readily
into positional candidate information. Backcross mapping
(see Box 14.2) allows quick and accurate mapping in the
mouse. Thus most mouse mutants have been mapped, or
can easily be mapped. Once a chrol11osomallocation for a
gene of interest is known in mouse or humans, it is
usually (though not always) possible to predict the
location of that gene in the other species. F(,!Ilre 1-1.7
illustrates the general correspondence between mouse
and human chromosomal locations, based on orrhologous
genes that have been mapped in both species. Cross-
matching of human and mouse genome seqllcnn:s
providcs a very detailed picture of the relationship
betwcen human and mouse chromosomes (Gregory et al.,
2002; F(~/lre 14.8);

~ exon sequences and exon-intron structures are usually well
conserved between orthologous human and mouse genes.
This means that once a human or mouse gene is isolated,
probes or primers can be designed to screen DNA libraries
frolll the other species in order to identify the orthologous
gene;

~ once a candidate gene has been identified in humans,
mouse mutants can be constructed to allow functional
analysis. Our ability to make total or conditional knockouts

14.4 I USE OF CHROMOSOMAL ABNORMALITIES ~

and to engincer specific mutations in an organism f..lirly
closely related to ourselves makes the mouse a very
powerful tool for exploring human gene function.

14.4 Use of chromosomal abnormalities

Chromosomal abnormalities can sometimes provide an
alternative method of localizing a disease gene. in place of
linkage analy,is. For conditions that are normally sporadic,like
many severe dominants. chromosome aberrations may provide
the only method of arriving at a candidate gene (Section
14.6.1). With luck, they may even point directly to the precise
location, rather than defining a candidatl' rl'gion, as with
linkage. Balanced abnormalities (translocations or inversions)
are particularly useful. Alert clinicians playa crucial role in
identifying such patients (Box 1~.3). Submicroscopic
deletions and cryptic translocations are at least as valuable as
visible chrol11osol11e abnormalities.

14.4.1 Patients with a balanced chromosomal
abnormality and an unexplained phenotype are
interesting

A balanced translocation or inversion, with nothing extra
or missing. would not be expected to have any phenotypic
effect on the carrier. If a person with an apparently balanced

Box I ~.2: Mapping mouse genes.

Several methods are available for easy and rapid mapping of
phenotypes or DNA clones in mice. Together with the ability to
construct transgenic mice (Chapter 20), they make the mouse
especially useful for comparisons with humans. Methods
include the following.

Interspecific crosses 1Mus musculus I Mus spretus or Mus
castaneus)

The species have different alleles at many polymorphic loci,
making it easy to recognize the origin of a marker allele. This is
exploited in two ways:

~ constructing marker framework maps. Several laboratories
have generated large sets of Fz backcrossed mice. Any
marker or cloned gene can be assigned rapidly to a small
chromosomal segment defined by two recombination
breakpoints in the collection of backcrossed mice. For
example, the collaborative European backcross was
produced from a M. spretus I musculus (C57BL) cross. Five·
hundred Fz mice were produced by backcrossing with
spretus, and 500 by backcrossing with C57BL. All
microsatellites in the framework map are scored in every
mouse;

~ mapping a new phenotype. A cross must be set up
specifically 10 do this but, unlike with humans, any number of
Fz mice can be bred to map to the desired resolution.
Musculus x castaneus crosses are easier to breed than
musculus x spretus.

Recombinant inbred strains

These are obtained by systematic inbreeding of the progeny of a
cross, for example the widely used BXD strains are a set of 26
lines derived by over 60 generations of inbreeding from the
progeny of a C57BU6J x DBA/2J cross. They provide unlimited
supplies of a panel of chromosomes with fixed recombination
points. DNA is available as a public resource, and the strains
function rather like the CEPH families do for humans ISection
13.4.2). Recombinant inbred strains are particularly suited to
mapping quantitative traits (see Section 15.6.8), which can be
defined in each parent strain and averaged over a number of
animals of each recombinant type. Compared with mice from
interspecific crosses, it may be harder to find a marker in a given
region that distinguishes the two original strains, and the
resolution is lower because of the smaller numbers.

Congenic strains
These are identical except at a specific locus. They are
produced by repeated backcrossing, and can be used to explore
the effect of changing just one genetic factor on a constant
background.

Silver (1995) gives an overview of mouse genetics Isee Further
reading), and Copeland and Jenkins 11991)describe the uses of
interspecific crosses.
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Figure 14.7: Conservation of synteny between human and mouse genetic maps,

The Oxford Grid summarizes the relationship between human and mouse chromosomes. Cells are color coded according to the number of
orthologs mapped. The non-random distribution is obvious. The IDeation of a human gene can often be predicted if the mouse location is
known, or vice versa. This figure gives an overview; detailed information is contained in a database accessible at
htto://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.oov/Omim/Homoloov (OeBry and Seldin, 19961. Figure reproduced with permission from the Mouse Genome
Oatabase, Mouse Genome Informatics, The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine (htto://www.informatics.iax.oro).

chromosomal abnormality is phenotypically abnorl11Jl, then:
:Ire rhnx possible t:xpIaIlJriol1s:

~ the finding is coincidental;

~ rhe rearrangemcnt is not in fact balanced - there is JIl

ulllloticed loss or gain of material;

~ one of the chromosome breakpoints causes the disease.

A chrolllosolllJI break can cause a loss-of-function phcnotypc
ifit disrupts the coding sequence of a gene, or separates it from
a ncarby regulatory region. Alternatively, it could cause a gain

of function, for example by splicing cxons of two genes
together to create a novel chimcric gellc (this is rare in
inherited disease but C0l111110nin tumorigl'Jlcsis, see Chapter
17). In either case, the breakpoint provides a valuable clue to
the eXJct physical location of the disease gene. The precise
position of the breakpoint is 1110steasily defined by using
FISH (Fig/lre 14.'l).An example orche power orchis approach
is the identification of the Sotos syndrome gl'IlC (Section
14.6.1). However, the positional clue is not inf.l11iblc: somc-
times breakpoints can alter expression of a genc located

http://htto://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.oov/Omim/Homoloov
http://htto://www.informatics.iax.oro.
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Figure 14.8:Conserved segments between human
chromosome 6 ("sa6) and mouse chromosomes (Mmu).

Twenty blocks of conserved synteny were identified by
comparison of the human and mouse genome sequences.
Dotted lines indicate blocks inverted relative to the mouse
chromosome diagrams. Blue bars in the center of the
chromosome ideogram represenllhe contigs included in the
analysis. Reproduced from Gregory et al. (20021Nature 418,
743-750 with permission from Nature Publishing Group.

hundreds of kilo bases away by affecting the structure of large-
scale chromatin domains (Box 14.4).

Even if a translocation breakpoint disrupts a gene, we have
lost function of only one of the two copies of the gene.There
will be no phenotypic effect unless a 50% reduction in the
level of the product causes problems (haploills1@ciellc)', Section
16.4.2). X-alltOSOIIlC fr{lIlslocatiollS in females arc a special case
because of X-inactivation. Inactivation is random, but cells
that inactivate the translocated X often suffer lethal genetic
imbalances (F(f!./Irc 14.10), so that a female carrier of such a
translocation will consist entirely of cells that have inactivated
the normal X. If the translocation breakpoint disrupts a gene

on the X chromosome, the woman is left with no active func-
t10nal copy of the gene. There are about two dozen women
worldwide who suffer from DMD because of X-autosome
tr:1llslocations. Each translocation involves a different auto-
somal breakpoint, but the X-breakpoint is always in Xp21.
Study of these women supplemented early linkage work in
mapping the DMD gene to Xp21, and one of them, with an
X;21 translocation, provided one of the means of cloning the
DMD gene (see below).

A rearrangement that places the sought after gene next to a
known sequence prov1des an immediate route to the
unknown gene. Many genes in model organisms have been
cloned via mutations caused by insertion of a transgene or
mobile element. In humans, one attack on the OMD gene
used this method. One of the rare women with DMD (see
above) had an Xp;21 p translocation. Knowing that 21p is
occupied by arrays of repeated rRNA genes (Section 9.2.1),
Worron's group prepared a genomic library and set out to find
clones containing both rDNA and X chromosome sequences.
This led to isolation ofXJ (X-junction) clones, which tlIrned
out to be located within the dystrophin gene, in intron 7
(Worton and Thompson, 1988).

The second possible explanation, above, should not be
neglected. Studies of patients who have a de /lava apparently
balanced abnormality and a phenorype have shown that the
majority actually have a more complex chromosomal
rearrangement, often including a submicroscopic deletion.
Loss of even a megabase of DNA would not be visible on
standard cytogenetic preparations. Deletions larger than a few
kilobases may be detected by FISH (see Fig"re 14.12); smaller
ones in heterozygous translocation carriers are best studied by
peR after segregating the derivative chromosome in a
somatic cell hybrid (See Box 8.4).

14.4.2 Patients with two Mendelian conditions, or a
Mendelian condition plus mental retardation,
may have a chromosomal deletion

Chromosomal deletions are less valuable for gene identifi-
cation than balanced abnormalities because the whole deleted
region, rather than a specific breakpoint, becomes the focus of
search. Nevertheless, deletions have been instrumental in the
identification of several major disease genes, including the
early landmark triumph, identification of the dystrophin gene.

The starting point here was a boy,'BB', who had DMD and
a cyrogenetically visible Xp21 deletion. A technically very
difficult subtraction cloning procedure was used to isolate
clones from nonnal DNA that corresponded to sequences
deleted in BB (Kunkel ef al., 1985). Individual DNA clones in
the subtraction library were then used as probes in Southern
blor hybridization against DNA samples from normal people
and DMD patients. One clone, pERT87-8, detected deletions
in DNA from about 7% of cytogenetically normal DMD
patients. It also detected polymorphisllls that were shown by
family studies to be tightly linked to DMD. These results
showed that pERT87-8 was located much closer to the DMD
gene than any previously isolated clones (in fact it was within
the gene, in intl'on 13). Other nearby genomic probes were
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Box 14.3: Pointers to the presence of chromosom~ abnormalities. ',"'''.
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Clinicians can make a major contribution to identifying disease
genes by finding patients who have causative chromosome
abnormalities.
A cytogenetic abnormality in a patient with the standard
clinical presentation
If a disease gene has already been mapped to a certain location
and then a patient with that disease is found who has a
chromosome abnormality affecting that same location, the
chromosome abnormality most probably caused the disease.

~ Patients with balanced translocations or inversions often
have breakpoints located within the disease gene, or very
close to it. Cloning their breakpoints can provide the quickest
route to identifying the disease gene.

~ With interstitial deletions the breakpoints may be located
some distance from the disease gene, but if the deleted
segment is smaller than the current candidate region,
defining the breakpoints helps localize the gene.

Most such patients will have de novo mutations. Some
researchers feel that performing chromosome analysis on all
patients with de novo mutations is a worthwhile expenditure of
research effort.

Additional mental retardation
A patient may have a typical Mendelian disease, but in addition
be severely mentally retarded. This may be coincidental, but
such cases can be caused by deletions that eliminate the
disease gene plus additional neighboring genes. Large
chromosomal deletions almost always cause severe mental
retardation, reflecting the involvement of a high proportion of our
genes in fetal brain development. When the patient has a de
novo mutation, cytogenetic and molecular analysis is warranted.

Contiguous gene syndromes
Very rarely a patient appears to suffer from several different
genetic disorders simultaneously. This may be just very bad luck,
but sometimes the cause is simultaneous deletion of a
contiguous set of genes. Contiguous gene syndromes are
described in Section 16.8.1;they are particularly well defined for
X·linked diseases.

(A) (B)

Probe +ve chromosomes

A 8, der(8)

G 8, der(16)

B 8, der(8)

F 8, der(16)

E 8, der(16)

D 8, der(8), der(16)

G

8pter

FBCD EA

8cen

(C)

16der(16)der(8)8

Figure 14.9: Using fluorescence in situ hybridization to define a translocation breakpoint.

(A) Cytogenetically defined translocation tI8;16I(p22;q21). (B) Physical map of part of the breakpoint region in a normal chromosome 8,
showing approximate locations of seven clones. IC) Results of successive FISH experiments. The breakpoint is within the sequence
represented in clone D. This result would normally be confirmed using clones from chromosome 16.
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In general genes appear to be arranged more or less at random
on chromosomes, and the exact arrangement or order does not
matter. In Drosophifa however, it is well known that the local
megabase-scale chromatin organization can affect gene
expression - in particular, genes are silenced if placed within or
close to heterochromatin. The same appears to be true in mice
and men.

Studies of transgene expression (Section 20.2.3) show that
correct tissue-specific gene expression can depend on

sequences located hundreds of kilo bases away from the coding
sequence of a gene. Several human examples are known of
translocation breakpoints affecting expression of a gene up to a
megabase away. The examples of aniridia (MIM 1062101and the
PAX6 gene, and campomelic dysplasia (MIM 2119701and the
SDX9 gene were mentioned in Section 10.5.1

Thus balanced translocation breakpoints are not necessarily
located within, or even very close to, the gene they inactivate,
and this reduces their value as tools for cloning disease genes.

Cell death

DMD~

One active dystrophin
gene

Two active copies
of distal Xp

Part of autosome
inactivated

Two active autosomes

One active X

No active dystrophin
gene

Inactive
Inactive

Random

X-inactivation

AIX A
X1Ax

Carrier of a balanced
reciprocal X-autosome
translocation

Figure 14.10: Nonrandom X inactivation occurs in female DMD patients with Xp21-autosome transloeations.

The translocation is balanced, but the X chromosome breakpoint disrupts the dystrophin gene Ired boxl. X inactivation is random, but cells
which inactivate the translocated X die because of lethal genetic imbalance. The embryo develops entirely from cells where the normal X is
inactivated, leading to a woman with no functional dystrophin gene. The resulting failure to produce any dystrophin causes DMD.

isolated by chromosome walking, then conserved sequences
were sought by zoo blotting and lIsed to screen muscle cDNA
libraries. Given the low abundance of dysrrophin 1ll1ZNA
and, as we now knov\l, the small size and widely scattered
location of the exons, finding cDNA clones was far frol11 easy.
but eventually clones were identified, and subsequently
the whole remarkable dystrophin gene (see Figure J o. "/4) was
cluracrerized.

A more recent example of using deletions concerns the
PHEX gene that is llllltZlted in the X-linked dominZlnt vitamin
D-resistant rickets (MIM 307800). The gene had been
mapped to a small interval on Xp, but the demonstration of

submicroscopic deletions in four out of 130 affected males
allowed attention to be focused on a slllall part of the
candidate region (HYP Consortium, 1993). Deletions are
particularly helpful in X-linked conditions because in affected
males there is no interference from the normal chromosome.

Microdeletions are generally believed to be the cause of a
large number of uneXplained genetic syndromes. Because the
deleted region is small, they would be especially valuable for
identifying the genes involved in the pathology. However,
until recently there has been no way to search systematically
for them. Hopefully the developrnellt of sensitive high-
resolution Comparative Genomic Hybridization techniques
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(Box 14.5) will rellledy this. It is important to confirm
suspected deletions by FISH (see Figllre 14.12) Ot pulsed field
gel electrophoresis and Southern blotting - f.1ilure of PCR. to
produce a product may be due to a sequence change in the
primer binding site rather than a deletion.

14.5 Confirming a candidate gene

Candidate genes Illllst be tested individually to see if there is
good evidence that mutations in them do Cluse the disease in
question. Demonstrating that a candidate gene is likely [0 be
the disease locus can be done by various 111cans.

~ Mutation screening. Screening for patient-specific muta-
tions in the candidate gene is by far the most popular
method, because it is generally applicable and compara-
tively rapid. The reasons why particular mutations may be
found in certain diseases are discussed in Chapter 16, and
the methods of testing for mutations are described in
Chapter 18. Identifying mutations in several unrelated
affected individuals strongly suggests that the correct
candidate gene has been chosen, but formal proof requires
additional evidence.

~ Restoration of normal phenotype ill vitro. If a mutant
phenotype is demonstrable in cells from patients, we can
check whether transfection of a normal allele of the
candidate gene, cloned into In expression vector (Section
5.6.1), is able to 'rescue' the mutant and restore the normal
phenotype. Not all mutant phenotypes are reversible, so a
negative result does not necessarily exclude that candidate.

~ Production ofa mouse model of the disease (Section
20.4.3). Once a putative disease gene is identified, a trans-
genic mouse model can be constructed, if no relevant
mutant already exists. Loss of function phenotypes can be
modeled by knockouts made by gene targeting the mouse
germline (Section 20.4.4). For gain of function pheno-
types, the disease allele lllust be introduced into the mouse
germline. The mutant mice are expected to show some
resemblance to humans with the disease, although this
expectation may not always be met even when the correct
gene has been identified.

14.5.1 Mutation screening to confirm a candidate gene

Mutation screening is often straightforward for diseases where
a good proportion of patients carry independent n1utations.

Typically these are severe early onset autoson1Jl dominJnt or
X-linked disorders where the disease phenotype results from
loss of function of the gene. As explained in Section 16.3.2, if
the correct gene is tested using one or more of the mutation
screening procedures described in SecTioll 18.3, a panel of
samples frolll unrelated patients will usually show a variety of
different mutations. Hopefully these will include some with
an obviously deleterious effect on gene expression such as
nonsense mutations, frameshifts, and so on. F(itllrc '16.1 shows
an example. Normal controls need to be checked to prove that
any changes are not common population variants.

In other circun1stances the identiflcation of mutations and
the interpretation of mutation screening may be more
difficult.

~ Unsuspected locus heterogeneity. Often mutations in
several different genes can give almost identical pheno-
types, so that a panel of unselected patient samples may
have pathogenic mutations in different genes. If the
candidate gene being tested is responsible for only a small
proportion of cases, most samples will show no mutation in
that gene. Ideally, one would use only samples from L1milies
with delllonstrated linkage to the candidate region, but this
may be in1practicable - family sizes for recessive and some
dominant disorders are often too small for independent
linkage analyses, and in some severe dominant disorders
most patients present as sporadic cases without a family
history.

~ Mutational homogeneity. If most apparently unrelated
patients show the same sequence change, this could be the
pathogenic mutation or it could be a rare variant in strong
linkage disequilibrium with the true mutation. Functional
evidence is needed that the change is pathogenic.

~ Mutations are not unambiguously pathogenic. It may
be difficult to identify missense mutations as being patho~
genic as opposed to being rare neutral variants with no
major effect on gene expression. Some guidelines to help
decide whether a sequence change is pathogenic are given
in Box 16.4.

~ Mlltatiolls /IIay be liard to filld. Apart frol11 the practical
problem of screening a large gem: with many eXOIlS,some
mutations are not identifiable by peR testing of genomic
DNA. For example detecting the large inversions that
disrupt the Factor VIII gene (Section 11.5.5 and Figllre

J 1.20), or the CFTR 3849 + 10 kb C> T mutation that

Comparative genomic hybridization (CGHI is used to detect
partial monosomies or trisomies, or chromosomal deletions or
amplifications. As described in Section 17.3.3, CGH is based on
making the test DNA and a control DNA compete to hybridize
to a target. The target can be either a spread of normal
chromosomes on a microscope slide, using standard methods
for fluorescence in situ hybridization (Section 6.3.4, or a set of

defined BAC clones arrayed on a slide larray-CGH).
Chromosomal regions or BAC clones where the copy number is
different in the test and control samples show up as areas or
spots of different colored fluorescence signal IFigure 17.3).
Array-CGH has the potential to allow genome-wide screens for
microdeletions and microduplications in patients with congenital
abnormalities.
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activates a cryptic splice site deep within an imron (Section
16.4.1) would require Southern blotting or RT -PCR,
respt'ctively.

14.5.2 Once a candidate gene is confirmed, the next
step is to understand its function

Identifying the gene involved in a genetic disease opens the
way to several lines of investigation. The ability to identify
mutations should immediately lead to improved diagnosis and
counseling, as described in Chapter 18. Understanding the
molecular pathology (why the mutated gene causes the
disease; see Chapter 16) may also lead to insight imo related
diseases, and hopefully eventually to more dTective treatment.

A second line of enquiry concerns the normal function
of the gene product. Until the DMD dystrophy gene was
identified we knew nothing about the way the contractile
I11Jchincry of l11uscle cells is anchored to the sarcolemma.
Analysis of functional domains and motifs and the search for
experimentally manipulable homologs in the mouse, fruit fly,
nematode :lI1d yeast are powerful tools for this work. These
brge topics are covered in Chapters 19 and 20, respectively; a
foretaste of the sort of information that can be generated by
database searching can be seen in the following information,
taken from the Hereditary Hearing Loss Homepage
(http;!/www.uia.ac.be/dnalab/hhh/). that describes the gene
that was identified by positional cloning of an autosomal
dominant hearing loss loclls (DFNA I) in one large Costa
R-ican f.1mily (see OMIM entry 124900);

The human DFNA I protein product DIAPH I, mouse
p I 4011IDia, and Drosaphila diaphallolls are homologs of
Saccharomyces cervisiae protein Bui 1p. The proteins are highly
conserved overall. The genes encoding these proteins are
members of the formin gene family, which also includes the

mouse /ill/b dl1orll/it)' gene, Drosophila cappI/CC;'lO,Aspergillus
llidl/lal/5 gene sepA, and Schizosa{{llaroll/)'ccs pOll/be genes.fils /
and ede 12.These genes are involved in cytokinesis and estab-
lishment of cell pobrity. All formins share Rho-binding
domains in their N-tcrminJI regions, polyproline stretches
in the central region of each sequence, and formin-
homolof,'Y domains in the C-terminal regions.

14.6 Eight examples illustrate various
ways disease genes have been
identified

14.6.1 Direct identification of a gene through a
chromosome abnormality: Sotos syndrome

Sotos syndrome (MIM 117550) is characterized by over-
growth, dysmorphic features and mental retard:Hion. Most
cases are sporadic; affected individuals seldom reproduce.
and there are no good pedigrees for linkage mapping. A
Sotos patient was found with a balanced translocation
46,XX,t(5;8)(q35;q24.1). PAC/BAC and cosmid clones
spanning the breakpoint were identified by FISH (as in Fi~II'"
14.9). Sequencing around the breakpoint revealed a partial
genomic sequence homologous to the mouse 1'..Jsd 1 gene. The
human ,VSD 1 gene was cloned and characterized, and shown
to be disrupted by the translocation (F(~lIre 14.11).That could
be just coincidental. Proof that ;\:SDI was the gene mutated
in Sotos syndrome came from demonstrating point mutations
in four of 38 independent Sotos patients and microdeletions
(Figllre 14.12) in 20 out of30 (Kurotaki ef al., 2002). It should
be noted, however, that genes may be affected by a chromo-
somal rearrangemC:I1t even when they are not physically
disrupted (Box /4.4), so it is not always so straightfor\"ard to
discover why a translocation causes a disease.

der(5)
normal 5

PAC/BAC

Chromosome 8,----,
(I~I II(__1 1 l

breakpt1int
cen tel

CTC,2301a4

c6B
c2B

c6A
c4D

---- CTC-549a4(AC008570)
----...-::---CTC-286c20 (AC027314)

NSDIFGFR4•••JAZ•••Gene

Genome sequence

Cosmid

12 3

Figure 14.11:A balanced 5;8 translocation disrupts the NSDI gene in a patient with Sotos syndrome.

Reproduced from Kurotaki et al. (2002) Nat. Genet. 30, 36~366 wi1h permission from Nature Publishing Group.

http://http;!/www.uia.ac.be/dnalab/hhh/.
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Figure 14.12:NSOI microdeletion demonstrated by
fluorescence in situ hybridization in a patient with Sotos
syndrome.

The two homologs of chromosome 5 are identified by the red
FISH probe that recognizes a sequence on 5pter. The green
FISH probe is a BAC from 5qter containing the NSDI gene; this
sequence is lacking on one copy of chromosome 5. Reproduced
from Kurotaki et al. (2002) Nat. Genet. 30, 365-366 with
permission from Nature Publishing Group.

14,6,2 Pure transcript mapping: Treacher Collins
syndrome

Treacher Collins syndrome (TCS; MIM 154500) is an auto-
somal dominant disorder of cralliof.1Ci:l! development with a
variable phenotype including abnormalities of the external
and middle ears, hypoplasia of the mandible and zygomatic
complex :llld cleft palate. LinkJge was initially established in
1991 to nurkefs :It 5q31-q34. BCClllSl' the markers in that
region known at the rime wcre not very informative, new
micros:udlirl's wcre isolated :md lIsed to refine the candidate
region to 5q32-33. 1. A combined genetic and radiation
hybrid map was constructed across this interval, and by 199-\
the team had JSSt'l1lbkd J YAC cantig. This \Vas converted
to a cosmid contig. Jnd cDNA librJry screening Jnd exon
trJpping were used to gL'llL'rate a trJnscript nup. At least
sevell gt.'nt's were identified in the critical region. Further
rounds of nurker isobtion and crossover analysis produced a
confusing picture: of ove:rlapping recombinations, but led
eventuJlIy to isolation of a candidate incomplete cDNA
frolll a pbcental library, Northern blotting and zoo blotting
showed that the: ge:ne: was widely expressed and conserved
Jcross species, but database searches revealed no significant

homologies. The exon-intron structure was determined, and
mutation analysis demonstrated different mutations in five
unrelated patients.

Isolation of the Teal'l gent' (Treachcr Collins Syndrome
Collaborative..' Group, 1996) illustrates positional cloning in its
purest forlll. No relevant chromosomal abnormalities were
foulld (there wert' four patients with TCS who had chromo-
somal traJlslocations or deletions. but markers frolll each of the
breakpoints showed no linkage to TCS in f:lmily studies, so
presumably these case..'swere all coincidelltal). There is no
linkage disequilibrium - thi,; is not surprising since 60% of
cases are new mutations. The candidate region is gene-rich, so
there were many possible candid:ltes. and the gent' eventually
identified had no features that I11Jdeit a pJrricularly promising
candidate. The gene product is a 1111cleobr phosphoprotein.
but exactly why mutations should CJlIse TCS is not yet
known.

14.6,3 Large-scale sequencing and search for
homologs: branchio-oto-renal syndrome

The Jutosol11Jl domiIlJllt brallchio-oto-renJl syndrome
(l30R.; MIM ] 13650: brJnchial fistulas. ndformation of the
extcrnal and inner L'Jr with hL'aring loss; hypoplasia or
absence of kidneys) WJS mapped to 8q I3 following a clue
frolll an affected patient who had J rearrangement of d1fO-

mosome 8. The initial interval of 7 cM was refined to
-\70-650 kb by further mapping and diseoverv of a submi-
croscopic chromosomal deletion in the patient l11t"ntioned.
P I and PAC clones were isolated by screening genomic
libraries with markers within or close to the candidate
region. and gaps ill the contig were filled by chromosome
walking. The minillluill tiling path across the candidate
region involved thrce PI and three PAC clones.

It was decided to identify gencs in the cOlltig by large-scale
sequencing. Checking the sequcnce against the EMBL and
GenBJnk protein and llucleic acid cbrabases revealed
homology bctwcen part of the se:quellcc obtained alld the
Drosopllila dcvelopmcntal gene (,)'f.~ ab_~'l'11f (l')fa). The genomic
sequence was searched for open rC:ldillg fr;lIllcs. which were
translated and compared to the (')fa Jlllino acid sequence. This
allowed identificltion of seven put:ltivc ex OilS showing 09%
identity and RR%. silllibrity :It [he :llllino :lCid level to the
putJtive e)'a prott.'in. The hllllJ:l1l cDNA was then isolated
frolll a 9-wel'k total fl'tJlmRNA library. and seven mutations
in thc gene, named E)"A I werc dClllonstrated ill 42 unrelated
BaR patients (Abdelhak ('( a/ .• 1997).

As genome sequence databJses becollH: more complete,
the sort of Jnalysis done hcre is becoming morc and more
the sGl1ldard Jpproach. Ar;;here. hOlllologies with genes in
distantly rdated organisllls may be more apparent in the
:Imino Jcid sequence thall in the DNA sequence or
phenotype. At this stagc the fUllction of the gene product
was not identified. nor WJS it clear why the Drosophila
phenotype consists of reduced or absent compound eyes,
while humans have no eye problems. As so often with posi-
tional cloning, identifying the gene was just the start of
understanding the syndrome.
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14.6.4 Positional candidates defined by function:
rhodopsin and fibrillin

The gene for the human photopigment rhodopsin (RHO)
was cloned in 1984, and it was mapped to 3q21-qter in 1986.
Among disorders involving hereditary retinal degeneration
are the various forms of retinitis pigmentosa (RP), which are
marked by progressive visual loss resulting frolll clumping of
the tetinal pigment. Although RHO was a possible candidate
gene for some forms of RP, it was only olle of many genes
encoding proteins known to be involved in phorotrJIlS-
duction. However, in I<)89,linkage analysis in a large Irish RP
family mapped their disease gene to 3q in the neighborhood
of Rj-JO. This was now a serious candidate gene, and patient-
specific Illutations were identified within a year (see OMIM
entry 180380).

The phenotype of Marfan syndrome (MFS, MIM 154700:
excessive growth of long bones; lax joints; dislocation of
lenses; liability to aortic aneurysms) suggested some abnor-
mality in connective tissue. Linkage analysis mapped the MFS
gene to 15q. When the gene for the connective tissue protein
fibrillin was localized to 15q21.1 by ill Silll hybridization, it
became an obvious positional candidate. Mutations were soon
demonstrated in MFS patients (see McKusick 199 I for
discussion of the background).

14.6,5 A positional candidate identified through
comparison of the human and mouse maps:
PAX3 and Waardenburg syndrome

Waardenburg syndrome type I (WSI, MIM 193500) illustrates
the value of human-mouse comparisons. A pedigree of this
autosomal dominant but variable condition was shown in
Figure 4.5C. The characteristic pigmentary abnormalities and
hearing loss ofWS I Jee caused by absence of melanocytes from
the affected parts, including the inner ear, where melanocytes
are required in the stria vascularis of the cochlea in order for
normal hearing to develop. Linkage analysis, aided by the
description of a chromosomal abnormality in an affected
patient, locaLized the gene for WS 1 to the distal part of2q.This
chromosomal region has strongly conserved synteny to part of
mouse chromosome 1. At this point, a likely llIouse homolog
emerged. The Splolch (Sp) mouse mutant has pigmentary
abnormalities caused by patchy absence of me1anocytes. This is
probably the result of a defect in the embryonic neural crest.
Despite various differences between the two phenotypes, it
seemed quite likely that Sp and WS1 were caused by mutations
in orthologous genes.

Neither gene had been identified, but a positional candidate
emerged when the murine Pax-3 gene was mapped to the
vicinity of the Sp locus. Pax-3 encodes a transcription factor
that is expressed in mouse embryos in the developing nervous
system, including the neural crest. The sequence of murine
Pax-3 was alnlost identical to limited sequence previously
published for an unmapped human genomic clone, HuP2.
Such observations prompted mutation screening of Pax-3 and
HuP2 and led to identification of mutations in Splotch mice
and in humans with WSl (reviewed by Strachan and R.ead,

1994). As the underlying genes were clearly orthologs, the
HlIP2 gene was re-named PAX].

14.6.6 Inference from function in vitro: Fanconi anemia

Fanconi anemia is a recessive disorder with very diverse
congenital abnormalities, especially radial aplasia, and a
predisposition to bone marrow failure and malignancy,
particularly acute myelogenous leukemia. The underlying
problem is a defective ability to repair DNA damage. This
defect can be observed in cell cultures as hypersensitivity to
DNA erosslinking agents such as diepoxybutane. Cell fusion
experiments allow Fanconi patients to be divided into at least
eight complementation groups (A-H): when fused, cells
from patients in different groups complement each other,
while those from patients in the same group remain
defective. By testing clones from a cDNA library for their
ability to cure the diepoxybutane sensitivity of cells from a
Group C Fanconi patient, Strathdee CI al. (1992) were able to
isolate the Fanconi anemia group C (1'llNCC;MIM 227645)
gene. A similar approach later identified the Group A
(FIlNCA) and Group G (FIlNCG) genes. In other applica-
tions offunctional cloning, the ability oftransferrecl chromo-
somes or clones to correct the uncontrolled growth of tumor
cell lines has been used to help locate and then identify
tumor suppressor genes (Section 17.-\).

14.6,7 Inference from function in vivo: myosin 15 and
OFNB3 deafness

Occasionally a mouse disease gene has been identified by
rescuing the mutant phenotype with a transgene of wild-type
DNA from a candidate region. This strategy was first used to
identifY a clock gene (Antoch el al., 1997) and more recently
was a crucial step in identifying the human DFl\fB3 deafiless
gene (Probst el al. 1998; FIgure 14.13). Comparative mapping
showed that DFi\TB3 mapped to a position in humans corre-
sponding to the location in the mouse of the sllaker-2 deafi1ess
gene. Transgenic shaker-2 tnice were constructed using wild-
type BACs from the shaker-2 candidate region. A BAC that
corrected the phenotype was identified and turned Ollt to
contain an unconventional myosin gene, 111)'015. The human
MYO 15 gene was then isolated based on its close homology
to the mouse gene, its position within the DFi\JB3 candidate
region was confirmed, and then mutations were demonstrated
in DFNB3 affected people.

14,6,8 Inference from the expression pattern: otoferlin

cDNA libraries of genes specifically expressed in the mOllse
inner ear have been useful tools for identifying candidate
deafness genes. The libraries are produced by slIvtraClilJc

hybridizatioll of an inner ear cDNA library against one or 1110re
nonspecific libraries, to try to remove genes expressed in a
variety of tissues - a tricky technique (Swaroop el al., 1991).
We have already seen the linkage analysis that mapped the
DFNB9 nonsyndromic deafi,ess gene (Figure 13.8). During



An alternative strategy would have been to identify
human homologs of the mOllse clones and map them by
FISH (Section 2.4.2).They would then be positional candi-
dates fat any deafness gene mapped to the corresponding
position.

Isolate BAC clones ----+
covering the candidate
region from wild-type mice

Inject into sh2/sh2
fertilized eggs to create
transgenic mice

Wild type

This corresponds to 17p11.2
in humans, the candidate region
for the DFNB3 deafness gene

sh2/sh2

Use mouse crosses to map ----+
sh2 to a 1 cM region of
mouse chromosome 11

Shaker-2 mouse

Deaf; vestibular ----+
malfunction causes
circling and head-
tossing

subsequent positional cloning (Yasunaga et al., 1999) one
partial gene sequence from the critical region showed 90%
amino acid identity and 97% sinlilarity to a clone fi'om the
mouse inner ear library. The gene, named otoferlin, was fully
characterized and 11111tJtion screening revealed a nonsense
mutation in the f.:1111ily.
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BAC 425 p24
corrects the
sh2 defect

Sequence BAC 425 p24

Computer analysis
identifies a novel myosin
gene, myo15

C674Y

myo15 mutation
identified in sh2
mouse

2. Use somatic cell
hybrids to check it
maps to 17p11.2

1. Isolate human
MY015 gene, using
primers designed
from the mouse __

1892F
N890Y
K1300X

MY015 mutations
identified in 3
unrelated DFNB3
patients

Figure 14.13: Functional complementation in transgenic mice as a tool for identifying a human disease gene.

The shaker-2 mouse mutation was identified by finding a wild-type clone that corrected the defect.IHuman families with a similar phenotype
that mapped to the corresponding chromosomal location proved to have mutations in the ortholog6us gene.

Further reading

Silver LM (19951 Mouse Genetics: Concepts and Applications.
Oxford University Press, Oxford.

Wolfsberg 1;Wetterstrand K, Guyer M, Collins F, Baxevanis A
(2002) A user's guide to the human genome. Nature Genet.
32(suppl).
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~ CHAPTER FlFTEE I MAPPING GENES CONFERRING SUSCEPTmILITY TO COMPLEX DISEASES

Throughout the world the main genetic contribution to
morbidity and mortality is through the genetic component of
common diseases. Thus identifying the genes concerned is a
central task for medical research. A logical sequence for
research on any complex disease would be:

~ perform family, twin or adoption studies to check that
susceptibility is at least partly genetic:

~ use segregation analysis to estimate the tvpe and
frequency of susceptibility alldes;

~ map susceptibilitv loci by linkage analysis. usually of
affected sib pairs;

~ narrow down the candidate region by studying popu-
lation associations;

~ identify the DNA sequence variants conferring slIscepti-
bility, and define their biochemical action.

Below. we go through these steps. and follow this by discussing
eight specific diseases to illustrate what can happen in practice.
Finally, we discuss the still open question of whether this
whole paradigm for identifYing susceptibility factors is the
key to the future of medical genetics or whether, as some
maintain, it is unlikely to be generally successful.

15.1 Deciding whether a non-Mendelian
character is genetic: the role of family,
twin and adoption studies

15.1.1 The A value is a measure of familial clustering

Nobody would dispute the involvement of genes in a char-
acter that consistently gives Mendelian pedigree patterns or
that is associated with a chromosomal abnormality. However,
with non-Mendelian characters. whether continuous
(quantitative) or discontinuous (dichotomous), it is

necessary to prove claims of genetic determination. The
ob\'ious way to approach this is to show that the character runs
in families. The degree of t:1mily clustering of a disease can be
expressed by the quantity AR, (he risk (0 re/milJe R oj all a/Tec(ed
proballd compared "';lh the populatiol1 risk. Separate values can be
calculated for each type of relative. for example A; for sibs. The
mathematical properties ofAR are derived by R.isch (1990a).
Table 15. I shows pooled data from a number of studies of
schizophrenia. Family clustering is e"ident from the raised A
values and, as expected, A values drop back towards I for more
distant relationships.

15.1.2 The importance of shared familv environment

Geneticists must never forget that parents give their children
their environment as well as their genes. Many characters run
in farnilies because of the shared jamily cllviroulllem - whether
ones native language is English or Chinese. for example. One
has therefore always to ask whether shared erl\"ironment might
be the explanation for a f.1milial character. This is especially
important for behavioral attributes like IQ or schizophrenia,
which depend at least partly on upbringing. Even for physical
characters or birth defects it cannot be ignored: a family might
share an unusual diet or some traditional medicine that could
cause developmental defects. Something more than a familial
tendency is necessary to prove that a non-Mendelian char-
acter is under genetic control. These reservations are not
always as clearly stated in the medical literature as perhaps they
should be. Table 15.5 shows what can happen if shared family
environment is ignored.

15.1.3 Twin studies suffer from many limitations

Francis Galton, who laid so much of the foundation of quan-
ritati\"e genetics, pointed out the value of twins for human

Table 15.1: Risk of schizophrenia among relatives of schizophrenics: pooled results of several studies

Relative No. at risk" Risk. % Ab

Parents 8020 5.6 7

Sibs 9920.7 10.1 12.6

Sibs, one parent affected 623.5 16.7 20.8

Offspring 1577.3 12.8 16

Offspring.both parents affected 134 40.3 58

Half-sibs 499.5 4.2 5.2

Uncles, aunts, nephews, nieces 6386.5 2.8 3.5

Grandchildren 739.5 3.7 4.6

Cousins 1600.5 2.4 3

'Numbers at risk are corrected to allowfor the fact that some at-risk relatives were below or onlv just within the age of riskfor schizophrenia Isav.
15-35vearsl.
bX Values are calculated assuming a populationincidence of 0.8%.
Data assembled bV McGuffin(1984).



Table 15.2:Twin studies in schizophrenia

____________ 15_._21 SEGREGATIO

Kringlen.1968 14155 (21/55) 4-10%

Fischer,1969 5/21110/21) 111-19%

Tienari,1975 3/2015/161 3142

Farmer,1987 6/16(l0120) 112114/311

Onstad. 1991 8124 1/28

~ there is a bias of ascertainment - everybody wants to
know about strikingly similar separated twins, but sepa-
rated twins who are very different are not newsworthy;

~ even in principle, research on separated twins cannot
distinguish illlrawerille elllJiro1lmemal causes from genetic
causes. This may be important, for example in studies of
sexual orientation ('the gay gene'), where some people
have suggested that maternal hormones may affect the fetus
il/ IIlero so as to influence its future sexual orientation.

Thus, for all their anecdotal fascination, separated twins have
contributed relatively little to human genetic research.

15.2 Segregation analysis allows analysis
of characters that are anywhere on
the spectrum between purely
Mendelian and purely polygenic

If separating twins is an impractical way of disentangling
heredity from family environment, adoptioll is much more
promising. Two study designs are possible:

~ find adopted people who suffer from a particular disease
known to run in families, and ask whether it runs in their
biological family or their adoptive f.1mily;

~ find affected parents whose children have been adopted
away from the family, and ask whether being adopted away
saved the children from the fan'lily disease.

A celebrated (and controversial) study by Rosenthal and Kety
(see Further reading) used the first of these designs to test for
genetic factors in schizophrenia. The diagnostic criteria used
in this study have been criticized; there have also been claims
(disputed) that not all diagnoses were made truly blind.
However, an independent re-analysis using DSM-1I1 diag-
nostic criteria (Kendler et al., 1994) reached substantially the
same conclusions. Table '/5.3 shows the results of a later
extension of this study (Kety el al., 1994).

The main obstacle in adoption studies is lack oj i.iformalioll
aboHl .he biological Jamily, frequently made worse by the
undesirability of approaching them with questions. Efficient
adoption registers exist in only a few countries. A secondary
problem is selective placemmt, where the adoption agency, in the
interests of the child, chooses a family likely to resemble
the biological family. Adoption studies are unquestionably the
gold standard for checking how far a character is genetically
determined, but because they are so difficult, they have in the
main been performed only for psychiatric conditions, where
the nature-nurture arguments are particularly contentious.

As we saw in Figure 4.6, pure Mendelian and pure polygenic
characters represent the opposite ends of a continuum. In
between are oligogenic traits governed by a few major
susceptibility loci, maybe operating against a polygenic
background, and maybe subject to Inajor environmental

15.1.4 Adoption studies: the gold standard for
disentangling genetic and environmental factors

ANALYSIS ALLOWS ANALYSIS OF CHARACTERS I~

Concordant MZ pairs Concordant DZpairsStudy

The numbers show pairwise concordances, i.e. counts of the
numberof concordant 1+1+1and discordant 1+1-1pairs ascertained
through an affected proband. Figures in brackets are obtained using
a wider definitionof affected, includingborderline, phenotypes.
Concordances can also be calculated probandwise, counting a pair
twice ifbothwere probands. This gives higher values for the MZ
concordance. Probandwise concordances are thought to be more
comparable with other measures offamilyclustering. Onlythe
studies of Onstad and Farmer use the current standard diagnostic
criteria, OSM·III.Forreferences, see Onstad at al. (l991)and Fischer
at a/.11969).

genetics. :\1o"ozygolic (1\.IZ) Iwi"s are ge"elically idelllical c/o"es
and will necessarily be concordant (both the same) for any
genetically inherited character. This is true regardless of the
mode of inheritance or number of genes involved; the only
exceptions are for characters dependent on posrzygoric
somatic genetic changes (the pattern of X-inactivation in
females, the repertoire of functional immunoglobulin and
T-cell receptor genes etc.). Dizygotic (DZ) tllli"s share Iwlf Iheir
gel/{?s all average, the same as any pair of sibs. Genetic characters
should therefore show a higher concordance in MZ than DZ
twins, and many characters do (Table '/5.2).

A higher concordance in MZ compared to DZ twins does
not, however, prove a genetic effect. For a start, half of DZ
[wins arc of unlike sex, whereas all MZ twins are the same sex.
Even jfthe comparison is restricted to same-sex DZ twins (as
it is in the studies shown in Table 15.2), at least for behavioral
traits the argument can be made that MZ twins arc morc
likely to be wry similar, to be dressed and treated the same,
and thus to share morc of their environment than DZ twins.

MZ twins separated at birth and brought up in entirely
separate environments would provide an ideal experiment
(Francis Crick once made the tongue-in-cheek suggestion that
one of each pair of twins born should be donated to science for
this purpose). Such separations happened in the past more often
than one might expect because the birth of twins was some-
times the last straw for an overburdened mother. Fascinating
television programs can be made about twins reunited after 40
years of separation, who discover they have similar jobs, wear
sinlilar clothes and like the same music. As research material,
however, separated twins have many drawbacks:

~ any research is necessarily based on small numbers of
arguably exceptional people;

~ the separation was often not total - often they were sepa-
rated some time after birth, and brought up by relatives;
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2/117 (1.7%1

2/111!1.8%1

Schizophrenia ca.es among
adoptive relatives

441279!15.8%)

5/234!2.1%}

Table 15.3: An adoption study in schizophrenia

Schizophrenia ca.e. among
biological relative.

Indexcases (47chronic
schizophrenic adoptees)

Controladoptee. (matched for age, sex,
social status of adoptive familyand
number ofyears institutionalizedl

The study involved14 427 adopted persons aged 2D-40 years in Denmark.47 ofwhomwere diagnosed as chronic schizophrenic.
The 47 were matched with 47 nonschizophrenic control subjects fromthe same set of adoptees. Data of Ketyat al. (19941.

influences. Segregation analysis is the main statistical tool
for analyzing the inhl'rirancc of any character. It can provide
evidence for or against a major ~usceptibiliry loclIs and at 1c.:·Jst

partly define its propenies. The results can help guide future:
linkage or association stlldics.

15.2.1 Bias of ascertainment is often a problem with
family data: the example of autosomal recessive
conditions

Disease swdics rely on collections of cases and f.1I1lilies.so J. first
step is to consider what biases the I11t'rhod of 3sClTtail1l11t'l1t

may impose on the r:lW dJGl. Segregation analysis requires brgc:
darasers and is very sensitive ro subtle biases in rhe way rhe d~Ha
are coUect,·d. This can be ilillstrated by a Mendelian example.
Suppose we wish ro show that a condition is autosomal
recessive, We could collcct a sct of f.1milies and check that the
segregation ratio (the proportion of affected children) is I in
4. At first sight this would sccm a rrivial task, provided rhe
condition is not roo rare. Bur ill f.1ctthe cxpected proportion of
afrected children in Ollr sample is not I in 4. The problem is
bias of ascertainlnent.

Assuming there is no independcnt way of recognizing
carriers, the families will be idclltificd through an affected
child. Thlls the f:1milies shown lInshaded in F(~"rc /5. 1 will
nOt be asccrtained. and the obst'rved st'grcgation ratio in the
two-child families collected is not 1/4 bllt 8/14. Families with
three childrcn, ascertained in the same way, would give a
different segregation ratio, 4R/l I I. The ratio for allY given
family size can be t'srimated frolll the truncated binolnial
distribution. a binomial cxpan~ion of(~ + -X)II in which the
last term (no affected childrcn) i~ omitted. Experimental data
can be corrected for this bias. mo,t simply by the method ofLi
and Mantel shown in Box 15.1.

The example above prcsupposcs cOlnplete truncate
ascertainment: \Vl' collcct .111f:l1l1ilies (rom some.:"dcfincd
population who ha\'c at lea'iltOilCJfTecred child. Bur thi'il ill not
the only possible way o( collccting (amilies. We might han:
ascertained affected children by taking the first 100 to be seen
in a busy clinic (so that Illany more could havt' been ascer-
tained frolll the same population by carrying on (or longer).
Under these conditions, a family with two affected children is
twice as likely to be picked lip as one with only a single
affected child, and one with four affected is fOllr times as likely.

Single selection, where the probability of being: allcertainl,d
is proportional to the nllmber of affected children in the
family, introduces a different bias of ascert.linml'nt. and
requires a different statistical cornxtion (see Bt).\" J 5. J). Wt' 'ilt'e
r1ut working ow tl segre.<!aricm raTio requires diucI ThaT 11/1I'e bee"

collaTed in am)rd(llice WiTh (III expliciT :'chclI/e (~rc1sc('YTail/lllcllf. 110

that appropriatt' corrections can b\,.,applied.

15,2,2 Complex segregation analysis is a general
method for estimating the most likely mix of
genetic factors in pooled family data

Analyzing data on the relatives of a large collection of people
affected by a f.1ll1ilialbut non-MenddiJIl disease is not a silllpk
task. There could be both genetic and environlllental factors at
work: the genetic f.1ctors could be polygenic. oligogcnic or
Mendelian with any mode of inheritance, or ~IIlYmixturc of
thest.'.while the environl11t'ntal f:1ctors llIay include both [lmilial
and llonf.1111ilialvariables. In complex segreg:~Hion analysis a
whole range of possible mechanisms, gene: trcquencies. pl'nt'-
rrances, etc., are allowed, and the computtT performs a
nUXiIllUJlllikelihood analysis to find the mix of parameter values
that gives the greatest overall likelihood for the observed data.
h,ble J 5. .J shows an example. As with lod score analysis (Clupter
13), the question asked is how much more likely arc the obiit'f\'J-
t:ions 011 one hypothesis compared with anothcr.

In the example of Table 15. -I, the abiliry of 'peeifie model,
(sporadic, polygenic, dominant, recessive) to explain the data
was compared with the likelihood c:Jlculatl'd by a gt'llI:ral
model ('mixed model'). in which the computer could freely
optimize the mixture of single-gene, polygenic and random
environmental causes, All models wen: conqrained by o\'er:111
incidences, sex ratios and probabilities of ascert.linment \,.'sti-
mated (rom the coUected data. A single-locus dominant model
is not significantly worse than thc mixed model at expbining
the data (Xl; 2.8: p ; 0.42). while models asslIming no
genetic factors, pure polygenic inheritance or purt.' reccl"l"ivc
inheritance perform very badly, On the argumcnt that lIimple
explanations are preferable to complicated cxpbnatiollll, thl'
analysis suggests the existence of a nlajor dOlninant suscep-
tibility to Hirschsprung disease, Se\'eral such factors have
now been identified (Section 15.6.2).

However clever the segregation analysis program, it can
only maximize the likelihood acrOSii the parameters it wa'il
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n n n n..
n n ~ n..

n n n ~..

n ~ n ~..
Total children: AA !!. Aa !!! 8

32 32 aa 32

Ascertained: AA ~ Aa~ aa !.,. ,. ,.
Correction (Li-Mantel): p; (R - S)/rr - S) ; (8 - 6)/(14 - 6) ; ~

; 0.25

Figure 15.1: Biased ascertainment of families with an autosomal recessive condition (complete truncate ascertainment).

Both parents are carriers of an autosomal recessive condition. Overall, one child in four is affected - but if the families are ascertained
through affected children, only the families shown in the shaded area will be picked up, and the proportion of affected children is 8 out of
14.The true ratio is recovered by using the Li-Mantel correction (Box 15.1).

given. If a major factor is Olllittcd, the result call be misleading.
This was well illustrated by the data of McGuffin and Huckle
(Table 15.5). They asked their classes of medical students
which of their relatives had attended medical school. When
they fed the results through a segregation analysis program. it
came up with results :lpparently favoring the existence of a
recessive gene for attending medical school. Though amusing,
this was not done as a joke, nor [0 discredit segregation
analysis. The authors did not allow the computer to consider
the likely true mechanism, shared family environment. The
computer's next best alternative was mJthcl11Jtic:llly valid but
biologically unrealistic. The serious point McGuffin and
Huckle were making was that there are many pitfalls in segre-
gation analysis of human bduvioral traits, and incautious
analyses can generate spurious genetic effects.

Box 15.1: Correcting the segregation ratio.

15.3 Linkage analysis of complex
characters

15.3.1 Standard lad score analysis is usually
inappropriale for non-Mendelian characters

Standard lod score analysis is called parametric because it
requires a precise genetic model, detailing the mode of inheri-
tance, gene frequencies and penetrance of each genotype. As
long as a valid model is available, parametric linkage provides a
wonderfully powerful method for scanning the genome in
20-Mb segments to locate a disease gene. For Mendelian
characters, specitying an adequate model should be no great
problem. Non-Mendelian conditions. however, are much less
tractable.

Complete truncate ascertainment: p = (R-S) / (T-Sl

Single selection: p = (R-N) / (T-N)

p = true (unbiased) segregation ratio

R = number of affected children

S = number of affected singletons (children who are the only affected child in the family)

T = total number of children

N = number of sibships



Table 15.4: Complex segregation analysis
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Data are for families ascertained through a proband with long-segment Hirschsprung disease. Parameters that can be varied are t (the difference in
liability between people homozygous for the low-susceptibility and the high-susceptibility alleles of a major susceptibility gene. measured in units of
standard deviation of liability), d (the degree of dominance of any major disease allele), q (the gene frequency of any major disease allele), H (the
proportion oftotal variance in liability which is due to polygenic inheritance, in adults), z (the ratio of heritability in children to heritability in adults)
and x {the proportion of cases due to new mutationl. A single major locus encoding dominant susceptibility explains the data as well as a general
model in which a mix of all mechanisms is allowed. Data of Badner et a/., 1990.

q H 1 X Xl P

9.6 x 1~ 0.01 0.15

334 <1 x 10-s

1.00 1.00 78 <1 x 10-s

3.8 x 10-3 35 <1 x lO-s

1.2 x 10'" 0.19 2.8 0.42

7.51

8.22

7.56

d

0.00

1.00

1.00

Model

Mixed

Sporedic

Polygenic

Major recessive locus

Major dominant locus

Table 15.5: A recessive gene for attending medical school?

Model

Mixed

Sporadic

Polygenic

Maior feclssive locus

d

0.087

0.00

4.04

7.62

q H Xl P

0.089 0.008

163 <1 x lO-s

0.845 14.4 <0.005

0.88 0.11 N.S.

Data of McGuffin and Huckle (1990)trom a survey of medical students and their/amilies. Meaning of symbols as in Table 15.4.'Affected' is defined as
attending medical school. The analysis appears to support recessive inheritance. since this accounts for the data equally well as the unrestricted
model. The point of this work is to illustrate how analysis of family data can produce spurious results if shared family environment is ignored (see text).

The crucial problem of diagnostic criteria

A major problem is establishing diagnostic criteria that are
relev3m for generic analysis. With Mendelian syndromes it is
usually f.lirly obvious which fearures of a patient form pan of
the syndrome :lI1d which arc coincidental. Differem featllres
may have difTcrclH pl'llctrances. but basically the components of
the syndrome an: those that co-segregate in a Mendelian
pattern. No slIch rcali£)' check exists for non-Mendelian condi-
tion,. Great efforts art' made. especially with psychiatric
di,cases. to establish diagnostic categories that are lu!id, in the
sense that twO independent investigators will agree whethl'r or
not:. cl'rtJin label applies to a given patient. Uut a diagnostic
label can be valid without being biologically meaningful.
Especi.llly for p,ychiatric and behavioral phenotypes. the diag-
nostic crittTia are oftt'n biologically arbitrary. Adhering co tht."111
helps Ill:.ke difFerent studies comp:.rable, but does not gu:.r:lntec
th:.t the right genetic question is being asked.

Linkage analysis on 'near-Mendelian' families

Once diagno,ric crireria are agreed, one approach ro generic
analysis is to look for a subset offamilies in which the condition
segregates in a Ilear-Mendelian manner. Segregation analysis is
used to define the parameters of a genetic model ill those
families, which are then used in a standard (parametric) linkage
analysis. Such f.llllilie, may arise in three ways:

~ any complex disease is likely to be heterogeneous, so the
f.ll11ilycolk'crion Illay well include some with Mendelian

conditions phenotypic:llly indistinguislubk frolll the nOI1-
Mendelian majority;

~ the near-Mendelian families may repn.'\t'llt cast"s wht'rt". by
chance, many determinants of the di~e<lse are already
present in most people, so that the balance il tipped by the
Mendeli:lIl segregation of just one of the many sliscepti-
bility f.,etors:

~ the 'near-Mendelian' pattern may be spurious - jUlit chance
aggregations of affected people within one f.lmily.

In the first case, identif)ring the Mt'l1ddiJn \ubllet is intrinsi-
Gilly valuable, but does not nt'ce,s:uily C;tlltJill' light on thl'
CJuses of the llon-MendeliJI1 disease, That WJS tht' CI11t.-' with
breJ<;t cancer (Section 15.6.1) and Alzheimer disea,e (Section
15.6.3). In the second case, the loci llIapped arc also IlI<cepti-
bility factors for the COillmon 110n-Mendt'iiJn disease -
Hirschsprung disease (Section 15.6.2) provides t'xJlllplcs.
Finally, early work on schizophrenia exemplified the third
CJ<;C,producing a lod score of () that is now gL'nerJlly Jgrccd to
haw been spurious (see Uyerley, 1<i8<i). This debacle was
enough to persuade most im'estigarors to switch to Ilonpara-
metric analysis.

15.3.2 Non-parametric linkage analysis does not
require a genetic model

Model-free or nonparanletric methods of linkage analysis
look for alleles or chromosomal segments thJt Jre shared by
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Picking J chromosomal segment at random, pairs of sibs arc
expected to share 0, 1 or 2 parental haplotypcs with frequency
!4, ~ and !4. respectively. However, if both sibs are affected
by a genetic disease, then thcy are likely to share whichever
segment of chromosome carries the disease locus. If
everybody with the disease carried a mutant allele at this
locus. then they would share at least one parental haplotype if
the disease is dominant, and two if the disease is recessive
(F(~lIre 15.3). This allows a simple form of linkage analysis.
Affected sib pairs (ASP) are typed for markers, and
chromosomal regions sought where the sharing is above the
random I : 2 : I ratios of sharing 2, I or 0 haplotypes iden-
tical by descent. If the sib pairs ate tested only for identity by
state, the expected sharing on the null hypothesis must be
calculated as a function of the gene frequencies. ASP analysis
can be performed without making any assumptions about the
genetics of the disease, and it is usually much easier to collect
affected sib pairs than extended families. Multipoint analysis
is preferable 1'0 single-point analysis because it more efficiently
extracts the information about IBO sharing across the chro-
mosomal region. The MAPMAK.ER/SIBSprogram of Kruglyak
and Lander (1995) is widely used to analyze multipoint ASP
data and produce nonparametric lad (NPL) scores.

One drawback of ASP analysis is that candidate regions it
identifies are usually impossibly large for positional cloning.
Few recombinants separate sibs, so they share large parental
chromosome segments, whether by chance or because of a
shared susceptibility. Crucially, complex disease analysis has no
process analogous to rhe end-game of Mendelian mapping,
where closer and closer markers are tested until there are no
more recombinants. If a susceptibility factor is neither
necessary nor sufficient for disease, then not aU affected sib
pairs will share the relevant chromosomal segment. Moreover,
sib pairs share many segments by chance. Nevertheless.
becJ.use of its simplicity and robustness, ASP mapping has
been one of the main rools for seeking genes conferring
susceptibility to common non-Mendelian diseases (see
Section 15.6).The mathematics of ASP analysis are detailed by
Sham and Zhao (see Further reading).

15.3.3 Shared segment analysis in families: affected sib
pair and affected pedigree member analysis

A, A2A,AaA, A2A,Aa

Both sib pairs share allele A,. The first sib pair have two
independent copies of A, (lBS but not IBDI;the second sib pair
share copies of the same paternal A, allele (lBD).The
difference is only apparent ifthe parental genotypes are known.

Figure 15.2:Identity by state (l8S) and identity by descent
(180).

affected individuals, Some of the basic ideas underlying these
approaches were set out in three papers by Neil Risch in 1990
(Risch I990a, b, c). Shared segment methods can be used
within families (Section 15.3.3), or in whole populations
(Section 15.4).

It is important [0 distinguish segments identical by
descent (IBD) from those identical by state (IBS).
Alleles IBO are delllolls/rahly copies of the same ancestral
(usually parental) allele. IBS alleles look identical, and may
indeed be so, but their coml11on ancestry is not demon-
strable, therefore they must be treated mathematically in
terms of population frequency rather than Mendelian prob-
ability of inheritance from the defined C0l111110nancestor.
Figllre 15.2 illustrates the difference. For very rare alleles,
two independent origins are unlikely, so IBS generally
implies lBO, but this is not true for common alleles.
Multiallele microsatellites are more efficient than two-allele
markers for defining IBO, and multiloClls multiallele haplo-
rypes are better still, because anyone haplotype is likely ro
be rarc. Shared segment analysis can be conducted using
either IBS or IBD data, provided the appropriate analysis is
used. IBD is the more powerful, but requires samples from
morc relatives. In a complex pedigree with several affected
people, it is possible to use marker information to calculate
the probability that a pair of affected relatives share haplo-
types IBO (Amos el 01., 1990).

(A)

~

(B)

~

(C)

~
AC AC AC AC AC ACAD ADBC

BD

Figure 15.3:Affected sib pair analysis.

(A)Byrandom segregation sib pairs share 0, 1 or 2 parental haplotypes 14,l'\ and 14of the time. respectively. (8) Pairs of sibs who are both
affected by a dominant condition share either one or two copies of the relevant parental chromosomal segment. Ie) Pairs of sibs who are
both affected by a recessive condition necessarily share both parental haplotypes for the relevant chromosomal segment. Above-random
haplotype sharing by affected sib pairs identifies chromosomal segments containing susceptibility genes.
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Programs such as GENEHUNTER (Section 13.6.2) extend
shared segment analysis to other relationships. TIll: programs
calculate the extent to which affected rebrives '\hare alleles
identical by descent. and compare the result across all affected
pedigree members with the null hypothesis of simple
Mendelian segregation (markers should segregate according
to Mendelian ratios unless the segregation is distorted by
linkage or association). The comparison can be used to
compute a l10nparamcrric lod score.

15.3.4 Thresholds of significance are an important
consideration in analysis of complex diseases

Whereas most Mendelian genes that ha\"c been localized by
significant lod scores have subsequently been sllccessfully
cloned, the history of complex disease analysis has been
marked by a succession of irreproducible results. Candidate
regions defined in independent studies of the same disease
have all too seldom coincided. Risch and Botstein (1996)
outline a typic:d history, that of manic-depressive psychosis,
and Altmliller er al. (2001) hammer the message home in a
meta-analysis of 101 linkage studies in 31 complex diseases.
Whatever rhe exact cause of these problems in individual
cases, a clear common thread is the difIiculry of deciding when
to call tht: results significJnt.

The problems of deciding appropriate tlll·esholds of sijillifirall(1'
are partly technical and partly philosophical. We have already
noted the distinction beJ"\veen pointwise (or nominal) and
genome-wide significance (Section 13.3.4).

~ the pointwise p value of a linkage statistic is the proba-
bility of exceeding the observed value at a specified
position in the genome. assuming the null hypothesis of no
linkage:

~ the genome-wide p value is the probability that the
observ~d value will be exceeded allywh~re in the genome,
assuming th~ null hypothesis of no linkage.

For a whole-genome study. the appropriate significance
threshold is a value where the probabiliry of finding a f.llse
positive C1II)"IJhcre ill rhi' .~CJ/OIIIC is 0.05. Theoretical argulll~nts
(Lander and Kruglyak. 1995) suggest genome-wide lod Kore

thresholds of 3.6 for JUJ) testing of affected sib pairs, and -\.0
for IBS testing. Complex diseas~ srudics oftcn estimate their
significance thresholds by sinllliation. Typically, 1000 replicates
of the family collection are generated by computer with
random marker genotypes. but based on correct allele
frequencies, recombination fractions ere. A whole-genome
search is conducted in each simulated datasct and the
maximum lod score noted. The genome-wide threshold of
significance is taken as a <;;corethat is exceeded in less than 5%
of the replicates.

In response to the frequent failure to replicltc claimed
localizations of disease susceptibility genes, Lander and
Kruglyak (1995) proposed the series of thresholds in Jab/I'
15.6. Note that a pointwise p value of 1 X 10-5 is 1/or equiv-
alent to a lod score of5.0 - the two measures are not the same:

• a lod score of 5 means that the data arc 103 times more
likely on the given linkage hypothesis than on the null
hypothesis:

~ a p value of 10-0 means that the stated lod score will be
exceeded only once in 1as times, given the null hypothesis.

For some discussion of the Lander and Kruglyak criteria, see
the correspondence section of the April 1996 number of
.\'arllre Gel/etics.

15.4 Association studies and linkage
disequilibrium

Association is not a specifically genetic phenomenon; it is
simply a statistical statement abollt the co-occurrence of
alleles or phenotypes. Allele A is associated with disease D if
people who have 0 also have A significantly more often (or
maybe less often) than would be predicted from the individual
frequencies ofJ) and A in the population. For example, HLA-
DR4 is found in 36% of the gener,,1 UK population but in
78% of people with rheumatoid Jrthriris.

15,4.1 Why associations happen

A population association call have many possible causes, not all
generiC:

Table 15.6: Suggested criteria for reporting linkage (Lander and Kruglyak 1995).The figures for p values and lod
scores are from Altmiiller et at, (2001),

Category of linkage Expected number of occurrences by
chance in a whole genome scan

Range of approximate
pvalues

Range of approximate
lod scores

Suggestive

Significant

Highlysignificant

Confirmed

0.05

0.001

0.01 ina search of a candidate region that
gave significant linkage in a previous
independent study

7 x 10-4_3 x 10-'

2 x 10-'-4 x 10-7

'" 3 x 10-7

2.2-3.5

3.6-5.3

'" 5.4
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• direct causation: having allele A makes YOli o;;uscc:ptibleto
disease I). Poo;;sc;:o;;sionof A may be neither necessary nor
sufficiellt for liolllcbody [0 develop D, but it increases tht-'
likelihood:

• natural selection: people who have disCJo;;l' J) might be:
more likely to ,urviw and have children if they also ha"e
alideA:

• population stratification: the population cOllr:lilb

st'vt'ral gcncrically distillcr subsets, and both the disca"c and
allde A happell to be particularly frequent ill olle ,ubset.
Lander and Schork (1994) give the example of the a"oci-
arion in the San Francisco Bay area between H LA-A I and
ability to eat with chopsticks. H LA-A 1 is morc frequent
among Chinese than among Caucasians;

• type 1 error: association studies normally tcst a large
number of markers for association with a disease. Even
without any true efTen. 5% of results will be significant at
the p = 0.05 le"el and I% at the p = 0.0 I level. The raw p
values need correning for the number of questions asked
(Section 15.4.4). In the past, rescarchers often applied
inadequate corrections, and associations were reponed that
could not be replicated in subsequent studies;

~ linkage disequilibrium (LD): the goal of a"oeiation
studies in complex disease is to discover associations
caused by LD between the marker and dise",e. The
phenomenon of LD is discussed below and Box /5.2
describes how LD is measured.

15.4.2 Association is in principle quite distinct from
linkage, but where the family and the population
merge, linkage and association merge

In principl,' linkage and association are totally different
phenomena. Linkage is a relation between loc;. but association i'i
a rdation between alleles or pheuol}'J'es. Linkage is a specificalk
genctic relationship while association, as mentioned abo\"e. i'i
simply a statistical observation that might have various causes.

Linkage does not of itself produce any association in the
general population. For example. the STR~5 marker locus is
iiI/ked to the dystrophin locus. evertheless, the distribution of
STR~5 alldes among a set of unrelated Duchenne d,·strophy

Box 15.2: Measures of linkage disequilibrium.

If two loci have alleles A,a and B,b with frequencies PA, p" PB
and Pb, there are four possible haplotypes AB, Ab, aB and ab. Let
the frequencies of the four haplotypes be PAB,PAb,P,B and p'b·lf
there is no LD, PAB= PAPBand so on. The degree of departure
from this random association can be measured by D =
PABP,b - PAbP,B·
As a measure of LD,D suffers from the property that its maximum
absolute value depends on the gene frequencies at the two loci,
as well as on the extent of disequilibrium. Among preferred
measures are:

~ D' = (PAB-PAPB)I Dm'''' where Dm,x is the maximum value of
IPAB-PAPBIpossible with the given allele frequencies

p.Hients isjust the same as in thc general POplILHion. However.
within a family where a dystrophin mutation is scgrcgating.
Wl' would expect affected pcople to 'ihare the 'i:l.I1lCJ.llek of
STR-I5. bt'callse the loci an.' tightly linked. Thus li/lk{~l!e(rcates
dSSOl"ic1f;OIlS ",iflli" families, b/lf IIlH flil/Oll.\? /II/rdatf'd people.

However. if two supposedly unrelated peopk with disease ))
have <Icrually inherited their disease from a di'itant com mOil
anee<tor. they may well also tend to share particular ancestral
:dkks at loci closely linked to D. Section 13.5.2 showed
eX:llllples of this phenomenon.

Common ancestors arc important becausc we 311 have
thcl1l.AII humans are rdated, ifwc,' go back far (;·nough.ln 'i0
far ,I'i 3 population is onc extended f3mily. population-level
as<;ociJtions due to LD should exist between ancestral disease
su<;ccptibility genes and closely linked markers. A rough calcu-
lation suggests that in the UK twO ·unrelated· people would
typically share common ancestors not more than 22 ge.:nera-
tions ago. If fully outbred. they \Yould ha\·e.:2.22 == 4 million
ancestors each at that time. Twenty-two generations is about
500 years. and in 1500 the population of Britain was around
4 million (FiX/lre 15. ~).

Suppose the twO 'unrelated' people each inherit a disease
susceptibility allele from their common ancestor. During the
many generations and tHany meioses that separate them frol11
their common ancestor, repeated rccombination will have
reduced thL' shared chromosomal segmenr ro a very small
region. Only alleles at loci tightly linked to the disease suscep-
tibility locus will still be shared. For a locus showing recombi-
nation fraction e with the susceptibility loclls, a proportion 8
of ancestral chromosomes will lose the association each gener-
ation, and a proportion (1-8) will rerain it. After n meioses, a
fraction (1_8)11 of chromosomes will retain the association.
The half-life of LD between loci I cM and 2 cM apart is 69
and 34 meioses respecti,·ely. since (0.99)"9 '" (0.98)3. '" 0.5.
Wt' calculated above that the ancestry of two 'unrelatcd'
British people completely merges 22 generations back. That
calculation was grossly simplified because it assumed the
entire l3ritish population has been one freely interbreeding
unit Q\"er the.:past 500 years. However. it provides a first crude
estimate th3t allelic associations reflecting shared ancestral
'icgments might begin to be noticeable for loci within 1 cM

~ /;z = (PAB-PAPB)ZI (PAP,PBPb)
D' is the most widely used. It varies between 0 (no LD) and ± 1
(complete association) and is less dependentthan D on the allele
frequencies. As a rule of thumb, D' > 0.33 is often taken as the
threshold level of LD above which associations will be apparent
in the usual size of dataset. The proliferation of alternative
measures suggests that none is ideal (Devlin and Risch, 1995).
Particularly, these measures are all developed for pairs of loci,
while most whole·genome scans use multipoint analyses. Such
data should be inspected for conserved haplotypes, and not
simply analyzed for pairwise LD.
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Key

..--. No. of ancestors (25-year generation)

-- Population of UK (approximate)

Howen:-r. the wide s[ocha~tic \'ariance and reliance all

unknowable details of population history make cn:n the
most elaborate calculations lIIlrdiable. What is Ih.'cdcd i'i
data. and n'ccnrly increasing amounts of real data have
become available.

15.4.3 Many studies show islands of linkage
disequilibrium separated by recombination
hotspots

The cystic fibrosi~ gent' was idt'ntified by climbing up ,I

gradient of LD until a mJximum "-as reached (Sectioll
13.5.2). However. rellearch into other diseases soon showed
that smooth gradit'llt'l of LD were the exception rather than
the norm. For Huntington disease (F/:{!/Irl' /5.5) we can see
cases of a strong :lsljociatioll with a mort' distant marker and a
weak association with a clo'lt'r marker. E\'en more curious. the
marker D~S95. c1mcly linked to the HD locus. detcns RFLPs
with three enzyme'l, hlql. .\11",( and .Arc!. Results confirmed ill
scveral independent studic\\ Ijhowed a strong association with a
particular IIrd and a particular iVlbol allele, but no association
with either Tirql allele. Such baming patterns must reOect a
complex history. with chanC(' recombination events in small
founder populations, and maybe an origin of some marker
polymorph isms more recently than some disease mutations.

Recently a number of systematic studies of marker-markn
LO across significant chro111osol1131 segments have beell
teported (Gabriel c( "/ •• 2002b and references therein). A
common finding is that LO does not decay smoothly with
distance. Instead, chromosomes contain a series of islands of
relatively long-range LD that are sharply separated from each
other (Figllre /5.6). Within the islands, useful LD may extend for
50 kb (in Europeans: less in Africans), but even very closely

~ .
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•.••..

""""

~
~

Figure 15.4:Merging into the gene pool.

A fully-outbred person has 2" ancestors n generations ago. If
the UK population were fully outbred, two 'unrelated' present-
day people would share all the same ancestors in 1500.In
reality, of course, the population is not fully outbred, and the
two people would have strongly overlapping but not identical
pools of ancestors in 1500.
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of each orher in rhe British population. Marc sophisticated
calculations use a Poisson distribution of recombination
events and incorporate assumptions about population
structure and history (Kruglyak, 1999). A key determinant is
the coalescence time - the number of generations back
to the most recent C0I11111011 ancestor (see Box f 2.6).
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Figure 15.5: Linkage disequilibrium around the Huntington disease locus.

S10, S125etc. are shorthand for the DNA markers 04S10, 04S125 etc., shown in their map positions relative to the HD locus. The total
distance represented is 25OOkb.For some loci, several different RFLPsexist, which sometimes show very different allelic association, for
example marker S95 (see text). From Krawczak and Schmidtke (1998) ONA Fingerprinting, 2nd edn. BIOS Scientific Publishers, Oxford.
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spaced markers in differcnr islands show no lO with each other.
Detailed examination of a few regions has confirmed that
the island boundaries are indeed recombination hotspots.
Presumably this is showing us the mosaic of ancestral chromo-
somal segments that make up our C0l111110n heritage. If the LD
island structure of a population could be defined across the
whole genome, then a set of markers ('hap-S Ps') could be
defined to establish haplotypes at each island, that could then be
tested for association with any disease. It is suggested that most
isbnds would have only four to six different con1111onhaplo-
types in any population (Gabriel eI al., 2002b). large-scale
efforts to define these structures by extensive marker-marker
mapping are now underway (see ww"'genome.gov/ I0005336)

15.4.4 Design of association studies

Searching for population associations is an attractive option
for identifYing disease susceptibility genes. Association studies
are easier to conduct than linkage analysis, because no multi-
case fam..ilies or special family structures are needed. Under
some circumstances association can also be more powerful
than linkage for detecting weak susceptibility alleles (see
below). However. it is important to think carefuLly about the
experimental design.

Choice of method to test for association
In any association study the choice of the control group is
crucial. However hard one tries to match the controls (Q the
cases. it is impossible to be absolutely certain that nothing has
been overlooked. Thus. when an association is found, there is
always the worry that it might be caused by inadequately
matched controls and not by linkage disequilibrium with a
susceptibility 10cus.The combination of this uncertainty and a

plethora of irreproducible results (especially for HLA-disease
associations) caused case-control studies to f:111 out of favor
among human geneticists during the 19805.

Recently, a clutch of methods has been developed that
largely circumvents this problem. CoLlectively these methods
can be caUed association studies with internal controls.
The most popular method is the transmission disequi-
librium test (TOT; Schaid, 1998). The TOT startS with
couples who have one or more affected offspring. It is irrel-
evant whether either parent is affected or not. To test whether
marker allele M I is associated with the disease, we select those
parents who are heterozygous for M I. The test simply
compares the number of cases where such a parent transmits
M I to the affected offspring with the number when their
other allele is transmitted (Box 15.3).The result is unaffected
by population stratification. An extended TOT (ETOT; Sham
and Curtis 1995) has been developed to handle data from
multiaLielic markers like microsatellites. The TOT can be used
when only one parent is available, but this may bias the result
(Schaid, 1998). When there are no parents available
(a common problem with late-onset diseases) an alternative
variant, sib-TOT, looks at differences in marker allele
frequencies between affected and unaffected sibs (Spielman
and Ewens. 1998).

There has been some argument about whether the TOT is
a test of linkage or association. Since it asks questions about
aLlelesand not loci, it is fundamcntaLly a test of association.The
associated aLlele may itself be a susceptibility factor, or it may
be in linkage disequilibrium with a susceptibility allele at a
nearby locus. The TOT cannot detect linkage if there is no
disequilibrium - a point to remember when considering
schemes to use the TDT for whole-genome scans.
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Figure 15.6:Pallerns of linkage disequilibrium in two chromosomal regions.

On each square the same set of markers, in chromosomal order, is represented on the X and Y axes. The color at the Cartesian coordinate
for each pair of markers shows the strength of pairwise lO according to the scale in the center. The GOlO program fills the space between
points by interpolation. If lD were simply a function of distance, each square would show uniform red on the diagonal, shading through to
uniform blue for points far away from the diagonal. Note the basic pattern of isolated islands of lD, but with a great deal of complicated
detail. left panel, part of chromosome 2; right panel, part of chromosome t3. Courtesy of Dr.William Cookson, Dxford.



Box 15.3: The transmission disequilibrium test (TOT) to determine whether marker allele Ml"is associated with
a disease.
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1) Affected probands are ascertained

2) The probands and their parents are typed for the marker

3) Those parents who are heterozygous for marker allele M1 are
selected. They mayor may not be affected

As an alternative to TDT, conventional case-control studies
are now coming back into favor. CasL'-Conrrol studies need
fewer samples than TDT and are easier for late-onset diseases
where parents are seldom available. The risk or raise associa-
tions due to population stratification is felt to have been exag-
gerated, and data can be checked for possible stratification
effects by comparing allele fn.'quencies at a range of unlinked
loci in the cases and controls (Pritchard and Rosenberg.
1999). The optimum study design, according to RiKh and
Teng (1998), is to use affected sib pairs as cases with two
unrelated cOl1trols.

Whatever association relit j •••used, the problem of Illultiple
testing must be addressed. A full 13onferroni correction
(dividing the threshold p value by N. the total number or
questions asked) is over-conservative for large values of N.
The prcrerred threshold or significance is p' = 1-(I-p)N
(Emahazion ci al., 20(1). Some gcncr::11 issucs in design of
association srudies are discussed in nonl11athcmJtical detail by
Cardon and Uell (200 I) - see Further reading.

Selection of markers

Single nucleotide polymorph isms (SNPs. Be'.\· 13. /) 'ite the
markt"rs of choice for associ3tioll studies, for two reasons:

~ unlike microsatcllitcs. they are sufficiently 11l1ll1CrOUS(~I
per kb on average) to define LD islands. and can be scored
by various ultra-hi,;h throu,;hput methods (S{'"j"" /8 .•. 2).

~ SNPs arc less mutable than micros3tellitcs. If it j, trUt', as
often suggested. that susceptibility to common di"l.'a.:;es is
mainly determined by cOlllmon ancient DNA variants.
one would need to use markers that are stable OVt,:'ra long
timescale to identify the ancestral haplotype.:;.

For chromosomal region" 3nd populations where the
pattern or linkage disequilibriulll is known (like those illm-
trated in Figure 15.6). one would seleer markers to define
haplotypes in each island or disequilibrium. In the absence
or such knowledge. all is guesswork. The older a disease
allele is in human history. thc higher is the density of SNPs
needed to detect it (Kruglyak. 1999, Wright {'I a/ .. 1999).
Some inn."stigators fa\'or S Ps located within genl.'s. and
especially those in coding st"quences (cS Ps). on tht"
argument that such variants are more likely to bt.' the
anual susceptibility determinants. In truth, at present
nobody knows thc optimum stratt"gy for marker selection.
Different dist"ases in diffcrt"J1t populations have different
histories. and maybe each individual study needs a custom-
made strategy.

Let a be the number of times a heterozygous parent transmits M1
to the affected offspring, and b be the number of times the other
allele is transmitted.

The TOT test statistic is (a-b)Z I (a+b). This has a ..i distribution
with 1 degree of freedom, ptovided the numbers are reasonably
large.

Choice of population to study

A contentious question is whether association studies \\-ill be..'
more fruitful in isolated populations. Populations deri\'t'd
fi'olll a smallllumber offounders are expect cd to show limited
haplotype diversity and higher levels or linka,;e disequi-
librium. The belief that disease-causing alleles at susceptibility
loci ",ill be more easily identifiable in isolated populations li,'s
behind the DeCode project in Iceland (Gulcher {'I al .. 2(01)
and similar projects elsewhere. Such populations Ill::!y wdl
show strong and long-range disequilibriul1l around loci for
the rare Mendelian diseases that characterize the population
(c.,;. 'Finnish' diseases in Finland). bur that disequilibrium
exi.:;to;;only 011 chromosollll.'s carrying dlt.' disease allele. which
are presumably all derived from a singll.' COllllllon ancestor. For
more C0l111110n variants, empirical data do not show strikingly
increased disequilibrium (Varilo c( "/ .. 2000; Pritchard and
Przeworski. 2001). Availability or Iar,;e I1umbers or potential
subjects with good medical record;; Illay be more imporranr
th:m population structure - cerr:linly that is the thinking
behind the BioBank project in the UK. which aims to collect
medical and lirestyle data and DNA rrom 500000 Uritish
people aged 45-69 years and rollow their he:llth prospectively.

Sub-Saharan African populations show highc.:r generic
divcrsity than European populations, consistent with the 'OUt
of Africa' hypothesis of human origins. and lilllitl.'d data
suggest that linkage disequilibrium is shorter-range in
Arricans (Reich {'( a/., 2001). On the other hand. populations
derived by recent admixture may show very strong: linkage
disequilibrium (e.g. the Lemba. a Bantu-Semitic hybrid popu-
lation studied by Wilson and Goldstein. 200 I). Theoretically. ir
the two source populations had widely diHerel1t incidcllcl.'s of
a common disease, the mixed population could be lI"ed (0

Illap the dcterminants rather efficiently (Iikl' in a 1ll01lSl' cross).
but the idea has not been tested in practice. In summary. it is
still at present unclear whether any population has special
advantages for association studies in compll.'x diseases. For
excellent discussions of these issues. 'iee Wright l'1 ,II. (1999)
and Peltoncn {'I al. (2000).

Genotypes or haplotypes?

When individuals rather than f.1l1lilies are stlldied. thl.' ra\\- data
consist of genotypes. but association analysis requirl.''i haplo-
types. Haplotypes arc inrerred rrom the genotypes by an
expectation-maximization computer analy~is (Long ef 111 ••

1995), but it is impossible in principle to do this 100% reliably;
the only wholly reliable way is to rype somatic cell hybrids
containing haploid chromo<omes (Douglas {'( ell.. 200 I). Some
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argue that this is a fundamental flaw in the design of rht:'
current brgt.-'-sGlle association studies. Optimists believe that
the studies will work because most LO islands (Section 15.4.3)
have only a small number of common haplotypes. which can
be identified adequately reliably from genotype data. It will be
interesting to see who is righr.

Linkage versus association: playing the numbers game

An important paper by Risch and Merikangas (1996)
suggested that association can be morc powerful than lillkagt'
for detecting weak susceptibility alleles. The authors compared
the power of linkage (affected sib pair, ASP) and association
(TOT) testing to identify a marker tightly linked to a disease
susceptibility locus. They calculated the number of ASPs or
TOT trios (affected child and both parents) required to distin-
guish a genetic effect fr0111 the null hypothesis. with :1 given
power ;md significance kvel. Box 15.4 illustrates their method
(collSult the original paper for more detail). and Ttlblc 15.7
shows typical results of applying their formulae. The
conclusion is clear.ASP analysis would require 1I1lfcasibly large
samples to detect susceptibility loci conferring a relative risk
of less than about 3, whereas TOT might detect alleles giving
a relative risk below 2 with manageable sample sizes.
Susceptibility alleles conferring a relative risk below 1.5
would be very hard to find by either method. Note, however.
dut their result incorporates various assllmptions - in
parricular it assumes a single ancestral susceptibility alkk at
the disease locus. Any allelic heterogeneiry would rapidly
degrade the performance of an association test, while not
afft.:cting the power ofa linkage tesLThere are !lovv SOI!ll'data
illustrating this (Section 15.6.6).

15.4.5 Linkage and association: complementary
techniques

In many ways linkage and association provide complementary
data. Linkage opl'ratt's over a long chromosomal range and can

scan the entire genome in a few hundred tests. A typical study
of 250 affected sib pJirs with 300 markers would require
1.5-3 x IOs genotypes to be generated (depending whether
or not the parents were typed). For a well-automated and
well-funded laboratory this is a few weeks work. On the other
hand, we have seen that linkage disequilibrium is a shorr range
phenom('non, with islands of LO typically 20-50 kb in size.
A whole-genome TOT scan of 300 trios (affected child and
both parents), ('ven testing only one SPin each island, would
rl'quire lOR genotypes, assuming islands average 25 kb in size,
Emerging technologies may soon afTer such throughput, but
still the cost would be daunting. Thus association studies need
to focus on predetermined candidate regions. Th('se may be
suggested by reference to animal models or known genes, but
altertlatively they can be defined by linkage studies. As noted
above. candidate regions defined by ASP studies are usually
impracticably large for positional cloning of susceptibility
gt'nes. A I1Jtural study design is therefore to start with a
genome-wide screen by linkage. probably in atTected sib pairs
and thell. once an initial localization has been achieved, to
narrow down the candidate region by linkage disequilibriulll
mappIng.

15.5 Identifying the susceptibility alleles

In Mendelian diseases, finding the right gene may be
difficult, but it is usually obvious when olle has succeeded.
Patients have unambiguous mutations. not present in
cOlltrols. in a gene whose position has usually been tightly
defined by linkage analysis. For complex diseases it is alto-
gether more difficult to distinguish truc susceptibility factors
from irrelevant 0 A polymorph isms. There are three
rea<;ons for this:

• no single gene mutation is necessary or sufficient to cause
the disease, so even a true susceptibility allele will be found
in some controls and be absent frol11 some patients.

Box (SA: Sample sizes needed to find a disease susceptibility locus by a whole genome scan using either
affected sib pairs (ASP) or the transmission disequilibrium test (TOT).

Risch and Merikangas (1996) calculated the sample sizes needed
to distinguish a genetic effect from the null hypothesis with power
(1-13) and significance level Cl. This Box summarizes their
formulae and equations, but the original paper should be
consulted for the derivalions and for details.
A standard piece of statistics tells us that Ihe sample size M
required is given by (la-<rZl_~12 1 ~2, where Z refers to the
standard normal deviate. The mean ~ and variance 0-2 are
calculated as functions of the susceplibility allele frequency (p)
and the relative risk 'I conferred by one copy of the susceptibility
allele. The model assumes that the relative risk for a person
carrying two susceptibility alleles is '12; that the marker used is
always informative; and that there is no recombination with the
susceptibility locus.

For ASP, the expected allele sharing at the susceptibility locus is
given by Y = (l+w) 1 (2+wl, where w = [pq('f_1)2] 1 (P'f + q).

~ = 2Y-1 and (J2 = 4Y(1-Y). The genome-wide threshold of
significance (probability of a false positive anywhere in the
genome = 0.05; testing for sharing IBO) requires a lod score of
3.6, corresponding to Cl = 3 x 10-5, and Za = 4.014. For 80%
power to detect an effect, 1-13 = 0.2 and Zl-jl = -0.84.

For the TOT, the probability that a parent will be heter02ygous for
the allele in question is h = pq h+ 1) 1 (P'f+q!· P(trA), the
probability that such a heterozygous parent will transmit the high-
risk allele to the affected child, is = '1/(1+'1). ~ = Jh(-y-1) 1 h+lI.
and 0-2 = Hhh-1)21 h+l)2]. As discussed above, for an
ultimate genome screen involving 1 000 000 tests, Cl = 5 x 10-8,
Za = 5,33 and, as before, Z,-~ = -0.84.
In Table 15.7 the la, Zl-jl, ~ and 0-2 values are used to calculate
sample sizes by substituting in the formula M = lZa-<rZl-jl)21 ~2.
For the TOT,the answer is halved because each parent-child Irio
allows two tests, one on each parent.
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AdditionaHy, the main determinants of susceptibility may
be different in different populations;

~ the patchy nature of LD, with some long-range correla-
tions coexisting with shon-range lack of correlation,
means that despite the theoretical high resolution of associ-
ation studies, in reality one can seldom be confident that
one is looking in exactly the right place for the suscepti-
bility determinant. Moreover there is no genetic way of
identifying the tfue determinant among a set of alleles that
are all in strong disequilibrium with each other;

~ the genetic variants causing susceptibility to common
diseases may not be obvious mutations. AJthough there arc
exceptions, Mendelian diseases are usually caused by muta-
tions that completely inactivate a gene, or at least have a
major effect on its expression (Chapter 16), and it is usually
not too hard to work out whether a candidate DNA
sequence variant would do this. Susceptibility to common
diseases is more likely to depend on a combination of quite
subde changes in the expression of several genes, no one of
which is pathogenic in isolation, and all of which may be
quite common in the healthy population. Susceptibility
may be better modeled as a quantitative trait locus (QTL,
see Section 15.6.8) than a binary (present/absent) factor.
Susceptibility factors may be polymorph isms in noncoding
DNA that have some small effect on promoter activity,
splicing or mRNA stability. For example the UCSNP-43
G allele implicated in susceptibility to Type 2 diabetes
(Section 15.6.5) lies deep within an intron of the candidate
gene and has a frequency of 0.75 in unaffected controls.

For a thoughtful discussion of the problem (in the context
of Type 2 diabetes) see the review by Altshuler, Daly and
Kruglyak (2000).

15.6 Eight examples illustrate the varying
success of genetic dissection of
complex diseases

There is 110 unified story in genetic analysis of complex
diseases. We make no attempt to summarize the current state
of play across the whole field - each disease is different.
Readers interested in a particular disease should LIse PubMed
to locate a good up-to-date review ofrheir chosen condition.
The eight diseases summarized ht:rc have been chosen [0

illustrate some of the recurring themes of complex disease
research. We have not concentrated on presenting success
stories. In some cases there is little progress to report. Given
the large efforts ilwolved in every case. lack of success is almost
as interesting as success.

15.6.1 Breast cancer: identifying a Mendelian subset
has led to important medical advances. but does
not explain the causes of the common sporadic
disease

Although the common cancers are usually sporadic, the
existence of 'cancer families' has been known for many
years. When several relatives sutTer the same rare cancer.

Table 15.7: Sample sizes for 80% power to detect
significant linkage or association in a
genome-wide search

ASP analysis TOT analysis

"Y p Y N-ASP P(lrA} N-TDT

5 0.01 0.534 2530 0.830 747
0.1 0.634 161 0.830 108
0.5 0.591 355 0.830 83

3 0.01 0.509 33797 0.750 1960
0.1 0.556 953 0.750 251
0.5 0.556 953 0.750 150

2 0.1 0.518 9167 0.667 696
0.5 0.526 4254 0.667 340

1.5 0.1 0.505 115537 0.600 2219
0.5 0.510 30660 0.600 950

1.2 0.1 0.501 3951997 0.545 11868
0.5 0.502 696099 0.545 4606

"y is the relative risk for individuals of genotype Aa compared to aa;
p is the frequency olthe A susceptibility allele. For affected sib pair
(ASP) analysis. Y is the expected allele sharing and N-ASP the
number of pairs required for significance. based on IBDtesting
(a = 3 x 10-5). For transmission disequilibrium testing (TOT).P(trA) is
the probability that an Aa parent will transmit A to an affected child.
and N-TOT is the number of parent-child trios required for
significance. After Risch and Merikangas (1996).

like vestibular schwannol11as (see NF2. MIM 101000), a
Mendelian syndrome is readily sUSpt·ctcd. and investigation
of such families has led to the identification of the tumor
suppressor genes described in Section 17..t. Breast cancer is
common - the lifetime risk for a Briti'ih woman is 1 in
12 - and so when several relatives have breast cancer. it is
le'is clear whether this is just bad luck or a trllt' cancer family.
However. a strong family history of brea'it cancer is also
J'isociatcd with an unusually early age of onset. with breast
plus ovarian cancer, with frequent bilateral tumors and
occasionally with affected males. Investigation of such
f.1l11ilies has led to identification of the aRCA"1 and aRCA2
genes.

A large-scale segregation analysis of 1500 families
(Newman er al., 1988) supported the view that 4-5% of breast
cancer, particularly early-onset cases, might be attributable to
inherited factors. Families with ncar-Mcndelian pedigree
patterns were collected for linkage analysis (Fig/lre J 5.7: see
MIM 113705 for derails of the linkage work). In 1990 a
susceptibility locus, named aRCA I. was mapped to 17q21.
The mean 3ge 3t diagnosis in 17q-linkcd families was below
45 years. Later-onset families g.IVt· negative lod scores.
Subsequently in 1994 a linkage search in 15 large f.,milies
with breast cancer not linked to 17q identified a aRCA2
locus at 13q 12 (see MIM 600185). A I"'ctic race ensued to
identifY the two mapped genes. aR Cri/ was cloned in 1994
and aRCA2 in 1995 - see MIM elltries 113705 and 600185
for details. It appeared that aRCri J might account for
80--90% of families with both brt'J\it and o\'arian cancer, but a
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Figure 15.7:How the BReAt gene was found.

Standard positional cloning successfully identified a gene conferring susceptibility to a common disease - but only to a Mendelian subset
olthe disease. BReA 1appears to have little role in the common, sporadic breast cancer.

mllch smaller proportion of families with breast cancer alone.
Male breast cancer was seen mainly in BReA2 families.

Both genes encode large novel proteins that e"enrually
turned out [0 be transcriptional co-activators, \\;rh additional
roles in D A repair (see Section 17.5.I).They behave as tumor
suppressor genes, in that the inherited mutations cause loss of
function (Section 16.3). and tumors from f.llTlilialcases lose the
wild-type allele. However. the story of breast cancer offers a
striking contrast to colon cancer. In colon cancer, the APe
gene. idcluificd through rhe study of a rare Mendelian form of
the disease, is very often mutated in the common sporadic
fOllm as well (Section 17.5.-1). BRCA 1 and BRCA2, by
COIHrast, Jrc seldom inactivated in sporadic breast cancer.
Moreover. mutations at these two loci account for only 20--25%
of the f.,milial risk of breast cancer (Pharoah et al .• 20(2). A
survcy of257 f.:lll1ilies with four or more cases of breast cancer
(Ford cl al., 1998) suggested that of those with four or five case'
of female: brea ••r cancer bur no ovarian cancer or male breast
cJnn:rJ)7% probably did not involve BReA 1/211l1ltarions.The
search for further slI'icepribility genes is described by Nathanson
and Weber (2(XlI). Segregation analysis is comistent ,,·ith the
remaining '\lIsccpribiliry being polygenic. and Olle C0l11111011

low-pencrrance risk allele has been identified: a mutation in the
CHEK2 cell cycle kinase gene was found in 1.1% of controls
but 5% of patients with breast cancer (CHEK2-Breast Cancer
Consortium. 2002).

Early data suggested that a woman carrying a BRCA J
mutation had an 85-90% chance of developing breast cancer,
and a 40% risk of ovarian cancer. The risk of breast (but not
ovarian) cancer for a woman with a BRCA2 mutation is
similar. However, these analyses wen .. based on women from
the large families that had been used for mapping. Later, when
mutations were found in women not selected for family
history, far more Ilonpcnetrant cases were found among their
rC'btives. In Ashkenazi Jewish women, three particubr
mutations are rather frequent (185de1AG and 5382insC in
BRCA I. 617-1de1T in BRCA2). A srudy of relatives of
Ashkenazi women with breast cancer. not selected on the basis
of EUllily history, suggested a lifetime risk for carriers of the"l'
mutations of 36% rather than tht' 85-90% usually quoted
(Fodor cr a/ .. 1998). It is a general featllle of complex disease
rl'"carch that initial estimates of pl'tll'trance. sC"crity and ri"k
to ft.,latin's. defined in the family collections used for thl'
original identification of susceptibility loci. exaggerate the ri'ik
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in the general population (Goring ef "I.. 2lllll). This has
important implic;:Jtiolls for population scn.:t:llillg. Mutations
defined in the initial family <;tudies will probably hayl' a much
Ie••••dramatic effect in cases ascertained by '\(rcening. and addi-
tionally. low pt:netr.lI1ce l11taarions llIay well exist that would
be missed in the initial swdit-s but revealed by population
scn:t:J1l1lg.

15.6.2 Hirschsprung disease: an oligogenic disease

I-lirschsprung disease (I-ISCR) is a congenital absence of
ganglia in SOI11l' or all of the brgc intestine or colol1. The
resulting lack of peristaltic action produces a grossly distended
megacolon that is lethal neonatally unless the affected segment
is remO\·ed. Amid and Lyonnet (200 I) review the genetics of
I-ISCI'l...In 18% of cases I-ISCR is part of a syndrome. and in a
further 12% there arc chromosomal anol1ulics.The remaining
70% have isolated HSCR, a typical 'mulrit':,ccorial' condition.
often t:1ll1ilialbut non-Mendelian_ We have already seen the
result of segregation analysis (Table 15.4). In I-ISCR the tOols
of classical positional cloning have been successful in identi-
fYing several loci.

~ A chromosomal abnormality: two I-ISCR patients
were noted to have visible deletions of IOqII q21 . The
RET oncogene lies in the deleted region and encodes a
receptor tyrosine kinase that is expressed in the appropriate
cells. It turned out that about 50% of familial and 15-35%
of sporadic patients with isolated I-ISCR have a RET
mutation, but so do some unaffected relatives. The known
RET variants do nOt account for the whole of the effect of
the RET locus on susceptibility; probably noncoding
variants also playa role (Gabriel Cf al., 2002a). See Section
16.6.2 for the interesting molecular pathology of RET
mutations.

~ Linkage and a mouse model: a second susceptibility
locus was mapped to chromosome 13q in a huge Illultiply
inbred Mennonite kindred; the presence of I-ISCR in
several unrelated patients with 13q deletions also pointed
to this region. Independently, the Illouse endothelin
receptor 13 (ed/lrb) gene had been knocked Out as part of
an investigation of the role of endothelins in control of
vascular tone. Unexpectedly, the knockout turned out to
havt' the phenotype of a well-studied mouse model of
I-ISCR, piebald-lerlt,,1 (/). In man, EO.\"RB lay in the
HSCH" candidate region on 13q, and a mutation \vas
soon demonstrated III the Mennonite kindred.
Interestingly. once the family mutation was dc.dined (as
W276C) it turned out to be neither necess:lrY nor suffi-
cieIlt. The pl'netr:lI1ce was sex-specific and difft.'rellt for
each genotype: 0.13 (M). 0.09 (F) for W IW. 0.33 (M),
ll.llS (F) for W IC, and 0.85 (M), 0.60 (F) for CIC, illus-
trating the oligogenic character of Hir'ichsprung disease.
It is Wt'll worth reading tht' reports of this \vork
(Puffenberger cr al., 1994a, b) as an illustration of the
complexitics of gene identification in a relatively
comlllon oligogenic disease.

~ Direct testing of candidate genes: since RET and
EOXRB both encode receptOrs. genes encoding their

ligands (CO.\"F .. \T.\" and EO.\"3) were natural
candidate susceptibility gClles. Mutations ill cach Wt're
demonstrated in a ...null !lumber of familit''i; allother
family had a Illutation in the ECE I gene encoding all
enzyme necessary for proteolytic mawratioll of
endothelin 3. A further candidate gene, SOX I O. W:lS

identified when the gcnl' undcrlying another 1ll0U'il'
model of HSCR., d(l/ll;l1llllt I/Il:earoJolI. \Vas cloned, but it
turned out that hUlllan'i with SOX 10 mutation'i had
complex 'yndromes rather than typical I-ISCR.
Mutations ill S.\lrlDIPJ on 2q22 :Ire frequent in p:lticnt'i
with HSCR :lJ1dmental retard:ltion.

~ Mapping the remaining susceptibility loci: RET i,
the nujor gelle. but pent."trance is incomplete and Sl'X-
dependent (65% in males, 45% in females).The other iden-
tified genes arc important in occasion:ll families, but do not
contribute 'iignificantly to overall susceptibility_ Gabriel el

al. (2002a) conducted a systenutic linkage analysis, from
which they concluded that variations at the RET locus,
interacting with variation at unknown loci on 3p21 :lnd
19q12, together with a RC1~depende11t modifier at 'Iq31.
can account for :III genetic susceptibility to I-ISCR.
However, in the Mt'nIlonite kindred mentioIled above,
susceptibility appears to be determined by an interaction
between alleles at the RET and EOSRB loci. together
with an unidentified locus at 16q23 (Carrasquillo
el ai., 2002), Curiously. there was not e\-en suggesti\-e asso-
ciation with the 3p21 or 19q 12 loci. nor with 21 q22.3.
which had previously been reported as associated within
this kindred.

Isolated I-ISCR emerges as an oligogenic disease (Amiel and
Lyonnet, 2001). If positional cloning and functional studies
support this analysis, I-ISCR may well be the first such di,ease
to be fully dissected. An important contributor to this sllccess
is the very high value, 187, of)", (Gabriel ef al., 2002a).

15.6.3 Alzheimer disease: genetic factors are important
both in the common late-onset form and in the
rare Mendelian early-onset forms, but they are
different genes, acting in different ways

Alzheimer disease (AD; MIM 104310) affects about 5'Y., of
persons ovcr thc age of 65 ye:lrs. and about 20% over thl' age
of 80 year,. There is progressiw 1015of memory. followed by
disturbances of emotional behavior and general cogniti\"l'
deterioration_ Autopsy of the brain re\'eal'i loss of ncurolls
with many :1I11yloid-cont3ining plaqucs. Degencr:ltillg
neurons cOllt:1ill characrt'ristic ncurofibrillary t:lngles_ Rardy.
the OJ1'id i.••at a Illllch younger agc. The clinic:ll and pcltho-
logical fC:ltures 3re idL'l1tic:1Iill c:lrly-onset and Iatt.'-OIHct AI).
but early-onset dise:l'ic i'i 'iollletillles Mendeli:ln :lnd .HltO-
sOlllal dominant, whcreas Iatc-onset AD i'i non-Menddi,1Il
:lnd shows only 1110dc"t f:lmilial clustering. In dominant
early-onset families 'itand:Jfd lod scort' :lnaIY'ii... allowcd
mapping and subsequclltly cloning of duee gent';; .. --IPP at
21 q21. presenilin-I at 14q24 ,md presenilin-~ at Iq42 (see
MIM 104300, 104311 and 60ll57'1 respecti,·e1y). Although
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mutations at these three loci account for only about 10% of
AD cases with onset before age 65 years, they are seen
particularly in the rare families afllicted by highly penetram
dominant AD with strikingly early onset. Anybody waming
an insight into what such disease means for a family
should read Hallllal, 's He;rs by Daniel Pollen (see Further
Reading).

Multicase late-onset families showed no evidence of
linkage to the loci implicated in early-onset disease, bur did
show linkage to chromosome 19. Evemually the suscepti-
bility locus was identified as A POE (Apolipoprotein E,
MIM 107741), located at 19qI3.2. There are three alleles
with frequencies (in Caucasians) 0.08 (E2), 0.77 (E3) and
0.15 (E4). Both familial and sporadic late-onset AD are
strongly associated with the E4 allele, while E2 is associated
with resistance to AD. In cross-sectional studies of people
over 65, E3/E4 people have about three times the risk. and
E4/E4 people abour 14 times, compared to E3 homozy-
gotes.ApoE appears to accoum for about 50% of the suscep-
tibility [0 late-onset AD. Thus, in contrast to breast cancer,
not only the rare Mendelian forn15 but also the common
sporadic form has a substamial degree of genetic determi-
nation. A longitudinal study (Meyer el aI., 1998) has
suggested that E4 may govern the age of onset rather than
susceptibility. Once AD has started, its progress is no
different in people with or without E4. While the associ-
ation of E4 with late-onset AD is beyond dispute, the mech-
anism is unclear. The E2/EJ/E4 determinants are amino
acid substitutions R 112C and R 158C; intensive searches
have not revealed any 'true' susceptibility determinant in
linkage disequilibrium with E4.

Further linkage and associ:niol1 studies IlZlve produced J

plethora of other candidate susceptibility regions.
Emahazion e, al. (200 I) list these and report a large-scale
association study using S Ps from 60 candidate regions or
genes. The results, after correcrion of the raw p values for
multiple testing, barely identified APOE, and were negative
for all other candidatcs. The authors LIsethese data to high-
light just how difficult it will be to confirm or refute claimed
associations in complex diseases. Follow-up studies usually
fail to replicate an initial localization - how often is this
because the initial report was aType 1 error, and how often is
it because the follow-up study lacked power' Given the
statistical tendency of studies to overestimate the effect of
any true locus they identify (Goring e' al., 2001), it is not
easy to decide how powerful a follow-up study would need
to be to refute a claimed linkage.

The ApoE story is also very relevant to discussions of the
possible social and ethical implications of identifying a suscep-
tibility allele for a common disease (see EII,;cs Box I).

15.6.4 Type 1 diabetes mellitus: still the geneticist's
nightmare?

The first step towards understanding the genetics of diabetes
was to distinguish the different rypes of diabetes (TaMe 15.8).
Type I and Type 2 arc different diseases. with different causes,
different natural histories and different genetics. Type I

diabetes (T I0, insulin-dependent diabetes; see MIM 2221(0)
is caused by autoimmune destruction of pancreatic J3-cells,
typically affecting young people and requiring lifelong insulin
treatment. There is fairly strong familial clustering (As = 15,
MZ twin concordance ca. 30%). An association with certain
H LA alleles was already established in the 1970s.

In the UK, about 95% of patients with TI 0 have the HLA-
DR3 and/or ORA antigens, compared with 45-54% of the
general population. HLA accounts for around 40% of the
genetic predisposition, but several different haplotypes are
associated with susceptibility or resistance. The strong linkage
disequilibrium \yithin the major histocompatibility complex
makes it difficult to identify the primary determinant of
susceptibility. It turns out that haplorypes associated with a
low risk of diabetes all carry an allele at the OQBl locus in
which amino acid 57 is aspartic acid, while high-risk haplo-
rypes have OQB 1 alleles with some other amino acid at this
position (Todd et al., 1987). In one srudy, 96% of diabetics but
only 20% of comrols were homozygous non-Asp at OQB I
position 57. Probably a resistance factor is defined by an
antigen epitope involving Asp-57 that is shared by several
different H LA molecules. The shared epitope idea has been
applied also to other HLA-associated autoimmune diseases.
with mixed success.

Early work on T I0 also identified a second susceptibility
locus, 100,1,1/2, close to 11\i5 the structural gene for insulin.
Link3ge disequilibrium mapping has revealed the actual
determinant 3S a l..J.-bp minisatellite repeat upstream of the
gene. Susceptibility is associated with short repeats (26-63
repeat units). Long repeats (140-210 units) cause the insulin
gene to be transcribed at rather higher level in the devel-
oping thymus; it is argued that this increases the efficiency of
deletion of insulin-reactivc T-cell clones during devel-
opment of the immune system, and so reduces the risk of an
autoimmune attack. Both the HLA-OQB work and the 1.\"5
findings underscore the likdy difference between the type of
subtle genetic changes that may lInderlie susceptibility to a
common disease and the gross changes seen in Mendelian
diseases.

Several groups have vigorollsly pursued the strategy of
whole genome linkage scans followed by linkage disequi-
librium mapping wirhin candidate regions. The European
Consortium (200 I) paper gives references to the leading
linkage studies, and Table '/5.9 lists the main regions impli-
cated to date. In order to prevent the strong H LA effect from
masking wt:aker signals. data are usually srratified for HLA
genotype before looking for linkage to other loci. The
regions defined by ASP studies are very broad, and moreover
the 'true' locus may lie well away frol11 the lod score peak.
making it very hard to know how many differenr sU'Kepti-
bilit)" loci there are on 2q and fiq. for example. In theory the
overall contribution of each locus can be measured by
expressing its Asas a fraction of the o\'erall Asfor T 10 (Risch.
1990a), so that one can know how much there is left to
explain. However, rhe usual practice of using the same
datJlOet to define a candidate region and then estimate x.~
gives very unreliable estimates (Goring e, al., 200 I). HLA
and /,\,-5 probably explain 50% of the susceptibiliry, bur the
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secretly knows he is at high risk takes out a specially large policy
on standard terms, while somebody who knows she is at low risk
decides not to bother with insurance. Thus insurers want to
know as much as the applicant does about relevant pre-existing
tests; the only legitimate reason to make an applicant take extra
tests is if they suspect the applicant has in fact already secretly
done so.

The criterion of what is 'relevant' is different for clinical testing
and testing for insurance. For useful clinical testing, the result
must be predictive for each individual. For insurance, in principle
it is merely necessary that the test should be able to distinguish
groups with significantly different average risks - a much less
demanding task. It is the difference between standard deviation
and standard error of the mean. APOE4 is neither necessary nor
sufficient for AD. About half of all people with APOE4 will
never develop AD, no matter how long they live, while many
AD patients lack APOE4. The uncertainty allows neither
confirmation of a clinical diagnosis nor useful predictive testing
in healthy persons. The American College of Medical Genetics
and the American Society of Human Genetics have
recommended that ApoE testing should not be used for routine
clinical diagnosis or predictive testing in Alzheimer's disease
(ACMG/ASHG Working Group, 19951. The only clinicalindication
for ApoE genotyping in Alzheimer disease would be if an
expensive drug used to treat Alzheimer patients were effective
only for certain ApoE genotypes, or especially if it were harmful
to certain genotypes. For insurance, the crucial question is
whether ApoE genotypes define pools with risks sufficiently
different to make testing important. According to actuaries
Macdonald and Pritchard (2001), the basic answer, with a few
qualifications, is 'no'.

Although ApoE testing turns out not to raise major public policy
issues, other tests may come along that do require social
control. The three features of a test that would ring alarm bells
are:

~ it should predict risk that is not already evident in the lifestyle
or family history (this excludes, for example, Huntington
disease testingl;

~ the condition should be sufficiently common, and the test
sufficiently predictive that insurers could not risk ignoring it,
but the test should not be available as part of routine clinical
service;

~ confidential private testing should be available and widely
used.

Identifying genotypes susceptible to common diseases raises
ethical and social issues which ApoE well illustrates. Will
employers and insurers push for widespread use of the tests,
and would this lead to unfair discrimination in employment,
healthcare and insurance?
Employment. Employers have a legitimate interest in somebody's
current ability to do the job, but very little interest in what might
happen in 10 years time. Dnly jobs that require the employer to
invest heavily in specialist training are a partial exception to this.
In the UK it would be illegal for an employer to discriminate
against a healthy person because of their risk of developing a
disease at a later date.

Healthcare. In countries with socialized medical systems the
issue of discrimination in healthcare does not arise. Where
access depends on private insurance, the problem comes back
to the question of discrimination in insurance.

Insurance: Commercial insurance rests on the principle of
mutuality. an underwriter assigns the applicant to a risk pool,
and the premium reflects the risk that the applicant brings in to
the pool. There will always be a conflict between actuarial
fairness and moral fairness in individually underwritten
insurance policies. Is it fair that an applicant is penalized
because of a genetic constitution that is not under his control?
Yet most people have no problems with companies charging
different rates for males and females. The obvious solution is to
ensure that mutuality-based insurance is not used to provide for
the necessities of civilized life, like basic health care, but is
limited to products that people can choose whether or not to buy
as part of their normal choices in consumer societies.

Risk pool A Risk pool B Risk pool C

premium £1.00 premium £0.50 premium £3.00
Contrary to popular belief, insurers have very little interest in
making people take genetic tests. In the example illustrated,
there is no benefit to the insurance company in using genetic
testing to split risk pool A into pools Band C. Insurers' interest is
in avoiding anti-selection. This arises when proposers use
secret knowledge to gain an unfair advantage. Someone who

overall contribution of the other loci in Table 15.9 is not
known.

Several fearures ofT t D would seem [0 favor genetic inves-
tigation. It is fairly common (three per thollSand) so that large
patient groups can be assembled for study. Patients are young.
and their parenL< are usually available for TDT analysis. The
diagnosis is unambiguolls, and there is a good animal model.

the ;'\"OD (nonobese diabetic) 1ll01l'\l', ill which the disease is
also polygenic. For aU these reaSon'i. and because of its huge
financial and personal cost, T 1D has bt'en intensively im'esti-
gated by linkage, candidate gene and model organism studies
for decades. Considering the relatively modest progress made
to date. perhaps it is time to resurrect the old description of
diabetes as the geneticist's nightmare.
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Table 15.8: Clinical classification of diabetes

Type 1 diabetes Type 2 diabetas MODY

Juvenile onset Maturity onset (> 4{) years) Juvenile onset

0.4% of UK population 6% of US population Rare

Requires insulin Usually controllable by oral hypoglycemics As type 2 diabetes

No obesity Strong association with obesity No obesity

Familial: Familial: Familial:
MZ concordance 30% MZ twin concordance 40-100% autosomal
sib risk 6-10% sib risk 30% (maybe subclinical 1 dominant?

Associated with No HLA association No HLA association
HLA·OR3 and OR4

MOOY (maturity onset diabetes of the young) is an uncommon Mendelian form for which various genes have been identified (see MIM 600496).
Additionally. diabetes can be part of a number of uncommon syndromes.

Table 15.9: Main Type 1 diabetes susceptibility loci suggested by affected sib pair (ASP) or transmission
disequilibrium (TOT) analysis

StatusLocus MIMNo. Location

100M7 222100 6p21

100M2 125852 l1p15

100M4 600319 l1q13

100M5 600320 6q24-;j27

100MB 601941 18q21

100M7 600321 2q31·q33

100M 72 600388 2q33

100MB 600883 6q25-q27

100M70 601942 10pll-qll

100M73 601318 2q34

100M75 601666 6q21

AS = 3.1; determinant is HLA·OQB

AS = 1.3; determinant is a VNTR upstream of INS gene

As = 1.6; significant linkage in combined results ofthree screens (596 families)

As = 1.2; observed in four studies

ASP and TOT evidence in one study.

As = 1.3; seen in three ASP studies. Linkage disequilibrium with candidate gene CTLA4.

p = 5 x 10-5 but only in some populations.

As = 1.8; not clearly distinct from 100M5.

ASP and TOT data from three studies

Same as 100M7 and/or 12?

Confirmed (though hard to separate from HLA effect)

Data from the OMIM entries and papers cited therein; As values are from Luo et al. (19951.

15.6.5 Type 2 diabetes: two susceptibility factors.
one so common as to be undetectable by linkage;
the other very complex and in certain populations
only

Type 2 or Ilollinsulin dt'pl'lldellt diabetes I1ldlitlls (T2D) is the
1110'\tCOlllmOIl form of this heterogeneoll'i disorder. .lffecting
,Dille 135 million people world-wide. T2D rCllult'i from J
combination of impaired insulin secretion and decrea"t.'d end-
organ reo;;pon"i\'!.~ne,\;known risk factors include .Igl', obe"ity
and lack of t.'xc:rcille.III many den'loped coulHries 10-20%, of
people over 45 year'\ of age arc affected. and certain popul.t-
tiOlls have p.lrticubrly high incidt'llces.

A~,oci3[ions have been n:poftt'd bt:[Wl'CIl T2D and at I..:asr
16 differellt gC:l1l.'ric variants (slIlllmarized by Alr,hukr cf Ill .•

2(J(J(b). A wry brge study of all the,,, by AI"huler ('I "I. repli-
catcd ouly ol1e. A COllllll011(p = 0.15) allele of the 1'1'/1 RC
geIle \Vas associated with a decreased risk ofT2:D in sL'vL'r;:d
cohort ..•(odds r:nio = 0.8). 13ecaus",:the ill(rC(bW/ ri,k :1l1clc is
'\0 COllllllon (p = 0.85) it could never be (ktl.:crl'd by Iillk3gt'
.11l.lIY\ii'\, PP.4 RC i'\ not J surprise candidate gCIlC:it Cllcodl'\i a
Iluck'ar hormonc receptor that regulatell adipogenl'\i\ ,1Ild i, a
tJrgt't of the thiazolidinedione drugs used to treat T2D,

Altllliiller ('{ "I. (2nO I) detail I() ",hole gel10llle 'can>
that benH'cll tht:m rcportt.'d significant linkagt' to 25 loci on
15 diHl'rt.'nt chromo'\oIlH ..·s. As ullual. finding' an: not well
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Figure 15.8:Genotypes ofType 2 diabetes patients allhe calpain-l0 locus.

Each row summarizes results for one patient with 25 SNPs (columns). Blue: homozygous for common allele; red: heterozygous; yellow:
homozygous for rare allele; white: no data. Patients are arranged from top to bOllom in order of decreasing evidence for linkage to
NIDDM7. Note how the colors in the central part of the diagram, the location of the CAPN70 gene, change from top to bollom, but colors in
other parts do not. This shows how certain genotypes at the CA PN 70 locus are associated with the evidence for linkage. Adapted from Cox
NJ (2001) Hum. Mol. Genet. 10, 2301-2305 with permission from Oxford University Press

replioted berwtTn studies. One locus. XIOO.I/ I at 2q37. wa'
identified in Mexican Americans and appl'ars to intt.'f3([ with
a Joel!' 011chromosome 15 to increase slisceptibility in this
group (,ee I-Iorikawa c{ "/ •• 2000 for refercnces). The paper by
Ilorikaw.l ff ill. dC'icribes the identification of a particular
combination ofS p, within the calpain 10 (CAI'XIO) gene
at 1q37 J'i rhL" 'iU'ict'ptibility determinant in Mexican
Americans. To qUOll.' .m editorial that is well worth rc.ldillg.
'The srudy providc' .IIl unprecedented look at rhe clitting

edge of pO'iirional cloning for complex traits and rcachl".·s
le'iSOllSof bsting importance about just how difficult finding
gl..'IlCSfor COllllllOIl diseases IlIa)' tllrn out to be: (Alt·dlllk·r ('I

<1/ •• 2000b).
Thl..' work startL'd by narrowing thl..' GHldidatc n..'gion to a

7-cM rcgion on 2q37. Physically this corresponded to a
1,7-Mb contig (recombination rates tend to bl.:.'higher 1ll.:.'Jr
tL'IOllllTL''\.Section 13. t ,5).A sl..'riL'sof polYlllorphisms frolll this
rcgion werL' tL'stl'd, Ilot just for JssociJtion with T2D. but :1150

fi)r as'\ociatioll with the eviden("(,' for linkage, The rationale wa,
that only .1 '\ubset of cases werl..' linked to the 2q37 locus. but
the,l..' ,hould be the ones carrying the susceptibility dt"tl'r-
lllillJllt, Initial analyscs suggestcd a 66-kb target region. which
011cxamination containt'd thrl.:.'t'genes, CAP.\·10, R.\·PEPL 1
and CI'RJ5. and 179 ,equence variallts (in a panel of 10
Ml'xiClIl diabetics), This led to identification of a variant.
U(~SN P-43. whert' thc homozygous GIG genotype showed
:l,"ociatioll \\"ith tht' l'videncl' for linkage and also probably

with diabetes (odds ratio. 1.54: confidence illten·,,!. 0.88-2,4 I).
A "'l'arch was then initiated for haplotypl's that werc:
(3) increased in frequency in the p,ltil'nt group:-. with grt'att'st
l'vidcnce of2q37 linkage: (b) sharcd hy afJ-""cctt'd~ib pairs more
oftcn than expccted; mId (c) 3ssoci:1tcd \\"ith illCfeasl'd risk of
diabt,tcs. A hcterozygous combin:ltion of t\\"o haplotypes
(defincd b,' three SNPs within introm of tht' c.~1'.\' f a gene)
fulfilled all thc criteria. either IlJplotypt' ill homozygous
form was a ri,k f..1ctor.Thus the susceptibility dl..'tl'rlllintUH.It
.\'/00.\1 I appears to be a particular ht,tl'r()7ygolls combi-
nation of noncoding SNPs interacting with all 1I1lidcIHified
f.lctor on chrolllosome 15. F~'r!I/"(, 15.8 :lttClllpt' to gin_' :1 vi"u:d
illlprc,,'\ioll of what is lllealH by 'a",oci,Hioll with the t'\'idcllCt'
for linkagl'·.

How confident can Wt' be that thi\" hlockhu"ter projt'ct 11:1"
truly identified the .\'100.1/ I susceptibility f;lCtor' Follow-
up ..;wdil's havl' produced conflicting: rt'''ldt ..•('llllllllarizl'c1 by
Fullcrtol1 ('I (/1.,2002); there is certainly 110 universal :lssoci-
;ltiOli between the proposl'd slIsn:ptibility gellotypc and
T2J) worldwide, Calpain-I () \\':1" :111 1I1lt."xpectt'd candid:1tt':
howcver. an effect of UCS P-4J all transcription of the
gCl1e has been reported, and a po" ••ible dO\\"llstfl'am d1'l:n 011
inslilill-still111lated glllCOSl' turIlO\'l'r "uggt, ••tccl. On'rall. thi ••
study prompts consideLlbll' caution about idt'ntit\ing
cOlllpkx disease susceptibility facror" ()Il tht' positi\'c "ide. ,1

llovd candidate gene ha" bt'cn idelltifit'd; 011 thc ncg:Hi\'l'
.;;idl..',it is far frol11clear that the acwal \'ari:lIlt causing "ll";Cl'P-
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tibility has been identified, nor is it clear how this uncer-
tainty might be resolved. Will other common disease risk
factors prove equally obscure and complex' Will they turn
out to be specific to particular populations? The heroic labor
of Horikawa er al. has at the very least provided much food
for thought.

15.6.6 Inflammatory bowel disease: a clear-cut
susceptibility gene identified

Ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn's disease (CD) are forms of
inflammatory bowel disease (lED) which in total affects one
to three people per thousand in the Western world. Family and
twin studies support a genetic susceptibility for each disease
with some shared components. 1\, is 20-30 for CD and 8-15
for Uc. Sib pair and f.lmily linkage analyses by many groups
defined several regions with confirmed or replicated linkage
(1B01, 16p12-q13; IB02 12p13; lB03 6p; lB04 14q11-q12;
lB05 5q31) and many others of suggestive linkage (for
references, see OMIM entry 266600). Linkage to lBO 1 in
particular was confirmed with a maximum lod score of 5.79
in CD (but not UC) families in a very large pooled study of
613 families with 1298 CD and/or UC affected sibs (lED
International Genetics Consortium, 2001).

Three groups recently identified the gene involved in lBOl
(Hugot cl al., 2001; Ogura CI al., 2001; Hampe er al., 2001).
Ogura er al.had cloned CARO'15 (N002) as a regulator of the
N F-KB inflammatory response. They tested it in InD because it
rnapped to the lBOl 10cllS and biologically was a promising
180 candidate. By contrast, Hugot el al. pursued a pure Iinkage-
association pathway. The candidate region was narrowed by
linkage, and then association studies undertaken. Interestingly,
the TOT result which led on to CARD'! 5 was only borderline
significant (p = 0.05), and although it was replicated in an inde-
pendent sample with p < 0.0 1, this time the association was
with a different allele of the marker'ln [,ct careful inspection of
their data suggest that a random microsatellite-based search for
association in a large cohort would IlOt have given positive
results. Eventually, stronger though nOt dramatic associations
highlighted a genomic region from which they cloned the then
unpublished CA1<O'!5gene.

The primary susceptibility factor at lBOl is a single base
insertion, 3020insC, in the C-terminal part of the CA1<D15
gene. Hampe er al. showed very strong TDT association
between CD and this mutation.The insertion Ius a frequency
of .08 in CD patients, .02 in controls and .02 in UC patients,
showing that it is a susceptibility factor for CD but not UC.
The relative risk of CD is about 3 for heterozygotes and 23 for
homozygotes. The insertion results in a protein truncated by
33 amino acids which affects a region that is demonstrably
important in activating NF-KB.

This work highlights three points. Primarily, it shows that
the enterprise is possible: susceptibility genes can at least
sometimes be identified by a genetic approach. Second, it
emphasizes the need for very large-scale family studies. And
finally, the weak TOT results for linked markers in the study of
Hugot ef al., compared to the very strong results seen by
Hampe el al. when they tested the insertion mutation directly,

points an important lesson about association studies. Not
surprisingly, other mutations in the CA RD 15 gene also
contribute to CO susceptibility. Two other cSNPs, G908R
and R702W (numbered differently by Hugot er al.) are
strongly associated with CD, and a whole variety of rare
missense changes in the CA RO 15 gene are more frequent in
CD patients than in controls. Even iflinkage disequilibrium is
present, each mutation will be associated with its own indi-
vidual haplotype. Such allelic heterogeneity is entirely to be
expected - but it places severe constraints on the chances of
localizing a susceptibility gene within a candidate region using
an association-based strategy.

15.6.7 Schizophrenia: the special problems of
psychiatric or behavioral disorders

Geneticists studying psychiatric illness or antisocial behavior
face two additional problems, on top of all the difficulties
inherent in studying any complex disease.

(i) l'lafllre-l/lIrfllre a1gllJ//ellrs. Because shared family envi-
ronment is such a plausible explanation for the tendency
of psychiatric or behavioral problems to rUll in families, a
very high standard of proof is required for claims of
genetic factors. For schizophrenia, some of the evidence
frolll faluily, twin and adoption studies was sunln1Jrized in
Tables 15. }-15.3. All too often, nature-nurture arguments
are just proxies for political arguments, and are conducted
with all the decorum and objectivity of street politics.
Both sides base thcir passion on the false prenlise that if a
condition is genetic, then it cannot be ameliorated by any
social intervention. People on the left therefore favor
environmental causation, and people on the right favor
genetic causes. At present some of the heat has gone Ollt of
arguments about psychiatry, but geneticists researching
antisoci;-d behavior still attract virulent opposition and
unwelcome supporters.

(ii) Diagllvsric criferia. As we discussed in Section 15.3.1, diag-
nostic criteria are another very difficult area in psychiatric
genetics. 'Schizophrenia should be considered not as a
disease, but, like epilepsy. as a syndrome, recognized by a
collection of signs and symptoms, which have a diverse
pathogenesis' (Trimble. 1996). Agreed criteria, like OSM-
IV,arc based on the bestjudgmcnt of experienced psychia-
trists about what constitutes the essential core of the
condition - but ultimately they are arbitrary. Maybe
'schizoid personality' is one manifestation of the genes that
make people susceptible to DSM-IV schizophrenia' Or
maybe there is a general genetic susceptibility to psychotic
illness, and bipolar and depressive illness should also be
included? Genetic analyses often use two or more different
sets of criteria, one narrow and olle broJd, to see which
gives the best lod score. Alternatively, researchers may look
for linkage to an intennediate phenotype, something that is
not schizophrenia but that nlight form part of the suscepti-
bility and might be more simply genetically determined -
some physiological or neuropsychological variant, perhaps.

As a relatively COIllmon and intcnsely distressing familial
condition, schizophrenia has long becn high on the priority
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list of genetic researchers. AJtl11iiller e{ al. (200 I) list 10 whole
genome scans performed since 1994, and there have been
nuny additional ,rudies of individual candidate genes or
regions. Typical candidates 3fC genes encoding proteins
involved in ncurorf:1llsmissiol1 or affected by drugs used to
tfeat schizophrenia. Llrge multiply-afrected kindreds are not
uncommon, and these have often been lIsed for linkage
studies. The choice of stich f.lll1ilies has implications for the
analysis: Genchunrer. the program most (Dllllllonly lIsed for
complex disease linkage. Cll1nO[ handle large pedigrees
(Section 13.6.2). causing many workers to use parametric lod
'ilcore analysis (Section 13.3.1), bur with a variety of alternatin~
genctic modt.'!s. Doing this is perfectly valid, but it introduces
extra degrees of freedom and thercfore reduces the power of
the study. Com billed with the use of Illultiple diagnostic
criteria (see above) this makes assessing the significance of the
rt"sults unusually tricky. Nevertheless. multiple model,; may be
biologically realistic - it is entirely plausible that a risk allele at
one locus could confer dominant susceptibility to broadly-
defined disease, whik an allek at another locus could confer
recessive susceptibility to just narrowly defined schizophrenia.

Currently one or more studit.:s show evidence for linkage to
around a dozen chromosomal n:gions, but no susct.:ptibilit)'
allele has been clearly identified. One promising candidate is
the ,·aline allele of a Met I58Val polymorphisl11 in the Co.\lT
(catechol-O-methyl transferase) gene. l3iologically this is a
plausible candidate, and despite some negative studies, a
number of studies have reported positive association and
TDT results. Weinberger ('{ al. (2001), for example, found a
frequency of 52% in controls and 60% in schizophrenics. with
an odds ratio of 1.5 for homozygotcs. However. even if
confirmed, this factor would account for only 4% of the
variance in risk. OM 1M entry 181500 provides links to
discussions of the main candidate regions, while the studies of
Gurling f{ al. (20tll), Camp ('{ "I. (2001), Weinberger ('{ "I.
(2001) and Lewis ('{ al. (2003) give a good picture of the
problems and some of the approaches being used to try and
unravel the gnletics of this tragic disease.The issues raised here
apply equally to a range of other human psychiatric and
behaviol.ll phenotype,;.

15.6.8 Obesity: genetic analysis of a quantitative trait

As a contentious emotive issue, obesity rivals schizophrenia,
with one school of thought. prevalent among thin people.
blaming poor self-discipline and moral laxity. and the stout
party laying the blame on constitutional predisposition.
Obesity is a major public health concern in developed coun-
tries, and is of great interest to biotechnology companies. who
see the fortune to be ll1~ldefrom all effeerive slimming pill. For
our present purposes, the principal interest of obesity is as all
example of a quantitative trait (13arsh e{ III., 2000).

Simply n1l'asuring weight does not give a good quantitative
variable for analysis because it confuses tall thin people with
shorr £1t people. Body mass index (BMI; weight in kg/height
in 1111),is a much bettcr measure.The l11e:lI18MI in the US in
1983 \-VJS 22 kg/1l12. Other investigators have tried to use
measures closer to the underlying physiology. for example

percent adipose tissue or serum leptin concentration. In each
case, some cut-off could be used to define obesity, for example
BMI 25-29.9 kg/m2 = grade I, 13MI 3O-~0 kg/m2 = grade
II and I:lMI > ~O = grade III. ,,·ith adjustl11ents for age and
scx. Ho\vever, such an approach is arbitrary and loses data. It is
mllch better to Jnalyze tht' quantitative variable directly to
identify a quantitative trait locus (QTL). Such quantitative
measures are the bread and butter of animal and plant
breeding. The usual techniquc for QTL analysis in human
pedigrees is variallce-coillponent linkagc analysi~.Alma~y and
Blangero (1998) describe the mathematical basis of the
mcthod. In essence, as with conventional lod ..;core analysis. a
lod score is calculated f.·om the ratio of the likelihood of the
data on two ;I!terllative hypotheses. In this cast: the dJta are
covariances between relatives for the quantitative phenotype,
and the alternative hypotheses are that a QTL does or does
not exist at the chromosomal location in question.
Covariances can be adjusted for confounding variables such as
age and sex. On the hypothesis that" QTL does exist. its effect
is predicted fi'om the identity by desct:llt of the chromosomal
segment in the pair of relatives, as evidenced by the marker
datJ.. The multipoint method described by Almasy and
Blangero provides a confidence interval for thL' location of the
QTL and an estimate of its effect. Although we are analyzing
13MI as a QTL rather than obesity a••a dichotomous trait. it is
still preferable to concentrate on people at the t.:xtremes of the
distriblltion to maximize the statistical pawn.

OMIM has 44 entries containing 'obesity" in the title or
clinical synopsis, including [arc drJ.l11:ttic obesity involving
components of the pathways that regulate food intake - the
hormone leptin, the leptin receptor. pro-opiomelanocortill
and the melanocortin-4 receptor. However most obesity is
non-Mendelian. In f..1ct,syndromes with ine\'itable obesity Jre
of little interest: tht' aim of obesity rL'search is to discover the
mechanisms that nuke people susceptible or resistant to diet-
induced obesity, rather thall those that control body \veight
per Sf' - a relevant point when con<iiidering allilllaimodeis. This
line of thought suggests that the be~t research design would
consider only people. obt.'se or otherwise. who live 011junk
food and take no exercise. They could presumably be recruited
at a drive-through f..1stfood outlet.

As always, the first task is to check whether there is any
genetic component in the causatioll. Obesity tends to run in
families, but this could easily bc an effeer of slured f.1l11ily
en\·ironmenL However, twin and adoption stlJdi,'s suggest that
around 70% of the variance in UMI can be attributed to
genetic factors. Segregation analyses have suggested that
anything from 20% to 65% of the population variance in 13MI
might be duc to one or two recessive major gcnes (su11lma-
rized by Feitosa c{ al., 2(02). Altl1liiller c{ al. (2001) list five
wholc genome scans reponed before Deccmber 2000: two
mon.; recent reports are by FeitosJ et al. (2002) ;md Deng cf al.
(2002). The latter m·o both show lod score cun·es for each
chromosome, which illustrate very cle;Jrly the gcneral
problem of f:1ilure to replicate result~. As with man)' other
complex diseascs, the key question is whcthl'r the failure to
rcplicatc tells LIS that the initial report was mistakt:n. or that the
follow-up study lacked power. In the case of obesity. it is also
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worth reflecting that some of the best data may be hidden in
the files of biotechnology companies, not to be revealed until
something patentable has been achieved.

15.7 Overview and summary

15.7.1 Why is it so difficult?

Identifying susceptibility factors is proving much more
difficult than most people imagined 10 years ago. Weiss and
Terwilliger (2000) pertinently ask. 'what percentage of
complex disease gene mapping projects, whose grant
proposals promised 80% power, have actually been successful
in identifYing the disease genes assumed to be in the data?'
The answer is so far below 80% that something is surely
wrong. Their paper is required reading for anybody who feels
complex disease research might be easy. Nevertheless, every
major venture into the unknown has always been accom-
panied by compelling scholarly arguments showing why it can
never work - which are then proved wrong. Majority opinion
is that the failures have been due to lack of power, and can be
remedied by larger patient cohorts, more intensive genoryping
and a more powerful statistical mill.

The central problem must be heterogeneity

For linkage, affected sib pair 31lalysis is an extremely robust
method. The fact that so few significant lod scores an:
obtained, and that studies so rarely replicate each other
(Altmi.iller er al.,2001) can only be due to locus heterogeneity.
Evidently susceptibility [0 most complex diseases is deter-
mined by many minor loci and not a few 111ajor loci. Sib pair
analysis is limited to detecting fairly strong susceptibility
factors. The calculations in Table 15.7 show that for 'Y :s 2 the
excess of allelc sharing by affected sib pairs is very small, and
detecting it would require huge nUl11bers. Altl11i.illcr ft (//.
(2001) compared 101 whole genome scans to see if any
lessons could be learned about how to succeed, but were not
able to identifY any golden rule apart from obvious things like
having a large sample to analyze. An additional consideration
is that susceptibility in different populations may have
different genetic causes. For example, a survey of 483 Japanese
patients with Crohn disease (Yamazaki et al., 2002) found little
evidence of mutations in CA RD 15, which is a I11ajor suscep-
tibility gene among Europeans (see Section l5.6.6).

Association studies, the other main tool for the research,
depend on linkage disequilibriulll. It is becoming increasingly
clear that until we have good disequilibrium maps along the
lines of Figure 15.6, there is no rational basis for selecting
which markers to use. Nevertheless, it is also clear that,
contrary to the calculations of Kruglyak (I ~~~), disequi-
librium is in many cases extensive enough to give a reasonable
chance of success to SNP association studies on current selies.
Having chosen appropriate SNPs to test, the major issue is
allelic heterogeneity. Inflammatory bowel disease (Section
15.6.6) provides a perfect illustration of the way that the
power of association studies dives rapidly as soon as then~ is
more than one common susceptibility allele at a risk locus.
The calculations of Risch and Merikangas (1~~6), so intlu-

ential in propelling TDT studies to the forefront of complex
disease research, consider a single susceptibility aUele at the
disease loclIs. It is important [Q remember that their calcula-
tions apply to that allele, and not to the overall intluence of the
locus on the disease. The degree of allelic heterogeneity at a
susceptibility loclIs emerges as a key detern1inant of success or
f.lilure. Are most susceptibility alleles ancient common poly-
morphisms (the common disease-common variant'
hypothesis), or are they a heterogeneous collecrion of rare
recent mutations, like with most Mendelian diseases?
Arguments have been produced for both positions (R.eich and
Lander, 2001; Pritchard, 2001; Wright et al., 2003). The jury is
still out.

15.7.2 If it all works out and we identify susceptibility
alleles-then what?

Assuming it can be made to work, identifying susceptibllity
factors for a disease must advance our understanding of its
pathogenesis. That will not automatically lead to improved
treatment - a condition may still be incurable even if we
understand it well, and purely symptomatic treatment is some-
times very elTective - but understanding the pathology should
allow more rational and targeted approaches to treatment.
Patients with different genotypes l11ay have differences in
underlying pathology, and hence respond to different drugs.

Whether identifying risk factors will lead to effective
prcllcllfioll is much less clear. Technical developments in high-
throughput gcnotyping will make population screening easier,
but onc always needs to ask whether such screening would be
cost-effective and ethically acceptable. The necessary condi-
tions are discussed in detail in Section 18.3. The 1110stessential
single point, more important than any technical issue, is that
identifYing somebody as at risk should lead to some useful
action. In general one is talking about lifestyle changes.
Prophylactic drug treatment would be justifiable only if it
could be targeted at a small number of high-risk people, and
such groups are characteristic of Mendelian rathcr than
complex diseases. Also, Pharoah et al. (2002) make the
important point that where high-risk people are identified by
multi locus genotyping, interventions that are based on specific
mechanisms of predisposition might deal with only a specific
small parr of their extra risk.

An ability to define genetic susceptibility would greatly
assist identification of relev;:lI1tlifestyle factors. These could be
identified far more easily in a cohort who are known to be all
gencticaLly susceptible. Opinions dilTer widely on what impact
such knowledge nught have. The two extreme positions might
be caricatured as the head-in-clouds and head-in-sand posi-
tions (Fig"re 15.9). The head-in-clouds position assumes not
only that strongly protective lifestyle changes could be iden-
tified, but also that people would follow advice to adopt them.
Given the current epidemic in most developed countries of
entirely preventable disease caused by smoking, obesity and
physical inactivity, this looks a little optimistic. Nevertheless
one should not collapse into pessimism: if even one common
disease can be effectively prevented, the etTort will have been
worth while.
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Figure 15.9: Head in clouds and head in sand - Contrasting views of the impact on 21st century medicine of identifying susceptibility
factors for complex disease.

Cartoon by Maya Evans.
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16.3.1 For molecular pathology, the important thing is
not the sequence of a mutant allele but its effect
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16.1 Introduction

Molecular pathology seeks to explain why a given genetic
change should result in a particular clinical phenorype. We
have already reviewed the nature and mechanisms of muta-
tions in Chapter 11 (briefly summarized in Box 16.1); this
chapter is concerned with their effects on the phenotype.
Molecular pathology requires us to work out the effect of a
mutation on the quantity or function of the gene product, and
to explain why the change is or is not pathogenic for Jny
particular cell, tissue or stage of developnlcnt.

Not surprisingly, given the complexity of genetic interactions,
molecular pathology is a very imperfect science. The greatest
successes to date have been in understanding cancer, where rhe
phenorype to be explained - uncontrolled cell proliferation - is
relatively simple, and in hemoglobinopathies - where the
pathology is a very direct result of a globin abnormaliry. For Illost
genetic diseases the clinical features are the end result of a long
chain of causation, and the holy grail of molecular pathology,
genotype-phenotype correlation, will never be obtained,
because in reality even 'simple' Mendelian diseases are not simple
at all (Scriver and Waters, 1999; Dipple and McCabe, 2000;
Weatherall, 2001). These reviews, especially that by Scriver and
Waters, are strongly reconUllended (see Further reading).

Despite all the difficulties, humans have one great advantage
for students of molecular pathology: \ve know f:lr more about
the phenotypes of humans than of any other organism. Not
only are we more likely to notice a subtle variant in a human
than in a fly or worm, but the health care systenls world-wide
act as a gigantic and continuous mutation screen. Any human
phenotype that occurs with a frequency greater than 1 in 109

is probably already described somewhere in the literarure.
Moreover for most identified disease genes, many different
mutations are known. We cannot do experiments on humans
or breed them to order, but hUl1lans provide unique opportu-
nities to observe the phenotypic effects of many different
changes in a given gene. As the emphasis of the Human
Genome Project moves from cataloging genes to under-
standing their function, the study of molecular pathology has
moved to center stage. Studies of humans generate
hypotheses, which must then be tested in animals. Thus inves-
tigations of naturally occurring human Illutations are comple-
mented by studies of specific natural or engineered mutations
in animals (see Chapter 20).

16.2 The convenient nomenclature of
~ and f1 alleles hides a vast diversity
of DNA sequences

When we describe the genotype of a cystic fibrosis carrier as
Aa, what we mean by Q is any CFTR gene sequence mutated
so that it does not produce a functioning chloride channel.
Over 750 different such alleles have been described. Similarly,
.d. means any functioning sequence - the actual DNA
sequence of.d. genes in unrelated people will not necessarily
be 100% identical. For genetic counseling and pedigree
analysis this is the most useful level of description, but for
molecular pathology we need to look more closely. Box 16.1
contains a brief summary of the main types of ON A sequence
change seen in pathogenic mutations and Box 16.2 sunlnu-
rizes the conventions for describing them.

A problelll in molecular pathology is that there is currently
no conlprehellsive database listing all known human muta-
tions. The Human Mutation Database (www.hgmd.org) has
useful lists for a number of genes but is not comprehensive,
while OMIM makes only a rather half-hearted and incon-
sistent attempt at listing mutant alleles. Such information is
not accessible through PubMed because research journals will
not normally publish reports of novel mutations in well-
studied genes. An attempt is now being made to remedy this
through the HUGO Mutation Database Initiative (see
www.genolllic.unilllelb.edu.au/Illdi/ for details and many
useful links).

16.3 A first classification of mutations is
into loss of function vs. gain of
function mutations

Knowing the sequence of a mutant allele is important for
genetic testing (Chapter 18) but for molecular pathology we
need to know what it does. A mutated gene might have aU
sorts of subtle effects on an organism, but a valuable first
question to ask is whether it produces a loss or gain of
function.

Box 16.1: The main classes of mutation. , .,:~[., "
J4t..\f:' "' ~ , :> ",'

Deletions ranging from 1 bp to megabases

Insertions including duplications

Single base substitutions:

missense mutations replace one amino acid with another in
the gene product;

nonsense mutations replace an amino acid codon with a
stop codon;

splice site mutations create or destroy signals for exon-
intron splicing.

Frameshifts can be produced by deletions, insertions or splicing
errors.
Dynamic mutations are tandem repeats that often change size
on transmission to children

See Table 16.1 for some examples, and Chapter 11 for more
details and discussion of mechanisms.

http://www.hgmd.org
http://www.genolllic.unilllelb.edu.au/Illdi/


Box t 6.2: Nomenclature for describing sequence changes.
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See www.dmd.nl/mutnomen.htmland den Dunnen and
Antonarakis (2001) for full details.

Amino acid substitutions

Start with 'p.' to indicate protein if necessary. Use the one-letter
codes: A, alanine; C, cysteine; 0, aspartic acid; E, glutamic acid;
F, phenylalanine; G, glycine; H, histidine; I, isoleucine; K, lysine;
M, methionine; N, asparagine; P, proline; Q, glutamine; R,
arginine; S, serine; T, threonine; V, valine; W, tryptophan; y,
tyrosine; X means a stop codon. Three-letter codes are also
acceptable.

p.R117H or Arg117His - replace arginine 117 by histidine (the
initiator methionine is codon 1).

p.G542X or Gly542Stop - glycine 542 replaced by a stop codon.
Nucleotide substitution

Start with 'g.' (genomic) or 'c.' (cDNA) if necessary. The A of the
initiator ATG codon is +1; the immediately preceding base is-1.

~ In loss of function mutations the product has reduced
or no function.

~ In gain of function mutations the product does some-
thing positively abnormal.

Box /6.3 shows one way of describing these effects.
Loss of function l1111tJtions most often produce recessive

phenotypes. For most gene products the precise quantity is
not crucial, and ,"ve can get by on half the nonnal amount.
Thus most inborn errors of metabolism are recessive. For
some gene products, however, 50% of the nannal level is not
sufficient for normal function, and haploinsufficiency
produces an abnormal phenotype, which is therefore
inherited in a dominant manner (see Section 16.4.2).
Sometimes also a nonfunctional mutant polypeptide interferes
with the function of the normal allele in a heterozygous
person, giving a dOlninant negative effect (an antimorph in
the terminology of Box /6.3 - see Section 16.4.3).

Gain of function mutations usually cause dominant pheno-
types, because the presence of a normal allele does not prevent
the Illutant allele from behaving abnormally. Often this
involves a control or signaling system behaving inappropri-
ately - signaling when it should not, or failing to switch a
process off when it should. Sometimes the gain of function
involves the product doing something novel - a protein

There is no zero. Give the nucleotide number followed by the
change. For changes within introns, when only the cDNA
sequence is known in full, specify the intron number by IVSn or
the number of the nearest exon position.

g.l162G-'A - replace guanine at position 1162by adenine.

g.621+1G~T or IVS4+1G~T - replace G by T at the first base of
intron 4; exon 4 ends at nt 621.

Deletions and insertions

Use del for deletions and ins for insertions. As above, for DNA
changes the nucleotide position or interval comes first, for amino
acid changes the amino acid symbol comes first.

p.F508del- delete phenylalanine 508.

c.6232_6236del or c.6232_6236deIATAAG - delete 5 nucleo-
tides (which can be specified) starting with nt 6232 of the cDNA.

g.409_410insC - insert C between nt 409 and 410 of genomic
DNA.

containing an expanded polyglutamine repeat forming
abnormal aggregates, for example.

Inevitably some mutations cannot easily be classified as
either loss or gain of function. Has a permanently open ion
channel lost the function of closing or gained the function of
inappropriate opening? A dominant negative mutant allele has
lost its function but also does something positlvely abnormal.
A Illutation may change the balance between several functions
of a gene product. Nevertheless, the distinction between loss
of function and gain of function is the essential first tool for
thinking about molecular p3thology.

16.3.2 Loss of function is likely when point mutations in
a gene produce the same pathological change as
deletions

Purely genetic evidence, without biochenlical studies, can
often suggest whether a phenotype is caused by loss or gain of
function. When a clinical phenotype results from loss of
function of a gene, we would expect all)' change that inacti-
vates the gene product to produce the same clinical result. We
should be able to find point mutations which have the same
effect as mutations that delete or disrupt the gene.
Waardenburg syndrome Type 1 (MIM 193500: hearing loss
and pigmentary abnormalities) provides an example. As

~ " ¥> ,,. ~ r-"' J<o-z ~ "Y!

Box 16.3: A nomenclature for desc~ibing the effect of an allele.

Null allele or amorph: an allele that produces no product
Hypomorph: an allele that produces a reduced amount or
activity of product

Hypermorph: an allele that produces increased amount or
activity of product

Neomorph: an allele with a novel activity or product

Antimorph: an allele whose activity or product antagonizes the
activity of the normal product.

http://www.dmd.nl/mutnomen.htmland
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F(I!l/rc 16.1 shows, causative lll11tJtiollS in th~ PAX3 gene
include Jmino acid substitutions. frJIllt.'shifts, splicing llluta-
tions, Jnd in some patients complete deletion of the gene.
Since all these l:vents produce the same c1inic:tl result. its
cause must be loss of fUllction of PAX3. Similarly. Jlllong
diseases caused by ullstable trilluclt.'oride n'pcJrs (Section
16.6.4). Fragile-X and Friedreich atJ,ia are occasionally
cJused by other types of l1lutation in tht.'ir respl'crivt.' genes.
pointing to loss of runcrion. whcrL'as Huntington disease is
never seen \\"irh JIlY other type of mutation, suggesting a
gain of funerion.

16.3.3 Gain of function is likely when only a specific
mutation in a gene produces a given pathology

Gain of function is likely to require a Illllch morc specific
change than loss o( (unction. The mutational spectrulll in
gain-of-function conditions should be corre<;pondingly
more rcstricted, and the samc condition <;hould not be
produced by deletion or disruption of the gcne. Likely
examples include HUlltington discase (Section 16.6.4), and
achondroplasia (M I M IOOHOO: short-limbed dwarfism).
Virtually all achondroplastics have the sa 111 t.' amino acid
change, G380R in the fibroblast growth factor receptor
FGFR3. Other substitutions in the same protein product'
other syndromcs (Section 16.7.3). For unknown rt.'asons, the

mutation r::1[e for G380R is extraordinarily high. so that
achondroplasia is one of the COlTlmoner genetic abnormal-
ities. despite requiring a very specific DNA sequence
change.

Mutational homogeneity is an indicator o( a gain o(
fUllction. but there are other reasons why a single mutation
may account for most or all cases of a disease:

~ diseases \V·here what one observes is very directly related to
the gent' product itself, rather t1un a Illore relllote conse-
quence of the genetic change. may be ddined in terms o( a
particular \'ariant product. as in sickle cdl disease (sce Box
16. .f):

~ some specific molecular mechanislll may makc a certain
sequence change in a genc much more likely than any
other change - e.g. the eGG expansion in Fragile-X
syndrome (Section 16.6.-1):

~ there may be a founder effect - (or eXJmple, cert:lin
disease mutations are common among Ashkcn:lzi Jews.
presumably reflecting mutations present in a f..1irly ';Ill:lll
number of founders of the present Ashkenazi population
(Motulsky.1995):

~ sekction favoring heterozygotes (Section 4.3.3) enhancc,;
founder effects and often results in one or a few specific
mutations being COlllmon in a population.

•
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Figure 16.1: Loss of function mutations in the PAX3gene.

The 10 exons of the gene are shown as boxes, with the connecting introns notto scale. Shaded areas mark the sequences encoding the
two DNA-bindin9 domains of the PAX3 protein. Note that mutations that completely destroy the structure of the PAX3 protein (drawn above
the gene diagraml are scattered over at least the first six exons of the gene, but missense mutations (shown below the gene diagram) are
concentrated in two regions, the 5' part of the paired domain and the third helix of the homeodomain. A 196T is believed to affect splicing.
The other named mutations are mentioned in Table 16.1.The 874-875insG mutation introduces a seventh G into a run of six Gs; it has arisen
independently several times and illustrates the relatively high frequency of slipped-strand mispairing (Section 11.3.1).
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16.3.4 Deciding whether a DNA sequence change is
pathogenic can be difficult

Not every sequence variant seen in an affected person is
necessarily pathogenic. How can \lve decide whether a
sequence change we have discovered is the sought-for patho-
genic mutation or a hanuless variant? In descending order of
reliability, the criteria are:

1) functional studies showing that the change is pathogenic;

2) precedent: that change has been seen before in patients
with this disease (and not in ethnically matched controls);

3) a de I/OVO mutation, not present in the parents, in a person
vvith de "ovo disease;

4) a novel sequence change that is absent in a panel of, say, 100
normal controls;

5) the nature of the sequence change (see Box 16.5).

Functional studies are the gold standard; none of the other
criteria is fully reliable. For gain of function phenotypes, as
eXplained above, the cause is likely to be very specific. Any
sequence change different from the standard n1utation is
probably not pathogenic, at least for the disease in question.
Loss of function conditions raise far more questions of
interpretation.

16.4 Loss of function mutations

16.4.1 Many different changes to a gene can cause loss
of function

Not surprisingly, there are many ways of reducing or abol-
ishing the function of a gene product (Table 16.1). Some of
rhese have been discussed in Section 11.4. The hemoglo-

Box 16.4: Hemoglobinopathies.

Hemoglobinopathies occupy a special place in clinical genetics
for many reasons. They are by far the most common serious
Mendelian diseases on a worldwide scale. Globins illuminate
important aspects of evolution of the genome IFigures 12.4 -
/2.61 and of diseases in populations. Developmental controls are
probably better understood for globins than for any other human
genes IFigures 10.22, 10.23). More mutations and more diseases
are described for hemoglobins than for any other gene family.
Clinical symptoms follow very directly from malfunction of the
protein, which at 15 g per 100 ml of blood is easy to study, so that
the relation between molecular and clinical events is clearer for
the hemoglobinopathies than for most other diseases.

Hemoglobinopathies are classified into three main groups.

~ The thalassemias are caused by inadequate quantities of the
a or 13chains. Alleles are classified into those producing no
product (aD, 130)and those producing reduced amounts of
product la+, WI. The underlying defects include examples of
all the types detailed here in Section 16.4 (see also Table
18.5).

binopathies (Box 16.4) exemplity many of these mechanisms
especiaLly weLl. [n fact, the globins could be used to iLlustrate
virtually every process described in this book. Readers are
recoI11111cnded to consult a review such as that by Weatherall
et al. (2001; see Further reading) to get a parallel narrative on
mo[ecular pathology.

Box 16.5 provides some guidelines for considering the
likely result of a mutation on the gene product.

SlIlall deletiolls al1d insertions have a Blltch tnore drastic
effect on the gene product if they introduce a frame shift
(that is, if they add or remove a number of nucleotides that is
not an exact multiple of three). Deletions in the dystrophin
gene provide striking examples (Figl/re 16.2). [n general
frameshifting deletions produce the severe Duchenne
muscular dystrophy, in which no dysrrophin is produced,
while nonframeshifting mutations cause the milder Becker
fOrl11, in which dysrrophin is present but abnormal.

j\Jol/sense IIIJ1tatiol/s (those that generate premature
termination codons) normaLly function as nuLl aLleles
because they trigger nonsense-mediated mRNA decay
(Hentze and Kulozik, 1999). [t is unusual for the mRNA to
be translated [0 produce a truncated protein. Nonsense-
mediated decay is lIsllal whenever a premature termination
codon is at least 50 nucleotides upstream of the last splice
junction. See Lykke-Andersen et al. (2001) for details of the
mechanism.

Splicing 1IIIIraliol15 3rc often thought ofasjusr Illutations that
alter the conserved GT ... AG sequences at the ends ofintrons.
In £lct a much wider variety of sequence changes can affect
splicing, but these effects are hard to predicr.Thus many Illuta-
rions affecting splicing go unrecognized unless RT-peR
studies are performed, and this class of mutation is certainly
very under-diagnosed. Several examples can be seen among

~ Abnormal hemoglobins with amino acid changes cause a
variety of problems, of which sickle cell disease is the best
known. The E6Vmutation replaces a polar by a neutral amino
acid on the outer surface of the 13-globin molecule. This
causes increased intermolecular adhesion, leading to
aggregation of deoxyhemoglobin and distortion of the red
cell. Sickled red cells have decreased survival time Ileading
to anemial and tend to occlude capillaries, leading to
ischemia and infarction of organs downstream of the
blockage. Other amino acid changes can cause anemia,
cyanosis, polycythemia lexcessive numbers of red cellsl.
methemoglobinemia (conversion of the iron from the ferrous
to the ferric state I etc.

~ Hereditary persistence of fetal hemoglobin, caused by a
defect in the normal switch from fetal to adult hemoglobin,
can be an important modifier of the clinical effects of the
other two classes of mutants.

See Weatherall et al. (2001; Further readingl for a comprehensive
review.



Table 16.1: Eleven ways to reduce or abolish the production of a functioning gene product
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Change

Delete:

(i) the entire gene
(iil part of the gene

Insert a sequence into the gene

Disrupt the gene structure:
(il by atranslocation

(ii) by an inversion

Prevent the promoter working:
Ii) by mutation
Iii) by methylation

Destabilize the mRNA:
(i) polyadenylation site mutation
(ii) by nonsense-mediated RNAdecay

Prevent correct splicing (Section 11.4.31
Ii) inactivate donor splice site
Iii) inactivate acceptor splice site
(iii) alter an exonic splicing enhancer
liv) activate a cryptic splice sitelmaybe deep within an intron)

Introduce a frameshift in translation

Convert a codon into a stop codon

Replace an essential amino acid

Prevent post-transcriptional processing

Prevent correct cellular localization of product

Example

Most (X·thalassemiamutations (Figure 16.3)
60%of Duchenne muscular dystrophy IFigure 16.21

Insertion of L1NE·1repetitive sequence Isee Section 11.5.61into F8gene in hemophiliaA

X-autosome translocations in women with Ouchenne muscular dystrophy
IFigure 14.10)
Inversion in F8gene (Figure 11.201

I3·Globing.-29A-G mutation (Table 18.51
CDKN2A gene in many tumors ISection 17.6.11

(X-globing.AATAAA-AATAGA mutation
I3·Globinp.Q39X

PAX3 g.451+ 1G- T mutation (Figure 16.11
PAX3g.452-2A-G mutation IFigure 16.11
SMN2exon 7 g.C6TICartegni and Krainer 2002)
LGMD2A G624GIFigure 11.12)
13-G1obinIVS1-110G-A mutation I Table 18.5)
CFTR3849+ 10kbC-'T I Table 18.61

PAX3g.874_875insG mutation (Figure 16.1)

PAX3p.Q254X mutation (Figure 16.1)

PAX3p.R271C mutation IFigure 16.11

Cleavage·resistant collagen N·terminal propeptide in Ehlers OanlosVII syndrome
ISection 16.6.11.

p.F508delmutation in cystic fibrosis

~ Deletions of the whole gene, nonsense mutations and
frameshifts are almost certain to destroy the gene function.

~ Mutations that change the conserved GT... AG nucleotides
flanking most introns affect splicing, and will usually abolish
the function of the gene. Many other sequence changes can
affect splicing but in ways that are much harder to predict
Isee below).

~ A missense mutation is more likely to be pathogenic if it
affects a part of the protein known to be functionally
important. Computer modeling of the protein structure may

help suggest which residues are critical. For example, the
missense mutations in Figure 16.1,all of which cause loss of
function, are concentrated in the key DNA· binding domains
of the PAX3 protein.

~ Changing an amino acid is more likely to affect function if that
amino acid is conserved in related genes lorthologs or
para logs I.

~ Amino acid substitutions are more likely to affect function if
they are nonconservative Ireplace a polar by a nonpolar
amino acid, or an acidic by a basic one - see Box 11.31.
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Figure 16.2: Deletions in the central part of the dystrophin gene in patients with Duchenne or Becker muscular dystrophy.

Numbered boxes represent exons 45-55. Numbers above each box show the effect that deleting the exon has on the reading frame 10no
effect, -1 shift 1 nucleotide back, + 1 shift 1 nucleotide forward). Red bars show deletions in patients with the lethal DMD, blue bars show
deletions in patients with the milder BMD. In general frameshifting deletions cause DMD and frame-neutral ones cause BMD. Exceptions
are indicated by dashed lines. Possible reasons for the exceptions include deletions ending within an exon, actions of modifier genes or
environmental effects, or maybe clinical or laboratory errors. Data from the Leiden Muscular Dystrophy website www.dmd.nl. which should
be consulted for fuller data and background information. Figure 18.6 shows how these deletions are characterized in the laboratory.

the i3-globin mutations listed in Table 18.5. Three types of
sequence change CJlIse aberrant splicing:

~ alterations of normal splice sites: splicing (Section
11.4.3) requires not just the canonical CT ... AC sequence.
but also a less rigidly detined sequence context
surrounding the site. Changes here may alter the ratio
of different splice isofofms rather than abolish splicing
altogether - for example the 5T!7T /9T polymorphism in
intron 8 of the CFTR gene (see MIM 602421) alters the
proportion of [r~lI1scripts that skip eXOil 9. Such effects arc
probably frequent contributors to genetic disease, espe-
cially perhaps susceptibility to C0111111011diseases (N issim-
Ratinia and Kerern. 2002);

~ alterations of splicing enhancers or silencers: these
important but ill-defined sequences may be 10cJted in exons
or introns (Nissim-Rafinia and Kere1l1,20(2). Cartegni and
Krainer (2002) provide a particularly clear example of a
Illutation disrupting an exonic splicing enhallcer;

~ activation of cryptic splice sites: apparently innocuous
base substitutions may cause a previously inactive sequence
to be used as a splice site. The cryptic site might be in an
exon or an intron. Figure 11. -r 2 shows an example. If the
site lies deep within an intron, the mutation would be
overlooked without 11..T -peR studies - for example the
CFTR mutation 3849 + IOkbC -, T activates a crypric
splice site that lies] 0 kb inside intron 19.

16,4,2 In haploinsufficiency a 50% reduction in the
level of gene function causes an abnormal
phenotype

Loss of function mutations tend to be recessive because
heterozygotes often function perfectly normally. Sometimes
this is because feedback loops at the transcription or protein
activity level compensate for the reduced dosage, but in many
cases the cell and organism are able to function normally with

http://www.dmd.nl.
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Figure 16.3: Deletions of a-globin genes in a-thalassemia.

Normal copies of chromosome 16carry two active a-globin genes and an inactive pseudogene arranged in tandem. Repeat blocks !labeled
X and ZI may misalign. allowing unequal crossover. The diagram shows unequal crossover between misaligned Z repeats producing a
chromosome carrying only one active a gene. Unequal crossovers between X repeats have a similar effect. Unequal crossovers between
other repeats (not shownl can produce chromosomes carrying no functional a gene. Individuals may thus have any number from 0 to 4 or
more a-globin genes. The consequences become more severe as the number of a genes diminishes. See Weatherall et al.(Further
reading Ifor details.

only a 50% level of gene action. Only relatively few genes
show haploinsufficiency; Table 16.2 gives some eXJlnples.
A few other genes show other forllls of dosage sensitivity
(see FiR"res 16.3 and 16.8).

Olle might reasonably ask why there should be dosage
sensitivity for all)' gene product. Why has natural selection nor
managed things better? If a gene is expressed so that [WO

copies make a barely sufficient amount of product, selection
for variants with higher levels of expression should lead to the
evolution of a more robust org;lI1isl11, with no obvious price co

Table 16.2: Phenotypes probably caused by haploinsufficiency

Seetext for details.

Condition MIM# Gene

Alagille syndrome 118450 JAGI

Multiple exostoses 133700 EXT!

Tomaculousneuropathy 162500 PMP22

Supravalvular aortic stenosis 185500 ELN

Tricho-rhino-phalangeal syndrome 190350 TRPSI

Waardenburg syndrome Type 1 193500 PAX3

be paid. The ;:mswer is that in most cases this has indeed
happened ~ that is why relatively few genes are dosage-
sensitive. Certain gene functions, however, are inherently
dosage-sensitive. These include:

~ gene products that are parr of a quantitative signaling
system whose funerion depends on partial or variable
occupancy of a receptor, DNA-binding site ete.;

~ gene products that compete with each other to determine
a developmental or metabolic switch;

Notes

SeeSection 16.8.1

See Table 16.8

SeeSection 16.6.2

Seethis Section

See Table 16.8

SeeSection 16.3.2
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~ gene products that co-operate in interactions with fixed
stoichiometry (such as the a and 13 globins and many
structural proteins).

In each case the gene product is titrated against something else
in the cell. What martel's is not the correct absolute level of
product, but the correct relative levels of interacting products.
The effects arc sensitive to changes in all the interacting
partners, thus these dominant conditions often show highly
variable expression (see Section 16.6.3). Genes whose
products act essentially alone,such as many soluble enzymes of
metabolism, seldom show dosage effects.

In addition, there afC some cases where a cell with only one
working copy of a gene just can't meet the demand for a gene
product that is needed in large quantities. An example may be
elastin. In people heterozygous for a deletion or loss of
function mutation of the elastin gene, tissues that require only
modest quantities of elastin (skin, lung) are unaffected, but the
aorta, where much more elastin is required, often shows an
abnormality (supravalvular aortic stenosis) that can require
surgery (see Section 16.8.1).

16.4.3 Mutations in proteins that work as dimers or
multimers sometimes produce dominant negative
effects

A dominant negative effect occurs when a mutant
polypeptide not only loses its own function, but also interferes
with the product of the normal allele in a heterozygote. Some
people would argue that these are gain of function, not loss of
function mutations - but that isjust an argument about words.
Dominant negative nlutations cause more severe effects than
simple null alleles of the same gene. Structural proteins that
build multimeric structures are particularly vulnerable to
dominant negative effects. Collagens provide a classic example.

Fibrillar collagens, the major structural proteins of
connective tissue, are built of triple helices of polypeptide
chains, sometimes homotrimers, sometimes heterotrimers,
that are assembled into close-packed crosslinked arrays to
form rigid fibrils. In newly synthesized polypeptide chains
(preprocollagen), N- and C-terminal propeptides flank a
regular repeating sequence (Gly-X- Y)", where either X orY is
usually proline, and the other is any amino acid. Three prepro-
collagen chains associate and wind into a triple helix under
control of the C-terminal propeptide. After formation of the
triple helix, the N- and C-terminal propeptides are cleaved
off. A polypeptide that complexes with normal chains, but
then wrecks the triple helix can reduce the yield of functional
collagen to well below 50% (Figure 16.4). The molecular
pathology of collagen Illutations is very rich, and is discussed
below (see Section 16.6.1 and Table 16.7).

Nonstructural proteins that dimerize or oligomerize also
show dominant negative effects. For example, transcription
f.lctors of the b-HLH-Zip family (Figure 'lO.9) bind DNA as
dimers. Mutants that cannot dimerize often cause recessive
phenotypes, but mutants that are able to sequester functioning
molecules into inactive dinlers give dominant phenotypes
(Hemesath el al., 1994). The ion channels in cell membranes
provide another example of multimeric structures that are
sensitive to dominant negative etTects (Section 16.6.1).

16.4.4 Epigenetic modification can abolish gene
function even without a DNA sequence change

Changes that are heritable (from cell to daughter cell, or from
parent to child) but that do not depend on changes in DNA
sequence are called epigenetic (Section 10.1). A set of mini-
reviews in the 1 May 1998 issue of Cell (Vol 93, pages 301-337)
discusses many of the diverse facets of epigenetics. Epigenetic
effects arc particularly clear in cancer Oones and Baylin, 2002).
For present purposes the main epigenetic mechanism of
interest is DNA methylation. For fuller detail on this subject,
see the review by Bird (2002).

As mentioned earlier (Section 10.4.2), cytosine bases in
human DNA that lie next to guanine (a CpG dinucleotide)
are often methylated at carbon 5, and the pattern of CpG
methylation can be stably transmitted when the DNA is repli-
cated (Figure 16.5). These methylation patterns are important
signals for controlling transcription of genes (Section 10.4.3).
X-inactivation depends at least in part on DNA tnethylation,
and epigenetic transmission of the pattern of nlethylation
ensures that the same X is inactivated in mother and daughter
cells. Inappropriate methylation can cause a heritable patho-
genic loss of function. In many tU1110rS,for exanlple, function
of the p16 (CDKN2A) tumor suppressor gene is abrogated by
methylation of the promoter rather than by mutating its DNA
sequence (Section 17.4.3). Conversely, inappropriate
demethylatiol1 is believed to switch on expression of onco-
genes 111 tUInors.

Imprinted genes (Sections 4.3.4, 10.5.4) are a particularly
intriguing example of epigenetic modification. Their
expression is controlled by patterns of methylation that differ
according to the parental origin of the gene. When either the
imprinting mechanism malfunctions or the parental origin is
not as expected, loss of function or inappropriate expression
can occur in intact genes. Imprinted genes occur in clusters
that contain both maternally and paternally imprinted genes,
some of which are imprinted only in certain tissues. Often
both DNA strands can potentially be transcribed, one tran-
script being a mRNA and the other a large (> 100 kb)
untranslatable antisense RNA, but transcription of one
strand prevents transcription of the other. Thus the molecular
pathology of human imprinting diseases is fascinating but
exceedingly complicated. Box 16.6 describes the best known
human imprinting diseases, Prader-Willi and Angelman
syndromes; for more information 011some other diseases see
OMIM 130650 (Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome), OMIM
139320 (GNAS) and the reviews by Reik and Walter (2001)
and Rougeulle and Heard (2002).

16.5 Gain of function mutations
Table 16.3 lists a nUl11ber of mechanisms that can produce a
gain offunction phenotype.

16.5.1 Acquisition of a novel function is rare in
inherited disease but common in cancer

Making random changes in a gene is quite likely to stop it
working, but very unlikely to give it a novel function. The
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Figure 16.4: Dominant negative effects of collagen gene mutations.

Collagen fibrils are built of arrays of triple-helical procollagen units. The type I procollagen comprises two chains encoded by the COLIAI
gene and one encoded by COLIA2. Null mutations in either gene have a less severe effect than mutations encoding polypeptides that are
incorporated into the triple helix and destroy its function.

only 111cchanisl11 that commonly generates novel functional
genes is when a chromosomal rearrangement joins functional
exol1S of two different genes (FigHre '/7. 4A). Such exon shuf-
fling was no doubt important in evolution; for molecular
pathology, it is most often noticed when it leads to cancer.
Many acquired tumor-specific chromosomal rearrangements
produce chimeric genes with novel activities that lead to
uncontrolled cell proliferation (see Table 17.3). A rare case of
an inherited point mutation conferring a novel function on a

protein is the Pittsburgh allele at the 1'1 locus (MIM 107400;
FigHre 16.6).

16.5.2 Overexpression may be pathogenic

Gross overexpression of certain genes is C0l11m0l1 In cal1cer
cells. The mechanisms by which somatic genetic changes
produce overexpression include massive reduplication of the
gene or transposition ofa gene normally expressed at low level
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Figure 16.5: Inheritance of the pattern of CpG methylation.

The maintenance methylase recognizes hemi-methylated CpG in
newly replicated DNA, allowing the pattern of CpG methylation
to be inherited Isee Section 10.4.2and Bird 120021).

The DNA sequence changes described in Table '/6. '/ can cause
varying degrees ofloss offunction. Many amino acid substitu-
tions have little or no effect, while some mutations will totally
abolish the function. A mutation may be present in one or
both copies of a gene. People with autosomal recessive condi-
tions arc often compound heterozygotes, with two
different mutations.lfboth mutations cause loss of function,
but to differing degrees, the least severe allele will dictate the
level of residual function.

Figl/re 16.7 represents four possible relations between the
level of residual gene function and the clinical phenotype.

A. A simple recessive condition. People heterozygous for a
mutation that totally abolishes gene function are pheno-
typically normal, provided their remaining allele is not
significantly defective.

B. A dominant condition caused by haploinsuffi-
ciency. In reality, this sin1ple situation is rare. If a 50%
reduction in gene product causes symptonls, a more severe
reduction will probably have n10re severe effects.

C. A recessive condition with graded severity. Among
many exan1ples are:

16.6.1 For loss of function mutations the phenotypic
effect depends on the residual level of gene
function

into a highly active chromatin environment. These arc
discussed more fully in Section 17.3.3.

Inherited diseases are not often caused by constitutional
overexpression of a single gene. Duplication of the DSS gene
on Xp21.3 causes male to female sex reversal, probably as a
direct result of the doubled dosage (Bardoni et al., \994). For
the Pf\1P22 peripheral ll1yelin protein gene, an increase in
gene dosage from two to three copies is enough to produce
Charcot-Marie- Tooth disease (see below and Figllre '/6.8).
Such modest increases in gene expression arc probably seldom
pathogenic, although a similar degree of dosage sensitivity of
unidentified genes must explain many features of chromo-
somal trisomies (Section 16.8.2). Over-activity of an
abnormal gene product, with normal transcription and trans-
lation of the gene, call produce similar effects.

16.6 Molecular pathology: from gene to
disease

Although gains of truly novel functions are very rare in
inherited disease, activating mutations that modify cellular
signaling responses quite often produce dominant pheno-
types. The G-protein coupled hormone receprors provide
good examples. Many hormones exert their effects on target
cells by binding to the extracellular domains of translnem-
brane receptors. Binding of ligand causes the cytoplasn1ic tail
of the receptor to catalyze conversion of an inactive (GDP-
bound) G-protein into an active (GTP-bound) form, and this
relays the signal further by stimulating adenylyl cyclase. Some
mutations cause receptors to activate adenylyl cyclase even in
the absence ofligand.

~ Familial male precocious puberty (MIM 176410: onset of
puberty by the age of 4 years in affected boys) is found with
a constitutively active luteinizing hormone receptor.

~ Autosomal dominant thyroid hyperplasia can be caused by
an activating mutation in the thyroid stimulating hormone
receptor (see MIM 275200).

~ Jansen's metaphyseal chondrodystrophy (MIM 156400: a
disorder of bone growth) can be caused by a constitu-
tionally active parathyroid hormone receptor.

~ A constitutionally active GsQ' protein (parr of the receptor-
coupling G-protein) causes McCune-Albright syndrome or
polyostotic fibrous dysplasia (PFD, MIM 174800). PFD is
known only as a somatic condition in mosaics - probably
constitutionallllutations would be lethal. Depending on the
tissues carrying the mutant cell line, the result is polyostotic
fibrous dysplasia, cafe au lait spots, sexual precocity and other
hyperfunctional endocrinopathies. Loss of function muta-
tions of the san1e gene often underlie a different disease,
Albright's hereditary osteodystrophy (see Table '/6.5).

16.5.3 Qualitative changes in a gene product can cause
gain of function

The starting point in thinking about molecular pathology may
be either a gene or a disease. These two approaches are con-
sidered separately in this section and the next, although of course
a full understanding of molecular pathology merges the two.
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Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS) and Angelman syndrome (ASI are
both caused by problems with differentially imprinted genes at
15qll-q13. They exemplify the complicated molecular pathology
associated with clusters of imprinted genes (Nicholls and
Knepper, 2001).

~ PWS (MIM 176260: mental retardation, hypotonia, gross
obesity, male hypogenitalism) is caused by lack of function
of genes that are expressed only from the paternal
chromosome.

~ AS (MIM 105830: mental retardation, lack of speech, growth
retardation, hyperactivity, inappropriate laughterl is due to
lack of function of a closely linked gene that is expressed only
from the maternal chromosome. Some children with AS will
have two functional copies of the PWS genes, and vice versa,
but this overexpression does not appear to have any
phenotypic effect.

As shown in the Table, a variety of events can lead to lack of a
paternal (PWSI or a maternal (AS) copy of the relevant
chromosome 15 sequences.

~ De novo deletions of 4--4.5 Mb between flanking repeats at
15q11-q13 are the commonest cause. Deletions on the
paternal chromosome cause PWS, deletion of the same
region on the maternal chromosome causes AS.

~ Uniparental disomy is detected when DNA marker studies
show that a person with apparently normal chromosomes
has inherited both homologs of a particular pair (No.15 in this
case) from one parent. The usual cause is trisomy rescue. A
trisomy 15 conceptus develops to a multicell stage; normally
it would die, but if a chance mitotic nondisjunction (Section
2.5.21produces a cell with only two copies of chromosome 15
at a sufficiently early stage of development, that cell can go
on to make the whole of a surviving baby. Most trisomy 15
conceptuses are 15M15M15P Dne time out of three, random

loss of one chromosome 15 will produce a fetus with
maternal uniparental disomy, 15M15M Lacking any paternal
15, the fetus will have Prader-Willi syndrome.

~ Occasionally something has gone wrong with the
mechanism of imprinting. Both chromosome 15 homologs
carry the same parent-specific methylation pattern,
although marker studies show they originate from different
parents. These interesting cases are caused by small
deletions that define nonoverlapping PWS and AS
imprinting control elements.

~ AS may be caused entirely by lack of expression of the
UBE3A gene, since some inherited cases have normal
chromosome structure and imprinting, but have point
mutations in this gene. PWS is more complex. The paternal
chromosome encodes a huge transcript (up to 460 kb and 148
exons) with multiple splice forms. The first 10 exons encode
two proteins, SNURF and SNRPN, while the downstream
exons lack open reading frames but some of the introns
encode small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) that form part of the
splicing machinery. Absence of the snoRNAs may cause the
symptoms of PWS. The downstream part of the transcript
overlaps the UBE3A gene on the opposite strand, and
probably acts as an antisense RNA, preventing transcription
of UBE3A from the paternal chromosome (Runte et al., 20011.

Origins of Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes,

Event Proportion of PWS Proportion of AS

Deletions - 75% - 75%

Uniparental disomy - 20% - 3%

Imprinting errors - 2% - 5%

Point mutations Not seen - 15% (in UBE3A gene)

Table 16.3: Mechanisms of gain offunction mutations

Malfunction Gene Disease MIMno,

Overexpression PMP22 Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease 118200

Receptor permanently 'on' GNAS McCune-Albright disease 174800

Acquire new substrate (Pittsburgh allele I PI <x,-Antitrypsin deficiency 107400

Ion channel inappropriately open SCN4A Paramyotonia congenita 168300

Structurally abnormal multimers COUAt Osteogenesis imperfecta Various

Protein aggregation HO Huntington disease 143100

Chimeric gene BCR-ABL Chronic myeloid leukemia 151410
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Figure 16.6: An inherited mutetion causing a protein to gain a novel function.

Methionine 358 in the reactive center of aI-antitrypsin acts as a 'bait' for elastase. Elastase cleaves the peptide linkbetween Met358 and
Ser359, causing the two residues to spring 65 A apart, as shown here (green ballsl. Elastase is trapped and inactivated. The Pittsburgh
variant has a missense mutation M358Rwhich replaces the methionine bait with arginine. This destroys affinityfor elastase but creates a
bait for thrombin. As a novel constitutively active antithrombin, the Pittsburgh variant produces a lethal bleeding disorder. Image from
University of Geneva ExPASymolecular biologyWorld Wide Web server.

mutants in the X-linked hypoxanthine guanine phos-
phoribosyl transferase (I-IPin) gene. The exrenr of
residual enzyme activity in mutants correlates well with
the clinical phenorype of affected males (Table /6.4);

reduced copy numbers of a-globin genes produce
successively more severe effects. As shown in Figure
16.2, mosr people have four copies ofrhe a-globin gene
(aa/aa). People with rhree copies (aa/a-) are healthy;
those with two (whether the phase is a-/a- or aa/-)
suffer mild a-thalassemia; those with only one gene
(a-/-) have severe disease, while lack of all a genes
(-/-) causes lerhal hydrops fetalis.

D. Several phenotypes. Decreasing residual function of a gene
may extend the phenorype, perhaps causing a condition with
a differenr clinical label. Depending on the posirion of rhe
thresholds, several different situations can arise:

Several related recessive conditions may be caused by
successive reductions in gene function at a single locus.
For example, extracellular matrix is rich in sulfated
proteoglycans like heparan sulf.:1te and chondroitin
sulfate, and defects in sulfate transport interfere with
skeletal development. Loss of function mutations in the
DTDSTsulf:1te transporter cause four related 3utosomal
recessive skeletal dysplasias, diastrophic dysplasia (MIM
226600), multiple epiphyseal dysplasia 4 (M IM 226900),

atelosteogenesis II (MIM 256050) and achrondrogenesis
Type 113(MIM 600972), depending on the extent ofloss
(Karniski, 2001).
A 50% loss may have no effect; a somewhat greater loss,
caused by dominant negative effects, may produce a
dOllunant condition; while total loss offunction produces
a more severe recessive condition. Siluple loss offuncrion
mutations in the KVLQT1 K+ channel have no effect in
heterozygotes but cause the recessive Jervell and
Lange-Nielsen syndrome (MIM 220400: heart problems
and hearing loss) in homozygotes. However, a dominant
negative mutation in the same gene produces the donU-
nanrly inherited Romano-Ward syndrome (MIM
192500: cardiac arrhythmia). In rransfecred Xel/opl/s
oocytes Romano-Ward ion channels have abour 20% of
nonnal activity, but ion channels from JLN patients
totally lack function (Wollnik et al., 1997).
Mutations in the same gene can produce [\vo or more
dominanr conditions, rhe milder one by simple haplo-
insufficiency, and more severe forms through dominant
negarive effecrs. This happens in the COL 1A 1 or
COL IA2 genes thar encode Type I collagen (Fig",e
J6.4). Murarions in rhese genes usually produce osteo-
genesis imperfecta (01; brittle bone disease). Frameshifts
and nonsense mutations produce Type 1 01, the mildest
form, while amino acid substitutions in the Gly-X-Y
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Figure 16.7: Four possible relationships between loss offunction and clinical phenotype.

See Section 16.6.1for discussion.

repeated units are seell in the more •.•evere Typt's II. III
and IV 01. The genotype-phenotype relationship is
quite subtle. Substitution of glycine by a bulkier amino
Jcid in the Gly-X- Y unit has J dominant negative effect
by disrupting the close packing of the collagen triple
helix. The helix i'ii assembled starring at the C-refminal
end. Jnd substitution of glycines close (0 rh:tt end has a
Illore severe dTL'cr than 'iub",ritutiolls nearer the N-
terminal end. Skipping of exon (, (of COL I.~ I or
COL 1112) 110S .1 quite ditTerem effect. The site for
cleavage of the N-tl'rtllinal propepride is lost and
abnormal colbgL'1l is produced that causes Ehlers
Danlos syndrom"TypeVII (MIM 1300(,0; laxity of skin
and joints). A difft."renr function ha'i bc.;·t'll 105[, and a
diflc-n:nt phenotype ft."SU !('i.

16.6.2 Loss of function and gain of function mutations in
the same gene will cause different diseases

WI.: haye sel'n that los'i of fUllcrioll Illllr~l[iolls in the 1~4.\3
gent" CJUSt" tht:" dt.·,·doplll(.·lltal :1bnOfmaliry Type

Waardenburg syndrome (F;c~l/re 16. I). A tot.lily dinerent
phenotype is seen when an acquired cl1rol110501n<11 tralllj-

location creates a novd chimeric gene by fusing PAXJ to
another transcription factor gene, FKHR ill a somatic cdl.Thl.:
gain of function of this hybrid transcription facror CJuses rhl.:
development of the childhood tumor. alveolar rhabdo-
myosarcoma Cfable 17.3).

A striking example concerns the RET gellt' (MaJ}i~' C! Ill.,

2(01). RET encodes a receptor that «r.lddles the cell
membrane. When its ligand (GDNF) bind, to the extr.lcel-
lubr domain it induces dimeriz;Hion of the rl'Cl'prors. which
then transmit the signal into rhl' cell vi;} tyrosinL' kinJst.'
l110duks in rhl'ir cytoplasmic domain. A ,'ariery of 10" of
funerion mutations - frameshifrs. nonsen'll' 1ll11Guion'i :Iud
amino acid substitutions that interfere with the po~t-tr,l1llib-
tional marurarion of the RET protein - arc one (.1 U lil' of
Hirschsprung disease (MIM 142623: intractable constip.Jtioll
caused by abst.'ncl' of enteric ganglia in the bowel - 'l'C
Section 15.0.2). Certain very specific mis'il'n'il' lllur:niow, in
rhl' RET gene are seen in a rotally differl'llt 'l't of dise,lses,
familial medullary thyroid carcinollu and rhl' related but

Table 16.4: Consequences of decreasing function of hypoxanthine guanine phospho ribosyl transferase

HPRT activity (% of normal) Phenotype

> 60 Normal

fHj()

1.6-8

1.4-1.6

< 1.4

Neurologically normal; hyperuricemia (gout)

Neurological problem (choreoathetosis)

Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (choreoathetosis, self-mutilation) but intelligence normal

Classical Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (MIM 308000;choreoathetosis, self-mutilation and mental retardation)
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more extcnsive multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2. These
are gain of function mutations, producing receptor that reacts
excessively to ligand or is constitutively active and dinlcrizes
even in the absence of ligand. Curiollsly, some people with
111issensemutations atTecting cysteines 618 or 620 suffer frot11
both thyroid cancer and Hirschsprung disease - simultaneous
loss and gain offunction.This reminds us that loss offullction
and gain of function arc not always simple scalar quantities;
mutations may have ditTerent effects in the different cell types
in which a gene is expressed.

Table 16.5 lists a number of cases where mutations in a
single gene can result in more than one disease. Usually the
gain of function mutant produces a qualitatively abnormal
protein. Occasionally a simple dosage effect can be
pathogenic - the peripheral myelin protein gene PMP22 is an
example. Unequal crossovers between repeat sequences on
chromosome 17p11 create duplications or deletions of
a 1.5-Mb region that conrains the PMP22 gene (FIgure 16.8).
Heterozygous carriers of the deletion or duplication have one
copy or three copies respectively of this gene. People who
have only a single copy suffer from hereditary neuropathy
with pressure palsies or tomJculous neuropathy (MlM
162500), while as mentioned above, people with three copies
have a clinically different neuropathy, Charcot-Marie- Tooth
disease lA (CMTIA; MlM 118220).

16,6.3 Variability within families is evidence of
modifier genes or chance effects

Many Mendelian conditions are clinically variable even
between affected members of the same faInily who carry

exactly the samc mutation. lnrrafamihal variability must be
caused by some combination of the effects of other unlinked
genes (modifier genes) and environmental effects (including
chance events). Phenotypes depending on haploinsufficiency
are especially sensitive to the effects of modifiers, as discussed
above (Section 16.4.2). Waardenburg syndrome is a typical
example: Figure 16.1 shows the evidence that this don1inant
condition is caused by haploinsufficiency, and Figure 4.5C
sho\vs typical intra familial variation.

Intrafamilial variability is a big problem in genetic coun-
seling because families conten1plating childbearing want to
know how severely affected a child would be. Thus there is a
clinical as well as a scientific motivation to identify modifier
genes. Candidate modifier genes may be suggested by
knowledge of the biochemical interactions of the primary
gene product, or from studies in Inice where the necessary
genetic analysis is feasible (Nadeau, 2001).The work of Easton
ef al. (1993) on neurofibromatosis type 1 (MlM 162200)
shows how statistical analysis of clinical phenotypes within
large families can provide evidence for modifier genes. The
role of pure chance should also not be ignored, especially in
conditions with a patchy phenotype. Examples include patchy
depigmentation inWaardenburg syndrome, and the variable
numbers of neurofibromata or polyps in neurofibromatosis
type 1 and adenomatous polyposis coli (MlM 175100),
respectively.

An example of how a modifier Inight work comes from an
interesting faInily with apparent digenic inheritance of ocular
albinism (Morell el al., 1997). Tyrosinase is a key enzyme of
melanocytes; deficiency leads to oculocutaneous albinism
(MIM 203100). A common variant of the tyrosinase gene,

Table 16.5: Examples of genes responsible for more than one disease

Gene Location Diseases Svmbol MIMno.

PAX3 2q35 Waardenburg syndrome type 1 WSI 193500
Alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma RMS2 268220

CFTR 7p31.2 Cystic fibrosis CF 219700
Bilateral absence of vas deferens

REr 10ql1.2 Multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2A MEN2A 171400
Multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2B MEN2B 162300
Medullary thyroid carcinoma FMTC 155420
Hirschsprung disease HSCR 142623

PMP22 17p11.2 Charcot-Marie-Tooth neuropathy type lA CMTIA 118220
Tomaculous neuropathy HNPP 162500

SCN4A 17q23.1-q25.3 Paramyotonia congenita PMC 168300
Hyperkalemic periodic paralysis HYPP 170500
Acetazolamide·responsive myotonia congenita

PRNP 20pl2-pter Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease CJD 123400
Familial fatal insomnia FFI 176640

GNAS 20q13.2 Albright hereditary osteodystrophy AHD 103580
McCune-Albright syndrome PFD 174800

AR Xcen-q22 Testicularfeminization syndrome TFM 313700
Spinobulbar muscular atrophy SBMA 313200
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Figure 16.8:Gene dosage effects with the PMP22gene.

Most patients with Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease are heterozygous for a 1.5-Mbduplication at 17p11.2.including the gene for peripheral
myelin protein. PMP22(colored box).A patient homozygous for the duplication had very severe disease. Some patients have only two
copies of the PMP22gene. but one copy carries an activating mutation. Deletion or loss-of-function mutation olthe PMP22 gene is seen in
patients with tomaculous neuropathy (patel and Lupski. 1994).

R.-l02Q. encodes an enzyme wirh reduced acrivi')', bur rhe
residual activity is sufficiently high for even homozygorcs to
have normal pigmentation. However, in the f.11nily reported
by Morell el al. people carrying one or rwo copies ofl"l.-l02Q
showed ocular albinism (<1 mild form of oculoclItaneous
aJbinism) when rhey also carried a mutation in NllTF, a gene
involved in differentiation of mclanocytes. Mutations in
M ITF aJone do nor cause ocular albinism.

sionally expond (e.g. HD alleles wirh 29-35 repears).
Pathogenic expansions f.,11 into two main classes:

~ highly expanded repeats outside coding sequcnces;

~ modest expansions of CAG repears rhar encode polyglut-
amine tracts in the gene product.

Highly expanded repeats outside coding sequences

16.6.4 Unstable expanding repeats - a novel cause of
disease

Unsrable expanding nucleoride repears (dynamic mutations)
were an entirely novel and unprecedented disease mechanism
when first discovered in 1991. The currently known examples
are shown in Table 16.6. They raise r\Vo major quesrions:

~ what is the mechanism of the instability and expansion?
This was discussed in Secrion 11.5.2;

~ why do rhe expanded repears make you ill' This is
discussed here.

A hallmark of diseases caused by dynamic repears is antici-
pation - rhar is, rhe age of onser is lower and/or rhe severity
worse, in successive generations. See Section 4.3.3 for a
cautionary note about anticipation. In some cases intern1e-
diate-sized alleles are nonpathogenic but unstable, and readily
expand ro full murarion alleles (e.g. FRAXA repears of
50-200 unirs); in orher cases such alleles only very occa-

In Fragile-X syndrome and Friedrcich ataxia, an enormollsly
expanded repeat causes a loss of function by abolishing
transcription. The same is true for the expanding 12-111LT in
juvenile myoclonus epilepsy. In each case, the disease is occa-
sionally caused by different, morc convelltional, loss of
function mutations in the gene. Such mutations produce
the identical clinical phenotype to expansions. apart
(presllmably) from not showing anticipation. Other similar
highly expanded repears, such as FRA /6A (expanded CCG
repear) or F/U116B (an expanded 33-bp minisarellite) are
nonpathogenic, presllmably because no important gene is
locared nearby. Probably rhe repears abolish rranscriprion by
altering the local chromatin structure. in the case of fragile-
X, rhis leads ro merhylarion of rhe promorer.

The large expansion in myotonic dystrophy is different. 0

other mutation has ever been found in a myotonic dystrophy
patient, so there must be something quite specific about the
action of the CTG repeat. It has recently become clear that
rhe main parhogenic acrion (in DM I and DM2) is rhrough
rhe mR.NA binding and sequesrering CUG-binding proreins
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1.Very large expansions of repeats outside coding sequences:

Fragile-X site A IFAAXA) 309550 X Xq27.3 5'UTA ICGG)n 6-54 200--1000+

Fragile-X site E IFAAXE) 309548 X Xq28 Promoter ICCGln 6-25 200+

Friedreich ataxia (FA) 229300 AR 9qI3-q21.1 Intron 1 IGAA)n 7-22 200--1700

Myotonic dystrophy (OM!) 160900 AD 19q13 3'UTR ICTGln 5-35 51J-4000

Myotonic dystrophy 2 (DM2) 602668 AD 3q21 Intron 1 ICCTGln 12 75-11 000

Spinocerebellar ataxia 8 603680 AD 13q21 Untranslated RNA (CTGln 16-37 110--500+

Spinocerebellar ataxia 10 603516 AD 22q13 Intron 9 (ATTCT)n 10-22 Upto22kb

Juvenile myoclonus 254800 AR 21q22.3 Promoter ICCCCGCCCCGCG)n 2-3 40--80
epilepsy IJMEI

2. Modest expansions of tAG repeats within coding sequences:

Huntington disease IHDI 143100 AD 4p16.3 Coding ICAGln 6-35 36-100+

Kennedy disease 313200 XR Xq21 Coding (CAGln 9-35 38-62

SCAI 164400 AD 6p23 Coding (CAGln 6-38 39-83

SCA2 183090 AD 12q24 Coding (CAG)n 14-31 32-77

Machado-Joseph 109150 AD 14q32.1 Coding ICAG)n 12-39 62-86
disease ISCA3)

SCA6 183086 AD 19p13 Coding ICAGln 4-17 21-30

SCA7 164500 AD 3pI2-p21.1 Coding ICAGln 7-35 37-200

SCA17 607136 AD 6q27 Coding (CAGln 25-42 47-63

Dentatorubral-pallidoluysia n 125370 AD 12p Coding (CAGln 3-35 49-88
atrophy IDRPLAI

SCA, spino-cerebellar ataxia.

Table 16.6: Diseases caused by unstable expanding nucleotide repeats

Unstable
repeat #

Stable
repeat #

Repeat
sequence

Locetion of
repeat

Location of
gene

Mode of
inheritance

MIMNo.Disease

that are required for correct splicing of other transcripts.
Aberrant splicing leads to loss of the muscle-specific chloride
channel, among other transcripts (reviewed by Tapscott and
Thornton, 2001). There may be other effects as well, because
the site of the expansion forms part of the epG island of
an adjacent gene, SIX5 (MIM 600%3), and the expansion
reduces expression ofrhis gene.

The SCAS gene (Koob el al., 1999) apparently encodes an
uI1translated RNA that acts as all antisense regulator of a gene
011 the other strand of the DNA (similar [Q the imprinted
transcripts mentioned in Section 16.4.4). How the expansion
produces the disease is not known - indeed, it is not totally
certain that this change is Jctually pathogenic.

~ they Jre all late-onset neurodegenerative diseases, ;:md
except for Kennedy disease, are all dominantly inherited;

~ no other mutation in the gene has been found that causes
the disease;

~ the expanded allele is transcribed and translated;
~ the trinucleotide repeat encodes a polyglutamine tract in

the protein;

~ there is a critical threshold repeat size, below which the
repeat is nonpathogenic and above which it causes disease;

~ the larger the repeat, above the threshold, the earlier is the
average age of onset (predictions cannot be made for indi-
vidual patients, but there is a clear statistical correlation).

Modest expansions of CAG repeats within coding regions
that encode polyglutamine tracts within the gene product

COnll110n features of the eight diseases cJused by expansion of
an unstable CAG repeat within a gene include:

The androgen receptor mutation in Kennedy disease provides
clear evidence dut CAG-repeat diseases involve a specific gain
of function. Loss of function mutations in this gene are well
known and cause androgen insensitivity or testicular femi-
nization syndrome (MlM 300068), a failure of male sexual
differentiation. The polygluta11line expansion, by contrast,
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causes a quite different neurodegenerarive disease, although
patients often also show minor feminization. The common
pathogenic mechanism involves formation of protein aggre-
gates (see below).

In addition to the classic unstable expanded repeats, some
diseases can be caused by much shorter and fairly stable tri-
nucleotide repeat expansions. Examples include 01'0-

pharyngeal muscular dystrophy (PABP2 gene, MIM 602279),
pseudoachondroplasia (CO:\ IP gene, M IM 600310) and
synpolydacryly (HOXD 13 gene, MIM I86000).These are not
dynamic mutations, and do not belong with the classic
unstable expanded repeats.

Laboratory diagnosis of expanded repeats

A single PCR reaction makes the diagnosis in the polyglut-
amine repeat diseases. The very brge expansions in myotonic
dystrophy require Sollthern blotting. Fragile X is diagnosed by
a Southern blotting method that depends on both the size and
methylation status of the FRAXA gene. For further details and
pictures of gels, see Section 18.4.3 and Fiellrf 18.12.

16.6,5 Protein aggregation is a common pathogenic
mechanism in gain of function diseases

Recendy it has become apparent that formation of protein
aggregates is a C0l11111011feawre of several adult-onset neuro-
logical diseases, including the polyglutaminc diseases
described above, Alzheimer disease, Parkinson disease,
Creutzfeld-Jakob disease and the heterogeneous group
known as amyloidoses. The full story is not yet clear, but a
common theme is emerging. Globular protein molecules
resemble oil drops, with the hydrophobic residues in the
interior and polar groups on the outside. CorreCt folding is a
critical and highly specific process, and naturally occurring
proteins are selected from alllong all possible protein
sequences partly for their ability to fold correctly. Mutant
proteins may be more prone to misfolding. Misfolded mole-
cules with exposed hydrophobic groups can aggregate with
each other or with other proteins, and this is somehow toxic
to neurons and Inaybe other cells. Sometirnt:s it appears that a
conformational change can propagate through a population
of protein molecules, converting them from a stabk native
conformation into a new form with different properties in a
process perhaps anJlogous to crystallization. The behavior of
prion proteins (Pru'iiner et al., 1998) is the mOSt striking
example. Misfolding might start with a chance misfolding of
a newly synthesized structurally normal molecule (sporadic
cases), a mutant sequence with a greater propensity to misfolcl
(a genetic disease). or a Illisfolded molecule somchow
acquired from the environment (infectious cases). Thus this
final common pathway briog'\ together a set of diseases with
very disparate origins (Perutz and Windle. 2001; Bucciantini
er al., 2002).

16.6,6 For mitochondrial mutations. heteroplasmy and
instability complicate the relationship between
genotype and phenotype

Point mutations, deletions or duplications that abolish the
function of genes in the densely packed mitochondrial
genome (Figllre 9.2) afe associated with a broad spectrulll of
degenerative diseases involving the central nervous system,
heart. muscle. endocrine system. kidnt·y and liver. Cells
contain many mtDNA molecules. They can be homoplasmic
(every mtD A molecule is the same) or heteroplasmic (a
mixed population of nornlal and mutant mitochondrial
DNA). Unlike mosaicism, heteroplasmy can be transmitted
ft'om 1110ther to child through a heteroplasl11ic egg. Both the
mutations and the heteroplasmy often seem to evolve with
time within an individual. The same individual can carry both
deletions and duplicationli, and the proportion can change
with rime (Poulton er al., 1993).

The same sequence change is frequently seen in people
with different syndromes, and phenotype-genotype correla-
tions are particularly hard to establish. For example, 50% of
people with leber's hereditary optic neuropathy (MIM
535000: sudden irreversible loss of vision) have a G •A
substitution at nucleotide 11778 of the mitochondrial
genome. Most of these patients are homopialilllic. but about
14%, no less severely affected, are heteroplasmic. Even in
homoplasmic f:1l11iliesthe condition is highly variable; penc-
trance overall is 33-60%, and 82% of affected individuals are
male (Wallace 1'[ al., 200 I). Possible reasons for the poor
correlation include:

• heteroplasmy can be tissue-specific, and the tissue that is
examined (typically blood or muscle) may not be the
critical tissue in the pathogenesis:

• I11tDNA is llluch more variable than nuclear DNA, and
some syndromes Illay depend on the combination of the
reported mutation with other unidentified variants;

• some l1utochondrial dist:ases seem to be of a quantitative
nature: small mutational changes accumulate that reduce
the energy-generating capacity of the mitochondrion, and
at sOme threshold deficit clinicll symptollls appear;

• many mitochondrial functions are encoded by Iluclear
genes (see Box 9.2). so that nuclear variation call be an
important cause or modifier of mitochondrial phenotype.

The MITOMAP database of mitochondrial mutations
(www.mitomap.or~) has a good gt'neral discussion, plus
extensive data tables showingjust how great is the challenge of
predicting phenotypes.

16.7 Molecular pathology: from disease to
gene

Very often the starring point for thinking about molecular
pathology is a disease rather than a gene. This approach givt's an
alternative viewpoint of genorype-phenotype correlations. The
overall message is that one must not be na"lvewhen speculating
about the gene defect underlying a Mt:ndelian syndrome.
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16.7.1 The gene underlying a disease may not be the
obvious one

Mutations leading to deficiency of a protein are not
necessarily in the structural gene encoding the protein

Agammaglobulinemia (lack of immunoglobulins, leading to
clinical immunodeficiency) is often Mendelian. It is natural to
assume the cause would be mutations in the illll1111llogiobulin
genes. But the immunoglobulin genes afC located 011 chromo-
somes 2, 14 and 22, and agammaglobulinemias do not map to
these locations. Many forms are X-linked. I,-emembering the
man)' steps needed to turn a newly synthesized polypeptide
into a correctly functioning protein (Section 1.5), this lack of
one-to-one correspondence between the mutJtion and the
protein structural gene should not come as any grc:l[ surprise.
Failures in immunoglobulin gene processing, in B-cell matu-
ration, or in the overall development of the ilumune system
will aU produce immunodeficiency.

One gene defect can sometimes produce multiple
enzyme defects

I-cell disease or mucolipidosis \I (MIM 252500) is marked by
deficiencies of multiple lysosomal enzymes. Tht, primary
defeer is not in the structural gene for any of these enzymes
but in an enzyme, N-acetylglucosamine-I-phosphotrans-
ferase. that phosphorylates man nose residues on the glycosyl-
ated enzyme molecules. The phosphomannose is a signal that
targets the enzymes to Iysosomes; in its absence the Iysosornes
lack a whole series of l:nzymes.

Mutations often affect only a subset of the tissues in
which the gene is expressed

The pattern of tissue-specific expression of a gene is a poor
predictor of the clinical effects of mutations. Tissues in which
a gene is not expressed an.' unlikely to suffer primary
pathology. but the converse is not true. Usually only a subset
of expressing tissues are affected. The HD gene is widely
expressed. but Huntington disease affects only limited regions
of the brain. The retinoblastoma gene (Section 17.6.1) is ubi-
quitously expressed, bur only the retina is commonly affected
by inherited mutations. This is also strikingly seen in the lyso-
somal disorders. Gene expression is required in J single cell
type, the IllJcrophage, which is found in Illany tissues. But not
all macrophage-containing tissues are abnormal in affected
patients. Explanations are not hard to find:

~ genes are not necessarily expressed onJy in the tissues where
they are needed. Provided expression does no harm, there
may be little selective pressure to switch off expression, even
in tissues where expression confers no benefit;

~ loss of a gene function will affect some tissues much more
than others, because of the varying roles and metabolic
requirements of different cell types and varying degrees of
functional redundancy in the meshwork of interactions
within a cell. The 'gatekeeper gene' concept fi-om cancer
genetics (Section 17.7.2) is likely ro be apphcable to many
other cell functions and malfunctions, in addition to the
cell turnover that goes wrong in cancer;

~ any gain of function may be pathological for some cell
types and harmless for others - see the example of the RET
gene (Section 16.6.2).

16.7.2 Locus heterogeneity is the rule rather than the
exception

Locus heterogeneity describes the situation where the same
disease can be caused by mutations in several different genes. It
is important ro think about the biological role of a gene
product, and the molecules with which it interacts, rather than
expecting a one-to-one relationship between genes and
syndromes. As we saw in Section 4.2.4, clinical syndromes
often result from failure or malfunction of a developmental or
physiological pathway; equally. many cellular structures and
functions depend on multi-component protein aggregates. If
the correct functioning of several genes is required, then
mutations in allY of the genes may cause the same, or a very
similar. phenotype.

Once again, the collagens (F(~lIre 16.4; Section 16.6. I)
provide good examples. We have seen that type I collagen, the
major collagen of skin. bone, tendon and ligaments, is built of
triple helices comprising two at!) chains and one a(2).
Mutations in either the COLlA / or COLIA2 genes cause
the same condition, dominant osteogenesis imperfecta.Type II
collagen forms fibrils in carrilage and other tissues including
the vitreous of the eye. It is made ofhomotrimeric helices of
COL2A I chains. Different mutations in the COL2A J gene
result in an overlapping spectrum of skeletal dysplasias
including Stickler syndrome. spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia
and Kniest dysplasia. A similar phenotype can result from
mutations in the type XI collagen, which is a minor
component of the type II fibril. In all these cases. which
syndrome is produced depends on the overall effect on the
fillal collagen fibrils, rather than on which gene is mutated.

16.7.3 Mutations in different members of a gene family
can produce a series of related or overlapping
syndromes

Mutations in members of a gene f:1111ilywith panialJy over-
lapping functions can produce 3 set of partially overlapping
phenotypes that are hard to dissect clinically. Mutations
affecting fibroblast growth factor receptors illustrate this. The
10 fibroblast growth f.1ctOrSgovern important developmental
processes through four cell surface receprors, FGFR 1-4. Most
tissues express multiple FG FRs, including splice variants of
each. The FGFRs are receptor tyrosine kinases that act in a
similar manner to the RET protein described above: signal
transduction requires n:ceptar dirnerization, and this can
involve homodimers or heterodimcrs. FGFR mutantS could
produce an altered balance of splice forms. change the balance
of hOl11o- and heterodimers, reduce signaling by a dominant
negative effect or produce constitutionally active dimcrs.Thus
then.: is the potential for complex genetic efrects.

Very specific mutations of the receptor genes are respon-
sible ror a series or dominant disorders or skeletal growth
(F(~lIrl' /6.9). Mlltations in FGFR2 on IOq26 are found in
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Crouzon,]ackson- Weiss, Pfeiffer and Apert syndromes, while
different specific mutations in FGFR3 at 4p 16 produce
achondroplasia, thanatophoric dysplasia types I and 2,
hypochondroplasia. Crouzon syndrome with acanthosis
nigricans and Muencke's coronal craniosynostosis. Some
patients with Pfeiffer syndrome luve a Illutation in FGFR t.
For clinical descriptions, references and an introduction to the
molecular pathology of these syndromes, see OMIM and
Wilkie (1997). The very specific nature of the mutation<
suggests J gain of function, and the achondroplasia.
rhanatophoric dysplasia and Crouzon mutants have been
shown (Q produce receptors with varying degrees of consti-
tutive (ligand independent) activation when transfected iow
certain types of cells (Naski ct aI., 1996).

16.7.4 Clinical and molecular classifications are
alternative tools for thinking about diseases, and
each is valid in its own sphere

The connective tissue disorders caused by collagen gene
mutations, which have been a recurring theme in this chapter,
illustrate the difference between clinical and molecular classi-
fications of diseases ("Jahle 16.7).

~ All Mendelian diseases can be classified on a molecular
basis, first by the locus involved and second by the
particular mutant allele at that locus.

~ Genetic diseases can also be classified clinically according
to their symptoms and prognosis. Clinical categories
defined in this way may IIOt correspond exactly to a

molecular classification, but they may be more useful for
counseling and management of patients.

Clinical labels arc not simply conventions. They evolve as
knowledge of the underlying genetics advances - disc:ast..'s are
grouped together (Duchenne and Becker Illllscular
dystrophy) or split (BReA { breast cancer from sporadic
breast cancer). A Illolecular classification is essential for
mokcular diagnosis, and it may allow more accurate coun-
seling - for example, only molecular analysi, could show that
unaffected parents who haye more than one child affected
with osteogenesis imperfecta are germinal mosaics rather
than carriers of a recessive form of 01. However, a full-
blown molecular classification is not always clinically lIseful
- for exampk, although OMIM lists 11 loci causing Usher
syndrome (recessive deaf-blindness), clinically it is only
useful to distinguish three types, which vary in their severity.
Thus a molecular classification illuminates rather than super-
sedes the clinical classification.

16.8 Molecular pathology of chromosomal
disorders

16.8.1 Microdeletion syndromes bridge the gap
between single gene and chromosomal
syndromes

If our 3000-Mb genome contains 30 000 genes, a deletion of
a megabase or so, which is too small to be seen under the
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Figure 16.9: Phenotype-genotype correlations in FGFRmutations.

Three of the four highly homologous fibroblast growth factor receptors are shown. Each receptor tyrosine kinase has three
immunoglobulin-like extracellular domains Iheld by S-S bridges), a transmembrane domain (TM). and paired intracellular tyrosine kinase
domains. Very specific missense mutations are associated with a series of skeletal dysplasias lachondroplasia A. hypochondroplasia H,
thanatophoric dysplasia Types 1 and 2, T1 and T2) and craniosynostosis syndromes (Apert Ap, Grouzon G, Jackson-Weiss JW, Muencke M,
Pfeiffer PI. Other mutations can cause the Beare-Stevenson cutis gyrata skin disease IGA). Some mutations in the Ig3 domain of FGFR2are
associated in different families with Grouzon, Jackson-Weiss and Pfeiffer syndromes.
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microscope, Illay still involve a dozen or more genes. FlSH
analysis and array-CGH (Sections 2.4.2, 17.3.3) are revealing
increasing numbers of such submicroscopic chromosomal
abnormalities (Table 16.8). From the point of view of
molecular pathology they fall into three classes.

~ Single gene syndromes, where all the phenotypic effects
are due to deletion (or sometimes duplication) of a single
gene. For example Alagille syndrome (MIM 118-(50) is
seen in patients with a microdeletion at 20pl1. However,
93% of AJagille patients have no deletion, but instead have
point mutations in the JAG1 gene located at 20p II. The
cause of the syndrome in all cases is haploinsufficiency for
JAG 1.

• Contiguous gene syndromes. seen primarily in males
with X-chromosome deletions. The classic case was the
boy 'BB' who suffered from Duchenne muscular dystrophy
(MIM 310200), chronic granulomarous disease (MIM
306-(00) and retinitis pigmentosa (MIM 312600), together
with mental retardation (Francke ef al., 1985). He had a
chro111050111a1deletion in Xp2'1 that removed a contiguous
set of genes and incidentaUy provided investigators with
the I11Cans to clone the genes whose absence caused twO of
his diseases, DMD and chronic granulomatous disease
(Section 1-1.-1.2). Deletions of the tip of Xp are seen in
another set of contigllolls gene syndromes. Successively
larger deletions remove more genes and add more diseases

Table 16.7A: Clinical classification of the connective tissue diseases mentioned in tbe text and Table 16.7B

Mild-moderate bone fragility; blue sclerae; normal stature; hearing loss 150%)

Very severe bone fragility; perinatal lethal

Moderate-severe bone fragility; progressive deformity; very short stature; often hearing loss

Mild-moderate bone fragility; normal sclerae; variable stature

FeaturesDisease MIMNo.

01 type Iidivided on dental 1662001166240)
findings into lA, IB, ICI

01type II 166210

01 type III 1166230)

01 type IVIdivided on dental 166220
findings into IVA,IVB)

SED 183900

Stickler syndrome 108300

Kniest dysplasia 156550

EOStype VII 130060

Short stature, short neck, spondylo·epiphyseal dysplasia

Mild SED, cleft palate, high myopia, hearing loss

Disproportionate short stature; short neck; SED, etc.

Lax joints and skin

01, Osteogenesis imperfecta Ibrittle bone disease I; SED, spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia; EDS, Ehlers-Oanlos syndrome.

Table 16.7B: Molecular classification of the connective tissue diseases mentioned in the text and Table 16.7A.

Gene Location Mutations Syndrome

COLlAl

COLlA2

COL2AI

COLlIA2

17q22

7q22.1

12q13

6p21.3

Null alleles

Partial deletions; C·terminal substitutions

N·terminal substitutions

Deletion of exon 6

Splice mutations; exon deletions

C·terminal mutations

N·terminal substitutions

Deletion of exon 6

Point mutations

Nonsense mutation

Defect in conversion

Missense

Splicing mutation

01 type I

01 type II

01 types 1.111or IV

EDStype VII

01 type I

01 type II, IV

01 type III

EDStype VII

SED

Stickler syndrome

Kniest dysplasia

Achondrogenesis II, spondylo·meta-epiphyseal dysplasia

Stickler syndrome
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to the syndrome (Ba]bbio and Andria, 1992).
Microdelerions are relatively frequent in some pans of the
X chromosome (e.g. Xp21, proximal Xq) bur rare or
unknown in others (e.g. Xp22.1-22.2, Xq28). 0 doubt
deletion of certain individual genes, and visible deletions in
gene-rich regions, would be lethal.

~ Segmental aneuploidy syndromes. Autosoma]
microdeletions are rarely true contiguous gene
syndromes. Usually the phenotype in heterozygotes
depends on only a subset of the deleted genes, those that
are dosage-sensitive (Figure 16.10). Severa] well defined
syndromes are produced by recurrent de novo microdele-
tions (Budarf and Emanuel, 1997). The deletion-prone
regions are flanked by long repeats, which allow
misaligned recombination (Figure 11.7). Often the repeats
contain transcribed sequences that may make for a more
open, recombination-prone chromatin structure.
Inversions of some ofrhese mcgabase-sized regions occur
as common nonpathogenic polymorphisI11s which may
predispose to deletion by mispairing of the flanking
repeats (Giglio er al., 2001).

Identitying which genes in the deleted region are responsible
for which parts of the phenotype of these microdeletion
syndromes is proving difficult. Three possible strategies are:

~ find people who have one component of the syndrome
inherited as a Mendelian condition caused by Illutation of
a single gene within the candidate region;

~ find people who have smaller than norma] microdeletions,
and who show only partial features of the syndrome;

~ delete the corresponding region in the mouse; cross the
deleted mice with mice transgenic for individual genes
from the region, and correlate the phenorype with the
extent of remaining haploinsufficiency.

Williams syndrome (WLS; MIM 19-1050) provides a good
example of the problems. People with WLS have a recog-
nizable face, they are growth retarded, as infants they may
have life-threatening hypercalcemia, and they often have
supravalvular aortic stenosis (SVAS). Additionally they are
usually moderately mentally retarded, to about the same
extent as people with Do\\'n syndrome. bur they have a very
distinctive cognitive profile and personaliry. They are highly
sociable, often musical, and talk remarkably well, but have a
specific inability in manipulating shapes (visuospati::d
constructive ability). WLS is caused by a ] .6-Mb deletion, the
result of recombination between flanking repeats, especially in
people heterozygous for a common inversion of the whole
region (Osborne el al.,2001).About 20 genes have been iden-
tified in the deleted region (Tassabehji el al., 1999). IdentifYing
the relevant genes from among all those deleted in WLS might
provide an entry to identifying genetic determinants of
normal human cognition and behavior.

As mel1tioned above (Section 16.-1.1), SVAS can result
from deletion or disruption of the elastin gene. This gene lies
within the Williams critical region, and haploinsufficiency
for elastin is undoubtedly the cause of the SVAS seen in
Williams syndrome. Potentially the facial fearures could also
be caused by a deficiency of this connective tissue protein,
but this is evidently not the case because people with simple
elastin mutations often have SVAS but do not have the

Table 16.8: Syndromes associated with chromosomal microdeletions

The syndromes caused byhaploinsufficiency01 a single gene are often seen in patients who do not have a microdeletion,but a pointmutation inthe
gene.

Syndrome MIMNo, Location Type of anomaly

Woll-Hirschhorn 194190 4p16.3 Segmental aneuploidy

Cridu chat 123450 5p15.2·pI5.3 Segmental aneuploidy

Williams 194050 7q11.23 Segmental aneuploidy

langer-Giedon 150230 8q24 Contiguousgene (TRPSI, EXT/)

WAGR 194072 11p13 Contiguousgene (PAX6, WTT)

Prader-Willi 176270 15qll-ql3 Segmental aneuploidy lIack 01 paternal copyl

Angelman 105830 15q11·qI3 lack 01 maternal U8E3A

Rubinstein-Taybi 180849 16p13.3 Haploinsufficiencylor C8P

Miller-Oieker 247200 17p13.3 Contiguousgene IUS/, YWHAE etc.)

Smith-Magenis 182290 17p11.2 Segmental aneuploidy

Alagille 118450 20p12.1 Haploinsufficiencylor JAGI

OiGeorge I VCFS 192430 22q11.21 Segmental aneuploidy

WAGR,Wilmstumor,aniridia,genital abnormalities, mental retardation; VCFS,velocardiolacial syndrome.
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Males with X chromosome Patients heterozygous Nondeleted
deletions for autosomal deletions patient

Autosomal
X map 2 3 4 map 5 6 7 8... . .. ... .

X, 1 1 1 A,

1X2 A2

Xa Aa

x., A.

Xs As

Xs A6

X7 A7

1Xs I As

.. .. .. . .
Phenotype X2 X2 X2 X6 As As As As
of patient: + + +

Xa Xa X7
+

X.

Figure 16.10: X-linked and autosomal microdeletion syndromes.

On the X chromosome, deletion of genes Xl or Xs is lethal in males. Patients 1-3 show a nested series of contiguous gene syndromes, while
patient4 has a different contiguous gene syndrome. On the autosome, only gene As is dosage sensitive. Patients 5-7, with different sized
deletions, all show the same phenotype as patient 8, who is heterozygous for a loss-of-function point mutation in the As gene.

Williams face. No other features of the syndrome have ",0 far
been convincingly attributed to any ofrhe other genes in the
region. People with partial deletions of the region seem ro
have either just SVAS or the full syndrome. Whether the
Williams phenotype will be recognizable in mice is an
interesting question. Other microdeletion syndromes are
also associated with specific behaviors, and so unravding the
constituent genes of these syndromes is an area of great
current research interest.

16.8.2 The major effects of chromosomal aneuploidies
may be caused by dosage imbalances in a few
identifiable genes

MonOSOllllCS and rri"omies probably owe their characteristic
phenotypes to a few major gcne cffects superimposed on
many minor disturbances of developmenr. Genes where a 50%
increase of dosage has a major effect IllUStbe very uncommon,
and so it should be possible to identify the few genes that
cause the major features of, for cXJmple, Down syndrome

(OS). Studies of patients with tronsJocations show that the OS
critical region is in 21 q22.2; trisomy of other parts of chro-
mosome 21 does not cause DS. At least two candidate genes
for features of OS have been identified from this region:
DYRK, 0 gene whose Drosophila ond mouse homoJogs (Illilli-
braill) produces dosage-sensitive learning defects (Altafaj et al.,
2001).alld DSCAM,a cell odhesionmolecule expressed in the
developing nervous system and heart (Barlow et al., 2001).

X chromosome monosomy and trisomy are particularly
interesting because X-inactivation ought to render them
asymptomatic in somatic tissues. However, not all X-linked
genes are inactivated. The skcktal Jbnornulities of Turner
syndrome are caused by haploillSufficiency for SHOX, a
homeobox gene in the Xp/Yp pseudoautosomal region
(Section 2.3.3. Figllre "/2. 15) (Clement-Jones et al., 2000). Other
somatic features probably stem tium haploinsufficiency of other
genes that escape X inactivation and that have a functional Y
counterpart (see F(~I/re "/2. t4). Only 18 such genes are known
(Lahn and Page, 1997), so the list of potential candidates looks
J11JnJgcJblc.
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Further reading

Dipple KM, McCabe ERB (20001 Phenotypes of patients with
'simple' Mendelian disorders are complex traits: thresholds,
modifiers and system dynamics. Am. J. Hum. Genet. 66,
172S-1735.

Scriver CR, Waters PJ (1999) Monogenic traits are not simple:
lessons from phenylketonuria. Trends Genet. 15, 267-272.
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17.1 Introduction
Cancer is not so Illllch a disease as the natural end-'\tarc of any
multicellular organism. We are all familiar with the basic
Darwinian idea that a popubtion of organisms which show
hereditary variation in reproductive capacity will evolve by
nJwraI selection. Genotypes that reproduce f.1StCf or more
extensively will cOllle [0 dominate later gellcf3tions. only to
hI: supplanted in turn by yet more efficient reproducers.
The determining f.1ctor can be an increased birth rate or a
decreased death rat,'. Exactly the same applies to the popu-
lation of cells that cOllsrinl[cs a multicellular org:lI1ism like
man. Cellular birth and death are under genetic comral, and if
sO/llatic '''/Italian crt:atcs a vJri:mt that proliferates faster. the
l11ut::m(clone will tt.'nd to take over the organism. Thus cancer
can be seen as a natural evolutionary process.

C~mcers are the result of a series of somatic mutations, with in
some cases also an inherited predisposition. They can be clas-
sified according to the tissue of origin (carcinomas are derived
from epithelial cells, leukemias and lymphomas from blood cell
precursors, ~md so 011),and by the histology as seen under the
microscope (F({!llrc 17. I).The recent use of expression arrays to
display the overall p:Htern of gene expression in a tUlllor (see
F(!lIre 17. 18) promise'\ to refine classification further. These
classifications are important for deciding prognosis and
management. but they do not explain how the cancer evolved.
The aim of cancer genetics it; to understand the multi-step
mutational and selective p:Hhway that allowed a normal somatic
cell to found a population of proliferating and invasive cancer
cells. As the key molecular events are revealed, new prognostic
indicators become available to the pathologist.

Cancer genetics can be deeply confusing. Every tumor is
individual. There are so man)' different genes that acquire
Illutations in one or another tumor, and they interact in such
complex ways, that it is easy to get lost in a sea of detail. In this
chapter we will try to avoid confusion by concentrating on
the principles of tumorigenesis, as currently understood,
rather than cataloging genes and mutations.

17.2 The evolution of cancer
As described above. cells arc under strong selective pressure to
evolve into tumor cells. Uut while tumors arc very successful
as cells. as organisms they are hopeless f.lilures. They leave no
ofTspring bcyond the life of their host. At the level of the
whole organism, there is therefore powerful selection for
I1H.'chanisms dut prevel1t a person dying from a tu IIIor, at
least until she has borne and brought up her children. Thus
we are ruled by twO opposing sets of selective forces. Uut
selection for tumorigenesis is short term. while selection for
resistance is long term. The evolution from a nonnal somatic
ct'll to a malignant tumor taboo'Splace within the life of an
individual, and has to start afresh with each new individu:11.
But :111organism with a good anti-tulllor mechanism
transmits it to its offspring. where it continues to evolve.
A billion years of evolution ha\'e endowed us with sophisti-
cated interlocking and overlapping Illt"chanisms to protect us
against tumors. at least during our reproductive life. Potential
tumor cells arc either repaired and brought back into line. or
made to kill thcmselves (apoptosis). No single mutation can
circulllvent these defenses and COllvert a normal cell into a
malignant one. Long ago. studies of tht" age dependence of
cancer suggested that on averagt" six to seven succe'i'iivc
mutations arc needed to convert a normal epithelial cdl
into an il1\'3sive carcinollla. In other words. only if half a
dozen independent defenses are di'iabled by mutation can
a normal cell convert into a malignant tumor (r:(i!/fre
17.2).

Tht.' chance of a single cell undergoing six independent
mutations i'\ negligible, suggesting that cancer should be
vanishingly rare. However. two general mechanisms exist that
can allow the progression to happen (Box 17./).Accumulating
all these mutations nevertheless takes time. so that cancer is
mainly a disease of post-reproductive life. when there is little
selective pressure to improve the defcnses still further.

onsidering the genes that arc the target'\ of these muta-
tions, two broad categories can bt' distinguished, although as

(~) .~. ~..
•••• •

Figure 17,1: Histology oltumors,

Stages in development of a carcinoma. Three histological sections of oral mucosa, stained with hematoxylin-eosin, showing stages in the
development of oral cancer.IAI Normal epithelium.ISI Dysplastic epithelium, which is a potentially premalignant change. The epithelium
shows disordered growth and maturation, abnormal cells and increased mitoses. It) Cancer arising from the surface epithelium and invading
the underlying connective tissues. The islands ofthe tumor (carcinoma) show disordered differentiation, abnormal cells and increased and
atypical mitoses. Pathologists use such changes in tissue architecture to identify and grade tumors. Courtesy of Dr Nalin Thakker.
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Figure 17.2: Multistage evolution of cancer.

Each successive mutation gives the cell a growth advantage, so that it forms an expanded clone, thus presenting a larger target for the
next mutation.

always in biology, they are more tools for thinking about
C211Cer than watertight exclusive classifications.

~ Oncogenes (Section 17.3).These are genes whose normal
activity promotes cell proliferation. Gain offunctioll11111ta-
rions in tumor cells create fOfms that are excessively or
inappropriately active. A single mutant allele may affect the
phenotype of the cell.The nonmutant versions are properly
called pmto-ollcogcflcs.

~ Tumor suppressor (TS) genes (Section 17.4). TS gene
products inhibit events leading towards cancer. MutJJ1t
versions in cancer cells have lost theiT function. Some TS
gene products prevent inappropriate cell cycle progression,
some steer deviant cells into apoptosis, while others keep
the genome stable and mutation rates low by ensuring
accurate replication, repair and segregation of the cell's
DNA. Both alleles of a TS gene must be inactivated to
change the behavior of the cell.

By analogy with a bus, one can picture the oncogenes as
the accelerator and the tumor suppressor genes as the brake.
Jamnling the accelerawr on (a dom.inant gain of function of an
oncogene) or having all the brakes fail (a recessive loss
of function of a TS gene) wiU make the bus run out of control.

17.3 Oncogenes
17.3.1 The history of oncogenes

Oncogenes were discovered in the 1960s when it was realized
that some animal cancers (especially leukemias and
lymphomas) were caused by viruses. Some of the viruses had

relatively complicated DNA genomes (SV40 virus, papilloma-
viruses), but others were aCllre rra/1~forlll;lIg retrovifllses that had
very simple l<"'NA genomes. The gel101ne of a standard retro-
virus has just three transcription units: gag, encoding internal
proteins; pol, encoding the polymerase; and aw, encoding
envelope proteins (each transcript is cleaved to encode several
proteins). Great excitement ensued when it was discovered
that the transforming properties of acute transforming retro-
viruses were entirely due to their possession of one extra gene,
the ol1co.ee/1c. For a shorr time, some enthusiasts hoped that the
whole of cancer might be explained by infection with viruses
carrying oncogenes, and that once these were identified their
action could be blocked.

Researchers soon discovered that the viral oncogenes were
copies of normal cellular genes, the proto-ol1cogenes, that had
become accidentally incorporated into the retroviral particles.
The viral versions were somehow aail/ated, enabling them to
trallsJorlll infected cells. Most human cancers do not depend on
viruses, but nevertheless their resident proto-oncogenes have
become activated. In the late 1970s an assay was developed
to detect activated cellular oncogenes. NIH-3T3 mouse
fibroblast cells were transfected with random DNA fragments
frolll human tumors. Some of the cells were transformed, and
the human DNA responsible could be isolated from the
transformants by constructing a phage genomic library and
screening for the human-specific Ahl repear. The oncogenes
identified in the transforming fragments included n1Jny
which were already known from the viral studies. See Bishop
(1983; Further reading) for descriptions of this early work on
retroviruses and cellular oncogenes.

Box 17.1: Two ways of making a series of successive mutations more likely.

Turning a normal epithelial cell into a malignant cancer cell
requires perhaps six specific mutations in the one cell. If a
typical mutation rate is 10-7 per gene per cell generation, it is
vanishingly unlikely that anyone cell should suffer so many
mutations Iwhich is why most of us are alive). The probability of
this happening to anyone of the 1013 cells in a person is
1013 x 10-42,or 1 in 1029.Cancer nevertheless happens because
of a combination of two mechanisms:

~ some mutations enhance ceU proliferation, creating an
expanded target population of cells for the next mutation
IFigure 11.2};

~ some mutations affect the stability of the entire genome, at
either the DNA or the chromosomal level, increasing the
overall mutation rate.

Because cancers depend on these two mechanisms, they
develop in stages, starting with tissue hyperplasia or benign
growths, while malignant tumor cells usually advertise their
genomic instability by their bi2arre karyotypes (Figure /1.10).
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17,3.2 The functions of oncogenes

Functional understanding of oncogenes began with rhe
discovery in 1983 that the viral oncogene ll-S;S (the v- suffix
denotes a viral oncogene) was derived from tht' normal
cellubr pbtelet-dcrived growth fJctor 13 (POCFB) gene.
Uncontrolled ovcn:xprcssioll of J growth f..1ctor would be an
obvious cause of cellubr hypcrproliferariol1.The roles of l113ny

cellular oncogenes (strictly speaking. proto-oncogelles) have
now been ducid:ltcd (lab//' 17. I). Gratifyingly, they turn out
to control eXJcrly the sort of cellular functions that would bc
predicted to be disrurbcd ill ClIlCLT. Five broad classt's can be

distinguished:

~ secreted growth factors (e.g. 515):

~ cell surf:1ce receptors (e.g. ERBI3, F'\/S):

~ compont'IHs of intracellular signal tran~dllcriol1 systems
(e.g. the RA5 fJJl1ily, A BL):

•. DNA-binding nuclear proteins, including transcription
fJctors (e.g. MYC.jL '.\):

~ componcnts of the network of cyclins, cy]in-dL'Pl'lldent
kinascs and kinase inhibitors tlut govcrn progrL'ss through
the cell cycle (e.g .. I/OM2).

Ifoncogenes :m:.' deflncd as gL'nL'S that undergo domin:l11t acti-
vating 11111tJtions ill tUlllors, ~oJlIL'thing over 100 arc currently
known.

17.3.3 Activation of proto-oncogenes

Some of thL' best illustrations of molecllbr pJthology in action
3re furnished by the various ways in which proto-oncogenes
can become activated (1ablc /7.2). Activation involvl$:1 gain
of function. This CJn be quantitative (an increase in the
production of In unaltered product) or qualitJtive (production
of a subtly modified product as J result of a mutation, or J
novel product frolll a chimeric gene created by a chromo-

soma] rearrangement). These c1ungcs Jre dominant and
normally affect only a single Jl1ele of the gene. Ululllc-Jensen
and Hunter (2001) give additionJI examples illustrating the

mechanisllls described below.

Activation by amplification
Many CJncer cells contain Illultiplt.' copies of structurally
normal oncogenes. BreJst cancns of tell amplify ERBB2 and
sometimes .\ f) 'C; J rebted gene X,\ f)'C is llsUJllv Jmplified in
late-stage neuroblastomas Jild rhabdomyosarconlas. Hundreds
of extra copies may be present. They (an exist as slllJIl paired
chromatin bodies sepJrated from the chromosomes (do"ble
lIIilll/ffS) or as insenions within the normal chrolllosolllcs
(l1(l1l1O~l!fI/C01/.;,·ly _,raillillg regiolls, HSRs). Thc gL'netic cvcnts
producing these Illay be quite complex becausc they u<.;ually
col1tJin sequences derived from several different chrol1losollle~
(reviewed by Pinke], 1Y94). Similar gene amplifications arc seell
in cells exposed to strong Jnificial selective regimes - for
example amplified dihydrofolate reductase genes in cell<.;
selected for resistance to methotrexate. J 11 all cases tht.' result is
to increase greatly the level of gene expression.

Oncogene amplification in tumors can be studied by cOlI/pC/r-

ali"c gellolllic hybridizaIioll (CCH) (ForozJn "I aI., 1997). The
analysis also reveals any regions of alkk loss or ant'uploidy.
which may point to tumor suppressor genes (see below). Tht.'
CGH test uses a mixture of DNA from matched normal and
tUl1lor cells in competitive hybridization. The two sJlllples are
labeled with red and green fluors, mixed, and used as a
hybridization probe. The ratio of red to green hybridization
signal is observed. CGH can be done in two ways:

~ stJndJrd CGH (Fig/Ire '/7.3A) hybridizes the mixed
samples to spreads of normal chromosomes on a micro-
scope slide (fluorescence ill sitll hybridization, Section
2.4.3). The rJtio of red to green FISH signJI is plotted
Jlong the length of eJch chromosome, and regions CJn be
picked out where the ratio deviates from the 1 I expec-

Table 17.1: Viral and ceUular oncogenes

Viral disease v-onc c-onc Location Function

Simian sarcoma v-sis POGFB 22q13.1 Platelet-derived growth factor B subunit

Chicken erythroleukemia v-erbb EGFR 7p12 Epidermal growth factor receptor

McDonough feline sarcoma v-fms CSFIR 5q33 Macrophage colony-stimulating factor receptor

Harvey rat sarcoma v-ras HRAS llp15 Component of G-protein signal transduction

Abelson mouse leukemia v-abl ABL 9q34.1 Protein tyrosine kinase

Avian sarcoma 17 v-jun JUN lp32-p31 AP-l transcription factor

Avian myelocytomatosis v-myc MYC 8q24.1 DNA-binding transcription factor

Mouse osteosarcoma v-fos FOS 14q24.3-q31 DNA-binding transcription factor

The viral genes are sometimes designated v-src, v-myc etc. and their cellular counterparts c-src, c-myc etc. The forms of the c-onc genes in normal
cells are propetly termed prolo-oncogenes. Nowadays it is common to ignore these distinctions and simply use the tetm oncogenes for the normal
genes. The abnormal versions can be described as activated oncogenes,
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Table 17.2: Four ways of activating (proto )-oncogenes

Activation mechanism

Amplification

Point mutation

Chromosomal rearrangement creating a novel chimeric gene

Translocation to a region of transcriptionally active chromatin

Oncogene

ERBB2

NMYC

HRAS

KIT

[Many]

MYC

Tumor

Breast, ovarian, gastric, nonsmall-ceiliung, colon cancer

Neuroblastoma

Bladder, lung, colon cancer, melanoma.

Gastrointestinal stromal tumors, mastocytosis.

See Table 17.3

Translocation to immunoglobulin heavy chain locus by t18;141in
Burkin's lymphoma

ration, as measured by a confidence interval. Depending on
the direction of deviation, these mark regions of amplifi-
cation or of allele loss in the tUlllor. The smallest alteration
visible by this technique is around 3 Mb;

~ array-CGH (Fig"re 17.38) uses microarrayed DNA instead
of chromosomes for the hybridization. The DNA in each
spot is made by DOP-PCR (Section 5.2.4) of a BAC
clone fr0111 a defined chromosomal location. Potentially
this offers much higher resolution, limited only by the
number of SACs on the array. Current state of the art is
3000 BACs, to give 1 Mb resolution. An added advantage
over conventional CG H is that any amplified or deleted
sequences afe immediately identified at the DNA sequence
level, rather than as chromosomal band locations.

Activation by point mutation

The three RAS family genes, HRAS, KRAS and NRAS, that
mediate signaling by G-protein coupled receptors (Lowy and
Willumsen, 1993), are activated in a great variety of rumors.
Binding of ligand to the receptor triggers binding of GTP to
the RAS protein, and GTP-RAS transmits the signal onwards
in the cell (see Fig"re 3.5). I~S proteins have GTPase activity,
and GTP-RAS is rapidly converted to the inactive GDP-
RAS. Specific activating point mutations in RAS genes are
frequently found in cells from a variety of tumors including
colon, lung, breast and bladder cancers. The mutant RAS
protein has reduced GTPase activity, so that the GTP-RAS is
inactivated more slowly, leading to excessive cellular response
to the signal from the receptor.

Activation by a translocation that creates a novel
chimeric gene

This mechanism is rare in carcinomas (epithelial tumors) but
common in hematologic tumors and sarcomas. The best
known example is the Philadelphia (Ph) chromosome, a small
acrocentric chromosome seen in 90% of patients with chronic
myeloid leukemia. This chromosome is one product of a
balanced reciprocal 9;22 translocation. The breakpoint on
chromosome 9 is within an intron of the A BL oncogene. The
translocation joins the Y parr of the ABL genomic sequence
onto the 5' part of the BCR (breakpoint duster region) gene

on chromosome 22, creating a novel fusion gene (Chissoe
ct al., 19(5). This chimeric gene is expressed to produce a
tyrosine kinase related to the ABL product but with abnormal
transforming properties (Flg"re 17.4A).

Many tumor-specific breakpoints have now been recog-
nized, and many oncogenes have been identified by cloning
them (Table 17.3). A database of some 40000 chromosome
aberrations in cancer can be searched at the Cancer Genome
Anatomy Project website (Mitelman et aI., 2002).

Activation by translocation into a transcriptionally active
chromatin region

Burkitt's lymphoma is a childhood tumor cOl11l11on in
malarial regions of Central Africa and Papua New Guinea.
Mosquitoes and Epstein-BarrVirus are believed to play some
parr in the etiology, but activation of the lv/YC oncogene is a
central event. A characteristic chromosomal translocation,
t(8; 14) (q24;q32) is seen in 75-85% of patients (Fig"re
17.48). The remainder have t(2;8)(p12;q24) or
t(8;22)(q24;qll). Each of these translocations puts the MYC
oncogene close to an immunoglobulin locus, ICH at 14q32,
ICK at 2pl2 or ICL at 22qll. Unlike the tumor-specific
translocations shown in Table 17.3, the Burkitt's lymphoma
translocations do not create novel chin1eric genes. Instead,
they put the oncogene in an environment of chromatin that
is actively transcribed in antibody-producing I:l-cells. Usually
exon 1 (which is non-coding) of the MYC gene is not
included in the translocated material. Deprived of its normal
upstream controls, and placed in an active chromatin domain,
j\1)7C is expressed at an inappropriately high level. However,
that may not be the whole story. These translocations are
produced by misdirected action of the special recombinases
involved in immunoglobulin V-D-j gene rearrangement
(Section 10.6) and the translocated MYC gene often contains
de /lOVO point mutations induced as parr of the mechanism for
generating antibody diversity.

Many other chromosomal rearrangements produced by the
same mechanism put one or another oncogene into the
neighborhood of either an immunoglobulin (lCG) or a T-cell
receptor (TCR) gene (Sanchez-Garcia, 1997). Predictably,
these rearrangements are characteristic of leukemias and
lymphomas, but not solid tumors.
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Figure 17.3:Comparative genomic hybridization.

(AI Chromosome CGH. High-resolution CGHanalysis of samples from two dysmorphic and mentally retarded boys whose G-banded
chromosomes appeared normal. The yellow line is the CGHtrace and the black line the 99% confidence interval for 1 : 1 ratio. The first case
has a small de novo deletion that was confirmed by FISH;the second case has a de novo duplication that could in retrospect be seen on the
G-banded chromosomes. Images courtesy of Dr. Claes Lundsteen, Copenhagen. (B) Array-CGH. DDP-PCR fragments from 321 BACs were
spotted onto the slide, which was then hybridized to a mixture of DNA from a breast tumor cell line (labeled greenl and normal reference
DNA (labeled redl. BACs containing DNA that is amplified in the tumor show green, those containing DNA deleted in the tumor show red, and
those where the tumor is unchanged show yellow. Each panel is spotted in triplicate to allow for variations in hybridization efficiency.
Courtesy of Dr. J. Veltman, Nijmegen.

17.4 Tumor suppressor genes

17.4.1 The retinoblastoma paradigm

The background to our understanding of TS genes is
described by Stan bridge (1990; see Furrher reading). An early
bndmark was Knudson's work in 1971 on rerinobbsrolTl:l
(reviewed by Klludson, 20(1).This is all aggressive childhood
cancer rl1;n develops from retinoblasrs, a transient popubrioll
of rapidly dividing alld poorly differentiated cells that, 011 the
bus analob'Y WL' lIsed earlier, are already driving dangerously
Jnd hence trallsform n:,'latively easily. About 40% of cases are
familial. Thelie are inherited as an incompletely penctrant
dominant character (MIM 180200)_ Familial cases are often
bibtcral, whcrcali th(' sporadic forms are always unilateral.
Knudlioll notcd that the age-of-onset distribution of bilateral
cases was consilitent with a single mutation, while sporadic

cases followed two-hit kinetics. He rC:lsollcd that all
rdinobbstomas involved two 'hits', but tlut in the ElIllili;:i1
cases one hit was inherited (F(l!,/Irc 17.5). A st.'minal study by
Cavenee 1'1 a/_ (1983) both proved Knudson's hypothesis, and
cstablished the paradigm for laboratory investigations ofTS
gClles.

Cavenee and colleagues typed surgiC:llly reilloved tuillor
lIlaterial frolll patients with sporadic rctinobbstollla, using a
series of markers fro111chromosome 13 (retinoblastolll:t was
known to be sometimes associated with chromosomal
changes at I3q 14). When they compared the results on blood
and tumor samples from the 53111t.'p;lticlltli. thcy noted several
cases where the constitutionJI (blood) DNA was
hcterozygous for one or l110re markcrs. but thl' tUlllor cells
were apparently homozygous. Thc)' rL'a"ollcd that what tht'y
were seeing was one of Knudson's 'hits': IO';;1i of Olle functional
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Figure 17.4: Chromosomal rearrangements that activate oncogenes.

(A) Activation by qualitative change in the t19;221in chronic myeloid leukemia. The chimeric BCR-ABL fusion gene on the Philadelphia
chromosome encodes a tyrosine kinase that does not respond to normal controls. See Chissoe et a/. (19951for more detail. (B) Activation by
quantitative change in the t(8;14) in Burkitt lymphoma. The MYC gene from chromosome 8 is translocated into the immunoglobulin heavy
chain gene. In B-cells this region is actively transcribed, leading to over-expression of MYC.

copy of a tumor suppressor gene. Later studies confirmed this
interpretation by showing that in inherited 'cases, it was always
the wild-type allele that was lost in this way. Combining cyto-
genetic analysis with studies of markers frolll different regions
of 13q, Cavenee eI al. were able [0 suggest a Iltllnber of mech-
anisms for the loss (Figure n.6).

This work had two major implications. First, it suggested
that sporadic cancers and familial cancers could share
cOl11mon molecular mechanisms. Second, it suggested two

ways of finding TS genes:

~ mapping and positional cloning of the genes responsible
for familial cancers;

~ scanning tumors for losses of specific chromosomal
material.

Table 17.4 lists some oftheTS genes that have been identified
through studies of rare familial cancers.

Complications to the retinoblastoma paradigm

In retrospect, retinoblastoma is an unusually clear-cut example
of a two-hit mechanism, perhaps because, as mentioned above,

retinoblasts are unusual cells. A number of other cancers do
closely follow the retinoblastoma example. APC, NF2, and
PTC ("fable n.4) are examples where a TS gene identified
through investigation of a rare f:lmilial cancer turned out to be
important in the corresponding sporadic cancer - but this is
not always the case.

~ Some cancers seem to follow different evolutionary paths
in familial and sporadic cases. For example, BRCA 1 is
inactivated in only 10-15% of sporadic breast cancers,
and those tumors form an identifiably distinct molecular
subset of breast cancers. Inactivation, when it does
happen, is not by the chrolllosomal mechanisnls seen in
retinoblastoma (Fig"re 17.6) but by DNA methylation
(Section 17.4.3).

~ Some genes frequently lose function of one allele in
tulllors, but the retained allele appears fully functional.
Sometimes this is because the second allele is inactivated
by methylation, which is not detected by some of the
experimental methods used, but some cases seem to be
genuine one-hit events. It is Ilot unreasonable to
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Table 17.3: Chimeric genes produced by cancer-specific chromosomal rearrangements

Tumor Rearrangement Chimeric gene Nature of chimeric product

CML tI9;221Iq34;qll ) BCR-ABL Tyrosine kinase

Ewing sarcoma tlll;22)1q24;q121 EWS-FL/1 Transcription factor

Ewing sarcoma (variant) tI21;22)1q22;q 121 EWS-ERG Transcription factor

Malignant melanoma of soft parts t(12;22)1q13;q121 EWS-ATF7 Transcription factor

Desmoplastic small round cell tumor t(11;22)1p13;qI2) EWS-WT7 Transcription factor

Liposarcoma t(12;16)1q13;pll) FUS-CHOP Transcription factor

AML t(16;21 )lp11;q22) FUS-ERG Transcription factor

Papillary thyroid carcinoma invl1 )lq21;q31) NTRKI-TPM31 TRK oncogene) Tyrosine kinase

Pre-S cell ALL tll;19)1q23;p13.31 E2A-PBXI Transcription factor

ALL tlX;ll )lq13;q23} MLL-AFX7 Transcription factor

ALL TI4;l1)1q21;q231 MLL-AF4 Transcription factor

ALL tI9;l1)1q21;q23} MLL-AF9 Transcription factor

ALL tlll;19)1q23;pI31 MLL-ENL Transcription factor

Acute promyelocytic leukemia t(15;17)1q22;q121 PML-RARA Transcription factor + retinoic
acid receptor

Alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma t{2;13)1q35;q141 PAX3-FKHR Transcription factor

CML, chronic myeloid leukemia; ALL, acute Iymphoblastoid leukemia; AML, acute myelogenous leukemia.

Note how the same gene may be involved in several different rearrangements. For further details see Rabbitts 11994}.

Mutation

/
~ Tumor"-..

Somatic cell in normal person Rare somatic cells in normal person;
all somatic cells in person with
familial retinoblastoma

Founder cell of tumor

Figure 17.5: Knudson's two-hit hypothesis.

Suppose there are 1 million target cells and the probability of mutation is 10-5 per cell. Sporadic retinoblastoma requires two hits and will
affect one person in 10 000 (106 x 10-5 x 10-5; 10-'). while the familial form requires only one hit and will be quite highly penetrant, since
1106 x 10-5 > 1). See Knudson (2001) for a more sophisticated treatment.

pos[ubte th:lt there are gent's where haploinsufficiency
(Section 16.4.2) is enough to provide J growth
advJlltage.

~ More ullusually, there are somc cases wherc three hits arc
seen. In familial adenomatolls polyposis (Section 17.5.3)
certain germline mutations arc 'wcak' and confer 3n attcll-

u:ltcd phenotype with fewer polyps. AdclloJ11JS from such
patients often have two sOIll~Hic n1uCHiollS ill addition to
the inherited lllutJtion. One somatic Illutation inactivates
the wild-type allele. This gives the cells a growth advantage,
but they gain a further advantage from a chromosomal
deletion that elirninates the parri:llly fUllctiona] germJine
APe allele.
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Sample: NTNT NT NT NTNT NTNT NT NT

"=0 0 [ 0 0A2 - -- -- --Alleles B, -- --
82 -

Marker: A 8 A 8 A 8 A 8 A 8

Figure 17.6: Mechanisms o' loss o' wild-type allele in retinoblastoma.

(A) Loss a. a whole chromosome by mitotic nondisjunction. (8) Loss followed by reduplication to give lin this case) three copies of the Rb
chromosome. (C) Mitotic recombination proximal to the Rb locus (C,), followed by segregation of both Rb-bearing chromosomes into one
daughter cell (Cz); this was the first demonstration of mitotic recombination in humans, or indeed in mammals. (D) Deletion of the wild-type
allele. (E) Pathogenic point mutation of the wild-type allele (adapted from Cave nee et al., 1983). The figures underneath show results of
typing normal (N) and tumor (TI DNA for the two markers A and B located as shown. Note the patterns of loss of heterozygosity.

Table 17.4: Rare familial cancers caused by TS gene mutations

Diseasa MIMNo. Map location Gene

Familial adenomatous polyposis coli 175100 5q21 APC

Hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer 120435,12036 2p16,3p21.3 MSHZ,MLHI

Breast-ovarian cancer 113705 17q21 BRCAI

Breast cancer learly onsetl 600185 13q12-q13 BRCAZ

li-Fraumeni syndrome 151623 17p13 TP53

Gorlin's basal cell nevus syndrome 109400 9q22-q31 PTe

Ataxia telangiectasia 208900 11q22-q23 ATM

Retinoblastoma 180200 13q14 RB

Neurofibromatosis 1 (van Recklinghausen disease I 162200 17qI2-q22 NFl

Neurofibromatosis 2 (vestibular schwannomasl 101000 22q12.2 NFZ

Familial melanoma 600160 9p21 CDKNZA

van Hippel-Lindau disease 193300 3p25-p26 VHL

References to the genes and diseases may be found in OMIM under the number cited. Table 1 of Futreal et al. (20011gives a longer list.
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Figure 17.7:Genetic changes in tumors.

(A) Loss of heterozygosity. The normal tissue sample (NI is heterozygous for the marker 085522 (arrows), while the tumor sample (T) has
lost the upper allele. The bands higher up the gel are 'conformation bands', subsidiary bands produced by alternately folded sequences of
each allele. Photograph courtesy of Dr. Nalin Thakker, St Mary's Hospital, Manchester, UK. (B) MicrosateJ/ite instability in hereditary non-
polyposis colon cancer. Fluorescence sequencer analysis of five microsatellites in HNPCCtumors. Black traces are from constitutional
DNA, red from tumor DNA from the same patient. Arrows mark new alleles in the tumors. BAT26 and BAT40 are (Aln runs, 025123, 085255
and 0135175 are (CA)ndinucleotide repeats. Courtesy of Yvonne Wallis, West Midlands Regional Genetics Laboratory, Birmingham, UK.
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Figure 17.8: Possible tumor suppressor genes on chromosome 8p.

The grid shows results of typing constitutional and tumor DNA from a series of patients with oral tumors, using various markers (085264,
etc.1from the locations indicated on chromosome 8p (Wu et al., 1997).Pink marks loss of heterozygosity (LoH), green marks retention,
yellow marks tests giving equivocal results, grey marks tests showing microsatellite instability, and clear areas are where markers were
uninformative because of constitutional homozygosity. Note the complex pattern of LoH in these tumors, which is typical of such studies.
The data suggest the presence of three distinct TS genes on 8p.
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17.4.2 Loss of heterozygosity (LoHI screening is widely
used for trying to identify TS gene locations

Cavenee er al. (1983) saw how somatic genetic changes 111

retinoblastoma caused LoH at markers close to the RB
loclIs. Studies in other cancers confirm the general picture,
although the chromosomal mechanisms may be different
(Thiagalingam et al., 2001). Thus by screening paired blood
and wlllor samples (usually sporadic tumors) with markers
spaced across the genome, we can hope to discover the loca-
tions ofTS genes (Flgllre 17.7).

LoH analysis has been a l11ajor industry in cancer research
over rhe past decade, but it is fair to ask whether the results
have justified the effort. For meaningful results a large panel of
tumors must be screened with closely spaced markers. Highly
polymorphic microsJrcllitc !lurkers aTC lIsed in order to
minimize the number of uninformative cases where the
constitutional DNA is homozygolls for the marker, or alterna-
tively array-CGH (Flgllre 17.3B) can be used. Advanced
cancer cells may show LoH at as many as one-fourth of all
loci, so brge samples are needed to tease Ollt the specific
changes from the general background. The results suggest the
presence of a remarkably large number ofTS genes - F(qllre
17.8 shows a typical example - yet attempts to follow up such
studies by positional cloning have had quite;] low success rate.

F/gllre 17.9 illustrates one pitf.1ll in interpreting LoH data.
A more general problem is that tumors typically have grossly
abnormal karyotypes with innumerable numerical and struc-

tural abnormalities (F(ellre '17./0). There is almost never allY
information on the karyotypes of the tUlllors used in LoH
srudies, but presenting the results as in Figllre 17.8 easily
creatl'S ;]n unintended assumption of specific interstitial dele-
tions affecting an otherwise normal chromosome. In f..let, LoH
is a product of the chromosomal instability and deficient
repair of double-strand DNA breaks that are so characteristic
of tumor cells. Maybe some of the losses observed are by-
products of specific patterns of chromosomal instability, rather
than selection for loss of a TS gene.

17.4.3 Tumor suppressor genes are often silenced
epigenetically by methylation

TS genes may be silenced by deletion (reflected in loss of
heterozygosity) or by point lllutations, but a very common
third mechanism is methylation of the promoter (see Section
10.4). Overall, tumor cell DNA is hypo methylated compared
to the DNA of normal cells, but methylation of specific CpG
dinucleotides in the promoters of genes is found in virtually
every type of human neoplasm and is associated with inappro-
priate transcriptional silencing of the gene. Jones and 13aylin
(2002) list many examples. For some TS genes methylation
occurs as a common alternativt' to point mutation, while in
others (for example RASSFIA at 3p21. Hie! at 17pI3.3)
methylation is the only known mechanism for tumor-specific
loss of function. Standard techniques for mutation screening
overlook these changes, so their importance is probably still
lIllderestimated.

c: •. JI .11

C) r" f'Y"1I ItlOIl

Tumor
cells

Apparent
LoH 17.5 Stability of the genome

'l'TSG1

TSG

'l'TSG2

Figure 17.9: A pidall in interpreting LoH data.

The true event in this tumor is homozygous deletion of TSG.
Because of amplification of contaminating stromal material
(pale lines), LoHdata show retention of heterozygosity at the
TSGlocus, with LoHat two flanking regions (pink).The pattern
suggests the existence of two spurious tumor suppressor loci,
'/FTSGl and '/FTSG2.The true situation would be revealed by
fluorescence in situ hybridization, or by immunohistochemical
testing for the TSGgene product.

GL'nomic instability is an almost universal feature of cancer
cells. Instability may be of two types:

~ chromosomal instability (CIN) is the most common
rOrnI. Tumor cells typically have grossly abnormal karyo-
types (F(qllre 17.10), with multiple extra and missing chro-
mosomes, many rearrangements and so on;

~ micro satellite instability (MIN) is a DNA-level
instability seen in a few tUllIors, especially some colon
carcinomas (Figllre 17. 7B).

Instability is probably necessary to enable a cell to amass
enough Illutations (Box /7.1). Some have argued that insta-
bility is just an incidelltJ.\ by-product of the evolution of a
tumor, and that the number of cdl divisions in epithelial
popubtions is sufficient for the requisite !lumber of mutations
to accumulate, even with standard ratcs of Illutation. However,
tumors normally show either CIN or MIN but not both. and
this suggests that instability is not a chance feature. but is the
result of selection.

17.5.1 Chromosomal instability

The llIany chromosomal Jbnorillalitics seen in tumor cells <."Ire
IIlOStly random, although they provide lllJterial for further
sdectioll of faster-growing variallts. They probably arise in
th rt't' ways.
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Figure 17.10: Multicolor FISH 1M-FISH) karyotype of a human myeloid leukemia-derived cell line.

Note the numerous numerical and structural (arrowheads) abnormalities revealed by 24-color whole chromosome painting. These include
t15;151.der(7ItI7;15), derI8Iins(8;11), derl11 )tI8;111,tI11;17) and derlY)tIY;12) -the laner shows badly in this cell. Image courtesy of Dr. Lyndal
Kearney, Institute of Molecular Medicine, Dxford, UK,from Tosi et al. © 1999, reprinted by permission of Wiley-Liss Inc., a subsidiary of
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

~ TUl1lor cells lose the spill die chcckpoillt Oallepalli and
Lengauer, 2001; see below). This is probably the I1lJln
source of the l1l:l11YnU1llerical abnormalities.

~ Tumor cells ore able to proceed through rhe cell cycle
d1..·"pitl' h:lving DNA damage. Srrucwr::11 chromosome
abnornuliric'\ can be a by-product of attempts at DNA
rcplicltion or mitosis with damaged DNA.

~ TUlllors ll1ay ::1150 replicate to the POilH dut relomen:.'s
become tOO short (0 proeccr chromosome ends, which
It'ads to all sons of structural abnormalities (st.·e below).

The spindle checkpoint
The spindk' checkpoint should prevent chromosome segre-
gation at mitosis lIntil 311 chromosomes an: correctly
attached to the spindle fibers. The molecular mechanism is
not wcllullderstood. A few Gl1ldidate genes have been ideIl-
tifil'd. but the ollly Olll' known to be commonly mutated in
cancer cells is the A PC gene that is involved in polyposis
coli. A PC encodl's a vcry Luge multifunctional prott.'in that
is probably involved in J variety of cellular processes. In the
colon CI N is observed evt'll in very early adenomas. and
A PL/- cells have abnormal mitotic spindles that lead to
chromosomal instJbility.

The DNA damage signaling system

Cells are constantly repairing ::111 sorts of damage to their
DNA. Tht.' normal response to such damagl' is to stall the ct.'l\

cycle until the damage is repairl'd, ;llld a COllllllOIl feature of
many cancers is Joss of that COlltrOI. Till' bewilderingly
complex systems that detect and signal DNA damage are
largely conserved from yeast to Illall (Zhou and Elledge,
2(00). A llluiriprorein machine called the UASC (URCA 1-
associated genome surveillance complex). ill involvl'd. togethn
with a raft of other proteins. Se\'crJI wcll knowll tumor
,>uppressor genes turn up in this l1l;lchillery:

~ ATM is a COlllponenr of the UASC Jnd is JIl early parr of
the damage-sensing mechanism. This vcry large protein
relays the signal to a variety of downstrl'am target,>. Los,> of
function of ATM causes llf(/xia fcl(1I1.l!ic(/ll ..;irl (AT. MIM
20Bl)()()). Affected hOlllozygotes sutTer a prL'disp0'litioll to
various cancers, immunodeficiency. chrolllosomal illsta-
bility and a cerebellar 3taxia. Hctcrozygous carriers of
Ct·rtaill specific AT!\! mutations arc :It increascd risk of
breast callcer;

~ nibrin complexes wirh MRE II Jlld RADSO proteins.The
complex forms part of the BASe and maybe has other
functions too. Lack of nibrin causes Nijllll'gcll breakage
syndrome (MIM 25 I 260). NUS is clinically rather similar
to AT. but includes l11icroceph::lly and growth retardation in
place of ataxia. Cloning of the .\'8S genl' was described in
Section 13.5.:2;

~ BRCAI. rhe producr of the firsr gene implicated in
familial breast cancer (Section IS.D.I). is allother vcry large
protein with 111ultiple functional domains that forms parr
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of the BASe. BRCA 1 protein also has functions in recom-
bination, chromatin remodeling, and contra] of tran-
scription (Scully and Livingston, 2000).

~ BRCA2 protein has no structural similarity to BRCA 1.
but shares many functions. As well as being the cause of
some hereditary breast cancet, a partiClilar class of BRCA2
mutations cause the BID 1 fOfm of Fanconi anemia (see
MIM 227650).This is an autosomal recessive syndrome of
congenital abnormalities, progressive bone marrow failure,
cellular hypersensitivity to DNA damage and predispo-
sition to cancer.

Cells with defects in these proteins seem to be particularly bad
at repairing double-sttand breaks. It may be that other types of
damage do not rely so heavily on detection by this system for
their repair.

Telomeres and chromosomal stability

As we saw in Section 2.2.5, the ends of human chromosomes
are ptotected by a repeat sequence (TTAGGG)n, that is main-
tained by a special RNA-containing enzyme system, relol/l'
emse. Telomcrase is present in the human gennline but is
absent frolll most somatic tissues, and telomere length declines
by 50-100 bp with each cell generation. In prolonged culture,
normal cells reach a point of sel/CSCCI/ce, where they stop
dividing. Fibroblasts deficient in p53 and the retinoblastoma
protein pRb, or harboring viral oncoproteins, continue
beyond senescence and hit crisis. Most cells die, but the one in
107 or thereabouts that survive have gross chromosomal
abnormalities, have acquired telomerase and have become
immortal. Probably crisis represents the point where
telomeres are so shorr that they can no longer protect chro-
mosome ends against rearrangement.

One source of the gross chromosomal abnormalities seen in
tumor cells may therefore be depletion of telomeres to the
point of crisis through excessive cell division (Maser and
Del'inho, 2002). However, this cannot explain the continuing
instability because, one way or another, tumor cells always
acquire the ability to maintain their telomeres and replicate
indefinitely. 85-90% of full-blown metastatic cancers have
telomerase uprated; the remainder use a different mechanism,
termed ALT and based on recombination.

17.5.2 DNA repair defects and DNA-level instability

As noted above, cells are constantly repairing danuge to their
DNA (Hoeijmakers, 2001), and defects in the repair
machinery underlie a variety of cancer-prone genetic
disorders. The main defects are:

~ nucleotide excision repair defects - single-strand breaks
and crosslinks in DNA that has been damaged by ionizing
radiation, UV light or chemical mutagens need to be
repaired before the next round of replication (Section
11.6.1). Defects in some of the repair enzyn1es are seen in
several cancer-prone syndromes, particularly the various
forms of xeroderma pigmentosum (Xl'; see MIM 278700).
XP patients are homozygous for inherited loss of function
mutations, and are unable to repair DNA dJmage caused

by UV light. They are exceedingly sensitive to sunlight and
develop many tumors on exposed skin;

~ base excision repair defects - defective base excision repair
is seldom noted in human cancers, but one form of colon
cancer is caused by defects in the MYH repair enzyme
(AI- Tassan et al., 2002);

~ double-strand break repair defects - double-strand breaks
are repaired by hOll1ologous recombination or nonhomol-
ogous end joining (Hoeijmakers, 2001). Both require the
ATM-NBS-BRCA 1-BRCA2 machine mentioned above;

~ replication error repair defects - these came to light during
studies of colon cancer, as described below.

17.5.3 Hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer and
microsatellite instability

Most colon cancer is sporadic. Familial cases fall into two
categories.

~ Familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP or APC; MIM
175100) is an autosomal dominant condition in which the
colon is carpeted with hundreds or thousands of polyps.
The polyps (adenomas) are not malignant, but if left in
place, one or more of them is virtually certain to evolve
into invasive carcinoma. The cause is an inherited mutation
in the APC tumor suppressor gene (Table 17.4).

~ Hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer (HNPCC;
MIM 120435, 120436) is also autosomal dominant and
highly penetrant, but unlike FAl' there is no preceding
phase of polyposis. HNPCC genes were mapped to two
locations, 2p 15-p22 and 3p21 .3.

Loss of heterozygosity studies on HNl'CC tumors produced
novel and unexpected results. Rather than lacking alleles
present in the constitutional DNA, tumor specimens appeared
to contain extra, novel, alleles of the nucrosatellite markers
used. F(ellre '/7.7B shows an example. LoH is a property of
pJrticular chromoson1J1 regions, but microsatellite instability
(MIN) in HNPCC is general. Many tU1110rsshow occasional
instJbility of one or a few microsatellites (see for example
Fij!,,,re 17.8), but high frequency instability (conveniently
defined as > 29% of all markers tested, see Tomlinson er al.,
2002) defines a class of MIN+ tumors with distinct clinico-
pathological features.

In a wonderful example of lateral thinking, Fishel ef al.

(1993) related the MIN+ phenomenon to so-called mutator
genes in E. coli and yeast. These genes encode an error-
correction system that checks newly synthesized DNA for
mismatched base pairs or small insertion-deletion loops.
Mutations in the MrrtHLS genes that encode the E (oli system
lead to a 100- ro1000-fold general increase in mutation rates.
Fishel and colleagues cloned a human homologue of one of
these genes, A111(S, and showed that it mapped to the location
on 2p of one of the HNPCC genes, Jnd was constitutionally
mutated in some HNPCC fZ1l11ilies.In all, six homologues of
the E. coli genes have been implicated in human mismatch
repair Uiricny and Nystrom-Lahti, 2000); see 'fable 17.5 and
Fig",.e '/7.11.



Table 17.5: Genes involved in DNA replication error
repair

aAtypicallate-onset HNPCC and endometrial cancer.

See Jiricny and NVstrom-Lahti (2000) for details.

II

III

Figure 17.12:A typical pedigree of Li-Fraumeni syndrome.

Malignancies typical of Li-Fraumeni syndrome include bilateral
breast cancer diagnosed at age 40 years (1·21;a brain tumor at
age 35 years (11-11;soft tissue sarcoma at age 19years and
breast cancer at age 33 years (11-31;breast cancer at age 32
years (II-51;osteosarcoma at age 8 years (111-3);leukemia at age
2 years (111-4);soft tissue sarcoma at age 3 years (111·5).1·1had
cancer of the colon diagnosed at age 59years of age -this is
assumed to be unrelated to the Li·Fraumeni syndrome. Pedigree
from Malkin (1994).
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Patients with H N pee are constitutionally heterozygous
for a loss-of-function Illutation, almost always in IHLH1 or
MSH2. Their normal cd Is still have a functioning misl1utch
repair systelll and do not show the MIN+ phenotype. In a
tumor, the second copy is lost by one of the mechanisms

Newly synthesized strand
.--/

shoWIl in F(l!./Ir(' /7.6. Micros:Hcllitt' instability is seen in
10-15% of colorectJl, endol11l'tri;d :l1ld ovarian carcinomas.
but only occasionally in other tUlllors.

hMutSa (MSH2 + MSH6) 17.5.4 p53 and apoplosis

A nujor contributor to genomic instability is loss or mutation
of TP53, the gelle cilcoding the p53 transcription [lCfOr. Such
loss is probably the COllllllonest single genetic change in
cancer. This feflects the central importance of p53, which has
been Sllll11l13rized ~IS 'the guardian of the genome' (Vollsden.
2000). As ml'ntiont.:d above, cell cycling stalls in cells with
dalllJged DNA. If the d:llllage is not repJirJble, apoptosis is
triggered. p53 has a crucial role ill these processes. Normally
p53 levels in a cell arc low because the protein is rapidly
degraded. Signals from a whole range of cellular stress sensors,
including the damage St.:nsors, lead to phosphorylation and
stJbilization of p53. This increases p53-dependent tran-
scription of genes such as p21wAF1/C11'1 that inhibits cell
cycling, :lI1d PU1\1A and PIC3 that control apoptosis. Tumor
cells Iackillg p53 nuy continue to replicate danlJged DNA
and do not undergo apoprosis. Note however that loss of p53
is a relatively late event in tulllor development (see for
eX3lllp1e Fi~llr(' 17.17); evidently the e3rlier stages of tumor
evolutiol1 are not pn,:vcl1ted by p53.

p53 nlJY be knocked out by deletion, by mutation or by the
action of an inhibitor such as the .\ID!\/2 gene product (which
binds p53 and targets it for degradJtion; MDM2 Jlso binds
pRb, see below) or the E6 protein of papiIlolllJvirus. TP53
maps to 17p 12, and this is olle of the commonest regions of
loss of heterozygosity in a wide r3nge of tumors. Tu III ors that
have not lost TP53 very often have mutated versions of it. To
complete the picture of TP53 as a TS gene. constitutional
mutations ill TP53 are found in f.lmilies with the dominantly
inherited Li-Fraulllelli syndrollle (MIM 151623). Affected

Exonuclease
Polymerase
Replication factors

hMutLa (MLHI + PMS2)ATP-powered
movement

(1) Strip back
(2) Resynthesize

Figure 17.11:Mechanism of mismatch repair.

Replication errors can produce mismatched base pairs or small
insertion/deletion loops. These are recognized by hMutSa, a
dimer of MSH2/MSH6 proteins, or sometimes by the
MSH2/MSH3 dimer hMutSJ3.The proteins translocate along the
DNA, bind the MLH1/pMS2 dimer hMutLa, then assemble the
full 'repairosome' which strips back and re-synthesizes the
newly synthesized strand. See Jiricny and Nystrom-Lahti (2000).
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17.6.1 The G1-8 checkpoint

Spindle checkpoint

G,-S checkpoint

G2-M checkpoint

S-phase
checkpoint

~ the Gl-S checkpoint - DNA replication is blocked when
there is unrepaired DNA damage: irreparable damage leads
to apoptosis. There is a probably an independent additional
damage checkpoint within S phase;

~ the G2-M checkpoint - cells are blocked from entering
mitosis unless DNA replication and repair of any damage
Jre complete;

~ the spindle checkpoint - this was described in Section
17.5.1.

Figure 17.14: Cell cycle checkpoints.

A series of controls prevent the cell from entering S phase or
mitosis with unrepaired DNA damage, or starting anaphase of
mitosis until all chromosomes are correctly attached to the
spindle fibers. There is probably an additional DNA damage
checkpoint during S phase.

F(eJ/re 17.15 shows part of the circuitry of this checkpoint. It
seems to be particularly critical, because it is inactivated in
most tLllllor cells. Three key tumor suppressor genes, RB,
TP53 and CDK1\"2A.are central players in carcinogenesis,and
are among the most commonly altered genes in tumor cells.
Each also has a role in inherited cancers. Probably in f:1Ct,all
tUlllor cells need to inactivate both the Rb and p53 arms of
the system in order for the cell to by-pass the usual checks
on cycling and to avoid triggering apoptosis in response to
unrepaired DNA damage or excessive growth signaling.

(A)

External ~/'".,and <: .-" Dlfferenltatlon
internal

--.... MitOSISsignals -- Apoptosls

(B)
--+ ---I-'-'---1-' --+

Signals --+ _-l -l-- --+ Responses

--+ -l -l-l -l_ --+

(e)
--+ @-lC){- --+

Signals --+ - /-l7 --+ Responses

--+ ::s ~J_-l_ --+

f.lmily members sutTer multiple primary tllmors, typically
including soft tissue SJrcomas, osteosarcomas, tUllIors of the
breast, brain and adrenal cortex, and leukemia (Fieur" 17.12).

17.6 Control of the cell cycle

Any cell at any time has three choices of behavior: it can
remain static, it can divide or it can die (apoprosis). Some cells
also IlJve the option of differentiating. Cells select one of these
options in response to internal and external signals (Fi;!llre
17. 13A). Oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes play key
roles in generating and interpreting these signals.

Life would be very simple if the signal and response were
connected by a single Iint'ar pathway (Fieurc 17.1313), but this
seems never {Q be the case. Ilather, multiple branching. over-
lapping and partially redundant pathways control the behavior
of the cell (Fieur" 17.13C). Probably such complicated
networks are necessary co cOllfn stability and resilience 011 the
extraordinarily complex machinery of a cell. Experimentally,
unraveling rhe prt:cise generic circuitry of the controls is
exceedingly difficult, partly because of their cOlllplexity and
partly because it is difficult to distinguish direct fi-om indirect
effects in trJnsfection or knockout experiments. Hopefully
cxpn:ssion microarrJYs will prove the key to this problelll.

For cells such JS GlIlCl'r cells that take the decision to divide,
progress throughl the cycle is subject to st'veral checkpoints
(Figure 17. J 4). Three main ones are:

Figure 17.13: The options open to a cell, and how it chooses.

(A) In response to internal and external signals, a cell chooses
between stasis, mitosis, apoptosis and sometimes
differentiation. (B) An imaginary cell in which signals are linked
to responses by linear unbranched pathways of stimulation (-.J
or inhibition (-1). Human cells do not function like this. (C) In
real cells signals feed into a complex network of partially
redundant interactions, the outcome of which is not easy to
predict analytically.

Function of pRb, the RB gene product

The RB gene \Vas identified through its role in retinoblastoma
(Section 17.4.1), but it is widely expressed and helps control
cycling of all cells. In normal cells the gene product. a 110-
kDa nuclear protein, is inactivated by phosphorylation and
activated by dephosphorylation. Active (dephosphorylated)
pRb binds and inactivates the cellular transcription f:1ctor E2F.
function of which is required for cell cycle progression (F({tllYl'
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Figure 17.15: Controls on cell cycle progression and genomic integrity mediated by the RH. TP53and COKNlA (INK4AI gene products.

These controls form at least part of the Gl-S cell cycle checkpoint. See Harbour and Dean (2000) for details.

17.15; for fuller detail see Harbour and Dean, 20(0). Two to
four hours before a cell enters S-phase, pR.b is phosphory-
lated.This releases the inhibition ofE2F and allows the cell to
proceed to S phase. Phosphorylation is governed by a cascade
of cyclins, cyclin-dependenr kinases and cyc1in kinase
inhibitors. Several viral oncoproteins (adenovirus E1A, SV40-
T antigen, hUlllan papillomavirus E7 protein) bind and
sequester or degrade pRb, thus favoring cell cycle progression.

but somatic mutations are very Illuch Illort" frequent.
Homozygous deletion of the gene inactivates both the R.13
Jnd the p53 arms of cell cycle control, ~Ind is a very common
event in tumorigenesis. Some tUTllors have 1ll1lt~JtiollSthat
affect p 16 but not p 14 (e.g. inactivation of the 1a promoter by
methylation). Those tumors tend also to have p53 llIutations,
showing the importance of inactivating both arms of the
control system shown in Figure 17. 15.

Function of p161NK4Aand p14ARF,the CDKN2A gene
products
The remarkable COK1\i2A gene (previously called MTS / or
1.\'K4A) at 9p13 encodes two structurally unrelated proteins
(F(~I/re /7./6). Exons la, 2 and 3 encode the INK4A or p16
protein. A second promoter starts transcription further
upstream at exon 113. Exon 113 is spliced on [0 exons 2 and 3,
but the reading frame is shifted, so that an entirely unrelated
protein p] 4 or ARF (fllternative Reading Erame) is encoded
(the Illouse homolog is p19).

130rh gene products function in cell cycle control (F~(?lfYe
17.15). P 16 functions upstream of the RB protein in control
of the Gl-S cell cycle checkpoint. Cyclin-dependent kinases
inactivate pRb by phosphorylation, but p16 inhibits the
CDK4/6 kinase. Thus loss of p16 function leads to loss of RU
function and inappropriate cell cycling. The other product of
the COKN2A gene, p 14, mediates G 1 arrest by destabilizing
MDM2 protein, the product of the MOM2 oncogene which
is amplified in many sarcomas (Pomeranz et a/., ]998). MDM2
binds to p53 and induces its degradation. Thus p 14 acts to
maint3in the kvcl of p53. Loss of P 14 function leads to
excessive levels of M DM2, excessive destruction of p53, and
hence loss of cell cycle control.

Inherited CDK1\l2A mutations, usually affecting just
p 16, arc seen in some families with Illultiple melanoma,

17.7 Integrating the data: pathways and
capabilities

As we remarked at the start of this ch3pter, cancer genetics can
be deeply confusing. So many genes, so many Illutations, such
an infinity of combinations ... every tumor is unique. But what
they all have in COIlUll0n is that each tumor i.••the product of
selection for a specific set of definable capabilities, and that,
when we think in terIllS of pathways ratllcr than individual
genes, there is only a limited number of ways of achieving
these capabilities. Hahn and Weinberg (2002) attempt to list all
these pJthwJYs and draw up a 'route map' of cancer.

17.7.1 Pathways in colorectal cancer

Our understanding of tumor evolution is best developed for
colorectal cancers, because all the <;tJges of Wlllor devel-
opment can be studied in resected colon frolll patients with
familial adenomatous polyposis. Figllre /7. /7 shows these
steps. Similar but more rudimentary schemes CJn be made for
other tumors where the dat3 are not so rich. The scheme is
based on a series of observations:

~ malignant carcinomas develop frolll normal colonic
epithelium through microscopic nvcrral1t crypt/(lr'- to benign
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Figure 17.16:The two products of the COKNlA gene.

This gene (also known as MTS and INK4A) encodes two
completely unrelated proteins. p16'NK4Ais transcribed from
exons la, 2 and 3, and p14ARFfrom exons 113,2and 3 - but with
a different reading frame of exons 2 and 3. The two gene
products are active in the RS and p53 arms of cell cycle control.
respectively, as shown in Figure 17.15.

Illutations IlUYoften be required for progression frorn early
to intermediate adenomas:

~ about 50% of late adenomas and carcinomas show loss of
heterozygosity all IHq. This is relatively uncommon in
early and intermediate adenomas. It seems likely that the
relevant gene is SMAD4 (also known as J\lIADH4) rather
than the initial candidate, Dee (see White, 1998);

~ colorcctal cancers, but not adenomas. have a very high
frequency of TP53 loss or Illutations.

The scheme of Fiji"" 17.17 is intended to show the most
COllllllon series of lllutations, but not all colon cancers follow
this path. Only around 60% of colon cancers have APe muta-
tiolls. Howcver, tumors lacking APe Illutations oftcn luve
activating mutations in r3-catenin, which is the main down-
stream target ofAPC action (Fodde el al., 2001). Further down
the progression, FAP tumors tend to lose chromosome 18q,
but the tUlllors of HNPCC are chromosolllally stable and do
not lose 18q. The selective pressure in both cases is probably
loss of growth-inhibitory transforming growth factor (TGF)
i3 signaling. In FAP this happellS by loss of the downstream
effectot SMAD410cated on ISq.ln HNPCC, 90% ofMIN+
tumors have frameshifting mutations in an (A)g run in the
TGFi3 receptor II gene. HNPCC tulllors also often have
frameshifting mutations in the AXl,\,2 gene, that encodes
another cOlllponent of the APC-i3-catenin pathway. Thus
behind the heterogeneity of molecular events, there is a much
more regular picture of pathways that mLlst be inactivated in
order for a tumor to develop.

An important and highly recommended review by Hanahan
and Weinberg (2000) (see Further reading) suggests another
way of looking at the evolution of a tUlllor. They suggest that
the key factors in the transition from a normal cell to a
malignant cancer cell arc the acquisition of six specific capa-
bilities. The celllllust:

17.7.2 A successful tumor must acquire six specific
capabilities

3
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epithelial growths called adellomas. Adenomas develop
through early « I cm in size), intermediate (> I cm but
without foci of carcinoma) and late (> 1 cm and with foci
of carcinoma) stages, to become carc;'lOI1IaS, which even-
tually metastasize:

~ in FAI~ one copy of the A PC gene on 5q21 is constitu-
tionally Illutated. Interestingly, inherited mutations rarely
simply inactivate the APC protein; usually they produce a
truncated protein that has a domin~1I1tnegative action (see
Section 16.4.3). Evidently simple inactivation of one APe
allele would not give the necessary growth advantage. The
vety earliest detectable lesions, aberrant crypt foci, lack all
APC expression. About one epithelial cell in 10(' develops
into a polyp, a rate consistent with loss of the second A PC
allele being the determining event;

~ about 50% of intermediate and late adenomas, but only
about l00A) of early adenomas, have mutations in the KRAS
oncogene (a relative of HRAS, Table 17.1). Thus KRAS

Loss or mutation
of APC TS gene

(5q)

\
DNA

hypo methylation

\
Activation of

KRAS oncogene
(12p)

Loss or mutation
of TS gene on 18q

(SMAD4?)

Loss or mutation
of TP53 TS gene

(17p)

----- iJ'::----','..:
Normal _ Hyperproliferative ~ Early Intermediate ., Late Carcinoma

epithelium epithelium adenoma adenoma adenoma

Figure 17.17:A model for the multi-step development of colon cancer.

See text for further details. This is primarily a tool for thinking about how tumors develop, rather than a firm description. Every colorectal
cancer is likely to have developed through the same histological stages, butthe underlying genetic changes are more varied. According to
Fearon and Vogelstein (1990) the figure illustrates a particularly common sequence of events. Smith et 81. (2002) have questioned the
validity of this model because in their series of 106tumors, only seven had mutations in all three of APC, KRAS and p53.
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~ become independent of external growth signals:

~ become.:.' inse-Tlsirin' [0 external anti-growth signals:

~ become able to a"oid apoptosis:

~ become capablc of indefinite replication;

~ becollle capablc of sustained angiogenesis;

~ become c:lpablc of[i~Slle invasion and metastasis.

Metastasis may not be a specifically selected capability.
Ability to IllcrJ.'iir3"iizl: is not clearly advantageous to JIlY cell.
and Illay be an incidental effecr of the general gellomic
disarray of advanced tumor cells. The other five capabilities
are the result of specific selection. Relatively little is knowil
about JllgiogL'llesis. but we have already seen the roks of
activated ollcogel1t:s, deranged cell cyck cOlltrol. p53
lllutation and n:'ac(iv~ltion oftelomerase in achieving the first
four of these capabilities. Each capability may be acquired by
a "Hiety of different genetic changes. bur in each case
acquiring it requires certain specific pathways to bt.' Jctivatnl
or inactivated. The c.lpabilities are not necessarily acquired in
thl' sal11t.'order in different tumors. but the requirements for
genomic ill'\tability and succesliivt' clonal expansions at inter-
mediate stages (Bi).\' 17. 1) impolit.:'"a certain regularity on the
process.

The first Illutation ill the Illulti-step e\'olution of a tUl110ris
critical because it should confer some growth advantage on an
otherwise normal cell that has all its defenst:s intact. According
to the .l.!(Ifl'kcl'jJa hyporhesis (Kinzler and Vogdstein, IY<.J6), in a
given renewing cell population ont' particular gene is respon-
sibk (or maintaining a constant cell numbt:r. Mutation of a
g.ltekeeper leads to J pernlJnent imbalance between cell
division and cell dt.'ath, whereas mutations o( other genes have
110long-term dTect if the gatt.'kl'eper is functioning correctly,
Oil this theory, the wmor suppressor ge:nes ide:lltifit.'d by
studics of Mendelian cancers are the gatcke:t'pers (or the tissue:
involved - .\F2 for Schwann cells, VHL for kidllL'y cells. and
so 011. In tht.' CJse of APC, it is perhaps rekvaT1t that APC
prote-in not only n.'gulates the le\-el of r3-catenin. J critical
controlkr of cdl growrll. but may also play an important rok'
in the spindle checkpoint (Section 17.5.1). We haw alrt'ady
noted that evt'n n:ry e.lrly adenomas show chromosomal
instability, It is likely r113ta single flPC Illutation (ofthc right
type) already confers a growth advantage 011 colonic
epitheliull1, whereas Illutation of a single BReA 1/2 gene
gi\'es 110 advJlltage to ductJI epithelium, This may t,.'xplain
why A PC lIlutation is \'ery cOl11mon in sporadic colon ClllCt.'r.
but BRCfl 1/2 llIutations are rare in sporadic brealit callcer
(LlIlllum ('1 ill .• I<.JYY). How common cancers like lung or

prO'ltatt' cancer that lack MendeliJn forms fit the gatekeeper
theory is not clear.

17.8 What use is all this knowledge?
In the: light o( the ideas set out in this chapter. it ilie:asy to see
that talk about 'a cure for cancer' is foolish. The Ilew
knowledge is however already leading to significant progress
in three areas: detection, diagnosis and treJtI11t,.'nt.

~ I)l:tection of presymptomatic canccr traditionally relies on
phYliical examination. scanning (IllJlIll1lography etc.),
biochemical assays (prostate-spl:citic anrigcn) or invasive
methods (co]onoscopy etc.). For reasons tlut arc not
entirely clear, tumors shed DNA. Scnsitive PCR mcthods
GIJ1amplify tumor DNA from urine (for bl.tdder cancer).
feces (for colon cancer). saliva or sputum (for oral or lung
cancer) or blood (for a variety of cancers) (Sidransky.
2002). Hopefulh-. testing this D A for mutations in T1'53.
,;..J.PC and so on. or for specific prOmOtl'r methylatioll or
Illicrosatellite instability. will allow Illort' dTectivl' .lIld
noninvasivt'< screening.

~ Ali mentioned at the start of this clupter. the tr.lditional
histologicJl lIlethods of tumor idl'ntific.Hioll .1I1dlitJging
;Ifl' being increasingly supplemented (but lIot liuppblltt'd)
by molecular methods (Lakhani and Ashworrh.2(01).This
is most Jd\'Jnced for leukemiJ, where ddinition of the
chromosolllal rearrangements provides important pointers
to prognosis and management (sec, for ex:ullpk.Armstrong
('1 al .. 2(02). Until recently the complexity of changes in
;;olid tUlllorli defied reJdy JIlJlysili, but expression
profiling is starting to provide useful cl.hliitic:1tiolp; of
subtypes. Jgain with implications for prognosis alld
management. F({!//TC 17.18 shows t,.'xampks of rl'cell( .lppli-
Gltions of expression arrays in Clnct.'r.

~ The first treatments based 011 knowledge of specific
molecular changes arl' now e'lt.lblilihed. Herceptin. a
Illonoclonal antibody against the ErbU2 receptor tyrosint."
kinast.:'",is an effective treatment tor bre,lst CJllcers thJt ha\-e
:1ll1plificJtioll of the ERBB2 gene, but not ti:)rtholie lacking
that feature (de 13ono and Ro\\·imky. 200~). Glce\'ec
(Illlatinib. ST-1571) is a specilie inhibitor of the
UCR-AUL fusion protein (F(~lfrc /7. ~.-j) and has
produced rem~lfkable results in chronic lI1yl'ioid leukemia
(S.l\·age and Amman. 20m). Hopefully the\<' ,m' the first of
a ne\\- wa\'e of anricanct:r drug-; de'iignl'd frolll knowledgt'
o(the molt'cubr events in ruillor .•.
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Figure 17.18:Examples of using expression arrays to characterize tumors.

(A) Identifying the tissue of origin. Expression patterns of 148genes (rows Iclassify 100tumors (columns) by origin. Pr, Prostate; 81.
bladder/ureter; Br, breast; Co, colorectal; Ga, gastroesophagus; Ki, kidney; Li, liver; Dv, ovary; Pa, pancreas; LA, lung adenocarcinoma; LS,
lung squamous cell carcinoma. Red = increased gene expression, blue = decreased expression. From Su et a/.(20011. Cancer Research 61,
738s-7393, with permission of The American Association for Cancer Research. (B) Distinguishing two types of diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma. Clustering of gene expression distinguishes germinal center-like tumors from activated B-like tumors (orange and blue bars).
Five-year survival in the two groups is 76% and 16% respectively. Reproduced from Alizadeh et at. (2000) with permission from Nature
Publishing Group. Ie) Sensitivity to chemotherapy drugs. Expression profiles of 6817 genes in 60 tumor cell lines were correlated with
response to 232 drugs. The figure shows gene expression patterns (rows) in 30 cell lines (columnslthat predict sensitivity or resistance to
one drug, cytochalasin D. From Staunton et al. (2001) with permission from National Academy of Sciences, USA. (D) Predicting clinical
outcome of breast cancer. Expression patterns of 25 000 genes were scored in 98 primary breast cancers. The figure shows profiles of 70
prognostic marker genes (columns) in 78 cancers (rows). All patients had undergone surgery and radiotherapy; the yellow lines divide
those predicted (using two alternative criterialto require additional chemotherapy (above the line) from those who do not need this
unpleasant treatment. Data reproduced from van't Veer et at. (20021 with permission from Nature Publishing Group.
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Further reading

Bishop JM (1983) Cellular oncogenes and retroviruses. Annu.
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18.1 Introduction
GeneticistS have no monopoly on DNA-based diagnosis. For
microbiologistS and virologists, for example, PCR is a central
tool for identifYing pathogens. Hematologists. oncologists and
other pathologists all use DNA testing as a basis for diagnosis.
However, for the purposes of this chapter we will define
genetic testing as testing for Mendelian factors. The factors
may indicate a person's risk of developing or transmitting a
disease (which mayor may not be Mendelian), or they may be
lIsed to identify her or to indicate her relationship to
somebody else.

We will use two of the most (0111111011 Mendelian diseases,
cystic fibrosis and Duchenne muscular dystrophy, to illustrate
the variolls testing methods wherever possible. Both involve
large genes with extensive allelic heterogeneity, but beyond
that, CF and DMD pose rather different sets of problems for
D A diagnosis (Table 18.1). Between them, they show many of
the issues involved in testing for Mendelian diseases. A5 always
in this book, we concentrate on the principles and not the
practical details. The reader interested in specific procedures can
find a series of'best practice' guidelines for laboratory diagnosis
ohhe commoner Mendelian diseases at hrepl /:\Vw\V.clll~.org.
These have been drawn up at consensus workshops of the UK
Clinical Molecular Genetics Society. The book by Elles and
Mountford (see Further reading) describes testing methods for
a wider range of conditions.

When a clinician brings a sample of a patient's DNA to a
laboratory for diagnostic testing, there are three possible ques-
tions the laboratory might try (0 answer.

~ Does the patient have allY mutJtion in an)/ gene that would
explain his disease? This question is not answerable, now or
in the future. Gene testing has to be targeted. Even if it
becomes possible [0 sequence a person's entire genome as a
diagnostic procedure, there is no way we could decide

which of the several million differences between the DNA
sequence of two people might be responsible for a disease.
without a specific list of candidates.

~ Does the patient have allY mutation in t"is partiwlar gelle
that might cause his disease? Standard ways of answering
this question are considered in Section 18.3, while an alter-
native approach, gene tracking, is considered in Section
18.5.

~ Does the patient have a 3-base deletion of the codon for
phenylalanine 508 in his CFTR gene? The circumstances
in which this type of question can be asked, and ways of
answering it, are considered in Section 18.4.

18.2 The choice of material to test: DNA,
RNA or protein

Genetic testing is almost always done by PCR. applying the
methods described in Section 5.2. The few applications of
Southern blotting include testing for major gene rearrange-
ments Ot disruptions and for fragile X and myotonic
dystrophy full mutations (Section 16.6.4). The sensitivity of
peR allows us to use a wide range of tissue ~:lI11ples.These can
include:

~ blood samples - the most widely used source of)) A
from adults;

~ mouthwashes or buccal scrapes - being noninvasive,
they are especially favored for population screening
programs. Mouthwashes yield sufficient DNA for a few
dozen tests, and by using whole genome amplification
(Section 5.2.4) tuore extensive testing of a single sample
may be possible;

~ chorionic villus biopsy samples - the best source of
fetal DNA (better than amniocentesis specimens);

Table 18.1:The contrasting genetics of cystic fibrosis and Duchenne muscular dystrophy

Cystic fibrosis

Autosomal recessive

Loss of function mutations

Fairly large gene:
250·kb genomic DNA
27 exons
6.5-kb mRNA

Almost all mutations are single nucleotide changes

New mutations are extremely rare

Mosaicism is not a problem

Little intragenic recombination

Genetic testing in DMD and CF require different sets of approaches.

Duchenne muscular dystrophy

X-linked recessive

Loss of function mutations

Giant gene:
241l0-kb genomic DNA
79 exons
14-kb mRNA

65% of mutations are deletions encompassing one or more complete exons
5% duplications
30% nonsense, splice site etc. mutations
Missense mutations are very unusual

New mutations are very frequent

Mosaicism is common

Recombination hotspot (12% between markers at either end of the gene)
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~ one or two cells removed from eight-cell stage
embryos, for pre-implantation diagnosis after in vitro
fertilization;

~ hair, semen, ere. for criminal investigations;

~ archived pathological specimens, for typing dead
people when no DNA has been stored, or testing tumors
for genetic changes. Only short sequences, 250 bp or less,
can be reliably amplified from fixed tissue specimens;

~ Guthrie cards - these are the cards on which a SpOt of
dried blood is sent to a laboratory for neonatal screening
for phenylketonuria (PKU) in the UK and elsewhere. Not
all of the blood spot is used for the screening test, so if the
cards are retained they arc a possible source of D A from a
dead child.

RNA has advantages over DNA, but is more difficult to
obtain and handle
If a gene has [0 be scanned for unknowll mutations, testing
by RT -PCR (see Section 5.2.1) offers several advantages.
DNA testing usually involves amplitying and testing each
exon separately, and this can be a major chore in a gene with
many exons. Most of the mutation-scanning methods (Table
18.2) can scan fragments larger than the average sized exon,
so that an RT -PCR product can be examined using a
smaller number of reactions. Also, only RT -PCR can
reliably detect aberrant splicing, which is often hard to
predict from a DNA sequence change, or may be caused by
activation of a cryptic splice site deep within an intron (see
Section 16.4.1). However, RNA is much less convenient to
obtain and work with. Samples must be handled with
extreme care and processed rapidly to avoid degrading
mRNA, and the gene of interest may not be expressed in
readily accessible tissues. In addition, many mutations result
in unstable mRNA (see sections 11.4.4, 16.4.1), so that the
RT -PCR product from a heterozygous person may show
only the normal allele.

Functional assays of proteins have a role in genetic
testing

A protein-based functional assay might c1assity the products of
a highly heterogeneous allelic series into two simple groups,
functional and nonfunctional - which is, after all, the essential
question in Illost diagnosis. The problem with functional
aSSJYsis that they arc specific to J particular protein. DNA
technology by contrast is generic. This has obvious advantages
for the diagnostic lab, but in addition it encourages technical
development, since any new technique cm be applied to
many problems.

18.3 Scanning a gene for mutations

For the great majority of diseases, as with CF and DMD. there
is extensive allelic heterogeneity (see Section 16.3.2).
Diagnostic tt:sting therefore usually involves sC;lrching for
mutations that might be anywhere within or near the relevant
gene or gcnes. Table 18.2 lists a number of methods that can be
used, and these "re described briefly below. For laboratory

details, see the books by Cotton, Edkins and Forrest or Elles
and Mountford (Further reading).

Searching the whole of a candidate gene for sequence
variants in a large series of patients will reveal many different
variants. Deciding whether or not a variant is pathogenic (and
hence represents the sought-after mutation) can be very
difficult. Box 16.5 gives some guidelines for attempting to
decide.

18.3.1 Methods based on sequencing

Now that automated fluorescence sequencers are standard
laboratory equipment, sequencing becomes more and more
attractive as the primary means of mutation scanning (Figure
18. 'I). Other scanning methods serve mainly to reduce the
sequencing load by defining which amplicon should be
sequenced. As sequencing has become cheaper and easier, the
need to reduce the load has diminished, and several previously
used alternative methods have fallen out of favor. Alternatives
to direer sequencing are now mainly used because they are
either quick (denaturing high performance liquid chromatog-
raphy; dH PLC), cheap (single strand conformation polymor-
phisms; SSCP) or give some special information (protein
truncation test; PTT and quantitative PCR).

Sequencing generates more data than other methods, so the
requirement for analysis is greater. Programs are available that
automatically rcport differences between the test sequence
and a standard sequence, provided the sequence is of good
qualiry. Quality is critical for avoiding artifacts and reliably
d~tecting base substitutions in heterozygotes.

For sequencing genomic DNA, each cxon is normally
amplified separately, with maybe 20 bp offlanking intron.This
is inefficient because the average exon size in human genes
(145 bp) is well below the 500-800 bp that can be read from a
good sequencing run. Possible solutions are to use H.T-peR,
or to use exon-linking PCR (meta-PCR, Wallace et af., 1999;
FiN"re /8.2). Microarray-based resequencing is considered
below (Section 18.4.1).

18.3.2 Methods based on detecting mismatches or
heteroduplexes

Many tests use the properties of hcteroduplexes to detect
differences between twO seqllt:nces. Most mutations occur in
ht:terozygous form (even with autosomal recessive conditions.
affected people born to nonconsanguineolls parents are likely
to be compollnd heterozygotes, with two different muta-
tions). Heteroduplexes can be formed simply by heating the
heterozygous test PCR product to denature it, and then
cooling slowly. For homozygolls mutations, or X-linked
mutations in males, it is necessary to add some reference wild-
type D A. Several properties of heteroduplexes can be
eXploited:

• heteroduplexes often have abnormal mobility on nondena-
turin!; polyacrylamide gels (Figllre /8.3A, lower panel).
Special gels (Hydrolink™, MDETM) are supposed to
improve the resolution.This is a particularly simple method
to use. If fr:lgments no more than 200 bp long are tested,
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Table 18.2: Methods for scanning a gene for mutations

The table summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of each method for use in a routine diagnostic service. See Section 18.3 for details.

Disadvantages

Laborious, expensive
Needs severallLg DNA

Expensive

Sequences < 200 bp only
Limited sensitivity
Does not reveal position of change

Expensive equipment
Does not reveal position of change

Sequences < 200 bp only
Does not reveal position of change

Choice of primers is critical
Expensive primers
Does not reveal position of change

Toxic chemicals
Experimentally difficult

Chain terminating mutations only
Expensive, difficult technique
Usually needs RNA

Expensive

Expensive
Limited range of genes

Method Advantages

dHPLC Quick, high throughput
Quantitative

Southern blo~ hybridize to cDNA probe Only way to detect major deletions
and rearrangements

Sequencing Detects all changes
Mutations fully characterized

Heteroduplex gel mobility Very simple
Cheap

DGGE High sensitivity

SSCP Simple, cheap

Chemical mismatch cleavage High sensitivity
Shows position of change

PTT High sensitivity for chain terminating mutations
Shows position of change

Quantitative PCR Detects heterozygous deletions

Microarrays Quick
High throughput
Might detect and define all changes

dHPLC, Denaturing high performance liquid chromatography; SSCP, single strand conformation polymorphism; DGGE, denaturing gradient gel
electrophoresis; PTT, protein truncation test.

inscnions. deletion" Jnd most bur nor all single-base substi-
tutions ore detectable (Keen el a/ .. 1991):

• heteroduplexes haw abnormal denaturing profiles. This is
exploited in denaturing high performance liquid
chromatography (dH PLC, Figllre J 8. ~A) and dena-
turing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE. Figllre
/8.38). III both cases the mobility ofa fragment changes
markedly when it denatures. These I11cthods require
tailoring to the particular DNA sequence under test, and
so an.' best 'mired to routine analysis of a given fragll1t.'n( in
many samples. dHPLC allows high throughput. which fits
well with this lISC. DGGE requires special primers with
a 5' poly(G;C) extension (a GC clamp) - see Sheffield
1'1 al. (1992). Once optimized. these methods have high
scno;;1tJ"uy;

~ mismatched base~ in heteroduplexes are sensitive to
cleavage by cht'micals or enzymes. The chemical
cleavage of mismatch (CCM) method (F(~lIre 18.~8) is
a sensitive method for mutation detection. with the advan-
tages that quite large fragments (over I kb in size) can be
analyzed, and the location of the mismatch is pinpointed by

the size of the fragmellts generated. I-Iowe\'er. it use'i vny
roxic chl·l11icals.particularly osmiunl tetroxide (though thi'i
can be substitutt'd by potassium permang,lI1atl'). and i'i
experimentally quite difficulr.An alrc:rnati\'e i'i enzymatic
cleavage of mismatches. which use'i ellzyme'i 'i\lch a'iT 4
phage resolvase or endollucle.lst.' VII to :1chit.'ve the same
result without the toxic chemicals. Unfortullatdy ill IllOSt
people's hands. the quality of the gel, pruduced leaves
Illllch to be desired.

Of all these methods. only dHPLC IS now widely used in
major diagnostic laboratories.

18.3.3 Methods based on single-strand conformation
analysis

Single-stranded D A has a tendency to fold up and form
complex structures stabilized by weak intramolecular bond'i.
notably base-pairing hydrogell bonds. The ekctrophoretic
mobilities of such struC[ures in Ilondenaturing gel'i will
depend not only on their chain kngths blH .•I'io 011 their
conformations. which are dictated by the J) A sequence.
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Figure 18.1:Mutation detection by sequencing.

(A) A base substitution in exon 3. The double peak larrowl
shows a heterozygous mutation g.332C--+T (p.P67L).(B) A single
base deletion 3659deiCin exon 19.Sequence downstream of
the deletion is confused, reflecting overlapping sequence of the
two alleles in this heterozygote. The changes would be
confirmed by sequencing the reverse strand. Courtesy of Dr
Andrew Wallace, St Mary's Hospital, Manchester, UK.

SSCP are detected by amplifying the DNA samples (which
may be R T -peR products). denaturing, snap-cooling and
loading on a nondenawring polyacrylamide gel (Fig"re
18.3,.1). Primers can be radiolabeled, or unlabeled products
can be detected by silver staining. The precise pattern of bands
seen is very dependent 011 details of the conditions. Control
samples must be fun. so that diffen:nces from the wild-type
pattern can be noticed. SSCP is very cheap and reasonably
sensitive (around 80%) for fragments up to 200 bp long
(Sheffield Cf al., 1993), so it is still widely used. SSCP and
hereroduplex analysis can be combined on a single gel. as in
Fi.e"re 18.3A. An elaboration of SSCP, dideoxy finger-
printing, analyzes each band in a sequencing ladder by SSCP
and is claimed to give 100% sensitivity (Sarkar er al .. 1992).
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18.3.4 Methods based on translation: the protein
truncation test

The PTT UO(e"rc /8.5) is a specific test for frameshifts, splice
sitt' or nonsense mutations that create a pn.:I1lJrure termi-
nation codon (van cler Luijr 1'I a/.. 19(4). The starring material
is all RT -peR product, or occasionally a single large exon in
genomic DNA sllch as the 6.5-kb exon 15 of the APCgene
or the 3.4-kb exon 10 of the BRCA I gene. Nonsense-
mediated mRNA decay (Section 16.4.1), that normally
prevents production or a truncated protein. does not occur
because there is no exon-exon splicing in the assay. Clearly.
the strength and weakness or the PTT is that it detects only
cerrain classes of Illutation. It would not be useful for cystic
fibrosis, where most mutations are non truncating. But in
Duchenne Illuscular dystrophy, adenomarous polyposis coli or
BReA I-related breast cancer. missense mutations are infre-
quent, and any sllch change found may \\·e11be coincidental
and nonpathogenic. For sllch diseases. the PTT has several
advantages. It ignon.'s silent or Inissen'\e base substitutions, and
(like mismatch ckavage methods, but lInlike SSCP) it reveals
thc approxin1Jte location of any Illutation. Several variants
have been developed to give cleaner result'i. usually by incor-
porating an immunoprecipitation 'itep - but PTT remains a
dcmanding technique that is not easy to gct working well.

18.3.5 Methods for detecting deletions

Homozygous or hemizygous delctions are simple to detect:
the deleted sequence will not amplify by peR. It is important
to consider alternative explanations for failure to amplify:
maybe there was a technical failllre of the pCR. or a base
substitution in onc of the primer binding sites. Deletions can
be confirmed by using alternative primers or by Southern
blotting. Around 60% ofDMD mutations are deletions of one
or Illore exons (see Figure 16.3). In affected males. tWO
multiplex PCR reactions (that shown in Figure '18.6 and one
testing exons in the 5' parr of the gene) will reveal 98% of all
deletions. Most dektions remove 1110re than one exon.
Deletions that appear to affeCt noncontiguolls exons and dele-
tions of just a single exon need confirming.

Testing females to see if they carry a dystrophin deletion is
altogether more difficult. and illustrates the special problenls
posed by heterozygous deletions of one or 1110rewhole exons.
Such deletions are not detectable when genomic DNA is
amplified exon by exon and tested by sequencing. heteroduplex
analysis or SSCP. because the mutant allele gives no product.
Megabase-sized deletions can be diagnosed by FISH or array-
CGH (Figure 17.3). For exon-scale deletions alternarives are
needed. Sequencing or pTT analysis of RT -PCR. products
should pick lip anything except a deletion of the whole gene.
but nonsense-mediated mRNA decay may render the mutant
transcript invisible, and RNA-based methods are not always
easy to implement in a diagnostic setting.

Several systems for quantitJtive peR are available that can
detect heterozygous deletions in gl'nolllic DNA. The reaction
is linlited to the early exponential phase (F(!lIrc 5.2) when the
amount of product reflects the amount of template. Product
accumulation is measured in real time by fluorescence and
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Figure 18.2: Principle of exon-linking PCR(Meta-PCR).

This is a technique for overcoming the disparity between the average size of human exons (145 bpI and the optimum size of product for
sequencing (500-800 bpI, while retaining the advantages of studying genomic DNA. (i) 2-5 exons (with ca. 20 bp of flanking intron, not
shown for clarity) are PCR-amplified using primers that carry specific matching linkers at their 5' ends. (iil. As primers become
exhausted, concatemers form, guided by the linkers (iii!. The desired concatemer is amplified in a second round of PCRusing specifically
designed primers (iv). The product can be designed to have any combination of exons arranged in any order. See Wallace, Wu and Elles
(1999).

compared to an internal or parallel standard. The fluorescenr
signal may be generated by a double-strand DNA-specific
binding dye such as SYBR lJ, Green, or by cleavage of a
sequence-specific oligonucleotide labeled with a dye and a
qm'ncher (TaqMan' assay). An alternative to real-time PCR
is tht' MAPH (Multiplex Amplifiable Probe Hybridization)
method of Armour (2000) (B"" 18.1). MAPH allows a high
dcgr('(;~of Illultiph:xing (dosage of at least 50 short I\cqucllCC"i

can be compared in ~lsingle experiment). requires no specially
tagged probes or expensive machinery. and is well suited for
development in a modest laboratory.

If a deletion is segregating in a family, typing fellules for
micros3rcllircs mapping within the deletion Illay reveal
apparc:nt nOl1maternity, where a mother has transmitted no
marker allele to her daughter because of the delcrion (FI:~lIrc
18.7). In ,uch f.lmilies 'nonmaternity' proves a woman is a
carrier. while heterozygosity (in the daughter or sister of a
deletion carrier) pro\·es a woman is not a carrier. St·\·t·ral
marker, suitable for this purpose have been identified in the
introns at dclctioll hotspots. The method works best in
f.lmilie, where there is an affected male in whom the deletion
can first be defined.

18.3.6 Methods for detecling DNA methylation patterns
The importance of DNA methylation in the comrol of gene
expressioll was described in Section 10.4.2. Excessive or defi-
cit'nt methylation of epG dinucleotide, i, a common patho-
genic mechanism in cancer (Section 17.4.3) and imprinted
gene expression (Section 16.-1.-1). PCR products are always
ull111ethylated. so Ilolle of the methode; dt'e;cribed so far gives
information 011 methylation pattcrll .• in a DNA s:ullple. Two
main methods are used to cht:ck mcthylation.

~ Restriction enzyme digestion. Hpall cuto; only ul1methyl-
ated CCGG whereas .\lspl ellts any CeGc. whether
mcthylatt:d or not. Methylated CpG .•ite, therefore cause
the two t:nzymes to give different restriction fragmel1ts.
Alternatively, a PCR template colltainill!; a CCGG can be
digested with HpaJl before amplification, if the site is
ul1methylated the template is c1c:a\"ed and the peR will
yield no product.

~ Ui,ulfite ,equencing (Thomassin ('/ af .. 1<)')\1). When single-
'\tr:lI1dcd DNA is treated with sodiulll bisulfite. cyrosine but
not 5-mcthyl cytosine (5-MeC) j, cOI1\"ertt'd to uracil. After
bi,ulfite treatment. the J) A i, PCR-amplified (using
prime" matching the modified 'equence) and subjected to
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Figure 18.3: Scanning the CFTR gene for mutations.

(A) Heteroduplex and SSCP analysis. Exon 3 was PCR-amplified from genomic DNA. After denaturation, the samples were loaded on to a
nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel. Some of each product re-annealed to give double-stranded DNA. This runs faster in the gel and gives
the heteroduplex bands seen in the lower panel. The single-stranded DNA runs more slowly in the same gellupper panel). Lanes 1 and 2
show the pattern typical of the wild-type sequence. Variant patterns can be seen in lanes 3-8. Sequencing revealed mutations G85E, L88S,
R75X, P67L, E60X and R75Q, respectively. Courtesy of Dr Andrew Wallace, St Mary's Hospital, Manchester. (B) Denaturing gradient gel
electrophoresis. Exons of the CFTR gene are PCR-amplified in one or more segments and run on 9% polyacrylamide gels containing a
gradient of urea-formaldehyde denaturant The band from any amplicon that contains a heterozygous variant splits into usually four sub-
bands (arrows). In the lanes shown, subject A (left lane in each panel) has a variant in amplicon 6 and subject B (right lanesl has variants in
amplicons 17 and 24. Characterization of the variants showed that subject B was heterozygous for R1070Q lexon 171.Other variants were
nonpathogenic. Courtesy of Dr Hans Scheffer, University of Groningen, The Netherlands.

conventional sequencing. Cytosine and 5-MeC in the
original sample show as thymine and cytosine, respectively.
in the sequence of the PCR product. This method requires
very careful controls to give reliable data.

18.4 Testing for a specified sequence
change

Testing for the presence or absence of a known sequence
change is a different and much simpler problem than scanning
a gene for the presence of all)' mutation. Samples can always be
genotyped by sequencing, but conventional sequencing is not
an efficient method if only a single nucleotide position is
being checked. Some of the main genoryping methods are
summarized in ?able 18.3. Many variants of these and other
methods have been developed as kits by biotechnology
companies. Typical applications include:

~ diagnosis of diseases with limited allelic heterogeneity (see
Table 18.4);

~ diagnosis within a family. Mutation scanning methods may
be needed to define the family mutation. but once it is
characterized, other family members normally need be
tested only for that particular mutation;

• in research, for testing control samples. A coml11on
problem in positional cloning is that a patient has a
sequence change in a candidate gene. The question then
arises, is this change pathogenic (confirming that the
candidate gene is the disease gene), or might it be a
nonpathogenic polymorphism? One common approach
is to screen a panel of normal control samples for the
presence of the change. The question of how many
controls should be tested is considered by Collins and
Schwartz (2002).

~ SNP genoryping. The aim here is not to find a pathogenic
mutation as above. but the probkm is identical: to test a
DNA sample for a pre-defined sequence variant. S P
typing is the main application of methods for very high
throughput genotyping (Section 18.-1.2).
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Figure 18.4:Mutation scanning.

(A) DMD mutation scanning by denaturing high-performance liquid chromatography (dHPLC).Exon 6 of the dystrophin gene gives a
different pattern in an affected male (blue trace) and a normal control (red tracel. Sequencing revealed the splice site mutation 738+1G-T.
Because this is an X-linked condition, for males test DNA must be mixed with an equal amount of normal DNA to allow formation of
heteroduplexes. Courtesy of Dr Richard Bennett, Children's Hospital. Boston, MA, USA. (B) Mutation scanning by chemical cleavage of
mismatches. A fluorescently labeled meta-PCR product containing exons &-10 of the NF2gene. Upper track: patient sample; a
heterozygous intron 6 splice mutation 600-3c g is revealed by hydroxylamine cleavage of the 1032-bpmeta-PCR productto fragments of
813+239 bp. Lower track: control sample. Courtesy of Dr Andrew Wallace, St Mary's Hospital, Manchester, UK.

18.4.1 Many simple methods are available for
genotyping a specified variant

Testing for the presence or absence of a restriction site

When a base subsriru[lon mutation creates or abolishes the
recognition site of a restriction enzYlllc, this allows a simple
direct PCR test for the mutation (Figllre 7.6). Although
hundreds of restriction enzymes arc known. they almost all

recognize symmetrical palindromic sites, and many point
mutations will not happen to affect such sequences. Also, sites
for rare and obscure restriction enzymes are unsuitable for
routine diagnostic use because the enzymes are expensive and
often of poor quality. Sometimes, however, a diagnostic
restriction site can be introduced by a form of PCR mutage-
nesis (Section 5.5.3) using carefully chosen primers. Fij!,lIre

18.8 shows an example.
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DMD segment 2eD

Figure 18.5: DMD mutation scanning using the protein truncation test (PTT).

A coupled transcription-translation reaction is used to produce labeled polypeptide products encoded by a segment of mRNA. Segments
containing premature termination codons produce truncated polypeptides. Here, RT·PCRwas used to scan the entire dystrophin gene in
ten overlapping segments in a series of DMD patients. The faster running polypeptides identify segments containing termination codons,
and the size of the abnormal product indicates the position of the stop codon within the segment Image courtesy of Dr J.T. den Dunnen and
D. Verbove (Leiden, Netherlands); for further details see htto://www.dmd.nl
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Fig 18.6:Multiplex screen for dystrophin deletions in males.

(A) Products of multiplex PCRamplification of nine exons, using samples from 10unrelated boys with Duchenne/Becker muscular
dystrophy. PCRprimers have been designed so that each exon, with some flanking intron sequence, gives a different sized PCRproduct.
Courtesy of Dr R. Mountford, Liverpool Women's Hospital, UK.(B) Interpretation: solid lines show exons definitely deleted, dotted lines show
possible extent of deletion running into untested exons. No deletion is seen in samples 7 and 9 - these patients may have point mutations,
or deletions of exons not examined in this test. Exon sizes and spacing are not to scale. Compare with Figure 16.3.

http://htto://www.dmd.nl


Box 18.1: Multiplex amplifiable probe hybridization (MAPHI.
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This is a very versatile method of comparing gene dosage for a
number of sequences. Genomic DNA from the patient is spotted
onto a tiny 12 x 3 mm) nylon filter and hybridized to a mixture of
40 probes, each specific for one exon of the dystrophin gene.
After careful washing, the filter is put into a PCR reaction mix
that uses a single pair of primers that bind to a sequence
present at the end of every probe. One primer can be
fluorescently labeled to allow analysis on a gene sequencer.

,..
,..
"'"••,

'''''."..,
27',

Probes are designed so that exons can be distinguished by the
length of the PCR product, and quantified by the size of the peak
on a fluorescence sequencer or by the relative intensities of
bands on a manual gel. Because all the probes amplify using the
same primer pair, the problems of unequal amplification that
plague multiplex PCR are avoided.

For further details of MAPH see Armour el al. (2000) and the
MAPH website www.nott.ac.ukl-odziala/maoh/maoh.html

Duplication patient

Deletion patient

Control

duplicated/deleted exons are indicated

Use of MAPH to detect deletions and duplications of exons of the dystrophin gene.

Comparing peak sizes with the control trace, it is easy to see he duplication of exons to and 13(and presumably 11and t2, which were not
tested in this mu~iplex) in the top trace, and the deletion of exon 18in the centre trace. Image courtesy of Dr J.T.den Dunnen and S.White,
Leiden, Nethertands: for further details see htlo:/Iwww.dmd.nl

(A)

II

III

2

(B)

STR45
allele 1-

2-
3-

Figure 18.7: Deletion carriers in a OMO family revealed by apparent nonmaternity.

(A) Pedigree.IB) Results of typing with the intragenic marker STR45.The affected boy 111-1has a deletion which includes STR45(lane 7 of
the gel is blank). His mother 11-2and his aunt 11-3inherited no allele of STR45 from their mother 1-2,showing that the deletion is being
transmitted in the family. 1-2is apparently homozygous for this highly polymorphic marker (lane 2), but in fact is hemizygous. The other aunt
11-4and the sister 111-2are heterozygous for the marker, and therefore do not carry the deletion.

http://www.nott.ac.ukl-odziala/maoh/maoh.html
http://htlo:/Iwww.dmd.nl
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Use of allele-specific oligonucleotide (ASO) hybridization
Under suitably stringent hybridization conditions, these short
synthetic probes hybridize only to a perfectly matched
sequence (Section 6.3. I). Figure 6. /1 demonstrates the use of
dot-blot hybridization with ASO probes to detect the single
base substitution that causes sickle cell disease. For diagnostic
purposes, a reverse dot-blot procedure has often been used.
A screen {or a series of defined cystic fibrosis mutations, for
example. would use a series of ASOs specific for each mutant
allele, spotted onto a single membrane which is then
hybridized to labeled PCR-amplified test DNA.

The same reverse dot-blot principle is applied on a
massively parallel scale in DNA chips. Hundred of thousands of
20-25-mer oligonucleotide probes are anchored in defined
positions to a solid support (Section 6.4.3).Test DNA is PCR-
amplified, fluorescently labeled and hybridized to the array.
either alone or (preferably) in competition with a reference
wild-type sequence, labeled with a different color. Each indi-
vidual probe on the chip performs an ASO test for a specific
sequence in the test DNA, but overall the chips can scan the
entire sequence of a gene and report any base substitution
(Figure 18.9A). Detection efficiencies are excellent for
homozygotes, but less reliable for heterozygotes.lnsertions arc
only detected in so f.,r as oligonucleotides were designed in
advance to detect a specific insertion.

Once everything is set up, chip systems are quick and easy
to use, though far from cheap. However, it is necessary to
define in advance the range of mutations to be detected, and
design these into the chip. Thus their main role in mutation
detection may be for initial scanning of samples to pick up the
conlmon mutations, leaving the difficult cases to be sorted out
by other methods.

Allele-specific peR amplification (ARMS test)

The principle of the ARMS (Amplification Refractory
Mutation System) method was shown in Fi.Rure 5.4. Paired
PCR reactions are carried out. One prilller (the common
primer) is the same in both reactions, the other exists in two
slightly different versions, one specific for the normal
sequence and the other specific for the mutant sequence.
Additional control primers are usually included, to amplifY
some unrelated sequence from every sample as a check that
the PCR. reaction has worked. The location of the common
primer can be chosen to give different sized products for
different mutations, so that the PCR products of multiplexed
reactions form a ladder on a gel. With careful primer design
the mutation-specific primers can also be made to give distin-
guishable products. For example, they can be labeled with
different fluorescent or other labels, or given 5' extensions of
different sizes. Multiplexed mutation specific PCR is well
suited to screening fairly large numbers of samples for a given
panel of mutations (Figure 18.10).

Oligonucleotide ligation assay (OLA)

In the aLA test for base substitution mutations, two oligo-
nucleotides are constructed that hybridize to adjacent

sequences in the target, with the join sited at the position o{
the mutation. DNA ligase will not covalently join the two
oligonucleotides unless they are perfectly hybridized
(Nickerson el a/., 1990). Various formats for the test are
possible, for example as an ELISA or, as in Figure /8.1'1, for
analysis on a fluorescence sequencer.

Minisequencing by primer extension

Minisequencing uses the principle of Sanger sequencing
(F(eure 7.2), but adds just a single nucleotide. The 3' end of
the sequencing primer is immediately upstream of the
nucleotide that is to be genotypcd.The reaction mix contains
DNA polymerase plus four differently labeled dideoxy
nucleoside triphosphates (ddNTPs). The test DNA acts as
template for addition of a single labeled dideoxynucleotide
to the primer. One way or another, the nucleotide added to
the primer is identified (for example, by running the
extended primer on a fluorescence sequencer), allowing the
base at the position of interest to be identified.

Minisequencing can readily be adapted to an array-based
format (APEX, arrayed primer extension; Tonisson l't al..
2002) to allow the entire sequence of a gene to be checked for
base substitutions in a single operation (Figure 18.9B).

18.42 Methods for high-throughput genotyping

Biotechnology companies are developing Ilumerous systems
to meet the challenge of genotyping very large numbers of
SNPs for disease association studies (Section 15.4.5). Weaver
(2000) has listed a large number of such systems. The under-
lying genetic method is usually primer extension (mini-
sequencing). allele-specific oligonucleotide hybridization or
oligonucleotide ligation, as described above, but formatted to
allow automation and very high throughput. Many systems
attempt to combine this genetic technology with 'lab on a
chip' developments in microfluidics. Examples of other
approaches include pyrosequencing and mass spectrometry
(Box '18.2).

18.4.3 Genetic testing for triplet repeat diseases

The expanded repeats that cause numerOllS neurological
diseases (Table 16.6) involve a special set of mutation-specific
tests (Figure 18.12). For the polyglutamine repeat diseases such
as Huntington disease (HD), a single PCR reaction makes the
diagnosis. Some of the other expanded repeat diseases are a
little more difficult for two reasons. Fut) mutations may have
hundreds or thousands of repeats and do not readily amplifY
by PCR. especially since most of the repeats have a high GC
content. Normal and premutation alleles give clean PCR
products, but full mutations may require Southern blotting.
Additionally, unlike HD, the mutations mostly cause disease by
loss offunction,and occasional affected patients have deletions
or point mutations that \-"ould be nussed by testing just the
repeat. Myotonic dystrophy is the only one of the 'large
expansion' diseases that seems to be completely homogeneous
mutationally.
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Table 18.3: Methods of testing for a specified mutation

Method

Restriction digestion of PCR·amplified DNA; check size of products on a gel

Hybridize PCR·amplified DNA to allele·specific oligonucleotides (ASD)
on a dot·blot or gene chip

PCR using allele·specific primers (ARMS test)

Oligonucleotide ligation assay lOLA}

PCR with primers located either side of a translocation breakpoint

Check size of expanded repeat

Pyrosequencing

SNAPshot

Mass spectrometry

Comments

Only when the mutation creates or abolishes a natural restriction site,
(Figure 7.6) or one engineered by use of special PCR primers IFigure
IB.S?

General method for specified point mutations; large arrays allow
scanning for almost any mutation

General method for point mutations; primer design critical (Figure
lB. /01
Can be adapted to chip technology
Can provide real·time quantitative readou~ using TaqMan technology

General method for specified point mutations IFigure lB. II)

Successful amplification shows presence of the suspected deletion
or specified rearrangement

Dynamic repeat diseases ISection 16.6.4)
large expansions require Southern blots,
smaller ones can be done by PCR only

High·throughput method (Box IB.2)

Mini sequencing by primer extension (Section 18.4.1)

High·throughput method (Box 18.2)

Table 18.4: Examples of diseases that show a limited range of mutations

See Section 16.3 for further discussion olthe reasons why some diseases show a limited range of mutations, while others have extensive allelic
heterogeneity.

Disease

Sickle cell disease

Achondroplasia

Huntington disease,
myotonic dystrophy

Fragile X

Charcot-Marie-Tooth
disease (HMSN1)

Q' and I3·Thalassemia

Tay-Sachs disease

Cystic fibrosis

Cause

Only this particular mutation produces the
sickle·cell phenotype

Only G380R produces this particular phenotype;
very high mutation rate

Gain of function mutations

Common molecular mechanism: expansion of an
unstable repeat

Common molecular mechanism: recombination between
misaligned repeats

Selection for heterozygotes leads to different ancestral
mutations being common in different populations

Founder effect in Ashkenazi Jews; ancient
heterozygote advantage

Common ancestral mutations in northern European
populations, ancient heterozygote advantage

Comments

p.E6V in HBB gene
See Figure 6.11

Two distinct changes, both causing
p.G380R in the FGFR3gene (Figure 16.m

Unstable expanded repeats
See Section 16.6.4

See Section 16.6.4; other mutations occur, but are
rare

Duplication of 1.5 Mb at 17pll.2
(Figure 16.BI; point mutations also occur

See Figure 16.2Ia·thalassemia) and Table IB.5
(l3·thalassemia)

Two common HEXA mutations in Ashkenazim:
4·bp insertion in exon 11 (73%); exon 11 donor
splice site G~C (15%)

See Table IB.6and Section 4.5.3
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Figure 18.8: Introducing an artificial diagnostic restriction site.

An A~ T mu1a1ionin the intron 4 splice site of the FACC gene does not create or abolish a restriction site. The PCRprimer stops short ofthis
altered base, but has a single base mismatch Ired GI in a noncritical position which does not prevent it hybridizing to and amplifying both
the normal and mutant sequences. The mismatch in the primer introduces an AGTACT restriction site for Seal into the PCRproduct from the
normal sequence. The Seal-digested product from homozygous normal IN), heterozygous IH) and homozygous mutant (M) patients is
shown. Courtesy of Dr Rachel Gibson, Guy's Hospital, London, UK.

MNHN

I Seal-digested product I
--- Intron--------------

I Mutant I

5' ---GTGIIIGTATTu- 3'

5'uuh-GTGTACT--- 3'

3' ~:u-u __<C A TGAu-15'

h_ Intronu I hExon-u

I Normal I

5' u-GTGIAIGTATT _h 3'

3' ~:---uu<9A TGA ---15'

5' -uGTGIAGTACTI--- 3'
Seal

PCR primer

PCR product

Genomic DNA

18.4.4 Geographical origin is an important
consideration for some lests

except by assllming there was substantial heterozygote
advJntage some time when the founding population was small.

The population genetics of recessive diseases is often dominated
by founder effects or the effects of heterozygote odvolltage.The
resulting limited diversity ofllllltJ.tions in a population can make
genetic testing much easier. ~-thalassel11ja and cystic fibrosis afC

good examples. For both thest' conditions, a very large number
of ditTerent mutations in the relev;:lI1t gene have been described,
bur in each case a IUlldful ofmutatiol1s account for the majority
of coses in ony porticular popubtion. With l3-tholasselllia DNA
testing is not needed to diagnose carriers or affccted
people - orthodox hematology does this perfectly well - but it
is the method of choice for prenatal diagnosis. Different 1l111Gl-

tions ore predominant in different populations (Table .,8. 5).
Provided one has DNA samples from the parents and knows
their ethnic origin, the parental mutations can often be found
using only a small cocktail of specific tests. ofter which the fetus
con be readily checked.

In cystic fibrosis the F508dcl mutation is the coml11onest in
all European populations, and is believed to be of ancient
origin. However, the proportion of all mutations that arc
F508del varies. being generolly high in the north and west of
Europe and lower in the south. Testing for CF mutations
divides into two phases. First, a linurcd number of specified
mutations, always including FS08del, are sought using the
methods described in Section 18.4. As Table" 8.6 shows, there
is no obvious natural clit-off in terms of diminishing rcrurns
on testing for specific mutations. Ifrhis phase fails to reveal the
Illutations, then if resources allow, a screen for unknown muta-
tions may be instituted, using the methods described in
Section 18.3, or alternatively gene tracking (F(e"re .,8 . .,3) may
be used. The impact of this diversity on proposals for popu-
lotion screening is discussed below (see Fig"re .,8 . .,8).

Surprisingly often, when a recessive disease is particularly
common in a certain population, it turns out that morc than
one mutation is responsible. An example is Tay-Sachs disease
among Ashkenazi Jews, where there are two common HEXA
Illutotions (Table" 8.4). It is difficult to explain this situation

18.5 Gene tracking

Gene tracking was historically the first type of DNA diog-
nostic method to be widely used. It uses knowledge of the
map locJtion of the disease locus, but Ilot knowledge about
the octuol disease gene. Thus it is the only ovaibble method for
genes thot have been mapped but not cloned. Most of the
Mendelian diseases that form the breJd-Jnd-butter work of
diagnostic laboratories went through a phJse of gene tracking,
then moved on to direct tests once the genes were cloned.
Huntington diseJse, cystic fibrosis and myotonic dystrophy are
familiar examples. However, gene tracking may still have a role
even when a gene has been cloned. In the setting of a diag-
nostic bboratory, it is not always cost-effective to search all
through a large multi-exon gene to find every mutation.
Moreover none of the mutation scanning methods described
in Section 18.3 is 100% sensitive, so there are always cases
where the mutation cannot be found. In these circumstances,
gene trocking using linked markers is the method of choice.
The prerequisites for gene tracking are:

1. the diseose should be adequately mopped, so that morkers
can be used that are known to be tightly linked to the
disease locus;

2. the pedigree structure and sample availability must allow
determination of phase (see below);

3. there must be unequivocally confirmed clinical diagnoses,
and no uncertainty about the map location of the disease
gene.

18.5.1 Gene tracking involves three logical steps

Box .,8. 3 illustrates the essential logic of gene trocking. This
logic can be opplied to diseases with any mode of inheritance.
A.lways there is at least one parent who could have passed on
the disease allele to the proband, and who mayor may not
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Oligo

AGGTCGTAT~CaTGCCTTAC

AGGTCGTAT.!!. Ca TG CCTTAC

AGGTCGTATCCaTGCCTTAC

AG GTC G TAT.tCa TGCCTTAC

GGTCGTATC~aTGCCTTACA

GGTCGTATC.!!.aTGCCTTACA

GGTCGTATCCaTGCCTTACA

G GTC GTATC.ta TGCCTTACA

GTCGTATCC~TGCCTTACAG

GTCGTATCC.!!.TGCCTTACAG

GTCGTATCCkTGCCTTACAG

G TC G TATC C.tTG C C TTACAG

TCGTATCCa~GCCTTACAGT

TCGTATCCa.!!.GCCTTACAGT

TCGTATCCa~GCCTTACAGT

TCGTATCCaTGCCTTACAGT

Cell

lOA

lOG

10C

lOT

llA

llG

llC

l1T

12A

12G

12C

12T

13A

13G

13C

13T

(A) Wild-type AGGTCGTATCCATGCCTTACAGTCCAGG

A>C mutant AGGTCGTATCCQTGCCTTACAGTCCAGG

Wild-type

Mismatch Hyb

Mutant

Cell

A

G
C
T

10 11 12 13

No label added

ddG-yeliow (v. weak)

ddC-blue (weak)

ddC-blue

ddT -red

ddT-red

ddA-green

L

5' GACGAGGTCGTATCC~TGC 3'

5' ACGAGGTCGTATCCATGCC 3'

5' CGAGGTCGTATCC~TGCCT 3'

5' GAGGTCGTATCC~TGCCTT 3'

CTAGTTCGACGAGGTCGTATCCATGCCTTACAGTCCAGG

CTAGTTCGACGAGGTCGTATCCQTGCCTTACAGTCCAGG
Nucleotide added

ddT-red

ddC-blue

ddC-blue

ddC-blue

5' CTAGTTCGACGAGGTCGTA 3'

S TAGTTCGACGAGGTCGTAT ~

S AGTTCGACGAGGTCGTATC ~

S GTTCGACGAGGTCGTATCC ~

S TTCGACGAGGTCGTATCC~ ~

5 TCGACGAGGTCGTATCCAT 3

Primer 1

Primer 2

Primer 3

Primer 4

PrimerS

Primer 6

Primer?

PrimerS

Primer 9

Primer 10

Primer 11

(B) Wild-type

Target DNA

Figure 18.9: Oligonucleotide arrays for mutation detection.

(A) Principle of mutation detection by hybridization. Oligonucleotides are arrayed in sets of four, with each set corresponding to the four
possible bases at a given position Ishadedl. Mismatches to the wild-type sequence are shown in lower-case red, correct matches in upper
case blue. The mutant sequence has an A-C substitution at position 12lredl. When the wild-type or mutant sequences are hybridized to
the array the number of mismatches and strength of hybridization are shown on the right. The table illustrates the appearance. Figure 7.4
shows a real example. (81 Principles of a minisequencing array. Each cell of the array contains an oligonucleotide that matches part of the
target sequence. Oligos are anchored by their 5' ends. After hybridization to the target sequence they are used as primers for a single base
extension, using color-labeled dideoxyNTPs. A mismatch at the 3' end prevents extension; mismatches one or two bases in from the end
give a weak reaction.
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ABC 0 ABC 0 ABC 0 ABC 0

Figure 18.10: Multiplex ARMS test to detect 29 cystic fibrosis
mutations.

Fig"re 18. 13 shows gene tracking for an autosomal recessive
disease. The pedigrees emphasize the need for both an appro-
priate pedigree strucrure (DNA must be available from the
affected child) and informative marker types. Even if the
affected child is dead. if the Guthrie card (Section 18.2) can be
retrieved. sufficient DNA for peR. typing can usually be
extracted from the dried blood spot. Nowadays informa-
tiveness of the marker is not a big problem. With over 10000
highly polymorphic microsJrcllircs mapped across the human
genome, it should always be possible to find informative
markers that map close to the disl.:asl.:loclis.

have actually done so. The process always follows the same
three steps:

I. distinguish the two chromosomes in the relevant parenr(s)
- i.e. find a closely linked marker for which they are
heterozygous:

2. determine phase - i.e. work out which chromosome
carrics the disease allele;

3. work out which chrol11osome the consulrand received.

432

Each sample is tested with four multiplex mutation-specific PCR
reactions (A-DI. Within a multiplex each product is a different
size. If one of the 29 mutations is present there is an extra band.
The identity olthe mutation is revealed by the position olthe
band in the gel, and by which track contains it. Each tube also
amplifies two control sequences - these are the top and bottom
bands in each gel track; they differ between tracks so that each
multiplex carries its own signature pattern. Note that the normal
alleles of mutations other than F50Bdei (band in lane B) are not
tested for. Samples 1, 2 and 3 show no mutation-specific bands.
In sample 4 the extra bands in lanes A and 0 show the
presence of F50Bdei and 1B9B+1G~A respectively, showing that
this DNA comes from a compound heterozygote. Courtesy of Dr
Michelle Coleman, St Mary's Hospital, Manchester, UK;data
obtained using the Elucigene™ kit from Orchid Biosciences.
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Figure 18.11: Using the oligonucleotide ligation assay to test for 31 known cystic fibrosis mutations.

After multiplex PCR, a multiple OlA is performed. Ligation oligonucleotides are designed so that products for each mutation and its normal
counterpart can be distinguished by size and color of label. A ligation product from the splice site mutation 621+ 19~t is seen. The person
may be a carrier, or may be a compound heterozygote with a second mutation that is not one of the 31 detected by this kit. Courtesy of Dr
Andrew Wallace, St Mary's Hospital, Manchester, UK; data obtained using the kit from ABI Biosystems.
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Box 18.2: Two methods tor high-throughput genotyping.

MAlDI-TDF MS (matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
time-of-flight mass spectrometry). Mass spectrometry measures
the mass: charge ratio of ions by accelerating them in a
vacuum towards a target, and either timing their flight or
measuring how far the ions are deflected by a magnetic field
(see Box 19.7for further details). The problem with using MS for
analysis of large molecules like DNA or proteins has been to get
free-flying ions. The MALOI technique solves this problem by
embedding the macromolecule in a tiny spot of a light-absorbing
substance, which is then vaporized by a brief laser pulse
(Monforte and Becker, 19971. The time of flight to the target is
proportional to the square root of the mass: charge ratio.

Applied to DNA, the technique can measure the mass up to
20 kDa with an accuracy of ± 0.3%. MS can be used as a very
much faster alternative to gel electrophoresis for sizing
oligonucleotides up to about 100 nucleotides long. Typical
applications include analyzing the products of Sanger
sequencing reactions or sizing microsatellites. For small
oligonucleotides the accuracy is sufficient to deduce the base
composition directly from the exact mass. Alternatively, SNPs
can be analyzed by primer extension using mass-labeled
ddNTPs. The spots of DNA to be analyzed can be arrayed on a
plate and the machine will automatically ionize each spot in turn.
Current systems can genotype tens of thousands of SNPs per
day and, as with Pyrosequencing, samples can be pooled to
measure allele frequencies directly.

Light

Adenosine-5' -
phosphosulfate

Luciferase

ATP sulfurylase

ATP

(DNA)n y.. dNTP

xmerase

(DNA)n.' PPi

Pyrosequencing®. This is a method of examining very short
stretches of sequence adjacent to a defined start point. The main
use is for SNP typing, where only one or two bases are
sequenced. Pyrosequencing uses an ingenious cocktail of
enzymes to couple the release of pyrophosphate that occurs
when a dNTP is added to a growing DNA chain to light emission
by luciferase (Fakhrai-Rad et al., 2002). The method has been
developed into a machine that can automatically analyze 10 000
samples a day. Dutput is quantitative, so that allele frequencies
of a SNP can be estimated in a single analysis of a large pooled
sample.

18.5.2 Recombination sets a tundamentallimit on the
accuracy of gene tracking

Because the DNA markeT lIsed for gl'l1C tracking is not the
sequence dut CJUSt's rhl..' disease, rhnc is always the possibility
of making a wrong prediction if recombination separates the
disease and the lllarker.The recombination fraction, and hence
thl' error rart." call be cStil11:HCd frolll f.1l11ily studies by standard
linkage analysis (Chapter 13). With almost any disease there
should be a good choice of markers showing less than 1%
recombination with the disease loclls. This follows from the
observations due one nucleotide in 300 is polymorphic, and
that loci I Mb :lpart show approximately 1% recombination
(Section 13.1.5). Ick::dly aile uses 3n intragenic marker, such as
3 microsatcllitc within an intron. The special problem of the
Duchcnne muscubr dystrophy recombination hotspot is
mcntioned below.

Recombination between marker and disease can never be
ruled out, evcn (or very tightly linked markers, but the error
rate can bc grc:lrly reduced by using two marker loci, situated
on oppositc sides of the disease locus. With such flanking or
bridging nlarkers. a n:combination between either marker
and the disease will also produce a marker-nurker recom-
binant, which can be detected (e.g. Ill-I, Fig"re 18.14). If a
marker-marker recombinant is seen in the consultand. then
no prediction can be made about inheritance of the disease,

but at least a false prediction l1:1sbecn avoided. Provided no
marker-marker recombinant is seen, the only residual risk is
that of double recombinants. The true probability of a double
recombinant is very low because of interference (Section
13.1.3). Thus the risk of an error due to unnoticed recombi-
nation is much smaller thall the risk of a wrong prediction due
to human crror in obtaining and processing the DNA
samples. Perl1:1ps a greater risk is unexpected locus hetero-
geneity. so that the true dise:lse locus ill the family is actually
different from the locus being tracked.

18.5.3 Calculating risks in gene tracking
Unlike direct Illutation testing, gt'ne tracking always involves a
cllcu1ation. Factors to be taken into account in assessing the
final risk include:
~ the probability of disease-marker and marker-marker

recOillbination;

~ uncertainty, due to Imperfect pedigree structure or limited
informatlvcness of the markers. about who transmitted
what marker allele to whom (sec F(f!,l/rc lJ.5C for an
example);

~ uncertainty as to whether somcbody in the pedigree
carries a newly mutant disease allelc (scc Fij!//({' 4.8 for an
example of this problem in OMD).
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Figure 18.12:laboratory diagnosis of trinucleotide repeat diseases.

(A) Huntington disease. A fragment of the gene containing the (CAGln repeat has been amplified by PCRand run out on a polyacrylamide
gel. Bands are revealed by silver staining. The scale shows numbers of repeats. Lanes 1.2,6 and 10are from unaffected people, lanes 3, 4,
5,7 and 8 are from affected people. Lane 5 is a juvenile onset case; her father (lane 4) had 45 repeats but she has 86. Lane 9 is an affected
fetus, diagnosed prenatally. Courtesy of Dr Alan Dodge, St Mary's Hospital, Manchester, UK. (8) Myotonic dystrophy. Southern blot of DNA
digested with feaR!. Bands of 9 or 10 kb (arrows) are normal variants. The grandfather has cataracts but no other sign of myotonic
dystrophy. His 10-kb band appears to be very slightly expanded, but this is not unambiguous on the evidence of this gel alone. His daughter
has one normal and one definitely expanded 10-kb band; she has classical adult onset myotonic dystrophy. Her son has a massive
expansion and the severe congenital form of the disease. Courtesy of Dr Simon Ramsden, St Mary's Hospital, Manchester, UK. (e) Fragile X.
The DNA of the inactivated X in a female, and of any X carrying the full mutation, is methylated. The DNA is digested with a combination of
fcoRI and the methylation-sensitive enzyme fe/XI, Southern blotted and hybridized to Dx1.9or a similar probe. The X in a normal male (lane
11and the active normal X in a female (lanes 2, 3, 4, 61give a small fragment (labeled NI. Unmethylated premutation alleles (PI give a slightly
larger band in lanes 4 and 5 (female premutation carriersl and lane 7 (a normal transmitting maleI. Methylated linactivel X sequences do
not cut with fe/XI and give a much larger band INM), while the fully expanded and methylated sequence gives a very large smeared band
IF) because of somatic mosaicism. Courtesy of Dr Simon Ramsden, St Mary's Hospital. Manchester, UK.
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Table 18.5: The main f3-thalassemia mutations in different countries

In each country, certain mutations are frequent because of a combination of founder effects and selection favoring heterozygotes.

Population Mutation Frequency (%) Clinical effect

Sardinia Codon 391C-TI 95.7 13°
Codon 6ldelA) 2.1 13°
Codon 76 {del C} 0.7 13°
Intron 1-110{G A) 0.5 13'
Intron 2-745 (C-'GI 0.4 13'

Greece Intron 1-110{G A) 43.7 13'
Codon 39 (C- TI 17.4 13°
Intron 1-11G AI 13.6 13°
Intron 1-61T C) 7.4 13'
Intron 2-745 {C-'GI 7.1 13+

China Codon 41/42 {deITCTII 38.6 13°
Intron 2-654 (C- TI 15.7 13°
Codon 71m linsAI 12.4 13°
-28 lA-G) 11.6 13+
Codon 17 (A- T) 10.5 13°

Pakistan Codon 8/9IinsG} 28.9 13°
Intron 1-5IG-C) 26.4 13+
619-bp Deletion 23.3 13'
Intron l-1IG-T) 8.2 13°
Codon 41/42 (deITCTII 7.9 13°

US black African -29 (A-G) 60.3 13+
-88 (C-'TI 214 13+
Codon 24 (T-A) 7.9 13+
Codon 6 (delAI 0.8 13°

Data courtesy of Dr J. Old, Weatherall Institute of Molecular Medicine, Oxford, UK.

Table 18_6:Distribution ofCFTR mutations in 300 CF chromosomes from the North-West of England

Mutation Exon Frequency (%) Cumulative frequency (%)

F508del 10 79.9 79.9
G5510 11 2.6 82.5
G542X 11 15 84.0
G85E 3 15 85.5
N1303K 21 12 86.7
621+1G-T 4 0.9 87.6
1898+1G-A 12 0.9 88.5
W1282X 21 0.9 89.4
Q493X 10 0.6 90.0
1154insTC 7 0.6 90.6
3849+10 kb(C-T) Intron 19 0.6 912
R553X 10 0.3 915
V520F 10 0.3 918
R117H 4 0.3 92.1
R1283M 20 0.3 92.4
R347P 7 0.3 92.7
E60X 3 0.3 93.0
Unknown/private 7.0 100

F508del and a few of the other relatively common mutations are probably ancient and spread through selection favoring heterozygotes; the other
mutations are probably recent, rare and highly heterogeneous. CF is more homogeneous in this population than in most others. See Box 16.2for
nomenclature of mutations. Data courtesy of Dr Andrew Wallace, St Mary's Hospital, Manchester, UK.



Box 18.3: The logic of gene tracking.
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III

II
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Three stages in the invesligation of a late-onset autosomal dominant disease where, for one reason or another, direct testing for the
mutation is not possible.

A. 111-2(arrow), who is pregnant, wishes a pre-symptomatic
test to show whether she has inherited the disease allele.
The first step is to tell her mother's two chromosomes apart.
A marker, closely linked to the disease locus, is found for
which 11-3is heterozygous.

B. Next we must establish phase - that is, work out which
marker allele in 11-3is segregating with the disease allele.
1-2 is typed for the marker. 11-3must have inherited marker
allele 2 from her mother, which therefore marks her
unaffected chromosome. Her affected chromosome,
inherited from her dead father, must be the one that carries
marker allele 1.

C. By typing 111-2and her father we can work out which
marker allele she received from her mother. If she is 2-1 or
2-3, it is good news: she inherited marker allele 2 from her
mother, which is the grandmaternal allele. If she types 1·1
or 1-3 it is bad news: she inherited the grandpalernal
chromosome, which carries the disease allele.

Note that it is the segregation pattern in the family, and not the
actual marker genotype, that is important: if 111-2has the same
marker genotype, 2-1, as her affected mother, this is good news,
not bad news for her.

Two alternative methods arc avaibbk for performing the;'
calculation.

Bayesian calculations (see Box 18.4)
Uaycs' theorem provides J general method for combining
probabilities into a final overall probability. The theory and
procedure are shown in Box 18.4, and a sample calculation is
set out in Figure /8. /5. A very detailed set of calculations
covering almost every conceivable situation in DNA diag-
nostics can be found in the book by Bridge (Further reading),
which the interested reader should consult.

For simple pedigrees, Bayesian calculations give a quick
answer, but for more complex pedigrees the calculations call
get very elaborate. Few people feel fully confident of their
ability to work through a complex pedigree correctly,
although the attempt is a valuable mentJ] exercise for teJsing
out the f.1ctors contributing: to the finJI risk. An alternZttive is
to use a linkage analysis program.

Using linkage programs for calculating genetic risks

At first sight it Illay seem surprising that a program designed to
calculate lad scores can also calculate genetic risks - but in t:1ct
the two are closely related (F(ellre 18.16). Linkage analysis
programs are gener::d-purpose engines for calculating the like-
lihood of a pedigree, given certain data and assumptions. For
calculating the likelihood oflinkage we calculate the ratio:

likelihood of datJ IlinkJge, recombination fraction e
likelihood of dota Ino linkage (6 = 0.5)

For estinlating the risk that a proband carries a disease gene,
we calculate the ratio:

likelihood of d:lta I proband is a c;lrrier. recombination fraction e
likelihood of data Iproband is not a carrier. recombination fr:lction 0

As in Box /8. 4, the vertical line jmeans 'given that'.
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(A)

(C)

No DNA

2-1 No prediction

(B)

(0)

N
2-1 2-1 : SO% chance affected

SO% chance homozygous normal

N
2-2 1-1 : homozygous normal (error = 8")

2-1 : carrier (error = 28)
2-2 : affected (error = 48)

Figure 18.13:Gene tracking for prenatal diagnosis of an autosomal recessive disease.

Four families each have a child affected with a recessive disease. Direct mutation testing is not possible (either because the gene has not
been cloned, or because the mutations could not be found). (A) No diagnosis is possible if there is no sample from the affected child. (B) If
everybody has the same heterozygous genotype for the marker, the result is not clinically useful. (ellf the parents are homozygous for the
marker, no prediction is possible with this marker. (D) Successful prediction. The error rates shown are the risk of predicting an unaffected
pregnancy when the fetus is affected, or vice versa, if the marker used shows a recombination fraction Swith the disease locus. These
examples emphasize the need for both an appropriate pedigree structure (DNA must be available from the affected child) and informative
marker types.

18.5.4 The special problems of Duchenne muscular
dystrophy

Figure 18.14:Gene tracking in Duchenne muscular dystrophy
using flanking markers.

The family has been typed for two polymorphisms A and B that
flank the dystrophin locus. 111-2 can have inherited DMD only if
she has one recombination between marker A and DMD and
another between DMD and marker B. If the recombination
fractions are SA and 8s respectively, then the probability of a
double recombinant is of the order SASS, which typically will be
well under 1%.111-1 has a recombination between marker locus
A and DMD.

1 2
A: SA: S-1
B: 6 B : 3-7

2

2 3
A:5-2 A:1
B:3-B B:7

1
A:S
B:3

II

III

Duchonne dystrophy poses a remarkably wide range of
problems for the diagnostic laboratory. Fortunately two-thirds
of Illutations arc deletions. which are easily identified in
nuks (F(I.?/Irc 18.7). though very challenging in females.
Duplications arc hard to spot in either sex and :HL'

undoubtcdly under-diagnosed. The 30-35% of point IlllHa-

[ions pO""L' major problems. Scanning slich a brge gellt.'

(2.4 Mb,79 L'X011S) for palm mutations is a daunting prospect,
and therefore gene tracking is often used. However. DMI)
preseIlts special problems for gene tracking bCCJllSe there is :11l
extrellll'iy high recombination frequency across the gelle.
Even intragenic markers show an average 5%\ recombination
with the disease. Therefore it is prudent to use flanking
markers, as in riglfre l8. 14.

The problems do not end here. There is a high frequency of
lH':W Illutations. The mutation-selection equilibrium calcula-
tiolls ill lJo.Y 4.7 show that for any lethal X-linkl ..'d recessive
condition (f = 0), one-third of cases arc fn.:sh Illutations.
Thl:refore the mother of an isolated OMO boy has only a two
ill three chance of being a carrier. This has two unfortunate
consequenCl'S:
~ it greatly cOlllplicates the risk calculation,; that are

necessary for interpreting gene tracking results. The ilHer-
est<'d reader should consult the book by l3ridge (Further
reading) for example calculations:
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~ as shown in Fig"" 4.8, the first Imitation carrier in a DM D
pedigree is very often a mosaic (Inale or fcmale).This raises
yet more problems, both for risk estimation and for inter-
pretation of the results of direct testing.

These factors, together with the particularly distressing clinical
course of the disease, the high recurrence risk within families,
and the high frequency ofDMD in the population mean that
DMD remains perhaps the most difficult of all diseases for
genetic service providers.

18.6 Population screening

Population screening follows naturally from the ability to test
directly for the presence of a mutation. Traditionally a
distinction is drawn between screening and diagnosis.
A screening test defines a high-risk group, who are then given
a definitive diagnostic test. DNA tests are rather different
because there are no separate screening and diagnostic tests.
However, proposals to introduce any population screening test
still need to satisfy the same criteria (Table 18.7), regardless of
the technology used.

18.6.1 Acceptable screening programs must fit certain
criteria

Wha1 would screening achieve?

The most important single function of any screening program
is to produce some useful outcome. It is quite unacccptJble to
tell people out of the blue that they are at risk of something

unpleasant, unless the knowledge enables them to do some-
thing about the risk. Proposals to screen for genes conferring
susceptibility to breast cancer or heart attacks must be assessed
stringently against this criterion. Predictive testing for
Huntington disease might appear to break this rule - but it is
offered only to people who know that they are at high risk of
HD and who are suffering such agonies of uncertainty rhat
they request a predictive test, and persist despite counseling in
which all the disadvantages are pointed out.

Ideally the useful outcome is treatment, as in neonatal
screening for phenylketonuria. Increased medical surveillance
is a useful outcome only if it greatly improves the prognosis.
One of the big risks of over-enthusiastic screening is that it
can turn healthy people into ill people. A special case is
screening for carrier status, where the outcome is the possi-
bility of avoiding the birth of an affected child. People
unwilling to accept prenatal diagnosis and termination of
affected pregnancies would not see this as a useful outcome,
and in general should not be screened, though there will be
some couples who value simply knowing.

An e1hical framework for screening

Ethical issues in genetic population screening have been
discussed by a conlnuttee of distinguished American geneti-
cists, clinicians, lawyers and theologians, and the reader is
referred to their report for a very detJiled survey (Andrews
el al., 1(94). It is in the nature of ethical problems that they
have no solutions, but certain principles emerge.

~ Any program must be voluntary, with subjects taking the
positive decision to opt in.

Box 18.4: Use of Bayes' theorem for combining probabilities.

A formal statement of Bayes' theorem is:

P(HilE) = P(Hi).P(EIHi) I ~ [P(Hil.PIEIHi)]

PIHi) means the probability of the ith hypothesis, and the vertical
line means 'given', so that P(EIHil means the probability of the
evidence (E), given hypothesis Hi. An example will probably
make this clearer. The steps in performing a Bayesian
calculation are:

set up a table with one column for each of the alternative
hypotheses. Cover all the alternatives;
assign a prior probability to each alternative. The prior
probabilities of all the hypotheses must sum to 1. It is not
important at this stage to worry about exactly what
information you should use to decide the prior probability, as
long as it is consistent across the columns. You will not be
using all the information (otherwise there would be no point
in doing the calculation because you would already have the
answer) and any information not used in the prior probability
can be used later;

III using one item of information not included in the prior
probabilities, calculate a conditional probability for each

hypothesis. The conditional probability is the probability of
the information, given the hypothesis, i.e. PIEIHi) [not the
probability of the hypothesis given the information, P(HilE)).
The conditional probabilities for the different hypotheses do
not necessarily sum to 1;

iv if there are further items of information not yet included,
repeat step (iiil as many times as necessary until all
information has been used once and once only. The end
result is a number of lines of conditional probabilities in each
column;

v within each column, multiply together the prior and all the
conditional probabilities. This gives a joint probability,
P(Hil.PIEIHil. The joint probabilities do not necessarily sum
to 1 across the columns;

VI if there are just two columns, the joint probabilities can be
used directly as odds. Alternatively the joint probabilities
can be scaled to give final probabilities which do sum to 1.
This is done by dividing each joint probability by the sum of
all the joint probabilities, ~ [PIHil.P(EIHi)].
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II
3

3

III

Hypothesis: 1112is A carrier Not a carrier

Prior probability 1/2 1/2

Conditional (1): DNA result 0.05 0.95

Conditional (2): CK data 0.7

Joint probability 0.0175 0.475

Final probability 0.0175/0.4925 0.475/0.4925

; 0.036 ; 0.964

Figure 18.15:A Bayesian calculation of genetic risk.

111-2wishes to know her risk of being a carrier of DMD, which
affected her brother 111-1and uncle 11-1.Serum creatine kinase
testing (an indicator of subclinical muscle damage common in
DMD carriersl gave carrier: noncarrier odds of 0.7 : 1. A DNA
marker that shows on average 5% recombination with DMD
gave the types shown. The risk calculation, following the
guidelines in Box 18.4,gives her overall carrier risk as 3.6%.

(A)

Segregation of disease
in the pedigree

(B) (e)

Segregation of - Linkage relation between
markers in the pedigree disease and markers

Figure 18.16: Use of linkage analysis programs for calculating
genetic risks.

Given information on any two of these subjects, the program
can calculate the third. For linkage analysis, the program is
given (AI and (BI, and calculates (CI. For calculating genetic
risks, the program is given (B) and (CI, and calculates (AI.

~ Progranls must respect the J.uronomy and privacy of the
subject.

~ People who score positive 011 the test Illust not be pres-
SlIred imo any particular course of action. For example. in
countries with insurance-based health care systems, it
would be unacceptable for insurance companies to put
pressure on carrier couples to accept prenatal diagnosis and
terminate affected pregnancies.

~ Information should be confidenri::d. This 1113Y seem
obvious, but it can be a difficult issue - we like to think that
drivers of heavy trucks or jumbo jets have been tested for
all possible risks. Societies with instirance-bJsed heJlth care
systems have particular problems about the confidentiality
of genetic data, since insurance companies will arguc that
they are penalizing low-risk people by !lot loading the
premiums of high-risk people.

18.6.2 Specificity and sensitivity measure the technical
performance of a screening test

Compared with the ethical problems. the tech!lical questions
in population screening arc fairly simple. The performance of
a test can be measured by its sensitivity, spccificity and positive
predictive value (Figllre 18. /7).

Predictive value of a test
Unexpectedly perhaps, false positive test results cm pose a
more serious problem than false negatives. Even if they GlIl be
filtered out subsequently by a diagnostic test, many people will
have been worried unnecessarily by false positives. 7"ble 18.8
shows that if a test does have a significant f.1lse positive rate.
then the predictive value is hopelessly low except when
testing for very common conditions. In this respect DNA tests
arc potentially well suited for population screening because,
compared with biochemical tests that use arbitrary thresholds.
they should generate very few falsc positive.;;.

Sensilivity of a test
A test must pick up a reasonable proportion of its intendt'd
target (i.e. the sensitivity must be high). While the predictive
value of DNA tests looks encouraging, tilt' st'llsitiviry usually
dcpcnds on the degree of allelic hcterogeneity. Unkss a disca>;e
is ullusually homogeneous (Table 18. -I), it is nor practicable to
tcst for every conceivable mutation. especi:llly in a large-
throughput population screening: program. Normally ollly a
subset of mutations will be tested for. F/:el/rc 18.18 shows how
the choice of mutations can affect rhe outcome aLl CF carrier
screelllllg program.

It is clear that simply testing for the COllllllOllest Illutation,
F50gdel, would not produce an Jcceprable program. More
affected children would be born to coupk's negative on the
screening program than would be detected by the screening.
Whether or not such a progrJIll were financially cost-
efTective, it would surely be socially ullacct.'ptable. What
constitutes an acceptable program is lurder ro define. One
suggestion focuses on '+/-' couples (i.t'. couplt's with one
known carrier and the partner negative on all the tests). The
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Requirement

A positive result must lead to some useful action

The whole program must be socially and ethically acceptable

The test must have high sensitivity and specificity

The benefits olthe program must outweigh its costs

Examplesand comments

~ Preventive treatment, e.g. special diet for PKU

~ Review and choice of reproductive options in CF carrier screening

~ Subjects must opt in with informed consent

~ Screening without counseling is unacceptable

~ There must be no pressure to terminate affected pregnancies

~ Screening must not be seen as discriminatory

~ Tests with many false negatives undermine confidence in the program

~ Tests with many false positives, even if these are subsequently filtered out
by a definitive diagnostic test, can create unacceptably high levels of
anxiety among normal people

~ It is unethical to use limited health care budgets in an inefficient way

partner still might be a carrier of a Tarc mutation. Ten Kate
suggested that an acceptable screening program is one in
which the tisk for such +/- couples is no higher than the
general population risk before screening. For CF screening of
Northern Europeans, that would require a sensitivity of about
95%.

18.6.3 Organization of a genetic screening program

Assuming the proposed program looks ethically acceptable
and cost-effective, who should be screened? Three examples
highlight some of the options.

Neonatal screening: screening for phenylketonuria

All babies in the UK are tested a few days after birth for PKU.
A blood spot from a heel-prick is collected on a card (the
Guthrie card) during a home visit and sent to a central labo-
ratory. The phenylalanine level in the blood is measured by
chromatography or a bacterial growth test. This is the
screening test. Babies whose level is above a threshold are
called in for a definitive diagnostic test. Only a small
proportion eventually turn out to have PKU. The lack of
informed consent is justified by the benefit the baby receives
from dietary treatment (Smith, 1993).

Prenatal screening: screening for j3-thalassemia

Carriers of r3-rhalasscmia can be detected by conventional
hematological testing, either before marriage or in the an[e-
nJ[al clinic. CJrrier-carrier couples can be offered prerutal
diagnosis by DNA analysis. Two ethnic groups in the UK have
a high incidence of ~-[halassemia: Cypriots and PakistJnis.
Screening was quickly accepted by Cypriots in the UK but
uptake has been slower alllong Pakistanis. The comparison
illustrates the complex social questions surrounding genetic
screening and the relevance of cultural background (Gill Jnd
Modell, 1998). Importantly, long-term studies of the Cypriot
community show how the success of screening can be

measured, not by counts of affected fetuses aborted, but by
counts of couples having normal families. Before screening
was available, many Cypriot carrier couples opted to have no
children; now they are using screening and having normal
families (Modell et al., 1984). Pre-implantation diagnosis or
fetal stem-cell transplants may one day become alternatives to
termination of affected pregnancies, at least for rich people in
rich countries.

Population screening for carriers: proposals for cystic
fibrosis

It is now technically feasible and financially worthwhile to
screen northern European populations to detect CF carriers.
Surveys in the UK suggest that most carrier-carrier couples
would opt for prenatal diagnosis and would value the oppor-
tunity to ensure that they did not have affected children. This
view might change if treatment becomes more effective, for
example using gene therapy.

If a screening program is to be introduced, two sets of ques-
tions must be considered. How many mutations should the
laboratory test for, and who should be offered the test' The

Affected Not
affected

+ve on test a b

-ve on test c d

Sensitivity of test = a/(a + c)

Specificity of test = d/(b + d)

Positive predictive value = a/(a + b)

Figure t8.17: Sensitivity and specificity of a screening test.
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Table 18.8:A test that performs well in the laboratory may be useless for population screening

Prevalence 01 True positives in True positives True negatives in False positives Predictive value
condition population screened detected by screening population screened detected by screening oltest

1/1000 lOOO 990 999 000 9990 0.09

1/10000 lOa 99 999 900 9999 0.0098

1/100000 10 10 999 990 10 000 0.001

In a laboratory trial on a panel of 100 affected and 100 conlrol people, this hypothetical tesl was 99% accurate: it gave a positive result for 99% of
true positives, and a negative result for 99% of true negatives. The table shows results of screening 1 million people. The great majority of all people
positive on the test are false positives. Such a test is unlikely to be socially acceptable or financially viable for any Mendelian disease (these
typically affect less than 1 person in lOOOI.

problems raised by allelic heterogeneity have been discussed
above (see Figllre "/8.18). On the question of who to screen,
Table "/8.9 shows some possibilities considered in the UK.
Naturally the way health care delivery is organized in each
country will determine the range of possibilities. Preliminary
results from controlled pilot studies suggest that none of the
methods has had the negative effects (increased anxiety)
sometimes predicted.

18.7 DNA profiling can be used for
identifying individuals and
determining relationships

We use the term DNA "tofllilly' to refer to the general use of
DNA tests to establish identity or relationships. DNA flllger-
pri1lfil~l! is reserved for the technique invented by Jeffreys cf al.
(1985) using multilocus probes. For more detail on this whole
area, the reader should consult the book by Evett and Weir
(1998; see Further reading).

18.7,1 A variety 01 different DNA polymorph isms have
been used for profiling

DNA fingerprinting using minisatellite probes

These probes contain the C01111110n core sequence of a hypcr-
V:1ri:lblc dispersed repetitive sequence GCGCAGGAXG
discovered by Jeffreys CI a/. (1985) in the myoglobin gene. The
sequence is present in many minisatellites spread around the
genome, at each of which the number of tandem repeats
v"ries between individuals. When hybridized to Southern
blots the probes give an individual-specific fingerprint of
bands (F(~I/rc /8.19). DNA fingerprinting revolutionized
forensic practice, but is now obsolete because of two
problems:

~ tht.' SOllthern blot procedure requires several micrograms
of DNA. corresponding to the content of perhaps " million
cells;

~ it is not possibk' to tell which pairs of bands in a finger-
print n:prt.'sent alleles. Thus. when comparing t\Vo
DNA fingerprints, the investigator matches each band

individually by position and intensity. The continuously
variable distance along the gel has to be divided into a
number of'bins'. Bands falling within the same bin are
deemed to match. Then if, say, 10/10 bands match. the
odds that the suspect, rather than a random person frolll
the population, is the source of the sample, are I : plO,
where p is the chance that a band in a random person
would match a given band (we have simplified
by assllming p is the same for every bin and ignoring
tht: need to match on intensity as \Veil as position).
Even for p = 0.2, plU is only 10-7 It is imper"tive that the
same binning criteria are used for judging matches
between two profiles and for calculating p. The criteria
can be arbitrary within certain limits, but they Illust be
consistent.

DNA profiling using microsatellite markers

Single-locus profiling uses Illicrosatellitc polYl11orphisllls
(Section 9.4.3), usually tri- or tetranucleotide repe"ts, that
can be typed by PCR. In theory, even a single cell left at a
scene of crime can be typed. Alleles can be defined unJm-
biguously by the precise repeat Ilumber, thus avoiding the
binning problem. If the gene frequency of each allele in the
population is known,an exact calculation can be 1l1Jde of the
probability of paternity, of the suspect not being the rapist,
etc.The combined genotypes at 10-15 unlinked highly poly-
morphic loci are usually sufficiently unique to bc definitive,
one way or the other. Minor variations within rcpeJted units
of sOllie microsatellites potentially allow :111 almost infinitc
v:lriety of alleles to be discriminated, so dut the genotype at a
single locus might suffice to identify all individuJI UdTrcys Cf

al., '1991), but this 'MVA typing' lllt,thod reJ11:linsa lTse~lrch
tool.

The use of V-chromosome and mitochondrial
polymorphisms

For tracing relationships to dead persons, V-chromosome and
Illitochondrial DNA polymorphisllls ~lrl' cspl'cially uscful
because in each case an individual inherits the complete
genotype from a single definable ancestor. An intl'n ..'sting
example was the identification of the rClllains of the R.ussian
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Figure 18.18: Flowchart for CF population screening.

Results of screening 10 000 people, 1 : 23 of whom is a carrier. If a person tests positive, his/her spouse is then tested. Black figures show
results using a test which detects 70% of CF mutations ILe. testing for F508del only); red figures show results for a test with 90% sensitivity.
Pink boxes represent cases which would be seen as successes for the screening program Iregardless of what action they then take), gray
boxes represent failures. PND, Prenatal diagnosis.

Table 18.9: Possible ways of organizing population screening for carriers of CF

Group tested Advantages Disadvantages

Neonates

Schoolleavers

Couples from physician's lists

Women in antenatal clinic

Adult volunteers ('drop-in CF center'l

~ Easily organized

~ Easily organized
~ Inform people before they start relationships

~ Couple is unit of risk
~ Stresses physician's role in preventative medicine.
~ Allows time for decisions

~ Easily organized
~ Rapid results

~ Few ethical problems

~ No consequences for 20 years
~ Many families would forget the result
~ Unethical to test children

~ Difficult to conduct ethically
~ Risk of stigmatization of carriers

~ Difficult to control quality of counseling

~ Bombshell effect for carriers
~ Partner may be unavailable
~ Time pressure on laboratory

~ Bad framework for counseling
~ No targeting to suitable users
~ Inefficient use of resources?
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Figure 18.19: Legal and forensic use of DNA fingerprinting.

DNA fingerprinting revolutionized fotensic practice, although it
has now been superseded by profiling using multiple single-
locus polymorphisms. (A) A paternity test Fingerprints are
shown from the mother (M), child ICI and two possible fathers
(Fl, F2). The DNA fingerprint of Fl contains all the paternal
bands found in the child, whereas that of F2 contains only one
of the paternal bands. (B) A rape case. The fingerprint of
suspect 1 exactly matches that from the semen sample S on a
vaginal swab from the victim. As a result of this evidence.
Suspect 1 was charged with rape and found guilty. Photograph
courtesy of Cellmark Diagnostics, Abingdon, Dxfordshire, UK.

Pm = m / 1m + (1-IIl)Pd

where III is the proportion of twins in tht, population who are
MZ (about 0.4 for like-sex pairs). Sample calculations are
given in Appendix 4 of Vogel and Motulsky (Further reading).

In studying non-Mendelian characters (Chapter 15), and
sometimes in generic counseling. it is important to know
whether a pair of [win<; arc monozygotic (MZ. identical) or
dizygotic (DZ, fraternal).Traditionalmethods depended on an
assessment of phenotypic re<;l'T11blanccor all the condition of
the membranes at birth (twins contained within a single
chorion 3fC always MZ, though the cOllvc.,;rsc j" !lot tfue).
Errors in zygosity determination <;ysrelll:lric:llly inflate heri-
tability estimates (or non-Mendc1i:m cl13r3cters, because very
similar DZ twins arc wfongly coullted as MZ, while very
differclH MZ twins are wrongly scored a<;))Z.

Genetic marker, provide a much more reliable test of
zygosity. The extensive but now obsolete literature 011 using
blood groups for this purpose is sUlllmarized by Race and
Sanger (see Further reading). DNA profiling is nowadays the
method of choice. The Jeffreys fingerprinting probl' provides
an immediate impression: samples from MZ twins look like
the same sample loaded twice, and samples from DZ twins
show differences. Whell single-locus markers are used. if twins
give the same types, ,hen for each locus the probability that
DZ twins would type alike is calculated. If the parents have
been typed, this follows from Mendelian principles; otherwise
the probability of DZ twins typing the same must be calcu-
lated for each possible parental mating and weighted by the
probability of that mating calculated from population gene
frequencies. The resultant probabilities for each (unlinked)
locus are multiplied. to give an overall likelihood PI that DZ
twins would give the same results with :111the l11:lrkers used.
The probability tha, the twins are MZ is then:
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18.7.2 DNA profiling can be used to determine the
zygosity of twins

tsar and his falllily, killed by the Llolsheviks in 1917, by
comparing D A profile,; of excavated remains with Jjving
distant relatives (Gill et al., 1994).

18.7.3 DNA profiling can be used to disprove or
establish paternity

Excluding paternity is f.1irly simple - if the child has a marker
allele nOt present in either the mother or alleged f.ltht'r then.
barring new mutations, the alleged f.lther is not the biological
father. Proving paternity is in principle impossible - ont' can
never prove that there is not another man in the world who
could have given the child that particular set of marker alleles.
All one can do is establish a probability of nonpaternity that is
low enough to satisfY the courts and, if possible. the putative
f..lther.

DNA fingerprinting probes have been widely used for this
purpose (FiR"" 18. /9). Bands must be binned according to an
arbitrary but consistent scht:lllc, as explained 3bove, to dt:cidc
wht.·ther or not each nOlllllaternal band in tht: child fits a band
in the 311eged f.lther. Single-locus l11icros3tellites 3110w;1Illorc
explicit calculation of the odds (F(~lIrl' 18.20). A series of 10
unlinked highly polymorphic single-locus 1ll3rkcrs gives over-
whelming odds favoring paternity if all the band, fit.
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father

A,A2 A3Ao

A,A3

Figure 18.20: Using single-locus markers for a paternity test

The odds that the alleged father, rather than a random member
of the population, is the true father are 1/2 : q3, where q3 is the
gene frequency of A3. A series of n unlinked markers would be
used and, if paternity were not excluded, the odds would be
11/2)" : qA.qB.qC...qN.

18.7.4 DNA profiling is a powerful 1001 for forensic
invesligalions

DNA profiling for forensic purposes follows the same prin-
ciples as paternity testing. Scene-of-crime material (blood-
stains, hairs or a vaginal swab from a rape victim) are typed
and matched to a DNA sample from the suspect. One of
the most powerful applications of DNA profiling is for
preventing miscarriages of jus rice by proving that a suspect is
not the criminal. If the samples don't match, the suspect is
excluded, regardless of any circumstantial evidence [0 the
contrary.

If the genotypes do all match. the court needs to know the
odds that the criminal is the suspect rather than a random
member of the population. Of course. if rhe alternative were
the suspect's brother or his identical twin, the odds would look
very different. The fate of DNA evidence in CDuns provides a
fascinating insight into the difference between scientific and
legal cultures. Suppose a suspect's DNA profile matches the

Box 1S.5: The Prosecutor's Fallacy.

The suspect's DNA profile matches a sample from the scene of
crime. Does that make him guilty? Consider two different
probabilities:

~ the probability the suspect is innocent, given the match;

~ the probability of a match, given that the suspect is innocent.

Using Bayesian notation (Box 18.41 with M = mateh, G = suspeet
is guilty, I = suspect is innocent, the first probability is PIIM, and
the second is PMII. The Prosecutor' Fallacy consists of arguing
that the relevant probability is PMII when in faet it is PIIM. The
calculation below shows how different these two probabilities
are.

If the suspect were guilty, the samples would necessarily match:
PMIG = 1. Let us suppose that population genetic arguments say
there is a 1 in 106 chance that a randomly selected person would
have the same profile as the crime sample: PMII = 10-6. Suppose
the guilty person could have been anyone of 107 men in the
population. If there is no other evidence to implicate him, he is

scene-of-crime sample. There are still at least three obstacles to
a rational use of the DNA data.

~ The jury may simply not believe, or perhaps choose to
ignote, the DNA data, as evidently happened in the OJ
Simpson trial [see Weir (1995) for a fascinating account of
that casel. Maybe they will decide the incriminating DNA
was planted.

~ An unscrupulous lawyer may try to lead the jury into a
false probability argument, the so-called Prosecutor's
Fallacy. This consists of confusing the probability the
suspect is innocent, given the match, with the probability
of a match, given that the suspect is innocent. The jury
should consider the first probability. not the second. As Box
18.5 shows, the two are very different.

~ Objections may be raised to some of the principles by
which DNA-based probabilities are calculated:

(i) The III//itiplicatil'e pri//ciple, that the overall probabilities
can be obtained by multiplying the individual probabil-
ities for each allele or locus, depends on the assumption
that genotypes are independent. If the population
actually consisted of reproductively isolated groups,
each of whom had genotypes that were fairly conStant
within a group but very different between groups, the
calculation would be misleading. This is serious because
it is the multiplicative principle that aLlowssuch exceed-
ingly definite likelihoods to be given;

(ii) for single-locus markers, the probability depends on the
gene frequencies. DNA profiling laboratories maintain
databases of gene frequencies - but were these deter-
mined in an appropriate ethnic group for the case being
considered?

simply a random member of the population and the prior
probability he is guilty (before considering the DNA evidencel is
PG = 10-7 The prior probability he is innocent is PI = 1-10-7, '" 1.

Bayes theorem tells us that

PIIM (PI· PMill / [(PI.PMIIl + (PG.PMIG)j
10-6/(10-6+ 10-7)

1.0/1.1

0.9
We already saw that

PMiI 10-6 - quite a difference!

Courts make fools of themselves by ignoring compelling DNA
evidence - but this calculation also shows that DNA evidence on
its own could not safely convict somebody when there is no other
evidence against them, unless PMiI were well below 10-6. Plans
to screen all men in a large town to find a rapist need to take
account of this.
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Taken (0 extremes, rhe argument about the independence of
genotypes implies that the DNA evidence might identity the
criminal as belonging to a particular ethnic group, but would
not show which member of the group it was who committed
the crime. These issues have been debated at grt'at length.
especially in the American CDuns. Thl: argument is valid in
principle. but the question is whcrhcr it makes enough
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19.1 An overview of functional genomics

19.1.1 The information obtained from the structural
phase of the Human Genome Project is of limited
use without functional annotation

The ultimate goal of the structural phase of the Human
Genome Project was to provide the complete genome
sequence, all three billion base pairs of it' As discussed in
Chapter 8, two draft sequences were published in February
2001 (International Human Genome Sequencing
Consortium, 2001; Venter et al., 2001) and completed
sequences were available by mid 2003. While this was
undoubtedly an unparalleled achievement in biology, the
sequences by themselves are not particularly informative.
Essentially, they are just long strings of the four letters A, C, G
andT.In order to find out how this genome sequence helps to
conStruct a functioning human being. the sequence data mUSt
be mined to extract useful information.

One of the first post-sequencing tasks in any genome project
is the identification of all the genes since these represent the
major functional units of the genome. In the case of the Human
Genome Project, many genes had already been identified in
previous studies. Others were predicted on the basis of their
structure. their conservation in other genomes, or the f.,cr that
they matched expressed sequence tags (ESTs) (Section 8.3.5).
The exact number of human genes is still not known, but most
estimates now agrce on a figure of approximately 30 000. Wc
are thereforc a long way from assembling a completc and
accurate gene catalog of the human gen0111c. However, even
if such a resource were available, it would represent nothing
more than a list of components. Before we can begin to under-
stand how those components build a human being, we mUSt
understand what they do. The next task is therefore to
determine the precise functions of each of the genes in the
human genome, a process known as functional annotation.

19.1.2 The functions of individual genes can be
described at the biochemical, cellular and
whole-organism levels

The function of a gene is actually the function of its product
or products. Most genes encode proteins but a significant
majority (see Figure 9.4) produce noncoding RNA molecules.
The functions of human gene products can be classified at
three levels.

~ The biochemical level. For example, a protein may be
described as a kinase or a calcium-binding protein. This
reveals little about its wider role in the organism.

~ The cellular level. This builds in information about intra-
cellular localization and biological pathways. For example,
it may be possible to establish rhar a protein is located in the
nucleus and is required for DNA repair even if its precise
biochemical function is unknown.

~ The organism level. This may include information about
where and when a gene is expressed and its role in disease.
For example, the HD gene produces two major transcripts,
one of which is enriched in the brain and encodes a

protein called hunringrin. Mutations that increase the
number of glutamine residues in this protein beyond a
certain limit cause Huntington's disease (Section 16.6.4).
The precise biochemical and cellular functions of the gene
product in healthy people remain to be established.

In order to obtain a complete picrure of human gene
function, information is required at all three levels. The func-
tional classification of rhe human gene for glucokinase is
shown as an example in Box 19. 1. A major recent devel-
opment in functional genomics is the establishment of defined
vocabularies to describe gene function across all genomes. An
example is the Gene Ontology system (Gene Ontology
Consortium, 2000, 2001; see http://www.geneontologv.
illlU). Orher useful systems include thosc employed by the
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG;
http·//www.genome.ad.ip/kegg/) and the oldest and most
widely-used system of all, the Enzyme COllllnission system for
enzyme classification.

19.1.3 Functional relationships among genes must be
studied at the levels of the transcriptome and
proteome

Even if every gene in the genome could be identified and
assigned a function, this still does not show how the gene
products coordinate the biological Jnivirics required [0 make
a living human being. An analogous situation might be the
detailed functional description of all the components of a car.
This bolt holds the engine to the chassis, this is part of the
steering column, this is an electrical switch that operates the
indicator lights, but how does the car actually work' In order
to appreciare how the functions of thousands of genes
combine to generate a human being. it is necessary to study
the gene products directly. Arguably, the grand purpose of
molecular biology over the last 30 years has been to determine
gene functions and link genes into pathways and networks in
order to explain how living things work. However, there has
been a recent shift in foclls from the reductionist approach
of studying genes and their products one at a time to a
holistic approach in which many or indeed all gene
products are studied simultaneously. This global analysis of gene
function is the basis of functional genomics.

A central concept in functional genonlics is the expression
of the genome to produce the transcriptome and the
proteome. The transcriptome is the complete collection of
mRNAs in a particular cell, and represents the combined
output of transcription, R A processing and R A turnover
(Velculescu et af., 1997). This is essential in defining the
proteome, the complete collection of proteins in a particular
cell (Wasinger el al., 1995). It is important to realize that the
transcriptome and proteome are much more complex than the
genome.A single gene can produce many different mRNAs by
alternative splicing, alternative promoter or polyadenylation
site usage, and special processing strategies like R A editing
(Section 10.3.3).The proteins synthesized from these mRNAs
can be modified in various different ways, e.g. by proteolytic
cleavage, phosphorylation or glycosylation. Unlike the
genome, which is identical in most cells, the transcriptome and

http://www.geneontologv.
http://http�//www.genome.ad.ip/kegg/
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Box 19.1: The function of glucokinase.

Gene name: GCK

Position in the genome: 7p15

Protein name: glucokinase

Biochemical function: kinase, substrate glucose

Cellular function: glucose metabolism, glycolysis pathway

Organism function: expressed specifically in pancreatic ~-cells
and hepatocytes, primary regulator of glucose-controlled insulin
secretion, loss of function mutations cause diabetes, gain of
function mutations can cause hyperinsulinism.

proteome are highly variable. Transcription, RNA processing,
protein synthesis and protein modification may all be regulated
so that the rranscriptolllc and proreomc differ significandy
among different ct.:l1 types and in response [0 changes in the
cell's environment. Analysis at the level orthe transcriptol11l' or
proreome provides a 'inapshot of the cell in anion. showing thl'

abundance of all the R As and proteins under a particular 'et
of circumstances. By understanding the Illost important
features of the rranscriprome and proreomc in different cell
types. and by studying how they change in health and in
disease, it becomes possible [0 build the individual
(ullctions of genes into a bigger picture.

19.1.4 High-throughput analysis techniques and
bioinformatics are the enabling technologies of
functional genomics

Functiollal gcnomics has benefited frolll thl' dl'\ll'lopment of
a whok range of novel experimental str~Hegics to invl:srigatt'
gene function on a global scale. In some cases. existing tech-
nology has been adapted for high-throughplll analysis. For
l'xJmplc, simple gene-by-gcllc hybridization techniques
(Section 7.3.2) have been replaced by 0 A arrays and
'\cquence-sampling methods that call be lIsed for global
expression profiling. In other cases, entirely new technologies
have been invented. Stich as interaction screening using the
yeast two-hybrid sysrl.:1ll (Sl"l' bt·low). Because these experi-
ments generate large datascts. bioinformaric support is (;.'sst'ntial
.llld the functional genol11ics revolution has been driven as
l1luch by the development of new algorithms and the esrab-
Iishlllcnt of new databases as it has by experimental advances.
Uioinformatics is required for the comparison of seqw:nces and
structures, the modding of structures and illterJctions, tht'
analysis of global expression data and the sharing of infor-
mation by means of accessible. user-friendly databases. Existing
bioinformatic techniques have been modified for new uses
(e.g. clustering algorithms llsed in phylogenetic analysis ha\"e
been adapted to mille genL' expression data) and new tech-
niques have been developed for specific applications (e.g. olgo-
rithms that search protein databases using mass spc-x,:trometry
data).We discuss these novel tL'chnologies and their applications
in the remainder of this chapter.

As is the case for many proteins, the biochemical and cellular
functions of glucokinase do not reveal its important regulatory
role at the whole organism level. Indeed several other enzymes
with identical biochemical and cellular activities are encoded in
the human genome, but each has a distinct expression pattern
and a different higher-level function. Conversely, the expression
pattern and disease data indicate the importance of glucokinase
in the regulation of insulin production and blood sugar levels, but
do not identify its precise biochemical activity.

19.2 Functional annotation by sequence
comparison

19.2.1 Tentative gene functions can be assigned by
sequence comparison

Functional annotation by homology searching is an
extension of gene finding
A variety of experimental methods can bt~ used to detect
genes in genomic D A (see Section 7.2). However, because
of the large amount of sequence data produced in the genome
projects, initi:ll annotation is Glrried out using computer algo-
rithms that Gill process the sequence very rapidly.As disclls"icd
in Section H.3.5. such algorithms citht'r prt"dict the eXi'itellce
of gene'i from first principles or identify sequencc'i with
h01110106')7to known genes by searching through databascs.
The nh·thods for doing this are dt'scribed in mort' detail in
Box 8.7.

Homologous genes have simibr seqllt:nces because they are
dL'rived from a C0111mon evolutionary ancestor. An evolu-
tionary relationship usually indicates that the two sequences
are rdatt·d not only in structure. but also in function. The
silllpk'it way to assign a fUllction to a new gL'ne is therefore
to look for relmed sequences Ihm halll' already IJeefl a/1/101al('d.

Generally. comparisons are carried out at the protein level
because amino acid sequences arc more constrained in evolu-
tionary termS than nucleotide sequences, so protein sequence
comparisons are more sensitive.

The robustness offunctional annotation based on homology
searching depends on many f.letors, including the degree of
similarity between the query sequcnce and any database hits.
the rdi:lbility of functional information already in the data-
bases. and the degree to which conserved sequence and
structllrL' corresponds to conserved function.A particubr qucry
sequence may return a number of matches with different
degrees of similarity. In some cases. it may be possible to align
matching sequences over their entire lengths. which indicates
the sequences have diverged by the accumulation of point
Illutations :llonc (Figllre 19.1).lftht' sequences are very simibr,
they might represent homologous genes that carry out identical
functions ill different species. and which have accu11lulated
Illutations due to speciation. As discussed in Box 12.3, such
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genes are known as orthologs and an example might be the
human and sheep ~-globin genes. Functional annotations
based on orthologs can be very accurate. A lower degree of
similarity might indicate that rhe genes are homologous bur
have diverged in functional terms. Such genes are known as
paralogs, and arise by genc duplication and divergence
within a genome (see Box 12.3). The human genes for
myoglobin and (3-globin are examples of paralogs. In such
cases, functional predictions may be reliable at rhL'
biochemical level (both proteins are oxygen carriers) but
their specific cellular and organism-level functions might be
very diffcn:nt. It is generally rhe case that greater structural
similarity implies greater functional similarity and that
biochemical function is 1110re highly conserved than cellular
and organism-level functioll.

In many cases. dat3base searches do Ilor return hits that
match the query '\cquence over its entire length. Instead.
panial alignments an.' identified in a number of proteins that
appear orhnwise unrelated (Figllre 19.2). This reflects the
modular nature of proteins and the fact that distinct func-
tions can be carried out by different protein domains
(Section 12.1.3). The matching genes have not divnged
simply by the accumulation of point mutations, but also by
more complex events such as recombination between gent"
and gene segments leading to exon shuffiing (Section
12.1.3). Human proteins involved in blood clotting provide a
lISeful example of this process (Kolkman and Stemmer. 200 I;
see Fi~lIn· /2.3).

There are several pitfalls to homology-based functional
annotation

The principle of functional annotation based on homology
,earching is that conser\'ed structure always reflects conserved
function. However, there are several instanccs whcn this
assumption is not safe (Orengo ef at., 1999):

• the presence of low cotnplexity sequences. i.e.
sequences that are present in man)' proteins with extremely
diverse functions. For example. transmembrane domains.
di1l1crization domains:

• multifunctional sequences, i.e, sequellces that carry out
different functions in different proteins. For example.
sequences that form an "/(3 hydrolase fold are found at the
catalytic site of six different classes of enzyme as well as in
the cdl adhesion molecule ncurotactin;

• gene recruitment, i.e. the acquisition of a Ilew function
by an existing gene product. For t'xampk'. many t.'l1zpm:s
involved in mundane metabolic proCt"St'S ha\'e been
recruited as crystallins, the refractive proteins in tht..' kns
of the eye. This has been achie,·ed simply by modifying
their expression levels but other Illt'chanililll,) of
recruitment include clunging the way protein, form
cOlllplexes and changing their intracellular localization.

Q

Q

1111 1111 1111
1111

Figure 19.1:Similarity searching with a given protein sequence
may identify homologous proteins whose sequences align with
the query sequence (Q) over its entire length.

These sequences have diverged by the accumulation of point
mutations alone, which may be amino acid substitutions
Irepresented by white lines) or small insertions and deletions.
Generally, the more divergenllhe query and response, the less
conserved the functions are likelyto be.

Figure 19.2:Similarity searching with a given protein
sequence may also identify homologous proteins showing
partial alignments with the query sequence.

In this example, the query protein (0) comprises three distinct
domains shown in different colors. The responses may share
one. two or all three of these domains, but may also possess
additional domains that are not present in the query (red boxes).
There may be domain duplications as seen in the first and third
responses. The final response shows the special case of
permutation, where the order of domains is changed. This
generally reflects gene duplication followed by gene fusion and
end erosion. Accumulating point mutations relative to the query
sequence are shown as white lines.
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Anorht'r pitfall of homology searching is that the annotations
an: necessarily based on other people's experiments and inter-
pretations. All databases. however carefully curarcd. contain a
significant proponiol1 of errors_ Basing the fUllction of a new
gene 011 Stich data may not only be incorrect, but also propa-
gates that error (Brenner, 1999).

19.2.2 Consensus search methods can extend the
number of homologous relationships identified

Standard homology search methods employing algorithms of
the BLAST family (see Table 8.2 and Box 8.7) are suitable to
detect protein sequences that are closely related either over
their entire lengths or in one or morc domains. Howevt:.'r,
when the level of sequence similarity falls below 30-40%.
these algorithms bt"come less robust and many evolutionary
relationships can be missed.

One way in which the performance of homology
sCJfching can be improved is to use a consensus search
method such as PSI-BLAST (position-specific iterated
BLAST), which employs a reiterative search based 011

seql/el/ce pr~fifes (Altschul ef af .. 1997).The principle is showll
in F~(!lIrf 19.3. The,,' process begins in the same way as :1

normal ULAST search but the initial hits are combined into
a representative profile which is then used in a second roulld
of searching. Any additional hits are combined with the
profile and the process is repeated either for a prcdeter-
mined number of itcr:ltions or until no new hits :lre idcn-
tified.This method h:lSbeen shown to identify threc times:ls
many evolutiOIury rel:ltionships as stand:lrd homology
se:lrching. Further sensitivity can be gained by ll1atching
patterns and profiles generated by the alignment of distantly

relatcd proteins and the derivation of shorr conserved motifs
or longer profiles corresponding to functional domains
(Eddy, 1998). A number of secondary sequence databases
have been created that contain domain motifs and profiles
derived from the primary sequence databases Cfable f9. I).
Th("se databases can be searched with a query sequence in
order to identify conserved protein domains in vcry
distanrly related sequences.

19.2.3 Similarities and differences between genomes
indicate conserved and functionallv important
sequences

From the discussion above, it is clear that closely related genes
from difTerent species (orthologs) can be used to assign quite
precise functions to uncharacterized genes. Orthologs are not
usually identical because separate mutations accumulate in
each evolutionary lineage after the speciation event.
Therefore, tht' degree of similarity between orthologs
provides a useful measure of evolutionary time and can be
used to build phylogenetic trees (Chapter 12). Comparative
genomics exploits the similarities and differences between
gCllomes to derive structural. functional and evolutionary
information (Section 12.3.2). It is based on the prillciple that
gcnctic similarities between species cxtend much further than
the gelle level. Closely related species would be expected to
h:lvC slmilar genes (wd sil1lilar gCI/Ol/l('S, the degree of similarity
bcing dependent on the evolutiOI1:lry divergence of the
species (Nadeau and SankofT, 1998). Similarities are apparent
at the sequence level but also a[ [he gross level of genome
organization, such [hat related species often demonstrate
conserved synteny (a conserved gene order).

Total of all sequences in databases

Total of sequences homologous to
query (0)

Total of homologous sequences
detected by inilial BLAST search

Extension of evolutionary relationships
obtained from second BLAST search
using one of the original hits (+) as the
query

Figure 19.3:The principle of PSI-BLAST.

The entire contents of the sequence dalabases are represented by the outer circle. A subsel of these sequences will be homologous to the
query sequence (datI, although Ihe degree of evolutionary relationship falls the farther away the sequence is from the center. A small inner
circle of sequences relaled to the query will be delecled by standard BLAST.In PSI-BLAST,each of the hits in this first search is compiled
inlo a profile which is used in a second search to extend Ihe number of homologous sequences identified. The process can be repealed for
a predetermined number of search rounds or unlil no more hits are found.

/



Table 19.1: Secondary databases of protein sequences tbat can be used to identify conserved elements and protein
domains. InterPro is a valuable cross-referencing system that allows each of the databases to be searched
witb a single query

URL

hllo·/Ibioinf man ac.ukldbbrowser/PRINTS
hlloJlwww.blocks thcrc oro

hlloJlwww.sanoer.ac.uklSoItware/Pfam
hlloJlsmartembl·heidelbero del

hlloJlwww.ebi.ac.uklinterorol

httoJ/c a .exoasv.ora/orosite

I BEYOND THE GENOME PROJECT

Contents

A search facility that integrates the information from other
secondary databases

Database

PROSITE

PRINTS, BLOCKS

Sequence pellerns associated with protein families and longer
sequence profiles representing full protein domains

Highly conserved regions in multiple alignments of protein families.
These are called motifs in PRINTS and blocks in BLOCKS

Pfam, SMART, ProOom Collections of protein domains

Interpro
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Synteny is potentially useful for gene mapping and cloning
because map informacion from one species can be used to
locate and clone genes from another. In the case of the human
genome, the massive effort expended in the construction of
high density genetic maps (Chapter 8) is now paying off in
more ways than one, Ilincc evidence of conserved syntcny
between humans and other vertebrates is being llsed to map
and clone equivalent gl;I1CS (rolll other mammals. It is valuable
to identifY animal orrholob1S of human disease genes bL:GllISC

this may lead to an understanding of why humans arc suscep-
tible to certain diseases, and therefore help in the prevcntion
of these diseases and the development of novel drugs. For
example, most mammals arc not susceptible to HIV.
Identifying orthologs of the human gcncs that confer sllscep-
tibility to the disease (e.g. CCR5, which encodes the HIV co-
receptor displayed on the surf.,ce of T celi<) lIlight provide
insights into novel thcrapies.

Another application of comparative genomics is the iden-
tification of gene regulatory elements. As discussed in
Chaptcr 20, the identification of the promotc.;r and enhancer
elements required (or normal gene expression is a laborious
task. involving artificial l'xprcssion assays in cultured cells
and transgenic aninl.lls. A potcntial shortcut is to compare
orthologous gcnes in rdatcd species and look for the most
conserved sequence motifs outside the coding rcgion of the
gene. Only \;equcnces with a highly conserved function
would be n:presented in both gCllomes while other
sequences would have diverged significantly over evolu-
tiona,,· time (Hardison CI <II.. 2000: Werner. 2(03). In this
respl'ct, the Japanese.' puffer fish 7fzkifll)!11 mbripcs provides an
excellent model because it has the smallest known genomc
of all vertebrates (400 Mb) yet contains approximately the
same number of genes as the human genome (Elgar et al.,
1996:Aparicio cr <1/.2002).

19.2.4 Comparative genomics can be exploited to
identify and characterize human disease genes

The use of homology searching to assign functions to human
genes often results in superficial functional assignments

such as 'phosphatase' or 'membrane-spanning protem
Comparative genomics can be exploited to enrich the infor-
mation provided by homology searching since not only thc
functions of individual proteins but also of entire pathways,
networks and complexes tend to be conserved bctwccn
related genomes,

Even in the case of distantly-related organisms. such simi-
larities may be expressed at the whole org:lI1ism levcl. For
example, it is estimated that about 30% of known hunun
disease genes have homolob" in yeast. The yeast SCS I gene
encodes a DNA helicase which is homologolls to a hUI1l:lI1
gene. WR.\', that is defective in Werner syndrome (MIM

27770(0). This is a disease of premature aging. Individuals
with the defective enzyme appe;lr normal in their early ycars
but age dramatically in middle life. developing the wizened
appearance of octogenarians by their mid-3Us. COllllllon
features of the disease include athcrosck'ro'iis, osteoporosis,
diabetes and cataraCts, The symptoms of the di'icase arc
thought to be associated in SOIllCway with the inability of
Werner cells to divide in culture a\; many times as llOrmal
cells, i.e, there is early cell senescence. Thc link bctwecn
helicase activiry and cell senescence is difficult to l'xalllinc ill
humans but yeast cells with an inactin' SCS 1 gene.:.'al\;o show
accelerated aging. offering the potential to carry out func-
tional studies of the human disease in yeasr ("l,II\;.

The conservation of gene function bctwccn humans and
animals is even greater than that bet\\'t'en humans and yeast.
Ovcr 60% of human disease genes ha\'e counterparts in the
fly and worm, revealing a core of about 1500 gene f.1I1lilies
that is conserved in aU animals. The in'iulin signaling pathway
is fully conserved between humans and nematodes so Illutant
worms impaired for insulin signaling arc uscful Illodc:ls of
type II diabetes. Due to their microbe-like properties, the\;l'
nematode mutants can be screened with thousands at
potential drugs to identify compounds that return the
insulin-insensitive disease physiology to normal.
CaCllorhabdiris elegal/s mutants provide models of many other
diseases including neurological disorders, congenital heart
disease and kidney disease. We consider the use of animal
discase Illodels in more detail in the next chapter.

http://hlloJlwww.sanoer.ac.uklSoItware/Pfam
http://hlloJlwww.ebi.ac.uklinterorol
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19.2.5 A stubborn minority of genes resist functional
annotation by homology searching

Thl: first genome of a major model organism to be
completely sL'qucnced was that of the yeast Sa((J/(/r()my(c.~ (('f('-

"isi,,(' (Dujon. 1996). Before the sequence became available it
was widely believed that most yeast genes had already been
identified experimentally and the genome sequence would
fevcJ.1 :It most a few hundred additional genes. Scientists
t1H.~n:foregot a surprise when they found out that there wen:
over 6000 genes in the yeast genome, only 30% of which
were previously knowll. Homology searching provided func-
tions for another 30% of the genes although the annot.ltions
varied considerably in their usefulness. In SOl11e cases it was
possible to identify both biochemical and cellular functions
but for lllallY genes only general biochemical functions could
be predicted. This left 40% of the genes with no functional
assignments whatsoever. These genes could be divided into
two categoriL'-' (F(f!lIre 19.-1):

~ orphan genes. These arc predicted genes that do not
match any other sequence in the databases;

~ orphan families. These are predicted genes with
hOlllologs in the databases, but the homologs thelllsdve-,
are of unknown function.

For the human genomc. the situation is complicated by the
uncertainty of gene prcdictions. In the yeast genome, fewer
than 10% of gene predictions were questionable but the
figure in the human genome is much higher, perhaps in the
order of 25%. Furthermore. while many human genes have
been identified, the predicted stru([ure might not be accurate
(e.g. there may be missing exons, incorrectly defined exolls
and phantom exons, or adjacent genes may have been fused).
With this taken into account. the outcome of the Human
Genome Projects is surprisingly similar to the results
obtained from the yeast project. About a third of the listed
genes were previously known and were represented in the
RefSeq database, a highly curated collection of human
gene transcripts. Another third was predicted on the basis of
homology to ESTs or other sequences and the remaining
third were predicted ab illirio, based on structural criteria
alone. Among the latter categories, some of the predictions
will be false positives (e.g. matches to pseudogenes and trans-
posable elements) while many genes will have been missed
due to the low sensitivity of ab initio gene prediction algo-
rithms. Among the previously identified genes and those
predicted on the basis of homology, most have been func-
tionally annotated at least at the biochem_ical level while a
minority represent orphan families. Only a small proportion
of the genes predicted by lIb illitia methods have been assigned
a function. About 60% of human genes are predicted to
contain protein domains that are represented in the
secondary -,equence databases, leaving 40% unassigned.
Within this category, the function of perhaps 10% of the
genes is known but they do not belong to large protein
families, while a third of the genes have no functional
assignment at all and are genuine orphans.

Figure 19.4: Distribution of yeast genes by annotation status in
the altennath of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome
projecl.

Overall, 30% of the 6000genes had been identified previously,
30% could be assigned functions on the basis of homology
searching, 33% were orphans or members of orphan families
and 7%, represented by??, were questionable open reading
frames. The functional annotations based on homology ranged
from fully informative (biochemical and physiological function
establishedl or partly informative (likely biochemical function
established Ito superficialle.g. probably involved in nitrogen
metabolism).

For these orphan genes, hOlllology searching provides no
fUl1ctional information and we must base functional predic-
tions all alternative evidence. The avaibble methods for func-
tional annotation include the following, and are discllssed in
the rest of this chapter:

~ analysis of mRNA expression profiles:

~ analysis of protein expression profiles;

~ comparison of protein structures;

~ analysis of protein interactions:

• analysis of mutant phenotypes or phenocopies in model
organisms.

19.3 Global mRNA profiling
ltranscriptomicsl

19.3.1 Transcriptome analysis reveals how changes in
patterns of gene expression coordinate the
biochemical activities of the cell in health and
disease

Expression patterns provide useful accessory
information about the functions of individual genes and
can also highlight links between them

Functional annotations based 011 sequence and structural
comparisons can be informative. but in many cases they

/
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suggc;;r only a broad biochemical category.slIch as 'kinase' or
'DNA-binding protein '. Further experiments 3n: requin:d (0

determine gene functions at the cellular and whole organism
levels, and to investigate how thL: activities of individual geill.:

products arc coordinated. The.; expression profile of a gene
can reveal a lot about its role in the body and can also help to
identify functional links to other genes. The expression of
many genes is restricted to specific cells or developing struc-
[Ures, showing the genes have particular functions in those
places. Other genes are expressed in response to external
stimuli. For example, they might be switched on or switched
off in cells exposed to endogenous signals such as growth
fanors or environmental molecules slIch as DNA-damaging
chemicals. In slIch cases, it is not unreasonable to assume that
the function of the genes is in SOme way involved in the
perception of such signals or the cell's response to them.
Gencs with similar expression profiles arc likely to be
involved in similar processes, and in this way showing that an
orphan gene has a similar cxpression profilc to a charac-
terized gene may allow a function to be assigned on the basis
of ' guilt by association'. Furthermore, mutating one gene
may affect the expression profiles of others, helping to link
those genes into functional pathways and networks. This
would be the case if the mutated gene encoded a tran-
scription f:,ctor, since the abnormal function of that tran-
scription factor would impact on all the genes under its
control.

Transcriptome analysis provides more scope for linking
genes and their products into functional pathways and
networks, and provides new opportunities for drug
development

Traditionally, expression analysis has been carried out on a
gene-by-gene basis and the methods that are used (e.g.
northern blots. R T -PCR, ill siCII hybridization etc.) are
optimized for the study of individual genes (see Section 7.3).
Some of the techniques arc amenable to moderate multi-
plexing, e.g. it is fairly easy to set up 10 or 20 PCRs, but highly
parallel analysis involving hundreds or even thousands of
gencs is impossible due to the amount of time required to set
up individual reactions, and of course the expense of doing so.
Even so, the advantages of whole transcripromc analysis are
clear. We might wish, for example, to look for genes with
altered expression patterns in asthma, or multiple sclerosis, or
inflammatory bowel disease. Instead of selecting a few
candidate genes for analysis whose expression might be
affected by the disease, we can look at all genes simultaneously
and hence identif)' every single gene whose expression profile
is modified. Some of these genes might be well-characterized
already but others could be orphan genes, allowing tentative
functions to be assigned. Such analysis also has immediate
practical benefits. For example. genes that 3rc upregulated
specifically in the disease state might represent useful drug
targets, while downregulated genes might encode proteins
that could be used therapeutically. The desire for global
analysis of gene expression has contributed to the devel-
opment of novel technologies which allow the simultaneous
monitoring of thousands of transcripts and the comparison of

their abundances in different sample~.Two major platfonns arc
available. One is sequencing-based and involn.'s the sampling
of DNA sequences from represent:ltive (DNA populations.
This C3n be thought of 3San open system beC:luse the whole
transcriptomc is open to analysis. The other i'\ hybridization-
based and involvcs the use of DNA microarray'\. This can be
thought of as a closed system because only those sequences
represented on the array can be measurcd. Bcfore considering
these technologies and how they are llsed it is necessary to
di'\pcl a COl11mon myth. Although tran'\criptome analysis
nlethods are generally described as 'transcriptional profiling', it
is important to realize that one is not measuring the rate of
trall'\criptioll but the steady ~tate m R A IC;',·cl. which also
takcs into account the rate of mRNA decay.

19.3.2 Direct sequence sampling is a statistical method
for determining the relative abundances of
different transcripts

Global gene expression profiles can be established by
sampling cDNA libraries

Probably the most direct way to study the transcriptoll1e is to
seqw.'nce randontly picked c1ont.''\ from cD A libraries and
count thc number of timcs .,'ach '\t.'qut.'ncl' coml''\ up. Thc
abundance of each clone rcpresents the abundancc of thl'
corresponding transcript in the original s:1111ple.If enough
clones arc sequenced, stJtisticJI Jllalysis provides a rough
guide to the relative gene expfl.'<;'\iOIl levels (Audic and
Claverie. 1997). This approach h" been used to identify
diffcrcntiJlly-expressed genes but i'\ laborious because large-
scale sequencing is required. A potl'ntial short cut is to take
vl'ry short sequence sampks, known as sequence signa-
tures, and read many ofthcm at tht.' samc timc. Several tech-
niques h3\·e been developed to exploit thi, (Bax 19.2) but
the one that has had the most impact thus f,lr i~serial analysis
of gene expression (SAGE). which is discussed in more detail
below.

SAGE involves the sampling of short sequence tags that
are joined together in a long concatemer

The first high throughput sequence sampling technique to be
developed was serial analysis of gene expression, or
SAGE (Veleulescu c{ al., 1995). It is based Oil two principles:

~ a shorr nucleotide sequence tag can uniquely identify the
transcript frolll an individual gene pro"ided it is from a
defined position within the transcript. For example,
although the total number of human gt.'nl.'s is approxi-
mately 30000, a sequence tag of only 9 bp can in principle
distinguish 49 (262 jH) different tramcripts. In practice.
sequcncl' tags of 12-15 bp arc llscd, which provides even
greater discrimination:

~ concatemcrization of the shorr scqllcncc taborsallows the
cfficient analysis of multiple transcripts in a serial manner.
The tags frol11different transcripts can bc covalently linked
together within a single clone and thc clonc can then be
sequenced to identiF, the different tags in that clone. Up to
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Random sampling of cDNA libraries

Randomly-picked clones are sequenced and searched against
databases to identify the corresponding genes. The frequency
with which each sequence is represented provides a rough
guide to the relative abundances of different mRNAs in the
original sample (Audic and Claverie, 19971.This is a very labor-
intensive approach, particularly where several cDNA libraries
need to be compared.

Analysis of EST databases

ESTsare signatures generated by the single-pass sequencing of
random cDNA clones. If EST data are available for a given
library, the abundance of different transcripts can be estimated
by determining the representation of each sequence in the
database (e.g. see Vasmatzis et al., 1998). This is a rapid
approach, advantageous because it can be carried out entirely
in silica, but it relies on the availability of EST data for relevant
samples.
Differential display peR

This procedure was devised for the rapid identification of cDNA
sequences that are differentially expressed across two or more
samples (Liang and Pardee, 1992). The method has insufficient
resolution to cope with the entire transcriptome in one reaction,
so populations of labeled cDNA fragments are generated by
RT-PCR using one oligo-dT primer with a two-base overhang
and one arbitrary primer. The use of different primer
combinations produces pools of cDNA fragments representing
subfractions of the transcriptome. The equivalent amplification
products from two samples (Le. products amplified using the
same primer combination) are then run side by side on a
sequencing gel, and differentially expressed cDNAs are
revealed by quantitative differences in band intensities. This
technique homes in on differentially expressed genes but false

100 different transcripts can be assayed in one sequencing
reaction.

To perform a SAGE analysis, poly(A)+ RNA is first extracted
from the source to be investigated and converted to cDNA
using a biotinylated oligo(dT) primer. The subsequent events
are outlined in Flgllre 19.5.The cDNA is first cleaved with a
restriction enzyme such as lV/alII that cuts frequendy because
it has a 4-bp recognition site (this is termed the anchoring
enzyme).The liberated 3' end fragments, which are attached
to biotin, are bound to streptavidin beads. The streptavidin-
bound cDNA is split into two fractions, and the two fractions
are separately ligated ell lllasse to two double-stranded
oligonucleotide adapters, A and B. Each adapter has an
overhang that matches that generated by the anchoring
enzyme and, immediately adjacent to this, the 5-bp recog-
nition site for a type lis restriction enzyme such as FokI.
Such enzymes have the unusual propercy of recognizing a
specific sequence but cleaving the DNA outside this sequence
a particular number of base pairs downstream. Cleavage with

positives are common and other methods must be used to
confirm the predicted expression profiles.

Serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE)

In this technique, very short sequence signatures (sequence
tags) are collected from many cDNAs by exploiting the special
properties of type lis restriction enzymes (see main text and
Figure 19.5). The tags are ligated together to form long
concatemers and these concatemers are sequenced. The
representation of each transcript is determined by the number
of times a particular tag is counted. Although technically
demanding, SAGE is much more efficient that standard cDNA
sampling because 50-100 tags can be counted for each
sequencing reaction (Velculescu et a/., 19951.

Massively parallel signature sequencing (MPSSI

Like SAGE, the MPSS technique uses type lis restriction
enzymes to collect short sequence tags from many cDNAs.
However, unlike SAGE (where the tags are cloned in seriesl
MPSS relies on the parallel analysis of thousands of cDNAs
attached to microbeads in a flow cell (Brenner et al., 2000).The
principle of the method is that a type lis restriction enzyme is
used to expose a four-base overhang on each cDNA. There are
16 possible four-base sequences, which are detected by
hybridization of a set of 16 different adaptor oligonucleotides.
Each adaptor hybridizes to a different decoder oligonucleotide
defined by a specific fluorescent tag. The adaptor contains a site
for a type lis restriction enzyme, allowing another four bases to
be exposed, and the process is repeated. By imaging the
microbeads after each round of cleavage and hybridization,
thousands of cDNA sequences can be read in four-nucleotide
chunks. As with SAGE, the number of times each sequence is
recorded can be used to determine relative gene expression
levels.

this so-called tagging enzyme therefore generates a short
signature sequence, defined as a SAGE tag, attached to the
adapter. Each of the two adapters also contains the annealing
site for a different PCR. primer. In the next stage of the
process, the twO pools of adapter-tags are mixed and ligated to
produce ditags (two SAG E tags joined together) flanked on
each side by one of the adapters. The PCR. is then used to
amplifY these molecules. The ditags are released from the
amplification products by cleavage with the original
anchoring enzyme and the purified ditags are ligated together
and cloned. The inserts of the cloning vectors are then
sequenced and this allows the tags to be read off in a serial
manner. Relative transcript levels are deduced from the
frequency with which tag occurs.

In the original experiment,Velculescu er 0/. (1995) reported
the recovery of840 sequence tags from pancreatic cDNA. Of
these, 498 represented 77 different transcripts and the most
abundant transcripts were all produced from genes known to
have pancreatic function (e.g. procarbox'1'peptidase A 1 \Vas
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represented 64 times and pancreatic trypsinogen 2 W;'IS repre-
sented -16 times).The patticubr advantage of SAGE is that the
data arc digital and therefore it is vcry casy to compare tag
frequencies across different experiments. even if they have
been carried out in different laboratories at different rimes.
Several databases have been established for the depo<ition and
comparison of SAG E data. The technique has become even
1110reuseful with adaptations that allow very small amOllnts of
starring material [Q be lIsl.:d (see Ve1culescu and Volgd<;tcin.
2000).

19.3.3 DNA microarrays use multiplex hybridization
assays to measure the abundances of thousands
of transcripts simultaneously

The two major types of DNA microarray are made in
different ways but the principles of expression analysis
are similar for each device

DNA microarrays are miniarure devices OI1W which Illany
difTen:nr DNA sequences ;lre immobilized in the form of a
grid. There are two major types. one made by the mechanical
spotting of DNA molecules Onto a coated glass slide and one
produced by iI/ sill/ oligonucleotide synthesis (Schena el at..

1995; Lockhardt et a/., 1996: see Section 6.-1.3). Both devices
can be described as microarrays but a morc specific term for
the latter is high density oligonucleotide chip. There are
many commercial sources of spotted arrays and in-hollse f:1cil-
iries are available to many laboratories. In contrast, high
density oligonucleotide chips are produced exclusively by the
US biotechnology company AflYmetrix Inc. and marketed as
GeneChips.

Although manufactured in completely different ways. the
principles of expression analysis are much the same for the
two devices (Harrington et a/ .. 2000). Expression analysis is
based on multiplex hybridization using a complex popu-
lation of labeled D A or R. A molecules (Figllre /9.6). For
both devices, a population of mRNA molecules from a
particular sOllrce is reverse rTJIlSCribcd ell II/asse to fOfm a
rcpn:sclltarive complex cD A population. In the case of
spotted microarrays. a fluorophon:-conjugared nucleotide is
included in the reanion mix "0 that the cDNA population is
universally labeled. In rhe C;}<;L' of GeneChips. the unlabeled
cDNA is converted into a labeled cRNA (complementary

RNA) population by the incorporation of biotin, which is
later detected with fluorophore-conjugarcd avidin. The
complex population oflabeled nucleic acids is then applied to
the array and allowed to hybridize. Each individual feature or
SpOt 011 the array contains 10°-101) copies or the same DNA
sequence. and is therefore unlikely to be completely saturated
in the hybridization reaction. Undcr thcsc conditions. the
intensity of the h"bridizing signal at each address on the array
is proportional to the relative abundance of that particular
cDNA or cRNA in the mixture. which ill turn reflects the
abundance of the corresponding mR A in the original
source population. Therefore. the relative expression levels or
thousands of different transcripts can be monitored in one
experIment.

Expression analysis with each type of device is similar ill
principle, hut there are some important practical difference'ii
reflecting the nature of the feature'ii on the array (cD As or
oligonucleotides) and the specificity of the hybridization
reaction. On spotted microarrays. each feature is repn'scntcd
by a single species of double-stranded cD A, several hundred
base pairs in length, which has to be prepared by peR. from a
clone library or similar resource (F(~lIre /9. 6a). In the case of
oligonucleotide chips, each feature is represented by a short
single-stranded oligonucleotide. 20-25 nt in length, which is
synthesized on the chip during manuf.lcture.There is no need
to maintain a clone library because the oligonucleotides can
be synthesized based on any desired set or sequences.
including those stOred in public or proprietary databases
(F(~lIre 19.6b). One advantage of this is that oligonucleotide
sequences can be picked to distinguish between closely related
transcripts. With cDNA features, there is a significant risk or
cross-hybridization between homologolls genes or alternative
splice variants. A disadvantage, however, is that the sequcnces
chosen for inclusion on an oligo chip must be known.
Conversely. it is possible to generate cD A ll1icroarrays from
anonymous clones in cDNA libraries. The specificity of
hybridization on cD A microarrays is high due to the
length of the cDNA sequence representing each featurL'
(Fi~lI,.e /9. 6r). On oligonucleotide chips. however, the speci-
ficity of hybridization is lo\\"er. Therefore. each gene is reprt'-
sented by 20 different oligos that 'walk' along the sequenn'
(Fi~//re 19. 6d). There are 20 oligo, that match the target
,equence perfectly (perfect match or PM oligos) and
20 that contain a single base mismatch (lnislnatch or

Figure 19.5: Multiplex gene expression screening using the SAGE method

The basis of the method is to reduce each cDNA molecule to a representative short sequence tag (about nine nucleotides long). Individual
tags are then joined together (concatemerizationl into a single long DNA clone as shown at the very bottom of the diagram where the
numbers above the sequence tags represent a specific cDNA from which the tag was derived. Sequencing of the clone provides
information on the different sequence tags which can identify the presence of corresponding mRNA sequences. The mRNA is converted to
cDNA using an oligo (dT) primer with an attached biotin group and the biotinylated cDNA is cleaved with a frequently cutting restriction
nuclease (the anchoring enzyme, AE; in this example it is Nlalll which cuts immediately after the G in the 4 bp sequence CATG).The
resulting 3' end fragments which contain a biotin group are then selectively recovered by binding to streptavidin-coated beads, separated
into two pools and then individually ligated to one of two double-stranded oligonucleotide linkers, A and B. The two linkers differ in
sequence except that they have a 3' CTAG overhang and immediately adjacent to it, a common recognition site for a type lis restriction
nuclease which will serve as the tagging enzyme (TEl. In this example it is Fokl which recognizes the sequence GGATG (outlined in a box),
but cleaves at 9/13 nucleotides downstream. Cleavage with Fokl generates a 9 bp sequence tag from each mRNA and fragments from the
separate pools can be brought together to form 'ditags' then concatenated as shown.
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MM oligos) to control for nonspecific hybridization. To
determine the signal for a particular gene. the signals of all 20
PM oligos are added together and the signals from all 20 M M
oIigos arc subtracted frol11 the total. Negative control features
arc also included on cDNA l11icroarrays to normalize for
background or nonspecific hybridization. Both types of
device also contain positive control features, usually repre-
senting constitutively expressed genes slich as actin.
Alternatively, bacterial genes may be included among the
control features and the samples can be 'spiked' with appro-
priate amounts of bacterial DNA.

Differential gene expression between samples can be
demonstrated by comparison across arrays or by dual
hybridization to a single array using cDNA populations
labeled with different fluorophores

One of the major technical hurdles in any array-based
expression analysis experiment is the reproducibiliry of data
between different arrays. This is particularly troublesome if
comparative analysis needs to be carried out (e.g. to identify
genes that are upregulated in disease) because it becomes
unclear whether differences are due to experimental vari-
abiliry or genuine changes in gene expression. This problem is
compounded if experiments are carried out in different labs
using arrays that have been produced by different f.1cilities.
Stringent controls are required to normalize expression data
for cross-experimental variation.

One way in which the above problems can be avoided is to
hybridize cD A populations labeled with different fluoro-
ph ores to the same array simultaneously. As discussed above,
under nonsaturating conditions the signal at each feature will
repn.;scllt the relative abundance of each transcript in the
sample. If two samples are used, then the ratio of the signals
from each fluorophore provides a direct comparison of
expression levels between samples fully normalized for varia-
tions in signal-to-noise ratio even within the array. The array
is scanned at two emission wavelengths and a computer is used
to combine the images and render them in false color. Usually,
one fluorophore is represented as green and the other as red.
Features representing differentially-expressed genes show up
as either green or red, while those representing equivalently-
expressed genes show up as yellow (Figl/re J 9. 6e).

19.3.4 The analysis of DNA array data involves the
creation of a distance matrix and the clustering
of related datapoints using reiterative algorithms

The analysis of gene expression data over many
different conditions can show functional links between
genes

The raw data frolll microarrJY experiments are signal inten-
sities which Illust be normalized (corrected for background
effects and inter-eXperimental variJtion, see above) and
checked for errors caused by contaminants and extreme
ourh-ing values (Yang ef al .. 2002).The data are summarized as
a table of normalized signal intensities where rows on the table
represent individual genes and the columns n:pn:senr different
conditions under which gene expression hJS been measured.
In the simplest cases, the table has two columns (e.g. control
sample and disease sample) and these may represent the signal
intensities frol11two sample~ hybridized simultaneou~ly to the
array. However, there io;no theoretical limit to the number of
conditions thJt can be lIsed. For example. it is possible to test
gene expression at J series of developmental rime points or at
a series of time points after the onset of a viral infection, or
when cultured cells hJve been exposed to a range of drugs and
other chemicals.

The next stage of anJlysis involves the grouping of genes
with similar expression profiles (Alrn1J1l and Raychaudhuri,
200 I; Quackenbush, 2001). GenerJlly, the more conditions
over which gene expression is tested. the 1110rerigorous the
JnJlysis. FiJ!llrr 19.7 shows the analysis of three genes over
three conditions. Initially, genes A and B appear functionally
related because the expression profiles are similar over condi-
tions 1 and 2, while gene C appears different. However, if \ve
consider conditions 2 and 3 in the anJlysis Jnd omit condition
1, it now appears that genes A and Care functionJlIy related at
the expense of gene B. Comparisons over many conditions
help to eliminate spurious relationships which may result in
false annotations. While the analysis of a simple 3 x 3 matrix
can be carried out by eye, expression data involving thousands
of genes and tens of conditions must be mined with the help
of computers. Two rypes of algorithm are used to mine the
gene expression datJ,one in which similar data are clustered in
a hierarchy and one in w'hich the clusters are defined in a
non hierarchical manner.

Figure 19.6: Expression analysis with DNA microarrays.

(A) Spotted microarrays are produced by the robotic printing of amplified cONA molecules onto glass slides. Eaeh spot or feature
corresponds to a contiguous gene fragment of several hundred base pairs or more. Pre-synthesized oligonucleotides can also be spotted
onto slides Inot shownl. (8) High-density oligonucleotide chips are manufactured using a process of light-directed combinatorial chemical
synthesis to produce thousands of different sequences in a highly ordered array on a small glass chip. Genes are represented by 15-20
different oligonucleotide pairs (PM, perfectly matched and MM, mismatched) on the array. (e) On spotted arrays, comparative expression
assays are usually carried out by differentially labeling two mRNA or cONA samples with different fluorophores. These are hybridized to
features on the glass slide and then scanned to detect both fluorophores independently. Colored dots labeled x, y and z at the bottom of the
image correspond to hypothetical genes present at increased levels in sample 1 (xl, increased levels in sample 2 (y), and similar levels in
samples 1 and 2 (z). (0) On Affymetrix GeneChips, biotinylated cRNA is hybridized to the array and stained with a fluorophore conjugated to
avidin. The signal is detected by laser scanning. Sets of paired oligonucleotides for hypothetical genes present at increased levels in
sample 1 (x), increased levels in sample 2 (y) and similar levels in samples 1 and 2 (z) are shown. Modified from Harrington et at. (2000) with
permission from Elsevier Science.
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Hierarchical clustering

The gencral approach ill hierarchical c1u'itering is to establish
a distance matrix which list" the difTcfL'I1CeS in expression
1L'\·d•• betwcen each pair of fC:Hlln:s 011 rhe array. Tho'it..'
I\howing the smallest differencl's. cxpn.:swd as the distance
function d, arc then clustered in ;1 progressive man11er.
Agglomerative clustering mcthods begin with the classi-
fication of t'3ch gene represented on rht' array as a sillglerOlI
clll-'fC'r (i.c.'. a c1u'\ter containing one gene). The distance
matrix is searched and the twO gl'llt''\ wieh rhe most similar
expression 1t.'\·e1s(the 'imallt'>;{ di'itJncl' function) an: defined
~h IIc,:\!hbM.". and are (hell Illerged into J 'iingk cluster. The
proct.'ss is ft'peared ulltil then ..' is only ont..' clu~tt'r k·ft. Thert'
an.: variations on how the expression value of thc merged
c1l1~teri~calculated for the purpo~L' of further comparisons.

In the nearest-neighbor (single linkage) method. the
di"tancL' i~ minimized. That i~. where twO genes i and j an,'
JlIcrged into a single cluster U. the dist:l1lcl' between U and the.'
llL'xt Ill'arl'q gene k is defined ,1 •• the lower of the r\\'o valu •...~
d(i,k) Jnd d(j,k). In the average linkage method, the
Jwcoge between d(i,k) Jnd d(j,k) is used. In the farthest-
neighbor (complete linkage) method. the distance is
maximized. These merhods gcncrare.' dcndograms with
ditTercllt structures (Fig"r£' 19.8). Lt.'s'i fn:quenrly. a d;p;sil'c
d/l"'(l'Till.~ algorithm may bt.' uSt'd in which :I single cluster
represcllting all thc gl.'llt.'S011 tht' :Irray is progrcssi\·ely splir
illto sep:Irare clusters.

Figure 19,8:Microarray data analysis using the hypothetical
expression profiles of four genes (A-D),

Hierarchical clustering methods produce branching diagrams
(dendrograms) in which genes with the most similar expression
profiles are grouped together, but alternative clustering
methods produce dendrograms with different topologies. The
pattern on the left is typical of the topology produced by nearest
neighbor (single linkagel clustering while the pattern on the
right is typical of the topology produced by farthest neighbor
(complete linkage) clustering.

as cluster centers are defined ,It the hq!;illiling of rhc
analy"i'i. and l'ach gene is assigned ro rhe 1lI0'ir appropriate
c1ustcr cenrer. l3ased on the l11embcr-dlip of each cluster. the
means are n:calculatcd, i.e. rhe cluster centL'f'i :In: repositioned.
The analysis is then repeated so rh:H all rhl.' gcne" arc assigned
to the nt'\\' c1ustt'r centers. This process is n.'ill'rated until the
membership of rhe \'arious clustt'r'i no longe.'r c11.lnge'i.Self-
organizing tnaps are similar in conct'pt but the .llgorithm is
rcfillcd through rhe use of a nt'urailletwork.

Nonhierarchical clustering

A di'iad\':llltage of hierarchical c1ustcring: is rhat it is time
consuTlling and resource hungry. As an alternative, nonhier-
archical Tllt'rhods partirion the expression dara inro a certain
predefined number of clusters. thetefote speeding up the
analysis considerably especially when the daraset is very large.
III the k-meaus clusteriug method. a number of points known

Figure 19.7:This simple example shows the value of
monitoring gene expression analysis over several conditions,

The expression profiles of genes A and B appear similar under
conditions 1and 2 (i.e. they both remain static) while gene C
appears to be downregulated under condition 2.This suggests
genes A and B are functionally linked and C is different.
However, if we look at the profiles under conditions 2 and 3, and
ignore condition 1, it appears that genes A and C are functionally
linked and B is different. Analysis over all three conditions
suggests there is no relationship among any of the genes.

••• • ••
A

B

c

Cl C2 C3

19,3,5 DNA arrays have been used 10 study global gene
expression in human cell lines, tissue biopsies
and animal disease models

The comparison of healthy and disease samples can be
used to identify disease markers and potential drug
targets
DNA arrays have been widely used to characterize the human
transcriptome and perhaps the mosr ~ignific.l11tpractical appli-
carion of this rechnology is the study of disease.The comparison
of healthy and disease tissue. represt,lltt'd t'irhL'f by cell lint'S.
tissue biopsies or animal models. aIlO\\·s rhL' idL'ntification of
genL's thar are cxpressed spt'cifically in the di~ea"e state or spec-
ifically in the non disease state. Individual gencs rhat are disease-
specific can make useful diagnostic markers. Disease-spccific
gencs may l'ncode proteins who'ic pre'iCnCL' or aCtivity
contribute'i to the disease symptoms and these represent
porential rargets for therapeutic inren· •...ntioll. Silllilarly. if the
products of one or more genes are ,1bseIH in the disease. the
proteins thcIllsdves may represent lls ••.•fill rherapelltic agents,

The "udy of McCaiTrey ct al. (1000) i< ,Ill informative
exalllpk of the above approach. Thl'sC invl'stigators used
AffYlllL'trix GeneChips to compare the expression profiles of
normal arteries and arteries removcd from patients wirh
atherosclerotic lesions. Tht.'y showcd that one particular gene.
EGR 1. was upregulated fivl'fold in tht.' diseasL' srare.This gcnt'
cl1codl's a transcription f.lcror rhat is known to control gcnes
cilcoding growrh (lctors and other signaling molecules, cell
adhcsion molecules and proteins that reg-lIbtl' blood coagu-
lation. These downstream proreins have roles with obviou'i



implications in the deposition of cholesterol-rich cells on the
inner surface of arteries, and EGJ:t.l therefore represents a
useful drug target.

Multiplex analysis may provide transcriptional profiles
that can be used to distinguish very similar diseases and
discover new disease subcategories

Single markers are not useful for the diagnosis of all diseases,
particularly those that are closely related (e.g. different types
of cancer). In such cases, arrays can be lIsed to derive tran-
scriptional profiles of 30 or 100 genes that offer greater
discrimination. Where the disease categories are already
known, this procedure is called class prediaioll. The results of
the experiment are expected to fit into a cL:rtain number of
predefined categories and for this reason the data ~lI1alysis is
described as 'supervised',

An example of this approach is the use of arrays to discrim-
inate between acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and acute
Iymphoblastoid leukemia (ALL). Although the diseases are
similar, they respond [Q different therapies and a correct diag-
nosis 15 therefore essential for sllccessful treatment.
Traditionally, a combination of techniques has been used,
including the detection of protein markers, differential
staining, cytogenetic analysis and the visual inspection of ceUs
in blood smears. None of the tests are 100% accurate and the
separate tests may in some cases give conflicting results. Golub
et al. (1999) used spotted arrays representing about 7000
human genes to examine 38 bone marrow samples. Using the
self-organizing maps algorithm discussed above, they correctly
identified each sample as representing either AML or ALL
based on the profile of abour 50 genes.

In some cases, expression profiling of disease samples has
identified previously unknown subcategories of the disease
(class discollery). Because the categories are not defined at the
beginning of the experiment, this type of analysis is
described as 'unsupervised'. For example, using a cDNA
microarray, Alizadeh et al. (2000) identified two different
subtypes of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (see FigHre 17.18).
Only -l0% of patients with this disease benefit from drug
rreannent, and until recently there \Vas no way to predict
how patients would respond to therapy. However, the two
new disease subtypes appear to correspond to the responsive
and nonresponsive types of the disease. Similarly, Bittner et
al. (2000) were able to identify two distinct subtypes of cuta-
neous melanoma.

Cell lines and animal models can be used to test gene
expression profiles under multiple conditions or at
multiple time points

While biopsies allow the side-by-side comparison of gene
expression profiles in health and disease, cell lines and animal
models ofTer the increased versatility of testing different
conditions or different time points. For example, Zhu el al.
(1998) infected cultured human foreskin fibroblastS with
cytomegalovirus and analyzed gene expression profiles at
several time points after infection using a cDNA microarray
containing 6000 genes. Over 250 genes were shown to be
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upregulated during the infection, including several that are
kno\vn to modulate the immune re~ponse. Cell lines have also
been used to study the effect of growth factors and cytokines
(e.g. Der et al., 1998) and transfection with oncogenes (e.g.
Khan et a/., 1999). An extension of this approach is the use of
human cell lines to analyze responses to drugs, chemicals and
toxins. Occasion~'dly, such experiments reveal unexpected
functional links between genes. For example, Iyer et a/. (1999)
studied the transcriptome of Senlll1-starved cells following the
addition of fresh serum and showed that different classes of
genes were induced at different time points after refreshment.
The first genes to be expressed were proliferation response
genes such asJUlY and FOS, but at later time points many of
the induced genes were those involved in wound healing, such
as FCF7 and IIECF.

19.4 Proteomics

19.4.1 Proteomics encompasses the analysis of protein
expression, protein structure and protein
interactions

Proteome analysis shows how changes in the
abundance of particular proteins coordinate the
biochemical activities of the cell

While transcriptome analysis is clearly very useful for the
characterization of gene function. it should not be forgotten
that the ultimate products of most genes are proteins.
Proteomics allows these products to be srudied directly, and
this is important because it exposes two limitations of tran-
scriptome analysis.

First, partly due to post-transcriptional regulation, not all
the IllRNAs in the cell are translated, so the transcriptome
may include gene products that are not found in the
protcome. Similarly, rates of protein synthesis and protein
turnover differ among transcripts. therefore the abundance of
a transcript does not necessarily correspond to the abundance
of the encoded protein (Gygi et a/ .. 1999b). For these reasons,
the transcriptollle may not accurately represent the proteome
either qualitatively or quzl11titatively.

Second, protein activity often depends on post-trans-
lational modifications which are not predictable from the
level of the corresponding transcript. Many proteins are
present in the cell as inert molecules, which need to be acti-
vated by processes such as proteolytic cleavage or phospho-
rylation. In cases where variations in the abundance of a
specific post-translational variant are significant, this means
that only proteomics provides the information required to
establish a link between gene expression and function. For
example, the signaling protein stathmin is found at high
levels in various cancers, including childhood leukemias, but
only the pl1ospl1arylated form of the protein is a useful marker
of the disease. Therefore, it is necessary to study the
proteoille directly in order to fully understand the functional
molecules present in the cell.
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The analysis of protein structure and protein interactions
can provide important functional information

Like trJIlKriprOlllic'i. proreomics can be used [0 Illoniror the
.lbulldanct' of ditTl'n.'JH gcnt.' products. The eXprt.''i'iioll of all
the protein'i in rhl' cdl can bt..' compared among related
'lalllple'i, dllo\\'illg proteins with ,illlilar expression patterns to
be idelltified. and highlighting important changes in the
prott'oIlll" rh:u occur. for example during disease or rhL'
n."po 11'H.: to particular external stimuli. This is SOmeril11L'lj
(1.'f11H'd expression proteomics. However, another
illlport:lIlt dilllL'n,ioll [0 proreomics ili that functions call
oftell bL' L'~tablishL'd by investigating protein interactions.
Protcins cur)' our r111:irJcriviries in rhe cell by interacting
with other Il1olecules. Establishing specific int"eractiolls
between protein,; (an therefore help to assign individual
fUIlctions and link protein'ii into pathways and network ....
Further information em be deri"ed frolll protein interJc-
tions with small molecules (which may act as ligands.
cofactors. substrates. allosteric modulators ete.) and with
nucleic acids. The analysis of protein interactions overlaps
with the analysis of protein structure. Knowledge of a
protein's three-dimensional structure can help to predict
interactions "'ith other proteins and with smaller molecules.
which can be very useful in the de,"elopment of etTecti"e
drugs. The comparison of protein structures also proyides a
further way to determine evolutionary links between genes
and investigate their functions.

19.4.2 Expression proteomics has flourished through
the combination of two major technology
platforms: two-dimensional gel electrophoresis
(20GE) and mass spectrometry

The prateome contains tens ofthoLisands ofprotein'i differing
ill abundance over four or more orders of magnitude. Like
nucleic acids. proteins c:m be dett'cted and identified by
'ipecific molecular interactions. in lllO'it ca'it's lI'iing antibodie"
or other ligands as probe,;. However. unlike Iluckic acid'i. there
i'i 110 procedure for cloning or :lI11plifying r.lre prott'ill'i.
Furthermore, the physical and chcrllical properties of proteins
arc '\0 diverse that no single, univer'i:llmcthodology analogous
to hybridization can be used to study the entire prott"olllC ill J

single t'xperinlt:'nr. Therefore, while rht'rt' h:l'i bt'cll significl.1lt
interest in the dC"dopment of protein chip'i a'i direct equiya-
kiltS of 0 A microarrays (Box 19.3). a"emati"" tochnoI06'"
platforms 3re currently required for whole protL'Ollll' analysi'ii.

At the present rime. expression proteomics is bascd on
'separation and display' technology in ,dlich complex protein
mixtures are separated into their compol1cnts so that inter-
esting features (e.g. proteins present in a di'icase sample but
absent in a matching healthy sample) can be picked for furrher
characterization. Separation is usually carril:'d out by two-
dimensional gel electrophoresis (20GE). a technique
that was developed over 25 years ago and has rhe power to
resolve up to 10000 proteins on a single gel (Gorg ('( "I., 2000;

<, ,

Box 19.3: Protein chips. ' • ,.

DNA microarrays can be used for whole genome analysis
because all DNA molecules are chemically similar and can be
hybridized in one assay. In contrast, proteins are chemically very
diverse. Some are acidic while others are basic, some are
charged or polar while others are hydrophobic and many
undergo post-translational modification that alters their
chemical and physical properties still further. For this reason,
truly 'universal' protein chips are difficuh to produce. However,
there have been many technical advances in protein chip
technology over the last few years culminating in the creation of
a whole proteome chip for the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae
IZhu et al., 2001). Various different types of protein chip have
been described Isee Zhu and Snyder, 20031.

~ Antibody chips. These consist of arrayed antibodies and
are used to detect and quantify specific proteins in a
complex mixture. They can be thought of as miniaturized
high-throughput immunoassay devices;

~ Antigen chips. The converse of antibody chips, these
devices contain arrayed protein antigens and are used to
detect and quantify antibodies in a complex mixture;

~ Universal protein chips (functional arrays). These devices
may contain any kind of protein arrayed on the surface and

can be used to detect and characterize specific
protein-protein and protein-ligand interactions. Various
detection methods may be used, including labeling the
proteins in solution or detecting changes in the surface
properties of the chip, e.g. by surface plasmon resonance.
Included within this category are lectin arrays, which are
used to detect and characterize glycoproteins;

~ Protein capture chips. These devices do not contain
arrayed proteins, but other molecules that interact with
proteins as broad or specific capture agents. Examples
include oligonucleotide aptamers and chips containing
molecular imprinted polymers as specific capture agents,
or the proprietary protein chips produced by companies
such as BIAcore Inc. and Ciphergen Biosystems
Inc., which use broad capture agents based on
differing surface chemistries to simplify complex protein
mixtures;

~ Solution arrays. The latest generation of protein chips are
being released from the two-dimensional array format to
increase their flexibility and handling capacity. Such
devices may for example be based on coded microspheres
or barcoded gold nanoparticles.



Herbert ef III .. 2001). Until a few vears ago, the major
bottleneck ill prateomics was the characterization of the sepa-
rated proteins. which arc represented by anonymous ·spots·. As
discussed above. ont:.' way in which proteins can be identified
and quantified is to use antibodies or other specific probes.
However. this approach can be applied only to a slllali number
of proteins in anyone experiment and is of course reliant all

the availability of such probes. The breakthrough came with
the development of anllotation techniques basl.:d 011 111:155

spectrometry, which can be applied to any protein and can be
implemented on a large scak (Griffin ef Ill., 200 I: Mann cr III.,
200 I). This required innovations in instrument design and
new bioinfoflll:Hic methods for database searching with
peptide mass data (Aebersold and Mann, 2003).

2DGE is the major platform for protein separation in
proteomics but is not without limitations

There .In,' mallY different methods for protein separation and
,Ill of d1l'm l'xploit particular chemical or physical properties
that differ from protein to protein, for example mass. ,izl'.
charge, solubility and affinity for different ligands. A, might
be expectt'd. tht' more properties that are utilized in any st'pa-
ration technique. the greater the resolution. The principle of
2DG E is co separate proteins on the basis of their charge and
their mass. with each separation taking place in J difrert'IH
dimension (Gorg ('f (// .• 2000: Herbert ef III., 200 I).A compkx
protein sample is loaded onto a denaturing polyacrylamide

+
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gel and separated in the first dimension by isoelectric
focusing. In this technique. the proteins migrate in a pH
grJdient until they reach their isoelectric point (tht'
position at which their charge is neutral with respect to the
local pH). The standard procedure is to prepare an illllllobi-

lized pH gradiellt (IPG) gel, in which the buffering groups
3re attached CO the polyacrylamide matrix, which prevents
them drifting and becoming unstable during long gel runs.
The gel is then equilibrated in the detergent sodium dode-
cylsulfate, which binds stoichiometrically to the backbone of
denatun.:d protcins and confers a massive negative charge that
drcccivcly cancels out any charge differences betweell indi-
vidual protcins. Separation in the second dimension is
therefore dependent on the mass of the protein, with smaller
protcins moving more readily through the pores of the gel.
The gel is then stained and the proteins are revealed as a
pattern of 'pots (F(~lIre /9.9).

Although 2DGE has a high resolution and is the most
widely used technique for protein separation ill proteolllics.
there an;.' several limitations to its usefulness in terms of repre-
~elltation. sensitiviry. reproducibiliry and cOllvenit.:nce (partic-
ularly in terms of its suitabiliry for aucomation). St.:ver:ll classes
of protein are under-represented on standJrd gels, including
very basic proteins, proteins with poor solubility in Jqueous
buffers and membrane proteins. It ll1ay bt.: necessary to
preti-actionJte the protein sample and use different detergents
:llld buffers [0 extract different classes of proteins in order to
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Figure 19.9: Principle of two-dimensional gel electrophoresis.

A complex protein mixture is loaded at the basic end of an isoelectric focusing gellthis is olten a tube gel or a pre-cast strip, comprising a
polyacrylamide matrix with an immobilized pH gradientl. An electric field is applied across the gel and the proteins migrate towards their
isoelectric points, where the pi value is equivalent to the surrounding pH and the net charge is zero. This separates the proteins on the
basis of their charge lacidic proteins are shown as red and basic proteins as yellow, with shades of orange indicating proteins with
intermediate pi values). Although the gel sieves the proteins on the basis of their size, the long gel runs ensure that all proteins reach their
isoelectric points and the system achieves equilibrium. The focusing gel is then equilibrated in SDS, which binds with a constant mass ratio
to all denatured proteins, and attached to a standard SDS-polyacrylamide gel. Proteins are then separated on the basis of size lindicated
by circles of different diametersl, with smaller proteins migrating further through the gel than larger ones.
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separate thclll effectively. The sensitivity of 2DGE is
dependent on the detection limit for very scarce proteins. and
this has been "ddressed by the development of very sensitive
staining reagents known as SYPRO dyes which can detect
protein spots in the nanogram rzmge. Sensitivity is also influ-
enced by the resolution of the gel, since it is difficult to detect
spots representing scarce proteins when they :In: obscured by
those representing abundant proteins. These problellls can be
addressed by prefracrionarion, to remove abund:lJ1t proteins
and simplify the initial SJmple loaded onto the gel. "nd by
increasing the resolution of the separation. In the btter cast:',
the separation distance can be increased through the use of
very brgc forllut gels, but a 1110re convenient alrern:Hive is to
LIse ZOOlTI gels for isoclectric focusing, that is gels with a very
narrow pH range (F({!llre /9.10). For whole proteol1le analysis.
the images obtained from zoom gels can be stitched together
tlSlllg a computer.

Figure 19.10;The resolving power of narrow pH range gels.

Both images represent mouse liver proteins separated by twO-
dimensional gel electrophoresis and silver stained to reveal
individual protein spots. The top image is a wide pH range gel
(pH 3-12) while the bottom image is a narrow pH range gel,
which zooms proteins in the pH 5-6 range. Note that in the
wider range gel, most proteins are clustered in the middle,
reflecting the fact that most proteins have pi values in the 4--7
range. Reproduced from Orengo et ai, (20021 Bioinformatics,
Published by BIOS Scientific Publishers.

One of the major limitations of 2DGE is that it is not
highly suited for automation, which is required for the high-
throughput analysis of many samples. It has been necessary to
develop software for spot recognition and quantification,algo-
rithms that em compare protein spots across multiple gels, and
robots that can pick interesting spots and process them for MS.
Many of the difficllltie.:s cncollnte.:red with 2DGE can be
addressed through the development of alternative separation
methods based on multi-dimensional high pressure liquid
chromatography (HPLC). Such methods are faster. mme
se.:nsitive,there is no need for protein staining, they allow more
accurate quantification, they can resolve proteins that are.:
underrepresented by 2DGE and they arc much easier to
automate and integrate with dO\\Tlstream analysis. Although
lacking the visual aspect of stained gels. it is possible that liquid
chromatography methods Illay eventually displace 2DG E a~
the lllajor platform for protein separation in prote.:omin
(Lesney. 200 I; Wang and Hanash. 2(03).

Mass spectrometry is the only universal method for the
high throughput annotation of anonymous proteins

Mass spectrometry (MS) is used to determine the accurate
masses of molecules in a p:-trticubr sample or anybte. The prin-
ciple of protein annotation by MS is the use of accurate
molecular masses as que.:ry terms to search databases (Mann ('f

al., 200 I; Acbersold and Mann, 2003). This can be completed
more quickly than the alternative annotation method, the direct
sequencing of proteins by Edman degradation. and is casy to
automate (or high-throughput salllple analysis.This is important
\\"hen one considers it may be: necessary to process thousands of
spots from a 21) gel or hundreds of H PLC fractions.

Until recently, MS could not be applied to large molecules
sllch as proteins and Illickic acids because these were broken
into random fragments during the ionization process. Soft-
ionization methods stich as matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization (MALI;I) ;Ind e1ectrospray ionization
(£SI) (see Box /9.4) now permit the ionization of such
molecules without fragmL'ntation (Figure 19.11). The masses
of proteins, or more uSlully the peptide fi-agments derived
from them by digestion with proteases. can be used to identify
the proteins by correbting the experimentally determincd
masses with those predicted from dat:-tbase sequences. The.:rc
are three difTt.'rent ways to annot:-tte a protein by MS (FI:'t!/I/'c
/9./2).

~ Peptide mass fingerprinting (PMF). A simple protein
mixture (typically :I ~ingle spot from a 20 gel) is digt'stl'd
with trypsin to ge.:ne:rate a collection of f/,)Ipfir pepfide.\'.
Thcse :Ire subject to MALDI-MS using a time of flight
(TOF) analyzer (Bo.\" 1Y. -I), which returns a set of mas..;
spectra. These spt;.'ctra ;Ire used 3S ;I search query against the
SWISS-PROT d"tabase. The s("reh algorithm c"rries out
virtual trypsin digests of all the proteins in the database and
calculates the masses of the predicted tryptic pep tides. It
then attempts to m:ltch these.: predicted masses against the
experimentally-determined ones.

~ Fragment ion searching.This approach is used ifPMF is
unsuccessful. The tryptic peptide fragments are analyzed by
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tandem mass spectroscopy (MS/MS; Box 19.4) during
which the peptides are broken into random fragments. The
mass spectra from these fr3gments can be used to seJrch
against EST databases, which cannot be searched with
PM F dat:l because the intact peptides are generally too
large. Any EST hits can then be used in a BLAST search to
identify putative full length homologs. A dedicated algo-
rithm called MS-BLAST is useful for handling the shorr
sequence signatures obtained from peptide fragments ions.

~ De novo sequencing of peptide ladders. In this tech-
nique. the peptide fragments generated by MS/MS are
arrang~d into a nested set differing in length by a single
amino :1cid. By comparing the tnasses of these fragments to
standard tables of amino acids, it is possible to deduce the
sequence of the peptide fragment de I/Ova, even where a
precise sequence match is not available in the database. In
practice the de IIOVO sequencing approach is complicJted by
the prt.'sence of two fragment series, one nested at the N
terminus and one nested at the C terminus. The two scri~s
can be distinguished by attaching diagnostic lIIass tl1.Cs to
either end of the protein.

In a general approach, PM F is attempted first and. if this is not
successful. the other less accurate methods can be tried. PMF
is best suited to the analysis of simple proteomes such JS the
yeast proteome where there are few splice variants and post-
trJnsbtionJI modifications. Fragment ion analysis is more
suited to the analysis of complex proteomes and the algorithm
can be modified to take into account the masses of known
post-translationJI modifications. However, it is impossible to

account for all variants either at the sequ~llc~ level (c.g. poly-
1ll0rphisllls) or at the protein Illodifiotion level (e.g. complex
glycans). In such cases. de novo sequcncing may provide
sequence signatures that can b~ used JS seJrch queries to
identify homologous sequences in th~ dJtabast:.'s.

MS can also be used to analyze differentially expressed
proteins

The aim of many proteomics experiments is to identify
proteins whose abundance differs significantly across two or
more samples. One way in which this can be achieved is to
examine 2D gels and identify spots that show quantitative
variation, Jnd several software pJckages are avaibble to aid
such comparative investigations. An alternative is to Iabd
proteins from rwo different samples by conjugation with Cy3
and Cy5. and separate them on the same gel (see Patten and
Beecham. 200 I; Rabilloud. 2002: Figl/re 9. I J). This approach,
known as difference gel electrophoresis (DIGE). exploits
the SJIllt:.'principle as differential gene expression with DNA
microJrrJYs, as discussed in Section IY.3.3. Y~t JnothlT way to
address the problem is to label proteins from different <;ources
with isotope coded affinity tags (TCATs: Gygi ('( al.,
1999a; Sechi and Oda, 2003). A mass spectrometer can easily
distinguish and quantity two isotopically labeled forms of the
sallle compound thJt are chemically identical and can be co-
purified. An ICAT method has therefore been developed
using J biotinylatcd iodoacetamide derivative to selectiv~]y
label protein mixtures at their cysteine residues. The biotin tag
allows affinity purification of the taggl'd cystl'ill~ pl'ptidl's

y' .' ~ , • "" "" " ••• " -"'~'''' ••

Box 19.4: Mass spectrometry in proteomics, " , . ,.,
.. ~ , - "" ..

THE MASS SPECTROMETER

A mass spectrometer has three components. The ionizer
converts the analyte into gas phase ions and accelerates them
towards the mass analyzer, which separates the ions according
to their mass/charge ratio on their way to the ion detector,
which records the impact of individual ions, presenting these as
a mass spectrum of the analyte.

Soft-ionization methods

The ionization of large molecules without fragmentation and
degradation is known as soft ionization. Two soft ionization
methods are widely used in proteomics. Matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization (MALOI) involves mixing the analyte (the
tryptic peptides derived from a particular protein samplel with a
light-absorbing matrix compound in an organic solvent.
Evaporation of the solvent produces analyte/matrix crystals,
which are heated by a short pulse of laser energy. The
desorption of laser energy as heat causes expansion of the
matrix and analyte into the gas phase. The analyte is then ionized
and accelerated towards the detector. In electrospray
ionization (ESI), the analyte is dissolved and the solution is
pushed through a narrow capillary. A potential difference,
applied across the aperture, causes the analyte to emerge as a
fine spray of charged particles. The droplets evaporate as the
ions enter the mass analyzer.

MASS ANALYZERS

The two simplest types of mass analyzer used in proteomics are
the quadrupole and time of flight (TOF) analyzers. A
quadrupole analyzer comprises four metal rods, pairs of which
are electrically connected and carry opposing voltages that can
be controlled by the operator. Mass spectra are obtained by
varying the potential difference applied across the ion stream,
allowing ions of different mass/charge ratios to be directed
towards the detector. A time of flight analyzer measures the time
taken by ions to travel down a flight tube to the detector, a factor
that depends on the mass/charge ratio.
TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETRY (MS/MS)

This involves the use of two or more mass analyzers in series.
Various MS/MS instruments have been described including
triple quadrupole and hybrid quadrupole/time of flight
instruments. The mass analyzers are separated by a collision
cell that contains inert gas and causes ions to dissociate into
fragments. The first analyzer selects a particular peptide ion and
directs it into the collision cell, where it is fragmented. A mass
spectrum for the fragments is then obtained by the second
analyzer. These two functions may be combined in the case of
more sophisticated instruments, such as the ion trap and
Fourier transform ion cyclotron analyzers.
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Figure 19.11: Principle of MAlDI-TDF MS.

The analyte (usually a collection of tryptic peptide fragments) is mixed with a matrix compound and placed near the source of a laser. The
laser heats up the analyte/matrix crystals causing the analyte to expand into the gas phase without significant fragmentation. Ions then
travel down a flight tube to a reflector, which focuses the ions onto a detector. The time of flight Ithe time taken for ions to reach the
detector) is dependent on the charge/mass ratio and allows the mass of each molecule in the analyte to be recorded.

after proteolysis with trypsin. The ICAT reagent is available in
'heavy' (dH) and 'light' (dO) isotopically labeled forms, which
llIay be used to differentially label cell pools under different
conditions (e.g. health and disease). After labeling. the cells are
cOIl1billCd. lysed and the proteins isolatcd so that purification
10s'\L''\ occur equally in both sJmplLs. !'iorope intensities are
cOlllp:lred for peprides as they enter the mass spcC[romcrcr. If
they an.~equivalent, then no upregubrioll or downregulation
Ius occurred, and the protein is of 110 immediate inten.:st. If
tht: ilHt'nsiries differ, thell a change in protein expression has
t:lkl'1l place, ~Hld the protein is of in(t.'rest. The amount of the
{wo fOfllls is measured, and the peptide dO-form is frJgmented
and identified by database searching as discussed in the text.

19.4.3 Expression proteomics has been used to study
changes in the proteome associated with
disease and toxicity

Proteomics can reveal disease markers and potential
drug targets not identified by transcriptome analysis
The varying abundance of specific proteins in healthy and
disease samples, or in SJl1lples represclltillg thc progression of a
disease, can help to revcal useful markcrs and novel drug
targets. For example, several proteins have been identified that
arc expressed Jt abnormal levels ill breast cancer, including
PCNA (proliferating cell nuclear antigen, J component of
DNA polymerase) and various heat shock proteins (Franzen et

<1/ .. 1996). Heat shock proteins wert' also shown to be uprcgu-

bted in colorectal cancer, while the enzymc cyclooxygcnase 2
:lIld J f.ltty acid binding protein were fOlilld to be significantly
dowlll'egulated (Stulik C{ <1/., 1'J'J9).Various markers, including
differellt types of keratin. arc expn:ssed as bladder cancer
progrl'sses from the carly trallsitiollal epithelium stage to full-
blown squamolls cell carcinollla.Tht'sc call be used as n1Jrkers
to assess the degree of ditTerentiation and therefore chart the
progression of the disease. Notc. howcvL'l". that care is needed
when handling samples because it i:-.easy to comaminate the
millute amounts of protein excised from the spots on 2D gels
with hair and skin, which Jre also rich in keratin!

Although the applicJtions of expression proteomics and
transcriptomics are similar, proteOll1ics has the advJntage that
it S;1IllpleS the actual function;],1 Illolecuk's of tile cell Jnd takes
into account post-trJnslationallllodifications. We luve already
discllssed stathmin as an example - this signaling: protein is
llpregubted in childhood leukemia, but only the phosphoryl-
;1ted form is linked to the disease. Proteolllics is 31so advanta-
geous for the analysis of body fluids. which do not contain
mRNA. For example, Celis {'{ al. (2111111)have shown that a
protein called psoriasin is enriched in tht.' urine of bladder
cancer p3tients and can be uSt.'d as all t.'3r1y diagnostic marker
for the disease.

Toxicoproteomics helps to establish the basis of adverse
drug responses
As discussed in Chapter 21. individu::lls have ditTerent reac-
tions to drugs due to polymorphic variations in drug
receptors and in the enzymes Jlld transport proteins that
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Figure 19.12: Protein annotation by mass spectrometry.

Individual protein samples le.g. spots from 20-gelsl are digested with trypsin, which cleaves on the C-terminal side of lysine IKI or arginine
IRI residues as long as the next residue is not proline, The tryptic peptides can be analyzed as intact molecules by MALDI-TOF, and the
masses used as search queries against protein databases. Algorithms are used that take protein sequences, cut them with the same
cleavage specificity as trypsin, and compare the theoretical masses of these peptides to the experimental masses obtained by MS. Ideally,
the masses of several peptides should identify the same parent protein, in this case human lysozyme. There may be no hits if the protein is
not in the database, or more likely, that it has been subject to post-translational modification or artifactual modification during the
experiment. Under these circumstances. ESI-tandem mass spectrometry can be used to fragment the ions. The fragment ion masses can
be used to search EST databases and obtain partial matches, which may lead eventually to the correct annotation. Altematively, the
masses of peptide ladders can be used to determine protein sequences de novo.

determine: how drugs arc absorbed. metabolized and
excreted. Proreomics can play an important role in the
prediction and investigation of adverse drug responses by
indicating changes in the proreome occurring after drug
treatment. Since drugs afC molecules that interact directly
with proteins and modify their behavior, many drug
responses will not affect IllIl..NA abundance and will
therefore have no effect on the rranscriptOine.

As an example. we consider the immunosuppressant drug
cyclosporin A. This is widely used to prevent rejection
following grafts or organ transplants, especially in children.
Olle of cllL' major side efTe((s of cyclosporin A is kidney
wxicity, which occurs in nearly 40% of patients. The toxicity is
associated with the loss of calcium in the urine and resulting
calcification of the kidney tubules. Proteomic analysis of rat.
and subo;;equently human, kidneys from ulltn:ated patients and
those treated with cyclosporin A showed a striking difference
in the level of one particular protein, the calcium-binding
protein calbindin (Aaicher et "I., 1998). This protein was
mllch less abundant in the kidneys of humans and rats trcatt..:d
with cyclosporin A, and illlmediately suggested the Illt..:ch-
anisnl of cyclosporin A nephrotoxicity. Interestingly. calbindin

is IlOt depleted in monkeys treated with cyclosporin A and
cOllsequently the)' do not suffer the same adverse drug effe((s
as humans. Studying the way in which cydosporin A is
Illt..:tabolized in monkeys m:'!y therefore lead [0 a mechanism
to avoid toxicity in hum:'!lls.

19.4.4 Protein structures provide important functional
information

Protein structure may be conserved even when
sequences have diverged to the extent that a
homologous relationship can no longer be recognized

At the beginning of this chapter. we showed how similar
prott..:in sequellces generally have similar stru((ureo;; and
thert..:fore o;;imilar fUllcrions. The function of a protein (or a
dOlnain tht'reof) is dept.'ndenr on its tertiary structure, which io;;
also known as its fold.This forms the binding sites, interaction
domains and catalytic pockets tlut actually carry out the
biochemical activity of tht..:protein. Within these structures, a
smallllull1bt'r of amino acid rcsidut's Illay be absolutely critical
for specific chemical reactions, t'.g. residues within the active
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Figure 19.13:Demonstration o!the principle of difference gel
electrophoresis.

Identical samples of proteins from the bacterium Erwinia
carotovora were labeled with Cy3 and Cy5.but the Cy5sample
was spiked with eight-fold the normal concentrations of two
test proteins, myoglobin and conalbumin. Proteins that are
equally abundant in the samples appear yellow, because the
Cy3 and Cy5signals are of equal intensity in the overlay image,
The three conalbumin isoforms and two myoglobin isoforms,
with higher abundance in the Cy5-labeled population, appear as
red spots. Reproduced from Lilley et al. (20011 with permission
from Elsevier Science.

site of an enzyme that react with tht:.' substrate. However, most
of rhe :lJllino acids ill a protein have a strucrur:d role Jnd help
to maintaill these critical residues in the correct relative
positions. Tht'reran:. evolution acts predomiluntly on the
structure ofa protein not its seqW:llCL' and as long as the fold is
conserved. mJny changes :It the sequence level can be
rokrated. The overall result is due during evolution protein
structure is Illorl' highly conserved dUll seqUl'llce.

The practical consequence of srrucrural conservation is
that the comparison of protein srructun..'s can reveal discant
L'\'olutiollary relationships and then:fore help to assign func-
tioll" to ullcharacrerized proteins t:ven \\'h~1l all trace of
seCJul'llct: <;illlilarity Ius vanished. An t:xalllpk is the charac-
tt:riz:ltioll of AdipoQ. a protein of initially unknown
(ullction that is secreted from adipocytes. Structural analysis
of this protein shows a clear and un:llllbiguous relationship
to the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) Euuily of chemokines
:lIld therefore indicates that AdipoQ is also a signaling
protein. The structural relationship bt:rween AdipoQ and
TNFo: is "how11 in F(\Z/lr(' 19.1-4 along with 3 multiple
sequellce alignment of five supt:rfamily members based on
the cousen'ed structures (Shapiro ;lIld Schner, 1998).

Algorithms are available for the pairwise comparison of
protein structures

The eX:lI11ple discussed above suggests that a relatively
straightforward way to annotate ~lI1Yorplun gene would be to
obtain the structure of the encoded hypothetiral prorein and
compare it to known structures in a mannCf analogous to
sequence comparison. in order to achieve this. it would be
necessary to obtain the structure of the hypothetical protein
(Box 19.5) and use bioinformatic resourct.'s ro compare this
structure to protein structures that 3re alreJdy known. The
largest repository for protein structures is the Protein
Databank (PDB) which is maintained bs' the Research
Collaboratory of Structural Biology at Rutgers University
(http://www.rcsb.org).The data are stored as flat files with the
positional coordinates of each atom ill tabubted for IlI.This is
known as the PDB file forn'1at.

Several computer programs are aVJilabk free over the
Internet which convert POB files inro three-dimensional
models (e.g. Rasmo\. MolScript, Chime). Furthermore, a large
numbn of algorithms has been written to 3How protein struc-
tures to be compared (Sillitoe and Orengo. 2()()2). Generalis'.
these work on one of twO principles ~dthough "ome more
recent progrJms employ elements of both:

~ intenllolecular cOlllparison, tht: "rructures of t\\"o
proteins are superimposed :lIld tht: algorithm attempts to
minimize the distance bctwl'en superilliposed atoms
(F~l!lIr(' /9. 15a). The function used to m!.:Jsurc the simi-
larity bet\veen structures is gener:dly the root mean
square deviation (RMSD), which is the sCJuare root of
the aVLragt: squared distance between equivalent atoms
(Fi~III'<'19, I Sa). The RMSD decreases as protein structures
become more similar, and is zero if two identical structures
arc superimposed. Examples of such algorithms include
Comp-3D and ProSup.

~ intralllolecular comparison. the "tructures of twO
protein" are compared side by sidc, :llld the algorithm
Illeasures the illfcn/(/I distances betwccn t:quivalellt atoms
withill cach structure Jnd idl'lltific" :lligrJIlll'IItS in which
tiles!.: illtnnal distances are most c1osl'ly matched (hgllrc
/9, 15b). An example of such an algorithm is DALI.
Algorithllls that employ both Illethods include
COMi'ARElt and VAST.

Structural genomics (structural proteomics) aims to
solve the structures of a representative set of proteins
covering fold space

Thl'l"l' .:lITapproximately 30 000 genes in the hUlllJn genome
but Jl1all)"of thest' can be grouped illto falllilies (paralogs)
with similar sequences. As discussed abovc, '\illlilar sequcnce
implics silllibr structure. therefore rhl' difTt:rl'llt members of
eJch gene faJl1ily are likely to encode proteill'\ with the same
fold. EVl'll gene families that show no significant sequence
homology can encode structurally silllibr proteins, as shown
above for AdipoQ and the TNF f.1mily,Takillg the compli-
cation of multiple domain protein" into considt:ratioll. it has
bet'n estimated that there are fewer t!lJr IO()O differenr
prott:in (olds in existence. This IllC.:lI1"that if one represen-

http://www.rcsb.org.The
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Figure 19.14:Functional annotation on the basis of structural similarity where no sequence homology can be detected.

(A) A ribbon diagram comparison of AdipoQ and TNFa. The structural similarity is equivalent to that within the TNF family. (B) Structure-
based sequence alignment between several members of the TNF family (CD40L,TNFa and TNFj3) and two members of the Cl q family (CI qA
and AdipoQ). Highly conserved residues (present in at least four of the proteins) are shaded, and arrows indicate j3-strand regions in the
proteins. There is little sequence similarity between AdipoQ and the TNF proteins (e.g. 9% identity between AdipoQ and TNFa) so BLAST
searches would not identify a relationship. However, the structural alignment shows conserved residue patterns that could be used to
recognize novel family members among orphan genes (see Section 19.2.2). Reproduced from Shapiro and Scherer (19981 with permission
from Elsevier Science.
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tative protein from l"1Ch fold family could bt' structurally
resolved. it might be possibk to annOtate all orph:m genes
using srfu([ural data.

Se\'eral pilot programs have been initiated around the world
to solve protein structures on a global scale in an attempt [0

(o\'er 'fold space' and obtain the struc[Ures of a representative
set of proteins (Btenner, 200 I: Norin and Sundstrom, 2002;
Zhang and Kim, 2(03). In most of these projects. high
throughput X-ray cry'\t<lllogr:1phic analysis is being carried Oll[

1Iliing the techniqul' of lIl//lri-ll'twelellgth dl1011Uflol/s t!ispasil)11

(.1/<1D) (see Box /9.5 and Heinemann et a/ .. 200 I). A common
theme in these progr:II1l'\ is a funnel effect. where a proportion
of proteins is lost at L':ICh stage of analysis. For every 25 proteins
that arc expressed. Dilly five yidd crystals Jnd only onc
generates lIseful difTrJction dJta. While some of the programs
are concentrating on human or pathogen proteins with rele-
,'ann' to disease. moq iTl\"Olveproteins from bacteria with small
gCl10mes (e.g. H1lc,lIi)plli/1l5 il!/]IIf'u..:-ae) or from thermophiles
(l'.g: .. \ lerllal1o(o((1/5 J",,"asell;; .. \ lerJwl1obt1creri"m rllerllloall-

rorropltiwlII). This is because bacteria with sll1all genol1les also
have sm:lll proteolllcs but should still cont~lin rcprcsentatives of
:111 protein families, while proteins from thermophiles should be
Illorc stable when expn;·ssed in E. (oli. The output of these.:'pilot
programs suggests that about 70% of hypothetical proteins
contain known folds ,lI1d theon:tically could be annotaH,.·d on
the basis of srrucrural d,Ha. \\·hile 30% contain entirely novd
folds whose function\ ,Ife unknown. Complications includc the
difficulty in providillg rigorous dcfinitions of protcin structurcs
and the 'Russian doll dl"lx:t' wherc there is a contilluolls r:lI1gc

of intt'rl11ediate structures betwt't'll distiner fold types. These
problems are discussed in Box 19.6.

19,4,5 There are many different ways to study
individual protein interactions

The fUllction of:l protein Illay nOt be obvious even aftef a
comprchensive study of its sequellce. structure and expression
profile. In such cases, it may be advantagl'ous to identify thosc
protcins with which it interacts spccifically. t,'specially if these
turn out to bc proteins that havt" becn well studied and whose
functions are already known. For l'xalTlpk, if a new and
uncharacrerizcd protein is shown to illtl'racr with other
proteins that are required for RNA splicing. thell the new
protcin is likely to have a role in the '\;11Tl1'process. In this way
proteills can be linked into functional ncr\\'orks in the cell.

A large Tllllllber of methods is available for the study ofindi-
vidual protcin interactions, including genetic. biochemical and
physical techniques (see Phizicky and Fields, 1995). While
genetic methods can be applied only to model organisms stich
as Dro,,,p/ti/a and yeast, biochemical and physical methods can
be applied to human cells dirL'ctiy. A classical biochemical
mcthod is affinity chromatography. in which a particular
bait protein i'i immobilized on the supporting matrix of a chro-
matography column. and a cell Iy\ate is added. Proteins that
intcract with the bait are retained on the columJl \\'hill' other
protl'in\ ::m: \\',lshed through. The interacting proteins call be
elutcd by inCfl'asing the salt COnCl'lltr;1tioll of the buffer.
Another biochemical approach is co-immunoprecipitation.

(A)

RMSD = j ~Lid~

(6)

Figute 19.15: Comparison 01 protein structures, with circles representing Ca atoms 01 each amino acid residue and lines representing
the path olthe polypeptide backbone in space.

(A) Intermolecular comparison involves the superposition of protein structures and the calculation of distances between equivalent atoms
in the superimposed structures (shown as bi-directional arrows). These distances are used to calculate the root mean square deviation
(RMSO), with the formula shown (R is the RMSO, d is the distance between the ~h pair of superimposed Ca atoms and N is the total number
of atoms aligned. A small RMSO value computed over many residues is evidence of significantly conserved tertiary structure.
(B) Intermolecular comparison involves side-by-side analysis based on comparative distances between equivalent atoms within each
structure (shown as color-coded dotted lines).
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achieve this is by soaking the crystals in a heavy metal salt
solution so that heavy metal atoms diffuse into the spaces that
were originally occupied by solvent. Metal atoms diffract X-rays
more strongly than the light atoms normally found in proteins. By
comparing the reflections generated by several different
isomorphous crystals la process termed multiple isomorphous
replacementl the positions of the heavy atoms can be worked
out and this allows the phase of diffraction in the unsubstituted
crystal to be deduced.

Alternative techniques exploit the phenomenon of anomalous
scattering, where distinct diffraction patterns are generated
when metal atoms in a protein crystal are struck by X-rays
whose wavelength is close to their absorption edge. The
magnitude of anomalous scattering varies with the wavelength
of the incident X-rays, so one type of metal-containing crystal
can be bombarded at several different wavelengths and different
diffraction patterns obtained from which the phase of scattering
can be calculated. This is the basis of techniques such as
SIRAS (single isomorphous replacement with anomalous
scattering) and MAD (multiple wavelength anomalous
scattering). In the latter technique, the protein is expressed in
bacteria and incorporates the metal-substituted amino acid
selenomethionine. In each case the differences in the
intensities of the reflections caused by anomalous scattering are
very small, so synchrotron radiation sources and accurate
recording of reflection data are essential. Finally, the electron
density map is built into a structural model. This requires one
more crucial piece of information - the amino acid sequence
- because it is difficult to distinguish amino acid side chains

using diffraction data alone.

SOLVING PROTEIN STRUCTURES BY NUCLEAR MAGNETIC
RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY

Some proteins cannot be crystallized, but it may be possible to
use nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to
solve their structures if they are relatively small. Until recently,
the technique was limited to proteins of 15 kDa or less, but
advances in data analysis now allow the proteins up to 100 kDa
in size to be studied. The technique exploits the fact that some
atomic nuclei have the propensity to switch between magnetic
spin states in an applied magnetic field when exposed to radio
waves of a certain frequency. When the nuclei flip back to their
original orientations, they emit radio waves that can be
measured. The frequency of the emitted radio waves depends on
the type of atom and its chemical context. For example, the
hydrogen nuclei in a methyl group will produce a different signal
from those in an aromatic ring. By varying the nature of the
applied radio waves, it is also possible to determine how close
together two nuclei are in space, even if they are not connected
by covalent chemical bonds. This is known as the nuclear
Overhauser effect (NOEl.

From a two-dimensional NMR spectrum including NOE
information, it is possible to work out which nuclei are covalently
joined together and which are close together in space. In
combination with the amino acid sequence of the protein this

Electron density maps can be constructed from these data using
a mathematical function called the Fourier transform. The more
data used in the Fourier transform, the more refined and
accurate the resulting structural model. Accurate structural
determination requires a well-ordered crystal that diffracts
X-rays strongly. This can be a significant bottleneck in structural
determination because protein crystals can be extremely
difficult to grow, even with the availability of automated
crystallization stations that allow thousands of reactions to be
carried out in parallel under slightly differing conditions.
A conventional X-ray source may be used for structural analysis
but synchrotron radiation sources are favored because they
produce X-rays of much greater intensity.

The construction of electron density maps from diffraction data
relies on three pieces of information: the wavelength of the
incident X-rays Iwhich is already knownl, and the amplitude and
phase of the scattered X-rays. Unfortunately, only the amplitude
of scattering can be determined from the pattern of reflections.
The phase must be calculated by carrying out further diffraction
experiments with isomorphous crystals, i.e. crystals of the
same structure but which incorporate heavier atoms that
produce alternative diffraction patterns. The standard way to

X-ray diffraction image of a protein phosphatase.

Courtesyof Daniela Stock, MRCLaboratoryof Molecular Biology,
Cambridge,UK.

SOLVING PROTEIN STRUCTURESBY X-RAY
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

X-ray crystallography exploits the fact that X-rays are
scattered, or diffracted, from protein crystals and the nature of
the scattering depends on the organization of the atoms within
the crystal. The diffracted X-rays can positively or negatively
interfere with each other, generating patterns called reflections
on a detector.
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Box 19.5: Determination of protein structures (continued)

allows a list of distance constraints to be produced that firstly
describes the secondary structural elements of the protein
(these have very specific distance relationships, see Section
1.5.51and then allows models of the tertiary structure to be
developed. Generally, there are several variants of the tertiary
structure that fit the distance data equally well, so these are
deposited as an ensemble of models rather than one precise
structure as is the case for X-ray crystallography.

PROTEIN STRUCTURE PREDICTION
Although the technology for solving protein structures has
advanced significantly, it remains a labor-intensive and
expensive process. An alternative although somewhat less
accurate method is to predict protein structures using
bioinformatic methods (Jones, 20001.At the present time, it is
possible to predict secondary structures in hypothetical proteins
quite accurately but tertiary structures require a template
structure on which the model can be based.

The secondary structure of a protein can be predicted according
to the propensity of certain amino acids to occur in particular
secondary structures. Some amino acids, such as glutamate,
have a helical propensity (I.e. they are most abundant in
",-helices). Others, such as valine, have a strand propensity
(i.e. they are most abundant in l3-strands and l3-sheetsl. Glycine
and proline are unusual in that they are rarely found in secondary
structures at all. Indeed they are often found at the ends of
helices and strands and appear to act as 'structural terminators'.
The appearance of a string of residues with helical or strand
propensity strongly indicates the presence of such a structure in
the protein. However, secondary structure predictions based on
single proteins are unreliable because there are individual
examples of all amino acids appearing in all types of secondary

a technique in which antibodies specific for a particular bait
protein are added directly to the cell lysate resulting in the
precipitation of the antibody-bait protein complex. Any
proteins interacting with the bait are co-immunoprecipirated.
Both affinity chromatography and co-imll1uI1oprecipirJrion
can be lIsed to isolate entire protein c0l11plexes. allowing the
different components to be identified by MS (Section 19.4.2).
This is one of the l11Jjor technology pbrforJlls in inrcracrion
prateomics. It has been widely llSt,'dfor the characterization of
protein complexes such as ribosomes. the anaphase promoting
complex. the nuclear pore complex and signaling complexes.
and has recently been 3pplicd on a gcnomic scale (L-.g. Gavin ci

al .. 2002: Ho ('( ill.. 2002: see F/:1!//rc /9./6). Specific intlT-
actions within each complex can be swdil.'d by chcmical crtJ:•.\-
lil/kil/g.

19.4.6 High throughput interaction screening using
library-based methods

It would be" useful if high-throughput intcraction screening
methods provided a direct link between the proteins ;md the

structure. Multiple alignments can remove this uncertainty by
identifying conserved blocks of residues that favor the formation
of helices or strands. The most sophisticated algorithms, such as
PSI-PREO (Jones, 20001, use multiple alignments and also
incorporate evolutionary and structural information from the
databases to enhance the accuracy of their predictions.

Tertiary structures are much more difficult to predict than
secondary structures because there are millions upon millions of
different ways in which any given linear chain of amino acids
could fold. If enough solvent molecules are incorporated into the
model to make it realistic, the system becomes too complex to
study without some knowledge of the behavior of known
proteins. For this reason, ab initio prediction methods are of no
practical use. However, if the structure of a closely related
protein is available, it can be used as a template to build a
structural model of the query sequence. This is known as
comparative modeling or homology modeling and generally
works if the two sequences show> 25% identity. More distant
relationships can be modeled by threading, where the sequence
of a hypothetical protein is compared to those in the Protein Data
Bank in an attemptto find compatible folds. It is often possible to
find folds matching the protein core, which is highly conserved,
but the external loops are extremely variable. It may be possible
to find similar loops on other proteins using a so-called spare
parts algorithm. Thus, the structural model is built up as a series
of pieces from compatible sequences with known structures.
The final step in both threading and comparative modeling is the
refinement of the model, which involves moving side chains to
avoid clashes and minimizing the overall free energy of the
structure.

genes encoding them. This has been addressed by the devel-
opment oflibrary-based methods for interaction screening. In
principle, any standatd cDNA expression library could be
screened \·vith a protein bait instead of a DNA probe. In
practice, however, this is laborious because the same library
nllist be screened many times to characterize the interactions
of different baits. Two novel technologies have been used to
screcn for protein interactions and these 3re discussed bdow.

Interaction screening by phage display involves panning
for interactions between bait proteins immobilized in the
wells of microtiter dishes and interacting proteins
expressed on the surface of recombinant bacteriophage

Phage display is a form of expression cloning in which
foreign DNA fragments are inserted into a bacteriophage
coat protein gene (See Section 5.6.2 and Burton. 19()5).The
recombinant gene can then be expressed as a fusion prott:in.
which is incorporated into the virion Jnd displayed 011 tilt:
surface of the phage (Figlfre /9.17). The fusion phage will
bind to any protein that interacts with the foreign
componcnt displayed on its sur[1ce. Interaction screening is
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Figure 19.16:The network 01 protein interactions in yeast discovered by the systematic analysis 01 protein complexes by mass
spectrometry.

A graph representing the yeast protein complex network. established by linking complexes sharing at least one protein Icomplexes sharing
more than nine proteins have been omitted lor clarity). In the upper panel, cellular roles olthe individual complexes are color coded as
follows: red, cell cycle; dark green, signaling; dark blue, transcription, DNA maintenance and chromatin structure; pink, protein and RNA
transport; orange, RNA metabolism; light green, protein synthesis and turnover; brown, cell polarity and structure; violet, intermediate and
energy metabolism; light blue, membrane biogenesis and traffic. The lower panel is an example of a complex ITAP-C21211inkedto two other
complexes ITAP-Cn and TAP-CllO) by shared components (red lines indicate known physical interactionsl. After Gavin et al. (20021
Functional organization olthe yeast proteome by systematic analysis of protein complexes. Nature 415, 141-147 with permission from
Nature Publishing Group and CelllOme AG.

carried out by crL'~l[inga pluge display library ill \vhich CJch
protein in the prorcomt' is displayed on the plug!: surface.
The wells of microriter plates are then coated with pJrticular
b:lir proteins of interest, and the phage display library is
pipeted into each well. Phage with interaCting proteins 011
their slIrfJce will rCI11Jin bound to the surface of the well

while those with noninrcracting protcin,; arc washed away. A
particular advantage of the technique is that the retained
pl1Jge. displaying interacting proteins, can be dU(t'd from the
wells and llsed to infect E. coli. resulting in massive amplifi-
cation of the corresponding cDNA sequellce, which can then
bt: obtained and used to identify the intnacting proteins by
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Wild type phage

Display prey proteins
on phage surface

PHAGE DISPLAY LIBRARY

Insert gene fragments encoding
candidate interactors into coat
protein gene

I~~~.....~

Which proteins interact
with PROTEIN X?

Apply PROTEIN X to the surface
of a membrane or microtiter well /MiX

Recover bound phage, sequence and characterize the foreign gene insert.

Figure 19.17:The principle of phage display as applied to high-throughout interaction screening (for the general principle. see Figure 5.22).

Bait proteins, for which interactors are sought, can be immobilized on the surface of microtiter wells or membranes. All other proteins in
the proteome are then expressed on the surface of bacteriophage, by cloning within a phage coat protein gene, to create a phage display
library. The wells or membranes are then flooded with the phage library. For any given bait protein IX}, phage carrying interacting proteins
will be retained while those displaying noninteracting proteins will be washed away. The bound phage can be eluted in a high-salt buffer
and used to infect E. coli, producing a large amount of phage particles containing the DNA sequence of the interacting protein.

database searching. Disadvantages of phage display include
rhe ill Ilirro assay format and the fact that only short peptide
sequence can be displayed on the phage surface without
disrupting its replication cycle. l30th of these features of the
technique may prevent specific interactions taking place.

111 addition (0 inceracrion screening, phage display is also
useful for several other applications including:

~ antibody engineering. PllJge dispby is proving a powerful
alternative SOllrce of antibodies (including hWllJnized anti-
bodies). It GII1 bypass immunization and even hybridom3
technology (Winter el al., I <)<)4:see Section 21.3.4;

• general protein engineering. Pluge display is a powerful
adjunct to random mutagenesis programs as a way of
selecting for desired varialHs frolll a library of mutants.

The yeast two-hybrid system has the highest throughput
of any interaction screening technology and involves the
assembly of a functional transcription factor from
separate components

The Illost widely used library Illethod for interacriol1
screening is the yeast two-hybrid systL'Jll. also called the inter-
action trap system (Fields and Sternglanz, I <)<)4).As well as
idl'l1tifying proteins rh::n bind to :1 protein under study, this
llll'rhod can ;1150be used to delincate domains or residues
crucial for interaction. Proteins dur physie-tlly interact are
detected by their ability to assemble an ::l.crivl' rr:111scriprion
factor ;:1I1d therefore activate a reporter gene and/or selectable
marker. The key to the two-hybrid Illt'rhod i~rhe obscrvarloll

that transcription L,ctors comprise two "cp:lrate domains. a
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Box 19.6: Structural classification of proteins.

Functional annotation on the basis of protein structure requires
a rigorous and standardized system for the classification of
different structures. Several different hierarchical classification
schemes are available which divide proteins first into general
classes based on the proportion of various secondary structures
they contain, then into successively more specialized groups
based on how those structures are arranged (Pearl and Orengo,
20021.These schemes are implemented in databases such as
SCOP (Structural Classification of Proteinsl, CATH (Class,
Architecture, Topology, Homologous superfamilyl and FSSP(Fold
classification based on Structure-Structure alignment of
Proteinsl.

These databases differ in the way classifications are achieved.
For example, the FSSP system is implemented through fully
automated structural comparisons using the DALI program.
CATH is semi-automatic, using automatic comparisons that are
manually curated. SCOP is a manual classification scheme and
is based on evolutionary relationships as well as geometric
criteria. Not surprisingly, the same protein may be classified
differently when the alternative schemes are used (Hadley and
Jones, 1999). There is broad general agreement in the upper

levels of the hierarchy, but problems are encountered when
more detailed classifications are sought because this depends
on the thresholds used to recognize fold groups in the different
classification schemes.

Additional problems that lead to confusion in the structural
classification of proteins include:

~ the existence of so-called superfolds, which are found in
many proteins with diverse tertiary structures. It is necessary
to distinguish between homologous structures (which are
derived from a common evolutionary ancestor) and
analogous structures (which evolved separately but have
converged);

~ variations in the fold structure between diverse members of
the same protein family, which can result in a failure to
recognize homologous relationships;

~ the Russian doll effect, which describes a continuum of
structures between fold groups. The assignment of a
structure to a particular category then becomes very
subjective.
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An example at hierarchical structural classitication in the CATHdatabase.

continued overleaf
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1 cg2a

~-----------------~
54

1rlr

The Russian doll effect.

Four proteins are shown that show continuous structural variation over fold space. Each of the proteins shares at least 74 structurally
equivalent residues with its nearest neighbor, but the two extreme proteins show only 54 structurally equivalent residues when compared
directly. Key: 1cg2A, carboxypeptidase G2; ltade, transducin-K; ltphl, triose phosphate isomerase; 1rlr, ribonucleotide reductase protein Rl.
Based on Domingues et a/. 2000, FEBS Lellers 476, 98-102, Figure 2.

DNA binding domain Jlld J. rrJllsacrivJrioll dOI11:1ill. In mOSt
natural transcription f:lcrors. the DNA binding and aerivation
domains are part of the same polypeptide (see Section 10.2.-\).
However, an active transcription factor Gl11also Jssl'mblc (rolll

two interacting proteins clrrying separ:Hl' domains. The objL'Cf
of the two-hybrid system and dcriv;J.tivL' tL'chniqllt:s i'i to LISe a
target protein as bait for spl'cific n.:cognition by all interacting
protein which is fust;.·d to a necessary transcription facror
component.

To use the two-hybrid systl'm, sr:l11dardrccombill:lIlt DNA
methods are llsed to produce J fusion gene which encodes the
bait protein under study cOllpkd to the DNA-binding

domain of a transcription factor (F~I!.IfI·c 19.18). Cells trans-
forllled with this gene are mated to cells trJnsforlllt.·d with a
libr:lry offusion genes where cDNA sequences Jre coupled ro
the coding sequence of the transactivJtion domain (prey
constructs). The target cells are also engineered to carry a
reponeI' gene and/or a selectable marker gene which is acti-
vated by the assembled transcription flctor. Interactiuns are
tested in the resulting diploid yeast cells. If the bait and prey do
not interact, the two transcription factor domains remain
separate and the marker genes are inactive. However. ifriK' bait
and prey do interact, the transcription f.:lctor is assembled and
the marker genes are then activated faciJir:lting visual idenrifi-
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I •.• -I .... ~"""~ ,~,,~
two functional domains .....

~~CAJ ~ RNA
polymerase

... a domain that binds to DNA ... and a domain that
activates transcription

These domains must be brought together to activate a gene

in another yeast strain, express
ALL OTHER PROTEINS
as hybrids with the
transcriptional activation domain.
This produces a library of PREY

In one yeast strain,
express PROTEIN X~
as a hybrid with the
DNA-binding domain.
This IS the BAIT

Systematic crossing

PROTEIN A interacts
~ with PROTEIN X

Sequence and characterize
gene for PROTEIN A

RNA
polymerase

Library of 'two-hybrid' strains expressing the bait and one particular prey

/~

If bait and prey do not interact,
the test gene is not activated

If bait and prey do interact,
the test gene is activated

Figure 19.18: Principle and practice of the yeast two-hybrid system.

Transcription factors generally comprise two functionally independent domains, one for DNA binding and one for transcriptional activation.
These do not have to be covalently joined together, but can be assembled to form a dimeric protein. This principle is exploited to identify
protein interactions. Bait proteins are expressed in one yeast strain as a fusion with a DNA-binding domain and candidate prey are
expressed in another strain as fusions with a transactivation domain. When the two strains are mated, functional transcription factors are
assembled only if the bait and prey interact This can be detected by including a reporter gene activated by the hybrid transcription factor.
Despite the simplicity of the principle, the technique is prone to reliability and reproducibility problems. False positives arise due to
spontaneous autoactivation (the bait or prey can activate the reporter gene on their own), sticky baits and prey (proteins that interact
nonspecific ally with many others) and irrelevant interactions (chance interactions between proteins that would never encounter each
other under normal circumstances, such as those usually found in separate compartments). False negatives may arise due to peR errors in
the construct, and due to nonphysiological conditions (the assay takes place in the nucleus, so proteins from other compartments many not
fold or assemble properly).
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cation and/or "elective propagation of yeast cells cOlltaining
interacring proteins. From these ceUs. the cD A sequence of
the prey COllstfUC( can be identified.

Yeast two-hybrid Kfl:cnillg was de\-eloped for the analysili
of individual prott'ins (single bairs) but in the laSt few yea". the
technique has been Jpplied on an increasing scale, culminating
with exhaustive studies of all 40 000 000 possible protein
interactions in yeast (Uetz <'I al .. 2000; Ito el al., 2000, 20(1I).
Two varialH'\ of the tt'chniqut' an: lIsed. one in which defined
pands of bait and prey are produced and crossed systematically
(matrix tnethod) .lIId olle in which either the prey,or both
the bait and prey. an.: represented by random cDNA fragmems
(random library method) (F(ellre '/9.19). The matrix
method is exhaustive and sysrcJ1l~Hic. but less reliable thall the
library method bt'CJlIlil' each protein ill the proreolllc i" n.:pre-
sented by :l \lingle COll\ltruct that must be produced scp,lratt.'ly
by peR.Thc library method im·oh·es less work :lnd i\l~llh-an-
t3geolls bCCJll\lc each prey is represented by multiple, o\'cr-
lapping clol1t's. Thi, rt.'duces thl.:.'likelihood of [,Isc 11l'g::ltin'l,
because variations of the same prt'y construct are a\':libbk, and
:lIso rt.'duce'i the levt'l of f:llse po~itives because independent
hits with different constructs representing the same prey
incrt.':lsc tht.' confidence len;'1 :lttributed to Jny illtcractioll\l
that art.' dett.'ctt.'d. ()n'rall. howe\·er. the rCllults of brge scale
screens mll~t be intcrpreted with caution 'iince t"3I..•t.' pO\litin'
,lJ1d ncg,Hi\'l: results occur due to a variety of factor'i (st.'t.'
Lcgrain ('f Iii .. 2()()1 tor a rt"vit'\\'). WhilL' Illost glob:d two-
hybrid studies have focllst"d 011 microbcs, :l recellt pilot
progr:llll halOshown tll:lt the technique is equally applicable to
lllaml1lJli,lIl proteol1le'i (Suzuki Cf 11/., 2001).

In addition to the basic t\\'o-h"brid system, there are deri,'-
ati\'e methods \\-ith more specialized applic:ltionll. These
include the following:

~ The one-hybrid system, which is lIsed to dctc({ ilHer-
actions between proteins and specific DNA or R A
sequences:

~ Three-hybrid systems. which are used to study Illore
complex protein interactions. including interactions that
involve both R. A and proteins (bait and hook):

~ The reverse two-hybrid system. which i, u<ed to detect
the disruption of protein interactions by tr:lIl'\forming yeast
with :1 suicide gene that is activJted by the correctly
assclllbkd tr<lnscription f:,ctor.

~ The split ubiquitin system, in which protein inter-
actions bring together the twO hake'i of the protein llbi-
quitin. The interaction lllay be Illonitort'd by tt>'iting for
degradation of the bait protcin by lIbi<-Juitlll. or by tht'
rdea~e of a functional protein such ,1'i;l tr,lIl...cription f"3ctor.

~ The SOS recruitment systen1, in \\·hich the ilHt.'r,!Cting
proteins art.' recruited to the 1llt.'lllbrallt.' and cOIllplete all

es\;enti:ll 'iigllaling pathway. The bait protein i, tethered to
the plasma membrane of a yea« cell th.1t LIck, CI)C2S
.lcti\'ity. Yeast ede 2.5 mutant'i art.' lIot \·iabk. but they C.lll be
rt"KlIt"d by the hUlllan ortholog SOS .1'0 IOllg ,1'itht.' prott.'in
i'i localized at the mell1br.Hle. L3yt.'xpre-;\ling :l librJry of
prey as 50S hybrids, thi-; can be tt.';..ted.This 'iystel1l is lI;..eful
for studying the inter:lctiolls oftramcriptioll f;lCtorS,which
would autoactivate the reporter gelle ill a cOllventiOIlJI
two-hybrid system.
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Figure 19.19: The matrix and library screening approaches to build large scale protein interaction maps.

(A) The matrix approach. This uses the same collection of proteins (1-5) as bait (81-85) and prey (Pl-P5). The results can be drawn in a
matrix. Autoactivators (for example. 84) and 'sticky' prey proteins (for example. Pl interacts with many baits) are identified and discarded.
The final result is summarized as a list of interactions that can be heterodimers (e.g. 82-P31 or homodimers (e.g. 85-P5). (B) The library
screening approach. This identifies the domain of interaction for each prey protein interacting with a given bait. Sticky prey proteins are
identified as fragments of proteins that are often selected regardless of the bait protein. Reproduced from Legrain et a/. (20011 with
permission from Elsevier Science.
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Table 19.2:A selection of databases holding information on protein interactions

Database and comments

Biomolecular Interaction Network Database (BIND)
Listsindividualprotein-protein interactions, pathways and complexes.
Alsolists protein interactions with other molecules.

Database 0/ Interacting Proteins (DIP)
Listsseveral thousand protein-protein interactions

Kyoto fncyclopedia o/Genes and Genomes (KfGG). Anextensive resource on metabolic and
signaling pathways that also has a section devoted to the structure of protein complexes

URL

htto:llwww.bind.ca

htto:/ldio.doe·mbi.uclaedu

htto:llwwwaenome.ad.io/keaal

- Meiosis

Amino acid metabolism------Membrane
fusion~

Vesicular transport

cell/\
structure __ Cell

I polarity

/ ~ Mating

ProteinIfOI:::kinesis ri~onse Syp~Ot~eeisn"s
Differentiation

Protein translocation \ / .

'" " processmgSignal transduction

Nuclear-cytoplasmic ~

Lipid fatty-acid Cell st~ress / \ '\~ RNA turnover
and sterol splicing

metabolism
Carbohydrate Poll transcription
metabolism Pol IIItranscription

Figure 19.20:Simplified 'functional group interaction map' of the yeast proteome.

The data were derived from a more complex map of individual interactions, mostly obtained from two-hybrid screens. Each line indicates
that there are 15or more interactions between proteins of the connected groups. Connections with fewer than 15 interactions are not
shown because a small number of interactions occur between almost all groups and often tend to be spurious, i.e. based on false positive
results. Onlyfully annotated yeast proteins are included and many proteins are known to belong to several functional classes. Reproduced
from Tucker et al.120011with permission from Elsevier Science.

~ Mammalian two-hybrid systen1S, which can test interac-
tions between proteins with authentic post-translational
modifications.

19.4.7 The challenge of inleraction proteomics is to
assemble a functional interaction map of the cell

Protein interaction data provide useful functional infor-
mation and, on a proreome-wide scale, potentially allow all
the proteins in the cell to be linked into functional pathways

and networks.The assin1ilation and presentation of chis data is
important and a number of databases have been established
with this purpose in mind (Table 19.2).These data are mostly
derived from large-scale MS and two-hybrid screens, but
there is a potentially very large amount of data concerning
individual protein interactions 'hidden' in the scientific liter-
ature going back many years (see blue lines in Figllre 19.16).
It will be a challenge to extract this information and inte-
grate it with that obtained from recent high-throughput
experiments. Interestingly, several bioinformatics tools have

http://htto:llwww.bind.ca
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been developed to trawl through the literature and idelltify
keywords that indicate protein interactions so that slich refer-
ences can be scrutinized by the hUlllan curators of inter-
action databases (Xenarios and Eisenberg, 2001).

A second problem is that protein interaction networks arc
not simple to represent, so clear data presentation is a signif-
icant challenge (F(~ure /9. /6). However, as might be expected.
proteins with a similar general fUllction (e.g. membrane
transport. DNA repair, amino acid metabolism) tend [0

interact with each other father 1110rc than with functionally
unrelated proteins. Complex maps can therefore be simplified
as shown in Figure /9.20 by grouping those functionally
related proteins into foci representing basic cellular proccsst:s.
Note that these processes themselves are linked in various
ways, e.g. proteins that control chromatin structure have more
interactions v'lith those involv<.:'din DNA repair and recombi-
nation than with those involved in amino acid metabolism
and protein degradation. This typt.."of presentation allows
protein interactions to be presented in a hierarchical manner,
and will also provide a benchmark allowing the plausibility of
novel interactions to be judged. Thn.:e fourths of all protein
interactions occur within the same functional protein group,
while most others occur with rebted functional groups. An
unexpected interaction between proteins involved in unre-
lated processes could be regarded with suspicion and tested by
rigorous genetic, biochemical and physical assays.

19.4.8 Information about protein interactions with small
ligands can improve our understanding of
biomolecular processes and provides a rational
basis for the design of drugs

As well as protein-protein interactions (see above) and
protein-nucleic acid interactions, proteins intl'ract with a
large number of small molecules which act eithl'r as ligands,
substrates, cargoes (in the case of transport protl'ins), cof.lctors
and allosteric modulators. In all cases, these interactions occur
because the surface of the protein and the interacting
molecule arl' complementary in shape and chemical prop-
erties, which means that binding leads to a reduction in frl'c
energy. The basis of drug design is to identify molecules that
interact specifically with target proteins and change their
actlvities in the cell. Most drugs work at the protein level and
do so by interacting with the protein and altering its activity in

Further reading

Eisenberg 0, Marcotte EM, Xenarios I,VeatesTO 120001Protein
function in the post-genomic era. Nature 405,823-827.

Hanash S 120031Disease proteomics. Nature 422,226-232.
Lee KH (2001) Proteomics: a technology-driven and technology-

limited discovery science. Trends Biotechnol. 19, 217.-222.
Lockhart OJ, Winzeler (2000) Genomics, gene expression and

DNA arrays. Nature 405, 827.-836.
Pandey A. Mann M 120001 Proteomics to study genes and

genomes. Nature 405, 837.-846.

a manner that is physiologically beneficial. Drug related side
effects often reflect nonspecific interactions with other
proteins that result in harmful effects. The more we kart}
about protein structure and protein interactions with small
molecules, the more information we can use to design more
effective and more specific drugs.

Protein-ligand interactions can be investigated by the
high-throughout screening of large numbers of chemical
compounds but the amount of work can be reduced by first
attempting to model such interactions in order to define
suitable lead compounds. If the structure of the target
protein is available (see above) computer programs known as
docking algorithms can be used to screen databasl's of
chemical structures and identify potential interacting Iigands
based on their complementarity. These Jlgorithms atte:mpt to
fit small molecules into binding sites using information 011

stcric constraints and bond energies. Examples include:
AUTODOCK, L1GlN and GRAMM. Chemical databases
can be screened not only with a binding site (searching for
complementary molecular interactions) but also with
another ligand (searching for identical molecular interJc-
tions). This process of rational drug design has led to the
production of several well-known drugs, including Relenza
and Captopril.

19.5 Summary
The genome projects produce large amounts of sequence
data, which must be mined using computers to identify genes
and regulatory elements. Once the genes are available, it is
Ilecessary to determine their functions and how the various
gene products interact with each other. In this chapter, we
have discussed how sequence and structural analysis call be
used to provide some information about protein function, and
how the development of high-throughput technologies for
transcriptome and proteome analysis have helped to link these
functiolls together. One component of functional genol1lics
we have not addressed is the use of mutants to study gene
functions. Because this involves the genetic modification of
cells and animals, we have deferred the topic ulltil the next
chapter, which considers how gene manipulation can be used
to study gene function and regulation and to build models of
human disease.
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~ CHAPTER TWENTY I GENETIC MANrPULATION OF CELLS AND ANIMALS

20.1 An overview of gene transfer
technology

Culrured cells and experimenral animals hJ\·e been widely
exploired as model systems to study aspects of our biochem-
istry, physiolob'Y and developmenr in healrh and disease. In
recent times, stich studies have benefited enormollsly frolll
gene transfer technology. which allows specific DNA
sequences to be introduced into the genome of animal cells
(transgencsis). Before gene transfer techniques were
available, the only way in which ceLIs and 3nilluls could be
genetically altered w;:as by 'IIl1fagellesis, a process that involves
the use of radiation or powerful chemicals to generate r~lJ1dom
modifications in the existing genome.

One of rhe ad,·antages oITered by gene rransfer rechnology
is rh~H it allow" lieI/! DNA sequences that have been prepJred
ill 1/;1ro to be added to the genome. These additional sequences
can be genes that provide new fi.lIlctions (gaitl C!ffil11Cl;OIl) or
constructs that inhibit the expression of endogenous genes
(/oss ~f.filllrr;ol1). On another level, gene rransfer technology
allows the existing genome to be modified in a precis£' a/ld
predeter",illed wa)l. so that mutations can be designed and intro-
duced into particular genes ill IIiI'D (gene targeting).Togcther
with sophisticated methods for the regulation of gene
expression, gene transfer technology greatly enhances our
ability to study and conrrol how genes funcrion, and to
construct mouse models of disease.

Gene transfer to cultured mammalian cells was first docu-
menred in the early I960s, when human cells were found to
rake up and incorporate fragmented genomic DNA from rheir
culture medium (Szybalska and Szybalski, 1962). Ir rook some
rime for rhe factors governing DNA rransfer to be worked our,
bur by rhe early I970s rhe inrroduction of DNA inro many cell
types was a routine procedure. At about the same rime, the first
transgenic animals were produced. Transgenic animals
conrain the same addirional D A sequence in every cell and
are generated by exrending rhe principles of gene rransfer to
ceUs rhat conrribute ro the animal germ line. The first such
animals were mice containing parr of the SV40 (simian virus
40) DNA sequence, created simply by injecring DNA into rhe
blasrocele caviries of preimplanrarion embryos Oaenisch and
Minrz, 1974). Since rhen. reliable procedures for rhe generic
modification of mice and many other species have been
developed, including invertebrate model organisms (fruit flies
and nematodes) as well as fish, frogs, birds, rats ~md various
domestic and livestock mammals. Another experimental
approach involving the genetic manipulation of animals has
had a major impact more recently. In 1997 a new era in
genetics was heralded when the first success in mammalian
cloning was reported (Wilmur el 01., 1997). This involved
transfer of the nucleus from an adult cell into an enucleated
oocyre (somatic cell nuclear transfer) and rhe rechnology
has subsequenrly been applied as an alternative roure for rhe
producrion of generically modified animals.

In rhe first parr or rhis chaprer, we describe rhe principles
and methods of gene transfer, and strategies for the genetic
manipulation of animals. In the remainder of this chapter and
in Chaprer 21, we discuss how rhese methods are applied,
focusing on the following areas of biomedical research.

~ The study of gene expression and function (this
chapter). Cultured animal cd Is have bccn widely used to
investigate gene function and the regulatioll of gene
expression. The reason for this is simple: animal cells
provide the correct genetic background and an authentic
biochcmical context for the study of animal gellcs. It i'i not
possible to recreate this context accurately with ;11 Ilitro

experimental systems. The ability to add genes or to selec-
tively ddete or alter specific gellt's in <lnilllais provides a
powerful basis for fUl1ctional analysis in the cOl1text of the
whole organism.

~ Applications in functional genomics (rhis chapter).
Gene functions can be studied Oil a global scale through
the cn.=ation of genome-wide inst,rtional Illutant libraries,
genc trap libraries and the development of high
throughput gene knockdown techniqucs based on RNA
inrerference (Secrion 20.2.6). These rechniques have been
applied to a range of model animals frolll the nematode
Cae"orlzabdir;s elega"s to the mouse. ao;;wdl as to human
ceUs in culture. They complement thc divcrsc functional
genomics strategies discussed in Chaptcr 19.

~ The creation of disease models (this chapter). Nature
has provided some animal models of dio;;t;.'ao;;eand somc have
been generated by random mutagt'nesio;;, but 11M ill a prede-
fer/IIi/led way. Gene transfer technology allows the creation
of specific mutant genotypes in ani malo;;thereby increasing
their chance of resembling human diseases at the genetic
and phenotypic levels. To a morc limitcd extent, patho-
genesis call also be modeled in cultured cells.

~ The production of recombinant proteins (Chaprer
21). Cultured ceUs and rransgenic animals have been used
as 'bioreactors' for the production of recombinant proteins.
Mamlllahan systetns are particularly advantageous for the
production of therapeutic human proteins becausc the
recombinant proteins undergo authentic post-translational
modification.

~ Developing the potential for gene therapy (Chapter
21). Gene rransfer to human cells porentially allows rhe
correction or amelioration of genetic dcft'cts.

20.2 Principles of gene transfer

20.2.1 Gene transfer can be used to introduce new,
functional DNA sequences into cultured animal
cells either transiently or stably

Gene transfer is often lIsed to add new and functional genes to
animal cells, which generally means thar rhe cells gain rhe
ability to express one or 1110renew proteins. This is described
as a gain offunction.The addirional D A sequence is called
a transgene, although it may contain one. two or even more
actual genes. It is sometimes termed ·foreign DNA· although
rhis is misleading because ir is perfectly acceprable ro
introduce extra copies of an endogenous genc, and indeed this
approach can be very useful for studying genc function. The
alternative term 'exogenous D A' can be..'applied more
generally and is preferable. Transgenes can bc introduced into
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cultured cells using a variety of viral and nonvir:ll delivery
methods, which are "iU111Tnarizcd in Box 20. 1.

The fate of the rran'genc is important. In some cases it is
maintained transiently in the host cells whereas in otl1er cases
it becomes a permanent parr of the genome. When.: virlls-
mediated gene transfer is used, the fate of the rransgcnc
depends on the properties of the virus. S0111C viruses arc only
suitable for transient expression while others afC capable of
latent infections, and long term rfansgenc t:xpn:ssion may be
possible. Retroviruses are unusual in that a DNA copy of the
virus genome integrates into the host genome shortly after
infection. Recombinant retroviruses can therefore be used to
create stably transformed cell lines.

When DNA is introduced into cultured animal cells by
transfection. it is usually in the form of bacterial plasmids that
cannot replicate in animals. A large proportion of the cells may
initially take up the DNA but it is soon broken down and any
transgenc expression is transient. The longeviry of the plasmid
depends on the qualiry of the D A and on the host cell line.
In most cells, good qualiry plasmid DNA will persist for 1-2
days but in some cases it may last much longer (in the
HEK293 line, for example, plasmid DNA may last for up to
80 h). In a very small proportion of the transfected cells. some
of the plasmid DNA integrates into the genome. resulting in
stable transformation. This is such a rare event that
powerful selection strategies must be used to identifY the
stable transformanrs.The general strategy is to include a selec-
table marker gene on the plasmid or to cotransfect the cells
with two plaslnids, one containing the primary transgene and
one containing a selectable marker. The selectable marker
gene confers a properry 011 the cell that allows it to survive in
the presence of a selective age",. such as an antibiotic. that kills
nontransformed cells (Box 20.2). In this way, it is possible to
derive stably transformed cell lines.

Alternatively, cells may be transfected with a plasmid vector
containing a viral replication origin, in which case the
transgene is maintained and replicated episomally. For some
vectors, the origin facilitates rapid, runaway plasmid repli-
cation. which leads to transient high levels of transgene
expression but then kills the cells This is the case for cas cells
transfected with plasm ids carrying an SV40 replication origin.
Conversely, vectors containing the latent replication origin of
Epstein-Barr virus (E13V) are maintained at a moderate copy
number and, if appropriate selectable markers are included.
can be used to derive stably transformed cell lines.

In summary. both viral and nonviral gcne delivery methods
can be used to introduce new genes into animal cells either
transiently or stably. Stable transformation can be achieved by
retroviral integration, the long term episomal maintenance of
a replicating vector or the integration of nonreplicJting DNA
into one of the host cell chromosomes.

20.2.2 The production of transgenic animals requires
stable gene transfer to the germ line

The methods discussed above are suitable for the transfor-
mation of cells in a culture dish but extending this technology
to whole animals is more difficult. It is impossible to introduce

DNA uniformly into all the cells of an adult animal.
Therefore, in order to produce a fully transgenic animal (an
animal containing the same transgcnc in the same context in
every cell) that ani nul must dn,·e1op from a frtlllsge"i( ..:)'~ote.
This is achien~d by stable gene transfer to the ~(!cr", lille and can
be carried out in one of two ways (Figllre 20./).

~ Directly, by introducing DNA selectillely into germ cells, the
gametes derived therefrom, or into the egg just after fertil-
ization. If the D A integrates prior to the first division of
the zygote, every cell in the resulting animal will contain
the same transgene.

~ Indirectly, by introducing D A l10llselecrively into the
embryo prior to the formation of the germ line. At this
stage, the embryonic cells are totipotent, or at least
pluripotent. which means they can form any of the celJ
rypes in the developing embryo. Because the D A inte-
grates after the first division of the zygote. only some of the
cells in the embryo will incorporate the transgene.
However. if those cells contribute to the germ line of the
embryo, transgenic gametes will be produced and the
subsequent generation of aninlals will be transgenic.

The methods for gene transfer to animals are summarized in
Table 20. I and are discussed in more detail below.

Direct gene transfer to germ line precursor cells is the
standard procedure for producing transgenic fruit flies

The introduction of DNA into germ cells is potentially a very
useful way to access the germ line because it leads to the
production of transgenic gametes. This method is not lIsed in
mammals because although mammalian primordial germ (ells are
relatively easy to isolate, culture and transfecr, it is difficult to
persuade the modified cells to contribute to the germ line
when reintroduced into a host animal. However, direct modi-
fication of germ cells is the routine method for the production
of transgenic fruit flies. In Drosophila lIIelal/ogtlSler, efficient
chromosomal integration is achieved using sequences from a
transposable element known as the P-elemelll.The transgene is
inserted between the two terminal sequcnces of the
P-element and then injected into the pole plasm of a young
embryo, which is where the nuclei of the pole rells (germ line
precursor cells) are found. The rransposase enzyme required
for P-element transposition is provided by a co-injected
plasmid, and this facilitates random transgene integration into
the genome of one or more of the pole cell nuclei. A single
copy of the transgene is usually incorporated.

DNA can be mixed with sperm or sperm nuclei and
introduced into unfertilized eggs

The direct modification of gametes is another way to generate
transgenic animals. Two very different methods have been
de\"ised: sperm-mediated 0 A deli\'ery and restriction
enzyme-mediated integration.

Sperm-mediated DNA delivery exploits the fact that
sperm heads bind spontaneously to DNA ill Ilitro. Therefore,
sperm are used as delivery vehicles although the galllete
<eellOllle ilseif is 1I0t modified. ICSI (intracytoplasmic sperm
injection) is an infertility treatment involving the injection
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glycol (PEG). A similar technique employs the hemo-
globin-free ghosts of erythrocytes;

c) lipofection. Unlike liposome-mediated transfection,
where the DNA is encapsulated within a lipid vesicle,
Iipofection involves the formation of a DNA-lipid
complex (tipoplex) which is taken up efficiently by
endocytosis. Lipofection thus has more in common with
chemical transfection than liposome-mediated trans-
fection. More recently, cationic polymer-based gene
delivery vehicles have become popular (polyplexes).
These are as efficient as lipoplexes but have the
advantage that specific copolymers can be used to
modify the physical properties of the delivery vehicle. In
some cases it has proven possible to form complexes
that have different properties at different temperatures,
allowing controlled release of DNA (Yokayama, 2002).
This could be particularly useful for in vivo gene
transfer to particular sites in the body (Chapter 21);

d) electroporation. In this method, cells are subjected to a
brief electric pulse which causes transient, nanometer-
sized pores to appear in the plasma membrane. If DNA
is present in the buffer solution at a sufficient concen-
tration, it will be taken up through these pores;

e) receptor-mediated endocytosis (Figure 21.m. In this
method, DNA is attached to the ligand of a cell surface
receptor that is recycled by endocytosis. The DNA is
released during the processing of the receptor. Under
normal circumstances, the endosome containing the
receptor- ligand-DNA complex fuses to a lysosome
and the DNA is degraded, but this can be prevented by
including adenoviral peptides in the transfection
complex since these disrupt endosomes. This method
can be used to target specific cell types based on their
rec eptor -spe cifi city.

~ DIRECT TRANSFER. This involves the direct physical intro-
duction of DNA into the cell. The obvious example is
microinjection, which is occasionally used on cultured
cells that are recalcitrant to other gene transfer methods
but is usually applied to animal eggs, zygotes or early
embryos. Particle bombardment, which involves the
acceleration of high-velocity DNA-coated microprojec-
tiles into cells, is another direct transfer method. This can
be used for cultured cells but is the method of choice for
the transfection of cells in tissue slices, and can also be
used for in vivo gene transfer (Section 21.5.4).

~ BACTERIAL GENE TRANSFER. This typically involves the
use of live, invasive bacteria that undergo lysis within the
animal cell, releasing their cargo of DNA (Higgins and
Portnoy, 1998). In the case of Salmonella species, lysis
occurs in a phagocytic vesicle, while for other species
(e.g. Listeria monocytogenes and Shigella f1exnerlllysis
occurs after the bacterium has escaped from the vesicle.
Bacteria can also attach to the cell surface and transfer
DNA through a pilus. Agrobacterium tumefaciens uses this
method to transfer DNA to plants and can also infect
cultured animal cells (Kunik et al., 2001).

There are four general classes of gene transfer methodology
that can be applied to cultured animal cells, but transduction and
transfection are the most widely used. Variations on these
methods can be used to introduce DNA into human cells in vivo
(Section 21.5).

~ TRANSDUCTION. This is virus-mediated gene transfer, i.e.
the foreign DNA is packaged inside a virus particle. Animal
viruses have evolved various ways to introduce their own
DNA or RNA into cells, and many viruses have therefore
been exploited as gene transfer vectors. These include:

a) viruses that facilitate high level transient transgene
expression, e.g. adenovirus, Sindbis virus, Semliki
Forest virus, vaccinia virus, baculovirus (in insect cells,
which support baculovirus replication);

b) viruses that are maintained in a latent episomal state
and facilitate long term stable transgene expression,
e.g. Epstein-Barr virus, herpes simplex virus,
baculovirus (in mammalian cells, which do not support
baculovirus replication);

c) viruses that integrate into the genome and can be used
for permanent, stable transformation, e.g. retroviruses,
adeno-associated virus.

~ TRANSFECTION. This involves the use of chemical or
physical tricks to persuade cells to take up DNA from the
culture medium, the DNA eventually finding its way to the
nucleus. Note that, in bacterial systems, transfection
refers to the uptake of naked viral (phage) DNA while
transformation refers to the uptake of naked plasmid or
genomic DNA. In animal cells, transfection refers to the
uptake of any naked DNA while transformation, if used in
the context of gene transfer, generally refers to a stable
and permanent change in genotype. There are numerous
different transfection methods including:

a) chemical transfection. When DNA is mixed with
calcium chloride in the presence of a phosphate buffer,
a fine DNA-calcium phosphate precipitate is formed.
This settles onto the plasma membrane of cultured cells
and is taken up by endocytosis. DNA can also form
soluble complexes with various other chemicals,
including DEAE-dextran (diethylaminoethyl-dextran) or
the detergent Polybrene. Cells that do not like being
coated with calcium phosphate can respond better to
these alternatives;

b) liposome-mediated transfection (Figure 21.8). DNA can
be encapsulated within artificial lipid vesicles known as
liposomes which fuse to the plasma membrane and
deposit their cargo into the cytosol. The efficiency of
transfection can be increased by deriving the Iiposome
from viral envelopes, which often contain proteins that
enhance membrane fusion. Such vehicles are termed
virosomes.Alternatively, actual cell membranes can be
used as the delivery vehicle. This is the basis of proto-
plast fusion, where bacterial protoplasts loaded with
DNA are centrifuged onto cultured mammalian cells
and induced to fuse with them using polyethylene



Box 20.2: Selectable markers for animal cells.

CATEGORIESOF SELECTABLE MARKER GENE

A selectable marker gene confers a property that allows stably
transformed cells to survive and grow in the presence of a
particular agent that kills or. restricts the growth of
nontransformed cells. This is known as positive selection
because cells are being selected on the basis that they carry the
marker gene (they are positive for the marker genel. Positive
selection is essential to isolate the very few cells in a culture
dish that are stably transformed following transfection with
nonreplicating DNA. There are two major classes of selectable
marker gene: endogenous selectable markers and dominant
selectable markers.

~ Endogenous selectable markers are genes that are found
in the genome of the host cell. Selection can therefore be
applied only to cells that lack a functional copy of that
gene. An example is the TK gene, encoding the enzyme
thymidine kinase. This enzyme converts free thymidine
into thymidine mono phosphate as part of the nucleoside
salvage pathway. Under normal circumstances, the
salvage pathway is nonessential because thymidine
nucleotides can also be synthesized de novo from uridine
mono phosphate. However, if the de novo pathway is
blocked with the inhibitor aminopterin, the cell becomes
dependent on TK activity. Therefore, if TK- cells Iwhich
lack a functional TK gene) are grown on HAT medium
(which contains aminopterin and thymidine) only cells
stably transformed with a TK marker gene are able to
survive.

~ Dominant selectable markers are not found in the genome
of the host cell and they confer an entirely novel property
such as antibiotic resistance. The advantage of such
markers is that they can be used in any cell type, I.e.
mutants are not required. For example, the E. coli neo gene
encodes the enzyme neomycin phosphotransferase. This
inactivates aminoglycoside antibiotics such as G41a,
allowing stably transformed cells to be selected simply by
adding G41ato the culture medium.

of sperm heads into the cytoplasm of the egg. ICSI has been
used to introduce sperm heads coated with plasmid DNA into
mal1lmalian eggs. In the first such experiment, plasm ids
containing the gene for green fluorescent protein (G FP) were
JnJchcd to mouse sperm and injected into isolated oocytes.
Nearly all of the injected eggs showed GFP activity but only
20% produced transgenic mice, suggesting that in the majority
of cases the rransgcl1c did not integrate into the cellular
genome (Perry er "I., 1999).The same technique has been used
in rhesus monkeys but although several embryos showed tran-
sient GFP activiry, none were found to be transgenic.

Restriction enzyme-mediated integration (REMI) is
the e~tabli~IKd mt,thod to produce transgenic frogs. Unlike
sperm-mediatcd gene transfer, the gamete genome is
modificd during the transfer procedure. Spcrm nuclei are
isolated. decondensed and mixed with plasmid DNA.They are
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AMPLIFIABLE MARKER GENES

If the chosen selective agent is a competitive inhibitor of the
marker gene product then it may be possible to use stepwise
selection to amplify the marker gene and achieve high level
transgene expression. This system works because the
transgenic locus in stably transformed cells generally contains
multiple tandem copies of the selectable marker and primary
transgene. Increasing the concentration of the selective agent
selects for those cells with the higher copy numbers, since they
express the marker at the highest levels. In such cells,
recombination events can occur that further increase the copy
number and increasing the selection pressure progressively
selects for cells with massively amplified transgene arrays.
Amplification is a random process and the primary transgene is
coamplified along with the marker gene. An example of such a
marker is the mouse dhfr gene, which encodes the enzyme
dihydrofolate reductase. This can be amplified by stepwise
selection with the competitive inhibitor methotrexate.

COUNTERSELECTABLE MARKER GENES
A counterselectable marker confers a property that kills stably
transformed cells, while allowing nontransformed cells to
survive. This is known as negative selection because cells are
being selected on the basis that they lack the marker gene Ithey
are negative for the marker genel. Such markers are useful for
cell ablation if they are expressed under the control of restricted
promoters. They are also useful for identifying particular types of
genetic modification, e.g. they are used to discriminate between
gene targeting events and random integration events in ES cells
(Section 20.2.4). Some counterselectable markers kill cells
directly (e.g. ricin, diphtheria toxin) while others require the
presence of a selective agent le.g. TK can be used for negative
selection in the presence of toxic thymidine analogs such as
ganciclovir).

then treated with limiting amounts of a restriction enzyme to
introduce nicks. The decondensed nuclei arc then transplanted
into unfertilized eggs where the nicks are repaired, resulting in
the integration of plasmid DNA into the genome. The nuclei
arc very fragile and the transfer procedure must be completed
quickly (Kroll and Amaya, 199h).

Microinjection of DNA into the fertilized egg is an
established way to produce transgenic mice, and is
used for transient expression assays in fish and
amphibians

Trallsgenic mice have been produced by injt:cting DNA into
the cytoplasm of the fertilized egg but a mon: dTicient tech-
niquc. and thc one that has become established. is to introduce
DNA directly into the male pronucleus just aftcr fertilization.
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Figure 20.1: The many routes by which genetically modified mice can be produced.

The boxes linked by dotted lines show the mouse life cycle and represent all the stages at which, potentially, genetic modification can be
carried out: germ cells, gametes, the zygote, the blastocyst and the adult The lower part of the figure shows another mouse as a source of
donor cells for nuclear transfer and cell transplant procedures. Red arrows show the input of exogenous DNA. Thick arrows represent the
most widely used gene transfer methods in mice.

Table 20.1: Gene transfer to animals: Summary of targets and methods for transforming the germ line.

Target cells Method

Germ cells

Sperm

Egg/zygote

Transfection of cultured primordial germ cells (mammals)
Injection into embryo at site of germ cell development (Drosophila)

Attachment of DNA to sperm heads (mammals)
Introduction of DNA into decondensed sperm nuclei (Xenopus)

Microinjection into egg cytoplasm (birds, amphibians, fish, C. elegansl
Pronuclear microinjection (mammals)
Retroviral transfer (mammals, primates)
Nuclear transfer

Blastocyst

EScells (followed by cell transfer!

Microinjection into blastocele (mammals)
ES celltransferlmice)
Retroviral transfer (mammals, birds)

Transfection - transgene addition
Transfection - gene targeting
Retroviral transfer

Somatic cells (followed by nuclear
transfer!

Transfection -transgene addition
Transfection - gene targeting
Retroviral transfer



The method is shown in F(\!lfre 20.2. The microinjcncd
transgene randomly integrates into chromosomal DNA,
usually at a single site. and lIsually as multiple copies (it is
not unusual to find 50 or more copies as head-to-tail
conc3remers). The rransgene can integrate immediately, in
which case the resulting mouse is transgenic. However, it is
more common for the DNA to integrate after one or [wo cell
divisions, in which case the resulting mouse is a mosaic
containing both transformed and nOl1rransformed cells.
Where transformed cells contribute to the germ line, the
rransgene is passed [0 the next generation of mice and this can
be verified by peR or Southern blotting or a test for
rransgene expression. It is possible to achieve germ line trans-
mission in up to 40% of microinjecred mouse eggs.
Unfortunately, while the technique can be applied to other
mammals. the transmission rate is much lower « 1%).This is
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partly due to the difficulty in handling eggs, and pardy due to
the lower surviv::llrdtes.

Microinjecrion can also be used to introduce D A into fish
and amphibian eggs but unlike the ~itLJ::ltionin nlanunals. this
DNA tends to persist in an epi,omal state and undergoes
exte.:nsive.:replication. Injected plasmid DNA may increase
50-100-fold in the early stages of development. This is
thought to reflect the fact that tht.'re is no transcription in early
fish and amphibian development. so there is an extensive
stockpile of enzymes and proteins required for DNA repli-
cation. The consequence is that fish and frog eggs can be used
as transient expression systems. Some of the DNA does inte-
grate. however. and if germ line transmission is established
then transge.:nic lines can be produced.This method is not used
in frogs because.: of the long generation intervals, but is the
standard proce.:dure for producing transgenic fish.
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Figure 20.2: Construction of transgenic mice by pronuclear microinjection

Very fine glass pipettes are constructed using specialized equipment one, a holding pipene, has a bore which can accommodate part of a
fertilized oocyte, and thereby hold it in place, while the microinjection pipette has a very fine point which is used to pierce the oocyte and
then the male pronucleus (because it is bigger!. An aqueous solution of the desired DNA is then pipetted directly into the pronucleus. The
introduced DNA clones can integrate into chromosomal DNA at nicks, forming transgenes, usually containing multiple head-to-tail copies.
Following withdrawal of the micropipette, surviving oocytes are reimplanted into the oviducts of pseudopregnant foster females (which
have been mated with a vasectomized male; the mating act can initiate physiological changes in the female which stimulate the
development of the implanted embryos). Newborn mice resulting from development of the implanted embryos are checked by PCR for the
presence of the desired DNA sequence (Gordon, 19921.
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Retroviral gene transfer has been used to produce
transgenic mammals and birds but the main application
of this method is to create developmental mosaics

Genes can be transferred into ul1selened cells of vcry early
embryos using retroviral venors because a DNA copy of the
vector integrates stably into the host genome following
infection. The infection of preimplantatioll mouse embryos
using a recombinant murine retrovirus or injection of the retro-
virus into early posrimplanrarion mouse embryos results in the
stable transformation of some cells and hence the production of
mosaics that may give rise to transgenic offspring. Similar results
have been achieved in chickens using avian retroviruses.
However, due to several linlltJrions of rcrroviral gene transfer
(the linuted amount of foreign DNA that can be incorporated
and the tendency for n.:troviral transgenes to undergo liilencing)
this technique is not widely lIsed to generate tr.:msgenic mice or
birds. Instead, it is t:wored for the production of mosaics that can
be lIsed to study gene cxprcs'iion and function in vcnebrate
development. More recently, the injection of recombinant
retroviruses into the perivitelline space o( isolated oocytes has
allowed the production of transgenic catrle (Chan et al., 1998)
and the first ever transgenic primate, a rhesus monkey named
A Di (Chan el al.. 2(01).

Transgenic mice can be produced by the transfection of
embryonic stem cells

Mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells are derived fi'om 3.5--1.5 day
postcoitulll embryos ~lI1darise from the inner cell mass of the
blastocyst (see Bax 20.3). ES cells can be cultured i/1 pi/to and
arl' easy to transfect using the methods discussed in I3c.,X 20. I.

OF CELLS AND ANIMALS

However, they remain pluripotent and contribute extensively
to all o( the tissues of a mouse, including the germ line, when
injected back into a host blastocyst and reimplanted in a
pseudopregnant foster mother. The developing embryo is a
chimera, that is it contains twO populations of cells derived
from different zygotes, those of the blastocyst and the
implanted ES cells This differs from a mosaic in which the cells
may be genetically different bur arc derived from the same
zygote (F~lIre 4.1(}). If the blastocyst and ES cells are derived
from mice with different coat colors. chimeric offipring can
easily be identified by their patchwork coats. Germ line trans-
mission o( the transgene can also be confirmed by screening
the offspring of matings between chimeras (usually males) and
females with a coat color recessive to that o( the strain (rom
which the ES cells were derived (see F\ellre 20.3).

One of the advantages of ES cells is that they can be main-
tained indefinitely in culture and therefore have all the
conveniences associated with cultured cells. Millions of cells
can be tran'i(orllled using simple trall"i(ection techniques and
the desired genetic modification can be verified at the cell
culturc stage through the LIseof selectable markers sllch as 1/fO

(Box 20.2). In contrast, the other procedures discussed above
require the manual processing of individual eggs or embryos,
so only a small number of experiments can bt' carricd our.
Also, there is 110 way to select transformed egf,J'Sand embryos
so transgene intt'gratiol1must be n'rifit'd in tht' resulting mice.
The biggest advantage of ES cells, however. is their propensiry
(or homologous recombination, which allow", gcnetic modifi-
cation by gent' targeting (Sectioll 2U.2.5). Recently, ES cell
Iil1l:s have been derived from chickt'ns and humans (Sl't' LJax
20.3 and discllssion in SL'ction 21.3.3). but thus f:lr it ha'i been

Box 20.3: Isolation and manipulation of mammalian embryonic stem cells.

In mammals, the embryo proper derives from the inner cell mass
{ICMI of a blastocyst (Section 3.7.3). Mouse embryonic stem (ES)
cells were first isolated from blastocysts by Evans and Kaufman
(1981) and Martin (19811. The procedure involves placing a 4.5-
day pre-implantation embryo (blastocystl on a monolayer of
feeder cells, which provides a matrix for attachment and also
secreted protein factors which inhibit newly formed ES cells
ftom differentiating. Following attachment of the blastocyst, ICM
cells proliferate. At an appropriate time, the ICM is physically
removed with a micropipette, dispersed into small clumps of
cells and seeded onto new feeder cells. Colonies are examined
under the microscope for characteristic morphology. They are
then picked, dispersed into single cells and reseeded onto
feeder layers. Eventually cells with a uniform morphology can be
isolated, and cell lines can be established. The term 'ES cell' was
introduced to distinguish these embryo-derived stem cells from
embryonal carcinoma (EC) cells, which had been derived from
teratocarcinomas. In general ES cells have a less restricted
developmental potential than EC cells. Both classes of cells are
pluripotent and ES cells can give rise to all adult cell types,
including germ line cells. They are, however, not totipotent in the
same sense as the fertilized oocyte: if implanted in a uterus they

are unable to give rise to an embryo. In some cases ECcells have
been reported to contribute to the germ line in chimeras, but
when mouse ES cells are injected into an isolated blastocyst
from a different strain and implanted in a pseudopregnant foster
mother they contribute to chimeras and particularly to the germ
line in a more consistent fashion. It is this property which has
made mouse ES cells so valuable for research. It should be
noted, however, that the ES cells used to form successful
germline chimeras are derived from a single mouse strain (1291
in combination with a single host embryo strain (C57Bl/61. In this
combination, the ES cells are vigorous and readily contribute to
the germ line.

The search for ES cells in other mammals has occupied
researchers for many years, and although ES cells have been
isolated from several other species in addition to the mouse, the
great success in forming germline chimeras in mouse has not
been paralleled. Recently, human embryonic stem cells have
been isolated from the blastocyst (Thomson et a/., 1998) and have
been derived from primordial germ cells (Shamblott et a/., 1998).
The potential medical applications of human ES cells and the
ethical implications of their use are discussed in Chapter 21.
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Figure 20.3: Genetically modified ES cells for transferring foreign DNA or specific mutations into the mouse germline

Cells from the inner cell mass were cultured following excision of oviducts and isolation of blastocysts from a suitable mouse strain (129).
Such embryonic stem (ES) cells retain the capacity to differentiate into, ultimately, the different types of tissue in the adult mouse. ES cells
can be genetically modified while in culture by insertion of foreign DNA or by introducing a subtle mutation. The modified ES cells can then
be injected into isolated blastocysts of another mouse strain (e.g. C57B10/J which has a black coat color that is recessive to the agouti color
of the 129strainl and then implanted into a pseudopregnant foster mother of the same strain as the blastocyst. Subsequent development of
the introduced blastocyst results in a chimera containing two populations of cells (including germline cells) which ultimately derive from
different zygotes (normally evident by the presence of differently colored coat patches). Backcrossing of chimeras can produce mice that
are heterozygous for the genetic modification. Subsequent interbreeding of heterozygous mutants generates homozygotes.

impossible to derive vigorous, reliable ES cell lines from
domestic mammals.

Nuclear transfer can be used to produce genetically-
modified domestic mammals but it has a very low
success rate

The principal techniques lIsed to generate transgenic mice
(pronuclear microinjection and ES cell transfecrion)

afe either inefficient or impractical in Illost odlcr mammals.
For this reason, alternative methods based on nuclear
transfer technology have been developed. Nuclear transfer
involves the replacement of an oocyte nucleus with
the nucleus of a somatic ceiL which is then reprogrammed
by the oocyte and becomes able to recapitulate the whole
of development despite the difTl'n:ntiated stare of the donor
cell.
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The technology j[Sclf is not new. It has been used for oyer
50 years to generate cloned amphibians. and it has been
possible to produce cloned mammals from embryonic cells
since the late 1980s. In 1995 it was shown for the fitSt time
du[ mammals could be cloned frolll the nuclei of cultured
cells (Campbell er al., 1996) and in 1997 the first mammal
cloned from an adult cell was produced (Will1lllt er al .. 1997).
The procedure used by Wilmllt and colleagues is summarized
in F/:<!.Jlre 20. -I. In the original expcril11('l1r, only 29 out of a
total of 434 oocytes developed to the trJnsferable stage and of
rhest' only Ol1t' developed to term - the famous lamb kno\\-n
as Dolly (see F(~lIre 20.~H). The successful cloning of adult
animals has forced liS to accept that genome modifications
once considered irreversible can be reversed and that the
g"nol11es of adult cells can be reprogrammed by factors in the
oocyte to make them totipotent once again. Research into the
cOl1trol of gene expression during development and basic
processes of somatic differentiation. somatic mutation, aging
and repair processes will undoubtedly benefit frol11 animal
cloning, especially the cloning of mice (Wakayama er al.,
I ()<)8). We discuss the practieal medical benefits and ethical
implications of animal and hUlllan cloning in Chapter 21, but
for now we consider the Illethod solely as another way to
gt'ncrate transgenic animals. The eS"iential point is that if the
donor nucleus is taken frolll ,I cell dlJ.t becn transfecred and
contains an additional transgt'Ilt'. thell the animal developing
frolll the Ill;lllipulated oocyte will be trallsgcnic. This was first
demonstrated by Schnieke er al. (1997) who transfecred
cultun:d shcep fibroblasts with the: human gene for blood
coagulation f.lcror IX and produced a cloned tT3nsgenic ewe
called Polly producing the recombinant protein in her milk.
Similarly. cloned sheep have been produced rrom cultured
somatic cells whose genome has beell altcred by gene
targt,ting (see below and McCreath er 111.• 20(0).

20.2.3 The control of transgene expression is an
important consideration in any gene transfer
experiment

The preseuce of a transgcne in a cell or transgenic animal is not
in itself sufficient to produce a functional producr.ln order for
this to occur, the transgene must also be expressed. The control
of gene expression is therefore of p;lramount importance in
gene transfer technology. Transgene expression is regulated by
sequences present in the expression construct and, when the
transgene integrates, also by factors intrinsic to the host
genome. OveraU, the structure of the promoter is the most
important aspect of construct design and we focus on this
below. However, robust expression also requires a polyadeny-
lation site, and there may be other considerations, such as opti-
mization of the translational starr site and the inclusion of a
suitable protein targeting signal.

The transgene promoter defines the basic spatial and
temporal pattern of expression

Gene transfer experiments in cell lines often benefit from the
usc of very active constitutive promoters, which cause the
transgene to be expressed strongly all the time. Such

promoters are generally dc.:Tived from \'irust's. which han"
evolved to express their genes in many different cell types. The
regulatory elements most cOl11l11only u"icd in mammalian cells
include the SV40 early promoter and enhancer, the Rous
sarcoma virus long terminal repeat (LTR) promoter and
enhancer and the human cytomegalovirus immediate early
promoter. These are included in many commercially available
exprt"sslon vectors.

In transgenic animals, it is oftcll desirable to express the
tr:lIlsgene in particular tissues or at particular developmental
stagcs. Similarly. in cell lines, it may be Ilt"Ct'ssary to restrict
transgene expression to particular st:lge"i of thc ceU cycle or to
switch the transgene on only wht'n cdl~ difTc.:'fentiate. By
linking the transgene to a suitable cell- or stage-specific
promoter. the desired expression p:lttern may be achieved.
For example. the neuron-specific enolasl' gellt' is expressed
only in mature neurons. An upStrL':l1ll regulatory element
1_8 kb in length is sufficient to confer Ileuron-specific
tr:lnsgent' l'xpression in transgenic mice :lIld to upregulate
transgenc expression specifically in ditTerentiating cultured
neurobbsts (Forss-Petter er al .. 1')')0; Sakimllra ('( al .. 1995).

Maximum control over transgene cxpre"ision in both cdl
lint'S and animals is provided by inducible prOITIoters. which
call be switched on and off by controlling the suppl\- of a
particubr chemical ligand. Typically. tht' transcription f.1Ctors
dut n:gulatc such promoters are stru([ur::illy Illodified by this
ligand. Several naturally inducible promoters have been
utilized including the mOUSt' mct:lllothionl'in promoter and
the IllOU"ie mammary tumor viru"i LTR. promoter, both of
which arc inducible by dexamethasone (a synthetic hormone).
In :lddition, the mctallothionc.:'in promoter is inducible by
heavy metal ions, such as Zn2+. The inducing ligand can be
addcd to the medium of cultured cdls :lI1d supplied to animals
in their drinking water. Generally. the usc of "iuch endogenous
promoters has been hampered by ·Ieakine,,·. i.e. a high back-
ground expression In-e!. and by rdatively low Ic\·e1s of
induction. Also, there may be: undesirable effect'; brought about
by the co-activation of endogenous genes that rcspond to tht'
samc ligand, and in the case of transgcnic animals there may be
ditTerential rates of uptake and elimination of the ligand in
different organs. More recently, howevcr, promising systems
have been developed that use heterologous components. For
example, the E. coli rer operon is the basis of tetracycline-
regulated inducible expression (Figllrc 20.5.11) which allows the
production of highly inducible transformed cell lines and
transgenic animals (see Saez er al., 1997). Other systems hJ\'e
been de"ised based on the E. coli lac operon and the Drosophila
hormone ecdysone. Alternatively. inducible expression can be
achieved by chemically-induced dimerization (CID). ill
which a functional transcription f:1CtOr is assembled from two
components in the presence of a div:llc:l1t ligand (Belshaw el al ..
1996). One disadvantage of all these expression systems is that
induction occurs at the level of tran"icription. ~o there may be a
significant delay before a response to induction is seen and a
sirnilJr delay between the removal of the inductive stimulus
Jnd return to the basal state. Wherl' rJpid induction and decay
i"iessential. inducible systems that work at thL' protein leye1 are
available. In one such system. the targ~t transgene is expressed
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Figure 20.4: A sheep called Dolly was the outcome of the first
successful attempt at mammalian cloning from adult cells.

(A) The experimental strategy used by Wilmut et al.11997). The
donor nuclei were derived from a cell line established from
adult mammary gland cells. Nuclear transfer was accomplished
by fusing individual somatic cells to enucleated, metaphase 11-
arrested oocytes. The donor cells were deprived of serum
before use, forcing them to exit the cell cycle and enter a
quiescent state known as Go where only minimal transcription
occurs. Since eggs are normally fertilized by transcriptionally
inactive sperm whose nuclei are presumably 'programmed' by
transcription factors and other chromatin proteins available in
the egg, the Go nucleus may represent the ideal basal state for
reprogramming. Note that in other cloning experiments,
different strategies have been used to introduce the donor
nucleus into the egg. For example, in the successful cloning of
adult mice reported by Wakayama et al.11998), a very fine
needle was used to take up the donor cell nucleus with minimal
contamination by donor cell cytoplasm. The donor cell was
quickly, but very gently, microinjected into the enucleated
oocyte. (BI Dolly with her first born, Bonnie. Original photo
kindly provided by the Roslin Institute.
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as a fusion with the estrogen receptor, which is normally
sequestered in an inactive complex with Hsp90 (Figllre 20.58).
In the presence of estrogen, or its analog Tamoxifen, the
estrogen receptor is released and the protein to which it is fused
can become active (Littlewood er al., 1995).

The expression of integrated transgenes is influenced by
position effects and locus structure

A COllllllon observation is that independently derived trans-
gt:nic animals carrying the same tral1sgene construct do not
~t1waysshow rhl' same level or pattern ofrransgene expression.
This is because rransgene integration occurs randomly, so both
the position and structLIre of the transgenic loclis is variable.
Position dTecrs arc brought about by the influence of local
regulatory l'kmcnts and chromatin structure. For example, the
transgene may integrate next to an enhancer that modifies its
expression pattcrn. or it Illay integrate within a heterochro-
matin domain that abolishes expression altogether. The
struc{Ure of the transgenic locus can also influence expression.
For example, if twO copies of the transgene happen to be
arranged as an inverted repeat, then hairpin RNA can be
generated that leads to RNA interference (see Section
20.2.fi). Various other aspects of the locus structure may
trigger cellular defenses against invasive DNA, leading to
transgene silencing by de ilOilO DNA methylation. These
phenomena are less apparent in transformed cell lines sincc
these are selected on the basis of their ability to express a
nurker gene strongly.

Position effects can be blocked using dominantly acting
regulatory elements and large transgene constructs

Most transgenes are cDNA sequences controlled by short
regulatory elements. It is becoming increasingly apparent that
while such elements define the minimum requircments for
gcne expression and function, they do not provide the full
complement of sequences required for robust gene expression
in a genomic context. There is evidence that certain n:gu-
latory elements act as master switches to establish open chro-
matin domains and protect genes from the influence of
regulatory elements and chromatin structure in neighboring
domains. Thcse ckments are often found within introns ;lI1dat
distant sites. Therefore, position effects can be avoided either
by incorporating these elements into transgenes or by using
large genomic constructs as transgenes rather than minimal
cDNAs.

It has been difficult to define precisely the elements that
establish chromatin domains but some, such as boundary
elements, matrix attachment regions and locus control regions
have been used in tr;:tnsgenes with some success (Section
IO.S). In order to study these long range effects mon: accu-
rately, and to invcstigate the expression and regulation of
human genes in the context of their own cis acting regulatory
elements, it has bcen necessary to establish conditions that
allow the transfer of large DNA molecules. Major break-
throughs include:

~ the development of YAC transgenic mice (Lamb and
Gearhart, 1995). The first report to be published described
mice transformed with a 670-kb YAC containing the

human hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyltransferase
(HPRT) gene Oakobovits er al., 1993). This technique is
useful for modeling human diseases caused by large scale
dosage imbalance (Section 20.4.5) and has other applica-
tions, such as the production of authentic human anti-
bodies in mice (Mendez er al., 1997; for general method,
see Figllre 20.6). YAC transgenics can be produced by cell
fusion. microinjection or transfection with liposomes;

~ the development of transchromosolnic mice
(Tomizuka ct a/., 1997). These contain human chromo-
somes or chronlosome fragments and :Ire generatcd by
Illicrocell-Illediated gene transfer (8ox 8.~).

20,2.4 Gene transfer can also be used to produce
defined mutations and disrupt the expression of
endogenous genes

Thus f.1r,we have considered gene transfer technology only
from the perspective of addillg functions to animal cells.
Another way in which the same technology can be used, and
perhaps its major contribution to biomedical research, is to
selectively abolish or alter the functions of cndogenous genes.
Not only is this a powerful way of investigating gene function
(Section 20.3.2) but it also provides a useful route for the
creation of disease models that mimic corresponding human
diseases precisely (Section 20.4.4). There are three ways 111

which gene transfer can be used to modify the function of
endogenous genes.
~ Gene targeting. In this approach, homologous recombi-

nation is used to replace an endogenous gene sequence
with a related sequence, thereforc introducing a defined
Illutation at a preselected site in the gcnome. This is often
used simply to disrupt genes with a large insertional
cassette, generating null mutations knowll as gene
knockouts. However, modified strategics allow more
sophisticated forllls of genetic manipubtion including the
ilHroduction of subtle lllutations and the replacclllent of
one gene with another.

~ Inhibition of gene expression. In this approach.
standard gene transfer methodology is used to add a new
DNA sequence to the cell. However, inste;:td of encoding a
protein that confers a new function on the cell, the product
of this transgene functions solely to inhibit the expression
of an endogenous gene. These gene products, which
include antisense RNAs, double-stranded RNAs, small
interfering RNAs, ribozymes, antibodies and dominantly
interfering proteins, can also be introduced directly fJther
than being expressed from a transgene, although in this case
the effects are transient rather t1un pern1Jnent.

~ Insertional mutagenesis. In this approach, the transgene
integrates (randOinly) into an existing gt'nc and abolishes
its function. Like gene targeting this approach altas gene
function by introducing a mutation, but in this case the
Illutation is neither defined nor targeted to a particular site.
Mutations in specific genes can be identified by large scale
screening (Section 20.3.3).
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Figure 20.5: Inducible expression systems.

(A) The basic tetracycline-inducible expression system. Constitutive expression of the E. co/iTet repressor (TetRIwill inactivate any target
transgene containing the tatO operator sequence, to which the repressor binds. However, in the presence of tetracycline or its analog
doxycycline, the structural conformation of the repressor is altered and it can no longer bind the operator, causing the gene to be
de-repressed. Note that toxicity effects reflecting high level constitutive expression of the repressor limit the use of this system in some
cells. To address this, more sophisticated systems have been developed in which the Tet repressor is converted into an activator (the tTA
system) or in which binding is dependent on tetracycline rather than abolished by it (the reverse ITA systeml. See Saez at al. (19971for a
review of these systems. (B) The estrogen-inducible expression system. A protein (X) expressed as a fusion with the estrogen receptor (EAI
is generally inactive because it is sequestered into a complex with heat shock protein 90 (Hsp901.In the presence of estrogen, however, the
fusion protein is released from the complex and the activity of protein X is restored. This is an advantageous system because induction is
very rapid, requiring only the dissociation of a protein complex and not transcription followed by protein synthesis.
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Figure 20.6: Use of VAGtransgenesis to construct a mouse with a human antibody repertoire

VACs containing Ig sequences are obtained by screening VAC libraries with suitable Ig probes. The recovery of VACs with comparatively
small inserts meant that there was a need to artificially construct larger VACs by homologous recombination in yeast cells. Spheroplasts
are created by treating the yeast cells so that the outer cell wall is stripped oft, making the cells more amenable to cell fusion. See Mendez
et 81.119971 for further details of the procedures used to construct these mice.

20.2.5 Genetargeting allows the production of animals
carrying defined mutations in every cell

Gene targeting involves in vivo homologous
recombination between an endogenous gene and an
exogenous DNA sequence contained in a targeting
vector
Interactions between DNA introduced into animal cells and
the host genome generally result in random integration of the
exogenous DNA at sites of pre-existing chromosome nicks
and breaks. However, if the exogenous DNA closely resembles
an endogenolls gene, J different interaction can occlIr in
which the exogenolls and endogenous sequences align and
undergo homologous recombination. This process, known
as gene targeting, allows the creation of defined mutations at
preselected sites in the host genome. It can therefore be
viewed as a form of artificial ill vivo site-directed mutagenesis
(as opposed to the various methods of site-directed ill vitro
mutagenesis described in Sections 5.5.2,5.5.3.

Homologolls recombination is a very rare process in
mammalian cells, occllrring some 104-105 times less
frequently than random integration. The frequency ofh011l01-
ogous recombination depends on both the length of the

IW1JJolo,1!), reJ!ioll (the part of the targeting vector that aligns with
the cndogenous gene) and the degrec of similarity with the
targct gcnc. Therefore, the introduced DNA clone, which has
been modified to include the desired mutation, is generally a
long sequence that is isogenic with the genomic DNA ofthc
host cell. Even then, the frequency of genuine homologoU'i
recombination events is very low and may be difficult to
identify against a sizeable background of r;mdom integrations.
The strategy used to identify cells in which gene targeting has
taken place depends on the comtruct design (F(~Hre 20.7).
There are two types of construct.

~ Insertion vectors target the locus of interest by a single
reciprocal recombination event, causing insertion of the
entire vector (FigHre 20. 7A).

~ Replacelnent vectors arc designed to replace some of
the sequence in the chromosomal gene with a homologous
sequence from the introduced DNA (FigHre 20.78). This
can occur as a result of a double reciprocal recombination
or by gene conversion.

In both strategies, a large segment of vector DNA containing
the IlCO marker gene is introduced into the targeted locus
causing disruption and the generation of a null allele (gene
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Figure 20.7: Gene targeting by homologous recombination can inactivate genes at a predetermined locus within an intact cell.

(A) Insertion vector method. The introduced vector DNA (redl is cut at a unique site within a sequence which is identical or closely related
to part of the target endogenous gene (bluel. Homologous recombination (X) can occur, inserting the entire vector sequence (including the
marker gene neo, which confers resistance to the antibiotic G418)into the targeted locus. Genuine targeting events will be rare, however,
and in most G418-resistant cells the vector will have integrated randomly. A peR assay must be used to discriminate between gene
targeting and random integration events, using primers designed to anneal strategically in the vector and target gene. (B) Replacement
vector method. In this case, the nea gene is contained within the sequence homologous to the endogenous gene, and the vector is cut at a
unique location outside the homology region. A double recombination or gene conversion event (X X) can result in replacement of internal
sequences within the target gene by homologous sequences from the vector, including neo. Again, random integration events are more
common but the replacement vector method facilitates a more sophisticated dual selection strategy in which a second marker, this one a
counterselectable marker such as tk (which confers sensitivity to ganciclovM is placed outside the homology region. The second marker
will be incorporated into the genome by random integration but not by homologous recombination. Therefore, cells that are resistant to
both G418and ganciclovir are likely to be correctly targeted. The letters indicate linear order within the gene and do not represent exons.

knockout). However, this may not always be desirable. If a
more subtle mutation is required, various two-step recol11bi-
nation techniques can be employed.The 'hit and run' strategy
which is lIsed with insertion vectors and the 'tag and
exchange' strategy which is used with replacelnenr vectors, are
shown in Figllre 20.8.

Genetically modified animals can be produced by gene
targeting in ES cells or somatic cells used as donors for
nuclear transfer

Gene targeting by homologous recol11bination was first
achieved in cultured human/mollse hybrid somatic cells
(Smithies et al., 1985) and has since been demonstrated in
somatic cells from a range of I1lanlnlals. However, the most
important application of gene targeting involves Illouse ES
cells, which are particularly amenable to the technique
because homologous recombination occurs at a comparatively
high frequency (albeit still much lower than the frequency of
random integration). The unusual and highly beneficial
combination of three features - ease of culture and trans-
fection, propensity for homologous recombination and
pluripotency - means that it is quite straightforward to use ES
cells to produce nlice containing the same genetic modifi-
cation in every cell (Capecchi, 1989; Melton, 1994). Once
targeted ES cells are available, the general method used to
derive the mice is the same as shown in Figure 20.3). Such
mice are described as 'genetically-modified' or'targeted' rather
than transgenic because they do not necessarily contain any

exogenous DNA. Indeed, it is possible to produce targeted
mice containing a single point mutation at a predefined
position.

Although the procedure for gene targeting in somatic cells
has a generally very low efficiency, fetal fibroblasts with
targeted modifications have recently been used as donors for
nuclear transfer (Section 20.2.2).This has led to the creation of
a range of genetically modified mammals. The initial report
described sheep with a new gene introduced at the COL lA 1
locus (McCrearh ef al., 2000) and more recently two groups
have reported the production of pigs with targeted disruptions
in the gene for 0<-1 ,3-galactosyltransferase (Dai ef al., 2002; Lai
et al., 2002). This enzyme decorates proteins with carbohy-
drate groups that are not found in primates, representing one
of the nlajor fanors responsible for the rejection of organs in
pig-to-hulllan organ transplants.

20.2.6 Site-specific recombination allows conditional
gene inactivation and chromosome engineering

Site-specific recombination systenls are found in several
bacteriophages as well as in bacteria and yeast. Each system
includes a miniml1111 of two COlllponents: a short specific
recognition sequence at which reconlbination occurs and a
recombinase enzyme that recognizes this sequence and carries
out the recombination reaction when two copies of the
sequence are present. The power of site specific recombination
is that the recognition sites can be engineered easily into
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Figure 20.8: Introduction of subtle mutations by gene targeting.

(AI In the 'hit and run' strategy, used with insertion vectors, the subtle mutation is present on the first targeting construct, and
intrachromosomal recombination leads to the elimination of the marker gene and vector backbone. (Blln the 'tag and exchange' strategy,
used with replacement vectors, a second targeting construct is used to replace the mutation introduced by the first. The second construct
incorporates a counterselectable marker outside the homology region to avoid random integration.

transgcncs or targeting vectors and the recombiluse enzymes
can be supplied conditionally, because the genes encoding
these enzymes can be expressed under the control of regulated
or inducible promoters. Thus far, the Cre-loxP recombination
system from bacteriophage PI I13S been the Illost widely used,
parricubrly in genetically-modified mice. The natural
function of the ere recombinase (~allses [£coI11binarion) is
to mediate recombination bctwl:cn two loxP sequences,
which are 34 bp long alld comprise two inverted l3-bp
repeats separated by a central asyml1letric 8-bp spacer (Figure
20.9). If the two /oxP sites are in the same orientation, the
intervening sequence between them is cxcis\.:d. If they are in
opposite orientations, the intervening sequcnce is inverted.
The Cre-IoxP system has rherefore been applied in a number
of different ways, including the site-specific integration of
transgenes, the conditional activation and inactivation of
transgenes and the deletion of unwanted marker genes.
Perhaps the most important applications, however, are condi-
tional gene inactivation and chromosome engineering, which
are discussed below (see Lobe and Nagy, 1998).

Conditional gene inactivation
Some genes are critical early in development and simple
knock-out experiments are generally not helpful because
death ensues at the early embryonic stage. To overcome this
problem, methods have been developed to inactivate the
target gene in only selected, predetermined cells of the
animal, or at a particular stage of development. The animal
can therefore survive and the effect of the conditional
knockout mutation can be studied in a tissue or cell type
of interest. An early example of this approach was reported by
Gu er af. (1994) and involved the conditional knockout of
DNA polymerase 13, an enzyme that is essential for
en1bryonic development. The gene targeting procedure
replaced an essential exon of the endogenous gene with a
homologous gene segment flanked by loxP sequences. Mice
carrying this targeted mutation were then mated with a

strain of mice which carried a ere transgene gene under thc
control of a T lymphocyte-specific promoter. Offspring of
the cross containing both transgenes were identified and
survived to adulthood. The Cre product was expressed only
in T cells, deleting the essential exon and inactivating the
gene (see F(el/re 20.10 for the method). A general advantage
of this approach is that Cre-transgenic mice can be used
over and over again for different experiments. Regardless
of which endogenous gene is flanked by loxP sites, the
Cre transgenic mice described abov\.: can be used to disrupt
that gene in T cells. Similarly, widely applicable Cre trans-
genies have been generated in which Cre expression is
inducible by tetracycline and in which Cre is constitutively
expressed as a fusion to the estrogen receptor and is activated
at the protein level by Tamoxifen (Section 20.2.3; Fiel er aI.,
1996).

Chromosome engineering
Another important recent development is a strategy for chro-
mosome engineering in ES cells which relies on sequential
gene targeting and Cre-loxP recombination. Gene targeting
is used to integrate /oxP sites at the desired chromosomal
locations and, subsequently, transient expression of Cre
recombinase is used to mediate a selected chromosomal
rearrangement (Ramirez-Solis et al., 1995; Smith et al., 1995;
F(~"re 20.11). Chromosome engineerillg strategies of this
type otTer the exciting possibility of creating novel mouse

IATAACTTCGTAT~ GCATAC;T~ATACGAAGTTAT I

Figure 20.9: Structure ofthe 10xP recognition sequence

Note that the central8-bp sequence which is flanked by the
13-bp inverted repeats is asymmetrical and confers orientation.
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Figure 20.10: Gene targeting with the Cre-/ox!' recombination system can be used to inactivate a gene in a desired cell type

(A) Illustration of a standard homologous recombination method using mouse ES cells, in which three lox!' sites are introduced along with a
marker M at a target locus A (typically a small gene or an internal exon which if deleted would cause a frameshift mutation). Subsequent
transfection of aCre recombinase gene and transient expression of this gene results in recombination between the introduced 10xPsites to
give different products. Type 1 recombinants are used to generate mice in which the target locus is flanked by loxP sites. Such mice can be
mated with previously constructed transgenic mice (8) which carry an integrated construct consisting of the Cre recombinase gene linked
to a tissue-specific promoter. Offspring which contain both the loxP·flanked target locus plus the Cre gene will express the Cre gene in the
desired cell type, and the resulting recombination between the loxP sites in these cells results in tissue·specific inactivation of the target
locus A.

lines with specific chromosomal abnormalities for genetic
studies. The Illultiple targeting and selection steps in ES cells
used in the above chromosome engineering methods can be
avoided by using the novel approach of Herault et af. (1998).
This targeted meiotic recombination method takes advantage
of the hOlllologolls chromosome pairing that occurs naturally
during meiosis at the first cell division. A transgene is
designed to express ere recombinase under the control of a
Sycp 1 promoter (the S)'cp 1 gene encodes part of the synap-
(ancmal complex that f:1cilitarcs crossing over). As a result ere
recombinJse is produced in male spermatocytes during the
zygotene to pachytene stages when chromosome pairing
occurs.

20.2.7 Transgenic strategies can be used to inhibit
endogenous gene function

While gene targeting is undoubtedly the most direct and
accurate way [0 llunipulatc gene activity in cells and trans-
genic animals, one major linurariol1 is that the method is only
:lpplicable 011 a rOll tine basis to mice and fruit flies. Therefore,
other methods for gene inhibition have been developed that
are more generally applicable (Table 20.2).These methods are
diverse, but they arc considered together because they all in
some way interfere with gene expression or gene function
lI'i,holll altering rhe D!VA seql/et/ce of the larget gelle. They are
sometimes described as functional knockout procedures
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Figure 20.11: Chromosome engineering can be accomplished using Cre-/oxP systems

(AI Use of targeted insertion of loxP sites to facilitate a chromosomal translocation. See Smith et al. (19951 for a practical example. (B) Use
of targeted insertion of loxP sites to permit modeling of a microdeletion by intra chromosomal recombination. See Ramirez-Solis et al.11995)
for a practical example, and for other examples of intrachromosomal recombinations.

bCGIlISl' they generate phenocopies of the corresponding
11l11[;1Il( phenotype.

Gene expression can be inhibited by targeting specific
mRNAs for destruction
RNA is the bridge between genes and proteins. so it should be
possible to produce functiollal knockouts by selectively
destroying or in:lctivJ.ting the transcripts of specific genes.
There are several ways in which specific IllRNAs can be
targeted for inactivation, all of which appear to involve the
{ormation o{ an RNA molecule that is at least partially dOl/ble
st({/Ildcd. Cenain genes are regulated by endogenous antisense
RNAs known as small temporal RNAs (stRNAs, see
Section 9.2.3). These appear to work by binding to the tran-

script and inhibiting mRNA procl:ssing or protelll synthesis.
An early gene inhibition strategy was thcrefon.: thc illtro-
duction into cells of antisense RNA or antisense oligonu-
cleotides. Transient inhibitory effects arc SCl:n following the
direct introduction of such molecules but penllanellt inhi-
bition can be achieved by transforming cclls. or animals. with
an antisense transgene that constitutively synthesizes anti-
sense RNA. This was first demonstrated in micc by Katsuki Cl

al. (1988) who succeeded in reducing the level o{myelin basic
protein to 20% of the 110rmallevel by expressing an antisense
cDNA against the myelin protein gene, thus producing a
phenocopy of the sl1iverer mutant. Antisense RNA has also
been expressed using an inducible promoter to regulate cell
growth in culture (Sklar er aI., 1991).

Table 20.2: Summary of methods for interfering with endogenous gene expression without mutating the target gene

Interference at the RNA level Interference at the protein level

Antisense RNA

Antisense oligonucleotides

Ribozymesor maxizymes

Oeoxyribozymes

Sense RNA Icosuppression)

dsRNA IRNA interference)

siRNA IRNA interference)

Dominant negatives

Antibodies, intra bodies

Aptamers, intramers
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It was initially assllmed that the effect of antisense RNA
was stoichiometric (i.e. one antisense molecule is required to
block the translation of one transcript and then both art:
destroyed). More potent inhibition should r1,t:n.,fore be
possible if the inhibitory molecule is recycled, so that many
transcripts are destroyt:d before the inhibitory molecule is
itself degraded.This is the perceived advantage of ribozymes,
RNA enzymes that cleave RNA molecules catalytically
(Section 21.0). Constructs have bt:en designed in which a
ribozyme catalytic center is incorporated within an antisense
transgene to facilitate the destruction of specific transcripts.
Such constructs have been widely used in cell lines. especially
to study the inhibition of oncogenes and to combat HIV
infection (see Welch el al .. 19'18) but they have been expressed
only infrequently in transgenic mice. One useful example is
the targeted inhibition of glucokinase mRNA specifically in
pancreatic r3-cells by expressing ;In ;lntist'nse glucokinase
ribozyme transgene under the control of the insulin
promoter, creating a model of diabetes (Efrat fI al., 1'1'14).
Recently, ribozymes whose activity can be controlled by
allosteric modulation (so-called maxizymes) have been
developed ~lI1dused to inhibit gene expression conditionally
(Kuwabara el al., 2000; Famulok and Verma, 2002).

Surprisingly, ribozyme constructs seem to perform no bettlT
in most cases than corresponding antisense RNAs lacking: the
ribozyme cat;:dytic center, suggesting that the antisense RNA
may have a more potent effect than would be predicted from
stoichiometric binding alone. A clue to the basis of this
phenomenon is the ability, in some cases, of sellse 1~/\JA
expressed in mammalian cells to inhibit the exprt:ssion of a
corresponding endogenous gene, a phenomt:non known as
cosuppression (Bahramian and Zabl, 1'1'1'1).Cosuppression
has been widely documented ill plants and appears to involve
the formation of aberrant RNA species that are partially
double stranded. Investigations into the ability of antisense
RNA and sense RNA to silenct: genes in the nematode
C. clegmls led to the discovery of a novel phenomenon called
RNA interference in which the simultaneous introduction
of both sense and antisense RNA corresponding to a particular
gene led to potent, long lasting and very specific gene silencing
(Fire el al., 1998). RNA interference is a highly conserved
cellular defense mechanism, which also occurs in mammalian
(including human) cells. It is triggered by the presence of
double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) and causes the degra-
dation of single-stranded mRNAs that have the same sequence
as the inducing molecule.

The mechanism of RNA interference is complex, but
involves the degradation of the dsRNA molecule into shorr
duplexes, about 21-25 bp in length, by a dsRNA-specific
endonuclease called Dicer (Figllre 20. 12). The short duplexes
are known as small interfering RNAs (siRNAs). These
molecules bind to the corresponding mRNA and assemble a
sequence-specific RNA endonuclease known as the RNA
induced silencing complex (RISC), which is extraordi-
narily effective and reduces the mRNA of most genes to
undetectable levels. Interestingly, the SJme DiceI' enzyme is
known to process the small temporal RNAs discussed above
that interfere with the expression of endogenous genes.

Similar RNA molecules, which 3re presumed to have
endogenous regulatory functions, have now been identified in
many other organisllls including humans, and are described as
micro-RNAs (miRNAs, see Section 9.2.3). It is thought
that the different activities of micro-RNAs (blocking trans-
lation) and small interfering RNAs (catalytic degradation)
may reflect the structure of their precursors and the enzymes
that process them prior to Dicer. Micro-RNAs are single
stranded and are derived from imperfect duplexes with bulges
and loops, while siRNAs are double stranded and are usually
derived from perfect duplexes (Pasquinelli, 2002; Voinet,
2002). It is possible there is some cross-talk between these
pathways (Fi~lIre 20. 12).

RNA interference can be used in both cells and embryos
because it is a systenuc phenomenon - the siRNAs appear to
be able to move between cells so that dsRNA introduced into
one part of the embryo can cause silencing throughout. As
well as imroducing dsRNA directly into cells (by transfection)
or embryos (by injection or other methods). it is possible to
express dual transgenes for the sense and antisense RNAs or to
express an inverted repeat construct that generates hairpin
RNAs that act as substrates for Dicer.

The introduction or expression of long dsRNA molecules
is suitable for gene silencing in most animals and in
mammalian embryos and embryonic cell lines. Howt:ver, the
results of RNA interference are masked in adult lllaIllmalian
cells by the interferon response, which is a general (not
sequence-specific) response to dsRNA molecules over about
30 bp in length. This problem has been circumvented by the
direct administration of chemically or enzymatically synthe-
sized siR..NAs or the expression of nlini-transgenes, generally
based on endogenous genes that produce small RNAs (e.g. the
U6 snRNA gene). Over the last 3 years, R.NA interference
has risen from relative obscurity to perhaps the most prom-
ising available tool for high throughput functional analysis in
cells and animals (see below) and now promises to form the
basis of a whole new class of therapeutic agents (Section 21.6).
For a useful overview of RNA interference and its applica-
tions, see Tuschl and Borkhardt (2002).

Gene function can also be blocked at the protein level

Even if a transcript survives and is translated, gene function
can be blocked at the protein level resulting in a loss-of-
function phenocopy. If the product of the target endogenous
gene functions as a multimer, it may be possible to produce a
dominant negative mutant version of the gene that can be
expressed at high levels in the cell or transgenic animal. In thi,
case, the functional copies of the protein will be sequestert:d
into inactive complexes. This approach has been widely used
to block receptor functions since many receptors function as
dimers (e.g. Amaya el af., 1991).

Alternatively, it may be possible to express an antibody that
recognizes the target protein and neutralizes it. Functional
inactivation can be achieved by introducing the antibodies
directly into the cell or animal, or by expressing the antibody
from a transgene, in which case it is often termed an
intrabody (Richardson and Marasco, 1995). DNA or RNA
oligonucleotides can also bind to and inhibit the activity of
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Figure 20.12:Comparison of the stRNA (miRNA) and siRNA pathways in C. elegans.

By recognizing specific types of precursor RNAs, related proteins such as ALG·l/ALG-2 and ROE-l may partly influence processing by
OICER.(A) The stRNA ImiRNA), which is single stranded, is thought to base-pair imperfectly with the 3' UTRof the target mRNA. repressing
the initiation of translation. (B) The siRNA, which is double stranded and has 3' overhangs of two nucleotides, is incorporated into the RNA
induced silencing complex IRISCI.The siRNA serves as guide for RISCand. upon perfect base pairing, the target mRNA is cleaved in the
middle of the duplex formed with the siRNA. It is possible that miRNAs that happen to pair with their target perfectly could be recruited into
the RISC.Modified from Voinet (20021with permission from Elsevier Science.

proteins in a specific llunner. These are knowll as aptamcrs,
or if expressed inside the cell. 3" intratners (Famulok ('1 ill .•

2001).

20.3 Using gene transfer to study gene
expression and function

20.3.1 Gene expression and regulation can be
investigated using reporter genes

One of the earliest lIses for rr;:lI1sforllled cell lines and [1':1115-

genic organisms was the analysis of gene regulation. that is
the identification of sequences required for specific attributes
of gene expression. Gene rcgllb.rion can be investigated by
studying how the dl:ktion of diffl:rent segments of DNA
upstream of the gl:ne, or occasionally in the first intron, affects
its expression. Clearly, human cells are the most appropriate
system for studying the expression of human genes, and the
introduction of constructs containing different amounts of
flanking DNA sequence followed by the analysis of gene
expression is a logical way to proceed. However, this leaves the
issue of how to follow expression of the introduced human

gene in the presellce of an endogenous homolog likely to be
expressed in the S:lllle cells. To addrt'ss this problem. the
presumptive regulatory sequellces art' cloned in a \"t"'ctor
upstreJI11 of a reporter gene. that is a gene producing a
protein rlut can be detected and quamified u"illg a simple
assay (Box 20. ~).

Tht' generall11erllod for llIapping regulatory t'lemt"iHs in cell
lines is shown in F/:{!//yc 20. J 3. The use of difTereiH cell lines.
,;ollle of which express the COlTt'sponding endogenous gene
:l.ndsOllie of which do not. may provide evidence for promoter
elements dut permit gene expression in permissive cdllines
and prevent gene exprl'so;ion in nonperlllissive cell lines.
Similarly, elements for inducibk gene expression can be
10c1tcd by 3ssaying ditTl:rent promoter constructs in the same
cdllille either in tht: presence or absence of induction. A 1110re
rt:fined analysis of cell-specific gene expression is possibk by
studying the reponeI' t,.'xpressiol1patterns in tr~lIlsgenic animals.
as this can identity elements that control gene expression in
panicubr cdl types or developmental st:l.gl'S.However. similar
results l1lust be obtained fi-om several. independently-derived
transgenic lines to avoid the misinterpretation of expression
patterns caused by position effects (set' Section 20.2.3).
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Box 20.4: Reporter genes lor animal cells.

Reporter genes encode proteins that can be detected and
quantified using simple and inexpensive assays. They can be
used to visualize and measure the efficiency of gene transfer
and gene expression, and to investigate intracellular protein
localization. Several reporter genes are commonly used in
animals.

The cat gene from E. coli transposon Tn9 encodes the enzyme
chloramphenicol acetyltranslerase, which transfers acetyl
groups from acetyl CoA onto the antibiotic chloramphenicol.
A standard in vitro assay format is used {Gorman at al., 19821. Cell
Iysates are mixed with 14C-labeled chloramphenicol, incubated
and then separated by thin layer chromatography. CATactivity is
determined by measuring the relative amounts of acetylated and
nonacetylated chloramphenicol using a phosphorimager or
scintillation counter.

The lacl gene from E. coli encodes the enzyme
~-galactosidase, which breaks down lactose and related
compounds. A number of specialized derivative substrates are
available including ONPG, which gives rise to a soluble yellow
product and is used for colorimetric in vitro assays, and X-gal,
which gives rise to a blue precipitate and is used for in situ
assays {Hall at al., 19831. This gene is most widely used with
X-gal as a histological marker to show gene expression patterns
in transgenic animals. The E. coli gusA gene, which encodes the
enzyme ~-glucuronidase, can be used in a similar way.

The luc gene from the American firefly (Photinus pyralisl
encodes the enzyme luciferase, which catalyzes the oxidation

20.3.2 Gene lunction can be investigated by generating
loss-ol-Iunction and gain-ol-function mutations
and phenocopies

Gene functions cannot always be established by
disruption or inhibition due to genetic redundancy

Where cellular level studies arc possible, R. A interference is
becoming the method of choice for generating loss-of-
function efrects (Section 20.2.6). The functions of a number
of genes have already been established by R.NA interference
in mammalian cell culwres including the gene encoding the
vacuolar soning protein Tsg 10 1. which has been shown [0 be
essemial for HIV budding (Garrus el af .. 2001). Many other
examples are cited in Tuschl and Borkhardt (2002). including
the analysis of genes involved in cell division, DNA methyl-
ation, cell signaling and membrane trafficking. The most
clirecc way to address the function of a gene in the context of
a whole organism is gene targeting (Section 20.2.4). In many
cases. sllch mutations are extremely informative and can
reveal a great deal about the function of the gene. So many
gene knockout experiments have now been carried out in
mice that Internet databases have been established to catalog
all the results, categorizing them by phenorype (Table 20.3).
In a surprisingly large number of cases, however, knockollt
mutations appear to have very little phenorypic efreet. This

of luciferin in a reaction requiring oxygen, ATP and magnesium
ions (de Wet et al., 1987). The reaction releases a flash of light,
the intensity of which is proportional to the level of enzyme
activity. This can be detected using a luminometer or a
scintillation counter, and the assay is over 100 times more
sensitive than conventional assays using CAT, l3-galactosidase
or l3-glucuronidase. The emitted light signal also decays rapidly,
so luciferase can be used to monitor rapid changes in gene
expression levels. Conversely, CAT. l3-galactosidase and
l3-glucuronidase are very stable proteins, so they can efficiently
determine when a gene is switched on, but persist after it is
switched off. Luciferase genes from other organisms have
slightly different activities and the reactions release light at
different wavelengths, allowing the simultaneous monitoring of
several genes.
The gfp gene from the jellyfish Aaquoria victoria encodes green
fluorescent protein (GFP), a bioluminescent marker that emits
bright green fluorescence when exposed to blue or ultraviolet
light (Ikawa et al., 19991. GFP activity is measured by quantifying
light emission, but unlike luciferase the protein has no substrate
requirements and can readily be used to assay cellular
processes in real time. GFP fusion proteins are widely used to
study protein localization in the cell and protein trafficking within
and between cells. A range of variant GFPs can be used for dual
labeling and fluorescent proteins of other colors are also
available. A mutant fluorescent protein that changes from green
to red fluorescence over time can be used to characterize
temporal gene expression (Terskikh at al., 2000).

may be due to genetic redundancy, that is the presence of
another gene dut is able to carry out the function of the
inactivated gene. As a result, double or even triple gene
knockouts have been necessary to determine precise func-
tions for some genes.

An informative example concerns the /\1)'00 and ,\Iy.f-5
genes, which are expressed early in mOllse development.
Cloned cDNAs corresponding to both these genes have the
profound ability to induce the expression of muscle-specific
proteins in many different celllincs. Since both genes encode
transcription factors, they appear to be excellent candidates
for myogenic regulators. Surprisingly, however, when
knockout mutations were produced, in neither case was there
a striking phenotype. Muscle development was apparently
normal in M)'oD knockout mice and was slightly delayed in
MY.f-S knockout mice (R.udnicki el al., 1992). Later, it was
shown that the two genes have equivalent functions and each
can compensate fully for the absence of the other. Indeed. in
normal mice the two transcription f.1ctors repress each other's
gelles, so that the knockout of one gene results in a compen-
satory increase in the expression of the other. The minor
phenorype of IIlli-S knockout mice reflects the slightly earlier
onset of expression. In double knockouts, there is a cata-
strophic absence of muscle development and the mutant mice
die just after birth due to asphyxiation.
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Figure 20.13: Deletion analysis of the human factor VIII gene promoter region.

If all the necessary elements are present for expression of the human gene, high level expression of the reporter gene will result when the
construct is transfected into an appropriate type of cultured human cell. A series of progressive deletion constructs can then be made using
restriction enzymes or the enzyme exonuclease III from E. coli which digests from the 3' end of double-stranded DNA Alternatively, a series
of PCRamplification products can be designed covering the regions of interest and then cloned into a suitable expression vector. Solid bars
to the left indicate variously sized sequences upstream of the human factor VIII gene IFBI. Boxes at the top indicate upstream sequences
which are thought to be protein binding sites. Boxes on the right indicate the level of luciferase activity relative to the intact sequence, based
on n replicate experiments. Dn the basis of observed luciferase activity for the different expression clones, the deletion mapping shows that
all the necessary elements for maximal promoter activity are located in the region from -279 to -64, including protein binding sites B, C and
D. Reproduced from Figueiredo and Brownlee 11995) with permission from The American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.

Gene functions may be established by gain-of-function
experiments if the dosage, activity or distribution of the
gene product is critical
If loss-or-fullction mutations or phenocopies are uninfor-
nlative, transformed cells Jnd transgenic animals showing
gains of fUllction ;:afTecting the same gene may be Llseful. The
NlyoD and M}j-5 genes represent a case in point. These genes
were known [0 encode important regulators of muscle
development because of their effects on cultured cells,
Similarly, many oncogenes have been identified and assigned
functions on the basis that they cause cultured cells to prolif-
erate in an uncontrolled manneLThe gain offunction can be
generated either by overexpressing a normal gene product or
expressing an overactive mutant version of the gene. In
transgenic animals, gain-of-function experiments can be
equally useful. A classic example concerns the Sry gene,
which was shown conclusively to be a major determinant of
male development by expression in transgenic mice with
two X-chromosomes. These mice, which nature intended to

be female, turned out to be male (Koopman c( ,rI., 1991).
Another type of gain-of-function is ectopic expression,
where a tral1sgene is expressed outside the normal spatial or
temporal domains of the corresponding endogenous gene.
There are many useful examples of this JpproJch involving
developmental genes. For example, Hox gcnes expressed
outside their normal domains disrupt the normal p:ttterning
of the embryo and generate limb and skeletal defects (13urke,
2000).

Ectopic expression experiments nuy also be used to
demonstrate genetic redundancy. For example, the mouse
C'1l,(?raiifd genes £11-1 and £,1-2 are homeobox-cont:tining
genes that are thought to play crucial roles in brain formation.
The £n- 1 knockout mutant showed serious brain abnormal-
ities as expected but surprisingly £11-2 knockouts have only
minor defects. £/1-1 expression is switched on 8-1 () h before
£11-2, suggesting that perhaps the En-I protein compensates
for the lack of £n-2 in £,,-2 knockouts. To test for the
possibiliry of functional redundancy, Hanks c( "I. (1995) used
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Table 20.3: Internet resources for mammalian transgenesis and mutagenesis, and for large scale animal gene trap and
RNAi screens

Resource

Transgenic mouse Bnd targeted mutagenesis resources

Jackson Laboratory, database of targeted mutant mice

TBASE, database of transgenic and targeted mutant mice, maintained by
the Jackson Laboratory

Frontiers in Science gene knockout database

BioMedNet mouse knockout database

Mouse fNU mutagenesis resources

German Human Genome Project ENU mutagenesis

MRC mutabase ENU mutagenesis database

Gene trep resources (for mouse and Drosophila)

German Gene Trap Consortium

Lexicon Genetics

Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project

C. eloga.s RNA interference resources

General information

RNAi

a variant of the knock-out procedure known as gene
knock-in, in which the targeting construct contained the £11-

2 gene within an EII- J homology tegion (including the
l1orl1131£11-1 regulatory elements).The aim was to replace the
endogenous EII- J coding sequence with that of EII-2,
resulting in mice with two £11-2 genes, one expressed in the
same manner as £11-1 in normal embryos (see Figure 20.14).
The resulting £11-1 knock-out mouse had a normal
phenotype, demonstrating that the knocked-in £11-2 gene was
functionally equivalent to EII- J (Hanks et al., 1995).

20.3.3 The large scale analysis of gene function by
insertional mutagenesis and systematic RNA
interference are cornerstones of functional
genomics

The experiments described above were designed to inves-
tigate gene expression and gene function on an individual
basis. As discussed in Chapter 19, however, the vast amount of
sequence il1forn13tion and the seemingly endless list of
uncharacterized genes resulting from the genome projects
now makes it necessary to study gene functions on a gellome

lIIide scale. Saturation ll1utagenesis has been used for functional
analysis for tnany years, such studies relying on the use of radi-
ation or potent chemical n111tagens such as ethylnitrosourea
(ENU) and ethylmethanesulfonate (EMS) to generate popu-
lations of mutants representing every gene in the genome.
Until recently it was con1mon practice to focus on specific
biochemical, physiological Ot developmental aspects of the
species under investigation, and most mutants were discarded.

URL

htto:lliaxmice. iax.orolindex.shtml

htto:lltbase.iax.oro

htto:llwww.bioscience oro/knockout/knochome htm

htto:/ Ibiomed net. com/db/mkmd

htto:/ Iwww.asf.de/ieo/arouoslenu-mouse.html

htto:llwww.mau.har.mrc.a c.uk/muta base

htto:/Itikus.osf.de

htto:llwww.lexoen.com/omnibank/omnibank.htm

htto:llwww.fruitflv.oro/odisruot/index.html

htto:llwww.wormbase.oro

htto:llwww.rnai.ora

In the least few years, however, the shift in focus from indi-
vidual gene studies to functional genomics has turned this idea
on its head and genome wide mutagenesis programs are now
carried out with the objective of collecting as l11any mutants
affecting as many biological processes as possible. The ultimate
ain1 is to assemble a comprehensive mutant library as a central
resource for all investigators. For example, the first genome
wide ENU mutagenesis programs in n1ice involved the
scteening of a breathtaking 40 000 mouse lines fot medically
televant phenotypes, including clinical biochemistty, allergy,
immunology, tesponse to physiological stimuli, developmental
defects and behavior (Htabe de Angelis and Balling, 1998,
Hrabe de Angelis et aI., 2000, Nolan et aI., 2000). These
progtams are ongoing and the tesults ate regularly updated on
the websites listed in Table 20.3.

Chemical mutagens and radiation tend to induce point
mutations. While these I11JYbe 'realistic' in that they represent
the types of 111utations that cause many human diseases, a
major problem is that identification of the precise structural
changes in the DNA of a single mutant animal often requires
a laborious positional cloning approach. The alternative is to
use gene transfer as a mutagenesis method. In this case, the
mutagen is an insertional DNA sequence, a transgene by any
other name, which occasionally integrates into a pre-existing
gene and disrupts it. This strategy has one l11ajor advantage
over irradiation and chemical 111utagenesis: it leaves a sequence
tag at the locus which is mutated. As a result, rapid molecular
charactetization of the mutated locus is possible (Box 20.5). In
Drosophila, P-elements are used as insertional mutagens and
these ate introduced directly into the getm line (Section

http://htto:llwww.bioscience
http://Iwww.asf.de/ieo/arouoslenu-mouse.html
http://htto:llwww.mau.har.mrc.a
http://htto:llwww.lexoen.com/omnibank/omnibank.htm
http://htto:llwww.fruitflv.oro/odisruot/index.html
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Figure 20.14: The gene knock-in method replaces the activity of one chromosomal gene by that of an introduced gene

The En-7 gene shown at top has two exons and coding sequences are shown by filled boxes. Its promoter (P) and polyadenylation site IpAI
are also shown. The gene targeting vector ('knock-in vector') contains cloned En-7 gene sequences comprising an upstream sequence a
which contains the En-I promoter, and an internal segment b which spans the 3' end of exon 1, the single intron and the 5' coding sequence
of exon 2. Separating these two sequences is the coding sequence ofthe En-2gene. Two marker cassettes include a thymidine kinase Itk}
gene and a neomycin-resistance gene Ineo) both driven by a phosphoglycerate kinase promoter (chosen because phosphoglycerate
kinase is expressed in ES cells). The neo gene is flanked by 10xP sequences. The targeting procedure results in replacement of
endogenous sequences a and b but the 5' coding sequence of the En-7 gene is deleted. The knocked-in En-2 gene comes under the conrol
of the En-7 promoter (Hanks et al., 1995). Note that the term 'knock-in' has also been applied to any procedure where an endogenous gene
is inactivated by insertion of a new gene which is then expressed, even if the latter is only meant to serve as a reporter gene such as lael.

20.2.2). ES cells provide a way of introducing such mutations
into the mouse, since the random integration of DNA
sequences can be used to recover insertions in any number of
genes. However, because only approximately 3% of the mOllse

genome is represented by genes, most random insertion events
do not result in gene disruption.

In order to increase the likelihood of recovering insertions
in genes, the gene trap approach was devised (Evans et al.,
1997).The underlying principle is that the transgene contains
a defective reporter gene or selectable marker that is
expressed only if the construct inserts within a gene. For
example, the transgene may comprise a reporter gene with 3n
upstream splice acceptor site. If this integrates within a gene,
it behaves as an additional exon.When the interrupted gene is
transcribed, the reporter gene transcript becomes spliced to
the upstream exons and should, when translated, retain its
reporter activity. The advantage of this method is that the
reporter gene is expressed in the saIne pattern as the inter-
rupted gene, even in the heterozygous state, so information
about the gene (its expression profile) can be gained even ir
the interruption itself is lethal in the homozygous state. A
disadvantage is that expression of the reporter relies on the
expression of the interrupted gene, so if the gene is not
expressed the reporter is not expressed either. This problem
has been addressed by expressing the reporter gene from its
own (constitutive) promoter, but making polyadenylation

dependent on the surrounding gene (see F(~lIrl' 20. IJl. This
type of approach has been applied on a brge scale. with a
rcccnt report describing disruption and sequence identifl-
cation of 2000 genes in mouse embryonic stem cells
(Zambrowicz ('(aI., 1998).Two major initiatives are underway
in mice, one organized by the German Gene Trap
Consortium, which aims to produce and characterize 20 000
gene trap lines (Wiles et al., 2000) and one organized by the
US company Lexicon Genetics. In both cases, databases of
insert flanking sequences are maintained. These can be
searched by investigators who might identify all interesting
gene in their experiments and wish to obtain mouse lines in
which that gene is inactivated. A gene trap program is also
ongoing in Drosophila (Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project,
see Spradling et al., 1995, 1999), which includes not only
P-element mediated gene disruption but also P-clemcnt
mediated gcne activatioll. The latter approach (activation
tJgging, Box 20.S) involves thc use of P-elelllcnts incorpo-
rating a strong, outward-facing promoter. Once intcgrated,
sllch constructs will activate any adjacent, endogenous gene.
This allows insertional mutagencsis to be uscd to generate
gain-or-function n1utations as well as loss-of-function ones.
Internet resources for all the above programs are listed in
Table 20.3.

RNA illterference (Section 20.2.6) is another method
that can be used for high throughput functional annotation.



Box 20.5: Sophisticated vectors used for insertional mutagenesis.

20.4 I CREATING DISEASE MODELS USING GENE TRANSFER ~

Any DNA sequence can be used as an insertion vector, and as
long as the sequence is not already found in the host genome,
it can be used as a tag to identify the interrupted gene in simple
hybridization or PCR-based assays. However, the inclusion of
certain extra features can add functionality to insertion vectors
and reveal extra information about the interrupted gene and its
product, or even help to clone flanking sequences surrounding
the insert.

Gene traps. The insertion vector includes a reporter gene such
as lacl downstream of a splice acceptor site, so that the
reporter gene is only expressed if the vector integrates within a
gene. A variant gene trap vector, sometimes called a promoter
trap, comprises a naive reporter gene without a promoter. It is
only activated if it inserts downstream of an active promoter
(Evans et al., 1997). In both cases, reporter gene expression is
dependent on the interrupted gene. The advantage is that the
expression pattern of the interrupted gene is mirrored by the
reporter gene (which can provide functional information) but
the disadvantage is that nonexpressed genes have no reporter
expression. This restriction can be removed by expressing the
reporter gene from a constitutive promoter but making
polyadenylation dependent on the interrupted gene
(Zambrowicz et al., 1998).

Enhancer traps. The insertion vector includes a reporter gene
such as lacldownstream of a minimal promoter (usually a TATA

Thus far, this gene knock-down method has been applied
on a global scale only in the nemarode C. elegalls, but it has
shown great potential in mammalian cells and is perhaps the
only method suitable for the rapid and direct annotation of
human genes, at least those with functions that can be deter-
mined at the cellular level. Several large-scale experiments
have been carried out in C. elegatls, involving the synthesis
of thousands of dsRNA molecules and their systematic
administration to \Vonns either by microinjectioll, soaking
or feeding (Gonczy et al., 2000, Maeda et al., 200 I, Fraser el

al., 2000). Most recently, a heroic screen was carried out in
which nearly 17 000 bacterial strains were generated, each
expressing a different dsRNA, representing 86% of the genes
in the C. elellallS genome (Kamath et al., 2003). Over 10% of
these worms showed reproducible lethal, sterility, growth or
developmental phenocopies.

20.4 Creating disease models using gene
transfer and gene targeting
technology

Models of human disease are crucially important to Inedical
research. Animal models in particular allow detailed exami-
nation of the physiological basis of disease, and they also offer
a frontline testing system for studying the efficacy of novel
treatments before conducting clinical trials 011 human

box) which supports only background transcription on its own.
When the construct integrates within the influence of an
endogenous enhancer, the reporter gene mimics the expression
of the gene controlled by that enhancer (D'Kane and Gehring,
19871.Due to the long distance over which enhancers can act,
this strategy is rarely useful for gene identification, but cell
specific enhancers can be exploited for other purposes, such
as the control of Cre expression (see Section 20.2.5) or the
activation of a negative selectable marker for cell ablation (Box
20.2).

Activation tags. The insertion vector contains a strong,
outward-facing promoter. If the element integrates adjacent to
a gene, that gene will be activated by the promoter, possibly
generating a gain-of-function phenotype through ectopic
expression or overexpression (Rorth et al., 1998).

Plasmid rescue. The insertion vector contains the origin of
replication and antibiotic resistance marker from a bacterial
plasmid. This means that if the genomic DNA from the
transgenic insertion line is digested with a restriction enzyme,
diluted and circularized using DNA ligase, the insert and its
immediate flanking sequences will form a functional plasmid. If
the whole collection of genomic DNA circles is used en masse
to transform bacteria, only cells containing the plasmid
will survive. This is a rapid way to clone and identify the gene
sequences surrounding the insertion site IPerucho et al., 1980).

subjects. Cell cultures provide an alternative although more
limited resOllrce for disease 111odeling, particularly in terms of
investigating the biochemical effects of disease and the
response to drugs. Although many individual human disorders
do not have a good animal model, animal models exist for
some representatives of aU the major human disease classes:
genetically determined diseases, disease due to infectious
agents, sporadic cancers and autoimmune disorders (see Leiter
et al., 1987: Darling and Abbott, 1992: Clarke, 1994: Bedell
et al., 1997). Some animal models of human disease originated
spontaneously; others have been generared artificially by a
variety of different routes (Table 20.4). Until recently, the great
majority of available animal disease models were ones that
arose spontaneously or had been artificially induced by
random mutagenesis. More recently, gene targeting and trans-
genic technologies have provided direct ways of obtaining
animal and cellular disease models, and targeted mutations in
the mouse have been particularly valuable. Interestingly, it has
become increasingly clear that disease phenotypes due to
comparable mutations in human and i11QUSe orthologs often
show considerable differences (Section 20.4.6).

20.4.1 Modeling disease pathogenesis and drug
treatment in cell culture

Many aspects of disease pathogenesis have a cellular
component which can be effectively studied ex vivo. Examples
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Figure 20.15: Gene trapping uses an expression-defective transgene to select for chromosomal integration events that occur within or
close to a gene

A specimen host cell gene with the four exons (El-E41 is shown at the top together with its promoter (PI and polyadenylation signallpAI. Two
possibilities for a gene trap vector are shown. Transgene 1 includes a reporter gene which lacks a promoter. It has two exonic sequences a
and b, a polyadenylation signal (pAl and an upstream sequence which contains a splice acceptor sequence (SA). In this example, transgene
1 integrates into intron 1 of the host cell gene. During transcription from the endogenous promoter the splice acceptor sequence will help the
transgene exons to be spliced to the sequence from the first exon of the endogenous gene, producing a fusion transcript. Selection is based
on this transcript having a functional reporter activity (see Evans et a/., 1997). Transgene 2 has a marker gene (drug-resistance, e.g.
puromycin N-acetyltransferase) coupled to a promoter which works in ES cells (usually a phosphoglycerate kinase promoterl and a
downstream splice donor sequence, but lacks a polyadenylation signal. Again, integration is intended to permit expression but this time from
the transgene's promoter and the splice donor sequence helps the RNA transcript to be spliced to downstream host exons.

include the DNA repair defects of Xeroderma pigmentosum
and Fanconi anemia. the premature cell senescence character-
istics of Werner syndrome. the cyroskeleral disorganization
seen in neurofibromatosis and of course the uncontrolled
proliferation of cancer. Where such phenotypes exist. cell
models arc easier [Q dt:velop than animal models because gain-
of-function defects can be modeled simply by transferring a
disease-causing dominant transgene into the appropriate cell
type while loss-of-function models can now be efficiently
produced by RNA interference. Cell models can be based on
human cell lines. and in many cases an arrificialmodel is not
required because cells can be isolated from individuals with
the corresponding disease. Of course animals are more :lppro-
priJ,te because they provide a whole organism context, which
is required for the study of diseases with no appreciable
cellular phenotype (e.g. essential tremor). For many diseases,
however, cell models can be used as a first line ofinvestigation,
allowing the screening of many lead compounds and the iden-
tification of promising candidate drugs that can be tested on
animal models at a later stage.

20.4.2 It may be difficult to identify animal disease
models generated spontaneously or induced by
random mutagenesis

Spontaneous animal disease models

Mutant human phenotypes, especially those J.ssociated with
obvious disease symptoms, are subject to intense scrutiny:
most individuals who sutTer from a disorder seek medical
advice. If they present \vith a previously undescribed
phenotype their case nIaY \vell be referred to experts who
often will document the phenotype in the I11cdicJ.lliterJtlIre.
Given the motivation of affected individuals and their
f.1milies. physicians and interested medical rescarchcrs. and the
large population size for screening (current total global popu-
btion is over 6 billion individuals), there is a remarkably
effective screening process for mutant human phenotypes. In
contrast. many anilllal disease phenotypes will go unrecorded.
Only a small percentage of the animal population is in
captivity, and recording of spontaneous lllutant phenotypes is
largely dependent on examination of animal colonies bred for
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Table 20.4: Classes of animal models of disease

Process

IA} Spontaneous

181Artificial intervention
or artificially generated

Examples

Germline mutation ~ inherited disorder
Somatic mutation -. cancer

Selective breeding to obtain strains that are
genetically susceptible to disease

Infect animal strain with relevant microbial pathogen

Manipulate environment to induce disease without
causing mutation

In vivo mutagenesis using a strong mutagen
such as X-rays or powerful chemical mutagens
such as ethylnitrosourea (ENUI

Genetic modification of fertilized egg cells or cells
from the early embryo and subsequent animal
breeding 1transgenic and gene targetingtechnologiesl

Comments

e.g. injection of pristane, a synthetic adjuvant oil, into
the dermis of rats has produced a model of arthritis

Large chemical mutagenesis programs have been
established to produce mutant mice and zebrafish
(Section 20.4.2)

Sections 20.1-20.3

research purposes and, to a lesser extent, livestock and pet
populations. Only mutants with obvious external ~lI1ol1lalil's

are likely to be noticed. Despite the difficulty ill identifying
~pontaneous anima11l1utJllts. a number of animal phenotypes
have been described as likely models of hUlllan diseases (see
7able 20.5 for SO 111(;.' examples). In some cases, the animal
Illutant phenotype closely parallels the corresponding clinical
phenorype, but in others there is considerable divt:rgcllcc
because of species difTt:n:nccs in biochemical and develop-
mental pathways (see Erickson, 1996; Wynshaw-Uoris, 1996).
Additionally, phenotypic differences Illay result because of
different classes of I11l1t3tioll at orrhologolls loci.

Random mutagenesis using chemicals and irradiation
Classical methods of producing animal Illutants involved
controlled exposure to 111utagenic chemicals, or to high

Table 20.5: Examples of spontaneous animal mutants

dost's of X-rays. Large numbers of Drosophila and rnollst,;
mutants luvc been obtained by this method and, as disclIsst:d
above, dTicit:nt large-scale mutagenesis screens have bc:cll
conducted on both mice and also zebrafish (which offers
some adval1tJges as an animal model; see Box 20.6). A major
problem with chemically-induced and irradiation-induced
lllutations, ho\vever, is that they an: gt:ncrated essentially at
random. In order to identify a mutant phenotype ofinteresr,
J laborious screen for mutants IlcL'ds [0 be conducted by
close examination of the phenotypes following mutagenesis.
The mutant phenotypes which have been described in these
studies. as well as for spontaneolls I1111GlntS,show a clear bias
towards phenotypes with obvious external abnormalities,
simply because of the ease of identifying them. Nevertheless,
several important models of human disease have been
created lIsing slich methods.

Animal mutant

NOD mouse

mdxmouse

Hemophiliac dog

Watanabe heritable hyperlipidemic
(WHHL) rabbit

Atherosclerotic pigs

Splotch mouse

NF damselfish

Phenotypic features and molecular pathogenesis

Diabetic, but without being obese. Mimics human insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus

X-linked muscular dystrophy due to mutations in mouse dystrophin gene. The original mdxmutant has a
nonsense mutation but phenotype is much milder than Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMDI

Missense mutation in canine factor IX gene causes complete loss offunction. Human homolog is
hemophilia B

Hyperlipidemic as a result of a deletion of four codons of the low density lipoprotein receptor gene
(LDLR'); human homolog is familial hypercholesterolemia

Marked hypercholesterolemia. Normal LDL receptor activity, but variant apolipoproteins, including
apolipoprotein B

Abnormal pigmentation; phenotypic overlap with Waardenburg syndrome suggested that it was an
animal model for this disease, and confirmed by identification of mutations in homologous human
and murine PAX genes

Extensive neurofibromas suggest that it could be a homolog of human neurofibromatosis type 1
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20.4.3 Mice have been widely used as animal models
of human disease largely because specific
mutations can be created at a predetermined
locus

Spontaneous and artificially produced disease phenotypes
have been described in a wide range of animal spccics with
differing porentizds for modeling human disease. InvertcbrJtes
such as Drosophila and C. elegalls, and even yeast cells, can
provide some lIseful disease models. refkcring the existence of
certain proteins and pathways that arc very strongly conserved
throughout evolution (see Section 3.9.2). Evo1utionorily
distant vertebrates, slIch as the zebra fish, also offer some
advantages as model organisms ;:\I1d have been lIsed to model
ccrtain hUIllJJ1 diseases (Box 20.6). Mammals ",vQuld be
l'xpecred to provide better disease models bur, for a variety of
reasons, our closest relatives. the great apes. have not been Vt'ry
useful in providing disease models. Instead. other mallllllals,
notably mice, h:lve been used widely to model human disease
(Box 20.6). In the case of animal disease;' models which are
artificially induced by exposure to mutagenic chclllicJIs or
radiation, or which originate spontaneously, there is ]ittle or
no artificial control over the resulting phenotype :lJ1d
frequently, the identification of 311 animal disease model is
serendipitous. The great advantage of transgenic/gene
tJrgeted Illouse Illodels of dise3se is tint SPCC!{ic discl1::ic J//odd,
(all be co/I:<jfY/wcd 10 Mda. Provided tint the relevant gent' clones
are availabk, including mutant gellt's in some cases, mice can
be generated with a desired alter:ltioll in J chosen target gene.
All the Illajor c1asst's of disease, inherited disorders. callcns,
infectious diseases ;:lIld autoimlllune disorders can be modeled
in this wav ("1;'1>/" 20.6; Smithies. 1993; ehrke. 199-1; Uedell ,,(
al .. 1997). In 1Il0st cases, the transgt'nic/gene targeting
approaches have been used to Illodel singk gene disorders but.
increasingly. :lttelllpts 3re being Il1:.lde to produce motlse
models of complex genetic diseases, such as Alzheilller's

disease, atherosclerosis and essential hypertension effects

(Petters and Sommer, 2000).

20.4.4 Loss-of-function mutations can be modeled by
gene targeting. and gain-of-function mutations
by the expression of dominant mutant genes

Modeling loss-of-function mutations by gene targeting in
mice

Many disease phenotypes, including those of c<;sentially all
recessively inherited disorders and many dominantly
inherited disorders, are thought to result from ]0<;<;of gene
function. The simplest way of Illodeling the disease for single
genc disorders of this type is to make a knockout mouse.The
first step is to isolate the orrhologous mouse gene and to use
a segmcnt of it to knock out thL' endogenous gene in mOllse
ES cells lIsing gene tatgeting (Section 20.2.-1). Following
injection of the genetically modified ES cells into the
blastocyst of a foster mother. and continued development,
fOllnder mice art' obtained with the targeted Illutation in a
sizeable proportion of their gnlll cells. These mice call be
interbred and the offspring Gill be screened for the pre"cllce
of the desired l1lutation, and for the presence of the wild-type
allele using PCll.. assays of cells collected from tail bleeds. The
gene targeting event is intended to create a !lull alkk (where
there is compktt' absence of genL' expression), but sOllletimes
the result 1113)' be a leaky mlllario" and the mutant ;lllde
retains SOIllt' gene expression. For exalllpk. SOIllL' of the
norl11al gent.' product may be obtained by aberrant splicing
which skip" over the inserted DNA segment. This Illay
expbin diffcrellces in the se\'erity of the 1ll0U<;C models of
cystic fibrosi" described by SnOU\\'alTt er al. (1<JY2) :llld by
Dorin ('( al. (1<)<)2). Difle-rencL'" in phcllotype nuy al<;o occur
because of lIIod{{io genes using different mOll'll' strain" (<;ee
Section 20.-1.6).

Table 20.6:Examples of transgenic or gene-targeted mouse models of human disease

Human disease or abnormal phenotype

Cystic fibrosis

[3-Thalassemia

Hypercholesterolemia and atherosclerosis

Gaucher's disease

Fragile-X syndrome

Gerstmann-Striiussler-Scheinker IGSSI
syndrome

Spinocerebeliar ataxia type 1lSCAli

Alzheimer's disease

Gene

CFTR

HBB 1[3-globinl

Apolipoprotein genes,
e.g. APOE

GBA
FMRI

Prion protein gene IPRNp)

SCA 1(ataxinl

APPI[3-amyloid precursor
protein I

Method of constructing model

Insertional inactivation by gene targeting

Insertional inactivation by gene targeting

Insertional inactivation by gene targeting

Insertional inactivation by gene targeting

Insertional inactivation by gene targeting

Integration of mutant mouse prion gene

Integration of mutant human ataxin gene with expanded
triplet repeat

Integration of mutant full-length APPcDNA under control
of a platelet-derived growth factor promoter
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Primates should provide the best animal models of human
disease because they are so closely related to us (see Section
12.4.2). Humans and great apes show extensive developmental.
anatomical. biochemical and physiological similarities. Primates
are expensive to breed. however. and the population sizes in
captivity are very small. Public sensitivity also plays a part. While
some are opposed. in principle. to all animal experimentation.
those that feel it is justified in the interests of medical research
are generally more comfortable with experimentation on small
laboratory animals such as mice and rats. Most importantly.
primates are not well suited to experimentation: they are
comparatively long lived and less fecund than rodents. and so
breeding experiments are more difficult to organize. Given that
novel therapeutic approaches are rapidly being developed for a
range of human disorders (see Chapter 21). the long delay
required to perform test experiments on primates has prompted
the study of alternative models.

Mice are the most widely used animal models of human
disease. They are small and can be maintained in breeding
colonies comparatively cheaply. They have a short lifespan
(-2-3 years). a short generation time (-3 months) and are
prolific Ian average female will produce four to eight litters of
six to eight pups). Because they can be bred easily. complex
breeding programs can be arranged to produce recombinant
inbred strains and congenic strains (Taylor. 1989; see Box
14.21and their short generation time and lifespan means that
the effects of transmitting a pathogenic mutation through
several generations can be monitored relatively easily. As a
result. the genetics of the laboratory mouse have been studied
extensively for decades. and the phenotypes of many mutants
have been recorded (Lyon and Searle, 19891. Most such
mutants have originated spontaneously within breeding
colonies. A few have also been produced artificially, initially by
X-ray or chemical mutagenesis. but increasingly by gene
targeting and insertional mutagenesis. Mapping of the mouse
mutants is facilitated by interspecific back-cross mapping
IAvner et al., 1988; see Box 14.2) and by the availability of
numerous polymorphic markers (-9000 dinucleotide repeat
markers have been mapped). Because syntenic regions of the
mouse and humans genomes have been well documented Isee
Figure 12.11), this information is useful in identifying genuinely
homologous single gene disorders in mouse and man.

Rats are comparatively large and have been more amenable
to physiological. pharmacological and behavioral experiments.
especially in cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric studies. They
have a longer generation time (11 weeks!, and breeding colonies
are more expensive. Some classes of human disorders le.g.
hypertension and behavioral disordersl have no good mouse
models and instead have relied on rat models. Dense genetic
and physical maps of the rat genome have been constructed.

and the genome sequence has very recently been obtained (see
Section 8.4.4).

The zebrafish represents the ideal model of vertebrate
development since the fish develop externally and have robust
embryos like frogs. have a generation interval similar to mice but
produce 40 times more offspring in the same period. and the
embryos are transparent like those of Drosophila and C. elegans.
Zebrafish genetics are advanced: large scale mutant screens
have been carried out since the mid 1990s. gene transfer
technology is routine and dense genetic and physical maps are
now available along with EST resources. The zebrafish and
human genomes show a moderate amount of synteny. Many of
the mutant phenotypes identified in zebrafish genetic screens
resemble human disease states. providing useful disease
models particularly in the areas of hematopoietic disorders.
cardiovascular disease and kidney disease. For example. the
sauternes gene is the zebrafish ortholog of human ALAS2.
encoding o-aminolevulinate synthase. the first enzyme in heme
biosynthesis. The zebrafish mutant provided the first animal
model of congenital sideroblastic anemia. which is caused by
loss of ALAS2 function (Brownlie et al., 1998). Similarly. the
dracula gene is the zebrafish ortholog of human FECH. which
encodes ferrochelatase. the last enzyme in heme biosynthesis.
The mutation provides a model for erythropoietic proto porphyria
(Childs et al.•20001.Other models have been recently reviewed
(Dooley and Zon. 20001.The zebrafish and human genomes show
certain similarities although. because of the considerable
evolutionary divergence between humans and zebrafish. the
relevance of zebrafish mutants to human disease will be
expected to be confined to disorders affecting pathways that are
highly conserved. A number of zebrafish mutants have been
produced that are good models of human diseases. and can
therefore be used to test candidate drugs. These include models
of Alzheimer's disease. disorders of heme biosynthesis.
congenital heart disease. polycystic kidney disease and cancer.

Invertebrates and yeast are separated from humans by millions
of years of evolution. yet still a core of genes and essential
pathways remains conserved. Therefore. simple organisms such
as the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and the nematode
Caenorhabditis e/egans provide useful models of some diseases.
at least as far as providing a test system for drugs. even if the
overall phenotype is not particularly relevant. For example. the
insulin signaling pathway is entirely conserved between humans
and nematodes. so nematodes can be used as models for
diabetes. Similarly. diseases affecting very elementary cellular
functions (such as the DNA helicase defects in Bloom syndrome)
can be modeled in yeast. Importantly. both yeast and C. elegans
can be handled as microorganisms and can therefore be
screened in batches with panels of lead compounds and
candidate drugs.
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Modeling gain-of-function mutations by expressing a
dominant mutant gene

This general experimental design has been used frequently in
conjunction with the pronuclear microinjection technique of
gene transfer. The disease to be modeled must be one where
the presence of an introduced DNA is itself sufficient to
induce pathogenesis, and can include inherited gain-of-
function mutations and sporadic cancers caused by onco-
genes. To model such disorders, it is necessary to clone a
mutant gene or, jf necessary. design one by i" vitro mutage-
nesis. The mutant gene is then simply inserted as a rransgene.
for example by microinjccrion into fertilized Docyces. Because
there is 110 requirement for the introduced mutant gene to
integrate at a specific location, human mutant genes will
'iiufficealthough, in some cases,mouse mutant genes have been
used. The two examples below illustrate this approach.

~ An early example was intended to assess whether a leucine
substitution found at codon 102 in a prion protein gene in
a patient with Gcrstmann-Straussler-Scheinker (GSS)
syndrome \Vas pathogenic. An equivalent mut;ttion \Vas
artificially designed in a cloned mouse prion protein gene
and the mutant gene was then injected into fertilized
oocytes to producc transgenic nuce. The min' dio;played
o;pontaneous neurodegcneration. reminiscent of dut found
in the human syndrome (Hsiao el a/., 1990). A variety of
other experiments using prion protein transgcnes have
been very helpful in understanding priollS (Gabizon and
Taraboulos, 1997).

~ Expandt·d triplet repeats causing neurodcgenerative
disorders (see Section 16.6.~) constitllte another type of
gain-of-function Illutation. Spinocerebellar ataxia type 1
(SCA I) is a dominantly inherited disorder which results
from unstable expansion or a CAG triplet repe,1t in the
ataxin gene. It is characterized by degeneration of cere-
bellar Purkinje cells, spinocerebellar tracts and some
brainstem neurons. Transgenic mice were produced by the
introduction of one of two transgenes driven by a Purkinje
cell-specific promoter: the normal human ataxin gene
(SCA /), and a mutant ataxin gene containing an expanded
CAG repear. Both types of transgene were expressed, but
only mice with the expanded allele developed ataxia and
Purkinje cell degent.'ration. confirming the gain-of-
function l1\"pothe,is (Burright el a/., 1995).

Modeling human cancers in mice

Considerable effort is also being devoted to constructing
l110use models of C:111cers(see Ghebranious and Donehower,
1998; Macleod and Jacks, 1999).

~ Gain of function, In this case the disease is due to inap-
propriate acti\'ation of a proto-oncogene and can be
modeled by constructing a transgenic mouse. The appro-
priate oncogene is introduced into the mouse genome by
simple transgene integration,

~ Loss of function, In this case:, the disease is due to inacti-
vation of a tumor suppressor gene and can be modeled by
constructing knock-out mice through gene targeting. For
example, several models have been generated by inacti-

vating the mouse homologs of the TP53 and RBI genes
but the phenotypes show only broad similarity to the
corresponding human phenotypes. Li-Fraumeni syndrome
and retinoblastoma, respectively (see also Section 20.~.6).

20,4,5 Increasing attention is being focused on the use
of transgenic animals to model complex
disorders

Modeling chromosomal disorders

Existing mOllse models for human chrol11osomal disordcro;;are
sparse. In some cases this is due to insufficient conservation of
syntellY between the two species. Taking the example of
Down syndrome (trisomy 21). hUI11:lI1chromosome 21 share>;
a large syntcnic region with 1110Ulil'chromosome 16 (o;e:e
F(~lIrl' /2. /1). but trisomy 16 micc arc not good models for
Down syndrome because they diL' ill lIfero. Indeed, the trisomy
16 mouse could never be expc:.'(tcd to be a good model of
human trisomy 21 because the two chromosomes are not
absolutely cquivalent. Genes in the di<tal 2-3 Mb of hUlllan
chromosome 21 have orthologs 011 mOllse chromosomes 17
and 10. and some genes 011 Illouo;e chromosome.:" In han.'
orrhologs on chromosomes other than hum:lI1 chromo.:;ome
21, In order to produce a bt.,tter DO,,"11syndrome model in the
mOllse. attention has focused on the Down syndrome critical
region at 21 q21.3-q22.2 (deduced frolll observing the
phenotypes of rare Down syndrollie patients with p:lrtial
trisomy 21), Within this region, the: human lIIillibraill gene :1t
21 q22.2 may be :m important cOlltributory locus to the asso-
ciated learning defects. Transgt'nic mice in which a 180-kb
YAC containing the t OO-kb human m;lIib",ill gene but appar-
ently no other gene. dcvelop h:arning defects (Smith
l't 11/.• 19Y7).A segmental trisomy 16 Illollse.Ts65Dn. obt:lined
by o;tandard methods of irradiating mice was shown by Rec\'cs
l't al. (1995) to have learning and behavior deficits. Other
1110rl' rt'ccntly produced model<; arc discu<;sed by Kola and
Hertzog (1998). Future efforts in modeling chromosomal
disorders GUl be expected to takc advantage: of gene targeting
using Cre-[I)xP. As described in Section 20.2.5 this system
offers tremt'ndous potential for genome engineering :lnd can
be used to engineer chromosomc trans!ocations at defined
positions on pres('lected chromosomes. YAC transgcnics call
also bc expected to be important in investigating over-
expression of genes in other chrol11o<;ol11aldisorders and in
disorders resulting frol11 aberr,lIH gene dosage for large
regions. such as Charcot-Marie- Tooth disease type 1A. which
is duc to ovcrcxpression as a result of ,I 1.5-Mb duplication ill
the I'MP22 gene region (see F(~lfr{' /6.8).

Modeling complex diseases

Incrca<;ingly, the focus in human gcnetic<; i~ 1ll0\'illg to\\"ard<;
understJnding the pathogt.'nesis of complex genetic diseJses
such :IS atherosclerosis. essential hypencll'\ioll and diabetes,
Such disordcr<; have a compkx etiology with multiple genctic
and environmental component<;. Somc valuable animal
modds h:we been produced for SOIllCof these disordcrs but
gelle targeting approaches arc cxpected ill the future to
pro,·ide additional badlv needed model, (Smithies and Mat'da,
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1995).A, long as suitably promising genes can be identified as
being involved in the pathogenesis, then breeding experi-
ments can be used to bring different combinations of disease
genes together, and the effect of different genetic backgrounds
in different strains of mice and of different environmental
factors can be assessed. This approach may not be so daunting
as it sounds because. increasingly, many complex disease
phenotypes are considered to be due mostly to the combi-
nation of only a \"Cry few major susceptibility genes. For
example. a digenic model of spina bifida occulta was generated
serendipitously in offspring obtained by crossing a n10use
heterozygous for the Parch mutation (p~~rrb; platelet-deri,·ed
growth factor receptor) with a mouse homozygous for the
IIl1dlllarcd mutation (Pax-I) (see Helwig cr ,11., 1995). In other
cases, such digenic models Illay suggest possible therapies. For
example, crossing rds mutant mice (showing retinal degener-
ation) with transgenic mice expressing &1-2 (which protects
n'lI from apoptosis) led to a slow down in retinal degeneration
(Nir cr <11 .• 2(00).

20.4.6 Mouse models of human disease may be difficult
to construct because of a variety of human/
mouse differences

It is not uncolllmon for spolltaneous or artificially generated
mou.:;\.'models of disease to show phenotypes that an: consid-
crably different from the corresponding human disorders. For
cxample. gene targeting to inactivJte sever;}] mOllse (umor
suppressor genes has often produced disappointing mouse
lIlodels. as in the case of T1'5] and RB 1 (retinoblastoma)
knock-ollts. There may be problems in achic\"ing the desired
type of mutation, for eXJmph.: bt."causl' of the possibility of
I(,d/q l'xpression in kllockout~ discussed above. or the
expression of a transgene may be affected by various factors
sllch as the position etTects discllSSt'd in Section 20.2.3 causing
an unexpt.'cted phc.:'notype. St'ning aside these pO<ilsibilities,
there are several areas where differences between mice and
humans could be expected to result in divergent disease
phenotypes for lIlutations in orthologous genes (Erickson.
1989. 1996; Wynshaw-Boris. 1996).

~ Differellces ill bioe/wllical pal/llllays. Although
biochemical pathways in mamilla Is an: generally well
conserved. some differences are known between the
pathways of humans and mice. The human retina appears
to depend heavily 011 the accurate function of the RB 1
gene product. but other \'ertebrate retinas do nor. As a
result, spontaneous retinoblastoma mouse mutants have not
been described. and retinoblastoma is not a feature of Rb 1
knockout mice. However, it has been shown recently that
RiJ 1 is required for normal placental dc.:vdopmel1t in the
mou"'e. Knockout mice show excessive proliferation of
trophoblast cells and a severe disruption of the normal

pbcent3l bbyrinth architccrurc callsing a decn:ase in
vascularization and reduCt:.'dplacental transpon (WU el al.,
2003). Another example may be provided by ganglioside
degradation pathways. While mutations in the human
HEXA gene, encoding hexosaminidase, result in the severe
lysosomal storage disorder Tay-Sachs disease, inactivation
of the mouse onholog Hexa causes the abnormal accumu-
lation of ganglioside in neurons without the motor neuron
or learning deficits seen in humans (Wynshaw-Boris.
1996).

~ Differences in delJelopmental patl.wa}'s. The differences in
human and mouse de\"e1opmental pathways are not well
understood but are expecred to be significant for some
organ systcms, such as the brain.

~ Abso/ule lillie. Because of the huge difference in the
average lifespans of mice and humans, cenain human
disorders in which the disease is oflate onset may possibly
be difficult to model in mice.

~ D!ffererrces ill gerrelic backJirollud. This reOects the
importance of 11lod{f1er gelles. Most human populations are
outbred. Laboratory strains of mice, however. arc very
inbn ...d. Oft(.'11a particular phenorype CJn vary considc:rably
in different ~trJins of mice because of differences in their
alleks at other loci (modifier genes). which can interact
with the locus of interest. A uscful examplt' of the impor-
tance of genctic background is thc Mill (111ultiple intes-
tinal neoplasia) 1110llse which was gcnerated by ENU
Illutagcl1csis and results from lllutations ill tht' mOllse Ape
gt'lle. Mutations in the orthologous human gene, APC,
c.wse adcnomatous polypo~is coli and related colon
Clilcers and the .\lil/ mouse ha~ bn'n regarded as a good
model for such disorders.The phcnotype of the .\lill mouse
is. however. dramatically modified by the genetic back-
ground. For example the number of colonic polyps in mice
carrying .1 PC.\lm is strikingly dependent on the strain of
mouse. Similar phenotypic variability is found in human
f.1milies where different members of the ~ame family may
ha,·e "rikillgly different tumor phenotyp<'< although they
po~sess identical mutations in the .ripe gene. Some of
the varbbility could be due to envirollment;!l factors, but
the involvement of modifier genes Iud been strongly
suspected. The .\1i/l mouse provides a well-defined generic
system for mapping and identifying modifier genes
(Dietrich ct ,,1.. 1993: MacPhee ('( "I..1995).

The recent completion of the mouse and rat genome
sequences has identified a number of human genes that do
not appear to have counterparts in rodcnts. Examples
include the pseudoautosomal SHOX gene (deficiencies in
which underlie Leri- Weill syndromc and nuy significantly
contribute to Turner syndrome - ~ee Clel11t'nt-Jones el al.,
2(00) and the Kalman syndrome gene. KA L I.
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Further reading
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EW APPROACHES TO TREATING DISEASE~ CHAPTER TWENTY ONE I

21.1 Treatment of genetic disease is not
the same as genetic treatment of
disease

Coming at the end of a book like this. a chapter on treatment
might reasonably consider two quite separate matters:

~ treatment of genetic disease;

• genetic treatment of diseaSt'.
The latter topic in turn has sC\'eralmajor f..lcets:

~ genot)"ping individuals to predict their pattern of favorable
and adverse responses to drug treatments:

~ using knowledge of genetics and cell biology to identity
new targets for drug development;

~ using knowledge of genetics and cell biology to develop
cell-based therapies;

• using genetic techniques to produce drugs. vaccines ere. for
treatment of disease;

• using genetic techniques directly to treat disease.

Between them, these topics cover most of twenty-first century
medical research. It would require several large books. written
by tcams of experts, [0 do justice to so vast an area. therefore
we will give fairly cursory looks at the earlier topics in the
lists, before concentrating on the last topic, using genetic tech-
niques to treat disease. Some important ethical issues raised by
these developments are briefly addressed in three Ethics boxes.

21.2 Treatment of genetic disease

It is a popular misconception that if a disease is genetic it mUSt
be untreatable. In reality there is no connection at all berween
cause and treatability of a disease. A profoundly deaf child
should be offered hearing aid, or a cochlear implant based
solely on the child's symptoms and family situation, quite
regardless of whether the hearing loss is genetic or not.
Orthodox medical treatment aimed at alleviating symptoms of
disease isjust as applicable to generic diseases as to any other.

It is, however, true that for many genetic conditions existing
treatllu;nts are unsatisf.1ctory. A ~urvey 20 years ago (Costa ct
al., 1983) estimated that trt;::JtJ1lent improved reproductive
c:lpacity in only 11% of Mendelian diseases, improved soci::1i
adaptation in only 6%, and extcnded life span to normal in
only 15% (of those that reduced longevity). No doubt the
figures would be bcttl'r now, but not dramatically so.

Inborn errors oflllctaboli~Jll are the best candidate subset of
Mendelian diseases for conventional treatment. Our detailed
biochemical knowledge provides many potcntial entry points
for intervention, including:

~ substrate limitation. Everybody knows the success of
dietary treatment of phenylketonuria (although even in
successfully treated patients, cognitive development
averages half a standard deviation below normal). Several
other inborn errors respond equally well to dietary
treatment;

~ replacement of a deficient product. such as thyroid
hormone for infants with congenital hypothyroidism;

~ using alternative pathways to remove toxic metabo-
lites. Treatments range from simple bleeding as a yery
effective treatment for hemachromatosis to using benzoate
to increase nitrogen excretion in p:ltients ,vith urea-cycle
disorders;

~ using metabolic inhibitors such as the drug NTI3C that
blocks the tyrosine pathway and dramatically improves the
prognosis of Type 1 tyrosinemia (Lindstedt 1'1 111.• 1992).

The~..: and many other examples are discussed in detail by
Treacy, Valle and Scri,-er. whose chapter is recommended to
readers interested in this an~a (see Furtht'r rt"ading)_ It remains
tflll' that despite much work. rdativ(;'ly fe\\' genetic diseases
have wholly satisfactory treatments, hence the emphasis on
the novel approaches described below. which apply equally to
genetic and Ilongenetic disease.

21.3 Using genetic knowledge to improve
existing treatments and develop new
versions of conventional treatments

21.3.1 Pharmacogenetics promises to increase the
effectiveness of drugs and reduce dangerous
side effects

Drugs are rarely effective in IOO'.lIo of the patients to whom
they are prescribed. For example, among: the Illost commonly
prescribed classes of drugs:

~ 15-35% of patients have all inadequate or no response to
beta-blockers;

~ 7-2H% of patients have 3n inadequatc or no response to
angiotensin convening enzYI11t"inhibitors;

~ ':)-23% of patients respond inadequately to selective sero-
tonin re-uptake inhibitors;

~ 20-50% of patients respond inadequately to tricyclic anti-
depressants.

In some cases (especially psychiatric illness) patients given the
sallle clinical label may actually have different diseases, only
one of which responds to a givcn drug. Uut for the most parr
these individual variations in response depend on variations in
the absorption, distribution, metabolislll and elimination of
drugs, and variability of the target n:c(,.'ptor~.

Tht"se individual variations IllUSt largely depend on combi-
nation~ of COlllmon polymorphismli in a limited number of
genes. Compared to the problems of finding genetic sllscepti-
bility f.,ctors in COllllllon disease (Chapter 15). identitying the
variants underlying individual reactions to drugs should be a
mllch more tractable problem. The search call be focllsed on a
definable area of biochemistry, and many hypotheses are
amenable to checking i/1 IJifm. Thu~ the dream of illdividl/al-
specific presrribillj! seentS attainable. Somt: ,art of chip-based kit
would bt: lIsed in the clinic office to genotype the patient for
a ft:w hundred COlllmon polymorphisllls. The results would
dt:tt:rl1line which drugs would be.' safe :lIld effective in his case.
Cynics might argue that drug companies hJve 110 interest ill
making sure their drug is prescribed only ill those cases where
it will work - but they have a very ~trollg illtt"rest in a"oiding
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prescribing it when it might cause a dangerous side effect. It
costs an average of US S800 million, and takes 10-15 years, to
develop a compound from initial lead to marketed drug. and
many promising compounds fail late in the process bc:cau~c: of
adverse reactions in a smalllllinority of patients.

Several examples arc already known of genetic \"ariam"i that
affect drug responses Cfable 21. I). These effeets can havc real
clinical importance. Doses of isoniazid that are appropriatc for
fast acetylators risk causing a peripheral neuropathy in slow
acetylalOrs. Patients with the R 144C or 135~L variants in the
CYP2C9 gene may suffer from excessive anticoagulation and
bleeding if they are given the standard maintenance dose of
warfarin. A CYP2D6 'poor metabolizer' might get no benefit
from codeine-containing painkillers, but if prescribed
norrryptilene, might require a daily dose of only 10-20 mg.
where an ultra-rapid metabolizer might require SOO mg per
day. Wolf el 01. (2000) quote a report that in patiellls pre-
scribed psvchiatric drugs that are CYP2D6 substrates. adverse
drug reactions are observed in every patient with mutations
that inactivate the CYP2D6 gene.

21.3.2 Drug companies have invested heavily in
genomics to try to identify new drug targets

It has been claimed that the e:ntire diversity of drug~ on the
market today act through only about -1-00 targets. Gc:nomic
rcsl'3rch has vastly expanded the: number of potential targets
anilable for research by drug companies - from a few
hundred 10 years ago to maybt' 50 000 now In f:letthe super-
abundance of potential targets is almost an embarrassment to

biotech companies. RNA interference (Section 20.2.6) can be
lIsed to idt:IHify genes where JIl inhibitory drug might
produce a lI"icful effect, befofe investing in the large selle
sCft.'t.'lling that would be needed co idl.'lltify possible inhibitor".
In rhe long [crm completely new CL1""L'S of drugs will hopL'-
fully cIllt.'rgt' from this effort.

Genomic or prorcomic srudic'i of pathogenic micro-
organisms .lfe also important. as guides to the development
of IlL'W v:lccincs or treatments. Microbial pathogens have
fcatun.:'d strongly all p[iority lists for gcnollle;: sequencing (set'
Bl'X 8.8). a notable recent success being rhe malaria parasite
PJaS11/1,di1l11l ./i,lciparul/l (Gardner ('1 "t.. 2002). Sequ":llces are
analyzed to identify enzymes specific to the pathogen and nOt
the host. which could be targets for inhibitors, or missing
enzymes that make the parasite ndnerable to interference
with the supply of an essential nutrient. Virulence proteins or
gene products expressed early in infection are promising drug
targets. They can be identified by expression array studies, and
by comparisons of gene content or gene expression in
virulent and 110l1virulent strains. Proteomics strategies (such as
MALDI- TOF MS: see Box /9.~) are used to identity proteins
on the pathogen cell surface that might be targets for \"accines.

21.3.3 Cell-based treatments promise to transform the
potential of transplantation

Cell-based treatments can be setOn a~ natural extensions of
pre,enr-day transplant methods, but advances in our under-
standing of stem cells offer the hope of radically extending the
pn.:.',ent range of options. In tht.:"orytht.:"possibilities are endlc:s"i

Table 21.1: Examples of genetic variations affecting response to drugs

See Wolf et al. (20001for details.

EnzymeI protein Variant

N-acetyltransferase Siowacetylators

Thiopurine methyltransferase Low activity

CYP2D6P450 cytochrome Low activity (inactivating mutations)

Ultra-high activity (tandem
gene amplification)

CYP2C9P450 cytochrome Low activity

CYP2C19P450 cytochrome Low activity

l3-adrenergic receptor ADRB2 Several SNPs - not yet clear
which are important

Populationfrequency

60% (white European)
20% (Oriental)

(Iowl

6% (white European)
1%(Oriental)
2-7% (white Europeansl

0.2% ?

4% (white Europeanl
23% (Oriental)

NA

Examplesof drugsaffacted

Isoniazid, procainamide, sulfonamides

6-mercaptopurine. azathioprine

Failure to activate:
codeine

Slow inactivation:
psychiatric drugs e.g. nortryptilene,
clozapine, haloperidol, imipramine.
mianserine; cardiovascular drugs e.g.
propanolol

Ibuprofen. warfarin, tolbutamide

Mephenytoin. proguanil

Variable responses to Albuterol in asthma

ERBB2receptor

NA. Data not available.

Amplified in some breast cancers Herceptin (effective only when ERBB2
amplified 1
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- any d:l111agcdor worn out ri<;<;ucor Oq~,r.Ul might be reno-
\"ared or n.:created using appropriate 'itcm cells. :md rhl''it.'

might be subjected to any 'iort of genetic manipulation in
advance. Daley (2002) gives a judicious as'iL'ssmt'nt of how f.1f
these hopes may be realized in the mediulIl rcrm.

Stem cells can be defined as cells that can both self-renew
and give rise [Q differentiated progeny (see Section 3.3). They
are probably present at all "ages of dewlopment and in all
tissues. There is a gradient frolll embryonic stem cd Is (ES
cell,). that can potentially produce all germ line and somatic
cells of an organism. through (0 mulriporcnt but rissuc-
restricted "em cells (F(~",,' 2/. I). Mouse ES cells have been
studied for many years. but the i,olation of human ES cells by
Thomson ('{"I. in 1998 propelled stem cell therapy to the fore-
front of both medical research and ethical debate. The ethical
debate derives from the method of producing ES cells, which
inevitably involves destruction of an early human embryo. For
a flavor of the arguments, see a series of Icncrs in the .""ell'
Ellg/alld Jormlal o( .\led;c;lIe 346, 1619-1622 (2002). which
were stimulated by a review by Weissman (2002). Opponents
of the use of ES cells often suggest that it is not necessary to
use them, becJlIse tissue-restricted adult stem cells can do rhe
job equally well. Others contend that few of the available adult
stem cell lines are well characterized, and that their growth

and differentiation potential is too limited to make thclll all

adequate sub"itute for ES cell,.
Current lim:l.i "ary widely ill how well they grow in culture

and in the r:mge of difle-n.,ntia(l·d ((;'1" they will produn:. An
open question i, (Q what extent ri"''\lIc-resrricred stem cells can
rTallsdttTerelltiau) by migrating into J different tissue and raking on
the properties of stern cells of that tissue. Many claims have been
made. hut few have been rigorously estahli,hl'd. As research
roo!li.srcm cells araLi sons :m: iI11111t'!1sely imporranr.Tht:y Illa)'

allow idcl1titication of the f.lctOrs that control whether and how
cells differentiate.lftrus led to an ability to control and channel
differentiation, '\rem cells might be ll'iied for an :llmost unlimited
r~lI1geof tissue engineering :lnd tissue repair.

Using stem cells taken from a donor ~till IC:lvCS the
problem of trJnsplanr rejection. That problem could be
solved by using the nuclear transpbntation technology that
produced Dolly the sheep. The nucleus of an oocyte ,,"ould
be replaced by one frolll the eventual transplant n.'cipienf.
and ES cells isolated froIll the resulting bla"ocyst (F(~lIre
21.2). These cells could in theory be used to produce Stem
cells. tissues or even whole organs for transpbntation with
no risk of rejection. This procedure is called rherapellric
dOlli,,>!. and is the subject of intense ethical and political
controversy (liee Erhics Box 1).

)

Differentiated muscle cells

Differentiated cells of the
hematopoietic system

Differentiated neural cells

Cells of the germ-line

Pluripotent
ES cell

Multipotent tissue-specific
stem cells

Terminally differentiated
cells

Figure 21.1: Stem cells.

All stem cells can both self-renew and give rise to more differentiated progeny. Embryonic stem (ES) cells can produce all somatic and
germ line cell types of the organism; tissue-restricted stem cells have more limited potential. Whether and if so to what extent tissue-
restricted stem cells can trans-differentiate into a cell characteristic of a different tissue is currently controversial.
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ES cells

Therapeutic cloning

Figure 21.2: Reproductive and therapeutic cloning.

In both procedures a somatic cell nucleus from the donor is transplanted into an enucleated oocyte, which is then stimulated to develop to
the blastocyst stage. For reproductive cloning, the blastocyst is implanted in a uterus with the hope that it will develop into a newborn.
Human reproductive cloning is banned in most countries. For therapeutic cloning, EScells are extracted from the inner cell mass of the
blastocyst, which is then destroyed. The EScells are used as a source of cloned donor cells or, potentially, tissues or organs. Human
therapeutic cloning is controversial because it involves destruction of a human embryo. The embryo might be a surplus embryo from an
in vitro fertilization (IVFI clinic, or might be specially created for the purpose.

21.3.4 Recombinant proteins and vaccines

Recombinant proteins can be produced by expression
cloning in microorganisms or transgenic livestock

Many therapeutic proteins that wcre formerly extracted frol11

31limal or human sources can be made as rL'COlllbillJIH
proteins by expression cloning (Russell and Clarke. I~~~).The
techniques and problems of expression cloning are de,cribcd
in Section 5.6. Recombinant human insulin was first
marketed in 1982. and Table 21.21iscs a number of subsequent
examples. Using recombin:mr proteins avoids man)' of the
safety problems of nawrally extracted products. M~UlY hemo-
philiacs contracted AIDS frolll HIV-colltaminarcd hUlllJl1
Factor Vlli. and some children succumbed to Creutzfeld-
J.lkob disease after injections of growth hormone extracted
frolll human cadaver pituitary gbnds.

Bactt'ria are the ,illlpk<;t host<;for expression cloning. Large
volumcs of culture can bc grown, alld the media call be
defincd and controlk·d to avoid contaminatioll, Howcvcr.
polypeptides produced in bacteri" are not usually identicll to
natural hUl1lJn protein,. Mo:,t therapeutic human proteinlj are
glycosybted. and bacteria do not reproduce the humall
patterns of glycosylation, For this reason there is all illcrea<;ing
ilHt,'re<;tin JllJmmalian expression systems. These may be cdl
cultures, but transgenic animal<; are an attractive alternative,
For exam pIc a cloned hUlllan genc might be fused to a sheep,
goat or pig gene expressing a milk protein and inserted into
the gcrm line of the animal. This It'ads to the.:.'idea of
·pharming'. Flocks of transgenic animalli would be maintaint.'d

that produce a desired human protein at high level in their
milk (Vclander e{ af.. 1997). Altern"ti\'c1y. transgenic chickens
might be Illade that lay eggs rich in a walltcd product.

Transgenic plants are also becoming popular. Plants do not
replicate hunlall-specific glycosylJtion patterns, but they have
many JdvJntages for expression cloning in terms of co<;t Jnd
safety. For ex,lI11ple,there is considerable interest in producing
rice <;tr;lin<;cnginecred to countn tht.' vitJmin A deficiency
that j<;a <;eriou<;public health probkm ill at least 26 countries
in Africa.A,i" and Latin America (Ye ('f al.. 20(0).

Genetically engineered antibodies

The complicatcd gene rt.'arrangt.·mcnts in 13 lymphocytl.'s
(Section 10.6) endow each one of us with a huge repertoirc of
differelH antibodie<; as a defen<;e <;ystem against innuTllcrabk'
foreign antigt.·ns. Antibody molL-culL-, function as adaptt.·rlj:
thcy have binding sites for foreign alHigen :It the variable (V)
end, and binding sites for effector molecules at the constant
(C) elld. 13illding of an antibody may by itself be suffici"llt to
ncutralize '\01111..' toxins and viru'L' .... hut Illore lIsually tht.'
bOllnd antibody triggers the compkltlcllt ,ystem and cell-
mediated killing.

Arrifici:llly produced therapeutic .1Iltibodics are designed
to be Illollo<;pl'cific. Traditionally thl'<;L'WL're 1110110clO/1I11 ,mri-

bodil's (IllAbs) <;ccreted by h)'brido/llcl ..•. iIl11110rtalize.:.·dcells
produced by fusion of anribody-producillg 13 lymphocytes
frolll all il1l11lunized mouse or rat with cd Is from an
imlllortal IllOU'\C 8-lymphocytc tUIllOr. Hybridom3s :lre
propagated ~l"i individual clones. each of which can provide a
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Ethics Box t: The ethics of human cloning .. ~ 'f \,', , . " : •• :' '.•.

Arguments about the ethics of human cloning need to distinguish
reproductive from therapeutic cloning - even if the final decision
is that both types are unethical. Legislatures in many countries
have considered bills that either seek to ban every type of
cloning, or seek to make a distinction between reproductive
(banned) and therapeutic (permittedl cloning.

Reproductive cloning aims to produce a cloned baby.
Objections to reproductive cloning are on three grounds: one
practical, one principled and one misconceived.

• The practical argument points to the low success rate of all
mammalian cloning experiments, and to the fact that many
cloned animals that are born have serious abnormalities,
probably because current procedures do not reliably
reprogram the epigenetic modifications of the donor cell
(Dean et al., 2001). This is simple fact. and clearly any
attempt at human reproductive cloning in the present state
of knowledge would be grossly unethical. Conceivably
advances in knowledge might remove this objection, though
it is not clear how we could know without conducting
unethical experiments.

• The argument in principle says that humans should be
valued for themselves and not treated as instruments to
achieve a purpose. We fully accept this argument, but
wonder why it is not applied with equal force to ambitious
parents who decide that their 3-year-old will become a
tennis champion or a virtuoso violinist.

• The misconceived argument views clones as not fully
individual or maybe not fully human. Much of the
anxiety - and also much of the humor - about reproductive
cloning is based on a picture of clones as some sort of

permanent and <;tabll' ,Gurer of a singk mAb. UnfonunJte!y
tht.' rhcrapl"lltic potelltial of mAbs produced ill rhi, way is
lilllitc ...d. Although rodcllt mAbs can be raised against human
pathogens :lIld cell" they ha\"e a short half-life ill human
,crUIll and rhey C.lIl elicit produnion of human anti-rodent
Jmibodic:s. III addition. only some of the: different c1a\j~l's can
trigger hUIll:1Il cfTcuor (ullctions.

These problems cm be ,ddressed by antibody engi-
neering. DifTl.'fc.:'llt c..'xons of the imllluIloglobulin gl'IlC:o.
encode difTl'n:llt domains of the antibody molecule.Thl'fCforl'
('xon '1huming at rhl' D A level allow'\ construction of ;}l1ti-

bodies with novel combinations of protein domains. E~lrly
applicHiolls of antibody engineering product.'d hUlnanized
antibodies (hgllrc 2/.3) in which a It:sscr or gn:";]ter pJrt of
the rodl'nr J1IAb is replaced by the human equivalenr.
Ulrim3rely antibodies were cOllsrrucrcd that carried only the
((Jlllplflllflllarit)'-dcICrl/lill;lI,S!. n:v.iml.' (CDRs) frol11 the radcfl{

mAb - these are the hypervariablc sequences of (h1..' Jl1tigl'l1

binding site (F':1!//rc 21.38). More recent developments have
by-passed hybridolll3 construction altogether by using phage
display technology (Hoogenboom el al., 1998; Section 5.6.1).
These systems allow innovJtive combinations of antibody

programmable zombies. This is very strange, since we all
know clones, and are perfectly aware that they are fully
human and individual. Engineered clones would be even less
identical than MZ twins, since the donor would most likely
be an elderly self-obsessed billionaire seeking to achieve a
spurious immortality, while the clone would be 60 years
younger and born into a totally different environment. To take
a hackneyed example, even if somebody were to succeed in
cloning Hitler, there is not the slightest reason to imagine the
clone would set about exterminating Jews.

Arguments in favor of reproductive cloning are based on
scenarios where this is the only option for a couple to have
children - for example, if a woman had a serious mitochondrial
disorder, she could become pregnant with a donated oocyte
(which would supply the mitochondria) into which a nucleus of
one of her or her partner's somatic cells had been transplanted.

Therapeutic cloning (Figure 21.2) involves the production of
embryonic stem cells in which the nucleus derives from a
somatic cell of the donor. This is done in order to provide the
donor with a source of perfectly matched transplantable cells,
tissues or organs. The ethical debate is more complicated here.
Many people object to the idea of creating an embryo
specifically for this purpose, or even using surplus embryos from
in vitro fertilization clinics. Other opponents cite a 'slippery slope'
argument: if therapeutic cloning is allowed, it might be
impossible to prevent unscrupulous operators from diverting
cloned embryos into reproductive cloning programs. Against
this, proponents argue that if therapeutic cloning is the only way
to cure devastating diseases, it would be unethical not to
proceed.

dOlll.lino; to be constructed. A very promising class o(.lIuibody
(krivativc'i are sil/,{!/c {haill l!(lriablc fra,\!/IIl'II1 ..• (scFv: F/:i!./lrl'

21.3C).These ha\'e almosr,1I the binding specificity of, mAb.
but in a o;ingle nonglycosybtt'd polypeptide which CJn bL'
l11:Jdl' on a large scale in bacrtTi.JI. yc.)<;t or t"'en plant cells
(Stagn ('{ al .. 10(0). Hudson (1999) re\'iL'ws many of the
prollli<;ing 3lltibody-rebtcd CllgillL'LTCd llIOleCUle<; dut ;lre
IlOW starting to enter clinical trials.

Rdatt'd developmcnts aim to mimic the binding: 'ipecificiry
ofalltibodies in different col1texts. EngillL'crcd .llItibody gent's
C<I1lbe used to produce Ilollsecreted intr.lcdluLlr .1Iuibodies
(intrabodies) to bind spccific molecuks within a cdl
(Marasco, 1997).lntr,bodies can be useful if the simple act of
binding inhibits tht' target. This llUY bc all cxrrclllcly useful
c1ur.lcteristic since, unlike <;ll1aJlmokculcs. illtrabodics :Jre not
limited to targeting specific classc, of protL'in (kill,l<;es. ion
channels and so on). Furthermore. illtr.lbodic, C.l1l be used to
Llrry etTecror molecules which can .lcti,·atl' 'pccific (ullctions
when anrigcll binding occurs. Prob.lbly rilL' bc<;[ L'xamplc of
this is the fuo;;ioll o( caspase J to inrr.lbudil'" (T\c and Rabbirrs.
20(0). Ca'ipase J-conjugared inrrahodiL" wert' pn.·pafl'd

agaimt each separate protein moiety of .1 di,ea,e a"ociated



Table 21.2: Examples of pharmaceutical products obtained by expression cloning
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Product

Insulin

Growth hormone

Blood clotting factor VIII

Blood clotting factor IX

a-interferon

l3-interferon

'I-interferon

Glucocerebrosidase

Tissue plasminogen activator

Granulocyte-macrophage stimulating hormone

Leptin

Erythropoietin

For treatment of

Diabetes

Growth hormone deficiency

Hemophilia A

Hemophilia B

Hairy-cell leukemia; chronic hepatitis

Multiple sclerosis

Infections in patients with chronic granulomatous disease

Gaucher disease

Thrombotic disorders

Neutropenia following chemotherapy

Obesity

Anemia

fmion protein such as ber-abl.ln cancer cells both intrabodies
bind to the fusion protein: this allows the caspase 3 to dimerize
:Iud thus trigger selccrive apoprosis of cells contJinillg the.:
fusion protein.

An alrernarive {Q recombinant antibodies is the liSt' of short
pL'ptides as binding partllcr,; (or specific target protein,;
(Hoppe-Seyler and Outz, 2(00). Indeed, protein-protein
interactions call be abandoned altogether in favor of I) A or
R A molecules ('aptamers'). The ability to amplifY DNA.
Jnd [0 produce the desired molecule on a large scale. art' the
key advantages of using DNA or R.NA. Starting with a large
pool of random oligonucleotides. repeated rounds of <;ckction

and :lI11plification are used to isolat~ molecules that bind and
inhibit a targ~t protein with affinity "imilar to convenrional
antibodies (White el al., 2000).

Genetically engineered vaccines
Recombinant DNA technology can be applied to antigens
as well as antibodies. Pathogenic microorganisms may be
disabled by genetic modification "0 that an attenuated live
vaccille can be used safely. Genetically modified plants might
be used to produce edible vaccines. Changes can be made to
an :llltigell to improve its visibility to the imlllune system. so as
to produce an enhanced respollse. Many DNA or rl..NA

Peptide linker

(A) All-rodent antibody (B) Humanized antibody (e) Single-chain variable
fragment (scFv) antibody

Figure 21.3: Antibody engineering.

(AI Classic monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are monospecific rodent antibodies synthesized by hybridomas made by fusing B-cells from
immunized mice or rats with cells from an immortal mouse B-Iymphocyte tumor. Humans may produce anti-rodent antibodies that neutralize
mAbs. (B) This problem can be minimized by engineering mAbs so that all the molecule is of human origin except for the hypervariable
complementarity-determining regions ICDRsl that determine the specificity. (e) scFvs are engineered single polypeptide chains. Depending
on the length of the linker, they bind their target as monomers, dimers or trimers. Multimers bind their target more strongly than monomers.
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vaccines arc now in clinical trials. These are typically plasm ids
dl.'sig:ned to express an antigen of a pathogen or tumor at high
level after ddivery by intr~l111l1sclilar injection (RL'yes-
Sandoval and Ertl, 2001).

This section has provided a neces'iarily brief Q\"ervie\v of
rhe \'ery wide range of applications of gl'l1l'rir knowledge and
techniques in medied and pharmaceutical n."t..'arch; we will
now look in greater derail Jt the prospects for dirccr generic
intervention in dise:l"L' processes by gt;.'l1l' rht'rJPY'

21.4 Principles of gene therapy

Gene.:.'therapy im"olvl''i the direct genetic modification of celili
of the patient ill order (Q achieve a therapeutic goal. Thne are
basic distinctions in rhe types of cells modified. and the type of
modification effected.

~ Germ-line gene therapy produc~~ a pt.'rJnanent trans-
missible modific.uioll. This might be achieved by modifi-
cation of a gal11~tc, ,I zygote or an t'arly clllbryo. Germ-line
therapy is ballned in Illany countries for ~thical reasons (see
Ethics Box 2).

~ Somatic cell gene therapy aim, to modil)' specific cell,
or tissucs of the patient in a way that i~ confined to that
patient. All curn.'1H gene therapy tri31~ and protocols are for
somatic cdl therapy.

Somatic cells might be modified in a number of diffen'nt ways
(F(~lIre 21..f).

~ Gene supplenlentation (also calkd gene augmentation)
aims to supply a functioning copy of;l dcfcctin' gene, This
would bt:' lIsed to tn.:.'at loss-of-functioll conditions (S(·ction
16.4) whcn.' the dis~ase process is the rcsult of a gene not
functioning hcr~ and now. Cystic fibro'\is would be a
typical candidatc. It would flat bc ••uitabk for loss-of-
function condition ••where irreversible damage has already
been donc, for cxample through sOllle failllrt' ill embryonic
dt·\·eloplllcnt. Cancer therapy could involvc gcnc supple-
mentation to illcrca ••e the immunc n..·••pon ••e against a
tumor or to rcpl.lCc .1 defccti\'e tumor ~upprc ••sor gcne.

~ Gene replacement is more 3mbitiou ••: the aim is to
n.·place a ll1utalH gene by a correctly functioning copy. or
to corn..'ct :I IIlllt,ltion ill ::iiw. Gcne rcpLtCl.'lIh.'nt would be
rL'quired for gain-of-fullctioll disease~ Wht'rL' the n."sidclH
Illutant gt'llc i••doillg ~ol11ething positivdy bad.

~ Targeted inhibition of gene expression is especially
rdcvant in infectious disea~c. whcre L'"sclHial functions of
thc pathogl.·n arc t:1rgeted. h could also be used to silencc
activated oncogencs in canccr. to damp down ullwamed
responses in autoimmune diseasc and maybt' to silencc :1
gain-of-function lllutant alldc in inht'rited disease.

~ Targeted killing of specific cells is particularly appli-
c.lbk to cancer treatlllent.

Expectation" about gL'ne therapy luve followed a Illanic-
deprcssive cOllr<.;c ovc.:r the past 15 ycar<; as cycles of over-
optimism arc followed by bouts of t.'xce ••sivc pessimism. An
important rcport for the US :1tional In~titl1te" of Health in
1995 attempted to inject some reality (Box 21./). Since then

we h:1ve seen optimism grow, only to be derailed by the death
of Jesse Gelsinger. raised again by the ~uCCL"••sful trt'atment of
children with sevcre combined imlllunodeficic.:llcy. tht'fl ann.'
again punctured by the new •• that first one and thell a second
or tht' children has dcvdopcd leukemia, almol,,[ cLTt:linly as a
re,ult of the treatment (,ee belo\\' for details of all the,e
cvcnts). Perhaps one Glll~C of these exaggt'ratt'd rC:1ctions i~
confusion on~r the flatur:11 tilllcscak~ of such \\·ork. Because
diagnostic resting Gill oftL'1l start within wccks of a gcnc being
cloned. people perhaps expect therapy to be nor far behind.
whLTcas really this is drug de\·e10plllent. which runs on a
timt'scale or decadcs.

DC\"i..'loping practical gene therapy i\ .) long-haul process:
additiOl1:1l1y, report~ of successful progrc" lrigger t'thic:d
concerns centercd around the idea of'desigller babies' (see
1:.·ll1ir$ Box 3). Ncvcrrhelcs<.;, many :1cadelllic :lIld cOlllmercial
laboratories arc working hard in this area, :Ind ovcr 600 trial
protocols related to genc thcrapy have becn appro\·ed. F~f!lIrt'

2 J. 5 ••110\\I"S statistic<; from the databa ••e of trials maint:1ined at
W\\·w.\\'ilev.co.uk/~t:'nL'thcr:q)v/c1inical. ThL' book by
Templeton and Lasic (Furthcr rcading) providt's Illore depth
onlllany of the topics covcred in the re~t ofthi~ chapttr.

21.5 Methods for inserting and expressing
a gene in a target cell or tissue

21.5.1 Genes can be transferred to the recipient cells in
the laboratory (ex vivo) or within the patient's
body (in vivo)

Ex I'il'o genc transfl.'r involves trallsft'f of c10llcd gent's into cell ••
grown in culture. Those cells that havc heell transformed
successfully are •.•dectcd, t'xpanded by cdl culture ill !'irro. then
replaced in the p:ltit..'nt. To a\'oid rt..'jcction by the ill1ll1uflt'
system. the patient\ own cells Call1lllo,S!OIl ..; (clls) are used
whene\'er possible (F(~lIn' 21.6). This appro.lCh i, used for cells
that are accessible for initial rt..'llloval and that can be induced to
engraft Jnd survivt.' for a long time after replacelllent. Example ••
include cells of the ht..'ll1atopoit.·tic sy ••tem. skill cells. ete.

III "i"o gent' tran ••fer i•• the only option in ti'isuc~ whL'fe the
recipicllt cells cannot bL' ndtun.'d ill lIirro ill ~ufficielH numbers
(c.g. brain cells) or wht'rc cultured cell ••call1lot be re-impbnted
dlicit.·ntly in p::1tient'i.TissuL' targeting is an important con,idcr-
arion. The gcne tran,fer construct may be emplaced directly
into the targct riS\lIL" or it Ill:1Y be injccted illto the general
circulation but de~igTlcd in sOllle \Yay so :1, to bL' t.lkell lip only
by thc desired cdl type. As there is no W,I)' of ~electillg and
::II11plifying cdl~ tlut h.lvc t:1ken up and expre""cd tht' foreign
gL'lle. the success ot'this approach is cruci~llly dcpcndent on the
gellcral efficiel1cy of gCllt' transfer and cxprc'\ ••ioll.

21.5.2 Constructs may be designed to integrate into the
host cell chromosomes or to remain as episomes

1=01' achieving long term gene expression it would seem
dt'sirable to integrat~ the foreign gellL' into a chrolllo ••ol11e of
the host cell - prcfcrably a stem n"11. Thcn thL' comtruct is
replicated whenevL'r the ho~t cell or its d:llIghtt'f~ divide.
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Ethics Box 2: Germ line versus somatic gene therapy.

Germ line gene therapy involves making a genetic change that
can be transmitted down the generations. This would most likely
be done by genetic manipulation of a pre-implantation embryo,
but it might occur as a by-product of a treatment aimed at
somatic cells that incidentally affected the patient's germ cells.
Somatic cell therapy treats just certain body cells of the patient
without having any effect on the germ line. For purely technical
reasons, germ line therapy is not currently a realistic option, but
there are ethical issues that will still be there when the technical
problems are solved, and genetic manipulation ofthe germ line is
prohibited by law in many countries.

~ The argument in favor of germ line therapy is that it solves
the problem once and for all. Why leave the patient's
descendants at risk of a disease if you could equally well
eliminate the risk?

~ The main argument against germ line therapy is that these
treatments are necessarily experimental. We cannot foresee
every consequence, and the risk is minimized by ensuring
that its effects are confined to the patient we are treating.
This would imply that once we have enough experience of
somatic therapy, it will be ethical to proceed to germ line
therapy. However, hopefully the initial treatment was done
with informed consent, but later generations are given no
choice. This leads to the view that we have a responsibility
not to inflict our ideas or products on future generations so
that, on this argument, germ line therapy will always be
unethical.

The argument in favor needs to be set against the population
genetic background. The equations set out in Section 4.5 are
highly relevant here; in addition there is a strong practical
argument that germ line therapy is unnecessary.

~ For recessive conditions only a very small proportion of the
disease genes are carried by affected people; the great
majority are in healthy heterozygotes. The Hardy-Weinberg
equation gives the ratio of carriers to affected in a population

However, integration carries certain problems and risks.
Integration of most constructs occurs at random sites, and wilJ
be different in different cells of the patient. The local chromo-
SOillal environment can have unpredictable effects 011
expression of the construct - it may never be expressed, be
expressed at an undesirably low level, or may be expressed
for a short rime ;:md then irreversibly silenced. Worse, the
integration llUY alter expression of endogenous genes. The
insertion point might be within the sequence of an
endogenous gene, leading to insertional inactivation of that
gene.The greatest worry is that insertion of a highly expressed
construct may activate an adjacent oncogene, similar to the
activation of MYC in Burkitt's lymphoma (Figllre (7. 4B) -
and indeed, this is precisely what seems to have happened in
two of the children successfully treated for severe combined
immunodeficiency (Check, 2002, 2003).Apparently in at least
one of the 106 modified T cells in each of the two children. a
random retroviral insertion had activated the LiW02

as 2pq: rjl where q is the frequency of the disease allele and
p = l-q. Since each carrier has one copy of the disease
allele while each affected person has two, the proportion of
disease alleles present in affected people is 2rjl/(2pq + 2rjll
which simplifies to just q. So for a recessive disease
affecting one person in 10 000 (rjl = 1/10 000, q = 0.01) only
1% of disease alleles are in affected people. Whether or not
we stop affected people transmitting their disease genes
(either by germ line therapy or by the cruder option of
sterilizing them as the price of treatment) has very little effect
on the frequency of the disease in future generations.

~ For fully penetrant dominant conditions all the disease alleles
are carried by affected people, and for X-linked recessives
the proportion is 1/3. But the dream of eliminating such
diseases once and for all from the population falls down
because the equations in Box 4.7 show that most serious
dominant or X-linked diseases are maintained in the
population largely by recurrent mutation.

~ A third, and cogent, objection is that germ line therapy is not
necessary. Candidate couples would most likely have
dominant or recessive Mendelian disorders (recurrence risk
50% and 25% respectively). Given a dish containing half a
dozen IVF embryos from the couple, it would seem crazy to
select the affected ones and subject them to an uncertain
procedure, rather than simply to select the 50% or 75% of
unaffected ones for re-implantation.

The argument that somatic therapy is less risky than germ line
therapy seems incontrovertible. In particular, the safer
nonintegrating vectors could not be used for germ line therapy.
We are less convinced by the general argument that it is
unethical to impose our choices on future generations. Maybe it
is, but in fact we do so all the time. It would be easier to take this
argument seriously if governments showed an equal concern not
to inflict climate change or massive over-population on future
generations.

oncogene. Early on after treatment there were 50 diffcrent
insertion sites among the patient's T cells, but eventually this
one clone outgrew all others, leading to a novel form ofT-cell
leukemia. Unless this turns out to be the result of some
avoidable aspect of the vector or protocol used in these
particular cases, it is likely that this experience will lead to a
general rejection of randomly integrating vectors as tools for
gene therapy. As Fix"re 2 I. 5 B shows, this would be a major
setback for the whole field.

For all these reasons, vectors that remain as extrachromo-
somal episomcs seem likely to become the mainstream gene
therapy tools. Their disadvantage is the limited duration of
gene expression. If the target cells are actively dividing, the
episomes will tend to be diluted out as the cell population
grows. Thus there is no possibility of achieving a permanent
curc. and repeated treatments I1l:lY be necessary. For some
purposes, for example killing cancer cells or combating an
acute infection, this is not a problem because there is no
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Figure 21.4: Strategies for gene therapy.

Seetext for details. SiRNA,small interfering RNA,see Section 21.6.
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A panel was convened by the NIH to assess the current status
and promise of gene therapy, and provide recommendations
regarding future NIH-sponsored research in this area. It
reported in December 1995 Iwww4.od.nih.oov/obalrac/
oanelreo.html. Among the findings were:

~ somatic gene therapy is a logical and natural progression in
the application of fundamental biomedical science to
medicine and offers extraordinary potential, in the long term,
for the management and correction of human disease,
including inherited and acquired disorders, cancer and
AIDS ... ;

~ while the expectations and the promise of gene therapy
are great, clinical efficacy has not been definitively
demonstrated at this time in any gene therapy protocol,
despite anecdotal claims of successful therapy and the
initiation of more than 100 approved protocols;

~ significant problems remain in all basic aspects of gene
therapy. Major difficulties at the basic level include
shortcomings in all current gene transfer vectors and an
inadequate understanding of the biological interaction of
these vectors with the host;

~ overselling of the results of laboratory and clinical studies by
investigators and their sponsors - be they academic,
federal or industrial - has led to the mistaken and
widespread perception that gene therapy is further
developed and more successful than it actually is. Such
inaccurate portrayals threaten confidence in the integrity of
the field and may ultimately hinder progress toward
successful application of gene therapy to human disease.

Most of the observations remain pertinent today, although there
has been one definite cure (see Section 21.7.11

\ "'~ '''''' ~ \ ,,~ w " ~~ ~ ,

Ethics Box 3: Designer babies ... ;

The 'designer baby' catchphrase encapsulates two sets of
worries:

~ People will use in vitro fertilization and pre-implantation
diagnosis to select embryos with certain desired qualities
and reject the rest even though they are normal. This
contrasts with the use of the same procedure to avoid the
birth of a baby with a serious disease.

~ People will use the therapeutic technologies described in
this chapter, not to treat disease but for genetic
enhancement, i.e. endowing genetically normal people with
superior qualities.

The first scenario is already with us in the form of pre-
implantation sex selection and a few highly-publicized cases
where a couple have sought to ensure that their next child can
provide a perfectly matched transplant to save the life of a sick
child. Current cases involve a transplant of stem cells from cord
blood. That would do no harm to the baby - it would be different
if it was proposed to take a kidney. It is often suggested that
these cases are the start of a slippery slope that leads inevitably
to demands for very extensive specification of the genotype of
the baby - as envisaged in the phrase 'designer baby'. This is
wrong. Simply selecting for HLA-compatibility means only one in
four embryos is selected. Most IVF procedures produce only a

requirement for long term expression. Moreover, ifsomething
does go wrong. a l10ninsened gene is self-limiting in a way
that a gene inserted illto a chromosome is 110r.

21.5.3 Viruses are the most commonly used vectors for
gene therapy

No one gene transfer system is ideal; each has its limitations
and advantages. However, mJml113li:lI1 viruses have been the

handful of embryos, and usually two to three are implanted to
maximize the chance of success. Selection on multiple criteria is
simply not compatible with having enough embryos to implant.
More generally, nature has endowed us with a simple and highly
agreeable method of making babies that is very effective for the
large majority of couples, and it is hard to imagine most people
abandoning this in favor of a long drawn out, unpleasant and
highly invasive procedure that costs a fortune and has a low
success rate.

Genetic enhancement is a difficult question - or it will become
one, once we have any idea which genes to enhance. On the one
hand, parents are supposed to do what they can to give their
children a good start in life; on the other hand, options available
only to the rich are widely seen as buying an unfair advantage,
at least in Britain. Perhaps fortunately, we are a long way from
identifying suitable genes, even if the techniques for using them
were available. Attempts to produce genetically enhanced
animals have not been a success and in some cases have been
spectacular failures Isee Gordon, 19991. Long term, the
possibilities must be immense, and there will surely be very
difficult ethical issues to confront. A sign that people are not yet
thinking realistically about it is that they always put intelligence
at the top of their list of desirable attributes - have these people
never compared the lifestyles of professors and footballers?

most c01lllllonly llsed vectors for gene transfer because of
their high efficiency of tr:ll1sducrion into human cells. Pigllrc
21.5 B shows that about 70% of Jpproved protocols use viral
vecrors. A number of differenr vir:tl sysrems have been
developed (reviewed by Kay el 01.,2001).

Oncoretroviral vectors

R.etroviruses are llNA viruses that possess a reverse rran-
scriprase, enabling them to synthesize J cDNA copy of their
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Retrovirus (n=217) 34.1 %
Adenovirus (n=171) 26.9%
Lipofection (n=??) 12.1 %
Naked/plasmid DNA (n=70) 11.0%
Pox virus (n=39) 6.1 %
Adeno-associated virus (n=15) 2.4%
RNA transfer (n=6) 0.9%
Herpes simplex virus (n=5) 0.8%
Others (n=11) 1.7%
N/C (n=25) 3.9%

(8) Protocols by vector
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(A) Protocols by disease

_ Cancer (n=403) 63.4%

D Monogenic diseases (n=78) 12.3%
_ Infectious diseases (n=41) 6.4%
D Vascular diseases (n=51) 8.0%
_ Other diseases (n=12) 1.9%

D Gene marking (n=49) 7.7%
D Healthy volunteers (n=2) 0.3%

Figure 21.5: Gene therapy trial protocols.

(Al Distribution by disease. (B) Distribution by vector. The figures include all approved protocols for completed, ongoing or pending trials
listed in December 2002. Reproduced from www.wilev.co.ukloenetheraov/clinical with permission.

genome. Retroviruses deliver a nucleoprotein complex
(preintegrarion complex) into the cytoplasm of infected cells.
This complex reverse transcribes the viral RNA genome and
then integrates thl' resulting cDNA into a single random site
in a host cell chromosome. Integration requires the rcrfoviral
cDNA (0 gain Jccess to the host chromosomes, and it is only
able to do this is when the nuclear membrane dissolves during
cell divisiol1.13ec~l1sc ofrhis, these retroviruses can only infect
dividing cells. This lilllits potential target cells - salllL'
important cdl targets. slich as mature neurons, never divide.
The property of transducing only dividing cells Gill, howevl:r,
be turned to advantage in cancer treatment. Actively dividing
clIlcer cells in a normally nondividing tissue like brain call be
selectively infected :lI1d killed without Illajor risk to the
normal cells.

Given the :tbility of native retroviruses to transform cells. it
is cleJrly crucial to engineer gene therapy vectors so a~ to
dimin3te this po'\sibility. Much ingenuity has been expended
in designing systcllls that can produce only pcrilullendy
disJbled vinll\cl\. Retroviruses normally l13ve thn."l' tr:lI1-
scription units,.~~I!,pol Jnd l'IIV, and a cis-acting RNA c1emcnt
ljJ recognized by vir,l proteins that package the R.NA illto

infectious particles. In the vector,Ra~,!.pol Jnd CIIV arc replaced
by the therapeutic gene, with a maximum cloning capacity of
8 kb. This construct is packaged in a speci,l cell that can
contribute the necessary gag, pol and em! functions but does
not contain an intact retroviral genome (Figure 21.7).

Retroviruses arc very efficient at transferring DNA into
cells, and the majority of early trials of gene therapy h,ve used
retrovir::1i vectors. However, increasing concern about the risk
of insertional mutagenesis is moving the m:tin emphasis
towards nonintegrating vectors.

Adenoviral vectors
Adenoviruses arc DNA viruses that cause benign infections
of the upper respiratory tract in humans. They C3n be
produced in high titers (much higher dun retroviruses) and
riley dTicienrly transduce both dividing 3nd nondividing
cells. The linear double-stranded DNA genome remains
nonintegrated as an episome within the cell nllckus. As
explained above, this has adv:l11tages in safety alld disadvan-
Glges ill the shorr term expression obtained. As with retro-
viral vectors, adenoviral vectors arc disabkd and n.'ly on a
packaging cell to provide vital (ullctions. The adenovirus
genome is rebtively large and different COllStructs have

http://www.wilev.co.ukloenetheraov/clinical
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Figure 21.6: In vivo and ex vivo gene therapy.

Where possible, cells are removed from the patient. modified in the laboratory and returned to the patient (ex vivo gene therapy; green
arrows). This allows just the appropriate cells to be treated, and the cells can be checked before they are replaced to make sure that the
desired change has been achieved. For many tissues this is not possible and the cells must be modified within the patient's body (in vivo
gene therapy; blue arrowl.

varying sections of the genome deleted (Yeh and Perricll.1der,
1997). 'Gurless' vectors have all viral genes deleted. and call
accomlllodate up to 35 kb of therapeutic DNA.

The big problem with adenoviral vectors is their
immunogenicity (Kafri et al .. 1998). Even though a live
replication competent adenovirus vaccine has been safely
administered to several million US army recruits over several
decades (as protection against natural adenoviral infections),
unwanted im111une reactions have been a problem in several
gene therapy trials. Jesse Gelsinger died in September 1999
2 days after receiving 6 x 1013 recombinant adenoviral
particles by intra-hepatic injection in a Phase 1 trial of gene
therapy for ornithine rranscarbamylase deficiency_ Patients in
other trials have suffered lesser but significant inflammatory
responses. Moreover, because these vectors are noninte-
grating, gene expression is shon term. The first generation
recombinant adenovirllses used in cystic fibrosis gene
therapy trials showed that transgene expression declined after
about 2 weeks and was negligible by 4 weeks. RepeJted
~ldl1linistration would be necessary for sustained expression,
which could only exacerbate the immune response. Maybe
adt'noviral vectors will find their main application where
high level but transient expression is needed, for example for
killing cancer cells.

Adena-associated virus vectors

Adeno-associated viruscs (AAVs) arc nonpathogenic single-
stranded DNA viruses that rely on co-infection by an adcno
or herpcs helper virus ro replicate. Unlllodified hUIl1~nlAAV
integrates into chromosomal DNA at a specific site on

19q 13.3-qter. This is a highly desirJble property, providing the
advantage of long term expression without the risk of inser-
tional mutagenesis that is such a problem with retroviruses.
Unfortunately the specificity ofintegrJtion is provided by the
viral rcp protein. and the yep gene is deleted in the constructs
L1sedfor gene transfer. As with other systems, the functions
necessary for production of virus panicles (including yep) arc
provided by a packaging cell. Ninet)'-six percent of the AAV
genome has been deleted in AA V-based vectors. This provides
a high degree of safety because the recombinant vectors
contain no viral genes. However. the AAV genome is very
small, and even these highly deleted vectors can only accom-
modate insens up to 4.5 kb.

Lentiviruses

These are specialized retroviruses that havt' the useful attribute
of infecting nondividing cells (Vigna and N;:ddini, 20()(). Like
other retroviruses, they integrate into the host chromosomes
at randolll, giving the possibility oflong term gene expression
but with all the safety implications that integration curies.
HUlllan HIV is the basis of most lentiviral vectors. which
understandably provokes nervousness about the risk of inad-
vcncnrly gencrating replication competent virus. The HIV
gcnoille is more complex than the <-ea.e, pol and elll' of standard
retroviruscs (see F(f!.lIye 21.13), and Illuch work has been
devoted to eliminating unnecessary genes and generating safe
packaging lines while ret:.lining the ability to infect nOI1-
dividing cells. Self-inactivating ,·ectors provide an additional
layer of safety (Miyoshi el af .. 1998).
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Figure 21.7: Construction and packaging of a retrov;ral gene therapy vector.

The gag, pol and envgenes are deleted from the retroviral genome and replaced by the therapeutic gene. The IjJ sequence is retained; this
is recognized by viral proteins for assembly of the RNA into a virus particle. Gag, pol and envfunctions are supplied by the packaging cell,
butthe genes are on physically separate molecules and there is no IjJ sequence. This is done in order to minimize the risk of producing
replication competent viruses. Recombinant viral genomes are packaged into infective but replication deficient virus particles which bud
off from the cell and are recovered from the supernatant. Reprinted by permission from Somia and Verma (2000)Nature Review Genetics,
copyright 2000Macmillan Magazines Ltd.

Herpes simplex virus vectors

HSV vectors are tropic for the central nCfVOUS system (eNS).
These arc complex viruses with a double-stranded DNA
genome of 152 kb containing at least 80 genes. They can
establish lifelong brcnr infections in sensory ganglia in which
they exist as nonintegrated extrachrolllosol11JI elemcnts. The
latency mechanism might be exploitJb!t: (0 allow long tcrlll

expression of rransfern:d genes, hopefully spreading through a
synaptic network. Their major applications would be in deliv-
ering genes into neurons for the treatment of diseases Stich :1',
Parkinson's disc:lse Jnd eNS tumors. Insert capacity is at least
30 kb. PracticJI vectors are still at an early stage of ckvcl-
opmenr (Fink and Glorioso, 1997).

21.5.4 Nonviral vector systems avoid many of the safety
problems of recombinant viruses, but gene
transfer rates are generally low

In the laboratory it is relatively easy to get foreign DNA into
cells, :1I1dS01l1L' of the methods luve potential ill gelle therapy
if the safety problenls of vir:d sYStL'IllSprove intractable.
Howcver, at present all suffer froIll J low rate of gene tr~lI1sfer.
and a short duration of expressioll.

Liposomes
LipoSOlllt.'S are synthetic vesicle, that forlll spolltancously
whcn certain lipids are mixed ill aqucolls solution.
Phospholipids for example can form bilayered vesicles thJt
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mimic the structure of biological mcmbranes, with thc
hydrophilic phosphate groups on the outside and the
hydrophobic lipid tails in the inside. The DNA to be trans-
ferred is packaged ill I,;(rt) with the liposollles and used dircctly
for gene transfer to a target tissue ;lllJitlO (F(ellrc 21.8). Cationic
liposomes havc ~lpositive surface charge and bind DNA 011 the
outside; anionic liposomes have a negative surface charge, :lnd
form with the DNA on the inside. The lipid coating allows the
DNA to survive ill IlilJo, bind to cells and bc endocytosed into
the cells. Cationic liposomes have been the most commonly
used in gene transfer experiments (see Huang and Li, 1997 for
references). Unlike viral vectors, the DNA-]ipid complexes are
easy to prepare and there is no limit to the size of DNA that is
transferred. However, the efficiency of gene transfer is low, and
the introduccd DNA is not designed to integrate into chro-
mosomal DNA. As a result, any t.'xpression of the inscrtcd
genes IStranSIent.

Direct injection or particle bombardment

In some cases, DNA can be injected directly with a syringe
and needle into a target tissue Stich as muscle. This approach
has been considered, for example, for Duchenne muscubr
dystrophy. Early stLIdies investigated intramuscular injection of
a dystrophin gene into a mouse model, mdx (Acsadi ('{ al.,
199]). Because of the huge size of the native dystrophin gene.
a minigene was used, comprising the dystrophin cDNA fitted
with regulatory sequences for ensuring high level expression,
such as a powerful viral promoter. An alternative direct
injection approach uses particle bombardment (biolistic or
'gene gun') techniques: DNA is coated on to metal pellets and

fired frolll a spt'cial gun inco cells. Successful gene transfer into
a number of different tissues has been obtained using this
simple and comparatively safc mcthod. However, with any of
these direct injection methods the cfficiency of gene transfer is
very poor, and the injected DNA is not stably integrated. This
may be less of a problem in tissucs Stich as muscle which do
not regularly proliferate, and in which the injected DNA may
continue to be expressed for scveralmonths.

Receptor-mediated endocytosis

In this method the DNA to be trallSferred is coupled to a
targeting molecu]e that can bind to a specific cell surface
receptor, inducing endocytosis ;lI1d tr:lI1sfer of the DNA into
the cell. For example, hepatoeytes clear asia]oglycoproteins
frol11 the serulll via receptors on their ceU surface. An asialo-
glycoprotein that is covalelltly linked to polylysine will
reversibly bind DNA by an electrostatic interaction between
the positively charged poly]ysine and the negatively charged
DNA. If the complex is infused into the liver via the biliary
tract or vascular bed, it is selectively taken up by hepatocytes.
A more general approach uses the transferrin receptor which
is expressed in ll1Jny cell types, but is relatively t::nriched in
proliferating cells and hematopoietic cells (Figllre 21.9).

Normally substances internalized in this way are delivered to
lysosomes. and it is necessary to provide some escape mech-
anism if the DNA is to reach the cell nucleus. One possibility is
to co-transfer adenovirus or adcllovirus proteins. These specifi-
cally disrupt the early endosome, allowing the contents to
escape. Gene transfer efficiency may be high, but the method is
not designed to allow integration of the transferred genes.

(B)(A)

(C)

Water
Lipid

Transfer
•

- :0":@: kwk
Anionic +0+liposomes- - Cationic + + + + +

Iiposomes + + +

Target cell

Figure 21.8:Use of liposomes for gene delivery in vivo.

(A)Liposomes are synthetic vesicles that form spontaneously in aqueous solution when certain lipids are mixed. They can carry a positive
(cationicl or negative (anionicl surface charge, depending on the chemistry of the lipids used. (8) The DNA cargo is transported inside
anionic liposomes or bound to the surface of cationic liposomes. fe) DNA delivery occurs when a liposome fuses with the plasma
membrane of a cell.
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21.6 Methods for repairing or inactivating
a pathogenic gene in a cell or tissue

The l11ethods described in the last section :111aim, one way or
another, to insert a desired gene into ::1tJrgl't cellar tissue and
have it expressed at a level and for a rime that are Jppropriarc
for the particular clinical problem. Howc.:'vcr. some problems
require J different approach. Conditions caused by a ~<!.ail1 (~r

.(I1110/01l of a gene (Section 16.5) or ;1 dOli/ilia/if I/l:\!arillf ~n('{(

(Section I(,.~.3)will not benefit from this form of treatment.
If rhe problem is a resident gellt' that is doing something posi-
tively harmful. rhe only solution is to n:ll1ove or inactivate the
ofTending gene. Typic:d eX:1l1lpks 3re dominant Mendelian
conditions (other than those caused by haploinsufficiency.
Section 16.4.2), activated oncogenes in GmCer cells, and inap-
propriate immune reactions ill autoiml1lune diseases.
Infectious diseases might zdso be trL':lted by inhibiting a
p:lthogen-specific gene or gene product.

V:lrious str:ltegies can be tried to achieve this.The offending
gene might be physically destroy<;.~d,or expression could be
prevented by downregulating transcription, destroying the
transcript or inhibiting the proteill product. Whatever method
is USt'd. some sort of agent or construct must be got into a
target cell and made to function there. In that respect. the
problems of efficient delivery and expression are sinlilar to
those described in the previous <;ection. III the case of
dominant diseases or activated oncogelles, there is the addi-
tiollal probkm of designing an Jgellt dut will selectively
:ltt:1Ck the mutant JUele v.,rithout affecting the normal allele.
Tlut area is usually seen as the second w:1Veof gene therapy.
Current studies here aim at proof of principle: practical treat-

Binding to receptor

Endosome

Ill<;.'ntswill probably only be developed once gelle ::Illgmen-
tJtion therapies are seen to work sllccessfully.

21.6.1 Repairing a mutant allele by homologous
recombination

Many standard genetic engineering tL'chniques in lower
org::lI1isl11suse homologous recombination to repbce one
sequence with another. so it is natural to consider using
homologous recombination to repair a pathogenic mutant
gent'. III Sl11all Fragment HOlllologou<; Rccombination, one
of the standard methods is used to deliver a ~1I1I-81111-bpDNA
duplcx containing the wild type sequL'nce into the target cell
(Concz ('1 al .• 2(01). Proof of principle I"" been reported, but
it has proved difficult to achieve efficicncics high cnough to be
therapcutically useful.

21.6.2 Inhibition of translation by antisense
oligonucleotides

Antiscnsc oligonucleotides. rypiGlily 12-30 Illickotides long.
can inhibit translation of a complcllH'nr:lry lllRNA by
forming a dsRNA or DNA-RNA double helix (Galderisi
('{ lIl .. 1999). In some organisms, such ;'IS the nematode
C. C/{:\?11I1:" dsRNA is efficiently com'erred into small inter-
fering I1..NA molecules (siRNA). which illactivate homol-
ogous trallscripts by the poorly ullderstood but highlv
eflicit'nt RNAi mechanism (see below). III hUIllJns this appar-
ently does 110thappen. Human cells have little or none of the
Dicer eJ1Zyme that is Ileeded to make siRNAs. Instead,
dsRNA or DNA-RNA is broken dowll by Il..NAse H. This

- Plasma membrane

!? ~ VeSicle disruption* ,,-------...., ,
, Migration '

into nucleus :

Nuclear/~ ,.. ,
envelope ••••" •• __ .•..•. .,. ,

Figure 21.9:Gene transfer via receptor-mediated endocytosis.

After binding the ligand, the plasma membrane invaginates then pinches off, leaving the receptor-ligand complex in an intracellular vesicle,
the endosome. The ligand might be an adenovirus carrying a therapeutic gene, as shown here, or it could be the therapeutic DNA bound to
some other molecule for which the target cell has a specific receptor. Endosomes are normally targeted to Iysosomes for degradation. In
order to be expressed, the foreign DNA must somehow escape from the endosome before this happens, and reach the nucleus.
Adenoviruses specifically disrupt endosomes, allowing efficient escape.
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enzyme degrades the RNA but not the DNA strand of an
RNA-DNA duplex, thus allowing DNA antisense molecules
to behave semi-catalytically. The 3ntisense molecule is usually
chemically modified to make it more resistant to cellular
nucleases. Phosphorothioate bonds replace phosphodiester
links, or peptide nucleic acids are used where the entire sugar
phosphate backbone is replaced with a nuclease resistant
synthetic peptide framework. This carries the disJdvantage of
nonspecific toxicity, also the antisense construct must be
synthesized chemically and exogenously, whereas unmodified
:lntisense oligos can be produced inside the cell from a suitable
plasmid. Antisense oligos have rather unpredictable efTects. In
some cases the target gene is silenced efficiently and specifi-
cally, but often there is little efTect or nonspecific efTects.
DsRNAs more than about 30 bp long often induce
production of interferon, leading to a general shutdown of
tramlation. In 1998 Vivatrene, a phosphorothioate modified
DNA for treatment of cytomegalovirus infections in AIDS
patients, became the first antisense drug to reach the market.

21.6.3 Selective destruction or repair of mRNA by a
ribozyme

Over the years a growing number of instances have been
discovered where RNA molecules function as enzymes
(riboz)'lIles, see Doudna and Cech, 2002). For example,
catalytic RNAs are involved in telomerase (acting on DNA),
in intron-exon splicing (acting on RNA), and as the peptidyl
transferase of ribosomes (acting on polypeptides). RNA mole-
cules have many properties that fit them to act as enzymes.
They form a variety of three-dimensional structures by virtue
of which they can bind specifically to DNA, RNA or protein
molecules, and they have many potentially reactive hydroxyl
and amino groups.

Gene therapists have been particularly interested in
ribozymes that cleave target RNAs in a sequence-specific
manner. In nature sdf-c1eaving RNAs generate gcnome-
kngth strands by sitc-specific cutting of concatelllers in RNA
viruses that replicate by a rolling circle mechanism. N3tural
examples include the hammerhead (40 nt), hairpin (70 nt),
HDV (human delta virus; 90 nt) and VS (Varkud satellite;
160 Ilt) ribozymes (Doudna and Cech, 2002). Hammerhead
ribozymes can be converted by genetic engineering into very
versatile trans-cleaving enzymes, whose target RNA sequence
can be specified simply by fitting the ribozyme with comple-
lllCnGlry sequences (q{!llre 21.10). As with antisense oligo-
nucleotides (see above), the ribozyme can be madc resistant to
Ilucleases in thc cell by chemical modification, but it Illllst
then be delivered exogenously rather than being produced by
natural transcription within a transfected targct cdl. The flrsr
phase I clinical trials of ribozymes began in 19\1H,and phase II
trials are under way using ribozymes that target the mRNA of
the VEGF rcceptor to inhibit angiogenesis in breast :lIld
colorectal tumors (Sullenger and Gilboa, 2002).

Because the sequence specificity of ribozymes is controlled
by well understood base pairing, they can readily be designed
ro specifically degrade a Illutant mRNA in a dominant
disease, while leaving the wild rype transcript inract. More
Jmbitiously. ribozymes have been designed to repair l1lutant

trallscripts by trans-splicing reactions in which a predeter-
Illined lll11tJllt sequence is cut out of the mRNA and replaced
by the wild type sequence (Sullenger and Gilboa, 2002). All
these ideas have been shown to work in experimental systems,
but whether they can be developed into practical therapies
remains to be seen.

21.6.4 Selective inhibition of the mutant allele by RNA
Interference (RNAi)

This is the technique to which the Illost excitement currently
attaches. As described in Section 20.2.6 specific and very effi-
cient inhibition of gene expression can be obtained in a wide
range of organisms by the use of small interfering R.NAs
(siRNAs).These are 21-23-nt double-stranded R As with 5'
phosphorylated termini and 2-nt 3' overhangs. In many
organisms longer dsRNAs are efficiently cleaved to siRNAs
by the Dicer enzyme. This does not work in human cells, but
siR.NAs can be generated within hUIllJn cells by transcription
from suitable DNA vectors. The transcripts are designed so
that they can snap back to form stem-loop hairpins. The stem
is 19-29 bp, designed to match the target, and the loop is
6-9 nt. At present RNAi is a highly efficient laboratory tool
for creating loss of function phenotypes. Whether it can also
be developed into a practical means of therapy is less clear,
though rhe potential is exciting.

21.7 Some examples of attempts at
human gene therapy

Figllre 2/.5A shows that of the 600 or so gene therapy
protocols that have been approved, 63% have been for cancer
and only 12% for monogenic disorders. Another 6% were for
infectious diseases and 8% for vascular diseases. Here we give
brief overviews, and some references, of the progress of gene
therapy in ;} number of important areas. Despite the limited
Ilumber of trials, monogenic diseases have always been high
on the gcnc therapy agenda, and the first definitive success has
been in that area.

5'-- XXXXX)()()()(XX IGUCI XXXXXXXXXXXX -- AAAAAAAA 3'

3' YYYYYYYYYYVCA YYYYYYYYYYYY 5

G~.G~~~A }cata:ytiCA·U
G·C component
G·C
A GGU

Figure 21.10;Using a trans-cleaving hammerhead ribozyme to
destroy a mutant mRNA.

Natural hammerhead ribozymes are self-cleaving. For gene
therapy purposes the strand containing the cleavage site
(targetl is separate from the catalytic strand (the engineered
ribozymel. By designing the ribozyme with sequence IYVYV.... I
complementary to the target IXXXX.... ), almost any desired
RNA can be specifically targeted.
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21.7.1 The first definite success: a cure for X-linked
severe combined immunodeficiency

Back in I <)()() ;1Il attempt to treat autosomal recessive St'vere

combined illllllllllodeficiency (Sell)) WJS hailed as ;] Sllccess in
a blaze of publicity. T lymphocytes from an affected child with
adenosine dC3l1lin;lse deficicllCY were transfecred ('x lJilJO with a
retroviral veeror contJining a functioning ADA gene, expanded
in culture Jnd rl'pbced in the patient. Later other patients
received simibr tn:'JrnlCllr, with lip [Q 10-12 treatlllL'nts per
patient. Several patients reported dramatic clinical il1lprove~
Illents. However. all the patients continued also to receive
treatment with all enzyme pn:paration, making it ullcertain
how much of their improvement \Vas due (Q the gene therapy.

The first 1I1l;:l1l1biguOllSsuccess came for a related condition.
X-linked SCII) (Cavazzana-Calvo 1'1 al .. 2000; see Figllre
2/.1"1). Again, the treatment was ex Ilil/o, using a retroviral
vector encoding the -yc chain of the cytokinc reccptor gene
IL2R. Bone marrow cells expressing CD3-l, a markn of
hematopoictic stCIll cells, were incubated for 3 days with the
retroviral vector. during which timt" they increased in nlllllber
five- to eightfold, and then r('turl1t"d to the p:ltit'nt (F(\!/Ire
21.11). Nine of II treated patients were cured and enabled to
lead a normal life (Hacein-Bey-Abini 1'1 al., 2002). However, as
mentioned abovt', two of thclll have subsequently dt'vt'loped a
leukemia almost certainly as a result of insertional activation of

the LM02 oncogene (Check, 2002, 20(3). All trials involving
retroviral transduction of large pools of lymphocytes wcre
quickly suspended worldwide. pending full understanding of
these tragic events, :lI1d at thc time of writing it is not clear
how IllJny will ever be reinstated.

21.7,2 Attempts at gene therapy for cystic fibrosis

Among Mendelian diseases, cystic fibro"is "llOuld be Ol1e of
the more amenable to gene therapy. The problem is caused by
lack of the CFTR-encoded chloride channel. mainly ill
airway epithelium. Studies of patients with partially Jctive
CI·TR alleles suggest that 5-1 0% of the norlllallevel would be
sutllcicnt to produce a good clinical respollse. This would at
least prevent progression of the disease. and reverse some
secondary effects. Tissue-specific gene ddivery might be
accoillplished by using an aerosol inluler. At least 18 clinical
trials of gene therapy for CF have been rcported (Davies c{ (/1.,
20(1). Illitial trials used adenoviruses, which luwrally infect
nondividing lung cells. At high doses these SOlllctlmt'S
provoked inflammatory reactions. ;l11d especially after the
adenovirus-triggered death of Jesse Gelsinger (see above). are
no\\' viewed with SOllle suspicion. Four of the five most receiH
trials used liposomes or AA V. Several trials have demonstrated
gene transfer and short lived expression, but it is clear that all
these trials fall well short of clinical applicability.

CD34+ stem cells enriched
by magnetic bead-antibody

Retroviral vector carrying
Yccytokine receptor gene

30-150 ml of bone
marrow aspirated under
general anesthetic

Infuse 14-38 million
cells per kg body
weight

Transduce cells in plastic bag
for 3 days: cells multiply
5-8-fold

Figure 21.11:Gene therapy of X-linked severe combined immunodeficiency disease (X-SeIDl.

This is the fitst clear success of gene therapy. Of 11boys aged 1-11 months tteated at the Necket-Enfants Malades Hospital, Patis, nine
were cured. See Hacein-Bey-Abini et al. (2002).Two of the nine unfortunately later developed a fotm of leukemia, almost certainly as a
tesult of activation of the LM020ncogene by neatby insertion of the tettovital vector.
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A significant problem is the physical barrier of IlIlICUS and
g]ycocalyx that covers ]ung airway epithelial cells, especially
in rhe infecred ]ungs ofCF patienrs. Gene therapy agents can
be delivered into the airways, but more sophisticated vehicles
will be necessary to allow efficient transduction of epithelial
cells. Transfecting the right cells is also a problem.
Adenoviruses tend to infect basal cells of the epithelium,
whereas the highest levels of natural CFTR expression are
seen in submucosa] glands. Ideally stem cells should be
targeted, because surface epithelial cells have a lifespan of
only about 120 days, so that repeated administration will be
necessary, with all the attendant problems of the imlllune
response.

21.7.3 Attempts at gene therapy for Duchenne muscular
dystrophy

Studies of female carriers of DMD, and of parients with the
milder Becker muscular dystrophy, show that restoring about
20% of normal dystrophin gene expression in muscle would
benefit DMD patients. However, gene therapy for DMD faces
the twin problems of the huge size of the dystrophin gene
(2.4 Mb), and of delivering it into both skelera] and cardiac
muscle cells. See Chamberlain (2002) for a review of progress.
Even the cDNA is too large, at 14 kb, for many vecrors. Based
on the observation of a patient who had a deletion of exons

Table 21.3: Examples of cancer gene therapy trials

17-48 of the dystrophin gene (46% of the coding sequence)
but suffered only the mild l3ecker dystrophy, J 6.3-kb
milligene has been constructed dut can be accommodated
in adenoviral and retroviral vectors. It is important to avoid
triggering cell-mediated immune responses; using a mllscle-
specific promoter to drive the transgene helps minimize these.
Adena-associated viruses have shown good persistence in
muscle, at least in healthy mice, and plasm ids are also prom-
ising vehicles. Delivery of the constructs, not just into skeletal
muscle but also into heart and diaphragm is necessary for
sllccessful treatment, and so far this problem has not been
solved. An elegant alternative approach is to try to lip-regulate
expression of lItrophin (MIM 128240), a dystrophin-Iike
molecule that normally binds the actomyosin complex to the
muscle cell membrane just at the neuromuscular junction.
Utrophin is encoded by a separate autosomal locus that
remains intact in DMD boys.

Cell therapy has also been attempred in DMD by trans-
planting myoblasts into muscles of affected boys. The occa-
sional patient in some studies showed some dystrophin
positive muscle fibers, but no clinical improvement was seen
in any patient. It has been claimed that stem cells delivered by
bone marrow transplantation may be able to migrate to
muscle and act as muscle stem cells (Ferrari et al., 1998). If
confirmed, this offers real hope of rreating DMD by the
methods that cured SCID (see above).

These are mostly Phase I (basic safety) trials; at this stage of development, most trials do not aim to benefit patients clinically. See the NIH clinical
trials database (www4.od.nih.aov/oba/rac/clinicaltrial.htm)for a comprehensive survey.

Disorder

Ovarian cancer

Ovarian cancer

Malignant melanoma

Various tumors

Prostate cancer

Malignant glioma
(brain tumor)

Head and neck tumors

Cells altered

Tumor cells

Tumor cells

Tumor·infiltrating
lymphocytes

Tumor cells

Dendritic cells

Tumor cells

Tumor cells

Gene therapy strategy

Intraperitoneal injection of retrovirus or adenovirus encoding full· length p53 or BRCAl cDNA, with
the hope of restoring cell cycle control

Inject adenovirus encoding a scFv antibody to ErbB2. Hope to inactivate a growth signal

Extra ctTl Ls from surgically removed tumor and expand in culture.lnfectTlLs ex vivo with a
retroviral vector expressing tumor necrosis factor-a, infuse into patient. Hope thatTiLs will target
remaining tumor cells, and the TNFa will kill them. See Figure 21.4Eforthe principle

Transfecttumor cells with a retrovirus expressing a cell surface antigen e.g. HLA·B7, or a cytokine,
e.g. IL· 12, IL·4, GM·CSF or IFN-y. Hope this enhances the immunogenicity olthe tumor, so that the
host immune system destroys it. Often done ex vivo using lethally irradiated tumor cells. See Figure
21.4Eforthe principle

Treat autologous dendritic cells with a tumor antigen or cDNA expressing the antigen, to prime them
to mount an enhanced immune response to the tumor cells. See Figure 21.4Eforthe principle

Inject a retrovirus expressing thymidine kinase (TKlor cytosine deaminase (CDA) into the tumor.
Only the dividing tumor cells, not the surrounding nondividing brain cells, are infected. Then treat
with gancyclovir (TK'positive cells convert this to the toxic gcv phosphate) or 5-f1uorocytosine
(CDA-positive cells convert itto the toxic 5·fluorouracil). Virally·infected (dividing) cells are
selectively killed. See Figure 21.12

Inject ONYX·015 engineered adenovirus into tumor. The virus can only replicate in p53·deficient
cells, so selectively lyses tumor cells. This treatment was effective when combined with systemic
chemotherapy

TlL, Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; IL, interleukin; GM·CSF, granulocyte·macrophage stimulating factor; IFN, interferon.



MRI-guided stereotactic implantation
of vector producer cells (VPC) into
eNS tumors in situ

Vector producing cells inside the tumor

Retroviruses infect tumor cells
but not normal cells

Gancyclovir kills the infected cells

(e)

(6)

(0)

Figure 21.12: In vivo gene therapy for brain tumors.

A retrovirus is engineered to produce the herpes simplex virus
thymidine kinase IHSV-TK). Vector-producing cells IVPC; blueI
are injected into the brain tumor. Because retrovituses infect
only dividing cells. they infect the tumor cells Ipink) but not the
surrounding normal brain tissue Igreen). The nontoxic prodrug
gancyclovir (gcv) is given intravenously. In TK' cells gcv is
converted to the highly toxic gcv-triphosphate and the cell is
killed.

21.7.5 Gene therapy for infectious disease: HIV

Over 60% of J]I approved gt:ne therapy trial protocols hJve bct'n
for cancer (1'(~lIr(' 2 I.J). 7ilble 21.3 lists a number of examples.
chosen (0 illustr:ltt' the range of approaches. These include:

~ gCIlt' suppk'menration to restore tumor suppressor gene
fUllcrion;

~ gene inactivation to prevent expression of JI1 Jcriv;:Hcd
oncogene;

~ genetic manipulation oftull1or ceUs [0 trigger apoptosis;

•. modification of tUllIOI' cells to nuke them morc :1lltigcnic,
so that the imillune system destroys the [limoI';

•. modification of dendritic cells to increase a tlll1lor-specific
immune reaction;

•. LIse of oncolytic viruses that are engineered to selectively
kill tumor cells:

~ genetic modification of tumor cells so that they. bllt not
surrounding l1ontulllor cells, convert a nontoxic prodrug
into a toxic compound that kills them (Figllre 2 1.12).

21.7.4 Gene therapy for cancer

As the most important viral pathogen of humans, HIV-I is the
target of huge research efforts in every relevant branch of
medical science. Genetic manipulation has been important in
two areas. Much work has gone into attempts to develop
genetically engineered vaccines; in addition many researchers
have considered genetic manipulation of host cells to make
them resistant to H IV. The N IH database of clinical trials
(www4.od.nih.gov/oba/rac/clinicaltrial.htm) lists almost 40
trial protocols involving gene transfer submitted Il1

1992-2001. Almost all of these are similar in principle to the
method that cured X-SCID (see above). Hematopoietic stem
cells are transfected with a gene that wiIJ hopefully inhibit
HIV replication, usually in a retroviral vector, and the treated
cells are returned to tlie patient. Since the major pathology of
AIDS is the infection and destruction oflymphocytes, this is a
natural way to try to prevent HIV infection frolll developing
into AIDS.

HIV is a retrovirus. The mature viral particle consists of two
identical copies of the single-stranded RNA genome. plus
some core proteins, contained in an envelope made of viral
glycoproteins and lipids picked up from the host cell
membrane when the virus buds olf (Figllre 2'/. '/3). As well as
the g~~,pol and ellv genes shared by all retroviruses, HIV repli-
cation requires the Tat and Rev regulatory proteins. Thesc, and
the viral RNA sequences to which they bind (TAR and RRE)
are the targets of choice for many of the attempts at nuking
lymphocytes resistant to HIV Strategies include:

~ use of antisense RNAs. Retroviruses have been
constructed that encode antisense RNAs to TAR. to the
overbpping tal and rev mRNAs, and to the pol ::lI1d C/11'

mRNAs;

~ use of decoy RNAs. A retrovirus directing high-level
expression of a transcript containing the Rlli sequence
might be able to sequcster all the Rev protein and prevent
HIV replication;
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Figure 21.13:The HIV-1 virus life-cycle.

HIV-' is a retrovirus with an RNA genome. As with other retroviruses, there are gag, pol and envgenes. A reverse transcriptase makes a
DNA copy that integrates as a provirus into the host chromosomes. Viral mRNA and proteins are packaged into virus particles that bud off
from the host cell membrane. Unlike the simple retroviruses, HIV-' encodes two regulatory proteins, Tat and Rev, that bind TAR and RRE
sequences, respectively, in the viral genome and are essential for viral replication. These are the main targets for gene therapy of HIV.

~ use of dominant negative mutants. Some rcrroviral
constructs encode a Illutant Rev protein, RcvM 10. This
binds the R.RE but then will not assemble the multi-
protein complex required to export the RNA from the
nucleus;

• use of ribozymes. Several groups have made retroviruses
that encode ribozymes. RR.z2 is a hammerhead ribozyme
directed against the rar regubrory region; another type, the
hairpin ribozYlllc, has also been lIsed to clc:lve the HIV
genome;

• use of intrabodies. Retroviruses encoding scFv intracel-
lular antibodies (see Section 21.3.4) have been used to try
{Q inactivate the Tat or Rev regulatory proteins, or the
gp 160 coat glycoprotein.

In the: carll' stages of HI V infcnjon there is a massive turnover
of lymphocytes, as thl' immune system struggles to destroy
infected cells. If the imlllune response were rarhcr morc

etTective, llIaybe the virus could be contained at this stage.
Apart from efforts at developing vaccines, work has also been
devoted ro modifYing T cells so that they kill infected cells
more efficiently_ Retroviruses have been designed to make
CDS+ T cells express a chimeric T cell receptor that targets
their cytotoxic response to H IV infected cells .

Details of all these approaches can be found in the NIH
database cited under 'Infectious Diseases' (click 011 the
Scientific Abstract for any protocol of interest). In vitro the
manipulated cells often show high resistance to HIV infection,
and ;11 IJilJO long term (several months up to 1 or 2 years) bone
marrow engraftlnent has been demonstrated in a few trials.The
open question is whether engraftmt'nt can be made to occur at
a sufficiently high level to provide a clinically useful pool of
HIV resistant lymphocytes. High lewl engraftll1enr might be
achieved by first destroying the p;}tient's existing marrow with
cytotoxic chenlicals and radiation - but doing this to a patient
with AIDS would be a desperate measure.
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Further reading

NIH database of gene therapy trials: www4.od.nih.gov/oba/
rac/c1inicaltrial. htm

Wiley database of approved gene therapy protocols:
www.wiley.co.uk!genetherapy/c1inical

Templeton NS, Lasic DD leds) (2000) Gene Therapy. Therapeutic
Mechanisms and Strategies. Marcel Dekker, New York.
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Glossary

Note. In addition to this general glossary, there are also four specialized glossaries:

~ Glossary of PCR methods, Box 5.1, p.12-1

~ Glossary of nucleic acid hybridisation, Box 6.3, p. 166

~ Glossary of genomics, Box 8. I. p. 209

~ Glossary of metazoan phylogenetic groups, Box 12.5, p. 383

Where possible, reference is made to a figure, box or section of text that iLlustrates or expands the topic. Words in italics refer to
further glossary entries or to figure and box references.

Affected sib pair (ASP) analysis: a form of I/ol/porametric
lillkoge ol/ol)'sis based on measuring hoplot)'pe sharing by sibs
who both have the same disease. See Fiel/re 15.3.

Alleles: alternative forms of the same gene.
Allele-specific oligonucleotide (ASO): a synthetic

oligonucleotide, typically ca. 20 nt long, whose
hybridization to its target sequence can be disrupted by a
single base-pair mismatch under suitable conditions. ASOs
are used as allele-specific hybridization probes (see Figllre
6.1/), or as allele-specific primers in PCR. See ARiW5.

Allelic association: see Lillkoge diseqllilibrillm.
Allelic exclusion: the mcchanisI11 whereby only one of the

two immunoglobulin alleles in B lymphocytes, or T-cell
receptor alleles in T lymphocytes, is expressed. More
generally, any naturally occlIrring mechanism that causes
only one allele to be expressed. See Box J 0.4.

Allelic heterogeneity: the existence of many different
disease-causing alleles at a loclls. The normal situation for
diseases caused by loss of fUllction of a gene - see, for
example, Figure {6. I.

Alternative splicing: the natural use of different sets of
splice junction sequences, to produce more than one
product from a single gene. See Section 10.3.2, Box 1o.~.

Alu repeat: a highly repetitive non-coding D A sequence
found in primate genomes.

Alu-PCR: see Box 5. I.
Amnion: one of the four extra-embryonic melllbr::mes of

mammals. See Box 3.8.
Aneuploidy: a chromosome constiwtjon with one or more

chromosomes extra or missing from a full euploid set.
Anneal: see Box 6.3.
Anticipation: the tendency for the severity of a condition to

increase ill successive generations. Commonly due to bias <if
ascertailllllew (see Section 4.3.3), but seen for real with
dYllalllic 1I11ltatiollS (Section 1n.n.4).

Anticodon: the 3-base sequence in a tRNA molecule that base-
pairs with the codon in mRNA. See Figflres I. 7B and 1.20.

Antimorph: an allele with a dOI1l;llallt lIegative effect.
Antisense RNA: a transcript complementary to a normal

mR.NA, made using the non-template strand of a gene.
Naturally occurring antisense RNAs are important regu-
lators of gene expression.

Antisense strand (template strand): the D A strand of a
gene, which, during transcription, is used as a template by
RNA polymerase for synthesis of mRNA. See Figl/re 1.12.

Apopotosis: programmed cell death.
Archaea: single-celled prokaryotes superficially resembling

bacteria, but with molecular features indicative of a third
kingdom of life. See Box 12.4.

ARMS (Amplification refractory mutation system):
allele-specific PCR. See FiJl,,,es 5.~ and 18.10.

Association: a tendency of twO characters (diseases, marker
alleles etc.) to occur together at non-random frequencies.
Association is a simple statistical observation, not a genetic
phenomenon, but can sometimes be caused by lil/koge dise-
qlli/ibrill'fI. See Section 15.4.1.

Assortative mating: marriage between people of similar
phenorype or genorype (e.g. tall people tend to marry tall
people, deaf people tend to marry deaf people; some
people prefer to marry relatives). Assorrative mating can
produce a non-Hardy-Weinberg distribution of genotypes
in a population.

Autosome: any chromosome other than the sex chromo-
somes,X andY.

Autozygosity: in 3n inbred person. hOl1lo.:-}~~osity for alleles
identical by descent.

Autozygosity mapping: for autosomal n.:ct:ssive disorders
involves searching large inbred kindreds for loci where all
affected individuals are 3utoZygous for the SJl1le JlIc1e. See
F(ellre 13.8.
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BAC (bacterial artificial chrOlnOS0I11c): J recombinant
plasmid in which inserts up to 300 kb long can be propa-
b"'ted in bacterial cells. See Section 5.4.3.

Base conlplctnentarity: set' Box 6.3.
Bayesian statistics: a branch of ~tatisticsthat forms the basis of

much genetic risk estimation.Sce Box 18.-1,F';l!.lIrc /8.15.
Bias of ascertainluent: distorted proportioll"; of phcllorypcs

in a dar:1<;ercaused by the way GI'iC'i are collccted. See
Section 15.2.1.

Biometrics: the statistical srudy of quanriGltivc char.tcrers.
Bisulfite sequencing: a Ilh.:thod for detecting p.1ttcrns of

DNA methylation. See Section 18.3.6.
Bivalent: the four-stranded ","ucturt' 'een in prophase I of

meiosis. comprising two "ynap"Icd hOlllOlogolis chromo-
somes. See F~(!lIre 2. 11.

BLAST: a f..1l1lilyof program'\ dut st.'arch sequence da[abast.'~
for matches [0 a qucry sequellce. St't' LJox 7.3.

Blastocyst: a yery early stage: in e:mbryonic de\'elopment
whell the embryo consists of a hollow ball of cells with a
fluid-filled internal compartmellt. the bla~tocele.

Blunt-ended: of a DNA fragment. having no single-stranded
extensions.

Bootstrapping: a statistical method de,igned to check the
accuracy of an eyolutionary tree constructed frolll compar-
ati\T ~e:quence analysis. The method in\'olves numerous
cyelt.'s of re:placing some of the original sequence data by
r:l.I1dom slibsamplcs taken frolll the original data ~lIld rc-
Gl1cllbting at cach cycle the likelihood of the original trec
being correct. Sce F(~lIrr /2. /8.

Boundary elelnents: se:qucnccs that define the bOlindarielO
of co-ordin3tely regulated chrOlllatin domains in chrol11o-
~Ol11es.See 80_'- 8.2.

Branch site: in mRNA proce~IOing,a rather poorly defined
,equence (consensus CTRAY: R = purine. Y = pyrim-
idine) located 10-50 bases upstream of the splice acceptor,
containing the adenosine at which thc lariat splicing inter-
llIediate: i~formed. See F~i!.l/r(' 1./5.

C value paradox: the lack of a direct relationship between
the content of DNA in the cells of an organism (the
C value) and the complexity of the organism.

Candidate gene: in positioll:ll cloning, a gene frol11 the:
:lppropriate chrol11osonul location that is suspccted of
being the disease gene. Thl' IOu'ipicion would be tested by
'iccking Illutations in paticnt;;;.

Cap: a specialized chemical group that eel" add to block the
5' end of mR.NA. See F(~lIrl' I. /1.

cONA (complementary 0 A): DNA 'ytllhesized by the
cllzyme rcverse transcripta;;;e using IllRNA as a template,
eithcr experimentally (scc F':l!II1'('s .J.S and F~f!.llre 6.5) or ill

"i"" (see F(~lIrrs I. IJ and H. /If).
cONA selection: a hybridization-based method tor

retrieving genomic clolle~ that have counterparts in ,I
cDNA library. Sce F(~lIrr I. / I.

CentiMorgan (eM): thc unit of genetic distance. Loci I cM
apart luve a I% probability of recombination during
meiosis. See F(,!lIH' 13.4 for the relation berween genetic
and physical distances.

centiRay (cR):see Box 8./.
Centric fusion: see Rob(,r!SOllitllljiIShlll.

Centromere: the primary cOIl;;;triction of a chromosome.
;;;eparating: the short arm from the long .1rm.. md the point
:It which spindle fibers attach to pull chrol11atids apart
during cdl divi;;;ion. See Section 2.3.2.

CEPH falnilies: a set of fa1l1ilic;;;as"e1l1bkd by the Celltre
d'Etude du Polymorphisme Humain in P:lri;;;to assi;;;tthe
production of marker-markcr fralllt.'\\·ork 1ll.lpS.

Chemical cleavage of mismatches (CCM): " method of
",cllll1ing kilobase-sized 01 A ti-.lgIllCTlhfc)r mutations. See
"/;,1>1•. /8.2. Fi~lIrr /8.~B.

Chiasma (plural: chiasmata): the phy<ic.lIIllJnifestation of
meiotic recombination. as st'cn undcr the microscope. See
1:~l!lIr(' 13.3.

Chimera: ::111organislll derived frolll 1110rcth:1I1one zygote.
See F(~lIr •. ~. / o.

Chordate: 'ee Box /2.5.
Chorion: one of the four cxrra-c..'l11hryonic membranes of

11l.llll1ll31s.See Box 3.8.
Chromatid: from the end ofS ph",,· of the cell cycle (F(~II,.r

2.1) ulHil anaphase of Ct'])divi'iion, chrol11o;;;omes consist of
two sistt.T chrom3tids. Each cOIH.lin~ ,1 complete double
helix and the two are exact copie ...of each other.

Chromatin fiber: the 30 nm coiled coil of D A and
histont's th3t is belie\'ed to be the basic conformation of
chrol11atin. See Fi)!/Irl' 2.3.

Chrolnosome painting: fluorescence bbeling of a whole
chromosome by a FISH procedurl' ill which the probe is a
cocktail of many different DNA ;;;l'qUt'llCl';;;from a single
chrolll0;;;0111t'.

Chromosome walking: isolating "l'qUl'IlCC'i,1djacent on the
chromosome to a characte.:'rize:d clone by screening
genomic libraries for clones rlut partially o\'erlap it.

Cis-acting (of a regulatory factor): controlling the acti\·ity
ofa gel1e only when it i;;;parr of the.:'ljalllt' DNA molecule or
chrol11osol11t.'as the rq,'ulatory f.1ctor. Compare lrmIS-a(f"'~l!

n.·gubtory factors which can control their t,lrgct sequcnces
irrc;;;pecri\'e of their chromosomc location.

Clone: see Box 8. I.
Coalescence time: in population gl'lletin, rllt' number of

gCllcrations back to the most rt.'cent COIllIllOIiancestor. See
Uox /2.6.

Coding DNA: DNA that encodc;;; the amino acid sequence
OLI polypeptide (or occasionally a functiOl13lmatun:' R A
that does not specih· a polypeptide).

Codon: a nucleotide triplet ("rietly in mR A. but b\·
extcnsion. in genomic coding DNA) that specifics an
amino <lCidor a translation Stop signal.

Coefficient of selection: the clunce of n:productive failure
for a ct'rtain genotype, relative to tht' most successful
gcnorype. See Se.:'ction4.5.2.

Comparative genomic hybridization (CGH): u'e of
compctitive fluorescence ill siw hybridization to detect
chrolllosomal regions that art' .1I11plifinl or deleted, espe-
ci.llIy in tUll1ors. See F~,!llr(' 17.3.

Completnentary strands: two nucleic Jcid ;;;trands:lrt' said to
bt' complemclltary in sL'quellct' if thL'Ycall form sufficient
ba;;;epairs so as to generatc a stable double-str~lI1ded structure.



Complementation: two alleles complement if in combi-
nation they restore the wild-type phenotype (see Box 4.2).
Normally alleles complement only if they are at different
loci, although some cases of imerallelic colI/plell/elltation
occur.

Complexity: the complexity of a genome is the total length
or proportion of unique sequences. Low-complexity
sequences are present many times in a genOIne or sample.

Compound heterozygote: a person with two different
mutant alleles at a locus.

Conditional knock-out: an engineered mutant that causes
loss of gene function under some circumstances (for
example, raised temperature), or in some cells, but not
others. See Section 20.2.6.

Conservation of synteny: when genetic maps of twO
organisms are compared, synteny is conserved if twO or
more loci that are located on the same chromosome in one
organism are also located together on a single chromosome
in the other.

Conservative substitution: a mutation causing a codon to
be replaced by another codon that specifies a different
amino acid, but one which is related in chemical properties
to the original amino acid.

Constitutional: a genotype, abnormality or mutation that
was present in the fertihzed egg, and is therefore present in
all cells of a person, as distinct from a somalic change.

Constitutive expression: a state where a gene is perma-
nently active. Mutations that result in inappropriate consti-
tutive expression are often pathogenic.

Contig: a list or diagram showing an ordered arrangement of
cloned overlapping fragments that collectively contain the
sequence of an originally continuous DNA strand.

Contiguous gene (segmental aneuploidy) syndrome: a
syndrome caused by deletion of a contiguous set of genes,
several or all of which contribute to the phenotype. See
Section 16.8. I.

Continuous character: a character like height, which
everybody has, but to differing degree - as compared with
a dichotomolls characrer like polydactyly, which some people
have and others do not.

CpG dinucleotide: the sequence 5' CG 3' within a longer
DNA molecule. CpG dinucleotides are targets of a specific
DNA methylation system in man1mals that is important in
control of gene expression.

CpG island: short stretch of DNA, often < I kb, containing
frequent un methylated CpG dinllcleotides. CpG islands tend
to mark the 5' ends of genes. See Box 9.3.

Cre-Iox system: a technique for generating predefined
chromosomal deletions. Cre is a bacteriophage i'1 gene
whose product facilitates recombination between loxP
sequences. So called because it lTeates recombination. See
Fi~lIres 20. 10,20. II.

Cryptic splice site: a sequence in pre-mRNA with sOllie
homology [Q a splice site. Cryptic splice sites may be used as
splice sites when splicing is disturbed or after a base substi-
tution mutation that increases the resemblance to a normal
splice site. See Fiellres /1. 12, II. /3.
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Cytoskeleton: an internal scaffold of protein filaments which
occurs within cells and has a crucially imporrant functions
in regulating cell shape, cell movement, and intracellular
transport. See Box 3.2.

Degenerate oligonucleotides: a series of oligonucleotides
synthesized in parallel by allowing nucleotide flexibility at
certain nucleotide positions. When used as hybridization
probes or as PCR primers they can hybridize to, or amplity
a f<lInilyof sequences.

Denaturation: dissociation of complementary strands to
give single-stranded DNA and/or R.NA.

Deuterostomes:see Box /2.5.
DGGE (denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis): a

method of mutation detection by electrophoresis of PCR
products through gels containing a gradient of a denat-
urant. See Figl/re /8.3B.

dHPLC (denaturing high-performance liquid chro-
matography): a method for mutation detection based on
the properties of heterodl/p/exes, capable of high sensitivity
and throughput. See Figl/re /8.4.

Dichotomous character: a character like polydactyly,
which some people have and others do not have - as
compared to a continl/ous c"aracter like height, which
everybody has, but to differing degree.

Differential display: see Box 5. /.
Differentiation: the process whereby cells become

specialized and committed to form ultimately mature
specific cell types.

Diploid: having two copies of each type of chromosome; the
normal constitution of most human somatic cells.

Distal (of chromosomes): positioned comparatively distant
from the centromere.

DNA chip: see Microarray.
DNA fingerprinting: a now obsolete method of identitying

a person for legal or forensic purposes based on probing
Southern blots with a hypervariable minisatellite probe. See
Figllre /8. /9.

DNA library: see Box 8./.
DNA marker: see Marker (genelic).
DNA methylation: in the context of human DNA, this

almost always means conversion of cytosine (usually in a
CpG di,llIcleolide) into 5-methyl cytosine.

DNA profiling: using genotypes at a series of polymorphic
loci to recognize a person, usually for legal or forensic
purposes. See Section 18.7.

DNAse I-hypersensitive sites: regions of chromatin that are
rapidly digested by DNAse I. They are believed to be
important long-range control sequcnces. Sce Section '10.5.2.

Dominant negative (antimorph): a mutant gene whose
product can inhibit the function of the wild-type gene
product in heterozygotes. See, for example, F(gl/re 16.4.

DOlninant: in human genetics, any trait that is expressed in a
heterozygote. See also semi-domillalll.

Dosage compensation: any system th;)[ equalizes the
amount of product produced by genes presellt in different
numbers. In mammals, it describes the X-inactivation
mechanism that ensures cqual amounts of X-encoded gene
products in XX and XY cells. See F':el/re 10.26.
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Dosage sensitivity: property of a gene where a change in
the copy number produces an abnormal phenotype.

Duplicative (or copy or replicative) transposition: trans-
position of a copy of a D A sequence..'. while the original
remains in place.

Dynamic 111utation: an unstable expanded repeat dut
changes size berwt'cn parcnt and child. Set: Section
16.6.-+.

Ectoderm: Olle of rhe thrcl' germ layers of the embryo. It is
fOfmed during ,eIIS/nt/cHio/1 from cells of the epiblas! (see
F((!/"l' J. 1.J) and givt's rise to the nen'OllS liysrem and outer
epitheli3 (see Box 3.5).

Electtopotation: 3 method oftr3nsferring DNA into cells ill

I'it'" by use of a brief high-volt3ge pulse.
Embryonic stem cells: see ES (ells.
Etnpiric risks: risks calculated from sunocy da(J rarht'f than

from generic theory. Genetic counseling in most non-
menddian conditions is based on t:mpiric risks. St.'c Sectioll
-+..f..f.

Endoderl11: olle of the three germ layers of the embryo. It is
formed during ~,!asfrlllaf;oll fr0111cells migrating out of thc
epiblast layer (Figllre 3.15). See Box 3.5 for der;v3tives of
embryonic endoderm.

Enhancer trap: a technique for identifying strongly
expressed genes in an organism.

Enhancer: a set of shorr sequence demelHs which stimubte
transcription of a gene and whose function is not critically
dependent on their precise position or orientation. See Box
/0.2.

Epiblast: the IJyer of cells in the pregastrulation embryo
which will give rise to all thrce germ laycrs of the embryo
proper. plus the extraembryonic ectoderm and mesoderm.
Compare hypoblast

Epigenetic: herit3ble (from mother cell to daughter cell. or
sometimes from parent to child). but not produced by a
change in DNA sequence. D.YA ",ethyltHiml is the best
understood epigenetic mechanism.

Episolne: any DNA sequence that can exist in an
autonomous extra-chromosomal form ill the cell. Often
used to describe self-repliclting :lIld extra-chromosomal
forms of DNA.

Epitope: a part of an antigcll with which a particular
antibody reacts.

ES (embryonic srem) cells: unditTerenti3ted. plllripMell1
cells derivcd frolll.lIl l.·mbryo.A key tool for gt.'nctic manip-
ulation. Scc Scctioll 3.4.5. F(~lIrc.,21. I, 20.J.

EST (expressed sequence tag): see Box 8. I.
Euchrol11atin: the fraction of thc nuclcar genomt.' which

contains transcriptionally ,lCtin~ D A and which. unlike
hct('Y()(h"IIIwrill. adopts a rcbtin~ly cxtended confoflllJ,tion.

Eugenics: himpro\'ing" a popul.ltion by 'ldecrin.' breeding
from the "best" types (positi\'C eugeJlic~) or prcvcnting
"undesir:lble" typc~ from breeding (neg,ltive cugenics).

Euploidy: the statc of having one or morl' compk,tc sets of
chromosomes with none extra or missing: the opposite of
aneuploidy.

Exclusion mapping: gent.,tic mapping with negative results,
showing that the locus in question does not map to <I

particular location. Particularly uscful for excluding a
possible (tll1didare ,,!el/e without the labor of l11uration
screening.

Exon trapping: a technique for detecting scqucllces within a
cloned gcnomic DNA that are capable of splicing to exolls
within a specialized vector. See F~,!IIy('7. 10.

Exon: a segment of a gene that is represented in the mature
RNA product. Indi\·idual exom may cont3in coding DNA
JI1d/or noncoding D A (unttJnslated sequences). See
F(~lIre' 1./-/,1.19.

Expression library: 3 libr3r)' of cDNAs cloned in 3 vector
th3t 3110wsthem to be expressed. See Section 5.6.

Expression profiling: obtaining a genome-wide picture of
IIlR A levels. normally by micro3rr3\· an31ysis of total
cellular cDNA (Figure.< 17.18, 19.8). See 31sos.~CE.

Extracellular matrix: a meshwork-like subst3nce found
within the extracellular space and in association with the
basement membrane of the cell surface. It provides a
scaffold to which cells adhere and serves to promote
cellulJr proliferation.

Fitness (£): in population genetics, a measure of the succcss in
transnlitting genot)'pes to the next generation. Also callcd
biological fitness or reproductive fitlless. f 31w3Ys lies
between 0 and I.

Fluorescence ;11 si", hybridization (FISH): ill siw
hybridizatioll using a fluorescently bbeled DNA or RNA
probe.A key technique in modern molecular genetics - see
Figllres 2. /7, 2. /8.

Folds: modules of three-dimensional protein structures. Most
protein structures are built from a limited repertoire of to Ids
that are shared among many proteins. See Section 19.4.4.

Founder effect: high frequency of 3 p3rticubr 311ele in a
popubtion because the population is derived from 3 small
number of founders, one or more of whom carried that
allele.

Frameshjft mutation: a mutation that alters the normal
tr3nsbriOllJI rcadillgfmllle of 3 IIlRNA by adding or deleting
a number of bases that is not a multiple of three.

Functional genomics: :m:J!ysis of gene function on a largt'
scale, by conducring paraliC'! anal)";t'" of gent:
expression/function for large numbers of genes, even all
genes 111 a genome.

Fusion (hybrid) gene: a gene containing coding sequence
from two different genes. USUJlly cre,lft"d by unequal
cro"sover (F(S!lfrc 9. 17) or chromosomal translocatiolls
(F(~lIre 18.7A).

Fusion protein: the product of a natural or cngillceredjilsilJ//
.~t'lIf: a single polypeptide chain contJining amino acid
\equL'nces that are normally parr of two or more separate
polypeptides. See Box 20.2.

Gastrulation: a highly dynamic procl.:'-:;sinvoking conversion
of (he two-layer pre-gastrulation l.:lllbryo (consisting: of
epiblast plus hypoblast) to one that cOlltains thl' thrce germ
laYt.'rs:c(({)dcrm, IIIesoderm and l'ud{)dcrlll.



Gene conversion: a naturally occurring nonreciprocal
genetic exchange in which a sequence of one DNA strand
is altered so as to become identical to the sequence of
another DNA strand. See F(~l/re 11.10.

Gene frequency: the proportion of all alleles at a locus that
are the allele in question. See Section 4.5. Really we mean
allele frequency. but the use of gene frequency is too well
established now to change.

Gene replacement: gene therapy by replacing an
endogenous faulty gene with a correctly functioning
version. See Figl/re 2/.4.

Gene supplementation (or augmentation): gene therapy
by imroducing a functional gene imo the patient's cells
without manipulating any of the endogenous genes. Suitable
for correcting loss of function phenotypes. See Figl/re 21 ..J.

Gene targeting: targeted modification of a gene in a cell or
organism. See Figl/res 20.7,20.8,20.10.

Gene tracking: predicting genotypes within pedigrees by
using linked markers to follow a chromosomal segment.
Sometimes called Indirect Testing. See Box 18.3.

Gene trap: a method of selecting transgellf insertions that
have occurred into a gene.

Genetic distance: distance on a generic map, defined by
recombination fractions and the mappillg .{llI/ctioll. and
measured in centiMorgans. See Section 13.1.

Genetic enhancement: the possible application of
molecular genetic technologies to alter a normal human
phenotype in some way that is considered to be beneficial.
See Ethics Box 3 in Chapter 21.

Genetic map: see Box 8. ,.
Genetic redundancy: performance of the same fUllction in

parallel by genes at more than one locus, so that loss of
funcrion mutations at one locus do not cause overall loss of
function

Genome browser: a program that provides a graphical
interf:1ce for interrogating genome databases. See Section
8.36.

Genome: the total set of differwI DNA molecules of an
organelle, cell or organism. The human genome consists of
25 differem DNA molecules, the mitochondrial DNA
molecule plus the 2-l differem chromosomal DNA mole-
cules. Cf. trallscriptome, protfome.

Genome-wide p value: in testing for linkage or association,
the probability on the null hypothesis of observing the
statistic in question anywhere in a screen of the whole
genome (cf pointwise p vallie). See Section 15.3.4.

Genotype: the genetic constitution of an individual, either
overall or at a specific locus.

Germ cells (or gametes): sperm cells and egg cells.
Germinal (gonadal, or gonosomal) mosaic: an individual

who has a subset of germlinc cells carrying a mutation that
is not found in other germline cells. See F((!lIre -1.9.

Germ-line: the germ cells and those cells which give rise to
them; other cells of the body constitute the SOllla.

Haploid: describing a cell (typically a gamete) which has
only a single copy of each chromosome (e.g. the 23 chro-
mosomes in human sperm and eggs).
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Haploinsufficiency: a locus shows haploinsufficiency if
producing J. normal phenotype requires more gene product
than the amount produced by a single copy. See Section
16A.2, Tahle /6.2.

Haplotype: a series of alleles found at linked loci on a single
chrolllOsome.

Haplotype block: a particular variant of a polymorphic
extended segment of chromosomal DNA (typically
10-100 kb) that is present in many members of a popu-
lation ~nd is assumed to represent an ancestral variant. See
Box '/2.6 and Section 15.4.3.

Hardy-Weinberg distribution: the simple relationship
between gene frequencies and genotype frequencies that is
found in a population under certain conditions. See
Section 4.5.

Hemizygous: having only one copy of a gene or DNA
sequence in diploid cells. MaJes are hemizygous for most
genes on the sex chromosomes. Deletions occurring on one
autosornt:.~produce hemizygosity in males and in females.

Heritability: the proportion of the causation of a character
that is due to genetic causes. See Box .J. 4.

Heterochromatin: a chromosomal region that remains
highly condensed throughout the cell cycle and shows little
or no evidence of active gene expression. Constitutive
heterochromatin is found at centromeres plus some other
regions (for which, see Figllre 2. 15).

Heteroduplex: double-stranded DNA in which there is
some mismatch between the two strands. Important in
mutation detection - see Section 18.3.2.

Heteroplasmy: mosaicism, usually within a single cell, for
mitochondrial DNA variants. See Sections 4.2.5, 1\ A.2.

Heterozygote advantage: the situation when somebody
heterozygous for a mutation has a reproductive advantage
over both homozygotes. Sometimes called overdominance.
Heterozygote advantage is the reason why several severe
recessive diseases remain C0111111on.See Box 4.8.

Heterozygote: an individual having two differem alleles at a
p3rticular locus.

Homologs (chromosomes): the two copies of a c1l1o-
Illosome in a diploid cell. Unlike sister chromatids, homol-
ogous chromosomes arc not copies of each other; one was
inherited from the father and the other from the mother.

Homologs (genes): two or Illore genes whose sequences are
significantly related because of a close evolutionary rela-
tionship. ~ithcr between species (orrhologs) or within a
species (paralo,l!s).

Hotnoplastny: of a cell or organism. having all copies of the
mitochondrial DNA identical. Cf. lr('tcrop/amIY.

Homozygote: an individual having two identical alleles at a
particular locus. For clinical purposes a person is often
described as homozygolls AA if th~y have two normally-
functioning alleles, or homozygous 3a if they have two
pathogenic alleles at a locus, regardless whether the alleles
arc in fact completely identical at the DNA sequence
level. Homozygosity for alleles identical vy descelll is called
(/lIroz}~,!()sir)'.

Hotspot: a sequence associated with an abnormally high
frequency of recoll1bination or Illutation.
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Hox genes: a subset ofhomcobox genes which arc organized
in clusters and have important roles in Jlucrior-postcrior
patterning. See F(~"res 3. 10 and 3. /2.

Hybrid cell panel: a collection of somaric cell hybrids or radi-
(Irio/( hybrids used for physical mapping.

Hypermorph: an allele that produces an increased amount
or activity of product.

Hypoblast: the layer of cells in the pte-gastrulation embryo
which gives rise [0 extraembryonic endoderm

Hypomorph: an allele that produces a teduced amount or
activity of product.

Identity by descent (IDO): alleles in an individual or in twO
people that are known to be identical because they have
both been inherited from a demonstrable common
ancestor.

Identity by state (IDS): alleles that appear identical, but may
or may not be idelHical by descetll because there is no den10n-
strable common source. See FiX"" 15.2.

In situ hybridization: a form of moleculat hybridization in
which the target nucleic acid is denatured DNA within
chromosome preparations (chromosome in situ
hybridization) or R. A within cells of tissue sections
immobilized on a microscope slide (tissue in situ
hybridization - see Fig"re 6. 15) or within whole embryos
(whole mount in situ hybridization - see Fig"re 7.15) .

Imprinting: determination of the expression of a gene by its
parental origin. See Section I0.5.4 and Box 16.6.

Inbreeding: marrying a blood relative. The term is compar-
ative, sillce ultimately everybody is related. The (oefficiellt of
inbreedillg is the proportion of a person's genes that are idetl-
tical by desceru.

Inducible promoter: a promoter whose activity can be
switched 011 and offby an external agent. See Figllre 20.5A.

Informative meiosis: in linkage analysis, a meiosis is
informative if the genotypes in the pedigree allow us to
decide whether it is recombinant or not (for a given pair of
loci). See Box 13.2.

Inner cell mass: a group of cells located internally within the
blasrocysl which will give rise to the embryo proper. See
F(~lIre 3. /3.

Insertional mutagenesis: mutation (usually abolition of
function) of a gene by insertion of an unrebred DNA
sequence within the gene.

Interference: in meiosis, the rcnckncy of one crossover (0

inhibit further crossing over within the same region of th~
chromosomes. See Section 13.1.3.

Interphase: all the time in the cell cycle when a cell is not
dividing.

Intron: non coding DNA which separates neighboring exons
in a gene. During gene expression inrfons are transcribed
into R A but then the introl1 sequences are removed from
the pre-mil.. A by splicing. See FiX/Ire I. /4. Can be clas-
sified according to the mechanism of splicing (See Box
/2. n or, if separating coding D A sequences. by their
precise location within codons (See Box 12.2).

Isochromosome: an abnormal symmetrical chro111osome,
consisting of fWO identicaJ arms, which are normaUy either
the short arm or the long arm of J normal chromosome.

Isoforms/isozymes: alternative form'\ of a protein/enzyme.
Isogenic: two or more organisms or Ct'l!s having identical

genotypes. For example. different mice belonging to a
particular inbred strain, e.g. C57131 0/], arc isogenic.

Karyotype: strictly, this means a summary of the chro-
mosome constitution of a cell or perSOIl, such as 46,XY
However, the term is often loosely used to mean an image
<;howing the chromosomes of a cell sorted in order and
arranged in pairs. such as Fig/lre 2. /~.

Knock-down: targeted inhibition of expression of a gene by.
fot example, using specific a/lfisellse R.\:A or siR.\:A to bind
to RNA transcripts.

Knock-in mutation: a targeted mutation that replaces
activity of one gene by that of an introduced gene (usually
an allele). See Fig/lre 20.14.

Knock-out mutation: the targeted inactivation of a gene
within an intact cell.

Lagging strand: in DNA replication, the strand that IS
synthesized as Okazaki fragments (see Fig/lre 1.9).

Leading strand: in DNA replication, the strand that IS
synthesized continuously (see Fig/lre I. 9).

Ligation: formation of a 3'-5' phosphodiester bond between
nucleotides at the ends of two molecules (ifllermo!cCII!ar
1(,?atioll) or the two ends of the same molecule (ifllramolewlar
l(,?ation, cyclizalioll).

LINE (long interspersed /Iuclear element): a class of repet-
itive DNA sequences that make up about 20% of the
human genome (Table 9.15). Some are active transposable
elements. See Fig/lres 9. 17, 9. 18.

Lineage: a series of cells originating from a progenitor cell.
Linkage disequilibrium: a statistical association between

particular alleles at separate but linked loci. normally the
result of a particular ancestral haplotype being common in
the population studied. An important tool for high reso-
lution mapping. See Flg/lres 13.10, 15.6 and Box 15.2.

Linkage: the tendency of characters (phenotypes. marker alleles
ete) to co-segregate in a pedigree because their determinants
lie close together on a particular chromosome.

Linker (adapter) oligonucleotide: a double-stranded
oligonucleotide which can be ligated to a DNA molecule
of interest and which has been designed to contain some
desirable ch:.u3cteristic, e.g. a favorJblc restriction site.

Liposolne: a synthetic lipid vesicle used to transport a
molecule of interest into a cell. SL't' r:':i.!.lIre 21.8.

Locus control region (LCR): a stretch of DNA containing
regulatory dcments which control tht" expression of genes
in a gcne cluster thar may be locJted tcns of kilobases away.
See Figllre /0.23.

Locus heterogeneity: dctcrmination of the same disease or
phenotype by mutations at different loci. A coml11on
probll'm in mapping genetic diseases. Sct' Scctions 4.2.4,
lli.7.2.

Locus: a unique chromosomal location ddining the position
of.1Il individual gene or DNA sequcllce.

Lad score (z): a measure of the likelihood of genetic linkage
between loci. The log (base 10) of the odds that the loci are
linked (with recombination fr,lnion 0) rather than



unlinked. For mendelian characters a lod score greater than
+3 is evidence oflink3ge; one that is less than -2 is evidt.'nct.'
against linkage. See Box 13.3, Figllre 13.7.

Loss of heterozygosity (LoH): homozygosity or hemizy-
gosity in a tumor or other somatlc cell when the (()I/stiw-
tiOlla1 genotype is heterozygous. Evidence of a somatic
genetic change. See Figllre 17.6, 17.7.

MALDI (matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization):
a mass spectrometric method commonly used for identi-
fying DNA or protein molecules. See Box" 9.4.

Manifesting heterozygote: a female carrier of an X-linked
recessive condition who shows some clinical symptoms,
prestlm3bly because of skewed X-illtlcrivtlticm. See Section
42.2.

MAPH (multiplex amplifiable probe hybridization):
a method of detecting deletions or duplicJ.tions of exons.
See Box 18.1.

Mapping function: a mathematical equation describing the
relation between recombination fraction and ,gcl/clir
distal/rl'. The mapping function depends on the extent to
which illfetji'rcl1re prevents close double recombinants. See
Section 13. I .3.

Marker chrolnosome: 3n extra abnormal chromosome of
unidentified origin.

Marker (genetic): any polymorphic lIIelldeliall character r1ut
can be used to follow a chromosomal segment through a
pedigree. Genetic Illarkers are usually DNA polymor-
phisms. See Box 13. I.

Marker (chromosome): an extra chromosome of uniden-
tified origin.

Matrilineal inheritance: transmission from just the mother,
but to children of either sex; the pattern of m.itochondrial
inheritance. St:e Fij!,1IYC 4.-+.

Mean heterozygosity: of a marker, the likelihood that a
randomly selected person will be heterozygous. A measure
of the usefulness of the marker for linkage analysis (see
Section 11.2.2).

Melting temperature (Ton): see Box 6.3.
Mendelian: of a pedigree pattern, conforming to one of the

archetypal patterns shown in F(gllre 4.2. A character will
givt.· ;J mendelian pedigree pattern if it is determined at a
single chromosomal location, regardless whether or not the
determilunt is a gene in the molecular gt:neticist's senSt'.

Mesodertn: one of the three germ layers of the embryo. It is
formt:d during ,\!asrndatioll by cells migrating out of tht.'
epiblasr. Set: F~\!lIreJ. 15 3nd see Box 3.5 for derivarilJc.\ (?(
l'II,ur)'ollir lIIesoderlll.

Metaphase: the stagc of cell division (mitosis or meiosis)
wht:n chrolllosomt's 3re maximally contracted and lined up
on the equatoriJI plane (metaphase plate) of a cell. See
F(~I/res2. 10, 2. J I, 2. 15.

Metazoans: lIlulticellular anim31s 3S opposed to unicellular
protozoa.

Microarray: a mini3ture 3rray of different DNA or oligonu-
cleotide sequences on J gbss surface that is intended to be
lIst'd in a hybridization assay.The sequences may be prc-
formed DNA molecules that hJve been deposited using
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;)utomation or oligonucleotide st.'qut'nces which are
synthesized ill Siflf to make a DNA chip.

Microdeletion: a chromosomal deletion that is too small to
be seen under the microscope (typically <3 Mb).

Micro-RNAs (miRNA): shorr (22 lit) RNA molecules
encoded within normal genomes that have a role in regu-
lation of gene expression and maybe also of chromatin
structure. Sometimes called small temporal RNA (stRNA).
See Fi~lIres 9.6, 20. "/2.

Microsatellite: small run (usually less than O. Ikb) of tandem
repeats of a very simple DNA sequence, usually 1-4 bp, for
e'Jmple (CA)". Often polymorphic, providing the primary
tool for genetic mapping during the 19YOs.Sometimes also
described as STR (simple tandem repeat) or SSP.. (simple
sequence repeat) polymorphism. See F(~I/rcs 7.7,7.8.

Microsatellite instability: a phenomcnon char3cteristic of
cert3in tumor cells, where during DNA replicJtion the
repeJt copy number of microsatellites is subject to rJnd0111
changes. Abbteviated to MIN, MSI or RER (replication
error). See Figl/re ., 7.7.

Microtubules: long hollow cylinders constructed from
tubulin polymers which form parr of the r)'toskell'tol1 (see
Box 32).

MIM number: thc catalog number for a gene or mendelian
character, as listed in the OM/AI database.

Minisatellite DNA: an intermediate size array (typically
0.1-20 kb long) of shorr tandemly repeated DNA
sequences. See Box 7.2. Hypervariable Illinisatellite DNA is
the basis ofDNA.f/llgerprillfillg and many VNTR markers.

Minisequencing: a n1ethod of detecting scquellcc variants 3t
a predefined position by sequencing just one or two
nuc\eotides downstream of a primer. Often uSt.'d in a
microarray format. See Figl/re .,8. 98.

Mismatch repair: a natural enzymic process that repbces a
mispaired nucleotide in a DNA duplex (most likely present
because of an error in DNA replication) to obtain perfect
Watson-Crick base pairing.

Missense mutation: a nucleotide substirution that results in
an alllino 3cid change. See Box 11.3.

Modifier gene: a gene whose expression call influence a
phellotype resulting from mutation at 3nothcr locus. See
Section 16.6.3.

Monoallelic expression: expression of only one of the two
copies of a gene in a cell, because of X-inactivation,
imprinting or other epigenetic c1ungc, or because of the
gellc rt:Jrrangcments dut take pbce with imlllu1loglobulin
and T-cell receptor genes. See Box 10.4 for eX3l1lplcs.

Monoclonal antibody (mAb): pure antibodies with a
single specificity, produced by hybridoma technolob'Y, as
distinct rrolll pol}'rlollal {llHibodies that Jre raised by imlllu-
nization. See Bvx 7.4.

Mosaic: an individual who Ius two or 1110rt' genetically
different cell lines derived frol11a "inglc zygote. Tht' difTer-
t:nces may be point mut3tions, chromosomal changes. ete.
See Fi~llrc ~. "10.

Multifactorial: a character that is detcrmined by some
unspecified combination or gt'nl'tic and environmental
fJctors. Cf. poly'~ellic.
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Multigene family: a set of evolutionarily related loci within
a genome, at least one of which can encode a functional
product. See Section 9.3.

Neomorph: an allde with a novel activity Ot product.
Neural crest: a highrIy versatile group of cells which give

rise to part of the peripheral nervous system, mclanocyres,
some bone and muscle, the retina and other structures.
Neural crest cells form during neurulation as a specific
population of cells. which arise along the lateral margins
of the neural folds then detach from the neural plate and
migrate to many specific locations within the body. See
Figllre 3. /6A.

Nondisjunction: failure of chromosomes (sister chromatids
in mitosis or meiosis II; paired h0ll101ogs in meiosis I) [Q

separate (disjoin) at anaphase.The major cause ofnulllerical
chromosome abnormalities. See Scccion 2.5.2.

Nonhomologous recombination: recombination bet\veen
sequences that either have no homology or have limited
local homology. A major cause of insertions and deletions,
at the genetic or chromosomal level. See for example
Figllres 11. 7, 16.2.

Nonparatnetric: in linkage analysis, a 11lt'thod that does nor
depend on a specific genetic model, such as affeaed sib pair
analysis.

Nonpenetrance: the situation when somebody carrying an
aUele that normally causes J dominant phenotype does not
show that phenotype. An cffect of other genetic loci or of
the environment. A pitfall in genetic counseling. Figtlre
4.58 shows an example.

Nonsense mutation: a mutation that occurs within a codon
and changes it to a stop codon. See Bax 11. 3.

Nonsense-mediated mRNA decay: a cellular mechanism
that degrades mRNA molecules that contain a premature
termination codon (>50 nt upstream of the last splice
junction). See Section 11.4.4.

Northern blot: a membrane bearing RNA molecules that
have been size-fractionated by gel electrophoresis. used as a
target for a hybridization assay. Used to detect the sizes of
transcripts of a gene of intcrest in a collection of adult or
fetal tissues. See F(Qllre 5. 13.

Notochord: a flexible rod-like structure that forms the
supporting axis of the body ill simple chordates and simple
vertebrates, and in cmbryos ofthc more complex vertebrates.

Nucleolar organizer region (NOR): the satellite stalks of
human chromosomes 13, 14, 15,21 and 22. NORs contain
arrays of ribosomal DNA genes and can be selectively
stained with silvcr. Each NOR fOfms a nucleolus in
telophase of cell division; the nucleoli fuse in interphase.

Nucleosome: 3 structural unit of chromatin. See Fij!/Ire 2.3.
Null allele: a mutant allele that produces no product.

Oligogenic: a character that is detennined by 3 small number
of genes ani ng together.

Oligonucleotide ligation assay (OLA): a method for
detecting a predefined sequence change. See Figllre 18. 11.

OMIM: On-line j\4endelian Inheritance in 1\43n, the central
database of human genes and mendelian characters (http:

/ /www3.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim/. 1\11/.'\1 IlIlIIlbers arc the
index numbers for entries in OMIM.

Oncogene: a gene involved in comrol of cell proliferation
which, when overactive can help to transfofm a normal cell
into a tumor cell. See Table 17. /. Originally the word was
uscd only for the activated forms of the gene, and the
norma] cellular gene was cll1ed a pra/a-o//cogelle, but this
distinction is now widely ignored.

One gene-one enzyme hypothesis: the hypothesis
advanced by Beadle and Tatum in 19-1l that the primary
action of each gene was to specify the structure of an
enzyme. Historically very important, but now seen to be
only parr of the range.:of gene functions.

Open reading frame (ORF): a significantly long sequcnce
of DNA in which there are 110 termination codons in at
least one of rhe possible reading fralnes. Six reading frames
are possible for a D A duplex because each strand can have
three reading frames.

Ortholog: one of a set of homologous genes in different
species (e.g. PAX3 in humans and Pax3 in mice). See Bex
12.3.

Overdominant: phenotypes showing hl'fem.:)'gore adv(/I/tage.
A term used in population genetics.

Palindrome: a D A sequence such as ATCGAT that reads
the same when read in the 5'~3' direction on each strand.
DNA-protein recognition, for example by restriction
enzymes, often relies on palindromic sequences.

Paracentric inversion: inversion of a chr01110soma]segment
thar does not include the centromere. See F,:(!lIre 2.20.

Para log: one of a set of homologolls genes within a single
species. See Box 12.3.

Paralnetric: in linkage analysis, a method sllch as standard lad
score analysis, that requircs a tightly specified genetic model.

Partial digestion: digestion, usually of DNA by a restriction
enzyme, thJt is stopped before all targer sequences have
been cut. The object is to produce overlapping fragments.
See Figllre 5.9.

Penetrance: the frequency with which a genotype manifests
itself in a given phenotype.

Pericentric inversion: inversion of a chromosomal segment
that includes the centromere. See r:~,!l/r(' 2.20.

Phage display: an expression cloning method in which
foreign genes arc inserted into a phage vector and are
expressed to give polypeptides that arc displayed on the
surface (protein coat) of the phage.

Pharnlacogenetics: the study of the influence of individual
genes or alleles 011the metabolism or function of drugs.

Pharlnacogenonlics: th~ use of genome resources (genome
sequences. expression profiles ~tc.) to identify new drug
rargets.

Phase (of linked markers): thc relation (coupling or
repulsion) be",·een alleles at two linked loci. If allele A I is
on the same physical chromosome as allele 131.they arc in
coupling: if they are on different parental homologs they are
in repulsion. See F(~nre 13.6.

Phase (of the cell cycle): G I, S. G2, M and Go phases (see
Fignre 2. 1).



Phase (of an intron): a term used to classify inrrons in
coding sequences according to the position at which they
interrupt the message (see Box "12.2).

Phenotype: the observable characteristics of a cell or
organism, including the result of any test that is not a direct
test of the .l!euolype.

Phylogeny: classification of organisms according to perceived
evolutionary relatedness. See Figures /2.22-12.2~.

Plasticity: see Trausdifferellliariou.
Pluripotent: strictly, this means the capacity to give rise to

very many, but not all of the different cell types to which
the zygote can give rise. The zygote and the immediare
cells that it gives rise to are said to be totipotent, but
differentiation by the blastocyst stage means that the cells
of the inner cell mass arc pluripotent rather than
tottpotent.

Point mutation: a mutation causing a small alteration in the
D A sequence at a locus. The meaning is a little imprecise:
when being compared to chromosomal mutations, the
term point mutation might be used to cover quite large
(but submicroscopic) chJnges within a single gene, whereas
when mutations at a single locus are being discussed, point
mutations would normally mean the substitution, insertion
or deletion of just a single nucleotide.

Pointwise p value: in linkage analysis, the probability on the
null hypothesis of exceeding the observed value of rhe
statistic at one given position in the genome. Cf. .,!ClIOI1IC-

/Vide p valrle. See Section 15.3.4.
Polyadenylation: addition of typically 200 A residues to the

3' end of a mRNA. The poly(A) tail is important for stabi-
lizing mRNA. See Figure I. "18.

Polygenic: a character determined by the combined action
of a number of genetic loci. Mathematical polygenic theory
(see Section 4.4) assumes there are very many loci, each
with a small effect.

Polymorphic markers: see Box 8. "I.
Polymorphism: strictly, the existence of two or more

variants (alleles, phenotypes, sequence variants, chromo-
somal structure variants) at significant frequencies in the
population. Looser usages among molecular geneticists
include (1) any sequence variant present at a frequency
> I% in a population (2) any non-pathogenic sequence
variant, regardless offrequency.

Polyploid: having multiple chromosome sets as a result of a
genetic event that is abnormal (e.g. constitutional or
mosaic triploid)', tetraploidy, etc.). or programmed (e.g.
some plants and certain human body cells are naturally
polyploid).

Positional cloning: cloning a gene knowing only its chro-
mosomallocation.

Primer: a short oligonucleotide, often 15-25 bases long,
which base-pairs specifically to a target sequence to allow a
polymerase to initiate synthesis of a complementary strand.

Pritnordial germ cells: cells in the embryo and fetus which
will ultimately give rise to germ-line ceUs

Probe: a known DNA or RNA fragment (or a collection of
different known fragments) which IS used 111 a
hybridization assay to identify closely related DNA or
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RNA sequences within a complex, poorly understood
mixture of nucleic acids. In standard hybridization assays,
the probe is labeled but in reverse hybridization assays the
target is labeled (see Box 6.4, p. 1(9).

Promoter: a combination of short sequence elements,
normally just upstream of a gene, to which R A poly-
merase binds in order to initiate transcription of the gene.
See Figure I. 13.

Proofreading: an enzymic mechanism by which DNA repli-
cation errors are identified and corrected.

Protein truncation test (PTT): a method of screening for
chain-terminating mutations by artificially expressing a
mutant allele in a coupled transcription-translation system.
See Fi.l!ure "18.5.

Protein truncation test: a method of screening for chain-
tern1inating mutations by artificially expressing a mutant
allele in a coupled transcription-translation system. See
Figure 0.9.

Proteonle: the total set of different proteins in a ceU, tissue or
organism. Cf.gellol/le, fr{J//scriprol/le

Proto-oncogene: see Ollro,{!.(>IIC.

Protostomes: see Box "12.5.
Proximal (of chromosomes): positioned comparatively

close to the centromere.
Pseudoautosomal regions: regions at each tip of the X and

Y chromosomes containing X- Y homologous genes.
Uecause of X- Y recombination, alleles in these regions
show an apparently autosomal mode of inheritance. See
F(~"re 12." 5.

Pseudogene: a DNA sequence which shows a high degree of
sequence homology to a nonallelic functional gene but
which is itself nonfunctional.

Pyrosequencing: a proprietary method for checking sequence
very close to a predefined start point. See &x 18.2.

Quantitative trait locus (QTL): a locus important 111

determining the phenotype of a continuous character.
Section 15.6.8 discusses the search for QTL's underlying
human obesity.

RACE-PCR: see Box 5. I, p./24.
Radiation hybrid: in human physical mapping, a rodent cell

that contains numerous small fragments ofhu1l1an chromo-
somes. Produced by fusion with a lethally irradiated human
cell. Radiation hybrid panels a!Jow very rapid mapping of
STSs. See Figure "IO.~.

Rare cutter: a restriction nuclease which cuts DNA infre-
quently because the sequence it recognizes is large and/or
contains one or more epGs. Examples are ,Notl, Sarli and
BssH11. See Table 4. I.

Reading frame: during translation, the way the continuous
sequence of the mRNA is read as a series of triplet codons.
There are three possible reading frames for any mRNA,3nd
the correct reading frame is set by correct recognition of
the AUG initiation codon.

Real-time peR: see Box 5. I,p. .,24.
Recessive: a character is recessive if it is manifest only in the

homozygote.
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Recombinant (linkage analysis): a person who inherits
from a parent a combination of alldes that is rhe result of:l
crossover during meiosis. See F(,!Hre 13. I.

Recombinant DNA: an artificially constructed hybrid
DNA containing covalently linked sequences with
different origins, (or example a vector with 3n insert.

Recol11bination fraction: for a given pair of loci, the
proportion of meioses ill which they are separated by
recombination. Usually signified as e. e, values vary
bem·een 0 and 0.5. See 5eai,,,, /3. I.

Repetitive DNA: a DNA sequence that is present in many
identical or similar copies iu the genome. The copies can be
tandemly repeated or dispersed.

Replication slippage: a mimke in replication of a tandemly
repea[Cd DNA sequence, that results in the newly synthe-
sized strand having extra or missing repeat units compared
to the template. See Figure 11.5.

Replicon: any nucleic acid that is capable of self-replication.
Many cloning vectors use extrachromosomal replicons (as
in the caSt:of plasm ids). Others use chromosomal replicons,
either dirt:ctly (as in the case of yeast artificial chromosome
vectors). or indirectly, by allowing integration inro chromo-
somal D A.

Reporter gene: a gene used to test the ability of an upstream
sequence joined on to it to cause its expression. Putative
cis-acting regulatory sequences can be coupled to :l

rcponer gene and transfected into suitable cells to study
their function. Alternatively. transgenic animals (and other
organisms) are often made with a prolllotoriess reponer
gene integrated at random into the chromosomes, so that
expression of the reporter marks the prescnce of an efficient
promOter. See Box 20J

Reporter molecule: a molecule whose presence is readily
detected (for example, a fluorescent molecule) that is
attached to a DNA sequence we wish to monitor. See. for
example Fix"re 6.7.

Response elements: sequence usually located a shorr
distance upstream of promotcrs that makes gene expression
responsive to somc chemical in the cellular environment.
7irble IO. ~ lists some examples.

Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP): a
genetic marker consisting of variabk sizes of aIJelicrestriction
fi-agments resulting from a DNA sequcnce polymorphism.
See Box 7.2. RFLPs were originally assayed by 501l,hem
blorrillJ! (F(ellre 7.5/"1) but now usually by PCR (Fi~lIre 7.6).

Retrotransposon (retroposon): a transposable DNA
element that transposes by means of an R A intermediate.
Retroposons encode a rCIIl'rse mlllscriplase that acts on the
RNA transcript to make a cDNA copy, which then inte-
grates into chromosomal DNA at a difft:rt:nt location. See
Box 7.~. Figures 7. 17, 7. 18.

Retrovirus: an R- A virus with a rt'versetfdnscriptasefunction .
enabling the IZNA genome to be copied into cD A prior to
integration into the chromosomes of a host cell.

Reverse transcriptase: an enzyme that can make a DNA
strand using an R.NA template. Used to make cDNA
libraries (Figllre 4.8) and for RT-PCR (Section 20.2.4).
Reverse transcription is an essential pan of the retroviral

life cycle (F(~lIre 18.2) but not. as far as is known. of normal
cdlmetabolism.

RFLP: see Reslriaioll Fm,,!l1u'IH LetlJ.!th Pol}'l/lorphism
Ribozyme: a natural or synthetic catalytic R. A molccule.

See Fiellr" 2 1. 10.
RNA editing: a natural process in which spccific changes

occur post-transcriptionally in the base Sn]lIellCeof an RNA
moll'cule. Occurs rarely in human gClles.Sce F~l,?lIrl' 8. /6.

RNA splicing: see Splirillg
RNAi (RNA interference): th<' lIse of siRXAs to kllock

d01l'1I (but rarely completely abolish) expression of specified
gelles. A powerful tool for studying gene function.

Robertsonian fusion: a chrolllo",olllal rearrangement that
conVl'rts two acrocentric chromosollll's into one mt"ta-
centric or submetacentric. See F(I,?//rc 2.2/. Sometimes
called cl'lltric .{Iuiol1, although the point of exchange is
actually in the proximal shorr arm. and not at the
n'ntroml'n;.

RT-PCR (reverse transcriptase PCR): <ee Box 5. I, p. 124.

SAGE (serial analysis of gene expression): a mC'thod of
expression pn!(iIiI1J!.based on sequencing. See F,:(!.lIre /9.5.

Satellite (on chromosome): stalked projection variably
present 011 the short arms of human acrocentric chromo-
<omes (13.14.15.21. 22).

Satellite DNA: originally described a DNA fraction that
(orlll" separate Ininor bands on density gradiem centrifu-
g:ltion becaust: of its 1I11lIS11JIbJse composition.The DNA is
composed of very long arrays of tandemly repeated DNA
"equl'IlCe,.See Section 9.4.1.

Secondary structure: regions of a ,inglc ,tranded nucleic
Jcid or protein/polypeptide moll'cule \\'here chemical
bonding occurs between distantly ",pacl'd Ilucleotides or
amino acids resulting in compil'x ,tructllres. Secondary
structurc i" often due to intrJ-qrand hydrogen bonding
(J-"(ellrcs 1.7. 1.2~).

Segmental aneuploidy (or anellsomy) syndrome: see
Ctlm~(!.II()l/s.'!.e"e .')'udrol1le.

Segmental duplication: the existence of \"Cryhighly related
IJ A St'quence blocks on difTt..,ft.'lltchromosomes or at
mort' than one location within a chromosome. See F':I.?Jlres
12.12, 12.13.

Segregation analysis: the statistical methodology for
infl'rring modes of inheritance.

Segregation ratio: the proportion of offspring \\'ho 'inherit a
givCTlgCTlt..'or charaCter from a parl'nt.

Semi-dominant: an allele that, in thl' ht,terozygott".
produces a phl'notype intermcdiate (but not necessarily
h.df\\'JY) between the wild-type and the homozygote.
A tlTm widely used in mouse gcnetics. but better avoided,
Jt least in human genetics. since dominance i"a property of
.I character and not of an JlIdl'.

Sense strand: the DNA strand of a gcnt' that is complc-
1lI1'IItaryill sequence to the template (antisellse) strand, Jl1d
idl'lltical to the transcribed RNA sequcnce (except that
DNA contains T where RNA has U). Quoted gene
scqul'nccs are always of the sen~e strand. in the 5'~3'
direction. See Fig/lre 1. 12.



Sequence homology: a measure of the similarity in the
sequences of two nucleic acids or two polypeptides.

Sequence lagged site (STS): any unique piece of DNA for
which a specific PCR assay has been designed, so that any
DNA sample can be easily tested for its presence or
absence. See Box /0.3.

Shotgun sequencing: sequencing of DNA fragments that
have been randomly generated from a large clone or a
whole genome. See Figu,e 8.3.

Sib-pair analysis: see Affccred sib-poi, allalysis.
Sibs: brothers or sisters.
Signal sequence (leader sequence): a sequence of about

20 amino acids at the N-terminus of a polypeptide that
controls its destination within or outside the cell. See
Section 1.5.4.

Silencer: combination of short DNA sequence elements
which suppress transcription ofa gene. See Box 10.2.

Silent (synonymous) mutation: a mutation that changes a
codon but does not alter the aminoacid encoded. See Box
11.3. Such mutations may still have effects on mRNA
splicing or stability.

SINE (short interspersed IIuclear element): a class of
moderate to highly repetitive DNA sequence t:1milies, of
which the best known in humans is the Alll repeat family.
See Table 9. 15 and Figu,es 9.17, 9.18.

siRNA (small interfering RNA): A 21-23 nt double
stranded RNA that specifically abolishes the function of a
mRNA to which is it homologous. See Section 20.2.7,
Figu,e 20. 12.

Simple sequence repeat polymorphism: see Microsatellite
Sister chromatid exchange (SCE): a recombination event

involving sister chrOlnatids. Since sister chromatids are
duplicates of each other, such exchanges should have no
effect unless they are 11IIeqllal. However. an increased
frequency ofSCEs is evidence of DNA damage.

Sister chromatid: two chromatids present within a single
chromosome and joined by a centr0111ere. Nonsister
chromatids are present on different but homologous
chromosomes.

Site-directed mutagenesis: production of a specific prede-
termined change in a D A sequence. Can be done ill vitro
on cloned DNA (Sections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3) or ill lIillo by
homologous recombination (Section 20.2.6).

Slipped strand mispairing: see ,eplicatioll slippage
SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism): any poly-

tllorphic variation at a single nucleotide. SNPs include
RFLPs, but also other polymorphisl1ls that do nOt alter any
restriction site. Although less informative than II/icrosatellitrs,
SNPs are more amenable to large-scale automated scoring.

Somatic cell hybrid: an artificially constructed cell formed
by fusing two different types of somatic cell, notably cells
from different species. Human-rodent hybrid cells have
been valuable mapping tools. See Box 8.4.

Somatic cell: any cell in the body except the gametes.
Somites: discrete blocks of segmental mesoderm that will

establish the segmental organization of the body by giving
rise to most of the axial skeleton (including the vertebral
column), the voluntary muscles and pare of the dermis of
the skin.
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Southern blot: transfer of DNA fragments from an e1ec-
trophotetic gel to a nylon or nitrocellulose membrane (filter),
in preparation for a hybridization assay.See Figu,e 5. J 2.

Specificity: in testing. a measure of the performance of a test.
Specificity = (I - false positive rate), see Figure /8.17.

Splice acceptor site: the junction between the 3' end of an
inrron and the start of the next exon. Consensus sequence
YllnyagR (y = pyrimidine, R = purine; upper case =
exon). See Figu,e I. "/5.

Splice donor site: the junction between the end of an exon
and rhe start (S' end) of the downstream intron. Consensus
sequence (C/ A)AGgtragt (r = purine; uppet case = exon).
See Figu,e 1. "/5.

Spliceosome: a ribonucleoprotein complex used in RNA
spliclug.

Splicing: normally RNA splicing. in which RNA sequences
transcribed from introns are excised from a primary tran-
script and those transcribed from exons are spliced tOgethet
in the same linear otder as the exollS (see Figu,es 1. 14, 1. 16).
A fotm of DNA splicing is imporeant for assembling
productive immunoglobulin and T cell receptot genes in B
andT lymphocytes respectively (see Figures "/0.28, 10.29).

Splicing enhancer: a sequence (which can be exonic or
intronic) that increases the probability that a nearby
potential splice site will actually be used. See Sections
11.-1.3 and 16.-1.1.

SSCP or SSCA: single stranded conformation polymor-
phism or analysis, a commonly used method for point
mutation screening. See Figll,e '/8.3A.

Stem cell: a cell which can act as a precursor to differentiated
cells but which retains the capacity for self-renewal. See
Section 3.-1.3.

Sticky ends (cohesive termini): shore single-stranded
projections from a double-stranded DNA molecule, typi-
cally formed by digestion with certain restriction enzymes.
Can Molecules with complementary sticky ends can asso-
ciate, and can then be covalently joined using Dl,rA ligase to
form recombinant DNA molecules. See Fi;?,,,es 4.3, 4.4.

Stratification: the existence of genetically diffetent groups
within a population supposed to be homogeneous.

STR polymorphism (short tandem repeat polymor-
phism): see Microsalellite.

STS: see Box 8. I.
Subtraction cloning: a method of cloning DNA

sequences that are present in one DNA sample and absent
in a second, generally similar, sample. Used to select
tissue-specific cD As by subtraction against a library of
ubiquitously exptessed cDNAs, or to clone a gene that is
deleted in a patient with a disease by subtraction against
normal DNA.

Suppressor tRNA: a mutant transfer R..NA molecule with a
nucleotide substitution in the anticodon. Shows an altered
coding specificity and is able to translate a nonsense (or
missense) codon. See Box 5.3.

Syncytium: a cell that contains multiple nuclei as a result of
cycles of DNA replication without cell division, or as a
result of fusion of multiple cells (as in the case of muscle
fiber cells).
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Synonymous (silent) substitution: a substitution that
replaces one codon by another that encodes rhl' same
amino acid. See Box 9.2.

Synteny: loci are syntenic if on the same chromosome.
Syntenic loci are not necessarily linked: loci sufficiently far
apart 011 the chromosome assort at random, with 50%
recombinants.

Telomere: a specialized structure at the tips of chromosomes.
It consists of an array of short tandem repeats, (TTAGGG)n
in humans, which form a closed loop and protect the cllro-
mosome end.

Template strand: in transcription, the DNA strand that base-
pairs with the nascent R.NA transcript. See FiJillre "/. 12.

Termination codon: a UAG (alllber), UAA (ochre), or UGA
(opa0 codon in a mR.NA (and by extension, in a gene) that
signals the end of a polypeptide.

Therapeutic cloning: a proposed method of treating disease
using cells made by transplanting nuclei from cells of the
patient into human ES cells. See Figllre 2"1.2.

Trails-acting: (of a regulatory factor) affecting expression of
all copies of the target gene, irrespective of chromosomal
location. Trans-acting regulatory factors are usually proteins
which can diffuse to their target sites.

Transcription unit: a stretch of DNA that is naturally tran-
scribed in a single operation to produce a single primary
transcript. In straightforward cases, a transcription unit is
the same thing as a gene.

Transcriptome: the total set of different RNA transcripts ill
a cell or tissue. Cf.gellolfle,proleolfle.

Transdifferentiation (or plasticity): the possible ability for
cells that appear to be committed to a particular type of
differentiation to be diverted into another differentiation
pathway.

Transduction: virus-mediated gene transfer. See Box "/9."/
and Ethics Box "/ in Chapter 21.

Transfection: uptake of DNA by eukaryotic cells (the equiv-
alent of rra1/.\jorlllarioll in bacteria, but that word has a
different meaning for eukaryotic cells). Also uptake of
plasmid D A by bacterial cells. See Box "/9. I.

Transformation (of a cell): 1. uptake by a WII/petellt
bacterial cell of naked high molecular weight D A from
the environment; 2. alteration of the growth properties of a
normal eukaryotic cell as a step towards evolving into a
tumor cell.

Transgene: an exogenous gene that has been transfecred into
cells of an animal or plant. It may be present in some tissues
(as in human gene therapies) or in all tissues (as in germ-
line engineering, e.g. in mouse). Introduced transgenes may
be episomal and be transiently expressed, or can be inte-
grated into host cell chromosomes.

Transgenic animal: an animal in which artificially intro-
duced foreign DNA (a transgene) becomes stably incor-
porated into the germline. See Figllres 20.2, 20.3.

Transition: G<=>A(purine for purine) or C<=>T (pyrimidine
for pyrimidine) nucleotide substitution.

Translocation: transfer of chromosomal regions between
non-homologous chromosomes. See Figllre 2.21.

Transmission disequilibrium test (TDT): a statistical teSt
of allelic association. See Box /5.3.

Transposon: a mobile genetic element - see F(e,lIre 9. 17.
Transversion: a nuclcotidt: substitution of purine for pyrim-

idine or vice versa.
Triploid: of a cell. having three copies of the genome; of an

organism, being made of triploid cells.
Trisomy rescue: survival of an initally trisomic embryo

because a chance mitotic non-disjunction produces J
disomic cdl that becomes the progenitor of the whole
fetus. Can result in l/Iliparcll1al disolll}'.

Trisomy: having three copies of a particular chromosome,
e.g. trisomy 21 .

Trophoblast (=trophectoderm): ollter layer of polarized
cells in the blasfOc)'st (see Figllre 3. "13) which will go on to
form the chorioll} the embryonic component of the
placenta.

Tumor-suppressor gene (TSG): a gene whose normal
function is to inhibit or control cell division.TSG are typi-
cally inactivated in rumors. See Section 17,4.

Two-hit hypothesis: Knudson's theory that hereditary
c~mcers require two successive mutations to affect a single
cell. See Fig"re "/7.5.

Two-hybrid system: see )'east two-hybrid s)'stelll.

Unequal crossover (UEC): recombination between nonal-
lelic sequences on nonsister chromatids of homologous
chromosomes. See Figllre "/1.7.

Unequal sister chromatid exchange (UESCE): recombi-
nation between nonallelic sequences 011 sister chromatids
of a single chromosome. See Figllre /"/.7.

Uniparental disomy: a cell or organism in which both
copies of one particular chromosome pair are derived
from aile parent. Depending on the chromosome
involved, this mayor may nOt be pathogenic. See Section
2.5,4, Box 16.6.

Un translated regions (5' UTR, 3'UTR): regiollS at the 5'
end ofmR.NA before the AUG translation start codon, or
at the 3' end after the UAG, UAA or UGA stop codon. See
F(qllre 1.19.

Variable expression: Variable exterlt or intensity of pheno-
typic signs among people with :1. given gt:notypt:. See for
example, F(i?,I/rc -.I.se.

Variable number tandem repeat (VNTR) polymor-
phism: microsatellires, lIIillisatellitcs and s,ltcllite D.VAs are
arrays of tandemly repeated sequences that often vary
between people in the number of repeat units. Set.' Bax 7.2.
The term VNTR. is often used to mean specifically
1l1inisatcllites.

Vector: a nucleic acid thJt is able ro replicate and maintain
itself within a host cell. and that can be used to confer
similar properties on allY sequence covalently linked to it.

Western blotting: J process ill which proteins an.: sizc-
fractionated in a polyacrylamide gel. then transferred to a
nitrocellulose membrane for probing with an antibody.
See F(q"re 20.9.



Whole genome amplification: a PCR. method using
highly degenerate primers that can amplify a very large
number of random sequences spread across the genome.
Can be used to allo\\' repeated testing of D A from a
single cell, for example in typing single sperm (Section
11.5.4).

Whole mount ill situ hybridization: see III sill/hybridization.

X inactivation (Iyonization): the inactivation of one of the
[wo X chromosomes in the cells of female mammals by a
specialized form of genetic il/lprimil/,Q. See Section 10.5.6.

YAC (yeast artificial chromosome): an vector able to
propagate insens of a mega base or more in yeast cells. See
Figl/re 5. 17.
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YAC transgenic: a rrallSgel1ic mouse in which the transgene is
a complete YAC, allowing studies of the regulatory effects
of sequences surrounding the gene involved. See Section
20.2.3.

Yeast two-hybrid system: an inlponant system for identi-
fying and purifying proteins that bind ro a protein of
interest. See Figl/rc /9.18.

Zinc finger: a polypeptide motif which is stabilized by
binding a zinc atom and confers 011 proteins an ability [0

bind specifically to DNA sequences. Commonly found in
transcription factors. See Figure J O. 8.

Zoo-blot: a Southern blot containing D A samples from a
range of different species. See Figl/re 7.9.

Zygote: the fertilized egg cell.
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large delctions. 344

NeurJl tube defect. rl·(:urn.·IH:l' risk. 116
l·uroblaswnlJ. 490

Neurofibromatosis type 1. "'75. "'Y5. 60 I,
603

Neurofibromatosis typl' 2. 32X. "'95. 516
ijmt'gcn breJbge syndroml" 3..•5. "'10.

411. 498

Obesiry ...•56fT
Ocular albinism ...•76
OrJI cancer, ..• 8. "'96. 50 ..•
OSte-ogl'nesis impe-rfl'nd. "'72. -173. "'79 ...•81
Ovarian CJnct'r, 4 ..•8. 491. 495. (,27
Ovarian rerJtOllus, 302.

due to maternal diploidy. 57

PJnic Disorder. due [0 brgc deletions. 342
ParJmyotonia congenit:l, "'72 ...•75
pJrkimon's diseJse ...•7X, 622
Pdiz:Jcus-Mcrzbacher disea<;l'. .12X
Pepric ulcers. 229
Periodic paralysis ...•75
PfeifTa syndroml·. 328. "'XO
Pheny1keronuriJ, "'16, 511, 521.)

treatmem. 610
Pit'bJldism.95
Plague. 229
Polycysric kidllt·y di<;l',l'il'...• 1X
Porcupine men. 10..•
Prader-Willi syndrollll·. 299. 302-3, .1..•2.

344.469.472
Prl'cocious puberty. 471
Protoporphyria.605
Pseudoachondropla,i.l ...•78
Pseudohermaphroditi::'111.96
P<;eudomt'mbrJllou, colitis. 22LJ
Pyloric stenosi". 115. 116

Retillitis piglllelHo<;.l. 431
Retinoblastoma ...•92([. "'95 ...•LJ(J.5111.60'"

lllou"e model. 607
two-hit llll·chani::'llI. "'1)211'

!-ten "yndroml·. 328
Rhabdomyos,lrcolll,l, .llvt.'ol.u ...•7..•."'75. "'90.

494
R.ickers, Vit:llllin D-rl''ii'it:Jllt.427
ROIllJJ1o-Ward sYlldrollle ...•73
Rubimtcin- Taybi syndrome ...•H2

SchisrosollliJsi'i. 229
Schizophrenia. 102.413,43611', HII. 45511'

Sex rt'n:rs.ll. ..•70
Sickle cdl alll'lIli.l. 102, "'16. 520
Smith Magl'l1i~ 'Ylldrollle. 3..•2 . .1..•..•.482
Sows syndrol1ll'. "'2·40429t1'
Spina bifidJ. 607
Spinal nHlsclilar atrophy, ..•fI(,
Spinobulbar lllll'iCul.lr atrophy. 105. "'75 ...•77

type 1. 339. (,112,6114.6116
type 11.477
"'pe 17.416.477
type 6.477
type 7.477
type R. 41R. 477

Spondyloq)iphY'l'.d dy~pl.l'iia. 479. 481
Stickler 'iyndrolllc.'. 479 ...•H I
Supra,-alvlIlar JonlC <;tenosis. "'68. "'69. "'82.

483
SY"Polydactyly.47X
Syphilis. 229

TJy-Sachs di<;~"lse.520. 521. fl07
Testicllbr fcnliniz,ltlon ..,)'ndrOlllc, Sl'C

Andru~l'll iml'mitl\'lty
Thab~sclllia, "'65. "'(,6. "'67. "'73. 520, 521

J110ml' Illodel. 604
population <;nl'l'nin~ 111.531
typical muratlom. 526

ThJllacophoric dy'pl.l,i,l. 11)9.4811
Thyroid CIIKt.'r. "'l)'"

Thyroid hypl'rpl.1~i.l ...•71
TOIllJculous nt.'urop.uhy ...•6X. "'74 ...•76
TrJcholll.1. 221.)
Trl.:aclwr Collins ..,yndrome ...•30
Tricho-rhillo-ph.d.ll1gc,11 'iYlldronle, 468
Trypano"ollliasi::.. AfricJll. 22LJ

AIlle'ricJn.229
Tuberculoq'.22lJ
Tuberom <;c1aml'. 413
Tumor'. glomll", 1OX. IOl)
Turner 'yndrOlllc. 607
Tyrosint'mi.l. 610

Ulct'rari\'l' colin, ..q'f IIlt1.lIlllllJlOry bowel
dis~'ast'

Usher 'iyndrolllt'. 1OS. "'XO
typl' 11.96

Vdocardiol:1Cial <.;yndrolllt' (VCFS) ...•83
Von Hippd-Lind,llI dj'l',I'l'. 32X. 495
Von Rccklillghall\l'n di'l'.l'l' .. ,('t'

Nt'urofibrOlll:lto,i, 1

WJardenburg sYlldrollll'. 601
type 1. 102. 1117. lOX, 431. 46311'.474.

475.6113
lype 2.411').41 X
t)'pe 4. 41X

WAGR ~Yl1dronll·...•X2
Werner ~Ylldrollh.·. W,. 5..•..•.5..•6. 600
Whooping cough. ~29
WilliJIllS Ikurell ~YlldrOllll·. 3 ..•2. 3 ..•..•,

4X2n-
Wolf-Hir<.;chhol"ll ')"IldrOlllt' ...•X2

Xaoderlll,l pigllll'lItmulIl. 345. 499. 6(JO
Xyy syndrome.'. Ill'"
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differences, 385

tr3ckll1g gene expn.'ssion. 198
2R hypotht'sls, of gcnOl11t' duplication, 563
3' t'nd, ddinition of,9
'!P. characteriqic'\ of. 159-60
np. characrcristics of. 159-60
''>5,charactt'ristics of. 159-60
'H, characteristico; of. 159-60
5' end, definition of, 9
5'-5' triphosphate linkage. in capping. 22
5-l11cthylcytosinl'. sponrancom deal11ination.

246
suscl'ptibiliry to mt.'thylation in

vertebrates. 246
7-methylguanosinc. in capping. 22
75 I) A. triple-stranded 111mitochondrial

gcnOIllt·. 24 I
7SK RNA, 252
7SL ItNA, .'('t' SRI' RNA
8-oxoguanine DNA glycmylase, 346

a-I.3-gab.ctO'l)'ltransferase. and carbohydrate
groups absem in primateo;. 589

a-l.3-galacto'\yltransfl·rao;l'. gelle targeting.
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a-actinin,70
a-globlll gene f.llllily (cluster). 260. 301.

354.356.358
a-globin, 354, 356, 358, 360
o:-IH.'lix, alllphipathic. 29-30

component of helix-loop-helix. 286
COlllpOlICl1tof helix-rurn-helix. 286
in Icucinl..· zippers. 286
in ZII1Cfingero;. 285
,\tructu re of. 29-30

a-pmtcobacteriulll.361
a-o;atellite repeat. rapid cvolution. 382
A box. of tRNA gene promoter, 280-1
An·tylation. of proteins. 27
Acrmin. rapid evolution. 380
ACTOo;omalprocc ••o;/veo;icle.of sperm. 64, 86

Actin filallll'nrs (= IIlicrofil:ll11cnto;). in
cytoskelcton. 64

linked to cadhnins. 69
linked to integrins. 69

Actin. polymers of. 64
Activation-induccd deox~'cytldine

deanlll,",e (AIJ)), 294, 308
Adaptive immune systclll. 306
Adenine. post-tramuiption:Jlmodification

to givl..:inosine. 250
structurt' of. 5

Adt·no-J.ssoCiated virm, and gt'lll' tran'\tt-r.
578

as mal1l1l1alian l'xpreo;sion vator. 153
Adl..'llosilll: dealllil1:Jo;e.(l2S-()

acting on R.NA. 294
Adenosine. o;tructllTt' of. 5
Adenovirus. and gl'nc transfer. 578

as mammalian expreo;o;ioll wnor. 153
class of gcnome. 14
for gene therapy. 620, 626

Adenylate (= AMP). stTlICCllTl'of. 5
Adenybte cyclao;e. 2HH-9
Adhaens Junctions. characteristics, 69
Adhesion molecult·s. 70
Adhesion plaques. 64
Adhesion, cell-cell, 70

cell-matrix. 71l-71
AdipoQ. mt'mber ofT F family. 560-1
A-D A,8
Adoption studies. 437. 456
Aedes aegypt;. sec Moo;quito
AN]Iwria "irtMifl Uellyfish). 201, 595
Affected sib pair (ASP) In:dyo;is, s('(' Linkage

analysis. ASP
Affinity chromatography. 1511

studying protl'in interaction. 562. 564
Affinity maturation. 31 (l
Affinity molecule. III noni'\otopil..: labeling,

161,1(,3
Affinity tJg'\. in protein exprt'o;"ion vector'\,

ISO
isotopc-coded.557-H

African populatiollo;. high genetic diversiry.
385,387,389-91

Agarose gd dectrophort·sis. 170. 171. 172.
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Ageing, C. c/(l!mIS Jo;.1modd of. 230
Agmbd(fCr;//1/I 11/1II':~IfIf'W. 57H
Alanine. structure of. 7

Index

Albumin gene cluster. 260
Aldolase gene family, 261
Algorithms. docking. 572

for sequence alignment. 373
Algorithms. specific. sec Computer programs

and algorithmo;
Alkaline phospharao;c. marker group in

nonisoropic labeling. 161
Alkylating agents. as mutagem. 34.1
Allantois. charactcristics ~md origin. 89
Alleles. mechanism'\ affectmg population

frl'quency of. 319
Allele-specific oligonuclcoridl..: (ASO)

hybridization. 166, 169-70
application in sickle cell disc:Jse. 170
principles of. 169

Allele-specific oligonucleoride'\. 519. 520
Allele-specific PCR, 124, 127-8, Sfr a/so

ARMS method
Allelic association. scc LD (Iinkagt'

disl'quilibriul11)
Allelic exclusion. according to parent of

origin. 301-2
comribllting to B- Jnd T-cell

Illonospecificit)'. 31 ()
definition. 300-1
independent of parl..'m of origin. 301-2

Allelic hett'TOgeneit)'. definition. 105
effect on association 'itl1dies. 447. 455.

457
Allelic homogeneity. 428. 464. 520
Allelic series. 105, -473
AJphoid DNA. s('(' IlI1der Satellite DNA
Alternative splicing, 29211".353

caust' of diffen:mial gcne function. 293
classes of. 292-3
exon duplication and. 353
exol1 'ikipping, 333. 334. 335
isoforms product·d by. 293. 294
regulation, 293
tram-o;plicing.292

Alu repear. hUlllan-o;pl..·cific o;ubfallllht·o;.
384

imernal promOter. 271
monomt'rs. dimL'r'\ and trunc.ltt'd forll1~,

271
origin from 7SL R. A.3H4
possible regulator of trJnslatioll. 27'2
preferential location in (GC-rich) R

bands. 271
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Alu-I'CR. 124-5
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Amber tcrmination codoll. 136
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Amino acid", ()-7. 320-.122

21 'it ,llIlino acid. 26
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hydrophobic. 6
1Il1lublliry of. J20, 322
nonpular. 6-7
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Alllino Illl'rhylcoulllJrin. stfllcrure of. 162
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A1l1inopIL'rin. 15-1. S7Y
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AlIIllionc c.n"if)'. 88.90
.--I1/IO('bd d//biel. high I) A content. 64
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Aillphip;ahic ex-hdix. of leucine zipper.

2M3
Ampicillin n:si'\t:ll1cl..·gcne, 1-10
Anlplitic:ltion rl..·franory Illutarion systt·nl.

Sl'I'AltMS
AlIlpliticuion. of gl..·nl..·<;in cancn. -190
Ampliml..'rs.123
Anapl13<;e bg. 53
Anaph:l'\I..·.-11--12.-16
Ancl..·stor. ulliwr'\al Ia'\r COIllIllOIi. 362
Ancl..''\lral ft·pl..'at'\.325. 328
AnClI..'IHDNA. 3~5
Androgl..'notl..'. oTlgin of. 302
Androgem.93
Alll..·uploidy. 52.5-1

'\c..'gl1h:lll.l1.-I~2
Angiogl..·Ilc..''\i'\.in tlIlJlor~. 50-1
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'\POlll:IIII;·ou".6ll()-1
Vi.l ~I.·nl.·IC111<;fi,.'r/gl..·ncl.Irgl.,ting. 59<)fT

Anilll,ll lIlodd<;. of developmcnt. 73
AniI11.11-\'l'gl'tal <Ixis.spccifying. 82,S3
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definition of. 166
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Anthrax. 22<)
AlHhropold. 372. 383
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v.lri.llion.225

AntibIOtic rt.·<;I<;t.lIlCI..·.~t.·Ilt.·s<:onferTlllg mcd
.ISll1:lrkl..'r'\.13()

AlHibodiL'~. direct :l1ld indirL'ct dL'rt.·(tioll.
198. 2112

hUI1l.lI1repertoire <;ymhe"lud by momt'.
5MM

hUlIl.lIlizl.·d. 200
inrr.lCdllllar (= imr.lbodil.·<:). 592-3
labding. 198.202
lIlt'thods of obtJining. 2()()
J1lonoc!oll.ll wr<;lI<:polyclonal. 2()()
lllonoclon.ll. 613fT
r3i<:ed by pll.lgc di~pby. 201

Antibody dlip. 55-1
Anribody I.·ngilll..·cring. 15(1.613fT
Anticiparion. 107. -IIX. -176

spurious. 107
Anticodoll .\TI11.of tl"3n<:fl.'l"RNA, II
Amicodo!1. of t1tNA. 2-1-2(1
Amlgcll chip. 55-1
AmilllOrphlC allde. ,~l't' J)olllilum Ilt'ga.ri\-c

1l11l1.uiOlI
Ami-MlIlkrian horlllone (AM H).

93
Antist.·me 0l1go111Kkotidt.·'\. for gent.' therapy.

62-1
Ami'\I.·Jlsc..'R A. -I6l

), -177
tran<:pmitioll.3(ll

Anti<;I.'llScR.NA<;. 2-17-8. 252-3
cndogenom. 592
for inhibiting cxprt.·<;<;ionof.1 spl..·(ific

gen\..'. 5<)2
Anti<;t.·l1Scsrr.lnd. of DNA. 16-17
Amist'!lSt' tr:lmgelll.'s. 592
Anri\l.·flllll. ::WO
AP t.·ndoIlUdl.·,lse. 3-15. 3-17
APl protcill f.KlOr.287
APOUEC I. in RNA I..·diting. 2<)~
Apolipoprott'in U. liver-<:p\..'cific isoform.

29+-5
Intt·<:tlllt.·-<;pt.Tifi(-IsofoTllI. 294-5

Apohpoprott.·1Tl U gl..·nc.R A t.'dit1l1g.
29-1-5

Apolipoproll.·in E. '\u<;("L'pribdiryf;lCtor III
Alzhl..'illll.'l"di ••I.·.I\t."-I511

Apolipoprott.·1Tl gl..'!1I.'\.602
ApoptO'\i'\. a<:J. 1ll0rphogt.·IlI..·lic Illcdl.lnisl1l.

1:6-H6
C. ell:!!"",, .1<: .1 model of. 230
defeniw ill tll1ll0r<;.SOli. 50-1
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Aptanlt.·r'\.615
Arah;d(lp.\·;.~ (11111;lllld.gelle nLJlllbl.'T.lIld

(kmiry.37()
vari.IIH ldollll:rt' <:I..'qlll..'ncc.39

Arcll.lc.l. 60
and horizollul gt.'Ilt.' tr;lIldi..·r.361-2
;]<:cndo<:)'lIlbiotic 110<;t.361
a<;modd org.l11i~IlI~.227
di\tinct illtron c1.1". 353
gt.·ul.· I1UlllbLTand e1t.·nsity.376
Ollt.' of dlrt.'t.' donulIl<; of liti..·.361

Arginilll.... qnlCtllrt.· of. 7

AR.MS method (Alllplltic.ltioll rdr:Ktory
Illutation sy<:tl.·m).127-X. 51 Rtr. 520.
523

Arrayed primcr I..·xtt.·mioll Illt'thod. 51<). 522
Arthropods. pmHlon in 1l1l..·taZO.1Il

phylogeny. 3MI
.--tSCclriS IlIlIIbr;cllidcs. 23-1
Ascertainllll..·nt. cOlllpkll.· tnIllC1.[e. -I3X. 439

single. -13K -139
A<:cidians. C. ;lIfl'.~,illl,fi.~gl.·nollll..·projl..·ct. 235
Ashkenazi JI..'\\''\.-1-19.520
Asparagine. structure of. 7
A'\panatt' (= Aspanic acid), ~trllctllrl.· of. 7
.r1spergi/llls /lidll/tllIS. gC:llOIllI.·projcct. 22S
•.JSpl'(Sli/lIlS "')':dt'. I Sf)
Association. -I~2tT
Ao;,sortatiw mating. 5el' lllbrcl.·dlllg
A~ymIlK'rric cdl divi<;ion. in oogl.'llt''\i'\. X5

of ri'\<;lll.·<;tl.'lllcl.·II<;.77
Asyml1lt"try. in I)NA n:phcuioll. H-9

in t.'arly t.·lllbrym. H2. 295 2
It'ading to ;lxi\ \pc:citic.H1oll. H2

AT(U)-AC ilHron\. 20-21
Ataxin gl.·nc. 602. 60-1
ATF prott.·in. 5('(' CREU
ATF-I trall~criptloll factor. 13
ATM protein. in I) A rep.lir. 3-17
ATP o;,ynrh.l<:ccOlllplex. 243
ATPase 6.H. overlapping genes. 2-1-1
.r1f1~·tra/opitlH,(W·. 3H5
Alltotllloreo;,ct.·1ll protein<:. CFI'. 202
.r1l1togmp/'ll (d/ffofl/icd. 151
Autollomolls rl..·plicHing \I..·qlll.'nct'<:.of ye:m.

38-39
Autoradiography. din:n \'('r'\u<;indirect. 159

principh:s of. 159
Autosomal donlln.lnt. pedigrt'e pattern. 1113.

106. 111M
Alltosomal rl.·ct'~'\i\'t'.pl.·dlWl.'e p.ltteTll. 103.

1116.1118

st'gregatlon r.lIlo. 104
Autosollles. ant'uploidy. 5-1

definition. 3-1
Autotroph. 361
Alltozygo,,-iry. ddillition. -IIIH
Axial (notochord) 11lt.·\olkrlll. dai\'Jti\'c'\ of.

75
Axis form.ltioll. o\'en'it.·w III 1Il0ll\e. 83

~2-nlicroglobllliil. 26(1
~-:llllyloid pn.'clIr'lOr. (11l2
r3-galactO'\ida~t:.·.gl.·lll.·COlllpt.·lllt.·lltatloll.

136
'\lIbstr.ul.'~ for. 5lJ5

j3-globin. 18. 19.72.79.354. 3S6,
35H-60

r3-globin gl..'llL'du\ter. 2(111.30 I. 35H-Y
e\'olutlon 1111ll.1I11lll.lk35Y
locm control rl.·gloll. 300-1
orgalliz.ltion ill lllallllll.lk 35H
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~-glucurollldJ."t.'. ll1.1rkLT._=)1)5
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~-pleated sheet. structure of. 29. 30
anti parallel. 29, 30

j3-tubu1in. studied by
immunocytochemistry. 201

~-turn. 31
B box. of tR A gene promoter. 280-1
B cell (= lymphocyte). origin of. 78
B cells. hyper mutation due to polymerase.

13
B lymphocyte. see B cell
b-HLH-Zip transcription factor. 469
B 1 repeat (mouse). origin from 7SL R A.

378.384
B2 repeat (mouse). 378
B4 repeat (mouse), 378
Bacillus IHegarerilll1l, 60
Bacillus sllbtilis, genome project, 226
l3ACs. see Bacterial artificial chomosomes
Bacteria. as model organisms. 227

gene number and density. 376
Bacterial artificial chromosomc~ (BACs).

cloning with, 142-3
contib'S based on, 217

Bacteria-mediated gene transfn. 578
Bacteriophage A. advantages for D A

cloning. 140-2
ill l/itro packaging, 141-2
lysogenic pathway. 140-1
lytic cycle of, 140-41

l3acteriophage M 13, in phage di'iplay. 150-1
Bacteriophage PI. and derived cloning

vectors. 143
Cre-loxP recombination system. 590

Bacteriophage T 4. 143
l3acteriophage T7, gene 10. 149

promoter. 149
Bacteriophage. deflllition. 133

helper phage. 145--{i
13aculovirus. and gene transfer. 578
Baculovirus. as transient expression system.

151
class of genome. 14

Barr body. 305, 307
Basal bodies. connection with cilia and

cemrioles. 63
BASC (DNA damage surveillance

complex). 498
Base complementarity. 9. 166
Base composition. %GC and genL' density.

247
differential %GC in Giemsa light and

dark bands. 247
differential in different chromosomes. 244
differential within a chromosome. 244

Base pairing. of inosim.' with A.C or U.250
Watson Crick rules. 8

Base pairs. A- T 'itructure. 8.9
C-G ~tructure. 8.9
G-U in RNA. 10--11.25

Base'i. forlllulaL'. 5
Basophils. binding of IgE by. 310

origin of. 78
Uayesian calculation. for linkage. 406. 4117

for risk elitim:uion. 527.529. 5311

Uaylor College of Medicine Genome
Sequencing Cemer. 23+-5

DC200 RNA, origin from All! repeat. 272
B cells, cell-specific recombination, 308-9

immunoglobulin monospecificit)', 306-7
molecular basis of monosp!:cificit)'.

31(J-I1
niivl.' \'l.'r~m mature. 309-10
origin of. 78

BCR-A 8L fusion. chronic myeloid
leukaemia. 32

13-1) A.8
Bee (Apis IIIell!fem). genome' projen.

23+-5
lkta-catenin. in colon canCl'r, 503. 504
Bias of ascertainm~nt, 104,437
Uilaminar germ di~c, 88, 90
13ilateriam. definition. 382
llioBank project (UK). 446
Blol1letrin. III
UlOreanor. 151
Uiotin.151

~trUCtllrL'of. 165
Uimin-lirreptavidin, 151. 161. 194,202.347

for purifying nucleic acids. 151. 194.547
labeling nucleic acids. 161

Ui~ulfite ~cquencing. 514
Biv:llem, chrolllosonll ..'. 43. 45
Uladder cancer. markers of. SS8
BLAST, s('(' Computer programs and

algorithms
l3Ialitoccie. definition of, 87
Ubliroc)'lit. ha[ching of. 88

implantation of. 88
source of ES cells. S~2
structurL' of in mal11mals. 87

Ula~todisc. of birds. fish and rt·ptiles. 87
UlastonH.'rL·.dt.·finirion of, 87
13lastula. definition. 87
I3Iood cells. arising from yolk sac. 89
l3Iood group, ABO. 108
U100d groups. as markers. 403
13MP (bone morphogenetic protein) falnily.

92.94.97
and suppression of neural dewlopmem.

94
UMPl, in Ileural induction. 97
BMP4. in neural induction. 97

in patterning of nervous system, 92
wnrralizing factor. 98

BMP4/chordin pathway. evolutionary
conservation. 97

BMP7. ill neural induction. 97
Uody mass index (DMI). 4S6
Bond. hydrogen, se(' Hydrogen bond

hydrophobic foret's. 5
ionic. 5
noncovalent.6
van der Waals. 5

Bone marrow stromal (= melil.'nchym:ll)
cells. 77

Uone marrow srromal cells,
tramdiff!:rcntiatlon.79

Uonfcrrom correcrion. 406

Bonobo. s('(' Chimpanzee, pygmy
BootsTrap ""lues. 373-1, 390
130otstrapping. mcthod, 373-4
Bordetella pcrtl/ssis, 229
Borrelia bm;gdoifcri, 229
l30undary element. definition. 283
Bracll}'dauio rfrio. see zebrazish. 231
Brain cells, transdifferentiation. 79
Brain development, Emx genes in forebrain

and midbrain, 94
Hox genes in hindbrain, 94
Qrx genes in forebrain and midbrain. 94

Branch site. 14. 16.20-1. 334
BR.E sequence. 283-4
Breasr cancer, markers of. 558
I3ridging marker'l (in gene tracking), 524, 528
Bromodeo.x)'uridine. 221
Bromodomains.279

C box. of 5S R A gene promoter. 280--1
C value paradox. 6+-65
C value, definirion, 64
C/EllP transcription f..1ctor, 18. 186-187
ClqA. member ofTNF f..1mily,561
CAAT box. 18-19

protocadherin gt"ne. 372
Cadherins, characteristic'l. 70

E-cadherin,70
linked to Jctin fibments, 69
linked to intermediate filaments. 69

-cadherin.70
Ca('1/(Jr!wbditis br(l!.l(sae. genome conlparisons.

375
genome project for. 23-1-5

CaCllarhabdiris c!l:,!(//Is, % genes with
duplicated cxons. 353

and stRNA. 251
as a model organism. 230
complete nervous system map. 230
disease models. 603
frequent opcrons, 229
gene number and density. 376
gene transfer into. 580
genome compared \\-ith C. briJt{?sae. 375
genome project. 228-9
global gene function analyzed by It Ai.

599
hermaphroditism in, 230
im-ariam cell lineage of. 230
no major impriming effects. 303
position in merazoan phylogeny. 381
screening in drug idemificatiol1. 544

Cajal bodies ( = coiled bodies). of nucleus.
62

Calbindin. marker of kidney toxicity. 559
Calcium phosphate co-precipitation. DNA

transfer. 578
Calcium phosphare. for tramferring genes

imo animal cells. 152
cAMP. Sft' Cyclic AMP
Callen. gene therapy for. 627ff

1ll11lti'ltep e,"olution. 489. 502ff
specific types. s('e Dist.'a'it.· Index

Calldida IIlbifllll$. as a model organism. 22~
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C:mdidJrc gene. in gene idenrificarion. -i 16.
417

Candidate region. in gent.' identification,
416. 419fT, 447

Capping, of RNA, 22
Capropril,572
Carboxylation. of proteins. 27
Carboxypeptidase G2. structure. 568
Cardiomyoc)'tcs. polyploidy of. 64
Carrier (rcqul-'llCY. example calcub.riom.

117.617
Cat. calico strain as t110dl') of X-

inacti,'ariol1.307
C:uJlytic R A.251
C-banding. of chromosomes. 48
CCAAT box. n..'gularory delllem, 283-4
eeD (charge coupled device) call1era, 164
CD-l. domain structure. 260
CD40L. member ofTNF family. 561
CDH. dOI11Jin strucrure. 260
cDNA clone comig. establishing. 188
cDNA clone microarray. 178
cDNA expression library, 417
cD A libraries. gene expression analysis.

547
making of. 137
use of insenion of: \"(;"c(Or5,1-41

cDNA 'idecrion. -421
gt'nt' identification lllt·thod. \88

cDNA, Sl'e Complementary DNA
CL'ln.l. 213, 219-20, 23-4-5
Cell ablation, 579
Ct')] adhesion, 70
Cdl aflinit),. differential and morphogent'tic

(:hangL's,82
Cell banks, fi6
Cdl bdla,'ior. influence of t'xtracdlular

matrix. 70-71
Cdl dont·s. 'idecti\"(' propagation of. 130-1

\\'Ithin bactL'ri~d colonies, 131,133
Cdl cycle, DNA content during. 3-4

GO phase. 34. 585
G2 phase, 3-4
5 phase, 34

Cell diffcrcntiation, 72-79
Cdl divi'iion, regulating cdl fatt' by plane of

division. 77
Cdl divi'iiom, nUlllbt'r of in aVl.:ragt· hUlllan

lifL'till1e.316
Cell f.uc. 73

dependence on the plane of cell division,
77

'ipL'C1fiedVt'r'iUSdetermined, 7-4
Cell fU'iioll, 'itudil..'s to map

cOlllplellll.:nration groups. 345
Cell JUIlCtlOm, 'iix c1assl..'sof. 69
Cell lineage, 74
Cell lilk·Jg:es. invariance in C rlt:l!om, 2311
Cl..·11lilk·'i. dt'posirories, 66

L''itabli'ihing,66
exalllpies of hUlllan, 67
immortalizing, 66
minoarray analysis under different

conditions, 553

Cell memory. pro,'ision "ia DNA
mt'thylation.295

Cell migration. due to ~·tltered cdl adht'sion.
82

Cdl polarity, introduced by cOlllpaction. 88
role of basal lal11inJ. 70

Cell proliferation, during dewlopl11t'nt. 72
Cell replacement therJpy. 79
Cell senescencc, in Wl..'TIlL'rsyndrome, 5-t-t
Cdl shapt'. changes in during

morphogenesis. 81-82
v:lTiation in, 61

Cell <ignaling. 66-7U
short range in iniriJtion of sdt'ctive gt.'Jlt'

expressioJl. 295
Cdl sizt" changes ill during 1ll0rphogl..·11L'sis.

81-82
vari:aion in, 61

Ceil-cell adhesion. 70
Cell-matrix adhesion. 70-71
Cdls. di"L'rsity of in hUlllan'i. 76

organization of in animals, 62
organizing into ris'iues, 70
somatic. 34
tcrminally ditTerentiated, 73

CE P-A. human CL'ntromere protem, 38
CE P~U.human centronu:n.: protein. 38
CENP-C. human cemrOlllt'Te prott·ill. 38
CENP-E, human Ct'lltromere protcin, 38
CENP-F. human Cl'ntromL're protein. 38
CE P-G. human CL'lltrolllt're protein, 38
Ct'mimorgan. definition, 398
centiRa}'s (cR). 216
Ct'nrral dogma, 13
Ccntric fusions, 56
CeIHrioles. compo11l:nr'i of ccntrosOlllt·. 37

connection with basal bodlc'i, 63
Centrolllt'rt" proteins. human. 3H

association \\'ith kinetochort·. 37-38
structllre in yeJ'it. 3H

Cemromeres. absenct.' in abnormal
chromosollles, 55

t\\'O in ahnormal chromosome'i. 55
Centrosome. 6-4

structure of. 37
CEI'H families. 4U7fT.413
Ccphalochorda[es, 3H1

dcfinition, 383
CC'iiulll chloride. in density gradiL'J1(~, 133
CGH (Comparatiw genome hybridiz:1.tlOn).

49.5 1.42 .490.492
for detectlllg delL'tions, 513

cGMI~ see Cyclic GMP
Cht'l'kpoims. cell cycle. -t9H, ~OI-502
Chcmical cleavage of mi'imatchc'i. 512. 516
Chemicals, as Illut,lgt'n ••.343
Chi 'iequenCt·. for recombination in E. ((Iii.

267
Chiasma (plural Chl:l\III,lta), <.!t·fillitioll. 44

distribution in mcimi'i. 40 I
illustratcd, -tOO
number in human meiO'ii'i. -t4. -too

Chick (Callus .l!IlIlIlS). as a model orgam'illl,
232

genome project. 232
grafting experiments. 85
position in wTtt'bratc: phylogeny. 382

Chimera. by transpl.lI1ting ES cells. 582-3
Chimcrislll, 110. 111
Chimpanzec (Hili 1n!I!/od)'ll's). genome

project for. 23+-5
Chimpanzee. common, 382

pigmy (; bOllobo). 3H2
China, rhalasst'llli,1 mllt:aioll'i in, 526
Cfdalll)'d;o pl/fllll/tIIl;'/C, 229
Cfdalll)'dill (me/WI/lilt; .•• 229
Chloramphenicol Jcl..'t'yhrJnsterase. 595
Chloroplasts, Origin of. 362
Chondroitin su1t:ltt', 71
Chord:lte'i. definitioll, 382

miniature genome of C. i/l(csril/{llis. 23.5
position in mctazoan phylogL'ny, 381

Chordill.98
Chorion
characteri'itiC'i Jnd origin. 89
in nt'ural induction. 97
origin frolll tTophobl:i'it, HR

Chorionic villi. origin of. 8Y
Choriolllc ,'illm 'iamplc,. 510
Chromatid. 35-6. 39-40, -t2
Chromatin dom.lIm. 21)<)

Chromatin fihl..·r.35-36
Chromatin rt'llloth;ling, 278-9
Chromatin. actl\'<.', l-t

transcriptionally JCrin.', 19.298
rramcription,a1ly inactlvL'. 19.298

Chromodomaill\,279
Chromosollul abnormalities. 51-58

balanct.·d and 1I11babnccd. 56
cO!1'itiwtioll<l1 .Illd 'iolnaric. 51

Chromo'iOlllal di,orders, modding, 604
Chromosome abnorlll.llitil..'~, nonlenclarure.

53
numerical. 53
structur,ll. 53-54

ChrolllO'iOlllL' b:mding. 46--t8
Chromosome L'nginL'ering. 590
Chromosome' evolution. 364-6, 37(}-2
ChroIllO'iOIllt' fusion, in human evolution.

382.387
ChromQ<;oT1lc hOlllOloh....•.-43-5
Chromo'iolllc ;11 _~if" hybridization. \72
ChrOIllO'iOnK' ll11crodis'il'ctioll. 214
Chromosome p:llnting. 49, 51-52

at imaphase', 3M
mt.·thod of, 51

Chromosoille rl..·.urJ.llgt'lllt·Jl{'i.aid to
pO'iitional dOllill~. 423fr. 425. 429. -UO

Chrolllo'iolllC \tructllrc. 3+-36
Chromosollle terrltoriL'\, 36.38
Chromo'iolllc walklllg. 420
Chromosome, JCL'ntTlC,55

dcriva[i,·c. 53
dicelHric,5.5
double Inillllte. 4t.J()
making an .lTtltici,d. I-4J
marka.53
nondi'ijllnctioll.53



s('(' alstl Human chrolllosom~<;, Inversions,
Tr.IIl<;locations

Cilia, inllllorility causing diseast', 63
implicated ill left-right axis, H2
Oil clllbryonic node, 63
organization and function in animal n:lb.

63
Ciliates, position in eukaryote phylogeny,

380
<;ome lacking mitochondria. 361-3

CiotltJ i/lti'srillalis. gene number and density,
376

pmition in metazoan phylogeny, 381
Ci.'.:lCting elements. example<; of. 18

c\;\<;Ses,283
Cis-acting, definition of, 17
Cladog"m.373
Class switch, see Illlmunoglobulin<;, eLlS<;

switch
Ckavagc bodies, in nucleus, 62
Ckavage divisions, rotation of in lll3.mmal<;,

87
"ynchronou<;,87

Cle.lvage. of mammalian zygor~, 87-88
CIOlll' contib'S. -119

building. 217-8
Cloning. see Cloning of animals, cloning of

hUlllam. DNA cloning
Cloning of animals. amphibians. 58-1

Illice, 58-1
<;h~~p,584-5
tr3.llSgenic sheep, 584

Cloning of hUlllans or hUIlI3.n blastocysts,
612-614

cthics of. 614
r~productive cloning. 613-4
tht.'r.lpt.·utic doning. 612-4

Cloning vectOr. definition. 12<}-131
Cloning Vl'ctor<;,baeterophage A. 1-10--142

cO<;lllid<;ystems, 142-3
exprt.'s~ioll in bancrial celk 147-5()
l'xprl's~ion in ~ukaryotic Cl·lIS, 150-4
for l'xpre"sing genes. 147ff.
for producing single-strandl'd

recombinant DNA, 144-()
insert sizl' ranges, 140
in",ertion Vl'fSUSreplacement vcctors, 1-11
~gtll. 1511
~ZAI'. 1511
pBhle\cripr. 145
pET b.lCtl·ri.1lcxpressioll wctors. I-IH-I)
pCEX--IT gcne fusion vector". 14CJ
phagemids. 1-16
pl.1"mid\ \'l'l"m b.lCtcriophagc<; for

cloning in bacterial ce\ls, 132-3
pSP64. [57.159
pSl'U.187
pUClY. 1411
"pl'l·ilic. M 13, 14-4-6

Clostridilllll dt/lieilt-, 229
Clll'll'f .111,lly<;i~,agglomer;\tive clu~tt.'rillg:.

552
.l\'t:r,lgt: linkage method. 552
Clrthl'\t lll'ighbor method. 552

hicrarchical \'s. non-hierarl·hical, 552
k-means clustering ml,thod
of microarray d;\tJ, SS2

CM P N-acerylncurJminic acid genl', 3R4
Coagulation factor IX gl'llt" 584
Coalescence analyses, 386. 3RCJ
Coalescence time. 433
Coding DNA. difTeremial amoum~ in

nuclear and IlltDNA, 240,243
Codon base position. four-fold dl'genl'ratl'

<;ite<;,320, 322
nondegenerate sitc<;.320. 322
two-fold dt'genl'rate <;ite-<;,320. 322

Codon, initiating - altcrTl;\ti\'c<; to AUG.
288,294

Codons,26
context-dependent reddinition. 26

COelOIlI:J.tl',definition. 3H3
Coiled coil, formed by leucilll' zippcr, 286

of proteins, 29
Co-inlllllllloprecipitation. to <;cudyprotein

imlTaction, 562, 564
Colee-mid.

disrupting mitotic spindk 45
Colinearity principk. in genetic

information, IS
Collagen mutations. 1ll0lecuLIr pathology.

470. 47Y. 480. 481
Collagen. a 1(1) and tandl'm rl'pe;\t~, 353

structurc, 469
Collagens, component of extr;\l·l'lIular

matrix. 71
Colony arrays, gridded for hybricii7Jtioll,

175-6
Colony hybridization. 174-5
Colorimetric assay. using hur<;lT.ldi"h

plToxidase, 201
COlllp;\ccion. in I11Jlllmaliall t.'lllbryo. HH

inducing polarity. H8
Compar,ltive gelloille hybridiz,ltitHI .. 'W

CGH
Cump.lr,ltivl' gl'nomic". 372
Compl'tition (suppressioll) hybridiz,ltioll,

166

COl11plementary DNA (cDNA). 122
CUlllpk'llll'llt:lry nucleic ,Kid "l'quellcl's, 9
COlllplelllentation groups. ill Xcrodt..'rlll:l

pigmentosa.345
Complelllentation, 105. 106
COlllpkx disc,lsl's. :lllilll,i\ IIlO(klil1~,

60-1-5
Computer progr.lJllS ,lIld ,1Igorithll1<;.

AUTODOCK.572
ULASTN.192
IJLASTI~ IY2
ULASTX.IY2
IJLASTZ.375
ChillIC.S()O
Clustal,373
COlllp-3D, 56()
Comp.1rl'r, 560
DALI. 560. 567
EST-ULAST. IY2
FASTA fllllily. 192

III ~

Genehulltt'r. 408, ..J 12.442
Genolllc browsers. 330, 420, 421
Genotator.222
GRAMM. 572
Homog, 4 [3
L1GIN. S72
Linknup. 4(1~
Liped.412
Mapmakc:r/<;ib".441
Merlin.412
Mlink.412
MolScript. 560
MS-lJLAST.557
NIX. 222.224
PHRAP21Y
PHRED.217.2IY
Pipmakn, 375
ProSl1p,560
PSI-ULAST. 543
PSI-PII...ED,564
Rasmol. 560
Seql1t'nce alignment. 373
TlJLASTN.I92
VAST. 560
VISTA. 375

Concatemer<;, formation of. 130. 132, 143
Conden~atiol1. due to ,Ihl'red cl'll adhc<;ion.

85
Conditional gl'nc ill.lctivJ.tion. 5l)(~1

ConfonllJtion, H
Conjoined twill', 74
Connexins, COlllpOllClltS of gap junctions,

69
Constant dOIll;\im. in Ig <;llperfalllily. 260
Conrig, .'('('Clone cOlltig
Contiguous gClll' <;yndrollll'<;.426. 4H 1
Corl'prc<;sor cOlllpkx. 2l)l)

COS cdk 577
for tramicllt exprl's\ion. 151.153-4
use in eXOIl tr.lpping :l,,<;ay.18H

Cos sequellcl', of bJcteriophagl' h. I-H~3
Cosmid, se(' III/der Clonin~ Vl'ctor~
Cosllppres<;ion. 5Y.1
C"t valLle. 167
Co-transforlllation, [.11.13.1

of tr:lmgl'Ill' and lIl.lrkl'r genl', 154
CO\\· (130."rrlllrlls), gl'nOllll' projl'Ct. 235
CpG bindillg protl'ill\. 2<JB
CpG dinuckoridt:. low frequl'llcy III

venl·br.ltl·\. 1-1()
mutation ho(O\pot. 31 H

CpG island". ,lIld DNA Illl'thylation. 246
distribution 011 hUlll;!1l ChroIllOSOllll'~.

221
identification of. 42 I

CpG methylation, 4(,CJ.471
stable vertic.i1 tr.lIlSllli""ioll of. 2Y6

Craniates. ddilliti()[l. 3H.)
Craniocaud,i\ .1xi", \peciticltioll of. 82
Crc n,,:colllbill,I<;C.51)( 1-2
CRE13. binding cAMP rc"poll\l' dl'lnellt.

287-8
ere-lox I' recombin,ltiOll \y"tl'lll, 5CJO----2

structure of lox!> \l'quellee, 590



Crill1\1l:lI<;,Idl..'nrlfiGHion by D A profiling,
535

CrQl;<;Qwr,during nWIO'i\<;,43
oblig.nory,36g
,ingle ,1Ild doub"-'. 399

Cry,ullin,,542
C-tcflnill,ll t:lld. of proCt::illS,26
CUlllulll'i ct:II<;.H6
CV-I cdk 151. 153
CY3 dye. 164. 176. 56f1
CY5 dye. 176.560
Cyclic AMI' (t-AMP) rt:'pollse demenr. 18.

175.IXI
COIlSt:lI,m sequence. 2H7

Cyclic AMP (cAMP). IX. 17Y.IXI-2
;1<;<;econd llle"l..'ngl..T,288-9

Cydic GM I~<;l..·colldIllt:<;<;enger.288-9
Cyc.:lizatioll (= llltr:lI11olt.'nilJr ligation).

13f1.U2
CyclOSpOTlll A, IItIllHIllOSUppressenr drug.

551.)
kidllt.'y roxicity 1lll..'(-h,llli<;lll,559

CycoloX~l~l..'ll.\,t.'2, and colon ....ctal GlI1Cl..T,558
CY<;[:ltin U gl..·nt.·,.1Ild progrt'<;<;i\"emyoclOllll'i

epllq,.;;y, :UH
Cy;;tt'IJ1t.'.III C21-12 ZIllC tillgers. 285-6

<;dt.,ctiwly t.lggt.·d \\,lthlll prorcim. 557
'trucwn.: ur. 7

Cytldinc dC.:.lllllll.l,e.294
Cytidine, 4
CYlidybl,·.4
CytOChrolllc b-c I complt'x.243
Cyrochmlllt.· C oxida\l.' complex, 243
Cyroglobin, 354 .. 156
CywkitH: recl..'prors. (IX
Cytokinc<;I,.40-42
CytOlllCg.llo\'lflh,553

,trollg prolllotl..T_ 15.1
Cytmilll.' lllt'thyitramtt'f.l<;l.'<;. vl'ftl.'bratl.', 296
Cyro'IIll..'. ,tnKtllrl..' of. 5
CytmkeklOll. nHllpom'm, .1Ild functIon of.

(,4

CY[O,ol. lll,WKtlOIl ti-Olll cyropb<;l1l, 62
org.1I11z.1t1011.lIld flillnion, 63

(:ytotrophohl.l ••t. s('{' Trupllobla<;t

O-,llllinok·VlIlin.ltl.' <;yntllt:t.l:-'c,603
o-~Iobill, .1_~4,356, 33X
O-prQ(eob,lCtlTllllll.361
J) (diverSIty) gl'lll..' <;egllll'nt<;,ill Ig and TCR

gelll'\. 30H-1.)
1),lllJ<;clfi<;h,Illodd of NFl, 601
I)API. cOlilltcr<;uinillg of DNA with. 3H

tl,e in chrolllmolllc Q-banding. 4X
1)-.lI"Ill. of rr,lJl<;fl'fRNA. II
D.ltab~l~l· hOlllOloh':' <;c:lrching, 192
I).It.lb.l\l·\!l·ll·('trolllC rc<;ourcc<;(genl.'ric)

e1K'micl!. 57'2
codon magc.348
(-YWgClll.'t1Cfl"Ollrn·s. \\'l'b-b3<;t'd, 3X
gl·Ill..'thn.lpy prow(-ol<;ltriaIs. 619, 627"

(,30
gl..'lll' Ir.lp, _~Y7
gl'IlOllll' hf(m 'l'r<;. '2.16. 4'20-1

genol1le projt~ct<;(all). 236
Hum,lII Gl.'IlOIlll..'ProJl'CL 236
hlllll.ln 111m.nioll, 462
imerspeCll's homology. 42-4
lllodd organislll<;. 2.16
l1lutation OOCllS-SPl'CltlC).3-4X
protL'in intl'fanion, 571
protein structllft.'. 567
<;equl..·ncc.211-2. 222
synteny comer\'.lIion. hUIIl.IIl-IllOUse, 392
transgl'lllC IllOl1<;e,1Ild gellt.· t,lrgering. 597

Datab.lsl·s (indi\'idll.d)
81 f) (l3iomok'nd.lr intt'r.1ctlon

nctwork)
IlLOCKS.544
BioMl.'dNet IllOU<;Cknockout. 597
CATH.567
Clu'Ht:'r<;of onhologous groups, 392
dbEST.422
dbS P.404
DDIlJ. 222
DIP (1).Hab.l'l' ofintnactillg proreins).

571
DOGS (genollll' <;izl's),64
EMBL. 222
E U lllUt.lgl..'Ill..',i,proJC:crs.597
EST. for gl'nt.' l'xprl.'"ion .1Il.dYSIS.547
Frollul'r, in SCll'IKl' gl.:tlCknockouL 597
FSSP.567
GI)Il.212-3
Ct.'nBank.222
HUlll,1ll Celll..' Mutation D,lt,lb.I'II.'.34g
HGV (HUlll.l11 C;cllollle Vari:ltion), 34H
lnterPro, 265, 37(t. 54-4
J:lck<;oll bb (IllOlI<;l'rc<;ourcc,). 597
K EGG (K yow Ell(:ycolpl..'dl.l of Gene<;

.lIld Gl'1I01lll'\). 571
MITOMAP. 241. 47X
Noncoding RNA ••d,IUb.\,c. 272
OMIM, St'!, IIHdligl·1Jt U<;cofrlK'

IlltlTIlI.'t. p.lge xxx
Pt:ml_ 265. 544
PIR.22'2
PRINTS. 544
ProJ)OIll. 544
PROSITE.544
Pratl'ill 1),It.lb.lllk (PI)U). ::;(jl)

REBASE (rl·,tricrioll lIudc.l'CS). 1S4
Rl'peac 'l'qlll..'IlCl..'d.lt.lb.I<;C.:,272
ItdScq, 545
SCOI~ 567
SMART. 544
SWISS-PROT. 222. 37Y
T13ASE. 507. (,()(,
Trce.: of Life Web I'rojl'l-t, .192
TltEM UL. 222. 37')

DEAD box, 2.~X_I)
DEAE-dt'xtr.lIl. tor I) A tr.lIl,fcr. 578
1)1'amin.Hloll_ 343. 34(l
Dccidu.l, of pbCl'llt.1. HY
DcCodc projt'ct (lcl'J.llld), 446
Decor1l1. con: protl'ill III protl'o~tyca]1<;. 71
J)t'gl'Ill'f,Hl' oligolludl·Olidl..'-prillled PCR

(DOP-PCR). 124

;1mplifying DNA f~lI11ilyllll'lllbl'r'. 12H-9
De-generate oligol1lll"lt.'otidl'<;, .•••

hybridizanon probl'<;_ 156
Degellerate sites .•n codon b.I<;t.·position,.

tour-told dl'gl'lll'f3te sict.·s,J20. 322
nOlldl'gene-rart.' ,irl", 320. 322
two-fold degl;'nt'r:ltl' <;Itl'<;.32(), 322

Delaminarion. duc COaltt.'rni (1;'11adhl·sion.
85

Dde.:rion mapping. for promocCf .11l:lly<;is.
596

Deletion <;Cft'el1ll1gin dy~trophil1 gene .519
Delt'tioll. inrersritlal, 54-55

terlllin:ll. 54
c:lllSed by 1IIlC'-I1I,11nosso\'t'I", 331
caused by unl'qual si~tl.'r t:hrolll:lticl

exclungl'.331
large-scale due COreplicmoll <;lipp;1gl.'.329
brge-sc.lle duL' to lo\\" copy l1umber

repeats. 342
Deha, immobilized cdI 'lgll,l!. 6H

roil..-in lleurogt'lll'SI<;. l.J2
Deml'thybtion, .1'-llll·ch.l1li\lll tor l'l':l<;ll1g

imprint<;.3t15
gl'llollll'-\\"ide.21.)('--7

DI'Il.lturl·. ddillltlOIl of. 166
Denaruring gr.ldll..,lIt ~d I'It.·nrophOft.·<;l<;,

512,515
Dl..'ndrogr.um. III dll<;tlT ,\Il.lIY"I'. 552
De.:OXy.lclcllosilll·.4
De.:oxycyridilll·, ~trllctllre ut'. 4-5
lJeoxyg:u;1IlO'iinl.'.4
Dcoxyribose,4

<;tructure of. 5
Deo~"Yllfldinc. 4
LJt'puflllation. 343, .146
Deri\'ati\'l' ChrolllO'Ollll'. 5.l
DlTlll,lt.l1l ~lIll:\tl·. 71
J)e<;iglll.'r babil''', clhic~. ()llJ
LJeslllo<;omes, ch,lr.lCtL'ri,tic" (II)
Dt'utl'rosrollle<;. cldillltlOll, JX2

poSItion in IIlt'r.lzoall phylogt.'Il)'. JH 1
l)en'lop11ll'nt, ddillition ·O\'l..'r\'It.'\\".71-72

bck of l'\'olllttoll.lry COlhCr\'.ltiol1. 9X
p,lth\\";1YScOIl\l..'rwd, <J7-I)X

Dl..'x,lIlll..'ch.lsonc,lIlducing prolllotlT ••, .=lX4
dHPLC. for DNA tl"tillg, 511. S 12. S 1(1
Diacylglycerol. '2XH
Diakinc:-.i:-.,sugt.· of propha<;t', 4S
Di:lrrhe.:.l_.1Iltibiotic-.l\'OnHl..'d, 221.)
I)ict.'f l'I1ZY11ll',624

c1e~lVillgmiRNA. 251-2
dsltNA-<;pecitic l'lld()llIICII.'.IW,

593-4
Dichorolliow. Ch:1LlCtl'r, 102
Dirryo_,rdill/1l d'S/(I;dl'II1/1, IllOdl'l org.lni\l1l.

22R
occa<;lon:lll1l11lticdllll.lr 't.lgl· ••.()u
PO<;1tI01lin ellbrymic phylogeny. JXlJ

Di,!t'oxy fingerpnlltlllg. S IJ
Di<-koxYllllck'onde<;, IH2-3
DilTl..'rl'lKl· gel dl'crropl1orl"I', S::;7. 5611
Diffl..'fl'llti.11Ji\pLIY, l'xprl'''101l 'nel'lllllg

method, 197, Il)l)



global expression analysis, 547
pCR method 124

DifTerentiation, during ncurogenesis, 92
Digital illlaging software, 176
Digoxigenin, labeling with, 161

structure of. 165
Dihydrofolate reductasl', 579
Diphtheria toxin, as marker, 579
Diploblasts, definition, 3~:D
Diploid, definition, 34
Diploidy, uniparental, 57
Diplotene. stage of prophase, 45
Disease markers, identified by microarray

552-3
studied by expression proteomics . .5SR

Disease models, animal. see Animal models
of disease,

cell culture, 599-600
Dispermy, cause of triploidy, 52-53
Dispersal. due ro altered cel! adhesion. 85
nistal, definition (within chromosome), 49
Distance matrix, evolutionary trces, 373

in cluster analysis, 552
Disulfide bonds, intrachain/inrerchain, 31
Disulfide bridges, in Ig superfamily, 260
Diversity, average nucleotide, 316
Dizygotic twins, origin of, 74
D-Ioop, of nltDNA, 241-3
DNA chip, 176
DNA cloning, cell-based. 129fT.

colonies (bacterial) ::: cell clones, 133
competent cells. 133
cyclization during. 130
formation of concatcmers, 130
importance of, 122-3
ill vitro versus cell-based, 122-3
isolation of DNA clones, 131
Prinlary/secondary amplification, 31
principles of cloning, 132fT.
T-A cloning for PCR products, 127
the four essential steps, 131
types of, 122-3

DNA content, variation during cell cycle.
34

vari:ltion in nuclear DNA conrellt, 34
DNA damage, defective cdlular responses

to,347
due to endogenous mechanisms, 344
due ro extracellular 3gents, 344
ignored by tUlllor Cl.-·I\S, 498ff

DNA fingerprinting, 532, 534
DNA glycosybses, 345

human. 346
DNA helicase. in DNA repair. 347
DNA helix, <;tructure of. 9
DNA hybridization probes. origin and

characteristics. 156
DNA in body fluids. as diagnostic tcst, 504
DNA labeling, by end-labeling. 157

by nick translation, 157-8
by pCR, 157
by random-primed labeling

(oligobbding), 157-8
DNA libraries, ]33 fT.

amplified versus unamplified. 135.
chromosome microdissection, 214
chromosome-specific. 214
complexity of, 136
copying by replica plating, 135
expression libraries, 150
genome equivalents, 136
genomic Vt'fSUS eDNA, 135.
m;lking a cDNA library. 137
making a genomic library. 136
screening by hybridization. 136
screening by PCR, 136,139

DNA ligase III, in DNA repair, 344
DNA ligase. in DNA replication, 12
DNA ligation. co-ligation, 131

in cloning, 129-31
DNA methylases. in modification-restriction

systems, 129
DNA mcthylation, 469

and CpG islands, 246
and differential S-methylcytosine levels,

246
as a fOflll of cellmelll0ry, 295-7
as epigentic mechanism, 295-7
CpG target in vbertebrates, 246
CpT targct in Drosophila. 246
de 11(l1)(} in early embryo, 296-7
de 11(1)0 in germ cells. 296-7
defensc against transposons, 297
differential in difTerent organisms, 246
differential in embryonic development,

296-7
differential in germ cell development,

296-7
differential in somatic lineages and

trophoblast, 296-7
difTerential in sperm versus egg, 296--7
function in animal cells, 297-8
in cancer, 493, 496
maintenance methylation, 296
mosaic methylation in invertebrates, 246
regulating gene expression, 298
test for, 514ff, 525
very low in blastocy~t ;ll1d primordial

germ cells, 21.)7
DNA microarrays, principles of, 175-8
DNA polymerase, 7,9,22, 71,81

classes of mammalian, 11-13
error prone, 12-13

DNA profiling. 532fT
DNA repair genes. often in bidirection;l1

organiz;ltion, 256
DNA repair, 344ff

activity within DNA polymerases, 13
b;lsl' e:\cision rep;lir, 345, 347
deficiencies in cancer. 499
direct repair, 345
direct versus excision repair, 345
functions on DNA POlYlllcrases, 11,13
in F;lnconi anemia, 431
nucleotide excision rcpair. 345, 347
recombinational repair. 345

DNA rcplicltion. 10-13
aSYllllllctry of, H-9

frequency of errors in. 317
mirochondrial, 105
origins of replicltion in IlltDNA, 241
semi-conservative. 10-11
semi-discolltinuous, R-9
time taken ill cultured cells, 9

DNA sequence, difTerences in cells of an
organism, 65

DNA sequellcing. automated, 183,1 R5
eapi1bry-bascd, 183.185,211
cDNA sequence tags by MPSS, 547
cDNA sequence tab" by SAGE, 546-9
cycle sequencing, 182
dideoxy method, 182-4
hierarchic:lI shotgun sequencing, 217,219
hybridiz:ltion-based, 183,185
Maxam and Gilbert chemci;llmethod.

190
principles of. 182-5
producing single-stranded templates, 182
resequencing using micro;lrrays, 183.

186
universal sequencing prinK'r, 182
whole genome shotgun sequencing,

217,219
DNA strands, antiparallel nature. 7, 9

leading and Ia~ging, 10,12
sense and antisense, 16-17
single-stranded DNA in some viruses, 15
template, 16~ 17
triple strands in D loop of nltDNA, 241

DNA structure, difTerent forms of double
hdi:\,9

major and minor grooves, 7
DNA technology, fundamentals of, 122-3
DNA variation. scrt'L'ning by microarrays,

178
variation in mtDNA copy number, 242
v;lriation in nuclear genome copy

1ll1ll1ber,242
DNA viruses, classes of, 14
Dnase I-hypersensitive sites, 14, 195-6
Dnmt 1 methyltransferase, 296-8
Dnmt3a, Dnmt3b mcthyltransferases,296
Dobzhansky, Theodore, 352
DoE (US Department of Energy), 213
DoE Joint Genome Institute. 235
Dog (Callis.!illlliliaris), genollle project, 235
Dog, hcmophiliac, 601
Dolly, first cloned m311l1l1.11.5H4-5
Domains, highly conserVl'd, in protein

f.1milies, 25R-9
ofhfe.3h2,
see Protein dom3ins, Chromatin domains,

DOlllinant negative (mutant) proteins, 592-3
Dominant negative mutation, 463, 469, 473
Dominant selectahler marker, see Selectable

nurker gene. dominant
Dominant, definition, 102
DOP-PCR, 491 see Degenerate

oligonucleotide-primcd PCR
Dorsalin. dorsalizillg factor. 9R

ill dorsoventral polarity, 94
Dorsalizillg signals. 94



I)or"On'mLII .lxi,. ,pl'citication of. 82
I)or"oH·ntr.l1 polarity. 111brain den.'lopmem.

1)+-95

J)o.;.I~I..'(-olllpl..'m,ltion. in X-inacti\·ation.
100

])m.I~I..· "l'mitivity. 4()7. 47{1
])o~,\~t'-sl'llsitivl' genl''', 305
Dot ,1Ild ,lol blorring. 16X-170
J )oublL' rL'colllbillallt~ .. 1sign of error. 412.

~19
I)owmm.',11ll prollloh..'r dL'ment. 283-4
nOwn~trl'JIll. ddillitlon (genes), 16
I)nxycyclllll·. ,In,llog of tl'tracycline. 5S7
drllm/II zebr:lti"h mur.mL ()()J

Drift .. .;c(' Cl'ul,tic drift
/)ftI.';t1phi/"IIIdtlll(~I!"jrl'r.'!'u gt.'llt's wilh

duphc.ltl'd L'xon,. 353
.IS.l Illodd organi"m. :230--1
gl..'nL'1ll1l11bl..'r.1Ild dl'mity. 376
gL'nL'rr:m"fL'r into germ-line pTt.'(-ursor

cell",577
gL'1l01I1t.'(-olllparcd to D. P5f1u/oofJ.W/r1l.

375
gCllOllll.' projl'Cl, 229,234
110major imprinring effccts. 303
p- demt.'nt. 231. 577
pole cdl". 577
po.;;ition in llIetazoan phylogeny. 381

f)rtl5tll'"ilrl Illodel" of hUIlJ.lIl disl'ase. 430
f)/'tISIII'"i/d I'st'lIdII11/1smr.,.gl'nOIllI..·

cOlllp.ui"ons.375
gl'noml..· projt'ct. 234

f)nlsl'rhild, Hox gL'nL'clusters. 364
P-dellll..·IH-lllediatt.'d gL'l1l'acri\'Jrion. 598

Drug dis(-oH·ry. lead compounds. 51'2
Drug idt.'ntitit-,uion. by snl'l'ning C. cI('~i«(lIlS

lIlutant", 544
Drug recl'ptor". 558
Drug rl.'spome", :lllalyzl'd by proreomics.

558-1)
Drug <;crL·el1lng.603
))rug;;. r.ltIonal drug dL'''lgn_ 572
1)5C.II11gt.'nl'. :l.Iternam·t.' splicing. 194
DT 40 l:dllilll.. .. 132
I)uplic.ltioll. l.lTgl..'-SC.lk(DNA). 342

sct' 111:'11E:-:OI1duplic,Hiol1. Celli..'
dupllc.nioll

Dyn,lIll1c lllur.Hiom. 462_ 476tT

bbor,ltory ,1Il,1IY"I".519. 525
Dynl..'lIl_lllotOr protl~lI1. 63
l)yneillS,64
I>yqrophin ~l'nl" ,lhl..'rl!,ltivL'promoters. ]:1) I

111.lterml bia" for brgl..·-"cale dektiolls.
32(J

I)y~trophin, ti'''lIe-specific i"oforms, 291

.-!\Iubill. 354. 356. 35~. 360
E.l'it Africa. origin of Illodern humans.

385-~
Ecdy ••onc. ,1Ild illdliciblL' gt.·ne exprl'ssiol1.

5H4
Eedy<;ozo,IIl". .1H1
EI..·hinodl..'rlll".ddlIlIUOI1. 3~3

po,ition III 1Ilt't.1zo:m phylogeny. JH I

Ectodl..Tlll, lkri\'.lti\'n of. 75
timl' of cOlllmiullcnr to epidl..'TIllJ.1and

IlI..'lIralcdl f.HI..·".76
Ectopic l'xprl..''l"ion. Jnd gain-of-functioll.

SlJ6

EG n'lI", Sff Embryonic germ (EG) cd'"
Egg cd!.... very high llltDNA copy number.

242
Egg cylindn. in mouse I..'l11bryogt'Ilt'<;is.l)O
E~ggl..·nollll..·.not "0 highly nll:.·thylatl..'d.

2Y(1

Egg. dl.lr.l(tt'Tistic~ 111mammals. X6
Orlglll 01'.43
size of III Ill.lmlll,ll" ,md ostrich, 61

Egrl',~iol1. due to ,i1tl..'n:dcell adht'<;ioll, 85
Elaqin. 469. 4R3

COl11pOnl'nt of I..':-:tracellu!ar llIatrix. 71
Electron density nl.lp<;.563
Elcnronic d.Habasl's. sa Database ••
EIt'ctropor.Hion. 143

tor I) A rr:1I1,fl..'r.578
Elecrrospr,IY ionizarion (ESI), 556-7
Elston-Stewarr algorirhm, 412
Embryohb"t, ddillitioll. 88
Embryoid hodic<;, 71

)

EmbryoIl.11 carcinoma (Ee) cells. 5H2
Elllbryolllc germ (EG) cells. origin of. 79

cdllillc,.79
dt'r1\·arion. 78-79
diflt·rl..·11t1arion.79
hOlllologolis rl'colllbination. 5X2
i"obtioll. 582
nl.ll1lpllI,uion.5H2
plllTlpott'ncy.7H-79

EllIi ••,ioll \\"l\'t')ength~. of tluorophores. 164
Emx trJlI\l..Tiptioll factors. in forl'brain and

Illidbr:lin developmcnr, 9-1
End-l.1l1L·lillg. fill-in. 157,160

prillll'r-Illl'diart>d 5'. 157
ming polynucleotide kinase. 157.160

Endonllll' "ib'1lJling. 66
Endo(-ytO'ii'i, 6-1

origin of lIlirocholldri,l. 362
rl..'ccpror-IIlI..'di,HI..·d.578

Endoderm, dcri\'ati\'l." of. 75
origin of. H~LI)()

Elldogl..'llol\<;;rt'rro\'lr,ll (ERV) sequl'ncl..'S_
2(lH-9

EndolllHo'I". caming polyploidy. 53. 64. 78.
242

Endonucle.lse. speClllc tor doubk-<;trandl'd
ItNA. ,93

rarger ,pecificiry of LINE 1 e1el11l.'nr,269
EI\(.lOpl.l\lllic reticulum. organizarion :lnd

flllKrioll.62
rough ,lIld ~l1lOorh. (12-J

Endo,olllt'.578
Elldo'Yl1lblOlit hypotht'sis. 361
Engbnd, (-y't1c libro,i, lIlutations ill. 526
Engralkd Illome IlIUr:lllt, 596
Enh,mel..'T 'il..'qucllcc,. <;plice enhanccrs. 334,

.'-17
Ellh,llIcer tr,lps. 51)9
Enh.lIICl'l"'. 14. 11.)_ 174

comperirion tor. 291)
dL'f111Jt\on.283

Eml'l1Ibl gL'1l01ll1..'brO\nl'r.410--421
,lIld llIOlhl..'gl..·llome JnllotJ[Jon. 134
gL'nOlllC bro\\''lI..'T,223-4

Ent.Krlll, COlllpOllellt of L'xtracellul.lr lnalrix.
71

El1LllllUeba. ab:-.t'l1ct'of Illirochondri,l.
.JI,I-.\

O''il''l<;l..·.1<;"OKI.ltiom.22
ENU 1Il1lt.lgt.'llt'q<;program<;. 597
Eo,inophik Origin of. 78

,KtI\"ttnl by IIlJ'lt (-ells. 310
blllding of IgE by. 31 ()

Epibl.l'l. origill of. ~g
tl"<;lIl'"deriwd from. 88

Epiboly, dul' to .11t1..'Tl..'dccll .ldhesion, H5
Epldl..'rlll.ll growth facror (EGF). 97-98
Epl(krlll,d gro\\ th t:lctor dOIll:lin_

COlllp.1LUI\'l' 'pl..'cies frequencil's. 371.)
Epidermal growrh factor receptor (EGFR).

97-98
EpidLTlll:11growrh f:Kror. dOlllain

duplication. 355
Epidl..'flll.ll "telll eel\<;. 78
EpldermoIY'ii" bullosa. 90
Epigl..'lIl'tic ch.lIlgt''i. 461.)
Epigelll,tic 1II1..',h.lIlisms.294ff

ddlll1tlOll.294
EpigL'lletic reprogr:lIll111ing, in L'arly l'mbryo.

296-7
111gcrtll (:e1k 296--7

Epl<;Ollll..'.detlnltlon. 150
Epithdi,ll (·dl~. dl.lracreri ••riC'i of, 76

tight junction, ill. 69
EpltOpl' t.lgging, l1,t of (-olllll1only lISl'd tat,,,,,;;.

2l)()

11l1'rhod.201l
Epiropl'. of ,111tibody.200
Epo;reill-13,lrr \'irm. ,llId gt'IlL' transfer. 57K

.1"1I1.11ll1llali,1Ile:-:pn:s~ion WCIOL J 53
rt'plicuion orlglll_ 577
ll'l..· III lymphobl.1sroid cell hnes. 66

Eqll1hbriulll demity gradienr (isopyclllc)
1..-1..·lltrifug.1tI011.133

1.::m·'/llll {lInHilJ'IJ(rl, 56( I
Erythrocytt'. dl.lr,H'tt.'riqic~ of. 76

on~lIl of. 7H
ErythrOld-'pl'ntlc rramcriptlon (,lc[Or". 281.

2~+-5
Erythropoietin. 615
ES (t'II", diffl..'rt.'lHialion. 611
EHltcrid,ill {(lli.,1<;,1 model organi"J11. 227

~trail1 0157:117 ;1<;a parhogl'n, 227
tLlIl~po~on TnlJ. 595

EST, (Exprl..'''l..'d 'l'qUl'IlCl' ra~). 211. 221.
41().421

ddlllltion.221
11l.lp<;/IlJ.lrkcr,. 214. 220

Eqrogt'll rl..'Cl'pror. 2~7_ 587. 590
rc"pon ••l..·I..'kllll'lH. 187
,rrucrllrl' of. 2X7

E'llrogclI('l).I..J,).5K6-7



Estrogen-illduble gene expres"iOll system,
386-7

Ethidium bromide. binding to DNA, 133
Ethiopia. 385
Ethyll11eth:mesulfonate (EMS). 597
Ethylnitrosourea (ENU), 397, 603
Euchromatin, diffen..'nce from

heterochromatin. 31)
Eugenics. ineffectiw at prevenring

reproduction. 617
Eukaryotes. organization of cell'i. 60--6 I

phylogeny. 38U
Euploidy. 52
Eutherian ancestor, 359
Emhuiall mammals.37()
Evolution St'(' a/so Chromosoille t'volution.

Genome evolution
cOlln.'rtl'd, 329. 382
duplicatc:d gene'i, 35·Hf
gene 'itrucrure. 352tT
globin genes. 35 ..tfT
human populations, 385ff
male-driven, 326
rapid for centrollierc sequences. 382
rapidly t.'volving proteins, 380
sex chrolllosome'i. 370-2

Evolmion3ry relationships, aidl'd by protein
structure. 560

Evolutionary tree'i. cOl1'itruction of. 372-4
internal/cxtern:d nodes. 373
rooted :md unrooted. 373

Excitation wavelengths, of ComnIon
tluorophores. 164

Exon amplification. 1RH
Exon duplication. 352-3. 355
Exon shuming, 353-5. 360

by retrorransposition. 360
possible mechanism. 360

Exon skipping. 33-1-6
Exon tcopping. 187-8. 193, -121
Exon-imron org:lI1iz:ltion. determining, 190
Exom. G1'ie([e during ahernati"e splicing.

292
cell-specific. 308-9
length variams (alrl'red splicing), 292, 294
lllutually exclusivc (altered splicing). 292,

294
sex-"pecific. 298
sYlllllll·tricallnonsYI11Illt'trical.355
tissue-specific. 291
VDJ and VJ in 13- and T-cells. 308-9

Exonuclease 3' ----'5'. ,md proofre3ding, 13.
122-3

Exonucka<:.c 3' -.5'. in some DNA
polymcrases. 13. 122-3

Exonuclease III (E. ((Ill). 596
Expressl'd sequence tag. see EST
Expression cloning. 147fT.

in anim31'i. 613
in bactcrial cdls. 1-17-50
in in'iccr cells. 151
in lll:llllll1alian n'lb. 15l-4
principlt,s of. 1-17
stabll:' cxprcssion in Illalllmalian cells, 154

tr3mienr versus <:.tableexpression. 150
vector systems for mamlllalian cells. 1S3

Expression profiling. 611
in c,meer. 504-5

Expression proteolllics. 554-9
Expression screcning. by microarrays, 177-8
Expre<:.sion. vari:lbk (of:l pht.'notype), 107,

IIiH
Extracellubr matrix, compmition of,71

function of. 70-71
of egg cells. 86

Extr:l-clllbryonic membranes. of mammal<:..
89

FACS. s('e Fluore<:.cence-activ:lted cdl sorter
FactorVl1I gene. 342. 345

embedded imanal gene'i.257
Falconer. threshold theory. 111ff
Familial clustering. measure of. 436. 449.

431. -13-1
Farnesybtion. of protl'ins. 27
FASTA, sct' Computer program<:. and

:llgorithms
Fc rect.'prof. of illliliunogiobulim, 310
Ferritin hea,"y chain gene f..1I11ily.261
Ferritin. 290
Ferrochebtase.603
Fertilization, origin of unique individuals.

86-87
F-facror (fertility f.1(tor). 1-12
Fibrobl:1st, charactt'ristics of, 76
Fibront.'ctin, conlponent of extracellubr

matrix. 71
dOl11:1induplic3tion. 353. 355

Fibronccrin type III domain. spt'cit's
frequencies, 379

Field invcrsion gel electrophort'sis, 172
Filopodia, 6-1
Firefly, AmeriCJn. 595
FISH (fluorescence ill sit II hybridization).

chromosome. 48. 51
detecting deletions, 513
fiber FISH.-I9
in CGH.-I90
i1ltcrphast'. 38. 49, 52
1I1apping bre:lkpoints, 426
1I1ctapluse, -18, 52
Illlliticolor FISH (M-FISH). -198
Rx-FISH. (cross-speci«). 3H7

FITC (Ouoresceln isothiocpnatc). 164
Fitness. of a genotype/organi'il11. 319
Fixation, of allelc,;, 319-20

of IlltDNA mutations, 333--1
of mutant :lllcles on Y chromosomc, 371

FLAG epitope tag. 200
Fbgella, function in 3nimal ccll<:..63

of prokaryotic cdh, 6 I
Flanking markers (in gene tracking). 524.

528
Flow cytometry. 21-1
Fluor (= <:.cinrilbtor). 159
Fluorescein isothiocY:lnatt' (FITC). 221
FllIorl'~(-ein, t'xcjt,ltion and ellli<:."ion

wavdl'ngth~. 164

Flllorescein-dUTI~ structure of, 162
Fluort'scence activated cdl 'iorter (FACS).

214
Fluorescence ill siw hybridization. Sl't' FISH
Fluorescence labeling 3nd detection. 164
FluorcS(:enel' microscopy. see Microscopy.

tluorescencl'
Fluorochrome. 198
Fluorophore. definition, 161

examples illl1'itrating structure. 162
Focal contacts. characteristics. 69
Fold. of prott'ins. 559
Follicular stelll cells. 78
Follistatin,98
Forensic 3nalysis. and human sequcllct'

variation. 225
Forensic l) A testing. 532fT
Forkhead domain gene f..1I11ily.259
Forkhead domain gene. 384
Forkhead domain. 259
Forlllalllide, as denaturing agcnt, 163, 172
Fossil rccord, hominid, 385
Founder effect, 446. 46-1
Fourier transform. 563
FlU 16A fragile ,ite. 338
Fragile site". due to trinucleotide repeat

expansion. 338
FRAXF fragile site. 338
Fred Sangcr. 213
Frizzled. 68
Fruittly. see Drosophila J//cI(/J/(~l!as(er, Drosophila

pscl/doohsmra
FfI,l!l/. see 1akffu,{l1l rubripes
Functional cloning. 431
Functional genomics, an o\'erview. 540-1
Functional hemizygosity. for X-linked genes

in femaks. 305
Fungi, position in eukaryote phylogeny, 380

some lacking mitochondria. 361-3
unicellular, Sf£' Saccharom)'ccs cerfllisiae.

Schi;:(lSacclwrolll)'Cl'-' pOll/be

Fusion genes. 329
arising frolll homologous equal crossover.

331
in globin l'volution. 354

Fusion ph3.ge. 564
Fu<:.ionproteins. 564

for r3ising <lntibodil·s. 200
GFP (grel'n tluorescem prOtein). 202
GST (glutathione S-transferase).

149-30

-y-globin. 33-1. 336, 33H. 360
G bands and G-banding. 46--18
G proteins, 67.70. 97, 259
GO phase. cell cycle. 3-1. 383
G I phase, cell c\'c1e, 3-1
G2 pha'ie, cdl cycle. 34
G41R (neomycin analog). 57Y. 589
Gain-of-function mutations, via a dominant

Illllt:lnt.604
C;ain-of-function. 576. 595-7

by overexprt'ssion of normal gcnt'
product. 596
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modeling in cdl elllcufe with di'\c:1<;e-

cJu<;ing rran.;;gL'IlL''1. 600
\'ia t'cropic expn:<;<;ion. 5l)()

\'i~l IllU[JIlt gl:llC' producr. 396
GAL-J-UAS. condition,ll gl.:nL' ('xpn.'ssian

system, 231
Galago, f3-~lobil1 gent' c1usrcr. 35H
G;dron. Frallcis. Ill ...D7
GJIIlt'tes.3-J

direct modification in rf.1llsgt'IlL'si.,. 577.
579-80

transgcni(:.577
Ganciclovir (thYlllidilll.' <lllalog). 57Y. SHY.

627.628
Gap jUllctiol1". ChJfKtcri<;tic<;, h9

cOlllnlunication ill carly embryo. 88
Ga<;trubrion. HH-l)-J

hlll11.1Il-1ll0mC difTc.'fCIlCl:S. 90
<;pe{.'ies ditTen:l1cc<;, YH

GATA-I tran'iuiptioll f.,cror.1H2. 28-1-5

GATA-I, binding 'it'qUL'IlCC tor.ll)-J
Garl'keeper gene theory. :=iO-!-

G:lY gene. 437
G-band<;, preferred location of LINES

elements. 269
GC box (= Sp I box). rcgubrory dcment.

18.174.283
CD8. s('(' 'ft/t/a Datab3lil'li. individual
Gel elecrrophofeliili. se(' I/IU/er 2-D, Agarose.

DifTerence. Ficld inversion.
Polyacrylamide. Pullicd field

Cclsil1ger.Je ..•~l.·,621.626
Gemini virm. 31ibipartite virus. 1-1
Gl.·nU3nk. see IIIlt/er DarJbJses. individual
Gl.·lll.·augmt'ntJrio!l. 616fT
Geill' chip<;. s{'{' /flit/a Microarrays
Gene conwr"io!l, 329-331,333.

allelic verslis imer1oclis. 333
causing Ig diversity in some :lIliIllJI". 308
hcteroduplex repair !ll(.'chJnislll. 333
in globin evolurioll, 359

Gl.·lll.· dellSit)'. difTerellti:l1 in nuclc3r and
mtD A.2-13

in diffcrcnt organisms. 376
Gene duplication, and imerspcrsl.'d gl.·ne

families, 261-3
by retrotr:lnliposition. 36{)
c:lused by ul1equ:l1 crO"mvcr. 332
l.·\,olution:lry :ld\':lnr:lge. 354. 360
frl.·quem durillg evolution. 35-1
in clmterl·d gene families.

259.261-2+A23-1
in globin cvoluriol1. 357-9
111t'chanisllls of. 357
tJndclll.357

Gcnc l.'xpreli,>ion. tissue-<;pecific. -I7Y
Cl'ne expre,>...ion inhibition method". 591-4
GC!le expn ..""ion scrccning Illethod<;. 190fT.

584. 586-7
Gellt" exprl.·<;"iol1.alldl.'-"pecitic. 298

cell-specitic by olf.lcrory neuron ....276
cis-acting :lnd tr:lI1,,-acting regulation, 277
comrol in l'ady de\'doplllem. 290

ditTl.·rl·llct's for hU1l1:l1l-11101l<;eonholob •.....
381

glob:ll by <;l.·qllCllCCs:llllpling. 5-17
glob'll screening for <;pecir.:<;diAl·rences.

3R5
inducible sYlitelllli.58-1, 586-7
inducible. 285
infoflllation flow in :In anim.ll cdl, IS
long r;lnge cOlHrol of. 298-3()1. 305-6
J1lol1oallelic exprn,iol1 lllech,lIlislllS .

3111-2
mono.llldic for Ig :lnd Tell. gcnes
negative feedb:lCk regllbtion of Ig: gelle ••.

311
overvil'\V in hlllll:lIl cells. 276-7
rq~ulation by DNA-protein binding.

2771T
regubtion by R A-protl.'in binding. 177 .

288-9
spatial and tempor:ll restriction. 276
"pl·cie,>-...peeitie brain p:ltterns. 3H5
ti<;<;ul·-lipccific.19
trallScriptioll:l1 reg:l1brioll. 277fT.
tf.IJl<;!ational COlltTOI.1~8-2Yl
ubiquitoll'; \'er'iUS tissue-spl.·cific. 276

Gellc f.lll1ilie<;.25HtT.
cla ••••it-al. 258. 2611--1.
c1u<;rcred \TrSUS intefsper<;ed org:lnization.

261
compound gene du...tl'fs. 261
conserved amino acid motif<; :llld. 258-9
dispcr<;ed. 261 fr.
highly cOllSerwd domains and. 258-9
singlc c111<;ter.2~9-61
supcrfamilit"s. 2~H-60

Gellc fraglllems. 1(J. 158. 262
Gelle frequency, l.·tTl.·ClSof selection. 118-9.

617
in Hardy-Weinberg di<;tribution. 117ff

Cene function, annotating by "eque-nee
comp:lrilion. 5-1I fT.

c1assific:ltioll of. 5-10
evolulionary switches ill. 5-Q

glob.11 an.dyses in C. Ch:gllll_", ~98
glob:ll ,1Iulysl's in llliel... 597-8
reve:lled by protein structlln.' homology.

560-1
seeking via lO"Ii-of-fullctioll lllutations.

~l)5

studied :It tramcripto111c and protcoille.
5411

unable to establish by homology
lic:lrching. 54:;

Gene idclltification in genolllic DNA.
difficulties ill. 222

exoll prl.·dinion. 222
hOlilOlob~' searching. 222
imegf;)ring gt'llI:"-finding sotr\\'Jfe. 222

Gene idl.·ntitic3tioll. frolll protein sequenct'.
416

Gelle knock-dowm, for function.11
:l1lIlotation.599

Genc knock-ins. 597-H
Cellc knockouts. by gene targeting. 589-90

cOllditiOlUI. 5')(J

doubk and triple gt'Ill.~knockouts. 595
functional knot'kouts. 591-2
no or little phl'norypic dl't·C[. 59~
ti~sue-<;pecilic. 5911-1

Gt"Ile Ii" (by 'ymbal) .•~BL, 4911
l/dc-2, I-I..f.
.~ /)1<132. 611

.4F~. 494

.41'9.494

.~I'.\1.494

.--lir.30-t.

.~L~S2. 6113
A.\fF.L.\, .~.\IL"Ll:36~-9. 372
A:\""1"3.370
A PC, 493, 494. 4')5. 503, 6115
AI'OB.293-4
.~ I'OF., 4511.602
A P/~ 450. 60?
.~l<, 475
.~RSD. 370
AI<SE. 3711
AI<SF 3711
.~Snl.3711
AST.IIL. 3711
.~"J"F/, 494
_~nl. 495

function. -tYH
ATPIOC, 304
.~XIS2, 503
Brf-2.60S
BC\ 'RI'\' 1 (ari"ing from Alu rcpeat). 272
BL.II.345
BI'\·2.3fiR
BRC~ I. 345
BRC.~ I. 345. 448. 493. 4')5

fUIKtion. -IY8
B/<CA2, 34S, 448. 495

function, -Il)9
CAP.\"I0.454

CIIW 15.455.457
(111.595
CBp, 4H3
CDK.\'2A. -166. -t.69. 495

function. 502
structure, 503

CI)X.3fiH
CnK 6112.

3!'('Ills" Di"e.lliC index. cysti,,' tibrmi<;
CII/;"K2, 448
CIIOP.494
d. 141
CtC.\'3,202
COLlA I, 3S3. 471, 473. 4~1
COLlA2. 4711.473. 4HI
COL2.~I .472 .4H I
COL6AI.96
CO.IIp 47~
CO.IIT. 456
uo.141
CSF/R,4911
CSr2R"~. 37(1
CTCH. 356 . .1S8
C\'I'IIBI.96
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C\·PI9.93
C\ 'P2/ ,I. 339-~ I
C\'P2/13. 339-~ I
C\ 'P2C9, 611
C\'P2D6.611
DAX.93
DAZ, 3~2, 368
DBX,DB\'. 3~2. 368-9. 371-2
DCC,5l13
DDFR:\, DDFR\'. 369. 371
dl!(r.579
DHRSX\'.370
DHPHI.~29
D/1/II/I, 298.305
Dpp (nccopcntople~ic). 98
05(11/11. 293-4. -HU
DSS.470
DTDS7; 473
/)\'RK. ~83
D)'S, 5('t' Disease IndL'x.Muscubr

Dyslrophy. Ducht:nne/Uecker
E2,-1, ~9~
ECE/,·150
ED,,'3, 95. ~50
EDSRB. 95. ~5l1
EGF.355
EGRI. 552
Ell' L~X, Ell' /,-1\'.368-9.371-2
ELY, 90, 3~2. ~68. ~83
Ell-I. 596-K
EII-2.5tJ6-H
ESL, ~9~
fIli'. 269
ER13B2, ~911.611
ERCC2. 3~5
ERG. ~9~
E1I12,-1,258
EI'12B,25B
EIVS, ~9~
EXT!. %. ~68. ~83
EHI.~3l1
1'8 (FJCtorVIII). 257. 3~2. 3~5. 596
FK~, 3~2. 3~5
F8B. 3~2. 3~5
F8C, ~28, ~66
F.~l'·CA,~31
E~,,'CC, ~31
FASCG, ~31
1'13.,;~22. ~31
FBX2,422
FECH.6l13
FGF7,553
FGFR I, ~811
FCna, ~79. ~811
I'CFR3, 95. ~6~' ~80
FKHR, ~7~.~9~
FLU. ~9~
F\lR 1. 172.602
F\lS. ~9l1
FOS, ~911.553
FOXP2. 38~
FIUlXA, ~76fT
ITS, ~9~

.l!d.l~.268-9

GDt,·/, ~50
gCllc 11/ ,{fdJI, .\113. 151
gfp (grt'~n tluorl"Kl'11t protein). 595
GH/,95
G/-/R.%
GN,-1S, ~69, ~72. ~75
CrF21. 3~2

gl/sA,595
H 19. 30~
HB.~, ~65. ~66
HBA I. 356-358
HR~2. 356-358
HBB, 356. 358. ~65. ~66. 6112
HBD. 356. 358
/-II3U. 356. 358
HBF. 356. 358
H13GI,356-358
H BG2. 356-358
HB//·13. 30~
HB//·n6.3l1~
HB//--I38.-1. 3l1~
HI3//--I38B. 3l1~
1-1/3//-52,30~
HI3//-85. 30~
H BZ. 356, 358
HD. ~72. ~76. ~77. 5~0
HEX ....I/Hexll.6()5
HICI, ~96
HUl-.~, 262
HUI·I3.262
I-IUI·C. 262
HUl-E,262
HL~-F 262
HU·G.262
f-ltlxa/ I. gO
HtJ.w8.80
H(I.nl/I,80
HOXD 13. 8l1.96. ~78
I-IPIO; ~73
I-IR",S, ~9l1
HSD/7B3. 93. 96
HSPR\'J.371
IGF2. 3l1~
(~(lr,30~
IGI-/, 3l18-9, ~91
/GK, 3l18, ~91
IGL, 308, ~91
ILJR,-J,370
IL9R.371
ISK-I.-1, ,ce CDK,,'L~
ISS, ~51
).~C I, ~68. ~8I
JUS, ~911.553
KALI,381
KO; 95, ~91
KR,-JS, ~9!. 503
KI LQTI, 30~. 473
LJ(Z. I-W. 595. 5l)l)

L~,\I/IJ. 96
LEFTB,95
LG.\lD2A, ~66
L/-IX2, ~22
LlSI,~83
LlI02, 617.626

life (Iuciferasl·). 595
.\I.-1CEL2, 311~
.\lASH 1.92
.\lATH 1. 92
.\1 B. 356. 358
.I/BD-I. 3~6
:\lD!I12, ~9l1

function. SOO, 502
.\1/C2,37l1
.\1 //) I 1.\Iid I. 368
.\1/TF, ~ 18.~76
.\lLHI, ~95
funnion. SUO
,\lLH3, SOli
,\ILL, ~9~
'\/PG. 3~6
.\lRKS3. 3()~

.IISH2, ~95
Illllction.500

.\ISH3.500

.\ ISH6. function. 3(1()

,\lYC, ~9U

Myf-5.595
.\lYH. 3~6
.\1\'015.431
.\t)'(,D.393
SBS, 3~5. ~ 10

funerion.498
SD."2. 30~
1/('(1, 154. 57\). 3HH-\)(J
.'.'I'/. 257-8. 262. ~96
SF2, ~93,~95
SGB. 356. 35H
Y\I\'C, ~90

S/VlS, ~91
SSDI, ~92
STHLI. 3~6
ST.,', ~50
S'IRKI, ~9~
OGG/.3~6
OC-I/P.258
OTOF,~J2
I',-1BI'2, ~78
I',-1H.~17
parA,142
para, 142

Pox I. 6U6
1'4.\'3, ~31. ~6~. ~75. ~9~
1'4.\'5.302
P.1.\'6, 96, 29lJ. 427. 4H3
PBX!. ~9~
I'CDHXIPCD/-!\' ..'\68. 372
PDGI, ~90
Pdg!rv. 60S
PliG I III lEST. 30~
I'CPL370
PHC3.185
PHEX, ~27
PI, ~70. ~72
PIG3,500
I'KD 1.262-3
I'ML. ~9~
1'1\11'22,3~2, ~68. ~71. ~72. ~75. ~76
1>.\152. function. 300
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1'01.268-9
PP,-IRG, -i5J
PPP2RJB,370
Prrs('IIilill 1,450
P/"('smifill 2, 450
PRKX. PR[(L 369. 371-2
pRSe 475. 602
pRL368
P1'C, 493,495
pU.IIA,500
RAD3,345
RAR.~, 494
R.~SSF /,-1,496
RB I IRb / ,257.271. 492fT. 495. 604-5

fUllction. SOO, .502
R/J.IIX, R/J.IT\'. 342, 3(,8-9, 371-2
RE"I; 450, 474. 475
RHO. 431
l~pS-iX/Rsp-ix, RpS-iL 368-72
SC,-I I. 602. 604
SC.~8, 477
SC.\'4A, 472. 475
Scrcl/!,98
SCSI,544
SHH.95
SHOX. 191. 370. 381. 483. 605
SHOX2,191
515,490
SIX5,477
S.IIAD/PI.450
SIIAD-i,503
S.IICX. SIIc\'. 368-9. 371-2
S.II.\' 1.261
511.\'2. 261. 466
S.llliG 1,346
SXJ<PS.2;"7
S.\l'RF 257
S.\'l'RF-S.\RP.\'.303-304
SO.\: 10,418.450
SOX3. 369. 371
SOX9. 299. 427
SRI'ISr)'. 93,96.368-372.5%.
STSISI.<.368-70
Sl'!'-i.144
S\'{JLf
S)'rpl. 591
'/'13-/.\. TB-/I·. 368-9. 371-2
T/J.\: 1.342
TB.\:5.96
TCOFI.430
TDC.346
TCI,'/lla.503
T[(llk. 579. 590
TP5J, 495. 5113.604-5

fUllction. 50!). 50]
TP.1I3.494
1X-1.30H
"Jhllllp.370
TIW,311H
Tl~D. 311H
TRC.3118
TRPI.144
TRPS I, 46H. 483
-'5C'.4U

TSC2.413
1'SIXIT<iX. 252.306
TSPY.368
1'1'1'1,368
TTY2,368
T\R,47('
L'BA52, 257
['BA80.257
['BB. 353
L·Be. 353
( 'BE IX/Ubelx, U/J£ fie 369. 371-372
['BEJA, 304, 342, 472. 483
l:.\'G.346
L'R.~3. 144
['SH2.>1.96
('SP9Y. 342. 368
UTX, (FlY 36H-9. 372
I CY. 368
l'EGF,553
I '/-IL. 495
II',\'T-i.~. 93
II'R.\'. 96. 544
IVTI, 293-4. 304. 4H3. 4')4
X£7.370
XG.370
.\:ISTI.\i'l. 252. 306
.\:KR\·.36H
XPA.345
.\:PD.345
YII·H,-I13. 4H3
ZFXIZ(". ZFL 368-9. 371-2

Ct'ne los<;,during evolution. 362. 381
in globin l'volurioll. 359

Gt'llL' lllllllbt.'r. hUlllan polypcptidc-
L'lleoding genes. 255

human RNA gt.'lll'S. 247
in diffcn..'lH organisllI';. 376

Gellt' onrolob'Y (GO) consortium. 22-L 265.
540

GCIlt' pool. definition. 117
Gellt' replacement rhl..·f,lpy. 616
Gellt:' structure, e\"olution of. 352ff.
Genc SUpplclIll:nratioll. 616fT
Cl'llL' t3rgctillg in min.'. by hOJ1lologom

recoJ1lbination.SRRff.
hit and rUlI lllethod. 589-90
inscrtion vector". 5HX-l)()
illsertioJl:J1 il1:Jctiv.1tioll SY"tCl11S.5W)-<JI)
introducing "ubtle 1l1utatiom. ;)<)0
h:Jky IlllH.ttion. 6()2
rL'plan'lllcnt \"t:.'ctor\. 5H8-9( I
t:lg and exch.mgl.· llll.,thod. 589-90

Gl'llL' targt.,ting: in pig ..•, 589
CL'Ilt' targeting in "hCl'p. 589
Cl.'Ill.· therapy. 616fr

l.,tl1ics.617
"ide dTcct". () 17. 621
'>t.lti<;tic~.620
with adcno-.lssociatL'd \"inl"l's. 621
with adcllovinl<;l' ..•.620
with HSV, 622
with lenrivirme". 621
with Iipo<;oltlcs. 622ff. 626
with retro\·inlsl'~. 617.619,622

Gene tracking. 52\ ff
Cene transfer (ill animal<;). 576ff.

mcthod<; for culrurt.'d cells, 578
overview of technology, 576
transfer to germ line, 577

Gene tramfcr. modifying t'ndogenom gene<;.
586. 5881r.

GClle traps. Dn1s(lI'''ila. 598-9
mousc.598-9

Gene, chiJJlL'fic, ill cancer, -17-1.490, -It) 1 ,
4~4

modifit.'r. -175
Gene<; within gCIlt's. snoR A gcnt.'<;.251,
Gene<;. idcntif)'ing in cloned DNA. I 86ff.

in IltirochondftJI genomc. 2-J.2-3
owrbpping in llltDNA. 2-1-1

Genctholl.213
Gcnetic codc. degcncracy of. 25-26

L'Jrly c,;'\'olution. 352
exccptions to universality of. 26
Iluch.'ar \'s Illitochondrial. 25
tripk,t,2-J.

Cenetic distancc. definition. 398
Gl'nctit: drift, random. 319
Ct.'lll,tit: L'nhanCL'ltlL'IIL 225-6. 62()
GClletic manipulation. of Jnimals for drug

production. 613
CL'nl,tic redundancy. and gene rargL't1l1g.

.195-6
te'iting by knock-in 1l1L,thod. 5l)(l-8

GL'1l01lll.' cemers. 21 (}-ll
GenolllL' duplication. 363--1
Genolllc evolution. comriblHion by

replication <;Iippage, 329
GellOllle projecN. tor dise:l<;t.:-:wmci,Hed

prmi\ts. 229
for di"L"I~L'-CHl\illg prokaryotC'<;. 226.

221)
hugt" di\'er<;ity of prokaryori(' gt'nolll""

projt.·ct~,226
import,1I1ce of. lOX
li<;t of inlport:tm lIKt;}ZO.ln projects. 235

Genolll\.' <;c,;'qll\.~nce. :ml1otation. -120
cht'cking .I~sclttbly. 421)

Genome 'lizt'. d,lt,lb.I"L' lur. 6-J.
lor dilTnt.'nr org.mi<;lll'l . .176
smalk'<t cdlul.lr (.\f.~~(,/lirdlilllll). 226
widt' vari.lrion in uniccllul.lr or~:tllisll1S.

65
Gl·1l011lc.:·~. zygotit· n.'r<;lI<;lllatL·rll,l!. X7

circul.tr Jlld lilll:,lr. 16
different c1,lS~L'\ of. 16
DNA .1Ild R A.16

single :Jnd doublc-stranded. 1-1
Gl'1l0lllt'-widc p \'alllt.'. 5('(' SignificallL'l.'.

gellolllc-wick
GL'llOlllic il1lpriming. 303tT. 469. -172

ditl~rl.·lltial imprinring in difft.'rl·1l( ti'>"lIt.'~.
.l()4

imprint cOlltrol L'k111l'llh. 31)3
impriming CL'lllcr,>.}03
nor 1II1in:T'\al ill IllCt;}ZO,III"'. 37g
pedigrt.'t.' p.lut.'m. lOX. 109
PWS/ AS imprilltt.·d gt'lle c1u<;ter.3{)~



Genolllics. glossary of terllls. 209
j{'t' Comparative;' gt'nolllics. Expression

gcnomics. FUllctional genomics
Genoscopt'.234--5
Genotyping. of restriction site

polymorph isms, 185,187
of VNTlt polymorph isms, 186-8

Germ cells, distinction from somatic cells.
6\

sex difference in cl..·1Idivisions. 327
German Gene Trap Comortium. 598
Germ-line cells. gene transfer into. 577
Germ-line. development of the, 43
GF1~ see Green f1uorl..'sn·nt protl..'in
Ciardia, 362-3

and disease. 22R
position in cukaryotic phylogeny. 380

Giemsa. use in chromosome banding, 46.-tR
Gleevec. inhibitor of DCR-ABL kinase. 5lJ4
Globin genes, classes of. 356

conservation of intron position, 352. 354
divergence in expression, 359-360
organization and evolution, 2oll, 357fT
n:gulation of expre<;sion, 2<J<Jfr

Globin <;uperfamily, 258
evolution. 354, 356-360
expression divergence. 360

Globins. c1a<;sesof. 356
pairwi<;e <;equence divergence. 358

Glomus rumors, 302
Gluathione peroxidase. 250
Glucocorticoid receptor. regulation by, 288

respome dement. 2~7
'itructure of, 287

Glucocorticoid. regulating transcription. 288
Glucokin3<;e. functional cla<;'iification. 541
Glutamate (= Glutamic acid). contribution

to protein structure. 564
structure of. 7

GluranlJte n:n:pror. 2t)-I
Glutamine. <;tructure of. 7
Glycine. contribution to protl..·in <;fTucture.

564
'itructure of. 7

Glycoproteim.26-27
Clycosalllinoglycans.7()
GlycosylphO'iphatidy! illmitol (Gill) groups.

27
GlycQ<;yltr:1Il"t"t.·ra"e.71
GnJthQ<;t01l1e. definition. 3lB
GO comorrilllll. sa Gene OlHolo~y
Goat. ~-globin gent' dustl..·r, 358-9
C;olgi app:1r:1tlls. org:111izatioll and function.

63
G-protcin coupled rcceptor "upcrfamily. 25<J
G-protl'in couplt.'d rec\'prors. 67-H.1H8. 379
G-protcim. -170
Grafting experimC'nts. chick. 85

.\C/lo/,/I.'. 76
Gralllliocytt'. origin of. 78
CreecC'. th.dasselllia llllHatiolls ill, 516
Crt'cll fluorl..·scl..·ll[protcin (GFP). 201-2.

395
GFP-t,l~ged protein". 2(1l-2

variant<; of, 595
Green tluore'icent protein. use in C. elesallS.

231)
Growth factor signaling pathway.

evolutionary conservation, 97
Growth hormone gene cluster, 260-1
Growth horlllonc n.:ceptor, alccrnative

5'UTR.s, 293
Growth, during development. 72
GST (glutathionl..' S-transfer:l'ie), 1-19
GST fusion protein. 201
GT(U)-AG introm, 21f-21
GT-AG rule. in RNA splicing, 19
Guanine. structure of,S
Guanylate cyclasl.:, 2RH
Guthrie c:1rd'i. 511
Gynogenott' (= parthenogenore). origin of,

31)2

H-2 (mouse major histocompatibility
complex), 381

Haelllt1phillls il!/ll1clJ::o{', gl..·nOllU':projcct. 226
Hagfishes, position in met:1Zoan phylogeny.

381
Hairpin <;tructures. ill nucleic acids, t).II.

251-2
Hald:lnl..·'::,mapping function. 3lJ9
Halllster cells. in making som:ltic cdl

hybrids, 215
Haploid. definition, 3-1
Haploinsufficiency, -125, 463. -I67ff, -175, -IH3
Haplot)'p\' block'i. aurmonul. 389
Haplotype'\, definition, 3<J8

inferred, -1-16-7
population structure of, ..•.-I-Itr
scgn.:g:ltion in pedigree. -119, ..120

Hardy-Weinberg di"tributioll. 117f1~617
HAT (hypoxanthinl..'-alllinoprl.:rin-

thYlllidint.:) llll·diul11. 15-1.579
Heat "hock protein 90 (Hsp90). 5R6-7
Heat <;hock. respome e1elllent. 287
Heavy IIlI..·tJls.respome clellll·nt. 287
Ht'dgehog receptor. flH
HEK293 cl·lIline. 577
Hdica"I..·'i. in DNA replicatioll, 12
l-lc/iwh(/{fcr pylori, 229
Helix-loop-helix lIlotif. 2R3. 2H5-6
Helix-tum-hdix motif, 285-6
Hematopoietic "telll cells. 7-1. 77-9

tral1"ditTerelltiatioll.79
HI..'midl..'"mO'iome". characteristin. 69
Hemizygo"ity. function,11. 301
Hemizygous. ddinitioll. 102
Helllocyanin, kt'yhok limpl't, 2()()
Hl'llloglobin HbA.356

Porrl.md.356
Hl..'llloglobin HhA2.356
Hemoglobin HbF. 356
Hemoglobin switching, 2<J<J-300
Hemoglobin. 299-300. 35-1. 356

GO\wr 1. 356
GO\\ll..'r2.356
lllokTllLlr patholob'Y. -H15.·n.1

Hep,lr;lll ~lllf:lte. 71

Hepatitis Vinl'ie". class of gt·nollle. 14
Hepatocyte. characteristics of, 76
Herce-ptin. gt'notype-specific treannelH for

breast GIIlCCr,504
Heritability. definition. 113fT
Herpes simplt·x virus, and gene tr:1mfer, 378

as IIlJllllllali:H1 expression vector. 153
H crpes virm, class of genome, 14

for gene therapy, 622
HERV-K (,mill', 268
Heterochromatin. and G bands, 40

cOll'itiwtivc and facultative. 39
difference froll1 euchromatin. 39
distribution 011 human chromosomes.

244-5
perict.:ntromcric and satellite DNA, 265

Hcterodimer'\. regulatory (ht'lix~loop-hclix),
286

rl..'glliatory (lccuine zipper). 286
Heteroduplex. definition of. 166

mi<;111Jtchrepair of, 333
Heterodllplext;'s in DNA testing, 511ff, 515

alldic, 166
ilHcr"pecific, 16fl
probe-targt't. 167

Hcteroplasmy.333
for mitochondrial mutations. 105. 47S

Heterotaxis. 82
Heterotroph, 361
Heterozygosity. lllt.:an, 316
HetlTozygote advantage, 319. -1-6-1
Heterozygote. compound. -172. 511

manifesting. 10-1
High-throughput genotyping. 518ff
Hindbrain. and pO'iitional identity of cells.

94
Histidine. :1ffinity for nich'l ions. 150

in C2H2 zinc fingt.:rs, 2R5-6
structurt.: of. 7

H i"tonc acetylation. 278-9
Hi'itone acetyltransferast's. 278
Histone codl..·.278
Hisronl..' dl..·acl..·tyLt'i1..'(HDAC). 278-9. 298-9
HistOnl..' gcne f.1I11ily.25<J. 261
Hi"tone H3. N-terlllinall11odification

pattern.27t)
Histone H-I. N-tt.:rlllinallllodific:1tion

p.Htcrn.279
Hi'irone Illcthylation. 278
Ili"tone modific:1tion. ,llld gene rq~ul.1tion.

278-9
epigenetic mechanism. 196

Histone mItNA. llllPolya(knylatcd. 23
I-Iistonl' phosphorylation, 278-9
Hitchhiking. of 1l1ll(ant allelc". 371
HIV. gcnolllc and life cycll..·.628-9
H LA (human major histocompatibility

cOlllp!t'x),381
a" gcnetic llurker. -103
a""ociatiom in di,lbl..'tl'~.-13\
d,I"S I amigl·ll. structun.'. 1(10
class I gC!ll' falllily. 261-2
class II antigcll. ~tructun:.'. 260
highly diwrg:ent :111c1c<;.3H-I, 388
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HLA gene region. high gt'!1e dell'\iry. 257.
258

overlapping gL'ne~.257. 258
HMG box. 259
HNF-l rranscriprion r.lctor.28-l
HNF- t. binding sequt'llL"l' for. 2H-t
HNF-5, binding seqUL'IlCI..' for, 28-1

liwr-specific rr:lIlscriprion factor. 284
HOt-chsr 33258. use in chromosolllL' Q-

banding. 48
Holoprosencephaly.95
Homeobox gene f..lll1ily.259
HOlllt'obox. comparative "pl'Cic'\

frequcnciC,;'s.379
1-lomcodomain.259
HOllleoric genes. 80
HOI11t'oric lllutations. and pmirional idt'ntity.

80
Homcotic rr:msformJrion. 80
Hominid. 3tH. 385
Hominoid. definition. 383
Homlogolls recolllbinatioli. frequency. SS8
I-fill III) f'rf(T/IS. 385~7
HOlllo fl(';d('If)('~f!(,lIsis. 385
Hal/Ill IIc(/lId('rtllt1l(,IISi.~. 3HS
Homo sapiflls sIlph'IIS. 385
Ilm"t) sapil'lls. 385
I-lollloduplcxe'i. definition of. 166

probe-probe, 167
target-target, 167

Homogencollsly stailling region (of
chrolllo'iomc),490

HOlllologolls recolllbin:Hion, enhanCl:d ill
the OT 40 cdllille. 232

in ES cdl'i, 589
ill gene targeting. 5RR-9
in sOIll;ttic cdls, 5~<)

!-!olllo]ogs (hOlllOlogOllS chromosomes).
43-5

HOlllolo~ (homologous gelll..'s). 357
HOlllology modeling, tar soking prorl.'ill

structure. 563
Homology se3rching, 541-3

pitf;tlJs in, 542
unrew;trding, 545

HOIllOpbsIllY, 333
for mitochondrial 1I1l1f:ltions, 10S

Horizontal gene tran<>fer,357. 361-2
in chloropbst cvolution, 362
in mitochondria e\'olution, 362

Hormonal signaling, cAM P pathway. 288-')
Hormone nuclear n:cepror", 285-8
Host defense. rapidly t'voking

gent's/proteins,31:HI-1
Hot-st3rt PCR, 124
Homekeeping gent's. 19
Hox genes. comroling po:::.itional idcmity 1I1

hindbr,lin,94
ectopic expn:'i<;iol1. 596
t'volmion, 363-1-
\:'xpressioll in Dro:.:ophifa, 84
hUIlIar1 gCllt'S rescuing 1llmam DI'tINphi/a

pht'llotypes, 9tl
in limb devdopment. 81,85

organiz:aion in Dro,\('phila,84
organization in mouse, 84
spl.·cifying alltt'rior-posterior axi", X4

Hox gelll.'s/gcne clustl.'Ts. 80. 84, 363-1-
HPI, het\:.'TOchromatinizing protl.·in, 298-')
HS-40, a-globin regulatory site, 285
Hsp90, inhibits glucocorticoid rt·cepror. 2RR
HUllnn <:hromosollll.'s. 550-850 banding

pattern, 47
acrocemric 50
a'-t'rage ~izl:.',244
diRe-rent banding rl.'~ollltions, 47
differential base composition, 244
di£l"t.'rl.'lltialgene density. 221
distribution of heterochrolll:ltin, 24+-5
genc di<;tributioll across, 221
gene distribution, 245, 247
groups of. 48
how thc)' art' studied. 4-+-51
idealizt'd banding p;tttt'rIl. 50
location of heterochrol11~ltin, 50
Illt'thods for banding, 48
llOnll..'n<.:Iaturefor abnorlnalitlcs, 53
obtaining and prep<lring cclls for

'itudying. 44-49
size and structure. 244-5
'itand.lrd 1I0ml.'llClature, 49

HUlllan gl'lll''', bidirl.'(;[ional org,lIlization.
256

diversity in exon-inrron ofgalliz~ltion.
253-4.256

di\'l'Tsity in rl'pctitivc DNA content. 254,
256

gt'neral statistic'i, 255
gt'nl"-\\'ithin-gent's organization, 257-8,

271
lacking illtrom. 254
organiz,nioll of functionally identical

gl.'IlI.'''.254, 257
organization of fUIH:tiona]Jy rclated.

254-5.257
organizatioll of fUllctionally silllilar. 254,

257
p.lrti,dly owrlappillg organization. 256-H
polyci'itronic tramniption units, 257
polypl.'ptide-encoding genes. 253fT.
proportion Kcollmcd by exom. 253.255
range in t'xon number. 255
size diwrsity, 253.

Human gcnetic Illaps, R.FLP map'i. 212
Illicros,ndlitc maps, 212-)
S 1-'map", 215

HUlllan GcnoJ11t' Diversity Projcct. 225
HUilian C;t'nome Organization (HUGO),

210.213
Hlllll,ln GI.'1l0llle Project. 20HfT.

and gl.'nl.' patenting. 220
background to. 21 ()
COlllPl.,tition wrsus co-oper,ltion, 220
datt's of 1l1.ljor achievt'lIlt'nts ill. 211
diflerl'nt "cqucncillg strategic:::.,

217.219-20
ELSI rt'''t'arch projl.'cts, 226
ethicil and SOCiCl,11issues. 225-6.

gl.'nl..',1llIlOt.ltion, 224
gene maps. 221
gene ontolob~', 224
gl.'1l01llCbrowsers. 223-4
go.ll ••of 208
major 'icienritic stratt'gil..'s, 211
Illl.·dical and sciemitlc benefits, 208, 210
organization of. 210
[t'mlon bl.,t\VI.'I.'1lprivate and public

secrol''i, 220
HUlIlan genome sequencing, problem with

rcpetiti\'t~ DNA. 219-2U
Hum;tn gcnome, % gl.'lles with duplicated

t'xons, 353
ditlt.'rem physic:..1 maps of, 213
gl.'lll'ral organiz,ltioll. 24UtT.
gt.·nl..·r:llstati'itics, 255
lack of epG dinucleotidl..', 244
mapping and sequencing of, 212ff.
mitochondrial gt.'lIome, 241-4
nuclear genome. 244tl~
Iluclcar versm Illirochondri.d, 240
Illll1lbI.'Tof gelll.'S, 245fT.
sl..'qlll.'ncl.'variation, import:l1lce. 225
siu of euchromatic portioll, 244
siz~ of hetrochromatic portion, 2-+4-5
ullcl.'Ttaimy in ge-Ile number, 221-2
YAC map of, 21(,-7

HUilian popu1atiOII~, gl..'llt'til.·diwrgence.
3H7.3H9-91

gelletics-geogr:Jphy corrl.'la[ion, 3R9. 391
Hunl.lJ1 prott'OIIII.'. classification. 265--6

preliminary functional c1a'i~ific3tion. 377
HlIlllan-:Jpe dint-fences, JR 1-2,38-+-5
HUI11,1I1-chiIllpanz~e ditTercllct''i,

chroillmollll.'~. 382. 386
di\'t'l'gl.'llce frolll COllllllon .1IKI.'stor,382
gCllollle sequencc Jlignl11L:llt. 384

HUIII:IIl-goril!:i diflerences, chr0111O<;0I1IL'''.
3R2.3H6

diwrgcncl:.' frolll COllllllon .1Ilcestor. 382
HUIll.1Il-1ll0U'iC con"I.'T\·J.tiOll of syntl.'ny.

365
HlIIlI,1I1-11l0USt.'dit1~'n:llces, J7X, .1HO-1

epG i"l.H1d lllllllbcr. 37H
diwrgence in gl.'nl.' nUlllbl.'T,380--1
ga\rrulatiol1. ')(l
gelll.' sequencc di\'l.'rgcncc. 380
globin gene". 35R-9
in prev.llellce of "ome prorl.'in falllilie:::.

,1Ild dOlllaim. 376-7
MHC, 3RO-1
olf:lctory receptor sllperf.lllli1y, 381
orthologolls gl..'llCexprl..'~\ioll. 381
pht'llotype, 605
protcill sequence di\-ergence. 380. 3H5
pSI.'lll..lo.lutOSOlll.llregion, 368, 370
rl.'pl..,titiw l) A frequency, 378
:::.ub':ltitutioll ralt'S. 324-5, .128
X-chrolllo\onll.' gt'ne ordl.'T, 366

l-Iulllan-prilll.ltc dilTcreIKI.'~,3HI fT
global rnicmarray scrl.'I.'m, 385
glob.tl protein 'iCrl'l'm, 385
itkmif)'ing key gt'nt's, 3X5



HUlll,\l1-rodl..·ll[ COlllp.lri"om. {Q dl..,termine
<;Ub,mlUlOn r:Hl..·<;.322

I tUlllans. on gill of modern. J85-390
HUlll.lll-<;peCltic gelll'<;. 3X4
Huntlllgtlll.540
Iluntin~toll di\l...•l\l' ~1'11c:,comt'rv:lf1on of

imroll pmition. 3.12
Huxley. Tholll.l". 3H I
Hybridiz:H1oll (nucleic 3cid). dl..·fll1ition, 16

gl..'notypill~ by. IRH
glo<;s.1TYof ml..·thoek 16Y
glm".lry oftenm. 166
prinClpk'<; of. 161. 163
,eqlll'ncing by. 1R3. IH6
,t.lIld.lrd ;lI1d rl..·ver<;l..'3"S3)'S.I()~-9

Hybridiz;1tioll "trillgl..·llq'. 164.168
Hybridolll.l'\.613

ddinUlon.200
Hyd.nithforlll llIok'<;. J112.

dul..' (Q p,ltnnal diplOIdy. 57
Ilydrogcll bOlld. 6. R-l1. 30
Hydrogen hypmhe'\i<; . .161
Hydrogell pnoxide. gt'ncratt'd in

Pl..·roxl"omes. 63
l-IydrogcnoSOnlL''\. J63
Hydroxyl group. 6
HypercholL'<;tL'rolellllJ.602

t:llllliial. 601
Hyperchromic dTl..·ct, 164.167
HypcTlllorphic allcle. -463
Hyperlllllrarioll. and l..·rror-pronl..·

polYlller:l"es. 13
Ilyperst"l15irivity to I) A-danl.lging agents.

347
Hypen·ari..lblc mllli'iatdiite D A. high

mutation rates. 331
Hypobla'\t. origin of. 88

ri<;sut'sderived from. 88
Hypomorphic allde. 5l'(' Mut:ltion.loss of

function

II) repl·,Jt (mOUSt·).37H
Idclllic.tl by d«cem (IUD). 441
Idelltlcal by ""Ie (IUS). 441
Ig-CAM<;. ch.lr.lCtni ••tic" of, 70
Imlllune rl..·"pomc. pTlm:l.ry. 310

~l'colldary. J I()
II1lIllUlll' <;y••telll. rapidly evolving

gene'i/proteins.380-1
Illlillunobiotting (We<;rern blomng).

lYH.201-2
Imlllllnorywl..·hemi,try (=

illlnlul1ohi~ro("hellli,[ry). 19X.20]-2
Ill11llLlI1Ugen~,fmion proteins :IS,20{)

"ynthetic pl..·ptide'i a••.2UO
Illllllunoglobulill gt'llt' rl..·Jrrallgclllcnt. 491
Illllllunoglobulin gl..·nl..·'.organization and

exprl..·S'>IOIlof. 306fT.
org,llllz.Hioll of till..' thrn' hUllun Ig loci.

30R-')
IIlllllulloglobulin IgA. bound by ~t·nl..·tory

epltheliJI cell~. 31 I)
••ynthl"<;i<;III maturt' 13cells. 31 (I

IllIlllunoglobulin Igl). synthesis in luiw U
cell<;.309

Illllllunoglobulin (~E. bound by mast cdls.
b.l"0phll'\ and t'o'lIlophik 3111

symhl..·<;I<;ill IIl,Hurc B celk 31 (I
Imlllunogiobulin IgG. bound by

111.KTOphagesand neutrophil". 310
syntht· ••i'i illlll.lturl..· 13ccll ••.311)

Illlmullogiobulin IgM. \yntlll..'••i••ill naive 13
("cll••.309

Immulloglobulin ••upcrl:1111ily.25R. 26()
tr.lmloci. 5~~

Imlllulloglobulin. Fe portion. bound by
protein A. 19X

Fc rl'ccpror. 31 (I
structure 260

IllllllUlloglobulin/MHC <;upert:ullily.
<..-olllparatiw "pl.'cie" frt·qul·llCil..·s.379

Inllllllnoglobuhm. d:m s\\"itdl (= isotypl.'
''''!lch). 309-.J II

llleillbralll..·-bollnd wr"u" "ecrt·ted. 31 (I
nUl11hl.'Tof difliTt'm made.' by Olle pl.TSon.

.JO(,
Immullohistochl..·1l1i~try. see

111l111Unocytodll..'llli'itry
Implantation. XX
Impnllting. S('C Gl.·noillic illlpnnting
III silll hybridization. ddinition of. 166

principles of. 172--4
whole moum lllethod, 196. 19B

III lJitfl) ft'rriliz;1[ioll (IVF). 79
In IJ;trtl packaging. ming bacteroph;1ge T-4.

143
using bactcrophagc A. 1-41-2

Inborn error'i Ofllll.:·tabolislll. 61(1
Inbreedlllg. 112. 117. -446
INCENP proreim. JR
Inclusion bodie<;. 1-4H
Indian hl.·dgehog. 6H
Induciblt· gt'nt' l..·xpn.·<;<;iol1"y••tCI1\••.58-4.

5R6-7
Induction. ddinltlon. 7-4

of ecroderm by underlying llIesoderm. 9-4
Inferrihty. due to Y-chrolllosol1\l..· ddetions.

104
InflucnzJ virm a":J ••eglllented virus. 1-4
Ingre<;<;ion.due to :lltt'red cell :Jdhe<;ion. 85
Initiation (AUG) codon. 24-2.1

ahernariw to AUG. 2RH. 29-4
Inner cdlmJss ((CM). H3. H7-HX, 582

tissues ekri"Tu from. RH
Inosine.:l<i a componc:nt oftRNA. 250

basl..·p.liring with A.C or U. 2(1. 250
from I'tNA c:ditillg. 294
synthc<;ized frOlIl .Idcninc. 25U

Ino<;itol IA.5-triphO'iphatc (11'3). 2HX
1m (initiJtor) '\l.·qUCllCl'.promoter delllt"nt'i.

~R.J
In<;eniOll.lllnacri\·.H1on. (1)2

in rccombinant ••cret"mll~. 136
Imenional llllHagene<;i". aniv,mol1 t.lb"'. 599

iml..·rtlon \Tetor. 59lJ
plasmid rl.·SClie.599

Inserriom. L1U<;l·dby lIllt.:qu,ll no<;so\'er. 331

III ~

caused by lll1l..·qual"i"ll..'rchromatid
exchan~e. 331

IIlStJbiliry. chroll1O'ioll1JI. ill c.lIlCCr.496fT
microsarellitt:. Sl'f Micro<;arelhrC' Illsrabllity

Insulator. dcfinition. 283
Insulin gene promoter. difTcrc.:ntdcmcnt ••

of. 2B4
expression of.2H

Insulin ••igTlJlling. evolutionary eomervJtion,
544

Insulin. and biciqrollic tramcriptioll unit.
257

disulfide bonding. 31
Imuranct" and gt'netic tl..·sting. 452
IntcgrJst',261)
hnegrins. c1lJracrl'rIQic<;. 70

Iinkl..'d to actin tila11lt'1lt'i.69
linke:.-dto imt'r111edi,Ht· filalllt·ms. 69

Intensifying scrCt·ns. III JutOrJ.diography. 159
Interaction map". for functlon:ll groups.

571-~
for preteim. 570

Interaction protl·omic<;. 571-2
Interaction trap sy<;tl'lll. sec Yt'Jst two hybrid

system
Interference (betwcen cro<;<;owr••). 399
Imerfe-ron response. ma"klllg It A

interference. 593
Interferon 13. re<;pomt" demellt. 287

recombinant. (J 15
Interleukins 2 and 4, Illonoallclic

t·xprcssion.302
Intermediate filaments. cytoskeleton. 6-4

linked to cadherins. 69
linked to intC'grins. 69

Intermediate lllesoderm. derivatives of. 75
origin and f:ltc of. 91 .93

Imerpl1J<;e chromosomes. 34-35
definition. 3-4

Intestinal epithelium stem cell'i. 78
Imrabodies.614
Intracytoplasmic "perm illJt'cnon (ICSI),

577. 579-RIJ
hurons. absence III human mtDNA. 2-43

classcs (group<;) of. 353
conservation of position ill HD gene. 352
evolutionary function. 352
group I. 353
group II Vt.'T"U<;<;pliceO'iomal. 352-3
huge sizt" \"JTlatlon. 253--4. 256
human-mou<;e diflerence<;. 378. 380
length of and gen(' l.·xprl..·<;,\ioll.352
nO[ found in <;0111ecoeling sequcnce<;.

254
origin of SpiCl..·osolllal inrrom.352
phast's of. 2-4. 28. 355
positions poorly COJlSl'Twd III some

gene;;. 352
retL'nrion. dUTlng SphClllg. 33-4-5
"elf-<;pIicing n. llo11-autollolllOU'ily

<;plict"d.352-3
Inverse peR. 124-5
hwt'rsion. par.lCt.'lltric. 55.57

pcricenrric. 55.57
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In\'ersions. and Tl·combill.ltioll suppression.
370-1

dri\"ing speciation, 382
due co inrrachromatid n..'colllbillJtion.

342.34';
during sex chromo,>ome tTolourion,

370-2
(requem during ('\"OllUioll. 36-1. 366
largl' scale polymorplll'.m'i. 342

Invertl'brates. gt'nt" nUlllber .1nd dCIl'iiry. 376
model" of de\'elopment. 7.3
mosaic DNA methyl.aioll ill. 246

Inn~'Ttl.•d repe,m. tJ.l1
in DNA rTJllspo<;on<;. 26X-l)
in miR A.251-2

Im'olution. due to 3.]ccrL'd cell adht.''iion. X~
Iodilll.'-123. ]:02
1011 channds. ;l1ld RNA editing. 21)4

10nizII1g radiation. a~ a Ill111Jgen. 34.3
IQ. 102. 112
Iron n:sponse l'll'J11L'llt (IRE). 290

dCIlH:nt-binding prOtelll. 2lJlJ

ISeN. Imefl1.lrioll,ll SY"(I,:Jllfor HUIl131l
Cytogelll't1c NOIlll'ncl.Hun:.-IlJ

Island-rescue PCR. 124
Islet-I. 111 neurogent"sis. lJ2. LJS.97
Islet-2. 111Ileurogellesis. 92. 95. 97
Isochon:s. bck of e\·ickncl..' for in IHunan

gl..'nollle, 2~4
Isochrolllosolllt".55
Isoforl11'\. ± KTS form, of\VT I protl-in.

293--4
differeJl( intracdlul.1r locatioll~. 293
IIlI..·IlIbrJIlt'-bound n. 'lolubk. 293
ti,,,ue-spl,;"ciflc 291, 2lJ3. 29::>

Isolectric focu,ing. 198.555-6
zoom gel,. 556

Isok·ucint:. structure of. 7
Isomerism, 82
IKll1l1hibitor of F-K13,288-9

J (joining region) gent" 'l·~menb. in Ig Jnd
Tell.. gl'nl·~. 30H-1)

JAK-STAT p"h"'.lY. 67-68
Janus kinast's UAKS). 6B
Jdlyfish.5lJ5
Juxlacrille sign.lling. 67

Karyogram. -12.-17
Karyotypl..·. -12
Karymyping. by chromosome b.1I1dmg.

46--48
Molt'cular.-I9
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Kine,im.6-J.
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Knock-do\\'ll, .if!' Gt'Ilt' knock-down
Knock-in .. 'ft' Gent' knock-in
Knockout. srr Gene knockout
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Konk "'l'qUl·IlCl·.-421
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Labdhng of nucleic ,Kids. 1571r
DNA bbdlllg. I ';7-(, I
cnd-bbding. 157.160
non-I\()copic. 161-5
RNA l.1h,·ling. 1(>1
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Major histocoillpatibiliry complex (MHC).
human, :iC(' IIl/dcr HLA
human-lllou<;e dilTen:nces, 380-1
rapidly evolving protcins. 3RO-l

Malaria, 229
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, 524
MaLR family of LTR transposons. 268-9
Mammals, adaptations. 378

curherian.382
fundamental subclasscs of. 370, 382

Mammary tumor virm LTR promoter. 584
Manifc<;ting heterozygote, 104
MAP kinase pathway. 67, 69
MAP kinase, 98
Map ICIlf,Tth,estimates of human, 400
M,p, CHLC, 40H

marker framework, 407
transcript. 420, 421

MAPH (Multiplex 'mplifi,ble probe
hybridization), 514. 518

Mapping function, 399. 408
radiation hybrids, 215

Mapping, autozygosity, 408fT
exclusion. 406
in mice, 423
multipoint, 407fT
principle of two-point. 40 ..Hf
rc<;ollltion of. 408, 413, 419
sources of error, 411 fT
using sperm, 413

Marker chromosome. 53
Marker genes, in recombinant DNA

screening, 135-6
Marker molt'cule, in nonisotopic bbeling,

161,163
Markcr<;. heterozygosity, 402

polymorphism information content. 402
for gene tracking, 523ff
gcnctic, definition. 402
genetic, li<;tof types, 403

M3rsupials (nlt:tatherian IllJmmals), 370, 372
M3SS spectrolllctry, ba<;i<;of, 556-7

collision cdl. 557
for genoryping . .520, 524
for identifying proteins, 416
for protein separation, 556-8
Fourier transform ion cyclotron. 557
frJgment ion searching. 556-7, 559
ion trap analyzer, 557
MALDI- TOF, 557-9
mass analyzcrs, 557
peptide laddt'r sequencing, 557
peptide lllas~ fingerprinting 556. 559
quadropok anJlyzers. 557
SNI' typing by, 524
<;oft ionization methods. 556
tandem mass spectrometry, 557
time of flight (TOF) analyzers, 557

Ma~sively parallel signature sequcncing, 547
Mast cells, binding of IgE by, 3111
Matl'fnal dl..·termin:mt~. HO. 87
Mall..'rnal gcnomc. 87

not cquivalent to paternal genome. 302
Maternal inheritance. of mtDNA. 2-t1

Matrilineal inheritance, of mitochondrial
mutations. 105

M:l.trix atrachmcnt region. 62
Matrix-assisted lascr desorptiOll/ionization

(MAWI).556-8
Maximulll likelihood (eyolutionary trees),

373
Maximul1l parsimony (evolutionary trees),

373
M13F~ I, binding sequence for, 284

myocyte-specific transcription factor, 284
mdx moust', muscular dy~trophy model.

601
MeCp I protein, epG-binding, 298

CpG-binding,2YH-Y
Medaka, as a modI..'! organism, 232
MEF-2. binding "equence for. 284

myoc)'tc-<;pecific transcription factor, 284
Megakaryocytes. characteristic~. 76

polyploid due to endomito'li<;, 78
precursor of platclct<;, 64-65

Meiosis II, similarity to Mitosis, 42
Meioses. informative and uninformative for

Iinbge.398. 402, 404
differences compared to mitosis. 41-1-2
distribution of chiasmata. 400. 401
formation of XV body in males,-tO
independent assortment of homologs,

43-44
MEK, in MAP kinase pathway, 69
Melanocyte. characteristics of. 76
Melanoma. c1ssifying by microarray, 553
Melting tClllperarure of nucleic acids (Till)'

163-7
cquJtions for calculating, 165
fJctors affecting, 164

Melting 11..'lllperarure. definition of, 166
Mep-I,287
Mc<;enchymal stem cells, 78
Mesoderm. derivatives of, 75

origin of, 89-90
Messenger RNA. see mRNA
Metallothionein promott'r. 584
Met,-PCR. 511, 514
Mc.:taphase chromosome, structure of. 36
Meroph"c pbte, 37. 40-41. 46
MetJst3sis of rumors, 504
Meratherian mammals, :ice Marsupi3ls
Metazoans, list of important genome

projects. 235
phylogcny, 381

.\!c,/'aIlOlO((l/S jam/ascll,.i. genome projl..'ct, 226
Methanogens, 363
Methionine, structurt' of, 7
Methyl CpG biding dOIllJin protein 4,346
Methylation. at 2'-O-ribo<;c in rRNA. 25t
see CpG mcthylation. DNA methlyation,

Histollc methylJtion. Protein
methylation

MHC, see Major hi~tocol11pJtibitity complex
Microarrays. 176-8. 548ff

cluster analysis methods, 550, 552
for classifying tumors. 553
for J) A scqlll..'llcing, 183

Dr I~

for expression profiling, .504. 505
for gcne expressioll analyses, 177-8, 548ff
for identifYing disease markers. 552-3
for Illutation detection, 512, 517.522
for screening DNA variation, 178
human-primate expression differences.

385
of cdllinee; under diflert"J1( conditions,

553
of oligonucleotides synthesized ill lJirro.

176-7
of pre-synthcsized D A. 176-8
oligonucleotide chips. 548

Microcell fusion. 215
Microcdls, 21.5
Microddetions. 427, 48UfT
Microinjection, for DNA transfl..'r. 578

into amphibian eggs. 581
into fish eggs, 581
into i<;o!ated oocytes, 582
of DNA into fertilized eggs, 579-80

Micronuclei. f0fl11Jtion of,215
MicroRNA. Set' I'niRNA
Micrmatellite DNA. 268

"V TR.IH7
as genetic markers, 403
instability. 496, 499fT
polymorphisms, typing by PCR, 190-1
problem of stutter bands, 404

Microscopy. bright- ,nd cbrk-field, 173-4
fluorescence, 162.202
imll1unofluore~cence, 198,202
lascr capture microdissection, 191

Microsequencing of proteins, 416
Microsprodians, gene number and density,

376
Microtubules, 37,63,64

(-) end, definition, 37
(+) end. definition, 37
astral, 37
component of cytoskeleton, 64
components of cilia and flagella. 63
of kinetochore, 37
organizing center. 37.64
pobr.37

Microvilli. 64
J\1ill (1IIldrlpie Illresrilla/lleoplasia) mouse. 605
,\lillibraill gene, 604
Minie;atellitc DNA, gt'noryping

polymorphislll. 187-8
as genetic markers, 403
hypervariable.267
MS32 loclls. 317
telomeric. 267

Minisequellcing, 518, 520, 522
mill. A (microR A). 251-2. 5Y3-4

inverted repea[e; and hairpins. 251-2
Mismatch repair, of a heteroduplex, 330,

333
Mitochodrial DNA, for tracing

relationships, 532fT
MiwchondriJ.. absent in some eukaryotic

cells. 361-3
inner Illirochondrialll mel1lbane. 62
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llliwchondn.lIIllJrrix.62

org.miz,lrion .lIld function. 62
onglll of -'61-3

lVIiw(holldriallJNA (111[f)NA), 241-4
.1Ild hU1lI,1l1 phylogenie<;, 387. 3R9-90
bottll..'IH:ck.334
for (ollowlllg hUlllan linc:agcs. 3l:E;
1l1Jtl..'rIlJI illhl..TUJllce. 241
lllllltigc..'nic tr,lll.;;nipCloll, 241

1ll11{:lhk, Ins
Ne,lIlckrrhal "l'lJlll'IlCl', 3H5
origins of replic:1tioll. 241

p:uhogcnic deletions duL' to <;horr dirL'ct
fepc.lb.3-13

rc<;cqul'llcing of. 1H3. I H6
Mitochondri:ll Eve. JX6
Mitocholldri,ll gt'l1l'tic COdl'. 2.1. 242
Mirochondri.ll !-!1'1l01llt".l'\·olutiol1 of. 361-3

gl..'IH.' IHII1lhl'f. 2"2-3
1H.'.lvy .1Ild hght <;rr,lIld ••.2.• 1. 2-D
limitl'J .1lHOllOIllY of. 2-t)
Mirolll.lp d,lt.lb.I••I..·. 2 .• 1
1ll11l:ltion hot<;pot. 3.:'-1-4
ofhulll.lIl cd I••.2-41-4
OH.'r1.lpping gl..'IH"".2-1-4
<;t.1tI\u(<;.2 •.13

\,.lri.HIOI1 in copy Ilulllh\:.'r. 2-J.2

vt.'I".;m Iluclt.';lr gt.'nolllt.', 2-J.3

Mitochondrial inht.'ritallce. pedigree: pattern.
1115,107

looh7Jtion 'iequt.'llct.'. 29
lllutJtion ••. 1ll0lecul.lr p.nholob'Y' -J.7S

MitO\i .... ,I l-dl biologi"t'" \'it.'\\" of.-J.2
COIJlpOIlt.'llt~ of. -J.O--J.2

l111lllbLT of lIlitotic divisions in :I lifetime:.

41
Mitotic illlkx. ddinition. -J.5

MitotIC ••pimlk 37_ 6-J.

component' of. 37
Modl'! org:llli"l1l gl·1l011lt.' prajt.'cr ••. 226ff

:lfch.h:.11. 227

b:lctt.'fi:l1. 227

protozo:l.22K

UllKdlllbr, 227-X

yt.·.hL 227-22X

Modd ofg,lIli ••IIl ....d.lt.lb.I'it's. 236
uIlKt.'lIul.lf.227fT
nllllticl'llul.lr.23(JfT

of dl·wloPIllt.'Ilt. 73

Modd •• of di"l'.I"t.'. see Anilll.ll model •• of

di"l'.l"e
ModitlLT gelle". 475-(1, 60S.

.lIld di ...e,lsl· V.lfi.lbility, 475-0

and v.lriatioll ill 1ll01l"e phenotype". 605
Molecular clock. 325

Moll'<'ul.lr cytogl·lletic~. 4X-51
Moll'cubr phylogt.'Ilt.,tiC'i, 362. 372-4
Monkt.·y ••..Nl'\\" World. ddinition. 383

Old \Vorld. dl..·flllirioll. 3H3
MOllochrolllo"olllal hybru_k l-on'itructing.

213
MOn(Kyte. onglll of. 7H
MOllO ...OIllY. detln1tIOIl .1Ild l-hJrJC[I..·ri'itic'i. 54

Illolc:cubr patho)o!:-~', 4K3

Monotrel11l'S (protOthLTIJI1 111.11111113Is).37(1.

372
MOIlOZygOtK twill,. ongin 01'.74

Morphogcll gr,ldit.·llh, ,llld P,HrCrIl

forl1l:moll. XII-I
Morphogelle'l". Hj-Kh

ch.lI1g\:.·... 111due to llltTLTl'I1t1.11cdl .1t1illity.

X2.X5
III Ilt'urogl..·!lI.."H••. ()2

Moru!.I, defillitioll, X7

polarity of. xx
Mmaici"inl. in ft.·lllak IIl.HlIlllal". 1()6

Mosaic"i gt.'Tlllillal (gOll.ld.II). II II

J.lbor.Hory delllon'tr.llioll of. 1 11). III
X-ChrolJ1O\OIlII..' III tt·m:lk,. 1(14

Mm.lic ....472. 480

dc\'\..'loplllclll.l1. 5H2

pht'norypc" of. I I ()

MO"lqllito . ..-It'tlt'.> III)!)'!"; gCllomt.· projl·l-l. 235

,·llll'phl'lt's .1!t1l11b;df' - gt·1l0llll..' pmJt·Ct. 22H.
2.l-J.-5

.-III\Jplll'lt's ,":,IIII",.,J(' - gl..'lll: 1l1l11lbl..Tllkmiry.
37(,

jV1o~t rt'l-t'm COllllllon .1IlCl'...cor. 3H()

Motlt~. amlllo .Kid defillill~ pratt'lIl t:llI11ht'''.
258-1..)

MOll'll..' cd!.... ill 1l1.1klIlg "om.HlC cdl hybrid ••.

215
MOll"t' GI..'llOllll' Projcct. 234

MOllSI..' Gt'llOlllC Scqul'llcillg CUllsortiulIl.

234
MOll~e ••Ir.lin 129. tor ES ct.'I1". 5H2
MOll"l', set' ,,1St', .\/"5 lI/IIsmlllS

:1" .1 di~t.':I"I..·Illodcl. 422tr. 42H. 431,4.12.
61J3

:1<;.1 lllodd org,lIli~lll. 233

•1S .1 modd of dt·"t.'!0pllll..'nl. 73

dOlling by lluclc.lr rl..·pJ.lCclllellt. 584
l-ongt'nic strJin ••. 423. 603

dltTert'nr fralll hUIII.lll. -,ft' HUllUIl-J1l01l"t.·

ditli.Tcllcc"

gl..'llt' t:lrgl..'ling in. 5HHtr

1I1tc:rspt.'citll· cro~"'t". 423. (1113
1I1tl..·r••pa ••cd n:pt'.lb. 378. 3HII. 3H4

po'iitioll III ,·ertd)r.ltc phylogl..·IlY_ 3H2

rl..·rolllbin.lIlt inhrl..'d <;tr.lim. 423. 6(l3
rr.lll~genl..·,i". 57Y. 5X Ill'

MOllth,\"a'illl..''i. tor I)NA rc<;tillg. 510

IllRNA (1llt.·...••I..·ngt'r ItNA) .. 1\'I..'r.lgl' 'iizl..'

(hul1J.ln).255
a\"eragc ,izl..' of 3' UTR. 3' UTR. 255

capping of. 22
editing of. ,,·('t· RNA cditing

largest knowll (tirill 1l1l~NA), 255
1l1icorhondrial wr'lh Cytopl.l'lllic. 24()'

242-3

polyalk'nyLltloll of. 22. 23. 21)2-3

rqtubtory '1..·l..llll..·lll'e"withlll_ 2911-1
'iplicing rc.lcrion .. '1'1' Altcrn,ltl\'\..' "phollg.

RNA 'p1icing
umtablc with prt'IIl.HUrl..· <;top I:odon. 465.

513
nit!) A. Sl'l' J\'tuochondnal DNA dllll

Mltol'holldn:ll gt.·l1ome

t\.lulleri:l11 duct.... 93

tVlulkr's r.Kht·1. 371

Multit:Ktori.l1. ddlllltlOn. 1112

Multigt'11l..· t:lI11ilil". -'('I' (;1..'111..'l~\llllh\:.·"

Multip.lrtitt' \'11'.11gI..'IlOIllI..'.... 14

Multiple.: e.:1l00Cfllll..· e.:1l0pJ.I••I.l 213. 32B

l1eopl.l'II.1 2A. 3.2H

Multiplic.niw pnnciplt.-. in n A prolillllg.

333
Multipotl..'lll. ddil1itioll, 72

Multin:gion;llc\'olutioll. of hUll1.ll1". JX7

Mulltjac. Chillt· ...I..·,llld Indi.lll, 364-5

.\lus I1I11S0"U-, (1ll011'iI..'). gl..·!lOlllC-witk ENU
lllut.lgl..·llni .... 597

globJI gC1l1..'functioll .1Il.lIy'I..'''. :;1)7-X
Iargc- ••calc imt.'nioll.d lllllt.lgl..'lll·'il'i, SlJH

gelll..' 11lllllbcr .ll1d dt'lI,ilY. 376
Mu ••c1t.· ct.·I1....ongill by cl..'lI fmlOll. 6-J.-(15

Mmclt.' llhl..'f cdl. dl.lr.Ktl..'rl't1c •• of. 76
lUSClILlT dy<;traphy.l)ucl11..·1l1l1..·. (1111

Muragt'Ilt.·"lls. S' .ldd-Oll. 147-:-\

C:l"t.·{{C. 147

global ,lll.lly"i, of gCllt' fUllcrioll by, S()7

insl.'frioll.ll ,lIld gt.'llC 1i.lllCt!OIl .ul.lly,I..· ••.

597-9
mi'lIll.HCht·d pTlllll..'f. 147

oligolluclt.'otilk Illi'1I1.HCh. 146-7

PCR-b.""d,147
"itt·-~pccifll..' by oligolltKk·otidl·

hybridiz.ltioll. 14(,

site- ••pecific ll,illg PCIt. l-J.H

Mutagens. ChellllC:l1. 5lJ7

excracdlubr.343
MmJtion d,Hab, •...t·,. 4(12

Mmatioll r.lte:~. high ddl..'tl.'rioll" r.ltt' 111

hominid ••. .1.12

difft.TI..·nri.11 ill hUlll.lJl al1d lllome Iinl..'age ....

325. 327-H

high tor gt.'IlI..''' \\Ith ddi.·II'l·' illlllllllle
rt.''1pOn~l· ti.1Ilctlon, .. ,2.1

high for "equel1t'I..''i cllcodlllg "ecrctl'd
prorcin,.32.1

high ill lllini,.Hdlltc)) A. 33 I

high in JIlt)) A.33.'-4
in hUIll.1Il gt.·1l01llt.'. 332
I1l'mr,11 ,ubqitlltlUll r.ltl..',322

MlI(;"ltiOIl 'iC.ll1l1\llg. 511 tr
Mutatioll", _,'ft' 1)I..·lctiolh, Ilhl..'rtlOll",

Ill\"er~ion'.
chain-tl..'fmin.ltlllg nlUt.lllOIl\ - dl~'ct 011

gelll..' exprl..· ...'lOll . .13(,

c1assl..·s of. 462
cOllScr\,;lci"e sub.;rinltion'i - lkflllitioll.

321
d:ttaba't:\.34:-\
de l1ell'O, 463
deletlon_ III dy<,rroplllll gl..·lll..'_4()2. 465.

466. 467. 46H
ditTt'ft.'lltl.ll .lCro" chroll1molll.11 rl..·glom,

3.22,32S

diiTl..Tt,l1ti.ll ill ditl~·rl..'nt hllt'.lgl..·" .. ,.22
dyn.llllil-. _,('(' I)YIl.lllllC llillt.lflon,

taur-told dq ..tI..'11I..'r.ltc'lte, III raoom. 3.211.

3.2:!



frameshift. 320. 462. 465. 466
gain of fUllerion. 464. 474. 489
hypermutarioll, see SOlllJric

hyperllllltJrioll
inst'nion. 462. 466
h:aky (in gene targering), 602
loss offunction. 463. 465fT. 474
maternal bias for some types of, 326
meiotic, 326
missense. 462, 466
mitochondrial. 478
neutral - definition. 318
neutral subsrictHion rate. 322
new, 465
new. in Duchenne muscular dystrophy,

110
new, frequency with different modes of

inheritance. 109, 118
ne\\", pedigree example. 108
nomenclature. 463
l1ollconservarive subsritutions -

definition, 321
llondegellerarc sites in codons, 320, 322
nOIl5c.'nse. 462. 466
llonsynon)'mollS. 318
nonsynonymous substitution rates. 322
overvit'\V of. 316
paternal bias. in general. 326
p:ltcrnal bias for pathogenic J'IIutations,

328
pathogenic. 331 fT.
pathogenic in mtDNA. 333--1
POSt-zygorie, 326
pn.'-meiotic. 326
r3tc~ in human verms mOUSe.32-1-5, 328
"ex difTerences in. 326
,ilent bur pathogenic. 336
simple. 316ff.
somatic. -188
splicing, 334ff. 462. 465ff
substitution r:lte in different gene

compollents,322-3,
substitution rate in different

genes/domains, 323
synonymol1'\ (= silem) substitution, 318.

321
synonymous substitution rates, 322
t\Vo-fold degenerate sites in codons, 320,

322
Mut:ltion-selection b:lbncc. 110
Mut:ltor phenotype, -199
MutY homolog, 3-16
.\!yrohllrrcrilllll feprae, 229
A/)'roharrcrilll11 II/baCIllosis, 229
A/)lcoplasma gCllitaJiIlI1l. genome project,

226
Myeloid progenitor cell. 78
Myobb"t.'i, fusion to form muscle cells.

64-65
Myocyte-specific transcription factors, 2H-I
MyoD, binding sequcnce for, 284

muscle-specific tr:lmcription f:letor,284
Myoglobin, 354. 356
Myosin 'iuperf.1mily, 6-1

NADH dehydrogenase. 243
National Centre for Human Genome

Research. 213
Natural selection. in cancer. 488

see Selection. natural
ature-nurture arguments. -I36ff. -155
CAM (neural cell adhesion molecule). 70
eanderthals. 385
I11tDNA sequence, 385

Nearest neighbor method, cluster analysis.
552

cighbor joining method (evolutionary
rrees). 373, 390

relation method (e\'olutionary trees), 373
elnarode. see C(J('tIorhabdiris elegallS,

Caellorhabiditis br({!,i!sae
parasitic, EST projects for, 234
position in metazoan phylogeny. 381
see also Camorhabitis eh:~alls,

Camorhabidilis br(~i!sae
Neomorphic allele, 463
Neonlycin phosphotransferase, 579

n;sistancc, 153~ 15-1
as dominant selectable marker, 154

Nervous system. complete map in C. ele.<!IIIIS,
230

development of. 92. 9-1
Nested primer PCR, 12-1
Neural crest cells. origin and fate of. 1)2.94

Jr.;rivatiw'i of, 75
cural network. in cluster analysis, 552
eural plate, induction by notochord

signals, 92
Nl'llral H''itrictive 'iliencer element (NRSE),

2R2
Neural restrictive sliencer factor (NR.SF).

282
,,:ural stem cells, 7H

Nl'ural rube. derivatives of, 75
origin of. 92, 94

Nellrectodt:rlll,94
Nl'llroblasts. formation of. YS
NeuroD, rolw in neurogenesis,92
NCllrofibromin gene. maternal bias for large

deletions, 326
Neurofilal1lcnts, type of intermediate

filaments 64
Neurogenic genes, 95
Nellrogenin. a proneural gene. 92

euroglobin, 354, 356
euronal differentiation, 95.97
emons, characteri'itic'i of. 76
huge sizt: of some, 61
prr.;cisr.;number identified in C. elcga//s,

230
'iympathetic, 92

!"clITaspoTd ems.s.a. genome project, 228
eurulatioll, definition of,94

Neutrophils. binding of IgG by, 310
origin of. 7R

Nr.;w World Monkeys. position in vertebrate
phylogeny, 382

NFl (neurofibromatosis type I) gene family,
261. 263

F-E2. binding sequellCl-' for, 28-1
erythroid-'ipecific transcription factor,

282.284-5
NF-KU. :1ctivatioll by TNF signaling. 288-9
N-glycolylnellra11linic acid. in great apes but

nOt humans. 384
-glycosylation. of proteins, 27

Nick translation. see lIIlder D A labeling
Nickel, affinity for polyhistidine, 150
NIH 3T3 celll;ne, 489
NIH, and Human Genome Project. 213
N-methylpurinc DNA glycosylase, 346
NOD (non-obese diabetic) mouse, -152, 601
Nodal, in L-R axis specification, 82
Node (embryonic), cilia on, 63

in axis formation, 82
primitive, 88,90
and Sonic hedgehog. 81

Noggin. 98
omenclature, human chromosome

abnormalities, 53
human chromosome. 49
human genes and DNA segments, 212
mutations, -163
sequence variation, 3-18

Noncoding DNA, classes in human
gl;'nome,265ff.

Nondisjunction, of chromosomes. 53
NOIl-lIlatt:rnity. apparent. due to inherited

deletion, 514
on-penetrancl·. 106. 107. 108

NO!1St.'llSe-associated altered splicing. 336--7
Nonsel1'ic-mediated mRNA decay, 336,

465.513
Nonsense suppressor mut:ltions. 138
Northern blot hybridization, 171-2. t 93
Notch. cell 'iignaling recepror. 68

role in neurogent"sis, 92
arch-I. asymmetric distribution, 7-1, 77

Notochord, 7-1
origin of. 89.91
signal'i inducing nellTal plate, 92,94

otochordal process, origin of, 89, 91
-terminal end, of proteim. 26
uclear dimorphism. in li>rrahYl1le"a, 228

Nuclear envelope. 62
Nuclear genome, human, 244ff.

variation in copy number, 242
Nuclear localization sequence, 29
Nuclear matrix, 62

uclear OvcrhaU'ier effect, 563
uclear polyhedrosis virus. 151

Nuclear pores and nuclear pore complexes,
62

Nuclear transfer, see Somatic nuclear
rl;'placemcnt

uclcase S 1 protection :lsSJY, 189-190,196
Nucleoid, of prokaryares, 6(}-61
Nucleolar organizer region, 279
Nucleolus, component of t:ukaryotic cells.

61-62
Nucleoside salvage pathway, 579

ucleosidc. -I
Nucleosomc,35-36
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Nuclt.'ollde. -l
Nudt.'lI'), org.lIHz.Ulon .1Ild runnion, 62
Null 311e1e.463
Nulliploidy. in <;OII1C nOrln,il (-ell", 34. 64
NullisolllY. ddinitlon &. ch:nactcristics. 54

'lIIllb. asynullL"trlc dl<;tnbutlon, 74,77

Ochrt> suppre<;;'\or. 138.144
Oclm: tt:rmin,lC1oll codon. 136
O-glyco"yLHioll, of profl,'il1<;. 27
Ob.zJki fragments. in DNA n:photlon. III
Glfanory fe-ct.'pror gellt' 'iiupcrfallllly. 261

hUIllJIl-l11omt" dltTt'n.'J1cc'\.381
Olf.lcrory Tl'CeptoT. <."Olllp.lrarin.'"pL'cit.'<;

trcqucncic .•.379
1l1011oalldic l·;.;prc".•ioll, 302

OligOgt.'llic. definition. 102
Olig:obbding.s('(' IIl1da I)NA bbding
Oligol1l1ck'oridt' hybridiz,ltion prohl.''i.

origin :l.I1d(jl.lLlctni'itics. 156
lig.woll as'iJ.)'. 51Y, 520, 523

OligoIllH:k·otidt.' lillkl..T (.ldapror). dcfinirioll.
124

in SAGE lllL'thod, 54')
illtroducill~ dl';;;m.•d rl'qnct\OIl 'lte;;;, 1.17
polylinklT, lJ6.14()

Oligonudl'omk .. lpr.llllep •. 592. Sl)4
degl'lll'r:1tt',416
for ,ite-;;;pecific lIHll.1gelll'~i~, 146
imr.lllll'p •. 5')2. 594

Oncogl'lll';;;. ~S9ff
anl\"lt!on Illl·ch.lIlhlll\. 49()jr
Vir.ll. 41)(J

Olle gl'lll' Olll' l'IlZPlll' hyporhe'il'i. 104
Olll'-hybrid 'Y'll'lli. 570
ONPG. ;;;ub;;;tr.ltt'for b-g.dactosida;;;L', 5lJ5
Oocytl'. prilll.lry. 41,43

;;;l'Col1ll.iry.41.43
Oocytt'-'penfic prulliott'f'. 21)7-X
Oogt·llt"m. dungl' in llulilber of

tllitodlO11dn,1 pl'f gl'r111l"t·]!.334
cr.I'iurt' ofilliprillts . .1l15
IlIl111bt'fof cl'lI divi ••iolh. 327

Oogolli:J. 41.4J
Op.1I tt·nnill.ltion l-odon. 136
Opm<;ulIl. l3-globill gl·llC.:dmtl'f. JS9
Optic.11 dl·ll:-.iry,ofl)NA. 1(,4
OLllIg-llt.lIl. rhrolllo:-,ollil' evolution. 3S6
Origll1 of replicltion. 145. ~f(' 1)NA

rl'plication
Orph.1I1 t~lIlllhl'" 545
Orph.1l1 gene;;;. 259. 545
Onholog'. 541

\'Cr'll' p.II".dog'.. 157
Or}':;".," 1'lli!,I'"' (l1Il't1.I",I),232
Orx gl'lIl';;;.hU1ll,11lgl'lll" rl'<;nllng f)r,,~(,!,";/d

phl'llorYPl", ')S
III 1()fl·br.lIll Illldbr.llil dl'\"l'lopl1Jl'lIt_ l)4

Outgroup 'it'qUl'llCl'. III l'\'olurioll.lry tret'<;.
373.3YIl

Ov,lr)'.')3
Owr1.1pplllg gL'nl". ill lilt I) A,244
O\'lllll ...•l'l' Egg
Oxford gnd. 41 H. 424

Oxidatin' phosphorylation 'iy<;tt·l11.62.
242-3

Oxygen. reacri\"c' oxygl'n speCIes. 343

PI anificiJI chromosomes (PAC,)_ 143, 117
p41l. encoded by L1NEI OR!'!. 270
p5J proreill, 3~7
PAC. scc PI Jrrifici31 chrol11o<;ol11t.'
Pachycenl'. ;;;tage ot prophase.-45
Pairt'd dOIllJIIl_ 259
Pakistan. thalassemia Illllt;ltiolh ill, 526
HlII pall;sCl/s (pigmy <.-hilllpanzl·l' = bonobo).

382
HItl Ir<',lllt)dyrl'_' (collllllon chilllp,H1le'~). 3H2
Papilloma "irm. :1<;1ll:JllllnJli,lll c.:xprl·~::.ion

vector. 153
P:1pov;wirusl:s, dass of gt'1l0111t" 14
Parabasalids. absence: of miwchondri:l,

361-3
position in t"ukar)'ott' phylogeny. 3S0

P3racrine signaling. 67
Para-Hox gene clu<;tt:T~.363
Paralof,'S. 541
Hmlllleri/llll. variant telomert' <;l'qUl'IKl'.Y)
l-'araoxona'ie, 403
Paraxial (dor'ial) Ine'iolkrm. dl'Tl\',lti\'t,,, of.

75
origin and fate of. Y 1.93

Parental genoml' conllia. J(lJ
Parrhenogenore" _'l'e C;ynogl'llorl'
Partial trisomy_ origlll through rr,lIhloLHIOIl.

56
Particle bOl11bJrdllll·lIt. for DNA tr.lll,leT_

578
P.lrvo\'inlsl'~. rbss of gCllOIllt'. 14
HITch mousl' Illutant. 605
PJtched.6S
P,llt:n1JI genol11C'.not cqUi\',lll'llI to

lllatt'rJlJl. 302
P.Herniry tt·stillg. 534-:;
P,ItCc.:rntorlll.nioll. 79-81

ill neurogt'llcsis, 91
in Chl' nt.'ural rubl:."l)..J.-l);:)

Pax gellt's. hUlIlJIl gl'nl' l~l111dy.2:;1). 261
1~"'.\"5mOllo.IUdic l'xprl's~ioll" 302
roll" in Ill'urogenc'l". 92

peR (polYlllt'r:lSC chaill n:.lCtion). 12311'
,Itllplif)'ing n('igborin~ ulldl.lraClt·ri"ed

DNA. 129
doning peR product<; in b.lnl'Ti.11 cd!...

125.127
gl'Ill'f.ll .lpplicJlioll' of. 127
~lo<;<;,1r)'of llll,thod,. 124-5
indiscrilllinJ.ft' :ll11p]iticltioll. 11l)
lilllitation~ of. 11.=i
long-range. 1~.=i
lI1axim.ising speClticlty of. I~7
Jl1cdlJni'lll" 1~3.12(,
twed for hl·.lt-subk l'IlZYllll·<;.I~.=i
pflt11t'r dt·,igll. 123
principk<; of. 11'>-7
l\u.lIltiuti\"e, 512. 51 J
rl'dul-ing spt"citiClty with dq.':l'l}er.lll·

primlT", 12H-l)

<;111.111pool. .1J I
rypmg of RSP polYl1lorphi~ms_ 189
ll"ed III 11111t.1gl·t1l'~t~.147

Pedigrl·l.' p.lttnll\. 103. It )(). \(18

Pedigrl.'l· <;ymha].., \fI2
Pl·lll·tLIIICl·. :Jgl·-rdatc..'d. 107

lkfilllflon. 106
of ED R13 IllU(.lIll. 449

Peptidt·~. 'iynrhl·tK for r.li"ing antibodies.
20(1

I\Ticl.'lltrollll.'ril.: duplic,Hioll, 36()-7
Pl'fichrolllatJll fibril<;. 62
Pt·ripha.11 nl"llrop.lthy. dUt' to iJrge

llt'll'tlom, 342
dUt' ro l.irgt· dupliI.:Jfioll'i. 342

Pnoxid,l<;t·. lllarklT group ill nOllisoropic
Llbeling.I()1

PlTOXi'OllH.·••(= lIlicrobodic<;). organizJfion
.1Ild flllKtion. 63

Pill POI)'llll'T,l<;e.for 6poli ••hingo peR.
product<;. 12.=1

hc.It-'Llbll' I)NA pO]Yl11l'ra~t.. 115
IJh:lge di'ipl.lY, IS(1-1,417.564-6

lor high throughput illter.Ktion
,nl·l·llIng,5()..J.-(}

lor r.l1'lIlg .1IltibodlC:'i,2111
prolCOllll' libr.lry. 564-6

Ph.lgl·. fll<;tOIl.1511
1111.lJ;elllil!...~l'(' 1/1/(1('1" Clol1l1lg \"t'ctor~
Ph,1gl". -,l'l' B,lCtl'flOpll.lgl's
Ph.lrlll,ICOgt·llt·f1C,. 611liT
Pll.Irllllllg.(.IJ
PJl.I;;;l·(of llltron). 24. 2X, .,55
l)h,l'il' (t'()r lillk.lgl.·), 405
Phl·llocoPIl'<; . .=i1)1.5()()-7
Phl'llyl.lI.1I11l1l'hydroxyl.l<;e. 416_ 417
PI1l'lIyLd,1I11l1t'.'trllctllre of. 7
PlllLllklplll,1 (Ph I) dlronlo~OIlll', 491. 493
1)llOrl->olt·,tlT....rl"p0ll'it' dt'llIcllr. 2H7
Pho'ph.Il.l~l'~. III 'lgll,d tr.lll\dunioll. 2S7tT.
l'ho'ph,llidylillO<;ltol 4..i-bi'-pho<;plutc.

2XH
Phosphmllt"Cl'T bOlld. ,lTllClUrt' of. X
Pho'phohpld". 152
PhM;III1"' I')'"d; ..•(Iirdly), 5')5
I'h"l<>~r.lphic e••••.1"" ••. coll1pmitioll. 159
l'llylogl'lll'ric trl·l·'. \\'ho]l' gl'llOIllL'

.lppro.ll"hl·" ,1<,2
I'hylogl'lIY. t·uk..ryotic. 3X(l

Illl'U70,II1. JHI
\"l·f(t·hr.ltl· .. )~Q

PhylotypK 't.lgl·. 7.1
l'hy,icl] 1lI,lp'. dltl'i.:·f('llt rypl'<;of. 21 J
I'i!;-.•.•.,ltlll'rockruric. ()(ll
I'lfch. of.l DNA helix. X-I)
I'mllt.lry dW,lrli'Ill, 95
Pltx2. III I -R .1:\.1''pl'cilicltion. X2
PK III (poYCy'tK "Idncy dl'l·,I~t.· type I)

gl'nl' flllllly. 26.1
l'I.Kl·nt.I, ch.lr.Kterl<;flc<; .IIHl origill, H9
Pl.Kl·IlU] dl.'\"dopllll·lIt. ,lIld Itb I. ()03
PLlgul', 22\)
PI,IIlI'. gelle llUlllber ,lIld dl'lI"iry_ J7()

PO'lliOIl III l'uLlryote phylogl'ny. JHIl



Plaqut.·-lift hybridization. 172
Plasma membrane. org~mization and

function. 63
Plasmid DNA. covalently closed circular

(CCC) forms, 133,135
supercoiling of. 133.135

Plasmids. definition of and naturally
occurring. 132

Plastllodillmfalriptlrlltll, 229, 611
genc number and density, 376
genome project, 228
position in eukaryotic phylogeny, 380

Plas/ll(,dilllll yo('li. gene number and density.
376

PlasmodiulIl. and disease, 228
Plasticity, see TransdifTerentiation
Platelet, characteristics of, 76

origin of. 64-65
Plating out, in DNA cloning. 133
Pleistocene epoch. 385
Pliocene epoch. 385
Ploidy, 34

differential in different cell types. 242
Pluripotenr cells. see also Embryonic stem

cells. Embryonic germ cells,
Embryonic carcinoma ceUs

definition, 72
PM L body, component of nucleus. 62
Poinrwise p value, see significance. pointwisc
Polar body, 41,43

origin by as)'mmt·tric cell di\·ision. 85
Polly. cloned transgenic sheep. 584
Poly (A), of mR A, 22
Polyacrylamide gel electrophort.·sis (PAGE).

SDS-PAGE, 198-9
in 2-D gel electrophoresis. 554-6
dt.·naturing. 183

Polyacrylamide gels. denaturing for
sequencing, 183

Polyadenylation signal <;equence, 22
Polyadenylation, absence of in histone

mRNA,23
alternative. 292-3
cytoplasmic versus nuclear. 290

Polybrene. and DNA transfer. 578
Polycomb-trithorax, epigenetic control by.

295
Polyethylt'nc glycol (PEG), for fusing cells.

215
Polygenic char.lc[("r<;.theory of. III ff
Polygt.·nic. definition. 102
Polyglutamine diseases. 477£f

expansiOn<; in some truncleotide repeat
disordt'rs, 338

Polyhistidillt' affinity tags. 150, 153
Polylillkt'r. see IIIlder Oligonuch:mide

linker
Polymerase chain reaction, see PCR
Polymera<;e slippage, set' Replication slippage
PolymorphisJ11 information content (of a

marker). 402
chr0ll10S0111.1I.317
c1asst"sof. 317
indl.'1. 317

inversion- overview, 317
protein. 317
simple sequence repeat - overview, 317
transposon repeat, 3 t 7
variable number of tandt:1ll repeats

(VNTR) - overview, 317
Polynucleoride kinase. in end-labeling,

157,160
in primer extension assay. 196
in S 1 protection ass3.Y.196

Polyoma virus. as mammalian expression
vector. 153

Polypeptide, fe-peating backbone. 6
Polyploidy, 357

degenerate polyploids. 363
incidence of naturally occurring, 363
natural in some human cells. 563

Polypyrimidine tract. 21
Polysyndactyly. 96

3nd HOXD 13,80
Polytene chromosomes. of Drosophila, 231
Population bottleneck, in human evolution.

387
Population screening, 529fT
Posicion dlects. -1-27

and transgene expression. 386
control of gene epxression, 299

Positional cloning. 418fT
Positional idt"ntiry, 80
Postranslational cleavage, to produce insulin.

28
Posr-translarionalmodification. and

proteome analysis. 553
Pmency.72
POU domain gene family, 259
POU domain, 259
POU2F2 (OTF-2), binding sequence for.

284
POU2F2, lymphoid-specific transcription

factor, 284
Poxviruses, class of genome, 14
Prt'chordal plate, origin of,89.91
Predictive value of a test, 330. 531. 332
Premyelocytic leukemia protein. in PML

body. 62
Presenilin I and 2. gent:s, 450
Prevention of genetic disease, 458
Primary structure, of DNA, 9

of proteins. 30
Prim:lses. in DNA replication. 11-12
Primates. as disease models. 603

Catarrhine, definition, 383
Platyrrhine. definition, 383

Primate-specific genes. 384
Primer extension method. array-based. 518,

522
mapping transcription start sites. IIJO.196

Primitive groove, 88,90
Primitive gut, derivatives of. 75

pardy derived from yolk sac, 89
Primitive pit, 88
Primitive <;treak. 88,90
Primordial germ ce-lls. 582

and gene transfa. 577. 38( t

and yolk sac. 89
differt.·ntiation regulated by environment,

93
giving rise to EG cells. 79
in germ-line developmem. 43
in human development. 64

PI'ion protein gene. 602. 604
Prion protein. 478
Pristam:, 603
Probc. definition of. 166
Programs. see Computer programs and

algorithms.
Prokaryotes. gene number and density, 376

huge diversiry of genome projects. 226
organization of cells. 60-61

Proliferating cl."l1nuclear :llltigen (PCNA),
358

Proline ..contribution to protein structure.
564

structUft' of. 7
Prometaphase, characteristics of. 41
Promoters.

alternative. 291-2
analysis by ddetion mapping. 59-1-,596
bipartite and internal in tR A genes. 18.

28l}-1
cell- and stage-specific. 384
classes of n:gularory clements, 283
constitutive.SR4
core promoter, 283--1-
cytomegalovirus. t 53
eukaryotic - clements of, 18
inducible. 148
internal (5' UTR) in LINE 1 elcments,

269
internal in 35 RNA gl."ncs, 281
internal in SRP R A gene, 271
internal in tRNA genes. 18.271
leakiness in endogenous promoters, 584
naturally inducible, 584
nOll-core promoter elements, 283
phosphoglycerokin3Se, 600
proximal prolllmer region, 283
sex-specific. 298
SP6 157-9
T lymphocyte-specific. 590
T3,157
T7,157
tissue-specific. 29\

Proneural genes. 95
Pronucleus, male 3nd female. 87

male for microinjection. 581
Propha<;I.",char3cteristics of. 41--1-2

the five stages of, 45
Prosecutor's Fallacy. 535
Prot3mines. 3ltcrnative to histones. 86

rapid evolution. 380
Protein A. binding to Fc of Ig, 198
Protein Jggregation. 478
Protein chips. difTt'ft'nt typt'S of, 554
Prmein complexes. solving by ma<;<;

spectrOl'netry. 564-3
Protein crystals. 563
Protein domain<;. 31
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activation (tramcriptioll facwr). 2~2.
568-9

databa<;l:<; for, 544
D A-binding (hormone receptor).

286--7
DNA-binding (transcription factor), 282
DNA-binding 568-9
domain divergence, 353
duplication, 353. 355
epidermal growth factor, 353. 355
fibronccrin eype 1,353.355
[ibronecrin eype I, III, 355
frequency in different species. 378
kringlc domains. 353. 355
ligand-binding (hormollt" rect"ptor).

286--7
I1..NA-binding.289
top 15 human. 266

Protein engineering. 150
by phage display. 566

Proh.:in I..'xpressioll. screening Illl..'(hod<;,
198.201-202

Prorein familie'i. (fl'qUl'IKY in difTc:rcnt
species. 378

lOp 15 human. 265
Proh.:in folds. 1ll1l11berof dlfTen.'I1t. 560

<;uperfold".567
Protein inrer.1ction I1lJ.p<;.building. 570
Protein interaction. dat.lb.l'iL''i for. 571

litudying. 362. 564-6. 56H-711
Prmein k1l1ase A. 288
Protein k1l1ases, cOlllparatlH: species

frequencies. 379
Protein localization. sequence" for, 29
Protein polymrophism. 317
Protein secretion. 28-29
Prmein structure. 29-31

analyzing, 559-562
as aid to evolutionary rdationships, 560
conserved despite sequence divergence.

559-560
databases for, 567
fold ( = tertiary structure). 559
pairwise comparison algorithms, 560
prediction of. 563-4
ribbon diagrams, 561
Russian doll problem, 567-8
solving by nuclear magnetic relionanCe;'

spe;'ctroscopy, 563
soking by X-ray crystallography. 563
soking on a global scale. 562
structure classification, 567

Protein synthesis. component<; in
mitochondria. 243

Protein truncation t('st. 511. 512, 513, 517
Prmcin tyrosine kinase. 288
Protein, bait and pre)' in two-hybrid

screens, 568-9
FMRI.416
TATA-billdillg.416

PrOtt'inJse K. 172-3
PrOtein-ligand intl.'factiom .••cn:e;'ning, 572
PrOtcin-prOt(;.·in interaction". 150
Prmcins, c!;mific:ition of human. 266

Iil'rUllI, J\ gellt'tic markl.'f", 403
liulJCl'l!ular localiz,llioll tT:Jckcd u<;ing GFP

t:ib~'202
Proteoglycam. 27. 7( I
Proteome anaIY'iili.whole proteome chip.

554
Prot(;.'OIllCIibr:iry, by phage display. 564-6
Prm(;.'olllt.'. dt'finition
Proteol1lin, 553fr.

cOlllparart\'t.·.376
exprt.·ssion. 554--9
intL'faction. 571-2
toxico-, SSR

Protists. 60
Protot.'ukarYOte. 361
Proto-oncogenes. 489. 490
Protophyta, VCf\,m Illetaphyt.l. 60
Protoplast fmion. :lI'ld DNA tr.lllsfL'f. 57X
ProtO\tollles. dl"fininon. 3M2

pO\uion III metazoan phylogt.·ny. ,1M1
Prototht.·nan Illanllllal.... j('e J\ltonotrt.'Illt.'<;
Protozoa. a<;modd org,llIi\IIl\. 22X

\'l'f\US Ml't,170:i.()()
Prowzo.lIlS. ~l'nl' nllmbl.'f ,lIld den<;lt")'.376
Proliroklll,l\e. dOl1uim Ill. 355
Pronru<;. dl'fillltlOIl of. 140-1
Proxim.l!. ddillltion (Within chroIllO':lOllle).

4~
ProXilllO-di..,ul (P~I») ,IXI<;.<;lwClf)'ing, 82-83
P~elldo,lU[Q<;onl.l1rq.~ion. 44.104. 367fr.

t'VOllltlOIl,UYp!.lqlClty. 36M, 370
nlJjor hlllll.lll rt'gioll (pAR I). 367-8,

371)-\
Illinor hUlll,lIl region (PAR2), 36H, 370-1
PAR 1 boundary. 36H. 370
PAR 1 gl'lll' list. 370
PAR2 gem'\. 371
poorly cOn<;t.'rwd gt.'Ilt.'s.370

Pselldogenes, 262tT.
ari<;ing \'ia gene duplication. 354, 356
camt.' of pathogclll"sis, 339-41
cOlllmon on Y chromo~olllt.', 369. 371
forllled in globin cvolution. 358-9
in gt.'Ilt.' clusters. 260
nonproc(;.'sst.'d in a dlsper<;ed gene family,

262
nonprocc<;<;l.'d 111 a ~(;.'nec1mtef. 262
ongill of procl.''isc;'d,264
proces<;ed. 263-4
RNA.264

Pseudollridine. cOlllmon modified bast' in
I1.NA.251

Pselldollndylatlon, <;ite-<;p(;.'cificin rRNA.
251

Psoriasin, marker of bladder cancer. 558
Puff(;.·rfi~h.5('(' ,dSl) ];lI.!!/i'SIl rubripf'5, "[i.'frcllldtlll

"~l!nl/'jr;du
as ,I Illodd organi<;Ill, 231-2
COJl<;crv:!tiollof imron pmltion, 352
genonK' projl'Cb, 235
poc;iuon in wf(t.·br.ltt.' phylogeny, 3M2

Pul<;t.'dtidd gd dectrophort.·~i<;. prinCipIl'<;
of. 171-2

Purillt.·<;.4

Puromycin N-acet-yltr,lll\fl'r.1<;1.'
Pyrococcm furimu<;, 125
Pyrolly<;illt... 22nd .l1ll1ll0 ,Kid, 26
Pyroc;equellC1l1g, 520. 524
Pyruvate dchydrogl'n~I\t.· gl'm' family. 261

QTL, s('e Qu,llltil,ltivc tr.lit locu<;
Quantitative PClt, 5('(' R.(':d-tilllC PCR
Qu,lIltitatiw trait locm (QTL). 102.456
Qll.Jt(;.'rnary structure. of protcim. 30
QUlllacril1l'. me'in rhrommome Q-banding.

46.4H

R b,lIld.., .1Ild R-b,llldlllg, 46.48
Rabbit. r3-globill gt.'Il(;.'c1u<;ter.35M-9

Illodd of hypt.'r<.'ho!e"tl'foklllia. 6(11
It,lb! orit.'lHatlon. of ChrolllO<;OIllt.'<;,36
ItACE -POt. 124. IH9. 1'J'i. 4211

t'xtl.'ndlllg cDNA St.'qUl'IKC~,lH9.194
R,l('(;.·.lllt.'.lIlll1glc<;<;,I' ,I biological COIK('pl.

389
R,l(.li,nion hybrid lll,lppillg. to loc,Ht: gt.'IlC;,tit.'

marker\.403
R,llli,H101l hyhrid" cOINrunion ,1Ild u<;e,

215-(1
Ct.·l1ebndJ.!t.· -t p.Ult.'1.216
1Il0nochrolllO\Ulll,lI. 215
St,lllford (;3 P,Hle!. 21 ()
\\'!loI1'-gl'IlOllll',215

R,I(.hoi..,OIO~W'"dur:Jct1..'nQIC' for I.lbdlllg
1l1ldt.·1C.1CHt....1()(I

R.lf. 111MAl' kin,I\t.' p,nhw.ty. 69
R,IPI<;t<;,idt.'llliticHlOn by DNA profiling,

534.535
RAS g1..'I11..".491
R.H. ,1<;,1model or~.lIli~lll. 233

,I" di"e.1<;t.'model. 611J
pmitioll III \'t'rt1..'bratl' phylogeny. 382
l<<Iffll.~ Illlrl'(I!;(1I.' gt.'nOlllt' projl'ct. 233

R-b.lIld~. prdi.'r(;.'nt1.lllocnioll for Alu
rept',n'ii.271

rd." mllt.llH 1l101l\l' (rt.'[lnal degt.'Ilt.'rJtion), 605
Real time peR. 124
Rea<;<;oci:lte.detinition of. 166
Rt"a<;<;oCl;'1tlollkinetIC\. 166-7
Rl..'ct.,!ltAfncan Ongin (RAG) lIlodel.

385-H
Rt.'ceptor klll,lSt'<;.(17-8
Rt.'(:l'pror" ,1~<;oci,1tl'ddi<;order<;of

dewloplllt.'llt,lJ5-LJ6
Rl·ce<;<;i\'c.definitloll. 1112
Rt.·cognmon ht.'l1x. 285
Rt.'COlllbill,lIH DNA. i<;ol.Hlon of. 130-2
ReCOIllbin,lllt protl'ill<;, 147.548
Rl'combin,lllt<;. problem in gene trJ('kin~.

.i24
<;conng III pedlgrl'(;". 3mt 4115

Rt.'('ol1lblll,lllOIl freljuellcy, Ill~h III major
P<;l'UdO,llItmolll,l! rq.,:iun. 36M

Recolllbill.ltlOIl nodule<;, 44
Rt.·colllbin,ltIoll, (l'II-"pl'ntic in indi\'idllal B

n'lkJIIX-l)
cdl-\pt.'citit.· in Illdl\'ldu,11 T cdk 308-9
d.l<;,-,witch ill 19 'Yllthl'<;i<;.30X-31 (I



doubk' crmsover versus gelle convt·rsion.
331

dllrlllg Illeiosis I. -U-l4
homologou'l, 329
ho"po" ,nd cold-spots. 41111.413
imr:l(.-hromarid in Ig cla'l'l switching.

3111--311
lack of in hUl11an IllrDNA
'lirt:'-'lpeciflC,589
suppression bcr\\'t.'t:'1l X and Y

chrolllosolllt"s.370--2
VDJ .lI1dVJ ;n Ig genes of (j cdl,.

.,118-9
VDJ .1IldVJ in TCR gene' ofT cell,.

3118-9
Rccllrn:nce risks. in gelle trJcking. 524fT.

527.529,530
t·ll1pinc. 116
I11t·Il(h.·liJn.103. 110

Itegre, ••ion to rhe l11eal1.112. 114
Rd.H1ve rJrt' test. 325
l\.elcl17a.572
Rt·ovirust·s. class of genOmL'. 14
RL'PL',l[ ExpJmioll Dt"rectioll Illt.·rhod, -4-1H
Repl,',H L·xpansions. srable. 478

lInsrablt". ~'('eDynamic mutations
Repeat~ (DNA), Jnciem const'rwd. 375

frequcncy in differem specil..'"s.37H
inCldt'nce of rransposon-dc:ri\'t'd. 376
lineage-specific. 375
low copy Ilumber -- complt'x repl.·at

"tructure, 344
shorr randem cJlIsing

in<;ertions/dderions. 337, 339
Itepe(l[lvt' DNA. differem JmOllm<; in

nuclear and mrJ) A.2411.243
hUIll.lIl v••.mou<;e, 378. 380
ima<;IK'r<;ed classes in hUIllJn genolllc, 269
pathogcnic porenria!. 337fT.
probklll in gcnolll!: <;t'qllencing, 21 y-

Iteplic.l plaring. for copying DNA libraries,
135

Itt'plicat1on fork. 10.12
Rt:'plic,Hioll slippage, 329-33()
Rcplic.lCiVt' form. of M 13, 14+-5
Replico",. 123, 129. 132--4. 142

high and low copy nlllllbc:r. 142
Itl.'portt·r gl.'nt''l. principle for anilllJI cdl<;.

59+-5
Rt'porter molecu":, Jl1 non isotopIC labdl1lg.

161. 163. 165,I9H
Reprodllc(I\"l: cloning. 613--J.
Reproductive sY'ltem. rapidly I.'volving

pnHI.'1Jl<;.380
Ite<;cllc of Illutam, 428
lte<;pir.Hory chain. 62
Itespir,ltury disea<;c. 229
RI.·sp0fl<;I.'ckmcnts, characteristics. 2H3, 285

l,'x.lIl1pk<;.287
for 'lrl.'mid receptors. 287

REST. ItE-1 silencing facror. 282
Rc'ltrictioll nuclcascs. daraba'lc (REUASE).

154
Illodific.uion-n.:srricrion s)'stCl1ls. 129

pJlindromes in most rccognition
sequenCt''l. 130

parrial cutting wirh to prodUCt'
owrlapping fra~1Jlt'nl'>, 21 R

producing blunt-t'nded fragments. 130
producing fragments with oVt'rhanging

(cohesive or "sticky") cm!... 130
rare-cutting, 173
rt.'(·ognising bi-partite rC('o!!;llition

'lequences. 130
rccognising non-palindronllC 'lcqucllCC<;,

130
Type II. 129-130
Type lis. 547

Rc<;rricrion enzYl11t.'-11K'di.ltl.'dintegrarion
(itEM I). 579

Re'itricrion fragnlcnt length PolYlllorphislll.
Sfi'RFLP

~enor)'p;ng. 185. 187-8
Rt.''lrriction map<;, lung rangc of hllll1~lIl

genol11t'. 21-4
Re<;rricrion 'lire poIYlllorphl<;ll1<;.gt'noryping,

IR5.IR7
Rt.,<;triction <;ire.diagnostic 516. 520. :='21
R.t'<;triction-llloditicHion <;)'<;rl,'I11<;.5et'

Rt'srriction nuc1e.lse<;
Rt'riculocyre. origin of. 7H
Rct1l1al degencration. 605
Retinoic acid rcccptor. re<;pomt' dt·llIt'lll. 287

\tructure of. 2H7
Itcrinoic :J.cid,a<;lllorphogl.'l1 in lilllb

developmt'nt. 81,85
Retrogelles. 263---1, 360--1
Rerrorransposons (= rerroposons).
Rt.·rroviral gene rramfe-r. limit,uious, 582
Rerroviral rran<;ducrion. 5HO
Rcrroviruses. 13--14

and gene rr.ll1'ifl.'r.578
a~ mammalian t'xpres<;ion vcctor. 153
for gt.'ne therapy, 617. 619. 622

Rt'\'cr<;e dar-blot. 517
RC\-eTSe generic .•, 416
Itc\"l.'rsc hybridizat10n as<;ay,1(.(,
Rcver'lc rranscriprast'. 268

da'l<;t'<;of, 13
of LINE I dClllem,26tJ

RFLP" as gencric marker'l. -403
IlK'rhod of typing. 403

Rhabdoviruses, class of gcnOlllt', 1-4
Rhodamine. excitJ.tiol1 ,lI1d CI111<;<;1011

wavelengrhs, 164
<;rructure of. 162

Ribollucleotide rl.'ductast· protl.'in R I.
<;tructurt',568

Riboprobcs, origin of. 157.159
U:'I.'in rissuc ill sitlf hybridiz,llioll. 173

Ribmc. srructure of. 5
l1.ibo>om,1 D A (rDNA). 279--8t1
Ribo'lol11al prorein L40, 257
Riho<om,1 RNA (rRNA). 16S

lllirochondri:11. 241--2
Ribosomcs.23-24

60S <;ubunir composl[ioll. 23-24
625,629

l>I ~

IllJXiZylllt·••.59.1
spt'cific JJltl'lcn<;t'. 5lJ3

RlCin. as cOlllHersdecI,lble J1Iarker. 579
Ri(kfttsia Pfl1ll'tlZfkii, 129
Ri<;k t'<;riJ11:1tion.elllpiric 116

in gene tracking, 5240-
Mendelian. If!:). 1Il6

RNA cditing. 2tJ3-5
C-+U t'ditin~. 294
Q/R ed"IIl~. 294

R A gent's. hUIl1~lll,2-47tr
c1asscs .llld dmributlol1. 247
functional dl\·er'liry. 248

R A genOlllt'<;, 13, 14
RNA hybridiz,uioll probe<;. origin and

c11J.rJ.ctt'fi'\tic<;.156, 1511.
RNA induced <;ilellcing complex (RISC),

593--4
R A bbellill~. 157.159
R A polYl..'"r,l"it'II. tr~lIl<;cTlprionby. 280-
RNA pOlycr.l'iI.' III. rramcription by. 280
RNA POlYlllI.'TJ<;t'I. rrJlhcription by. 279--81
RNA POlYlllt·r,l'>1.".bKtniophagc SP6.

157--9
bactcriophJgt'T3. 157
bacrt'rioph,l~e T7. 157

RNA splicill~. alrernatl\"t'. S('(' Alrernatl\'e
splicing

in spcckle<;. 62
1l1echanislll ot'. 20-21
rrallS-split"ing.21)2

RNA sllrveill.1l1CC,336
RNA trafficking. 2HY--9()
R A vinlse'l, c1a<;se<;of, 14
RNA. ann<;t.'me. 5('(' ,,1~(,AlHisClhC RNA,

lllRNA. llliR A. r1l..NA. snRNA.
SIloRNA. ,rR A. lit A

a<;rhe primary in fOf1ll.ltioll molecule,
352

double-<;tr.lllded tri~gtTillg RNA
intnti..'rt·nct'.593

RNAi (R A Interference). 593. 611
global anal)'<;I" of C. ('It:~llIlS gene

function,5lJl)
use ill C. 1'/(l!tllls. 230
USe in D. IIIcllllI(~I!(/Sf('r. 231
u<;c in gt'llC rher:1py. (124. 625

Rna<;e H. 26H
Robl..'"rtsoni.lll lr.lm!oCltlOIl. sa

Tran<;loc.ltIOIl. Robt.'f('lOlli.lll
Rool llle.IIl ~tIU.lrc devl.luon (RMSD), 560.

562
rRNA (ribo"olllal RNA),

16S (mitochondrial). 2-41. 242
IRS.247.248.2HO
23S (mirochondri.ll). 241. 242
28S. 247. 248.28t1
5.8S. 247.248.280
5S. 247. 248
as a ribozYlllt'. 25 I
human gt'ne<; t'ncodlllg. 24].2-42.247,

248.280
mulrigt'llit- rr,lmcriprioll. 247
precursor molecule ••.2HO
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RT-PCR (reverse tral1scriprJse peR).
123-5

advJmages for genetic testing. 311
expression screening method. 197

S phase of the cell cycle, 34
Saccharomyces ccrevis;ac, as a lllodd organism.

227-228
functional chromosomal dements. 38-39
genome differt'nces rel3rive to S. pomhe.

226
position in cubryoric phylogl:l1Y, 380
whole proreomc chip, 554..

SAGE (st:rial analysis of gene expre<;sion),
422,546ff

Salmollella typhi, 229
Salmonella, transferring DNA to animal

cells,578
Sarcoma, viral. ..J.90
Sardinia. thalassemia Illutations in, 526
Satellite D A. 122

human satellite 1.267
human sJtellitcs 2 and 3,267
in hum:m genomt:',265-7
,,-satellite (= alphoid DNA), 266-7
a-satellite. 267

Satellites, of human chromosollles. 50
S(/II/crnes zcbrafi ••h mutant, 603
Scaffold attachment region. 35. 48
Scaffold, of chromosomes. 35-36
ScFv (single chain variable fragments).

614-5
Srhizvsarr!U1roll/)'r('$ pOll/he, g:l..'nonll..'

differences relative ro S. r('rcI/i"jae, 226
genomc projc:ct, 226
position in eukaryotic phylogeny. 3RO

Schwann cells, 504
Scintillation COlillter, 595
Screcning, population. 529fT
Sea squirt. see Ascidians
Sea urchin. genome project (5. purpumllls).

235
position in Illetazoan phylogeny, 381

Second l11es<;engef<;,in cdl signaling, 67. 70.
288

Secondary structure. in nucleic acids. 10-11
of prOlcins. 30
prediction of in protcim. 564

Sl.'cfl.'tory vactloks, of Golgi apparatus. 63
Segmental aneuploidy, see Aneuploidy.

segnll'lltal
Segmental duplication. 357.366 ....-7

human genomc. 366-7
interchromosomal,366-7
intrachromosol11al.366
model of, 367
mouse genome. 367
problem in hUlllan genome sequencing.

219-20
Segmented viral genol1ll.'<;. ]4
Segregation analy<;i<;,437fT. 448
SI..'lecrabll.'marker gene, 577. 579

amplifiable. 579
classes of. 579

countcrsdl.'ctable.579
dOlllinam. 154.579
endogcnous.579

Selectim. char,lCh:ristics, 70
Selection pre<;<;urc.354. 356. 363

and mitochondrial genctic code, 363
Selcction, co-dominant, 319

codTicil'llt of. 1]7fr
natural - de:finitioll. 319
nehr.1ti\-e (= purif~'ing), 319. 324
nt'brJ.ti\'e (marker gene). 579
oVl..'rdominant. 319
positive (Darwinian), 319, 324, 3l:m.

384-5
selt.'ctive sweeps. 3H5

Selecti\'ity factor I (SF I), 279, 281
Selenocy<;teil1l" 21 st amino acid. 26. 249-50
Selenolllcthionine, in X-ray difTraction, 563
Sdenoproteins.250
Semi-dominant. 102
Semliki Fore<;t virus. and gene tramfer, 578
Sensitivity of;1 tc<;t,53(), 531
Sequl..'llce alignment<;, and e:volutionary

tr!..'l'S,372-4
difficu]tie<; in comtfucrillg. 192
large-scale, 374-5
whole gl..'lloille, 375
who]1..' human-mouse, 375

Sequence cOlllparison. for annotating gene
function. 541 fT.

Sequencl..' database<;, 211~2, 222
Sequcnce diwrgeIlCl..', rapid for SR\' gl'ne.

370
Sequencc exchangl..', interlocus, 320
Sequence homology. query Sl.'quellCl..'.192

searching for. 192
SUbjl'Ct sequence. 192

Sequence: idl.'ntity, 192
Sequence <;:J.l11p]ing.ge:nc expression

analyses, 547
SeguenC/o.' sibrnawres, gene expression

analyse~. 546
Sequence simibriry, 192
Sequt'nce tagged sites, importance of. 137-8
Sequcncl' variatioll, classes of. 317

HGV (Human GI..'110llleVariation)
databa"e. 348

Serine:. ~trucrurl..· of. 7
Serr:J.te:,immobilized cell signal. 68

role in neurogenesis, 92
Serum growth factor. responsc c1emcnt. 287
Serum response factor. 287
Sex characteri<;tics. primary and secondary.

93
Sex chromosomes. alll'uploidy. 54

autosomal origin, 370--2
e\'olmion, 370--2
in birds. 368

Sex determination, by X:amo~omt' ratio,
371

genc<; controlling, 93
rolc of e:nvironment. 93
specie<; difTat'rH.-es. 98

Sex reversal (l11a]e).9()

Sex reversal, 105,470,477
SH3 domain, cOlllparativt' species

frequcncie<;, 379
sJ,II/.:a-2 Illouse, 431
Shigdla. transferring I) A to animal cdls.

578
Sltipern 1l1utant 1I10USe:,592
Signal peptidase, 2H
Signal recognition paniclc, 29, 264
Signal sequence. added in fusion protein,

200
of proteins. 28-29

Signal transduction pathway<;, 06-70. 287-8
Signaling lIlolecules, 66--68
Signaling protcin<;, as~ociated di<;orde:r<;of

dC"e!opmcnt,95
Significan(e, genome-widl.." 407.442

pointwisl', 406, 442
Silencer<;. 1<)

classical. 283
cOll1petition for. 299
dcfinition.283
lleg;niw rl'~ularory elements. 283
splice .•ilencer .•.334

Silent 1lI11tJtiom. see M ut3tiom. synonymous
Simian viru~ 40, as vector for mammalian

exprl..'<;sion, 151.153
Silllple sequel1n' n:peats, S('t' Minosatellite

DNA
Sin3A repressor protein. 29l.J
Sindbi<; ,·iru .•, and gt'ne tr:msfer, 578
SINES. human \'<;.1I101lSl',378. sel' illso Alu

repc:lt. U I re:peat ete
parasitizing on LINE trallSpositioll

llIa(hinery.271
primatl.'-<;pecifi<.· \"t"rsus broader host

range, 270-1
Singk' nucleotide polymorph isms. Sl'C SNPs
Single-stranded binding protcins, in DNA

replication. 12
siR A (small int<,'rfe:fing RNA), 593-1
Si<;ter chrolll.ltid exchangc, 329
Si<;ter chromatid, 40--41
Situ<; invcrsus. 82
Sleeping <;icknc<;<;.229
Slippage n:plication. see Replication slippage
Slipped strand mi<;pairing, causing disease.

337-9,343
l1lechanism.32t)-330

Small nude,ll" ItNA. see snRNA
Small nucleolar RNA. see <;noRNA
Small temporal R A. Set' StH.. A
SNAPshot mini<;Nlul"IKing lllethod. 52()
slloRNA (smallllllcicolar RNA), ell) box

class. 251
snoRNA (",mall nucleolar RNA). HI ACA

class. 251
<;noRNA gl..'nes. human. 251

oftcn within imrons of other gcnes. 251,
3114

SNPs (single nuclcotide polymorphism<;),
187

as genetic marker<;. -un, 446
darabJSc\ of, 3-lH
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dbS P darab,lO:;l', -W-l

1113•.•••"pl'crTOI1lL'try-b.I'll'd typing. 524
map" of. 225
O\TTVlt'W. 317

pyrO'ic:quc:nclllg. tor rypll1g of. 524
silllpk' gl'lloryplllg tor <;ubst:tsof S Ps. 187

"IlRNA (smallllucll,;'ar RNA). of major
o:;plin:-'osollil',248. 250

of Illlllor <;phCt.-'QI;olllt".248. 250
"IlRNA gt'I1L'''.dustt'ring orin human

genolllL'.250-1
hUIIl,Ill,249-51

~IlRNA,;lO:; a riboz)'lllc. 251
COlllpOIlI.'!lt of "plit-l'O,>Ollll.'.20

0:;11 It Pp.mid..·o:;. 20
o:;yntht'o:;izl.·d111 CJjal bodies, 62

S.\l RF-SSI"?f>S transcription UlliL 257
Sodiulll dodecyl '1ulfatl' (51)5).55:;
Somatic cdl hybrids. b.I<;1C principles of. 215
SOI11.ltic 1..'1..,115.34
Som.Hie hypcrlll\ltJrioll. ClliSillg Ig divL'r<;iry.

311H
Somatic Illlclc;"arTl'placC:llll.'!lt(nuclear

rransfl.'r). SHOo 583-4
SOI1l.ltoph:uric Illl..'mdc::rlll. origin and farC'

of. 91.93-94
SOlllllt·~. origin ,1IlJ f3lt' of. 91.93
Somirollll'l"L's. origin and Lae of. l11.93
SOllie hl'(I~L'hog.6H

and limb devdoplllC:'IH. 81. R5
role III neurulation. 92

SOS n'(ruitl11CIlI intl'racrioll '\creening
SY\lL'111.570

SOlJ{ht:fIl blot hybridiz,ttioll. principle'i of.
1711-1

for D A tt·qing. 512
SOX gellt' f:u11JIy. 25l.J
5p 1 box. S('l' GC box
Sp.lCcr. exccrnaltrallscribcd (ETS) III

ribmoll1JI DNA. 2HO
l1Ht·r~I.·llIcIII nho<;omal DNA. 279-80
II1ft-Tn.llrr:lIll<icnbed (ITS) in ribosomal

DNA.2HIl
TCqUITl'lllL'1ltill t1UOrophOTC<;,162.165

SPt'Ci.HIOIl,382
Spt.'('it''\ d.Il'l'n'IKt'<;. 3H 1tr

in dt'vdopllll'1H.11 pathways. 98
in sex deterllllll:llioll. <JR

Spl,.·cific 3Cliviry. of bbt'k'd Illlch ..il' acids, 157
Spl.'cificiry of:1 (l'<;r. 3311. 531
Spt.'ckk':> (= inrcTchrolll:ltll1 gr.lIlull.'s). in

mu.:ku'\,o2
Speech. FOXP:Z gt.'Ilt.' iJllpJicatl.:'d, 3H4
Spl.:'rTncclls. c1ur;Kteristics of. H6

lo\\' !lltl )NA ('opy nunlbt'r. 242
Spt.'fm clltry ••itt.·. ,lIld .l:-'::ISspecification. 82
Spt.·rm gI.:'1l01l1t.·.considt.·rable methylation

in. 296
Sp\..·rlll,ltid•.. -L1
Sperm,ltocyte. prll113ry. 41.43

"L'coll(bry ...n
Spt.'fll1atoc)'tt'-'ipeCltlc promoter ••.297-X
SpL'rmatogc-nC'sls. erasurt' of imprll1t'i. 30S

nUl11bt.Tof cdl divisiom. 327

SperIllJrogullI,I.4\.43
Sperm-mcdiated DNA ddiwry. 577. 579
Sphcropb,t. 143
Spin31 cord. Jlld pOSitIOnal Idt'ntJ(Y of cells.

94
SpinallllU'icul.tf atrophy. 261
Spindle pole,. 37
Splanchnopkuric lllcsodcfIll. origin and fdIt'

or. 91.93-94
Splict' 3cccptor sitt'. conSt'mm. 21
Splice C'l1haIKtTs.293. 334. 467
SpliCt.,jUllction ••.Sl'(' Splice sitt'''. 1Y. 21
Sptin' silencer". 334. 337
SplitT ••itcs. 19.21

cryptic 334--7. 467. 'i II
SpliCt.·050Ill\..'.J1l.ljor ,1IlOminor. 20

origin of .. '\52
Spli('ing Illut,ltiom. Illt·challisIIIS. 334-7
Splicing. SC(' It A "plicing. n A 'iphcing
SpiNel, Illome. 431. 6111
SR protcim. In spliCing rcgul.Hioll. 293
SRP (••i6'11.11rt'cog1lltlOIl particll..·) R A.

251.264
SSCP ("inglt· 'itrJnd contorlll,ltIon

polymorphism). 511. 512. 515
SSR" ("implt· "\..'quenCl..'rept.·,u,,), il'l'

MicrO'iatdlitl'''
Sraph)'It'((l((/I.'· r/111"1'11.'·, 19H
Sl3t-1.2H7
Stathmin. "igl1.lling protein. 553. 55H
STAT" (<;ignal tr,lmdlleers and activ,ltor" of

tramcription).6H
Stem Ct'll tlh.T:1PY,79
Stt'm ("elk 7~. 77-HO

in blood. 77
in <;pernl.lto~t.·nt.·"i••..)27
s)'nlllletric.1I and .1sYllllllctrK edl division.

74
thL'f3PY with. 61\ fl'. 627
ti"sue (= <;olll.ltie). 77-7H

Steroid 21-bydroxybse defiClt·ncy. 33Y-41
Steroid hormonc rl·ccpror'i. 6X
Steroid fI..'Ccptor .lCtlntor RNA (SRA I).

252
Steroid <;lIlf:n,ls\..·~1..'1l1..'.J70
Steroidogellt'ic f.lCtor 1 (SF I). Y3
Sticky (cohl..·••I\'I..·)eno". see ""da Ite'ltriction

lluc1t'a'ic'i
Stratification. 443
Streptavidin be,l(k 54!)
"tR A (small tempor.11 R A) in C.

dehr.lIls. 251, 592-4
Sfr(l/l.l!ylo(('Iurotrls pllfl'lIrrH/fS (se.1 llrdlin). 3H1
STRP~ (short tandelll rt'pt·.lt

polymorphisllls). S('{" Micrmatdlitl..·
polYlllorphislll~

Structural prott.·\Ils. ,l\<;oc'iat\..·ddi"ordcr<; of
devdopment. 96

STS (sequenct' tagged "Itt'). contig b,l"ed 011.

218
map ofhum,1I1 genomt.'. 217
STS coott'm mapplllg. 21 H-lJ

Subcdlubr localization. tracking with CFP
rag. 202

Sllb<;titlltIOIl.. 't't' /IIllla Mllt.ltlOn
Subtractioll doning. 425
Subtraction hybridization. 166.43\
Succinate CoQ reduct;lst·. 243
""gl,rless. Drosophib 1ll1lt,lIlt..7\
SlIltllydryl group. 6
Supercoiling. of DNA. 133.135
Superfamilies. 5('(' Gel1e f.1Jllilies

nuclear receptor ("tfllctllfes of). 287
Superoxi(k aniol1. causing I) A damagl..·.

343
Suppressor lRNA, use ill recombinant

screcoing, 136-H.144
Susceptibility. Falconer modd of. 115fT
SV40 enhancer. lS3
SV40 Origin of rl..·plication. 153.577
SV40 polY'ldcnylation "1..·quencC',193
SV40 virus, as 1l1.1l1llllalianexprl..·ssion

vcctor. 153
SWISS-PROT. j('(' lI11dcrl),ltaba'ics
SYIJR green. 514
Synapsis. 43
Synaptoncmal comple:-.::.43.

and Sycpl. 5lJ\
Synchrotron radiation <;ource'i. 563
Syncytial blastodcrm. X7
Syncytiorrophobl:1<;t. KH
Syncytiulll, 64~65
Syndecan. core protl..·ill in protL'oglycallS.

71
Syntt.'ny. ('omt'rvatlon of. 364-5
Synrrophic hypothesis. 361
SYPRO protein dyes. 55(,

8. frequcncy of chromosome brt.'akage in
hybrid cells. 215

T cells Oymphocytt·s). cdl-"pl..·ofic
recombination ofTeR genes.
308-9

dL'finition afTeR mOllo ••pt.·("ificity.
306-7

hyperllllltatioll dul.."to poIYlllera"e. 13
molecular ba<;i~ofTCR Illollmpecificity.

311l-11

origin of. 78
T cell receptor gt.·Ilt.'s.organization of the

four human TCn.. loci. 30B
T cdl receptors. number 1113deby 01lL'

person, 306
'itructure of. 260

T cell-specific transcription factor.2X4
T.f polymerase. for opolishingo PCR

products. 125
TAF proteins. 280. 2H2
Tagging enzyme (SAGE Illt.·thod). 547
7ilkUi/gu ru/Jriprs. 231-2

as a model organi'il11. 231-2
gene number and dt.·llSilY.376
genomt' project. 234. 235

Talin.70
Tamoxifen. analog of C;'<;frogcn.5H6. 590
Tandem repeats. homogt'llIzJtion by

ulll..·qual cfO'i'iO\"t'r.332
pronc ro insertlon/ddl..·lion. 321)-332
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Tanzania.3R5
Tag polymerase, 125
TaqMan mechod, 514
Target D A, in cell-based D A cloning,

129.132,134
Target sequence. in peR, 126
Target. in hybridization assays. 156

definition of, 166
Target. in !lucleic J.cid hybridization,

161,167
TATA box binding pro,,'in (TI3P), 280. 282
TATA box, 18,283-4
T-bandillg. of chromosomes. 48
T-bo.x.259
Tbx gene family. 259
TCF-I, binding sequence for, 284

T cell-specific transcription f.'1ctoT,284
TDT (Transmission disequilibriulll (e'it). 445

power calculations, 447, ..IA8. 454-5
Teleost fish. definition. 383
Telomerase R A.251
Telomerase.625

and end-replic:uioll problem. 39-,,(0
internal RNA rempbrc ...j.O

Telomeres, consensus sequence ••, 39
depletion in senescent cells. 499
maintenance in rUlllor cells. 504
structure and funnion, 39
S(TUCtun.· in )'c:asr. 3H

Telomere-specific proteins. 39
Telophase, ch:lracrcristics of, 41
Ten:lscin, component of extracellular

matrix. 71
Teraroma. formation by ES cells. 79
Terminal deo:\l'nucleotidyl transferase.

introducing overhangs in PCR
products, 125.127

in RACE-PCR. 195
Termination codons, the: 3 types in mR A.

136
Tcrtiary structure. of proteins (= protein

fold),30
predicrion of. 564

Testis. developmi;·nt of, 93
Tet operon. of E. coli. 5R4
Tetracyclinc-inducible expression systcm.

584.587
Tetrad analysis. srudying gene cOllvcr<;ion.

331
Ti.'tmf')"lIeII(/ IlltTlIwphila, characteristics, 228
7Ctrnh)'I/lClld. as a model organislll. 228
7elrn()(/O/lIl~{!nJl1iridis (pufTcrfish), 231-2
Tetraploidy. aUotetraploid genomc of X.

{(levis, 233
in humans and mamilla\<;' 363
mechani'il11s causing. 53

Texas Red. excitation and emis~ion
wavelength<;, 164

TFIJA transcription factor, characterisics.
282

TFIIB rranscription facror, ch3r3cterisics.
282

binding to BRE demi;'IH, 284

TFI II) transcription f.1ctor. char3ctcrisics.
2R2

binding to 1m. Dpc .md TATA box, 284
TFIIE transcription f.1Ctor. (·haracrnisics.

282
TFII F transcription factor, characterisics, 282
TFI IH transcription f3cror, charactcrisics. 282

tr3mcription factor. in DNA repair. 346
TGFB. see Tr:l.n'iformillg growth f3nor ~
Thak' cn..'ss.SN.'A mbid(Jpsis ,ludim/(/
Therapeutic cloning. 612-4
Therian ance'itor. 359
Therian mammals, 370
TlICr/IIII,' aql/(lfim,l, 125
Thioredoxin rcducra'ic, 25()
Three-hybrid system. 570
Three-point cross. 407. 408
Threonine, struCture of. 7
Thrc:shold, of genetic <;usceptibiliry. 115fr
Thymidine dimer, 344

Strucrure of. 346
Thymidine kinase, 154

selectable 11l3rker. 579
Thymilll..' DNA glycosylase. 346
Thymine. strucrure of. 5
Thyroxine recep[Qr, Tc..'SpOIlSI..'delllent. 287

structure of, 287
Tight junctions. char:1ctcri<;tic<;,69

conneCting trophectoderm celk 87-88
TIGR (The Institutt' for Genome

Research). 234-5
Tis<;ue ill siw hybridiz:1tion, 172-4
Tissue pla<;minogcll activator. dom:1im, 355
Tissue stem cdk difft::n.·miation potemial. 79
Tissues. formed from organizing ct'lls. 70

origin frolll inner cdl 1l13SS,88
origins frolll the rhree gt.'rm bycr~, 75

Tolloid.97
Toluidine blut'. 3<;counterstain. 201
Topoisolller:1se IL componcllt of

chromosome sGlfrold. 3.1
Topoi'iomer3scs. in DNA replic:lrion. 12
TQ[ipQ[enr. definition
Touch-down PCR. 12-4
Toxicoprott'01llics,55H
Toxopla<;ma, and disease. 22t>
TRAF2. in F-KB a(·tinrioll. 2HH-l)
7;(/us-acring. definition of. 17
Transcription factoril''i. 62
Transcription f.1ctOn, activatioll dOl11ain.

282.569
3ssociated disorders of dewlopmcllt. 96
binding domain. 282. 56Y
in signal tr3nscluctioll, 287fT.
ligand-inducible,285-6
rissue-'ipecific. 281-2. 284
ubiquitous \'S, risslh.·-Spt'citlc. 2BO--2. 284
upstrl..'am binding f.1ctor, 279. 28 I

Transcription st:lrt SitL'S.mapping of.
189-190.196

Tr3nscription unit, bicistronic (human), 257
complex S.\'URF/S.\'RPX unit. 304
polycistronic (human), 257
polycistronic for rDNA. 279-80

Transcription, basal tramcriptioll apparalUs.
280

ofRNA. 13. 15-19
upstrealll control elemcnt. 279. 281

Tr:lI1scriptional activator<;. 3nd c03ctiv.ltors.
278

Tramcriptiolwl repressor<;. and coreprt·ssors.
27R

Trallscriptomc. dl.'t1nitioll
Tral1$criptol11ics.545fT,
Tr3mdifferenti3tioll.611
Tr3mducin K, structure. 568
Tran<;ducrion. gene rran<;fer by. 152

LINE 1-llIediar,·d. 360
of .lllilllal cells, 57H

Tramfecrion, gt'!H:' [ransfer by. 152
of 3nimal cells, 578

Transfer RNA. s('e tRNA
Tr3nsferrin receptor. 290
Tramform:Hion. in DNA cloning.

129.131.133
st.1ble (.lJliI1131c1.'II'i).577

Transforming growth f:1ctor ~ (TGFB). In
pattt.'flling of ner\'OlJ<;syqelll. 92

reccpror<;. 68
Transgenc: t'xpre<;<;ion.cdl-specitic

promoters. 584
comtirutivc prollloter<;. 584
control of. 58-t, 586
facrors :lfTt'cting. 586
inducibl~ promoter<;. 584
<;t:Jgt.'-spl'citlc promott·r<;. 5H4

Tr3nsgene<;. 10.576--7.57')
amisense.5,)2
episomal n'rsllS integr3tl..'d, 152
f3t~ of, 577

Tr3mgenic birds. 582
Tr3llSgenic carrie. 582
Transge:nic fi<;h.<;t3ndard Illethod for. 5~ 1
Tr3mgc:nic frob"S.57')
Tramgenic fi'uir nit'S, 577
Tr3mgenic micc. 579. 581fT.

lIlany way" of Iluking. 580
mosaics. 581
tr;lmchrolllosolllic micl..·.5S6
YAC rramgcllic', 586. 5l:;8

TrallSgenic primatl..''i. 582
Tramit'll( expres<;ioll. in fi;,h ,md frog t'W.

581
in insecr cdl<;. 151
in lllJllllllalian celk 151. 153-4
wr<;u<;'itabit'. 150

Tr3mition protein 2. rapid e\'olmiol1. 380
Tran<;iriom. cktlnitioll. 31 H

frequency. 318
Translation. of RNA. 23-26
Translational comro!. of gl..·llet·xpressioll.

288-91
Tr:ll1'ibtioll.d lllasking. 2\) I
TrJmbrion.lI reading fralllc. 26
Trambtional regulation. 3I1tis('me. 291
Transloc3[ioll brc3kpoim<; in positional

cloning. 425. 429. 4.10
defining. 426



Translocation carrier, 56-57
Translocation, reciprocal, 54-5(J

Roberrsonian, 54-57
in cancer, 491. 494
X-autosomc, 425

Transmission di~('gui]ibriulll h..'st, ~'n'TDT
Transposase, 26H-9
Transposition ..cllIsing di~ea~c, 342

cOll'\nvatiw, 268
duplic",iw (= copy), 357, 367
replicative (= copy), 268

sc(' also Retrotransposition
Transposon families, four cla'i'ies in

mammals, 269
Transposons (=transpmable dcmems), 268fT.

autonomous versus llonautonomOll'i.
268-Y

DNA tfanspO'iOn~. 268-9
human DNA tfJmpOSOn fossils ..268-9
LTR transposons. 268-9

Tr:msVl'rsiolls, ddinition. 31H
frclJucncy. 318

Tree of Life, web pagl'. 383
'heptl/It'1I1a palf;dl/l/l, 229
Trichomonas, 362-3

position in eukJryotic phylogeny, 380
Tricnothiodystrophy, 347
Trichotomy problem, 381-2
TribmillJr germ disc (embryu). origin of.

HY-YO
Trinuck'otide repeat l'xpansiolls. sce

DynJlllic mutations
Trinucleotide rl'peat~ .. 1I1dfr;lgilc sites, 338

and unstabk· cxpJmion. 337~9
the 10 pos'iible \·Jril'tie~. 337-9

Trioscphosphatl' iSOlllCrJSe.structure, 568
Tripk-strJllded DNA, ill lllitochondriJ]

genollle.241
Triplet repeJt. 604
Triploblasts, s('(' 13ibterians
Triploidy, 34, 54

mechanism" causing ..53
Trisomy, 52

definition &' charJctnistio, 54
l11o]t:cular pJtho]ogy. 483

TR.ITC (tetralllcthylrhodJllline
isothiocyanJte). 164

tRNA (tramfn RNA), 11.49. sa alsil
Suppressor tRNA

anticodon ~pecificity of cYlOpb"111ic
tRNA'i ..230

classes encoded by humall nuclear gelll''i,
248-Y

frl'lJucncy accordillg 10 amino acid
"pecified,249

clustering of nuclc:1!"gem''i, 249
nucll~a!"gcnes organized according: to

,lllti<:odon spl'cificity. :249
structure of. I 1
VJri,ltion ill !lulllber in IlIl'UZoaliS. :248

tRNA gelles, interT1.1]prolllUtl'fS. 18
Trophoblast (= trophl'ctoderlll), 83. 87-8

rd:ltively low DNA methyl.ltion, 296-7
Trtlllc.lted gt'lll' copil''i. :262

Trullcated polypeptide'i. due to nonsenSl'
mutations, 336

Ti'}'pal10Sill/la un/cci, 229
TrypmlOSOIII(/ all':;, 229
~1i'ypallosoll1(/. variant tdOillere "eguence. 39

a'isoci:1tion with dis('a'it'. 228
position in ellkaryotic phylogeny, 380

Trypsin. cleavage specificity, 559
Tryptophan, structure of. 7
Ts650n lllouse.604
Tubulin, polymer" of a and ~. 64

a- and ~- in microrubules. 37
'Y- in cl'ntrOSOllle matrix. 37
in cytmkektoll, 64

TUlllor nl'crosi" facror (TNF) (super)falllily.
56(H

TUlllor llecrosis facwr (TNF) si~lIalillg.
2HH-9

TUlllor "uppre,,'\or gencs, 489, 492£f
in familial GIIlCers. 493

TUlllor~. histology. 488
specific typl'S, see ulldl'f Cancer ]n

Disease Index
Tunicatl"'i, position in llletazoan phylogl'ny,

381
Si'f also A'icidiallS
Twinning, in hlllllan l'lllbryos. 74
Twim. dctcrmining zygmity. 534

ill genetic analysis. 437,451
Two-hil hypothl'sis (Knudson). 492fr
Two-hybrid systl'm, global proteol11t'

al1:1]y"is,570
matrix method. 370
r:mdOlli librJry method, 370
rl'vcrse, 370
ycast. 566 ..36H-70

Typhoid ft.'ver, 229
Typhus. :2:29
Tyrosinl'. structure oC 7

U2 "nRNA gt.'llt' f..lmi]y, 259
Ubigllitin gene f.ll11ily,259
Ubiguilin. repeated coding SCgUl'IlCt'.353

split ubiguitin interaction screening. 570
strong evolutionary conservation. 32:2-3

Ubiguitinybtioll. of IKU, 289
UltrJvioit't light, as J Illutagen, 343
Umbilica] cord. arising from allantois. 89
//Iulularl'" lllOllse IlllltalH. 603
Ulleqll,d crosSO\'l'f (UEC). 32()

in globin cvolution, 339
Ullegllal sister chroJl1;ltid exdl:lI1ge

(UESCE),329
Unicellu!.lr organisms, ,ldvallt,lges and

lilllitations,60
Unigl'lll', llon-rl'dllnd,lm set of human

gem's. 221
Uniparl']l{:11 diploidy. 37-8. 3112

eXpCrilllt.:'ncllly induced ill 11Iice.302
naw!':1]]Yoccurring . .:17-ft 3112

Uniparemal di"omy . .:17.302-3. 472
isodisolllY and hetl'rodisomy . .::ig

Unipoll'llf.72
Unin:giunJI hypothesi .•.390

Universal Tree of Life. 362
Umtablt' rl'peat t'xpansions. see Dynamic

llllltation<;
Ulltr,llls!atl'd region (UTR.), in mRNA,

23-4
:1\'erage ,ize of 3' UTR (human), 255
Jverage "izl.:' of 3' UTR (human), 253
ditle-remi:11 due to alternative splicing,

2Y3
rcgulatory regions within, 288-90
'iplit by inrrons c.g, insulin ,). UTR, 28

Upstream. definition (genes), 16
Ur.,cil DNA glycosylase. 346-7
Uracil N-glycosyiase, 346
Uracil. structure of. 5
Urea, as denaturing agent, 163
Uridine 1l1onophosphatc, 579
Urochordate. definition, 383
US black... th:1!assemia mutations in
UTRs. alternative due to alternative

'iplicillg.293

V (variJble) gene \egmcnts. in Ig and TCR
gent'''. 308-1)

Vaccines. DNA. 615-6
recombinant, 613. 613-6

V:lccinia virus, and gene transfer, 578
a'i mammalian l'xpression veClor, 133

Valillc. colltriburion to protein structure.
564

'itrtlCturl' of. 7
Vari:1ble (V) donnins, in Immunoglobulin

supt'rf.1mily, 260
V,lriable llulllbers of tandem repeat

polymorphisllls. sce VNTR
Variance component linkage analysis, 436
VJriance, pJrtitioning of, 115
Vt'ClOr. see Cloning vector
Vl'mralizing factor. 98
Vl'ntralizing signal'i ..94
Vertebrates. adaptations. 378

gl'lle ilumber and density. 376
lIlodels of de\'e1opment. 73
phylogeny, 382
"pecia]iz:1tion of. 376

I 'i/n;o dlil/eme, 229
Viral gt'nollles. (+) versus (-). 14

classes of. 14
DNA ,1Ild RNA, 14
"inglt--- versus double-stranded, 14

Virion. 1.'B. 140
VirmolllL's.578
Viruses. sa 11150 lJ:JC'teriophagc<;,

Rt,troviruses, Vir.ll gCllollles
adopting latent l'pisOllWI state. 578
as \'t.'ctor" in gent.' thl'rapy, 619fT
high Icwl transient gl'lle exprcssion. 578
integrating into .lI1im,i1cell gClloml''i. 578
lung tnm stable transgenC' expression,

57H
pl'fnl.lliellt Sl,lble tr,I11sformation of

anima] cells, 57H
Vit,lIllin ]) recl'ptor. rc~pollst.' e1clllent, 2B7

'itnlcture of. :2H7



Vitelline envelope. 86
Vltroncctin. compol1t'11t of extra<.-dlular

matrix. 71
VNTR. as gL·nc.:ticmarker". 403

W chromosomc, 368
Waddington. C.H .. 294
Washington University Sequencing Centt.·r.

229,234-5
Watanabe herit.lble hypt'flipL'dellliL' rabbit.

601
Warson-Crick rules. in basc pairing. 8
WI) repeat. 258-9. 379
Wdlcolllt.· Trust Sangn Institme. 210-1.

213.224.229.234-5
WeStenl blotting. see Immunoblottlllg
Whitdlc.:ad lmtitutc/MIT. 211-3. 234-5
Whole gt·nomc.: PCR. 124.129
Whole llIoum ill siflf hybridization. 196.198
Wilms tumor gene. alternatlvc inlll.uing

codons.294
alternati\'c ~plicing. 293-4
RNA editing. 294

Wm rt'ct'ptors. 68
~/obblc hypothesis. 25
Wobblt.-. at third base position of codons.

249-50
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افزارهـاي   هـا در قالـب نـرم    هاي پزشكي دنيا و ارائه اين يافته هاي مختلف علوم و استفاده بهينه از آخرين يافته  رشتههمگام با توسعه علمي و فرهنگي جهان معاصر و استفاده روزافزون كامپيوتر در بين جوامع بشري خصوصاًً             
اميد است مشوق ما . زشكي كشور به صورت سمعي و بصري برداريمهاي پ ها گامي كوچك در راه ارتقاء سطح علمي متخصصين كليه رشته ما را بر آن داشت كه با گردآوري و ارائة اين يافته...)  و ebook  ، VCD ، DVD ، VHS(پزشكي  

 .در اين راه باشيد
 واريز و پـس     نگي سالكان  به نام مركز خدمات فره     ١١٢ بانك رفاه كارگران شعبه ميدان انقلاب كد شعبه          ١٣٢٤٣٦ تومان به حساب جاري      ٥٠٠٠ مبلغ   CDشده به ازاء هر       توانند براي دريافت هر يك از محصولات ارائه         لذا علاقمندان مي  

لازم به ذكر است فقط به سفارشاتي كه وجه مورد سفارش به حساب فوق ذكر واريز شده ترتيب اثر داده خواهد شد، لـذا  .  از فاكس فيش فوق به همراه نشاني دقيق نسبت به خريد اقلام و دريافت كالاي مورد نظر خود اقدام نمايند  
 . گونه حساب ديگري اكيدا خودداري فرمائيدخواهشمند است از واريز وجه به هر

 . تماس حاصل نماييد٦٦٩٣٦٦٩٦توانيد به نشاني مركز مراجعه و يا با تلفن  لازم به ذكر است در صورت نياز به هرگونه اطلاعات تكميلي مي
 

 
 
  راديولوژي-١

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

 3D Conformal Radiation Therapy  A multimedia introduction to methods and techniques   (Springer) 1.1 ــــــ
 Abdominal and pelvic Ultrasound with CT and MR correlation   (R. Brooke Jeffrey, Jr., M.D.) ــــــ

 براي فهم و درك بهتـر مطالـب اسـتفاده    MRI و CT Scanكه در كنار تصاوير سونوگرافيك مربوط به هر بيماري، از تصاوير همزمان باشد  هاي سونوگرافي شكم و لگن مي  تشخيصSelf evaluation و Self teachingافزار آموزشي قوي بمنظور  اين يك نرم
 با بياني سـاده و  Case، مطالب تئوري مربوط به هر Text آراية Clickذاشته شده و با به نمايش گ) CT Scan و MRIو در صورت لزوم ( مطرح گرديده و ضمن بيان شرح حال بيمار، تصاوير سونوگرافي Case ، مباحث مختلف به صورت CDدر اين . شده است

 . گيرد در عين حال كامل، در اختيار كاربر قرار مي
 :باشد  بر حسب موضوع به قرار جدول ذيل ميCDهاي موجود در اين Caseتعداد 

 Caseتعداد  موضوع Caseتعداد  موضوع Caseد تعدا موضوع Caseتعداد  موضوع Caseتعداد  موضوع Caseتعداد  موضوع
 ٧٨ سيستم گوارشي ٣٥ كليه و غده آدرنال ٣٧ پانكراس ١٢ طحال ٤٠ كيسة صفرا ومجاري صفراوي ٦٧ كبد

    ٧ رتروپريتوئن ٤٦ لگن ١٠ حاملگي

2.1 

2001 ACR - Chest  (Learning file)   (American college of Radiology) 
  :باشد  زير مي شامل عناوينCDاين 

1- chest Trauma   2- Cardiac Disease                  3- Vascular Disease                            4- Airway Disease 
5- Mediastinal Masses  6- Pleural Disease                  7- Chest Wall and Diaphragm                           8-Pediatric Chest 
9- Normal Disease   10- Neoplasma and Tumors  11- Pulmonary Infection           12- Immunocompromised Host  
13- Diffuse Disease 

3.1 

 مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان
 هاي تخصصي پزشكانافزار نرم كننده كتاب و ارائه

:  كد
٠٠٢
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1998 ACR - Gastrointestinal (Learning file)   (American college of Radiology)  (Igor Laufer, M.D., James M. Messmer, M.D.)  4.1 
1998 ACR - Genitourinary     (Learning file)   (American college of Radiology) 

بوده و درصورت ...)  ، سونوگرافي و CT Scanهاي ساده، مطالعات با مواد حاجب،  عكس( داراي تاريخچه باليني، تصاوير راديوگرافيك  Caseهر. اند  مطرح گرديدهCaseباشد و در هرفصل، تعدادي   شامل فصول متعددي در خصوص اوروراديولوژي ميCDاين 
 .هاي افتراقي ، تشخيص نهايي و همچنين توضيحات علمي اضافه مرتبط با تشخيص با اطلاع شد توان از تشخيص هاي مربوطه مي درنهايت، با استفاده از آرايه.  مطلع گردد Finding نمودن برروي آيكون Click  با  Imagingهاي  تواند از يافته نياز، فرد مي

 :باشد هاي مطرح شده بر حسب هر فصل به قرار زير ميCase تعداد 

تعداد  وعموض
Case 

تعداد  موضوع
Case 

تعداد  موضوع
Case 

تعداد  موضوع
Case 

تعداد  موضوع
Case 

تعداد  موضوع
Case 

تعداد  موضوع
Case 

تعداد  موضوع
Case 

تعداد  موضوع
Case 

تعداد  موضوع
Case 

بيماريهاي 
بيماريهاي  ١١٨ كليه بالغين

بيماريهاي  ٢٦ كليه اطفال
بيماريهاي  ١٧ حالب

غدد  ١٥ ژنيكولوژيك
 ١١ آدرنال

سيستم 
ادراري 
تحتاني 
 اطفال

بيماريهاي  ١٠ رتروپريتوئن ١٨
بيماريهاي  ١٧ مثانه

 ١٠ پروستات
دستگاه 
تناسلي 

 خارجي مذكر
١٦ 

 

5.1 

1998 ACR - Head & Neck (Learning file)   (American college of Radiology) 6.1 
1998 ACR - Neuroradiology (Learning file)   (American college of Radiology) 7.1 
 ACR - Nuclear medicine  (Learning file)   (American college of Radiology) (Paul Shreve, M.D. and James Corbett, M.D.) 8.1 ــــــ
1998 ACR - Pediatric  (Learning file)   (American college of Radiology) (Beverly P. Wood, M.D., David C. Kushner, M.D.) 

CD فوق يك Teaching Fileباشد  مرتبط با راديولوژي اطفال بوده و داراي مباحث زير مي: 
 Caseتعداد  عنوان Caseتعداد  عنوان Caseتعداد  عنوان Caseتعداد  عنوان Caseتعداد  عنوان
Chest ٧١ كبد، طحال، پانكراس ١٦٣ گوارش ٧٨ قلب ٢٠٢ Genitourimary ١٠٩ 

      ٩٧ Skeletal ٩٠ نوروراديولوژي ٣١ سر و گردن

9.1 

 ACR - Skeletal (B.J Manaster, M.D., Ph.D.)  (Learning file) ــــــ
1. Tumolrs       2. Arthritis        3. Trauma        4. Metabolic Congeaital 

10.1 

1998 ACR - Ultrasound  (Learning file)   (American college of Radiology) 11.1 
 Anatomy and MRI of the JOINTS (A Multiplanar Atlas)  (William D. Middleton, Thomas L. Lawson) 

(Department of Radiology Medical College of Wisconsin Milwaukee, Wisconsin) 
 

The Tmporomandibular The Shoulder The Wrist The Finger The Vertebral Column The Hip The Knee The Ankle  

12.1 

2000 Brainiac! TM  Medical Multimedia Systems Presents (Version 1.52)  (An interactive digital atlas designed to assist in learning human neuroanatomy)  (Serial # 316.34427) 9.9 
2003 Breast Implant Imaging  (SALEKAN E-BOOK)   (MICHAEL S. MIDDLETON, PH,D., M.D, MICHAEL P.MCNAMARA JR., M.D.) 

 :باشد اين كتاب كه در مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان تبديل به كتاب الكترونيكي گرديده است شامل عناوين زير مي
 A History and Overview of Breast Augmentation and Implant Imaging Clinical Presentation Methods of Imaging 
Basic Principles of  Breast Implant Imaging Principles of Imaging Breast Implant Rupture and Soft-Tissue Silicone Artifacts of MR and Ultrasound Imaging of Breast Implants and Soft-Tissue Silicone 
Classification of Breast Implants Practical Consideration in the Evaluaion of Implant Integrity Evaluation of Soft-Tissue Silicone from Ruptured Implants 
Evaluation of Silicone Fluid Injecitons Breast Cancer Imaging Surgical and Other Considerations  

13.1 

 Carotid Duplex Ultrasonography Extracranial and Intracranial   (Michael Jaff DO, Serge Kownator MD, Alain Voorons Audlovlsuel) ــــــ
هـاي    جهـت نمـايش تكنيـك     ) بـه زبـان انگليسـي     (رد بحث و بررسي قرار گرفته است و از تصاوير ثابت و متحرك گويـا                هاي كاروتيد، ساب كلاوين، ورتبرال، حلقة ويليس تنه براكيوسفاليك و قوس آئورت مو               ، كليات انجام سونوگرافي داپلر شريان      CDدر اين   

 :افزار بدين قرار است رئوس مطالب مورد بحث در اين نرم. ستفاده شده استالذكر، ا هاي فوق هاي فوق و همچنين چگونگي تفسير نتايج حاصل از سونوگرافي داپلر شريان هاي فوق و همچنين چگونگي تفسير نتايج حاصل از سونوگرافي داپلر شريان سونوگرافي
 هاي كاروتيد اكستراكرانيال شريان  دستگاهSettingالذكر و نحوة  كردن عروق فوق چگونگي اسكن آشنايي با دستگاه سونوگرافي داپلر

 قوس آئورت و تنة براكيو سفاليك هاي ورتبرال شريان هاي ساب كلاوين شريان
 Revaseularizationسونوگرافي داپلر پس از  ضايعات مجاور هاي اينتراكرانيال سوبرال و حلقة ويليس شريان

 .باشد  ميPost-Test و Pre-Test جهت ارزيابي فرد از خود داراي CDضمناً اين 

14.1 
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 CASE REVIEW Obstetric and Gynecologic Ultrasound   WITH  CROSS-REFERENCES TO THE REQUISITES SERIES    (Pamela T. Johnson, Alfred B. Kurtz) ــــــ
 

 . بسيار مفيد خواهد بودObstetric و Gynecologyهاي سونوگرافيك  باشد كه به همراه توضيحات و تصاوير مربوطه بوده و در فهم تشخيص مي) بصورت پرسش و پاسخ( سونوگرافي زنان و زايمان Case ١٢٧ محتوي CDاين 
15.1 

 CD Roentgen  (Michael McDermott, M.D., Thorsten Krebs, M.D.) (Williams & Wilkins) 16.1 ــــــ
2000 Cerebral and Spinal Computerized Tomography       17.1 
  Cerebral MR Perfusion Imaging  CD-ROM to complement the book  (A. Gregory Sorensen, Peter Reimer)  (Thieme) ــــــ

 .پردازد هاي مربوطه و همچنين كاربردهاي باليني آنها پرداخته و با استفاده از تصاوير ثابت و متحرت به شرح مفاهيم مرتبط با اين روش تشخيصي مي  به شرح تكنيكMRI در زمينة تصويربرداري پرفوزيون مغزي بوسيلة CDاين 
18.1 

2002 CHEST X-RAY INTERPRETATION 

CD چه كتاب و چه(ها  از بهترين برنامه حاضر يكيCD  ( در مورد چگونگي تفسيرCXRاين .   باشد  ميCD ١ بخش ٣ شامل- Library ٢- seminar ٣- Clinicدر هر بخش عكس سالم ريه همـراه بـا توضـيحات و    . باشد  مي
 .ست نشان داده شده اanimatory بعدي ٣هاي  تشخيص افتراقي وجود دارد و براي فهم مطلب فيلم

 : يا كتابخانه Library:  در بخش اول

 . و متن مربوط به آن بيماري و تفسير راديولوژي آورده شده استCXRها به ترتيب حروف الفبا آورده شده و سپس  بيماري) الف
 ابتدا يك عكس ريه نشان داده شده است  و سپس تشخيص افتراقي آن شرح داده شده است : ب
  (westermark Sing, Sign,…):  نشان داده شده مانندCXRاديولوژيك تعريف و در علائم ر : Sings, clue: ج
 . نشان داده شده است3D آناتومي قفسه سينه با مقاطع طولي و عرضي و هوريزنتال به صورت  :Anatomy World :د
 .هاي نمايش داده شده است  تعاريف علائم و نشانه:ديكشنري :ه
 .هاي راديولوژي را مشخص نمايد سپس كاربر بايد يافته. ي و شرح حال بيمار نشان داده شد عكس راديوگراف:CME Quiz: و

 : بخش٥ به :Seminarبخش دوم يا 
١-   Soft tissue تقسيم شده مديشان -٥ ريه و    -٤ پلوروديافراگم    -٣ استخوانها   -٢. 

 . و تشخيص افتراقي تقسيم شده استdescribe و Localize و  Search  بخش ٤در مورد قسمت ريه خود به . ايعه و تشخيص بيماري را مشخص سازددر هر قسمت ابتدا عكسي از ريه نشان داده شده و شخص بايد محل ض
Search:  با استفاده از موس(  عكس ريه نشان داده شده و كاربر بايد محل ضايعه را نشان دهد( 

Localize: ابتدا علامت يا نشانه بيماري در CXRشود و كاربر بايد محل آنرا نشان دهد  شرح داده مي. 
Describe: ابتدا CXR اي در   گزينه يكي را انتخاب نمايد مثلاً توده٢ نشان داده شده و كاربر بايد از بينCXRشود كاربر بايد بتواند تعيين كند خوش خيم است يا بد خيم  نشان داده مي. 

Differential diagnosis :CXRشود وسپس بيماريها،  ده مي نشان داpatternهاي بيماري به صورت تست چند جوابي آورد شده است. 
 .اين بخش را براي كمك به تقسيم قدم به قدم و يا نوشتن يك تفسير راديولوژي است :Clinicبخش سوم 

 . و نوكئارداسكن ارائه شده است برونكوسكويي و بيوپسيMRI/CT و در صورت لزوم CXRبيمار به همراه شرح حال، معاينه فيزيكي و 
ا مطالعه نمايد براي كمك به تفسير، خود برنامه با تعيين خصوصيات منطقه به كـاربر در تفسـير     ناف ريه عكس ر←  مديستان  ← ريه ←   پلوروديافراگم  ←  استخوان ← Softtissueكاربر بايد بر اساس فوريت تعيين شده ابتدا 

 .باشد مي....  و airبافت نرم جدار قفسه سينه افزايش، كاهش، نرمال و كليسفيكاسيون و ابنرمال  ...... Softtissue در مورد :براي مثال كند كمك مي

19.1 

 Comprehensive Reviw of  Radiography   (Mosby) ــــــ
 :هاي زير  ارائه گرديده است  افراد مرتبط با حرفة راديولوژي تشخيصي در زمينه(Self evaluation) بمنظور خودآزمايي CDاين 

 هاي راديوگرافيك برخورد با بيماران     روشهاي راديولوژي     حفاظت از اشعه     نگهداري و مديريت  هاي راديولوژي     كاركرد و نگهداري از دستگاه تهيه و ارزيابي گرافي
اي مورد آزمون قرار خواهند گرفت و به دنبال هر پاسخ، توضيحات علمي مربوط جهـت                  گانه فوق را جهت خودآزمايي انتخاب نمايد و به دنبال آن، سؤالات هر مبحث بصورت چندگزينه                  فوق، در شروع، شخص بايستي يكي از مباحث پنج         CDپس از نصب    

 .رتقاء علمي فرد، به وي ارائه خواهد گرديدا

20.1 
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 Computed Body Tomography with MRI Correlation  (Joseph K. T. Lee, Stuart S. Sagel, Robert J. Stanley, Jay P. Heiken)  (3rd Edition)  (LIPPINCOTT WILLIAMS & WILKINS) 21.1 ــــــ
 CT Teaching Manual    (Matthias Hofer) (Thieme)  (Salekan E-Book) 22.1 ــــــ
2000 Diagnostic Imaging Expert  (A CD-ROM  Reference & Review)  (Ralph Weissleder, Jack Witterberg, Mark J. Rieumont, Genevieve Bennett) 

هـاي ذيـل      داراي آرايـه   CDايـن   .  پردازد   مربوط به آنها مي    Imagingهاي راديولوژي و      ها و روش    هاي مختلف، به بحث در مورد بيماري        مينهشود و در ز     افزار آموزشي از مطالب مختلف راديولوژي و تصويربرداري محسوب مي             اين يك نرم  
 :باشد مي

14- Vascular 13- Head and Neck 11- Neurologic 9- Musculoskeletal 7- Genitourinary 5- Gastrointestinal 3- Cardiac 1- Chest 
12- Imaging Physics 10- Contrast agent 8- Nuclear Imaging 6- Pediatric 4- Obstetric 2- Breast  

23.1 

 DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND A LOGICAL APPROACH  (JOHN P. McGAHAN, BARRY B. GOLDBERG) ــــــ
 

 : قسمت است٣اين كتاب الكترونيكي
 .كتاب دو جزء منحصر به فرد ديگر شامل دو فيلم سونوگرافي و داپلر هر بخش به صورت زنده با كيفيت بالا نشان داده شده است علاوه بر اين Diagnostic Ultrasoundكتاب  -١
٢- assessment-Selp به صورت CMPباشد اي مي هاي چندگزينه  و تست. 
 

 :باشد كه شامل  فصل مي٤١كتاب الكترونيكي حاضر شامل 
هــــاي اولتراســــونوگرافي حــــين عمــــل جراحــــي      روش-٥هــــاي زنــــان و زايمــــان    و در بيمــــاري) بيوپســــي، آسپيراســــيون و درنــــاژ  (هــــاي تهــــاجمي بــــا ســــونوگرافي در      روش-٤ و ٣ آرتفكــــت -٢   bioeffects فيزيــــك -١
 .... و Small-for-date , large-for-dataهاي جنين و حاملگي دوقلوئي و   و ضربان قلب و اندازه و بند ناف و پرده آمنيوتيك، سر و صورت و گردن و قفسه سينه شكم و لگنCervixسونوگرافي تريمستر اول حاملگي، پلاسنتا و : ٦-١٨

حفـره  ( دستگاه گوارش    -١٩خيص باليني در سونوگرافي     ها به نرمال و غيرنرمال در سونوگرافي، تشخيص يافته و رسيدن به يك تش               بندي يافته   هاي افتراقي در سونوگرافي ، تقسيم       هاي ديگر هر سيستم بدن از لحاض آناتومي نرمال، تشخيص           در بخش 
 testes اسـكروتوم و  -٢٧ Penis -٢٦ پروسـتات  -٢٥ دسـتگاه ادراري     -٢٤ رتروپرتيـوان و پـانكراس، طحـال، لمـف نـود               -٢٣ كيسه صفرا و مجـاري صـفراوي         -٢٢ كبد   -٢١)  پانكراس - كليه –كبد  ( ارزيابي سونوگرافي اعضاء پيوند زده شده        -٢٠) پريتوان

٢٨- Female Pelvis ٢٩- Post meno Pausal Pelvis ــروق محيطــي  -٣٠ ــتم ع ــد -٣١ سيس ــر  -٣٥ Chest -٣٤ Brest -٣٣  trans cranial -٣٢ كاروتي ــدد ديگ ــد و غ ــد، پاراتيروئي ــتم -٣٦ تيروئي Pediactric Head -٣٧ Softtissue و Skeletal سيس

٣٨- Ultrasoud Contrast agent ٣٩- Three dimensional ultrasound ٤٠- ultrasound-Guided Percutaneous tissue Ablation اولتراسونداندوسكوپيك-٤١  
 . استفاده شودRUSR 2335 بايستي از كد عبور CDلازم به ذكر است كه در هنگام نصب اين 

24.1 

 Diagnostic Ultrasound of Fetal Anomalies: Principles and Techniques  (CD I,II) ـــــ

هاي مختلف مادرزادي بصورت تيپيك به نمايش درآمده و در مورد هر يك، توضيحات  باشند، آنومالي العاده عالي مي گيري از تصاوير ثابت و متحرك سونوگرافي جنين كه داراي كيفيت فوق  با بهره١ شماره CDدر . باشد  ميCD عدد ٢افزار آموزشي داراي  اين نرم
 عدد ٢شده در اين   هاي مطرحCaseمباحث و تعداد . اند  ، توضيحات لازم داده شدهCase فراهم گرديده و در مورد هر Multiple Choice questionهاي مختلف و به طريقة Case ، امكان خودآزمايي شخص به صورت ٢ شماره CDر د. كافي داده شده است

CDباشند  به شرح ذيل مي: 
 Caseتعداد  مبحث Caseتعداد  مبحث Caseتعداد  حثمب Caseتعداد  مبحث Caseتعداد  مبحث

Head ٣٦  جنين Neural tube ١٩ Amniotic Fluid ١٦ سيستم اسكتال جنين ٤ جنسيت ٢ 
Body wall ٢٠ Umblical Cord ١٢ دستگاه ادراري جنين ٢ موارد متفرقه ٣   
    ٤ سيستم گوارشي جنين ١٢  جنينChest ٦ صورت جنين ١٤ قلب جنين

25.1 

2005 Digital Human Anatomy and Endoscopic Ultrasonography    (MANOOP S. BHUTANI, MD, JOHN C. DEUTSCH, MD)    (Salekan E-Book) 26.1 
 EBUS (Endo Bronchial Ultrasound) 27.1 ــــــ
2004 Endoscopy and Gastrointestinal Radiology   (Gregory G. Ginsberg, Michael L. Kochman) 

Upper endoscopy Colonoscopy Endoscopiy 

Contrast Radiology Clinical Application of Magnetic Resonance Imaging in the Abdomen Percutaneous Management of Biliary Obstruction 

Endoscopic Retrograte Cholagiopancreatography Computed Tomography and Ultrasound of the Abdomen and Gastrointestinal Tract Endoscopic Ultrasound  

28.1 
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 Essentials of Radiology ــــــ
 :اشدب  بر حسب موضوع به قرار زير ميCDشده در اين  هاي مطرحCaseتعداد . اند و از تصاوير راديوگرافيك تيپيك همراه با توضيحات كافي و توصيف دقيق نماهاي راديولوژيك استفاده شده است  مطرح گرديدهCase فوق، ضروريات راديولوژي تشخيصي بصورت CDدر 

 
 Caseتعداد  موضوع Caseتعداد  موضوع Caseتعداد  موضوع Caseتعداد  موضوع
 ٢٠ مراقبت بحراني ١٥ TB ٨ انسداد و پرفوراسيون ٣٠ پنوموني
 ١٦  شكمLLQكولون و ناحيه  ٧  شكمRLQناحيه  ١٢  شكمRUQناحيه  ١٢ كانسر ريه
 ١ مطالعات فلوروسكوپيك شكم ٧ روة باريك ٦ معده ٦ مري

 ١٣ سيستم ادراري تناسلي ٧ قلب ١٢ AIDS ٩ پنوموكونيوز
 ٢٨ سيستم اسكلتال ٥ ژنيكولوژي ١٧ تروما ١٨ اطفال

obstetrics هاي  بيماري ١٦Breast ١٢ نوروراديولوژي مغز ٣ نوروراديولوژي ستون فقرات ١٨ 
   ١٣ اي پزشكي هسته

29.1 

 Exam Preparation for Diagnostic Ultrasound Abdomen and OB/GYN  (RogerC. Sanders, Jann D. Dolk, Nancy Smith Miner) 30.1 ــــــ

 Fundamentals of  Body CT   (Second Edition)   (W. Richard Webb, M.D. , William E. Brant, M.D. , Clyde A. Helms, M.D.) (Salekan E-Book) 31.1 ــــــ

 Image Data Bank  RADIOGRAPHIC ANATOMY & POSITIONING (APPLETON & LANGE) 32.1 ــــــ
1998 Imaging Atlas of Human Anatomy    (version 2.0)    (Mosby) 

روش يـادگيري آنـاتنومي   . آشـنا شـويد  )  و سـونوگرافي CT Scan ، MRIهاي ساده، تصاوير با كنتراسـت راديوگرافيـك،    فيلم(افزار قادر خواهيد بود كه در مدت بسيار كوتاهي با آناتومي بدن در تصاوير مختلف راديولوژي  م با كمك اين نر
 اسـتفاده از آرايـة   ضمناً با. جهت ايجاد علاقمندان بيشتر در امر يادگيري در نظر گرفته شده است...  كردن تصوير، خودآزمايي و     negativeنمايي تصوير،      بسيار آسان بوده و امكانات مختلفي از قبيل بزرگ         CDراديولوژيك با استفاده از اين      

noteتوان به اطلاعات علمي اضافي مرتبط با تصوير مورد مطالعه دستيابي پيدا نمود  ، مي. 

33.1 

1998 Imaging of Diffuse Lung Disease (David A. Lynch, MB, John D. Newell Jr, MD, FCCP, Jin Seong Lee, MD) 

CD    هاي منتشر ريه      فصل از بيماري   ١١ حاضر شامل(DLN)برداري  كه به گفته مؤلفين شامل تلفيقي از معاينه، شرح حال ، پاتوفيزيولوژي و تفسير عكس. باشد  ميMRI,CT-Xray) هـاي منتشـر    در اطفال و بالغين در مورد بيماري....)  و
 .باشد ريه مي

 :بعضي فصول كتاب شامل 

DLDهاي شغلي و محيطي و بيماري ارزيابي پاتولوژي بيمارهاي ريه تصوير برداري عروق ريوي وند ريهپي  كودكانDLDتصويربرداري 
تصويربرداري آمفيزم تصويربرداري راههاي هوائي باشد  آنها به طور مجزا ميX-Ray,CTو مقايسه DLD تشخيص افتراقي راديولوژي   هاي انفيلتراتيو ريه تصويربرداري بيماري

 
 .دهد هاي داخلي، ريه ، قلب و راديولوژي مي فته مؤلفين نگاهي جديد به متخصصين  و رزيدنت بوده و به گAcrobat Readerاين كتاب در برنامه 

34.1 

___ Imaging of Spinal Trauma in Children  (Lawrence R. Kuhns, M.D.)   (University of Michigan Medical Center) 
Principles AND TECHNIQUES ATLAS OF SPINAL INJURIES IN CHILDREN 

Epidemiology Normal Spine Variants and Anatomy Special Views and Techniques Cervcal Spine Lumbar Spine 
Measurements Mechanisms and Patterns of Injury Experimental and Necropsy Data Thoracic Spine Sacrococcygeal Spine 

Occipitocervical Injuries Thoracic Spine Injuries Sacral Injuries Lumbar   

35.1 

 MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING  (Third Edition)  (Dauld Stark, William Bradley) ــــــ
 . موجود ميباشدCD در اين David Starkسه جلد كتاب  

1. Generation and Manipulation of Magnetic Resonance Images        2. Magnetic Resonance:  Bioeffects and Safety 
3. Three-Dimensional Magnetic Resonance Rendering Technique       4. Principles of Echo Planar Imaging: Implications for Musculoskeletal System 

5. MR Imaging of Articular Cartilage and of Cartilage Degneration       6. The Hip 7. The Knee 8. The Ankle and Foot   
9. The Shoulder 10. The Elbow 11. The Wrist and hand        12. The Temporomandibular Joint 13. Kinematic Magnetic Resonance Imaging 14. The Spine 

15. Marrow Imaging   16. Bone and Soft-Tissue Tumors 17. Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Muscle Injuries 

36.1 
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 Magnetic Resonance Imaging computed Tomography of the Head and Spine (C. Barrie Grossman) 37.1 
 Magnetic Resonance Imaging in Orthopedics and Sport Medicine (David W. Stoller) ــــــ

 

 :ر استباشد و شامل مباحث زي  در ارتوپدي و طب ورزش ميMRIافزار در ارتباط با كاربرد   اين نرم

  تومورهاي استخوان و بافت نرم-١٦ بعدي  سه MRI تكنيك بازسازي جهت -١١ MRI اثرات بيولوژيك و ايمني در -٦ MRI تهية تصاوير -١
 عضلاني  آسيبهاي MRI -١٧ (Hip) مفصل ران -١٢  عضروف مفصلي و دژنراسيون عضروفيMRI -٧  جهت سيستم موسكولواسكلتالEcho-Planar اصول تصويرسازي -٢

   شانه-١٣  مچ پا و پا-٨  زانو-٣
  (TMJ) مفصل كمپورومانديبولار -١٤  مچ دست و دست-٩  آرنج-٤

٥- Kinematic MRI تصويربرداري -١٥  ستون فقرات-١٠ MRIاز مغز استخوان    

38.1 

2000 Mammography   Diagnosis and Intervention    (Ralphl. Smathers, M.D.) 
 :طالبي در رابطه با ماموگرافي با عناوين ذيل مطرح شده است مCDدر اين 

 Aggressiveي بدخيم و  و تومورها هايي با حدود نامشخص  توده-خيم             هايي با حدود مشخص و خوش  تغييرات فيبروكيستيك و توده-ها                                      تغييرات زمان و آرتفكت-             آناتومي نرمال پستان-
 هاي پيشرفته و متاستاز و همچنين در مورد راديوتراپي  بررسي بيماري-)                 و يا سونوگرافيNeedleبه صورت لوكاليزه با (هاي انجام ماموگرافي   روش-

39.1 

2001 MR Angiography Thoracic  Vessels   (O. Ratib & D. Didier) 
 

Methods & Techniques Aortic Aneurysms Aortic Arch Anomalies Aortic Arch Anomalies Aortic Coarcation 
Aortitis Pulmonary astesies diseases Aequised venous diseases Congenital venous anomalies Miscellaneous  

40.1 

2001 MR Imagin Expert  (Geir Torhim, Peter A. Rinck)    4th Edition 

This version is a special adaptation for "Magnetic Resonance in Medicine The Basic Textbook of the European Magnetic Redonance Forum"   

41.1 

 MRI der Extremitaten  42.1 ــــــ
 MRI of the BRAIN & SPINE  (SCOT W. ATLAS)  (LIPPINCOTT-ROVEN) ــــــ

 پرداخته  Imagingهاي   فصل به بحث و بررسي يافته٣٢ در مورد هر مبحث باليني نيز در طي  و همچنين تكنيكهاي مربوطه،MRIآيد زيرا در آن، علاوه بر توضيحات لازم و در عين حال مختصر در مورد فيزيك و اصول  حساب مي افزار آموزشي چندمنظوره به   يك نرمCDاين 
 و با استفاده از سه  Sectionalصورت در قسمت آناتومي نيز، نوروآناتومي به .  استضمناً براي فهم بهتر مطالب، در ارتباط با هر موضوع باليني و يا تصويربرداري از جداول مفيد استفاده شده.   با كيفيت بالا برحسب مورد به نمايش درآمده استMRI تصوير ٤٠٠٠شده و بيش از 

 :باشد هاي مطرح شده به قرار زير ميCase هاي متعدد است كه برحسب موضوع ، تعداد  Case افزار، خودآزمايي مطالب مطالعه شده بوسيله  نكتة بسيار جالب در اين نرم. آموزش داده شده است)  MRIتصاوير + تصاوير طبيعي+ تصاوير شماتيك (روش 

  هاي مطرح شدهCaseتعداد  موضوع  هاي مطرح شدهCaseتعداد  موضوع
 ٥ خونريزي اينتراكرينال ٧ اختلالات تكاملي مغز

 ٦ تومورهاي اكستراآگزيال مغز ٦ تومورهاي اينتراآگزيال مغز
 ٦ يسكمي و آنفاركتوس مغزيا ٦ هاي اينتراكراينال مالفورماسيونهاي عروقي و آنوريسم
 ٦ بيماريهاي مادة سفيد ٥ تروماي سر

 ٦ تظاهرات سيستم اعصاب مركزي در ارتباط با فاكوماتورها ٥ هاي اينتراكراينال عفونت
Aging٥ سلاتورسيكا و ناحيه پاراسلار ٤  مغز و بيماريهاي نورودژنرايتو 

 ٣ رالهاي استخوان كمپو آناتومي و بيماري ٥ قاعدة جمجمه
 ٥ بيماريهاي اژنرايتو ستون فقرات ٦ اوربيت و سيستم بينايي
 ٤ بيماريهاي عفوني و التهابي ستون فقرات ٣ تروماي ستون فقرات

 ٥ بيماريهاي نئوپلاستيك ستون فقرات و نخاع ٣ آناماليهاي مادرزادي ستون فقرات و نخاع
   ٢ اختلالات عروق نخاعي

43.1 

2000 Normal Findings in CT and MRI  (Torsten B Moeller, Emil Reif)   (Thieme) 44.1 
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 Obstetric Ultrasound Principles and Techniques ــــــ
 :باشد شود كه عناوين آن به شرح زير مي هاي لازمه در سونوگرافي مامائي ارائه مي اي در رابطه با مهارت  مطالب جامع و ارزندهCDدر اين 

  Body و CNSهاي   بررسي آناتومي جنين و آنومالي-     و جداول آنها               HC و AC و BPD . FLبر اساس معيارهاي  تعيين سن حاملگي -
 مستر اولها و امبريو و كيسه زرده در تري  آناتومي رحم و آدنكس-گيري آنها                 و نحوة اندازهCRL و Gs  تعيين سن بارداري در تريمستر اول بر اساس -
 گيري آنها  و نحوه اندازهAC و FL  تعيين سن بارداري در تريمستر دوم و سوم بر اساس -        گيري آن        تعيين سن بارداري در تريمستر دوم و سوم بر اساس دور سر و نحوه اندازه-
   تعيين محل جفت و حجم مايع آمنيوتيك  -       .....)      ... كليه -معده(  مطالب جالبي در رابطه با آناتومي جنين در تريمستر دوم و سوم -
        (Cord Insertion) انفاركتوس و وارياسيون محل خروج بند ناف -      گزيني جفت و بررسي ركولمان و پلانتاپرويا                                     تعيين محل لانه-
 كردن سؤالات در رابطه با آنها و پاسخ مربوطه  و مطرحCase Study بررسي لكينيكال و سونوگرافي -     )                                                ال پروفايلبيوفيزيك (BPP توضيحاتي در رابطه با -

20.3 

 PEDIATRIC GASTROINTESTINAL IMAGING AND INTERVENTION   (Second Edition)  (DAVID A. STRINGER, PAUL S. BABYN, MDCM) 45.1 ــــــ
 Peripheral Musculoskeletal Ultrasound Interactive Atlas  A CD-ROM (J. E. Cabay, B. Daenen)  (R. F. Dondelinger) ــــــ

سازد و ضـمناً امكـان    هاي اين سيستم آشنا مي هاي لازم جهت سونوگرافي نسوج نرم سطحي و تصاوير نرمال و پاتولوژي كنيك محسوب نمود چرا كه با كمك تصاوير ثابت و متحرك متعدد و تيپيك، شما را به خوبي با تMusculoSkeletalآموزش سونوگرافي   
  :مند شويد توانيد بهره وة مختلف مي شما براي بررسي تصاوير سونوگرافيك نرمال و يا پاتولوژيك در سيستم موسكولو اسكلتال از دو شيCDدر منوي اين . افزار فراهم است  در اين نرم(Quiz)خودآزمايي 

 :توانيد انتخاب نمائيد هاي زير را ميitem كه در اين صورت شما يكي از General: با استفاده از منوي -الف
 وست پ-١٠  عصب-٩  عروق-٨  غضروف فيبرو-٧  غضروف هيالين-٦  كپسول مفصلي و بورس-٥  استخوان و پريوست-٤  ليگامان-٣  تاندون-٢  عضله-١

 :هاي زير را انتخاب نمائيدitemتوانيد يكي از   كه در اين صورت شما ميRegion: با استفاده از منوي -ب
8- Wrist 7- Shoulder 6- Knee 5- Hip 4- Hand 3- Foot 2- Elbow 1- Ankle  

46.1 

 Principles of MRI 47.1 ــــــ
2002 Quality Management in the Imaging sciences   (Jeery Papp) (Mosby) 48.1 
 RADIOLOGIC ANATOMY     Interactive Tutorial on Normal Radiology     (UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA COLLEGE OF MEDICINE DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY) ــــــ

 
اطلاعات آناتوميك راديولوژي بدست آوريم بر روي انـدام تحتـاني شـكل مـذكور     ) Lower Extremityخواهيم در مورد  مثلاً اگر مي( شود Click) در كادر سمت راست( ، ابتدا بايد بر روي قسمت مورد نظر بر روي شكل انسان CDبراي استفاده از اين 

Click ضمناً در قسمت پايين كادرهـاي فـوق، سـه عـدد            . هاي كلي، وارد جزئيات بيشتر آن شويم        م از اين قسمت   توانيم با انتخاب هر كدا      شود و ما مي     هاي كلي مربوط به ناحيه آناتوميك مورد مطالعه ظاهر مي           ، سپس در كادر سمت چپ ليست قسمت       )كنيم   مي
Icon           ضـمناً امكـان   . ژيك عضـو مـورد مطالعـه آگـاهي كامـل يافـت      توان بترتيب از تكنيك تصويربرداري مربوط به قسمت مورد نظر، آناتومي طبيعي قسمت مذكور و همچنين مسائل كلينيكي و پاتولو                      كاربردي در قسمت وسط وجود دارد كه با كمك آنها مي

هـاي   دادن تكنيـك  بـراي نشـان  ...)  و CTScan ، MRI ، مطالعات با مواد حاجب راديوگرافيـك،  Plain Filmاز قبيل  (Imagingهاي   ، استفاده از كلية روشCDنكتة قابل توجه در اين .  بر اساس مباحث مورد نظر وجود دارد(Self evaluation)خودآزمايي 
 . هر عضو استفاده شده استImagingمختلف مربوط به 

 را انخـاب كنيـد   Openكليـك كنيـد و گزينـة      دستگاه خود راسـت CD-ROM رفته و روي درايو my computer را ببنديد سپس به Autoplay menu دستگاهتان صفحة CD-ROM در CDبعد از قراردادن :  hCDطريقة نصب  
 CDبعد از نصب پيغـامي مبنـي بـر نصـب كامـل      .  انتخاب كنيدOKفرض را با كليك بر روي  شود مسير نصب را وارد كرده و يا پيش  ظاهر ميradiologic Anatomy installationاي با نام   ، دابل كليك كنيد صفحه*Setupسپس روي 

 . عنوان مربوطه را انتخاب كنيدradilogic Anatomy رفته و در Program به Start كنيد، سپس از منوي OKآيد كه آن را  مي
* icon هاي ديگري با عناوين)Setup. ، ssetup ، setup.cfg ، ssetup.apm ( وجود دارد كه مربوط به اين برنامه نيست لطفاً فقطsetup.exeرا انتخاب كنيد . 

49.1 

 Radiology Image Bank:  Orthopedic Radiology     (International Medical Multimedia)   50.1 ــــــ
 Radiology on CD-ROM  Diagnosis, Imaging, Intervention  (Juan M. Taveras, MD, Joseph T. Ferrucci, MD) ــــــ

 :باشد  ميلادي بوده و شامل مباحث عمدة زير مي2001شده تا سال  ين تغييرات دادههمراه با آخر) باشد ترين مراجع راديولوژي در جهان مي كه يكي از معتبرترين و كامل  (Tavers ، مجموعه كاملي از كتاب راديولوژي CDاين 
 

 Gastrointestinal راديولوژي -٤ Vascular راديولوژي -٣  سياست بهداشتي و مديريت در راديولوژي-٢ Pulmonary راديولوژي -١
 Cardiac راديولوژي -٨ Breast Imaging -٧  فيزيك راديولوژي-٦ Genitourinary راديولوژي -٥

   Skeletal راديولوژي -١١ Adbomen راديولوژي -١٠  نوروراديولوژي و راديولوژي سر و گردن-٩

51.1 

2002 REVIEW FOR THE  Radiography Examination (A & LERT) (McGrow-Hill's) 52.1 
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 Teaching Atlas of Mammography  (Laszlo Tabar, Peter B. Dean)   (Thieme) 53.1 ــــــ
 The Basics of MRI of NMR   (Joseph P. Hornak, Ph.D.) 54.1 ــــــ
 The Encyclopaedia of Medical Imaging from NICER 55.1 ــــــ
2001 THE MRI TEACHING FILE (Robert B. Lufkin, William G. Bradley, Jr., Michael Brant-Zawadzki) 

CD    فوق داراي Case    ط به مباحث مختلف در زمينة       هاي متعدد مربوMRI باشد و هر       ميCase       تعـداد  . هاي افتراقي و تشخيص نهايي بوده و در مورد هر تشخيص نكات مهم شرح داده شده اسـت       هاي راديوگرافيك داراي تشخيص      با توجه به شرح حال و يافته
Caseشده بر حسب هر موضوع در اين  هاي مطرحCDباشد  بصورت جدول ذيل مي: 

 Caseتعداد  موضوع Caseتعداد  موضوع Caseتعداد  موضوع Caseتعداد  وعموض
 ١٠٠ سر و گردن ١٠  مغزMRA ١٠٢ هاي مغزي نئوپلاسم ٢٠١ هاي غيرنئوپلاستيك مغز بيماري

 ١٠٤ عروقي سيستم قلبي ١٠٢ تنه ١٠٠ سيستم عضلاني اسكلتي ١٠٠ ستون فقرات
      ١٠٠ ها اصول و آرتيفكت ١٠٠ اطفال

56.1 

 THE RADIOLOGIC CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA  High-Resolution  CT of the Lung II   (DAVID A. LYNCH, MD)    (NUMBER 1  VOLUME 40) ــــــ
 : ريه استHRCTرخصوص باشد و داراي مباحث عمدة ذيل د  ميThe Radiologic clinics of North America  برگردان شماره اول جلد چهلم از مجموعة كتابهاي CDاين 

- CT Scan  مربوط به بيماريهاي Air Wayو برونشكتازي  - HRCT مربوط به بيماريهاي Peripheral Airways - CT Scan نقش -  مربوط به آمفيزم HRCTدر ارزيابي بيماريهاي ريوي اطفال  
  مربوط به بيماريهاي ترومبوآمبوليك ريوي Non-TB - CT Scan  و TB مربوط به عفونتهاي مايكوباكتريايي  Drug-Induced - CT Scanماريهاي ريوي  مربوط به بيHRCT -  در ارزيابي بيماريهاي شغلي و محيطي ريهHRCT نقش -
- CT كميتي (quantitative)ندول منفرد ريوي-  ريه     

57.1 

1999 THE RADIOLOGIC CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA  Imaging of Musculoskeletal and Spinal Infections  

• PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES 
1. Epidemiology                      3. Normal Spine Variants and Anatomy 5. Measurements                                 7. Sacral Injuries                9- Mechanisms and Patterns of Injury  
2. Thoracic Spine Injuries      4. Experimental and Necropsy Data  6. Special Views and Techniwques               8. Occipitocervical Injuries 
• ATLAS OF SPINE INJURIES IN CHILDREN 
1. Cervcal Spine       2. Thoracic Spine         3. Lumbar Spine 4. Sacrococcygeal Spine 

58.1 

2001 THE RADIOLOGIC CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA  Pediatric Musuloskeletal Pediatric Radiology   (SALEKAN E-BOOK) (James S. Meyer, MD)                                                    
 :باشد خدمات فرهنگي سالكان تبديل به كتتاب الكترونيكي گرديده است شامل اين مباحث مي كه در مركز CDاين 

 Ultrasound in Padiatric Musculoskeletal Disease:  Teachinques and Applications     Nuclear Medicnine Topics in Pediatric Musculoskeletal Disease:  Teachinques and Applications 
 Imaging of Musculoskeletal Infections    Malignant and Benign Bone Tumors        Magnetic Rsonance Imaging of Musculoskeletal Soft Tissue Mass   Imaging of Pediatric Hip Disorder  
 Imaging of Pediatric Foot Disorder in Children   Imaging  of Sports Injuries in Children and Adolescents   A Pragmatic Approach to the Radiologic Diagnosis of Pediatric Syndromes and Skeletal Dysplasias 
 The Orthopedists Perspective: Bone Tumors, Scoliosis, and Trauma   Imaging of Crowth Distubance in Children    Imaging of Child Abuse 

59.1 

 THE RADIOLOGIC CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA  Update on Nuclear Medicine 60.1 ــــــ
 THE RADIOLOGIC CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA  Update on Ultrasonography   (FAYE C. LAING, MD)   (W.B. SAUNDERS COMPABY) ــــــ

 :باشد و داراي مباحث عمدة ذيل در خصوص سونوگرافي است مي The Radiologic Clinics Of North Americaهاي   از مجموعه كتاب٣٩شماره سوم جلد برگردان  CDاين 
  تحت راهنمايي سونوگرافي(intervention)اي   اقدامات مداخله-٣  مواد حاجب اولتراسوند-٢  تكنولوژي روز-١
  سونوگرافي موسكولواسكلتال-٦  وضعيت فعلي تشخيصي و درماني سونوگرافي اندوسكوپيك-٥ احي سونوگرافي در حين عمل جر-٤
 Gynecologic سونوگرافي -٩ Gynecology و Obstetricبعدي در   سونوگرافي سه-٨ Breast سونوگرافي -٧
   سونوگرافي كاروتيد-١٢ هاي محيطي ريان سونوگرافي ش-١١ هاي داخل مغزي به دنبال خونريزي  ارزيابي سونوگرافيك اتساع بطن-١٠

61.1 

 Ultrasound Atlas of Vascular Diseases  (Carol A. Krebs, RT, RDMS, Vishan L. Giyanani, , Ronald L. Eisenberg) (APPLETON & LANGE Stamford, Connecticut)   (SALEKAN E-Book) 62.1 ــــــ
 Ultrasound Teaching Manual  The basics of Performing and Interpreting Ultrasound Scans  (Matthias Hofer)  (With the collaboration of Tatjana Reihs)  (Thieme) 63.1 ــــــ
 Uterosalpingography in Gynecology Hysterospingography  (Salekan E-Book) 64.1 ــــــ
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 VOXEL-MAN 3D-Navigator Brain and Skull  (Regional, Functional, and Radiological Anatomy) (IMDM   university Hospital Eppendorf, Humburg) (Springer) ــــــ
 : به شرح ذيل استCDفصول مختلف اين .  دروس آناتومي و راديولوژي طراحي شده استهاي راديولوژيكي، طراحي شيوة عمل جراحي و آموزش  جهت تشخيصCDهاي داخلي تنه در سه عدد   از اندامInteractiveبعدي  افزار در قالب يك اطلس سه اين نرم

در ايـن بخـش     . عمودي ارائه شده است    و آناتومي شكم با قابليت چرخش افقي و          horizontal و چرخش    Ventricolبعدي قفسه سينه با قابليت چرخش         در اين قسمت آناتومي سه    :  هاي داخل تنه    بعدي اندام   تشريح سه :  ١-١     :آناتومي)  بخش اول 
سـازي   هـاي جـانبي، شـبيه     قلبـي عروقـي، سيسـتم عصـبي ، كبـد و انـدام       اسكلت اسـتخواني، سيسـتم  ( بخش ارائه شده است       ٩ها كه در      تشريح دستگاه  : ٢-١.        آنها وجود دارد   o١٨٠هاي تصاوير و چرخش       نمودن هر يك از بخش      قابليت حذف و اضافه   

 .باشد  ميSagittal و Coronal قسمت آناتومي مقاطع عرضي سطوح ٢شامل : آناتومي مقاطع عرضي :  ٣-١)        وپي با قابليت حركت در فضاي مري و معدهگاستروسك

   توموگرافي-:        راديولوژي)  بخش دوم
 )    طع و مشاهده تصوير هر قسمتدادن سطح مق با قابليت حركت( مقاطع عرضي آناتوميكي -٢-١       CT مقاطع عرضي -١-١
 سازي قسمت اولتراسونيك كبد  شبيه-٤-١               بعدي و مقاطع عرضي آناتوميكي   با تصاوير سهCT مقايسه بين تصاوير -٣-١

 ها  از كلية اندامX-ray  تصاوير -٤-٢    هاي منفرد   از اندامX-ray  تصاوير -٣-٢ از شكم           X-ray  تصاوير -٢-٢ از قفسة سينه         X-ray تصاوير -١-٢               X-ray  تصاوير -
  تصاويرZoomقدرت افزايش  دارنمودن هر بخش از تصاوير و مقاطع تشريحي مارك

 ارائه فهرست كامل مندرجات تصاوير به سه زبان انگليسي، آلماني و لاتين Intractiveبصورت هاي مختلف تصائير  نامگذاري بخش
شده كاملاً واقعي كه  ارائه تصاوير بازسازي

 .كاربرد آموزشي جذابي را به همراه دارد

65.1 

 VOXEL-MAN 3D-Navigator Inner Organs  (Regional, Systemic and Radiological Anatomy) (IMDM   university Hospital Eppendorf, Hamburg)        66.1 ــــــ
 Whole Body Computed Tomography   (Second Edition) (Otto H. Wegener)  (Blackwell Science) ــــــ

 :باشد فهرست كلي فصول  به قرار زير مي.  پرداخته شده است CT Scan ي جزء به جزء مسائل پاتولوژيك نواحي مختلف بدن با استفاده از تصاوير گوياي  همراه با بررسCT Scan فصل به شرح آناتومي، تكنيك و فيزيك مربوط به ٢٨ در طي CDدر اين 
 كليه ارگانهاي تناسلي زن تومورهاي استخواني مواد حاجب CT Scanتحليل تصوير در  CT Scan آناتومي در  CT Scan تكنيكهاي 

 غدد فوق كليوي حفرة رتروپريتوئن ستون فقرات ها ريه قلب مدياستن استراتژي ارزيابي بيمارروش و 
 مثانه عضلات لگن استخواني سيستم صفراوي كبد  ديوارة قفسه سينه )پلور(جنب 

  ها پروستات و سمينال وزيكول تومورهاي نسج نرم CTترمينولوژي  طحال حفرة پريتوئن  دستگاه گوارش  پانكراس

67.1 

 
  گوش، حلق و بيني-٢

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار
 Advanced Rhinoplasty Techniques  Cosmetic Rhinoplasty  (Rollin K. Daniel, M.D.) ــــــ

Analysis,  Marking & Anesthesia,  Closed/Open Approach,  Septum Exposure,  Exposure & Dorsal Reduction,  Caudal Septum Resection,  Ideal Profile Line,  Open Approach,  Tip Analysis,  Septoplasty & 
Septal Harvest,  Grafts,  Spreaser Grafts,  Grural Strut,  Tip Suture Technique,  Closure,  Nostril Sill Alar Wedge,  Composite Graft,  Lateral Osteotomy,  Final Steps,  Acknowledgments 

1.2 

2004 Advanced Therapy of OTITIS MEDIA 2.2 
 Aesthetic Facial Plastic Surgery    A Multidisciplinary Approach(   Romo & Millman) 3.2 ــــــ
 Aesthetic Rhinoplasty (second Edition)  (Jacizh-SHEEN, Anitra SHEEN)   (Volume 1, 2) 4.2 ــــــ
2005 An Atlas of Head & Neck Surgery   (John M. Lore, Jr., M.D, Jesus E. Medina)  (CD I , II) 5.2 
 Atlas D'ORL  Realise avec la collaboration des  (Dr Michel Boucherat, Dr Jean-Robert Blondeau) ــــــ

-Anatomie de l’oreille normale     - Images pathologiques       - Cas cliniques       -Anatomie naso-sinusienne normale 
-Images pathologiques                  - Cas cliniques                     - Rappels des principes de la TDM et de l’IRM  

6.2 

 Atlas of Head & Neck Surgery Otolaryngology   (TEXTBOOK)  (Byron J. Bailey, Karen H. Calhoun, Amy R. Coffey, J. Gail Neely) ــــــ
1- Atlas :  فصل در چهار بخش اصلي است٢٥اين قسمت داراي .  روش جراحي انتخابي ارائه شده است٢٥در اين قسمت : 

:  Head & Neck Surgery- 
 :  عنوان اصلي شامل موارد زير است٦. تارائه شده اس.... هاي بيهوشي و   عنوان اصلي است كه در هر قسمت اطلاعات اساسي راجع به انديكاسيون تمهيدات قبل از عمل جراحي، وسايل و روش٦شامل 

7.2 
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  • Salivary Gland   • Nose & maxilla     • Oral Clarity • Ear         • Neck & Larynx    • Thyroid & Parathyroid  
- Otologic procedures : 
  • Middle Ear and Ossicular Chain       • Tran temporal Skull Base  • Congenital Aural Base  

: Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery - 
  • Larygoplasty, Rhytidectomy, Rhinoplasty           •  Mandibular Surgery, Local & Regional Flaps,      • Excision of skin Lesions  
- Pediatric and General Otolaryngology : 
   • Frontal Sinus      •  Nasal Polypectomy •  Ton Sillectomy 
2- Bilbo Med Medline : .توانيد مباحث مورد نظرتان را جستجو و مطالعه نمائيد    در اين قسمت بر اساس موضوع، كلمات و واژهاي تخصصي، نام نويسنده، شمارة مجله مي  
3- Head & Neck Surgery:  

- Textbook                        - Drug  Reference 
- Textbook : 

 .باشد  فصل مي١٨٠  همراه با تصاوير رنگي متعدد گويا و  نمودارهاي آموزشي است كه شامل Baileyتة دكتر اين بخش بصورت يك كتاب الكترونيكي نوش
                                                                                    Basic Science / General Medicine -1: بخش اصلي اين كتاب به اين شرح است٤

            
2- Head & Neck : شامل مباحث گوناگون و تخصصي راجع به آناتومي و فيزيولوژي گوش، سر، گردن    ( ) 

3- Otology  
4- Facial Plastic Reconstructive Surgery  
- Drug Reference :                                                 انديكاسيون، ردة دارويي، اسامي شيميايي و تجارتي، مقدار مصرف اثرات جانبي، ( آورده شده است و اطلاعات كامل داروهاي اصلي و ژنوتيك به شكل الفبايي

.....)فارماكوكسيك دارو و  
 Atlas of Rhinoplasty Open and Endonasal Approaches   (Gilbert Aiach, M.D) 8.2 ــــــ

2005 Aphasia & Related Neurogenic Language Disorders  (Third Edition)    (Leonard L. LaPointe, Ph.D.) 9.2 
AUDIOLOGY The Fundamentals   (Third Edition)  (Fred H. Bess, Larry E. Humes) 10.2 ــــــ
 A Case Approach to Open Structure Rhinoplasty   (Calevln, Johnson) 11.2 ــــــ
   Causes of FAILURE in STAPES SURGERY  (VCD I)    (Howard P. House, TED N. Steffen) ــــــ

PITFALLS in STAPES SURGERY  (VCD II) 
STAPEDECTOMY  (Prefabricated Wire-Loop and Gelfoam Technique)  (VCD III) 

12.2 

 Chirurgia Endoscopica Dei Seni Paranasali    (A Cura di E. Pasquini G. Farneti) ــــــ
1. Principi di anatomia endoscopica             2. Tecnica chirurgica            3. Aspetti radiologici 

13.2 

 Cobblation Assisted Tonsillectomy (CAT) __  Cobblation Assisted Procedures  (VCD)    (CD I , II) ــــــ

 :باشد شامل موارد آموزشي زير مي VCDاين . شود به شما نشان داده مي Coblationها با كمك دستگاه  نسيل نحوة انجام اعمال جراحي روي تو١ شمارة  CDدر  
1- Subtotal Cololation Assisted tonsillectomy                       2-  Lop – off "CAT" technique              3-  Coblation Assisted tonsilectomg 

باشـد و مزايـاي فراوانـي بـر دسـتگاههاي ليـزر و                نحوة عملكرد دستگاه بر اساس امواج راديوفركوئنسي با واسطه پلاسـما مـايع مـي              . شويد  ايجاد كرده است آشنا مي     ENTكه تحولي عظيم در حيطه اعمال جراحي         Coblation شما با دستگاه     ٢شمارة   CDدر  
كوتاه، تحمل بالاي بيماران، وجود درد بسيار مختصر يا حتي عدم وجود درد پس از اعمال جراحي، ظرافت و تميزي اعمال، هموسـتاز   recovery و امكان انجام اعمال جراحي به صورت سرپايي، دوران          هوشي عمومي   عدم نياز به بي   . راديوفركوئنسي قديمي دارد  

 :شود  در موارد زير استفاده ميENTاز اين دستگاه در حيطة . باشد  استفاده از اين دستگاه ميالعاده جراح برخي از مزاياي عالي، حصول سريع نتايج، سرعت بالاي انجام عمل و راحتي فوق
1-  Coblation channeling of the inferior turbinate 

 .درد خواهد بود اين عمل تقريباً بي: نتيجه عمل به صورت ريداكشن سريع توربينه بلافاصله قابل مشاهده است. شود مان ميتوربينه در Channelingحسي لوكال، انسداد بيني ناشي از هيپرتروفي توربينه تحتاني به كمك  با استفاده از اين دستگاه و تحت بي
2-  Coblation channeling of the Soft palate 

14.2 
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 .شود نتيجة عمل نيز به سرعت حادث مي. حسي لوكان و تقريباً فاقد درد است يي و تحت بياين عمل سرپا. شود  كام نرم از حجم آن كاسته شده و باعث رفع خرخر در بيماران ميChannelingدر اين عمل، با 
3-  Coblation channeling of the tonsil 

 .نتيجه به سرعت حادث شده و عمل تقريباً فاقد درد است. هوشي عمومي باشد تواند سرپايي يا تحت بي بسته به شرايط اين عمل مي. شود تونسيل كاسته مي bulkبا اين روش، هيپرتروني تونسيلر برطرف شده و از 
4-  Coblation Assisted Tonsillectomy(CAT) 

 .باشد و دوران بهبودي سريع مي. درد پس از عمل معمولاً بسيار مختصر است. شود هاي بزرگ يا تونسيليت فرض از اين روش جهت انجام تونسيلكتومي استفاده مي در صورت وجود تونسيل
 Color Atlas of Diagnostic Endoscopy in Otorhinolaryngolgy   (EIJI YANAGISAWA, MD) 15.2 ــــــ
2002 Color Atlas of Ear Disease   (Salekan E-book)   (Richard A. Chole, MD, PhL, James W. Forsen) 16.2 
 Color Atlas of Otoscopy  From Diagnosis to Surgery   (Mario Snna) 17.2 ــــــ
 Cosmetic Blepharolasty & Facial Rejuvenation    (Stephen L. Bosniak, M.D.,) 18.2 ــــــ
2005 Cosmetic Surgery of the Asian Face (John A. McCurdy, Samuel M. Lan)    (CD 1-6) 19.2 
2005 Cumming's  Otolaryngology Head & Neck Surgery  (Fourth Edition)    (E-Book & Image Colleciton)   (Volume 1-4) 20.2 
 Current  Diagnosis & Treatment in OTOLARYNGOLOGY HEAD & NECK SURGERY   (Anil K. Lalwani, MD) 21.2 ــــــ
2005 Current Topics in Otolaryngology  -Head & Neck Surgery Lasers in Otorhinolaryngology    (Kari-Bernd Huettenbrink) 22.2 
2002 DALLAS RHINOPLASTY    Nasal Surgery by the Masters  (Reducing Tip Projection and Nostrill Show Via the Open Approach) (CD I , II) 

 
VCD: 1 

1) Cadaveric Rhinoplasty Dissection Technique 
2) Role of Component Dorsal Reduction: Spreader Grafts in the Deviated Nose 

VCD: 2 

Reducing Tip Projection and Nostril Show Via the Open Approach 

  :شود هاي جراحي رينوپلاستي بر روي كارآور از ابتدا و در غالب عناوين زير به ترتيب آموزشي داده مي  كه در سپوزيوم رينوپلاستي دالاس تهيه شده است، به شما تكنيك١ شمارة VCDدر 
1) Exposure/Nasal incisions 

A. Closed endonasal approach 
- Intracartilaginous (IC)  
incision 

B. Cartilage delivery technique 
- Infracartilaginous incision 
- Intercartilaginous incision 

C. Open Rhinoplasty approach 
- Transcolumellar incision 

2) Tip Alteration 
A. Columellar Stat placement 

- Intercarural suture stabilization 
B. Controlling dome angalation 

and tip defining points 
- Interdomal sutures 
- Transdomal Satares 

C. Correction of alar 
pinching/notching 

- lateral crural strut grafts 
- Alar contour grafts 

D. Tip grafts 
- Infratip graft 
- Onlay tip graft 

3) Sptal reconstraction 
A. Septal reconstraction 

- Inferior tarbinate resection 
(Submacosal) 
- Septal reconstruction 

B. Modification of the dorsum 
- Component dorsum 
reduction 
- Spreader graft placement 

4) Osteotmies 
A. Medial Osteotomy 
B. Lateral Osteotomy 
C. External Osteotomy 

 
 

5) Adjuctive techniques/Closure 
A. Alare base resection 

- Correction of alalr flaring 
- Diminishing nostril shape 

B. Closare 
C. Splints 

 بـه  Gunter از مصاحبه با بيمار آغاز شـده و سـپس دكتـر    VCDآموزش در اين . گيرد  قرار ميOpen تحت عمل جراحي رينوپلاستي با اپروچ Gunter زياد توسط آقاي دكتر nostril show , Projected tip خانم جواني با شكل ٢ شمارة VCDدر 
 .شود  ظرافت عالي در غالب مراحل زير انجام ميسپس عمل جراحي با. پردازد آناليز نازوناشيال وي مي

 
4) Transaction of lat Crura 3) Underminig tip Skin 2) Infracartilaginous and trans columellar incisions 1)Complete transfixion incision 
8) Reduction  of dorsal septum (DS) and upper lateral cartilage (ULC) 7) reduction of bony darsum (BD) 6) Preparing submucosal tunnels 5) Resection of feet of medial crura 
12) Cephalic resection of lateral Crura (LC) 11) Spreader grafts  10) Medial asteomius 9) Harvesting Septal cartilages for grafting 
16) Final adjustment of dorsal height 15) Lateral asteotomy Cinternal 14) Aligning the dorsum 13) Preparation for lateral crural grafts (LCSG) 
 19) Closure 18) Placement of lateral crural strut grafts 17) Columellar strt placemend  

 !!كنيم توجه شما را به استفاده از وسيله ريداكشن دور سوم استخواني نيز جلب مي VCD در اين .   كنيد در نهايت شما نتايج بعد از عمل بيمار در فواصل مختلف مشاهده مي

23.2 

 Dallas Rhinoplasty  (Nasal Surgery by the Masters)   (Salekan E-Book)   (Volume 1, 2) 24.2 ــــــ
 Diseases of the Sinuses Diagnosis and Management   (Darid W. Kennedy, MD, FRCSI, William E. Bolger, MD, FACS, S. James Zinreich, MD) 25.2 ــــــ
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 .باشد تاب تقريباً معتبرترين رفرانس سينونازولوژي در دنيا مياين ك.   گنجانده شده است2001 تشخيص و درمان بيماريهاي سينوس به تاليف آقاي دكتر ديويدكندي محصول سال CD ، text bookدر اين 
 EENT  Welch Allyn Institute of Interactive Learning 26.2 ــــــ
 ENDONASAL SINUSECTOMY WITH CORRECTION OF THE NASAL CAVITY  (Rikio Ashikawe, Takashi Ohmae, Toshio Ohnisshi, Yutaka Uchida) ــــــ

The Endonasal sinusectomy with correction of the nasal cavity (Takahash's methodn) is carried out in seven steps. 

27.2 

 Endoscopic Assisted Procedures used in Astatic Facial Plastic Surgery   (VCD)  (CD I , II) ــــــ
 

آموزشي به صـورت قـدم   . شود شود آموزش داده مي سپس به شما تكنيك جراحي اندوسكوپيك مالاروفرونتال كه توسط دكتر هنري دلمار ارائه مي         . شويد  ز پيشرو در ارائه تجهيزات اندوسكوپي و محصولات آن آشنا مي           اول شما در ابتدا، شركت كارل اشتورت       VCDدر اين   
 .گذارد  را به نمايش مي Endoscopic forehead rhytidectomy and brow elevation  تكنيك جراحيGrlecory S. Kellerدر مرحلة بعد دكتر . يابد  ادامه مي(closure)ها شروع شده و تا پايان عمل  گذاري روي پرت و تزريق و برش به قدم از نشانه

 Endoscopic forehead Lift              Endoscopic midface Lift                           Extended Composite face Lift:            شما با اين مواردEndoscopic assisted forehead and face lifting دوم تحت عنوان VCDدر 
بعدي تغييرات، ابزارآلات لازم در عمل  در پايان نحوة ثبت سه. شود ا نشان داده ميهم به شم)  ماه بعد٢(در هر مورد براي شما يك بيمار مورد عمل جراحي توسط آن تكنيك قرار گرفته و نتايج بعد از عمل   . شويد  ها و فوايد هر روش آشنا مي        انديكاسيون

 .شود جراحي هم به شما معرفي مي

28.2 

2005 Endoscopic Management of Cholesteatoma   (Muaaz Tarabichi)   (CD I , II) 29.2 
 Endoscopic Sinus Surgery   (SALEKAN-eBook) ــــــ

هاي آندوسكوپيك سينوس و حتي نحوة ايستادن يا  جمله ابزارآلات بكار رفته در جراحي ترين مسائل من آشنايي شما شامل ابتدايي. شويد شود شما با فيلد تشخيص و درمان آندوسكوپيك بيماريهاي سينوسي آشنا مي بندي ارائه مي  ورت طبقه  كه به ص   CDدر اين   
 بـه  (Atlas and textbook)هاي پارانازال و بيماريهاي مرتبط با انها به صورت متن و گـراف   مراحل مختلف جراحي آندوسكوپيك سينوس. شود مباني آناتوميك و دايسكشن براي شما تشريح مي. شود نشستن هنگام عمل و گرفتن ابزار در دست هم مي

 : شامل مباحث زير استCDفصول اين . شود شما نشان داده مي
1- Consistent and Relible Anatomical Landmarks in Endoscopic Sinus Surgery 2- Surgical Instrumentation 3- Setup and patient positioning           4- Basic Dissection 5- Advanced Dissection 

30.2 

2005 Endoscopic Sinus Surgery   Anatomy Three-Dimensional Reconstruction, & Surgical Technique   (Peter-John  Wormald) 31.2 
 Endoscopic Sinus Surgery  NEW HORIZONS  (Nikhil J. Bhatt, M.D.) 32.2 ــــــ
2004 Essentials of Septorhinoplasty   philosophy-Approaches-Techniques 33.2 
 EVIDENCE-BASED  OTITIS MEDIA  (Richard M. Rosenfeld, MD, MPH, Charles D. Bluestone, MD) ــــــ

در انتهـا نتـايج درمـان    . پردازد هاي دارويي و جراحي آن مي آشنايي از مسائل اپيدميولوژيك و تحقيقات انجام شده آغاز شده و در ادامه به موشكافي در مورد انواع  اتيولوژي، علائم و مسير باليني، تشخيص، درمان                  . شويد  هاي اوتيت مديا به صورتي اصولي آشنا مي         ا بيماري  شما ب  CDدر اين   
 : شامل مباحث زير استCDفصول اين .  گردد در ضمن اثرات اين بيماري روي تكامل كودك و كيفيت زندگي او نيز تشريح مي. ودش بررسي مي

1- Methodology  2- Clinical Management  3- Consequences and Sequelae 

34.2 

 Facial Nerve Surgery   (Jack L. Pulec, M.D.)    Otologic Medical Group, Inc. Los Angeies 35.2 ــــــ

 Facial Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery   (Terence M. Davidson, MD)  (VCD I , II) 36.2 ــــــ
2004 Functional & Selective Neck Dissection  (Javier Gavihin, Jesus Herranz, Lawrence W. Desanto) 37.2 
 Functional Reconstructive Nasal Surgery  (egbert H. Huizing) 38.2 ــــــ

 Head and Neck Surgery   (Jatin P Shah, MD, MS (Surg), FACS)  (Mosby) 39.2 ــــــ

2005 HEAD, FACE, AND NECK TRAUMA COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT (Michael G. Stewart, M.D., M.P.H.) 40.2 
 Hearing  ITS Physiology & Pthophysiology    (Aage R. Moller, ph.d) 41.2 ــــــ
 Imaging of the Temporal Bone  (Third Edition)   (Joel D. Swartz, H. Ric Harnsberger) 42.2 ــــــ
2001 Introduction to Ear Acupuncture (Martin Franke) 

آموزش از آناتومي و نواحي مختلف موردنظر در طب سوزني گوش آغاز شده و سپس با نحوة انجام طـب                    . شويد  شما با اصول كلي طب سوزني گوش آشنا مي         ارائه شده است     Thieme آموزشي كه توسط مارتين فرانك تهيه و توسط انتشارات معتبر            CDدر اين   
43.2 
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 .تايج اين اعمال هم داشته باشيد و آنها را ارزيابي نمائيدتوانيد نگاهي به ن يابد سپس شما مي ادامه مي... سوزني در بيماريهاي مختلف همچون ميگرن، بيماريهاي خواب، سرگيجه، اعتياد به سيگار و 
1- Localization Assignment        2- Localization Determination        3- Treatment           4- Evaluation 

 La Rhinoplastica Ragionata  (Valerio Micheli-Pellegrini, Roberto Polselli) 44.2 ــــــ
2002 Local Flaps in Head and Neck Reconstruction   (Lan T. Jackson, M,D.) (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 45.2 
 Medical Speech-Lanaguage Pathology  A Practitioner's Guide    (Alex F. Johnson, Barbara H. Jacobson) 46.2 ــــــ

 Nasal Aesthetics and Anatomy:  A Cadaver Study  (Rollin K. Daniel, M.D.) 47.2 ــــــ

 Oculoplastic Surgery  (William P. Chen) 48.2 ــــــ
 Office-Based Surgery in Otolaryngology   (Andrew Blizer, Harold C. Pillsbury, Anthony F. Jahn) 49.2 ــــــ
 OPEN RHINOPLASTY  Cadaver Dissection Program  (Dean M. Toriumi, MD.) (Vol I , II)  (College of Medicine at Chicago) ــــــ

7- Management of Lower third of the nose 
- Cephalic trimming of lateral Crura 
- Satured – in – place Collamellar Strut  
- Transdomal Sutur  
- Sutured – in – place tip 

5- Management of Middle Nasal Vault  
- Division of apper Lateral Cartilages from septum 
- Application of Spreader grafts 

3- Open Rhinoplasty approach  
- Incisions 
- Flap Elevation 

1- Access to nasal Septum 
- Hemitrans Fixatu incision 
- Havvestiong Septal Cartilage 

8- Chin augmentation 
- Preparation of the implant  
- Incision and dissection  
- placement of Implant 

6- Major septal reconstruction 
- Reconstraction of L-Shaped Septal Strat  

 

4- Stractural grafts used in Secondary  
- loteral Crural grafts  
- Alar Batten grafts  

 

2- Havvestiog of Conchal Cartilage 
- Anterior approach for harvestiog Cartilage 
- Flap elevention  
- Cartilage excision 
- Closure and dressing   

50.2 

2005 Open Structure Rhinoplasty  (A Case Oriented Approach)   (CD I , II) 51.2 

 Open Tip Graft in Twin Patient  (Rollin K. Daniel, M.D.) ــــــ
Analysis, Operative Planning,  Twins Pre and Post,  Anesthesia,  Transfixion Incision,  Septal Harvest,  Open Approach,  Exposure,  Tip Anatomy,  Tim Strips,  Graft Preparation,  Radix Graft,  Crural Strut,  
Domal Excision,  Graft, Shaping,  Graft, Insertion,  Closure,  Post Op Result,  Credits 

52.2 

 Ophthalmic & Facial Plastic Surgery   (Frank A. Nasi., Geoffrey J. Gladstone, Brian G. Brazzo) 53.2 ــــــ
2003 Otorhinolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery   (SIXTEENTH EDITION)  (James B, Snow Jr, MD, John Jacob Ballenger, MD,) 

Otology and Neurotology  Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery Pediatric Otolaryngology Rhinology Bronchoesphagology Laryngology Head and Neck Surgery  

54.2 

 Plastic Surgery   (Fifth Edition)   (Grabb and Smith's)   (Salekan E-Book) ــــــ
د استفاده دستياران باشد و مور اين كتاب به منظور علاقمندي به جراحي پلاستيك در تمام سطوح آموزش و درمان پزشكي مي. باشد  قسمت، كتابي كامل و كاربردي در تمام مباحث جراحي پلاستيك مي٧ فصل در ٩٢اين كتاب الكترونيكي مشتمل بر 

 .به گفتة مؤلفين اين كتاب همچنين براي امتحانات و آموزش مداوم بورد جراحي پلاستيك آمريكا سودمند است. باشد و متخصصين جراحي پلاستيك مي
  . باشد مي ... و graft و flapهاي استفاده از  كنيك، ت implants هاي اولية جراحي پلاستيك آنشري،  بوده و در مورد ترميم زخم، تكنيكGeneral Reconstruction :بخش اول
 .باشد  و استفاده از ليزر در پوست مي Mothsهاي مادرزادي، جراحي با  هاي تومورهاي پوست، خال پردازد كه شامل چگونگي جراحي به جراحي پلاستيك در پوست مي :بخش دوم
 .باشد مي...) بيني، گوش و گونه و لب و  Reconstructionهاي سر و صورت، اتوپلاسمي ،  صلاح دفريتميا(پردازد مانند   به درمان ضايعات سر و گردن مي:بخش سوم

 .باشد مي...) endoscopic plastic surgery، تزريق كلاژن بلفاروپلاستي،  ليپوساكشن،  (dermabrasion, peeling: باشد شامل هاي زيبايي مي  جراحي:بخش چهارم
 .پرداخته است... ماموپلاستي،  كمپليكاسيون، تصيحيحي ژينكوماستي و :   شرح داده شده كه شامل breastي زيبايي و ترميمي ها  جراحي:بخش پنجم
 .  اين قسمت به جراحي ترميمي دست اختصاص دارد:بخش ششم
 .....يوارة شكم و د Reconstructionدرمان زخم بستر، : باشد شامل  مربوط به ناحية اندام تحتانني و تنه مي:بخش هفتم
 .... وReconstruction of peni درمان هيپوسپادياس و: باشد شامل  بحث ناحية ژنيتاليا مي:بخش هشتم

ما سعي كرده ايم يكبار ديگر اكثر تحقيقـات و  :  به گفتة مؤلفين.باشند  در مباحث ليزري ميترين اشخاص سه تن از مطرح  Alsterهمراه با  Goldmanو   Fitzpatrickباشند    مؤلفين كتاب از برجسته ترين پيشگامان استفاده از ليزر در درمان ضايعات پوستي مي             
 .مورد استفاده استپوست صورت فعاليت دارند  rejuvenationمباحث اين كتاب به طور تخصصي مورد استفادة درماتولوژيست ها و جراحاني كه در زمينة .  دانش كاربرد ليزر در پوست را د اخل يك كتاب گردآوري كنيم

55.2 

 Primary Rhinoplasty  (Bahman Guyuron, MD, FACS, Cleveland, Ohio)  (VCD) 56.2 ــــــ
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مورد عمل . شود  آموزش داده ميOpenف يك عمل رينوپلاستي اوليه با اپروج  تهيه شده است، مراحل مختلOhio آموزشي كه توسط يكي از بزرگترين جراحان صاحب نام دنيا، از كشور عزيزمان ايران ، به نام آقاي دكتر بهمن غيوران از دانشگاه VCDدر اين 
ديـدن ايـن   . كننـد  اجرا مـي ) پانسمان(تا انتها ) الحسي توپيك تزريق و بي(العاده مشكلي در زمينه رينوپلاستي محسوب شده و آقاي دكتر غيوران پس از آناليز كامل نازوفاشيال جراحي را با ظرافت هر چه تمامتر از ابتداي امر    فوق Caseباشد كه     دختر جواني مي  

VCDكنيم  را اكيداً به كليه متخصصين توصيه مي. 
 RHINOPLASTY    GOLDMAN TECHNIQUE    (ROBERT L. SIMONS, MD., NORTH MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA)   (VCD) (CD I , II) ــــــ

افزار فوق براي تشريح تكنيك يـك   در نرم. باشد  با كمك تكنيك گلدمن مي(tip plasty) بيمار tipعمده هدف اين برنامه تصحيح . شود ط دكتر سيمون از دانشگاه ميامي تشريح مي آموزشي مراحل مختلف عمل رينوپلاستي توسVCDدر اين 
Case هوشي  باشد تحت عمل با بي اي مي  ساله٢٧ كه خانمStand byبيني بيمار از نوع . شود  انجام ميprojected tipآيد در ابتدا يك آناليز كامل استاتيك نازوفاشيال از بيمار به عمل مي. باشد  مي. 

57.2 

  RHINOPLASTY   A Practical Guide to functional and asthetic surgery of the nose  (G. J. Nolst) ــــــ
. شود آموزش داده مي) هوشي عمومي تحت بي)  (از تكنيك تا اعمال جراحي(هاي جراحي،  از مراحل پايه  شناسي و  تكنيك در اين فيلم اصول پايه زيبايي. باشد  جراحي فانكشنال و استاتيك بيني ميراهنمايي عملي جهت. شود اين برنامه آموزشي كه توسط دكتر نولست ارائه مي

 .شود  كمك گرفته ميopenشود و براي قراردادن آن از اپروچ  تهيه مي) شيلد يا استرات كلوملا(در انتها از غضروف كونكاي گوش بيمار، گرافت . كنيم  جلب ميtipدر اين فيلم توجه شما را به نحوة انجام استئوتومي از راه پوست و نيز حفظ ساپورت 
 : شاملCDفصول اين . ستهاي آن بخش نشان داده شده ا  توضيحاتي داده شده و سپس تصاوير رنگي و فيلم مربوط به جراحيtextدر هر فصل ابتدا به صورت 

- Basic Knowledge: شناختي   شامل آناتومي، زيبائيPre-op و Post-opحسي به صورت فيلم پرداخته است ها و نحوة بي  و كمپليكاسيون. 
- Operative techniques :   پلاسـتي و   هـاي عمـل سـپتو    بـه شـيوهturbinate surgery هـا،    گرافـتSpreadergrafs modified zplasty-Nasalvalve surgery  جراحـي ،osseocartileginous رينوپلاسـتي  Open ، external rhinoplasty ، 

Wedgeresection in alar base surgeryپرداخته است . 
- : Capita selectaهاي ساختماني پرداخته است مانند  تصحيح شكاف لب و بيني،     فصل آخر به درمان بيماريaugmentation rhinoplasty  ،rhinosurgery    ،در كودكانRevision surgery تصحيح Pverprojected nasel tip. Saddle noseپرداخته است . 

 .باشد مي Conchal Cartilage harvestingكرواستئوتومي و مي... ) اكسترنال و (هاي مختلف براي رينوپلاستي  هاي رينوپلاستي كودكان و اپروچ نشان دادن تكنيك:   شامل Video gallery  آسان بوده و دارايCDاستفاده از اين 

58.2 

 Rhinoplasty  The American Academy of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery  (CD I, II)  (E. Gaylon McCollough, M.D.) (the St. Louis Aging Face Symposium) ــــــ

در ايـن عمـل از   . شـود   به تفكيك بيان و اجرا مي Stand byهوشي  شود، مراحل مختلف يك عمل رينوپلاستي بر روي بيمار ميانسال تحت بي  ارائه ميAging Face در سمپوزيوم (.E. Gaglon McCollough M.D) در اين برنامة آموزشي كه توسط دكتر
 . شود  استفاده ميLLCهاي  كردن قسمت سفاليك غضروف  جهت ترميمdeliveryاز روش . شود  داده ميrotation بيني اين بيمار، افزايش tipبر روي . باشد  ميtip plastyشود و بيشترين توجه روي   استفاده ميClosedاپروچ 

 .شود  انجام شده و پانسمان مخصوص و جالب مولف بر روي صورت بيمار قرار داده ميAlar base resectionدر نهايت براي بيمار 

59.2 

 RHINOPLASTY DOUBLE  DOME UNIT  (CD I , II)   (E. Gaylon McCollough MD, Birmingham, Albama) ــــــ
اين برنامه نگرشي .  و هدف عمده جمع كردن آن است بودهtipشود كه مشكل آن عمدتاً در ناحيه  مراحل مختلف عمل رينوپلاستي بر روي خانمي انجام مي. شود  از دانشگاه بيرمنگام ارائه ميE. Gaglon MC Collouchدر اين برنامة آموزشي كه توسط دكتر 

 . آن استmanagement و نحوة Double Dome Unitبه 

60.2 

 Rhinoplasty The Overly Projected Nasal Tip    (Trent W. Smith, M.D.F.A.C.S.) ــــــ
 بينـي،   tipبا توجه به بلندبودن طول مويال كروراها به عنوان علت برچسته بـودن              . شود  جسته مورد بررسي قرار گرفته و مراحل مختلف عمل بر روي يك بيمار انجام مي              بر tip هاي با   در اين برنامة آموزشي مترولوژي و نتايج كلينيكي رينوپلاستي در بيني          

 .تاد و مدير گروه بخش گوش و حلق و بيني و جراحي پلاستيك دانشگاه اوهايو ارائه شوداين برنامه توسط آقاي دكتر اسميت اس.    شود تلاش در جهت كوتاه بودن طول آنها در جهت اصلاح اين برجستگي انجام مي

61.2 

 San Diego Classics in Soft Tissue & Cosmetic Surgery Rhinoplasty (Part 1-6)  (Richard C. Webster, MD, Terence M. Davidson, Alan M. Nahum) 62.2 ــــــ
 Secondary Rhinoplasty & Nasal Reconstruction    (Rod J. Rohrich, Jack H. SHEEN, Gary C. Burget, Dean E. Burget) 63.2 ــــــ

 Smile Train Virtual Surgery Videos  (Unilateral Cleft Bilateral Cleft Cleft Palate)  (Court B.Cutting, Donato LaRossa)   (Vol I, II, III) 64.2 
2003 SURGERY of the EAR    (Fifth Edition)   (Glasscock-Shambaugh) (Michael E. Glasscock III, MD, FACS, Aina Julianna Gulya, MD) 

 :عبارتند از CDعناوين اين .  باشد هاي جراحي گوش در دنيا مي كتاب شامپو يكي از معتبرترين رفرانس. شود   به شما ارائه مي (2003) جراحي گوش شامپوـ گلاسكو، اويشن پنجمCD  .textbookدر اين 
1- Scientific Foundations                                                              3- Clinical Evaluation                    5- Fundametals of Otologic/Neurotologic Surgery                 7- Surgery of the External Ear   
2- Surgery of the Tympanomastoid Compartment                       4- Surgery of the Inner Ear             6- Surgery of the IAC/CPA/Petrous Apex                    8- Surgery of the Skull Base 

65.2 

 Surgical Approaches in Otorhinolaryngology   (W.F. Thumfort, W. Platzer) 66.2 ــــــ
 Teaching Atlas of Head & Neck Imaging  (Rtbert Lufkin, Alexandra Borges) 67.2 ــــــ
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2004 The MACS – Lift Short-Scar Rhytidectomy  (Textbook)  (Patrick L. Tonnard, Alexis M. Verpaele) (CD I , II) 68.2 
 The MEDPOR Lower Eyelid Spacer (James Patrinely, M.D.F.A.C.S., and Charles N.S. Soparkar, M.D., Ph.D.)   (VCD) ــــــ

 .شود اين آشنايي در غالب موارد زير ارائه مي. شويد شود، شما با پروتزهاي مدپور پلك تحتاني آشنا مي  آموزشي كه توسط دكتر پاترينلي و دكتر سوپاركار ارائه ميVCDدر اين 
3) Medpore biomaterial 2)  Addressing and management potential Complications 

- managing winging are edge flare 
- managing ridging 
- managing under correction 
- managing overcorrection 
- managing implant exposure 
- managing entropion 
- managing entropion 
- Implant exchange 

1)   Introduction and Surgical technique 
- Cartilage grafts 
- Non-rigid spacer grafts (hard Patale/Sclera,dermis) 
- Medpore Lower Lid Advantages 

 

69.2 

 The MEDPOR Nasal Shell Implant  (Paul O'Keefe, M.B, B.S., (SYD), F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.)   (VCD) 70.2 ــــــ
 THE VIDEO ATLAS OF COSMETIC BLEPHAROPLASTY (8 CDs)   (S.LBosniak) ــــ

هاي جراحي در اصـلاح و تـرميم كليـة     حسي تا جديدترين تكنيك ي مختلف بيها شود و شامل تمامي مباحث از آناتومي پلك و روش  آموزش داده ميS.LBosniakباشد كه توسط استاد برجسته   فوق يك دورة كامل آموزش جراحي پلك مي       VCD ٨مجموعة  
 .استفاده از اين مجموعه را بايد به منزلة گذراندن يك دوره كارگاه آموزشي بلفاروپلاستي دانست. باشد مي... جمله، آنتروپيون، اكتروپيون، پتوز، درماتوشالازيس و  مسائل و مشكلات پلكي من

71.2 

 VCD Journal of ENT  APPROACH VESTIBULAR NEURECTOMY-TRANSTEMPORAL SUPRALABYRINTHINE APPROACH ــــــ

MICROSURGERY OF THE SKULL BASE TRANSOTIC APPROACH ACOUSTIC NEUROMA (Prof. U. Fisch Zurich)  (VCD#2) 

72.2 

 VCD Journal of ENT INFRATEMPORAL FOSSA APPROACH TYPE C   (Prof. U. Fisch Zurich)  (VCD#4) 73.2 ــــــ
 VCD Journal of ENT INFRATFMPORAL FOSSA APPROACH  GLOMUS TEMPORALE TUMOR    (Prof. U. Fisch Zurich)   (VCD#1) 74.2 ــــــ
 VCD Journal of ENT MICROSURGERY OF THE SKULL BASE TRANSOTIC APPROACH ACOUSTIC NEUROMA-INFRATEMPORAL FOSSA APRROACH TYPE C  (Prof. U. Fisch Zurich) (VCD#3) 75.2 ــــــ
 VJGS Invited Presentation: Thyroidectomy  (Jon A. van Heerden, ND) 76.2 ــــــ

 
  زنان و مامائي-٣

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار
 Abdominal Colposacropexy and Vaginal Sacropinus Suspension  (Harold P. Drutz MD FRCS (C)   (VCD) 1.3 ــــــ
2004 Active Management of Labour     (Kieran O'Driscoll, Declan Meagher)  (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 2.3 
 Adapted form Physical Examination and Health Assessment, 2/e (Carolyn Jarvis, RN, C, MSN, FNP)  (W.B. Saunders Company)   (VCD)   3.3 ــــــ
 Advanced Colposcopy: Understanding Vessel Patterns  (Dorothy M. Babo, MD)   (VCD) ــــــ

 : تغيير كولپوسكوپي به دو فاكتور مهم نياز دارد:  در موردVJOG از سري CDاين ويدئو 
 . دانش الگوهاي نرمال  يا ابنرمال سرويكس-٢ نگرش دقيق      -١ 

هاي رنگي و اسلايد نشان داده شـده اسـت در قسـمت آخـر      و افتراق آنها از يكديگر و پاتولوژي ضايعات همراه با عكس.....) مانند بازتاب نور توسط موكوس، كراتين و     ( سپس عواملي كه در مشاهده ضايعات موثر است           ابتدا در مورد فيزيك دستگاه و     
 .روش كاركردن صحيح با كولپوسكوپ نشان داده شده است

4.3 

2000 Advanced Therapy of BRAST DISEASE  (S. Eva Singletry, MD, Geoffrey L. Robb, MD) 5.3 
2001 American Cancer Society  Atlas of Clinical Oncology  (Cancer of the Female Lowe Genital Tract) (Patricia J. Eifel, M.D. Charles Levenback, M.D.)  (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 

 

 Cervixشده براي كانسر مهاجم  هاي پذيرفته آخرين تغييرات در درمان   . باشد  كردن مرور و آناليز بيولوژي، تشخيص، ارزيابي و درمان كانسرها دستگاه تناسلي تحتاني زنان مي                يكي به گفتة مؤلفين به منظور فراهم      اين كتاب الكترون  
6.3 
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 . و يك بازنگري كلي در همه مباحث آورده شده شده است
 Chemotherapy in Curative 

Management Surgery for Vulvar Cancer  Surgical Treatment of Invasive Cervical 
Cancer Diagnostic Imaging  Epidemiology 

Post-treatment Surveillance  Radiation Therapy for Vulvar Cancer Radiation Therapy for Invasive Cervical 
Cancer 

Screening for Neoplasms Pathology 

Palliative Care Acute Effects of Radiation Therapy Radical Management of Recurrent Cervical 
Cancer 

Treatment of Squamous Intraepithelial 
Lesions 

Molecular Biology 

 Late Complications of Pelvic Radiation 
Therapy Management of Vaginal Cancer  Invasive Carcinoma of the Cervix Anatomy and Natural 

History  
2004 An Atlas of Erectile Dysfunction  (Second Edition)   (Roger S. Kirby, MD, FRCS)  (The Encyclopedia of Visual Medicine Series) 7.3 
2000 Atlas of Clinical oncology Breast Cancer (American Cancer Society )  (David J Winchester, MD, David P Winchester, MD) 

 :باشد  شامل مباحث زير ميCDعناوين اين 
Genetics, Natural History, and DNA-Based Genetic Counseling in Hereditary Brast Cancer         Breast Cancer Risk and Management: Chemoprevention, Surgery, and Surveillance     
 Screening and Diagnostic Imaging      Imaging-Directed     Breast Biopsy     Histophathology of Malignant Breast Disease          Unusual Breast Pathology       Prognostic and Predictive Markers in Breast Cancer    
 Surgical Management of Ductal Carcinoma In Situ               Evaluation and Surgical Management of Stage I and II Breast Cancer   Locally Advanced Breast Cancer    Breast Reconstruction 

8.3 

2001 ATLAS OF ENDOSCOPIC TECHNIQUES IN GYNECOLOGY  (First Edition)  (Jeffrey M. Goldberg, MD, Tommaso Falcone, MD)  (©W.B. Saunders, Philadelphia) 

 :باشد اين كتاب الكترونيكي شامل عناوين ذيل مي
1- Instrumentation and Pelvic Anatomy 5- Patient Preparation 8- Tubal Surgery 
2- Surgery for Pelvic Support 6- Surgery for Endometriosis and Pelvic Pain 9- New Procedures 
3- Ovarian Surgery 7- Complications 10- Uterine Surgery 
4- Hysteroscopic Surgery   

9.3 

 Atlas of Gynecologic Surgery   (3rd edition)  (H.A. Hirsch, M.D., O. Käser, M.D., F.A. Iklé, M.D.)   (Thieme)  (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 10.3 ــــــ
2001 Atlas of Transvaginal Surgery   (Second Edition)  (©W.B. Saunders, Philadelphia)  (VCD) 

- Prolene sling in the treatment of stress incontinence                 - Fibro-fatty labial flap (Martius Flat) for vaginal reconstruction                   - Transvaginal hysterectomy for severe prolapse 
- Transvaginal repair of enterocele and vault prolapse                 - Transvaginal repair of vesico-vaginal fistula using a peritoneal flap - Transvaginal repair of grade IV cystocele 
- Excision of urethral diverticula   - Transvaginal repair of posterior vaginal wall prolapse 

11.3 

 Before We Are Born   Essentials of Embryology & Birth Defects   (Moore, Oersaud)   (6th Edition) 12.3 ــــــ
 COLPOSCOPY   an Interactive  CD-ROM     (Thomas V. Sedlacek, MD, Charles J. Dunton, MD)   13.3 ــــــ
 Core Curriculum in Primary Care   Patient Evaluation for  Non-Cardiac Surgery and Gynecology and Urology   (Michael K. Rees, MD, MPH) ــــــ

CCC اي از   مجموعهCDباشد كه براي آموزش مداوم دستيارانگ و متخصصين هر رشته توسط اعضاء هيئت علمي دانشگاه پزشكي  هايي ميHarvardبنا نهاده شده است  .CDهر كدام از ايـن  .    مورد جراحي، زنان و اوروژي را گردآوري كرده است حاضر در
ني به صـورت يـك مقالـه چـاپي در           سپس خلاصه هر سخنرا   . اي براي ارزيابي كاربر آورده شده است        در آخر هر سخنراني و مبحثي، سؤالات مربوطه به صورت چهارگزينه          . باشد  ها علاوه بر اسلايدهاي آموزشي متن سخنراني نيز در دسترس كاربر مي             سخنراني

 :باشد شامل مباحث زير مي.  ها آورده شده است مجلات علمي و روزنامه
 Male   impotenceقيمي مردان    ع-٣                       (AUB).هاي ابنرمال رحم    ارزيابي خونريزي-٢ارزيابي و آماده كنيم؟                   ) بجز جراحي قلب( چگونه يك بيمار را براي اعمال جراحي -١

14.3 

 Core Curriculum in Primary Care  Gynecology   (Michael, Isaac Schiff, Keith, Thomas, Annekathryn) 15.3 ــــــ
2003 Danforth's Obstetrics and Gynecology    (James R. Scott)  (9 Edition)   (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 16.3 
 Diagnosis of Benign Breast Disease (Dorothy M. Barbo, MD)  (VCD)  Submitted Subject The Limits of Laparoscopy: Diapharbmatic Endometriosis  (David B. Redwine, MD) ــــــ

 .باشد  ميVJOG (Video Journal ob/Gyn) از سري CDاين ويدئو 
 باليني و ماموگرافي آورده شده است و سپس شكايات شايع بيماران بيان شده و سپس بصورت الگوريتم طرز برخورد و انجام آزمايشات مربوطه در مورد  خيم از بدخيم از طريق شرح حال تراق ضايعات خوش ابتدا آناتومي و سپس طرز معاينه و افCDاين ويدئو  .١

Mastodynia،   nipple discharge و Cyst و يك توده Solidين ويدئو در ا. ٢.    آورده شده استCD بيمار با اندومتريوز ناحيه ديافراگم بحث گرديده است٢و در مورد تشخيص و درمان . هاي لاپاراسكوپي بحث شده است در مورد محدوديت . 

17.3 

 Endoscopic Surgery for Gynecologists    (Suttond & diamond)   (second Edition) 18.3 ــــــ
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 Handbook of disease of the breast  (Second Edition)    (Michael Dixon, Richarc Sainsbury)  (Salekan E-book) 19.3 ــــــ
 Haines & Taylor OBSTETRICAL & GYNAECOLOGICAL PATHOLOGY   (Fifth Edition)   (Harold Fox-Michael Wells)   (CD I , II) 20.3 ــــــ
 INTERACTIVE COLOR GUIDES  Obstetrics Gynecology Neonatology   (David James, Mary Pillai, Janice Rymer, Andrew N. J. Fish, Warren Hye) ــــــ

 
1. Normal Infant                                3. Birth Trauma                   5. Deformations                  7. Iatrogenic Lesions                      9. Skin Disorders  
2. Congennital Abnormalities           4. Syndromes                       6. Infection                           8. Surgical Problems                   10. Low-Birth-Weight Infants 

21.3 

?LAVM: Our First one Hundred Cases; What have We Learned ــــــ      (Dr G. F. Stohs, MD  & Dr. L. P. Johonson, MD) 
 .ر نشان داده شده است بيما١٠٠موربيديتي و مورتاليتي و عوارض ايجاد شده با اين روش حين عمل در  CDدر اين ويدئو . امروزه هيستركتومي به طريقه لاپاراسكوپي فراگير شده است

22.3 

 Male Infertility   A Guide for the Glinician)   (Anne M. Jequier) 23.3 ــــــ
2005 Male Reproductive Dysfunction   (Mrs Baruna Basu, Dr. Suresh Chandra Basu) 24.3 
 Menopause  Biology & Pathobiology  (Rogerio, Jennifer Kelsey, Robert Marcus) 25.3 ــــــ
 Nine Month Miracle (A.D.A.M. Software, Inc.) ــــــ

1. Anatomy        2. The Family Album          3. A Child's View of Pregnancy 
26.3 

 Novak's Gynecology   (Thirteenth Edition)   (Jonathan S. Berek, MD) 27.3 ــــــ
 Obstetric Ultrasound Principles and Techniques ــــــ

  Body و CNSهاي   بررسي آناتومي جنين و آنومالي-ول آنها                  جدا و HC و AC و BPD . FL معيارهاي اساس بر حاملگي سن تعيين -
 ها و امبريو و كيسه زرده در تريمستر اول نكس آناتومي رحم و آد-گيري آنها                 و نحوة اندازهCRL و Gs  تعيين سن بارداري در تريمستر اول بر اساس -
 گيري آنها  و نحوه اندازهAC و FL  تعيين سن بارداري در تريمستر دوم و سوم بر اساس -گيري آن                تعيين سن بارداري در تريمستر دوم و سوم بر اساس دور سر و نحوه اندازه-
   تعيين محل جفت و حجم مايع آمنيوتيك  -........)              كليه -معده( تريمستر دوم و سوم   مطالب جالبي در رابطه با آناتومي جنين در-
        (Cord Insertion) انفاركتوس و وارياسيون محل خروج بند ناف -گزيني جفت و بررسي ركولمان و پلانتاپرويا                                           تعيين محل لانه-
 كردن سؤالات در رابطه با آنها و پاسخ مربوطه  و مطرحCase Study بررسي لكينيكال و سونوگرافي -)                                                   بيوفيزيكال پروفايل (BPPتوضيحاتي در رابطه با  -

28.3 

 Operative Obstetrics   (Larry C. Gilstrap III)  (2nd Edition)    (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 29.3 ــــــ
 Safety principles for surgical techniques in minimally invasive gynecologic surgery  (Dr. Samir Sawalhe)  (CD I , II) ــــــ

(Equipment, preparation, positioning, approach alternatives, safe entry, nots on application) 
1. Instruments/equipment       2. Positioning       3. Disinfection/preparation      4. Approach alternatives       5. Electrical morcellation 

30.3 

 Single Puncture Laparoscopic Technique  (Marco Pelosi, MD)  (VCD) ــــــ
 .گردد  بيان ميmultiple punctureو سپس مزايا اين روش به نوع .   شود  توصيف گرديده و شرايط اطاق عمل، طريقه و وسائل عمل توضيح داده ميSingle puncture روش لاپاراسكوپي به صورت CDدر اين ويدئو 

31.3 

 Submitted Subject: Transvaginal Sonographic Assessment of Pelvic Pathology: Preoperative Evaluation   (Frances R. Batzer, MD) ــــــ
 : بخش زير تشكيل شده است٣ از CDاين ويدئو 

پاراسكوپي ضايعات شود و سپس با هيسترسكوپي و لا  بيمار بيان شده و با سونوگرافي ترانس واژينال تشخيص و محل دقيق ضايعات لگن داده مي٦اين قسمت ابتدا در مورد كاربردهاي سونوگرافي ترانس واژينال بحث شده و سپس شرح حال   در):فيلم اول(
 : هاي سطر به شرح زير استCase. گردد جراحي مي

 resection هيستروسكوپيك ←  درمان ← ساب موكوس فيبرون ←  تشخيص ترانس واژينال سونوگرافي ← سال ٢اي به منومتروراژي به مدت   ساله٤٢خانم 
 Hysteroscopic Resection:  درمان← Septate uterus ← تشخيص ترانس واژينال سونوگرافي ←اي با تاريخچه ختم حاملگي مكرر در تريمستر دوم   ساله٢٤خانم  -١
 ندومتريوز و درد ناگهاني و ش با تاريخچه ا  ساله٣٦خانم  -٢
  YAبرداشتن كيست با لاپاراسكوپ با ليزري :  درمان← اندومتريوما ←   تشخيص ترانس واژينال سونوگرافي←ديد ناحيه لگن  -٣
 برداشتن درموئيد كيست با لاپاراسكوپي:  درمان← Cyst درموئيد ← تشخيص ترانس واژينال سونوگرافي ← با درد ناحيه لگن   ساله٤١خانم  -٤
 برداشتن ضايعه با لاپاراسكوپ:   درمان← Cyst فوليكول در ← تشخيص ترانس واژينال سونوگرافي ←شود   بطور اتفاقي متوجه بزرگي تخمدان يكطرف مي  ساله٤٣خانم  -٥

32.3 
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  Left Salpingectomy: ندرما  ←  ectopicpregnancy ترانس واژينال سونوگرافيتشخيص  ← قبل تشخيص  هفته٣ LMP اي با خونريزي مداوم و  ساله٢١    خانم -٦

 :)فيلم دوم (
Limiting Physician Exposure to Hepatitis B and HIV : Ob / Gyns  ( R.Viscarello.MD) 

 .هاي پيشگيري در مطب متخصصين زنان و زايمان بيان شده است ي و روشباشد گفته شده است و راههاي صحيح استفاده از سونوگرافي و لاپاراسكوپ  در تماس ميHIV يا HBVهاي پيشگيري و درمان فردي كه با   راهCDويدئو در اين 
  : )فيلم سوم(

Laparoscopic Retropubic Colposuspension For Stress urinary incontinence     (Gordon. D. Davis, MD. & R.W.Lobel,MD 
 .ي بيان شده است بطريقه لاپاراسكوپStress incontinenceطريقه اصلاح  CDدر اين ويدئو 

 ):فيلم چهارم(
Bi-polar Desiccation of Vascular Tissue: Laparoscopic Hysterectomy     (Paul, D. Indman,MD) 

 .نشان داده شده است bi-polar desiccationهاي عروقي كوچك و متوسط در اعمال جراحي توسط  در اين فيلم طريقه برداشتن پايه
 TEXT AND ATLAS OF Female in Fertility  Surgery   (ROBERT B. HUNT)  (Third Edition)  (Mosby)   (SALEKAN E-BOOK) ــــــ

BASIC SCIENCE ENERGY SOURCES RADIOLOGIC PROCEDURES HYSTEROSCOPY LAPAROSCOPY LAPAROTOMY ENDOMETRIOSIS ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS  

33.3 

2004 Textbook of Assisted Reproductive Techniques  Laboratory and Clinical Perspectives  (David K Gardner, Ariel Weissman, Colin M Howles, Zeev Shoham) 34.3 
 The Boston IVF  Handbook of Infertility   A Practical guide for practitioners who care for infertile couples   (Steven R. Bayer, Michael M. Alper, Alan S. Penzias) 35.3 ــــــ
2004 The Infertility Manual  (2nd Edition)   (Kamini A Rao, Peter R Brinsden, A Henry Sathananthan) 36.3 
2002 Triplet Pregnancies and their Consequences  (Louis G. Keith, MD, Isaac Blickstein, MD)  (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 

 

Epidemiology and biology Antepartum considerations Delivery/birth considerations The Matria database Short-term outcomes Sources of information on multiple births 

Prenatal diagnosis Long-term outcomes Preventive measures Miscellaneous Future dicections   

37.3 

 TVT Tension-free Vaginal – Tape ــــــ
 : از  بخش زير تشكيل شده استCDاين 

Stress Incontinence Anatomy&Terminology Tension-free Vaginal Tape Indication&Patient Selection TVT Procedure Clinical Information Sales Support  

38.3 

 Urogynecology: Evaluation and Treatment of Urinary Incontinence  (Bruce Rosenzweig, MD, Jeffrey S. Levy, MD, Donald R. Ostergard, MD) ــــــ
 . وجود داردCD كه به صورت تصاوير كاملاً رنگي بوده و توضيحات به صورت نوشتاري و فايل صوتي كه بر روي هر قسمت از اين CDاين 

Urogynechology شامل قسمت مجزا دارد٤  : 
-   Introduction Definigg Incontinence    - Evaluation        -  won surgical & surgical Management      -  Consideration for the OB/GYN Generalist 
١ (:Introduction & Defining Incontince     اين قسمت خود شامل مباحث: 

    incontince       affected women      Patient misconceptions      incontinence awareness       Types of incontinernce تشخيص     
 
 incontinency:ارزيابي بيماران با ) ٢

  un  ,  u/s         Voiding diary     معاينات باليني     تاريخچه      Pad test     Cystometrogram     Postvoid residual     uroflowmetry     Cystoscopy 
  Multi-Channel urodynamics      Pessary test 

 
  :Stress urinary incontinenceتدابير درماني جراحي و غير جراحي در ) ٣

 . بحث شده است....)  و funetional electrieal Stimalationهاي داروئي   و درمان(biofeedback, Beharioral modification( درماني غيرجراحي  باشد و سپس روش گيري در مورد روش درماني مي اين قسمت شامل الگوريتم تصميم

39.3 
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 .ها توضيح داده شده است  اين روش Complicationذكر شده و در آخر ها  هاي بعدي مقايسه درصد موفقيت روش در قسمت.  اعمال جراحي شرح داده شده استProcedureهاي انجام جراحي بحث شده و سپس  ابتدا در مورد روش: هاي جراحي روش

٤ (Consideration for the OB/Gyn Generalist:  
 urogynechology as a subdiscipline         Non surgical therapy          incontinrence management to private patients   :در اين فصل

 eystometry   professional consideration    Urodynamics        Set-up requirement  equipment cost     Allied Staffمورد بحث قرار گرفته است       . 
2005 Ultrasound in Obstetrics & Gynecology  (Eberhard Merz.M.D) 40.3 
2003 UTEROSALPINGOGRAPHY IN GYNECOLOGY (Hysterosalpingography)  It's Application in Physiological And Pathological Conditions            (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 

 
 :باشد  ميUtero Salpingography حاوي مطالب ذيل در ارتباط با CDاين 

 

  تغييرات پاتولوژيك رحم- هاي فالوپ  رحم و لولههاي مادرزادي  آنومالي- هاي فالوپ  عملكرد رحم و لوله- Uterosalpingography  اصول كلي در -
 ها هاي فالوپ، پريتوئن و تخمدان  پاتولوژي لوله-  سل تناسلي و فيستول ژنيتال- )ديس منوره( سقط مكرر و قاعدگي دردناك -
 

 . گنجانده شده استUSGالذكر تصاوير راديوگرافيك متعدد واضحي در ارتباط با   فوقCDدر 

41.3 

 Video Journal of Gynecology  (Vaginal Hysterectomy  Wedge morcellization Technique for the Large Uterus)  (The Infertile Couple)   (David Olive, MD, George W. Morley MD,) 42.3 ــــــ
2005 William's OBSTETRICS   (Twenty-second edition)    (F. Gary Cunningham, Kenneth J. Leveno)   (CD I , II) 43.3 
 WOMEN'S HEALTH  (MOSBY'S PRIMARY CARE) ــــــ

 .باشد  ميFemale Genitiourinary Tract و معاينات باليني  (Female Genitalia) هاي سرپائي مربوط به بيماريهاي زنان و دستگاه ژنيتالهاي زنان Procedure شامل CDاين 
 .هاي تشخيصي و غيره بحث شده است  و چگونگي انجام عمل و عوارض و تستLاانديكاسيون  ، آناتومي ، انديكاسيون و كنترL  در هر فصل علاوه بر روش

 : اي است كه در آخر هر بخش آورده شده است هاي چند گزينه  يا تست CNG و ديگر CDهاي ويدئوئي در  ها به صورت فيلم نشان دادن تمام روش:  شامل  CDخصوصيت منحصر به فرد اين 
 :ل  شامCDعناوين اين 

١- Breast examination  نامه،  آناتومي ، پاتوفيزيولوژي ، انديكاسيون و كنتراانديكاسيون ، تجهيزات ، آموزش به بيمار، فرم رضايت :  شاملPojitionها و پرونده و اشكالات تكنيكي ، تشـخيص افتراقـي و     بيمار تكنيك و ثبت يافتهquiz   انتهـاي بخـش 
 آمده است هاي ويديوئي به نمايش در هاي رنگي و فايل رت تماسباشد تمام مراحل بايد به صو مي

٢-   Colposcopy:  ابتدا آناتومي cervixبا شكلهاي تمام رنگي نمايش داده شده است و توضيحات لازم در متن آورده شده است . 
هاي افتراقي   و كمپيكاسيون ، تشخيصProcedne ، آماده كردن محل، آنستزي، تكنيك انجام Positioningاسيون با آموزش به بيمار تجهيزات لازم ، انديكاسيون و كنتراانديك. سپس در مورد پاتولوژي و فيزيولوژي ناحيه سروكيل شرح داده شده است

 . فيلم در مورد چگونگي انجام روش كوپيوسكوپي در اين فصل وجود دارد٧.  وجود داردQuizو تغيير نتايج شرح داده شده در آخر فصل 
 هـا انديكاسـيون و      Procedureسـپس ماننـد ديگـر       . و بيوپسي آندومتريال همراه با تصاوير قديمي آورده شده است سپس آناتومي پاتوفيزيولوژي آن بـه تصـاوير رنگـي شـرح داده شـده اسـت                           D&Cاي از     ابتدا و مقدمه تاريخچه   : ريال بيوپسي اندومت -٣

 . قرار داردQuizآخر فصل . هاي انجام بيوپسي آورده شده است هاي مربوط به تجهيزات و روش در آخر فصل فيلم. آورده شده است.... ر، آنستزي و  بيماPositionكنتراانديكاسيون و تكنيك ، آمادگي بيمار، 
٤- Pelvic Examination:  بعد از مقدمه در مورد آناتومي ناحيه ژنتيكي (utenes , carivx , vagina , valve) چگونگي انجام معاينه ، با تصاوير رنگي آورده شده وPosition فيلم معاينه لگني ٦و سپس . ها آورده شده است  بيمار، انديكاسيون ، كنترايكاسيون و تغيير يافته 

 .  و چگونگي گذاشتن اسپكولوم و تجهيزات نشان داده شده استrectovaginal , bimanual با پاپ آسمير، معاينهexetrnalgenifalicnكامل، معاينه 
 . آورده شده استQuizخر در آ

٥- Pap Smear : انديكاسيون ، كنتراانديكاسيون ، . شود با پاپ آسمير بررسي كرد اي كوتاه در مورد آناتومي منقطع و پاتوفيزيولوژي بيماريهاي كه مي  ابتدا بعد از مقدمهPosition فـيلم  ٥. شرح داده شده است....  روش انجام، اشكالات تكنيكي ، تجهيزات و 
 . چگونگي معاينه ، گذاشتن اسيكولوم و انجام پاپ اسمير و تجهيزات آن آورده شده استاز

٦- Vaginal Secretion) هاي افتراقي آن پرداخته شده است و سپس تجهيزات مورد نياز، چگونگي گرفتن كشت، انجام تست   در اين مبحث ابتدا علل ترشح واژينال و تشخيص):ترشح واژينالKOH ترشحات بر روي  ، قرار دادنslide و مشاهده آن 
 . نيز در آخر فصل وجود داردQuizبا ميكروسكوپ با فيلم و تصاوير رنگي نشان داده شده است و 

44.3 

 Your Pregnancy, Your Newborn The Complete Guide for Expectant and New Mothers 45.3 ــــــ
 

  علوم آزمايشگاهي-٤

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار
 A Manual of Laboratory & Diagnostic Tests    (Frances Fischbach)    (Sixth Edition)   (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 1.4 ــــــ
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 :باشد  فصل است و شامل موارد زير مي١٦كه در مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان تبديل به كتاب الكترونيكي شده است مشتمل بر  CDاين 

Diagnostic Testing Blood Studies Urine Studies Stool Studies 
Cbemistry Studies Microbiologic Studies Immunodiagnostic Studies Nuclear Medicine Studies 
Cytology, Histology, and Genetic Studies Endoscopic Studies Ultrasound Studies Pulmonary Functio and Blood Gas Studies 
Prenatal Diagnosis and Tests of Fetal Well-Being Cerebrespinal Fluid Studies X-ray Studies Special Systems, Organ Functions, and Post Mortem Studies  

2002 A Slide Atlas of ATHEROSCLEROSIS   (Progression and Regression)   (Herbert C. Stary) 

مطالعه اين نرم افزار به متخصصين پاتولوژي .  اسلايد تخصصي مراحل مختلف پيشرفت و پسرفت بيماري آترواسكلروزيس در سنين مختلف و قلب و عروق مختلف بدن را با تصاوير ميكروسكوپي و الكتروني به زيبايي به تصوير كشيده است۹۴اين نرم افزار با 
 .و قلب و عروق توصيه ميشود

2.4 

2002 American Sodiety of Hematology   (CD  1-5)  (44th Annual Meeting)  
CD-1: ALL    -AML    -ASH/ASCO Joint Symposium    -Atypical Cellular Disorders 
CD-2: CLL    -CML    -CNS Lymphoma    -Cutaneous Lymphoma    -E. Donnall Thomas Lecture 
CD-3: Enhancing Physician/Patient Communication Regarding Hematologic Disorders    -Ham-Wasserman Lecture    -Hematology Grants Workshop  
            -Hypercoagulability: Too Many Tests, Too Much Conflicting Data    -Malaria and the Red Cell     -Marrow Failure 
CD-4: Multi[ple Myeloma    -Myelodysplastic Syndromes Non-Myeloablative Transplantation    -Platelets: Thrombotic Thrombocytopenic   -Purpura  Plenary Policy Frum 
CD-5:  Presidential Symposium    -Red Cell Antigens as Functional Molecules and Obstacles to Transfusion    -Sickle Cell Disease    -Stem Cell Transplantation: Supportive Care and 

Long-Term Complications    -Stem Cells: Hype and Reality Update on Epidemiology and Therapeutics for Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma 

3.4 

 An Electronic Companion to Microbiology for MajorsTM  (Mark L. Wheelis)    Reviw , Test yourself ــــــ
 :باشد  شامل عناوين زير ميCDاين 

What Are Microorganisms? Methods of Microbiology Eukaryotic Cell Struture Metabolism & Energy Gene Regulation Microbial Ecology Disease 
Classification Prokaryotic Cell Struture Growth & Reproduction Microbial Genetics Viruses Defenses Againses Infection   

4.4 

 Antibody Engineering  (R. Kontermann S. Dubel) 5.4 ــــــ
 Antibody Phage Display  Methods and Protocols   (Philippa M. O'Brien, Robert Aitken) 6.4 ــــــ
 APPLIED ANIMAL REPRODUCTION    (h. jOEbEARDEN, John W. Fuquay) 7.4 ــــــ
  Atlas of  HEMATOLOGY ــــــ

 :باشد  حاوي موارد زير ميCDاين 

1. Examination of Blood Cells    2. Normal Hematopoiesis and Blood Cells      3.Dynamic Cell Morphology          4. Hematolopathology          5. Cluster of differentiation Archive          6. Self-Assessment 

8.4 

2004 Atlas of Diagnostic Cytopathology   (Barbara F. Atkinson, MD) 9.4 
2003 Atlas of Medical Parasitology  (Dr. K. Ghazvini) 

های پزشـکی خصوصـاً رشـته علـوم      های مختلف رشته  های بیماریزای انسانی شامل تصویر انگل، ضایعات ایجادشده، ناقل انگل و سیکل زندگی و تکثیر انگل است که جهت استفاده گروه                      تصویر رنگی از انواع انگل     2000ق حاوی حدود    افزار فو  نرم
افـزار   شده در این نرم مباحث مطرح. باشد بسیاری از تصاویر موجود در این مجموعه منحصر به فرد می  . آوری گردیده است که توسط دکتر قزوینی بازنگری و ویرایش گردیده است            معتصاویر مجموعه مزبور از منابع مختلف ج      . آزمایشگاهی مفید است  

 :عبارتند از
* Heart and Muscles Parasites       * Eye Parasites           * Case reports and updates in parasitology      * Central Nervous System (CNS) Parasites       * Gnito-Urinary Parasites    
* Lung Parasites                             * Skin Parasites         * Blood, Bone Marrow, Spleen Parasites        * Liver and Biliary Tree Parasites                           * Intestinal Parasites (Helminths)          * Intestinal Parasites (Protozoa) 

10.4 

 Atlas of Surgical Pathology   (Johns Hopkins) (Jonathan I. Epstein, Neera P. Agarwal-Antal, David B. Danner, Kim M. Ruska) 11.4

2000 Basic histology:  TEXT & ATLAS IMAGE LIBRARY   (Tenth Edition)     (Luiz Carlos, Juhqueira, Jose CARNEIRO)   (A Division of The McGraw-Hill Companies) 12.4 
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1-  Luiz Carlos   JUNQUEIRA              2 -  Jose  CARNEIRO 
1999 Biochemical Interactions An electronic companion to:  FUNDAMENTALS OF BIOCHEMISTRY (Donald voet, Judith G. voet, charlotte W. Pratt)  (Version 1.02) 

 : شامل مباحث زير استCDاين 

NUCLEOTIDES AND NUCLEIC ACIDS PROTEINS: PRIMARY STRUCTURE PROTEIN FUNCTION 

LIPIDS BIOLOGICAL MEMBRANES MAMMALIAN FUEL METABOLOSM: INTEGRATION AND REGULATION 

GLUCOSE CATABOLISM GLYCOGEN METABOLISM AND GLUCONEOGENESIS DNA REPLICATION REPAIR, AND RECOMBINATION 

PHOTOSYNTHESIS LIPID METABOLISM AMINO ACID METABOLISM 

NUCLEOTIDE METABOLISM NUCLEIC ACID STRUCTURE CITRIC ACID CYCLE 

TRANSLATION REGULATION OF GENE EXPRESSION ENZYME KINETICS, INHIBITION, AND REGULATION 

INTROCUCTION TO METABOLISM ELECTRON TRANSPORT AND OXIDATIVE PHOSPORYLATION PROTEINS: THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE 

TRANSCRIPTION AND RNA PROCESSING  

13.4 

 BIOLOGY   CONCEPTS & CONNECTIONS    (Second Edition)  (Richard M. Liebaert)   (CAMPBELL.MITCHELL.REECE) ــــــ
1. Introduction: The Sclentific Sindy of Life             3. The Life of the Cell                      5. Cellular Repoduction & Genetics             7. Concepls of Evolution   

2. The Evolution of Biological Diversity                              4. Animals: Form & Function               6. Plants: Form & Function                                 8. Ecology 

14.4 

2003 BLOOD   PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF HEMATOLOGY    (SECOND EDITION)  (ROBERT I. HANDIN SAMUEL E. LUX THOMAS P. STOSSEL) 

 
Part I: Fundamentals of Hmatology: Tools of the trade        Part II: The Hematopoietic System                             Part III: Stem Cell Disorders          Part IV: White Blood Cells 

Part V: Hemostasis  Part VI: Red Blood Cells               Part VII: Systemic Disease                            Part VIII: Hematologic Therapies                     Part VIIII: Appendices 

15.4 

2003 BRS Cell Biology  CELL BIOLOGY AND HISTOLOGY   (4th edition)  (Leslie P. Gartner, James L. Hiatt, Judy M. Strum)   (LIPPINCOTT WILLIAMS & WILKINS) 

 :باشد  شامل عناوين زير ميCDاين 

Plasma Membrane Nucleus Cytoplasm Extracellular Matrix 
Connective Tissue Cartilage and Bone Muscle Nervous Tissue 
Circulatory System Lymphoid Tissue Endocrine System Skin 
The Urinary System Female Reproductive System Digestive System: Oral Cavity and Alimentary Tract Special Senses 
Epithelia and Glands Blood and Hemopoiesis Digestive System: Glands Comprehensive Exam  

16.4 

  Cellular & Molecular Neurobiology   (Second Edition) ــــــ
1- Lonotropic and Metabotropic Receptors in Synaptic Transmission and Sensory Transduction                                      3- Neurons: Excitable and Secretory Cells that Establish Synapses 
2- Somato-Dendritic Processing and Plasticity of Postsynaptic Potentials                                                                        4- Activity and Developmen of Networks: The Hippocampus as an Example 

17.4 

  Clinical Hematology  (A Victor Hoffbrand ,  John E Pettit)  (Mosby) ــــــ
Normal Hemopoiesis and     Blood Cells Leucocyte Abnormialities Hemostasis and Bleeding   Disorders Bone Marrow Transplantation Parasitic Infections Diagnosed    in Blood 

Anaemias Hematological Malignancies Coagulation Disorders Bone Marrow in  
Blood Transfusion Further Reading Acknowledgements Non-hemopoietic Disease   

18.4 

 Clinical Immunology 19.4 ــــــ
  COMMON PROBLEMS IN CLINICAL LABORATORY MANAGEMENT  (Judith A. O'brien, M.S. CLSup (NCA))  (Salekan E-Book) ــــــ

COMPLYING WITH CLIA '88 OVERCOMING OSHA'S OBST ACLES THE 
EXPOSURE CONTROL PLAN 

OVERCOMING OSHA'S OBSTACLES THE 
CHEMICAL HYGIENE PLAN 

TAMING TECHNOLOGY: LABORATORY INFORMATION SYSTEM (LIS) 

MEETING TUBERCULOSIS CONTROL 
REGULATIONS 

PROVIDING AND USING PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

WRITING MANUALS: THE GENERAL 
OPERATING PROCEDURE MANUAL ( GOPM) 

RE-ENGINEERING FOR THE FUTURE: THE CORE LABORATORY, 
AUTOMATION, OUTREACH NETWORKING, AND THE MILLENNIUM BUG 

20.4 
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WRITING MANUALS: THE STANDARD 
OPERATING PROCEDURE MANUAL (SOPM) PASSING PROFICEINCY TEST FULFILING QUALITY CONTROL 

GUIDELINES 
GENERATING LABORATORY NUMBERS: STATISTICS LINEARITY, 
CALIBRATION, REFERENCE, AND CRITICAL VALUES: CALCULATIONS 

ESTABLISHING A QUALITY ASSURANCE 
PROGRAM 

SURVIVING INSPECTIONS AND ATTAINING 
ACCREDIANCE 

PURSUING PERSONNEL PERSPECTIVES MANAGING THE PHYSICIAN OFFICE LABORATORY (POL) 

ENCOURAGING EDUCATION 
THE ACQUISTION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
LABORATORY INSTRUMENTATION 

MASTERING FINANCES: BILLING AND 
CODING TAMING TECHNOLOGY: POINT OF CARE TESTING (POCT)  

 Concise Histology   (A data of multiple choice question in microscopic)  (Bloom & Fawcett's)   (Second Edition) 21.4 ــــــ
 Dianostic Hematology ــــــ

 This textbook, 'Diagnostic Hematology: A pattern approach', is accompanied by a CD-ROM with three knowledge-based systems applied to 237 case studies.  The 3 knowledge-based systems are:  

1. Professor Petrushka for peripheral blood analysis               2. Professor Fidelio for flow cytometry immunophenotyping          3. Professor Belmonte for bone marrow interpretation 

22.4 

 Discover Biology  23.4 ــــــ
2005 Diagnostic and Laboratory Test Reference  (Seventh Edition)  (Mosby)  (Salekan E-Book)  (Kathleen Deska Pagana, PhD, RN, Timothy J. Pagana, MD, FACS) 24.4 
2000 Electronic Atlas of Parasitology    (John T. Sullivan)     university of the Incarnate Word 25.4 
 EMBRYO (CD Color Atlas for Developmental Biology)  (Gary C. Schoenwolf) ــــــ

Chapter 1: Frog Embryos            Chapter 2:  Chick Embryos            Chapter 3: Pig Embryos            Chapter 4: Gametogenesis 
26.4 

 Essential Cell Biology  (with the voice of Julie Theriot designed and programmed by Christopher Thorpe) 27.4 ــــــ
2001 Fields Virology  (Forth Edition) (Volume 1) (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins) 

Section One: General Virology    Chapter 1-22             Section Two: Specific Virus Families  Chapter 23-90 

28.4 

 Functional HISTOLOGY   WHEATER'S   (FOURTH EDITION)  (BARBARA YOUNG, JOHN W. HEATH) (ALAN STEVENS JAMES S. LOWE) (PHILIP J. DEAKIN) 29.4 ــــــ
2000 Genetics   From Genes to Genomes (Ann Reynolds, Ph.D.)  (University of Washington) 

5- Gen RegVlation   ) اوپرون لاكتوز، سيگنال ترنسلاكشن وكنترل (...  3- Molecular Genetice 1- Transmission Genetics 

6- Poplations & Evolvtion ) ها و  مباحث جمعيت و تكامل و فركاش الكل(...  4- Chromosomes FISH )   نقشه ژنمباحث كاريوتايپ، تكنيك (  2- Gentral Dogma 

در پايان هـر  .  اجرا گردد Quick timeباشد كه تحت برنامة  مي... ، هيپريداسيون كلرنينگ و DVA، الكتروفورز، موتاسيون و ترميم PCRميتوزو ميوز ،...مكانيسم رونويس، توجه : كليپ بصورت انيميشن از مباحثي همچون  عدد ويدئو ٢٧ شامل CDاين 
 .باشد  مي(In teractive)همچنين داراي تمرينات بصورت دو جانبه و فعال .  ترشح لفات مشكل و تخصصي استداراي يك فصل مربوط به تعريف و. فصل خلاصة مباحث ارائه شده است

 .گيرد  موجود است مورد استفاده قرار ميCD كه در خود .Q.tو نصب برنامة ) Setup . exeبا دو بار كليك كردن بر روي ( لازم است بعد از نصب آن CD بكار رفته است و جهت استفاده از CDهاي متنوع و زيبايي در اين  آبشن

30.4 

   Gram Stain  TUTOR    (ANINTERACTIVE TUTORIAL THAT TEACHES THE MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF URINARY SEDIMENT) ــــــ
(Brad Cookson, MD, PHD, Ajit Limaye, MD, Lydia Matheson, BA) 
1. Introduction         2. Morphology   3. Specimen Sites   4. Case Studies 5. Exam         6. Image Atlas 

31.4 

2005 GnRH Analogs  in Human Reproduction    (Bruno Lunenfeld) 32.4 
____ HISTOLOGY EXPLORER  

Microscope 3D Connective Tissue Proper Nervous Tissue The Digestive System The Reproductive System Glands The Endocrine Glands 
The Cell Blood and Bone Marrow The Circulatory System The Respiratory System The Mammary Giands Muscular Tissue The Ear 
Epithelium The Sketetal Tissues The Lymphoid Organs The Urinary System The Eye The Skin   

33.4 

 HUMAN HISTOLOGY CD-ROM  (Alan Stevens. James Lowe) 34.4 ــــــ
  Images of Disease  An image database for the teaching of Pathology  (Nick Hawkins, Mark Dziegielewski) ــــــ

 مـورد نظـر بـه توصـيف ماكروسـكوپي و ميكروسـكوپي ضـايعه                caseوپي و ميكروسكوپي با تصاوير رنگي واضح مورد بررسي قرار داده و ضمن ارائه شرح حال                 هاي بافتي ارگان درگير بيماري بصورت ماكروسك         در رابطه با تك تك بيماريها نمونه       CDدر اين   
  .دهد ف ميكروسكوبيك بيماريها را بصورت جداگانه مورد توجه قرار ميكند و نمادهاي مختل  بخصوص به دستياران پاتولوژي و پاتولوژيست دما در جهت تشخيص پاتولوژيك بيماريها كمك شايان ميCDپردازد، اين  مي

35.4 
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2000 Immunology  (Blackwell Science) 36.4 
2000 Interactive Color Atlas of Histology (Version 1.0)  (Leslie P. Gartner James L. Hiatt)  (LIPPINCOTT WILLIAMS & WILKINS) 37.4 

 Interactive Embryology The Human Embryo Program  (Jay Lash Ph.D.) 38.4 
2000 Laboratory Medicine: URINALYSIS  (Chemical and microscopic examination of urine Atlas of Microscopic Analysis Procedures for Urinalsis)  (Pesce Kaplan Pubishers Inc.) 

 

Method write-up for 15 chemical urinalysis procedures Complete Specimen collection section Extensive atlas of microscopic analysis: over 50 microphotographs of 
urine sediment, including cells, casts, and artifacts 

Interpretation of urine findings in common renal and 
lower urinary tract diseases 

Tables reviewing results of chemical urinalyses  
 

39.4

 Maternal- Fetal Medicine  (4th Edition)   (Robert K. Creasey, Robert Resnik) 40.4 ــــــ
2000 Media Supplement for  Biochemistry  (FOURH EDITION)   (Roy Tasker Carl Rhodes) 

1. Reaction mechanisms        2. Metabolic Pathways          3. Membrane Processes          4. Protein Synthesis         5. Molecular Representations 
41.4 

 Microbes in Motion III (Dr. Gloria Delisle and Dr. Lewis Tomalty Queen's University) ــــــ
 :باشد رونيكي به شرح ذيل مي كتاب الكت١٨ داراي يك كتابخانه شامل CDاين 

 پاتوژنز عملكرد ضد ميكروبها هوازي محيطي ميكروبهاي بي هاي كنترل و مهار رشد باكتريها   راهها و روش شناسي ويروس
 متابوليسم ميكروبي ايمونولوژي ميكروبيولوژي محيطي شناسي انگل اپيدوميولوژي
 شناسي قارچ مقاومت ضد ميكروبي باكتريهاي گرم منفي   ...)رانسپوزورها و  ،  ت DNAبيوتكنولوژي، ساختار(ژنتيك  باكتريولوژي

    Miscellaneous باكتريهاي گرم مثبت    ها واكسن

42.4 

2002 MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY  (KEN S. ROSENTHAL)  (Mosby) 
1. TUTORIAL:   I. Topics        II. Systems         III. Random                                          2. TEST 

43.4 

 MICROBIOLOGY AND MICROBIAL INFECTIONS   (Topley & Wilson's)  (Albert Balows, Max sussman)    (NINTH EDITION) 44.4 ــــــ
 MODERN GENETIC ANALYSIS  (Anthony J. F. Griffiths, William M. Gelbart, Jffrey H. Miller, Richard C. Lewontin) ــــــ

Introduction System Requirements Getting Started      Reference Freeman Genetics Web Site 
45.4 

 MOLECULAR BIOLOGY  in Reproducteve Medicine   (B.C.J.M. Fauser, Rutherford)  46.4 ــــــ
2000 MOLECULAR CELL BIOLOGY 4.0  (Paul Matusdaru, Amold Berk, S. lawence Zipufsky, David Baltimore, James Damell, Harey lodish) 47.4 
2002 NCCL INFOBASE   Serving the World's Medical Science Community Through Voluntary Consensus 48.4 
    PATHOLOGIC BASIS OF DISESE  Interactive Case Study Companion to ROBBIMS    (W. B. Saunders Company) (Sixth Edition) ــــــ

Inflammation and Repair Fluid and Hemodynamic Disorders Genetic Disorders Diseases of Immunity Neoplasia Systemic Pathology 
Infectious Disease Cardiovascular Diseases Hematopatholory Disorders Gastrointestinal Diseases Diseases of Liver, Galbladder, and Pancreas Diseases of Kidney 
Genitouinary, Breast, and Pregnancy Disorders Endocrine Diseases Skeletal Disorders Neuropathology    

49.4 

 PATHOLOGY  (Alan Stevens. James Lowe) 50.4 ــــــ
 Phage display   A laboratory Manual   (Carlos F. Barbas, Dennis R. Burton, Jamie K. Scott, Gergg) 51.4 ــــــ
 Peripheral Blood  TUTOR    (ANINTERACTIVE TUTORIAL THAT TEACHES THE MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF URINARY SEDIMENT) ــــــ

Introduction 
 

Overview, Smear Preparation 
Stain Procedure, Smear 

Evaluation 

Cell Morphologies 
 

Cell Structure, Read Blood 
Cells, White Blood Cells, 
Platelets, Artifacts, Quiz 

Disease Associations 
 

Red Blood Cells, White 
Blood Cells, Neoplastic 

Disorder 

Atlas 
 

Cell Morphology 
Disease Association 

Final Exam 

 

52.4 

2000 PRINCIPLES OF Molecular Virology   (THIRD EDITION) 
• Contents 

Introduciton Particles Genomes Replication Expression Infection Pathogenesis Novel Infectious Agents 

53.4 
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• Appendices 

Glossary, Abbreviations and Pronounciations Classification of Sub-Cellular Infections Agents The History of Virology  
2002 RAPID REVIEW  HISTOLOGY AND CELL BIOLOGY  (E. ROBERT BURNS, M. DONALD CAVE)  (MOSBY) 54.4 
2004 Sternberg's  Diagnostic Surgical Pathology   (Fourth Edition)   (CD I, II, III)   (Stacey e. Mills, Darryl Carter, Joel K, Greenson) 55.4 
 Saunders Manual of Clinical Laboratory Science   56.4 ـــــ
 Samter's Immunologic Diseases  (SIXTH EDITION) (K. Frank Austen, M.D, Michael M. Frank, M.D., John P. Atkinson, M.D., Harvey Cantor, M.D.) ــــ

 

 :باشد كه عبارتند از  قسمت اصلي است كه هر قسمت داراي چندين فصل مي١٠اين برنامه داراي .  شود  اجرا ميFlash و Internet explorer بصورت يك كتاب الكترونيكي است كه تحت برنامة CDاين 

  بيماريهاي سيستميك- تكثير سلولهاي ايمني بيماريهاي ازدياد و -  بيماري نقص ايمني اوليه- هاي مؤثر ايمني در ايمني ذاتي و اكتسابي  مكانيزم- )ايمني ذاتي و اكتسابي( تشخيص و شناسايي -
  ايمني شناسي درماني-  پيوند اعضاء-  سيستم ايمني فعال و  غير مؤثر-  بيماريهاي آلرژيكي-  بيماريهاي اختصاصي اندام-

قدرت بزرگنمايي تصاوير و نمايش منـابع  . ها و لغات تخصصي و چاپ متون كتاب را دارد توانايي جستجو واژه. گذارد ا به نمايش ميهاي مربوطه ر واره باشد كه جداول و طرح  داراي يك كتابخانه از تصاوير مربوط به هر فصل و هر موضوع مي            CDاين  
 .باشد هر قسمت از كتاب از ويژگيهاي اين برنامه مي

57.4 

 Surgical Pathology    (Rosai & Ackerman)  (Ninth Edition)   (Juan Rosai)    (CD 1-4) 58.4 ــــــ
 The American Society of Hematology  (41st Annual Meeting and Exposition) 59.4 ــــــ
   The Cell 1.0  A Molecular Approach   (Many Animations, Movies, Photos, and drawn images) (Geoffrey M. Cooper) ــــــ

 :باشد  شامل مباحث زير ميCDاين 
Cell Overview Humman Genetic Diseases Floww of Information The Nucleus The Cell Cycle Protein Sorting and Transport 
Organelles & Energy Metabolism The Cytoskeleto The Plasma Membrane The Extracellular Machine Cancer-A Family od Diseases The Meiotic Divisions  

60.4 

2003 THE HUMAN GENOME PROJECT   61.4 
____ The Metabolic and Molecular Bases of  Inherited Disease 

General Themes, Amino Acids, Prophyrins and Heme, Hormones: Synthesis and Action, Defense and Immune Mechanisms, Skin, Cancer and Genetics, Organic Acids, Metals, Vitamins, Connective Tissues, 
Intesine, Chromosomes and Autosomes, Peroxisomes, Blood and Blood Forming Tissue, Muscle, Neurogenetics, Carbohydrates, Lipoprotein and Lipid Metabolism disorders, Lysosomal Transport, Eye, 
Signiflcant Developments in Progress, Cancer and NEW Geneticx Update 

62.4 

2000 UNDERSTAND! Biochemistry  (3/e Version)   (Lehninger Principles of Biochemistry) 
1. THE BACKGROUND 4. BIOENERGETICS 7. CELLULAR ARCHITECTURE AND TRAFFIC 
2. THE MOLECULES OF LIFE 5. BIOSYNTHESIS 8. THE DIVIDING CELL 
3. PROTEINS IN ACTION 6. NUCLEIC ACIDS AND THEIR EXPRESSION 9. SOME IMPORTANT TECHNIQUES  

63.4 

 UNDERSTAND! Biochemistry  (VERSION 1.0)   64.4 ــــــ
 UNDERSTAND! Biology: Biochemistry  (Molecules, Cell & Genes) ــــــ

CDباشد  فوق، مشتمل بر مباحث زير مي: 
Basic Chemistry Macromolecular assembly and modification Bioenegetics Signal transduction Enzymology The flow of genetic information Metabolism Molecular biology techniques  

65.4 

 Urinalysis TUTOR    (ANINTERACTIVE TUTORIAL THAT TEACHES THE MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF URINARY SEDIMENT)  (Caria M. Phillips, MLM, MT(ASCP),      Paul J. Henderson, MS, MT(ASCP), Claudia Bein, BS, MT(ASCP)) ــــــ
 .دهد هاي ادراري را آموزش مي  فصل روش آزمايشات ميكروسكوپي نمونه٥ در interactiveاين برنامه بصورت 

 )سندرم نفروتيك، فيلونفريت، عفونت لولة ادراري. سندرم گلومرولونفريت(بيماريها . ٥)    ها بررسي سلولهاي موجود در ادرار، كريستالها، ارگانيزمها، آرتيفكت(ساختار و ماهيت رسوبات ادرار .  ٣)      هاي ميكروسكوپي نتايج، مكانيسم عملكرد ميكروسكوپي و نمونهعملكرد كليه، تفسير و ارزيابي (مقدمه .  ١
 ).دگير مورد سؤال قرار ميباشد كه  هر سؤال به شكل نمايش يك تصوير مي. اي ارائه شده است از هر بخش، سؤالاتي بصورت چند گزينه. باشد  ميB و Aشامل دوسري امتحان (امتحان پاياني . ٤)           آيد تصاوير فصل دوم اين كتاب الكترونيكي در اين قسمت بصورت مجزا به نمايش درمي(ر فهرست تصاوي. ٢

66.4 
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  قلب-٥
 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

2002 A Slide Atlas of ATHEROSCLEROSIS   Progression and Regression   (Herbert C. Stary, MD)    

افزار به  مطالعه اين نرم. اوير ميكروسكوپي و الكتروني به زيبايي به تصوير كشيده است اسلايد تخصصي مراحل مختلف پيشرفت و پسرفت بيماري آترواسكلروزيس در سنين مختلف و قلب و عروق مختلف بدن را با تص٩٤افزار با  اين نرم
 .شود متخصصين پاتولوژي و قلب و عروق توصيه مي

2.4 

    A visible improvement in angina treatment   (VCD) ــــــ
Post-EECP stress perfusion image, Markedly improved anterior, septal, and inferior wall perfusion. 

1.5 

 Advanced Echocardiography: Quantitaive 2-D & Doppler Ultrasoun  (Miguel A. Quinones, William A. Zoghbl) 2.5 ــــــ

2003 Advanced Therapy in CARDIAC SURGERY    (Kenneth L. Franco, Edward D. Verrier) 3.5 
2000 ACCSAP  (Adult Clinical Cardiology Self-Assessment Program)   (C. Richard Donti, MD, Richard P. Lewis, MD)   (AMERICAN COLLEGE of CARDIOLOGY) 4.5 
2004 Acute Heart Failure    (THE CLEVELAND CLINIC FOUNDATION)    (W. Frank Peacock, MD)   (The Emergency Department and the Economics of Care) 5.5 
2002 American Heart Associations fighting Heart Disease and Stroke Abstracts from Scientific Sessions    (Augustus O. Grant, Raymond J. Gibbons) 

-Basic Science        -Clinical Science         -Population Science 
6.5 

 Atlas of Transesophageal Echocardiography    (Navin C. Nanda, MD, Michael J. Domanski)    (Williams & Wilkins) ــــــ
1. Normal Anatomy                          3. Mitral Valve                           5. Aortic Valve and Aorta           7. Tricuspid and Pulmonary Valves 
2. Prosthetic Valves and Rings          4. Ischemic Heart Disease          6. Cardiomyopathy                    8. Congenital Heart Disease 

7.5 

2004 All in One  (Diabetes and the Heart)  (MERCK) 8.5 

  BEYOND HEART SOUNDS   The Interactive Cardic Exam   (John Michael Criley, MD)   (VOL 1) ــــــ
Introduction to anscultation   Hemodynamics tutorial The cardiac cycle Pulse Tutorial 
Frontal Chest Anatomy 
The Cardinal areas of anscultation 
Using the stethoscope 

Mitral and aortic valve flow 
Hemodynamic changes in disease 
Mitral Stenosis 
Aortic stenosis 

Introduction 
Carotid Pulses 
Jugular Venous Pulses 

 

9.5 

 BRAUNWALD'S  HEART DISESE    A Textbook of Cardiovascular Medicine  (7th Edition)   (Douglas P. Zipes, Peter Libby)  (Volume I , II) 10.5 ــــــ
2000 Cardiac Catheterization, Angiography, and Intervention   (SIXTH EDITION)   (LIPPINCOTT WILLIAMS & WILKINS) 

 
 .باشد  دقيقه فيلم بوده و كليه تصاوير به صورت رنگي مي٣٥ و  Grossmam's Cadiac Cathetrization.......   ششم كتاب edition  الكترونيكي شامل  CDينا

 .باشد  مي  Procerdue- related Findinigهاي قلبي و نرمال همراه با  بيماريCase50وجه مشخصه اين كتاب الكترونيكي فيلم ويدئويي شامل 

      ....)لب و مقاومت عروق و  ق output وblood flowگيري   اندازه-گيري فشار اندازه( موارد هموديناميك -٣)    كاتترازيسون تشخيصي در كودكان و نوزادان-Basic ) Percutaneous approuch – Brachiel Cutdownهاي  تكنيك-٢    ملاحظات كلي كاتتريزاسيون-١
 ...)ها و  دياستولي و سيستولي بطني، وظيفه Ejection Fractionها  گيري حجم بطن  طي كاتترازيسيون قلبي اندازهTestاسترس ( ارزيابي فانكشنال قلبي -٥)   آنژيوگرافي آئورت و شريانهاي محيطي- آنژيوگرافي وپولمونري– ونتريكولوگرافي قلبي –آنژيوكرونري ( هاي آنژيوگرافي   تكنيك-٤
٦-  Techniquse  Special Catheter) : قرار دادن - اولتراسونوگرافي داخل عروقي-اكوكارديال بيوپسي  deivceها     براي درمان آريتيمي- intrathoracic balloon Counter Pulsation آتروكتومي عروق كرونـري و  -ريآنتژيوپلاستي عروق كرون(اي  هاي مداخله  تكنيك-٧...)    و 

هـاي    فـيلم  ...)    بيمـاري امبـولي ريـه و      -هـاي شـرائين كرونـري        بيماري –اي قلب     هاي دريچه   طرز شناسايي و كاتتريزاسيون و آنژيوگرافي  بيماري       :  ( در اختلالات اختصاصي   Profile -٨)    مداخله در عروق محيطي و عروق كودكان       –گذاري عروق كرونر    Stent-ترومبكتومي  
 :ويدئويي شامل آنژيوگرافي كاتتريزاسيون و اقدامات درماني

   اختلالات ونتريكولوگرافي بطن چپ        - غير آتروسكروتيك                            CAD  آنوماليها و -                          Basic كاتتريزاسيون -
 .باشد مي....)  و Rotabalatorگذاري و والوپلاستي   بالون- عوارض- گذاريStent( مداخلات درماني شامل -            اختلالات آئورت و عروق محيطي-

11.5 

2004 Cardiovascular Surgery    (VCD)  (CD I, II, III) 
Excerpted from "Medical & Surgical Controversies in CV disease: The Aorta and Peripheral Vessels" 

12.5 
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Course Directors: Thoralf M. Sundt III, MD and Peter C. Spittell, MD 
2005 Cardiovascular Physiology Concepts   (Richard E. Klabunde)  12.5 
2004 Carotid Artery Stenting  (Current Practice and Techniques)   (Nadim Al-Mubarak, Gary S. Roubin, Sriram S. Layer, Jiri J. Vitek) 13.5 

 CathSAP Cardiac Catheterization and Interventional Cardiology Self-Assessment Program (Carl J. Pepine, MD, Steven E. Nissen, MD) 14.5 ــــــ
2003 Challenging established treatment patterns in chronic heart failure   A Satellite Symposium held during the ESC Heart Failure meeting  15.5 
2003 Clinical TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY  (A PROBLEM- ORIENTED APPROACH)  (Second Edition)   (Steven N. Konstadt) 16.5 
2001 Clinical Utility of Contrast Echocardiography 

Sonovue: An ideal contrast agent for Low MI myocardial Perfusion   (Dr. Daniela Bokor, Bracco sa, Milano) 
What's new in cardic echography   (Dr. Luciano Agati,   University "La Sapienza Roma" 
Ischemic coronary artery disease   (Dr. Harld Becher, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford) 

17.5 

 Congestive Heart Failure   (NOVARTIS)  (CD I , II) ــــــ
كند و بيمار  الاتي از بيمار مي  ابتدا پزشك سؤCase report  در .باشد ، فيلم ويدئويي و فايل صوتي ميCase reportهاي رنگي،   شامل عكسCDاين .    باشد  ميFrank .H.Netterمؤلف كتاب . باشد  در مورد قلب ميCiba شامل كتاب الكترونيكي CDاين دو 

 .دباش  ميCHF و تشخيص افتراقي بيماري multiple choice testاين كتاب شامل  .     سپس معاينه فيزيكي بيمار توسط فيلم نشان داده شده است.توان به دست آورد ها را مي اطلاعات بيشتر توسط  كاربر با كليك كردن بر روي دكمه. دهد به سوالات جواب مي
 .باشد  ميCHF و درمان managementتشخيص، . ٤          CHFپاتوفيزيولوژي . ٣         CHF اتيولوژي و تعريف بيماري. ٢عملكرد نرمال قلب و سيستم عروقي       . ١:    فصول كتاب شامل 

18.5 

 Coronary Heart Disease (J. Hurley Myers, Ph.D., Frank H. Netter, M.D.) ــــــ
  آموزش باليني و بيماري -٢ آموزش پزشكي     -١ :باشد ن برنامه شامل دو بخش مياي

  تشخيص و مديريت درمان-٤ انفاركتوس ميوكارد        -٣ آترواسكلروزيس     -٢ آناتومي عروق كرونري     -١ :بخش اول شامل
 .تواند يادداشت شخصي خود را اضافه و ذخيره نمايد در هر يك از اين موضوعات، كاربر مي. شود اه با توضيحات متني نمايش داده ميباشد كه بصورت تصاوير همر هر يك از چهارفصل فوق داراي چندين زيرفصل مي

اين بخش ( آنژيوپلاستي و عمل جراحي -٩ دارو درماني -٨ روشهاي تشخيصي -٧ انفاركتوس ميوكارد -٦ن صدري  آنژي-٥ پيگيري از بيماري انسداد عروق كرونر -٤ چگونگي انسداد سرخرگهاي اكليلي -٣ عروق خوني قلب -٢ مقدمه -١مباحث ارائه شده شامل : در بخش دوم
 .توضيح داده شده است) با پخش صدا(هر قسمت از عناوين فوق توسط گوينده )          باشد داراي فيلمهاي كوتاه از آنژيوگرافي قلب مي

19.5 

2004 Current Diagnosis & Treatment in CARDIOLOGY (7th Edition)  (Michael H. Crawford. MD) 20.5 
2005 Drugs for the Heart  (Sixth Edition)   (Salekan E-Book)  (Lionel H. Opie, Bernard J. Gersh) 21.5 

Dynamic Practical Electrodiography  (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins) 22.5 ــــــ

ECG  (Jay W. Mason, MD) 23.5 ــــــ

  ECG DIAGNOSIS MADE EASY   ROMEO VEGHT ــــــ
صل اين كتاب شامل مـوارد   ف٩. توانايي جستجوي نمودارهاي و چاپ و ذخيرة آنها نيز وجود دارد.  گوناگون استECG عدد نمودار ٣٥٠داراي . شود  اجرا ميInternet explorer فصل است و تحت برنامة  ٩اين برنامه بصورت يك كتاب الكترونيكي مشتمل بر 

 :زير است
1. Basic Priciples نرمال، موقعيت الكترودها، دپولاريزاسيون عضله ، هدايت جريان الكتريكي(          3.  ECG و نحوة ضبط   (....  Ischaemic (Coronary) heart disease             5. Conductin impairment            7. Rhythm disturbances               
2. Hypertrophy         6. Chardiomyopathies and autoimmune disorders                          4.  Pericarditis, myocarditis and metabolic disorders                           6. Pacemakers, ICDs and cardioversion  Mixed ECG quizzes  ابتدا :   نصب  طريقةCD را درون درايو قرار داده و سپس وارد my computerبعد وارد درايو .  شويم  ميCD شده و از آنجا وارد شاخه Setup فايل .  شويم  ميSetupسپس . كنيم  را اجرا ميNextشود در صورت توافـق   زنيم  مسير نصب پرسيده مي  را مي

Nextپايان شود در  زنيم  برنامه نصب مي  را ميFinishدهيم  را فشار مي. 

24.5

 ECG-SAP III   (Jay W. Mason, MD, FACC) ــــــ
-Using ECG-SAP III     -Standard Tracings     -Syndromes     -Computer Overreads    -Serial Tracings     -Stress Testing     -ECG of the Month    -Guidelines     -Utilities 

25.5

 Echo Lecture  (VIDEO SERIES)   (7CD)   (Mayo) ــــــ
 :باشد شرح عناوين آن به صورت زير است  به صورت فيلم ميCD سري ٧اين مجموعه كه شامل 

1. TEE in the Operating Room   (Bijoy K. Khandheria, MD) 
Intraoperative echocardiography has become an essential component to the surgical approach to valvular disease. Dr. Bijoy Khandheria discusses the utility of intraoperative echocardiography and its 

26.5
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impact on the surgical management of cardiovascular disease. 
2. TEE in Adult Congenital Heart Disease  (James B. Seward, M.D.) 

Dr. James Seward Presents Adult Congenital Heart Disease. A generation of Children Have Grown into adulthood and Present with postoperative congenital heart disease. Transesophageal 
echocardiography is extremely helpful but may not always be necessary in the assessment of adult congenital heart disease. Learn from the expert regarding appropriate use of transesophageal 
echocardiography and assessment of residua and sequela of adult congenital heart disease. 

3. Understanding Operative Procedures for Patients with Univentricular Heart from Palliation to Fontan  (James B. Seward, M.D.) 
Dr. Seward gives a detailed overview of complex anomalies and their applicable corrections. Topics included are Blalock, Mustard, Glen and Fontan corrections. Graphic depictions of each corrective 
procedure, possible complications and echocardiographic example are included. 

4. Mitral Valve Regurgitation: Essential Measurements. Pitfalls and Limitations.  (Fletcher A. Miller, Jr., MD) 
Dr. Fletcher Miller discusses and presents the current approach to the quantitative evaluation of mitral valve regurgitation. This is an excellent review of current quantitative assessment of mitral valve 
regurgitation including pitfalls and limitations. 

5. Mitral Vale Regurgitation: Evidence-Based Practice  (A. Jamil Tajik, MD) 
A Classic presentation by Dr. A. Jamil Tajik on a change in clinical practice with regard to the quantitation of regurgitation and then a change in medical management with early surgery and repair of the mitral valve. 

6. Evaluating the Patient with Prothetic Valve (Fletcher A. Miller, Jr., MD) 
Dr. Fletcher Miller, an expert on the echocardiographic assessment of prosthetic valves, presents a detailed in-depth review of the quantitative echo Doppler approach to the prosthetic valve. It is 
important to understand the hemodynamic pitfalls and limitations of the echocardiographic assessment of cardiac prosthetic valves. 

7. Stress Echocardiography and Contrast  (Patricia A. Pellikka, M.D.) 
Stress Echocardiography and Contrast  Using illustrative cases, Dr. Pellikka gives an expert presentation and discussion on the role of contrast in stress echocardiography. Pitfalls and limitations of contrast stress 
echocardiography are also discussed. New Horizons in Stress Echocardiography Dr. Pellikka, an expert in Stress echocardiography, discusses Dobutamine stress echocardiography and its role in preoperative risk 
stratification. Also discussed are new advances in stress echocardiography such as color kinesis and acoustic quantification, color Doppler imaging, and strain and strain rate imaging. 

 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY   2-D/DOPPLER WITH COLOR FLOW IMAGING  (UPDATE NO. 1)  (TRANSESOPHAGEAL- ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY) 27.5 ــــــ
 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY   2-D/DOPPLER WITH COLOR FLOW IMAGING  (VOLUME 1) (VCD)   (ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY Normal 2-D And M-MODE EXAM)) 28.5 ــــــ
 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY   2-D/DOPPLER WITH COLOR FLOW IMAGING  (VOLUME 10) (VCD)   (CARDIAC MASSES) 29.5 ــــــ
 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY   2-D/DOPPLER WITH COLOR FLOW IMAGING  (VOLUME 11-A,B) (VCD  CD I, ii)   (ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT OF PROSTHETIC HEART VALVES) 30.5 ــــــ
 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY   2-D/DOPPLER WITH COLOR FLOW IMAGING  (VOLUME 12) (VCD)   (INTERVENTIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY) 31.5 ــــــ
 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY   2-D/DOPPLER WITH COLOR FLOW IMAGING  (VOLUME 2) (VCD)   (DOPPLER AND COLOR FLOW IMAGING: PHYSICS, INSTRUMENTATIONS AND THE NORMAL EXAM) 32.5 ــــــ
 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY   2-D/DOPPLER WITH COLOR FLOW IMAGING  (VOLUME 4) (VCD)   (ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN AORTIC VAL VE DISEASE) 33.5 ــــــ
 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY   2-D/DOPPLER WITH COLOR FLOW IMAGING  (VOLUME 5) (VCD)   (ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN CORONARY HEART DISEASE) 34.5 ــــــ
 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY   2-D/DOPPLER WITH COLOR FLOW IMAGING  (VOLUME 6) (VCD)   (ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE IN THE ADULT) 35.5 ــــــ
 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY   2-D/DOPPLER WITH COLOR FLOW IMAGING  (VOLUME 7) (VCD)   (ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN CARDIOMYOPATHIES: DILATED, RESTRICTIVE AND HYPERTROPHIC) 36.5 ــــــ
 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY   2-D/DOPPLER WITH COLOR FLOW IMAGING  (VOLUME 8) (VCD)   (ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN PERICARDIAL DISEASE) 37.5 ــــــ
 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY   2-D/DOPPLER WITH COLOR FLOW IMAGING  (VOLUME 9)  (VCD)   (ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN TRICUSPID AND PULMONIC VALVE DISEASE AND DESEASES OF THE AORTA) 38.5 ــــــ
 ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY   2-D/DOPPLER WITH COLOR FLOW IMAGING  (VOLUME3) (VCD)   (ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN MITRAL VALVE DISEASE) 39.5 ــــــ
2000 EchoSAP III (Echocardiography Self-Assessment Program)(Echocardiography Overview: Technique and Applications)   (Volume 1)  

(Jemes D. Thomas, MD, Ellen Mayer-Sabik, MD) 

-Introduction and Overview     -Examinations     -Applications     -Self-Assessment Questions     -Evidence-Based Medicine     -Conclusions 

40.5 

 EECP: Current Experience and Future Directions   41.5 ــــــ
2004 Electronic Image Collection of Comprehensive Vascular and Endovascular Surgery  (John W. Hallet, Joseph L. Mills, Jonothan J. Eamsbaw, Jim A Reekers) 

1. Background                    3. claudication                      5. Chronic Lower Extremity Ischemia           7. Acute Limb Ischemia            9. Upper Extremity Problems  
2. Mesenteric Syndromes   4. Renovascular disease       6. Aneurysmal Disease                                  8. Cerebrovascular Disease      10. Venous Disease 

42.5 

 ENDOVASCULAR TECHNIQUES (Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms) (Workshop) (l. Flessenkämper)   (15th Endovascular Symposium Berlin) 43.5 ــــــ
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2004 ESC Congress  44.5 
2002 EVOLVING ISSUES IN THE MANAGEMENT CHD   (National Lipid Education Council TM)  

 
SECTION 1 SECTION II SECTION III SECTION IV SECTION V 

Emerging Evidence-Based Data From Clinical Trials 
NON-HDL-Case Secondary Targert of Therapy 
What is it's Role in clinical practice? 
Case Study: NON-HDL-C 

PAD Lipids and Risk 
Lipid Management Though combination Therapy 
Case Study:Combination Therapy 

Inflammatory Markers: Anovel Approach 
Case Study: Novel Risk Markers 

Use of Genomics to discover new targets for therapy 
Examining the nonlipid effects of statins 

Case study: Diabetes 

 

45.5 

2005 Feigenbun's Echocardiography   Textbook & Video Library (Sixth Edition)   (Harvey Feigenbaum, William F. Armstrong, Thomas Ryan) 46.5 

 Grossman's Cardiac Catheterization, Angiography and intervention  (Sixth Edition)  (Donald S. Baim, William Grossman) 47.5 ــــــ

 HEART DISEASE  (FIFTH EDITION)    A Textbook of Cardiovascular Medicine   (W.B. SAUNDERS COMPANY) ــــــ
 . كتاب مجزا تشكيل شده است٤از ) (e-bookدر واقع اين كتاب الكترونيكي 

 ١- (Braunwald)  Heart Disease         ٢- (chien) Molecular Basis of Heart Disase           ٣-  Clinical Trials in Cardiovascular Disease)  (Hennekens          ٤- (Mendelsohn) Reviwe and Assessment Book  
هاي قلب و  هاي رشته ي متخصصين و رزيدنتبخصوص برا) جستجو (Search قابليت CDخصوصيت منحصر به فرد اين . باشد  سوال و جواب مي٧٠٦اي با جواب تشريحي و رفرانس كتاب آورده شده كه مشتمل بر  در آخر هر فصل سوالات چند گزينه

 همگي )(e-bookشكل و نمودارهاي اين . تواند در امتحانات ارتقاء و بورد و امتحانات درون بخشي كمك قابل توجهي نمايد  ميCD سريع و وسيع اين Searchچنين قابليت  هم. نمايد باشد كه در پيدا كردن موضوعي يا حتي كلمات كمك شاياني مي داخلي مي
 . شودCCUهاي قلب و  ها و كاركنا ن بخش ها مورد استفاده اساتيد و رزيدنت clubتواند براي تدريس و يا كنفرانس و   رنگي است و مي

48.5 

 HEART SOUNDS 49.5 ــــــ

2003 HEART SOUNDS  Basic Cardiac Auscultation  Version 3.0  (Leonard Werner, M.D., Brian Pitts, David Gilsdorf) 50.5 

2003 Heart Sounds Basic Cardiac Auscultation CD-ROM to Accompany   (M.D., F.A/C.P., Brian Pitts, M.D., David Gilsdorf) (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins) 51.5 
2004 Highlights   ESC Congress   52.5 

 HURST'S  THE HEART  (R. Wayne Alexander, Robert C. Schlant, Valentin Fuster) ــــــ
 

 . داردCDها و نمودارهاي كتاب و هم چنين فصلي ديگر براي صداهاي قلبي به صورت فايل صوتي  فصل، فصلي جداگانه براي شكل١٦ مشتمل بر Hurst كتاب  Text باشد كه علاوه بر    نهم مي Editionكتاب الكترونيكي حاضر
 .، استفاده كرد)هاي تمام رنگي آن بخصوص استفاده از شكل(توان براي تدريس   علاوه بر استفاده شخصي ميCDاز اين .   بوط به هر فصل همرا با جواب گنجانده شده است مر اي هاي چند گزينه  تستCDدر آخراين

53.5 

Interactive Atlas of  Transesophageal Color Doppler Echocardiography  (Raffaele De Simone) 54.5 ــــــ

 Interactive Atlas of Transesophageal Color Doppler Echocardiography   (Raffaele De Simone) 55.5 ــــــ

Interactive Echocardiography: A Clinical Atlas (Th. Binder, M.D., G. Rehak,G. Porenta. M.D., Ph.D., M. Zengeneh, M.D., G. Maurer, M.D., H. Baumgartner, M.D.)     University of Vienna, Austria 56.5 ــــــ

Interactive Echocardiography:  Interactive ECG   (J.H. Myers, A.F. Moukaddem, N. Tongsak) 57.5 ــــــ

Interactive Electrocardiography on Cd-Rom  (Curtis M. Rimmerman, Anil K. Jain) 58.5 ــــــ

2003 Interventional Cardiology Clinical Resource  (Disc 1 & 2)  (Evidence . Analysis . Recommendations . Consensus Reports) 59.5 

2002 
Intra-Aortic Balloon Catheter  Insertion and Removal Technique       (ARROW) 

 INTRODUCTION     2. LAB SELECTION      3. LAB PREPARATION    4. LAB INSERTION     5. LAB CATHETER   PREPARATION     6. LAB CATHETER INSERTION     7. LAB REMOVAL .1:  شاملCDعناوين اين 
60.5 

2004 Manual of Cardiovascular Medicine  (Second Edition)   (Brian P. Griffin, Eric J. Topol) 61.5 

 Mastering Auscultation  An Audio Tour to Cardiac Diagnosis  Clinical Findings Diagnosis Treatment Tutorial Text Reference (Dr. Anthony Don Michael's) 62.5 ــــــ
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 Mechanical Support for Cardiac & Respiratory Failure in Pediatric Patients   (Brain W. Duncan) 63.5 ــــــ

  MVP Video Journal of Cardilogy    (Maria-Teresa Olivari, M.D., Antonio M. Gotto, M.D., D. Phill.) ــــــ
ايـن  . نمـايش اسـلايد و نمـودار بحـث شـده اسـت      ، يك موضوع به شكل مصاحبة علمي با يك متخصص به همراه  در هر قسمت.  دقيقه در سه قسمت مجزا ارائه شده است٤٥مدت  به) VCDدر قالب (صورت يك فيلم آموزشي   باشد كه به       مي MVPهاي آموزشي   CDاين برنامه از سري     

 :موضوعات به شرح زير است
1-Determination of Rejection in the Cardiac transplant Recipient         Maria-Teresa Olivari      دكتر:  مصاحبه شونده  

 .و ديگر روشهاي غيرتهاجمي همراه با نمايش اسلايد توضيح داده شده است) آنتي ميوزين(يمونولوژيكي  ، روشهاي اMRIپيگيري و تشخيص رد پيوند قلب به كمك اكوكارديوگرافي، اكوداپلر، 
2- Triglycerides, HDL and coronary Heat Disease           Antonio Gotto      دكتر:   مصاحبه شونده  

 .بيماري ديابت و روشهاي دارودرماني، و رعايت اصول بهداشتي در زمينة عارضة عروق كرونري ارائه شده است.  بحث شده استكلية ريسك فاكتورها و عوامل مؤثر بر آنها در عارضة رگهاي كرونري قلب
3- Management of Cardiac Disease in Pregnancy            Carl E. Orringer     دكتر: مصاحبه شونده  

، درمان دارويي بيماران قلبي باردار، كارديوميوپاتي در بارداري، افزايش   ... و   MRI  تنفسي، سمع قلب در بيماران قلبي باردار، تشخيص به كمك اكوكارديوگرافي داپلر،               -، علائم قلبي    ...)اي، ايست قلبي و       ده قلبي ، حجم ضربه     برون(در اين بخش، فيزيولوژي قلب در زمان بارداري         
 . نمودار بحث و بررسي شده استهمراه با نمايش اسلايد و... فشار خون در بارداري و 

64.5 

 MVP Video Journal of Cardiology  (Anthony C. Pearson, M.D., Charles B. Higgins, M.D., William W. O'Neill, M.D.)   (VCD) ــــــ
 : اين موضوعات به شرح زير است. مت يك موضوع به شكل مصاحبة علمي با يك متخصص به همراه نمايش اسلايه و فيلم و نمودار بحث و بررسي شده استدر هر قس. اند  دقيقه در سه قسمت ارائه شده40باشد كه به مدت   مي MVPهاي آموزشي  CDاين برنامه از سري 

1- The stately Art of MR in Cardiovascuvlar Disease            Charles  P. Higgins  دكتر : مصاحبه شونده   

 . بحث شده است....  و MRI  در بيماريهاي قلبي عروقي به همراه نمايش اسلايد و تصاوير MRIهاي متعدد تصويربرداري در كارديولوژي، كاربرد  ، روش MRI    در اين بخش، تاريخچة 
2. Arguing for Angioplasy in Acute Myocardial infction        William w. ONeill  دكتر  : مصاحبه شونده  

  ، انديكاسيون انژيوپلاستي ، برآورد ديسك آنژيوپلاستي و به كمك نمايش اسلايد و فيلم Lone PTCAيوپلاستي، روش درماني تاريخچه انژ
3- Improved understanding of cardioembolic Stroke prorided by Transesophageal Echoecardiography        Anthony C.  Pearson    : تردك:  مصاحبه شونده  

 . مختلف بحث و بررسي شده استCase از چندين TEE، به همراه نمايش و توضيح اكوكارديوگرام TEE و  TEE، مقايسه روش TEE ها، تاريخچه تكنيك  تاريخچة درمان آمپولي

65.5 

 MVP VIDEO JOURNAL OF CARDIOTHORACIC SURGERY (VIDEO SEGMENT I & II) Thromboexclusion for Treatment of Descending Aortic Dissection (John A. Elefteriades, MD) 66.5 ــــــ
2003 Perioperative Transesophageal Echocardiography   (Patricia M. Applegate, Richard L. Applegate, I) 

 
1. Basics of Echocardiography     2. Clinical TEE Examination     3. Clinical Uses of Perioperative TEE    4. Unknowns    5. Perioperative 

67.5 

2003 Perioperative Transesophageal Echocardiography   (Patricia M. Applegate, M.D., Richard L. Applegate, II) 68.5 

 PLUMER'S PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE OF   INTERAVENOUS THERAPY  (SEVEN EDITION)  (Sharon M. Weinstein) 69.5 ــــــ
2003  Practical Perioperative Transoesophageal Echocardiography  Introduction, instructions and acknowledgements  (David Sidebotham, John Faris, Alan Merry, Andrew Kerr) 70.5 

2002 TEE   An Intractive Exam Review on CD-ROM  (CD I , II)   (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins) 71.5 

 TEXTBOOK OF CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE  (2nd Edition)   (ERIC J. TOPOL) ــــــ
 

CDهاي الكترونيكي است كه علاوه بر   حاضر يكي از بهترين كتابText اين .باشد هاي قلب مي هاي  صوتي در مورد بيماري هاي فيلم ، عكس و فايل  داراي قابليت CD شامل كتاب دو جلـدي Text book of Cardiovascular Medicine    اسـت كـه 
 و  ECG,M.Sهاي صوتي، صداي        و فايل ...) اكو(ها    هاي رنگي در ضايعه، تصويربرداري      چه ميترال در بخش مربوطه علاوه بر متن عكس        به عنوان مثال در مورد تنگي دري       (.وجود صدها عكس و كليپ ويدئوئي  كتاب را به صورت  يك مجموعة زنده در آورده است                 

 :مباحث كتاب شامل .  كاتتريزاسيون آن به صورت ويدئوكليپ نشان داده شده است

هاي  قلبي ، اتانول و قلب، رفتار  آن، سيگار كشيدن، ديابت ، استروژن، جنس زن و بيماري وسكلروز، رژيم غذايي و چاقي و اختلالات چربي، ورزش، فشار خون و پاتوفيزيولوژي بيولوژي اتر: شامل(كارديولوژي پيشگيري  -٢  تاريخچه علم كارديولوژي -١
اـ مـي        هاي آن مي    اي ، عفوني ، مادرزادي ، تومورال  قلب و پرده            هاي ايسكمي، دريچه    ي ، و بيماري   شامل تاريخچه، معاينات بالين   (:  كارديولوژي باليني  -٣  )هاي قلبي   و شخصيت بيماران قلبي، نوتواني بيماري       -.)باشـد  باشد هم چنين شامل قلب و حاملگي، پيري ، كليه، ورزش و تروم

 - ارزيـابي بـا داپلـر    – اسـترس اكوكـارديوگرافي   – transthoracic اكوكـارديوگرافي    – در حـين ورزش      ECG –تفسـير عكـس سـاده ريـه         (:  شامل عكس و فايل صوتي و ويدئو كليپ        : تصويربرداري قلبي  -٤  اشتباهات پزشكي     - داروهاي قلبي    -مشاوره نويسي   
 ECGهـاي الكتروفيزولـوژي   هـا، تسـت   مكانيسم و فيزيولوژي آريتمـي  (: شامل Pacingالكترو فيزيولوژي و  -٥ ). intraoperative اكوكارديوگرافي – قلب CT, PET , MRI –اي  هاي تصويربرداري هسته  تكنيك-transesophagealاكوكارديوگرافي 

يـون قلبـي ،       -آنژيـوگرافي كرونـري         ( شامل عكـس و فـيلم        :هاي جراحي    و تكنيك  invasiveكارديولوژي   -٦  ) و فيبريليتورها  Pacemakerضايعات قلبي ايسكميك و غيرايسكميك، طرز گذاشتن         اـي   Percutaneos، Procedures كاتتريزاس  –پـس قلـب       ب

72.5 
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Restenosis   اپيدميولوژي و درمان – approachيولوژي ملكـولي   كـارد -٨ نارسايي قلب و پيوند قلب            -٧      )هاي مادرزادي قلبي  اولتراسونوگرافي داخل عروقي و آنژيوسكوپي  و الولوپلاستي ، طرز كاتتريزاسيون در بيماري–اند  پس شده  به بيماران كه قبلاً باي
 .هاي ويديوئي و كليپ) نرمال و ابنرمال(شامل عكس و صداهاي قلبي : Multimedia -١٠       واسكولر بيولوژي-٩

  نرمال و ابنرمال:     صداهاي قلبي.هاي قلبي عروقي  چشم و بيماري-حي جرا– معاينات باليني – پاتولوژي – نوكلئار – intravascular اولتراسونوگرافي - ECG –  اكوكارديوگرافي - CT/MRI –كاتتريزاسيون : عكس

 :  شاملCDهاي جديد كتاب نسبت به ويرايش قبلي كتاب و       فصل. جراحي–اي   تصاوير هسته– و اولتراسونوگرافي داخل عروقي Pacing الكتروفيزيولوژي و – اكوكارديوگرافي – CT/MRI – كاتتريزاسيون :ويدئوكليپ

• Endof-Life Care  ،قلب ورزشكاران ، ارزيابي باليني، سيستم عصبي اتونوم ،.   Percutaneous Coronaryintervantionهاي ملكولي در مورد قلب تراپي و پيشرفت  ، ملاحظات جراحي در درمان نارسائي قلب، ژن 

 باز شده بر روي كـادر سـمت چـپ تصـوير،     Flash را درون درايو قرار داده و در پنجره اي كه با عنوان CD ابتدا Cardiovascular Medicineبراي نصب برنامة  :   TEXTBOOK OF CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINEطريقه نصب 
 است در قسـمت پـايين   C:\Program files\CardioVascularMedicineمسير بصورت پيش فرض اين . كند و مسير نصب برنامه را مشخص مي)  ثانيه بعد٣٠-٤٠حدوداً (شود  اي ديگري باز مي  را انتخاب كرده سپس پنجرة محاورهInstall TOPOLگزينة 

 مـي آيـد بـرروي    Install completeيه پنجرة آخر بنـام   ثان٢٠شود و برنامه خودبخود نصب مي شود پس از حدود   پنجرة ديگري باز ميInstallپس از كليك برروي ) توانيد تغيير دهيد اگر خواستيد مسير فوق را به دلخواه مي( كليك كنيد Installبرروي دكمة 
راي نصـب ايـن   ب. Quick Time, Internet Explorer:  پس از آنكه مراحل فوق انجام پذيرفت برنامه نصب شده است ولي براي اجراي آن نياز است دو برنامة كمكي ديگر نيز بر روي سيستم عامل نصب شود كه عبارتند از.  در انتها كليك كنيدDoneدكمة 

 . مگابايت حافظه32پردازشگر و حداقل  MHZ 200    است يا,ME, 98, 95 2000, NTضمناً سيستم عاملهاي پيشنهادي براي اين برنامه ويندوزهاي . توان استفاده كرد  به بالا مي5.5برنامه از اينترنت اكسپلورر باورژن 
.  از پائين را فشار دهيدNext كليك كنيد و دكمة I accept the agreementدر پنجره اي كه پيش روي شما باز مي شود در قسمت .  را كليك كنيدInternet Explore 5.5گزينة ) CDاردادن اولين پنجره هنگام قر( در پنجره اي كه پيش روداريد 

حال بايد منتظر بمانيد تا برنامه بصـورت كامـل نصـب گـردد سـپس پنجـرة       .  را فشار دهيدNextش فرض دكمة بالايي فعال است و شما بايد دكمة شود كه بصورت پي    سپس پنجرة جديدي باز مي    . شود  ها مي   برنامه مشغول چك كردن سيستم و محتواي فايل       
 و CD به درون درايو و يا بـاز كـردن   CDو فشردن مجدد             CD درايو Ejectاين كار را مي توانيد با زدن دكمة (كنيد  را اجرا    CDدوباره  . شود   مي restartدر اين موقع ويندوز خودبخود      .  در انتها زده شود    finish را فشار داده و دكمة       Nextديگري باز شده دوباره     
 را بزنيد تا پنجرة Nextپنجرة بعدي هم بايد .  را فشار مي دهيمNextآيد دكمة  رة جديدي ميپنج.  كليك كنيمQuick time 5بر روي گزينة  ) CDپنجرة اول هنگام قراردادن (بايد از پنجرة بازشده . رسيم حال به قسمت سوم نصب مي) اجراي آن انجام دهيد

 را انتخاب كنيد در پنجرة Next را بزنيد و باز نيز Nextمجدداً  را بزنيد و در پنجرة جديد بصورت پيش فرض دكمة دوم از بين سه دكمه در بالاي كادر فعال است Next  را انتخاب كنيد مسيري را مي بينيم اگر موافق بوديد Agree ديگري باز شود حال دكمة 
 كنيد تا finish كرديد اين پنجره را Next بزنيد دو باركه    Nextشود آن را نيز        را زده تا برنامه نصب شود بر روي پنجرة فعال ما پنجرة جديدي باز مي               Nextپرسد نيازي به پركردن آن نيست          را فشار دهيد پنجرة بعدي سريال و نام شركت را مي           Nextجديد نيز   

 Cardio برنامـة  Cardio Vascular Medicine شـويد و از منـوي   Programs كليـك كـرده وارد   Start ببنديـد بـرروي دكمـة    Desktopتمام پنجره ها را برروي صـفحة  .  كنيدCloseهاي دو كادر بالا  به پايان كار برسيم آخرين پنجره را با برداشتن تيك

Vascular CD را اجرا كنيد و سپس برنامة internet explorer را باز كرده و در قسمت Addressبرنامه در محيط .  خط زير را تايپ كنيدinternet explorerشود  اجرا مي. 
http://127.0.0.1:83/PCIndex.htm. 

The Echo Manual  (Second Edition)  (Jae K. Oh, MD, James B. Seward, MD, A. Jamil Tajik MD) 73.5 ــــــ

2003 The Netter Presenter Cardiovascular and Renal Edition    Images from the Netter Collection   (NOVARTIS) 74.5

 The Physiological Orgins of HEART SOUNDS and MURMUS   (John Michael Criley, M.D., Conrad Zalace, David Creley) ــــــ
 

General Tutorials: 
Inspection and Palpation 
Intriduction to Auscultation 
Effect of Maneuvers and Perturbations  
Hemoduction to Cardiac Imaging Modalities 

Timing of Heart Sounds 
Valve Closure Sounds and Splitting of Sounds 
Opening Sounds 
Third Sounds 
Fourth sounds 
Ejection Sounds 
Mid-Systolic Clicks 

 

Timing of Murmurs 
Systolic Murmurs 
Diastolic Murmurs 
Continuous Murmurs vs. “To and Fro” Murmurs 
Friction Rubs 

 

Catalog of Lesions 
Normal 
Valvar Lesions 
Pericardial Disease 
Congenital Heart Disease 
Cardiomyopathies 
Myxoma 

  

75.5 

 Valvular Heart Disease  (Third Edition)  (Joseph S. Alpert, James E. Dalen, Shahbudin H. Rahimtoola) 76.5 ــــــ

 Vascular Vision (A Liberating Approach to Vascular health Expert Opinions in Dyslipidaemia) (Professor Philip Barter, Dr. John Kastelein,…) 77.5 ــــــ

 VJC   Video Journal of Cardiology    (LAWRENCE S. COHEN, M.D, JOHN ELEFTERIADES, M.D.)   (VCD) ــــــ
1. From a new perspective: mitral valve prolapse aortic dissections and aneurysms 
2. Surgical and medical management of ascending and descending aortic dissections liporoten (A): a cardiovascular risk factor 

78.5 
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 VJC Video Journal of Cardiology   (Christopher White, M.D, Michael E. Cain, M.D., Bruce D. Lindsay, M.D., Herbert Geschwind, M.D.)   (VCD) ــــــ
 

در هر بخش يك موضوع به شكل مصاحبة علمي با يك متخصص به همراه نمايش اسلايد و فـيلم و نمودارهـاي   .  دقيقه در سه بخش ارائه شده است50 به مدت  VCDباشد كه به صورت فيلم آموزشي در قالب            مي VJCهاي آموزشي   CDاز سري   اين برنامه   
  :موضوعات هر بخش به شرح زير است. متعدد بحث و بررسي شده است

1-Cold lege : The Approach to Acvte and progressive Peripheral Vascular Disease        christoher white دكتر: مصاحبه شونده  :  

 .نيز مورد بررسي قرار گرفته است....   ، استرپتوكيناز ، آنژيوپلاستي ليزري و Urokinaseكاربردهاي . م ارائه شده استمراحل انجام آنژيوگرافي به همراه نمايش تصاوير آنژيوسكوپيك و آنژيوگرا. عوارض مربوط به عروق محيطي و روشهاي درماني آنها بحث شده است 

2- RADiofrgvency ablation : Ablation of AVNode reentry  tachycardias        Michael   E. Cain   :  دكتر: مصاحيه شونده  

 .هاي متعدد بررسي و توضيح داده شده است همراه با نمايش اسلايدها و راديوگرام...  و AVهاي در فيبريلاسيون و بلوك ECGهاي مختلف،  ريالكتروكاردويوگرام باليدگذا 
3- Laser Angioplasty for coronary Atherosclerotic Disease         Herbert Geschwind    دكتر: مصاحبه شونده :  

 . مورد بحث و بررسي قرار گرفته است....  و PTCAها اين روش و مقايسه آن با  اهداف استفاده از آنژيوپلاستي ليزري و عوارض آن مزيت ها و محدوديت) ماوراء مادون قرمز(  طول برج بهمينه   Pulserر در آنژيوپلاستي، كاربردمكانيزم عمل سيستم ليز 

79.5 

2005 What's What   A guide to acronyms for cardiovascular trials    80.5 

 
  پوست و مو-٦

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار
2001 American Cancer Society  Atlas of Clinical Oncology  Skin Cancer   (Arthur J. Sober, MD, Frank G. Haluka, MD, phD)  (Bc Decker Inc) 

در نتيجـه دانـش تشـخيص و درمـان و     . تر قابـل تشـخيص اسـت    باشد سريعتر و راحت    باشد و به علت اينكه بر خلاف كانسرهاي ديگر، كانسرهاي پوست در معرض ديد مي                وستي مي ها، كانسرهاي پ    ترين شكل سرطان    شويم شايع    مي ٢١همچنانكه وارد قرن    
ها  باشد چون علم درماتولوژي بر پاية مشاهده بنا شده است، بنابراين كتاب داراي تصاوير زياد با كيفيت بسيار بالاست و هر جا كه عكس مي Skin cancerنماهاي باليني  مشخصة اين كتاب تأكيد بر .هاي پوستي موجب نگارش اين كتاب گرديده است جلوگيري از سرطان
 : قسمت تقسيم شده است٤ اين كتاب به . استو علاوه بر اين نكات تشخيصي، اپيدميولوژي ، درماني و پيشگيري در كتاب گنجانده شده.  اضافه شده استtextكننده نبوده  در ارائه مطلب كمك

 .باشد  شامل اپيدميولوژي، ژنتيك كانسرهاي پوستي و عوامل خطرزا ميBasic Concept :١بخش 
 .اشاره شده است) ٨:٣فصل ( كاپوسي ساركوم و ) ٨:٢فصل ( Merckle cell Carcinoma) ٨:١فصل  (هاي پوستي ناشايع يمالينگنانسو ) ٧فصل ( هاي پوستي لمفوم) ٦فصل ( Sccو ) ٥فصل ( BCEو ) ٤فصل (نماي باليني ملانوم  در هر فصل جداگانه : تظاهرات باليني: ٢بخش 
كمـوتراپي ، سـيتوكين   و ) ١٣فصـل  ( ايمونـوتراپي در ملانـوم  ، )١٢فصل ( در ملانوم adjuvant therapy ،)١١فصل (نود در ملانوم  نودها و بيوپسي از لمف ارزيابي لمف، )١١فصل ( تدابير جراحي ملانوم پوستي ،) ٩فصل ( تكنيك بيوپسي از ملانوم: كه شامل Management : ٣بخش 

 . باشد مي) ١٧فصل ( [MF]درمان لمفوم پوستي اوليه همچنين . باشد مي) ١٤فصل (تراپي و بيوكموتراپي در ملانوم 
 .در مورد پيشگيري از كانسرهاي پوستي بحث كرده است : ٤بخش 

1.6 

 AQUAMIDE; Poly Acryl Amide Ged  (an injectable gel for correction of soft Tissue Deficiencies) ــــــ
فته و سپس طريقه تزريق اين ژل در اصلاح چين نازوبيال، تغيير شكل  و كاربردهاي آن مورد بحث قرار گرAquamide در ابتدا خواص ژل.  توضيحاتي داده شده است Cosmetic Surgery  به كار رفته در fillerدر مورد يكي از مواد  CDدر اين ويدئو 

 .گذاري و خط لب به صورت نوار ويدئوئي مورد بحث قرار گرفته است مرغان يا تروماها، گونه هاي پيشاني و اطراف لب، پركردن و اصلاح ضايعات آتروفيك ناشي از اسكار آبله بردن چين هاي بيني، از بين ناهنجاري

2.6 

2002 Atlas of Clinical Dermatology  (Third Edition)   (Anthony du Vivier) 3.6 

2002 ATLAS OF COSMETIC SURGERY (MICHAEL S. KAMINER, MD,  JEFFREY S. DOVER, MD, FRCPC,  KENNETH A. ARNDT, MD)  (W.B. SAUNDERS COMPANY)  (Salekan E-Book) 
آوري تجارب مؤلفين بوده و بيشتر به مـوارد كـاربردي اشـاره     العاده جمع اين كتاب الكترونيكي فوق'": نويسد مي) Yaleاستاد درماتولوژي و جراحي پلاستيك دانشگاه  (Dr. Leffellدر مقدمه كتاب . باشد  ميDr. Kenneth. Arndtاطلس حاضر تأليف ديگري از 

 داشـته و در  Cosmeticهـاي    سـال احاطـة وسـيعي در جراحـي    ٢٠ تقريباً به مدت Archives of Dermatology سردبير مجله Dr. Arndt.  را بر روي بيمار خود انجام دهيدCosmeticل كند چگونه با موفقيت يك عم  شده است به طوريكه به شما كمك مي
 و درمان اسـكارهاي آكنـه كـه در مجـلات            Botoxبراي مثال چگونگي تزريق     (رود    ه عنوان رفرانس ديگر كتب و مجلات پزشكي به كار مي          باشد كه همگي ب      ويژگي اين كتاب نسبت به موارد مشابه، تجربيات مؤلفين مي          "بودن كتاب سهم بسزايي دارد      شكيل

Archive   و AAD 2001   چاپ شده است   2002 و  (       مؤلفين هدف از تأليف اين كتاب را بيان تجربيات كاربردي خود در بيمارستانHarvard)  براي مثال مباحث تزريق . اند بيان نموده) اق عمل جراحي كاملاً مجهز اط١٢ ليزر پوست و١٣باBotox  ليزردرمـاني ، 
ها  موزش و بعضاً رنگي به كيفيت و راحتي آموزش تكنيكهاي ساده براي آ باشد استفاده از شكل ترين و به اذعان متخصصين و دستياران پوست بهترين كتاب چاپ شده در اين مورد مي  و بلفاروپلاستي اين كتاب كاربرديScar managementضايعات پوستي و 

 :باشد اين كتاب منحصربه فرد شامل مباحث زير مي.   شود  بزودي ارائه مي"Kenneth, Arndt" مؤلف Laser in Dermatologyكتاب  .كمك شاياني در اين كتاب كرده است

4.6 
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PART I 
EVALUATION OF THE COSMETIC SURGERY PATIENT 
1 The History of Cosmetic Surgery 
2 The History of Cosmetic Dermatologic Surgery 
3 Evaluation of the Aging Face, 
4 Photoaging: Mechanisms, Consequences, and Prevention 
5 Beauty and Society 
6 Psychosocial Issues and Their Relevance to the Cosmetic Surgery Patient 

 
PART II 
ANESTHESIA 
7 Regional Anesthesia for Aesthetic Surgery 
8 Office-Based Sedation and Monitoring 
9 Postoperative Pain and Nausea Management 

 
 

 Atlas of Dermatology  (Jhon's Hopkins)   (SALEKAN E-BOOK)   (CD I , II) ــــــ

 .باشد  مي Jhon's Hopkins دانشگاه ٢٠٠٣ گرديده و محصول سال Sortباشد كه بر طبق حروف الفبا   تصوير كاملاً جالب با رزولوشن بالا در خصوص انواع ضايعات پوستي مي٢٥٠٠اطلس فوق شامل بيش از 
5.6 

1999 Atlas of Dermatology  (T.L.Diepgen, M. Simon, A. Bittorf, M. Fartasch, G. Schuler)   (with the DOIA team  G. Eysenbach, J. Bauer, A. Sager)   (springer)  
 گنجانده شده Dermatology online Atlas (DOIA)ز آن سال به بعد از سراسر جهان تصاوير ضايعات درماتولوژي در اين شبكه در محل ا.  ايجاد شد(www) ، كه شبكة سراسري جهاني انيترنت ١٩٩٤گردد به سال  تاريخچة اطلس درماتولوژي برمي

 تهيـه شـده كـه قابليـت     DOIA از Offlineبنابراين اطلس فوق به صـورت  . گنجانده شده است.. .صوتي و  Case reportها،   تشخيص درماتولوژي، ارائه سخنرانيDPI 600 تصرير با كيفيت بسيار بالاي بيش از ٣٠٠٠در اين سايت اينترنتي علاوه بر . است
 .  را داردonlineاتصال در هر زمان به صورت 

6.6 

  Atlas of Differential Diagnosis in DERMATOLOGY  (Klaus F. Helm, M.D., James G. Marks, Jr., M.D.) ــــــ
به طريكه در مورد تشخيص يـك  . هاي افتراقي دارد هاي از يكديگر به صورت تشخيص       بندي كرده تأكيد بيشتر به تشخيص باليني و افتراق بيماري           ها را بر اساس حروف الفبايي يا پاتوفيزيولوژي تقسيم          يگر كه بيماري  هاي د    بر خلاف اطلس    CDاين  

بندي شده در اول هر فصـل ابتـرا     فصل تقسيم١٦ها را بر اساس شكل و محل به  ها و نئوپلاسم  راش CDاين  .  تنظيم گرديده است   Problem-orientedري شده و به صورت يك اطلس        شود گردآو   هاي ديگر كه با آن بيمارييي اشتباه مي         بيمار تصاوير بيماري  
در آخر هر فصل نيز اتيولوژي، نكات مهم باليني و درمـان  . شود اي نشان داده مي شود و سپس تصاوير با كيفيت بالا به صورت مقايسه مياس تشخيص افتراقيهاي اين ضايعات نمايش داده  الگوريتم رسيدن به تشخيص نشان داده شد و سپس در جداول مقايسه  

 image gallery .CDدر ايـن  .  و چگونگي كار ارائه شـده اسـت  CDبراي آشنايي با محتويات ) animationبه صورت ( در ابتدا يك برنامه مالتي مديا .   ارائه شده استAcrobat reader  در برنامه CDاين . براي هر بيماري به صور جداگانه ارائه شده است
 .حتي براي جستجوي موضوع بيماري كمك گرفتتوان به را  كه بر اساس حروف الفباي انگليسي بنا شده ميindex inconاز . توان استفاده كرد  و ارزيابي شخصي ميquizوجود دارد كه تصاوير بدون توضيح ارائه شده و از آن به عنوان 

7.6 

2003 Botulinum Toxin Aesthetic Indications  (Mauricio de Maio, Segio Talarico, Benjamin Ascher, Nam Ho Kim South) 8.6 
2004 Clinical Dermatology   ( A Color Guide To Diagnosis And Therapy)  (Fourth Edition) (Thomas P. Habif) 9.6 
 Color Atlas and synopsis of Clinical Dermatology    Common and Serious Diseases Thomas B.    (Fitzpatrick, M.D. Richard Allen Johnson, M.D. Dick Suurmond, M.D) 10.6 ــــــ
 COLOR ATLAS OF CLINICAL DERMATOLOGY   COMMON AND SERIOUS DISEASES   (Salekan E-Book) ــــــ

 (Thomas B. Fitzpatrick, MD, Richard Allen Johnson, MD, Klaus Wolff, MD, Dick Suurmond, MD)  

11.6 

2004 Color Atlas of Cosmetic Oculofacial Surgery (William PD Chen, Jemshed A Khan, Clinton D McCord) 12.6 
 Color Atlas of Dermatoscopy  (2nd , enlarged and completely revised edition)   (Wilhelm stolz, Otto Braun-Falco) 13.6 ــــــ
2001 Color Atlas of Dermatoxcopy  2nd, enlarged and completely revised edition  (Wilhelm Stolz. Otto Braun-Falco)   (Salekan E-Book) 14.6 
2004 Comprehensive Facial Rejuvenation  (A Practical & Systematic Guide to Surgical Managemet of the Aging Face)  (Edwin F. Williams III, Samuel M, Lam) 15.6 
 Consult a Physician Before Beginning any new Exercise Program Rejenuve  FACIAL  MAGIC    (Gynthia Rowland) 16.6 ــــــ
 Correction of Wrinkles & Augmentation of lip and cheek with Restylane & Perlane       (Natural beauty  for as long as you like) ــــــ

 و Restyalne , Restyane fineهاي  اين ماده توسط كشور سوئد در سه غلظت به نام. باشد  ميrecombinantهيانوروتيك اسيد توليد شده توسط تكنيك . است% ١٠٠هاي صورت كه سازگاري آن با بافت انسان  ها براي رفع چين و چروك Skin fillerاز بهترين يكي 
17.6 

PART III
COSMETIC SURGERY PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES
10 Topical Skin Care
11 Lasers in the Treatment of Vascular Lesions
12 Lasers in the Treatment of Pigmented Lesions
13 Laser Hair Removal
14 Liposuction
15 Hair Transplantation
16 Soft Tissue Augmentation
17 Botulinum A Exotoxin Injections for Photoaging and Hyperhidrosis,  
18 Chemical Peels
19 Lasers in Skin Resurfacing
20 Blepharoplasty
21 Surgical Rhytidectomy: Face Lifts and the Endoscopic Forehead Lift 
22 Leg Vein Management: Sclerotherapy, Ambulatory Phlebectomy, and Laser Surgery 
23 Scar Management: Keloid, Hypertrophic, Atrophic, and Acne Scars 
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perlane در اين . شود در سطوح مختلف درم تزريق مي) ظريف يا عميق(وط صورت باشد كه بر حسب نوع خط ميVCD :هاي تزريق را جداگانه با تصاوير كاملاً واضح نشان   ابتدا مروري بر چگونگي ساخت اين سه ماده دارد و سپس موارد استفاده و چگونگي تزريق و تكنيك
 و محل تزريق نشان Reslane fineدر اين قسمت تكنيك تزريق . ٣. شود حسي موضعي به نمايش گذاشته مي در اين قسمت طريقة بي. ٣. دهد  محل تزريق هر يك از اين سه محصول را در درم نشان مي عمق وanimationدر قسمت بعدي به صورت . ٢. داده شده است
و ) cheek enhancmeat و Lip enhan cemenl( ماننـد  fonciel contouringو ) ماننـد نازوشـيال  (هـاي عمقـي     براي رفع چينPerlaneر اين قسمت تكنيك تزريق د. ٥. شود  و محل تزريق نشان داده ميRestylanaدر اين قسمت تكنيك تزريق . ٤. داده شده است

 .در انتهاي هر قسمت تصاوير قبل و بعد از تزريق نشان داده است. ٨.  بيمار توضيح داده شده استfollowupا در بخش انته. ٧. دهد در اين بخش تركيبي از تزريقات بالا را در يك بيمار نشان مي. ٦. شود   نشان داده مي oral Commisureدرمان
2000 COSMETIC LASER SURGERY   PERFECT THE TECHIQUES, REDUCE THE RISKS, AND ENJOY THE RESULTS WHEN PERFORMING COSMETIC LASER SURGERY (Richard E. Fitzpatrick Mitchel P. Goldman) 18.6 
 COSMETIC LASER SURGERY For Face and Body  19.6 ــــــ
2001 Cosmetic Surgery    An Interdisciplinory Approach       BASIC AND CLINICAL DERMATOLOGY     (ALAN R. SHALITA, M.D., DAVID A. NORRIS, M.D) 

 
اـي در   آخـرين تكنيـك   اي،   صفحه١٠٠٠اين كتاب حدود .  تبديل به كتاب الكترونيكي گرديده به گفته مؤلف كتاب كمتر كتابي است كه تلفيقي از دانش درماتولوژي، ماگزيلوفاشيال و جراحي پلاستيك را در خود گنجانده است   كتاب فوق كه در مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان        ه

 .ها جراحان پلاستيك و جراحان فك و صورت نوشته شده است اين كتاب داراي فصولي است كه توسط درماتولوژيست. گيري و به كار رود  مناسب تصميم  به صورت انفرادي تكنيكهاي زيبايي را گردآوري نموده تا براي هر بيمار دسترس در جراحي
در هـر فصـل انديكاسـيون و        . نامـه در هـر فصـل آورده شـده            و فـرم رضـايت      Post-op و   Pre-opاطلاعـات   . هـاي جراحـي را توضـيح داده اسـت           هاي تكنيك   هاي جراحي را قدم به قدم توضيح داده و تمام جنبه           Procedureاين كتاب   
 كاري خود نگارش يافته است نكات كليدي ترن افراد در زمينه   به گفته مؤلف كتاب چون هر فصل كتاب توسط مجرب         . هاي درماني و عوارض و درمان عوارض و درمان عوارض بحث شده است              هاي هر تكنيك جراحي و محدوديت       كنتراانديكاسيون

فصل . هاي پير آورده شده  آناليز زيبايي شناختي در مورد درمان صورت-٢فصل .   طراحي مناسب براي يك جراحي بحث شده    -١در فصل   . ها و روش عمل آورده شده است        هاي اختصاصي و اطلاعات كوچك ولي باارزش در مورد تكنيك           و تكنيك 
 و ٩ و ٨ و ٧در فصـول  .  كمپليكاسيون و درمان به طور جداگانه بحث شده اسـت ٦در فصل . نيز توضيح داده شده است) ها و مناطق ديگر و دست Chest .گردن( total body peel  و علاوه بر آن هاPeelي و عمقي و تركيب سطح Peel ٦ تا ٣
. صـحبت نمـوده اسـت    Resurfacing در مورد مؤثر بودن ليزرهاي ٩در فصل .  مورد بحث قرار گرفته است )hair removalو ضايعات پيگمانته  tattoo ضايعات عروقي Er: YAG, Co2(هاي ليزر  ها و تكنيك  در مورد انواع درمان٣٧ و ٢٤ و ٢٢

 اختصاصـاً بـه چگـونگي اسـتفاده از     ١٥و تزريـق چربـي و در فصـل    ....)  كـلاژن و   ،inerrall , Perlaneو (Restiylans ها Skin fillerها توسط   در مورد دفع چين و چروك١٦ الي ١١ فصل . اختصاص داده استDermabrasion به ١٠فصل 
Gortex   به  ١٧فصل .   اشاره شده استBotulinumsToxinها،  چگونگي جراحي خال١٨در فصل .   اشاره شده است Cystاختصاص به انـواع  ١٩فصل .   اسكار بحث شده است flap  وGraft  بـه ليپوساكشـن و   ٢٥ و ١٣ و ١٢  فصـول  .هـا دارد 

 آررده شده اسـت  Brow Reyirvenationهاي در بلفاروپلاستي   بحث شده و روشliflingو  fac, Neck ٢٩-٣٢در فصول .  هاي زيبايي مورد بحث قرار گرفته است procedure تركيب ٣٣در فصول .   اختصاص داردtumescentليپوانفوزيون و 
 به كاشت مـو  ٣٤فصل .   اشاره شده استThe cook weekend Altrnative to face liftبه نام  D. Cook كتاب روش اختصاصي ٢٧در فصل .  ها مورد بحث قرار گرفته است وپلاستي پلك بالا و پايين از ديد افتالمولوژيست بلفار٣١و در فصل 

 اختصـاص بـه   ٤١ و ٤٠فصـل  . آفرين و ناراضـي اختصـاص دارد    به چگونگي برخورد و درمان بيماران مشكل٣٩فصل .  سي در مطب براي كارهاي زيبايي اشاره داردهاي عكا  كتاب به تكنيك٣٨فصل .  اختصاص دارد  Alopecia Redechionو 
 .هاي ماگزيلوفاسيال و دهان مورد بحث قرار گرفته است هاي صورت و كارهاي زيبايي جراحي ايمپلانت
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 Cosmetic Surgery for FACE and BODY 21.6 ــــــ
 Cutaneous Laser Surgery  (Second edition)  The Art and Science of Selective Photothermolysis   (Goldman, Fitzpartick) ــــــ

باشد و هر نوع از تكنولوژي ليـزر بـراي     در زمينة ليزر ميtext   يك كتابCutaneus Laserكتاب . باشد همين مؤلفين مي چاپ Cutaneous Laser Surgery  كتاب فوق كه در مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان تبديل به كتاب الكترنيكي گرديده مكمل بر كتاب 
 .كمكي است براي پزشكان با تأكيد بيشتر بر برخورد درماني با بيمار Cosmetic Laser Surgeryدرمان ضايعات پوستي را توضيح داده است ولي كتاب 

باشد به گفته مؤلفين استفاده از بهترين ليزرها و بهترين تكنيك ها بدون توجه بـه    ميWuond healingفصل درخشان كتاب فصل .  از آن استفاده كردmini text bookباشد كه مي توان به عنوان يك   ميLaser tissue interactionري بر فصل اول كتاب مرو
Post procedural wound healingو در مورد استفاده و توضيح كمپليكاسيون از ليزرهاي ٦ و ٥ و ٤ و ٣فصل  . شود يجه مي منجر به كمترين نت co2 و Erbium:Yag در resurfacing  وEr:yagصورت و گردن و  chest باشـد و همچنـين در مـورد اسـتفاده از ليـزر        مـي

ultrapulse carbon Dioxide و Er:yag صول تازه كتاب استفاده يكي از ف. در اطراف چشم شرح داده شده استNonablative Laser٩باشد كه مقبوليت روزافرون پيدا كرده است و در فصل   در مورد چين و چروك هاي صورت مي incisional laser Surgery براي موارد 
 hair جديدترين تكنيكهاي مورد استفاده در ١١در فصل .  را شرح داده استScar revision استفاده از ليزر در manual of cutaneous laser techniques مؤلف كتاب Tinas.Alster كتاب ١٠در فصل . استفاده در جراحي پلاستيك و بلفاروپلاستي توضيح داده شده است

removal ]مورد بحث قرار گرفته است واستفاده از  ]مقايسه آنها و طرز كار و معرفي ليزرهاي معتبر از كارخانه هاي معتبر mtense light sourceدر  hair transplantاستفاده جديد از ليزر١٢در فصل.   صحبت شده است Co2  و Er:yag در hair transplant ) كاشت مـو (
 .نمايند  ها توصيه مي اهنما در انتخاب مناسبترين تكنيكدر آخر، مؤلفين اين كتاب را به كاربردهاي ليزر به عنوان يك ر .  با استفاده از ليزر آورده شده استLeg vein كتاب درمان ١٣در فصل . بحث گرديده است

22.6 

2001 Cutaneous Medicine Cutaneous Manifestations of Systemic Disease  (THOMAS T. PROVOST, MD, JOHN A.FLYNN, MD)  (Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions Baltimore, Maryland) 
 

 ٧٣اي با   صفحه٧٨٢اين . اين كتاب به علم درماتولوژي يك نظر كلي نه فقط به عنوان پوست و ضمائم بلكه با توجه به تظاهرات ديگر بيماري در بدن اشاره دارد           . باشد  و مشخصه دپارتمان درماتولوژي دانشگاه جان هاپكينز مي       به گفتة مؤلفين، اين كتاب، آرم       
هـاي پوسـتي كـه     هاي داخلي كه تظاهرات پوستي دارند و بيماري اين كتاب بيماري. باشد نكتة بارز اين كتاب آوردن نكات مهم كتاب در حاشيه صفحات مي          . باشد  ها و متخصصين داخلي مي      يستهاي با كيفيت عالي به راهنمايي براي درماتولوژ         فصل با عكس  

 .باشد و از مباحث غيرضروري اجتناب كرده است كند، مي  درمان كمك ميتكيه اين كتاب به موارد كليد كه در تشخيص و. تواند علائم عمومي پيدا كند را توصيف كرده است مي
Dr. Richard Dobson  در مجلة(AAD) American etcademy of Dermatology انـد زيـر بـه قـول      هاي داخلي آشنا بوتده ها به علت شيوع سيفيميس با بيماري در گذشتة اكثر درماتولوژيست: در مورد اين كتاب گفته استSir Willamosler 

 و پيشـرفت   AIDSاي برخوردار خواهند بود زير ابا وجود تظـاهرات پوسـتي بيمـاري      در آينده از جايگاه ويژه medical Dermatologistهاي جراحي در علم درماتولوژي به نظر من Procedureبا وجود اينترنت . دانستن سيفيميس دانستن علم پزشكي است
 .بيوتيك، كموتراپي و ايمونوساپرسيوها علم درماتولوژي باليني به افرادي براي پر كردن خالي در مراكز علمي و درماني احتياج دارد ها، آنتي وكسيندانش پزشكي در كاربرد سيت

23.6 



34 

 ٠٩١٢١٣٧٢٣٦١-٦٦٩٣٦٦٩٦:            تلفن٢٣٩بست سيمين، پلاك  جمالزاده، بننژاد، بين كارگر و  تهران، م انقلاب، خ كارگر جنوبي، خ لبافي: نشاني       هاي تخصصي پزشكي       دي ارائه كنندة كتاب و سي:  مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان 
 

 Dermatology: A Multi-Media Teaching File  (Disc 1,2) (Gross & Microscopic Symposium)   (Mosby)  24.6 ــــــ
2002 EVIDENCE-BASED DERMATOLOGY  (Howard I. Maibach, MD, Sagib J. Bashir, BSc (Hons), MB, ChB, Ann McKibbon, BSc, MLS) 

 : مرحله دارد٥ و .دهد گيري در باليني و تحقيقي ارائه مي چهارچوبي براي تصميم EBHC.  بنا نهاده شده استEBMC (Evidence- Based Heatlth Care)اين كتاب  الكترونيكي بر اساس علم 
 .گيري در درمان بيمار  استفاده از اين مدارك براي تصميم-٤ ارزيابي اينكه اين منابع و مدارك آيا معتبرند يا خير     -٣ پيدا كردن مدارك معتبر براي جواب به آن سؤال     -٢ايجاد سؤال    -١

 ...توان متوجه معتبر بودن يك فرضيه يا مقاله گرديد و در فصل اول كتاب هر يك از اين مرحله به تفضيل شرح داده شده است كه چطور مي. دهد ار باليني ارائه مياين كتاب روشي منطقي براي پيداكردن سؤالات به وجود آمده در حين ك
 .شود ها آورده شده كه در نشر كتابي اين منابع باارزش مشاهده مي ترنتي با مشخصات كامل براي به روزبودن اطلاعات درماتولوژيستو در فصلي جدا منابع معتبر و قابل توجهي آدرس اين. در درماتولوژي بيان شده است EBME   در فصل دوم كاربرد اين علم 
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 Facial Lifting by "APTOS" threads  Clinic of Plastic and Aesthetic Surgery 26.6 ــــــ
 Hair Removal  with Intense Pulsed Laser (IPL) ــــــ

  آموزشي فيلم) + ها  انديكاسيون-رود هايي كه براي موهاي زائد به كار مي  محل-طريقة استفاده از ليزر(
نده موهاي زائد با وقت كمتر، كارائي بيشتر و عوارض مختصر كمك شـاياني در يـك   بر ليزرهاي از بين.  گيرد كمتر مورد استفاده قرار مي...  موبرها، الكتروليز و ،sharingبردن موهاي زائد مانند  گير و بعضاً با عارضه براي از بين هاي وقت  امروزه روش 

 بزرگتر و در نتيجه طـول  Spot size بالا، Skin typeيماران با فوائد اين ليزد در استفاده اين ليزر در ب. باشد  ميIPL  از جمله جديدترين ليزرهاي بكاررفته ليزر .هاي زيبائي دارد ها و كلينيك زندگي با كيفيت مطلوب براي مراجعين به پزشكان بخصوص درماتولوژيست
 بـراي  IPLي كه در آن از ليزر مناطق، IPL چگونگي استفاده از ليزر، فوائد ليزر ،IPLمعرفي ليزر .  توليد شده استEllipse كه به سفارش كمپاني CD  در اين .شود بزرگتر كه موجب عارضه كمتر و كارمدي بيشتر مي Therapeatic windowمدت كمتر درمان، 

 .نشان داده شده است clipدر هر بخش كليپ ويدئوئي از بيماريان و نحوه درمان و نتايج درمان با عكس و . رفع موهاي زائد استفاده شده است
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2002 HAIR TRANSPLANTATION   (The Art of Micrografting and Minigrafting)   (Salekan E-Book) 
ANATOMY AND PHYSILOGY OF HAIR PATIENT EVALUATION PLANING AND PATIENT INSTRUCTUIONS TECHNIQUE 
COMBINED FACE LIFT AND HAIR TRANSPLAYTATION REOPERATIVE SURGERY SPECIAL APPLICATIONS  

28.6 

1999 HANDBOOK OF ORAL DISEASE  DIAGNOSIS AND MANAGEMENT Cripian Scully  (MARTIN DUNITZ) 
 اين كتاب يه تنها به عنـوان اطلـس بلكـه از    .باشد ها و دندانپزشكان مي  تصوير رنگي از ضايعات دهاني مورد استفاده درمالوژيست ٤٠٠ صفحه متن به همراه بيش از        ٤٢٠كتاب فوق كه در مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان تبديل به كتاب الكترونيكي گرديده شامل               

هاي نرم دهاني در اين كتاب بحث شده است علاوه بر اين تعدادي موارد نادر كه در سطح جهان رو به افزايش است مورد بررسي قرار  هاي شايع و مهم بافت      بيماري.  درمان و در صورت امكان پيشگيري نيز به ضايعات دهاني پرداخته است            هاي تشخيصي   جنبة اتيولوژي، كليد  
ها، ضايعات لب و كـام و ضـايعات    دردهاي ناحية دهان با منشاء عروقي يا عصبي، شكايات دهاني با منشاء رواني، ضايعات مخاطي، بزاقي، ضايعات لثهفصول بعدي شامل .  باشد مي ضايعات دهاني symptom, signبررسي فصل اول كتاب شامل   .گرفته است

 .بندي شده است تقسيم Defintion،incidence  ،Agemainly affected ،Sexmainly affected ،Aetiology ،Clinical feature ،Diagnosis ،managementدر هر فصل ابتدا ضايعات بر اساس الفباي انگليسي تنظيم و سپس بر اساس .  باشد ميدهاني 
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2005 Laser & Lights  (Volume 1 & 2)  (CD I, II)   (Rejuvenation, Resurfacing, Hair Removal, Treatment of Ethnic Skin) 30.6 
2000 Laser Hair Removal   (David J. Goldman)  (Martin Dunits)  

تاب مروري گذرا به فيزيك فصل بعدي ك. نخستين فصل كتاب اختصاص به بيولوژي مو دارد. باشد  مي(hair removal)كتاب فوق كه در مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان تبديل به كتاب الكترونيكي گرديده مروري بر ليزرهاي مورد استفاده براي برداشت موها 
 :گردد روند بررسي مي در فصول ديگر كتاب انواع مختلف ليزرها كه براي رفع موهاي زائد به كار مي. پردازد فصل بعدي كتاب، به چگونگي آنجام الكتروليز در رفع موهاي زائد و مقايسة آن با ليزر مي. باشد  ميhair removalليزر و كاربرد آن در 

1-  Normal mode Ruby laser              2- Normal mode alexandrite laser                    3- Diode laser                 4-     ND: YAG laser               5- Intense pulsed light 
 .ها مطرح شده است هر فصل نظر مؤلف در خصوص هر يك از اين سيستمدر هر بخش مقالات تحقيقي و طرق استفاده از هر يك از دستگاههاي ايزر آورده شده و در آخر 

 .نمايد كمك شاياني ميكند كه در نهايت با انتخاب صحيح به حصول نتيجة خوب  باشد كه پزشك را در انتخاب دستگاه ليزر مناسب ياري مي هاي معتبر و مقايسة آنها با يكديگر مي فرد كتاب معرفي ليزرهاي معتبر از شركت يكي از نكات منحصر به
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 MANAGEMENT OF FACIAL LINES AND WRINKLES (ANDREW BLITZER, WILLIAM J. BINDER, J. BRIAN BOYD ALASTAIR CARRUTHERS)   (SALEKAN E-BOOK) ــــــ
يا  exfoliantsمورد بحث قرار گرفته و سپس با استفاده از فصول مجزا  (Line 8 Wrinkle)ها  ي در مورد درمان و نوع برخورد با چين و چروك فصل اطلاعات جالب٢٢كتاب فوق كه در مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان تبديل به كتاب الكترونيكي گرديده شامل 

Superfical peel هاي  كنندة آنالوگ مرطوبVitamins ، Chemical  بافنول وTCA  مقايسه ،Peel  ، شيميايي و ليزر Dermabrasion نواعاستفاده از ا implant هاي صورت، استفاده از Dermal Allograft    طريقـة گذاشـتنGORTEX    تـزري كـلاژن و 
سين بوتولينيوم در پزشكي و فصل ديگـر بـه طريقـة    يك فصل از اين كتاب اختصاص به مرور فيزيولوژي و كاربرد درمان توك. بلفاروپلاستي facelifting, endoscopic Browloft Skeletal frameها تصحيح جراحي  چين و چروك Directexcisionچربي، 

سـند   طريقة عكس گـرفتن از بيمـار بـه عنـوان يـك      ٢١در فصل .  در رفع خطوط در چشم توضيح داده شده استBotulinumtoxin طريقة استفاده از ليزر و ٢٠ سپس در فصل .نمايد ها بحث مي براي درمان چين و چروك Botulinium Toxinاستفاده از تزريق 
 .استهاي ديجيتالي مورد بحث قرار گرفته   با دوربين Computer imagingپزشكي و 

32.6 

2000 MANUAL OF CUTANEOUS LASER TECHNIQUES  (Second Edition)  (Tinal S. Alster, M.D.) (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 
ها و مشكلاتي است كه     نكات عملي ليزر و تكنيك    نگاه اين كتاب بيشتر بر      . باشد  ميزمينة درمان ضايعات پوستي با ليزر       ها در     ترين كتاب    فصل است كه يكي از كاربردي      ١٢مل  كتاب فوق كه در مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان تبديل به كتاب الكترونيكي گرديده شا             

 .به طور كامل شرح داده شده است (Patient selection)چگونگي انتخاب بيمار مناسب  و همچنين عمل بايد داده شودتوضيحاتي كه به بيمار قبل از عمل و بعد از در اين كتاب . متمركز شده استشود،  حين و بعد از عمل ايجاد مي

33.6 
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قبل شـامل    editionدر فصول جديد كتاب نسبت به . پرداخته استرهاي اختصاصي هاي ليزري معتبر و مقايسة دستگاههاي ليزر و روش انجام كار به طور جداگانه براي ليز   دستگاه و معرفي    هاي به كارگيري ليزرها      تكنيك در بعضي از فصول، كتاب به معرفي      
erbium :YAG laser و  Resurfacing  بلفاروپلاستي با ليزر و ليفتگ پيشاني همزمان با ليزر و ليزرهاي hair removalر به طور جداگانه بحث شده است اضافه شده است و در فصول آخر كتاب عوارض ليزر و چگونگي درمان آنها در مورد هر ليز. 

 Minor Surgery a text and atlas   Fourth edition  (John Stuart Brown) 34.6 ــــــ
 PHYSICAL SIGNS IN DERMATOLOGY  (SECOND EDITION)     Clifford M Lawrence Neil H Cox    (Joseph L Jorizzo)   (SALEKAN E-BOOK) ــــــ

هاي افترافي آورده شده    بندي شده و تشخيص     باشد كه بر اساس شكل و رنگ و محل ضايعات تقسيم             تصوير تمام رنگس از ضايعات مختلف پوستي مي        ٧٠٠مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان تبديل به كتاب الكترونيكي گرديده شامل بيش از             كتاب فوق كه در     
 .در مشاهدة باليني و استفاده از معلومات  به تشخيص صحيح ضايعات برسددهد كه با آناليز  اين كتاب به خواننده اين امكان را مي. است

 .كند  به تشخيص ضايعات را فراهم ميعملي براي رسيدن approach كه براي دانشجويان درماتولوژي يك. تقسيم بندي نكرده بلكه بر اساس شكل و محل ضايعات فصل بندي شده است... ) عفوني، اتوايمون و (ها را بر اساس فيزيوپاتولوژي  اين كتاب بيماري
ص يكي از نكات ممتاز در ويرايش جديد اين كتاب آوردن جداولي است كه در آنها نكات كليدي در تشخي. باشد ولي تمام مباحث مهم و بسياري از موارد نادر درماتولوژي در آن گنجانده شده است  درماتولوژي نميtestاين كتاب هر چند به عنوان يك كتاب 

ها  ارزش نه تنها براي درماتولوژيست باشد كه موجب شده  يك كتاب با در حقيقت اين كتاب شامل اطلس رنگي ضايعات پوستي و شرح و آناليز رسيدن به تشخيص ضايعات و جداول كمك كننده در تشخيص مي. هاي تشخيصي بيان گرديده است pitfallsو 
به علت اهميت اين كتاب بايد هر درماتولوژيستي اين كتاب را همراه داشته .  تصاوير آن چنان كيفيتي دارندكه گويا بيمار در مقابل شما ايستاده استDr. Joav Merickبه گفتة . پوستي كمتر آشنايي دارند به كار رودهاي  بلكه براي ساير پزشكان كه با بيماري

 ...هاي خود جاي دهد هر كتابخانة پزشكي بايد اين كتاب را در قفسه. يت باليني به اين كتاب احتياج  پيدا خواهند كردهاي پرشكي، متخصيصين اطفال و داخلي در فعال باشد و ساير خانواده

35.6 

 Practical  MINOR SURGERY 36.6 ــــ
2002 Primer of Dermatopathology   (Third Edition)  (Antoinette F. Hood,  Thedore H. Kwan, Martin C. Mihm, Jr., Thomas D. Horn, Bruce R. Smoller)   

1. Introduction 4. Reticular Dermis 7. Bonus Quizzes 
2. Epidermis 

3. Basement Membrane Zone, Oaoillary Dermis, and Superficial Vascular Plexus 
5. Appendages 6. Panniculus  

37.6 

2004 Photoaging   (Darrell S. Rigel, Robert A. Weiss) 38.6 

 Radiosurgical Treatment of Superficial Skin Lesions   (S. Randolph Waldman, M.D.) 39.6 ــــــ
 Radiosurgical Vaporization of Dermatologic Lesions  (Dr. Stephen Chiarello) ــــــ

1- Rhinophyma      2- Keratosis Removal      3. Scar Revision (Back)      4. Basel Cell Carcinoma (Nasal Tip)      5. Scar Revision (Nose)      6. Basal Cell Carcinoma (Nasal Bridge)     

7. Scar Revision (Lower Forehead)               8. Radiosurgery in ENT      9. Turbinate Shrinkage                          10. Rhinoplasty                 11. Tonsillectomy    12. Tympanoplasty 

40.6 

 Reconstructive Facial Plastic Surgery  (SALEKAN E-BOOK) ــــــ

  آموزشي فيلم) + ها  انديكاسيون-رود هايي كه براي موهاي زائد به كار مي  محل-طريقة استفاده از ليزر(
 .گيرد كمتر مورد استفاده قرار مي... وليز و  موبرها، الكتر،sharingبردن موهاي زائد مانند  گير و بعضاً با عارضه براي از بين هاي وقت امروزه روش

 .هاي زيبائي دارد ها و كلينيك برنده موهاي زائد با وقت كمتر، كارائي بيشتر و عوارض مختصر كمك شاياني در يك زندگي با كيفيت مطلوب براي مراجعين به پزشكان بخصوص درماتولوژيست ليزرهاي از بين
 .شود بزرگتر كه موجب عارضه كمتر و كارمدي بيشتر مي Therapeatic window بزرگتر و در نتيجه طول مدت كمتر درمان، Spot size بالا، Skin typeفوائد اين ليزد در استفاده اين ليزر در بيماران با . باشد  ميIPLه ليزر از جمله جديدترين ليزرهاي بكاررفت

در هر بخش كليپ ويـدئوئي از بيماريـان و نحـوه درمـان و     .  براي رفع موهاي زائد استفاده شده استIPLمناطقي كه در آن از ليزر ، IPL چگونگي استفاده از ليزر، فوائد ليزر ،IPLفي ليزر معر.  توليد شده استEllipse كه به سفارش كمپاني     CDدر اين   
 .نشان داده شده است clipنتايج درمان با عكس و 

41.6 

2002 REFINEMENT IN HAIR TRANSPLANTATION: Micro and minigraft Megasession  (Alfonso Barrera, M.D.) 
 . به كار رفته استعلاوه بر تصاوير رنگي، تصاوير گرافيكي براي فهم مطالب. باشد براي طاسي مردانه و ديگر اختلالات ريزش مو مي)  مو٣-٤گرافت (گرافت  و ميني)  مو١-٢گرافت (اين كتاب الكترونيكي در مورد پيوند مو به روش ميكروگرافت 

 .اي قبل از انجام اعمال پيوند به نوآموزان بدهد باشد تا اطلاعات پايه  در مورد آناتومي و فيزيولوژي مو مي-١فصل 
 .كند يكردن ريز مو كمك م  اطلاعات سودمندي در مورد الگوهاي مختلف ريزش مو و جراحي و ارزيابي مشكلات فردي بيمار و بهترين روش براي برطرف-٢فصل 
 . در مورد تجهيزات لازم براي انجام پيوند مو و همچنين اطلاعاتي كه بايد به بيمار قبل از انجام جراحي داده شود-٣فصل 
 .شود ي عمل نشان داده شده و در مورد نتايج هر يك بحث ميشده از ابتدا تا انتها هاي جراحيCase توضيح قدم به قدم توسط تصاوير واقعي و گرافيكي انجام اعمال جراحي پيوند مو آورده شده و سپس تصاوير -٤فصل 
 .فت آورده شده استاند نشان داده شده و ترميم آنها به روش ميني و ميكروگرا هاي ديگر براي طاسي سر جراحي شده هاي مختلف كه قبلاً توسط روشCaseدر اين فصل . باشد  ميface liftingهاي ديگر مانند   تركيب جراحي پيوند مو با تكنيك-٥فصل 
 .گرافت در كارهاي زيبايي و جراحي پلاستيك شرح  داده شده است  كاربردهاي ديگر ميكروگرافت و ميني-٦فصل 
تـرين فصـل كتـاب      برجسته٧فصل . پوسپي به علت سوختگي و كاشت مژه آورده شده است، كاشت ابرو، سبيل، ريش، درمان آلface lift، اصلاح خط ريش بخصوص بعد از Scafpكردن اسكارهاي  گرافت در پنهان  كتاب كاربرد ميكروگرافت و ميني-٧فصل 

 .كند باشد كه اين كتاب راز كتب مشابه پيوند مو را متمايز مي مي

42.6 

2005 Surgery of the Skin   Procedural Dermatology   (June K. Robinson, C. William Hande, Roberta D. Sengelmann, Daniel M. Siegel)     (CD I- VI) 43.6 
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Clip 1 Clip 2 Clip 3 Clip 4 Clip 5 Clip 6 
• Skin Structure and Surgical anatomy 
• Anesthesia and analgesia 
• Dressings & Postoperative Care 
• Electrosurgery, electrocoagulation, 

electrofulguration, electrosetion, 
electrocautery 

• Cryosurgery 
• Skin Biopsy Techniques 
• Suturing technique & other closure 

materials 
• Hemostasis 
• Ellipse, ellipse variations & dos-ear 

repairs 
 

• Layered closures, complex 
closures with suspension sutures 
& plication of SMAS 

• Repair of the split earlobe, ear 
piercing & earlobe reduction 

• Random pattern cutaneous flaps 
 

• Axial pattern flaps 
• Skin grafting 
• Regional reconstruction: trunk, extremities, 

hands, feet, face (perioral, periorbital, cheek, 
nose, forehead, ear, neck & scalp) 

• Scal revision 
• Soft tissu augmentation 

• Chemical peels 
• Cyhin Implants 
• Use of Botulinum Toxin Type 

A in facial rejuvenation 
• Liposuction 
• Autologous fat transfer: 

evolving concepts & techniques 
• Follicular unit hair 

transplantation 
• Microdermabrasion & 

dermabrasion 
• Laser treatment of tattoos & 

pigmented lesions 
• Laser Skin resurfacing: ablative 

and non-ablative 

• Laser & light treatment of acquired 
& congenital vascualr lesions 

• Endovenous ablation techniques 
with ambulatory phlebectomy for 
varicose veins 

• Minimum incision face lift 
• Blepharoplasty & brow lift 
 

• Rejuvenation of the neck 
using liposuciton and othe 
technuques 

• Nail surgery 
• Legucer management 
• Benign subcutaneous lesions: 

cysts & lipomas 

 
 Skin Resurfacing   (William P. ColemanIII, Naomi Lawrence) 44.6 ــــــ
 Skin Rejuvenation with skin filler  (E.E.A. Derm) ــــــ

CD حاضر، روش انتخاب، آنستزي و تزريق Juvedermدر اين ويدئو . باشد  ميCD سپس پركردن چين نازوبيال با . نشان داده شده است، نحوة آنستزي بدون اينكه آناتومي محيط ناحيه تزريق از بين برودJuvederm30 و سپس افزايش حجم لب با 
Juvederm24هاي ظريف با  بردن چروك  و از بينJuvederm18نشان داده شده است . 

45.6 

1998 Textbook of Dermatology   (Sixth Editions) (R.H. CHAMPION, J.L. BURTON, D.A.BURNS, S.M.BREATHNACH)   (ROOK)  (Software c Gention I.T. Consuliants Ltd.,)   Version 1.2.0 
 .باشند ها جديد مي انسرفر % ٢٥ -٣٠ها بازنويسي شده و در حدود  بسياري از فصل. ها مرور شده و آخرين اطلاعات اضافه گرديده است باشد در اين ويرايش تمام فصل  صفحه مي٣٦٨٣ جلد و ٤شامل  Rookويرايش ششم كتاب درماتولوژي 

 .باشد مي Board certificationكتاب حاضر رفرانس دستياريان پوست و . استفاده نمايند Slide Conferenceهاي كتاب به عنوان  توانند از عكس  اين كتاب ميCDكنندگان از  استفاده. در هر فصل تصاوير با كيفيت بالا ارائه شده است

46.6 

2004 Textbook of Dermatology  (Rook's)   (Seven Edition)   (Volume 1-4)   (E-Book) 47.6 
2000 Textbook of Pediatric Dermatology  (JOHN HARPER ARNOLD ORANJE NEIL PROSE) (VOLUME 1 , 2) 

 در درماتولوژي encyclopedic textمؤلفين اين كتاب يك . باشد  جداگانه ميSubspecialityاست كه در اكثر كشورها يك   Pediatric dermatologyكتاب فوق كه در مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان تبديل به كتاب الكترونيكي گرديده در خصوص 
. باشد  ميtext book of general dermatology (RooK)به به روش نگارش كتاب روش نگارش كتاب كاملاً مشا.  در درماتولوژي اطفال پذيرفته شده استboard cerificaition اند كه به عنوان  محقق از سراسر جهان گردآوري كرده185اطفال به كمك 

هـاي درمـاني در ايـن         ت در ژنتيك ملكولي و روش     همچنين آخرين پيشرف  . باشد   مي  هاي نادر   بيماري و  Psoriasis فصل بوده كه شامل بيماريهاي شايع مانند         ٢٩كتاب مشتمل بر    . باشد   مي adolescentناتال تا     اين كتاب در بر گيرندة درماتولوژي از دورة پره        
بخـش ليـزر   در .  تحرير گرديده استftrsthand knowledgeهاي درماتولوژي ديگر به اختصار بحث شده است توسط افراد  كه در كتاب...  و اندميك ترپونوماتوزو  ليشمانيوز و لپروزي مانند اندميك در بخش عفوني كتاب بيماريهاي. كتاب گنچانده شده است

 و tissue expansionهاي ساده و پيچيدة جراحـي مشـتمل بـر     تكنيك Surgeryدر فصل  . كتاب بحث شده استSurgeryدر فصل  بيهوشي در اطفال و Sedationهاي  روش گنجانده شده است و عروقيو  ضايعات پيگمانته كتاب استفاده ليزر براي درمان
و به گفتـة  .  كاربرد داردPediatric dermatologyهاي متنابه با كيفيت بالا بوده كه به عنوان يك اطلس پوست در  مشخصة منحصر به فرد كتاب عكس.  شرح داده شده استسوختگي وا، تدابير درماني كلوئيد، اسكار ه ، كشت كراتينوسيتgraftانواع مختلف 

 .آوري گردد هاي شايع جمع در مورد بيماريمؤلفين تلاش زياد شده كه تظاهرات مختلف پوستي در نژادهاي مختلف حداقل 

48.6 

2002 The Aging Face   A Systematic Approach  (Calvin M. Johnson, Jr., Ramsey Alsarraf)    (CD I , II) 
CD I: 
 The Coronal Browlift:   1. Introduction    2. The Incision                 3. The  Corrugator Muscles     4. The Procerus and frontalis    5. Closure 
 Blepharoplasty:            1. Uooer Lids      3. Marking and Incision    5. Skin and Muscle                 7. Fat Removal                         9. Closure 

                                       2. Lower Lids     4. The Incision                  6. Fant Removal                     8. The Skin Pinch 
CD II: 
-The Deep Plane Facelift         -Marking and Incision        -Skin Elevation       -The Deep Plane        -The Submental Region      -Resuspension       -Closure 

49.6 

2002 Treatment of Skin Disease   Comprehensive therapeutic Strategies  (Mark G Lebwohl Warren R Heymann, John Berth-Jones, Ian Coulson)  (SALEKAN E-BOOK)   (MOSBY) 
هر فصـل از   .چه سؤالاتي بايد از بيمار پرسيده شود و چه آزمايشاتي بايد درخواست گردد. باشد  بيماري ميmanagement مشكل اصلي پزشكان در مواجهه به يك بيماري بعد از تشخيص )باشد دارودرماني بيماري پوست مي+ استراتژي درماني + كتاب الكترونيكي حاضر شامل اطلس 

 :ملبوده و هر فصل و شا) به ترتيب حروف الفبا براي دستيابي به آسان به بيماري(اين كتاب شامل يك بيماري 
  (specific investigations) جدول براي اينكه پزشك چه آزمايشات پاراكلينيكي را درخواست كند -٣)  در بالين و معاينه و شرح حال بايد چه نكاتي جستجو شود (management strategy استراژي درماني-٢اي از بيماري          خلاصه-١
گذاري شده   نامA-Eشده در مقالات از  باشد و الويت بر اساس نوع مطالعات انجام  ميevidence-Basedبندي بر اساس  اين الويت. باشد بندي درمان مي هاي درماني ديگر پوست الويت نكتة متمايزكننده اين كتاب نسبت به كتاب     )م درمانبه ترتيب خط اول، خط دوم، خط سو( درمان -٤ 
سـپس  . كند تا بتواند ارزش دارودرماني را بر اساس نوع مطالعه بيان كنـد  باشد كه به پزشك كمك مي  مي(Clinical trial) مشخصه (B) بوده و (double blind study) مشخصه (A)گذاري شده كه   نام(B) و اسپيرونواركتون (A)اي خوراكي ه به عنوان مثال در درمان آكنه اتروژسن. است

 .باشد هاي كاملاً رنگي مي  بيماري همراه با عكس٢١٣اب شامل اين كت. خلاصه مقالات در ادامه درمان ذكر شده است

50.6 

2003 USING BOTULINUM TOXINS COSMETICALLY   (Jean Carruthers, Alastair Carruthers) 
Introduction Horizontal Forehead Lines Periorbitalarea Infraorbital Orbicularis Oculi MID and Lower Face Perioal Rhytides 

Brow Injections Brow Lift Periorbitalarea Lateral Orbital Wrinkles MID and Lower Face Perioral Rhytides MID and Lower Face Nasalis 

Cervical Injections Vertical Platysmal Bands Acknowledgemetns MID and Lower Face Mouthe Frown and Mentalis Cervical Injections Horizontal Necklace Lines  

51.6 
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 ارتوپدي  -٧
 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

 A New Generation in Cemented Hip Design   (VCD)   (Part I , II)   (David S. Hungerford,   Clayton R. Perry) ــــــ
Segment I:   Core Decomtpression                Segment II: Trauma Case Studies: Retrograde Femoral Nailing     

1.7 

2001 AO Image Collection  AO Principles of fracture Management  (T.P. Ruedi, W.M. Murphy)  2.7 
2002 AO International AO Teaching Series-LCP   (Thomas P. Ruedi, Prof. Michael Wagner) 

 
Foreword-Basics LCP system LCP cases Literature and studies 
Methods of osteosynthesis 
AO Principles 
Biomechanical Principles 
Surgical techniques 

Description 
Implants and instruments 
Application 
Indications 
Operating techniques 

Humerus 
Forearm 
Pelvis and acetabulum 
Femur 
Tibia 
Periprosthetic 

Related Literature 
Study results 

 

3.7 

2001 AO Principles of Fracture Management  (Thomas P. Ruedi, William M. Murphy)  (CD I , II) 
1- AO philosophy and Its basis  2- Decision making and planning 3- Reduction and fixation techniques           4- Specific fractures             5- General topics     6- Complications 

4.7 

 Atlas of Orthopaedics Surgery  (Disk 1-6) ــــــ
Disk 1: Condylar   Plate Fixation in the Distal Femur, Malleolar Fracture Fixation,  Malleolar Fracture Type B,  Malleolar Fracture Type C,  Tension Band Wiring on the Elbow 
              Femoral Neck Rfacture Large Cannulated System,  Fracture of the Radius Shaft 3.5 LC-DCP,  Screw Fixation and Plating 
Disk 2: Techniques of Absolute Stability,  Proximal Humerus Fracture,  Reduction with Clamps,  Posterior Wall Fracture,  Posteror + Transverse Wall Fracture, 
              Undeamed Tibial Nail (UTN), Intraaticular Fracture of the Distal Humerus 
Disk 3: Fracture of the Tibiaplateau,  Tibia Fracture in Foarm LEG UTN, Reduction Techniq, The Undeamed Femoral Nail System, Dynamic Condylar Screw (DCS), 
            Dynamic Hip Screw (DHS), Pilon Tibial Fractures (Foamed Foot) 
Disk 4: Application of Large Distractor,  AO Asif External Fixator,  PC-FIX Point Contact Fixator an Internal Biologicl, The Proximal Femoral Nail (PFN), 
            Bicondylar Fracture of Tibia Plateau,  Minimal Invasive Plating of the Tibia 
Disk 5: Direct and Indirect Reduction Techniques,  Short Oblique Radius Fracture,  Small External Fixator,  Intraarticular Fracture Distal Radius, Distal Radius, 
            Open Reduction & Fractures of the Calcaneus,  Postoperative Treatment,  Internal Fixation of a Humeral Shaft Fracture 
Disk 6: High Cinematography of a Butterfly Fracture,  Posterior,  Pelvic Fixations Symphysis Pubis & Pubic Rami,  Pelvic Fixations, Anterior Plate Fixation 53028,  
            The Pelvic C-Clamp,  Liss Less Invasive Stabilization System,  LCP Locking Compression Plate 

5.7 

2004 Atlas of ORTHOPAEDIC Surgery  A multimedia Refefence   (Kenneth J. Koval, Joseph D. Zuckerman)   (Textbook & Videos) 6.7 

2003 Body in Motion   (Susan K. Hillman) 
-Anatomy    -Content   -Everything    -Anatomy Text    -Surface Anatomy Videos   -Muscle Aciton Videos 

7.7 

 CCC (Core Curriculum in Primary Care)  Orthopedics/Sport Medicine Section ــــــ
1- Introduction 2- Orthopedic Procedures: A Rheumatology's Perspective 3- Xercise and Aging A Prescripton for life          4- Foot and Ankle Problems Part Two 

8.7 

 Click'X VenttoFix SynCage   (J. Webb, O. Schwarzenbach J. Thalgott)   (VCD)   (AO ASIF OFFICIAL TAPE) 9.7 ــــــ

   FRACTURES IN ADULTS   (ROCKWOOD AND GREEN'S) ــــــ
1- General Principles  2- Upper Extremity            3- Spine 4- Lower Extremity 

10.7 

 FRACTURES IN CHILDREN   General Principlse Upper Extremity Spine Lower Extremity (ROCKWOOD AND WILKINS)   (James H. Beaty, James R. Kasser)  11.7 ــــــ
 FRACTURES OF THE PELVIS AND ACETABULUM   (G.F. Zinghi, A. Briccoli, P.Bungaro)    (Salekan E-Book) 12.7 ــــــ
 Gait Analysis  an introduction  (Third Edition)  An interactive multi-media presentation produced using polygon software  (Micheal W. Whittle) 13.7 ــــــ
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___ Imaging of Spinal Trauma in Children  (Lawrence R. Kuhns, M.D.)   (University of Michigan Medical Center) 
Principles AND TECHNIQUES ATLAS OF SPINAL INJURIES IN CHILDREN 

Epidemiology Normal Spine Variants and Anatomy Special Views and Techniques Cervcal Spine Lumbar Spine 
Measurements Mechanisms and Patterns of Injury Experimental and Necropsy Data Thoracic Spine Sacrococcygeal Spine 

Occipitocervical Injuries Thoracic Spine Injuries Sacral Injuries Lumbar   

33.1 

 Interactive Spine .1 ــــــ
2. Interactive Hand 
3. Interactive hand therapy 
4. Interactive Hip 
5. Interactive Shoulder  
6. Interactive Knee 
7. Sports Injuries The Knee 
8. Interactive Food and Ankle 
9. Interactve Skeleton 
10. Interactive HAND Therapy Edition (Version 1.1)   (J C Colditz, D A McG Routher, J M Harris) 
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14.7 

 Internal Fixation of a Humeral Shaft Fracture with the UHN    (P.M.Rommens, J. Blum) ــــــ
-Technical Information        -Operation        -Postoperative Concept      -Poat-op –X-ray control      - Poat-op treatment 

15.7 

 MASTER TECHNIQUES IN ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY  RECONSTRUCTIVE KNEE SURGERY  Southern California Center for Sports Medicine Long Beach, California  (DOUGLAS W. JACKSON, M.D.) ــــــ
 : شاملCDمباحث اين . باشد  مطالب در آن ميserch بوده و قابليت TEXT گرديده و شامل تمامي مباحث كتاب به صورت ebookالذكر است كه در مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان تبديل به  شامل كل متن كتاب فوق كه CDاين 

Operating Room Environment 
PART I EXTENSOR MECHANISM PATELLOFEMORAL PROBLEMS 
       Arthroscopic Lateral Release of the Patella with Electrocautery Anteromedial Tibial Tubercle 
Transfer Patellectomy 
PART II MENISCUS SURGERY 
          Meniscus Repair:   The Outside-In Technique 
          Meniscus Repair:   The Inside-Out Technique 
          Meniscus Repair:   The All-Inside Arthroscopic Technique 
PART III LIGAMENT INJURIES AND INSTABILITY 
         Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction 
         Arthroscope-Assisted Posterior Cruciate Ligament Repair/Reconstruction 
         Posterolateral Corner Collateral Ligament Reconstruction 
         Surgical Technique for Knee Dislocations 
         High Tibial Osteotomy in Knees with Associated Chronic Ligament Deficiencies 

PART IV INTRAARTICULAR FRACTURES OF THE TIBIA AND PATELLA 
         Arthroscopic Management of Intraarticular Tibial Fractures 
         Arthroscopically-Assisted Fixation of Patella Fractures 
         Open Reduction Internal Fixation of Intraarticular Fractures of the Tibia 
 
PART V ARTICULAR CARTILAGE AND SYNOVIUM 
         Arthroscopic Chondroplasty 
         Osteochondritis Dissecans 
         Arthroscopic Synovectomy 

 

16.7 

 Magnetic Resonance Imaging in Orthopedics and Sport Medicine (David W. Stoller) ــــــ
 : شامل مباحث زير استباشد و  در ارتوپدي و طب ورزش ميMRIافزار در ارتباط با كاربرد   اين نرم

  تومورهاي استخوان و بافت نرم-١٦ بعدي  سه MRI تكنيك بازسازي جهت -١١ MRI اثرات بيولوژيك و ايمني در -٦ MRI تهية تصاوير -١
   آسيبهاي عضلانيMRI -١٧ (Hip) مفصل ران -١٢  عضروف مفصلي و دژنراسيون عضروفيMRI -٧  جهت سيستم موسكولواسكلتالEcho-Planar اصول تصويرسازي -٢
   شانه-١٣  مچ پا و پا-٨  زانو-٣
  (TMJ) مفصل كمپورومانديبولار -١٤  مچ دست و دست-٩  آرنج-٤
٥- Kinematic MRI تصويربرداري -١٥  ستون فقرات-١٠ MRIاز مغز استخوان    

35.1 

 MATHYS  ORTHOPAEDICS   (VCD)  (Video-Atelier Othmar Keel AG) ــــــ
-CCA   - Straight Shaft   -CCE   -Vault Pan   -CCB    -Socket    -CBC Stem    -RM Cup 

17.7 

 MATHYS-ORTHOPAEDICS  HIP PROSTHESES  (VCD) ــــــ
 
1. Cemented Stem-CCA  2. Cemented Cup-CCB  3. Cementless Steam-CBC  4. Cementless Cup-RM Cup 

18.7 
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2003 Operative Arthroscopy   (Third Edition)  (John B. McGinty) (Lippincot, Williams & Wilkins) 
Shoulder:  
Arthroscopic Cuff Repair: -Mssive U-Shaped Tear: Subscapulais, Infraspinatus and Biceps  (Stephen S. Burkhar, MD San Antonio, Texas) 
                                              -Partial: Repair of Oartial Articular Sufrace Rotator Cuff Tear (Stephen S. Burkhar, MD San Antonio, Texas),   San Antonio, Texas 
Slap Lesions:                       -Arthroscopic Repair of the Slap Lesion (Stephen S. Burkhar, MD San Antonio, Texas) 

19.7 

2003 Operative Arthroscopy   (Third Edition)  (John B. McGinty) (Lippincot, Williams & Wilkins) 

Hip: Southern Sport Medicine & Orthopaedic Center 
Operative Hip Arthroscopy: -Dense Soft Tissue Envelope    -Constrained Ball and Socket Anatomy     -Thick Capsule, Limited Compliance 

20.7 

2003 Operative Arthroscopy   (Third Edition)  (John B. McGinty) (Lippincot, Williams & Wilkins) 

Ankle:  Ankle Arthroscopy  (James Tasto M.D.) 
            - Ankle & Subtalar Arthroscopy 

21.7 

2003 Operative Arthroscopy   (Third Edition)  (John B. McGinty) (Lippincot, Williams & Wilkins) 
 
Wrist: Wrist Arthroscopy (Robert Richards MD FRCSC) 
           -Portal Markings   -Establishing the 3/4 Portal    -Radiocarpal Arthroscopy 
Carpal Tunnel Release 

22.7 

2003 Operative Arthroscopy   (Third Edition)  (John B. McGinty) (Lippincot, Williams & Wilkins) 
 
Knee (CD-1):  Arthroscopic meniscal repair:  -suture repair    -implantable fixation 
Knee (CD-2): -ACL     -Complex articular surface injuries     -Fractures     -Patellofemoral 

23.7 

 Operative Arthroscopy  (SECOND EDITION)  (John B. McGinty) ــــــ
 
1- Basic Principles     2- The Knee 3- The Shoulder    4- The Elbow            5- The Wrist 6- The Foot and Ankle              7- The Temporomandibular Joint             8- The Spine      9- The Hip 

24.7 

1999 Operative Orthopaedics   (Ninth Edition)  (CAMPBELL'S)   (S. TERRY CANALE) 
 .باشد  چاپ با تمامي تصاوير مرتبط با كتاب ميSerchباشد و قابليت   كامل كتاب كمپل ارتوپدي ميTEXT شامل CDاين 

25.7 

2003 OPERATIVE ORTHOPAEDICS  (CAMPBELL'S) 
 : شاملCDهاي اين  باشد كه فيلم  كتاب كمپل ميTEXTهاي جراحي مرتبط با  ل شامل عمCDاين 

Trochanteric osteotomy-hip revision Arthroscopic assisted ACL reconstruction Screw fixation SCFE Intramedullary nailing forearm fracture 
Reconstruction nailing femoral fracture Chevron osteotomy hallux valgus Ligament balancing Knee arthroplasty ORIF calconeal fracture 
Anterior Cervical discectomy & fusion     

26.7 

2002 ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY  (Third Edition)  (CHAPMAN) 

- Surgical Principles and Techniques - Fractures, Dislocations, Nonunions and Malunions                                  - The Hand                                      - The Foot  
- Sport Medicine   - Neoplastic, Infectious     - Neurologic and Other                      - Joint Reconstruction, Arthritis, and Arthroplasty 
- Skeletal Disorders   - The Spine      - Pediatric Disorders 

27.7 

2003 OPERATIVE  ORTHOPAEDICS   (CAMPBELL'S)   (Tenth Edition)  (Volume 1-4)   (E-Book)  (S. Terry Canale, MD) 28.7 
2004 PEDIATRIC Fractures & Dislocations   (Lutz von laer, Former Director of trauma division basel pediatric hospital) 29.7 

2001 PEDIATRIC  ORTHOPAEDICS  (Lovell and Winter's)   (Fifth edition)   (Salekan E-Book)    (Volume II) 

KYPHOSIS THE UPPER LIMB SLIPPED CAPITAL FEMORAL EPIPHYSIS 
SPONDYLOLYSIS AND SPONDYLOLISTHESIS DEVELOPMENTAL HIP DYSPLASIA AND DISLOCATION DEVELOPMENTAL COXA VARA, TRANSIENT SYNOVITIS,  

30.7 
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AND IDIOPATHIC CHONDROLYSIS OF THE HIP 
THE CERVICAL SPINE LEGG-CALVE-PERTHES SYNDROME THE LOWER EXTREMITY 
LEG LENGTH  DISCREPANCY THE FOOT THE LIMB-DEFICIENT CHILD 
SPORTS MEDICINE IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS MANAGEMENT OF FRACTURES THE ROLE OF THE ORTHOPAEDICS IN CHILD ABUSE  

 Photographic manual of Regional Orthopaedic and Neurological Tests ــــ
 

. انـد  بندي شده  س محل مورد معاينه طراحي و قسمت      فصول بر اسا  . اند در مواقع لزوم تصاوير آناتوميك ضروري نيز اضافه شده        . سازد باشد كه نحوة انجام تمام معاينات نورولوژيك و ارتوپديك را با جزئيات تمام روشن مي                تصوير مي  ٨٥٠ شامل بيش از     CDاين  
 يـك  در ضـمن . دهنـد توضـيح داده شـده اسـت        هايي كه نحوة انجام معاينـه را بوضـوح نشـان مـي              در يك صفحه يا دو صفحه مقابل هم با عكس          Testهر  . شوند هاي تحتاني ختم مي    معاينات از فقرات گردني و اندام فوقاني شروع و به فقرات كمري و اندام             

Sensitivity/Relialility Scale نمايد تر كمك فراوان به پزشك مي هاي حساستر و اختصاص اين اطلاعات در بكارگيري تست. سازد  نيز براي هر معاينه تعريف شده است كه ميزان حساسيت و قابليت اعتماد به آن معاينه را مشخص مي. 

31.7 

 Podiatric Medicine and Surgery   (Stephen Kriss, Alan Sherman, Harold W. Vogler, Trevor Prior) 32.7 ــــ
 Practical Otrhopaedic Medicene   (Brain Corrigan, G.D,. Maitland) 33.7 ــــ
 Prosthetics & Orthotics  Lower Limb & spinal   (Ron Seymour) 34.7 ــــ
 Radiology imaging Bank:    Orthopeadic 

1. Section        2. History       3. Findings      4. Diagnosis       5. Images      6. Classification     7. Imagenumber 
45.1 

 Range of Motion-AO Neutral-O Method   35.7 ــــــ
 SPINE  (VCD 1-A)   (J. o' Dowd, P. Moulin, E. Morscher P. Moutin, J. Webb, M. Aebi) ــــــ

 

Pedicie Identification   (Conultant: J. O'Dowd) Cervical Spine Locking Plate: Corporectomy C6    (P. Moulin) Cervical Spine Locking Plate 
Vertebrectomy C6 (J. Webb, M. Aebi) 

Posterior Plating Technique 
C6 to T1  (J. Webb, M.Aebi) 

CS-Titanium Locking Plate (E. Morscher P.Moutin) Cervical Spine  Locking Plate (P. Moulin) Posterior Cervical Plate Fixation ( C2-T1)  ( j.wEBB, M.Aebi)   

36.7 

  SPINE  (VCD 1-B)   (M. Aebi, J. Webb, Ghr. Ulrich, J. Nothwang, B. Jeanneret, M. Aebi J. Webb, J. Webb, M. Aebi P. Bryne) ــــــ
AnteriorFixation of the Dens with Cannulated Screws ( M. Aebi, J. Webb   Ghr. Ulrich, J. Nothwang) U.S.S: Lumbosacral Stabilisation: Back-Opening Pedicte Screws  (M. Aebi J. Webb) 
Cervix: Fixation C3-C7 in Presenceb of a Laminectomy  ( B. Jeanneret) USS: Lumbosacral Fusion Sacral Implants  (J. Webb  M.Aebi  P.Bryne) 
U.S.S: Lumbar Degenrrative Scotiosis Side-Opening Pedicte Screws  (M.Aebi  J.Webb)   

37.7 

  SPINE  (VCD 1-C)   (J. Webb, M. Aebi, G.Wisner, J. Webb M. Aebi, J. Webb M. Aebi, J. O'Dowd) ــــــ
USS: Lumbosacral Stabilisation Side Opening Pedicle Screws  
(J.Webb, M.Aebi, G. Winsner) 

Universal Spine System Thoraco - Lumbar 
Fractures  (J. Webb   M. Aebi) 

Universal Spine 
System: 

Right Thoracic Scoliosis: Side Opening hooks & Screws  
(J.Webb, M.Aebi, J.O'Dowd)  

38.7 

 SPINE  (VCD 1-D)   (J. Webb, O. Schwarzenbach, J. Thalgott & J. Webb, J. Webb) ــــــ
Click'X   (J.Webb) The Snterior Rod System   (J.Thalgott & J.Webb) Contact Fusion Cage  (J.Webb)  

39.7 

 SPINE implants     (CD I , II) ــــ
CD I   :  در اينCDشود شود و اطلاعات كاملي راجع به پروتزهاي جانشين جسم مهره داده مي كارگذاشتن پروتزهاي مهره نشان داده مي  نحوة جراحي و به. 

CD II : در اينCD ذاشتن دستگاه  نحوه جراحي و بكارگDiapasone-hookشود هاي كمري در درمان موارد تروماتيك و اسكوانيور نشان داده مي  بر روي مهره. 

40.7 

1999 Surgery of the  Foot and Ankle  (Michael J. Coughlin, Roger A. Mann) 
 
Volume One: 
1. General Considerations 2. The forefoot             3. Postural Disorders  4. Neurologic Disorders             5. Arthritic Conditions  
Volume Two: 
1. Miscellaneous Disorders 2. Sports Medicine      3. Pediatrics  4. Trauma 

41.7 

2001 Surgery of the Knee   (Third Edition)   (John N. Insall, W. Norman Scott) 
1- VIDEO     2- PHOTOS    3- ILLUSTRATIONS    4- 3D KNEE    5-IMAGING 

- Anatomy       -Anatomical Aberrations      -Biomechanics     -Imaging      -Surgical Approaches 

42.7 
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 The Adult Hip On CD  43.7 ــــــ
 The Shoulder  (2nd Edition)  (Rockwood and Matsen) ــــــ

1- Disorders of the Acromiocavicular Joint                  2- Disorders of the Sternoclavicular Joint                   3- Glenohumeral Instability              4- Glenohumeral Arthritis and Its Management 
44.7 

 The Unreamed Femoral Nail System    (N. Sudkamp  P. Duwelius) 45.7 ــــــ

 Video Collection Labor for Experimental Orthopaedics Surgery     AO/ASIF VCD   (CD 1-10) ــــــ
 
 VCD 1-A      ( R Texhammar, P Holzach) 
 

AO/ASIF Instrumentation Care and Maintenance PreOperative Preparation of the Patient Approaches to the Femur, Pelvis Knee and Elbow 
 
VCD 1-B     (P Matter M.D., S.M. Perren, B Noesberger) 

Approach to the Proximal Femur and Elbow After-Care Following Lower Leg Surgery Dynamic Compression Unit Approaches to the Upper Limb Reduction Techniques DCP 4.5 Compression Tibial Shaft 

 
VCD 1-C   (B Noesberger, J.Stadler, P. Holzach, Th. Ruedi) 

DCP 4.5 Butterss Tibial Plateau LC-DCP 4.5 for the Distal Tbia DCP 3.5 Radius Shaft 3.5 LC-DCP DCP 4.5 Neutralization Plate of a Spiral Fracture Fracture of the Radius Shaft 3.5 LC-DCP with Shaft screws 

 
VCD 2-A   (S.M. Perren, K.M. Pfeiffer M.D.) 
. Correctional Osteotomy (dist. Radius)           . Basic Lag Screw Techniques    . Internal Fixation of a Closed Butterfly Fracture of Right Tibia (Operation Video) 
 
VCD 2-B  (Th. Ruedi, J. Mast M.D., P.E Ochsner) 

Fracture of the Lateral Tibiaplateau Indirect Reduction and Plate Fixation of a Pilon Fracture Malleolar Fracture Type B 
Pilon Fracture Malleolar fracture Type A Malleolar Fracture Type C 

 
VCD 2-C   (T.Ruedi, P.Holzach, Th. Ruedi M. Schuler, P. Hozach, P Regazzoni, Th. Ruedi M.D.) 

Proximal Humerus Fracture Tension Band Wiring of the Elbow Intaarticular Type C Fracture of the Distal Humerus Condylar Plate Fixation in the Distal Femur 
Distal Humerus Fracture Type C 1.3 Dynamic Hip Screw Dynamic Condylar Screw (DCS) Proximal Femur  

 
VCD 3-A     (R. Ganz R.P. Jakob P.Koch, Th Ruedi M.D., P.Regazzoni) 

Condylar Plate Proximal Femur Large Cannulated Screw System AO/ASIF External Fixator 

 
VCD 3-B 

Small External Fixator Using the Small Air Drill 
Distractor Handling Compact Air Drive Basic Operating  Procedure & Working with attachments 
Consultant Seija Pearson Intramedullary Nailing with the AO/ASIF Universal Femoral Nail 

AO Universal Femoral Nail With Distractor 

 
VCD 3-C     (R. Frigg, D. Hontzsch, Th. Ruedi) 

The Interlocking of the Universal Femoral Intramedullary Nail Intramedullary Nailing of the Tibia 
Opening Procedure of the Tibial Cavity for Intramedullary Nailing Intramedullary Nailing of the Tibia with a Pseudarthrosis 
The Universal Tibial Nail Mid-Shaft Tibial Fracture Locked Universal Nail 

 
VCD4    (R. Frigg, Ch. Krettek) 

UTN Unreamed Tibial Nail Distal Aiming Device for UTN  

46.7 
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 پزشكي  چشم-٨
 CDعنوان  سال انتشار
2004-2005 Update on General Medicine Section 1: 1.8 

2004-2005 Fundamentals and Principles of Ophthalmology Section 2: 2.8 

2004-2005 Optics, Refraction, and Contact Lenses Section 3: 3.8 

2004-2005 Ophthalmic Pathology and Intraocular Tumors Section 4: 4.8 

2004-2005 Neuro-Ophthalmolog Section 5: 5.8 

2004-2005 Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus Section 6: 6.8 

2004-2005 Orbit, Eyelids, and Lacrimal System Section 7: 7.8 

2004-2005 External Disease and Cornea Section 8: 8.8 

2004-2005 Intraocular Inflammation and Uveitis Section 9: 9.8 

2004-2005 Glaucoma Section 10: 10.8 

2004-2005 Lens and Cataract Section 11: 11.8 

2004-2005 Retina and Vitreous Section 12: 12.8 

2004-2005 International Ophthalmology Section 13: 13.8 

2004-2005 Refractive Surgery Section 14: 14.8 

2004-2005 Master INDEX INDEX 
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15.8 
 A Color Atlas of CORNEAL DYSTROPHIES & DEGENERATIONS   (T.A. Casey, K.W. Sharif) 16.8 ــــ
 A Color Atlas of UVEITIS  (J. Michelson)  (Second Edition) 17.8 ــــ
 A Practical Guide to Minimal Surgery for Retinal Detachment  (Ingrid Kreissig) 18.8 ــــ

2001 Atlas of Clinical Oncology  Tumors of the Eye and Ocular Adnexa (American Cancer Society)   (Devron H. Char, MD) 
 :باشد شامل مباحث زير مي CDاين 

1- LID AND CONJUNCTIVAL TUMORS                 2- UVEAL AND INTRAOCULAR TUMORS               3- RETINAL AND OPTIC NERVEHEAD TUMORS                 4- ORBITAL TUMORS 

19.8 

 ATLAS OF OPHTALMOLOGY (RICHARD K. PARRISG II)   (CD I , II)  (Mosby) 20.8 ــــ
 ATLAS OF OPHTHALOMOLGY (SUE FORDRONALD MARSH) (Mosby) ــــ

تـرين   شـده   هاي ذيل كـه حـاوي معتبرتـرين و شـناخته     CD. آئي لازم را نخواهد داشت      هاي مربوطه تأثير و كار       بدون همراهي اطلس   textپزشكي كاملاً معلوم و مشخص بوده، مطالعة كتب           هاي علم پزشكي خصوصاً چشم      ارزش يك اطلس خوب در تمامي شاخه      
ها چه به هنگام آموزش  در كنارداشتن اين اطلس   . باشند   مورد نظر در كمترين زمان ممكن مي       Case و جستجوي    Searchنظير آن داراي قابليت       شدن از كيفيت بي     باشند، علاوه بر توانائي بزرگنمايي تصاوير تا چندين برابر بدون كاسته            پزشكي مي   هاي چشم   ساطل

 .كننده خواهد بود هاي نسبتاً نادر در كلينيك بسيار مفيد و كمكCase و مواجه به Practice به هنگام و يادگيري در دورة دستياري و چه

21.8 

2003 Basic and Clinical Science Course  Retina and Vitreous  (Section 12)  (American Academy of Ophthalmology)  (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 22.8 
 Basic Ophthalmology 23.8 ــــ
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24.8  Physiology of the Eye 
OPHTHALMOLOGY  (Myron Yanoff.Jay S. Duker) (Mosby) 

ديدن اشكال شماتيك زيبـا و نيـز   . دازدپر هاي پزشكي مي هاي چشم در سطح نياز دانشجويان پزشكي، پزشكان عمومي و پزشكان متخصص در ساير رشته  به توضيح آناتومي و فيزيولوژي چشم و راههاي بينائي، مكانيسم عيوب انكساري و نيز بيماري            CD ٣اين  
 پزشكي نيز خالي از لطف نخواهد بود ها براي متخصصين محترم چشمCDهاي مختلف چشمي موجود در اين  تصاوير بيماري

25.8 

 Cataract Surgery & Intraocular Lenses  (Second Edition)   (Jerry G. Ford, Carol L. Karp) 26.8 ــــ
 Clinical update course on Retina ــــ

CD فوق از سري CD هاي آموزشي(Lifelong education for the ophthalmologist) LEOپزشكي آمريكا   متعلق به آكادمي چشم(AAO)١٥باشد كه در قالب   مي Lecture     و فيلم آموزشي، مروري دارد بر جديدترين متـدهاي درمـاني در فيلـد و تيـره و 
 .اشاره نمود...  و AMD ،DR ،BRVO ،macular hole ،endophthalmitisهاي درمان  توان به شيوه  ميCDشده در اين  احث مطرحاز جمله مب. رتين

27.8 

 Clinical Update Course on Neuro-ophthalmology  (Peter J. Savino, MD, Steven E. Feldon. MD, Barrett Katz, MD, Thmas L. Slamovits, MD) ــــ
تـوان بـه     مـي CDاز جملـه مباحـث مهـم آمـوزش داده شـده در ايـن       . نام اين رشته آورده شده اسـت   از استادان صاحبLecture ٩پردازد كه در قالب  هاي حاصله در آنها مي هاي تشخيصي و درماني گلوكوم و آخرين پيشرفت         به معرفي روش   CDاين  
Perimetry ،LTP و CPCاشاره نمود . 

28.8 

2004 Clinical Orthptics  (Second Edition)  (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 29.8 
___ Clinical Pathways in Bitreoretinal Disease   (Scott M. Steidl, Mary Elizabeth Hartnett) 30.8 

2004 Clinical Practice in Small Incision Cataract Surgery  (Phaco Manual)  (VCD I , II) 31.8 
 Complications in Phacoemulsification    (SALEKAN E-BOOK) ــــ

اشـكال شـماتيك و   . پـردازد   ، عوارض احتمالي، شيوة تشخيص به موقع و چگونگي برخورد با آنها ميPhaco تماماً به توضيح تكنيكهاي مختلف عمل جراحي … , H. Fine،   H. Gimbelجمله   هاي حال حاضر در دنيا منphacosurgenترين  به قلم برجسته
 .نظير است كننده و در نوع خود بي ها بسيار كمك  آنmanagementاوير رنگي آن در درك مكانسم و علت بروز عوارض و چگونگي پيشگيري و نيز تص

32.8 

1999 CONTACT LENS COMPLICATIONS   Efron Grading Morphs  For the clinical assessment of contact lens complications (NATHAN EFRON, PHILIP MORGAN) 
 epithelial polymegethism ، epithelial microcystes ،papillary عوارضي چون Gradingدهد بطوريكه تشخيص و   عوارض مختلف ناشي از كاربرد لنزهاي تماسي و چگونگي پيشرفت و سير آنها را به صورتي بسيار زيبا و بيادماندني نمايش ميCDاين 

conjunctivitis گردد ميسر مي...  و. 

33.8 

 Cosmetic Blepharolasty & Facial Rejuvenation    (Stephen L. Bosniak, M.D.,) 34.8 ــــــ
 Dodick Laser Photolysis  (Ultra Small Incision Cataract Surgery)   (Jack M. Dodik) ــــ

Journal of Cataract & Refractive Surgery Surgical Cases Provided by Photolysis System Manufacturer  
35.8 

2000 Diabetes And The Eye   (Hamish MA Towler, Julian A Patterson, Susan Lightman)   Department of Clinical Ophthalmology Institute of Ophthalmology University College London 
همچنين .  آموزش داده شده استtext و بالاخره ليزرتراپي به عنوان يك روش درماني مهم به كمك عكس و Fluorescein angiographyجمله  هاي تشخيصي من پاتوفيزيولوژي، روش. نمايد  ارائه ميdiabetic retinopathy آموزش جامعي از مقولة CDاين 
CD مذكور داراي قابليت Seff-testباشد  از مطالب موجود در آن مي. 

36.8 

__ Diagnosing & Treating Computer-Related Vision Problems   (Sheedy, Shaw-McMinn) 37.8 
2000 DICTIONARY OF VISUAL SCIENCE AND RELATED CLINICAL TERMS (Henry W. Hofstetter, John R. Griffin, Morris S. Berman, Ronald W. Everson) 38.8 
 Diseas of the Orbit   A multimedia Approach   (second Edition) 39.8 ــــ

2004 Duane’s Ophthalmology (Foundations of clinical Ophthalmology) (LIPPINCOTT-RAVEN) 40.8 
Endoscopic Dacryocystorhinostomy (DCR) Advantages and Indications    (David I. Silbert, MD FAAP)    (CD I , II) 41.8 ــــ

EENT   Welch Allyn Institute of Interactive Learning 42.8 ــــ

2005 European Society of Cataract & Refractive Surgeons   ROME    9th ESCRS Winter Refractive Surgery Meeting 43.8 
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 Endoscopic Laser Assisted Lacrimal Surgery  (Russel S. Gonnering, MD)   (VCD) ــــ

 .نمايد  به آموزش اين شيوه كمتر تهاجمي در جراحي مجاري اشكي پرداخته، فوايد آن را بررسي ميVCDاين . هاي زيادي برانگيخته و مخالفان و موافقان زيادي دارد  بحثendoscopic laserيك نسبتاً جديد جراحي سيستم لاكريمال به كمك تكن
44.8 

45.8

46.8

 Enucleation Techniques With MEDPOR Orbital Implant   MCP Placement in a Vascularized MEDPOR Implant    (VCD)  (Charles N. S. Soparker, Peter A. D.) ــــ
Natural Movement For Artificial Eyes With MEDPOR Biomaterial Orbit Implants ans the MEDPOR MPC Motility Coupling Post   (VCD)  (POREX) 
Orbital Floor reconstruction using MEDPOR surgical implants 

٣VCD هاي كاشت ايمپلانتهاي   فوق مجموعاً تكنيكMEDPOR٢. دهند هاي ترميمي اربيت آموزش مي  را در جراحي CDهاي   اول ابتدا به روشenucleation سپس به طريقة كاشت ايمپلانت ،MEDPOR   و در انتهـاب بـه drilling   آن و قـراردادن پروتـز 
 .شود  آموزش داده ميMEDPOR Surgical implantهاي كف اربيت به كمك   سوم چگونگي ترميم و بازسازي دفكتCDدهد در   قابل قبول آن را نمايش ميMotilityپردازد و   ميMCP و implantمربوطه روي مجموعة 

47.8

 Essentials of Ophthalmic Lens Finishing   (Clifford W. Brooks) 48.8 ــــــ

 Facial Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery   (Terence M. Davidson, MD)  (VCD I , II) 16.2 ــــــ

 FUNDAMENTALS OF CORMEAL TOPOGRAPHY ــــ
هاي مختلف قرنيه بطور  هاي احتمالي و نيز سير تغييرات توپوگرافي و حالات و بيماريartefactمكانيسم و چگونگي عملكرد دستگاه، نحوة تفسير توپوگرافي قرنيه، انواع موارد طبيعي و غيرطبيعي، . دهند  جمعاً آموزش كاملي از توپوگرافي قرنيه ارائه ميCDاين دو 

 .شود  توصيه ميOSCE علاوه بر كاربرد كلينيكي آن جهت شركت در امتحانات CDگيري از اين دو  بهره. اي آورده شده است جامع و قابل استفاده

49.8 

2003 Glaucoma Basic and Clinical Science Course (Section 10)    (Salekan E-Book) 50.8

 2000 Hereditary Retinal Dystrophies   (Ulrich Kellner, Markus Ladewing, Christoph Heinrich) 51.8

Highlights of the ASCRS 1995 Annual Meeting 52.8 

Highlights of the ASCRS 1996 Annual Meeting 53.8 

Highlights of the ASCRS 1997 Annual Meeting 54.8 

Highlights of the ASCRS 1998 Annual Meeting 55.8 

Highlights of the ASCRS 1999 Annual Meeting 56.8 

Highlights of the ASCRS 2000 Annual Meeting 57.8 

Highlights of the ASCRS 2001 Annual Meeting 58.8 

 
 

CD هاي مقابل حاوي دهها Lecture در باب Cataract & refractive Surguryتـرين اسـاتيد ماننـد      از برجسته
I.Howard Fine ، ouglas D. Koch، Roger F. Steinert ، Robert J. Cionni باشد كه بـه كمـك    مي...  و

ــي  ــيلم جراح ــام  ف ــاي انج ــك     ه ــرين تكني ــتادان، آخ ــن اس ــط اي ــده توس ــروش     ش ــت ب ــي كاتاراك ــاي جراح ه
Phacoemulsification        و نيز جراحي كراتورفراكتيو شامل  LASIK   و PRK   مجموعه  . دهد   را آموزش ميCD هاي

 و چه جهت به روزدرآوردن      LASIK و   Phacoگاه آموزشي ارزشمندي، چه به منظور آموزش اولية         مذكور به منزلة كار   
 .باشد هاي قبلي مي اطلاعات و مهارت

Highlights of the ASCRS 2003 Annual Meeting 59.8 
  Highlights of the ASCRS 2005 Annual Meeting 
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60.8 
 Highlights of the XVIIth Congress of the ESCRS VIENNA'99   (EUROPEAN SOCIETY OF CATARACT & REFRACTIVE SURGEONS) ــــ

1. Intrastromal Corneal Rings     2. Multifocal IOLs     3. Cataract Technidues     4. LASIK: Muopia & Mixed Astigmatism     5. Phakic IOLs 
61.8 

Illustrated Tutorials Clinical Ophthalmology     (Jack J Kansski, Anne Bolton) 62.8 ــــ

Implantation of AcryFlex Foldable Lens (Surgery Performed by Dr. Jagdeep M Kakadla) (VCD) 63.8 ــــ

IMPLANTE MEDPOR MANDIBULAR (VCD), (AJL OPHTHALMIC, S.A.) 64.8 ــــ

  IMPROVING SUCCESS IN FILTRATION SURGERY   American Academy of Ophthalmology  (BRADFORD J. SHINGLETON) ــــ
 

 همچنين به معرفـي دو شـيوة جديـد درمـان جراحـي      CDاين . دهد طه آموزش ميشده از اعمال جراحي مربو هاي تهيه ها را با كمك فيلم باشد و جزئيات هر كدام از روش  ميFilstratioh Surgeryهاي مختلف   يك دورة كامل آموزشي در مورد تكنيكCDاين 
 .پردازد  ميViscocanalostomy و Deep Sclerectomyبيماران گلوكومي يعني 

65.8 
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2000 Incomitant Deviatons   (4th edition)   a supplement chapter 17 of Pickwell's Binocular Vision Anomalies  
 

باشد كه علاوه بر توضيح و تشريح  مي...  و Duane's ، Brown'sهاي   و نيز سندرم rectus  و obliqueكاري و فلج عضلات  جمله پركاري، كم  منComitantتر انواع مختلف انحرافات چشمي  نظير جهت كمك به درك بهتر و عميق اي كم موعه مجCDاين  
 .پردازد  به صورت فيلم براي هر كدام از آنها ميCaseاقي هر نوع انحراف به معرفي چندين بندي و تشخيص افتر مكانيسم، پاتوفيزيولوژي، طبقه

66.8 

2003 Intraocular Inflammation and Uveitis   (Section 9)   (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 67.8

2005 Lasek, PRK, & Excimer Laser Stromal Surface Ablation  (Dimitri T. Azar, Massimo Camellin, Rochard W. Yee) 68.8

LEO Clinical Update Course on  Retina   (H. Michael Lambert, Charles. Arr, J. Paul Diechert, Mark W. Johnson, James S. Tiedeman) 69.8 ــــ

LEO Clinical Update Course on Cataract (Stephen S. Lane, MD, Alan S. Candall, MD, Douglas D. Koch, MD, Roger F. Steinert, MD) 70.8 ــــ

2000 LEO Clinical Update Course on Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus   THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF  OPHTHALMOLOGY  (American Academy of Ophthalmology) 

CD فوق از سري CD هاي ارزشمند و معتبر(Lifelong education for the ophthalmologist)LEOپزشكي آمريكا   متعلق به آكادمي چشم(AAO)١٣باشد كه شامل   مي Lecture       همراه با اسـلايد و فـيم آموزشـي از اسـتادان معروفـي همچـون 
K.W.Wright و M.X.Repkaشده در اين  از سري مباحث مطرح.  استCDتوان به آمبليوپي، گلوكوم و كاتاراكت اطفال،   ميROPهاي درمان آنها اشاره كرد شكي مادرزادي و همچنين انواع مختلف انحرافات چشمي و روش، انسداد مجراي ا. 

71.8 

2003 Loeil Prental Endoscopie du Vitre Phaco Chop  (VIDEO Media)  (Roussat B. Choukroun J, Boscher C, Lebuisson DA, Amar R, Escalas P) 
 :باشد  شامل عناوين زير ميCDاين 

- Reconnaissance des structures oculaires 
- Lors des echographies prenatales 
- Possibilites et limites actuelles 
Roussat B, Choukroun J (Paris) 

- Anatomie endoscopique normale et Pathologique de la base du vitre anterieur 

Boscher C, Lebuisson DA, Amar R (paris) 

- Le Phaco Chop: Pour que les noyaux durs deviennet un plaisir 
Escalas P (Nantes) 

 

72.8 

 Management of Strabismus & Amblyopia  A Practical Guide   (Second Editon)   (John A. Pratt-Johnson, Geraldine Tillson) 73.8 ــــ

2004 Manual of Eye Emergencies  Diagnosis & Management    (Lennox  A. Webb, Jack J. Kanski) 74.8 

 Manual of Oculoplastic Surgery (Third Edition)   (Mark R. Levine) 75.8 ــــ

 MOVIMIENTQ NATURAL PARA EL OJO ARTIFICIAL (VCD), (AJL OPHTHALMIC, S.A.) 76.8 ــــ
 MVP VIDEO JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY 77.8 ــــ
New England Eye Center ــــ   Imaging in Glaucoma 

CDين و هاي تصويربرداري رت  فوق به معرفي جديدترين تكنيكOptic nerveتوان به  هاي تصويربرداري مي از جملة اين روش. پردازد   با توجه ويژه به كاربرد آنها در بيماران گلوكومي ميSLO ،OCTو نيز بيوميكروسكوپي اولتراسوند اشاره كرد . 

78.8 

 New England Eye Center  Photorefractive Keratectomy (PRK) Course (Helen K. WU, MD, Roger F. Steinert, MD, Michael B. Raizman, MD) ــــ

CDپزشكي   فوق كه توسط مركز چشمNew England تهيه و ارائه شده است در واقع يك كارگاه آموزشي PRK١٥رود كه از طريق   به شمار مي Lecture كه عمدتاً از دكتر Roger F. Steinertباشد كلية مسائل و مباحث   ميPRKليزر بـه كـار    از مشخصات 
 .هاي پيشگيري و درمان آنها را آموزش داده است هاي عمل و بالاخره عوارض احتمالي و راه  تا تكنيكPatient sclectionرفته 

79.8 

2002 Ocular Pathology  (FIFTH EDITION)  (MYRON YANOFF, MD AND BEN S. FINE, MD)  (Mosby)   (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 

Basic Principles of Pathology Surgical and Nonsurgical Trauma Skin and Lacrimal Drainage System 
Congenital Anomalies Nongranulomatous Inflammation: Uveltis, Endophthalmitis, Panophthalmitis, and Sequelae Granulomatous Inflammation. Conjunctive 
Cornea and Sclera Uvea Lens 
Neural (Sensory) Retina Vitreous Optid Nerve 
Orbit Diabetes Mellitus Glaucoma 
Ocular Melanotic Tumors Retinoblastoma and Pseudoglioma   

80.8 

 Ocular Syndromes and Systemic Disease  (Frederick Hampton Roy)  (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 81.8 ــــــ
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2004 Ocular Therapeutics Handbook A Clinical Manual  (Bruce E. Onofrey, Leonid Skorin.Jr., Nicky R. Holdeman)  (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 82.8 

 Ophthalmic & Facial Plastic Surgery   (Frank A. Nasi., Geoffrey J. Gladstone, Brian G. Brazzo) 83.8 ــــــ
 Ophthalmic Lenses & Dispensing    (Mo  JALIE) ــــ

CD فوق از طريق تصاوير شماتيك به آموزش مفاهيم پايه و كاربردي Optic و Refractionدهد ح عيوب انكساري و انحرافات چشمي را مورد بررسي قرار مي پرداخته، جزئيات و نكات مربوط به تجويز لنز و پريسم جهت اصلا. 
84.8 

 Ophthalmic Surgery: principles and Techniques (BLACKWELL SCIENCE) (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 85.8 ــــ
 Ophthalmology   A multimedia tutorial for Primary care physicians and medical students (Robert Johnston FRCOpth, Jonathan Boulton MA MRCP FRCOpth) 86.8 ــــ
 Optometric Practice Management  (Irving Bennett)  (Second Edition) 87.8 
 Orbital  Floor Reconstruction  Using Medpor Surgical Implant    (Joseph M. Serletti, MD, Paul Manson, MD)   (VCD) 88.8 ــــ
 PHACO TODAY    (The Latest Development in Phacomulsification and Small Incision Cataract Surgery) (HOWARD FINE, MD) ــــ

اشـكال  . دهـد   را آمـوزش مـي  phacoemulsfication و Anesthesin، Incisionsهاي جديـد    ايرادشده است سير جراحي كاتاراكت به روش فيكو را مرور كرده، تكنيكI. Howard Fine و اسلايد كه عمدتاً توسط Lecture ١٤ در قالب CDاين تك 
 .نمايد ها و تكنيكهاي جراحي در فيكو كمك زيادي مي شماتيك و تصاوير آورده شده در آن به درك بهتر مكانيسم

89.8 

 Phacoemulsification   Step by Step   (Video & Textbook)    (Ric Caesar, Larry Benjamin) 90.8 ــــ
2004 Phakic Intraocular Lenses  (Principles & Practice)  (David R. Hardten. MD. FACS, Richard L. Lindstrom, Elizabeth A. David, MD, FACS) (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 91.8 
2004 PhcoChop  (Mastering Techniques, Optimizing Technology, and Avoiding Complications)  David F. Chang  

CD-1: Hydrodissection Pearls                                         CD-2: Learning Phacochop 
CD-3: Phacodynamic Principles for PhacoChop,   Vertical Chop and Cold Phaco for Brunescent Nuclel 
CD-4: Strategles for PC Rupture with Nucleus Present,    Bimanual Chop for Cataracts with Large Zonular Defects 

92.8 

 Phacoemyulsification Cataract Surgery (Multimedia Oculosurgical Module)  (Robert M. Schertzer, David X. Pang, MSE, Luanna R. Bartholomew, PhD) (Mosby) ــــ
CD فوق از سري CD     هـاي آموزشـي معـروف و معتبـر(Multimedia Oulosurgical Module) MOM    متعلـق بـه انتشـارات Mosby ايـن  . باشـد   مـيCD     نظيـري در زمينـة جراحـي كاتاراكـت بـروش        بـه مثابـة كارگـاه آموزشـي كـم"Scleral tunnel" 

phacoemulsification است كه در قالب فيلم و text دهد وزش ميآم  كليه مراحل عمل را به صورتي كاملاً كاربردي و قابل استفاده. 

93.8 

 Physiology of the Eye 
Anatomy of the Eye 3-D Tour of the Eye Development of Vision Physics of Light & Color Illusions & Your Vision Common Eye Conditions  

94.8 

2003 Practical Viewing of the Optic Disc   (KATHLEEN B. DIGRE, M.D.,  JAMES J. CORBETT, M.D.  
Getting Ready-Preparing to View the Opic Disc What Should I Look for in the Normal Fundus? Is the Disc Swollen? Is the Disc Pale? 

Amaurosis Fugax and Not So Fugax-Vaxcular Disorders of the Eye White Spots-What Are They? Hemorrhage Pigment 

What is That in the Retina? Macula Practical Viewing in Children What to Look for in the Aging 

Viewing the Disc in Pregnancy Practical Viewing of the Optic Disc and Retina in the Emergency Department  

95.8 

PROVISION INTERACTIVE: Clinical Case Studies (AAO) (Thomas A. Weingeist, MD., ph, D) 96.8 ــــ

RECONSTRUCCIÓN DE BASE ORBITAL CON IMPLANTE MEDPOR  (VCD), (AJL OPHTHALMIC, S.A.)  97.8 ــــ

2005 Review of Ophthalmology  (Friedman, Kaiser, Trattler) 98.8

 Refractive Surgery  First interactive Symposium   (Marguerite B. McDonald, MD)    (American Academy of Ophthalmology) ــــ

CDفوق يكي از مجموعة دو CD  تهيه شده از اولين سمپوزيوم جراحي رفراكتيو انجمنASCRS به سرپرستي دكتر Manus C. Kraff است كه دربرگيرندة دهها Lectureجملـه  نام اين رشته من ستادان صاحب از ا :Jack T. Holladay ،،Roger F. Steinert و 
 .PRK و phacoemulsification  ،LASIKها در زمينة جراحي كاتاراكت به روش  ها به همراه فيلم و اسلايدهاي اين مجموعه مروري دارد بر اخرين و جديدترين پيشرفت مجموعة سخنراني. باشد مي... 

99.8
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 Refractive Surgery in the new millennium. 100.8 ــــ

101.8 
 ــــ

2000 

Evolution in LASIK 
LASIK:  Customized Ablations and Quality of Vision  

 تا تكنيـك  Patient Selectionرود و شامل تمامي مباحث از معاينات مقدماتي   به شمار ميLASIKباشد، دورة جامع آموزش   مي(AAO)پزشكي آمريكا   متعلق به آكادمي چشم(Ophthalmology Interactive)هاي معتبر CD كه از سري CD ٣مجموعة اين 
 انجام آن و بالاخره عوارض احتمالي و طرق پيشگيري و درمان آنها است

102.8

RETINA  (Stephen J. Ryan, M.D., Thomas E. Ogden, M.D.,) 103.8 ــــ

2003 Retina and Optic Nerve Imaging  (Thomas A. Ciulla, Carl D. Regillo, Alon Harris) 104.8

RETINA LIBRARY 105.8 ــــ

 Retina & Vitneous        Hereditary retinal dystrophies ــــ
CD    ٤٦٧نادرترين آنها در قالب ترين تا  هاي رتين از شايع تمامي انواع ديستروفي. هاي رتين است   ترين مراجع معتبر در باب انواع مختلف ديستروفي          فوق يكي از جامع Case داشـتن ايـن   . اند نظير مورد بحث و بررسي قرار گرفته  تصوير با كيفيتي كم١٧٠٠ و بالغ برCD  بـه 

 .نمايد  ضروري مي هاي رتين در كلينيك عنوان رفرانسي مصور در مواجه با موارد گوناگون ديستروفي

106.8

 Refractive Surgery: A Guide to Assessment and Management  (Shehzad A Naroo) 107.8 ــــ

 Stereoscopic Atlas of Macular Diseases:  diagnosis and treatment   (Fourth Edition) (J. Donald M. Gass, M.D.)   (Mosby) 108.8 ــــ

 Subjective Refraction: Cross Cylider Technique 109.8 ــــ

 SURGICAL TECHNIQUES WITH MEDPORIMPLANTS AND THE MCP (VCD), (AJL OPHTHALMIC, S.A.) 110.8 ــــ
111.8 
112.8 

 ــــ
 

ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN CATARACT SURGERY  The American Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgery   (ASCRS) 

Clinical Update Course on Glaucoma   (Mark B. Sherwood, MD, James D. Brandt, MD, Neil T. Choplin, MD, Joel S. Schuman, MD) 

Techniques in CLEAR CORNEAL CATARACT SURGERY   OPHTHALMOLOGY Interactive) 
  فيكو در انواع مختلف كاتاراكـت،  hydrodissection ،setting و ظرايف مربوطه، Clear cornea ،capsulorrhexis، انسزيون intracameral ، Prep & drapeحسي تاپيكال و   شامل انتخاب بيمار، بي"Phacoemulsification "Clear corneaتمامي مراحل جراحي كاتاراكت بروش 

 .شود  بطور كامل آموزش داده ميشده توسط استادان بنام اين رشته هاي انجام ، تصاوير شماتيك و فيلم جراحيLecture فوق از طريق ٣CD و بالاخره عوارض احتمالي و طريقة برخورد با آنها در مجموعة Foldable IOLكاشت 

113.8

2004 Technique of Cosmetic Eyelid Surgery  (A Case Study Approach)  (Joseph A. Mauriello, Jr., M.D.) 114.8

   TEXBOOK OF OPHTHALMOLOGY (KENNETH W.WRIGHT) ــــ
REVIEW QUESTIONS IN OPHTHALMOLOGY   (KENNETHC. CHERN.KENNETH W. WRIGHT) 

 حتـي بـا   CDاز سوي ديگر، بهاي .  از آن نيز فراهم استPrintكند زيرا علاوه بر اشغال فضاي كمتر و حمل و نقل راحتتر، امكان جستجوي سريع مطلب مورد نظر و احياناً تهية             ارزش آنها را دو چندان مي      (CD)در دسترس بودن كتب مرجع بصورت لوح فشرده         
 تهيه شده است، textگردد، انحصاراً توسط شركت خدمات فرهنگي سالكان با دقتي وسواس گونه از روي آخرين تجديدنظر كتب   معرفي ميCDدو نمونه از كتب مرجعي كه ذيلاً بصورت . باشد در داخل كشور اُفست شده قابل مقايسه نمي معادل آن كه textكتب 

 .زرگنمائي بوده، از نظر كيفي بهيچ عنوان با كتب افست موجود در داخل كشور قابل مقايسه نيستهاي موجود در آنها داراي قابليت ب بطوريكه تصاوير و عكس

115.8 

 THE FAILING GLAUCOMA FILTER:  EARLY IDENTIFICATION & TREATMENT (Bradford J. Shingleton, MD) ــــ
CD فوق تماماً به مقولة Failing Filtration Surgeryهاي طبي و جراحي آن را از طريق چندين  هاي پيشگيري و بالاخره درمان  مستعدكننده، راه پرداخته و علل، عواملLectureدر اين . دهد هاي آموزشي مربوطه مورد بررسي قرار مي  و فيلمCDهـايي ماننـد     تكنيكChoroidal tap و 

bleb revisionي آموزش داده شده استباشد بخوب  كه دانستن آنها براي هر جراح گلوكومي كاملاً ضروري مي. 

116.8 

 The Multimedia Atlas of Videokeratography  Basics of Map Interpretation    (MICHAEL K. SMOLEK, PH. D.) 117.8 ــــ
 The Retina ATLAS ( Yannuzzi,Green) (Mosby) 118.8 ــــ

2004 The Wills Eye Manual   office & eoffice & emergency rom diagnosis & treatment of eye disease   (Derek &. Kunimoto, Kunal D. Kanitkar) 119.8 
 THE VIDEO ATLAS OF COSMETIC BLEPHAROPLASTY (8 CDs)   (S.LBosniak) ــــ

هـاي جراحـي در اصـلاح و تـرميم كليـة       حسي تا جديدترين تكنيك هاي مختلف بي  مباحث از آناتومي پلك و روششود و شامل تمامي  آموزش داده ميS.LBosniakباشد كه توسط استاد برجسته       فوق يك دورة كامل آموزش جراحي پلك مي        VCD ٨مجموعة  
120.8 
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 .پلاستي دانستاستفاده از اين مجموعه را بايد به منزلة گذراندن يك دوره كارگاه آموزشي بلفارو. باشد مي... جمله، آنتروپيون، اكتروپيون، پتوز، درماتوشالازيس و  مسائل و مشكلات پلكي من
 Vitreoretinal Course Bascom Palmer Eye Institute's  (William E. Smiddy, Philip Rosenfeld, Patrick E. Rubsamen, Janet L.)  ــــ

CD فوق از سري CD هاي آموزشي(Ophthalmology interactive) OIپزشكي آمريكا   متعلق به آكادمي چشم(AAO) ١٦، حاوي Lectureاي چون   به همراه اسلايد و فيم از استادان برجستهW.E.Smiddy و H.W.Flynnباشد كه بـه مـرور و معرفـي      مي
 .را نام برد...  و Endophthalmitis ،AMD , ROP ،Dislocated IOLs،tear Giant retinal ،Macular hole:  توان  ميCDاز جمله موضوعات مورد بحث در اين . پردازد آخرين دستاوردها در مورد مباحث مختلف جراحي سگمان خلفي چشم مي

121.8 

 VJO Ophthalmology  (I, I , III ,)  (VCD)  (Charles, H. Cozean, James S. Lewis, Richard J. Mackool) 122.8 ــــ
 Wavefront Analysis Aberrometers & Corneal Topography  (Benjamin F. Boyd, M.D.,FACS)   (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 123.8 ــــ

 
  مغز و اعصاب-٩

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

2004 5 Minute Neurology Consult  (SALEKAN E-BOOK)   (D. Joanne Lynn) 
شامل بـيش از  . اي استفاده بلافاصله و سريع از آن را راحت كرده است فرمت دوصفحه طراحي شده است Minute-5باشد كه در قالب سري  به عنوان رفرانس سريعي مي. ها و متخصصين داخلي است ها، رزيدنت  كه براي استفاده نورولوژيستCD اين 

 .باشد ول زير مي شامل فصCD.  باشد  ميMiscellaneous و   Basics ،Diagnosis ، Management ، Medications ، Follow upهر مبحث شامل .  شويم باشد كه در كار باليني به طور شايعي با آنها مواجه مي  بيماري مي٢٠٠
-Neurologic Symptoms and Signs          -Neurologic Diagnostic Tests            -Neurologic Diseases and Disorders           -Short Topics 

1.9 

2003 55th Annual Meeting March 29-Aprill 5,   American Academy of Neurology  (HAWAII) 
 

 .باشد  در هاوايي مي2003هاي  ارائه شده در كنگره آكادمي نورولوژي امريكا در آوريل  Presentation  تمام مقالات و  Full textر شاملافزا اين نرم

2.9 

2000 Abnormal Psychology LIVE and interactive tutorial     (Barlow/Durand's, Durand/Barlow's, Trull/Pharcs) 3.9 
  Advanced Therapy of HEADACHE  CONQUERING HEADACHE (SECOND REVIED EDITION) An Illustrated Guide to Understanding The Treatment and Control of Headache  (Alan M. Rapoport, Fred D. Sheftell) ــــ

 مبحث پايه و كاربردي 48شامل . نوشته شده است )  Newyorkاستاد بخش روانپزشكي دانشگاه  Yale    ( Fred sheftell)اد نورولوژي دانشگاه است (Alan rappaport  توسط Advanced Therapy of headache  (1999)  كتاب PDFمتن فايل  )١
 .باشد  بيماران ميmanagementهاي پيچيده، درمان شامل درمانهاي جديد و نيز  مربوط به اصول تئوري و عملي انواع مختلف سردرد از جمله تشخيص

 درمانهـاي دارويـي  - از نويسندگان فوق كه اطلاعاتي در آن جهت مقابله با سردرد و بهبود نحوة زندگي ارائه شده است كه همراه با آخرين اطلاعات راجع به تقسيم بندي سـردردها Conquering headache 1998 2nd edition كتاب PDFمتن فايل  )٢
 .هاي غير دارويي ديگر ارائه گرديده است  روش-ب خوا-اي ورزشي  اصول تغذيه-هاي جديد  تئوري-

  درمان حاد ميگرن و درمان پروفيلاكتيك-تشخيص: مباحث ارائه شده عبارتند از. باشد  مي1998 -1996گردد و شامل سه سال از سال   اداره ميJames W.Lance كه توسط Seminars in Headache mamagement جملة PDFمتن  )٣
 . ميگرن و هورمونهاي جنسي- ايسكمي مغزي ناشي از ميگرن– Post traumatic -سترمباحث سردردهاي كلا

4.9 

2004 American Academy of Neurology  2004 Syllabi 
 

شده همراه با  بعضي از مقالات ارائه. گردد باشد كه هر موضوع شامل چند مقاله و مبحث مي  نورولوژي ميهاي مختلف طبابت باليني  موضوع در زمينه١٦٠باشد شامل بيش از   مي٢٠٠٤ كه حاصل مقالات آخرين كنگره آكادمي نورولوژي امريكا در سال CD اين 
 .افزار است  بر اساس موضوع و نويسنده از مزاياي اين نرمSearchت گردند قابلي  اجرا ميAutorun و به صورت Javaها از طريق  فايل. سازد باشد كه كاربرد آن را براي تدريس و ارائة مجدد دوچندان مي  نيز ميPresentationها و اسلايدهاي   فايل

 :شده عبارتند از مباحث مهم مطرح
Seizure and antiepilep drugs Bedside Neurology Balance and gaif disorder Botutinum Toxin Injection Stroke 
Child Neurology Clinical EEG Clinical EMG Movement disorders Demyelinating dyorden  

5.9 

2005 Aphasia & Related Neurogenic Language Disorders  (Third Edition)    (Leonard L. LaPointe, Ph.D.) 6.9 

2000 Atlas of Functional Neuroanatomy  (Dr. Walter J. Hendelman) 7.9 

2003 Boehringer Ingelheim Satellite Symposium Interanational Stroke Conference    (Phoenix, Arizona) 8.9 
 Brainiac! TM      Medical Multimedia Systems Presents    (Version 1.52)    (An interactive digital atlas designed to assist in learning human neuroanatomy) 9.9 ــــ

2004 Case Studies in Genes & Disease   (A Primer for Clinicians)   (Bryan Bergeron) 10.9 
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2002 CD 1.  BOTOX  Injection Tracking Tool     CD 2. The Movement Disorder Society's Guide to Botulinum Toxin Injections 11.9 
2005 Cerebral Palsy Resource Guide for Speech-1-anguage Pathologists 12.9 
 Clinical Electromyography   Nerve Conduction Studies  (Third Edition) 13.9 ــــ
 Clinical Neurology  (G David Perkin Fred H Hochberg Douglas C Miller)    14.9 ــــ
 Comprehensive  Handbook of  PSYCHOTHERAPY    (Florence W. Kaslow, Jeffrey J. Magnavita)   (Volume 1-4) 15.9 ــــ
 Comprehensive Textbook of  PSYCHIATRY (Seventh Edition CD-ROM)  (Benjamin J. Sadock, MD – Virginia A. Sadock, MD) ( LIPPINCOTT WILLIAMS & WILKINS) ــــ

، MRIتصـاوير متعـدد آموزشـي،    . اين كتاب الكترونيكي يك كتاب جامع و مرجع در زمينة روان پزشـكي اسـت        . ملاً از وضوح بالايي برخوردارند     تصوير آموزشي و نيز جداول متعددي است كه كا         ٦٥٠همچنين حاوي   . باشد   فصل مي  ٥٥ بصورت يك كتاب الكترونيك مشتمل بر        CDين  ا
 .باشد برخي از فصول اين كتاب به شرح ذيل مي.  باشد هاي اين برنامه مي ل داروئي مختلف به همراه تصوير آنها از ويژگيها و تصاوير برخي از دانشمندان اين رشته، ارائه كامل منابع در پايان هر فصل، فهرست كامل موضوعات، ارائه داروهاي روانپزشكي و اشكا واره طرح
 بيماريهاي اضطراب  -٨ اسكيزوفرني -٧) …,Delirium Dementin)هاي شناختي  بيماري-٦بندي بيمارهاي مغزي   طبقه-٥پزشكي    روشهاي تشخيص در روان-٤شناسي آنها    تئوريهاي شخصيت و آسيب-٣ علوم اعصاب -٢ روانپزشكي اعصاب و رفتار -١
 اضطراب در كودكان بيماريهاي -١٧ عصبي Ticهاي    بيماري-١٦ بيماريهاي ارتباطي  -١٥ بيمارهاي يادگيري -١٤ روان پزشكي اطفال -١٣ها   خودكشي-١٢  Dissociative بيماريهاي -١١ بيمارهاي رواني خواب -١٠ Mood بيماريهاي -٩
 ١٨-  Adoption هاي شخصي از ويژگيهاي ديگر اين برنامه است جستجوي تصاوير، توانايي چاپ متن و تصاوير، اضافه نمودن يادداشت. هاي تخصصي و اسامي داروها را داراست      اين برنامه توانايي جستجو بر اساس واژه...و ) گذشته در آينده( روانپزشكي -١٩. 

16.9 

 Computational Neuroscience   Realistic Modeling for Experimentalists   (Erik De Schutter) ــــ
Introduction to Equation Solving and Parameter Fitting Modeling Networks of Signalling Pathways Modeling Local and Global Calcium Signals Using Reaction-Diffusion Equations Monte Carlo 
Methods for Simulating Realistic Synaptic Microphysiology Using Mcell Which Formalism to Use for Modeling voltage-Dependent Conductances? Accuate Reconstruction of Neunal Morphology 
Modeling Dendritic Geometry and the Development of Nerve Connections Passive Cable Modeling-A practical Introduction Modeling Simple and Complex Active Neurons Realistic Modeling of Small 
Neuronal Circuits Modeling of Interactions Between Neural Networks and Musculoskeletal System 

17.9 

 CONTEMPORARY NEUROSURGERY  A BIWEEKLY PUBLICATION FOR CLINICAL NEUROSURGICAL CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION   (Ali F. Krisht, MD) 18.9 ــــ
 Core Curriculum in Primary Care   Psychiatry and Pain Management Section   (Micheal K. Rees, MD, MPH,  Robert Birnbaum, MD, PHD,  James A.D. Otis) ــــ

 
دهـي    تمام مباحث و مفاهيم ارائه شده براي اجراي عملـي در كلينيـك جهـت   هاي باليني و بيماران سرپايي است به طوريكه هاي آموزشي پزشكان طراحي شده است كه عمدة فعاليتشان در زمينه   عمدتاً جهت پاسخگويي به نياز     CCC از سري    CDاين  
 :باشد شامل دو مبحث زير مي.  نمايند  ارائه مي"Current best Standard of therapy" اراند و آخرين اطلاعات باليني را با شع شده
١- Psychopharmacology for primay Care Medicine : كه توسط دكتر Robert Birnbaum از دانشگاه Harvard Medical Schoolهاي زير است گردد و شامل سر فصل  ارائه مي: 

Anxiety disorder- Panic disorder- Social phobia- Specific phobia- Obcessive & Compulsire disorder- PTSD- Generalized Anxiety disorder- Depression-Dysthymia 
٢- : Pain Management كه توسط دكتر James A.D. otis از دانشگاه  Bostonمورد بحث و بررسي قرار گرفته است)  جراحي- رواندرماني- مخدر-دارويي(هاي درد   انواع درمان-بندي  تشخيص دسته-شود و ارزيابي  ارائه مي. 

 .باشد لخواه جهت ارائه و كنفرانس جداگانه نيز مي قابليت انتخاب اسلايدهاي دCDافزار اين  نرم.  تعدادي سوال در رابطه با مبحث ارائه شده مطرح و پاسخ داده شده است.  باشد   ميprintاي آورده شده است و قابل  ها در فايل جداگانه متن سخنراني

19.9 

Corel Medical Series ــــ   Epilepsy   (Alan Guberman MD, FRCP (C))   (Professor of Neurology University of Ottawa 
 كامـل  Quiz انيميشـن و قطعـات ويـدئويي و    -هاي مربوطه آناليز گردد و با تصاوير سر فصل: كه يكسري از مشكلات شايع بيماران مبتلا به صرع شرح داده شودافزار سعي شده است  در اين نرم.  از دانشگاه اتاوا طراحي و اجرا شده استAllan Gubermanتوسط دكتر 

 هاي زير است شامل سر فصل.  بوده استproblem based interactive به صورت reviewسعي در آموزش و . گردد افزار محسوب مي  تمامي مطالب از نقاط قوت اين نرمPrint اطلاعات بيماران و توانايي بازگشت مطالب و قابليت - قويSearch. گردد
Definitions Topic index Epilepsy Notes Patient & Family information Epilepsy Case Study Video Reference list Epilepsy Facts What is Epilepsy Learning Objectives  

20.9 

2002 CRANIAL NERVES   in health and disease   (Second Edition) 

ل از اطراف به مغز و از مغز به       هاي رنگي از مسيرهاي اعصاب كرانيا       شامل تصاوير عالي آناتوميك و طراحي     . هاي كانادا نوشته شده است      باشد كه توسط جمعي از اساتيد جراح و نورولوژيست دانشگاه            مي 2002 كتاب فوق چاپ     PDF شامل متن    CDاين  
 مطرح شـده و لـذا بـراي    Problem-orientedاصول بحث بر مبناي . اند  گنجانده شدهCD جهت درك بهتر روابط آناتوميك و اثرات فيزيولوژيك در          animationچند تصوير   . باشد  هاي خودآزمايي مي    باشد كه در قالب متن، سناريوهاي باليني و تست          اطراف مي 

 . در قسمت ديگر فيلم معاينات باليني هر كدام از اعصاب بصورت تك تك گنجانده شده است. رسد  و چشم پزشكي بسيار مفيد و ضروري به نظر ميENTهاي نورولوژي، جراحي فك و صورت،  ها و متخصصين رشته ويان و رزيدنتدانشج

21.9 

 Critical Decisions in Headache Management   (Giammarco. Edmeads. Dodick)    (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 22.9 ــــ
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2002 CURRENT MANAGEMENT IN CHILD NEUROLOGY    (SECOND EDITION)   (Bernrd L. Maria, MD, MBA) 

Section 1: Clinical Practice Trends                  Section 2: The Office Visit               Section 3: The Hospitalized Child 
23.9 

 DICTIONARY OF MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS  (Lance D Blumgardt)   (Martin Dunitz) 24.9 ــــ
2002 DISORDERS OF COGNITIVE FUNCTION      (VCD-I)    (AMERICAN ACADEMY OF NEUROLOGY)   (CONTINUUM) 

 
Severe Amnesic Syndrome: Anterograde and Retrograde Amnesia Perseverative Verbal Behavior in Amnesia Semantic Memory Loss Fluctuativng Sensorium in Dementia With 
Left Spatial Neglect Eye Movements in Severe Left Spatial Neglect Anosognosia for Hemiparesis  Paraphasias 
Broca's Aphasia Lewy Bodies Impaired Verbatim Repetition   

25.9 

2002 DISORDERS OF COGNITIVE FUNCTION      (VCD-II)  (AMERICAN ACADEMY OF NEUROLOGY)   (CONTINUUM) 
 

Wernicke's Aphasia Dysexecutive Syndrome Disinhibited Behavior Grasp Response and Imitation Behavior Positive Signs of Executive Dysfunction Progressive Apraxia 
Negative Signs of Executive Dysfunction Prosopognosia and Visual Agnosia Simultanagnosia Optic Ataxia Ocular Apraxia  

26.9 

2002 DISORDERS OF COGNITIVE FUNCTION      (VCD-III)  (AMERICAN ACADEMY OF NEUROLOGY)   (CONTINUUM) 
 

Basic Mental Status Examination Token Test for Auditory Comprehension Confrontation Naming Finger Constructions Luria 3-Step Test Line Cancellation Gestural Praxis  

27.9 

 Electromyography & Neuromuscular Disorders   Clinical Electrophysiologic Correlations   (David C. Preston, Barbara E. Shapiro) 28.9 
 EMG Training  (Kenneth Ricker, M.D.) ــــ

افزار توضيحات كافي در مورد نحوة كار   نرممتن همراه اين. كند گردد به تصوير كشيده و صداي آن را پخش مي  بيمار مختلف را همانگونه كه مانيتور مشاهده مي٢٧ از EMG مورد ٧٥.  تهيه شده استTOENNIESافزار كه جهت آموزش الكتروميوگرافي توسط شركت  اين نرم
 .خواهد بود براي مبتديان و نيز افراد مجرب در اين زمينه جالب توجه CDآورد اين  ها را فراهم مي  فايلSearch امكان EMG glossary. گردد  به صورت يك فايل مستقل ارائه ميCaseهر . را ارائه كرده است و سؤالاتي را مطرح نموده و پاسخ داده است

29.9 

 ENS Teaching Course ــــ
 عناوين شده تحت عمدة مباحث مطرح. دهد هاي شايع نورولوژي را ارائه مي انگيز نورولوژي جديد و نيز ديدگاه جديد نسبت به بيماري روز را در مورد مباحث عمده و بحث باشد اطلاعات به  مي٢٠٠٣ در سال ENS كه شامل مقالات دورة آموزشي كنگره CDاين 

 .باشد  مختلف نيز ميTitleگيرند كه هر كدام شامل چند  زير قرار مي
Dizziness and vesthg Clinical Neurophysiology Clinical Neuropathology Sleep Disorder Stroke 
Neurogenetics for Clinicians NeuroSurgery for Neurologist Epilepsy Multiple Sclerosis Muscle disorders 
Neuroimaging Neurology of Systemic disease Parkinson's diseane Ultrasound in Neurology Dementia 
ICU in Neurology Movement discords Neuroplathies Current Treatments Neurology  

30.9 

1999 EPILEPSY     The Comprehensive CD-ROM     (Jerome Engel, Jr., M.D., Ph.D., Timothy A. Pedley, M.D.)          Lippincott Williams & Wilkins 

توانـايي .  شـده اسـت   گنجانـده  CD در imaging عكـس و  ٨٠٠همچنـين  .  باشـد   سرفصـل مـي  ٢٨٩گيرد كـه مشـتمل بـر      كتاب را در برميFull text .   طراحي شده استEpilepsy: A comprehensive textBook كه براساس كتاب  CDاين 
 Weblink- Seasch گردد افزار محسوب مي آوري گرديده است از نقاط قوت اين نرم  رفرانس كه توسط نويسنده جمع٥٠٠ و خلاصه مقالات بيش از. 

31.9 

2002 Essentials of Clinical Neurophysiology   (Karl E. Misulis MD. PhD,  Thomas C. Head MD) 32.9 
 Foundations of  NEUROBIOLOGY ــــ

 . قسمت زير است٥  و تكميل اطلاعات افرادي كه با علوم مربوط به اعصاب و بيولوژي سروكار دارند، طراحي شده است و شامل Self evaluattion به منظور CDاين 
دهـد بـا     آمادگي سخنراني كه به ما امكـان مـي  -٤   Expansion Module -٣.   نده و بيادماندني به همراه توضيحات كتبي راجع به هر قطعه فيلمهاي ويدئويي آموز ها و فيلم   انيميشن-٢.         بندي شده و جهت دارند ها كه فهرست  خودآزمايي-١

 .اند هاي متعدد ارائه گرديده اند و لينك  معرفي شدهNeurobiologyهاي مربوط به علوم   ، سايتCDگري از در بخش دي.  ها يا تدريس از آنها بهره ببريم  مخصوص به خود را ساخته و جهت ارائه در كنفرانسCD ، play listهاي موجود در  اشكال و فيلم

33.9 

 Foundations of Behavioural Neuroscience ــــ
- Neural Communication        - Central Nervous system          - Research methods             - Visual System            - Control of movements 

 Quizسـوالاتي بـه عنـوان    در چند فصـل  . نمايد اي مطالب كمك مهمي به يادگيري علوم پايه اعصاب مي فهرست درختچه. باشد  كامل ميglossary , Searchهمراه با موتور . باشد هاي نوروني مي حاوي تصاويري با طراحي عالي و استفاده راحت جهت فهم جزئيات پيچيده و ريز ساختمان
 .ها و يادگيري مناسب است اند كه جهت تكميل آموخته مطرح شده

34.9 

 FUNDAMENTALS OF HUMAN NEURAL STRUCTURE  (S. Mark Williams) (Sylvius TM 2.0) 35.9 ــــ
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 General depression and its pharmacological treatment (Professor Brain Leonard)     (VCD) 36.9 ــــ
2004 Guidelines  (American Academy of  Neurology)    (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 

 .دهد  آسان در اختيار كاربر قرار مي با دسترسيOffline در آمده است كه كليه مقالات را به صورت Salekan E-Book در قالب Searchباشد به صورت فايل قابل   هاي تشخيصي درماني آكادمي نورولوژي آمريكا ميGuidline كه شامل آخرين CDاين 
- Brain Injury & Brain Death    - Child Neurology      - Dementia     - Epilepsy     - Headache    - Movement Disorders    - Multiple Sclerosis     - Neuroimaging     - Neuromuscular     - Stroke and Vascular Neurology     -Technology Assessment   

37.9 

 Human Brain Cancer: Diagnostic Decisions   (Lauren A. Langford, MD, Dr. med,)    American Medical Association 38.9 ــــ
 ICU Syllabus ــــ

 بـا  PDFآوري و به صورت فايل   جمع٢٠٠٤ از منابع و مجلات مختلف تا سال ICU Patient Careهاي مختلف  است، آخرين مقالات منتشره و نيز مقالات مهم قبلي در زمينهسروكار دارند، طراحي شده  ICUكه جهت استفاده پزشكاني كه با بيماران بدحال و بستري در  CDدر اين 
 :هاي عمده عبارتند از سرفصل.  قوي اجرا شده استSearchقابليت 

Anemia and blood Transfusion ARDS Ethics Fever Wokup Hemodynamics RARS Weaning 
Hyperghycemia and Ihsulia Hypothermia for cardiac arrest Impaired cognition Liver disease Mechanical Vetitation Sedation From Mechanical Vetitation 
Non invasive Ventilation Nutritions Pneumonia Pulmonary Embolism Renal failure Sepsis   

39.9 

2002 Interactive Guide to Human Neuroanatomy   (Mark F. Bear, Barry W. Connors, Michael A. Paradiso) 
 

Atlas:    -Surface Anatomy of Brain            -Cross-Sectional Anatomy of Brain          -The Spinal Cord   -The Anatomy Nervous System    -The Cranial Nerves   -The Blood Supply to the Brain  
Exam:I  -Surface Anatomy of the Brain      -Cross-Sectional Anatomy of the Brain     -Comprehensive Exam 

40.9 

 InterBRAIN  (Martin C. hirsh)  (Springer) ــــ
1. Gross Anatomy       2. Vessels and Meninges      3. Brain Slices     4. Microscopical Sections     5. Functional Systems 

41.9 

2003 International Symposium ON 10 Years Betaferon 
CD ها در درمان  سالة مصرف بتافرون  در مورد تجربه ده٢٠٠٣ فوق كه ماحصل سمپوزيوم پراگ در سالMSعناوين مباحث عبارتند اتز. در اين كنگره استشده  باشد شامل تمام مباحث مطرح  مي: 

 MSدرمان سمپتوماتيك و توانبخشي در  Geomics and Proteomics هاي مالوز مطالعات باليني دربارة فاكتورهاي پروگنوستيك آموخته MSهاي نروپاتولوژيك  اهميت باليني يافته MSتاريخچة درمان مدرن 
  هاي جديد افق BEYOND و BENEFITنتايج مطالعات  اينترفرون دوز بالا يا پايين؟ Aggressive MS در درمان Stem Cell Transplantنقش  Primary Progressive MSبتافرون در درمان 

42.9 

2003 Kaplan & Sadock's  STUDY SUIDE & SEIF-EXAMINATION REVIEW IN PSYCHIATRY  (Seventh Edition)  (Benjamin James Sadock) 43.9 

2002 MANAGING STRESS 44.9 
2005 Manual of Nerver Conduction Study & Surface Anatomy for Needle Electromyography  (Hang J. Lee, Joel A. Delisa)  (Fourth Edition) 45.9 
2004 Manual of Neurologic Therapeutics  (seventh edition)    (Martin A. Samuels, Brigham & Women's Hospital, Harvard Medical School) 46.9 
 Manual of Pain Management  (Carol A. Warfield, Hilary J. Fausett)    (Second Edition)  (SALEKAN E-BOOK) ــــ

 .هاي عمدة فيزولوژي درد مطرح شده است در فصل اول نظريه. آورد هاي مختلف بدن را فراهم مي لا به دردهاي قسمتزمنية كاملي براي مطالعه نحوة اداره بيماران مبت.  با فرمت خاص خود كه نحوة استفاده از آن را راحت نموده استCDاين 
 . نيز آورده شده استHIVدرمان درد كودكان، سالمندان و نيز بيماران مبتلا به . روند، متمركز كرده است دمند به كار ميهايي كه بر روي بيماريان درProcedureها و  فصل بعدي بر روي درمان. اند بندي شده هاي شايع درد است كه بر اساس آناتومي باليني كلاسه  توصيفي از سندرمCDعمده اين 

-Understanding pain        -Pain by Anatomic Location         -Common Painful Syndromes        -Pain Management 

47.9 

2005 Merritt's Neurology (Eleven Edition)  (Lewis P. Rowland) 48.9 
 Microneurosurgery  (M. G. Yasargil)  Cassette  1 Aneurysms  (VCD)  (Thieme AV)    (CD I, II , III , IV) 49.9 ــــ

2001 Migraine Current Approaches To Treatment   (Dr. Andrew Dowson) 50.9 
 Motor Speech Disorders  (Joseph R. Duffy, PHD) 51.9 ــــ

2002 Movement Disorders Society   Official Journal of The Movement Disorder Society Published by John Wiley & Sons, Ins  VCD (I, II) 52.9 
2002 Needle Electromyography  (Daniel Dumitru, M.D., PhD.) 

 . فايل مختلف شامل امواج نرمال و غيرنرمال مختلف ارائه گرديده است٣٣.  استEMG Video Libraryشامل متن كتاب بعلاوة .  طراحي و اجرا گرديده است٢٠٠٢ در سال Daniel Dumitru نوشتة Needle EMG كه بر اساس كتاب CDاين 
 .گردد افزار فوق محسوب مي  قوي نيز از مزاياي نرمGlossary , Searchقابليت . دهند هاي آن در اختيار قرار ميPitfull و EMGشده اطلاعات كافي در مورد نحوة اجراي  تصاوير ارائه

53.9 
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1999 NEUROANATOMY-3D-Stereoscopic Atlas of the Human Brain (Martin C. Hirsch, Thomas Kramer) (Springer) 

توان به تصوير قبلي اضافه و يا  با درنظرگرفتن اينكه تك تك اجزاي سيستم عصبي را مرحله به مرحله مي.   مغز بنگريمGrossافزار قادريم از هر جهت دلخواه به تصوير  ه به قدرت بالاي نرمافزار تصاوير سه بعدي و بسيار دقيقي از سيستم عصبي مركزي ارائه شده است كه با توج در اين نرم
 .اند اند و دانشجويان، پزشكان و متخصصين درگير با سيستم عصبي آنرا تجربة جديدي ارزيابي كرده ا بسيار هوشمندانه و هنرمندانه طراحي گشتهه تصاوير و برش.  شود هاي عملكردي مختلف به وضوح مشخص مي كم كرد، جزئيات ارتباطات سيستم

54.9 

 Neurofunctional Systems 3D  55.9 ــــ
 Neurological surgery (julian R. Youmans , MD Editor-in-Chief) (Fourth Edition) (Y.O.U.M.A.N.S) 56.9 ــــ

2001 Neurology (Baker's clinical on CD-ROM)  57.9 
2002 New Analgesic Options: Overcoming Obstacles to Pain Relief 

- MD, NP, PA, RN Answer Sheet     -Pharmacist Answer Sheet     -Back Pain   -Fibromyalgia    -OA Pain      -Post Op Pain    -Trauma     -References 
58.9 

 Photographic manual of Regional Orthopaedic and Neurological Tests ــــ
 

. انـد  بندي شـده   فصول بر اساس محل مورد معاينه طراحي و قسمت        . اند هدر مواقع لزوم تصاوير آناتوميك ضروري نيز اضافه شد        . سازد باشد كه نحوة انجام تمام معاينات نورولوژيك و ارتوپديك را با جزئيات تمام روشن مي                تصوير مي  ٨٥٠ شامل بيش از     CDاين  
در ضـمن يـك     . ده شـده اسـت    دهنـد توضـيح دا     هايي كه نحوة انجـام معاينـه را بوضـوح نشـان مـي               در يك صفحه يا دو صفحه مقابل هم با عكس          Testهر  . شوند هاي تحتاني ختم مي    معاينات از فقرات گردني و اندام فوقاني شروع و به فقرات كمري و اندام             

Sensitivity/Relialility Scale نمايد تر كمك فراوان به پزشك مي هاي حساستر و اختصاص اين اطلاعات در بكارگيري تست. سازد  نيز براي هر معاينه تعريف شده است كه ميزان حساسيت و قابليت اعتماد به آن معاينه را مشخص مي. 

25.7 

1998 Principles of Neurology  (6th Edition) (Raymond D. Adams, M.A., M.D.) 59.9 
 PROFESS ــــ

هاي موجود را در قالب  هاي درماني ويروتركل كرده و آخرين رژيمهاي مجدد مغزي را مطرح  رو در درمان و پيشگيري از سكته هاي پيش باشد چالش  مي٢٠٠٣ درآريزوناي امريكا در سال International Stroke Conferenceهاي مغزي در   كه ماحصل سمپوزيوم پيشگيري از سكتهCDاين 
Lectureها عبارتند از فهرست سخنراني. ها، سؤال و جواب و خلاصه مقالات ارائه كرده است: 

 . رژيم درماني پيشگيري از سكته دوم- ديسكافاكتور مستقلي براي سكته است؟     II آيا آنژيوتانين -كدتي خطرناك است يا مفيد؟     پ  آيا درمان مركب آنتي-.       استMI متفاوت از CVA چرا برخورد با -.       اطلاعاتي كه دربارة ديپريدامول وجود دارد-

60.9 

2001 Recognizing Extrapyramidal Symptoms (VCD)      

 Clinical Examples of Acute Dystonia          - Akathisia       - Parkinsonism          - and Tardive- Dyskinesia -                                                                            : شاملCDمباحث اين 

61.9 

2001 Rune Aaslid TCD Simulator   Version 2.1 
 هموديناميك و موارد - آناتومي-اصول داپلر سونوگرافي. دهد  را آموزش ميCDشامل متني است كه نحوة استفاده از .   ارائه گرديده استCD در اين Rune Aaslid ، آقاي TCD ه توسط مخترع باشد ك هاي داپلر اينتراكرانيال واكستراكرانيال مي اين نرم افزار يك شبيه ساز بررسي

 تـأثير تغييـر    - تأثير تغييـر ضـربان قلـب       -هاي مختلف، كنترل كارديو واسكولار       آناتومي و پاتولوژي   – CBF تصوير   - مونيتورينگ - نمايش محل تابش و زاويه تابش امواج       -نمايش اسپكتروم داپلر  : هاي فراواني از جمله اين موارد را دارا است          قابليت.  دهد  پاتولوژي عروق مغزي را توضيح مي     
مفاهيم پيچيده داپلر عروق مغزي را بصورت ملموس در . گيرد  است كه توسط اساتيد و دانشجويان مورد استفاده قرار ميTCD يكي از بهترين و مؤثرترين ابزارهاي آموزش    CDاين  . دنماي   و بالاخره ديد سه بعدي كه تجسم موقعيت فضايي عروق در داخل جمجمه را سهل مي                HITS -تنفس

 .دهد مندان قرار مي اختيار علاقه

62.9 

 SPINE implants   (CD I , II) ــــ
CD I  :شود شود و اطلاعات كاملي راجع به پروتزهاي جانشين جسم مهره داده مي كارگذاشتن پروتزهاي مهره نشان داده مي ي و بهنحوة جراح. CD II :  نحوه جراحي و بكارگذاشتن دستگاهDiapasone-hookشود هاي كمري در درمان موارد تروماتيك و اسكوانيور نشان داده مي  بر روي مهره. 

31.7 

 Stroke ــــ
Overview of Stroke:  1. Stroke in Perspective   2. Pathogenesis & Pathophysiology  3. Evaluation & Diagnosis   4. Interventions   5. Thrombolytic Therapy Studies 
IV Tissue Plasminogen Activator(t-PA) Studies:     1. Recent Multicenter, IV Streptokinase (SK) Studies 
Ultra Rapid Response:  1. Increasing Public/Professional Awareness    2. Modifying Care Patterns    3. Stroke Care Systems   4. Assessing Critical Resources 
Case Studies 

63.9 

1999 TEXTBOOK of CLINICAL NEUROLOGY   (Christopher G. Goetz, MD, Eric J. Pappert, MD)  (W.B. Saunders Company) 64.9 
2005 Textbook of CRITICAL CARE (Salekan E-book) 

SECTION I   RESUSCITATION AND MEDICAL EMERGENCIES 
SECTION II  TRAUMA 
SECTION III  IMAGING 
SECTION IV CELL INJURY AND CELL DEATH 
SECTION V  INFECTIONS DISEASE 
SECTION VI ENDOCTINOLOGY,  METABOLISM, NUTRITION, PHARMACOLOGY 
SECTION VII CARDIOVASCULAR 
SECTION VIII PULMONARY 

65.9 
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 The CerefyTM  Atlas of Brain Anatomy  An interactive tool for students, teachers, and researchers  (Wieslaw L. Nowinski, A. Thirunavuukarasuu, R. Nick Bryan) ــــ
تـوان    جهت تجسم فضايي بهتر و عمليات استرتوتاكسـي مـي         .  جهت بطور همزمان مشاهده نماييم     ٣سازد براحتي هر ساختمان داخلي مغزي را در           هاي رنگي و سيستم نامگذاري ما را قادر مي           در سه جهت، طراحي    MRIافزار با استفاده از تصاوير        اين نرم 

Gridدر قسمت تست كه به صورت .    گيري نمود هاي دلخواه را اندازه وي تصوير قرار داد و فاصله خاصي را بر رinteractiveدر قسمت .  گردد ها مقدور مي  و بسيار جذاب طراحي شده است ارزيابي مفاهيم و آموختهGlossory توضيح كاملي راجع به هر كدام از 
 .گيرد دهند قرار مي آموزند يا آموزش مي  علوم نروساينس و روانپزشكي مي- نروراديولوژي- جراحي اعصاب- مورد استفاده افراديكه نوروآناتومي، نرولوژيCDاين .  مناطق آناتوميك مورد اشاره ارائه شده است

66.9 

 The Clinical Atlas of  Parkinson's Disease    (D.J. Nicholl & A. Williams) 67.9 ــــ

 ــــ
The Clinical Diagnosis of Alzheimer's Disease (An Interactive Guide for Family Physician) 

 : مبحث عمدة زير است٨شامل . اشدب   تشخيصي و درماني چندي ميFlowchartچندين قطعه فيلم آموزشي راجع به نحوة مصاحبه با بيماران مبتلا به آلزايمر و .  كانادا تهيه گرديده استRiverView  بيمارستان Alzheimer disease groupتوسط گروه 
  تشخيص باليني بررسي آزمايشگاهي معاينات باليني معرفي Case Studies بررسي راديولوژيك بررسي شناختي شرح حال

68.9 

 THE HUMAN BRAIN   (Marion Hall David Robinson)    69.9 ــــ
 THE HUMAN NERVOUS SYSTEM (Springer) 70.9 ــــ
 The Massachusetts General Hospital Handbook of Pain Management  (Second Edition)    (Jane Ballantyne, Scott M. Fishman, Salahadin Abdi)    (SALEKAN-E-book) ــــ

 
I. General Considerations        II. Diagnosis of Pain         III. Therapeutic Options: Pharmacologic Approaches      IV. Therapeutic Options: Nonpharmacologic Approaches 
V. Acute Pain     VI. Chronic Pain        VII. Pain Due to Cancer       VIII. Special Situations                - Apendices          - Subject Index 

71.9 

2002 The Movement Disorder Society's Guide to Botulinum Toxin Injections     

CDعضلة دلخواه از ليست، با انتخاب سندرم باليني يا. شوند هاي باليني مربوط به آن قسمت فعال مي عضلات و سندرم. نمايي در كادر اول تصوير كلي بدن ارائه شده كه قسمت مورد نظر جهت تزريق را انتخاب مي. باشد افزار آموزش نحوة تزريق بوتولينوم توكسين مي نرم:  اول 
 .اند  تعداد تزريقات و احتياطات لازم نيز ارائه گرديده- نحوة ورود سوزن-كردن عضله  مشخصات سوزن و نحوة فعال- نحوة يافتن عضله-جزئيات تكنيك تزريق مانند نحوة نشستن بيمار. شوند فيلم نحوة تزريق بهمراه دياگرام آناتوميك نمايش داده مي

CD باشد كه بانك اطلاعاتي در مورد هر بيمار را تشكيل داده و با قابليت     افزار استفاده از بوتولينوم توكسين در كلينيك مي        نرم:  دومSearchهاي رنگي مربوط به هر بيمار محل و مقدار تزريق  در چارت. سازد  بر حسب الفبا دستيابي به سوابق بيمار را ممكن مي
 . كند بندي آنها جهت استفاده بعدي و تحقيقات كمك شاياني مي ها و كلاسه آوري يافته  به پزشكان در جمعCDاين .  موجود استCD آموزشي جهت راهنمايي بيماران و اطلاعات بيشتر در PDFفايل . ردندگ مشخص شده و در حافظه ذخيره مي

72.9 

2004 The Washington Manual Survival Guide Series  Neurology Survival Guide   (Dave A. Rengachary, Tammy L. Lin, Daniel M. Goodenberger) 73.9 
2001 Thinking a head  (Critical question in ms therapy) 74.9 

VCD 1.1: Neuroradiology Practice Techniques 
VCD 1.2: MR Spectroscopy Techniques 
VCD 1.3: Oral Cavity 
VCD 2.1: I- Oral Carity                                                    II- Imaging the Larynx 
VCD 2.2: I- Extramucosal Spaces (Suprahyoid)              II- Extraaxial Adult Tumors         III- Head and Neck Case Review 
VCD 3.1: I- Head  and Neck Case Review                      II- Vascular Disease 
VCD 3.2: I- Stroke Imaging (CT, CTA, CTP)                  II- AVMS 
VCD 5.1: I- Spinal Interventions                                      II- Brain Case Review 
VCD 5.2: I-Temporal Bone External and Middle Ear       II- Irbit 
VCD 6.1: I-Orbit                                                              II- Temporal Bone Inner Ear 
VCD 6.2: Spaces of the Neck (Infrahyoid) 
VCD 6.3: Head and Neck Case Review 
VCD 7.1: I- Cancer of the Nesopharynx                           II- Brain Case Review 
VCD 7.2: I- Brain (Molecular Imaging                              II- Congenital Imaging (part 1) 
VCD 8.3: I- Demyelinating Disorders                               II- Congenital Imaging (part 2) 
VCD 8.4: I- Carotid Imaging (part 1)                                II- Pediatric Brain Tumors 

2002 

VCD 9.1: I- Pediatric Brain Tumors                                  II- Hemorrhage/Head Trauma 
VCD 9.2: Carotid Imaging (part2) 
VCD 9.3: Brain Case Review 
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VCD 10.1: Anatomy and DJD Spine 
VCD 10.2: Extradural (Non-DJD) Spine Sinus CT 
VCD 11.1: I- Intradural Extramedullary Spine                 II- Spine Trauma 
VCD 11.2: I- Intradural Intramedullary Spine                  II- Spine Infection and Inflammation 
VCD 12.1: I- Spine Case Review                                       
VCD 12.2: New Techniques (Diffusion Tensor Imaging) 
VCD 12.3: Functional Imaging 

 

VCD 13.1: Functional Imaging 
VCD 13.2: MR Spectroscopic Imaging  
VCD 13.3: An overview of 3.0 Tesla Imaging 

 

 

 Understanding and Diagnosing Restless Legs Syndrome ــــ
 .باشد  در دسترس ميPDFهاي  ده و به صورت فايلهاي درماني مختلف ان بحث ش قرار و روش ها در مورد بيماري سندرم پاهاي بي آخرين اطلاعات و يافته.  طراحي و اجرا شده استRLS Foundation كه توسط هيئت علمي CDدر اين 

 .شود  يافت ميCDهمچنين يك فيلم آموزشي دربارة اين سندرم و تظاهرات باليني آن و تدابير درماني مختلف نيز در اين 
 

76.9 

 شناسيروانـ-روانپزشكي
2004 101 DEFENSES  (How the Mind Shields Ltself)  (Taylor & Francis Books) 77.9 
___ A Clinical Guide to PEDIATRIC SLEEP  (Diagnosis & Management of Sleep Problems)   (Jodi A. Mindell, Judith A. Owens) 78.9 

2004 Case Files Psychiatry  (Toy, Klamen) 79.9 
2005 Clinical Geriatric Psychopharmacology  (Fourth Edition)   (Cari Salzman) 80.9 
2002 Comprehensive Handbook of  Psychotropics   (Florence W. Kaslow, Jeffrey J. Magnavita)   (Volume 1-4) 81.9 
2005 Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiatry  (Kaplan & Sadock)  (Eighth Edition)  (Volume I , II) 82.9 
2004 Concise textbook of  CLINICAL PSYCHIATRY  (KAPLAN & SADOCK)   (Benjamin James Sadock, Virginia Alcott Sadock) 83.9 
___ DSM-IV-TR  GuideBook  the essential companion to the diagnostic & statistical manual of mental disorders  (Fourth Edition)  (Michael B. First, Allen Frances) 84.9 
___ Handbook of SLEEP MEDICINE (John M. Shneerson) 85.9 
___ Introducing Cognitive Analytic Therapy   Principles & Practice  (Antony Ryle & Lan B Kerr) 86.9 

2004 Neurological and Neurosurgical Intensive Care (Allan H. Ropper, Daryl R. Gress, Michael N. Diringer) (Fourth Edition) 87.9 
___ Pocket Guide to the ICD-10 Classification of Mental & Behavioural Disorders  (Compilation and editorial arrangements by JE Cooper) 88.9 
___ Practical Guides in Psychiatry Consultation Liaison Psychiatry   (Michael Blumenfield, Maria L.A. Tiamson) 89.9 

2005 Psychiatry: 1200 Questions To Help Youpass the Boatds  (Salekan E-Book)   90.9 
2004 Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy   (A Practitioner's Guide)   (Naney MeWilliams) 91.9 
___ Quick Reference to the  Diagnostic Criteria from DSM-IV-TR   Published by the American Psychiatric Association Washington, DC 92.9 
___ Social Skills Training for Schizophrenia  A Step-by-Step Guide   (Alan S. Bellack, Kim T. Mueser, Susan Gingerich, Julie Agresta) 93.9 
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2003 Study Guide & Self-Examination Review in Psychiatry  (Kkaplan & Sadock)  (Seven Edition) 94.9 
2005 SUBSTANCE ABUSE  (A Comprehensive Texbook)   (Fourth Edition)   (Joyce H. Lowinson, Pedro Ruiz, Robert B. Millman, John G. Langrod)  (CD I , II) 95.9 
___ The American Psychiatric Publishing Textbook of Consultstion Liaison Psychiatry  (Second Edition)  (Michael G. Wise, James R. Rundell) 96.9 
___ The many Faces of Mental Disorders   (Adult Case Histories According to ICD-10)    97.9 

 
  داخلي-١٠

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

2003 (AGA Postgraduate Course) A Day and Night in the Life of a Gastroenterologist 
 

Esophagus and Stomach Liver Pancreas and Biliary Tract Nutrition GI  Malignancy Small Bowel and Colon Clinical Challenge Sessions  

1.10 

___ 3DClinic (Version 1.0) Seeing is Understanding  
 شما Desktop بر روي Icon  (2D Clinic).  كنيدRestartسپس سيستم را .  را بهمراه اسم خود وارد نماييد(SN: BI-B25600000-131)نصب نموده و سپس در قسمت دوم  موجود است CD در كه را QTS ابتدا Autorun صورت به برنامه شروع از بعد افزار نرم جهت نصب اين

-    Cardiovascular-هاي مختلـف بـدن از جملـه     بعدي جذاب مفاهيم مختلف مربوط به سيستم هاي سه ها و فيلم افزار با استفاده از عكس اين نرم. اهد شدبعد از نصب برنامه به طور كامل در كامپيوتر حفظ خو. شود كه با انتخاب و اجراي آن منوي اصلي ظاهر مي. ظاهر خواهد شد
Gastrointestinal    -Musculoskeletal    -Respiratory    -Nervous    -Urinary    -Sensory    -Endocrine    -Lymphatic    -Skin را در دو حالت  Healthy و Disorder3هاي   فيلم.دهد  نشان ميD كه به انتخاب شما نمايش داده 

هاي جالب ايـن   ها از قابليت كردن نكات مهم با ماركر و نيز تايپ بر روي عكس  در لحظه دلخواه، اضافهقابليت نگهداشتن فيلم. نمايد دهد كه به درك بهتر موضوع كمك شاياني مي هاي مختلف بدن در حالت نرمال و بيماري ارائه مي    اي از سيستم   هاي بسيار جالب و آموزنده     شوند قسمت  مي
 . توانيد پرينت و اسلايد با كيفيت بالا از تصاوير تهيه فرمائيد شما در صورت تمايل مي. باشد افزار مي نرم

2.10 

 Adult Airway Management Principles & Techniques  American Association   (afael A. Ortega, M.D., Harold Arkoff, M.D.)  3.10 ــــ
2001 Advanced Therapy of INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE  (Theodore M. Bayless, MD, Stephen B. Hanauer, MD) 4.10 
  AGA Postgraduate Course CONTROVERSIES  And CLINICAL CHALLENGES in Pancreatic Diseases ــــ

(An Intensive Two-Day Course Covering A Diversity of Topics Related to the Pancreas) 

-Expanded Content        -Includes Results of the Q&A       -Section Challenge Sessions 

5.10 

 
Atlas of  GASTROINTESTINAL in Health and Disease      (Marvin M. Schuster, Michael D. Crowell, Kenneth L. Koch) 

Part 1: Physiologic Basis of Gastrointestinal Motility                 Part 2: Motility Test  for the Gastrointestinal Tract 
6.10 

2002 Atlas of  GASTROINTESTINAL MOTILITY in Health and Disease (Second Edition)   
(Marvin M. Schuster, MD, FACP, FAPA, FACG, Michael D. Crowell, PhD, FACG, Kenneth L. Koch, MD)  

Part I: Physiologic Basic of Gastrointestinal Motility                   Part II: Motility Tests for The  Gastrointestinal Tract 

7.10 

2002 Atlas of Clinical Oncology  Soft Tissue Sarcomas   American Cancer Sosiety   (Raphael E. Pollock, MD, Phd) 8.10 
2001 Atlas of Clinical Oncology Cancer of the Lower Gastrointestinal Tract  (Christopher G. Willett, MD) 9.10 
 Atlas of Clinical Rheumatology  (2nd Edition)   (David J. Nashel, Chief, Rheumatology Section Va Medical Center, Washington, Professor of Medicine Georgetown University) ــــــ

1. Clinical Atlas of Rheumatic Diseases                         3. Physical Examination          5.  Physical Findings Instructional Module  Radiography  
2. Radiograph Intrerpretation Instructional Module       4. Procures                              6. Aspiration/Injection Instructional Module 

10.10 

 Atlas of INTERNAL MEDICINE  (Eugene Braunwald) 11.10 ــــــ

 CANCER  Principles & Practice of Oncology   (6th Edition)  (Vincent T. DeVita, Jr., Samuel Hellman, Steven A. Rosenberg)   12.10 ــــــ
 Case Studies in GASTROENTEROLOGY  (Second Edition)  (Ingram Roberts, MD) 13.10 ــــــ

 CD-ATLAS OF DIAGNOSTIC ONCOLOGY 14.10 ــــــ
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  Clinical Endocarinology   (G. Michael Besser MD, DSc, FRCP,  Michael O. Thorner MB BS, DSc, FRCP) ــــــ
Adrenals Gonads Growth Hormone Assay Imaging Techniques Pancreas 
Ectopic Humoral Syndromes Gastrointestinal Tract Lipids and Lipoproteins Thyroid & Parathyroide Pituitary and Hypothalamus   

15.10 

 Clinical Immunology  PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE  (Second Edition)  (Robert R Rich, Thomas A Fleisher, William T Shearer, Brain L Kotzin, Harry W Schroeder) ــــــ
 :دباش  بخش مي١١اين برنامه شامل .   ارائه شده استRich نوشتة دكتر  Clinical Immunologyاين برنامه براساس كتاب 

  روشهاي تشخيصي در ايمونولوژي-٧ بيماريهاي ايمونولوژيكي          -٦ بيماريهاي آلرژيكي      -٥ سيستم دفاعي ذاتي و اكتسابي      -٤ عفونت و سيستم ايمني        -٣هاي دفاعي ميزبان و التهاب         مكانيسم- ٢ اصول تشخيصي ايمني        -١
ذخيره و نگهداري  ) Slide visionتحت برنامة (توان  در يك فايل   هر اسلايد را ميdrag & dropبا روش . توان چاپ نمود  واژه و لغات را دارست و نيز  تصاوير و اسلايدها را ميSearchاين برنامه قابليت . ددي همراه با توضيح ارائه داده شده است، اسلايدهاي متع در هربخش

 .شود  اجرا ميSlide visionشود و تحت   اجرا ميAutorunاين برنامه بصورت .  ديگري را به اين برنامه اضافه يا حذف كردتوان اسلايدهاي همچنين مي. نمود

16.10 

2001 CLINICAL ONCOLOGY  (Raymond E. Lenhard, J. MD, Robert T. Osteen, MD, Ted Gansler, MD) 17.10 
2004 Clinician's Guide to Laboratory Medicine  (Saml, P. Desai, MD) 18.10 

 Colonoscopy  New Technology & Technique   (CB Williams, JD Waye, Y Sakai) 19.10 ــــــ
2005   Color Atlas & Text of Pulmonary Pathology   (Philip T. Cagle, MD) 20.10 
2000 Comprehensive Clinical Endocrinology  G. Michael Besser MD, DSc, FRCP,  Michael O. Thorner 

Hypothalamus and Pituitary, Thyroid, Adrenal, Control of Blood glucose and its disturbance, gonad and growth, General conditions-basic, General conditions-
clinical, Imaging, Patient Perspectives on endocrine Diseases 

21.10 

2002 COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT OF  Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (Jean Bourbeau, MD, MSc, FRCPC, Diane Nault, RN, MSc, Elizabet Borycki) 22.10 

 Core Curriculum in Primary Care  Metabolic Diseases Section ــــــ
CCCاي از   مجموعهCDمتخصصين هر رشته توسط اعضاء هيئت علمي دانشگاه پزشكي باشد كه براي آموزش مداوم دستياران و هايي مي Harvardبنا نهاده شده است . 

CD             بحثـي، سـؤالات مربوطـه بـه صـورت          در آخـر هـر سـخنراني و م        . باشـد   ها علاوه بر اسلايدهاي آموزشي متن سخنراني نيز در دسترس كـاربر مـي               هر كدام از اين سخنراني    .   حاضر در مورد بيماري داخلي و قلب و عروق را گردآوري كرده است
 . به صورت درسنامه آموزشي موجود استCDمباحث زير در .  ها آورده شده است سپس خلاصه هر سخنراني به صورت يك مقاله چاپي در مجلات علمي و روزنامه. اي براي ارزيابي كاربر آورده شده است چهارگزينه

١-  Lipidمتابوليسم آهن-٤)          قسمت دوم(نگرشي عملي :  ديابت مليتوس-٣)        قسمت اول(نگرشي عملي :  ديابت مليتوس-٢هاي قلب و عروق           ها و بيماري  

23.10 

 Critical Diagnostic Thinking in Respiratory Care   A Case-Based Approach    (James K. Storier, Eric D. badow, david L. longworth) 24.10 ــــــ

2005 Differential Diagnosis   (Seventh Edition)   (LC Gupta  Abhitabh Gupta   Abhishek Gupta)   (Salekan E-Book) 
-Common Signs and Symptoms     -Causes            -Differentiating Tables    -Essentials of Diagnosis  
-Staging of Diseases                       -Syndromes      -Synonyms                     -Investigations 

25.10 

 Digestive Diseases   Self-Education Program       (A Core Curriculum and Self-Assessment in Gastroenterology and Hepatology) 26.10 ــــــ

 Diseases of the Liver   (8th Edition)  (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins) ــــــ

General Considerations The Consequences of Liver Disease The Cholestasis Disorders Viral Hepatitis Immunology of Liver 
Autoimmune Liver Disease Alcohol and Drug-Luduced Disease Genetic and Metabolic Disease Vascular Disease and Trauma 
The Liver in Pregnancy and Childhood Infections and Granulomatous Disorders Transplantation Benign and Malignant Tumors 

 

 

27.10 

 EBUS   Endo Bronchial Ultrasound    (Heinrich D. Becher, MD. Fccp) ــــــ
- Basic Introduction     -Bronchial Anatomy       -Interactive Sonography       -Product Information 

26.1 

2003 ESAP   (Endocrinology Self-Assessment Program)    (Clark T. Sawin, MD, Kathryn A. Martin, MD)   (The Endocrine Society) 28.10 
2001 Evidence-Based  Asthma Management  PATHOPHYSIOLOGY/DIAGNOSIS/MANAGEMENT  (7TH edition) 

و آسم يك بيماري شايع پزشكي است كه شـيوع ر . ها را انتخاب كرده و به كار برد هاي موجود در مقالات و كتاب كند تا بهترين درمان را بر اساس دريافت شخصي خود از جديدترين درمان باشد كه به متخصصين كمك مي  ميEvidence-Based in medicinهاي  اين كتاب از سري كتاب
 .دهنده درمان تا كامل اين بيماران است  بوده و با از كارافتادگي بيمار همراه بوده كه نشان ها و مطالعات نشان داده شده كه افزايش شيوع آسم واقعي آمارگيري. به افزايش دارد

29.10 
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 :باشد كتاب الكترونيكي حاضر شامل مباحث زير مي. ترين درمان را براي هر بيمار جداگانه انتخاب نمايد عارضه كند تا در درمان بيماري آسم بهترين و كم بندي اعتبار مقالات پزشك متخصص را كمك مي اين كتاب با آوردن مقالات بر اساس معتبربودن و درجه
 

1. Natural History and Epidemiology                      9. Genetics of Asthma                                                                                 17. Cellular and Pathologic Characteristics                                           
2. Diagnosis                                                                         10. Role of the Outdoor Environment                                                       18. Role of Indoor Aeroallergens                 
3. Role of Childhood Infection                                       11. Diagnosis and Management of Occupational Asthma                               19. Principles of Asthma Management in Adults     
4. Management of Persistent Asthma in Childhood        12. Mechanisms of Action of 2-Agonists and Short-Acting 2 Therapy     20. Role of Long-Acting 2-Adrenergic Agents 
5. Use of Theophylline and Anticholinergic Therapy    13. Environmental Control and Immunotherapy                                              21. Role of Inhaled Corticosteroids         
6. Leukotriene Modifiers                                                   14. Alternative Anti-inflammatory Therapies                                                      22. Exercise-Induced Bronchoconstriction     
7. Acute Life-Threatening Asthma                                 15. Management of Asthma in the Intensive Care Unit                                      23. Severe Acute Asthma in Children                       
8. Role of Asthma Education                                     16. Asthma Unresponsive to Usual Therapy                                                 24. Measures of Outcome 

2001 EVIDENCE-BASED DIABETES CARE   (Hertzel C. Gerstein, MD, R. Brain Haynes, MD,) 
1- EVIDENCE   2- DEFINITION AND IMPORTANCE OF DIABETES MELLITUS      3- ETIOLOGIC CLASSIFICATION OF DIABETES 
4- PREVENTION AND SCREENING FOR DIABETES MELLITUS                                                5- LONG-TERM CONSEQUENCES OF DIABETES        6- DELIVERY OF CARE 

30.10 

2001 EVIDENCE-BASED Diagnosis: A Handbook of Clinical Prediction Rules  (Mark Ebell, MD, MS) (Springer-Verlag) 

-Cardiovascular Diseases    -Endocrinology    -Gastroenterology    -Gynecology and Obstetrics     -Hematology/Oncology    -Infectious Disease 
-Musculoskeletal     -Neurology    -Pulmonary Diseas     -Renal Disease     -Surgery and Trauma 

31.10 

 First Principles of Gastroenterology    The basis of disease & an approach to management  (5th edition)  (A.B.R. Thomson, E.A. Shaffer) 32.10 

2000 Gastric Cancer  Diagnosis and Treatment  (An interactive Training Program)  (J.R. Siewert, D.Kelsen, K. Maruyama)  (Springer) 33.10 

 Gastroenterology   Endoscopy  (2nd Edition) 34.10 ــــ

2002 Gastrointestinal and Liver Disease Pathophysiology/Diagnosis/Management (7th edition)  (Sleisenger & Fordtran's)   

Esophagus Liver Nutrition in gastroenterology Topics involving multiple organs Biology of the Gastrointestinal Tract and Liver Stomach and duodenum 
Pancreas Biliary tract Approach to patients with symptoms and signs Small and Large Intestine Vasculature and Supporting Structures Psychosocial  

35.10 

 HARRISON'S 15  McGraw-Hill presents 36.10 ــــ
1998 Imaging of Diffuse Lung Disease (David A. Lynch, MB, John D. Newell Jr, MD, FCCP, Jin Seong Lee, MD) 

CD هاي منتشر ريه   فصل از بيماري١١ حاضر شامل(DLN)برداري  كه به گفته مؤلفين شامل تلفيقي از معاينه، شرح حال ، پاتوفيزيولوژي و تفسير عكس. باشد  ميMRI,CT-Xray) ي فصول كتاب شامل بعض. باشد هاي منتشر ريه مي در اطفال و بالغين در مورد بيماري....)  و: 
  كودكانDLDتصويربرداري  تصوير برداري عروق ريوي پيوند ريه DLDهاي شغلي و محيطي و بيماري ارزيابي پاتولوژي بيمارهاي ريه

 هاي انفيلتراتيو ريه رداري بيماريتصويرب تصويربرداري آمفيزم تصويربرداري راههاي هوائي باشد  آنها به طور مجزا ميX-Ray,CTو مقايسه DLD تشخيص افتراقي راديولوژي 
 .دهد هاي داخلي، ريه ، قلب و راديولوژي مي  بوده و به گفته مؤلفين نگاهي جديد به متخصصين  و رزيدنتAcrobat Readerاين كتاب در برنامه 

32.1 

2005 Immuno Biology   the immune system in health & disease    (6th Editiion)   (Chales A. Janeway, Paul Travers, Mark Walport, Mark J. Shomchik) 37.10 
 INFECTIOUS DISEASES   (W Edmund Farrar, Martin J Wood, John A Innes, Hugh Tubbs) ــــ

The Head and Neck Lower Respiratory Tract The Nervous System The Gastrointestinal Tract The liver and Biliary Tract 
The Urinary Tract The Genital Tract Bones and Joints The Cardiovascular System Bacterial Infections 
Vira, Fungal and Ectoparasitic Infections The Eye Systemic Infections HIV Infection and Aids Acknowledgements  

38.10 

 Linear ECHO ENDOSCOPY  Tome I anatomy  (Dr. Marc Giovannini)                    -Equipment     -Environment     -Echo-anatomy 39.10 ــــ

 Management of Patients with   Viral Hepatitis   from the state of the Art…to Real Life   (Patrick Marcellin) 40.10 ــــــ

 Menopausal Osteoporosis (Neill Musselwhlte, M.D., Herman Rose, M.D.) ــــــ
 :باشد  مطالب جالبي در رابطه با منوپوز و استئوپروز ارائه شده است كه عناوين آن به شرح زير ميCDدر اين 
 شده در اين زمينه  سؤالات جديد مطرح-٦ استئوپروز          -٥           Impact of osteobrosis -٤هاي بيماريان              نگراني-٣ روش جلوگيري از عوارض آن             -٢ منوپوز و نحوة برخورد با آن           -١

41.10 
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2001 MKSAP® 12  (American College of Physiciance-American Sosiety Internal Medicine)   

-Gastroenterology and Hepatology   - Endocrinology and Metabolism    -Infectious Disease Medicine   -  Rheumatology     - Oncology     - Hematology     - Cardiovascular Medicine      - Pulmonary Medicine   

-Neurology     - Dermatology   - Nephrology   -Hospital-Based Medicine  and Critical Care     - Ambulatory Medicine 

42.10 

 Oxford Textbook of Medicine (OTM)   (Weatherall, Ledingham, Weatherall) ــــ
يك منبع و مرجع قوي به منظور مشاوره در معاينـات روزمـره و پاسـخ    اين برنامه . گيرد هاي وابسته را دربر مي  تمامي مباحث علوم پايه و مهارتهاي باليني مربوط به طب داخلي و تخصص        CDاين  .  تصوير ارائه شده است    ٢٥٠٠ صفحه و      ٥٠٠ فصل در    ٣٣اين برنامه بصورت يك كتاب الكترونيكي مشتمل بر         

 :توان به موارد زير اشاره كرد هاي اين برنامه مي از مزيت. نويس و محقق معتبر در سرتاسر جهان استفاده شده است  مقاله٥٨٠در نوشتن اين كتاب الكترونيكي از . باشد شود، مي سؤالاتي كه خارج تخصص پزشكان مطرح مي
در .  اي، بيماريهـاي مقـاربتي      پزشكي ورزشي، پزشكي قانوني، پزشكي پيري، معالجات دوره       . دهد  بيشتر مفاهيم بيماريهاي عفوني مربوط به درسنامه پزشكي را پوشش مي          . تر شده است    دامنة مباحث و موضوعات از قبل وسيع      . گردآوري غيرتكراري مباحث علوم پايه و علوم باليني       

 .پزشكي در معاينات عمومي، مورد بحث دقيق و موشكافانه قرار نگرفته است بهداشت محيط و مشاغل، تغذيه، اختلالات و بيماريهاي اعتياد و روان. يهاي بارداري، بيمارCDاين 
هـاي تخصصـي و دسترسـي آسـان بـه       قدرت تغيير اندازة قلمهاي متون و چاپگر و نيز قدرت چاپ متن و جستجوي كلمـات و واژه . انه مشاهده نمود را نيز جداگCDتوان تمامي تصاوير  باشد، كه مي هر فصل داراي تصاويري مي. در پايان هر فصل كتاب، منابع آن قيد شده است   

 . طراحي شده استCDين و فهرست تفصيلي از مندرجات كتاب نيز در ا) شود كه بصورت جداگانه اجرا مي(اي  سؤالات چندگزينه. هاي اين برنامه است جداول و تصاوير از ويژگي

43.10 

 Parenting Guide 44.10 ــــــ
 Pre-Colonoscopy Education Program  (Dr. Michael Shaw, Dr. Oliver cass Dr. James Reynolds Patricia Tomshine, Rn) ــــ

- Reason for Colonoscopy    - The Colon and The Colonoscope    - Preparations   - Day of the Procedure    - About the Procedure   -After the Procedur   - Minor Complicaions    - Major Complications  
45.10 

2000 Principles & Practice of Infectious Diseases   A Harcourt Health Sciences Company  
 : شامل سه بخش اصلي استCDاين .  و شامل تمامي مفاهيم اساسي و جاري در ميكروبيولوژي و درمان عوارض عفوني است. باشد  تصوير مي٨٠٠  جدول و٨٠٠ بصورت يك كتاب الكترونيكي همراه با بيش از CDاين 

1- Browse Mandell, Douglas & Bennett s     شود كه متن اصلي كتاب را شامل مي.  

  :Subject index Search -2.  و مباحث مربوط به آن در كتاب منتقل شدهاي تخصصي را پيدا نمود و به فصل  بر اساس حروف الفبا واژه
3- Help      ارائه شده است  CD طريقة استفاده از  

 عروقي، عفونتهاي سيسـتم عصـبي و        -هاي دستگاه قلبي    تب، عفونتهاي فوقاني تنفسي، عفونتهاي برونشيولها، عفونت      ( كلينيكي   هاي  علائم و نشانه  ) ٢)       هاي دفاعي ميزبان، اپيدميولوژي روشهاي درماني       عوامل ميكروبي، مكانيزم  (اصول اوليه در تشخيص و درمان بيماريهاي عفوني         ) ١
 ...) نتهاي بيمارستاني، عفونتهاي ميزبانهاي خاص، جراحي و عفونتهاي تروما و عفو(،  Special problems) ٤....)   ها و  ها، بيماريهاي ميوپلاسم بيماريهاي ويروسي، بيماريهاي پريون(بيماريهاي عفوني و عوامل و علل آنها ) ٣   .......)

 .گيرند قرار مي) CDاز طريق (باشد كه در هنگام نصب آن بر روي كامپيوتر شما    قابل اجرا ميJava VM و internet explverاين برنامه تحت 

46.10 

 Reproductive Endocrinology  Physilogy, Pathology & clinical management)   (4th edition)  (Yen, Jaffe, Barbieri) 47.10 ــــــ
 Rheumatology  (John H. Klippel.Paul A Dieppe) ــــ

-Rheumatic Diseases                  -Signs and Symptoms                -Rheumatoid Arthritis and Spondylopathy    -Infection and Arthritis    
-Regional Pain Problems            -Connective Tissue Disorders     -Disorders of Bone, Cartilage                        -Management of Rheumatic Disease 

48.10 

 TEXTBOOK OF Gastroenterology  (Third Edition)    ATLAS OF Gastroenterology (Second Edition) (David H. Alpers, MD,  Loren Laine, MD) 49.10 ــــ
2001 Textbook of Rheumatology   (Kelley's)   (W.B. Saunders Company)  

Section I BIOLOGY OF THE NORMAL JOINT Section II IMMUNE AND INFLAMMATORY RESPONSES 
Section III EVALUATION OF THE PATIENT Section IV MUSCULOSKELETAL PAIN AND EVALUATION 
Section V DIAGNOSTIC TESTS AND PROCEDURES Section VI SPECIAL ISSUES 
Section VII CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY Section VIII RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS 
Section IX SPONDYLOARTHROPATHIES Section X SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS AND RELATED SYNDROMES 
Section XI VASCULITIC SYNDROMES Section XII SCLERODERMA AND MIXED CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASES 
Section XIII STRUCTURE, FUNCTION, AND DISEASE OF MUSCLE Section XIV RHEUMATIC DISEASES OF CHILDHOOD 
Section XV CRYSTAL-ASSOCIATED SYNOVITIS Section XVI OSTEOARTHRITIS, POLYCHONDRITIS, AND HERITABLE DISORDERS 
Section XVII ARTHRITIS RELATED TO INFECTION Section XVIII ARTHRITIS ACCOMPANYING SYSTEMIC DISORDERS 
Section XIX DISORDERS OF BONE AND STRUCTURAL PROTEIN Section XX TUMORS INVOLVING JOINTS 
Section XXI RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY FOR RHEUMATIC DISEASE   

50.10 
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 Textbook of TRAVEL MEDICINE and HEALTH  (Herbert L. Dupont, M.D., Robert Steffen, M.D.)  (B.C.DECKER INC) ــــ
 

در زمان مسافرت به مناطق مختلف امكان ابتلا به برخي بيماريها با توجه بـه شـرايط اپيـدميكي و    .  نوشته شده است Steffen و دكتر Dupontو توسط دكتر . باشد  صفحه مي٣٧٠ فصل در ٣٤اين برنامه بصورت يك كتاب الكترونيكي است كه شامل 
در مسافران مختلف در كشورهاي گوناگون مورد بحث    . . .  هاي درماني، اثرات واكسيناسيون و آمار مرگ و مير و             بيماريهاي ناشي از حوادث، شيوه    . بيماريهايي مثل مالاريا، هپاتيت، تيفوئيد، ايدز، وبا، بيماريهاي مقاربتي از اين جمله هستند            . شود  ك بيشتر مي  اندمي

 .ار گرفته است قرCDو بررسي در اين 

51.10 

 The Massachusetts General Hospital Handbook of Pain Management  (Second Edition)    (Jane Ballantyne, Scott M. Fishman, Salahadin Abdi)    (SALEKAN-E-book) ــــ

 :باشد  شامل عناوين زير ميCDهاي مختلف اين  قسمت
I. General Considerations         II. Diagnosis of Pain         III. Therapeutic Options: Pharmacologic Approaches      IV. Therapeutic Options: Nonpharmacologic Approaches 
V. Acute Pain     VI. Chronic Pain        VII. Pain Due to Cancer       VIII. Special Situations                - Apendices          - Subject Index 

57.9 

 UEGW Gastroenterology Week  10th United European  (Geneva, Switzerland) 52.10 ــــ
2003 UEGW IBS: Management not myth 

 :باشد  شامل عناوين زير ميCDاين 
1. IBS: the clinician's view        2. IBS: care, cost and consequences        3. Diagnosis: identigy, Probe, eliminate       4. Tegaserod: a world of experience       5. Chairman's summary 

53.10 

 Upper GI Endoscopy  An Interactive Aducasional Program    Video Segments of Common Pathologics of the Upper Gl tract (Iencludes Educational text) 54.10 ــــ
2005 UpToDate CLINICAL REFERENCE LIBRARY  13.3  (CD I , II)  (Burton D. Rose, MD, Joseph M. Rush, MD)  

 : شاملCDعناوين اين 
Adult Primary Care Allwrgy and Immonology Cardiology Critical Care Drug Information Enodcrinoology Family Medicine Rheumatology 
Gastroenterology Gynecology Hematology Infections Disease Nephrology Oncology Pediatrics Pulmonology 

Women's Health 
 

55.10 

2003 YEAR BOOK of RHEUMATOLOGY, ARTHRITI, AND MUSCULOSKELETAL DISEASE TM  (Richrd S. Panush, MD)   (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 
 Health Sciences, Epidemiology, Economics, & Arthritis Care Systemic Lupus Erythematosus and Related Disorders 

Rheumatoid Arthritis Vasculitis and Systemic Rheumatic Diseases and Other Related Disorders 

Systemic Selerosis and Related Disorders Osteoarthritis, Crystal-Related Arthropathies, Osteoporosis, Infectious Arthritides, and Spondyloarthropathies 

Regional Pain Syndromes, Non-Articular Musculoskeletal Disorders, and Fibromyalgia Miscellaneous Topics  

56.10 

  اطفال-١١

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار
 A Major Contributor to Neonatal Infant Morbidity and Mortality   (SURVANTA)   (Part I , II)   (Alan J. Gold, MD, J. Harry Gunkel, Arvin M. Overbach) 1.11 ــــ
 Atlas of Pediatric Gastrointestinal Disease 2.11 ــــ

2005 AVERY'S DISEASES OF THE NEWBORN  (EIGHTH EDITION)  (H. William Taeusch, M.D., Roberta A. Ballard, M.D., Christine A. Gleason, M.D.) (CD I, II) 3.11 

2002 Basic Mechanisms of Pediatric Respiratory Disease  (Second Edition)   (Gabriel G. Haddad,MD, Steven H. Abman, MD) 

Genetic and Developmental Biology of the Respiratory System Structure-Function Relations of the Respiratory System During Development 
Developmental Physiology of the Respiratory System Inflammation and Pulmonary Defense Mechanisms  

4.11 

2005 Care of the Newborn: A Handbook for Primary Care   (David E. Hertz, MD) 5.11 
2004 Care of the Sick Neonate   (A Ouick Reference for Health Care Providers)   (Paulette S. Haws, MSN, RNC) 6.11 
2001 Child Development, 9/e   (John W. Santrock) 7.11 
2003 Clinical Use of Pediatric Diagnostic Tests   (Enid Gilbert-Barness, M.D, Lewis A. Barness, M.D., Philip M. Farrell, M.D.) 8.11 
2002 CURRENT MANAGEMENT IN CHILD NEUROLOGY    (SECOND EDITION)   (Bernrd L. Maria, MD, MBA) 

Section 1: Clinical Practice Trends                  Section 2: The Office Visit               Section 3: The Hospitalized Child 

18.9 

2000 EVIDENCE-BASED  PEDIATRICS  (William Feldmam, MD, FRCPC)  (B.C. Decker Inc.) 9.11 
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2005 HANDBOOK   A Manual for Pediatric House Officers   (Jason Robertson, MD, Nicole Shilkofski, MD) 10.11 
2004 Nelson TEXTBOOK OF PEDIATRICS  (17th Edition)  (CD I, II, II) 11.11 
2005 Neonatal and Pediatric Pharmacology  Therapeutic Principles in Practice  (Third Edition)  (Sumner J. Yaffe, MD, Jacob V. Aranda, MD) 12.11 
 Nutrition in Pediatrics  (W. Allan Walker, John B. Watkins, Christopher Duggan) 13.11 ــــ

2004 Oski's Essential Pediatrics   (Michael Crocetti, M.D., Michael A. Barone, M.D.,)  (Second Edition) 14.11 
 PEDIATRIC GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASE   Pathophysiology . Diagnosis . Management   (Third Edition) 15.11 ــــ
 TEXTBOOK OF NEONATAL RESUSCITATION  (4TH EDITION MULTIMEDIA CD-ROM) 16.11 ــــ

2005 THE HARRIET LANE HANDBOOK   (Seventeenth Edition)  (Jason Robertson, MD Nicole Shilkofski, MD)   A Manual for Pediatric House Officers 17.11 
 

 عمومي: ١٢
 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

 Review for USMLE  NMS®   (Step 1) .1 ــــ
2. Review for USMLE  NMS®   (Step 2) 
3. Review for USMLE  NMS®   (Step 3) 

1.12 

 A.D.A.M.  PracticePractical  Review Anatomy – Create New Test – Open Existing Test ــــ
 

منظور يادآوري و مرور مطالب طراحي شده   سؤال امتحاني بوده كه به١٥٠٠٠داراي بيش از .  باشد مي) X-rayاوير واقعي، طراحي شده و تص( تصوير آناتوميكي ٥٠٠اين برنامه شامل بيش از . هدف اين برنامه مرور مباحث آناتومي و محك زدن اطلاعات كاربر در اين زمينه است
 هاي بدن  حث مربوط به دستگاهمبا) مباحث مربوط به نواحي آناتوميكي          ب) الف:        اند  قسمت مباحث ارائه شده٢، در CD در اين Review Anatomyدر پنجرة اصلي .  است

 :مباحث مطرح شده در بخش نواحي آناتوميكي شامل. هر قسمت را كه مشخص نماييد تصاوير و سؤالات امتحاني آن بخش ارائه خواهد شد
 . آناتومي اندام تحتاني-٧ آناتومي لگن خاصره           -٦ آناتومي شكم            -٥نه                آناتومي قفسه سي-٤ آناتومي تنه              -٣ آناتومي اندام فوقاني           -٢ آناتومي سر و گردن           -١

 تصـوير در  ٤ و ٢، ١رگنمايي تصاوير و نيز حذف و اضافه نمودن تصاوير مورد دلخواه و نمـايش همزمـان   قدرت بز. توانيد نوع مقطع آناتوميكي را در هر قسمت مشخص انتخاب نماييد شما مي. شود  بطور جداگانه نشان داده ميRelated imagesتصاوير وابسته به هر بحث از طريق دكمة 
قابليـت اضـافه نمـودن    . شـود   پاسخ سؤالات به همراه نمرة نهايي ارائه مـي  Show Resultsزدن كليد آيد و نام بخشي از آن مورد سؤال است، با   يك تصوير آناتوميكي به نمايش درميtext در پنجرة  Start testنحوة امتحانات بدين صورت است كه با فعال نمودن . اين برنامه وجود دارد

و نيز زمان پاسخ هـر سـؤال را مشـخص    (نماييد  شما دستگاه يا ناحية آناتوميكي موردنظر را انتخاب مي        در نوع ديگري از امتحانات اين برنامه، ابتدا         . توانيد به دلخواه تنظيم نماييد       را خود مي   CDزمان پاسخ به هر سؤال در امتحانات اين         . هاي شخصي به هر تصوير نيز وجود دارد         يادداشت
 .شود   اجرا مي Autorunباشد و بصورت   ميOlson و دكتر Pawlina  دكتر   نوشتةCDين ا.   زمان باقيمانده براي هر سؤال در حين امتحان در حال نمايش است. در هر سؤال نام بخشي از يك تصوير آناتوميكي موردنظر است. شود  امتحان شروع ميStartبا زدن كليد ) كنيد مي

2.12 

 Atlas of Clinical Medicine    (Version 2.0)   (Forbes. Jackson) ــــ

Infection Cardiovascular Renal Gastrointestinal  Blood 
Joints and Bones Respiratory Endocrine, Metabolic and Nutritional Liver and Pancreas Nerve and Muscle  

3.12 

2001 CECIL TEXTBOOK of MEDICINE  (21st Edition) 
 

Part I MEDICINE AS A LEARNED AND HUMANE PROFESSION                Part II SOCIAL AND ETHICAL ISSUES IN MEDICINE  
Part III AGING AND GERIATRIC MEDICINE                  Part IV PREVENTIVE HEALTH CARE  
Part V PRINCIPLES OF EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT               Part VI PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN GENETICS  
Part VII CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES                               Part VIII RESPIRATORY DISEASES  
Part IX CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE                   Part X RENAL AND GENITOURINARY DISEASES Part XI GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASES                           
Part XII DISEASES OF THE LIVER, GALLBLADDER, AND     BILE DUCTS  
Part XIII HEMATOLOGIC DISEASES                    Part XIV ONCOLOGY  
Part XV METABOLIC DISEASES                  Part XVI NUTRITIONAL DISEASES  
Part XVII ENDOCRINE DISEASES                    Part XVIII WOMEN'S HEALTH  
Part XIX DISEASES OF BONE AND BONE MINERAL METABOLISM Part XX DISEASES OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM  
Part XXI MUSCULOSKELETAL AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASES  Part XXII INFECTIOUS DISEASES  
Part XXIII HIV AND THE ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME  Part XXIV DISEASES OF PROTOZOA AND METAZOA  
Part XXV NEUROLOGY                    Part XXVI EYE, EAR, NOSE, AND THROAT DISEASES  
Part XXVII SKIN DISEASES                    Part XXVIII LABORATORY REFERENCE INTERVALS AND VALUES 

4.12 
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2003 BEST MEDICAL COLLECTION 
 :ها عبارتند از  اين برنامه.   انتخاب، نصب و اجرا نمودباشد، كه هر يك را بايد بطور جداگانه از فايل مربوط   برنامة مختلف مي٧ داراي CDاين 

  Health softلامت افزار س  نرم-٧)        مرجع پزشكي دارويي (medical Drug Reference -٦،       (Prescription Drugs)اي    داروهاي نسخه-٥،     Health manger -٤،     Multimedia workout -٣ طب سوزني،    -٢ ديكشنري پزشكي،    -١ 
 .باشد  ميtextسلامت كودكان در اين برنامه وجود دارد كه هر قسمت داراي عناوين و مطالبي بصورت ) سلامت خانواده ب) الف: همچنين دو فصل بصورت. توان توسط اين برنامه  جستجو نمود ها و اصطلاعات پزشكي را مي  مفاهيم واژه:افزار ديكشنري پزشكي نرم -١
ايــن برنامــه محصــول شــركت   . يــك فــيلم راجــع بــه طــب ســوزني نيــز لحــاظ شــده اســت         . باشــد كــه روش كــار بــا وســايل و نحــوة درمــان بيماريهــا، بصــورت توضــيحات متنــي ارائــه شــده اســت               فصــل مــي ٩ شــامل  :طــب ســوزني  -٢

 Hopkins technology باشد  مي١٩٩٧ سال. 
 اسـت و داراي چنـدين فـيلم آموزشـي از نحـوة      ١٩٩٤اين برنامه محصول سال . دهد اين برنامه رژيم غذايي مناسب، نوع نرمش او موردنظر را به شما ارائه مي...) قد، وزن، جنسيت، ميزان انرژي پاية مورد نياز و سن، ( با وارد نمودن مشخصات فردي :١ نسخة   workoutبرنامة   -٣

 .باشد ها نيز مي انجام نرمش
٤- Health manager :اي است جهت ضبط و نگهداري وقايع پزشكي و درماني شخصي، ليست داروهاي مورد استفادة فرد، داروهاي آلرژي و يك كتاب آدرس از مراكز مهـم بهداشـتي و درمـاني    برنامه. كند ت بيماري و سلامتي شغلي افراد را مديريت مياين برنامه در حقيقت اطلاعا .

 .شود لي مشخص ميزمان تجديد و تعويض نسخة پزشكي و مراجعه به دندانپزشك در جداو
 .باشد  مي١٩٩٢ سال Quanta Pressمحصول شركت . دهد  اين برنامه توضيحات مختصري راجع به داروها و اطلاعات فارماكولوژيكي مربوطه ارائه مي:اي داروهاي نسخه -٥
 :توان وارد اين برنامه شد و از آن استفاده نمود  از سه راه مي:٢مرجع پزشكي دارويي نسخة  -٦

 .گردند ، گروههاي دارويي مختلف معرفي ميClassبا استفاده از كليه )   ج         با استفاده از ميلة جستجو، نام دارو را تايپ نموده و آنرا بيابيد)   ب .داروي موردنظر را انتخاب نماييد و اطلاعات لازم را دريافت كنيد: داروهاليست ) الف
 .باشد  مي١٩٩٥ سال Parsons Technologyاين برنامه محصول شركت . ارائه شده است. . . انبي، اشكال مختلف دارو و هشدارهاي لازم درمورد اثرات سوء آن، روشهاي نگهداري دارو  و درمورد هر دارو، مقدار مصرف روزانه، اثرات ج

 :باشد مستقل مي) سه برنامه(بخش  افزار شامل سه اين نرم : (Healthsoft)افزار سلامت  نرم -٧
توان اطلاعـاتي راجـع    باشد، با استفاده از فهرست الفبايي مي اين برنامه داراي تصاوير متعدد و نيز تلفظ صحيح اصطلاحات پزشكي ناآشنا نيز مي   . . .  هاي پس از عمل، اعمالي كه در زمان اورژانس بايد انجام داد و                  برنامه شامل توضيحاتي راجع به اعمال جراحي، مراقبت       اين  ) الف

 . را پيدا نمودبه هر واژه
 .هاي بهداشتي، روشهاي صحيح معالجه و نيز زمان لازم براي مراجعه به پزشك آورده شده است ، پيشگيري، مراقبت هاي بيماريها در اين برنامه، علت بيماريها، علائم و نشانه ) ب
اي در ايـن    هيچ توصيهCDالبته اين اطلاعات تنها جنبة آگاهي دادن به كاربر را داشته و نويسنده و شركت توليد كنندة .   اشاره شده استCDدر اين   . . .  اكنش ناسازگاري تداخل دارويي و      اثرات جانبي داروها، و   . در اين برنامه اطلاعاتي راجع به داروهاي ژنتيك ارائه شده است          ) ج

 . داروها، موارد منع مصرف آنها و تلفظ صحيح نام دارو آورده شده استDverdoseهاي  مقدار مصرف دارو، علائم و نشانه. ئي و موارد كاربردي آنها ارائه شده استدر اين برنامه علاوه بر ارائة نامهاي ژنتيك و تجاري، گروههاي دارو. دهند خصوص ارائه نمي

5.12 

 Clinical Examination ــــــ

Skin, nails & hair Respiratory system Heart & cardiovascular system Male genitalia Nervous system 

Ear, nose & throah Femal breast & genittalia Abdomen Bones, joints & muscle Infants & children  

6.12 

 CMDT   CURREAT Medical Diagnosis & Treatment 7.12 ــــــ

 Endoscopic Assessment of Esophagitis According to the Los Angeles Classification System ــــــ
 Definitions        1: Mucosal Break       2: Los Angeles Classification        3: Complicatins        Viewing Area  1 :Slide Viewer   2: Slide Gallery   3:Video Gallery    

 Quiz                  1: International Working Group       2: On Endoscopic Assessment of Esophagitis 

8.12 

2002 GRIFFITH'S 5-MINUTE CLINICAL CONSULT 

 عنوان بيماري به ترتيب الفبا ترتيب يافتـه اسـت   بيش از هزار.  گردآوري شده است....  و ENTهاي عمده داخلي، زنان، پوست، جراحي، چشم و  اران براي مرور سريع ولي جامع در مورد بيماري ` براي پزشكان و متخصصين و دستي      CDبه گفتة مؤلفين، اين     
 .باشد ودار و جدول ميهاي رنگي، نم و عكس) در زير آورده شده است(ها   شامل توضيح بيماريCDاين . اند  نفر متخصصين مجرب در گردآوري اين مجموعه همكاري داشته٣٣٠بيش از   .كه در هر عنوان جزئيات كافي براي تشخيص و درمان و پيگيري بيماري وجود دارد

 :مشروح عناوين عبارتند از.  قسمت فرعي  به تفضيل توضيح داده شده است٣٦ قسمت اصلي و ٦عنوان هر بيماري در 

6-   MISCELLANEOUS 
• Associated conditions 
• Age-related factors 
• Pregnancy 
• Synonyms 
• ICD-9-CM 
• See also 
• Other notes 
• Abbreviations 
• References 

5-  FOLLOW-UP 
• Monitoring 
• Prevention  
• Complications 
• Prognosis 

4-  MEDICATION 
• Drugs of choice 
• Contraindications 
• Precautions 
• Interactions 
• Alternate drugs 

3-  TREATMENT  
• Genral measures 
• Surgical measures 
• Activity  
• Diet 
• Patient education 

2-   DIAGNOSIS  
• Differential 
• Laboratory  
• Pathological findings 
• Special tests 
• Imaging 

1-   BASICS 
• Description  
• Genetics  
• Prevalence  
• Age  
• Signs and symptoms 
• Causes 
• Risk factors 

 

9.12 

2002 HEALTH ASSESSMENT   (Gaylene Bouska Altman, RN, Ph.D., Karrin Johnson, RN, Robert W. Wallach, MD) 
 .باشد  بخش راجع به ارزيابي سلامت و آزمايشات و معاينات فيزيكي مي٤اين برنامه شامل 

 .ي مرور شده است تصوير طراحي شده از دستگاهها و اندامهاي بدن به همراه اطلاعات متني در اين بخش تمامي مطالب آناتومي و فيزيولوژ٥٩ قسمت همراه با ١٧٥شامل :  مروري بر آناتومي و فيزيولوژي :١بخش 
 .همچنين عملكرد و ساختارهاي قلب نيز بحث شده است. در هنگام معاينة مريض ارائه شده است) در حالت سلامتي و بيماري(در اين بخش صداهاي قلب و ريه :  صداهاي قلب و ريه:٢بخش 

10.12
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. شـود  توسط كـاربر مشـخص مـي   ) بصورت سؤال و جواب( مختلف پس از ارائه شرح حال، وضعيت بيماري آنها   Case ٢٠. ارائه شده است  » رسي و مطالعة موردي   بر«در اين بخش بصورت     :  مهارتهاي حياتي در ارزيابي سلامتي و معاينات فيزيكي        :٣بخش  
 .هدف از اين بخش افزايش قدرت و مهارت ارزيابي دانشجويان در تشخيص بيماريهاست

 .باشد، در اين بخش يك برنامة آموزشي مصور همراه با ارائه تعاريف و اصطلاحات مربوط به معاينات ارائه شده است صل مي فC٢ آشنايي بصري با معاينات فيزيكي؛ كه داراي:٤بخش 
 .اي نيز وجود دارد در اين برنامه در هر چهار بخش امتحان بصورت سؤالات چند گزينه

2000 MCCQE    Review Nots and Lecture Series    (Marcus Law & Brain Rotengberg( 

Section Menu:    Anesthesia, Cardiology, Color Atlas, Community Med, Dermatololgy, Diagnostic Imaging, Emergency, Endocrinology, Family Medicinne, Gastroenterology, 
General Surgery, Geriatrics, Gynecology, Hematology, Infectious Disease, Nephrology, Neurology, Neurosurgery, Obstetrics, Ophthalmology, Orthopedics, Otolaryngology, 
Pediatrics, Plastic Surgery, Psychiatry, Respirology, Rheumatology, Urology 

11.12

2000 Medical Dictionary   (Dorland's)   (by W. B. Saunders) 12.12

MEDICAL Encyclopedia For Health Consumers  (With Atlas) 13.12 ــــ

2000 
MedStudyTM     (The Best Internal Medicine Board Review) 

1. The Most Board Specific           2. The Most Powerful         3. The Most Effective          4. The Most Talked About 
14.12

2002 Natural Medicine   Instructions for Patients   (Lara U. Pizzorno, Joseph E. Pizzorno, Jr, Michael T. Murray) 15.12

2002  Patient Teaching Aids    
 

اند و هر مطلب حـدود يـك    بندي شده  مطالب بر اساس موضوع و بيماري دسته      . ي دربر دارد  هاي لازم را در بابت اقدامات حمايتي، اقدامات تشخيص و درمان           هاي مختلف طراحي شده است كه آموزش        جهت استفاده بيماران و پزشكان در رشته       افزار آموزش  نرم
 قـوي و نيـز   Searchقابليت .   و بهبود كمك بسزايي دارددهد كه به روند كلي سلامت افزار نقش بيمار را در فرآيند درمان تقويت كرده و ديدگاه علمي و مناسبي به وي مي استفاده از اين نرم.  و ارائه به بيماران هستند     Printصفحات قابل   . باشد صفحه مي 

 .افزار يافت توان براحتي در اين نرم باشد را مي  عمده و شايع ميTapic سرفصل كه هر كدام شامل چند ٤٠٠حدود . گردد افزار محسوب مي كردن نوشته به متن از مزاياي اين نرم اضافه

16.12

Practical General Practice   (Guidelines for effective clinical management)  (Alex Khot, Andrew Polmear)    (Third Edition) 17.12 ــــ

2002 RAPID REVIEW FOR USMLE STEP 1 (Mosby) 

Sciences:     Anatomy   Behavioral Science    Biochemistry    Histology/Cell Biology    Microbiology/Immunology    Neuroscience    Pathology    Pharmocology    Physiology    Randomize All 
18.12

2003 SPSS 12.0  for Windows 19.12

2002 Textbook of  Physical Diagnosis  HISTORY AND EXAMINATION  (Fourth Edition)   (Mark H. Swartz, M.D.)  (W.B. SAUNDERS COMPANY) 20.12

 The Basics for Interns ــــ
 : فصل اصلي است٦اين برنامه شامل 

١- airway Management)  ارزيابي مسير راههاي هوايي، كنترل مسير راههاي هوايي درApnea و hypoxia اكنوتوميگذاري ناي تر اي، لوله ، ابزارهاي مورد استفاده در مسيرهاي هوايي بيني و دهان، روشهاي بيهوشي، و نيتلاسيون  ماسك كيسه. . .  و( 
 )CT-scan و Abdominal x-ray تصاوير – Chest x-rayشامل تصاوير  (تفسير و ارزيابي اولية تصوير راديولوژي  -٢
 . . . )ها  ها، روش پانسمان زخم  نمايش نحوة انواع بخيه زدن– معرفي ابزار  و وسايل جراحي –هاي جراحي  شامل نخ(ها  مديريت جراحي زخم -٣
 ) شريان فمورال–شامل شريان راديال (ها  دسترسي به شريان -٤
 . . . )هاي زيرپوستي و  ها و ايمپلنت هاي برشي سياهرگ  آناتومي و تكنيك– ارزيابي پيش از عمل و تداركات لازم -ها معرفي وسايل جهت دسترسي طولاني مدت به سياهرگ(ها  دسترسي و بكارگيري سياهرگ -٥
 )نحوة انجام عمل، تكنيك توراسنتز، تكنيك تيوب توراكوستومي موارد استعمال، : (در ناژ و تخليه پلورال  -٦
 . و يا بصورت انيميشن استاين فيلمغهاي آموزشي يا بصورت واقعي است و نحوة انجام عمل برروي مريض دقيقاً  نمايش داده شده است. تمامي مباحث عنوان شده در بالا بصورت فيلمغهاي آموزشي و تصاوير متعدد همراه با توضيحات گوينده ارائه شده است -٧

21.12

2003 The MERCK MANUAL of Medical Information  (Second Edition)  (Mark H. Beers, MD)   (CD I , II)  (Salekan E-Book) 22.12

Understanding Lung Sounds  (Audio CD) 23.12 ــــ

UNDERSTANDING PATHOPHYSIOLOGY (Second Edition)  (Sue E. Huether, Kathryn L. McCance) 24.12 ــــ
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 Virtual Medical Office CHALLENGE (to accompany Bonewit-West Clinical Procedures for Medical Assistants, 5th Edition)    (W.B. Saunders Company) ــــ
 

ها باليني   كه از مهمترين مهارتTriage و Criticalهاي  گيري به ضرافت  در عين حال شيوة حل مشكلات، قدرت تصميم.دهد شده در كتب رفرانس عادت مي ني از اطلاعات ارائهشده كاربر را به استفاده بالي هاي متعدد مطرحCaseStudyافزار با استفاده از  اين نرم
 : شامل چهار سرفصل عمده به قرار زير استCD  اين .دگردن گردد، در طي مراحل متعدد و به صورت عملي و سمعي بصري آموزش و تمرين مي پزشكان و كادر پزشكي محسوب مي

- Case Study              - Clinical Skills            - Challenge Status           -Help 

25.12

 تغذيه
2002 Contemporary Nutrition   Food Wise (Food Wise, Weight Manager) 26.12

___ Food Works  (College Edition) 27.12

2002 INTRODUCTION TO NUTRIOTION AND METABOLISM (Third Edition)   (DAVID A Bender) 28.12

Multimedia Workout    (Jeffrey S. Smith,  Joseph D. Cook) 29.12 ــــ

2002 NUTRIENTS IN FOOD  (Elizabet S. Hands) 30.12

THE FOOD LOVER'S ENCYCLOPEDIA   Culinary Techniques Recipes Nutrition Foods 31.12 ــــ
 

 

  داروئي-١٣

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار
 A Primer on Quality in the Analytical Laboratory   (John Kenkel) 1.13 ــــ

2001 American DRUG INDEX  (FACTS AND COMPARISONS) 2.13 
___ Appleton and Lange's Quick Review PHARMACY    (Twelfth Edition)   (Joyce A. Generali, Christine A. Berger) 

-Parmaceutics/Pharmokinetics      -Pharmacology       -Microbiology and Public Health     -Chemistry and Biochemistry        -Physiology/Pathology         -Clinical Pharmacy 
3.13 

 Basic Concepts in Biochemistry  A Student's Survival Guid  (Hiram F. Gilbert, Ph.D.)   (Second Edition) 4.13 ــــ

 Bioethics for Scientists  (Professor John Bryant D. Linda Baggott La Velle, Revd Dr John Searle) 5.13 ــــ
2002 British Pharmacopoeia  (version 6.0) 

Vol 1: -Notices  -Preface   -British Pharmacopoeia Commision   -Introduction   -General Notices   -Monographs: Meidicinal and Pharmaceutical Substances 
Vol 2: -Notices   -General Notices   -Monographs   -Infrared Reference Spectra   -Appendices   -Supplementary Chapters 
British Pharmacopoeia (Veterinary):  -Preface   -British Pharmacopoeia Commission    -Introduction    -General Notices    -Monographs    -Infrared Reference Spectra   -Appendics 

6.13 

 Characterization of Nanophase Materials  (Zhong Lin Wang)  (Salekan E-Book) 7.13 ــــ
___ Chem Office (Renate Buergin Schaller) 8.13 

2003 Chemometrics Data Analysis for the Laboratory and Chemical Plant Richard G. Brereton   (University of Bristol, UK) 9.13 
___ Cleanroom Design  (Second Edition)  (Second Edition) 10.13 
___ CLINICAL DRUG THERAPY  Rationnales for Nursing  Practice (7th Edition)   (ANNE COLLINS ABRAMS)  (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins)  

-Dosage Calc Challenge!     -Animations     -NCLEX Questions     -Monographs of 100 Most Commonly Prescribed Drug     -Preventing Medication Errors Video     -Patient Teaching Sheets 
11.13

 Common Fragrance and Flavor Materials  (Kurt Bauer, Dorothea Garbe, Horst Surburg) 12.13 ــــ
___ DERIVATIZATION REACTIONS FOR HPLC  (Georgelunn, Louise C. Hellwic) 13.13
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2004 USP 27-NF 22  Through Supplement Two   (U.S. PHARMACOPEIA)   (The standard of Quality)    (The United States Phamocopeial Convention, Inc) 39.13 
 Workplace Safety  Volume 4 of the Savety at Work Series   (John Ridley, John Channing) 40.13 ــــ

 
 
 زبان: ١٤

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

2001 BUILDING  A MEDICAL VOCABULARY  (FIFTH EDITION)  (FEGGY C. LEONARD)  (W.B. Saunders Company) 1.14 

2001 ELECTRONIC MEDICAL DICTIONARY  (STEDMAN'S)   (LIPPINCOTT WILLIAMS & WILKINS) 2.14 

 English Family (Merriam-Webster) 3.14 ــــ
 Entertainment Collection 4.14 ــــ

 How to Prepare for TOEFL 5.14 ــــ

 Mad About English   Spelling  (Interactive Learning) 6.14 ــــ
 Medical Information on the Internet  (A Guide for Health Professionals)  (Second Edition)    (Robert Kiley) ــــ

 
 Why use the Internet? Getting Wired Finding what you want The top ten medical resources 
Internetive Learning E-mail, discussion lists and newsgroups The quality issue Consumer health information 
The future Appendix A: Finding more information information Appendix B: Netscape Navigator and Internet Appendix C: Optimising your computer 
Appendix D: Configuring TCP/IP Appendix E: Glossary    

7.14 

 Preparation For the TOEFL  (Dictionary Crossword Puzzle Matching Game) 8.14 ــــ
  Preparing for the GRE Writing Assessment ــــ

What does the GRE General Test measure?    The GRE General Test is designed to measuregeneral knowledge and reasoning skills in three areas that are important for a academic 
achievement:   Verbal Ability    Quantitative Ability     Analytical Ability 

9.14 

 Speak Fluent Series 10.14 ــــ
 Studying a Study Texting a Test  (Fourth Edition) (Richard K. Riegelman) ــــ

 
Accreditation Statement Instructions to Users Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Continuing Medical Education CME User assessment Faculty Credentials/Disclosure 
Designation Statement Target Audience Test-CME Needs Assessment Glossary Learning Objectives   

11.14 

 The AMERICAN HERITAGE® TALKING DICTIONARY  (Daniel Finkel) 12.14 ــــ

 TriplePlayPlus!  ENGLISH  (Syracuse Languag Systems) 13.14 ــــ
2002 Users' Guides To The Medical Literature  (A manual for Evidence-Based Clinical Practice) (Gordon Guyatt, MD, Drummond Rennie, MD, Robert Hayward, MD) 14.14 

Learn To Speak  English  Dictionary & Grammer     (CD1-4) 15.14 ــــ

2000 THE LANGUAGE OF MEDICINE  (6TH EDITION)  (W.B. Saunders Company) 
1. Word Ports  (Chapters 1-4)          2.Body Systems (Chapter 5-18)           3. Specialties (Chapter 19-22) 

16.14 
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  جراحي-١٥
 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

 Reflux Disease and Nissen Fundoplication  (Philip E. Donahue, MD)  (VCD) .1 ــــ
2. Supraceliac Aortic-Celiac Axix-Superior Mesenteric Artery Bypass   (Gregorio A. Sicard, Charles B. Anderson) 1.15 

 ــــ
Advanced Therapy in THORACIC SURGERY   (Kenneth L. Franco, MD, Joe B. Putnam Jr., MD) 2.15 

 Aesthetic Department ــــ
 
ARTECOLL: Injectable micro-Implant, for long lasting levelling of facial wrinkles and folds 

3.15 

 ــــ
American Collage of Surgeons ACS Surgery Principles & Practice   (CDI , II) 4.15 

 Aspects of Electrosurgery   (Dr. Anthony C. Easty, PhD PEng CCE)  Department Medical Engineering 5.15 ــــ
 Atlas of RENAL TRANSPLANTATION     (Prof. Legndre, Martin, Helenon, Lebranchu, Halloran, Nochy) 6.15 ــــــ
 Basic Surgical Skills  (David A. Sherris. M.D., Eugene B. Kern, M.D.)   (Mayo Clinic) 7.15 ــــ
 Cholecystectomy by Laparoscopy   (Department of Surgery Hospitalor Saint-Avold France)   (VCD) 8.15 ــــ

2005 Clinical Surgery  (Second Edition) (Michael M. Henry, Jeremy N. Thompson)    (Salekan E-Book) 9.15 
 Core Curriculum in Primary Care  Gynecology   (Michael, Isaac Schiff, Keith, Thomas, Annekathryn) 12.3 ــــــ
Core Curriculum in Primary Care  Gynecology   (Michael, Isaac Schiff, Keith, Thomas, Annekathryn) 10.15 ــــــ

 Core Curriculum in Primary Care   Patient Evaluation for  Non-Cardiac Surgery and Gynecology and Urology   (Michael K. Rees, MD, MPH) ــــ
 

CCCاي از   مجموعهCDعلمي دانشگاه پزشكي باشد كه براي آموزش مداوم دستياران و متخصصين هر رشته توسط اعضاء هيئت هايي مي Harvardبنا نهاده شده است . 
CD           اي   هدر آخر هر سخنراني و مبحثي، سؤالات مربوطه به صـورت چهارگزين ـ           . باشد  ها علاوه بر اسلايدهاي آموزشي متن سخنراني نيز در دسترس كاربر مي             هر كدام از اين سخنراني    .    حاضر در مورد جراحي، زنان و اوروژي را گردآوري كرده است

 :باشد شامل مباحث زير مي.  ها آورده شده است سپس خلاصه هر سخنراني به صورت يك مقاله چاپي در مجلات علمي و روزنامه. براي ارزيابي كاربر آورده شده است

 Male   impotence  عقيمي مردان  -٣                       (AUB).هاي ابنرمال رحم  ونريزي  ارزيابي خ-٢ارزيابي و آماده كنيم؟                   ) بجز جراحي قلب( چگونه يك بيمار را براي اعمال جراحي -١
 . آورده شده استtextدر آخر هر سخنراني، سؤالات شنوندگان و جواب سخنران نيز به صورت 

11.15 

 LAPAROTOMY   (Royal Society of Medicine in association with Royal College of Surgeons of England)   (VCD) 12.15 ــــ

Lipostructure  (Sydncy Coleman, M.D.)   (byron)  (VCD) 13.15 ــــ

 Lower Body Lift  (Abdominoplasty)   (Lockwood, M. d., Kansas Gity)   (VCD)  (CD I , II)   14.15 ــــ
 MALAR AUGMINTATION (CLINICAL MIRASIERRA MADRID)   (Ulrich T. Hinderer Dr. Juan L. Del Rio)   (VCD) 15.15 ــــ
 Mammary augmention by High-Cohesive Silicon Gel Implant   (Igar Nicchajev, Goran Jurell) 16.15 ــــ

2005 Mastery of Endoscopic & Laparoscopic Surgery  (Second Edition)  17.15

2000 NMS Surgery Tutor   (Dereck Mooney, T. Mack Brown, Cristian Jansenson, Denise Riedlinger) 18.15

 Open Repair of Abdominal Wall Hernias Using Prosthetic materials  (Arthur I. Gilbert, M.D.) ــــ
 
-Small Bowel Obstrution Immediately Following Laparoscopic Herniorraphy  (Karl A. Zucher, MD) 
-VJGS Case Study: Laparoscopic Loop Ilestomy for Temporary Fecal Diversion  (Steven D. Wexner, Petachia Reissman) 

19.15
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-VJGS Consultants Corner: Managed Care Update, Pt, III   (Michael A. Wood) 
 Plug Repair for Inguinal Hernias ــــ

1- First Case: Inguinal Hernia type "Direct"                              2- Second Case: Injuinal Hernia type "Indirect" 
20.15

 Practical  MINOR SURGERY 25.6 ــــ
2005 Principles of Surgery  (Eight Edition)  (Schwartz's)   (E-Book)   (CD I , II) 

 
Part1: Basic Considerations     Part II: Specific Considerations   

21.15

2005 SCHWARTZ'S PRINCIPLES OF SURGERY  (8th  Edition) (F. Charles Brunicardi, Dana K. Andersen, Timothy R. Billiar)   (Salekan e-book) (CD  I, II) 22.15

Single Puncture Laparoscopic Technique  (Marco Pelosi, MD)  (VCD) 23.15 ــــ

Submitted Subject: Transvaginal Sonographic Assessment of Pelvic Pathology: Preoperative Evaluation   (Frances R. Batzer, MD) 24.15 ــــ

 SURGERY  (John D Corson, Robin CN Willimson)     (Launching Slide Vision)  (Mosby) ــــ

-Surgical Principles and Critical Care       -Trauma       -Gastrointestinal surgery       -Vascular Surgery       -Brast and Endoceine Surgery      -Transplantation Surgery       -Allied Surgical Specialties 
25.15  

2000 Surgery of the Liver & Biliary Tract 3e: Selected Operative Procedures  (L.H. BLUMGART, Y. FONG)    (W.B. Saunders) 

-Hepatic Procedures          -Biliary Procedures          -Special Procedures 

26.15

    The Distal Splenorenal Shunt: Effective or Obsolete?  (VIDEO JOURNAL OF GENERAL SURGERY)  (Layton Fredrick Rikkers, M.D.)  (VCD) ــــ

- Options for Treating Portal Hypertension     -Ideal Candidates for Distal Splenorenal Shunt    -Components of Distal Splenorenal Shunt Procedure   
-HIPS Advantages                                          -HIPS Disadvantages                                           -Distal Splenorenal Shunt Patency 

27.15

The Ileana Pull-through Operative Prpcedure of Ulcerative Colitis: Eliminating the Permanent Ileostomy (Eric W. Fonkalseud, M.D.)  (VCD) 28.15  ــــ

 The Massachusetts General Hospital Handbook of Pain Management  (Second Edition)    (Jane Ballantyne, Scott M. Fishman, Salahadin Abdi)    (SALEKAN-E-book) ــــ
- General Considerations    - Diagnosis of Pain         - Therapeutic Options: Pharmacologic Approaches      - Therapeutic Options: Nonpharmacologic Approaches 
- Acute Pain                        - Chronic Pain                - Pain Due to Cancer                                                   - Special Situations       - Apendices       - Subject Index 

29.15

TISSUE ADHESIVES In Wound Care   (James V. Quinn, M.D., FACEP) 30.15 ــــ

Tolaryngology Surgery for Fronatal Sinus Disease   (Professor & Chairman, Bobby R. Alford, M.D.)  (VCD) 31.15 ــــ

 Video Journal General Surgery   (VCD) ــــ
 
1. Reflux Disease and Nissen Fundoplication  (Philip E. Donahue, MD) 
2. Supraceliac Aortic-Celiac Axis-Superior Mesenteric Artery Bypass   (Gregorio, Leonardo, Brent, Charles)       

32.15

 Video Journal General Surgery   (VCD) ــــ
 
1. Open Repair of Abdominal Wall Hernias Using Prosthetic materials  (Arthur I. Gilbert, M.D.) 
2. Small Bowel Obstrution Immediately Following Lapatoscopic Herniorraphy  (Karl A. Zucker, MD) 
3. Laparoscopic Loop Ileostomy For Temporary Fecal Diversion  (Steven D. Wxner, MD, Petachia Reissman, MD) 
4. Consultants Corner: Managed Care Update, Pt, III  (Michael A. Wood) 

33.15

 جـراحي پلاســـتيك
Aesthetic Plastic Surgery   (Thomas D. Rees) 34.15 ــــ

2005 Atlas of Liposuction (Tolbert s. Wilkinson, MD)    (Salekan E-Book) 35.15
 ــــ

Breast-Augmentation with NovagoldTM     The PVP-Hydrogel Filled Implant    36.15
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2004 Case Presentations In Plastic Surgery (Christopher Stone, Consultant Plastic Surgeon) 37.15

VCD 1: Rhinophyma (9:52)  -  Alloderm Lip Augmentation (14:04)   -   Collagen Injection Sequence 38.15 ــــــ

VCD 2: Full-Face Jessner’s/35% Trichloroacetic Acid Pell (31:21) 39.15 ــــ

 VCD 3: Combined Resurfacing Technique for Aone Scarring (10:18) ــــ
              Botox Reconstitution and Injection Sequence (20:53)   -   Carbon Dioxide Laser Resurfacing (8:10)  

40.15

2000 VCD 4: Postoperative Care of the Chemical Peel Patient (31:21) 41.15
    VCD 5: Transconjunctival Lower-Lid Blepharoplasty (9:05) ــــ

               Skin-Muscle Flap Lower-Lid Blepharoplasty with Midface Extension  (16:20) 
42.15

 ــــ
VCD 6: Follicular Transfer Hair Transplantation Session (30:20) 43.15

VCD 7: Upper-Lid Blepharoplasty (11:25)   -   Chin Augmentation with Gore-Tex Alloplast (13:21) 44.15 ــــ

VCD 8: Minimal Incision Brow and Midface Lift (31:02) 45.15 ــــ

VCD 9: Primary Facelift (37:17) 46.15 ــــ
 ــــ

VCD 10: Secondary Facelift with Gore-Tex Sling (30:21) 47.15
 ــــ

VCD 11: Scalp Reduction Sessions (31:47) C
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48.15

Facial Rejuvenation   Greams, Toxins, Lasers & Surgery   (Thomas C Spoor MD, Ronald L Moy MD) 49.15 ـــــ

FACIAL SURGERY   Plastic and Reconstructive 50.15 ــــ

2000 Fundamental Techniques of Plastic Surgery  and their Surgical Applications   (10th Edition)   (Alan D McGrergo, Ian A. McGregor) 51.15

ـــــ  Plastic and Reconstructive Breast Surgery  (Second Edition)   (Volume 1 , 2) 52.15

Plastic Surgery  (Indications, Operations & Outcomes)  (Volume five)    (Bahman Gayuran, MD FACS) 53.15 ــــــ

2004 Structural Fat Grafting   (Sydney R. Caleman)  (E-book & Film) 54.15

2004 Techniques of Cosmetic  Eyelid Surgery   A Case Study Approach   (Joseph A. Mauriello, Jr) 55.15

2004 Tissue Glues in Cosmetic Surgery  (RENATO SALTZ, M.D., DEAN M. TORIUMI, M.D.)         (Salekan E-Book) 56.15

 

  دندانپزشكي-١٦
 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

 Burkect's Oral Medicine  Diagnosis and Treatment ــــ
  ملاحظات دندانپزشكي در بيمارات داراي بيماري سيستميك- آنها     Manageاختلالات تمپورومندمبولار و -كردن بيماران      Mange چگونگي تشخيص و -

1.16 

 Caratera's Clinical PERIODONTOLOGY   9th Edition ــــ
- Textbook     بندي بيماري لثه و   طبقه- بررسي انواع لثه نرما    - دندانپزشكي و پريودونتولوژيPPL هاي لثه و  نحوه درمان بيماري–...      و PDL 

2.16 

 COLOR ATLAS OF Dental Medicine Aesthetic Dentistry   (Josef Schnidsedes) ــــ
 ها و اصول ونيركراون  بررسي انواع ونيرو روش– (PFM) -)مزايا و معايب( كامپازيت افيله -بل از ترميمهاي ق  درمان-ها  بررسي انواع سراميك كراون-كردن هاي كراون  بررسي انواع متال كراونها و روش- دندانپزشكي زيبايي-هاي دنداني طلس رنگي درمانا

3.16 
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 Color Atlas of Endodontics    (William T. Johnson DDS.MS) ــــ
 (Retreatment) درمان مجدد –...    ال و كردن كان آماده -گيري طول كانال ريشه      تشخيص و اندازه -    Acsessهاي  روش -هاي تشخيص     روش -

4.16 

 Contemporary Orthodontics  PROFFIT ــــ
 .. و TMJلالات  اخت-ها    ها و بيومكانيسم   مكانيسم- تشخيص و طرح درمان     - نحوه تكامل ايرادات ارتودونسي    - مشكلات ارتودونسي     - ارتودونسي در دندانپزشكي   Textbook - ارتودونسي نوين    -

5.16 

 Craniofacial Development ــــ
 ... منديبول و -هاي پارانازال     سينوس -

6.16 

 Critical Decisious in Periodoutology    (Walte R.B.HALL) ــــ
 هاي جراحي مورد نياز در پريودونتيكس و زيبايي مان در-هاي مورد نياز       طرح درمان- نحوه شناسايي ضايعات      - سابقه بيمار    -هاي پريودونتال      بررسي-

7.16 

  Dental Assisting ــــ
  روش نصب رابردم و استفاده صحيح از آن-    )ها قلم (Instroment روش صحيح استفاده از - بيمار و دندانپزشك    Positionهاي معاينه و   روش-   هاي فلورايدتراپي    روش-   هاي كنترل عفونت در مطب     كليه روش-   آموزش به صورت تصويري   -
  و نحوه برداشتن آن    Dessing پريودونتال -    هاي صحيح راديوگرافي گرفتن و نحوه ظهور آنها و كنترل عفونت تاريكخانه  روش-

8.16 

 Dental Implant System ــــ
 رميم و آموزش بيمار ت- اعمال جراحي     - آناليز و بررسي روش كار    - اينترومنت      -

9.16 

 Dental Implant System Fixed Implant Restorations  (ITI Dental Implant System)   (VCD) 10.16 ــــ
 Endodontics ــــ

 ...كانال و  كردن روت    و آداپتهCleaning  - Shaping –هاي جديد  اينتدومنت -
11.16 

 Endodontics  5th Edition  (John I. Ingle, DDS, MSD, Leif K. Bakland, DDS) 12.16 ــــ
 ESSENTIAL OF ORAL MEDICINE (Silverman, Roy Eversole, Truelove) ــــ

  و پرسش و پاسخهاي مختلفCase بررسي در دهان سر و صورت همراه با تصاوير آموزشي همراه با - نكات ضروري فارماكومورعي       -هاي سيستميك و تظاهرات دهاني آنها        بررسي بيماري
13.16 

 ESTHETIC DENTISTRY   2th Edition  (Dennet W. Aschheim, Barry G. Dale) ــــ
  ايمپلنت و جراحي دهان و صورت-٧)    ها كردن دندان سفيد( بليچينگ -٦هاي چسبنده      رزينت-٥     (PFM) وينير -٤كراون      چيني فول-٣ متال     - سراميك-٢هاي كامپازيت      ترميم-١   : هاي اصول و تكنيك

14.16 

 Esthetic Implant Dentistry  (Daniel Buser, Hans Peter Hirt)   (VCD) 15.16 ــــ
 ESTHETIC IMPLANT DENTISTRY (Daniel A. Bases, Urs.E.Belses) ــــ

  TPS ايمپلنت دنداني تيتانيوم با پوشش -٢          ITIدنداني با ايمپلنت   جايگزيني تك-١
 . بررسي بافت نرم قبل از انجام ايمپلنت و بررسي درصد موفقيت نشان داده شده است-ها  مزايا و معايب انواع ايمپلنت–افزار  توضيحات كامل و نحوة جايگذاري ايمپلنت  در اين  نرم

16.16 

 Esthetic in Dentistry  (Vol 1- Vol 2) ــــ
  مال اكلوژي-دان       دادن دن  از دست-دنداني     مشكلات زيبايي تك-

17.16 

 ESTHETICS IN DENTISTRY  (Second Edition)  PRINCIPLES COMMUNICATIONS TREATMENT METHODS 18.16 ــــ

 Glossary of Orthodontic Terms    (John Daskalogiannakis)  19.16 ــــ
 Guide to Physical Examination   (Mosby) ــــ

 .دهد  را توضيح ميهاي دهاني ها و راديوگرافي  همراه با عكسCaseهاني و بررسي چندين بررسي بهداشت دافزار  اين نرم
20.16 

 Implant Medpor Mandibular   A method to Restore Skeletal Support to the Lower Face     (Oscar M. Ramirez M.D., F.A.C.S.)  (POREX)  (VCD) 21.16 ــــ
 ITI Dental Implant    (CD I , II , III) ــــ

 سازي محل  نحوه جراحي لثه و فك و آماده- وسايل مورد نياز        -سازي        كليه مراحل آماده-
22.16 

2004 ITI TE Solution  ITI TE Implant  (DENTAL IMPLANT SYSTEM)  (Daniel Buser)  (Disk 1-3) 23.16 

 Journal of Esthetic & Restorative Dentistry 24.16 ــــ
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  بليچينگ    -٨ها       انديكاسيون-٧ها       بررسي روش-٦     Packable كامپازيت رزين -٥ كامپازيت رزين     -٤ سراميك اينله و انله     -٣ ژورنال دندانپزشكي ترميمي و زيبايي     -٢ها      انواع تريسرسي كامل انواع  بر-١
  تمام سراميك Crown-١١                  Post -١٠                                 هاي كامل از مراحل ترميم همراه با توضيحات  عكس-٩ 

 LINGUAL ORTHODONTICS  (Rafi Romano)  (TO EXPLORE THE CD-ROM) 25.16 ــــ
 Local Anesthesia in Dentistry   (VCD) ــــ

  خطرات موجود و ايرادات-هاي صحيح همراه با تصاويري گويا به صورت عملي      بررسي روش-ها و لثه و بافت نرم      دندانحسي نواحي مختلف  هاي مختلف تزريق با اهداف متفاوت براي بي  روش-
26.16 

 Local Anesthesia in Dentistry  (Dr. Markus D. W. Lipp Wolfgang Kelm)   (VCD) 27.16 ــــ
 My Orthodontics ــــ

 هاي ارتودونسي هاي جالب سايت هاي متعدد و آدرس  داراي لينك-هاي حين درمان      نتايج حاصله از درمان ، مراقبت-ن ، طي درمان ، بعد از درمان      قبل از درما-بررسي مراحل معاينه    -
28.16 

 Oral & Management Surgery  Trauma   (Raymond J. Fonseca, Robert, Barry H. Hendler) 29.16 ــــ
 Oral Disease   Diagnosis & Treatment ــــ

 ها و تومورها  كيست- ضايعات بافت همبند     -اي       اختلالات رنگدانه-ها       شرايط زخم-هاي وزيكولوبولوز       بيماري- ضايعات سفيد آبي قرمز     - انواع ضايعات دهان     بررسي-
30.16 

 Oral Pathology 4th edition ــــ
  مطالعة جزئيات و ملاحظات و مشخصات بيمار همراه با تصوير- بررسي به صورت آزمون همراه با جواب صحيح     -    متفاوت Case ٥٠بررسي بيش از  -

31.16 

 Orthodontics  Current Principles and Techniques  (Third Edition)    (Thomas M. Graber, Robert L. Vanaradall, Jr.) 32.16 ــــ
 Orthodontics & Paediatric Dentistry ــــ

 TMJ مال اكلوژن  و اختلالات -     Mixed dentition - مال اكلوژن    -
33.16 

 Orthodontics Priociples & Techniques   3th Edition ــــ
 ها بيومكانيسم و TMJ اختلالات - فيزيولوژي استخوان   -ها       هاي بافت  واكنش-هاي درمان       تشخيص و طرح درمان در ارتودونسي و تكنيك-

34.16 

  Pathways of the PMP  (8th Edition) ــــ
Part I: The Art of Endodoutics     Part II: The Science of Endodoutics     Part III: Related Clinical Topics 

35.16 

 PDQ ORAL DISEASE Diagnosis and Treatment     (James J. Sciubba, DMD, PhD,  Joseph A. Regezi, DDS, MS , Roy S. Rogers III, MD) 36.16 ــــ

2000 PERIODONTAL MEDICINE  (L.F. Rose, R.J.Genco, B.L. Mealey, D.W. Cohen) 37.16 
 Periodontal Surgery ــــ

 ها و آموزش بهداشت پس از درمان  درمان-هاي پريودونشيم     واع بيماري بررسي ان-هاي پريودونتال كورتاژ      بررسي تحليل لثه در بيماري- حذف پاكت پريودونتال    - جراحي پريودونتال   -
38.16 

 Periodontal Surgery Clinical Atlas 39.16 ــــ
  Removal Orthodontics Apliances ــــ

 .مام مراحل همراه با مراحل لابراتواري و توضيحات كامل و تصويرهاي كامل از تIII و II و I مختلف اعم از كلاس Caseبررسي دهها 
40.16 

2003 Saunders Dental Assisting   (Multimedia Resource)   (Second Edition)  (Doni L. Bird , Debbie S. Robinson) 41.16 

 Strauman Dental Implant System   (VCD) ــــ
  ايمپلنت چند دنداني ماگزيلد - گذاري در استخوان الوئل     پين-نسج نرم و سخت براي استقرار ايمپلنت   سازي  نحوه آماده -

42.16 

 The Center of Education, Teaching and Research for Oral Implant Reconstruction   (Prof. Dr. Hns L. Grafelmann)  (CD I , II) ــــ
-Pitt-Easy BIO OSS        -Phase TPS Cylinder Implant       - Vertical Load 

43.16 

 The Entegra Dental Implant System Entegra Surgical Videos   (Robert Schroering) 44.16 ــــ

 The IMZ Implant System   (VCD)   (Dr. Karl-Ludwing Ackermann, Dr. Axel Kirsch)    (CD I , II) 45.16 ــــ

 Toothcolored Restoratives 46.16 ــــ
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  و دندان نيازمند به ترميمCase نحوه تشخيص و انتخاب -ها       اصول و تكنيك-بررسي مواد مختلف در ترميم همرنگ مزايا و معايب       -
2002 TOOTH-COLORED RESTORATIVES Ninth Edition (Principles and Techniques)    (Harry F. Albers, DDS) 47.16 

 Treatment Planning in Dentistry ــــ
 هاي جالب و كامل  داراي آزمون- كامل      هاي هاي مختلف همراه با پروندهCase بررسي -

48.16 

 Treatment Planning in Dentistry  (Stephen Stefanac, D.D.S., M.S. Sam Nesbit, D.D.S., M.S.) 49.16 ــــ

  UCD Implant ــــ
 ...ها و  جايگذاري پين نحوه -سازي نسج استخوان    سازي نسج نرم و نحوه ايجاد فلپ و نحوه آماده آماده -حسي     هاي بي روش -

50.16 

 
 فيزيولوژي: ١٧

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

 ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY  (5th Edition)    (Gary A. Thibodeau, Kevin T. Patton) 1.17 ــــ
 BODY WORKS 6.0  A 3D Journey Through The Human Anatomy 2.17 ــــ
 Interactive Physilogy  MUSCULAR SYSTEM   (A. D. A. M. Benjamin/Cummings)  (Marvin J. Branstrom, Ph.D.) ــــ

-Anatomy Review: Skeletal Muscle Tissue        -The Neuromuscular Junction       -Sliding Filament Theory        -Muscle Metabolism      -Contraction of Motor Units          -Contraction of Whole Musle 
3.17 

 InterActive PHYSIOLOGY   Cardiovascular System ــــ
 

 The Heart Blood Vessels 

Anatomy Review: The Heart Intrinsic Conduction System Anatomy Review: Blood Blood Pressure Regulation 
Cardiac Action Potential Vessel Structure and Function Autoregulation and Capillary Dynamics 
Cardiac Cycle Measuring Blood Pressure  
Cardiac Output Factors that Affect Blood Pressure   

4.17 

 Interactive PHYSIOLOGY   for Windows   Urinary System  Version 1.0 ــــ

 عروق خوني) قلب        ب) الف.    هر فصل ارائه شده استباشد و اهداف آموزشي در ابتداي اين برنامه داراي دو مبحث مجزا مي
نظـيم فشـار خـون، خـودتنظيمي و ديناميـك           گيري فشار خون، فاكتورهاي مـؤثر بـرروي فشـار خـون، ت              ساختار و عملكرد عروق خوني، اندازه     : عروق خوني شامل مباحث   )  ب .ده قلبي   آناتومي قلب، سيستم هدايتي قلب، پتانسيل عمل قلبي، چرخة قلبي و برون           :  قلب شامل مباحث   )الف

 .دهد  داراي يك فهرستي از اصطلاحات است و هر واژه را مختصراً توضيح ميCDاين . كند در هر قسمت از اين برنامه رئوس مطالب ارائه شده است و گوينده آنها را بيان مي. ها مويرگ
 .شوند هاي ناصحيح با رنگ قرمز مشخص مي اي ارائه شده است و پاسخ ينه در هر يك از مباحث فوق، سؤالات چند گز(Quiz)در بخش امتحان 

5.17 

 Interactive Physiology   RESPIRATORY SYSTEM   (A. D. A. M. Benjamin/Cummings)    (Andrea K. Salmi) ــــ
-Anatomy Reviw: Respiratory Structures         -Pulmonary Ventilation          -Gas Exchange           -Gas Transport           -Control of Respiration 

6.17 

    MedWorks  Anatomy & Physilogy ــــ
Anatomy Y Physiology: 
Overview 

Cells and Tissues The Integumentary System Body Chemistry The Skeletal System The Muscula System The Nervous System 
Organization 

The Endocrine System Cardiovascular System: The 
Blood 

Cardiovascular System, The 
Heart 

Lymphatic and Immune 
System 

The  Respiratory System The Digestive System The Urinary System 

The Sensory Organs Somatic and Autonomic 
Systems 

The Peripheral Nervous 
Systems Inheritance The central Nervous 

System 
The Reproductive 
System  

 . انتخاب و اجرا كنيدMedwork را از مسير دايركتوري Setup.exeبراي اجرا، فايل 

7.17 

 Panorama of Anatomy & Physiology Structure & Function of the Body   (Eleven Edition)    (Gary A. Thibodeau,  Kevin T. Patton) 8.17 ــــ
 Range of Motion-AO Neutral-0 Method   Measurement and Documentation      (Thime) 9.17 ــــ
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 The Interactive Skeleton Tutorial    (Dr. peter Abrahams  of cambridger University, UK.) ــــــ
1. Head  2. Spine    3. Ribs  4. Upper Limb  5. Lower Limb 

10.17

World of SPORT examined 11.17 ــــ
2002 Interactive Guide to Human Neuroanatomy   (Mark F. Bear, Barry W. Connors, Michael A. Paradiso) 

Atlas:    -Surface Anatomy of Brain            -Cross-Sectional Anatomy of Brain          -The Spinal Cord   -The Anatomy Nervous System    -The Cranial Nerves   -The Blood Supply to the Brain  
Exam:I  -Surface Anatomy of the Brain      -Cross-Sectional Anatomy of the Brain     -Comprehensive Exam 

12.17

2002 Sobotta (Atlas of Human Anatomy)  (Urban & Schwarzenbery) 
 
1. General Anatomy     2. Head and neck     3. Upper Limb     4. Brain and Spine Cord     5. Eye      6. Ear    7. Thoracic and Abdominal Wall     8. Thoracic Oegans    9. Lower Limb 

 Past)  اجـرا شـده  Setupهمان مسيري كـه   (C:\Urban را كپي كرده و در  Sobotta 1.5Crack و سپس Crackپس از اتمام، وارد دايركتوري . كنيم رنگ را اجرا مي  آبيEnglish ، Setupافزار ابتدا از دايركتوري  جهت نصب اين نرم : طريقة نصب
 .افزار فوق قابل خواندن و اجراست حال نرم. كنيم مي

13.17 

2003 Student Companion CD-ROM for Principles of Anatomy & Physiology (Tenth Edition) (John Willey & Sons, INC.) 14.17
2005 Gray's Anatomy  The Anatomical Basis of Clinical Practice  (Thirty-Ninth Edition)  (Susan Standring)   (CD I , II) (Salekan E-Book) 15.17

 
 پرستاري: ١٨

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

 The Oncology Nursing Society presents   THE ADVANCED PRACTICE ONCOLOGY NURSING REVIEW 1.18 ــــ
 Textbook of MEDICAL SURGUCAL NURSING   (Ninth Edition)    (Katherine H. Dimmock)    Student Self Study Disk to Accompany BRUNNER & SUDDARTH'S 2.18 ــــ

2000 Focus on Nursing Pharmacology      (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins) 3.18 
2001 Wongs ESSENTIALS OF  Pediatric Nursing  (Mosby) A Harcoun Health Sciences Company 4.18 
2002 Maternal, Neonatal and Women's Health Nursing        By Delmar, a division of Thomson Learning 5.18 
2003 Nursing Care of Infants and Children  (Seven Edition) 

 

 :باشد  شامل عناوين زير ميCDاين 
 

- Childre, Their Families, and the Nurse         - Assessment of the Child and Family                                 - Family-Centered Care of the Newborn       - Family-Centered Care of the Infant 
- Family-Centered Care of the Young Child   - Family-Centered Care of the School-Age Child                - Family-Centered Care of the Adolescent    - Family-Centered Care of the Child with   Special Needs 

- The Child who is Hospitalized                          - The Child with Disturbance of Fluid and Electrolytes         - The Child with Problems Related to Transfer of Oxygen and Nutrients 

 - The Child with Problems Related to Production & Circulation of Blood      - The Child with Disturbance of Regulatory Mechanisms            - The Child With a Problem that Interfers with  Physical Mobility 

6.18 

 McMinn's Interactive Clinical Anatomy 7.18 ــــ
 INRERACTIVE  ATLAS OF CLINICAL ANATOMY  (Illustrations by Frank H. Netter, M.D.) 8.18 ــــ

 
  فيزيوتراپي-١٩

نتشارسال ا  CDعنوان  

 A Manual of ACUPUNCTURE  (Peter Deadman & Mazin Al-Khafaji with Kevin baker) 1.19 ــــ
 BACK STABILITY   Christopher M. Norris, MSc, MCSP,  Director, Norris Associates, Manchester, UK)     (Salekan E-Book) 2.19 ــــ
 Chiropractic Pediatrics  A Clinical Handbook  (Neil J. Davies, Jennifer R. Jamison) 3.19 ــــ
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 Chiropractic Peripheral Joint Technique   (Raymond T. Broome) 4.19 ــــ
 Chronic Pain Management for Physical Therapists  (Second Edition)  (Harriet Wittink, Theresa Hoskins Michel) 5.19 ــــ

2004 Clinical Tests for the Musculoskeletal System  (Klaus Buckup, KlinikumDortmund Orthopaedic Hospital Dortmund Germany)  (Salekan E-Book) 6.19 
 Daniels and Worthingham's   MUSCLE TESTING   Techniques of Manual Examination 7.19 ــــ
 DIET & FITNESS 8.19 ــــ
 DIGITAL SHIATSU ــــ

 
 : قسمت مي باشد كه به شرح زير است٦ين برنامه داراي ا

  راهنما- اساس و مباني ماساژ درماني     -        جستجو-        (therapies) موارد كاربرد ماساژ درماني -      (self- shiatsu) خود ماساژ درماني -       (total body) ماساژ درماني تمامي بدن -

 .گيرد نمايش داده شده است وارهاي نقاط حساس كه در ماساژ درماني مورد توجه قرار مي در تصاوير طرح. وش ماساژ صحيح و عملي تمامي بدن همراه با نمايش فيلم و توضيحات گوينده و متن چاپي ارائه مي شوددر اين قسمت ر -١
 . شده استهمراه با نمايش فيلم و توضيحات گوينده در دو قسمت روش ماساژ درماني ارائه -٢
 ...)آرتريواسكلروز، درد قفسه سينه فلج صورت، سينوزيت، خون دماغ ، بيماريهاي كبدي ، بيماريهاي كليوي ، يائسگي ، اسهال ، قاعدگي ، گرفتگي و كرامپ پا و : شامل . (  مورد توضيح داده شده است٢٢موارد كاربرد ماساژ درماني در  -٣
  توضيح داده شده استNamikoshiن و نيز تاريخچه متد اصول ماساژ درماني و روشهاي كلاسيك آ -٤
 .هاي تخصصي مورد نظر خود را پيدا نمود و با كليك نمودن بر روي آن به آن مباحث منتقل شد بر اساس حروف الفبايي مي توان واژه -٥

 . اجرا مي شودAutorunاين برنامه به صورت 

 . نصب مي شودprogram در گزينه Lifestyle softuare Group دو بار كليك نمائيد و مراحل نصب را پيگيري كنيد، در نهايت اين برنامه به نام Setup.exeيكون جهت نصب اين برنامه لازم است بر روي آ:  طريقة نصب
 . كليك نمائيدinstall.exeبراي نصب آيكون . يوتر شما به كار مي رود كامپDesktop نيز وجود دارد كه براي سفارشي نمودن صفحه Park Entertainment Jurassic يك برنامه جانبي به نام CDدر اين 

9.19 

2005 EXERCISE THERAPY PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF DISEASE   ((John Gormley and Juliette Hussey) 10.19
___ Fibromyalgia Syndrome  Bodywork Management Strategies 

 ٥صورت كه در مراحل مختلف ارزيابي كه شـامل   شود بدين سپس ارزيابي و درمان فيبروميالژيا بر اساس پروسه درماني پيشنهاد شده آموزش داده مي. هاي دستي است معرفي شده است  كه در زمينة تكنيك Leon Chitow ابتدا تعدادي از كتب CDدر اين 
 .هاي لمس نشان داده شده است باشد با تأكيد بر مهارت بخش مي

Assessment Methodes 
- Manual Thermal Diagnosis - Skin on Fascia Adherence - Hyperalgesic Skin Zones reduced Skin elasticity - Drag palpation for increased hydrosis - Neuro muscular Technique Evaluation (NMT)  

11.19 

 Fundamentale of Sensation ad Perception   (3rd Edition)   (M.W. Levine) ــــ
 :باشد  عنوان زير مي١٦ شامل CDمحتواي اين 

Introduction and instructions Threshold experiment or Signal Detection Specializations of the Vertebrate eye Retinal Cells responding to light 

Afterimages Brain anatomy, Blink  Suppression, or Cortical 
Cell responses 

Cortical columns or Equiluminant demos Demonstratuins of Fourier 
components 

Depth from motion of random dots Optical IIIusions and Constancies Motion demonstrations Color mixing or Opponent cells 
Traveling waves on the basilar 
membrane 

Pitch and Loudness of tones Speech sounds of Mystery phrase Muscle spindle feedback 

Gnglion Cells responding to light Motions from form of Impossible figures Mechanics of the middle and inner ear Taste-influenced by vision  

12.19

 Health & Fitness   (DataSel Software, Inc) ــــ
1. Getting Started    2. The Exercise  Demonstration Screen     3. Strength     4. Stretch     5. Equipment     6. Muscles      7. Workouts      8. Setup     9. Technical Support 

13.19

Hysical Agents in Rehabiliation   from Research to practice  (Michelle H. Cameron) 14.19  ــــــ
 Interactive Atlas of Human Anatomy 15.19 ــــ
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2005 Introduction to Massage Therapy  (Mary Beth Braum, Steplianic Simonsoon)   (Salekan E-Book) 16.19 
Kinesiology of the Musculoskeletal Foundations for Physical Rehabilitation   (Donald A. Neumann.PT.PHD) 17.19 ــــ
Maintaining Body Balance Flexibility and Stability  A Practical Guide to the Prevention and Treatment of Musculoskeletal Pain and Dysfunction ــــ   (Leon Chaitow ND DO, Douglas C. Lewis ND) 18.19
 MANIPULATION OF THE SPINE, THORAX AND PELVIS  An Osteopatic Perspective  (Peter Gibbons, Philip Tehan) ـــــ

 در دو بخش كلي به شرح ذيـل  ها اين فيلم. باشد  خاصره مي هاي استخواني ستون فقرات، فقسة سينه و لگن  بيماريmanipulationها و نحوة معاينة فيزيكي و   قطعه فيلم آموزشي كوتاه در خصوص تكنيك٣٤ بصورت نمايش   CDاين  
 :ارائه شده است

HVLA thrust techniques-spine and thorax   : بخش اول   -       Cervical and cervicothoracie spine        -Thoracic spine and rib cage     -Lumbar and thora Columbar spine 

بخش دوم   :  HVLA thrust techniques-pelvis 
 .شود  اجرا ميAutorun به صورت CDاين . دهد  را بر روي بيمار نمايش ميmanipulafionر قطعه فيلم، پزشك متخصص نحوة انجام معاينه و در ه

19.19

Massage Therapy Review    (interactive Edition)   (Mosby) 20.19 ـــــ
Medical Acupuncture   (A Western scientific approach) (Jacqueline Filshie) 21.19 ـــــ

 Men's Health GET RID OF THAT GUT  
STAGE 1: BEGINNERS LEVEL     STAGE 2: INTERMEDIATE LEVEL     STAGE 3: ADVANCED LEVEL 

22.19

2001 MUSCLE ENERGY TECHNIQUES    ADVANCED SOFT TISSUE TECHNIQUES  (Second Edition) 
 . تصوير ويدئوئي وجود دارد٣٠ فصل به همراه ٨ لئون چيتو مشتمل بر Muscle Energy Techniques متن كامل كتاب CDدر اين 
MET   در اصلاح اختلالات عملكردي بر عهـده دارد و  در اين تكنيك بيمار نقش فعالي  . شود هاي مختلف و در برابر نيروي درمانگر استفاده مي         هاي درمان دستي است كه در آن از انقباض ارادي عضله در يك جهت كنترل شده و دقيق با شدت                     يكي از روش

 :توان به موارد زير اشاره كرد اين تكنيك كاربرد باليني زيادي دارد كه مي. شود شده و تقويت عضلات ضعيف مي  باعث كاهش تون يا مهار عضلات كوتاهReciprocal inhibtion يا Post isometric Relaxationتراپيست با استفاده از 
بردن چسبندگي متعاقب احتقان وريدي، كاهش ادم موضعي، اصلاح موانع مكانيكي داخل مفصل مثل آرتريت، گيرافتادگي منيسك و عدم تطابق كامل سطوح  هاي وريدي، از بين ت كوتاه و اسپاستيك، تقويت عضلات ضعيف، رفع احتقانكشش عضلا

 نمودن مفاصل محدود مفصلي و همچنين متحرك

23.19

2005 Muscles  (Testing and Function with Posture and Pain) 24.19
Myofascial Release Techniques   (John F. Barnes, PT)  (VCD I , II) 25.19 ــــــ
Occupational Therapy for Physical Dysfunction  (Fifth Edition)   (Catherine A. Trombly, Mary Vining Radomski) 26.19 ــــ
 Orthopaedics for Nurses  (John Ebnezar)   (Salekan E-Book) 27.19 ــــ

2003 Orthopedic Massage Theory and Technique  (Whitney Lowe Leon Chaitow) 28.19 
Palpation Skill in Assessment and Tr eatment Fibromyalgia Syndrome  (Leon Chaitow) 29.19 ــــــ

 Physical Education  and the Study of Sport   (Bob Davis, Ros Bull, Jan Roscoe, Dennis Roscoe)  (Mosby) ــــــ
1- Physical Education and the Study of Sport        2- Synoptic Questions Harcourt Health Sciences                  3- The Project Personal Performance Profile 

30.19

2004 Physical Rehabilitatioon of the Injured Athlete  3rd Edition    (James R. Andrews, Gary I., Harrison, Kevin)   (Salekan E-Book) 31.19
 Physiotherapy in Obstetrics & Gynaecology    (Second Edition)   (Jill Mantle, Jeanette Haslamk Sue Barton)   (Second Edition) 32.19

 Positional Release Techniques      ADVANCED SOFT TISSUE TECHNIQUES   (Leon Chaitow)   (Harcourt)   (Second Edition) ــــــ
 

 .شده وجود دارد هاي اعمال  تصوير ويدئوئي از تكنيك٣١ فصل همراه با ١٢لئون چيتو مشتمل بر  Positional Release متن كامل كتاب CDدر اين 
Positional Release كاربردن آن در موارديكه به  باشد به ترن وضعيت مي رود و چون اساس آن قراردادن بافت همبند يا عضله در راحت اند بكبار مي  هايپرتون يا كوتاه شده هاي مؤثر در درمان بافت همبند مناطقي كه در لمس ه عنوان يكي از تكنيكب

 .لذا در درمان بيماران مبتلا به مشكلات ماسكلواسكلتال بسيار مؤثر است. باشد ي بيمار قابل تحمل ميعلت اسپاسم يا التهاب بافت همبند بسيار دردناك است برا

33.19 
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Spontaneous Positional relese variations The evolution of dysfunction Unloading and Proprioceptive taping 
Modified strain/counterstrain technique Learning SCS SCS for muscle pain (plus INTT and self-treatment) 
Goodheart and Morrison's Positional release variations and lift techniques SCS (and SCS variations) in hospital settings The Mulligan concept: NAGs, SNAGs, MWMs, etc.  
Functional technique Facilitated Positional release (FPR) Cranial and TMJ Positional release methods  

Power Touch 34.19 ــــــ

2005 Principles & Pracice of Sport Management  (Second Edition)   (Lisa Pike Masteralexis, Carol A. Barr, BS, Mary A. Hums) 35.19
2005 Principles of Manual Therapy  (A Manual Therapy Approach to Musculoskeletal Dyslimction)  (Salekan E-Book) 36.19

Rehabilitation for the Postsurgical orthopedic patient    37.19 ــــــ

2002 Surface and Living Anatomy   (Gordon Joslin SOtJ) 

 .دهند هاي رنگي وجود دارد كه به وسيلة ماركرهايي مناطق مربوطه را نشان مي هاي مربوطه عكس در كنار هر يك از متن. دهد  منطقه آناتوميكي را مرحله به مرحله توضيح مي٢٢٦و پيداكردن هاي مختلف بدن وجود دارد   متن كامل آناتومي سطحي قسمتCDدر اين 
38.19

The Complete Acupuncture 39.19  ــــ

 The Principles of Harmonic Techniques   (Eyal Lederman)    (VCD) ــــــ

ها  هاي درماني در محدودة فركانس بافت بر اين اساس كه هر سيستمي يك فركانس نوسان طبيعي دارد چنانچه اين تكنيك.  معرفي شدEyal Ledermanبه وسيلة ) دستي(هاي مانوال  هارمونيك تكنيك به عنوان يك تكنيك درماني مؤثر در زمينه تكنيك
 : بخش نشان داده شده است٤ اصول و روش استفاده از اين تكنيك در مفاصل مختلف در CDدر اين . شود ال شوند باعث ايجاد رزونانس شده با صرف انرژي كمتر توسط درمانگر دامنه حركتي مناسب در بيمار ايجاد ميهاي بدن اعم  و توده

1- The Principles of Harmonic Technique                                                        3- The Principles of Harmonic Technique Using Pelvic Mass Oscillations 
2- The Principles of Harmonic Technique Using Thoracic Mass Oscillations    4- The Principles of harmonic Technique Using Appendicular Oscillations 

40.19

Therapeutic Exercise  (Foundations and Techniques)    (4th Edition)    (Carolyn Kisner, MS, PT, Lynn Allen Colby, MS, PT) 41.19 ــــ
2004 Therapeutic Exercise for Lumbopelvic Stabilization   A motor Control Approach for the Treatment and Prevention of low back pain 

(Second Edition)   (Carolyn Richardson, Paul W. Hodges, Julie Hides)   (Salekan E-Book) 
42.19

2003 Tidy's Physiotherapy  (Stuart B.Porter)  (13th edition) 43.19
YOGA for YOU  (Anatomy) 44.19 ــــ

 
 اورژانس و بيهوشي: ٢٠

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

 A manual of Acupuncture   (Peter Deadman& Mazin Al-Khafaji, With Kevin Baker) 11.20 ــــــ

 Advanced Pediatric Life Support: The Critical First Hour  CPR and ACLS Review  (David G. Nichols, MD) ــــــ
 :دهد  ريوي پيشرفته در كودكان و بالغين شرح مي- در مورد احياء قلبيCDاين 

1: Initial Evaluation,  2: Airway Management,  3: Epiglottitis and Gidup,  4: Respiratory Failure,  5: Advanced Pediatric CPR,   6: Resuscitative Drugs 

1.20 

2004 American College of Surgons  ACS Surgery   Principles & Pracitce  (CD I , II)    (E-Book) 2.20 
2000 ANESTHESIA   (Ronald D. Miller, MD)   (Fifth Edition) 3.20 
2002 Anesthesiology   (The Journal of the American Society of Anesthesiologists, Inc)  Abstracts of Scientific Papers 4.20 
2000 Anesthesiology   (The Journal of the American Society of Anesthesiologists, Inc)  Abstracts of Scientific Papers 5.20 
 Atlas of Interventional Pain Managemetn   (Steven D. Waldman) 6.20 ــــــ

 Bonica's Management of Pain   (John D. Loser, M.D.)   (3th Edition) 7.20 ــــــ
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 CHINA ZHENJIUOLOGY    (VCD)  (VCD 1 – 30) ـــــ
 .باشد مي... و شناخت ابزارها و ...) هاي نقاط طب سوزني و  مسيرهاي انرژي، نقشه(هاي طب سوزني و مباحث جنبي همچون داروهاي گياهي، حجامت، مباحث تكنيكال  ي در تمامي زمينه كلي مباحث علمي و كاربرداين مجموته شامل

8.20 

2004 Clinical Procedures in EMERGENCY MEDICINE   (4th Edition)  (James R. Roberts, MD, Jerris R. Hedges, MD, MS)  (E-Book)  (CD I, II) 9.20 
Critical Care  Handbook of the Massachusetts general hospital  (3th edition)  (William E. Hurford) 10.20 ــــــ

Critical Care Secrets   (Third Edition)   (Pollye, parsons, jeantne p. wiener-kronish) 11.20 ــــــ

 Decision Making in ANESTHESIOLOGY  An Algorithmic Approach   (Lois L. Bready, Rhonda M. Mullins) 12.20

 Emergency Medical Training  (MedEMT)    Victory Technology, Inc. Presents    (DISC ONE, TWO) ــــــ
 

MedEMT Overview Emergency Medical Services (EMS) The Well-Being of the EMT-Basic Anatomy and Physiology-Part 1 Anatomy and Physology-Part 2 

Medical Terminology Vital Signs and SAMPLE History Lifting and Moving Patients Airway Management Patient Assessment 

Medical and Behaval Care I Medical and Behavioral Care II Obstetric and Gynecological Care Trauma Infants and Children 

Operations Appendix A: Video/Animation List Appendix B: Victory Products  

13.20

2003 EMERGENCY MEDICINE  A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY GUIDE   (Rosen's )  (Volume 1-3)  (Sixth Edition)  (Judith E. Tintinall, MD, MS) 14.20
EMT-Basic Slide Set  Slide Program Guide  (John A. Stouffer, EMT-P, Richard S. Bennett, RN, EMT-P, BSN)  (Mosby) 15.20 ــــــ

 Intensive Care Medicine  (Irwin & Rippe)   (Vol A,B) 16.20 ـــــ

 Interactive Regional Anesthesia 12.20 ــــــ

 Medical Acupuncture   A western scientific approach   (Jacqueline Filshie, Adrian White) 13.20 ــــــ

2005 Miller's Anesthesia  (Vol I & II)  (Salekan E-book) 
SECTION I: INTRODUCTION 
SECTION II: SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES 
SECTION III: ANESTHESIA 
VOLUME 2 
SECTION IV: SUB SPECIAL TV 
SECTION V: CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE 
SECTION VI: ANCILLARY 
RESPONSIBILITIES AND PROBLEMS 
 

COMPANION VIDEO CD-ROM 
Video 1 Patient Positioning in Anesthesia 
Video 2 Code Blue Simulation 

14.20 

2002 New Analgesic Options: Overcoming Obstacles to Pain Relief 
- MD, NP, PA, RN Answer Sheet      -Pharmacist Answer Sheet      -Back Pain     -Fibromyalgia     -OA Pain      -Post Op Pain     -Trauma     -References 

48.9 

2004 NEW YORK SCHOOL OF REGIONAL ANESTHESIA PERIPHERAL NERVE BLOCKS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE 
-TRAINING IN PERIPHERAL NERVE BLOCKS     - ESSENTIAL REGIONAL ANESTHESIA ANATOMY     -EQUIPMENT AND PATIENT MONITORING IN REGIONAL ANESTHESIA  
-PERIPHERAL NERVE STIMULATORS AND NERVE STIMULATION                                                           -CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY OF LOCAL ANESTHETICS       
-NEUROLOGIC COMPLICATIONS OF PERIPHERAL NERVE BLOCKS      -KEYS TO SUCCESS WITH PERIPHERAL NERVE BLOCKS     -CERVICAL PLEXUS BLOCK                         
-INTERSCALENE BRACHIAL PLEXUS BLOCK                                            -INFRACLAVICULAR BRACHIAL PLEXUS BLOCK                   -AXILLARY BRACHIAL PLEXUS BLOCK      
-INTRAVENOUS REGIONAL BLOCK OF THE UPPER EXTREMITY            -CUTANEOUS NERVE BLOCKS OF THE UPPER EXTREMITY -THORACIC PARAVERTEBRAL BLOCK 
-THORACOLUMBAR PARAVERTEBRAL BLOCK                                         -LUMBAR PLEXUS BLOCK      - SCIATIC BLOCK: POSTERIOR APPROACH 234 
-SCIATIC BLOCK: ANTERIOR APPROACH 252           -FEMORAL NERVE BLOCK             -POPLITEAL BLOCK: INTERTENDINOUS APPROACH         -POPLITEAL BLOCK: LATERAL APPROACH 
-ANKLE BLOCK                                 - WRIST BLOCK                            -CUTANEOUS NERVE BLOCKS OF THE LOWER EXTERMITY               -DIGITAL BLOCK 

15.20 

2004 PERIPHERAL NERVE BLOCKS  Principles & Practice   (Admir Hadzic, Jerry D. Vloka) 17.20

 Peripheral Regional Anaesthesia   Tutorial in the Ulm Rehabilitation hospital   (Prof. Dr. Med. H. Mehrkens)     (VCD)  (CD I , II) ـــــ
1. Anatomical Fundamentals       2. Peripheral Neve Stimulation       3. Regional Anaesthesia       4. Upper, Lower Extremity      5. Peripheral Neve Blocks     6. Peripheral Neve Blocks 

18.20
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2005 Textbook of CRITICAL CARE (Salekan E-book) 
SECTION I   RESUSCITATION AND MEDICAL EMERGENCIES 
SECTION II  TRAUMA 
SECTION III  IMAGING 
SECTION IV CELL INJURY AND CELL DEATH 
SECTION V  INFECTIONS DISEASE 
SECTION VI ENDOCTINOLOGY,  METABOLISM, NUTRITION, PHARMACOLOGY 
SECTION VII CARDIOVASCULAR 
SECTION VIII PULMONARY 

16.20 

 The American Academy of Pediatric  (David G. Nichols, MD Associate Professor of Anesthesiology and Clinical Care Medicine) ــــــ
-Intitial Steps in Resuscitation     -Ventilating the Infant     -Chest Compressions     -Endotracheal Intubaion 

19.20 

 The ICU Book  (Second Edition)   (Paul L. Marino) 17.20 ــــــ

 The Lipponcott-Raven Interactive Anesthesia Library on CD-ROM    (Version 2.0)  (Paul G. Barash, MD) 20.20 ـــــ

 The Massachusetts General Hospital Handbook of Pain Management   (Salekan E-Book) ـــــ
 

 به علت دستيابي راحت پزشكاني كه با بيمـاران دردمنـد، سـروكار    Poacet guide از Editionاين . دهد گردند، در اختيار كاربر قرار مي  اجرا مي Mass.Genباشند و در بيماران   ديدگاه كامل و مفيدي از اطلاعاتي كه در درمان مؤثر درد مورد نياز ميCDاين 
 .دهد عم از حاد، مزمن و درد كانسر را پوشش ميهاي مختلف درد ا دهد و جنبه اي درماني مختلف را مورد بحث قرار مي  مواليتهCDبا مرور مباحث عمدة درد، اين . باشد دارند، مشهور مي

 .باشد  اطلاعات دارويي كامل مي-درد صورت         - مداخلات راديوتراپي و راديوفارماسي براي دردهاي كانسر         - مداخلات جراحي و جراحي اعصاب         -:         شامل

21.20 

 

 ؛ اورولوژي٢١

 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

2002 Adult and Pediatric Urology    (Jay Y. Gillenwater, john T. Grayhack, Stuart S. Howards, Michael E. Mitchell) 

Adult Urology         Adult Urology Continued          Pediatric Urology           Video Library 

1.21 

2000 Advanced Therapy of Prostate Disease  (Martin I. Resnick, MD, Ian M. Thompson, MD) 
 

 .باشد هاي پروستات مي ها در مورد چگونگي تشخيص و درمان بيماري رفرانس. باشد هاي پروستات مي ها در مورد چگونگي تشخيص و درمان بيماري  بوده و يكي از بهترين رفرانسAcrobat readerاي در محيط   صفحه٦٤٨اين كتاب 

 .باشد  فصل مي٧١امل اين كتاب الكترونيكي ش
  غربـالگري كانسـر پروسـتات،    -٩ و ١١ و ١٢فصـول   . فاكتورهـاي ملكـولي در ارزيـابي كانسـر پروسـتات     -٨فصـل  .  الگـوريتم ارزيـابي خطـر پروسـتات كانسـر شـرح داده شـده اسـت        -٧فصـل  .  اپيدميولوژي كانسر پروستات شـرح داده شـده اسـت   ٦-١فصول 
 . راديكال پروستاتكتومي: آمادگي بيمار براي-١٩ كانسر پروستات، فصل staging تشخيص و -١٧-١٨فصل  .خچة فيزيولوژي پروستات و تاريخچة پاتوبيولوژي كانسر پروستات بيان شده استتاري -١٣-١٦ فصول.  ابزارهاي تشخيصي-١٠فصل 
 Staging (TNM) در هـر فصـل   -٣٩-٣٠تراپي و كرايرتراپي كانسرهاي مختلف پروستات   و هورمونالBrachy therapy راديوتراپي، -٢٩-٢٤. Radical Perianal Prostatectomy -٢٣. هاي جراحي آنها هاي مختلف در روشStage -٢٢ و ٢١ و ٢٠

 اختياري بعد از عمل جراحـي پروسـتات   تراپي براي بي  كلاژن-٤٥ آرتيفيشتال  genitourinary اسفنكتر -٤٤. ..تراپي و   و هورمونPSA چگونگي ارزيابي بيماران بعد از عمل پروستاتكتومي با -٤٠-٤٣  جداگانه شرح و روش درمان آن نيز توضيح داده شده است

 پـاتوفيزيولوژي انسـداد مجـراي خروجـي     -٥٤. هاي ديگر ديناميك و ابنرمالي نسبت اورو-٥٢-٥٣ . BPH نگرش سلولي و هورموني به -٥١درماني و راديوتراپي   جلوگيري از عود كانسر با شيمي-٥٠-٤٨   و انوركتال erction تدابير درماني براي عوارض -٤٦-٤٧
هـاي مختلـف     روش-٦٠-٦٦ ردوكتـاز  5αهـاي    مهاركننـده -٥٩ BPHآمادگي و انتخاب درمان مناسب بـراي  / هاي ارزيابي  روش-٥٧-٥٨كي بايد مداخله كرد؟ : BPH -٥٦ BPH  جلوگيري از پيشرفت و عوارض بلندمدت -٥٥   Vodingمثانه و اختلال در 

 .ها در پروستات پاتوفيزيولوژي، تشخيص افتراقي، فاكتورهاي مؤثر در پروگنوز و جديدترين درمان:  پروستات-٦٧-٧١).  پروستاتكتوميopen و فيتوتراپي و TUFP ،TUIP، ليزتراپي، needle Ablation اورترال  ترانس( شامل BPHجراحي در 

2.21 

___ ANDROLOGY   (Male Reproductive Health and Dysfunction)   (2nd Edition) 3.21 

2005 Atlas of Clinical Andrology   (ESE Hafez and SD Hafez) 4.21 
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 AUA Vide Digest The American Urogical association (AUA) Impotence and Infertility ـــــ

 .باشد  ميInfertilitey و Impotenceكه شامل مباحث . باشد  مي(AUA video digest)هاي آمريكا  ستهاي آموزشي انجمن اورولوژي  شامل يكي از سري فيلمCDاين 
  (Diagnosis8 treatment option). دادن فيلم آموزش توسط اساتيد مربوطه داده شده است هاي تشخيصي و سپس انتخاب درمان مناسب آن بيان شده و سپس در حين نشان ابتدا در مورد روش)  الف:Impotenceقسمت اول 

 .در اين قسمت چگونگي انجام عمل جراحي با توضيح حين عمل با فيلم نشان داده شده است: Penile Venous Ligation)                                  ب
 

هاي مورد نياز و طرز كار آنها بـا فـيلم نشـان داده شـده و سـپس طريقـه انجـام          مورد بحث قرار گرفته و سپس تجهيزات و دستگاهejaculationدر اين قسمت پاتوفيزيولوژي : Infertiliry  :Rectal Probe Electroejaculationقسمت دوم 
 . به نمايش درآمده استejaculationگذاري و ايجاد  پروب

5.21 

2004 BLADDER BIOPSY INTERPRETATIONS   (Jonathan I. Epstein, M.D., Mahul B. Amin, M.D., Victor E. Reuter, M.D.)    (CD I, II)  (SALEKAN E-BOOK)  
 :باشد اين كتاب كه در مركز خدمات فرهنگي سالكان تبديل به كتاب الكترونيكي گرديده است شامل مباحث زير مي

Normal Blodder Anatomy and Variants of Normal 
histology 

Flat Urothelial Lesions Papillary Urothelial Neoplasms with Inverted Growth 
Patterns 

Invasive Urothelial Carcinoma Conventional Morphologic, Prognostic, and Predictive Factors and Reporting of 
Bladder Cancer Glandular Lesions 

Squamous Lesions Cystitis Mesenchymal Tumors and Tumor-Like Lesions 
Miscellaneous Nontumors and Tumors Second ary Tumors of the Bladder  

6.21 

 Bristol Urological Institute   (Computer Aided Learning Program) ــــــ
 .و كم به بهترفهميدن و تصميم گرفتن در مورد مباحث اورولوژي است ارزيابي دانش اورولوژي هر شخص و چگونگي فهم مطالب CD براي افزايش معلومات حفظي نيست بلكه هدف اين CDبه گفتة مؤلفين اين 

 :اي است و شامل مباحث  گزينه٤هاي   شامل تستCDاين 
  كانسر پروستات-١٠ اختلالات اسكروتوم         -٩اختياري ادرار         بي-٨      ويهاي كلي  سنگ-٧ عقيمي مردان  -٦ هماتوري      -٥ علائم دستگاه ادراري تحتاني         -٤ تروماي كليه     -٣ impotence -٢ معاينه بيماران اورولوژي    -١
ابتدا شرح حال بيماري و سپس تصاوير رنگي، راديوگرافي،   در قسمت سوم     -٣.   سپس اهدافي كه با مطالعه اين قسمت از بيماري بايد به دست آورد بيان شده است                 -٢.    اي در مورد بيماري و اختلالات مربوطه آورده شده است             در هر عنوان ابتدا مقدمه      -١

 .شود  داده ميScoreدر آخر نيز به معلومات شخص . جوابي بر آن فراهم گرديده است٤اي جداگانه آورده شده و سؤالات  سونوگرافي، پاتولوژي هر اختلال در صفحه

7.21 

2003 CAMPBELL'S UROLOGY   
 

Anatomy Urologic Examination and Diagnostic 
Techniques 

Physiology, Pathology, and Management of Upper 
Urinary Tract Diseases 

Infections and Inflammations of the 
Genitourinary Tract 

Voiding Function & 
Dysfunction 

Benign Prostatic 
Hyperplasia 

Reproductive Function and 
Dysfunction 

Sexual Function and Dysfunction Pediatric Urology Oncology 

Carcinoma of the 
Prostate Urinary Lithiasis and Endourology Urologic Surgery Pathology Atlas Radiology Atlas 

Study Guide Additional Media   

8.21 

2004 Case Studies in Genes & Disease  A Primer for Clinicians   (Bryan Bergeron) 9.21 

 Core Curriculum in Primary Care   Patient Evaluation for  Non-Cardiac Surgery and Gynecology and Urology   (Michael K. Rees, MD, MPH) ــــــ
 

CCCاي از   مجموعهCDهيئت علمي دانشگاه پزشكي باشد كه براي آموزش مداوم دستياران و متخصصين هر رشته توسط اعضاء  هايي ميHarvardبنا نهاده شده است . 
CD           اي   گزينـه در آخر هر سخنراني و مبحثي، سؤالات مربوطه به صورت چهار          . باشد  ها علاوه بر اسلايدهاي آموزشي متن سخنراني نيز در دسترس كاربر مي             هر كدام از اين سخنراني    .    حاضر در مورد جراحي، زنان و اوروژي را گردآوري كرده است

 :باشد شامل مباحث زير مي.  ها آورده شده است سپس خلاصه هر سخنراني به صورت يك مقاله چاپي در مجلات علمي و روزنامه. براي ارزيابي كاربر آورده شده است
 Male   impotence  عقيمي مردان  -٣                       (AUB).هاي ابنرمال رحم  بي خونريزي  ارزيا-٢ارزيابي و آماده كنيم؟                   ) بجز جراحي قلب( چگونه يك بيمار را براي اعمال جراحي -١

10.21 

 Core Curriculum in Primary Care  Gynecology   (Michael, Isaac Schiff, Keith, Thomas, Annekathryn) 11.21 ــــــ

 Cystectomy and Construction an Ileocecal Neobladder for Urethral Voiding    (John A. Libertino MD, FACS) 12.21 ــــــ

 Erectile Dysfunciton   Current Investigation and Management  (lan Eardley, Drishna Sethia) 13.21 ــــ
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2004 Glenn's   Urologic Surgery     (Sixth Edition)    (Sam D. Graham, James F. Glenn,)  (Salekan E-Book)     14.21 

2004 Hot Topics in UROLOGY    (Roger S Kirby, Michael P O'Leary)  (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 
 
Premature ejaculation Michael P O'Leary New developments for the treatment of  erectile dysfunction: Present and Future Erectile dysfunction and cardiovascular disease 

Angiogenesis as a diagnostic and  therapeutic tool in urological 

malignancy  
Chemoprevention of prostate cancer  Apoptosis in the prostate  

Robotic surgery and nanotechnology  Marginally worse? Positive resection  limits after radical prostatectomy  Adjuvant therapy for prostate cancer 

Bisphosphonates: a potential new treatment  strategy in prostate cancer  I mmunotherapy for prostate What,s hot and whats not - the medical management of BPH  
Three-dimensional imaging of the upper urinary tract Future prospects for .. nephron conservation in renalcel I carcinoma   Urethral stricture surgery: the state of the art  
Reducing medical errors in urology Management of female sexual dysfunction   Laparoscopic radical prostatectomy  
Antisense therapy in oncology: current  The overactive bladder Organ preserving therapies for penile carcinomas  

15.21 

2004 HOW the Human Genome Works  (Edwin H. McConkey.Ph.D) 16.21 

2004 Male and Famale  Sexual Dysfunction    (Allen D. Seftel)     (Salkan E-Book) 17.21 

2004 Male Hypogonadism   (Feiedpich Jockeahovel) 18.21 

___ Mind Maps in pathology   (Michele Harrison, Peter Dervan) 19.21 

2004 Pelvic Floor Exercises for Erectile Dysfunction  (Grace Dorey phD MSCP) 20.21 

2004 Smith's    General Urology    (Sixteenth edition)  (Emil A. Tanagho, Jack W. Mcaninch)   (Salekan E-Book) 21.21 

2003 The Journal of UROLOGY   (Spring & Summer)      (CD I, II)     (Official Journal of the American Urological  Association) 
CD I:     - Clinical Urology     -Pediatric Urology    -Investigative Urology     -Urological Survey 
CD II:    - Clinical Urology     -Pediatric Urology     -Investigative Urology     -Urological Survey     -CME Participant Assessment Test and Course Evaluation 

22.21 

 Urogynecology: Evaluation and Treatment of Urinary Incontinence  (Bruce Rosenzweig, MD, Jeffrey S. Levy, MD, Donald R. Ostergard, MD) ــــــ
 . وجود داردCD كه به صورت تصاوير كاملاً رنگي بوده و توضيحات به صورت نوشتاري و فايل صوتي كه بر روي هر قسمت از اين CDاين 

Urogynechology  قسمت مجزا دارد شامل٤  :         
١-   Introduction Definigg Incontinence          ٢- Evaluation          ٣-  won surgical & surgical Management         ٤-  Consideration for the OB/GYN Generalist 

١ (:Introduction & Defining Incontince     تشخيص     :اين قسمت خود شامل مباحث incontince       affected women      Patient misconceptions 
 incontinence awareness       Types of incontinernce    

 incontinency:ارزيابي بيماران با ) ٢
  un  ,  u/s         Voiding diary     معاينات باليني     تاريخچه      Pad test     Cystometrogram     Postvoid residual     uroflowmetry     Cystoscopy 
  Multi-Channel urodynamics      Pessary test 

  :Stress urinary incontinenceتدابير درماني جراحي و غير جراحي در ) ٣
 . بحث شده است....)  و funetional electrieal Stimalationهاي داروئي  و درمان (biofeedback, Beharioral modification( درماني غيرجراحي  باشد و سپس روش گيري در مورد روش درماني مي اين قسمت شامل الگوريتم تصميم

هـا   روش اين  Complicationها ذكر شده و در آخر  هاي بعدي مقايسه درصد موفقيت روش در قسمت.  اعمال جراحي شرح داده شده استProcedureهاي انجام جراحي بحث شده و سپس  ابتدا در مورد روش: هاي جراحي روش
 .توضيح داده شده است

23.21 
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٤ (Consideration for the OB/Gyn Generalist:  
 urogynechology as a subdiscipline          Non surgical therapy         incontinrence management to private patients     eystometry   :در اين فصل

         professional consideration                     Urodynamics             Set-up requirement equipment cost           Allied Staffمورد بحث قرار گرفته است       . 
 WHO Manual for the standardized investigation & diagnosis of the infertile couple   (Patrick J, Rowe, Frank H. Conhaire, Timothy B. Hargreave) 24.21 ــــ

___ WHO Manul for the standardized investigation, diagnosis and management of the infertile male   (Patrick J. Rowe, Frank H. Comhaire) 25.21 

 نفرولولوژی
 Atlas of RENAL TRANSPLANTATION     (Prof. Legndre, Martin, Helenon, Lebranchu, Halloran, Nochy) ــــــ

-Histopathology          -surgery        -clinical section         -imaging         -immunology       -immunosupperssive 
26.21 

 Core Curriculum in Primary Care  Nephrology  (Michael K. Rees, MD, MPH) ــــــ
CCCاي از   مجموعهCDباشد كه براي آموزش مداوم دستياران و متخصصين هر رشته توسط اعضاء هيئت علمي دانشگاه پزشكي  يي ميهاHarvardبنا نهاده شده است . 

CDهاي تشخيصي را گردآوري كرده است  حاضر مطالبي از نورولوژي به صورت اسلايد، سخنراني ، نمودار و الگوريتم. 
سپس خلاصه هـر سـخنراني بـه        . اي براي ارزيابي كاربر آورده شده است        در آخر هر سخنراني و مبحثي، سؤالات مربوطه به صورت چهارگزينه          . باشد  ر اسلايدهاي آموزشي متن سخنراني نيز در دسترس كاربر مي         ها علاوه ب    هر كدام از اين سخنراني    

 . موجود استCDولوژي در اين مباحث زير در اور. ها آورده شده است صورت يك مقاله چاپي در مجلات علمي و روزنامه
1- How to erahcate Renal mass/Tumor       2- Drugs vs Diet in Modifying Renal failure                   3-  Treatment of Mypertension-Special Case    4-Clinical Application of Renal Physiology 

27.21 

 PRIMER ON KIDNEY DISEASES (Second Edition)   (NATINAL KINDEY FOUNDATION SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD) ــــ
 

 .باشد  صفحه مي٥١٧ فصل و مشتمل بر ١١شامل .  اين كتاب الكترونيك در محيط اكروبات اجرا شده است
 .باشد ، هماتوري، پروتئين ادراري، تكنيك تصويربرداري از كليه ميU/Aيه ، آناتومي، فيزيولوژي ، ارزيابي فانكشن كل:  شامل ساختمان وفانكشن كليه و ارزيابي باليني كليه-١فصل 
 .باشد هيپووهيبرناتومي، اسيدوز، الكالوزمتابوليك، اختلالات متابوليسم پتاسيم و كليسيم ، منيزيوم و ديورتيك مي: شامل اختلالات اسيد و باز و الكترونيك -٢فصل 
 .باشد  نفروپاتا ميIGA و سندروم گودپاسچر و MCD ،MPGN ،FSGN ،MGNونوپاتوژنز بيماري اي گلومروي، ايم:  شاملGlomerular Diseuse -٣فصل 
 .باشد مي.... هاي كليه و   بيماري وHIVهاي روماتيسمي و كليه، ديابتيك نفروپاتي و   و بيماريSLEها و كليه،   و اسكوليتPSGNهاي كبدي،   و بيماريCHFكليه در : شاملباشد  هاي سيستميك مي  كليه و بيماري-٤فصل 
 .باشد  و درمان ميapproachپاتوفيزيولوژي، علل، :  شامل نارسائي حاد كليه-٥فصل 
  و كليه و موارد داروي درماني در نارسائي كليهNSAIDشامل :  داروهاي و كليه-٦فصل 
 هاي كسيتيك كليه  و بيماريAlportيه، سندروم  كلCysticهاي  ، بيماريSickle cell نفروپاتي : اختلالات ارثي كليه-٧فصل 
 .هاي كليه و مجاري آن هاي كليوي انسداد مجاري و سرطان هاي كليوي ، عفونت  هاي كليوي، عفونت بيماري كليه و ليتيوم سرب، اگزالات سنگ:  شامل نفروپاتي توبولواينترستيشيل و اختلالات مجاري اداري-٨فصل 
 .كليه در نوزادان و كودكان، كليه در حاملگي، كليه در پيري‚  شامل  كليه و موارد خاص-٩فصل 
 .ها و پيوند كليه و چگونگي دارودماني در آنCRF، تظاهرات قلبي، عصبي، هماتولوژي، غددي CRFآگهي و تغذيه  سندروم اورمي، همودياليز و هموفيلتراسيون دياليز صفاتي، پيش:  شامل نارسائي مزمن كليه و درمان-١٠فصل 
 . و درمان فشار خونRenovascularپانوژنز، فشار خون اساسي، فشار خون :  شامل فشار خون-١١فصل 

28.21 

 The Kidney    (Volume 1-2)    Seven Edition  (Barry M. Brenner)  (E-Book) ــــ
 .اين كتاب الكترونيكي شامل دو جلد است 

 : اين جلد داراي دو بخش است.آنها در سمينارها و همينطور جهت آموزش مناسب باشد سازد تا استفاده از  كيفيت بالاي تصاوير، اين امكان را فراهمي مي.  بالا آورده شده استدر انتهاي هر بخش كتاب، تصاوير مربوطه با وضوح
 .اند دهها عنوان ديگر مطرح شده.... ، كنترل ترشح كليوي پتاسيم و ....شد و بلوغ كليه، اصول متابوليك انتقال يون، جريان خون كليه، انتقال كليوي گلوكز، اسيد آمينه، سديمها در اين بخش مباحثي همچون آناتومي كليه، ر هاي مختلف كليه طبيعي و عملكرد هر يك از اين بخش  قسمت-١
هاي مختلف آن، اختلالات اسـيد   مزه و انواع آن، هيپوناترمي و ايتولوژي ، ديابت  بي CHFها، ادم در سيروز، ادم در  ، پروستاگلاندينAVPز مايع، فاكتورهاي مؤثر بر توبرل كليه، كنترل حجم خارج سلولي و پاتوفيزيولوژي ادم، عوامل مؤثر بر هموستا:  اختلال در كنترل حجم مايع بدن-٢

  .باشند دهها مطلب ديگر در اين بخش، در دسترس مي....  و و باز، اختلالات توازن پتاسيم، برخورد با بيمار مبتلا به هيپووهيپركاسمي، اختلالات كلسيم و فسفر
 : قسمت است٣ كتاب شامل ٢ جلد 

 .گردهها مطلب دي.... هاي ادراري، نفروپاتي توكسيك و  هاي گلومرولي اوليه و ثانويه، عفونت هاي كليه، بيماري ارزيابي باليني در بيماري: مباحثي چون :هاي كليه پاتوفيزيولوژي بيماري) الف
 .باشند از جمله مباحث مطرح شده مي... اوري، استئودسيتروفي رنال و ) renovascularاوليه (نئوپلازي كليه، هيپرتانسيون  :هاي كليه پاتوژنز بيماري)  ب
 .بخش بحث شدهانددر اين .... انواع دياليز، ايمونولوژي پيوند، انواع داروهاي ديورتيك و  :برخورد با بيمار مبتلا به نارسايي كليوي) ج

29.21 
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 کانسر : ٢٢
 CDعنوان  سال انتشار

2002 Adult and Pediatric Urology    (Jay Y. Gillenwater, john T. Grayhack, Stuart S. Howards, Michael E. Mitchell) 

Adult Urology         Adult Urology Continued          Pediatric Urology           Video Library 

1.22  

2001 American Cancer Society  Atlas of Clinical Oncology  (Cancer of the Female Lowe Genital Tract) (Patricia J. Eifel, M.D. Charles Levenback, M.D.)  (SALEKAN E-BOOK) 
 

شـده بـراي كانسـر مهـاجم        هـاي پذيرفتـه     آخرين تغييـرات در درمـان     . باشد   تشخيص، ارزيابي و درمان كانسرها دستگاه تناسلي تحتاني زنان مي          كردن مرور و آناليز بيولوژي،      اين كتاب الكترونيكي به گفتة مؤلفين به منظور فراهم        
Cervixو يك بازنگري كلي در همه مباحث آورده شده شده است  . 

 Chemotherapy in Curative 
Management Surgery for Vulvar Cancer  Surgical Treatment of Invasive Cervical 

Cancer Diagnostic Imaging  Epidemiology 

Post-treatment Surveillance  Radiation Therapy for Vulvar Cancer Radiation Therapy for Invasive Cervical 
Cancer Screening for Neoplasms Pathology 

Palliative Care Acute Effects of Radiation Therapy Radical Management of Recurrent Cervical 
Cancer 

Treatment of Squamous Intraepithelial 
Lesions 

Molecular Biology 

 Late Complications of Pelvic Radiation 
Therapy Management of Vaginal Cancer  Invasive Carcinoma of the Cervix Anatomy and Natural 

History  

2.22  

2001 American Cancer Society  Atlas of Clinical Oncology  Skin Cancer   (Arthur J. Sober, MD, Frank G. Haluka, MD, phD)  (Bc Decker Inc) 
در نتيجـه دانـش تشـخيص و درمـان و     . تر قابـل تشـخيص اسـت    باشد سريعتر و راحت ديگر، كانسرهاي پوست در معرض ديد مي    باشد و به علت اينكه بر خلاف كانسرهاي           ها، كانسرهاي پوستي مي     ترين شكل سرطان    شويم شايع    مي ٢١همچنانكه وارد قرن    
ها  ا شده است، بنابراين كتاب داراي تصاوير زياد با كيفيت بسيار بالاست و هر جا كه عكسباشد چون علم درماتولوژي بر پاية مشاهده بن مي Skin cancerنماهاي باليني  مشخصة اين كتاب تأكيد بر .هاي پوستي موجب نگارش اين كتاب گرديده است جلوگيري از سرطان
 : قسمت تقسيم شده است٤ اين كتاب به .و علاوه بر اين نكات تشخيصي، اپيدميولوژي ، درماني و پيشگيري در كتاب گنجانده شده است.  اضافه شده استtextكننده نبوده  در ارائه مطلب كمك

 .باشد  شامل اپيدميولوژي، ژنتيك كانسرهاي پوستي و عوامل خطرزا ميBasic Concept :١بخش 
 .اشاره شده است) ٨:٣فصل ( كاپوسي ساركوم و ) ٨:٢فصل ( Merckle cell Carcinoma) ٨:١فصل  (هاي پوستي ناشايع مالينگنانسيو ) ٧فصل ( هاي پوستي لمفوم) ٦فصل ( Sccو ) ٥فصل ( BCEو ) ٤فصل (نماي باليني ملانوم  در هر فصل جداگانه : تظاهرات باليني: ٢بخش 
 ـ، )١٢فصل ( در ملانوم adjuvant therapy ،)١١فصل (نود در ملانوم  نودها و بيوپسي از لمف ارزيابي لمف، )١١فصل ( تدابير جراحي ملانوم پوستي ،) ٩فصل ( تكنيك بيوپسي از ملانوم: كه شامل Management : ٣بخش  كمـوتراپي ، سـيتوكين   و ) ١٣فصـل  ( وتراپي در ملانـوم ايمون

 . باشد مي) ١٧فصل ( [MF]درمان لمفوم پوستي اوليه همچنين . باشد مي) ١٤فصل (تراپي و بيوكموتراپي در ملانوم 
 .در مورد پيشگيري از كانسرهاي پوستي بحث كرده است : ٤بخش 

3.22  

2000 Atlas of Clinical oncology Breast Cancer (American Cancer Society )  (David J Winchester, MD, David P Winchester, MD) 
Genetics, Natural History, and DNA-Based Genetic Counseling in Hereditary Brast Cancer         Breast Cancer Risk and Management: Chemoprevention, Surgery, and Surveillance     
 Screening and Diagnostic Imaging      Imaging-Directed     Breast Biopsy     Histophathology of Malignant Breast Disease          Unusual Breast Pathology       Prognostic and Predictive Markers in Breast 

Cancer       Surgical Management of Ductal Carcinoma In Situ               Evaluation and Surgical Management of Stage I and II Breast Cancer   Locally Advanced Breast Cancer    Breast Reconstruction 

4.22  

2001 Atlas of Clinical Oncology Cancer of the Lower Gastrointestinal Tract  (Christopher G. Willett, MD) 5.22  
  Atlas of DIAGNOSTIC ONCOLOGY 6.22 ــــ
  CANCER  Principles & Practice of Oncology (7th Edition)   (Vincent T. Devita, Jr., Samuel Hellman, Steven A. Rosenberg) 7.22 ــــ

2000 Gastric Cancer  Diagnosis and Treatment  (An interactive Training Program)  (J.R. Siewert, D.Kelsen, K. Maruyama)  (Springer) 8.22  
  Handbook of Cancer Combination Chemotherapy 9.22 ــــ

2003 Holland.frei CANCER 6 MEDICINE  (volume 2)     (Danald W. Kufe, MD, Raphael E. Pollock, Md, PHD) 10.22 
 Human Brain Cancer: Diagnostic Decisions   (Lauren A. Langford, MD, Dr. med,)    American Medical Association 11.22 ــــ

2004 PHYSICANAS' CANCER CHEMOTHERAPHY DRUG MANUAL   (Jones & Bartlett) 
- Principles of Cancer Chemotheraphy - Physician's Cancer Chemotherapy Drug Manual 2004 - Guidelines for Chemotherapy and Dosing Modifications 
- Common Chemotherapy Regimens in Clinical Practice - Antimetic Agents for the Treatment of Chemotherapy-Induced Nausea and Vomiting  

12.22 

2004 Thyroid Cancer  4   & Asso Schilddruse   (Werner Langsteger, Paul Sungler, Peter Lind, Bruno Niederle) 13.22 
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2000 Dosages and Solutions CD Conpanion  (Virginia Daugherty, RN, MSN, Diana Romans, RN, BSN)  (Harcourt Health Sciences) 
-Mathematics Review       -Introducing Drug Measures       -How to Read a Drug Label      -Calculatin Dosages     -Comprehensive Posttest     

14.13

2004 DRU ERUPTION  REFERENCE MANUAL   (The Parthenon Publishing Group)   (Jerome Z. Litt, MD) 

Search by:    - Drug Name     -Reactions      -Interactions      -Categories       -Company      -Multiple Search      -Printing      -Common      -Reaciton 

15.13

___ DRUG CONSULT  (Mosby) 16.13

2003 Drug Identifier 
Find Products by:   -Drug name     -Imprint     -NDC code    -Manufacturer name 

17.13 

2002 Drug-Membrane Interactions  Analysis, Drug Distribution, Modeling   (Joachim K. Seydel, Michael Wiese) 18.13 

 Encyclopedic Dictionary of Named Processes in Chemical Technology  (Ed. Alan E. Comyns) 19.13 ــــ
___ European Pharmacopoeia  (4th Edition) 20.13 
 FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS HANDBOOK OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS   (Tatyana A. Davletshina Nicholas P. Cheremisinoff, Ph.D.) 21.13 ــــ
 Fluid Flow for Chemical Engineers   (Second edition)  (Professor F. A. Holland Dr R. Bragg) 22.13 ــــ
 From Genome To Therapy: Integrating New Technologies with Drug Development 23.13 ــــ

___ GoodMan and Gilmans's CD-ROM 24.13 

 Handbook of Solvents   (George Wypych) 25.13 ــــ
___ HERBAL MEDICINE   Expanded Commission E Monographs  (INTEGRATIVMEDICINE) 26.13 
___ Herbal Remedy FINDER 27.13 

2000 HPLC and CE METHODS for Pharmaceutical Analysis    (Version 2.0)     (George Lunn)   (John Wiley and ons) 28.13 
___ Patient Education Guide to  Oncology Drugs  Name Search – Categories – Comparisons  

(Gail M. Wilkes, RNC, MS, AOCN,  Terri B. Ades, RN, MS, AOCN) 
29.13 

2002 
2004 

PDQ  PHARMACOLOGY  (GORDON E. JOHNSON, PHD) 
PDR® Electronic Library™ PHYSICIANS DESK REFERENCE  (Thomson Medical Economics). 

توان  باشند كه با استفاده از آنها مي اند از معتبرترين و جديدترين مراجع داروشناسي مي  ارائه شدهCD فارماكولوژي كه به صورت (PDR, PDQ)دو رفرانس . نمايد  داروئي ضروري ميدر مطب روي ميز كار هر پزشك، صرفنظر از نوع تخصص، وجود يك رفرانس جامع و معتبر اطلاعات
 .را به دست آورد... ها، عوارض جانبي و   نتراانديكاسيونها، ك جمله دوزاژ، انديكاسيون در كمترين زمان ممكن كلية اطلاعات لازم در مورد داروي مورد نظر من

30.13 

2004 PDR for Herbal Medicines  (Third Edition)  (David Heber, MD. Phd, Facp, FACN) 31.13 

2003 PHARMACOLOGY  (Thomas L. Pazderink, Laszlo Kerecsen, Mrugshkumar K. Shah)  (Mosby) 32.13 
2004 PHYSICANAS' CANCER CHEMOTHERAPHY DRUG MANUAL   (Jones & Bartlett) 

- Principles of Cancer Chemotheraphy - Physician's Cancer Chemotherapy Drug Manual 2004 - Guidelines for Chemotherapy and Dosing Modifications 
- Common Chemotherapy Regimens in Clinical Practice - Antimetic Agents for the Treatment of Chemotherapy-Induced Nausea and Vomiting  

33.13 

2003 The Analysis of Controlled Substances  (Michael D. Cole) (Wiley) 34.13 
2002 The Aqueous Cleaning Handbook  A Guide to Critical-cleaning Procedures, Techniques, and Validation) 35.13 
2004 The Constituents of Medicinal Plant  (2nd Edition)  (An introduction to the chemistry and therapeutics of herbal medicine) 36.13 
___ The Herbalist    (David L. Hoffman) 37.13 

2000 THE MERCK INDEX on CD-ROM  (Version 12:3) 38.13 
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تعداد مجلدات نويسنده/اسامي كتاب  )ريال(قيمت 
RADIOLOGY 

1. Pediatric Radiology  (The Requestions) (Hans Blickman) 200,000 تك جلدي 

2. Differential Diagnosis in Conventioanl Gastrointestinal Readiology (Francis A. Burgener, Marti Konnano) 240,000 تك جلدي 

3. Dynamic Radiology of the Abdomen: Normal and Pathologic Anatomy  (Morton A. Meyers, 5th Edition Springer Verla) 500,000 تك جلدي 

4. Primary Care Radiology  (Mettker, Guibert EAU. VO.SS', URBINA) 250,000 تك جلدي 

5. Textbook of Uroradiology (N. Reed Dunnick, MD, Carl M. Sandler, Md, Jeffrey H. Newhouse, MD, Estephen Amis', JR., MD) 400,000 تك جلدي 

6. Head and Neck Radiology a Teaching File  (Anthony a Mancusd, Hiroya Ojiri, Ronald G. Quisling)(Lippincottt Williams & Wilkins) 400,000 تك جلدي 

7. Essentials of Skeletal Radiology (Terry R. Yochum; Lindsay J. Rowe)   700,000 دو جلدي 

8. Textbook of Radiology & Imaging (David Stutton)   (2003)  دو جلدي
 1,400,000 )اورژينال(

9. Radiology Reviw Manual (Fourth Edition)  (Wolfgang Dahnert)   (2003) 400,000 تك جلدي 

10. Forensic Radiology (B. G. Brogdon MD) 300,000 تك جلدي 

11. The Core Curriculum Neuroradiology  (Mauricio Castillo) (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins) 400,000 تك جلدي 

12. Diagnostic Neuroradiology (Anne G. Osborn) (Mosby) 500,000 تك جلدي 

13. Bone and Joint Disorders  (Conventional Radiologic Differentioal Diagnosis) (Francis A. Burgener Marti Kormano) 300,000 تك جلدي 

14. Atlas of Radiologic Measurement (Theodore E. Keats, Christopher Sistrom) (Mosby) 

هـای   تواند به عنوان یک ابزار بسیار مهم در تفسیر نواحی  صفحه گردآوری گردیده و می630 مبحث و در  14تصویربرداری در   های رادیولوژی و     گیری در این کتاب ، قسمت اعظم جداول و نمودارهای معم کاربردی مرتبط با اندازه             
  :باشند فصول این کتاب به قرار ذیل می. مختلف مورد استفاده قرار گیرد

  اندام تحتانی     -     Hip لگن و مفاصل - اندام فوقانی   - ستون فقرات و محتویات آن    -ت ادربیت صورت و گردن     محتیا-های پارانامال      جمجمه حفره ادربیت و سینوس- محتویات اینتراکرانیال    -
  سیستم عروقی و لنفاوی- پلوسیتری در جریان حاملگی    بیومتری و- تناسلی       - دستگاه ادراری- دستگاه گوارش   -ها، مدیاستن و جنب     توراکس، ریه- قلب و عروق بزرگ       - بلوغ اسکلتی               -

 400,000 تك جلدي

15. Radiobiology for the Radiologist  (Fifthe Edition) 400,000 تك جلدي 

16. Anatomy Positioning & Procedures Workbook  (Steven G. Hayes) 470,000 تك جلدي 

17. Atlas of Normal Roentgen Variants That May Simulate disease   (Seven Edition) (Theodere E. Keats & Mark W. Anderson) (Mosby) 700,000 تك جلدي 

)پور دكتر پروين علي: ترجمه و گردآوري(مباني اساسي در سونوگرافي داپلر و تجهيزات آن  .18  50,000 تك جلدي 

)كتر الهام رحيميان، دكتر علي عرب خردمنددكتر معصومه گيتي، د(هاي پستان  اصول تشخيصي و درماني بيماري .19  180,000 تك جلدي 
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)دكتر احمد عليزاده: تأليف(ها  هاي افتراقي، بهترين روش تشخيص بيماري ها، تشخيص ها، نادرترين شايعترين .20  50,000 تك جلدي 

21. Radiographic Anatomy Positioning and Procedures Workbook  (Second Edition)  (volume I , II) (Steven G. Hayes, Sr.) 380,000 دو جلدي 

22. Gastrointestinal Radiology  A Pattern Approach  (4th Edition)    (Ronald L. Eisenberg)     (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins)  (2003)   
 

 صفحه حجم دارد روش ارائه مطالب در این کتاب به 1200 فصل تدوین گردیده و حدود 10 مبحث ، 80مطالب این کتاب در . باشد این کتاب مجموعۀ کاملی از مباحث مختلف مرتبط با تصویربرداری دستگاه گوارش می
 .به خوبی از دیگر الگوها تمیز دهدهای افتراقی هر کدام را  بندی نموده و تشخیص سازد تا الگوهای تصویربرداری مختلف دستگاه گوارش را دسته  بوده و خواننده را قادر میPattern Approachصورت 

 600,000 تك جلدي

23. Imaging Atlas of Human Anatomy (Third Edition)  (Jamie Weir, Peter H. Abrahams)   (2003) 250,000 تك جلدي 

24. Pediatric Sonography  (Third Edition)  (Thieme)  (Francis A. Burgener, Steven P. Meyers)  (2004)  600,000 جلديتك 

25. Musculoskeletal Imaging Companion (Thomas H. Berquist)  (2002) 500,000 تك جلدي 

26. Surgical Neuroangiography  2.1 (A. Berenstein, P. Lasjaunias, K.G. TER Brugge)  (Springer)  (Second Edition)     (2004) 550,000 جلد اول 

27. Surgical Neuroangiography  2.2  (A. Berenstein, P. Lasjaunias, K.G. TER Brugge)  (Springer)  (Second Edition)     (2004) 600,000 جلد دوم 

28. The Neurologic Examination  (Dejong's)   (William W. Campbell)   (2005) 500,000 تك جلدي 

SONOGRAPHY 

29. Ultrasonography in Urology  A Practical Approach to Clinical Problems (Edward I. Bluth-Peter H.) 350,000 تك جلدي 

30. Seminars in Ultrasound CT and MR 70,000 تك جلدي 

31. Diagnostic Ultrasound (Rumack, Wilson, Charboneau)  (2005) 
های بسیاری داشته است نیـاز بـه بـازنگری در      سال گذشته پیشرفت6از آنجا که دانش سونوگرافی در طول . باشد گرافی در جهان میترین مرجع سونو  به پایان رسید و به عنوان رایج 1991چاپ اول این کتاب که در سال        

 .شد این کتاب احساس می
فصـول کتـاب شـامل    . انـد  ، تشخیص و کاربرد آنها را به رشـته تحریـر درآورده          اند تا آخرین دستاوردهای دانش سونوگرافی در زمینه تصویربرداری         در این کتاب بیش از یکصد نویسنده متخصص درسونوگرافی تلاش کرده          

. اشدب به حجم کلی کتاب افزوده شده است بحث عمده افزایش حجم مربوط به سونوگرافی زنان و زایمان می             % 25در کلی   . باشد های بیوپی تحت هدایت سونوگرافی نیز می       هیستروسونوگرافی لاپاروسکوپیک سونوگرافی و تکنیک    
هـای رنگـی مطالـب و     کدبنـدی . تغییرات جدیدی برای سهولت خواندن و درک مطلب در ساختار ویرایش انجام شـده اسـت             .  تصویر تمام رنگی در ویرایش جدید وجود دارد        450اند و بیش از      تعداد زیادی از تصاویر جایگزین شده     

جلـد اول شـامل     . این کتاب در دو جلد نوشته شده اسـت        . اند تری بازنویسی شده   اند و مراجع استفاده شده به صورت دقیق        تر نوشته شده   تر درشت  طالب مهم م.  شده برای نکات کلیدی تشخیصی انجام شده است        highlightجداول  
. باشـد   می(interrcntional)ای  های مداخله  ونوگرافی شکم و لگن، توراکس و روش      فصل دوم شامل سونوگرافی س    . باشد باشد فصل اول شامل فیزیک و اثرات بیولوژیک سونوگرافی و مواد حاجب در سونوگرافی می               پنج فصل می  

اب شـامل  جلـد دوم کت ـ . ها و وریدهای محیطی است که شامل کاروتید، شریان. کند  را ارائه می (small part)دهد فصل چهارم تصویربرداری اعضاء کوچک   و لاپاراسکوپیک را شرح میIntraoperativeفصل سوم سونوگرافی 
خواندن ایـن  . ای در اطفال به این فصل افزوده شده است       بخش جدید در مورد سونوگرافی داپلر اطفال و سونوگرافی مداخله         . فصل پنجم که بحث کامل سونوگرافی زنان و مامایی است و نهایتاً فصل ششم سونوگرافی اطفال است                

 .گردد سونوگرافها توصیه میکتاب متخصصین و دستیاران رادیولوژی دانشجویان پزشکی و 

 1,400,000 دو جلدي

32. Diagnostic Ultrasound (John P. McBany Gorgon, B. Gorgon, MD)  (2005) زير چاپ تك جلدي 
33. Ultrasound A Practical Approach to Clinical Problems (Edward Bluth, Peter H. Arger Carol B. Benson, Philip W. Rails, Marilyan)  (Thieme) 500,000 تك جلدي 

34. Breast Ultrasound (A. Thomas Stavros, MD, FACR)  (2004) 800,000 تك جلدي 

35. Musculosceletal Ultrasound   (Thomas R. Nelson, Donal B. downey, Dolores H. Pretorius, A aron Fenster) 500,000 تك جلدي 
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36. The Core Curriculum Ultrasound (William E. Brant) (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins)   400,000 تك جلدي 

37. Ultrasound in Obstetrics and Gynecology (Eberhard Merz)  (Thieme)   (Vol.1: Obstetrics    2005 800,000 تك جلدي 

38. Color Atlas of Ultrasound Anatomy (B. Block) (Thieme)   (2004) 450,000 تك جلدي 

CT 

39. Fundamentals of Body CT (Second Edition) (Webb & Brant & Helms) 250,000 تك جلدي 

40. Body CT A Practical Approach 240,000 تك جلدي 

41. High Resolution CT of the Lung (W. Richard Webb) 280,000 تك جلدي 

42. High Resolution CT of the Chest Comprehensive Atlas (Second Edition) (Eric J. ster, Stephen J. Swensen)(Lippincott Williams&Wilkins) 320,000 تك جلدي 

43. Pediatric Body CT (Marilyn J. Siegel) 320,000 تك جلدي 

44. CT Teaching Manual (Marthias Hofer)  (Thieme)   (2000) 250,000 تك جلدي 

45. CT Teaching Manual (A Systematic Approach to CT Reading)  (Second Edition) (Thieme)   (2005) 550,000 تك جلدي 

46. Spiral CT (Eliot K Fishman & R. Brocke Jeffrey) 400,000 تك جلدي 

47. Helical (Spiral) computed Tomography   (A Practical Approach to Clinical Protocols)   (Paul M. Silverman) 250,000 تك جلدي 

48. Norma findings in CT and MRI (Torsten B. Moeller, EmilReif)  (Thieme) 300,000 تك جلدي 

49. CT and MR Imaging of the Whole Body (John R. Haaga, MD)   (2003) 1,000,000 دو جلدي 

50. Multidetector CT  (Principles, Techniques, & Clinical Applications)  (Elliot K. Fissman, R. Brooke Jeffrey, JR.) 550,000 تك جلدي 

51. Spiral and Multislice Computed Tomography of the Body  (Aart J. Van der Molen Cornelia M. Schaefer-Prokop) (Thieme)  (2003) 800,000 تك جلدي 

MRI 

52. MRI of the Musculoskeletal System  (Thomas H. Berquist) 600,000  جلديتك 

53. MRI of the Musculoskeletal System   MRI Teaching file Series  (Karence K Cahn, Mini Pathria) 240,000 تك جلدي 

54. MRI of the Head and Neck  MRI Teaching file Series (Jrffrey S. Ross) 240,000 تك جلدي 

55. MRI of the Spine  MRI Teaching file Series (Jeffrey S. Ross)  240,000 تك جلدي 

56. MRI of the Brain I & II  MRI Teaching file Series (Michel Brant, Zawadzki and…) 480,000 دو جلدي 

57. MRI the basics fray h. Hashemi and William g. bradley, Jr.) (Williams & Wilkins) 35,000 تك جلدي 

58. MRI Principles (Donald G. Mitcell, MD) 190,000 تك جلدي 

59. Clinical Pelvic Imaging CT, Ultrasound, and MRI (Arnold C. Friedman, MD) 300,000 تك جلدي 
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60. Magnetic Resonance in Medicine The Basic Textbook of the European Magnetic Resonance Forum (Peter A. Rinck) 105,000 تك جلدي 

61. Magnetic Resonance in diagnosis of C.N.S. disorders (vaso antunavic, gradimir dragutinovic, zvonimir lec)  (Thieme) 450,000 تك جلدي 

62. Section and MRI anatomy of the human body  (slobodan marinkovic, milan milisavljevic, dieter sehellinger, vaso antunovic) (Thieme) 450,000 ديتك جل 

63. PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ABDOMINAL & PELVIC MRI  (JOHN R. LEYENDECHER, JEFFERY J. BROWN) 450,000 تك جلدي 

Doppler 

64. Vascular diagnosis with Ultrasound Clinical References With Case Studies (Hennerici, Neuerburg-Heusler)(Thieme) 600,000 تك جلدي 

65. Introduction to Vascular Ultrasonography  (Fourth Edition)  (Zwiebel) (James Saunders)    (2005) 
 بخـش  ٥ كتـاب در  ايـن  .ر كنار آنژيوگرافي قرار داده اسـت هاي اخير در عرصه راديولوژي ، تصويربرداري و سونوگرافي داپلر را از نظر دور نداشته و اين روش را به عنوان يك شيوه آلترناتيو غيرتهاجمي كارآمد مورد بررسي عروق بدن د پيشرفت

 :باشد هاي ذيل مي و شامل سرفصل. پردازد هاي بدن مي  و ارگان به بحث و بررسي آخرين دستاوردهاي سونوگرافي داپلر در تشخيص پاتولوژي) تر  مبحث جزئي٣١ بر  مشتمل(اصلي 
  و تجهيزات لازم    B-modeفيزيك داپلر و سونوگرافي . ٢هاي عروق محيطي    موديناميك مربوط به بيمارينكات قابل توجه ه. ١:    اصول سونوگرافي داپلر-الف
 مواد حاجب سونوگرافيك    . ٥هاي عروقي    نقش داپلر رنگي در تشخيص بيماري. ٤فركانس داپلر    ) موج(آناليز طيف . ٣
 ارزيابي سونوگرافيك پلاك كاروتيد. ٩هاي ارزيابي داپلر كاروتيد     شرائين كاروتيد نرمال و تكنيك. ٨آناتومي نرمال عروق مغزي   . ٧غزي   مقياس در سونوگرافي داپلر عروق م. ٦   : عروق مغزي-ب
 (TCD)سونوگرافي داپلر ترانس كرانيال . ١٣ال    ارزيابي اولتراسونيك عروق و رتبر. ١٢)   ديسكنسيون -شامل اسداد(موضوعات متفرقه با كاروتيد . ١١ارزيابي داپلر تنگي كاروتيد    . ١٠
 هاي شرياني اندام تحتاني  هاي فيزيولوژيك جهت ارزيابي بيماري نقش. ١٦ها     آناتومي شرياني اندام. ١٥ها    هاي شرياني اندام گيري بيماري هاي غيرتهاجمي در پي  نقش روش. ١٤ :ها هاي اندام  شريان-ج
 هاي اندام تحتاني    سونوگرافي داپلر شريان. ١٨اندام فوقاني    هاي  ارزيابي شريان. ١٧
 )هاي تكنيكي جنبه(ها  ارزيابي وريدهاي اندام. ٢٢ترمينولوژي و كاراكترهاي نرمال    . ٢١ها     آناتومي وريدي اندام. ٢٠ها     مقياس سونوگرافي داپلر در ارزيابي وريدهاي اندام. ١٩  :ها  وريدهاي اندام-د

  و پامولوژي غيروريدي اندام (AVF)فيستول شرياني وريدي . ٢٤ترومبوز وريدي    . ٢٣
 اختلالات عروقي كبد . ٢٩هاي احشائي    ارزيابي اولتراسونيك شريان. ٢٨هاي ايلياك    آئورت، شريان. ٢٧آناتومي و نماهاي نرمال سونوگرافيك داپلر عروق شكمي   . ٢٦ :  عروق شكمي-ه

 Penisسونوگرافي معمولي و داپلر . ٣١     ) و كلية پيونديNativeمربوط به كلية ( داپلر عروق كليوي ارزيابي. ٣٠

 850,000 تك جلدي

66. Teaching Manual of Color Duplex Sonography A Wokbook in color duplex ultrasound and echocardiographer (Matthias Hofer) (Thieme)  (2005) 550,000 تك جلدي 

67. Vascular Ultrasound of the Neck an Interpretive atlas (Antonio Alayon)(Lippincott Williams & Wilkins) 400,000 تك جلدي 

68. Duplex Scanning in Vascular Disorders (Third Edition) (D. Eugene Strandness, Jr.) 600,000 تك جلدي 

69. Doppler Ultrasound in Gynecology and Obstetrics (Christof Sohn, Hans-Joachim Voigt, Klaus Vetter)   (2004) 500,000 تك جلدي 

Imaging 
70. Skeletal Imaging Atlas of the Spine and Extremities (John A. M. Donald Resnick, MD) 500,000 تك جلدي 
71. Imaging for Surgeons  90,000 تك جلدي 
72. Imaging of the Newborn, Infant and Young Child   (Fourth Edition)  (Leonard E. Swischuk)   (2004) 600,000 تك جلدي 
73. Thoracic Imaging  A Practical Approach (Richard H. slone Fernando R. Gutier) 250,000 تك جلدي 
74. Gastrointestinal Imaging, Case Review (Peter J. Feczko, Obert d. Halperi) 250,000 تك جلدي 
75. Imaging in Hepatobiliary and Pancreatic Disease  A Practical Clinical Approach  (Dirk Van Leeuwen, Jacques Reeders, Joe Ariyama) 500,000 تك جلدي 
76. Aids Imaging A Practical Clinical Approach  (J WA J. Reeders, J. R. Mathieson) 420,000 ك جلديت 
77. Special Procedures in diagnostic Imaging (C'lark's)(A. Stewart Whitley, Chrissie W. Alsop Adrin D. Moore) 350,000 تك جلدي 
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78. Breast Imaging (Second Edition)  (David B. Kopans) 500,000 تك جلدي 
79. The Core curriculum Breast Imaging  (Gilda Cardenosa) 00,000 4 تك جلدي 
80. Neuroimaging I & II (William It. On'ison, jr) 900,000 دو جلدي 
81. Fundamentals of Neuroimaging (William w. Woodruff.M.D.) 360,000 تك جلدي 
82. Atlas of Musculoskeletal Imaging (Thomas Lee Pope, Jr. Stephen Loehr)(Thieme) 420,000 تك جلدي 
83. Atlas of Head and Neck Imaging (The Extracranial Head and Neck) (Suresh K. Mukherji, Vincent chong) 500,000 تك جلدي 
84. Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Orthopeadic Trauma (Stephen J. Eustace)(Lippincott Williams & Wilkins) 250,000 تك جلدي 
85. Pediatric Gastrointestinal Imaging and Intervention (David A. Stringer-Paul S. Babyn MDCM) 500,000 تك جلدي 
86. Modern Head and Neck Imaging Medical Radiology, Diolopy, Nostic Imaging (S. K. Mukhetji, J. A. castelijins)(Springer) 260,000 تك جلدي 
87. Variants and Pitfalls in Body Imaging (Ali Shirkhoda)(Lippincot Williams & Wilkin's) 500,000 تك جلدي 
88. Clinical Imaging 580,000 تك جلدي 

89. Diagnostic Imaging Brain   (Osborn)  (2004) 
هاي  باشد كه ديگر مانند كتاب  مي٢١اين كار جديد نمايانگري از كتب مرجع در قرن .  بودند"Ann Osborn"ها و جراحان اعصاب منتظر كتاب جديدي از دكتر   ها، نوروپاتولوژيست ها، نوروراديولوژيست مدت طولاني بود كه نورولوژيست

هـا واقعـاً عاليسـت و     كيفيت تصاوير و گرافيـك . ر تشخيص دارد مدرن و پيشرفته خود دو برابر اطلاعات و چهار برابر تصاوير بيشتري براي هformatدهد بلكه با  تر اطلاعات بسيار زياد را به صورت فشرده و با تصاوير اندك ارائه نمي          قديمي
 شايد بتـوان   .هاي افتراق را در همان فصل جهت بررسي بيشتر ارائه نموده است            ابتكار ديگر در اين كتاب اين است كه موارد و تصاوير مشابه و تشخيص             . ها شده است   دادن تصاوير آناتوميك و پاتولوژيك استفادة زيادي از رنگ         جهت بهترنشان 

 .توان يافت كه اضافي نگاشته شده باشد اي را نمي كامل، موجر و بروز  بطوريكه حتي كلمه: باشد  ميCNSهاي   نورولوژي و بيماري"اينترنت"جلدي  گفت كه اين كتاب يك
PART I (Pathology-based diagnoses): Congenital malformations-Trauma Sulianachnoid hemorrhage and 
Aneurisms-Stroke-Vascular Malformations Neoplasm's and Tumor in lesions-Primary Non-neoplastic cysts-
Infection and Demyelinating Disease-Metabolic/Degenerative Disorders, Inhenited-Toxic/Metabolic/Degenesative 
Disorders, Acquired 
PART II (Anatomy-based Diagnoses): Ventricles and Cysterns-Sella and Pitutary-CPA-IAC-Skull, Scalp and 
Meninges 

 :باشد شده در مورد هر بيماري شامل عناوين زير مي توضيحات ارائه
Terminology-Imaging Findings-Differentioal Diagnosis-Pathology Clinical Issues-Selected references-Imaging 
Gallery-Key Facts 

شناسي و پاتولوژي آورده شده تا به خواننده درك تشخيص و موقعيت كمك  هر جايي كه لازم بوده است توضيحات ضروري از آناتومي، جنين        
 .باشد اي جامع براي مرور سريع و آسان مي  خلاصهKey Factsقسمت . نمايد

 - منبع بسيار غني و مؤثر از مطالب علمي جديد بـراي دانشـجويان  "Diagnostic Imaging Brain Osborn 2004"رسد كه كتاب  به نظر مي
 .هاي مربوطه اعم از نورولوژي، جراحي اعصاب، راديولوژي و پاتولوژي باشد ها و متخصصين رشته  رزيدنت

 000, 1,100 تك جلدي

90. Diagnostic Imaging Orthopaedics    (Stoller.Tirman Bredella)  (2004) 900,000 ك جلديت 

91. Diagnostic Imaging Head and Neck   (Harnsberger)  (2004) 000, 1,000 تك جلدي 

92. Diagnostic Imaging Spine    (Ross, Brant-Zawadzki.Moore)  (2004) 1,000,000 تك جلدي 

93. Diagnostic Imaging Abdomen    (Federle, Jeffrey.Desser.Anne.Eraso)  (2004) 1,100,000 لديتك ج 
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94.  Cranial Neuroimaging and Clinical Neuroanatomy  Atlas of MR Imaging and Computed Tomography  (Hans-Joachim Kretschmann) 
 

گمان به عنوان يي از بهترين منابع براي فهـم و درك آنـاتومي مسـيرهاي     بي. يسي شده است تمامي فصول كتاب تغيير و بازنو. باشد  مي2004 در سال Neuroimaging and Clinical Neuroanatomy Cranialاين كتاب چاپ سوم كتاب 
 .سازد آرايي خوب آن اجازه استفاده آسان و دسترسي سريع را ميسر مي تصاوير بزرگ و صفحه. باشد هاي عروقي مي عصبي و ساختمان

 .باشد هاي عصبي مي هاي باليني جهت استفاده صحيح و بجا از آزمون و راهنماي خوبي براي نورولوژيست. هاي آنهاست انديكاسيونهاي نورولوژي و  اي در مورد آزمون مقدمه كتاب شامل بحث گسترده
تـوان از    كاربردي تصويربرداري را دارد بـا مراجعـه بـه ايـن كتـاب مـي      هاي  نياز بيشتر به اين نوع بحثNeuroFunctional و تصاوير MRIگسترش سريع . هاي عروقي حفره حلقي است   چاپ جديد كتاب حاوي تصاوير جديد در مورد ساختمان        

 به نمايش گذاشته شده است  در مقاطع كرونال، اگزيال، ساژيتالMRIاسكن و  تي تصاوير سي. هاي تصويربرداري مطابقت داد هاي دقيق عروق تر مسيرهاي الياف عصبي و مسير اعصاب كرانيال آگاهي يافت و علايم باليني بسياري را با يافته ساختمان
 .گردد ها و جراحان اعصاب توصيه مي استفاده از اين كتاب تمامي متخصصين راديولوژي، نورولوژيست. هاي شماتيك مطابقت داده شده است كه با كدبندي رنگي و دياگرام

 000, 1,350 تك جلدي

95.  DIAGNOSTIC MUSCULOSKELETAL IMAGING  (THEODORE T. MILLER, MARK E. SCHWEITZER)   (2005) 450,000 تك جلدي 

96. Orthopedic IMAGING   (A Pracitcal Approach)   (ADAM GREENSPAN)  (Michael W. Chapman)   (2004) 700,000 تك جلدي 

97.  Aids to RADIOLOCIAL DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS   (Forth Edition)   (Stephen Chapman and Richard Nakielny)  (2003) 250,000 تك جلدي 

98.  Teaching Atlas of Brain Imaging  (Nancy J. Fischbein, William P. Dillon, A. James Barkovich) 500,000 تك جلدي 

99.  Diagnostic Musculoskeletal Imaging   (Theodore T. Miller. Mark E. Schweitzer) 600,000 تك جلدي 
100.  Head and Neck Imaging  (Peter M. Som, Hugh D. Curtin)   (4th Edition) 1,300,000 دوجلدي 

The Radiologic Clinics of North America 

101. The Radiologic Clinics of North America Imaging of Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (W. Richard Webb.M.D.) 150,000 تك جلدي 

102. The Radiologic Clinics of North America Neonatal Imaging (Janet L. ST. Rife, M.D.) 115,000 تك جلدي 

103. The Radiologic Clinics of North America Lung Cancer (Claudia I. Henschke. Phil, M.D.) 140,000 تك جلدي 

104. The Radiologic Clinics of North America Interventional Procedures in Musculoskeletal Radio I Interventional Techniques (Jamshid Tehranzadeh, MD) 100,000 تك جلدي 

105. The Radiologic Clinics of North America Interventional Procedures in Musculoskeletal Radio II Advanced Arthrography (Jamshid Tehranzadeh) 200,000 تك جلدي 

106. The Radiologic Clinics of North America Advances in Emergency Radiology I & II (Robert A. Novell) 120,000 دو جلدي 

107. The Radiologic Clinics of North America Cardiac Radiology (Lawrence M. Boxt. MD) 150,000 تك جلدي 

108. The Radiologic Clinics of North America Interventional Chest Radiology (Jeffrey S. Klein, M.D.) 150,000 تك جلدي 

 
 
Imaging of the newborn, infant, and young child         (LEONARD E. SWISCHUK, M. D.)   (FIFTH EDITION)    (2004)    
 

Borderlands of Normal and Early Pathological Finding in Skeletal Radiography    (Fifth revised edition) 
(Juergen Freyschmidt, Joachim Brossmann, Juergen Wiens, Andreas Sternberg)    (Thieme) 
 

   ريال600,000 : قيمت
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Clinical Imaging     (Ronald L. Eisenberg, Amelda County   رئيس دپارتمان راديولوژي و پروفسور راديولوژي كلينيكال) 
(an atlas of differential diagnosis)   (Lippincott Williums & Wilkins)     (Forth Edition)     (2003)   

 
تصاوير مرتبط به هر تشـخيص  ) multiple Pulmonary nodulesبعنوان مثلاً (ماي راديوگرافيك هاي افتراقي مختلف مربوط به هر ن باشد و در مورد تشخيص هاي افتراقي مربوط به نماهاي گوناگون راديولوژي و تصويربرداري مي اين كتاب شامل مباحث لازم و در عين حال كامل و كاربردي در ارتباط با تشخيص

 ، مطالعـات بـا كنتراسـت، سـونوگرافي،     Plain filmاز قبيل  (Imagingهاي مختلف  ي و تصويربرداري كل بدن بوده و تكنيكهاي افتراقي مربوط به راديولوژ اين كتاب تقريباً شامل تشخيص. افتراقي را بطور جداگانه به نمايش درآمده و در مورد هر كدام نيز توضيحات لازم با نگارشي بسيار قابل فهم ذكر گرديده است
CTScan ، MRI باشد  فهرست كلي مربوط به فصول مختلف اين كتاب به شرح ذيل مي .در آن لحاظ شده است...)  و : 

 
 افيك ستون فقرات الگوهاي راديوگر-٦ Chest الگوهاي راديوگرافيك -١
  الگوهاي راديوگرافيك جمجمه-٧  الگوهاي راديوگرافيك قلب و عروق-٢
  و ماموگرافيBreastهاي   بيماري-٨ Gastrointestinal الگوهاي راديوگرافيك -٣
  سونوگرافي جنين-٩ Genitourinary الگوهاي راديوگرافيك -٤
   الگوهاي راديوگرافيك اسكتال-٥

 
مطالعـه ايـن كتـاب    . هاي راديولوژيك مربوط به مبحث مذكور آورده شده است كه در تسهيل و تسريع استفاده از اين كتـاب بسـيار مـؤثر خواهـد بـود      اي در ارتباط با نشانه     الذكر، در ابتداي هر فصل، فهرست كددار ويژه         هاي فوق   رد هر كدام از فصل    ضمناً در مو  

 .راديولوژي و همچنين كار عملي در مؤسسات راديولوژي بسيار مفيد خواهد بودارزشمند براي شركت در امتحانان برد تخصص 
 

CT and MR Imaging of the Whole Body   (Mosby)   (2003)     ( [دوجلدي]  تعداد صفحات  2272: ) 
(John R. Haaga, MD , FACR)  اوهايو  Cleveland رياست دپارتمان راديولوژي دانشگاه    (Charles F. Lanzieri, MD, FACR)  اوهايو  Cleveland پروفسور راديولوژي و جراحي اعصاب دانشگاه 
(Robert C. Gilkeson, MD)  اوهايو Cleveland شهر Case Western Reserve دانشگاه Thoracic , Head هاي راديولوژي استاد بخش  

 
مربوط به بيماريهاي مختلف، از تصاوير گويا و تيپيك متعدد همراه با توضيحات كافي براي فهم مطالب استفاده گرديده است و از  Imaging هاي  بوده و در آن ضمن بحث كامل و دقيق در مورد پاتولوژي و همچنين يافته Scan MRI ,CTين كتاب يكي از كاملترين مراجع در ارتباط با ا

 :اند باشد و فهرست فصول آن در ذيل آورده شده جلد اول اين كتاب شامل پنج بخش عمده مي. اين كتاب در دو جلد تدوين گرديده است.  شده استبقدر كفايت صحبت  صحبت ,CT Scan  MRI تكنيكها و جديدترين روشهاي
 

  تصوير برداري سر و گردن-بخش سوم  مغز و مننژها-بخش دوم MRI, CT Scan اصول -بخش اول
 CT Scan  اصول تصوير برداري در -١فصل 
 MRIفيزيك   -٢فصل 
  آنژيوگرافي با استفاده از رزونانس مغناطيس-٣فصل 

               (MRI) :اصول و تكنيكها 

  مغز و ستون فقراتMRI, CT Scan آناتومي نرمال -٤فصل 
 هاي اينتراكرانيال  نئوپلاسم-٥فصل 
  عفونتها و التهابات مغز-٦فصل 
  سكته مغزي-٧فصل 
 و آنوريسمهاي مغزي مالفورماسيونهاي عروقي -٨فصل 
  تروماي سيستم اعصاب مركزي-٩فصل 
  اختلالات نورودژنراتيو-١٠فصل 
  مغزMagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy -١١فصل 
  فرآيندهاي مننژيال-١٢فصل 
 ها و بيماريهاي دميلينيزان  لوكوانسفالوپاتي-١٣فصل 

  اوربيت-١٤فصل 
  استخوان تمپورال-١٥فصل 
 نونازال كاويتي سي-١٦فصل 
 هاي مربوط به گردن و آدنوپاتي گردني  توده-١٧فصل 
  حنجره-١٨فصل 
  نازوفارنكس و اورفارنكس-١٩فصل 
  غدد تيروئيد و پاراتيروئيد-٢٠فصل 
  تصويربرداري سر و گردن اطفال-٢١فصل 

  تصويربرداري قفسة سينه-بخش پنجم
  بيماريهاي غير نئوپلاستيك پارانشيمال ريه-٢٧فصل  و ديوارة فقسة صدري) پلور( جنب -٣٠فصل   مدياستن-٢٩فصل  هاي اولية ريوي  نئوپلاسم-٢٨فصل 

  قلبMRI -٣٣فصل   قلب و پريكاردCT Scan -٣٢فصل   آئورت توراسيكMRI, CT Scan -٣١ فصل

  ريال1000,000:  قيمت

   ريال600,000 : قيمت
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 :باشد  بخش عمده بوده و فهرست فصول آن به ترتيب ذيل مي٤جلد دوم كتاب هاگا شامل 
  راديولوژي اطفال-بخش هشتم  تصويربرداري سيستم عضلاني و اسكلتي-بخش هفتم ويربرداري شكم و لگن  تص-بخش ششم

  دستگاه گوارش-٣٤فصل 
 اي كبد  ضايعات توده-٣٥فصل 
 هاي تصويربرداري و بيماريهاي منتشر  آناتومي نرمال،  تكنيك:  كبد-٣٦فصل 
  كيسه صفرا و سيستم صفراوي-٣٧فصل 
 س پانكرا-٣٨فصل 
  طحال-٣٩فصل 
  غدد فوق كليوي-٤٠فصل 
  كليه-٤١فصل 
  پريتوئن و مزانتر-٤٢فصل 
 )خلف صفاق( رتروپريتوئن -٤٣فصل 
  لگنCT Scan -٤٤فصل 
  لگنMRI -٤٥فصل 

  تومورهاي موسكولواسكلتال-٤٦فصل 
  پا و مچ پاMRI, CT Scan -٤٧فصل 
  زانو-٤٨فصل 
 (Hip) مفصل ران -٤٩فصل 
  شانه-٥٠فصل 

 ملاحظات ويژه:  در كودكانMRI, CT Scan -٥١صل ف
  قلب و عروق بزرگ-٥٢فصل 
  قفسه سينه-٥٣فصل 
  سيستم كبدي صفراوي-٥٤فصل 
  طحال اطفال-٥٥فصل 
  پانكراس-٥٦فصل 
 ها و غدد فوق كليوي  كليه-٥٧فصل 
   دستگاه گوارش، حفرة پريتوئن و مزانتر-٥٨فصل  
  لگن كودكان و نوجوانان-٥٩فصل 

  سيستم عضلاني و اسكلتي-٦٠صل ف

 
Atlas of Normal Roentgen Variants that may Simulate Disease     (Mosby Inc.)  (2001)   (Seventh Edition)     1307  تعداد صفحات 
(Theodore E. Keats M.D.   پروفسور راديولوژي دانشگاه ويرجينيا , Mark W. Anderson M.d. يولوژي دانشگاه ويرجينيادانشيار راد ) 

 . كه ممكن است در جريان گزارشات راديولوژيك اتفاق بيافتد، كاسته خواهد شدOver diagnosisشويم و بدين طريق از ميزان  هاي نرمال راديولوژي آشنا مي در اين كتاب ، با كمك تصاوير راديوگرافيك متعدد، با نماهاي مختلف وارياسيون
 :باشند بخش اول و دوم شامل فصول ذيل مي. باشد هاي نرم مي هاي نرمال راديوگرافيك بافت ها و بخش دوم مربوط به وارياسينوس هاي نرمال راديوگرافيك استخوان بخش اول مربوط به وارياسينوس. باشد ش اصلي مياين كتاب شامل دو بخ

 بخش دوم بخش اول

  جمجمه-١فصل 
 هاي صورت  استخوان-٢فصل 
 قرات ستون ف-٣فصل 
  كمربند لگني-٤فصل 

 اي و قفسة صدري  كمربند شانه-٥فصل 
  اندام فوقاني-٦فصل 
  اندام تحتاني-٧فصل 

 هاي نرم گردن  بافت-٨فصل 
 هاي نرم قفسة سينه  بافت-٩فصل 
  ديافراگم-١٠فصل 

 

 هاي نرم شكم  بافت-١١فصل 
 هاي نرم لگن  بافت-١٢فصل 
  سيستم ادراري تناسلي-١٣فصل 

Magnetic Resonance Angiography   (Springer)   (2003)     478  تعداد صفحات:  

(Ingolf P. Arlart, Phd, M.D. پروفسور راديولوژي دانشگاه اشترت گارد آلمان , Guy Marchal, PhD, M.D.  بلژيك  Leuven پروفسور راديولوژي دانشگاه) 
 و همچنين كاربردهـاي بـاليني ايـن    MRAشود و هدف اصلي اين كتاب نيز آشنايي با اصول و ملاحظات تكنيكي   بيش از پيش احساس  مي(MRA)ها و همچنين موارد استفاده آنژيوگرافي با كمك رزونانس مغناطيسي  هاي تشخيصي پزشكي نياز به دانستن تكنيك     شدن روش   با توجه به گرايش روزافزون به غيرتهاجمي      

 :ل عمدة اين كتاب عبارتند ازفصو. باشد روش تصويربرداري تشخيصي مي
  عروق ريوي-١٧ هاي نمايش تصوير  تكنيك-٩ هاي عروقي و اصول هموديناميك آناتومي نرمال و پاتولوژي:  سيستم عروقي-١
 هاي آن  آئورت شكمي و شاخه-١٨  كميت جريان خون-١٠ (MRA) تعريف آنژيوگرافي با استفاده از رزونانس مغناطيسي -٢
 ها هاي اندام  شريان-١٩ افزار  تشريح نمايشي سخت-١١  جهت تصويربرداري پزشكي(NMR)اي  رزونانس مغناطيسي هسته اصول پايه -٣
 ها  وريدهاي بزرگ بدن و اندام-٢٠ ها ها و محدوديت  آرتيفكت-١٢ Resolution و K فضاي -٤
 م وريدي اسپلنوپورتال سيست-٢١  عروق داخل جمجمه-١٣  وابسته به جريانAcquistionهاي   تكنيك-٥
 هاي درماني داخل عروقي  جهت روش(Guide) ارائة راهنما -٢٢ هاي كاروتيد و ورتبرال  شريان-١٤  مستقل از جريانAcquistionهاي   تكنيك-٦
٧- Resolution فضايي در مقابل Resolution زماني در MRA٢٣ هاي آن  آئورت شكمي و شاخه-١٥  با تشديد كنتراست- Implantها ايمني و آرتيفكت: هاي داخل عروقي 
  هاي كوروناري  شريان-١٦ MRA ماده حاجب در -٨

   ريال500,000 : قيمت

   ريال700,000 : قيمت
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Looking for the number key to the diagrams? Just fold out this page…        
A didactically brilliant and unprecedented approach to understanding CT imaging     (Matthias Hofer, MD) 
 
MRI  and CT Scan of Head and Spine    
(Williams & Wilkins)             (C. Barrie Grossman, M.D. Indiana فوروراديولوژيست و متدولوژيست دانشگاه)                 ( تعداد صفحات : 810) 

  : بخش اصلي است٤پردازد و شامل  حث و بررسي مي در زمينة نوروراديولوژي به بMRI و CT Scanالذكر در مورد  كتاب فوق
 مغز:  بخش دوم  ملاحظات تكنيكي پايه:  بخش اول 

 MRI و CT Scan  اصول فيزيكي مربوط به -١فصل 
 CT Scan موارد استفاده باليني -٢فصل 
 MRI موارد استفاده باليني -٣فصل 

 ف جمجمه، جمجمه و صورتك:  بخش سوم 

 MRI و CT Scan آناتومي نرمال مغز در -٤فصل 
 هاي اينتراكرانيال ها و كيست لاسم نئوپ-٥فصل 
  اختلالات عروقي مغز-٦فصل 
 ها كرانيال و اينتراكرانيال  آسيب-٧فصل 

 هاي التهابي ها و بيماري  عفونت-٨فصل 
 هاي مادرزادي مغز و اختلالات نوزادي  مالفورماسيون-٩فصل 
  هيدروسفالي و اختلالات دژنراتيو و آتروفيك مغز-١٠فصل 

 (Sella) ناحية زين -١١فصل  ستون فقرات: بخش چهارم 
  ناحيه تمپورال-١٢فصل 
 هاي پارانازال و نازوفارنكس  جمجمه، صورت، سينوس-١٣فصل 
  اوربيت -١٤فصل 

 هاي تصوير  ستون فقرات نرمال، تكنيگ-١٥فصل 
 اتهاي دژنراتيو و تروماتيك ستون فقر  وضعيت-١٦فصل 
 هاي ستون فقرات  ساير پاتولوژي-١٧فصل 

 
 )ريال(قيمت  سال نشر عنوان كتاب

1 Section 1: Update on General Medicine 2004-2005 260,000 
2 Section 2: Fundamentals and Principles of Ophthalmology 2004-2005 600,000 
3 Section 3:  Optics, Refraction, and Contact Lenses 2004-2005 600,000 
4 Section 4: Ophthalmic Pathology and Intraocular Tumors 2004-2005 750,000 
5 Section 5: Neuro-Ophthalmolog 2004-2005 700,000 
6 Section 6: Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus 2004-2005 750,000 
7 Section 7: Orbit, Eyelids, and Lacrimal System 2004-2005 600,000 
8 Section 8: External Disease and Cornea 2004-2005 750,000 
9 Section 9: Intraocular Inflammation and Uveitis 2004-2005 530,000 

10 Section 10: Glaucoma 2004-2005 500,000 
11 Section 11: Lens and Cataract 2004-2005 520,000 
12 Section 12: Retina and Vitreous 2004-2005 600,000 
13 Section 13: International Ophthalmology 2004-2005 600,000 

 Section 14: Refractive Surgery 2004-2005 500,000 
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INDEX Master INDEX 2004-2005 240,000 
14 WAVEFRONT ANALYSIS, ABERROMETERS and CORNEAL TOPOGRAPHY 2003 1100,000 
15 OPHTHALMOLOGY MONOGRAPHS Cataract Surgery and Intraocular Lenses 2001 200,000 
16 COSMETIC OCULOPLASTIC SURGERY  Eyelid, Forehead, and Facial Techniques 1999 300,000 
17 Glaucoma THE REQUISITES IN OPHTHALMOLOGY 2000 200,000 
18 LASIK Principles and Techniques 1998 250,000 
19 THE GLAUCOMAS 2000 180,000 
20 THE WILLS EYE MANUAL  Office and emergency Room Deagnosis and Treatment of Eye Disease 1999 220,000 
21 Complications in Phacoemulsification (Avoidance, Recognition, and Management) 2002 400,000 

   ريال500,000 : قيمت
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